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Addendum No. 1 to
Document No. l-E
22 J:une 1979

(Geneva, 1979)

PLEN.ARY MEETING

Memorandum by the Secretary-General
RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
With regard to the Recommendations reproduced in Annex 2 to Document No. 1,
the Administrative Council at its 34th Session (1979) specified clearly that the
WARC itself is sovereign to decide the necessary measures'for the conduct of its work,
subject to the provisions of the International Telecommunication Convention
(Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973).

M. MILI
Secretary-General

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited numb.er. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few add1t1onal copies can be made available.
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Document No. l-E
29 September 1?78
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE
RECOJVllVI.ENDATIONS ADOPrED BY THE
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

1.
The agenda of the Conference appears in Resolution No. 801 adopted by the
Administrative Council at its 32nd Session (1977). This Resolution is reproduced in
Annex 1.
2.
At its 33rd S·ession ( 1978) , the Administrative Council adopted a ser1es of
recommendations which are reproduced in Annex 2.

M. MILI
Secretary-General
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ANNE X 1

R No. 801 WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE, 1979
The Administrative Council
in view of the result of the consultations following Circular-telegrams Nos. A 72
dated 18 June 1976 and A 125 dated 27 May 1977,
resolves
1.
that the Conference shall be convened in Geneva on 24 September 1979 for a duration
of ten weeks;

that the agenda of the Conference shall be as follows

2.

2.1
to review and, where necessary, revise the prov1s1ons of the Radio Regulations
relating to terminology, the allocation of frequency bands and the directly associated
regulations (Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : Nl, N2, N3, N5, N6, N7, N8, N25, ~26,
N27, N28 (Section I), N29, N33 (Section IV.B) and N47 and related Appendices not·applying to a
single·service);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 1 to 6 and Sections I, II, III, VI, VII,
VIII and IX of Article 7)
2.2
to review and, where necessary, revise the prov1s1ons applicable to the coordination,
notification and recording of frequency assignments except those Articles relating to a single
service (Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : Nll, Nl2 and Nl3 and related Appendices,
but not Articles Nl4 and Nl));
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 9 and 9A but not 9B and 10)
2.3
to review and, where necessary, revise the other Articles applicable to more than
one service (Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : N4, Nl6 to N24 and related Appendices not
applying to a single service) and provisions applicable to miscellaneous stations and services
(Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : N30, N31, N32·, N33 (Sections I, II, III and IV.A)
and N39 and related Appendices);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 12 to 20; 41 to 44)
2.4
to make any necessary consequential editorial amendments to other prov1s1ons of
the Radi~ Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations resulting from the action taken
under agenda items 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3;
2.5
to review the report on the activity of the IFRB and revise, where necessary, the
provisions relating to its methods of work and internal regulations (Articles of the
Re-arrangement of the RR : N9 and NlO);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 8 and 11)
2.6
to study the technical aspects for the use of radiocommunications for marking,
identifying, locating and communicating with the means of medical transport protected under
the 1949 Geneva Conventions and any additional instruments of these Conventions;
2.7
to take account of Resolution No. Sat-10 of the World Broadcasting-Satellite
Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1977, on the possible Re-arrangement of the Radio
Regulations and Addition~l Radio Regulations, to make such consequential changes as may be
necessary to harmonize the Radio Regulations as well as the Additional Radio Regulations and
to undertake any further necessary refinement and deletion of superfluous or redundant
p~ovisions;
't
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2.8
to consider the proposals based on the CCITT studies carried out in accordance with
Resolutions Nos. Mar2 - 22 and 23 and to take appropriate decisions;
2.9
to consider the resolutions and the recommendations adopted by administrative radio
conferences, to take such action as may be considered necessary and to adopt such new
resolutions and recommendations as may be necessary;
2.10
to propose to the Administrative Council and to the next Plenipotentiary Conference
a progrwmme for convening future administrative radio conferences to deal with specific
services;
2.11
to provide, for the benefit of future administrative radio conferences, such
guidelines as may be found necessary for optimum use of the frequency spectrum.

This Resolution replaces Resolution No. 783.
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MEASURES FOR REDUCING THE AMOUNT OR RATIONALIZING THE
TIMING OF WORK
(Recommendations adopted by the Administrative Council,
3-3rd Session May/June 1978)

A.

Recommendations to Administrations

1.
It is suggested that where Administrations are aware that their proposals
are identical with those of other Administrations, or which differ from them only
in point of drafting, they consider indicating this in submitting their proposals
to facilitate editing by the General Secretariat in the preparation of composite
documents.
2.
In order to facilitate plenary room arrangements, Administrations (and
Permanent Missions) should supply full particulars on the composition of their
delegations by 31 August 1979 at the latest (see also No. 320 of the Convention).
The application of this measure will also facilitate the registration of delegates
and the preparation of the first list of participants.

B.

Recommendations to the Conference

3.
Once the structure of the Conference has been decided on, participants
will be requested to select the documents they wish to receive depending on the
committees whose work they wish to follow. It is hoped by this means to make
certain economies in the numbers of documents printed.

4.
As early as possible, the Steering Committee should draw up a detailed
timetable of the work of the Conference and should see that it is observed.
5.
In organizing their work, committees should as far as possible avoid
splitting up into official sub-committees, with the additional documentation (in
particular summary records) which results therefrom.
6.

When setting up working groups, the Chairman of the Committee concerned
should agree with the group on the number of meetings it is to hold. Once that
number is exceeded, the questions assigned to the working group may revert to the
Committee.

7.
It is hoped that whenever possible, delegations will waive the right,
conferred on them by No. 517 of the Convention, to require the insertion in the
summary records or minutes, either summarized or in full, of statements they have
made during the debates.

8.

When committees need a decision to be taken by the Plenary Meeting to
enable them to progress with their work, the reports they submit to Plenary for
this purpose should be as concise as possible and, in principle, contain only the
text(s) -with variant(s) - to be included in the Final Acts. In presenting such
a report in Plenary, the Chairman of the committee concerned may, of course, make
any oral comments he sees fit.
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9.
Texts to be submitted to the Plenary Meeting for lst or 2nd reading
which have been adopted unanimously in committee will be sent direct to the
Editorial Committee, without previous discussion in Plenary, in the form of
ordinary (white) documents, distributed to all participants.
10.
In the event of congestion.in the processing of documents, those
containing minutes or summary records may be held up, if necessary, till after
the Conference. Where, however, minutes or summary records contain important
decisions on which there was controversy, every effort should be made to produce
them as soon as possible to avoid further debate.
11.
Measure No. 1 applies also during the Conference. Moreover, in preparing
their texts, delegations should allow about 24 hours for the issue of a "normal"
text (3-4 pages), except in case of urgency.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Document No. 2-E
29 September 1978
Original : French

•
PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATIONS

1.
Under Article 67 of the International Telecommunication Convention,
Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973, the delegation sent by a Member of the Union to a
conference shall be duly accredited in accordance with Nos. 360 to 366 of the
Convention.
2.
To facilitate consultation, I hereby transmit to the Conference the text
of the aforesaid Article 67 (see Annex).

M. MILI

Secretary-General

Annex
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ANNEX

ARTICLE 67

Credentials for Delegations to Conferences
359

1. The Je 1cgation sent by a l\'lember of the Un!on to a conference
shall be duly accredited in accordan~e with 360 to 366.

360

2. ( 1) Accreditation of Jeiegations to Plenipotentiary Conferences shall
bs bJ means of instruments signed by the Head of St~te, by the Head of
the Government or by the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

361

( 2) Accreditation of delegatians to administrative. conferences shall
be by l>lcans of instruments signed by the Head of State, by the Head of
the Government, by the Minister for Foreign Affairs or by the Minister
responsible for questions dealt with during the conference.

362

( 3) Subject to confirmation prior to the signature of the Final Acts,
by one of the authorities mentioned in '360 or 361, delegations may be
provisionally accredited by the Head of the diplomatic mission of the
country concerned to the government of the country in which the conference
is held. In the case of a conference held in the country of the seat of the
Union, a delegation may also be provisionally accredited by the Head of
the Permanent Delegation of the country concerned to the United Nations ·
Office at Geneva.

363

3. Credentials shall be accepted if they are signed by the appropriate
authority mentioned under 360 to 362, and fulfil one of the following
criteria:

364

-they confer full -powers;

36S

-they authorize the delegation to represent its government, without
restrictions;

366

-they give the delegation, or certain members thereof, the right to
sign the Final Acts.

367

4. ( 1) A delegation whose credentials are found to be in order by the
Plenary Meeting shall be entitled to exercise the right to vote of the
Member concerned and to sign the Final Acts.

368

( 2) A delegation whose credentials are found not to be in order
by the Plenary Meeting sh:;tll not be entitled to exercise the right to vote
or to sign the Final Acts until the situation has been rectified.

369

5. Credentials shall be deposited with the secretariat of the conference
as early as possible. A special committee shall be entrusted with the verification thereof and shall report on its conclusions to the Plenary Meeting
within the time specified by the latter. Pending the decision of the Plenary·
Meeting thereon, a delegation of a Member of the Union shall be entitled
to participate in the conference and to exercise the right to vote of the
Member concerned .•

370

6. As a general rule, Members of the Union should endeavour to send
their own delegations to conferences of the Union. However, if a Member
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is unable, for exceptional reasons, to send its own delegation, it may give
the delegation of another Member powers to vote and sign on its behalf.
Such powers must be conveyed by means of an instrument signed by one
of the authorities mentioned in 360 or 361.

371

372
373

7. A delegation with the right to vote may give to another delegation
with the right to vote a mandate to exercise its vote at one or more
meetings at which it is unable to be present. In such a case it shall, in
good time, notify the Chairman of the conference in writing.
8. A delegation may not exercise more than one proxy vote.
9. Credentials and the transfer of powers sent by telegram shall not
be accepted. Nevertheless, replies sent by telegram to requests by the
Chairman or the secretariat of the conference for clarification of credentials
shall be accepted.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORlD ADMINISTRATIVE
RAD~O

Document No. 3-E
29 September 1978
Original : French

CONFERENCE

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

1.
In accordance with the provisions of Article 66 of the International
Telecommunication Convention, Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973, I had the pleasure, in
my letter No. RE/CONF/2-1 dated 25 September 1978, of inviting the Members of the
Union to forward their proposals for submission to the Conference, by 25 January 1979
at the latest.
Nevertheless, with special reference to the proposals which will be made on
the basis of technical information provided by the CCIR Special Preparatory Meeting
(Geneva, 23 October 1978), the date for receipt of proposals by the General Secretariat
may be postponed to 16 March 1979.
It will probably be impossible to take into account any proposals which are
received after these dates ln the preparation of the document containing coordinated
proposals.
2.
In the same letter, Members were reminded to use the Radio Regulations in their
rearranged form and the Additional Radio Regulations in their present form for the
presentation of their proposals (in this connection, see Resolution No. Sat-10 annexed
h~reto).

3.
Members were also reminded that their proposals must be presented in a uniform
manner ln accordance with the "Guidelines for presentation of proposals for amendments
to the Radio Regulations" annexed to the General Secretariat's Circular-letter No. 253
dated 10 July 1978.
Additional coples of these "Guidelines" may be obtained on request from the
General Secretariat.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex
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ANNE X

RESOLUTION No. Sat- 10°
Relating to the Possible Re-arrangement of
the Radio Regulations and
the Additional Radio Regulations

,.

The World Broadcasting-Satellite Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1977,

considering
a)
the Report •'Possible Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations"
of the Group of Experts set up by the Administrative Council at its 30th Session in June 1975 ~

item 2. 7 of the agenda of the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference ( 1979 WARC) contained in
Resolution No. 80 I of the Administrative Council (32nd Session, May/June 1977) which provides for the
consideration of the recommendations of this Conference on the re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations and
the Additional Radio Regulations and to make such consequential changes as may be necessary to harmonize
the revisions of the Radio Regulations since 1959:
·
b)

recognizing
a)
that such harmonization can include the further refinement of the re-arrangement of the Radio
Regulations and any deletion. which the Group of Experts was unable to make. of superfluous or redundant
provisions~

that Member countries may submit proposals for harmonization under item 2. 7 of the agenda for the
1979 WARC as well as proposals relating to other items of the agenda:

b)

c)
that the 1979 WARC will make the final decision on the re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations and
the Additional Radio Regulations. including harmonization under item 2. 7 of its agenda:

endorses in principle
the re-arrangement proposed in the Report of the Group of Experts:

resolves
1.
that the re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations proposed by the Group of Experts. as endorsed by this
Conference: which includes two new Appendices B and C, established by the Group of Experts and the
re-arrangement. by titles only, of other appendices, resolutions and recommendations shall be published by the
Secretary-General by September 1977;
2.
that the Additional Radio Regulations and the texts of appendices, resolutions and recommendations
contained in the 1976 loose-leaf edition should not be so published~

• Text updated after the 32nd session of the Administrative Council.
-~
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urges the CC/IT

to complete as soon as possible the studies being carried out in accordance with Resolutions No. Mar2 - 22 and No. Mar2 - 23 and Recommendation No. Mar2 - 18 and to distribute the results
to administrations to enable them to prepare their proposals on this basis for the 1979 WARC under agenda
item 2.8 of that Conference;

urges Member countries

to use the re-arranged form of the Radio Regulations in resolves 1 and the present form of the Additional
Radio Regulations as a basis for submitting proposals to the 1979 WARC for the revision of the Radio
Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations in accordance with its agenda. including any proposals
relating specifically to harmonization under item 2. 7 of its agenda (Resolution No. 80 I of the Administrative
Council);

requests the 1979 WARC

to agree that the documents in resolves 1 and 2 above should be used as the basic reference documents
by delegates to that conference in discussing proposals.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOM.MUNICATION UNION
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Document No. 4-E
29 September 1978
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
CONVENING OF THE CONFERENCE

Summary, ;. This document refers to the measures taken by the Plenipotentiary Conference,
Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973, and by the Administrative Council with a view
to convening the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference. This document
is issued for information; the Council will probably wish to take note of
it.
1.

The Plenipotentiary Conference, Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973
considering

a) that, since 1959, various world administrative radio conferences have
amended the Radio Regulations and Additional Radio Regulations on specific points
without having been able to harmonize the decisions taken because of the limited
nature of their agenda;
b) that, as a result of technical advances, some of the provisions in these
Regulations should be reconsidered, particularly with regard to certain services which
are developing rapidly;
c) that, for these reasons, a general revision of the Radio Regulations and
of the Additional Radio Regulations should be undertaken;
resolved
that a World Administrative Radio Conference to revise, as necessary, the
Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations shall be convened in 1979
(see Resolution No. 28).
2.

The Administrative Council

2.1
At its 30th Session (1975), the Council considered Resolution No. 28 cited
above and held an exchange of views on the. agenda of the Conference and on the
necessary preparations for holding it. The Council decided that the agenda, date and
duration of the Conference should be fixed by the Council at its 31st Session through
a consultation of Member Administrations. The Council also instructed the
Secretary-General to invite Administrations to send him for submission to the Council
any suggestions they might wish to make on the items mentioned. The Secretary-General
also had to ask Administrations for their opinions on. the studies to be undertaken by
the permanent organs of ·the Union, including the convening of a special joint meeting
of the CCIR Study Groups in 1978 (subsequently called the Special Preparatory Meeting).

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
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2.2
At its 31st Session (1976).,' the Council examined Members' replies to the
consultation held by the Secretary~General and drew up a draft agenda for the
Conference; this draft was approved by the Members after a consultation, hq.t the
Council, after discussing the matter, reserved the possibility of reverting to the
question at its next Session if necessary. The Council further decided that the CCIR
Special Preparatory Meeting should be held during the last quarter of 1978, to ensure
that the technical data required for the preparations for the Conference were brought
up to date.
2.3
At its 32nd Session (1977), the Council had to reconsider the agenda of the
Conference, particularly as the result of certain decisions taken by the WARC for
Satellite Broadcasting (Geneva, 1977).· In accordance with No. 221 of the Convention,
the Council proposed to the Members of the Union a final agenda which was accepted by
the majority of the Members. Resolution No. 801 adopted by the Council on this subject
is annexed to Document No. 1 of the Conference. At that same Session, the Council
adopted Resolution No. 804, whereby the CCIR was invited to carry out the studies
necessary to ensure timely provision of the technical information likely to be needed
as a basis for the work of the. Conference, and to arrange for a Special Preparatory
Meeting of the CCIR to be convened on 23 October 1978 for a duration of four weeks
for the purpose of providing documentation to serve as. a technical basis for t~e
Conference. The CCIR was also invited to make the ne·cessary arrangements to ensure
the widest possible participat~on in this Special Preparatory Meeting.
2.4
At its 33rd Session (1978), the Council drew up the budget
and adopted a series of Recommendations, some relating to the period
the Conference and others to the work of the Conference itself. The
Recommendations (see Document No. 1) is to reduce the volume of work
Secretariat or to distribute it better in time.

M. MILI

Secretary-General
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WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Note by the Secretary-General
DOCUMENTATION OF THE CCIR
The Director of the CCIR has requested that the attached Report No. 785 be
transmitted to the Conference.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex
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ANNEX
REPORT 785

*

FREQUENCY TOLERANCES FOR RADIO-RELAY SYSTE1\1S
(Study Prpgramme 19A/9)
(1978)
I.

Introduction

In many areas of the world increasingly intensive use is being made of radio-relay systems for the
transmission of telephony, television and digital signals. New equipment capable of transmitting more information
in a given radio frequency bandwidth has been developed, thereby providing more efficient use of the spectrum.
However, such equipment is often more subject to interference, which may result in a situation where existing
radio-relay routes cannot be expanded to their full potential due to the congested radio frequency environment.
Frequency tolerance limits are generally a compromise between the desirability of keeping these values to a
realistic minimum, the ability to produce equipment that will meet a tight specification, and the cost in terms of
economic and system performance of achieving such results. This Report provides a brief summary of the current
techniques of carrier generation; discusses the frequency tolerance behaviour for various radto-relay repeater
schemes and some interference conditions; identifies the increasing difficulties of achieving efficient spectrum
utilization at higher frequencies and finally, offers insights to techniques for establishing reasonable frequency
tolerance requirements for a class of heterodyne repeater systems. This Report gives preliminary answers to
decides 2 and 3 of Study Programme 19A/?.
2.

Definitions

The Radio Regulations give as a definition of frequency tolerance: "The maximum permissible departure
by the centre frequency of the frequency band occupied by an emission from the assigned frequency or, by the
characteristic frequency of an emission from the reference frequency. The frequency tolerance is expressed in parts
in 10 6 or in cycles per second."
This definition clearly restricts the use of the word ··tolerance" to the specified limit of excursion of the
carrier frequency in the case of most radio-relay systems and it should be noted that a tolerar11:e of x pans per
million (ppm) implies limits of ± A ppm. In a chain of radio-relay repeaters the definition is u::;uallv most relevant
to the last transmitter. In this document frequency error is taken to mean any unwanted d~parture of the
characteristic frequency.
The difference between any instantaneous value of the carrier frequency and the assigned frequency may

te due to two components, the constant inaccuracy of setting the frequency and a time-varying instability which
may have distinct long and short-term characteristics. Both the instability and inaccuracy are measurable
quantities.

3.

Frequenc~·

stability of the carrier source

Excessive variations of the carrier source frequency due to variations of the ambient temperature can be
pre\·ented either by temperature control of the carrier source, or through the use of a frequency controlling device
with low temperature sensitivity, or by a combination of both. Temperature control alone is rarely used in
radio-relay systems. The prevailing carrier source designs can be categorized by the type of frequency controlling
device and by the type of its frequency control function.
Two types. of frequency controlling device are currently in use: the quartz crystal and the temperaturecompensated, high-Q cavity. Their frequency control function can be described as being either direct or indirect.
In the direct case the stabilizing device is incorporated in the oscillator, whereas in the indirect case it provides a
stabilized reference frequency for an AFC (automatic-frequency-control) or an APC (automatic-phase-control)
circuit which tunes the carrier oscillator to the reference frequency. Variety in the design of carrier sources is
further enhanced by the choice between direct, fundamental-frequency generation and indirect generation at a
subharmonic, followed by frequency multiplication. However, considerations of frequency stability can be limited
to the properties of the frequency controlling device used.

*

This Report should be brought to the attention of Study Group I.
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\Vhile technological and economic factors in practice limit the maximum usable quartz crystal resonance
frequencies to the lower VHF range, frequency control with this device is applicable over the entire microwave
spectrum exploited for radio-relay links. This is accomplished through the use of frequency multiplication or
frequency division, depending on the carrier source design. Frequency control with a stabilizing cavity, on the
other hand, is practically e"xcluded from the lower end of the microwave spectrum, where the cavity size would
become excessive and therefore incompatible with compact equipment design.

.

A frequency st~bility with standard quartz crystals of 50 pp m over the -30 oC to + 60 oC ambient
temperature range, is, for example, readily achievable. Selected crystals can assure better stability, typically
20 ppm. The addition of an oven for temperature stabilization can bring about improvements of orders of
magnitude dependent upon the characteristics of the crystal used and the temperature control of the oven. Such
techniques can achieve stabilities of better than 5 ppm. The frequency stabilization figures obtainable with cavities
differ for direct and indirect stabilization: 100 ppm for oscillatdrs incorporating the stabilizing cavity, and 50 ppm
for reference cavities, with 30 ppm obtainable over the normal ambient temperature range (e.g. + 10 octo
+ 40 (;C). These figures are for temperature compensated environmentally sealed cavities. The practicality of
additional frequency stabilization through temperature stabilization depends on the size and mass of the cavity.
Where applicable, a frequency stability of 5 ppm can be obtained.

4.

Factors affecting the frequency tolerance requirements of the emitted signal

4.1

General

*

In radio-relay links using remodulating repeaters the emitted frequency error equals the error of the carrier
source, but in radio-relay links using heterodyne repeaters this is generally not the case.
The conventional heterodyne system design for analogue transmission, for example, which uses independent carrier sources in a chain of up-conversions and down-conversions of the frequency-modulated intermediate frequency, leads to a buildup of the frequency tolerance along each homogeneous section terminated with a
modulator and demodulator. Such heterodyne systems therefore require carrier sources with substantially narrower
frequency tolerance limits than remodulating systems. There are other heterodyne system schemes, however, which
aim at reducing the frequency stability requirements on the carrier sources without extending the tolerance limits
of the emitted frequency.
In the repeaters one of these schemes uses a fixed frequency separation between the received and emitted
carriers, which requires only a single microwave carrier source of moderate frequency stability and a high-stability
VHF shift oscillator. These two are used in such a way that frequency variations of the microwave carrier source
do not affect the emitted signal frequency. The frequency error of the transmitted signal is determined only by
that of the VHF shift oscillator. Another heterodyne system scheme aimed at easing the frequency tolerance
requirements of the carrier sources uses automatic control of each transmitter frequency. Frequency errors are
therefore non-cumulative, and each carrier source is permitted to drift over the whole tolerance range of the
emitted signal, as in a remodulating system.

4.2

Cumulative frequency errors in some heterodyne systems

The instantaneous frequency error Fat the end of a multi-hop heterodyne repeater system with cumulative
frequency errors depends on:
ll - }

F

M+ T

+

I_R

(1)

1

where M is the frequency error of the modulator, T the frequency error of the terminal transmitter, and R a
frequency error of the repeater which varies with the type of repeater in use and which depends on the circuit
configuration.
In a repeater system having two independent local oscillators, one for a receiver and the other for a
transmitter, R is equal to the sum of the frequency error of the two oscillators (i.e., R = r 1 + r2 where r 1 and r2
are the frequency errors of the oscillators).
·

*

Further study of this subject is required.
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In the case of, for instance, 9 hops, the maximum frequency error of the emitted signal becomes equal to
17 times the maximum of one carrier source plus the modulator frequency error.
In a repeater system with a local oscillator in either the receiver or transmitter and with the other local
signal obtained by shift converting the local oscillator output, R is equal to the frequency error S of the shift
oscillator. Since the shift frequency is generally about 150 MHz to 600 MHz, S is below about 15 kHz when the
shift oscillator error is 20 ppm.
A linear addition of the appropriate frequency errors is necessary to determine total frequency error for
estimating bandwidth occupancy. The use of the above formula may result in unduly pessimistic conclusions,
whereas a statistical determination of the total frequency error may offer a more realistic result.
4.3

Statistical considerations

If a baseband section with N heterodyne repeaters is assumed, the contributors to the final frequency error
are two local oscillators in each repeater, one local oscillator and the modulator at the transmit terminal.
The instantaneous frequency error at the end of the link can be assumed to follow a normal distribution
with a mean value Jl and a standard deviation ~ Once Jl and s are known, it is possible to calculate the
probability that the frequency error is higher than a set reference value. The problem is to determine the
relationship between s and Nand the given frequency error of the local oscillators and the modulators.
Assuming that the mean value of the frequency error of each local oscillator and modulator is zero, it can
be assumed that the normalized mean value of the frequency error of the last transmitter in a radio link will
present a mean value Jl equal to zero, then the standard deviation s of the normal distribution of the frequency
error of the last transmitter in a radio link will be given by:

s

= Vcr m2 + (2N + 1) cr2oe

(2)

where crm is the standard deviation of the frequency error of the modulator, croe is the standard deviation of the
frequency error of a local oscillator and N is the number of repeaters in a baseband section.
Assuming that the frequency error of modulators is negligible (e.g. when the modulators are automatically
frequency controlled by a phase-lock-loop), Fig. l shows the results of these calculations under two hypotheses:
the first hypothesis (continuous lines) is based on the experimental results of one Administration* and assumes a
standard deviation of the local oscillator frequency error equal to 1/3 the local oscillator tolerance. The second
hypothesis (dashed lines) is more conservative and assumes a probability density function of the local oscillators
frequency error flat within a range of plus and minus t~e frequency tolerance and zero outside the range.
4.4

Additional considerations

Other factors which make only a small contribution towards the difference between the carrier source
stability and the tolerance of the emitted signal, include the initial frequency-setting accuracy of the source and the
effects of frequency-locking networks.
It is thus evident that the specified frequency tolerance of the emitted carrier often has to be considerably
less stringent than the available source stabilities and has to cover the possibility of using different types of
equipment design and interference considerations in a particular band.

Interference arising from frequency error of the emitted signal causes effects which depend on the carrier
modulation as well as on the type of baseband signal. For example, FDM-FM radio-relay ·systems with eo-channel
interference from other FDM-FM transmissions may experience a significant beat signal type of interference in
the demodulated signal.

*

Measurements were carried out in Italy in the period 1971-72 on more than 200 solid state oscillators and 100 solid state
frequency modulators without any automatic frequency control. The components under measurement had been installed
from one to three years before the beginning of the measurements and their frequency had not been adjusted after the
installation.
In order to investigate how much the frequency errors could be reduced by periodic adjustment of local oscillators and
modulators, it was decided to set the frequency of each local oscillator and modulator and repeat the measurements three
months later.
The results confirmed the validity of the normal distribution with a normalized mean value practically equal to zero, but
with a standard deviation considerably improved for the solid state oscillator, while for the moduiator the standard
devia£ion was practically the same as in the previous measurements.
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FIGURE 1 -Relationship between A and number of IF repeaters N
A : Ratio between the frequency error at the last transmitter output in a baseband section and the frequency

tolerance of local oscillators.
Each curve reports the value of the ratio exceeded only for the percentage of cases specified in the graph.
Case of IF repeaters with individual local oscillators for transmitters and receivers.
_

curves calculated on the hypothesis of local oscillator frequency error standard deviation equal to
1/3 of the local oscillator tolerance (assumption based on experimental results).

- - - - curves calculated on the conservative hypothesis of a probability density function of local oscillator
frequency error flat within a range of plus and minus the frequency tolerance and zero outside this range.

5.

Problems of frequency tolerance at higher frequencies

Techniques for achieving the required stability may become increasingly difficult at the higher freq~enci~s.
However, when frequency tolerance is expressed in terms of parts per million, the total tolerance ~erm1tted. m
terms of hertz increases in direct proportion to the emitted frequency. and could eventually exceed the mformat1on
bandwidth being eo m eyed by the system.
In the bands now being used (below about 13 GHz) and with the information bandwidths of present
CCIR channelling plans, this has not been a problem. However, as the higher bands (at 18 GHz and above) are
put to use, this effect may create a significant problem. This will be especially true if there is a substantial demand
for relatively low capacity systems. For example, for equipment operating on a carrier frequency of 39 GHz, a
tolerance of 500 ppm (the figure now specified in the Radio Regulations) would correspond to an absolute
tolerance 'of ± 19.5 MHz. This figure would be quite large with respect to the bandwidth of relatively low capacity
equipment.
In order to prevent inefficient use of the frequency spectrum, the frequency tolerance allowed by the
Radio Regulations should be improved to take advantage of the present state of the art.
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6.

Conclusions and suggested frequency tolerances

In anticipation of the World Administrative Radio Conference (1979) it is important that Administrations
should consider tighter frequency tolerances for new equipment in the range up to 40 GHz.
Table I gives current frequency tolerance values for fixed stations operating between 100 and 40 000 MHz
and suggested more stringent values which are suitable to be introduced into the 1979 WARC for proposed
modification of Appendix 3, Article 12 of the Radio Regulations.

TABLE I- Frequency tolerances (in parts per million) for fixed stations

Frequency
Range MHz
100
470
1 000
2 450
10 500

to
to
to
to
to

470
1 000
2 450
10 500
40 000

Current
Radio
Regulations
50(1)
300
300
300
500

Frequency tolerances to be
considered for Modification of
Radio Regulations, Appendix 3
20(1)
100
100
200
300

(1) For fixed stations operating at 50 watts or less.

Note /.
Standards ·are for fixed stations operating at I 00 watts or less except where indicated.
Note 2.
Further study is necessary for fixed stations operating at more than l 00 watts.
Note 3.
Further study is required of frequency tolerances for fixed stations operating at frequencies above
40 GHz.
Note 4. - This Report should be brought to the attention of Study Group I and to the WARC-1979 conference,
by the Secretariat of the CCIR.
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WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(-Geneva, 1979)
.,

'

~

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

/

1.
The 14th Plenary Assembly of the CCIR (Kyoto, 1978) adopted, amongst others,
the following two Recommendations :
a~d

Recommendation 507

Classification

Recommendation 535

Use of the Term UTC.

Designation of Emissions

The Plenary Assembly also decided to submit the texts of these two
Recommendations as formal proposals to the WARC-79.
2.
These two texts have been transmitted to me by the Director of the CCIR who
also forwarded, addressed to the Conference, the text of
Opinion 62 : Definition of the term "Radio Waves".

M. MILI
Secretary-General

.,...

Annexes

The texts mentioned above

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ANNE X 1

RECOMMENDATION 507

CLASSIFICATIO§ AND DESIG§ATIO§ OF EMISSIONS
(Qu~stion

1/1)
(1978)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
that the Recommendation No. 8 of the Administrative Radio
Conference, Geneva, 1959, calls for action by the CCIR on the classification
and designation of emissions and for a Recommendation to be made in time for a
decision to be taken at the next World Administrative Radio Conference;

1gl

that several methods have been studied, and that a method of
classification and designation of emissions has been developed, which enables
all essential information to be provided;

1Ql

1£1

that this method has been tried and improved upon as a result of
the comments and observations received from Administrations subsequent to its
application;

iQl·

that the improved method is considered appropriate for submission
to the World Administrative Radio Conferenoe, 1979;

that it might be useful to Administrations to be able to give
additional details to the basic cha~acteristics if they so wish;

~

1fl

that it should be possible to update the additional
characteristics at shorter intervals than between two World Administrative
Radio Conferences;

1&l

that a CCIR Recommendation would provide a suitable means for such
updating,
UNANIMOUSLY RECOMMENDS

that the following method be used for the classification and
designation of emissions:
ANNEX I
PART I
METHOD FOR THE DESIGNATION OF EMISSIONS
1.
Emissions are designated according to their necessary
ba~~wid~h and their classification. Whenever the full designation of an

emission is required, the classification for that emision shall be
an .i~~ication of the necessary bandwidth.
~~

prec~ded by
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SECTION I

Necessary bandHidtb
2.
. The necessary bandwidth shall be expressed by three numerals,
and one letter which shall occupy the position of the dec~mal point, as
described below. The first numeral shall not be a zero.
The necessary bandwidth:
'between 1 Hz
(symbol H)'

and 999 Hz

shall be expressed in Hz

between 1 kHz and 999 kHz shall be expressed in kHz
(symbol K)'
between

MHz and 999 MHz shall be expressed in MHz (symbol M),

between 1 GHz and 999 GHz shall be expressed in GHz
(symbol G).

Examples
Necessary bandwidth

Symbol

25HO
400H
2K40
6KOO
12K5
36KO
180K
1M25
6M25
27MO
5G60

Hz
Hz
kHz
kHz
6
12.5 kHz
kHz
36
180
kHz
1. 25 MHz
6.25 MHz
MHz
21
5.6 GHz

25
400
2.4

SECTION II

Classification n

3.
Emissions are classified and symbolized according to the basic
characteristics and additional characteristics given in this Section.
Modulation used only for· short periods for incidental purposes (such as, in
many cases, identification, calling, etc.) may be ignored, provided the
necessary bandwidth as indicated is not increased.
SECTION II.1

Basic characteristics
4. 1

First symbol

Type of modulation of the main carrier (see
below).

The class of emission is the set of characteristics, i.e. type of
carrier modulation, modulating signal, type of information to be
transmitted and also (if appropriate) any additional signal
characteristics, designated by standard symbols.

§ 5
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4.2

Second symbol

Nature of signal(s) modulating the main carrier
(see § 6 below).

4.3 ·

Third symbol

Type of information to be transmitted
{see § 7 below).

5.

First syEbol- Type of oodulation of tbe cain carrier u

5. 1

Emission of an unmodulated carrier

5.2

Emission in which the main carrier is amplitude-modulated
(including cases where sub-carriers are angle-modulated).
5.2. 1

Double-sideband

A

5.2.2

Single-sideband, full carrier

H

Single-sideband~

5.3

5.4

5.5

N

reduced or variable

level carrier

R

5.2.4

Single-sideband, suppressed carrier

J

5.2.5

Independent sideband

B

5.2.6

Vestigial sideband

c

Emission in which the main carrier is angle-modulated.

5. 3. 1

Frequency modulation

F

5.3.2

Phase modulation

G

Emission in which the main carrier is amplitude- and
angle-modulated either simultaneously or in a pre-established
sequence

D

Emission of pulses uo
p

5.5.1

Unmodulated sequence of pulses

5.5.2

A sequence of pulses

5.5.2.1

modulated in amplitude

K

5.5.2.2

modulated in width/duration

L

5.5.2.3

modulated in position/phase

M

This classification assumes that no change in the basic notification
procedure is made. Should a change occur where the indication of the use
of the upper or lower sideband is lost, the method may require revision
with respect to the first symbol.
oo

Emissions, where the main carrier is directly modulated by a signal
which has been coded into quantized form (e.g. pulse code modulation),
should be designated under §§ 5.2 or 5.3.
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5.5.2.4
5.5.2.5

5

in which the carrier is angle-modulated during the
period of the pulse

Q

which is a combination of the foregoing or is produced
by other means

V

5.6

Cases not covered above, in which an emission consists of the
main carrier modulated, either simultaneously or in a pre-established
sequence, in a combination of two or more of the following modes:
amplitude, angle, pulse
W

5.7

Cases not otherwise covered

6.

Second syobol- Hature of signal(s) modulating tbe
cain carrier

6. 1

No modulating signal

6.2

A single channel containing quantized or digital information
without the use of a modulating sub-carrier o

'6.3

A single channel containing quantized or digital information
with the use of a modulating sub-carrier o

2

6.4

A single channel containing analogue information

3

6.5

Two or more channels containing quantized or digital
information

7

6.6

Two or more channels containing analogue information

8

6.7

Composite system with one or more channels containing
quantized or digital information, together with one or more
channels containing analogue information

9

X

0

6.8

Ca~es

1.

Tbird synbol- Type of inforcation to be transmitted

7. 1

No information

7.2

Telegraphy - for aural receotion

A

7.3

Telegraphy - for automatic reception

B

7.4

Facsimile

c

7.5

Data transmission, telemetry, telecommand

D

7.6

Telephony (including sound broadcasting)

E

7.7

Television (video)

F

not otherwise covered

X
00

tran~mitted

This excludes time-division multiplex.
ao

In this context the word "information" does not include information
of a constant, unvarying nature such as provided by standard frequency
emissions, continuous wave and pulse radars, etc.

N
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7.8

Combination of the above

7.9

Cases not otherwise covered

X

SECTION II.2
Additional characteristics

B.

If Administrations wish to describe further details of an
emission, symbols in the following paragraphs shall be used.

8.1

Fourth symbol n -details of

8.2

Fifth symbol n -nature of multiplexing (see§ 10 below).

9.

Fourth symbol- details of signal(s)

9.1

Two-condition code with elements of differing numbers and/or
durations A

9.2

Two-condition code with elements of the same number and
duration without error-correction

B

Two-condition code with elements of the
duration with error-correction

c

9.3
9.4

signal(s~

(see§ 9 below).

sam~

number and

Four-condition code in which each condition represents a
signal element (of one or more bits)

D

Multi-condition code in which each condition represents a
signal element (of one or more bits)

E

Multi-condition code in which each condition or combination of
conditions represents a character

F

9.7

Sound of broadcasting quality-monophonic

G

9.8

Sound of broadcasting quality-stereophonic or
quadraphonic

H

Sound of commercial quality (excluding categories given in
sub-paragraphs 9.JO and 9.11)

J

Sound of commercial quality with the use of frequency inversion
or band-splitting

K

Sound of commercial quality with separate frequency-modulated
signals to control the level of demodulated signal

L

9. 12

Monochrome

M

9.13

Colour

N

9.5

9.6

9.9
9. 10
9. 11

Where the fourth or the fifth symbol is not used this should be
indicated by a dash where each symbol would otherwise appear.
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'9. 14

Combination of the above

9.15

Cases not otherwise covered

.10.·

. Fifth sy•bol- Nature of

X
aul~iplexing

N.

10.1

None

10.2

Frequency~division

10.3

Time~division

10.4

Combination of frequency-division multiplex and time~division
multiplex

w

10.5

Other types of multiplexing

X

F

multiplex

T

multiplex

PART 2
EXAMPLES

Description

I.

Radio
Regulations
Art. 2
Symbol

Symbols proposed
in. this method

§§ 5, 6, 7

No modulating signal

--

1.

Standard frequency emission
without time signals

AO or FO

NON

2.

CW radar

AO or FO

NON

3.

Pulse radar

PO

PON

---

4.

Chirp radar
(unmodulated sequence of pulses
in which the carrier is anglemodulated during the period of
the pulse)

PO

QON

--

Al

AlA

AN

Al

.. -.
AlB

AN

Al

AID

II.

A single channel containing
quantized or digital information
without the use of a modulating
sub-carrier

A.

Emission

amplitude-modul~ted

A.l Morse telegraphy for aural
reception

A.2 Morse telegraphy for
automatic reception

A.3 Telemetry using code with
elements of the same number
and duration, without
error-correction

...

BN
- -·-

.
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I

Description

I. Radio.
Regulations
Art • 2

;jy::1b0l

Symbols proposed
in this method

1--------.. . .-----1
§§ 5, 6, 7

B.

Emission frequency-modulated

B.l

Morse telegraphy with
frequen~y-shift keying for
automatic receptinn

Fl

FlB

Frequency-shift keyir~, teleprinter;
5-unit code without error correction

Fl

FlB

EN

Narrow-band direct-printing telegraph
system in Maritime Mobile Service

Fl

FlB

CN

B.4 Facsimile, quantized (weather chart)

F4

FlC

A~J

E.5 Data transmission in quantized form

Fl

FlD

EN

PlG

LlD

BN

A2

A2A

A2

A2B

A.2.l Standard frequency emission with
time signals

A2H

H2X

XN

Selective calling signal using
sequential single frequency code

A2H

H2B

FN

B.2
E.3

C.

· C.l

Emission of pulses

A sequence of pulses modulated in
width (e.g. telemetry signals)

JII. A single channel containing quantized or
digital information with the use of a
modulating sub-carrier

A.

Emission amplitude-modulated

A.l

Double sideband

A.l~

Morse telegraphy for aural reception
using on-off keying of modulated
carrier

A.l.2 Morse telegraphy for automatic
reception using on-off keying of
modulating sub-carrier

A.2

A.2~

Single-sideband, full carrier
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Radio
Regulations
Description

Art. 2

Symbol

A.3

Single-sideband, suppressed
carrier

fi.J.l

High speed Morse
telegraphy, on-off
keying of modulating·
sub_,carrier

t\ •

~.

Symbols proposed
in this method
§~

5, 6, 7

§~.

9, 10

A2J

J2B

AN

A2J

J2B

CN

2 Two-tone telegraphy

system using a modulating
sub-carrier, with
error-correction
A.3.3

Telegraphy, us1ng a multicondition code 1n which each
condition or combination of
conditions represents a
character

IV. A single channel containing
information

A7J

J2E

FN

~alogue

A.

Emission amplitude-modulated

A.l

Double-sideband

A.l.l Sound broadcasting

A3

A3E

GN

KN

A.l.2

Telephony with
privacy

A3

A3E

A.l.3

Telephony without
privacy

A3

A3E

A.l.4

Analogue facsimile

A4

A3C

A.2

Single-sideband, full

A.2.1

Telephony of commercial
quality with privacy

A3H

H3E

KN

A3A

R3E

CN

carrie~

A.3

Single-sideband, reduced carrier

A.3.1

Sound of broadcasting
quality
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Description

A.4

A.S

Symbols proposed
in this method

§§ 5, 6, 7

~§

9, 10

Single-sideband, suppressed carrier

A.4 .1 Telephony
with separate frequencymodulated signals to control the
level of demodulated speech signal
(Lincompex)
A. 4. 2

Radio
Regulations
Art. 2
Symbol

Analogue facsimile (frequency
modulation of an audio frequency
sub-carrier which modulates the
main carrier)

A3J

J3E

A4J

J3C

I.J\J

Vestigial sideband

.

- 1 Monochrome television (video)
A ").

ASC

C3F

A••
5 2 Colour television (video)

A)C

C3F

MN

B.

Emission frequency-modulated

B.1

Sound broadcasting

F3

F3E

B.2

IJ:elephony with privacy

F3

F3E

B.3

Analogue facsimile

F4

F3C

B.4

Colour televisjon (video)

F5

F3F

NN

C.

Emission of pulses

C.l

A sequence of pulses, modulated in
amplitude

C.l.l

Telephony without privacy,
(order wire, non-commercial
quality)

P3D

• K3E

XN

PlF

M3D

C.2

A sequence of pulses modulated in
phase or position

C.2.l

Analogue data transmission

GN
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Description

v.

Symbols proposed
ln this method

§"'3 5, 6, 7

~·~

9, 10

Two or more channels containing
quantized or digital information

A.

Emission amplitude-modulated

A.l

Single-sideband, reduced carrier,
multichannel voice frequency
telegraphy with error-correction,
in which some channels are
time-division multiplexed

A7A

R7B

cw

Independent sidebands with
quantized facsimile in one
sideband and multichannel
voice-frequency telegraphy
with error-correction and
time-division multiplex in the
other sideband

A9B

BTW

ww

F6

F7B

DX

F3

G7E

DT

A3H

H8E

. JF

A.2

VI.

Radio
Hegu1ations
Art. 2
Symbol

B.

Elnission angle-modulated

B.l

Frequency

B.l.l

Four-frequency diplcx

B.2

Phase modulation

B.2.1

Digital radio-relay system
in which the baseband is
constituted by pulse-code
modulated telephony in
time-division multiplex and
modulates the main carrier in
quadrature phase-shift keying

modul~t1on

Two or more channels containing
analogue information

A.

Emission amplitude-modulated

A.l

Single-sideband, full carrier,
several telephone channels in
frequency-division multiplex
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De~5 cri

A.2

Radio
Regu1atiors
Art. 2
Symbol

pt ion

Sir~le sidcband, suppressedcarrier, telephony of
commercial quality with privacy

A.3

Independent sidebands

A.J.l

Sound of

A.3.2

Telephony of
with privacy

broadcastin~

quality

commer~ial

Symbols proposed
in this method

A3J

J8E

KP

A3B

B8E

GF

quality

A3B

KF

A.3.3

Two analogue facsimile signals

A4B

XF

A.).4

Telephony with s~parate
frequency-modulated sienals to
control the level of demodulated
speech signal (Lincompcx)

A3B

(1<'

B.

Emission frequency modulated

B.l

Ster0ophonic sound broadcasting

F3

B.2

Telephony of commercial quality

F3

JF

FDM-PM radio-relay sy::>tem,
multi-channel telephony (in which
the base-band is constituted by
frequency-division multiplex
and modulates the main carrier in
frequency)

F3

,J}'

Colour television w1th four
sound channels

F9

B.4

FbE

F8W

iiF
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Df'scription

Radio
Regulations

Syrr.b:)18

prop;;_,~;di

in this method

Art. 2

Symbol

VIJ.

Composite systems with one or more
channels containing quantized or digital
information together with one
or more channels containing analogue
informatiCJn
A.

Emission ampli tu,de-modula~ed

A.l

Double-3ideband emission of VOR
with voice (con3istinG of the main
carrier modulated by :
- a 30 Hz sub-carrier,
- a carr.ir;r resul tlng from a

9960 Hz tone frequency
modulated by a 30 Hz tone,
- a telephone channel,

A.2

- a 1020 Hz keyed tone for
continual Morse identification)

A~

Independent sideband emission
with several telegraph channel:J
with error-correction together
with several telephone chann~ls
with privacy

A9B

B.

Emission frequency modulated

B.l

Several telegraph channels
using frequency-shift keying
without error-ccrrection
together with several t~lephone
channels

B9W

WF

F9W

WF

EXAMPLES OF COMPLETE DESIGNATIONS OF EMISSIONS
INCLUDING THE NECESSARY BANDWIDTHS 0
1•

2.

3.

Horse telegraphy for aural reception
25 words per minute

100H A1A AN

Amplitude modulated, double sideband
telephony, without privacy

6KOO A3E - -

Frequency modulated, sound
broadcasting

180K F3E GN

Bandwidths taken from examples in Appendix 5 of the Radio
Regulations.
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RECOMMENDATION 535 u
USE OF THE TERM UTC
(Question 1/7)
(, 978)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING

1al

that according to Recommendation 460-2 all standard frequency
and time signal emissions should conform to the Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC);
that since 1972 UTC has been available as a world-wide time
reference;

1Ql

that in 1975 the General Conference of Weights· and Measures (CGPM)
recommended the use of UT.C as the basis of civil time;

1Ql

141

that other scientific organizations, particularly the
International Astronomical Union (IAU) and the International Union of Radio
Science ·(URSI) have recommended the ge~eral use of UTC;

~

that UTC enables unambiguous timing of events with an uncertainty
of 1 lJ s;

1!1

that according to Recommendation 536 and in accordance with the
recommendation of the General Conference of Weights and Measures the
designation UTC is to be used in all languages,
UNANIMOUSLY RECOMMENDS

1.
that UTC should be used to designate the time in all
international telecommunication activities;
2.
that the term UTC should replace GMT wherever it appears in the
Radio Regulations and in all official documents of the International
Telecommunications Union.

The Director, CCIR is requested to bring this Recommendation to the
attention of the Joint Advisory Group of the Institute of Navigation
(JAG/ION) the International Astronomical Union (IAU), the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the Inter-Governmental Maritime
Consultative Organization (IMCO).
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OPINION 62

TO THE HORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE, 1979
DEFINITION OF THE TERM "RADIO HAVES"
(197E)
The CCIR,
BEARING 1N MIND

l.9.l

Rf:sclution 44 of the P:ienipo.tentiary Conference of
Malaga-Torremolinos (1973);

iQl

Opinion 9 of the VIth Plenary Assembly;

1Ql

next CC!TT Plenary Assembly to be hel:J before the next
Plenipotentiary Conference;
CONSIDERING

1Ql
that the present terms of reference of the CCIR are essentially
defined by the term "radiocommunication" ana therefore indirectly by the term
"radio waves";

1.s.l

"Radio waves" are defined for the purpose of the present Redia
Regulations as having an upper limit of 3000 GHz.

lf1

that the use of frequencies higher than 3000 GHz will relieve
congestion of the radio frequency spectrum;

1&1

that studies on technical and operating questions relating to the
use of frequencies higher than 3000 GHz should be pursued actively by the
CCIR;

..lhl

that it seems opportune to redefine the term "radio waves" taking
into account advances in radiocommunication techniques,
IS UNANIMOUSLY OF THE OPINION

that the definition of the term "radio waves" in
Provision No. 7 ~(Article 1, Section I) of the Radio Regulations is no longer
adequate and that the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979, should gi~e
consideration to its ~edification.

No. 3005 in the rearrangEd Radio Regulations.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

Document No. 6-E
29 Septemb_er 1978
Original : French
English
Spanish

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
WARC FOR THE MOBILE SERVICE

I hereby transmit to the Conference Resolution No. 814 adopted by the
Administrative Council during its 33rd Session (1978).

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex : 1

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ANNEX

R No. 814 WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE FOR THE MOBILE

SERV~CE

The Administrative Council,
having noted
a)
that Resolution No. 28 of the Plenipotentiary Conference (f4alaga-Torremolinos, 1973)
instructed the Administrative Council to convene a general World Admi~istrative Radio Conference
in 1979 to revise as necessary the Radio Regulations and Additional Radio Regulations;
b)
that Resolution No. 801 of the Administrative Council containing the agenda of the
WARC-1979 provides for a partial revision of the Radio Regulations;
c)
that the agenda contained in Resolution No. 801 does not provide for a revision of many
regulations, particularly those relating to some individual services;
considering
a)
that the Administration of the United Kingdom had proposed to the 33rd Session of the
Administrative Council that a WARC for the mobile service may be held as early as possible after
the WARC-1979 for examining matters of interest to Aeronautical Mobile, Maritime Mobile and
Land Mobile Services;
b)
that in discussions in the Council, several countries indicated that there could be
advantages in the convening of such a WARC for the mobile service;
c)
aspects;

that the WARC-1979 would be in the best position to examine this matter in all its

recommends
that the WARC-1979 may consider this matter and

1.

s~ggest

an appropriate course of action;

2.
that Administrations may also keep this subject in mind while preparing their proposals
for the WARC-1979.
Ref. : Doe. No. 5266/CA33 (1978) •

. Lt.•~

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

Doe. No. 7-E
22 November 1978
Original
French
English
Spanish

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General
RESOLUTIONS Nos. Mar2 - 22 and Mar2 - 23
I have the honour to transmit to the World Administrative Radio Conference
the Report by the Director of the CCITT on the studies carried out by the CCITT
concerning public correspondence in the Maritime Mobile Service.
This Report was sent to the Members of the Union by Circular-letter No. 224
dated 5 January 1978.
As stated therein, it is expected that Administrations will use this
Report as a basis for their proposals to the WARC-79.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex
--

l (with two Appendices)

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants _are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ANNE X

International Telegraph and Telephone Committee (CCITT)

REPORT ON CCITT STUDIES CONCERNING PUBLIC CORRESPONDE~CE
IN THE MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE
(Agenda item 8)
1.
The World.Mar.~t.i~~ Administrative Radio Conference (Geneva, 1974)
in its Resolutions Nos. Mar2 .:. 22 and Mar2··.: 2) ·requested the C~ITT to study
improvements on the present methods of accounting and operating for public
correspondence in the Maritime Mobile Service. This task was duly assigned
to CCITT Joint Working Party SMM whose report to the VIth Plenary Assembly
included a draft Recommendation entitled "Operational Provisions for the
Maritime Mobile Service" and another entitled "Charging, Accounting and
Refunds in the Maritime Mobile Service". These draft Recommendations were
based amongst other things on three conclusions reached by Joint Working
Party SMM during the short time available in the 1973-1976 Study Period :
a)

that accounting for mobile station charges should be abolished;

b)

that the responsibility for accounting should be specified more
accurately, including a limitation on the number of accounting
addresses;

c)

that, in view of Recommendation Mar2 ~- 18 of the WMARC, the
procedures in the two draft Recommendations might be applied for
traffic exchanged as from l January 1978.

2.
These three principles, which had proved very contentious in the
three meetings of Joint Working Party SMM, were the subject of considerable
debate in the VIth Plenary Assembly. The final decision was that the two
draft Recommendations were acceptable in principle but that points a) and b)
above required further consideration and that entry into force of the draft
Recommendations should not take place until the World Administrative Radio
Conference (scheduled for September 1979) had endorsed the new principles
set out by the CCIT1.
3.
The 1974 WMARC asked that the results of the CCITT studies, as
approved by the VIth Plenary Assembly, be distributed to Member Administrations before l January 1977 to enable them to prepare proposals for the
1979 WARC (for example proposals on which provisions need to be retained
as Radio Regulations). Since that was no longer possible, the Plenary Assembly
agreed to authorize Joint Working Party SMM to continue its studies independently with a view to circulating its recommendations to the Members by
30 November 1977,once they had been approved by letter ballot.
4.
Despite the complexities and widely differing views, Joint Working
Party SMM was finally able to agree unanimously on a compromise solution and
a number of substantive amendments were made to the two draft Recommendations.
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The detailed changes were quite numerous, but in Recommendation D.90/F.lll
(see attachment 2 below) provisions Bl2 to Bl9, Cl to C7 and C46 to C49 are
particularly relevant to points a) and b) mentioned above. As to entry into
force (point c)), it was agreed that this should not occur until any conflicting articles in the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations
had been suitably amended or revoked. The date on which this conflict is
removed could be the date of entry into force of all the Regulations after
revision by the 1979 WARC but it could be advantageous to set an earlier date
for those articles relevant to Joint Working Party SMM's studies. The preambles
for the two draft Recommendations have been amended accordingly.

5.
Following the precedent of the International Telegraph and
Telephone Regulations (Geneva, 1973), Joint Working Party SMM agreed that
it would be desirable that the regulations on public correspondence in
the Maritime Mobile Service be restricted to matters of principle. After
a review of the Recommendations along these lines, Joint Working Party SMM
drafted an article for the new Radio Regulations, which may be found at
Annex 3 of Recommendation D.90/F.lll. As noted in the preamble to both
Recommendations, this Annex is offered to Administrations for use as a basis
for proposals to the 1979 WARC.
6.
Having considered the requirements laid down in Resolution No. 2
of the Vlth Plenary Assembly and the authority given to proceed independently,
Joint Working Party SMM unanimously agreed that the accelerated procedure for
the provisional approval of Recommendations should be applied to the two
revised Recommendations. Accordingly, they were circulated to all Administrations of countries Members of the ITU for approval and to recognized
private operating agencies for information. By the deadline of 30 September 1977,
the CCITT Secretariat had received replies from 40 Administrations representing all geographical regions. Of these replies, 38 were in favor, one advised
abstention and one did not approve adoption of the Recommendations.

7.
Since the conditions for approval have been met, these Recommendations now have the same status (except that reconfirmation is required by
the VIIth CCITT Plenary Assembly) as CCITT Recommendations approved in full
by the Vlth Plenary Assembly, allowing their presentation to the WARC under
Article 66 of the Convention. It is expected that Administrations will then use
them as a basis for proposals to that conference. Since the VIIth Plenary
Assembly of the CCITT is scheduled for 1980, any necessary amendments to the
Recommendations consequent to the WARC's deliberations can be undertaken by
that Assembly to ensure proper alignment between the Recommendations and
the revised Regulations.
8.
In application then of Article 66 of the Convention, the following
texts as approved by the CCITT in preparation for the 1979 WARC are attached
to assist Administrations in their own preparatory work
Attachment 1

CCITT Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0
Operational Provisions
for the Maritime Mobile Service . • . . . . page 3

Attachment 2

CCITT Recommendation D.90/F.lll
Charging, Accounting
and Refunds in the Maritime Mobile Service
page 25
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ATTACHMENT l
CCITT

RFCO~~F.NDATION

E.l90/F.ll0

OPERATIONAL PROVISIONS FOR THF. MARITIMF. MOBILF. SERVICF

Introductory Notes
1.
For the purposes of this Recommendation, the term "Maritime Mobile Service" should
be understood to embrace the Maritime Mobile Satellite Service as well as the MF, HF and VHF
radio media, unless specifically stated otherwise.
2.
Throughout this Recommendation the asterisk* used after "Administration(s)"
means that recognized private operating agency/agencies are included.

CONTENTS
PREAMBLE
DIVISION A GENERAL
Chapter I

Order of priority

DIVISION B RADIOTELEGRAMS
Chapter I

Preparation and handing-in of
radiotelegrams
1. Plain language
2. Indication of station of origin
3. Time of handing-in
4. Address

Chapter II

Counting of words

Chapter III

Routing of radiotelegrams

Chapter IV

Transmission of radiotelegrams
1. Doubtful reception
2. Long distance radiocommunications
3. Routine retransmission by mobile
stations
4. Period of retention of radiotelegrams at land stations

Chapter V

Advice of non-delivery

Chapter VI

Radiomaritime letters

Chapter VII

Special services
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DIVISION C RADIOTELEX
Chapter I

General
1. Routing of calls
2. Information to be supplied, as
necessary, by the calling party
3. Call duration
4. Validity of requests
5. Exchange of radiotelegrams by radiotelex

Chapter II

Traffic from mobile stations
1. Manual service
2. Single-operator service
3. Automatic service
4. Procedures

Chapter III

Traffic to mobile stations
1. Manual procedure
2. Single-operator procedure
3. Automatic procedure

DIVISION D RADIOTELEPHONE
Chapter I

General
1. Language to be used
2. Priority
3. Routing of calls
4. Information to be supplied by
the calling party
5. Call duration
6. Validity of requests
7. Exchange of radiotelegrams by
radiotelephony

Chapter II

Traffic from mobile stations
1. Manual service
2. Single-operator service
3. Automatic service
4. Procedures

Chapter III

Traffic to mobile stations
1. Manual procedure
2. Single-operator procedure
3. Automatic procedure

Annex

Correspondence
Edition of the
the Additional
the Provisions

between the 1976
Radio Regulations and
Radio Regulations and
of Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0
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PREAMBLE

The CCITT
considering
a)
Resolution No. Mar2-23 of the World Maritime Administrative Radio Conference
(Geneva, 1974) relating to the interpretation of the provisions affecting the public
correspondence services;
b)

Resolution No. Sat-10 of the World Administrative Radio Conference for the planning
of the broadcasting satellite service in the 12 GHz band relating to the possible
re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations;
c)
that the provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations
(Geneva, 1973) and the Protocols annexed thereto, taking into account CCITT Recommendations
(particularly those in the E and F series) shall apply to radiocommunications;

d)
that the VIth Plenary Assembly of the CCITT (Geneva, 1976) adopted the Recommendation
below, with the exception of the points relating to mobile station charges and a single
accounting authority, which points have now been considered further and have resulted in
amendments being carried into the texts given below;
e)
that the operational provisions for the Maritime Mobile Service and the Maritime
Mobile Satellite Service are presently contained in the Radio Regulations and the Additional
Radio Regulations, which will remain in force until they are reviewed by the World
Administrative Radio Conference (1979),
recommends
that Administrations take this Recommendation into account when formulating their
proposals for consideration at the World Administrative Radio Conference for the General
Revision of the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1979). The
Annex shows the correspondence between the 1976 edition of the Radio Regulations and the
Additional Radio Regulations and the provisions of this Recommendation. It is considered
that all the basic operating provisions in this Recommendation are covered in the Telegraph
and Telephone Regulations (Geneva, 1973) and therefore the only provision that requires
regulatory status is one requiring observance of those Regulations in the Maritime Mobile
Service (see section I of the preliminary draft Article in Annex 3 of Recommendation D.90/F.lll *)).
A consequence of this is that Articles N58/37 A, N69/38 and N70/39 of the Radio
Regulations and Articles lA, 7A and lOA of the Additional Radio Regulations
would no longer be required.

Note : Administrations may also wish to consider whether Articles N48/37,
N66/37 of the Radio Regulations and those parts of the Additional Radio
Regulations not listed above would also no longer be required.

*)

Page 25
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DIVISION A
GENERAL
I.

Order of priority

A1.

1.

A2.

1.1

Distres~

A3

1.2

Communications preceded by the urgency signal;

A4

1.3

Communications preceded by the safety signal;

A5

1.4

Communications relating to radio direction-finding;

A6

1.5

Communications relating to the navigation and safe
movement of aircraft engaged in search and rescue operations;

A7

1.6

Communications relating to the navigation, movements
and needs of ships, and weather observation messages
destined for an official meteorological service;

. AB

1.7

Radiotelegrams relative to the. application of the
United Nations Charter (ETATPRIORITENATIONS);

A9

1.8

Government radiotelegrams with priority
(ETATPRIORITE) and government calls for which
priority has been expressly requested;

AlO

1.9

Service communications relating to the working of
the telecommunication service or to communications
previously exchanged;

All

1.10

Government communications other than those shown in A9,
ordinary private communications, RCT radiotelegrams
and press radiotelegrams;

Al2

1.11

Radiomaritime letters.

The order of priority for communications!) in the maritime mobile service shall
be as follows, except where technically impracticable :calls, distress messages and distress traffic;

1) The term communication as used in Al to Al2 means radiotelegram,
radiotelephone calls and radiotelex calls.

- 7 -
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DIVISION B
RADIOTELEGRAMS
I.
1.
Bl

Plain language

1.1
Groups of letters and figures from the International Code of Signals are
considered as plain language in radiotelegrams.
2.

B2

Preparation and handing-in of radiotelegrams

Indication of station of origin

2.1
When, because of duplication of names, the name of a station is followed by its
call sign, the latter shall pe joined to the name of the station by a fraction bar.
Examples :

OREGON/OZOC (not OREGONOZOC);
ROSE/DDOR

B3

B4

(not ROSEDDOR).

2.2
When a land station retransmits over the general network of telecommunication
channels a radi6telegram received from a mobile station, it shall transmit, as office
of origin, the name of the mobile station in which the radiotelegram originated as this
name appears in the appropriate list of stations, followed by its own name. Where
apprpriate, B2 shall also apply.
2.3
In order to avoid any confusion with a telegraph office or a fixed station of
the same name, the land station may, if desirable, complete the indication of the name
of the mobile station of origin by the word SHIP or AIRCRAFT, placed before the station
of origin.

3.

Time of handing-in

B5

3.1
In the transmission of radiotelegrams originating in a mobile station, the date
and time of handing-in at this station are given by two groups of figures in the preamble
line, the first indicating the day of the month (1 to 31) and the second consisting of a
group of figures (0001 to 2400) indicating the hours and the minutes.

B6

3.2

The time of handing-in is indicated in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

4.

Address

B7

4.1
The address of radiotelegrams destined for mobile stations must be as complete
as possible and must include :

BB

a)

the name or the designation of the addressee, with supplementary particulars,
if necessary;

B9

b)

the name of the mobile station followed, when necessary, by its call sign, the
latter joined by a fraction bar to the name of the station as shown in the
List of Ship Stations;

BlO

c)

the name of the land station through which the radiotelegram is to be forwarded,
as it appears in the appropriate list of st~tions.

Bll

4.2

If the mobile station does not appear in the List of Ship Stations, the sender
should, if possible, indicate the nationality and route followed by the mobile
station.

Bl2

4.3
However, the name and call sign required under B9 may be replaced, at the risk
of the sender, by particulars of the passage made by such mobile station, indicated by the
names of the ports or airports of departure and of destination, or by any equivalentindication.

Doe. 7-E
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Bl3

4.4

Mobile stations not supplied with the international List of Telegraph Offices
may add to the name of the telegraph office of destination
the name of the territorial sut:iivisicn;
the destination c:r·country
both of the above,

if it is doubtful whether, without such addition, the radiotelegram could be
correctly routed without difficulty.

Bl4

4.5

The land station operator receiving the radiotelegram retains or deletes these
particulars, or further amends the name of the office of destination as is
necessary or ~ufficient for forwarding the radiotelegram to its proper destination.
II.

Bl5

1.

Counting of words

The word count of the office of origin is decisive in the case of radiotelegrams
destined for mobile stations, -and·that of the land station is decisive in the
case of radiotelegrams originating in mobile stations.
If two land stations partic.ipate in the handling of a radiotelegram, the
opinion of the land station that has accepted the radiotelegram from the
originating mobile station will prevail. The decision of this land station
will also be valid for international accounting.
III.

Routing of Radiotelegrams

Bl7

1.

Radiotelegrams should be routed via the land station that is considered most
suitable in relation to the mobile station concerned.

Bl8

2.

However, to expedite or to facilitate the routing of radiotelegrams to a land
station, a mobile station may transmit them to another mobile station. The
latter shall dispose of such radiotelegrams in the same manner as if they
originated with itself (see B38 to B4J).

Bl9

3.

If the sender of a radiotelegram handed in at a mobile station has indicated the
land station to which he desires his radiotelegram to be sent, the mobile station
shall, in order to effect this transmission to the land station indicateili wait
if necessary until the conditions specified in Bl7 and Bl8 are fulfilled.

B20

4.

In order to facilitate disposal of traffic, and subject to such restrictions
as individual Administrations may impose, land stations may, in exceptional
circumstances and with discretion, without incurring additional charges,
exchange radiotelegrams and service messag.es· relating thereto.

IV.
1.

Transmission of ,Radiotelegrams

Doubtful reception

B21 1.1

r'n the: mobile' "service·, when communication 'b'ecomes difficult, the two stations
in communication make every effort t6 complete the radiotelegram in course of
transmission. The receiving station may request not more than two repetitions
of -a ·radi,otelegram of which the reception is doubtful.

B22

If this triple transmission is ineffective, the radiotelegram is kept on hand
in case a favourable opportunity for com~leting its transmission occurs.

1.2

·~·-

...

·

- 9 -
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B23 1.3

If the transmitting station considers that it will not be possible to
re-establish communication with the receiving station within twenty-four
hours, it proceeds as follows :

B24

If the transmitting station is a mobile station, it ~ediately informs the
sender of the reason for the non-transmission of his radiotelegram. The sender
may then request :

1.3.1

B25

a) that the radiotelegram be transmitted through another land station or through
other mobile stations; or

B26

b) that the radiotelegram be held until it can be transmitted without additional
charge; or

B27

c) that the radiotelegrarn be cancelled.

B28 1.3.2

If the transmitting station is a land station, it applies the provisions of

B42 to B58 to the radiotelegram.
B29 1.4

When a mobile station subsequently transmits a radiotelegram thus held to the
land station that incompletely received it, this new transmission must bear the
service instruction AMPLIATION at the end of the preamble line of the radiotelegram.

B30 1.5

However, if the radioteleg~am is transmitted to another land station subject
to the same Administration*, the new transmission must bear, at the end of the
preamble line, the service instruction AMPLIATION VIA·~· (insert here the call
sign of the land station to which the radiotelegram was transmitted in the first
instance) and the Administration* in question may claim only the charges relating
to a single transmission.

B31

The other land station, which
the origin mobile station any
of the radiotelegram over the
between itself and the office

1.6

thus forwards the radiotelegram, may claim from
additional charges resulting from the transmission
general network of telecommunication channels
of destination.

B32 1.7

When the land station designated in the address as the station by which the
radiotelegram is to be forwarded cannot reach the destination mobile station
and has reason to believe that such mobile station is within the service area of
another land station of the Administration* to which it is itself subject, it may, if
no additional charge is incurred thereby, forward the radiotelegram to this
other land station.

B33 1.8

A station of the mobile service that has received a radiotelegram and. has been
unable to acknowledge its receipt in the usual way, must take the first
favourable opportunity to give such acknowledgement.

B34

1.9

When the acknowledgement of receipt of a radiotelegram transmitted between a
mobile station and a land station cannot be given direct, it is forwarded
through another mobile or land station by service advice if the latter 1s able
to communicate with the station that has transmitted the radiotelegram in
question. In any case, no additional charge shall result.

2.

Long distance radiocommunications

E35

2.1

Administrations* reserve the right to organize a long-distance radiocommunication
service between land stations and mobile stations, with deferred acknowledgement
of receipt or without any acknowledgement of receipt.

B36

2.2

Each Administration* designates the land station or stations participating in
the long-distance radio service. An indication to this effect shall appear in
the List of Coast Stations.

or recognized private operating agency/agencies
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B37 2.3

When there is doubt about the accuracy of any part of a radiotelegram
transmitted under either of the systems mentioned in B35, the indication
"doubtful reception" is entered on the copy delivered to the addressee, and
the ~oubtful words or groups of words are underlined. If words are missing,
blanks are left in the places where these words should be.

3.

Routine retransmission by mobile stations

B38

3.1

When a land station cannot reach the mobile station for which a radiotelegram
is destined, the land station may, in order to forward the radiotelegram to its
destination, have recourse to the help of another mobile station provided that
the latter consents. The radiotelegram is then transmitted to this other mobile
station. The help of the latter is gjven free of charge.

B39

3.2

The same provision 1s also applicable to traffic from mobile stations to land
stations, when nect,ssary.

B40

3.3

The station assisting in the free retransmission in accordance with B38 and B39
must enter the service abbreviation QSP ... (name or call sign of the mobile
station) at the end of the preamble line of the radiotelegram.

B41

3.4

In order that a radiotelegram thus forwarded may be considered as having reached
its destination, the station that has made use of this indirect route must have
obtained the regular acknowledgement of receipt, either direct or by an indirect
route, from the mobile station for which the radiotelegram was destined or from
the land station to which it was to be forwarded, as the case may be.

4.

Period of retention of radiotelegrams at land stations

B42

4.1

The sender of a radiotelegram destined for a mobile station may specifY the
number of days during which the land station may hold the radiotelegram.

B43

4.2

In that case, the service indication Jx (x days), specifying the number of
days (ten at the most) exclusive of the day of handing-in of the radiotelegram,
shall be shown before the address.

B44

4.3

When it has not been possible for a land station to transmit to a mobile
station
a) a radiotelegram bearing the service indication Jx within the prescribed
period; or
b) A radiotelegram not bearing this servlce indication up to the morning of the
fourth day following the date of handing-in,
the land station informs the office of origin, which notifies the sender.

B45

4.4

The sender of the radiotelegram may then ask, by paid service advice addressed
to the land station, either that his radiotelegram be cancelled as regards
the section between the land station and the mobile station or that further
attempts at transmitting it to the mobile station be made during a period of
another seven days at the most.

B46 4. 5

Failing such a request, the radiotelegram is treated as undelivered by the land
station three days after the dispatch of the advice of non-transmission.

B47 4.6

The same applies upon the expiry of any period for further attempts that may
have been requested by the sender if it has been impossible to reach the
mobile station.

Doe. 7-E
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B48

4.7
The office of or1g1n shall be immediately advised if the land station transmits
the radiotelegram during the period of three days mentioned in B46. The same shall apply
if the land station transmits the radiotelegram during any .additional period that may have
been requested by the sender.

B49

4.8

On the morning of the day following that day on which a radiotelegram to a mobile
station is treated as undelivered by the land station, the latter shall advise the office
of origin, which notifies the sender.
The periods mentioned in B44 to B47 shall be ignored if the land station is sure
that the mobile station will soon come within its service area.

B50 4.9

B51 4.10

On the other hand, the lapse of those periods is not awaited when the land station is sure that the mobile station, being in course of a voyage, either has definitely
left its service area or will not enter it.

B52 4.11

If there is reason to believe that no other land station of the Administration*
to which it is subject is or will be in touch wjth it, the land station cancels the radiotelegram as far as concerns the section between itself a.nil the mobile station and informs
the office of origin, which notifies the sender.

B53 4.12

In the contrary case, the land station forwards the radiotelegram to the land
station believed to be in touch with the mobile station, provided, however, that no additional charge results therefrom.

B54

4.13
The land station that carries out the redirection alters the address of the
radiotelegram by placing after the name of the mobile station that of the new land station
charged with the transmission and adding at the end of the preamble line the service
instruction REDIRECTED FROM ... RADIO, which must be transmitted throughout the course of
the radiotelegram.

B55

4.14
If, within the limits of the requisite period of retention of radiotelegrams,
the land station that has redirected a radiotelegrarn to another land station is subsequently in a position to transmit the radiotelegram direct to the destination mobile
station, it does so by inserting the service instruction AMPLIATION at the end of the
preamble line.

B56 4.15

It shall then transmit to the land station to which the radiotelegram had ..been
redirected a service advice informing the latter of the. transmission of the said radiotelegram.

B57

4.16
When a radiotelegram cannot be transmitted to a mobile station owing to the
arrival of the latter in a port near the land station, the latter station rnay, according
to circumstances, forward the radiotel~~ram to the mobile station by other means of communication, at thE· same time informing the office of origin by service advice of the
delivery.

B58 4.17

In this case (B57), the land station charge is retained by the Administration*
to which the land station is subject and the mobile station charge is refunded to the
sender by the origin Administration*.

V.

Advice of Non-delivery

B59 1.

When, for any reason, a radiotelegram originating in a mobile station and destined for a place on land cannot be delivered to the addressee, an advice of non-delivery
is addressed to the land station that received the radiotelegram.

B60 2.

After checking the address, the land station forwards the advice, when possible,
to the mobile station, if necessary by way of another land station of the same country or
of a neighbouring country, as far as existing conditions or special agreements permit.

B61

3.

When a radiotelegram received at a mobile station cannot be delivered, that
station so informs the office or mobile station of origi~ by a service advice.
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B62

4.
In the case of a radiotelegram originating on land, this service advice is sent,
whenever possible, to the land station through which the radiotelegram passed, or, if
necessary, to another land station of the same country or of a neighbouring country, as
far as existing conditions or special arrangements permit.

B63

5.
In such cases the name or call sign of the station from which the radiotelegram
was received is quoted.

VI.

Radiomaritime Letters

B64

1.
Each Administration* may organize a service of radiomaritime letters between
mobile stations and its land stations.

B65

Such correspondence is transmitted by radio between the mobile and the land
2.
s·tations.

B66

3.

They may be forwarded on the land section:

B67

a)

wholly or partly by post (ordinary or airmail);

B68

b)

exceptionally by telegraph, in which case delivery 1s subject to the
periods of delay fixed for letter telegrams.

B69

4.

Radio retransmission of radiomaritime letters· is not permitted in the mobile

service.
B70

5.
Radiomaritime letters shall be addressed only to places in the country in which
the land station is situated, unless it is indicated in the List of Coast Stations that
the station concerned will accept such traffic for onward transmission by post to places
in other countries.

B71

6.
Radiomaritime letters bear the service indication SLT.
the address.

B72

7.
Except as otherwise provided in B64 to B74, radiomaritime letters may be accepted,
taking into account CCITT Recommendations relating to letter telegrams, if the telegram
service is used to convey radiomaritime letters.

B73

8.

B74

9.
Radiomaritime letters rank for radio transmission after ordinary radiotelegrams
on hand. Those that have not been transmitted within 24 hours of handing-in are sent
concurrently with ordinary radiotelegrams.

This indication precedes

The address must enable delivery to be pffected without enquiry or reque~>ts for
information. Registered or abbreviated addresses are admitted when, exceptionally,
radiomaritime letters are forwarded telegraphically on the land section.

VII.

Special Services

B75

1.
Telegrams with special services
concerned accept them.

are admitted, provided that the Administrations*

B76

2.
Refer to Recommendation F.l A362 to A422 for the provisions concerning special
services that may be applied fer telegrams.
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DIVISION C
RADIOTELEX
I.
1•

General

Ro11tine of calls

C1

1.1 A radiotelex call should be s~t up via the land station that is considered most
suitable in relation to the mobile station concerned.

C2

1.2 For rndiotelex calls in the direction land station to oo~ile sta~ion, the call~r
should give the eeoeraphical position if po~;sible and may also indicate the land ~tation to
be used. Such r~quest~ ~hould be respected Rs far as is practicahle.

C3

1.3 For radiotelex calls in the direction mobile station to land ~tation, tr.e mo~ile station
shall call the land station it desires to use. The land stqtion sf.all either h~ndle the CRll
itself or advise the mobile station to use another land ~tation that is more suitatle to
the Mobile sta.tion.
2.

· C4

2.1

InforMtion to he supnliP.d, ns necessary, by the callinf" narty
Calls to a mobile station :a) telex number and/or answerback code of the calling subscriber;
b) telex number of the mobile station;
c) name or call sign of the mobile station;
d) telex number and/or name of the land station to be used, or the approximate
geographical position of the mobile station.

C5

2.2

Calls from a mobile station :a) telex number of the mobile station;
b) destination country and/or network;
c) called subscriber's telex numher and/or answerback code.

3. Call duration
C6

3.1 When handled through a land station, the chargeable duration of a call will be fixed
at the end of the call by the land station.

C7

3.2 If two land stations participate in the handling of the call, the opinion of the land
station that has accepted the call from the originating mobile station shall prevail.

CB

3.3 When, through any fault of the service, difficulty is experienced in the course of a
call, the chareeable duration shall be reduced automatically or manually to the total time
durine which transmission conditions were satisfactory, taking into account CCITT
necomrnP.ndations (F.60 and F.6t).
4.

C9

Validity of requests

4.1 If it becoMes obvious that the required mobile station is outside the coverage area of
the land st.ation, the caller shall be informed as soon as possible in order to have the call
cancelled.

Doe. 7-E
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5.
C10

E:o!change of r'ldiotelPt;rarrs by rqrliotPlex

5.1 Stations of the maritime service that are equippPd for radiotelex rnRY
receive

radiotelP-er~~s

II.
1.

C11

and

Traffic

fro~ ~obile

stations

Manual sf"rvice

1.1

The land station operator applies manual procedurPs; i.e. he will cont~ct the
internntional telex centre in his own country if neither sir.ele-opero.tnr (C12) nor
automatic uorkine is possible.

2.

C12

\rans~it

by means of radiotelex.

SinelF.-operator service

2.1 The land staticn operator applies semi-autor.~tic proeed11res; i.P. he ~elec~s the
called subscriber di:-ec tl~' via the autol'lR t'ic telex network if !'ully !iU tor1R tic 'liOrkir.e is
not possible.

3.

Au toM tic se !"Vice

C13

3.1 Whenever possible fully automatic procedures should be used; i.e. the callinG
should contact the called subscriber directly without the airl of an operator.

C14

3.2 After connection with the desired land station is e~tablished, the Mobile station
operator should select directly the appropriate telex destinntion code (Recommendation F.69)
and the nu~ber of the subscriber of an Administration's* telex network.

4.
C15

s•1b~criber

Procerlu res

4.1 The l!llinual, semi-automatic and fully a•1toma tic procedures for the terrestrial telex
network, as laid down in Recommendations F.60 and 1',.61, should be taken into account.

I I I.
1•

Traffic to mobil.e stations

Manual procedure

1.1 Bookine

C16

1.1.1 The subscriber should make his bookine at the international telex centre of the
outgoing countz-:r or network.

C17

1.1.2 If conditions permit, the

interna~ional telex position should select the foreien
land station in question directly. Otherwise the international telex position of the land
station conntry should be selected to give the necessary assistance to obtain contact with
the land station in question.

- 15 -
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1 • 2 Set tint; up

C18

1.?..1 The l~r.d station operator obtains thP caller directly or with tte assistar.ce o~ his
own internatio~al telex position, wr.ich ~~lects the c~ller. Otherwise te ~elects his own
international telex position in order to be connected to the internP.1.icnJ:~l telex po~i+;i:)n
of the outgoine country, which then selects the caller.

C19

1.2.2 Within 24 hours of the call's termination, the land station shall pass the following
information to the international telex centre of the origin cotmtry, where it is recorded
for charging and accounting purposes :
a) the calling subscriber's telex number;
b) the mobile station's call sign;
c) the chargeable duration of the call;

d) the landstation

ch~rge

to be collecterl;

e) the mobile station charge to be collected.
2.

2.1

Sin{le-operator procPdure (direct access by the calling subscriber to a foreiQ1 l?.nd
station)
Booking

C20

2.1.1 The subscrihPr selects the foreign land station in que~tion u~ing automatic direct
selection and submits the call details to the land station oper_ator.

C21

2.1.2 Where an Administration* permits its subscribers to book a call directly with a
land station in another country, the ch~rges set by the land station ~.1st be levied by the
callit~ subscriber's Administration*.

C22

2.1.3 In Rddition to the information in C4, the calling subscriber must desienate his
nntional telex network.

C23

2.1.4 As an alternative to C21 and C22, land stati~ns may accept direct calls from foreign
subscribers provided that the calling subscriber supplie!'J the name And !iddre!1s of a party
in the lnnd station's country that will take responsibility for the payMent of char~es.

C24

2.1.5 The procedures described in C21 and C23 may only be applied when an appropriate
bilateral agreement exists between the two AdMini~trations* concerned. If such an agreemer.t
does not exist, the land station should refuse such calls to avoid acco·4nting difficulties.

C25

2.1.6 In C20 and C23 above, the call to the foreign land station will be charged as an
ordinary international telex call for its entire duration, regardless of whether it merely
serves the ~lrpose of bookine the radiotelex call or whether the land station can extend
the connection to the mobile station without having to recall the originating subscriber.
2.2 Setting-up

C26

2.2.1 When ctennnd operation cannot be used, the caller will be disconnected until the
mobile station is available. The land station operator then recalls the calle~ using
automatic direct selection; the land station's countr,y beine considered as the outeoing
country for the call.
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C27

2.2.2

In case C26, the

'

8.)

lE~.nd

station incl•1des in the bill :-

the landline charge;

b) the land station charge;
c) the nobile station charge.
C28

2.2.3 When demand operation has been used, the bill made out ty the land station operator
includes only :-

a) the land station charge;
b) the mobile station charge.
C29

2.2.4 All info~ation regarding collection of charges for single-operator c~lls (see C12)
should be submitted by the land station Administr~tion* on a regular ba:::is to be determined
by the Adcinistrations• involved.

C30

2.2.5 The Methoci.s to be used in collecting the charges are described in Recomr:.endation
D• 90/ r'. 111 •

3. Autol'!Rtic procedure (direct access by the calline sub::;criber to the cRlled subscriber)
C31

3.1

C32

3.2 The subscriber of an Administration's*. telex network sho•!ld select the appropri.qte
address code, if nPcessary including the ocean area and mobile station n:1rr.~,er, to con.!ec•.
him throngh a land station with which his Administration* has established routing of
m~riti~e traffic for the ocean area desired~

C33

3.3 If for some technical reason contact cRnnot be established with the mobile s1:.ati(•n, the
subscri her may select the international telex posi tiori of his Adr!tinis trRtion* to deternir.e
if alternRte routin6' is available,

C34

3.4 On international telex links· the destination code 58x will be used in acc0rdRnce with
Recorunendation r'.n9, nnles~ otherwise aereed bilnterally.

Whenever possible fully automatic procedures should be used; i.e. the callin~ surscriber
should contact the called subscriber directly without the aid of ~!l 'Jperator.
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RADIOTELEPHONE
I.

1.
Dl

General

Language to be used

1.1
Where applicable and where language difficulties exist, the abbreviations and
signals in Appendix 13A of the Radio Regulations and the Phonetic Alphabet and Figure
Code in Appendix 16 of the Radio Regulations should be used in radiotelephone communications
between land stations and mobile stations.
Priority

2.

D2

2.1
Apart from the general order of priority shown in Al to Al2, radiotelephone
calls shall have precedence, so far as possible, over other telephone calls of the sameclass.
3.
Routing of calls

D3

3.1
A radiotelephone call should be set up via the land station that is considered
most suitable in relation to the mobile station concerned.

D4

3.2
For radiotelephone calls in the direction land station to mobile station, the
caller should give the geographical position if possible and may also indicate the land
station to be used. Such requests should be respected as far as is practicable.

D5

3.3
For radiotelephone calls in the direction mobile station to land station, the
mobile station shall call the land station it desires to use. The land station shall
either handle the call itself or advise the mobile station to use another land station
that is more suitable to the mobile station.

D6

D7

4.

Information to be supplied by the calling partl

4.1

Calls to a mobile station
a)

complete telephone number of the calling subscriber;

b)

appropriate identification of the mobile station;

c)

name of the land station to be used or the approximate geographical
position of the mobile station;

d)

name of the called party.

4.2

5.

Calls from a mobile station
a)

appropriate identification of the mobile station;

b)

the information specified in Article 60 of the Instructions for the
International Telephone Service.
Call duration

D8

5.1
When handled through a land station, the chargeable duration of a call will
be fixed at the end of the call by the land station.

D9

5.2.
If two land stations participate in the handling of the call, the opinion of
the land station that has accepted the call from the originating mobile station shall prevail.

DlO

5.3
When, through any fault of the service. difficulty is experienced in the course
of a call, the chargeable duration shall be reduced automatically or manually to the
total time during which transmission conditions were .satisfactory, taking into account
CCITT Recommendations.
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6.

Validity of Reguests

Dll

6.1
In principle the provisions of Article 74 of the Instructions for the
International Telephone Service shall apply.

Dl2

6.2
However, if it becomes obvious that the required mobile station is outside the
coverage area of the land station, the caller shall be informed as soon as possible in
order to have the call cancelled.

1.
Dl3

Exchange of Radiotelegrams by Radiotelephony

7.1
Stations of the maritime mobile service that are equipped for radiotelephony
may transmit and receive radiotelegrams by means of radiotelephony.
II.
1.

Dl4

Manual service

1.1
The land station operator applies manual procedures; i.e. he will contact the
international telephone centre in his own country if neither single-operator {Dl5) nor
automatic working is possible.
2.

Dl5

Traffic from mobile stations

Single-operator service

2.1
The land station operator applies semi-automatic procedures; i.e. he selects
the called subscriber directly via the automatic telephone network if fully automatic
working is not possible.

3.

Automatic service

Dl6

3.1
Whenever possible, fully automatic procedures should be used; i.e. the calling
subscriber should contact the called subscriber directly without the aid of an operator.

Dl7

3.2
After connection with the desired land station is established, the mobile
station operator should select directly the appropriate telephone country code
(Recommendation E.l60) and the number of the subscriber of an Administration's* telephone
network.

4.
Dl8

Procedures

4.1
The manual, semi-automatic and fully automatic procedures for the terrestrial
telephone network, as laid down in Recommendation E.i41 and the Instructions for
the International Telephone Service should be taken into ac<?ount.
III.
1.

Manual procedure

1.1

Booking

Traffic to mobile stations

Dl9

·The subscriber should make his booking at the international centre of the
1.1.1
outgoing country.

D20

1.1.2
If conditions permit, the international .position should select the foreign land
station in question directly. Otherwise the international position of the land station
country should be selected to give the necessary assistance to obta1n contact with the
land station in question.
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1.2

Setting up

D21

1.2.1
The land station operator obtains the caller directly or with the assistance
of his own international telephone centre, which selects the caller. Otherwise he
selects his own international telephone centre in order to be connected to the
international telephone centre of the outgoing country, which then selects the caller.

D22

1.2.2
After the call's termination, the land station shall pass the following
information to the international telephone centre of the origin country, where it is
recorded for charging and accounting purposes :
a)

the calling subscriber's telephone number;

b)

the mobile station's call sign;

c) ·the chargeable duration of the call;

D23

d)

the land station charge to be collected;

e)

the mobile station charge to be collected.

1.2.3
Otherwise all information regarding collection of charges should be submitted
to the caller's Administration* on a regular basis to be determined by the Administrations*
involved.
2.

Single-operator procedure

2.1

Booking

(direct access by the calling subscriber to a
foreign land station)

D24

2.1.1.
The subscriber selects the foreign land station in question using automatic
direct selection. The land station operator records the call details.

D25

2.1.2
Where an Administration* permits its subscribers to book a call directly with
a land station in another country, the charges set by the land station must be levied by
the calling subscriber's Administration*.

D26

In addition to the information in D6, the calling subscriber must designate his
2.1.3
country and national telephone number.

D27

2.1.4
As an alternative to D24 and D25, land stations may accept direct calls from
foreign subscribers provided that the calling subscriber supplies the name and address
of a party in the land station's country that will take responsibility for the payment
of charges.

D28

2.1.5
The procedures described in D25 and D27 may only be applied when an appropriate
bilateral agreement exists between the two Administrations* concerned. If such an agreement
does not exist, the land station should refuse such calls to avoid accounting difficulties.

D29

2.1.6
In D24 and D27 above, the call to the foreign
an ordinary international telephone call for its entire
merely serves the purpose of booking th~ radiotelephone
can extend the connection to the mobile station without
subscriber.

land station will be charged as
duration, regardless of whether it
call or whether the land station
having to recall the originating
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2.2

Setting up

D30

2.2.1
When demand operation cannot be used, the caller will be disconnected until
the mobile station is available. The land station operator then recalls the caller using
automatic direct selection; the land station country being considered as the outgoing
country for the call.

D31

2.2.2

D32

In case D30, the land station includes in the bill
a)

the landline charge;

b)

the land station charge;

c)

the mobile station charge.

2.2.3
When demand operation has been used, the bill made out by the land station
operator includes only :
a)

the land station charge;

b)

the mobile station charge.

D33

2.2.4
All information regarding collection of charges for single-operator calls
(see Dl5) should be submitted cy the land station Administration* on a regular basis to
be determined by the Administrations* involved.

D34

2.2.5
The methods to be used in collecting the charges are described in
Recommendation D.90/F.lll.

3.

Automatic procedure (direct access by the calling subscriber to the called
subscriber)

D35

3.1
Whenever possible, fully automatic procedures should be used; i.e. the calling
subscriber should contact the called subscriber directly without the aid of an operator.

D36

3.2
The subscriber of an Administration's* telephone network should select the
appropriate address code, if necessary including the ocean area and the mobile station
nQ~ber, to connect him through a land station with which his Administration* has established
routing of maritime traffic for the ocean area desired.

D3T

3.3
If for some technical reason contact cannot be established with the mobile station,
the subscriber may select the international telephone centre of his Administration* to
determine if alternate routing is available.

Doe.
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Annex
(to Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0)
Correspondence between the 1976 Edition of the Radio Regulations
and the Additional Radio Regulations and the Provisions
of Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0

Notes :
1.
Under "Status" below, MOD =modified, SUP = suppressed and
NOC =no change (except for the cases in Note 2).
2.
Where necessary the term "coast station" has been replaced with
"land station", "aeronautical station" with "land station", "ship" with
"mobile station", "message" with "telegram" and "preamble" with "preamble
line".

Radio Regulations
Status

Recommendation
F.l90/F.ll0

Article

Provision

N58/37A

8361/1496A

MOD

Al to Al2

N69/38

9140/1497

MOD

B2

NOC

B3

NOC

B4

N70/39

9141/1498
9142/1499
9168/1500
9169/1501
9170/1502

MOD

Bl7

NOC

Bl8

9171/1503

MOD

Bl9

MOD

B20

SUP

917 2115 o:~ . 1
N72/ 40A ·9278/15 59 AA-I
9331/l559BZ ~
Additional Radio
Regulations
lA

2

. Remarks

Aligned with
Recommendation F.l;
radiomaritime letters added
Aligned with
Recommendation F.l

See RR7931/973
7459-8426/1007

to
~

7934/976 and
7463-8430/1011

See
Recommendation D.90/F.lll

i

2004A, B

Covered in "considering" c)

2004C

MOD

2004D

SUP

2005

NOC

B7

2006

NOC

BB

2007

MOD

B9

2008

SUP

Bl

Aligned with
Recommendation F.l
Concerns aircraft stations
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Radio Regulations
Article

3
4A

Status

Recommendation
E.l90/F.ll0

2009

NOC

BlO

2010

NOC

Bll

2011

NOC

Bl2

2012

SUP

-

2013

NOC

Bl3

2014

SUP

-

2015, 2016

MOD

B5, B6

2017

SUP

-

Provision

2062AA to AL
2062AM

MOD

B15, Bl6

2062AN

SUP

-

2062AO-BH
5A

2087AA-AZ

5B

2087BA-BZ

6A

2106A

NOC

B64 to B66

2106B

NOC

B67

2106C

NOC

B68

2106D

NOC

B69

2106E

NOC

B70

2106F

NOC

B71

2106G

MOD

B72

2106H

MOD

B75, B76

2106!

NOC

B73

2106N

Contrary to
Recommendation F.l
Contrary to
Recommendation F.l

See
RecoiJ'!lllendation D.90/F.lll
Aligned vith
Recommendation F.l
See simplified wordcounting rules 1n
Recommendation F.1

I

NOC

Combined with 2123A
See
Recommendation D.90/F.lll

B74

-

21060 to Q

See
Recommendation D.90/F.lll

See also
Recommendation D.90/F.l11
B43

-

2106J to M

Remarks

;

7A

2123A

MOD

B75

8

2124

MOD

B42

2125

MOD

B43

2126

NOC

B44 to B48

See
Recommendation D.90/F.l11
Combined vith 2106H
Aligned with
Recommendation F.l
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ATTACHMENT 2
CCITT RECOMMENDATION D.90/F.lll
CHARGING, ACCOUNTING AND REFUNDS IN THE
MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE
Introductory Notes :
1.
For the purposes of this Recommendation, the term Maritime Mobile Service should
be understood to embrace the Maritime Mobile Satellite Service as well as the MF, HF and VHF
radio media, unless specifically stated otherwise.
2.
Throughout this Recommendation the asterisk * used after "Administration(s)" means
that recognized private operating agency/agencies are included.
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1. General
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1. General
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ACCOUNTING
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PREAMBLE.

The CCITT
considering
a)
Resolution No. Mar2 - 22 of the World Maritime Administrative Radio Conference
(Geneva, 1974) relating to accounting for public correspondence in maritime radiocommunications;
b)

Recommendation No. Mar2 - 18 of the same conference relating to the same subject;

c)
Resolution No. Sat-10 of the World Administrative Radio Conference for the planning
of the Broadcasting Satellite Service in the 12 GHz band (Geneva, 1977) relating to the
possible rearrangement of the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations;
d)
that the provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations
(Geneva, 1973) and the Protocols annexed thereto, taking into account CCITT Recommendations
(particularly those in the E and F Series) shall apply to radiocommunications;
e)
that the VIth Plenary Assembly of the CCITT (Geneva, 1976) adopted the Recommendation
below, with the exception of the points relating to mobile station charges and a single
accounting authority, which points have now been considered further and have resulted in
amendments being carried into the texts given below;
f)
that the provisions for charging, accounting and refunds in the Maritime Mobile
Service and in the Maritime Mobile Satellite Service are presently contained in the Radio
Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations, which will remain in force until they are
reviewed by the World Administrative Radio Conference (1979),
recommends
that Administrations take this Recommendation into account when formulating their
proposals for consideration at the World Administrative Radio Conference for the General
Revision of the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations (Geneva, 1979). Annex 2
shows the correspondence between the 1976 edition of the Radio Regulations and the Additional
Radio Regulations and the provisions of this Recommendation. Annex 3 offers a preliminary draft
Article that includes all the basic provisions considered to require regulatory status.
A consequence of this is that Article N72/ 40A of the· .Radio Regul'a tions and Articl_e s 4A,

5A, 5B, 6A and 8 Section I of the Additional Radio Regulations would no longer
be required.
Note : Administrations may also wish to consider whether Article N7l/40 of the
Radio Regulations and those parts of the Additional Regulations not listed
above would also no longer be required.
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DIVISION A
IRTRODUCTION
I.

Al

1.

Definitions

Accounting authority

The Administration of the countr,y that has issued the licence for a mobile
station (or the recognized private operating agency or other entity/entities designated
by the Administration in accordance vith Cl to C6) to vham maritime accounts in respect
of mobile stations licensed by that country may be sent.
A2

2.

Maritime account
0

The account issued by the Administration
operating a land station in respect
of telecommunication traffic exchanged betveen the land station and a mobile station.

3.

Landline charse

The charge relating to transmission over the general netvork of telecommunication
channels, national and international.

A4

4.

Land station charge
The charge relating to the use of facilities provided by the land station.

A5

5.

Mobile station charge
The charge relating to the use of facilities provided by the mobile station.

0

or recognized private operating agency/agencies
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B

€HARGING

I.

Bl

General

1.

General

1.1

The charges for radiocommunications consist of

B2

a)

the landline charges;

B3

b)

the land station charges;

B4

c)

the mobile station charges (if any);

B5

d)

any charges for special services for telegrams that have to
be considered in the accounting; and

B6

e)

any special charges for special facilities.

B7

1.2
The landline charge for national telecommunication channels applicable to
radiocommunications between a mobile station and the country of the land station lS
notified in gold francs to the Secretary-General of the ITU by the land station
Administration*.

BB

1.3
The landline charges applicable to radiocomrnunications between a mobile station
and a country other than that of the land station, are the collection charges fixed or
applied for telecommunication services in the international relation concerned; they shall
be notified in gold francs to the Secretary-General of the ITU by the land station
Administration*.

B9

1.4
The land station charges shall be expressed in gold francs; Administrations*
shall notify to the Secretary-General of the ITU the charges fixed by them.

BlO

1.5
The landline and land station charges notified to the Secretary-General of
the ITU in accordance with B7 to B9 will be published in Part IV of ITU List IV, the
List of Coast Stations.
Note : For countries that have not introduced banded collection charges for international
services, only a limited number of charges, for routes in frequent use, will be published.
Administrations* of these countries should indicate to the Secretary-General of the ITU
which charges should be published in the List of Coast Stations.

Bll

1.6
Where mobile station charges are applied, the Administration of the country that
has issued the licence shall so notify the Secretary-General of the ITU for inclusion of
this information in the List of Ship Stations.

Bl2

1.7
Mobile station charges may be applied in the radiotelegram, radiotelephone and
radiotelex services in the MF and HF bands. They shall not be applied in any of the VHF
services nor in any of the Mobile Statellite Services, nor in any service with automatic
operation; however, mobile station charges may also be applied for radiotelegrams
transmitted via VHF.

Bl3

1.8
Mobile station charges shall be abolished for traffic exchanged after 2359 hours
GMT 31 December 1987.

Bl4

1.9
Until 31 December 1987, the following standardized mobile station charges shall be
applied worldwide :
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Bl5

a)

radiotelegrams, 0.40 gold francs per ordinary word;

Bl6

b)

radiotelephone calls l.n the MF band, 1.50 gold francs per minute;

Bl7

c)

radiotelephone calls in the HF band, 2.00 gold francs per minute;

Bl8

d)

radiotelex calls in the MF and HF bands, 1.50 gold francs per minute.

Bl9

1.10
The Administration of the country that has issued the licence for a mobile
station may authorize it to collect on board and to retain mobile station fees when
mobile station charges are no longer applicable. The Administration may set an upper
limit to these fees.

B20

1.11
Mobile stations must be acquainted with the tariffs necessary for charging.
However, they are authorized, where necessary, to obtain such information from land
stations. Charges furnished by land stations are expressed in gold francs.
Tariff changes

2.

B21

2.1
New or modified charges shall not come into effect for international traffic
for countries other than that which establishes the charges until the first day of the
month following the expiry of the following periods, counted from the day after the
despatch of the first notification by the Secretary-General of the ITU :

B22

a)

for traffic from mobile station to land, l month and 15 days;

B23

b)

for traffic from land to mobile station, 15 days, except that for changes to
bring charges into line with those on competing routes the period shall be
10 days.

3.

Radiocammunications between mobile stations

B24

3.1
When a single land station is used as an intermediary between mobile stations,
two land station charges are collected. If the land station charge applicable to traffic
with the origin mobile station is different from that applicable to traffic with the
destination mobile station, the sum of these two charges is collected.

B25

3.2
When it is necessary to use two land stations as intermediaries between two
mobile stations, the land station charge for each station is collected and also the
landline charge for the section between the two land stations.

II.

1.

Radiotelegrams

General

B26

The land station charge and the mobile station charge are fixed on the basis
1.1
of a word charge.

B27

1.2
The total charge for radiotelegrams is collected from the sender, with the
exception of charges applicable to radiotelegrams to be redirected at the request of the
addressee (as provided in Recommendation F.l).

B28

1.3
No additional charge shall be made when acknowledgement of receipt of a
radiotelegram is made through another mobile station or land station by service advice,
or when an intermediate mobile station assists in the forwarding of a radiotelegram.

B29

2.

Special charging arrangements

2.1

Radiotelegrams of immediate general interest

2.1.1
No charge for radio transmission in the mobile service is made for radiotelegrams
of immediate general interest, provided that they are :

Doe.
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B30

a)

distress radiotelegrams or replies thereto;

B31

b)

radiotelegrams originating in mobile stations notifying the presence of
icebergs, derelicts, mines and other dangers to navigation, or announcing
cyclones and storms;

B32

c)

radiotelegrams announcing unexpected phenomena threatening air navigation or
the sudden occurrence of obstacles at airports;

B33

d)

radiotelegrams originating in mobile stations notifying sudden changes in
the position of buoys, the working of lighthouses, devices connected with
etc.; or,

B34

e)

2.2
B35

bu9ya~e,

service radiotelegrams relating to the mobile service.
Radiotelegrams relating to medical advice

2.2.1
No charge for radio transmission is made for radiotelegrams relating to medical
advice provided that :

B36

a)

they are exchanged directly between mobile stations and land stations that are
shown in the List of Radiodeter.mination and Special Service Stations as providing
such a service, and,

B37

b)

they are addressed in accordance with the conditions indicated

2.3

~n

that List.

Meteorological radiotelegrams

B38 2.3.1

Land station charges and mobile station charges applicable to meteorological
radiotelegrams (see Recommendation F.l) should be reduced by at least 50 per cent in all
relations.

2.4
B39

Radiotelegrams concerning persons protected

~n

time of war

2.4.1

Radiotelegrams concerning persons protected in time of war by the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, are accepted under the conditions specified in number 4
of the Annex to the Telegraph Regulations (Geneva, 1973) taking into account CCITT
Recommendations (F.l).

B40 2.4.2

The land station charges and the mobile station charges for these RCT radiotelegrams
shall be decreased in the same proportion as the charges for transmission on the general
network of telecommunication channels.

2.5

Press

ra~iotelegrams

B41 2.5.1

For those land stations that accept press radiotelegrams, for the relations
admitted the land station charge .and the mobile station charge should be the same as those
for ordinary private radiotelegrams reduced by 50 %.

B42

2.5.2

Press radiotelegrams are subject to any landline press rate that may be in force
in the land station country or between the land station and destination countries.

3.
B43

Radiomaritime letters

Except as otherwise provided in B44 to B47, radiomaritime letters may be accepted,
into account CCITT Recommendations relating to letter telegrams, if the telegram
service is used to convey radiomaritime letters.

3.1

taki~

B44

The total charge shall include the postal charge (by ordinary letter or airmail
3.2
letter) due for delivery in the land station country.

B45

3.3

An additional charge may be collected where delivery is to be made to a country
other than that of the land station.
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B46

3.4

The following charges are added where applicable

B47

a)

charges due for special services;

B48

b)

the landline charge when transmission on the land section is exceptionally
by telegraph.
III.

1.

Radiotelephone and radiotelex calls

Land station and landline charges

B49 1.1

If no uniform charges apply in respect of the land stations of a country,
different land station charges shall be fixed for the MF, HF and VHF bands.

B50

1.2
The unit charge is the charge for an ordinary private call of one-minute
duration.

B51

1.3

B52

1.4
Fully automatic calls should be charged by one of the following two methods,
taking into account CCITT Recommendatons

The minimum charge for a call with manual or semi-automatic operating is three
charge units.

B53

a)

charging minute by minute;

B54

b)

charging by periodic pulses of the type used in the national automatic service.

B55

1.5
The charge for a call is normally collected from the calling party with the exception
of collect calls (if collect calls are admitted). For collect calls, the charge shall be
payable by the called party.

B56

1.6
When handled through a land station, the chargeable duration of a call will be
fixed at the end of the call by the land station; if two land stations are participating
in the handling of the call, the opinion of that land station will prevail which has
accepted the call from the originating mobile station.

B57

The decision of this land station will also be valid for international
1.7
accounting.
2.

Special charges

B58

2.1
The special charges for personal radiotelephone calls (from mobile station to
land) and collect calls, if admitted, shall be applied.

B59

2.2
The charge for special call facilities shall be calculated on the basis used for
an international call, applied to either

B60

a)

the landline charge only; or

B61

b)

all components of the call charge.

B62

2.3
When the booking of a radiotelephone call that. is iiable to the payment of a
special charge (for example, a collect call) is accamp~nied by a booking of a personal
call, only one special charge shall be collected.
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C

ACCOUNTING
I.

Cl

General

1.
Charges for radiocommunications from ship-to-shore are in principle, and
subject to national law and practice, to be collected from the maritime mobile station
licensee

C2

a)

by the Administration that has issued the licence, or

C3

b)

by a recognized private operating agency, or

c4

c)

by other entity or entities designated by the Administration to carry out this
accounting.

C5

2.
The Administration or the recognized private operating agency or the designated
entity (or entities) is referred to in this Division as the "accounting authority".

C6

3.
The name(s) and address(es) of the accounting authority(ies) shall be notified
to the Secretary-General of the ITU for inclusion in the List of'Ship Stations; the number
of such names shall be limited as far as possible and should not exceed 25.

C7

4.
For responsibility for payment of accounts rendered in accordance with Cl to c6,
see C46 to C49.

II.
Maritime accounts

1.

C8

Establishment of accounts

1.1
In the case of radiocommunications originating in mobile stations, the land
station Administration* shall debit the accounting authority for the origin mobile
station with :

C9

a)

the land station charges;

ClO

b)

the landline charges;

Cll

c)

the total charges collected for prepaid replies;

Cl2

d)

any charges for special services for telegrams; ·

Cl3

e)

where appropriate, the special charges for radiotelephone calls with special
facilities;

Cl4

f)

where appropriate, postal charges on radiomaritime letters.

Cl5

1.2
In the case of radiocommunications addressed t·o mobile stations and originating
in a country other than that of the land station, the 'land station's Administration* shall·
debit the Administration* of the country from which the radiocommunication originated with

Cl6

a)

the land station charges; and

Cl7

b)

the mobile station charges (if any).

Cl8

1.3
In the case of a radiotelegram that has been forwarded by means other than
radio (see Recommendation E.lf)O/F.llO; B57 and B58}, only the land station charge shall
be debited.
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1.4
In the case of a completed radiocommunication in the direction to a mobile
station, the land station Administration* credits the accounting authority for the
destination mobile station with :
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C20

a)

the mobile station charge (if any), and

C21

b)

the total charge collected for a

prepaid reply, if occasion arises.

In the case of radiocommunication exchanged between mobile stations :

C22

1.5

C23

1.5.1
through the medium of a single land station : the land station Administration*.
debits the accounting authority for the origin mobile station with the appropriate
charges. Thereafter, if occasion arises, the provisions of Cl9 to C21 are applied.

C24

1.5.2
debits
taking
second
as the

C25

1.6
For accounting purposes, collect calls shall be regarded as originating 1n the
destination country or mobile station.

C26

Accounts are prepared monthly by the land station Administration* and rendered
1.7
by it to the accounting authority responsible for the mobile station, with the exception
referred to in C30.
2.

through the medium of two land stations : the first land station Administration*
the accounting authority for the origin mobile station with the appropriate charges,
into account C8 to Cl4. Thereafter, Cl5 to Cl8 and Cl9 to C21 are applied by the
land station, the first land station being regarded as the office of origin as far
accounts are concerned.

International accounts

C27

The international landline charges shall be included in the international
2.1
telegraph and telephone accounts and shall be accounted for in accordance with the
provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and Telephone Regulations, taking into account
CCITT Recommendations. The agreed international accounting rates shall apply.

C28

2.2
The country on whose territory is established a land station serving as
intermediary for the exchange of radiocommunications between a mobile station and another
country, is considered, as far as the application of landline charges is concerned, as
the origin or destination country and not as a transit country.

C29

2.3
In principle, land station charges and mobile station
entered in the international telegraph and telephone accounts.

C30

2.4
However, by previous agreements, Administrations* may establish a system by
which the land station charges and the mobile station charges are included in the
international accounts by the origin Administration*.

char~es

shall not be

Accounting for Single-operator Service
C31

3.1
Except as otherwise provided, the following prov1s1ons apply to singleoperator radiotelephone and radiotelex services, in which land subscribers and land station
operators of different countries call each other without the aid of an intermediate
operator.

C32

3.2

C33

3.3
The billing and settlement procedures for single-operator radio-maritime calls
to mobile stations are as follows :

C34

3.3.1
Except as provided for in C36, the call details are forwarded at least monthly
to the Administration* in question in the caller's country.

i

The operating and charging procedures are described in Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0.
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C35

3.3.2
The Administration*.charges the call in its internal billing system and
includes the total amount in a quarterly statement of accounts to the credit of the land
station Administration*.

C36

3.3.3
In the case of collect radiotelephone calls to a mobile station in the
international maritime mobile service (if admitted by the land station Administration*),
the total amount of the bill shall be debited to the mobile station licensee in the
maritime accounts (see C8 to Cl4).

C37

3.3.4
If bilaterally agreed between the Administrations* concerned, the land
station Administration* may collect the charge by presenting a bill directly either to
the foreign subscriber who booked the call or to his registered representative in the
land station country.

III.

Exchange and verification of maritime accounts

C38

1.
Exchange and verification of accounts shall be carried out in accordance with
the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations, taking into account CCITT
Recommendations.

C39

2.
The accounts, in duplicate, are forwarded before the end of the third month
following that to which they relate.

c4o 3.

Radiotelegrams, radiotelephone calls and radiotelex calls shall be entered
individually with all necessary particulars, in the monthly accounts that serve as a
basis for the accounting mentioned in this division.

C41

4.
The entries in accounts shall be spaced in such a way that the duplicate of
the account can be divided and used for the accounting with the mobile station licensee
by the accounting authority for the mobile stations. The entries shall be grouped under
mobile station name and call sign, with a total charge shown for each mobile station.

C42

5.
However, Administrations* may establish accounts for each mobile station with
all necessary particulars mentioned above. These individual accounts shall be included
in a recapi tulatory statement.

C43

6.

C44

7.
In principle, an account shall be considered as accepted without the need for
specific notification of acceptance to the Administration* that sent it.

C45

8.
However, any accounting authority shall have the right to question the contents
of an account for a period of six months after despatch of the account.

A specimen statement is given in Annex 1.

c46 9.

All maritime accounts shall be paid by the accounting authority without delay
and in any case within 6 months after despatch of the account.

C47

10.
If international maritime accounts remain unpaid after 6 months, the
Administration that has licensed the mobile station shall on request take all possible
steps, within the limits of applicable national law, to ensure settlement of the accounts
from the licensee.

c48 11.

In the case referred to in C45, if the account is seriously delayed in transit,
the receiving accounting authority should at once notify the originating Administration*
that queries and payment may be delayed. However, the delay shall not exceed 3 months
from the date of receipt of the account.

C49

12.
The debtor accounting authority may refuse the settlement and adjustment
of accounts presented more than eighteen months after the date of handing-in of the
radiotelegrams or the date of establishment of the radiotelephone calls or radiotelex
calls to which the accounts relate.
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IV.
C50

P~ent

of balances

1.
P~ent of balances shall be carried out in accordance with the Telegraph
Regulations and the Telephone Regulations.
V.

Archives

C51

1.
The originals of radiotelegrams and documents relating to radiotelegrams,
radiotelephone calls and radiotelex calls retained by the Administrations* shall be
held, with all necessary precautions from the point of view of secrecy, until the
settlement of the relative accounts and, in any case, for at least six months counting
from the month in which the accounts were sent. Administrations* may preserve the
information by any other means, e.g. magnetic or electronic records.

C52

2.
However, should an Administration* deem it desirable to destroy such documents
before the above4mentioned period, and hence is not in a position to carry out an inquiry
in respect of the services for which it is responsible, such Administration* shall bear
all the consequences both as regards refund of charges and any difference in the accounts
in question that might otherwise have been observed.
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D

REFUNDS

I.

1.
Dl

Radiotelegrams

General

1.1
The provisions of Recommendation F.42, Division C shall apply with the
following exceptions.
2.

Radiomaritime letters

D2

2.1
When a radiomaritime letter fails to reach its destination due to the failure
of the postal service, only the charges in respect to the services not carried out are
refunded.

D3

2.2
Refund of charges is admitted when, through the fault of the telegraph or
radiotelegraph service, a radiomaritime letter has not reached its destination, as
well as in the cases provided for in Article 12 of the Telegraph Regulations
(Geneva, 1973), taking into account CCITT Recommendations.
·

II.

Radiotelephone and radiotelex calls

D4

1.
When, through any fault of the service, the booking of a call is not
followed by the calling and called stations'being placed in communication, no charge
shall be payable. If the amount of the charge has been paid, it shall be refunded.

D5

2.
In order to simplify operating and accounting procedures, Administrations* may
decide that no charge shall be payable when a requested connection has not been set up,
whatever the reason.

D6

3.
However, Administration* may decide to collect charges in cases where there is
no fault of service. In that case the basis of charging shall be notified to the
Secretary-General of the ITU for inclusion in the List of Coast Stations.

D7

4.
When, through any fault of the service, difficulty is experienced in the course
of a call, the chargeable duration of the call shall be reduced to the total time during
which transmission conditions have been satisfactory, taking into account CCITT
Recommendations.

t::l

0

()

ANNEX

1

(to Recommendation D.90/F.lll)
Specimen form of statement of maritime accounts
Account

bet~een

country A and country B

( radiotelegrQIIls
in respect of ( radiotelephone calls
( radiotelex calls
'sent through the land stations of country A during the month of, ••• ,.~

Date

lar.d
S~ation

0:-igin

Call
Sign

Destir.ation

Number of
Category
Words

..

Minutes

Credit or
debit for
country A
(gold francs)
l"l'"F>rl; t.

debi.t

Rema::-ks

w

CO
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ANNEX

2

(to Recommendation D.90/F.lll)
Correspondence between the 1976 Edition of the Radio Regulations
and the Additional Radio Regulations and the Provisions of
Recommendation D.90/F.lll

1.
Under "Status" below, M:>D
for the cases in Note 2).

= modified,

SUP

= suppressed

and NOC

= no

change (except

2.
Where necessary the term "coast station" has been replaced with "land station",
"aeronautical station" with "land station", "ship" with "mobile station" and "message" with
"telegram".

Radio Regulations

Status

Article Provision

N58/37A
N69/38
N70/39
N72/40A

836l/1496A
9140/1497 to

)

~

9142/1499
)
9168/1500to )
9172/1504
'
9278/1559AA
9279/1559AAA
9280/1559AAB
9281/1559AB
9282/1559AC to
:9284/1559AE
9285/1559AF
9286/1559AG
9287/1559AH,
9287.1/1559AH.1
9288/1559AI
9289/1559AJ
9290/l559AK
.9291/1559AL
9292/l559AM
9293/1559AN
9294/1559AO

Recommendation
D.90/F.lll-

Remarks

-

See the annex to
Recommendation E.l90/F.ll0

SUP
MOD
MOD
NOC

A1
A3

MOD

Bl to B6

MOD
MOD

-

Covered in "considering" d

C27

Combined with 9313/1559BH,
9317/1559BL, 932l/l559BP

C29

MOD

C29,
C30

MOD
MOD
SUP
:MOD
MOD
MOD
MOD

C26

C30 added to cover special
agreements
Combined with 2062
AA to AE, 2087AB to AF,
2087BB to BF

C28

-

See Cl to C7

C26
C47
c6
c8 to Cl4

Expanded to cover
radiotelex and radiotelephone and to include
postal charges for radiomaritime letters; combined
with -9308/l559BC and

9316/1559BK
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Radio Regulations
Article

Status Recommendation
D.90/F.lll

Provision

N72/ 40.A ~9295/1559AP
(cont.)
9296/l559AQ,
9297/l559AR
9298/l559AS

Remarks

SUP
MOD

-

See 9285/l559AF and 9286/

BB

SUP

-

with 9310/l559BE
and 9318/l559BM

l55~AG
Com ~hed

Covered in
Recommendations F.l and
F.42

Combined with 9312/l559BG,
9320/l559BO

9299/l559AT

MOD

9300/l559AU
930l/l559AV
9302/l559AW
9303/l559AX

MOD
MOD
SUP

C21

-

Covered in
Recommendations F.l
and F.42; see also C25

9304/l559AY

MOD

C22

Includes radiotelex and
radiotelephone

9305/l559AZ
9306/l559BA 9307/l559BB
9308/l559.BC

SUP
MOD
MOD
M. OD

-

Cl5 to Cl8

Cl9

C20

C23

C24

~

(9319/l559BN,93ll/l559BF)

!

C8 to Cl4

--

SUP
MOD

B8

93ll/l559BF

MOD

Cl9,
C20

9312/l559BG

MOD

Cl5 to Cl7,
C19, C20

9313/l559BH
9314/l559BI
9315/l559BJ
9316/l559BK

SUP
SUP
MOD
MOD

9317/l559BL
9318/l55~BM

SUP
MOD

9319/l55~BN

MOD

Cl9,
C20

9320/l559,BO

MOD

Cl5 to Cl7,
Cl9, C20

9309/l559BD
9310/l559BE

-

j

·-

Radiotelex and radiotelephone included

-

C25
CS to ClO

-

BB

Includes radiotelex artd
radiotelephone
Expanded to cover radiotelegrams and radiotelex;

combined with 9294/J-559AO,
9316/l559BK
See 9285/l559AF,9286/l559AG
Combined w-i-th -9296/l559AQ,
9297/l559AR and 9318/l55~BM
Combined _ with 9300/l559AU,
9301/l559~V, 9319/l559BN,
Combined with 9299/l559AT,
9320/l559BO
See 92-85/l559AF,9286/l559AG
See 9304/l559AY-9307/l559BB
Combin~d with 932B/l559Bn
Combined with 9294/l?59AP,
9308/l559BC·
See 9285/l559AF,9286/l55~AG
Combined with 9296/l5-59AQ,
9297/l559AR, 9310/l559BE
Combined with 93D0/1559AU
930I/l559AV, 93ll/l559BF
Combined with'9299/l559AT,
9312/l559BG

i

9321/155,BP -

-

SUP
-·

See -92$5/1559AF,
9286/l559AG
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Recommendation

Status

D.90/F~lll

Article !Provision

N72/40A 9322/l559BQ

-

SUP

(cant.)

C25

9323/l559BR MOD
9324/l559BS MOD

C38,
C50

9325/l559J3T
9326/l559BU

MOD

C39

MOD

c4o to
C43

9327/l559BV
9328/l559BW
9329/l559BX

MOD

c44

MOD

C45

MOD

c48,
C49

9330/l559BY

MOD

C51

~33l/l559EZ NOC
Appendix
MOD
21A

I

I

.

Remarks

See 9304/l559AY to ~307/
1559BB.
Combined with 9315/l559BJ

Provision made for
magnetic or electrical
recording of accounting
data

C52
See Annex l to this
Recommendation

C43

Additional Radio
Regulations
lA

-

12004A-D

See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO

2

20052014

3

20152017

4A

2062AA

MOD

2062AB

MOD

Bl}
B4)

2062AC

MOD

B3~

2062AD

MOD

B2f}

2062AE

MOD

B5J

2062AF

MOD

B26

2062AG,AH

MOD

B7 to BlO,
Bll

2062AI

MOD

B24

2062AJ

MOD

B25

AL, BL, BM

2062AK

SUP

l
-

Combined with 2087AK,

2062AL

MOD

B7

Combined with 2087AH,BI

-

See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO

2062.A.M,AN

-

(

)

Combined with 9282/l559AC9284/l559AE, 2087AB-AF,
2087BB-BF

I

Minimum numbers of words
for the various telegram
classes are shown
individually in
Recommendation F.l
Combined with 2087AJ, BK

See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO
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Article
4A

Status

Recommendation D.90/F.lll

2062AO-AR

MOD

B27

2062AS

MOD

B20

2062AT

SUP

-

2062AU to
AY

MOD

B21 to
B23

2062AZ

MOD

B29 to
B34

Based on Article 4, 2046
to 2051; see also
Recommendation F.l

2062BA

MOD

B35 to
B37

Based on Article 4,
2052

2062BB

MOD

B38

Based on Article 4,
2053 to 2057 but see
Recommendation F.l for the
detailed conditions of
acceptance

2062BC to
BF

MOD

B41,
B42

Detailed provisions in
Recommendation F.l

2062BG

MOD

B39

2062BH

MJD

B40

2087AA

SUP

-

2087AB
to AF

MOD

Bl to
B6

2087AG

IDD

B49
to B51

2087AH

MOD

B7

2087AI

MOD

Bl2,
Bl6, Bl7

2087AJ

MOD

B9, Bll

2087AK

MOD

B24

2087AL

IDD

B25

2087AM

MJD

B56,
B57

2087AN

SUP

-

2087AO

MJD

D4

2087AP

MOD

D5

Remarks

Provision
·Aligned with
Recommendation F.l
(express delivery
deleted, inadmissible
combinations or
alterations of words no
longer applicable)

(cont ~

5A

,2087AQ

MOD

D6

Combined with 2087AT, BU
See B9 and B20

~

Detailed pr~visions in
Recommendat1on F.l

Combined with 9282/l559AC to
9284/l559AE, 2062AA to AE,
2087BB t.o BF
Combined with 2087BG
Combined with 2062AL,
2087BI

Combined with 2062AG,
2062AH, 2087BK

!

Combined with 2062AI, AJ,
2087BL,BM
Combined with 2087BN

'

Combined with 2087BP
Combined with 2087BQ

..

Combined with 2087BR
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Radio Regulations
Recommendation D.90/F.lll

2087AR

MOD

D7

Combined with 2087BS

2087AS

MOD

B55

Combined with 2087BT

2087AT

MOD

B20

Combined with 2062AS,
2087BU

2087AU

SUP

-

2087AV to
AZ

MOD

B58 to
B62

2087BA

SUP

-

2087BB to
BF

MOD

Provision

5A
(cont.)

5B

6A

Remarks

See 2062AU to AY
Combined with 2087BW to
BZ
Combined with 9282/15 59AC to

Bl to
B6

9284/l559AE, 2062AA to-AE,
2087AB t9,A.F
Combined with 2087AG

..

..

1

Status
Article

2087BG

MOD

2087BH

MOD

B52 to
B54

2087BI

MOD

B7

2087BJ

MOD

Bl2,
Bl8

2087BK

MOD

B9,
:Sll

Combined with 2062AG, AH,
2087AJ

2087BL

MOD

B24

2087BM

MOD

B25

Combined with 2062AI, AJ,
2087AK, AL

2087BN

MOD

B56,
B57

2087BO

SUP

-

2087BP

IDD

D4

Combined with 2087AO

2087BQ

MOD

D5

Combined with 2087AP

2087BR

MOD

D6

Combined with 2087AQ

2087BS

MOD

D7

Combined with 2087AR

2087BT

M)D

B55

Combined with 2087AS

2087BU

MOD

B20

Combined with 2062AS,
2087AT

2087BV

SUP

-

2087BW to
BZ

MOD

B58 to
B62

B5l

A~o.

Combined with 2062AL,
2087AH

!

-

2106A-F
2106G

B49

MOD

B43

-

210H,I
2106J

MOD

B44, B45

2106K-M

MOD

B46 to
B48

Combined with 2087AM

';.

s·ee 2062AU to AY
Combined with 2087AV to AZ
See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO
See also Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO B72
See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO
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Radio Regulations

!
Status

Article

Provision

6A
(cont.)

2106N

-

See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO
Covered in Division C

21060

SUP

-

2106P

NOC

D2

2106Q

MOD

D3

-

7A

2123A

8

2124 to
2136

9

2137 to
2151

-

lOA

2158A to
2158D

-

2159,
2160

-

11

Remarks

Recommendation D.90/F.lll

See Recommendation E.l90/
F.llO
I

)

I
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ANNEX

3

(to Recommendation D.90/F.lll)
DRAFT REGULATORY PROVISIONS
Radio Regulations Article "Z"
Public Correspondence in the Maritime Mobile Service
Section I

General

1.
The provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations and the
Protocols annexed thereto, taking into account CCITT Recommendations, shall apply to
radiocommunications in so far as the provisions of the Radio Regulations do not provide
otherwise.
Section II

Accounting Authority

1.
Charges for radiocommunications from ship to shore are in principle, and subject
to national law and practice, to be collected from the maritime mobile station licensee :
a)

by the Administration that has issued the licence; or

b)

by a recognized private operating agency; or

c)

by other entity or entities designated by the Administration to carry out this
accounting.

2.
The Administration or the recognized private operating agency or the designated entity
(or entities) is referred to in this Article as the "accounting authority".

3.
The name(s) and address(es) of the accounting authority(ies) shall be notified to
the Secretary-General of the ITU for inclusion in the List of Ship Stations; the number of
such names and addresses shall be limited as far as possible, taking into account CCITT
Recommendations.
Section III

Accounting

1.
Exchange and verification of accounts shall be carried out in accordance with the
Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations, taking into account CCITT Recommendations.
2.
The accounts shall be sent as promptly as possible but in any case before the end
of the third month following that to which they relate.

3.
In principle, an account shall be considered as accepted without the need for
specific notification of acceptance to the Administration* that sent it.

4.
However, any accounting authority shall have the right to question the contents of
an account for a period of six months after despatch of the account.
5.
All maritime accounts shall be paid by the accounting authority without delay and
in any case within 6 months after despatch of the account~

*

or recognized private operating agency/agencies
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6.
If international maritime accounts remain unpaid atter 6 months, the Administration
that has licensed the mobile station shall on request take all possible steps, within the
limits of applicable national law, to ensure settlement of the accounts from the licensee.
7.

In the case referred to in 4 above, if the account is seriously delayed in transit,
the receiving accounting authority should at once notit,y the originating Administration*
that queries and p~ent may be delayed. The delay shall, however, not exceed 3 months from
the date of receipt of the account.

8.
The debtor accounting authority m&¥ refUse the settlement and adjustment of accounts
presented more than eighteen months atter the date of handing-in of the radiotelegrams or
the date of establishment of the radiotelephone calls or radiotelex calls to which the accounts
relate.
Section IV

Payment

of.B~lances

1.
P~ent of balances shall be carried out in accordance with the Telegraph
Regulations and the Telephone Regulations.
Section V

Archives

1.
The originals of rad~otelegrams and documents relating to radiotelegrams,
radiotelephone calls and radiotelex calls retained by the Administrations 0 shall be held,
with all necessary precautions fram the point of view of secrecy, until the settlement of the
relative account and, in any case, for at least six months counting tram the month in which
the accounts were sent. AdministrationsO m&¥ preserve the infor.zation by any other means,
e.g. magnetic or electronic records.
2.
However, should an Administration° deem it desirable to destroy such documents
before the above~entioned period, and hence is not in a position to carry out an inquiry in
respect of the services for which it is responsible, such Administrationo shall bear all the
consequences both as regards refund of charges and any difference in the accounts in question
that might otherwise have been observed.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WO~l[D) A[D)M~~~S>TlRlAT~VlE
lRlA[D)~(Q) CO~lFlE~lE~CfE
(Geneva, 1979)

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Docunent No. 8-E
3 October 1979
Original : French
COMMITTEES 4 and 5

Zaire (Republic of)
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Page 2
Delete the proposal ZAI/8/5

MOD 3213/108

Add the following proposals
ZAI/8/71

MOD

3139/90
Occupied Bandwidth : The frequency bandwidth such that,
below its lower and above its upper frequency limits, the mean powers f'adia"t-ed
emitted are each equal to e.~-% a percentage S/2 of the total_mean power of an
!'adia~ed-by-a-g±'lfen emission .
~n-~o:m.e-ea~e~,-for-e~am:rd:e-:m.tt±-t-:i:ehanne~-freqt:teney
d±'lf±s±on-sy~tems;-the-pereentage-of~e.5-%-may-~ead-to-eerta±n-d:i:ff±en~t±e~-:i:n
~fie-praet±ea~~app~±eat±en~of~the-def±n:i:t:i:on~-of-oeet:tpied~and-neeee~ary
bandw±dth-:-±n-sneh-eases-a-d±fferen't--per~entage-may-pro'\fe-t:t~eft:t~.

Unless otherwise specified by the CCIR for the appropriate
class of emission) the value of S/2 should be taken as 0.5 %.
Reasons : To make the definition more general through the introduction of S/2
·and to specify the value 0.5 %for B/2 in the absence of CCIR specifications.
ZAI/8/72

ADD

3441A.l
·Harmonic Emissions: Spurious emissions at frequencies
which are whole multiples of those contained in the frequency band occupied by
an emission.
Reasons :To define,in accordance with Recommendation 329-3, a term which is
widely used in telecommunications.

ZAI/8/73

ADD

3141A.3
Parasitic Emissions : Spurious emissions, accidentally
generated at frequencies which are independent both of the carrier or
characteristic frequency of an emission and of frequencies of oscillations
resulting from the generation of .the carrier or characteristic frequency.
Reasons : To define, in accordance with Recommendati-on 329-3, a
radiocommunications.

ZAI/8/74

ADD

ter~

used in

3141B
Out-of-band spectrum (of an emission) : The part of the
power density spectrum (or the power spectrum when the spectrum consists of
discrete components) of -an emissi~n -which is outside the necessary bandwidth,
with the exception of spurious emissions.
Reasons : To specify, in accordance with the conclu~ions of the SPM, an
expression used in radiocommunications.

ZAI/8/75

NOC

3142/93
Harmful Interference : Any emission, radiation or induction
which endangers the functioning of a radionavigation service or of other safety
services or seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a
radiocommunication service operating in accordance with these Regulations.
Reasons : To maintain the definition.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
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·

Corrigendum No. 1
to Document No·. 8-E
Page·2

Page 3
Add the following proposal
k.Hz

405 - 53:6 .2Q2.

J

Region. 1 _

Region 2 _ _ _ __ _

_I

MOD

ZAI/8/76

MOD

ZAI/8/77

405 - ~3:5 413.5

40? _.

413.5

405- ~3:5 ~

MOBILE except
aeronautical. mobile

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(Radio direction~finding)

RADJONAVJGATIQN

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION·

AERONAUTICAL
·RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(Radio direction"":'finding)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

182

182

184

183

413,5 - 495

~3:5

"182 ....

MARITIME MOBILE
185

186

MOBILE (Distress and c~ling)

MOD

ZAI/8/78

I

:Reasons

Increase 1n frequencies for the maritime mobile service

Page 3
Add the following proposal

kHz

25 010 - 27 500

ZAI/8/79

NOC

25 600 - 26 lOO

BROADCASTING

Reasons : Zaire requests that the HF broadcasting band should remain unchanged
(in the present situation).
Replace the proposal ZAI/8/18 by the following
ZAI/8/18

(Add.l)

ADD

3765A
In Zaire, the-frequencies 7 289 and 7 254 MHz are used
on radio relay axis II (Kinshasa-Lubumhashi) and on the radio relay link
(earth station of N' sele - Kinshasa) .
Reasons : In Zaire the frequency 7 254 has been operated for almost two years and
and the frequency 7 289 MHz since 1971.

the proposal ZAI/8/19 SUP 4176/492E

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 8-E
31 October 1978
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Zaire (Republic of)
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
(The following proposals are based on the Report of the Group of Experts on the
Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations (see Resolution Sat-10)).
PART A

CHAPTER NI
Terminology
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions
ZAI/8/l

MOD

3005

7

Radio -vraves (or hertzien -v.raves) : Electromagnetic waves
propagated in space which have a frequency
lower than 3 000 GHz prop~ged-in-~p~ee-wi~hott~-~r~ifiei~l-gttide and which are
not transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver by artificial means, such
as a waveguide or a wire.
of-£reqtteneie8-lower-~h~n-3-999-6H~,

Reasons : l.

To explain the expression "artificial guide".

2. It is desirable to retain the expression "hertzien waves"
1n v1ew of its historical value.
ZAI/8/2

ADD

3136A
Carrier wave : An electromagnetic wave capable of being
used for modulation purposes, which is characterized by its amplitude, its
frequency or its phase.
Reasons

ZAI/8/3

ADD

To define a term extensively used in the Radio Regulations.

3136B
Modulation : The process by which some parameters of one
radio wave 1s varied in accordance with some parameters of another wave.
Reasons : To define a term extensively used in the Radio Regulations.

ZAI/8/4

ADD

3140A
Emissions : Any form of energy from a transmitting
source in a radio system.
Reasons : To define a term extensively used in the Radio Regulations.
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CHAPTER NII
Technical provisions
ARTICLE N3
Designation of emissions
ZAI/8/5

MOD

3213

(3) Supplementary characteristics

108

a) Double sideband DSB
(the rest unchanged)
Reasons : DSB is an abbreviation sometimes used in certain
technical texts.
CHAPTER NIII
Frequencies
ARTICLE N7/5
10 kHz to 275 GHz frequency allocations
ZAI/8/6

MOD

3469

176

· (Pro mem.

ZAI/8/7

MOD

3505

209A

(Pro mem.

Reasons : 1.
2.

Update names of countries)
Update provision)

To update this paragraph.
To take account of the amendments made 1n No. 6643/1351E.

ZAI/8/8

MOD

3508

211A

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/9

MOD

3537

239

(Pro mem.

Update names of countries)

ZAI/8/10

MOD

3568

269

(Pro mem.

Update names of countries)

ZAI/8/11

MOD

3574

274

(Pro mem.

Update names of countries)

ZAI/8/12

MOD

3577

275

(Pro mem.

Update provision (including names of countries) •

ZAI/8/13

MOD

3578

275A

(Pro mem.

Update names of countries)

ZAI/8/14

MOD

3601

293

(_E'ro mem.

Update names of countries)

ZAI/8/15

MOD

3674

344

(Pro mem.

Update names of countries)

:r .1.":
·.·~.

"

.... ;
/

~
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ZAI/8/16

Amend the Table of frequency allocations as follows

MOD

kHz

21 870-22 000

Region 1
21 870-22-eee

Region 2

Region 3

21 924
AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AER9NA~±e~-M9B±bE-fR+

21 924-22 000
AER9NA~±eAb-F±*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : Recommendation No. Aer2 - 5 of the World Administrative Conference
on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, 1978.
ZAI/8/17

MOD

MHz
7 250-7 300

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

7 250-7 300
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
3764/392D
3765A
ZAI/8/18

ADD

3765/392G

3765A
In Zaire, the frequency 7 289 MHz may be used
on radio relay axis II.
Reasons : The frequency 7 289 MHz has been used 1n Zaire on radio relay
axis II for nearly 2 years.
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CHAPTER NIV/III
ARTICLE Nll
Coordination of frequency assignments to stations in a
Space Radiocommunication Service except stations in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service and to appropriate terrestrial stations
ZAI/8/19

SUP. 4176

492E

Reasons : Avoid the repetition of No. 4155/639AT
.A...RTICLE N35
Frequencies for distress and safety
ZAI/8/20

MOD

6634

1323A

(fro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/21

MOD

6635

1324

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/22

MOD

6639

C.

Reasons
ZAI/8/23

MOD

To take account of the amendments made to No. 3495/201A.

6642

D.

Reasons : To take account of the amendments made to No. 6634/1323A.
ZAI/8/24

MOD

6642

1351E

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/25

MOD

6644

13511

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/26

MOD

6647

F.

6-284-Iffi~

6 215.5 kHz.

Reasons : To take account of the updating of No. 6648/1351F.
ZAI/8/27

MOD

6648

ZAI/8/28

·MOD

6658

(Pro mem. : Update provision)

1351F
K.

243 MHz.

Reasons : To take account of amendments made to No. 3495/201A.
ZAI/8/29

MOD

6673

ZAI/8/30

MOD

6687

(Pro mem. : Update provision)

1295
D.

4-:!:36.-3

4 125 and 6-284

6 215.5 kHz.

Reasons : To take account of the updating of No. 6634/1323A.
ZAI/8/31

MOD

6688

ZAI/8/32

MOD

6709

(Pro mem. : Update provision)

1351G

Reasons

c.

4-:!:36.-3

4 125 and 6-284

6 215.5 kHz.

To take account of the updating of Nos. 6634/1323A and 6635/1324.
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ZAI/8/33

MOD

6710

1354A

(Pro mem. : Update provision)
ARTICLE N56

Conditions to be observed in the Maritime Mobile Service
and in the Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service
ZAI/8/34

MOD

7949

987A

(Pro mem. : Update provision)
ARTICLE N57

Special rules relating to the use of frequencies
in the Maritime Mobile Service
ZAI/8/35

MOD

8048

447

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/36

MOD

8049

448

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/37

MOD

8050

449

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/38

MOD

8063

457

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/39

SUP

8196

1329A

Reasons : To take account of the deletion of No. 8399.1/999E.l
ZAI/8/40

MOD

8203

1336A

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/41

MOD

8221

1352

(.Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/42

MOD

8221.1

1352.1

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/43

MOD

8221.2

1352.2

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/44

MOD

8221.3

1352.3

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/45

MOD

8222

1352A

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/46

MOD

8222.2

1352A.2

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/47

MOD

8225

1351G

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ARTICLE N59
Selective calling procedure in the Maritime Mobile Service
ZAI/8/48

MOD

8399

999E

(Pro mem. : Update provision)
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ARTICLE N62
General radiotelephone procedure in the Maritime Mobile Service
ZAI/8/49

MOD

8735

1236

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/50

MOD

8736

123'7

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/51

MOD

8738

1238A

(Pro mem.

Update provision - Appendix 17

ZAI/8/52

MOD

8760

1249

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/53

MOD

8762

1250A

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/54

MOD

8763

1251

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/55

MOD

8764

1251A

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

ZAI/8/56

MOD

8816

1295

(Pro mem.

Update provision)

lS

obsolete)

RESOLUTIONS
ZAI/8/57

SUP

Resolutions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9.
Reasons : The provisions have been implemented

ZAI/8/58

SUP

Resolution No. 11.
Reasons : The subject of this Resolution is no· longer relevant (holding
of a regional conference in May 1960).

ZAI/8/59

SUP

Resolution No. 12
Reasons : The subject of this Resolution is no long~r. relevant
(publication of a manual, which has now been issued).·

ZAI/8/60

SUP

Resolution No. 13.
Reasons : The allotment plan for the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service was prepared at the WARC-1978 in Geneva.

ZAI/8/61

SUP

Resolutions Nos. Mar 1 and 2.
Reasons : The provisions have been implemented.

ZAI/8/62

SUP

Resolution No. Mar 4
Reasons : The subject of this Resolution is no longer relevant.
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ZAI/8/63

SUP

Resolutions Nos. Mar 11, Mar 15, Mar2 - 1, Mar2 - 2, Mar2 - 3, Mar2 - 4,
Mar2 - 5, Mar2 - 6, Mar2 - 9, Mar2 - 10, Mar2 - 13 .

•
Reasons : The provisions of these resolutions have been implemented.
ZAI/8/64

SUP

Resolution No. Spa2 - 2.
Reasons : Out of date since the 1977 Conference.

ZAI/8/65

SUP

Resolution No. Spa2 -

8.

Reasons : The provisions have been implemented.
RECOMMENDATIONS
ZAI/8/66

SUP

Recommendation No. 20.
Reasons : The provisions have been implemented since the
World Administrative Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service,
Geneva, 1978.

ZAI/8/67

SUP

Recommendation No. 37.
Reasons : The suggested measures are no longer relevant (setting up of
a panel of experts during 1961 and 1962).

ZAI/8/68

SUP

Recommendation No. Mar 2.
Reasons : Having regard to the conclusions of CCITT Sub-Committees l and 11
and the acceptance of the new agreement proposed by WARC-1977 on broadcasting
satellites.

ZAI/8/69

SUP

Recommendation No. Mar 6.
Reasons : The frequency allotment plan for high-frequency coast radiotelephone
stations has been drawn up and implemented.

ZAI/8/70

MOD

Recommendation No. Mar2 - 4.
Reasons : Since 1 January 1978 the carrier frequencies 4 136.3 kHz and
6 204 kHz have been replaced by the carrier frequencies 4 125 kHz and
6 215.5 kHz. However, Recommendation No. Mar2- 4 remains necessary.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO. CONFERENCE

Document No. 9-E
22 December 1978
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

I-iote by the Secretary-General

RESOLUTION No. Sat - 4

I

herewith s1,1bmit to the World Administrative Radio Conference

Resolution No. Sat-

4 which is ;f direct concern to. the. work of the Conference.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex

1

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ANNEX

RESOLUTION No. Sat- 4

Relating to the annexing to the Radio Regulations of the
provisions and associated Plan contained in the
Final Acts of the Conference
The World Broadc.astingcSatellite.Administrative·Radio Cmtference, Geneva, 1977,

noting
that the World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications, Geneva, 197 I,
adopted Resolution No. Spa2 - 2 envisaging that stations in the broadcasting-satellite service shall be
established and operated in accordance with agreements and associated plans adopted by world or regional
administrative radio conferences;

a)

b)
that the present
and 3:

Conferen~e has adopt~dprovisions for

all Regions and.an associated Plan for Regions l

considering
the wish expressed by the Conference to annex the provisions and associated Plan to the Radio
Regulations:

resolves
that the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference be requested to annex the provtstons and
associated Plan to the Radio Regulations as an integral part thereof, in the form and to the extent it deems most
appropriate without thereby affecting their content or integrity;

requests
the Administrative Council to include the request referred to in the above paragraph in the agenda of the
1979 World Administrative Radio Cenference.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE.
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 10-E
22 December 1978
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
,_

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the
RECO~WENDATIONS

Secretary~General

Nos. Aer2 - 5, Aer2 - 6, Aer2 - 8 and Aer2 - 9

Further to the request submitted by the World Administrative Radio Conference
on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, held in Geneva in 1978, I herewith transmit to
the World Administrativ~ Radio Conference Recommendation No. Aer2 - 9 relating to
Public Correspondence with Aircraft (Annex 1).
I also submit to the Conference Recommendations Nos. Aer2 - 5, Aer2 - 6 and
Aer2- 8 which are of direct concern to its work (Annexes 2, 3 and 4).

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annexes

4

,.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ANNE X 1

RECOMMENDATION No. Aer2 - 9

Relatina to Public Correspondence with Aircraft
The World Administrative'Radio"Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, Geneva, 1978,

considering
a)
that Rc~<?mmendation No. 19 (Geneva, 1959) ~ave an initial indication of interest in public
corresponderice with· aircraft;

that some administrations have expressed requirements for long-distance public correspond~nce with
aircraft;

b)_

c)
- that provisions of No. 432 of the Radio Regulations do· not permit public· correspondence in the
exclusive aeronautical mobile bands, unless permitted .by special· aeronautical regulations;
d)

that appropriate satellite systems for this purpose are not yet operational;

recommends
1.
that administrations should give due consideration to the technical, operational and administrative
aspects of public correspondence with aircraft in order to permit orderly implementation at the appropriate
time;
2.
that administrations should make proposals on this subject to the next competent World Administrative Radio Conference;

requests the Secretary-General
to bring this Recommendation to the attention of the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979.
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RECOMMENDATION No. Aer2 - 5

Relating to the Inclusion of the Band
21 924-22 000 kHz in the Frequency
AUotment Plan for the Aeronautical Mobile (R)
Service (Appendix 27 Aer2 to the Radio Regulations)

The World Administrative Radio Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service. Geneva, 19.78,

considering
that there is a need to add a further frequency band to Appendix 27 Aer2, to provide world-wide
frequencies suitable for long-range communications and to reduce congestion in the bands currently used;

a)

b)
that there is a suitable band at 21 924-22 000 kHz at present allocated to the aeronautical fixed and
aeronautical mobile (R) services;
c)
that if the band were to be allocated exclusively to the aeronautical mobile (R) service it could be
incorporated into Appendix 27 Aer2;
d)
that the decision to re-allocate the band could be taken by the World Administrative Radio
Conference, 1979;

e)
that the decision to incorporate a plan for the band into Appendix 2 7 Aer2 could be taken by the
World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979 ;

has established
a plan for the band 21 924-22 000 kHz with the relevant associated provisions for modifying the
procedures of Appendix 27 Aer2 and related Radio Regulations (see Annex);

recommends
I.
that the World Administratiye Radio Conference, 1979, s~ould consider the allocation of the band
21 924-22 000 kHz exclusively to the aeronautical mobile (R} service to meet the requirements mentioned in
considering a) above ;

2.
that, if the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979 decides on such a re-allocation, it should
include the plan for this band with the associated provisions in Appendix 27 Aer2 as an integral part thereof,
to come into force on 1 February, 1983; and should make the necessary consequential changes to the Radio
Regulations;

urges CuJministrations
to submit proposals to this effect to the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979.

Annex
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ANNEX TO RECOMMENDATION No. Aer2 - 5

.·

Outline of changes to be made to
Appendix 27 Aer2 and related Radio Regulations
A.

APPENDIX 27 Aer2

Table of Contents

Part II. In the title, replace 17 970kHz by 22 000 kHz.

No. 27/10

Replace 11 970kHz by 22 000 kHz.

No. 27/16

Add the following new frequencies to the Table of Frequencies:
kHz 21 924
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

22 000
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

925
928
931
934
937
940
943
946
949
952
955
958
961

964
967
970
973
976
979
982
985
988
991
994
997

25 channels

No. 27/31A

In the title preceding the number 27/31A, replace 13 MHz and 18 MHz by between
13 MHz and 22 MHz;

in the ·text, replace 13 MHz and 18 MHz by 13 MHz, 18 MHz and 22 MHz ;
No. 27/318

In the second line. replace 18 MHz by the 18 MHz and 22 MHz bands;
In the fourth line, qfter 18 MHz add and 22 MHz.

Part li

In the title replace 17 970kHz by 22 000 kHz.

No. 27/189

Add a new column/or the new 22 MHz band to the Table as follows:

Band (MHz)

Areas

22

Band (MHz)

Areas

kHz

Wl

WII

21940
21946
21 952
21958
21967
21973
21979
21 988
21 997
21964
21985

22
kHz

WIll

21949
21970

WIV

21955
21976
21991

wv

21 943

21 Q61
21982
21994

Annex 2 to. Document No. 10-E
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ADD

Immediately qfter No. 27/207, add a new Table for the new 22 MHz band as
follows:
bande/band/banda 21 924·22 000
I22MHz

I

27/207A

2

1

)

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

c 100/1

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

M UN DIAL

ClOO/V

MONDIALE

·WORLDWIDE· ·MUNDIAL

c 100/1

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

c 100/III

21952

w
w
w
w
w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

Cl00/1

21955

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

CIOO/IV

21958

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

CIOO/I

21961 .

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

ClOO/V

21964

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL ·

c 100/11

21967

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

M UN DIAL

CI00/1

21970

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

CJOO/III

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

C 100/I

21976

w
w
w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

ClOO/IV

21979

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

c 10011

21982

MONDIALE

woR.u:iwin'E

MUNDIAL

C100/V

21985

w
w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

C 100/II

21988

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

c 100/l

21991

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

ClOO/IV

21994

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

C100/V

21997

w

MONDIALE

WORLDWIDE

MUNDIAL

c 100/1

21940
21943
21946
21949

21973

B.

3

..

RADIO REGULATIONS

Article 5

Modify the Table of Frequency Allocations asfollows:
MOD

kHZ
21 870 ·22 000
Region 1
-

I

Region 2

21 870-rceoe 21924
A ERONAliTICAL FIXED
-M.~~I&M..~IMeE~

21 924-22000
--!t-EReN~~X-1!&

AERONAliTICAL MOBILE (lt)

Article 7
No. 7378

431

Section 11
Replace 18 030 kHz by 22 000 kHz.

Article 9
No. 4351

5.52

Section 11
Replace 17 970 kHz by 22 000 kHz.

Article 9
No. 4421

589

Section Ill
Replace 17 970kHz by 22 OOOlkHz.

I

Region 3
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ANNE X 3

RECOMMENDATION No. Aer2 - 6
Relating to the Concordance of the Fre~ch,
English and Spanish Texts of No. 429
of the Radio Regulations

The World Administrative Radio Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, Geneva, 1978,

considering
that doubts have been· expressed concerning the concordance of the expressions "regularite de la
navigation aerienne" in French, "regularity .of flight" in t:nglish and "regularidad de la navegacion aerea" in
, Spanish;
a)

b)
that this phrase originates from the Convention on International Civil Aviation, Chicago, 1944,
drafted in English;

c)

that it is essential that the three texts be equivalent in form and content;

d)

that its terms of reference do not include the revision of No. 429 of the Radio Regulations;

recommends
that the World Administrative Radio Conference. 1979, should endeavour to overcome this apparent
lack of concordance in the texts of No. 429 of tht: Radio Regulations.
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ANNE X 4

RECOMMENDATION No. Aer2 - 8

To the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979, Relating
to the Inapplicability of Resolution No. 13
to the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service
The World Administrative Radio Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, Geneva, 1978,

considering
a)
that Resolution No. 13, Geneva, 1959, expressed the opinion that the aeronautical mobile service
plans contained in the then Appendix 26 to the Radio Regulations would have to be reviewed;

b)
that Resolution No. 13 also stated that an Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference should be
convened to review Appendix 26 and the associated Radio Regulations and to complete its work before the
next Ordinary Administrative Radio Conference;
c)
that administrative radio conferences of the aeronautical mobile service were held in 1964, 1966, and
1978 and the· plans were reviewed;

d)
that no further Administrative Radio Conferences are to be convened before the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979 ;

recommends
that, in so far as the aeronautical mobile (R) service is concerned, the World Administrative Radio
Conference~ 1979. should abrogate Resolution No. 13;

in vires administrations
to consider whether Resolution No. 13 could be abrogated and to submit proposals to this effect to
the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO .CONFERENCE

Document No. 11-E
22 December 1978
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretarx-General
RECO~WENDATION

No. 2 OF THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE LF/MF

BROADCASTING CONFERENCE (REGIONS 1 AND 3), GENEVA, 1975

r· hereby submit to the World Administrative Radio Conference
Recommendation No. 2 adopted by the Regional Administrative LF/MF
Broadcasting Conference (Regions l•and 3), Geneva, 1975, which is of
direct concern to the WQrk of the Wor~d Confer~nce.

M. MILl
Secretary-General

Annex

l
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ANNEX

RECOMMENDATION No. 2
Relating to the Sharing of the LF Band between the
Broadcasting Service and the other Radiocommunication
Services (Region I)

The Regional Administrative LF IMF Broadcasting Conference (Regions 1 and 3). Geneva, 1975,

noting

•I:

that the sharing, on ,a basis of equali~y, of the banq 255,-~85 kHz between the broadcasting service in a
part of Region I and the ae-ronautical radioniwigatiori service in practice results in harmful· interference to
aeronautical radiobeacons:

a)

b)
that the aeronautical radionavigation service is a safety service (No. 69 of the Radio Regulations) and its
adequate protection against harmful interference is esse.inial'·to the' 'saJeguarding of human life;
" .

.

:.

'

.

.

~

.

considering
that it would be desirable to avoid allocations which· permit sharing between the broadcasting service ~nd
other services, such as the maritime mobile and aeronautical radionavigation services;

recommends
that the World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979, examine this question with due regard to the interests of each of the ~ervices concerned.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 12-E
8 October 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

WORKING GROUP 5C

Singapore
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
1.

Page 14 - replace SNG/12/70 MOD by the following :

Region 1
SNG/12/70
(Corr.l)

MOD

144 - 146

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

SNG/12/70A
(Corr.l)
2.

ADD

3589A
In Singapore, the band 144 - 146 MHz is also allocated to
the fixed and mobile services on a primary basis.

Page 15 - replace 225 - 235 (NOC) in Region 3 by the following

SNG/12/72A
(Corr.l)

MOD

225 - 235
FIXED
MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

SNG/12/72B
(Corr.l)

ADD

3617A
the~broadcasting

In Singapore, the band 225 - 230 MHz is also allocated to
service on a primary basis.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 12-E
8 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Singapore
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER NIII
ARTICLE N7
Section IV.

Table of Frequency Allocations -10kHz - 275 GHz
kHz
90 - 110
Allocation to Services

Region 1
SNG/12/1

MOD

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

90 - 110
F:E*EB

RADIONAVIGATION

F:t1EEB

MMHCJ:1±ME-M8B±bE
3lt5Ef3:58

F:i:~ea

MMHt.P:tME-M8B±bE
3lt5Ef3:58

Har±'b±me-me-b:de

RA:Bf8NAV:t6ACJ:1±8N
3lt5:rf3:63
3!:t63:f3:6:r

RAB:t8NAV:t6Atp:f8N

3lt5Ef3:58

3lt68f3:66
3lt68f3:66

3lt63:f3:6:r

3lt68f3:66

3lt63:f3:6:r

Reason : To satisfy need for world-wide exclusive allocation for the
radionavigation service.
SNG/12/2

SUP

3460/166
Reason : No longer required, particularly with exclusive allocation.

SNG/12/3

MOD

3461/167
Only classes Al or Fl, A4 or F4 emissions are authorized
in the band 98---3::68 110 - 160 kHz for stations of the fixed service and in the
band 110 - 160 kHz for stations of the maritime mobile service. Exceptionally,
class A7J emissions are also authorized in the band 110 - 160 kHz, for stations
of the maritime mobile service.
Reason : To take account of band changes.
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kHz
285 - 445
Region 1
SNG/12/4

MOD

285 - 315

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

MARITll-1E RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeaco.ns)
Aeronatt~±e~~-ra~±onav±ga~±on

SNG/12/5

1315

NOC

315 - 325

MOD

325 - lt85 445

- 325

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile
3474/181

Reason : To provide an additional allocation from 325 - 445 kHz for aeronautical
beacons.
NOC

3474/181
kHz
445 - 505

MOD

SNG/12/6

lt85 -

lt~5

445 - 450

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio directionfinding)
3475/182
MOD

SNG/12/7

485 -

lt~5

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio directionfinding)

3476/183
3478/185

3475/182

lt~5

450 - 495

MARITIME MOBILE

~98

MOD

498 -

5~8

495 - 505

-4~5

445 - 450

RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

Aeronautical mobile

34TTf~8lt

-

485 -

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

3478/185
SNG/12/8

445 - 450

3475/182

3479/186

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

Reason : A reduced guardband of ~ 5 kHz for the mobile (distress and calling)
allocation centred on 500 kHz is practi~able, and improved equipment standards
permit a reduced band for the maritime mobile service.

~ ~

_A~

·..•

- .,..,

.

\ft~

-~

:,J ~ )~;J . "...

.·:· .l ~ l

''...:!_~~: ~-

?\
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SNG/12/9

MOD

3475/182
~85- ~z5

The frequency ~z8 447.5 kHz is designated ••• in the band
445- 450kHz shall not •••
fn-~he-bana~85---~±5-kH~-no-f~e~tteney

~ha±±-be-a~~±gned-~o-eo~~~-~~~tfone.

Reason : Consequence of table change.
SNG/12/10

MOD

The use of the band
3476/183
radionavigation service •••

SNG/12/11

SUP

3477/184

~85

-

~z5

445 - 450 kHz by the

Reason : Consequence of table change.
SNG/12/12

MOD

3478/185
~er~±ee

In the
other serv1ces :

~ropean

Maritime Area • • • to

the-:m~r±~±:me-mo:t5±ze

Reason : Consequence of band changes which now relate to more than one service.
NOC

3479/186

NOC

3480/187
kHz
505 - 1 606.5

Region 1
SNG/12/13

MOD

Region 2

5±8 - 525 505 - 526.5

5±8- 525 505 - 526.5

5±8 - 525 505 - 526.5

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Ae~on~ttt±eaz-mo:ei±e

Aeronautical
radionavigation
3478/185
SNG/12/14

SNG/12/15

MOD

MOD

Iland-:mo:t5±±e
3482/189

525 526.5 - 535

~2~

BROADCASTING

MOBILE

MOBILE

/BROADCASTING/
3484/191

/BROADCASTING/

526.5 - 535

3483/190

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/H38

535 - ±-685 1 606.5

BROADCASTING

NOC

3481/188

SNG/12/16

MOD

3482/189

the band 5z8 - 525 505 - 526.5 kHz

SNG/12/17

MOD

3483/190

the band 525 526.5 - 535 kHz •..

Reason : Consequence of band changes
NOC

Region 3

3484/191

525 526.5 - 535
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kHz
1 606.5 - 2 000

Region 1
SNG/12/18

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

3:-695 1 6o6.5 - 2 000

:t-685 l 606.5 - 1 Boo

3:-695 1 6o6.5 - 1 800

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

HOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

NOBILE

MOBILE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIO.NAVIGATION
Radiolocation

3491/197

1 800 - 2 000 (NOC)

3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420

kHz
2 065 - 2 177
--

SNG/12/19

HOD

2 065 -

2-~T9

2 177

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile (R)
SNG/12/20

HOD

2 107 FIXED
3487/193

SNG/12/21

NOC

3487/193

NOC

3490/195A

NOC

3493/200
(Not used)

3490/195A

MOBILE

2-~T9

2 177

---
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kHz
2 177 - 2 300

I

Region 1

SNG/12/22

MOD

2-~Te

-

2-~9~

Region 2

J

Region 3

2 177 - 2 187
MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

SNG/12/23

MOD

2-~9~

3495/201A

2 187 - 2 300

F±*EB

F~*EB

M8B~hE-e~eep-e-

M8B~hE

ae~onatt~iea~-mob±~e-fHt

MARITIME MOBILE
3~8Tfr93 3~9efr95A

SNG/12/24

MOD

3494/201
of the band

The frequency 2182kHz is ••• the conditions for the use
2 177 - 2 187 kHz are

2-~Te---2-~9~

Reason : Reduction of the guard band to + 5 kHz can be made without degrading the
distress service; even with the retentio~ of double side-band emissions.

NOC

3495/201A
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kHz
2 502 - 2 850
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

2 502 - 2 625 (NOC)
SNG/12/25

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)

MOD

2 505 - e-625 2 575
FIXED
MOBILE

SNG/12/26

MOD

2 575 - 2 650
2 625 - 2 650 (NOC)

2 625 - 2 850 (NOC)

F:E*EB
M9B:tn!3

MARITIME MOBILE
Fixed
Land mobile
SNG/12/27

MOD

2-625 2 650 - 2 850

2 650 - 2 850 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE

NOC

2 850 - 3 155
kHz

3 155 - 3 200
SNG/12/28

MOD

3 155 - 3 200

F:E*EB

MARITIME MOBILE
Land mobile
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kHz
3 500 - 3 615
.

Region 1
SNG/12/29

MOD

--~-----

I

Region 2
~-888

3 500 - 3-888 3 615

3 500 -

AMA:'!IEHR

A:MA:IPEHR

Ff*EB

Ff*EB

M8B±Ed~-e.*eef)t-

M8B±:bE-e*eef)taeronatl'biea±
mob:i:3:e-fH1-

aeron~tl~±e~±-mob±±e

3 615

I

Region 3
3 500 - 3-988 3 615

MARITIME MOBILE
3501/206
NOC

3501/206

NOC

3502/207

3502/207

kHz
3 615 - 4 000
SNG/12/30

HOD

3 615 - 3 800

3 615 ..:. 4 000

3 615 - 3 900

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
MOBILE
aeronautical mobile (R)

3 800 - 3 900 (NOC)
3501/206
SNG/12/31

MOD

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

3502/207

3 900 - 3 950
AEH8NAHIP±8Ab-M8B±n~

BROADCASTING
SNG/12/32

l-10D

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 950 - 4 000
F±1EEB
BROADCASTING
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kHz
4 063 - 4 650
Region 1
SNG/12/33

MOD

I

4 063 - ~-~38 4 500

till\RITIME MOBILE
3503/208

SNG/12/34

MOD

~-~38

Region 3

Region 2

3504/209

3505/209A
~-~38

4 500 - 4 650

4 500 - 4 650

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile

Reason : Extension of existing maritime mobile bands to cope with the increased
demand beyond 1979. It is proposed that the use of the lowest 4 kHz of each of
the 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 22 MHz allocations should be used for the transmission of
oceanographic data.

SNG/12/35

NOC

3503/208

MOD

35o4/209
stations.

On conditions that ••• 4 063 and

~-~38

4500kHz ••• fixed

Reason : Consequence of band change.
SNG/12/36

MOD

For the use of the carrier frequency ~-~3673-kH~-f~~-from
4125kHz+ in ..•

3505/209A

x-Jantt~ry-~9r8-~o-be-repxaeed-by-e~rr±er-freqtteney

Reason : Time expired.
NOC
SNG/12/37

MOD

3507/211
For the use of the carrier frequency 6-~94-kH~-f~~-from
6 215.5 kHz+ in •••

3508/2llA

~-Janttary-~9r8-~e-be-re~±aeed-by-e~rr±er-freqtteney

Reason : Time expired.
kHz
7 300 - 8 815
SNG/12/38

MOD

7 300 -

8-~95

7 500

FBEEB

BROADCASTING
SNG/12/39

MOD

7 500 - 8 110

FIXED

SNG/12/39A

MOD

8 110 - 8 195

Fi*EB

MARITll.ffi MOBILE
NOC

8 195 - 8 815

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A

Reason : (7 300 - 7 500 kHz)
allocation.
NOC

3510/213

3510/213

To provide an increased and world-wide broadcasting
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kHz
10 100 - 11 175
Region l
SNG/12/40

MOD

10 lOO - !:3:-:t::T? 10 200

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

F±*EB
AMATEUR

SNG/12/41

MOD

:t9-:te9 10 200 - 11 175
Reason

FIXED

New amateur band to meet increased requirement.
kHz
ll 400 - 13 200

SNG/12/42

MOD

11 4oo - 1:1:-Tee 11 6oo

FIXED
3512/216

SNG/12/43

MOD

1:1:-Tee 11 6oo - 11 975

BROADCASTING

SNG/12/44

MOD

ll 975 - 1:2-33e 12 lOO

FIXED

SNG/12/45

MOD

12 100 - 12 150

F±*EB
RADIO ASTRONOMY

SNG/12/46

MOD

12 150 - 12 244

FIXED

SNG/12/47

MOD

!:2-339 12 244 - 13 200

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

Reason : New world-wide exclusive allocation at 12 lOO - 12 150 kHz meets
requirement of radio astronomy interests for 50 kHz of spectrum between
12 - 13 MHz.
NOC

3512/216
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kHz

13 360 - 14 000
Region 1
SNG/12/48

MOD

13 360 -

~~-888

13 560

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

'·>

F!*EB
BROADCASTING
3513/217

SNG/12/49

MOD

13 560 - 14 000

FIXED
3513/217

Reason : To provide an additional broadcasting allocation.
NOC

3513/217
kHz

15 lOO - 17 900
~5-458

SNG/12/50

MOD

15 100 -

SNG/12/51

MOD

~5-458

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

SNG/12/52

MOD

17 36o -

SNG/12/53

MOD

~T-T9e

Reason

15 6oo

15 600 - 16 460

~T-T88

BROADCASTING
FIXED

-17 500

17 500 - 17 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

To provide increased broadcasting allocations.
kHz

18 068 - 19 990
SNG/12/54

MOD

18 068 - 18 568
MARITIME MOBILE

SNG/12/55

MOD

~8-868

18 568 - 19 990

FIXED

Reason : To provide new allocations at HF for the maritime mobile service.
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kHz

21 750 - 23 350

I

Region 1
SNG/12/56

MOD

21 750 - 21 850

Region 2

t

Region 3

F3:*BB
BROADCASTING

SNG/12/57

NOC

21 850 - 21 870

MOD

21 870 -

~-eee

21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AEH9NAB~:teA~-M9B3:~E-fHt

SNG/12/58

MOD

2i-8Te 21 924 - 22 ooo

AEH9NA~:teA~-F3:*BB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
SNG/12/59

MOD

22 ooo - 22-T29 22 830

SNG/12/60

MOD

E2-TE9 - E3-E99 22 830 - 23 250

SNG/12/61

MOD

E3-E99 23 250 - 23 350

MARITlliE MOBILE
FIXED

AEH9NA~3:8A~-F3:*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
Reason : Removal of aeronautical fixed service into adjacent general fixed service
band enables aeronautical mobile (OR) allocation to be reduced.
NOC

3517/221B
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kHz
25 010 - 27 500
Region 1
SNG/12/62

MOD

25 010 - 25 070

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

F±*EB
M9B±~E-e~ee~~-aerenatt~ie~±

mobi±e
MARITIME MOBILE
SNG/12/63

MOD

25 070 - 25 110

MARITIME MOBILE

352ltfeelt

SNG/12/64

NOC

25 110 - 26 100

MOD

26 100 - E'f-589 26 175

F±*EB
M9B±~B-e~eet't-aerenatt~ieal:

meb±±e
MARITIME MOBILE
SNG/12/65

MOD

e6-ree

26 175 - 27 500

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3522/225

3523/226

Reason : To take account of the recommendations of Mar2 - 8 for the maritime
mobile service in the 25 l.ffiz band.

SNG/12/65A

NOC

3520/223

SUP

3521/224
Reason : To remove the restriction on the maritime mobile service.

NOC

3522/225

NOC

3523/226

..
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MHz
136 - 138
Region 1

•

SNG/12/66

MOD

I

136 - 137

.

Region 2

MOD

137 - 138

Region 3

SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
Land mobile
3581/281A

SNG/12/67

J

3582/281AA

SPACE OPERATION
(Te1emetering and tracking)
}ffiTEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
Land mobile
3578/275A
3584/281E

3580/279A

3583/2816

Reason : To make some provision for the land mobile service.
SNG/12/68

SUP

3575/274A
Reason : Time limit expired.

SNG/12/69

MOD

3577/275
Reason : Time limit expired.

NOC

3578/275A, 3580/279A, 3581/281A, 3582/281AA, 3583/281C,.3584/281E
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HHz
144 - 11~9.9
Region 1
SNG/12/70

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

144 - 146

144 - 146

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

M~TEUR-SATELLITE

AMATEUR-SATELLITE
Fixed
Mobile

SNG/12/71

MOD

146 - 149.9 (NOC)

146 - 148
FIXED
MOBILE
A:MA!FEHR

Amateur
3597/289
148 - 149.9 (NOC)
Reason : (144 - 146 MHz) To meet the requirements of land mobile services in
this band without interfering the amateur and amateur-satellite service.
(146 - 148 MHz) To provide additional band for the land mobile service
while accommodating ama~eur requirements as secondary service.
NOC

3590/285, 3591/285A, 3592/285B, 3593/285C.
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HHz

216 - 23~.
Region 1
SNG/12/72

.MOD

216 - 223 (NOC)

Region 2
216 - 220 (NOC)

Region 3
216 - 225
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

220 - 225 (i.mc)

BROADCASTING

223 - 235 (NOC)
3615/306
3617/308
225 - 235 (NOC)
NOC

~616/307

225 - 235 (NOC)

3615/306, 3616/307, 3617/308.
MHz
420 - 450

SNG/12/73

MOD

420 - 430 (NOC)

420 - 450

430 - 440 (NOC)

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
440 - 450 (NOC)
3636/318 3641/319A
3642/319B 3644/320A
3647/323 3648/324
Reason : (420 - 450) To meet the growing requirements of land mobile services in
this portion of the UHF band.

SNG/12/73A

NOC

3636/318, 3641/319A, 3642/319B, 3644/320A

SUP

3647/323
Reason : Consequence of table change.

SNG/12/73B

SUP

3648/324
Reason : Consequence of table change.
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MHz
470 - 890

SNG/12/74

MOD

470 - 582 (NOC)

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

470 - 890 (NOC)

470 - 585 500
BROADCASTING
Fixed
Mobile
3664/335
500 - 585

SNG/12/75

MOD

582 - 606 (NOC)

BROADCASTING
585 - 610 (NOC)

606 - 790 (NOC)

610 - 890 (NOC)

790 - 890 (NOC)
NOC

3664/335
MHz
3 400 - 3 600

SNG/12/76

MOD

3 4oo - 3 6oo (NOC)

3 4oo - 3 500
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

Radiolocation
Amateur
3739/376
Reason : To protect fixed-satellite service from radiolocation service.
NOC-

3739/376
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'MHz

3 500 - 4 200
Region 1
SNG/12/77

MOD

Region 2
3 500 - 3 700 (NOC)

Region 3
3 500 - 3 700
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

3 600 - 4 200 (NOC)

RABfe:neeA:I!'fSN
Fixed
Mobile
3740/377

3741/378

3 700 - 4 200 (NOC)
Reason : To prevent interference from radiolocation to fixed-satellite services.
NOC

3740/377, 3741/378

GHz
11.7 - 12.5

11.7 - 12.5 (NOC}
SNG/12/78

MOD

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)

12.2 - 12.5
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

SNG/12/79

MOD

3785/405BA

ITU editorial modification required.

Reason : To refer to the Broadcasting Satellite Conference by name.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 13-E
20 September 1979
Original
French
English_
Spanish

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Note by the Secretary-General

REPORT OF THE SPM

The Director of the CCIR has requested me to transmit the attached
corrigendum to the Conference.

M. MILI
Secretary-General

Annex

1

J

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 13-E
Page 2

Corrections to Doe. 13-E
(Report of the SPM)*
Chapter

Page

Location

Correction

4

4.54

last paragraph,
end of 7th line

for: " ... they should be terms •.. "
read: " ... they should be used when
necessary. Finally, the effectiveness of the techniques may be ·
limited in terms ..• "

5

5.35

Figures 5.2.8.1.2.3.4.(b)
, and (c)

for: "CAMR-77"
read: ''WARC-77"
following "a--a" and "b--b"
add "(see Fig. 5.2.8.1.2.3.4(a))"

*

5.45

Para. 5.2.8.5.2, end of
first line

for: "Study Programme 348/10"
read:"Study Programme 34B/10"

5.65

Figure 5.3.1.2.3.1

Interchange labelling of ordinate and
abscissa

5.84

Figure 5.3.2.2.1

Add as ordinate (at left): "GT (dB)"
"
"
(at right):"@ ( 0 )"
"
abscissa
:d(km)"

5.133

5.3.5.1 Introduction,
second sub paragraph,
middle of line 5

for: " ... an oppo~ite polarization."
read:" ... an orthogonal polarization."

5.135

Top of page, middle of
third line

for: " ... to the east or west."
read:" ..• to the west or east."

5.197

Figure 5.2.9.5.2

Delete dotted (---) line marked "v"

5.218
5.219
5.220
5.221

Figure 5.3.2.3.1.3(a)

"
"
"

"

"
"

(b)
(c)
(d)

Add, as ordinate (at left) "G( 9) ( d.Bi)"
(at right) "(e)(o)"
"
"
"
abscissa
"d(km)"

This corrigendum applies to the English version only; separate corr1genda
have been issued for the French and Spanish versions, as corrections
frequently apply only to a single version.

* Ce corrigendum concerne l'anglais uniquement; des corrigenda ont ete prepares
separement pour le franc;ais et l'espagnol etant donne que plusieurs corrections
ne concernent qu'une seule langue.
* Este corrigendum concierne solamente al texto ingles; se han preparado separa. da_;rp.en:t.e corrigenda para el frances y espanol dado que muchas correcciones se
/''·refieren
a un solo idioma.
!
• :
t"

•

I'

J

.....

,.#"

Corrigendum No. l to
Document No. 13-E
Page 3
------------------~-----------------------------,----------------------------------------------

Chapter

6

Correction

Location
6.36

for: "Sharing between the mobilej
satellite service, the fixed
mobile and fixed satellite
services at frequencies .•. "
1
read: "Sharing between the mobilesatellite service, on the one
hand, and the fixed, the mobile
1
and the fixed-satellite services
on the other hand, at frequencies .. "

Para. 6.5.2.5.2, first
two lines

I
I

8

8.13

Last column, sixth entry

8.15

Third column, first entry,
second part

8.16

8.17

I

for: '!3l(OOREJN"
_ j read: "31tOOR3EJN"
replace equation shown by:

'~

10 3 X 3.76 X 5.5
= 4.13 X 106 6Hz
M = 4.028 x 10 Hz
fp = 4.175 X 10 6Hz
( 2M + 2Dk ) ~ 2fp
6
Bandwidth Bn : 16.32 x 10 Hz"

= 200

X

Fourth column, second
entry

for: "1700 F9"
read:"l7000F9"

Top table, first column
second entry

for: "12 <-Ne~ 60"
~d: "12~ Ne~ 60"

Third entry

for: "60 ~ Ne~ 240"
read: "6o: Ne£ 240"

Entire page

Add following paragraph numbering:
~4" before title
"8.4.1" before "From the considerations ... "
"8.4.2" before "If the definitions ... "
"8.4.3" before "the SPM has .•. 11
"8. 4 ·. 4" before "In view of ..• "
Note: This addition is not required
for all copies.

9

9.1

Para 9.1.2, third subparagraph, beginning of
sixth line

for: " ... 1 GHz but are based ... "
read:" ... 1 GHz, but these are based ... "

ll

11.2

Para 11.4, second subparagraph, end of first
line

for: " ... (6877/1481) ... "
read:" ... (N6877/l481) ... "

11.3

End of third line

for: " ... Reports 200-3 ... "
read:" ... Reports 280-3 ... "

Corrigendum No. l to
Document No. 13-E
Page 4

Chapter

Page

Location

Correction

12

12.7

Third column, last entry

for: "Rep. 200-3 and
read:"Rep. 280-3 and

Fifth and sixth columns
entries relative to
Chapter 9

Add, in fine, "9.2.2.3

Appendices

C.4

744"
744"
P/301"

...,
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FOREWORD

Pursuant to Administrative Council Resolution No. 804 and CCIR Resolution No. 6~ a special
joint meeting of CCIR Study Groups - known as the Special Preparatory Meeting - was held in Geneva
from 23 October to 17 November 1978, in order to prepare technical bases for the World Administrative
Radio Conference, 1979. The terms of reference of the Special Preparatory Meeting,were in accordance
with Administrative Council Resolution No. 804>as follows :
"To prepare a Report providing technical bases for the WARC-79 and ahd for the use
of Administrations in preparing their proposals to that Conference. This Report is to be
based on the texts approved by the XIVth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR as well as on new
contributions submitted by Administrations and other participants in the work of the CCIR;
the Report should be presented in a form consistent with the various items of the Agenda
of the WARC-79."
In carrying out its task the SPM recognized clearly what were its responsibilities
relation to those of the WARC-79 itself. Thus, the SPM confined its activities to technical
which it believed would be relevant to the established agenda of the WARC-79. The Report of
SPM 1s 1n consequence concerned primarily with the specification of technical criteria which
(a)

enable a re-allocation of frequencies for existing services to be made, and

(b)

indicate frequencies most suitable for possible new services,

in
matters
the
would :

1n both cases giving particular attention to the criteria determining the feasibility of
frequency-sharing.
The Report also contains a chapter describing basic propagation characteristics which
underlie the conclusions reached with respect to (a) and (b) and gives consideration to some matters
of terminology, monitoring and identification of emissions. A further chapter considers technical
aspects of the optimum use of the frequency spectrum. Finally, the Report contains a chapter
defining the status of CCIR studies in relation to Recommendations and Resolutions of Administrative
Radio Conferences held since 1959 in so far as they are concerned with technical matters referred
to the CCIR.
The conclusions of the SPM are based on texts approved by the XIVth Plenary Assembly of
the CCIR (Kyoto, 1978) supplemented by information contained in documents submitted to the SPM by
Administrations and other participants in the work of the CCIR. The SPM worked with a subject and
committee structure originally proposed collectively by the Director of the CCIR and the Chairmen
and Vice-Chairmen of the CCIR Study Groups which was subsequently approved by the XIVth Plenary
Assembly of the CCIR. The proceedings at the SPM were in fact much facilitated by preparation made
within this framework before the meeting itself by the Director and a Principal Coordinator and
Coordinators for the various subject area~appointed for the purpose. These organizational matters
are described in more detail in the Introductory Chapter of the Report, and the arrangement of the
material within the body of the Report is believed to be that best suited to the carrying out by
the WARC-79 of its responsibilites under the stated Agenda items.
The SPM wishes to draw the attention of the WARC-79 to a matter which it considers to be
of major importance. In view of the relatively infrequent occurrence of WARCs, compared to the
frequency of Plenary Assemblies of the CCIR, and of the continuing rapid development of the
technology of radio communications, the SPM believes that special attention should be given to the
latest CCIR Recommendations. An example of where this would be particularly valuable concerns the
use of CCIR Recommendations on the propagation of radio waves in relation to the design and
operation of radio communication services, in which context coordination within and between services
is of special importance. Research on propagation at frequencies already widely in use for such
services continues to reveal more precise information, and there remains much to be clarified by
studies of propagation at the higher frequencies up to at least 300 GHz for which the WARC-79
may be expected to make service allocations including allocations for new services. The use of
the most up-to-date information on propagation is essential for the achievement of the maximum
reliability of services and particularly now for the achievement of satisfactory frequency-sharing
between services and the accurate evaluation of coordination distances. CCIR continues active study
of technical criteria for permissible interference and frequency sharing. Continual updating of
CCIR Recommendations on such criteria is essential to take account of deve~opment of new technology
and systems in use in the various services.
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In addition CCIR develops, as required, Recommendations concerning technical
characteristics of systems as needed to provide the basis for interconnection or other
international arrangements, as for example digital selective calling. Other examples are to be
found in this Report of matters to which the updating principle might be applied by the WARC-79
if it so decides. These examples include the critical dependence of the efficient use of the
__ j~equency spectrum and geostationary satellite orbit on the technical characteristics of
equiP.ment and s~stems. Here again it would be helpful if advantage could be taken of technological
developments.
The SPM, therefore, hopes that the WARC-79 will, where it finds it appropriate, consider
the principle referred to above for Recommendations on propa~ation matters, technical criteria
for permissible interference and frequency sharing, on technical characteristics for systems
as needed for interconnection or other international arrangements, and on the efficient use
of the spectrum and geostationary satellite orbit.
Finally, the SPM draws attention to certain texts transmitted directly to the Conference
by the CCIR XIVth Plenary Assembly under 419 of the ITU Convention. Recommendation 507 concerns
substitution of Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) for Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) in the Radio
Regulations. Recommendation 535 gives the method for classification and designation of emissions
referred to later in the SPM Report. The Plenary Assembly also adopted Opinion 61 concerning
definition of "radiowaves 11 • All of these texts have been transmitted to the Secretary-General
of the ITU for dissemination as documents of the WARC-79.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Origin and purpose of the SPM

1.1.1

The Plenipotentiary Conference of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
held in Malaga-Torremolinos in 1973 decided, in Resolution No. 28, that a World
Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-79) for the "general revision of the Radio
Regulations" should be convened in 1979.

1.1.2

In Resolution No. 783 (1976), the Administrative Council of the ITU proposed
the place, date, duration and agenda of WARC-79 and, in 1977, by Resolution No. 801, it
confirmed that the Conference would be convened in Geneva on 24 September 1979 for a
duration of 10 weeks, and it specified the agenda of the Conference (see Annex 1.1.2).

1.1. 3

At its 1976 session, the Administrative Council also requested the CCIR, in
Resolution No. 775, to arrange for a special joint meeting of CCIR Study Groups to be
held in the autumn of 1978, to be called the "Special Preparatory Meeting" ( SPM) , to
prepare the technical bases for WARC-79.
At its 1977 session, the Administrative Council, in Resolution No. 804, provided
that the SPM would be convened in Geneva on 23 October 1978 for a duration of four weeks
(see Annex 1.1.3).

1.1.4

In June 1977, the Director of the CCIR convened a meeting of the Chairmen and
Vice-Chairmen of all CCIR Study Groups which proposed the terms of reference of the SPM,
the set of subjects to be dealt with, the list of CCIR texts to be considered by the SPM
and a draft outline of its Report (CCIR Administrative Circular No. AC/191 of
19 July 1977) .

1.1.5

These proposals were more clearly defined at the final meetings of CCIR Study
Groups held in September-October 1977 and January-February 1978; coordinators were
appointed to prepare the work of the SPM on each of the eight topics selected, as well
as a Principal Coordinator to prepare the overall organization of the SPM and to guide
the work of the eight topic coordinators (CCIR Administrative Circular No. AC/201 of
21 April 1978).

1.1.6

After reconsideration of the propositions by an ad hoc group set up for the
purpose, the XIVth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR adopted Resolution No. 69 (see Annex 1.1.6),
which provided:
that the Chairman of the SPM should be Dr. J.A. SAXTON (United Kingdom), hitherto
Principal Coordinator, and that the Vice-Chairman should be from a developing country
in the African Region;
that specifically "the SPM shall prepare a report based on texts approved by the
XIVth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR as well as on new contributions submitted to the
SPM by Administrations and other participants";
that the Report of the SPM'should be comprehensive and self-contained, consisting of
all technical information and conclusions considered by the SPM to be of importance
to the work of the WARC-79" and that it should be presented "in a form consistent
with the various i terns of the agenda of the WARC".

1.2

Organization of the SPM
Under the Chairmanship of Dr. J.A. SAXTON (United Kingdom), the SPM elected
Mr. Leon AKA (Ivory Coast) as Vice-Chairman and set up the following eight Committees,

corresponding to the previous list of selected topics:
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Subject

Committee

Chairman

A

Terminology

M. JOACHIM
(Czechoslovak Socialist Republic)

B

Technical bases for terrestrial
radio services

C. TERZANI
(Italy)

c

Technical bases for the space
services and space/terrestrial
sharing

E.R. CRAIG
(Australia)

D

Technical characteristics

H. KAJI
(Japan)

E

Services operating above 40 GHz
and optimum spectrum use

H. WILLENBERG
(Federal Republic of Germany)

F

Propagation

F. HORNER
(United Kingdom)

G

Resolutions and Recommendations
of previous ARCs

T. de HAAS
(United States of America)

H

Drafting of the Report

M. THUE

(France)
These eight Committees set up 21 working groups and 42 sub-working groups and
apportioned the work between them.
1.3

Participation
The ITU Administrative Council, in Resolution No. 804, and the XIVth Plenary
Assembly of the CCIR, in Resolution No. 69, had urged Administrations and other participants to ensure the widest possible participation in the SPM. This hope was fulfilled
as the number of participants, not including ITU representatives, was 750, from:

85 Administrations
30 recognized private operating agencies
15 international organizations
10 scientific and industrial organizations

3 United Nations specialized agencies.
In addition to extensive participation on the part of the CCIR, the three other
permanent organs of the ITU were also represented.
A complete list of administrations and other participants attending the SPM is
given in Appendix A.
1.4

Documents
As indicated in Resolution No. 69, SPM participants had before them two types of
documents:

1.4.1

The texts (Recommendations and Reports) approved by the XIVth Plenary Assembly,
available in the form of "pink documents". The distribution of CCIR Recommendations and
Reports among Volumes I to XII of the XIVth Plenary Assembly (the publication date of
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which will be close to that of this Report) and a list of CCIR Study Groups are given
in Annexes 1.4.1 (a) and 1.4.1 (b) respectively.
1.4.2

New contributions - to the number of 363 - submitted by Administrations and
other participants in the work of the CCIR. A list of these contributions, giving
titles and sources, will be found in

1.5

Presentation and structure of the Report
The SPM Report appears in a single volume containing a concise but comprehensive
summary of the conclusions reached by the SPM on the technical topics of concern to the
WARC-79; these conclusions are based on CCIR texts and/or on additional information
contained in contributions submitted to the SPM.
References to the CCIR Recommendations and Reports from which certain
conclusions have been derived are given in brackets at appropriate places in the text.
In cases where the text is based on contributions to the SPM, the relevant sections are
marked by an asterisk. The contributions serving as source material for each of these
sections are listed in Appendix C.
Any additional material (such as tables, diagrams, examples, or brief excerpts
from CCIR texts) considered useful for the purpose of clarifying the text of a particular
section is given in annex, the annexes to the sections of a chapter being in principle
placed directly at the end of the chapter concerned.

1.5.3

The structure of the Report is based on the Agenda of the WARC-79; it comprises
twelve chapters, most of which are divided into main sections, sections and sub-sections;
the detailed layout of the Report is shown in the Table of Contents.

1.5.4

For purposes of quick reference, an analytical index of main topics referring
to the relevant sections has been added at the end of the Volume -(Appendix D).

1.5.5

As specified in CCIR Resolution No. 69, the SPM Report will be circulated to
the Administrations by the Secretary-General of the ITU as well as a preparatory
document for the WARC-79 no later than 1 February 1979.
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ANNEX 1.1.2

R No. 801 WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE, 1979
The Administrative Council
1n view of the result of the consultations following Circular-telegrams Nos. A 72 dated
18 June 1976 and A 125 dated 27 May 1977,
resolves
1.

that the Conference shall be convened in Geneva on 24 September 1979 for a duration of

ten weeks;
2.

that the agenda of the Conference shall be as follows

2.1
to review and, where necessary, revise the provisions of the Radio Regulations relating
to terminology, the allocation of frequency bands and the directly associated regulations (articles
of-the Re-arrangement of the RR : Nl, N2, N3, N5, N6, N7, N8, N25, N26, N27, N28 (Section I),
N29, N33 (Section IV.B) and N47 and related Appendices not applying to a single service);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 1 to 6 and Sections .I, II, III, VI, VII,
VIII and IX of Article 7)
2.2
to review and, where necessary, revise the provisions applicable to the coordinati0n,
notification and recording of frequency assignments except those Articles relating to a single
service (Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : Nll, Nl2 and Nl3 and related Appendices, but
not Articles Nl4 and Nl5);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 9 and 9A.but not 9B and 10)
2.3
to review and, where necessary, revise the other Articles applicable to more than one
service (Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : N4, Nl6 to N24 and related Appendices not
applying to a single service) and provisions applicable to miscellaneous stations and services
(Articles of the Re-arrangement of the RR : N30, N31, N32, N33 (Sections I, II, III and IV.A)
and N39 and related Appendices);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 12 to 20;

41 to 44)

2.4
to make any necessary consequential editorial amendments to other provisions of the
Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations resulting from the action taken under agenda
items 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3;
2.5
to review the report on the activity of the IFRB and revise, where necessary, the
provisions relating to its methods of work and internal regulations (Articles of the Re-arran~~ment
of the RR : N9 and NlO);
(Articles of the 1976 edition of the RR : 8 and 11)
2.6
to study the technical aspects for the use of radiocommunications for marking, identifying,
locating and communicating with the means of medical transport protected under the 1949 Geneva
Conventions and any additional instruments of these Conventions;
2.7
to take account of Resolution No. Sat-10 of the World Broadcasting-Satellite Administrative
Radio Conference, Geneva, 1977, on the possible Re-arrangement of the Radio Reguiations and
Additional Radio Regulations, to make such consequential changes as may be necessary to harmonize
the Radio Regulations as well as the Additional Radio Regulations and to undertake any further
necessary refinement and deletion of superfluous or redundant provisions;
2.8
to consider the proposals based on the CCITT studies carried out 1n accordance with
Resolutions Nos. Mar2 - 22 and 23 and to take appropriate decisions;
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2.9
to consider the resolutions and the recommendations adopted by administrative radio
conferences, to take such action as may be considered necessary and to adopt such new resolutions
and recommendations as may be necessary;
2.10
to propose to the Administrative Council and to the next Plenipotentiary Conference a
programme for convening future administrative radio conferences to deal with specific services;
2.11
to provide, for the benefit of future administrative radio conferences, such guidelines
as may be found necessary for optimum use of the frequency spectrum.
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ANNEX 1.1.3

R No. 804 PREPARATION FOR THE WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE (1979)
The Administrative Council,
considering that
a)
the World Administrative Radio Conference (1979) will need to take account of technical
advances, new services, more intensive use of the frequency spectrum and the use of higher
frequencies than are presently used,
b)
a considerable amount of technical information will be required to ensure that the
Conference achieves the best results,
resolves to invite the CCIR
1.
to carry out the studies necessary to ensure timely prov1s1on of the technical
information likely to be needed as a basis for the work of the Conference;
2.
to arrange for a special joint meeting of CCIR Study Groups to be convened on
23 October 1978 for a duration of four weeks as a Special Preparatory Meeting (SPM) of the CCIR
for the purpose of providing technical bases for the WARC-79 and for the use of Administrations
1n preparing their proposals;

3.

to make the necessary arrangements to ensure the widest possible participation in the

SPM;
urges Administrations
to ensure adequate participation by their specialists in the Special· Preparatory
Meeting bearing in mind the importance of this meeting to the 1979 World Administrative Radio
Conference.
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ANNEX 1.1.6

RESOLUTION 69

CONCERNING THE ORGANIZATION BY THE CCIR OF A SPECIAL
PREPARATORY MEETING RELATING TO THE WARC-79
(1978)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
(a)

that according to Resolution No. 801 of the Administrative Council a World Administrative
Radio Conference (WARC-79) dealing with the general revision of the Radio Regulations, will
be convened in Geneva in September 1979;

(b)

that according to Resolution No. 804 of the Administrative Council the CCIR has been invited
firstly to prepare the necessary technical information for the WARC-79, secondly to arrange
for a Special Preparatory Meeting of the CCIR in October-November 1978 to provide this
information and thirdly to endeavour to ensure the widest possible participation in the SPM;

(c)

that the CCIR Secretariat on the basis of consultations with Study Group Chairmen undertook
a number of steps necessary for the timely preparation of that meeting in accordance with
Circular-letters R/XIV/0/35(Rev.l) and A.C./191, A.C./200, A.C./201;
RESOLVES

1.

that the Special Preparatory Meeting (SPM) of the CCIR dealing with the preparation of
technical information likely to be needed by the WARC, Geneva 1979, shall be convened in
Geneva on 23 October 1978 for a duration of four weeks;

2.

that the Chairman of the SPM should be Dr. J.A. Saxton (United Kingdom) while the Vice-Chairman
of the SPM, the Committee structure, and the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of Committees should
be decided by the SPM itself; the Vice-Chairman of the SPM should be from a developing country
1n the African region;

3.

that pending actual opening of the SPM, the Chairman, acting as Principal Coordinator
together with the previously designated topic Coordinators, shall continue to carry out
preparatory work for the meeting in cooperation with the Director and Secretariat;

4.

that the Director should continue to take all appropriate steps to advise member
Administrations and other participants in the CCIR work of the scope of the SPM so as to
encourage the widest possible participation;

5.

that specifically the SPM shall prepare a Report based on the texts approved by the
XIVth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR as well as on new contributions submitted to the SPM
by Administrations and other participants in the work of the CCIR;

6.

that the Report of the SPM should be comprehensive and self-contained, consisting of all
technical information and conclusions considered by the SPM to be of importance to the work
of the WARC-79; the Report should be presented in a form consistent with the various items
of the agenda of the WARC-79;

7.

that the Report of the SPM as described above should be handed to the Secretary-General of
the ITU, for reproduction and despatch not later than 1 February 1979 to Administrations
and participants in the WARC-79 as a conference document.
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ANNEX 1.4.l(a)

DISTRIBUTION OF TEXTS OF THE XIVth PLENARY ASSEMBLY
OF THE CCIR IN VOLUMES I TO XIII

Volumes I to XIII, XIVth Plenary Assembly, Kyoto 1978, contain all the valid texts
of the CCIR.
1.

Numbering of texts
Recommendations and Reports are numbered according to the system ln force since
the Xth Plenary Assembly.
In conformity with the decisions of the XIth Plenary Assembly, when one of these
texts is modified, it retains its number to which is added a dash and a figure indicating
how many revisions have been made. For example : Recommendation 253 indicates the original
text is still current; Recommendation 253-1 indicates that the current text has been
once modified from the original. Recommendation 253-2 indicates that there·have been
two successive modifications of the original text, and so on.
The tables which follow show only the original numbering of the current texts,
without any indication of successive modifications that may have occurred.

2.

Recommendations

Number

Volume

Number

Volume

Number

Volume

45
48, 49
77
80
100
106
139, 140
.162
182
205
214-216
218, 219
239
240

VIII
X
VIII
X
I
Ill
X
Ill
I
X
X
VIII
I
Ill
III
VIII
XI
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
IX
V
VI

341
342-349.
352-354
355-359
361
362-365
367
368-370
371-373
374-376
377-379
380-393
395-406
407-412
414-416
417,418
419
422,423
427,428
430,431
433
434,435
436
439
441
442,443
444
445
446
447
450
452,453
454-456

I
Ill
IV
IX
VIII

457,458
460
461
463
464-466
467,468
469-472
473,474
475,476
478
479
480
481-484
485,486
487-496
497
498,499
500,501
502-505
506-508
509-517
518-520
521-524
525-530
531-534
535-538
539-554
555-558
559-564
565,566
567-572
573,574

VII
VII
XII (CMV)
IX
IV
X
XI
XII {CMTT)
VIII
VIII
II
Ill
IV
VII
VIII
.·IX
X
XI
XII (CMTT)
I

246

257
265,266
268
270
275, 276
283
290
302
305, 306
310, 311
313
314
325-329
331,332
334
335, 336
337
338, 339

11
I
I
I
Ill
I
Ill

11
II
V
VI
VII
I
IX
IX
X
X
XI
XI
VIII
VIII
XII (CMV)
I
VI
Ill
VIII
VIII
I
IX
I
IV
X
X
V
Ill

11
Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII (CMTT)
XII (CMV)
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3.

Reports

Number

Volume

Number

Volume

Number

Volume

19
32
93
106,107
109
Ill
112
122
130
137
176,177
179
181
183
184
186
195
196
197
200, 201
203
204-208
209
212
214
215
222-224
226
227-229
236
238,239
249-251
252
253-255
258-260
262,263
265,266
267
270, 271
272,273
275-282
283-289
292, 293
294
299-305
306
311-313
314
315
319

Ill
X
VIII
Ill
Ill
Ill
I
XI
IX
IX
Ill
I
I
Ill

322
324-326
327
329
336
338
340
342
345
347
349
352-357
358
362-364
367-373
374-380
382
383-385
386-388
390,391
393
394
395,396
400,401
404,405
409
411,412
413-415
418-420
422,423
426
430-432
434-437
439
443-446
448,449
451
453-455
456
457,458
461
463-465
468
469
472
473
476-478
481-485
487, 488
491

Vl(l)
I
III
Ill
V
V
Vl(l)
VI
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
VIII
VII
I
IX
IX

493
496-498
499-502
504-507
509-512
516
518
519-528
530-534
535-546
548
549-551
552-561
562-565
567
569
571
574,575
576-580
581,582
584-591
594-596
598,599
602
604
607-610
612-615
616,617
619,620
622
623
624-634
635-637
639, 640
642, 643
646-649
651-671
672-700
701-705
706-713
714-724
725-729
730-738
739-778
779-793
794-800
801-814
815-823

XII (CMIT)
XII (CMIT)
VIII
VIII
VIII
X
VII
I
I

(1) Published separately.

I
I
Ill
I
Ill
Ill
lii
IV
IX
IV
IV
XI

11
11
V
V
V
VI
Vl(l)
VI
VI
VI
VI
VII
VII
I
I
IX
X
XI
X
XI
XI
XII (CMTT)
XI
VIII

IV
IX
IV
IX
VIII

11
X
XI
XI
XII (CMIT)
I (l)
I
I
V
VI
Ill
VII
IX
IX

IV
IV
11
X
X
X
X
XI
X
XI
XI
XI
XII (CMTT)
XII (CMTT)

11
11
Ill
IV
V
V
V
VI
VI
VII
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII
VIII
IX
IX
IX
X
X
X
XII (CMIT)
XI
XII (CMTT)
XII (CMTT)
XII (CMTT)
XII (CMTT)
I
11
Ill
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII (CMTT)
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LIST OF CCIR STUDY

GROL~S

STUDY GROUP 1
(Spectrum utilization - monitoring)

Terms of reference :
1.

To study, in collaboration with the other Study Groups, questions relating to the efficient
use of the radio frequency spectrum and, in particular, problems of frequency sharing,
bearing in mind the attainable characteristics of radio equipment (transmitters, receivers,
antennae, etc.) and systems.

2.

To study principles for classifYing emissions.

3.

To develop means of specifying and measuring the characteristics of emissions and other
forms of radiation likely to give rise to harmful interference.

4.

To study techniques for measuring at a distance the parameters of emissions and spectrum
occupancy; to devise means for identifying emissions and for locating sources of harmful
interference; and to improve, in collaboration with the IFRB, procedures for presenting
the corresponding reports.

STUDY GROUP 2
(Space research and radioastronomy services)

Terms of reference :
To study questions relating to :
1.

systems for space research, earth exploration, meteorological and amateur satellites,
including the associated technologies;

2.

systems for radioastronomy and radar astronomy with particular reference to associated
interference problems.

STUDY GROUP 3
(Fixed service at frequencies below about 30 MHz)

Terms of reference :
To study questions relating to complete systems for the fixed service and terminal
equipment associated therewith (excluding radio-relay systems). Systems using the
so-called ionospheric-scatter mode of propagation even when working at frequencies above
30 MHz, are included.
STUDY GROUP

4

(Fixed service using satellites)

Terms of reference :
To study questions relating to systems of radiocommunication for the fixed
service using satellites (including the associated tracking, telemetry, and telecommand
functions ) .
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SWDY GROUP 5
(Propagation in non-ionized media)

Terms of reference :
To study the propagation of radio waves (including radio noise)
at the surface of the Earth,
through the non-ionized regions of the Earth's atmosphere,
in space where the effect of ionization is negligible,
with the object of improving radiocommunication.

SWDY GROUP 6
(Ionospheric propagation)
Terms of reference
To study :
l.

the propagation of radio waves through the ionosphere, and through ionized reg1ons beyond
the ionosphere;

2.

the characteristics of related radio noise, with the object of improving radiocommunication.

STUDY GROUP 7
(Standard frequency and time-signal services)
Terms of reference :
l.

to coordinate services of standard frequencies and time-signals on a world-wide basis;

2.

to study the technical aspects of emission and reception, including the use of satellite
techniques, in these services and means to improve the accuracy of measurement.
STUDY GROUP. 8
(Mobile services)

Terms of reference :
l.

To study the technical and operating aspects of the aeronautical mobile, maritime mobile,
land mobile and radiodetermination services, including the use of satellites;

2.

To study the technical arid operational aspects of the amateur service.

STUDY GROUP 9
(Fixed service using radio-relay systems)

Terms of reference :
To study questions relating to line-of-sight and trans-horizon radio-relay systems
operating via terrestrial stations at frequencies above about 30 MHz.
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STUDY GROUP 10
(Broadcasting service (sound))

Terms of reference
To study :

1.

technical aspects of the broadcasting service (sound), including the use of satellites;

2.

the special problems of broadcasting in the Tropical Zone, taking into account the standards
required for good quality service; interference in the shared bands; power required
for an acceptable service; design of suitable transmitting antennae; receiving equipment;
optimum CDnditions for utilization of the frequency bands and other associated questions;

3.

standards for audio-frequency recording to facilitate the international exchange of
programmes.

STUDY GROUP 11
(Broadcasting service (television))

Terms of reference
To study :
1.

technical aspects of the broadcasting Eervlce (television); including the use of
satellites;

2.

standards for motion-picture films intended for television andfor all forms of television
recording relevant to the international exchange of programmes.

JOINT CCIR/CCITT STUDY GROUPS

CMTT
(CCIR/CCITT Joint Study Group for television and sound transmission)

Terms of reference :
To study, in cooperation with the Study Groups of the CCIR and CCITT, the
specifications to be satisfied by telecommunication systems to permit the transmission
of sound and television broadcasting programmes over long distances.

CMV
(CCIR/CCITT Joint Study Group for vocabulary)

Terms of reference :
To study, in collaboration with the Study Groups of the CCIR and CCITT, technica~
terminology and related subjects (graphical and letter symbols and other means of
expression, systematic classification, units of measurements, etc.) to meet the needs
of these Study Groups, making the best possible use of the joint cooperation groups
established between the CCis and the corresponding Technical Committees of the
International Electrotechnical Commission (e.g. Technical Committee No. 1 for vocabulary
and Technical Committee No. 3 for graphical symbols).
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CHAPTER 2

TERMINOLOGY

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

There are a number of CCIR Recommendations which deal with terminology; some of
these are intended to be of general application but others are at present applicable only
to particular services. By their nature, these Recommendations are not amenable to
summary but reference is made to them as appropriate in the later sections of this chapter.
A reference list is provided in Annex 2.1. The SPM draws particular attention to
CCIR Recommendation 573 which provides a glossary of radiocommunication terms drawn from
several other Recommendations and Reports.

2.1. 2

Contributions received by the SPM from a number of Administrations have drawn
attention to terms and definitions included in Article Nl/1 of the Radio Regulations which
are perhaps no longer strictly in accordance with current technology. In some cases,
it would be possible to remedy this by adopting a corresponding definition taken from
CCIR Recommendations. It should, however, be recognized that many definitions
recommended by the CC~R are intended principally to aid the understanding of CCIR texts
and may not always be appropriate for inclusion without modification in the Radio
Regulations. In order to help the work of the WARC-79, the SPM puts forward some modified
definitions which may be appropriate for inclusion in Article Nl/1.

2.1.3

In reviewing CCIR texts and the contributions received by the SPM, some
inconsistencies were noted in the modes of expression used in the three working languages.
The SPM also noted similar inconsistencies in the corresponding terms in the Radio
Regulations. Attention is drawn to these inconsistencies in later .sections.

2.1. 4

Several contributions received by the SPM contain proposals for the definition
of additional terms for consideration by the WARC-79. Those considered useful are
included in the appropriate section of this chapter. In particular, the SPM indicates
those new terms and definitions which should be taken into consideration~for inclusion
in the Radio Regulations.

2.1. 5

It is thought necessary to limit the number of terms proposed for inclusion in
Article Nl/1 as terms of a technical nature tend to become out of date with the development
of technology. CCIR texts are subject to regular review, while revision of the Radio
Regulations is undertaken less frequently. In this connection the SPM draws attention
to the work of the Joint Coordinating Group on Vocabulary, which has set up a number
of Working Groups to coordinate the definition of technical terms derived from the work
of CCI Study Groups and IEC Committees. The existence of such technical glossaries and
the increasing general acceptance of many terms, previously regarded as requiring
precise definition, leads the SPM to suggest that it may no longer be necessary to include
in Article Nl/1 some of the terms at present defined. This remark does not apply to
those terms which, though of a technical nature, are required for a proper understanding
of the Regulations or which are given a special meaning for regulatory purposes.

2.1.6

The SPM received a number of proposals to add new service definitions or amendment
of existing ones in Article Nl/1. The SPM concludes that these lie outside its terms
of reference even though some are based on technical considerations, and therefore no
further reference is made to these proposals.

2.1. 7

This Report does not include any reference to a number of proposals for the
inclusion in Article Nl/1 of terms which are defined in other parts of the Radio
Regulations or in the Final Acts of Administrative Conferences. The SPM believes
that it is for Administrations to make such proposals directly to the WARC-79. A similar
view has been taken with regard to proposed modifications of a purely editorial nature
having no technical relevance.
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2.1.8

SPM proposals for terms and definitions are given in 2.2.
frequency bands is considered in 2.3.

2.2

Terms and definitions

2.2.1

Radiocommunication interference

Nomenclature of

2.2.1.1 The SPM draws the attention of the WARC-79 to the definitions of Interference,
Interfering source, Permissible interference, Harmful interference and the Note concerning
accepted interference, contained in Recommendation 506, for possible inclusion in
Article Nl/l.
2.2.1.2 These qualitative definitions were developed by the CCIR, after extensive
consideration, in partial response to Recommendations Spa2 - 12 and Spa2 - 15. It 1s
believed that these definitions could be used as a basis for the development of
quantitative values of interference for various radio services.
2.2.1.3 Should the WARC-79 adopt and include these definitions in the Radio Regulations,
it should note that references to "interference" in the Radio Regulations are numerous,
particularly in articles dealing with coordination and notification; consequently,
a number of regulations may need appropriate amendment.
2.2.1.4

The relevant definitions from Recommendation 506 are :

Interference : The effect of unwanted energy due to one or a combination of
emissions, radiations, or inductions upon reception in a radiocommunication system,
manifested by any performance degradation, misrepresentation, or loss of information
which could be extracted in the absence of such unwanted energy;
Interfering source : An emission, radiation, or induction which is determined to
be a cause of interference in a radiocommunication system;
Permissible interference : Observed or predicted interference which complies with
quantitative interference and sharing criteria contained in the Radio Regulations or in
Recommendations of the CCIR or in regional agreements as provided for in the Radio
Regulations.
Harmful interference : Any interferencB which endangers the functioning of a
radionavigation service or of other safety services or seriously degrades, obstructs,
or repeatedly interrupts a radiocommunication service operating in accordance with the
Radio Regulations.
Note : It is recognized that, under certain circumstances, a higher level of interference
than that defined as permissible may be accepted by agreement between the Administrations
concerned w1thout prejudice to other Administrations, but it is not considered possible
to set down any precise values for this interference level - each case must be treated
on its merits. This interference level may be called accepted interference.
2.2.2

Spectra and bandwidth of emissions
2.2.2.1 After reviewing the concepts considered in CCIR Recommendation 328-4, the SPM
concludes that consideration should be given to replacing the definition of necessary
bandwidth in Radio Regulation 3140/91 by that contained in this Recommendation as shown
below. As the previous reference to occupied bandwidth is omitted, the necessary bandwidth
for each class of emission has to be derived from Appendix 5 to the Radio Regulations.
It is therefore desirable that the examples of necessary bandwidth cover as many classes
of emission as possible.
Necessary bandwidth : For a given class of emission, the width of the frequency
band which is just sufficient to ensure the transmission of information at the rate and
with the quality required under specified conditions.
2.2.2.2 As explained in Recommendation 328-4, occupied bandwidth appears to be a useful
concept in its own right since it provides a way of ensuring that Administrations and
operating agencies restrict the energy emitted outside the necessary bandwidth. The SPM
concludes that, to avoid uncertainty, the following modified definition may be appropriate
to replace that in Radio Regulation 3139/90 :
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Occupied bandwidth : The frequency bandwidth such that below the lower and above
the upper frequency limits, the mean powers emitted are each equal to a specified·~
percentage 8/2 of the total mean power of a given emission. Unless ·otherwise specified
by the CCIR for the appropriate class of emission, the value of 8/2 should be taken as

0.5 %.
2.2.2.3 Contributions were received which drew attention to the fact that carrier,
and carrier frequency, although frequently used in the Radio Regulations and in
CCIR texts, are nowhere defined. However, it was not possible to agree on,:.a universally
applicable definition. It is, therefore, suggested that a reference to carrier frequency
might well be appended in a note to the definition in Radio Regulation 3135/86 as follows*:
Characteristic frequency
A frequency which can be easily identified and measured in a given emlSSlon.
Note : A carrler frequency may, for example, be designated to be the characteristic
frequency.
2.2.2.4 The SPM wishes to point out that the definitions for Assigned frequency (3134/85)
and Assigned frequency band (3138/89) are mutually dependent. It is concluded that
Assigned frequency band should be regarded as the basic term and the definition modified
to make this clear, as follows
Assigned frequency band
The frequency band within which the emission of a station
lS authorized; the width of the band equals the necessary bandwidth plus twice the
absolute value of the frequency tolerance.
The definition for Assigned frequency may then remain unchanged.
2.2.3

Spurious and out-of-band emission
2.2.3.1 The SPM draws attention to certain definitions contained in CCIR
Recommendations 329-3 and 328-4. These Recommendations deal with terms relating to
spurious emissions, and to spectra and bandwidths of emissions. respectively.
2.2.3.2

The definition from Recommendation 329-3 lS

Spurious emission
Emission at a frequency, or frequencies, outside the necessary
band, the level of which may be reduced without affecting the corresponding transmission
of information.
Additionally, the terms harmonic emissions, spurious intermodulation products,
spurious freguency conversion products, and parasitic emissions are defined in the
Recommendation.
2.2.3.3

The definitions from Recommendation 328-4 are :

Out-of-band spectrum (of an emission) : The part of the power density spectrum
(or the power spectrum when the spectrum consists of discrete components) of an emission
which is outside the necessary bandwidth, with the exception of spurious emissions.
Out-of-band emission : Emission on a frequency or frequencies of the out-of-band
spectrum.
Unwanted emission
emissions.

*

See Appendix C.

Expression covering spurious emissions and out-of-band
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2.2.4

Transmitter power and antenna gain*
2.2.4.1 The SPM has examined the contributions received in the light of the
Recommendations 326-3 and 445-1 and compared these with the wording in RR 3143/94
to 3152/102 inclusive. The result of this examination is somewhat complex and it may be
most convenient for the work of the WARC-79 to address the various points in the order
in which they appear in the Regulations.
2.2.4.2

Power (Radio Regulation 3143/94)

In the present Regulation, the three forms 1n which power may be expressed are
indicated by appropriate subscripts
peak envelope power (Pp)
mean power (Pm)
carr1er power (Pc).
These subscripts do not appear in Recommendation 326-3 because they can cause
misunderstanding in languages other than English. Perhaps some consideration might be
given by the WARC-79 to an alternative form of indication. Attention is drawn also to
Note 1.1.1 in Recommendation 326-3 which concerns only the French and Spanish texts
(this note is given in the French and Spanish texts of this Report).
2.2.4.3

Carrier power of a radio transmitter (Radio_Regulation 3146/97)

The CCIR has specified in Table I of Recommendation 326-3 the condition of no
modulation appropriate to various classes of emission. WARC-79 may wish to consider an
amendment to the Regulation to take account of this fact. A slightly modified vers1on of
the definition in Recommendation 326-3, which appears to be suitable, is given below :
Carrier power of a radio transmitter : The average power supplied to the antenna
transmission line by a radio transmitter during one radio-frequency cycle under conditions
of no modulation; for various classes of emission, the conditions of no modulation are
given in the Recommendations of the CCIR referred to in 3143/94 above.
2.2.4.4

Mean power of a radio transmitter (Radio Regulation 3145/96)*

The text of
and is given below

1.2 of Recommendation 326-3 is identical to that of the Regulation

"Mean power of a radio transmitter : The mean power supplied to the antenna
transmission line by a transmitter during normal operation, averaged over a time
sufficiently long compared with the period of the lowest frequency encountered in the
modulation. A time of 0.1 second during which the mean power is greatest will normally
be selected."
The SPM considers that the last sentence of this definition is not applicable
to all types of emission and in current practice may no longer be useful.
2.2.4.5 It is noted that whilst the expression "moyenne de la puissance" is used
consistently in French within the three definitions of power {1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 of
Recommendation 326-3) the form of words used in English varies from one definition to
another. The same is true of the corresponding Radio Regulations (3144/95, 3145/96,
and 3146/97). There appears to be no technical or logical reason for this and it may
therefore be appropriate to modify the English wording to be consistent.

*

See Appendix C.
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2.2.4.6

Equivalent isotropically radiated power (Radio Regulation 3148/98A)

After examining Recommendation 445-1~ it is concluded that the definition given
therein is preferable to that of the Radio Regulations, since there is no emission at
the input of an antenna. The WARC-79 may·therefore wish to -consider amending the
Regulation as follows :
"Equivalent isotropically radiated power (abbreviation e.i.r.p.) :The product
of the power supplied to the antenna and the antenna gain in a given direction relative
to an isotropic antenna."
2.2.4.7

Gain of an antenna (Radio Regulation 3149/99)

This term does not appear to be specifically defined by the CCIR although it is
frequently used. Contributions received by the SPM suggest two possible modifications
to the Radio Regulations. After careful consideration the SPM suggests that the last
sentence should not form part of the definition in the Radio Regulation since it confuses
propagation effects with antenna gain. The WARC-79 may therefore wish to consider its
deletion.
The second suggestion concerns the possible replacement of the word "field"
1n the English by the e.xpression "field strength" as the equivalent of the word "champ"
in French. This use is current in some CCIR texts (see, for example, Recommendation 499-1),
but it may reduce the generality of the definition.
The revised definition would read as follows
Gain of an antenna : The ratio of the power required at the input of a reference
antenna to the power supplied to the input of the given antenna to produce, in a given
direction, the same field at the same distance. When not specified otherwise, the figure
expressing the gain of an antenna refers to the gain' in the d1rection of the radiation
main lobe. l:n-~:i-ees--us-±ng---scaLLex ing models -m:--~-gm;it:>-rr-,--ette-~-ga::i:rr~-a:n
ant-eflner-mey-"fl'O'C--be--rea:1:±zmri-e--i""l'r~-±ee--a:nd--tire- ~ppm en:&--ga-:i:n--mey-~~-i.r+:l:me •

2.2.4.8

*

Isotropic or absolute gain of an antenna (Radio Regulation 3150/100)

One contribution noted that the expression "isotropic gain" may be misleading, as
an isotropic radiator by definition has a gain of unity. However, the SPM considers
that the term has now such general use that it would be advisable to retain reference
to it.*
2.2.4.9

Relative gain of an antenna (Radio Regulation 3151/101)

Attention is drawn to the fact that the use of a half-wave dipole as the reference
antenna in this definition is a convention which is not universally applied. In certain
cases, other types of antennae are used as a reference.
2.2.4.10 Gain referred to a short vertical antenna* (Radio Regulation 3152/102)
Attention is drawn to the absence of any corresponding definition relating to
power in the Radio Regulations. A definition is available in Recommendation 561, as
follows :
"Effective monopole-radiated power (e.m.r.p.) :The power supplied to an antenna,
multiplied by its gain in a given direction, referred to that of a short vertical antenna
in the horizontal direction."
Note
Radio Regulation 3152/102 indicates a short vertical antenna to be one which is
much shorter than a quarter wavelength.

*

See Appendix C.

2.6

2.2.5

Space radiocommunications
In examining the definitions for certain terms used in space radiocommunications,
the SPM made use of Report 204-4. It was noted, however, that more recently the CCI-IEC
Joint Coordinating Group on Vocabulary (JCG) has produced a glossary on terminology
for this subject. The definitions in this glossary, which in some cases have been amended
from those in Report 204-4, may be found useful by the WARC-79.*
2.2.5.1* Since the word "path/conduit/trayecto" is used.by CCITT in connection with digital
networks, it would be preferable to avoid this word in connection with satellite networks.
Accordingly, the following amendments may be desirable to the Radio Regulations :
3093/84AFC Satellite link : A radio link between a transmitting
a receiving earth station through one satellite.

earth station and

A satellite link comprises one ttp-path up-link and one down-path down-link.
3094/84AFD Multi-satellite link : A radio link between a transmitting earth station
and a receiving earth station through two or more satellites, without any intermediate
earth station.
A multi-satellite link comrpises one ttp-path up-link, one or more satellite-tosatellite ~a'bh~ links R,nd one f.i~~-~~th dm·rn-li~lt:.
2.2.5.2* The SPM notes that in Recommendations 446-2 and 523 a distinction is made between
a satellite network which employs frequency re-use and one which does not. In order
to clarif'y the meaning of the term "frequency re-use" the following definition may
be useful :
Frequency re-use satellite network : A satellite: network in which the satellite
uses the same frequencies more than once, by means of antenna polarization discrimination,
or by multiple antenna beams or both.
2.2.6

Service area field strength and protection ratio
2.2.6.1

Service area and coverage area*

2.2.6.1.1 Several contributions were submitted to the SPM on the subject of the
definitions of "service area" and "coverage area". The opinion was expressed that thP.
various concepts contained in these definitions 1n official ITU texts should be reconciled
with a view to more general applicability.
2.2.6.1.2 The SPM, while acknowledging the difficulties caused by the different concepts
associated with these terms in ITU texts, considers that it was not possible to separate
the technical and administrative aspects of the associated definitions in arriving at
more general definitions. Consequently, the SPM considered that it was not competent
to deal with this matter, which falls more properly within the competence of the WARC-79.
2.2.6.1.3 The SPM draws the attention of the WARC-79 to a footnote to Recommendation
which mentions that "the indiscriminate:use of the terms "service area" and "coverage
area" to mean the same thing, or different things, in the various radiocommunication
services leads to confusion and Administrations are urged to reach a solution to this
problem".
2.2.6.1.4 In order to assist the WARC-79 in _i~~-- ~onsideratiC?n of tht~. ~atter, the
following paragraphs give·a ~~ief outline of the difficulties
mentioned in contributions to the SPM.

*

See Appendix C.

499~1
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2.2.6.1.5 The CCIR has adopted a definition for "service area" of a broadcasting
transmitter which is somewhat different to the one appearing in Annex 2 of the Final
Acts of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, 1975. Both of these
definitions differ from that ln the International Electrotechnical Vocabulary (IEV)
to describe the service area of a broadcasting transmitter.
2.2.6.1.6 The Broadcasting Satellite Admini9trative Radio Conference, 1977, introduced
the concept that in the service area of broadcasting satellites an Administration has the
right to demand the agreed protection. However, the area in which an Administration can
demand protection was not included in the definition.
2.2.6.1.7 The Radio Regulations (1976 Edition, Volume 2, Appendix lB, Sections B) and
C) refer to service area, or service area associated with a space station.
2.2.6.1.8 The contributions to the SPM on the subject of terms and definitions relating
to "service area" and "coverage area" quoted the following ITU texts :
the Final Acts of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
(Regions 1 and 3) Geneva 1975, Annex 2, page 340,
the Final Acts of the World Broadcasting-Satellite Administrative'Radio
Conference,. Geneva 1977, Annex 8, pages 90-91,
the IEV (International Electrotechnical Vocabulary·)· 1970 Edition, term
No. 60-60-085,
CCIR Report 400-3,
CCIR Recommendation 478-2,
CCIR Recommendation 499-1.
2.2.6.2

Field strengths

~nd

power flux-densities*

2.2.6.2.1 The SPM is of the opinion that where possible it is desirable to have
definitions which are broadly applicable to all servlces.
Considerable attention was given to various proposals dealing with field strength
and power flux-density definitions. It is possible that with certain modifications the
definitions relating to field strength applying now to broadcasting might be applicable
to other radiocommunication services •.
2.2.6.2.2 For the purposes of space radiocommunication services it would seem possible
to replace the term "field strength" by the term "power flux-density". For the use of
the WARC-79, however, the definitions for field strength as applied to broadcasting are
provided in Recommendations 573 and 566.
2.2.6.3

Protection ratio*

The SPM notes that although the term "protection ratio" is extensively used in
various texts of the ITU, it is specifically defined only for sound broadcasting
(Recommendations 447-1 and 560). Furthermore, the term is used with different meanings
from case to case. In particular, it is sometimes used in the sense of signal-to-noise
ratio or signal-to-interference ratio or sometimes in the sense of the minimum value of
the signal-to-interference ratio which would ensure a specified grade of service.
It appears desirable that the term should be used with the same meaning in all
cases, but it has not been possible for the SPM to agree on a suitable definition which
would be universally applicable.

*

See Appendix C.
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Since the term is used in later chapters of this Report, it is desirable to draw the
attention of the WARC-79 to this problem of definition. Some guidance on current usage
of the term "protection ratio" may be found in the following CCIR texts :

2.2.7

Recommendation 447-1
Recommendation 560

for sound broadcasting

Report 625-1

for television broadcasting

Report 813

for the broadcasting-satellite service (television)

Report 358-3

for the mobile services

Recommendation 240-2

for the HF fixed services

Report 525-1

provisional values of signal-to-interference
protection ratios for many services.

Transponders and radar beacons* (Reports 775 and 778)
2.2.7.1 The SPM draws the attention of the WARC-79 to the fact that the term "transponder"
is in common usage in the English language to describe different technical functions in
different services.
(a)

In the mobile services a transponder is a receiver-transmitter that emits
a signal automatically when it receives the proper interrogation, or when a
transmission is initiated by a local command. Its main characteristics are
that it responds to an interrogating signal and that the information being
transmitted is not the same as the interrogating signal received.

(b)

In satellite systems a frequency conversion repeater is also called a
transponder. Its main characteristic is that it retransmits the information
exactly as received but on a different frequency.

2.2.7.2 The SPM further concludes that the term "radar beacon (racon)" defined in
Radio Regulation 3062/60A should be amended to include devices used in the aeronautical
radionavigation service. The following new definition is offered for consideration by
the WARC-79 •

. . Radar beacon {racon) :_A receiver-transmitter device associated with a fixed
.navigati.an8.1 mark which 7 .:w:.hen.triggered by a.radar, automatically returns a. distinctive·
signal which can appear on the display of the triggering radar, providing range, bearing
and identification information.
2. 3

Nomenclature of the frequency and wavelength bands used in radiocommunication
In reviewing Recommendation 431-3 the SPM notes that, apart from Note 4, the
Recommendation corresponds in substance to No. 3183/112 of the Radio Regtuations. The
SPM expresses the view that the entirety of this Recommendation should be considered
by the WARC-79 for possible inclusion in the Radio Regulations.

*

See Appendix C.
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER 2

Annex 2.1

List of texts of the CCIR which deal with terminology and definitions
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ANNEX 2.1

LIST OF TEXTS OF THE CCIR WHICH DEAL WITH TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

Recommendations

Title

Volume

573

Radiocommunication vocabulary

325

Definition of the terms emission, transmission
and radiation

I

326-3

Power of radio transmitters

I

328-4

Spectra and bandwidth of emissions

I

329-3

Spurious emissions

I

445-1

Definitions concern1ng radiated power

I

506

Definitions of radiocommunication interference

I

447-1

Signal-to-interference ratios in sound broadcasting

X

566

Terminology relative to the use of space communication
techniques for broadcasting

499-1
431-3

Definitions of specific field-strengths and service
area in LF, MF, HF and VHF sound broadcasting
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CLASSIFICATION AND DESIGNATION OF EMISSIONS

3.1

With regard to Recommendation 8 of the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959
and to Article N3 of the Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations, the CCIR has considered
all emissions and characteristics requiring classification and has developed a method for
the designation of emissions, contained in Recommendation 507, which would enable all the
essential information to be provided.
Recommendation 507, adopted by the CCIR XIVth Plenary Assembly, was forwarded
directly by that Plenary Assembly to the WARC-79. The SPM considers that Recommendation
507 is appropriate to supersede Article N3 of the Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations.

3.2

Recommendation 507 does not provide for necessary bandwidths less than 1 Hz. The
SPM expresses the view that Administrations should consider this in preparing proposals
to the WARC-79.

3.3

In addition i~ would be desirable for the WARC-79 to consider the possibility of
combining new Appendix B (Table of classification of typical emissions) and Appendix 5(l)
(Examples of necessary bandwidths and designations of emissions) to the Re-arrangement
of the Radio Regulations.

(1) See Table 8.3.1
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CHAPTER 4

TECHNICAL BASES FOR ALLOCATION AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING
SPECTRUM UTILIZATION, ExCEPT FOR SPACE SERVICES AND FOR
SHARING BETWEEN SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL SERVICES

4.1

Technical bases for the allocation of frequencies up to 30 MHz

4.1.1

Amateur service*
Frequency-dependent factors determine to a large extent the effectiveness of
radiocommunications in the amateur service, and amateur station operators continue to
contribute to the knowledge of radio propagation phenomena, as well as to the development
and demonstration of spectrum conservation techniques throughout the radio frequency
spectrum. From discussions at the SPM it was concluded that:
4.1.1.1 Frequencies in the MF band are useful to allow investigation into and use of
propagation peculiar to this band, particularly during a sunspot minimum when the MUF
is below 3 MHz.
4.1.1.2 Th~ communication c~pabi~i~y of .the s~rvi~e.would be ~ignific~tly- eDhanced by
a better distribution of the frequencies available to it below 30 MHz. A s~it~bl~ famlly
of frequencies with narrower spacing between successive bands than is at present the case
would have some .technical advantages.
4.1.1.3

It is not necessary to preserve a harmonic relationship between all of the bands.

4.1.1.4 Annex 4.1.1.4 gives examples from calculations of the improvement which would
result from the inclusion of bands at certain illustrative points.
4.1.2

Standard frequency and time signal service
4.1.2.1 Table I of Report 267 lists the characteristics of standard frequency and time
signal (SFTS) emissions in the allocated bands valid as of 1 February 1978.
4.1.2.2

Report 732 deals with mutual interference between SFTS emissions 1n bands 6 and 7.

4.1.2.2.1 Time-sharing continues to be applied in a geographically small area of Western
Europe and applies to the transmissions of IAM, IBF and MSF on 5 MHz and FFH, MSF
OMA
(modulation only) on 2.5 MHz. While accepting the usefulness of such local arrangements,
this approach has not been seen as the major solution to the present difficulties; due to
diurnal and seasonal variations in propagation it is not possible to guarantee continuity
of reception on any one frequency and this must be considered a serious disadvantage of
these arrangements for some users.
4.1.2.2.2 The CCIR reiterated its opposition to audio frequency tone (standard tone}
modulation except to the limited extent necessary for station identification. Tone
modulation is wasteful of valuable spectrum space and the aim should be its virtual
elimination from the SFTS service.
4.1.2.2.3 The CCIR recognized the merits of SSB operation in militating against the
effects of interference while providing some spectrum economy and protection against
fading, and was prepared to recommend the use of SSB (A3H) signals for all SFTS emissions.
At the same time, it was understood that administrations might not. wish to make the
necessary capital investment in existing transmitting stations to convert to SSB operation
when a finite term of, say,l5-20 years can be envisaged for the SFTS service in bands 6
and 7. Report 731 gives information on the importance and the uses of a particular SFTS
station.

*

See Appendix C.
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4.1.2.2.4 The same consideration applies to the introduction of more advanced systems of
phase or frequency modulation which might allow several stations to co-exist with reduced
mutual interference but only at the cost of additional complexity in both transmitters
and. receivers. To be acceptable, any modification of the existing network of SFTS
stations must be simple to implement and require little or no modification of presently
available equipment for radiation and reception. (Report 362).
4.1.2.2.5 In Report 735 offset frequency operation is presented as a hopeful method for
the satisfactory co-existence of both present and possible future transmissions in the
allocated MF and HF bands. It presupposes that the carrier frequencies are no longer
confined to the values 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 MHz but instead may have, in addition to
these, the values specified by the formula:
f

= (X

+ 4N) kHz

where X is 2 500, 5 000, 10 000, 15 000 and 20 000, and N may take the values 0 or+ 1
for 2 500 _.::. X _.::. 10 000 and 0 , .::!:. 1 or .::!:. 2 for X = 15 000 and 20 000.
It was further proposed that the frequency allocation at 25 MHz is no longer
required. However, a Recommendation to these effects was not approved by the
XIVth Plenary Assembly. During discussions at the SPM doubts· were expressed as to the
effectiveness of such an offset technique, and no firm conclusion was reached. Clearly,
further studies are needed.
4.1.2.3

Bandwidth required

The bandwidth required for a high-quality DSB HF SFTS is nearly.::!:. 5 kHz. This
provides for sufficient quality for voice announcement and for a sufficient fidelity of
the once-per-second time ticks.*
However, if it is desired to allow for the possibility of finding a method of
using the offset frequency method in the future, the total bandwidth required would be
+8kHz at 2.5, 5 and 10 MHz at 15 and 20 MHz. (Report 732).
4.1.2.4

Reduction of mutual interference by coordination in the standard frequency and
time signal services

Recommendation 537 recommends specific steps within the framework of existing
regulations for the reduction of mutual interference between emissions of the SFTS service
on the allocated frequencies in bands 6 and 7.*
4.1.2.5

Conclusion

The general usefulness of time and frequency dissemination services operating in
the allocated MF and HF bands centred at 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 MHz is well established
by many years of experience on a worldwide scale. Surveys of SFTS service users, such as
the WWV/WWVH survey summarized in Report 731, have helped to document the extremely large
numbers of users involved and the critical nature of m~y applications for the MF and HF
reference signals.*
Experimental results based on investigations using different frequencies in the
VLF band show that 20kHz is near the optimum in terms of accuracy, required radiated
power, and extensive coverage for frequency and time dissemination. This conclusion is
based on the phase stability of a single carrier signal and the ability of cycle
determination of a carrier signal when two or more carrier signals are used. Considering
the growing need for world-wide time transfers to achieve the accuracies that exceed those
currently available as well as the economic utilization of frequency spectrum and
available technology, the 20 kHz frequency in the VLF band for standard frequency and
time~signal· emissions is nearly an ideal frequency.*

*

See Appendix C.
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4.1.2.6

Interference by highly coherent transmissions (standard frequency)

4.1.2.6.1 Very high precision frequency and time (phase) control is now available with
atomic clocks that offer many operational benefits and interference reduction. There
are, however, some cases where extreme stability can produce unexpected difficulties.
The atomically controlled transmissions, e.g. near lOO kHz, will remain in nearly constant
phase relationships for many days. This can produce, such an unprecedented degree of
sensitivity to interference even by out of band transmissions that the need for operation
of highly stable VLF/LF standard time and frequency stations must be reviewed critically
with particular consideration of required service coverage and the nature of certain
critical services (pulsed radionavigation) in adjoining bands.
4.1.2.6.2 Possible interference to the radionavigation service allocated to the band
90-110 kHz requires continuing examination and coordination. While designers of receivers
to be utilized in this service must give every possible attention to measures which
maximize rejection of signals from transmitters in adjoining bands but adjacent to the
radionavigation band edges, at the same time the extreme sensitivity to highly coherent
signals makes the study of the impact of the operation of standard frequency stations
with pulsed radionavigation systems essential.
4.1.2.6.3 The SPM concludes that in respect of decisions on the operation of additional
VLF/LF standard time stations around lOO kHz, note should be taken of the technical need
for examination and-coordination. Studies should be accelerated in order to make
available information from which the interference potential of emissions can be predicted
and related to the general rules for assignment and use of frequencies (RR N5/3,
Report 734, Report 735).*
4.1. 3

Fixed service
4.1.3.1 Re-use of frequencies in the HF fixed service may be facilitated by using
directional antennae at both transmitting and receiving sites. Values for the directive
gain and the service sector for a "minimum standard antenna" and for a higher performance
"economic standard antenna" are given in Recommendation 162-2.
4.1.3.2 Required bandwidths, signal-to-noise ratios and fading allowances for various
classes of emission and grades-of-service are given in Recommendation 339-4, while
minimum signal-to-interference ratios for a number of classes of emission and frequency
separations are presented in Recommendation 240-3.
4.1.3.3 Report 353 describes a system for using a common frequency for a duplex radio
telephone circuit, and the factors to be taken into account when planning such a system.

4.1.4

Mobile s·ervice
4.1.4.1

Wireless communications systems for persons with impaired hearing

Frequencies of the order of 3 to 4 MHz are valuable for use by very low power
radio induction field systems·. Such systems provide a means of communication over
conversational distances when direct speech is hindered by noise or impaired hearing.
Typical characteristics of such a system are contained in Report 778.
4.1.4.2
4.1.4.2.1

Maritime mobile service
Reduction of the band 490-510 kHz allocated to the mobile service for distress
and calling

4.1.4.2.1.1 The technical standards of most present shipborne equipment are such that the
band 490-510 kHz could be reduced to 495-505 kHz without harming reception on 500kHz,
provided that the power of any emission on the frequency bands 490-495 and 505-510 kHz
was limited to levels similar to those in use on 500kHz.

*
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4.1.4.2.1.2 Some survival craft equipment and ship emergency stations currently 1n use
would need to be modified before the guard-band could be reduced and the minimum
standards referred to in 4.1.4.2.1.4 implemented. In view of the safety aspects involved,
the date for the required changeover would need to be coordinated with IMCO.
4.1.4.2.1,3 In addition, the off-set from the frequency of 500kHz by coast radio stations
permitted by Radio Regulation N8077/lll5 would need to be limited to a maximum of+ 2kHz.
4.1.4.2.1.4 Minimum standards of equipment for satisfactory operation of 500 kHz with
this reduced guard-band are:
Transmitter frequency tolerances
Ship stations

200 parts 1n 10

Ship emergency stations

500 parts 1n 10

Survival craft stations

500 parts 1n 10

6
6
6

Modulation frequency

<

800 Hz

Receiver selectivity

<. 6 dB
-++ 1.5 kHz
kHz
>60
dB
5
-

4 .1. 4. 2_.1. ~ The reduction of the maximum modulation frequency from l 350 Hz to 800 Hz
cannot be implemented until relevant amendments have been made to the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974.*
4.1.4.2.2

Bandwidth requirements in the maritime radionavigation serv1ce band 405-415 kHz

4.1.4.2.2.1 The use of the frequency band 405-415 kHz is currently restricted in order to
prevent harmful interference to radio direction-finding on the frequency of 410 kHz.
4.1.4.2.2.2 The standards of present shipborne transmitters and the stability and
selectivity of current direction-finding equipment are such that the band could be reduced
to 406·.-5 - 413.5 kHz without harming the maritime radionavigation on 410 kHz, provided:

4.1.4.3

(a)

the power of any emission on the frequencies adjacent to this reduced band
was limited to levels comparable to those in use on 410kHz;

(b)

the modulation frequency does not exceed 800Hz.*

Choice of frequency between l 605 kHz and 3 800 kHz to be reserved for safety

4.1.4.3.1 A frequency used for distress, urgency and safety purposes should be capable
of providing reliable communication, throughout the 24 hours, over a certain distance.
The International Convention for Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, specifies a daylight range
of 150 nautical miles for ships' installations. However, in distress situations, very
low-power transmitters are often used and the frequency should, if possible, be one which
would provide the maximum possible range under such circumstances.
4.1.4.3.2 To achieve consistent communication throughout the 24 hours,the optimum
frequency should have adequate ground-wave coverage and be least affected, within the
required range, by sky-wave propagation during the hours of darkness.
4.1.4.3.3 For many years 2 182kHz has been the distress, urgency, safety and calling
frequency for ships equipped in the 2 MHz band. It is very likely that there are more
existing equipments operating on this frequency than on any other maritime mobile frequency.

*
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Therefore the selection of a different frequency for this purpose would have a very large
economic impact and its implementation would require interim operational proceudres until
the changeover was completed.
4.1.4.3.4 The SPM concludes that taking into consideration all the factors (Report 745),
there is little technical difference between the various frequencies in the bands between
1 605 kHz and 3 800 kHz. However, operational factors show that 2 182 kHz is the most
appropriate frequency for distress calls and messages and, possibly, urgency signals and
messages, safety signals and certain safety messages in the maritime mobile service; and
that for calling purposes, a frequency in the vicinity of 2000kHz to 2 300kHz would
be most appropriate. However, there will be significant problems involved in removing
calling from the frequency of 2 182 kHz.
4.1.4.4

Frequencies in the maritime mobile bands above 4 MHz to be reserved for distress
and safety purposes

4.1.4.4.1 Taking into account that the frequencies used in the present maritime distress
system do not make adequate provision for ships in distress at a distance of more than
a nominal 150 nautical miles from assistance, the XIVth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR
(Kyoto, 1978) adopted Recommendation 545 which recommends that one frequency in each
of the 4, 6, 8, 12 and 16 MHz maritime mobile bands be allocated and designated
exclusively for dist~ess and safety purposes, employing A3J class of emission.
4.1.4.4.2 Report 746 concludes that a coordinated plan could be developed to provide an
adequate communication capacity for a global distress and safety system. In considering
this matter IMCO (COM XIX/11,
5) agreed that if frequencies for that purpose are
designated by the WARC-79, IMCO would establish a coordinated HF sub-system which assigns
responsibility for distress and safety watchkeeping in given zones to specific coast
stations on a similar basis as that adopted in the Plan for the establishment of a
worldwide navigational warning system.

s

4.1.4.4.3 Based on the various studies carried out (Report 746, Recommendation 545 and
Report 747), the SPM concludes that the frequencies to be designated should:
(a)

be used exclusively for distress and safety purposes by ships, aircraft and
coast stations;

(b)

use A3J class of emission in simplex operation;

(c)

make provision for digital selective calling;

(d)

be adequately protected.

4.1.4.4.4 To satisfy the above requirements a technical analysis shows that the HE
network of a global distress and safety system requires the exclusive use of one simplex
radiotelephone channel in each of the 4, 6, 8, 12 and 16 MHz bands allocated to the
maritime mobile service. Since many administrations are currently using 4 125 and
6 215.5 kHz, to supplement 2 182kHz, these channels could be utilized as~4 and 6 MHz
components, but the WARC-79 will need to consider the compatibility of designated
frequencies for use by maritime mobile and aeronautical mobile services for Global
Distress and Safety and in particular the frequency of 6 215.5 kHz.*
4.1.5

Broadcasting serv1ce
4.1.5.1

Transmission systems

4.1.5.1.1 AM-DSB is the predominant transmission system at the present time for
broadcasting in bands 5 (LF), 6 (MF) and 7 (HF). The predominant reception method employs
linear envelope detection.

*
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4.1.5.1.2 The SPM is of the opinion that in the future the utilization of the HF bands
allocated to the broadcasting service will be improved by the conversion to a singlesideband system, which has many advantages over compatible single-s.ideband systems
(Report 299-3). In Report 472-l there is a conclusion that the use of single-sideband
reception results in considerable improvement in the quality of reception in the
presence ,of selective fading.
A number of methods have been proposed for the introduction of a single-sideband
system which are considered technically feasible.*
Since no general consensus on a single method has been found, they are listed
below.
4.1.5.1.2.1 A single-sideband system would be introduced, initially using a full carrier,
throughout the bands allocated to HF broadcasting. This would be followed by a later
stage during which the carrier would be reduced and, at which time a new receiver would
be required. The advantage of such an approach is that existing conventional receivers
could continue to be used. The disadvantage is that fully improved spectrum utilization
would not be achieved until the second stage.*
4.1.5.1.2.2 A full carrier single-sideband system would be introduced in a separate
portion of each of the HF broadcasting bands. These portions would be exclusively
reserved for this system. This would be followed by a stage in which the carrier would
be reduced by a fixed amount, or there would be a floating reduction of the carrier
inversely related to the modulation and at which time a new receiver would be required.*
By comparison with the first method this solution offers the advantage that this
single-sideband system would obtain better protection at least during the first stage.
However, as with the first method, fully improved spectrum utilization will not be
achieved until the second stage.
4.1.5.1.2.3 A suppressed carrier single-sideband system (A3J) would be introduced in a
separate portion of each of the HF broadcasting bands. These portions would be exclusively
reserved for this system.
Such an approach gives an immediate improvement in the broadcast effectiveness for
those administrations desiring to use a single-sideband system. This method using
suppressed carrier is not compatible with most existing radio receivers used by the general
public. To that extent it lacks the comprehensiveness of the first approach, although
ultimately if offers the greatest promise of improved spectrum utilization.
4.1.5.1.3

The SPM notes that:

(a)

extreme congestion exists in those portions of band 7 (HF) allocated to the
broadcasting service in various zones;

(b)

the fixed and mobile services operating in the HF band have widely adopted
the use of single-sideband systems;

(c)

in the interest of improving spectrum utilization by the broadcasting service
in band 7 the application of single-sideband methods is technically feasible;

(d)

~he

(e)

the transition to such systems in broadcasting would pose operational
difficulties with regard to transmitters and receivers;

introduction of single-sideband techniques leads to improved quality of
reception under selective fading conditions;

and concludes that studies in regard to Question 25/10 (Sound broadcasting systems in
bands 5 (LF), 6 (MF) and 7 (HF) should be expedited with the objective to recommend

*
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single-sideband system specifications as soon as possible with particular reference to
the technical and operational aspects, taking into account the possible problems. of
compatibility with existing receivers and the possible steps to be undertaken for the
prospective introduction of any system of single-sideband broadcasting. (Report 458-2).
Any decision to introduce.· one of the systems mentioned above requiring new
receivers must give full consideration to the cost of replacing the existing equipment,
including millions of double-sideband receivers. Such introduction will, therefore, have
to be in a slow and phased manner.
4.1.5.1.4 Time-division multiplex techniques may be employed to provide extensive
coverage of one or more countries with public utility information within the broadcasting
service using a single frequency channel only. One proposed system, intended to provide
traffic information to motorists and requiring special receivers, comprises a network of
low-power transmitters operating on a frequenGy at the lower end of the MF band. Methods
facilitating the provision of traffic information over VHF transmitter networks are
described in Report 463-2.*
4.1.5.2

Technical data

4.1.5.2.1

Minimum usable field strength (Defined in Recommendation 499-1)

4.1.5.2.1.1 In the LF/MF bands, the minimum usable field strength varies according to
region and frequency.
The Final Acts of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Conference (Regions 1 and 3),
Geneva 1975, has specified values between 60 and 70 dB (~V/m) at 1 MHz which vary
according to the zones specified in the Final Acts.
In some areas of the tropical part of Region 3 the ground wave coverage at
200 kHz (LF) for a value of 82 dB (~V/m) is greater than that at 1 MHz (MF) for a value
of 63 dB (vV/m) when the e.m.r.p. is 100 kW or high~r.*
In the USA for the MF band, the minimum usable field strength is either 40 or
54 dB (~V/m) depending upon the class of service (Recommendation 560, Note 2).
4.1.5.2.1.2 In the bands allocated to broadcasting in the Tropical Zone (No. N6218/425
of the Radio Regulations) the minimum usable field strength is 46 dB (~V/m) or any
lower value consistent with satisfactory reception (Recommendation 216-1).
4.1.5.2.1.3 In the HF bands, no values have been specified by the CCIR.
are necessary.
4.1.5.2.2

Further studies

RF protection ratios (Defined in Recommendation 447-1)

The RF protection ratios specified by the CCIR for broadcasting relate to the
interference between two broadcast transmissions using amplitude modulation.
4.1.5.2.2.1

Co-channel RF protection ratios

In the absence of any other information, the eo-channel protection ratios specified
between broadcasting stations shall apply to a broadcast transmission. and any other
interfering transmission using amplitude modulation.
4.1.5.2.2.1.1 At LF and MF the value of protection ratio is 40 dB for a broadcast service
of excellent quality. This shall apply to stable wanted signals when the unwanted signal
is either stable or fluctuating. In the latter case, the value is calculated at the
reference time for 50% of the nights of the year (Rec~mmendation 560). -

*
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In the USA when the wanted and unwanted signals are stable (groundwave), the
radio-frequency protection ratio for eo-channel transmissions is 26 dB. When the
unwanted signal is fluctuating (sky-wave), the same protection ratio is applied for
90 %of the nights of the year, computed for the second hour after sunset
(Recommendation 560, Note 2).
4.1.5.2.2.1.2 In the bands allocated to broadcasting in the Tropical Zone
(Radio Regulation N6218/425), the ratio of median wanted sound broadcasting carrier to
median unwanted carrier shall be 40 dB (Recommendation 216-1).
4.1.5.2.2.1.3 For the HF bands no value of RF protection ratio is specified by the CCIR,
but fading allowances are given in Recommendation 411-2.
4.1.5.2.2.2

Relative RF protection ratios

For broadcasting stations, the relative RF protection ratios for carrier frequency
separations of from 0 to 20 kHz are given in Recommendation 560. No values of relative
RF protection ratios are given by the CCIR between a wanted broadcast transmission and
an interfering transmission of a different type.
4.1.5.3
4.1.5.3.1

Special questions relating to band 7
Power limitation

Consideration of the transmitter power appropriate to broadcasting 1n band
to two different approaches:

7 led

One of these takes into account the necessity of a comprehensive consideration of
the technical factors which determine the required power of a transmitter, viz:
radio propagation conditions
number of hops
fading
minimum usable field strength
characteristics of antennae and receivers.
A comprehensive examination of these questions should be the subject of a special
study. Unless study of these questions has been carried out it is not possible to
recommend any value for the power limit of a transmitter.
The other approach considers that in order to overcome mutual interference caused
by increasing transmitter carrier powers, that the WARC should consider placing a limit
on these powers. Among those administrations agreeing to this approach there were those
who felt this limit should be of the order of 250 kW.*
4.1.5.3.2

The use of synchronized transmitters in the HF band

Synchronized transmitters at the same site carrying the same programme on the
same frequency can be used without appreciable deterioration in reception quality for
services to different areas. When service areas overlap, due consideration must be
given to the transmission characteristics. Such use will lead to a more efficient use
of the available frequency allocations (Recommendation 205-1).

*
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4.1.5.3.3

The use of more than one frequency in the HF band

Recommendation 410 states that wherever possible only one frequency per programme
should be used to radiate a particular programme to a given reception area. In special
circumstances such as difficult propagation paths, large service areas and when highly
directional antenn~are used, it may be found necessary to use more than one frequency
per programme. Any decision to use more than one frequency should be made on the
merits of the particular case.
Radio Regulation N4BB0/643 specifies that the number of frequencies used should
be the minimum number necessary to provide satisfactory reception of the particular
programme in each of the areas for which it is intended.
4.1.6

Radiolocation service
4.1.6.1

Radio spectrum requirements for radiolocation 1n the bands between 1 605 kHz
and 3 Boo kHz*

4.1.6.1.1 In these bands there is a continuing and expanding need for the use of
highly precise systems for the purposes of marine surveying, ship movement and off-shore
exploration, including rig and vessel positioning, pipe laying and fishing. For example,
there are more than 70 radiolocation systems currently in use in western European
waters (Region 1).
4.1.6.1.2 Whilst successful use, on an ad hoc basis, of frequencies between 1605kHz
and 3 Boo kHz has been made for these and similar purposes, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to select frequencies which are compatible with existing usage of the band.
At the 1974 Maritime Conference the unsatisfactory situation was recognized and
Recommendation Mar2 - 1 was agreed. This Recommendation invited administrations
"to study the possibility of affording protection for low power radiolocation stations
operating in coastal areas, e.g. by providing a limited number of specific frequencies
for this purpose in the bands between 1 605 kHz and 2 B50 kHz" and "to submit proposals
on this matter for consideration for the next appropriate World Administrative Radio
Conference".
4.1.6.1.3 There are different techniques in use by medium frequency radiolocation
systems. One technique normally makes use of a single frequency, time-shared as
necessary between a number of fixed stations constituting a chain.
4.1.6.1.4 Another technique requires two or more frequencies very close to each other,
or with a very close harmonic relationship, and one or two other frequencies which carry
signals modulated by the phase difference of the very close frequency transmissions.
The necessary bandwidths are dependent upon the modulation frequency and vary from about
200 Hz to about 3 kHz •
4.1.6.1.5 Systems needing lane identification facilities require an additional frequency
or frequencies, also with a bandwidth of about 200 Hz. The additional frequency for the
single-frequency system described above would normally have a value of between about
B5 %and 95 %of the main frequency.
4.1.6.1.6

*

The SPM concludes that in Region 1

(a)

based on technical considerations, 25kHz of spectrum divided into sub-bands
is the minimum which would meet the foreseeable requirements for radiolocation in the bands between 1 605 kHz and 3 Boo kHz;

(b)

a 10 kHz sub-band is technically desirable at about 2 MHz;

See Appendix C.
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(c)

another sub-band is technically required between frequencies which lie
within 85 %and 95 %of the frequency of the first 10 kHz sub-band;

(d)

another sub-band is technically required at frequencies which are the
second harmonic of part of a lower frequency sub-band for systems requiring
an additional harmonically related frequency;

(e)

radiolocation systems designed to operate in the above exclusive sub-bands
should not use pulse modulation and their e.m.r.p. should not exceed
4o w;

(f)

to ensure compatibility between different systems operating in the same
geographical area, the use of a composite protection ratio curve might be
necessary. Fig. 4.1.6.1.6 shows such a curve prepared from information
about the protection ratios of various existing systems and Table 4.1.6.1.6
shows minimum separation distances, in kilometres, for frequency separations
up to 1 kHz;*

TABLE 4 .1. 6 .1. 6 - Minimum separation distances (I)
(For a protected field strength of+ 40 dB 11V /m)
Frequency
separation
(Hz)

Necessary
protection ratio
(dB)

30

0

± 100
± 200

±
±
±
±
±

18

13

3CIO

8

400

4

soo

680

1UO
±1000

0
-

4
- 9
-20

Interfering
field strength
(dB (llV/m))

Minimum
separation
(km)

+10
+ 22
+ 27
+ 32
+30
+40
+44
+49
+60

2(0)

400
300
200
170
130

lOO
50
12

(1) Assuming an e.m.r.p. of 10 W and a range of 200 km over sea water from the wanted station.

4.1.6.1.7

In other regions, the above should be taken into account when assessing radio
spectrum requirements for radiolacation in the bands between 1 605 kHz and 3 800 kHz.

*
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4.1.7

Radionavigation service
4.1.7.1

Transmission of navigational and meteorological information to ships

Taking into account that the availability of navigational and meteorological
information on board ships is of great importance for safety, and that the existing
radiocommunication system for transmission of navigational and meteorological information
to ships can be improved by use of modern techniques, the SPM concludes that narrow band
direct-printing techniques (Recommendation 540) be used for an automated telegraph system
for transmissions of navigational and meteorological information to ships, and that common
international frequencies for such transmissions are desirable. (In Europe 518 kHz has
been designated for this purpose).
4.1.7.2

Radio interference in the radionavigation service in the bands 70- 130kHz

4.1.7.2.1 In order to achieve the accuracy capabilities of LF pulsed hyperbolic
radionavigation systems, the precise time differences between arrival of reference
pulses must be accurately measured. This not only requires that the pulses provide a
sharp rise time, but that the receiver faithfully. reproduce the pulse to be measured.
The inherent bandwidth required by the pulse and the passband of the receiver may create
favourable conditions for interference within and outside the radionavigation band,
90 - 110 kHz.
Recognizing the interference potential, the CCIR considers that the types of
interactions that create harmful interference may be categorized as follows:
(a)

interference to other services created by the transmitted pulse;

(b)

interference to users of one pulsed hyperbolic radionavigation system
created by signals from another similar system;

(c)

interference to the radionavigation system from communication systems in
or in proximity to the radionavigation band;

(d)

interference resulting from signals having a precise periodicity in relation
to the pulse sampling period, i.e. a precise time stability.

There has been insufficient time for detailed study of:
what system parameters must be defined to assure compatibility and to avoid
harmful interference between the different systems of the radionavigation
service and/or other services authorized in the bands between 70 and 130kHz;
what system factors may cause interference between the same and different
types of radionavigation systems where the ·former operate in the same band
and the latter operate in one or more of the other bands between 70 and 130kHz;
what operational characteristics should be recommended to avoid mutual
interference between stations providing the same type of radionavigation
service·
4 .1. 7. 2. 2 The SPM concludes that the the stud.ies referred to in 4 .1. 7. 2.1 should be
accelerated so as to provide technical guidance as early as feasible. Pending the
completion of these studies and in view of the susceptibility of radionavigation signals
to certain types of transmissions adjacent to the radionavigation band, investigations
should be conducted into possible interference potential of new LF transmitters, other
than radionavigation, directly with those who may be concerned. This particularly
applies to transmitters which transmit precise frequency or timing signals or which do
not have narrowband characteristics·.
Consideration should also be given to the establishment of an effective procedure
for future coordination of frequency assignment and technical characteristics of
radionavigation stations in the band 70 - 130 kHz.
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The operation or planning of pulsed hyperbolic radionavigation stations should
take into account the technical operating characteristics such as group repetition
intervals or pulse coding so as to avoid interference or deterioration of system
performance to other radionavigation systems.*

4.1.7.3 Differential Omega
Study Group 8 has studied the most suitable frequency bands required for
transmission of differential Omega correction signals (Report 777) and .concluded that:

*

(a)

The transmission of narrow-band correction signals for differential Omega
to maritime users appears to be most suitable in the band approximately
between 250 kHz and 500 kHz using terrestrial means. Due to the narrowband required, errors introduced by indirect transmission paths are
negligible. However, steps should be taken to attenuate as much as possible
the sky-wave radiation at night to avoid fadings caused by sky-wave/groundwave interference.

(b)

In the interest of economical use of.the frequency spectrum, the possibility
of superimposing the required correction signals on transmissions o.f other
services in the band of interest has been demonstrated in Report 581: Use of
Radiobeacons Stations for Communications.

(c)

In view of this study and the limitations currently plac.ed on the use by the
maritime radionavigation service of the frequency band 285 kHz to 315(325) kHz,
the SPM agrees to the need that there should be no unnecessary constraint
placed upon the use of LF and lower MF radiobeacons bands for the transmission
of differential Omega corrections.*

See Appendix C•
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4.2

Technical bases for the allocation of frequencies between 30 MHz and 960 MHz

4.2.1

Amateur service*
4.2.1.1 In the Radio Regulations the amateur service is defined as "a service of selftraining, intercommunication and technical investigations carried on by amateurs, that
is, by duly authorized persons interested in radio technique solely with a personal aim
and without pecuniary interest." Frequency dependent factors determine to a large extent
the effectiveness of radiocommunications in the amateur service. The use of spectrum
efficient techniques is encouraged especially for long distance communications. The
number of amateur stations, worldwide, is now more than one million and is growing at an
annual rate approaching 20 %.
4.2.1.2 Amateur stations sometimes engage in inter-regional communications above 30 MHz,
therefore frequency bands common to the three regions are desirable. Access to bands
distributed throughout the spectrum is desirable to enable the amateur to gain experience
with those problems which are peculiar-to the different parts of the spectrum such as
the various modes of propagation, the problems of signal generation and detection, and
antenna design. There is no longer a requirement that the amateur bands be harmonically
related. It is desirable that the bands allocated to the amateur service are sufficiently
wide to permit experiments with wide-band techniques.
4.2.1.3 Characteristics of the preferred bands above 30 MHz for the amateur service are
summarized in Annex 4.2.1.
4.2.1.4 The amateur service could share frequency bands with the radiolocation service,
permitting broader band operations than would be possible with narrower exclusive
allocations. Such sharing would not require the radiolocation service_to provide
protection to the amateur service, which would not be feasible, but even with this
constraint, useful exploitation is possible by the amateur service. Exclusive
allocations, where possible, would help to meet particular needs of the amateur service.

4.2.2

Fixed serv1ce
References to frequencies between 30 and 960 ~lliz are included in 4.3.2.5.

4.2.3

Mobile serv1ce
4.2.3.1

Maritime mobile service

Recommendation 489-1 is concerned with the technical characteristics of VHF
radiotelephone equipment operating in the maritime mobile service based on a 25 kHz
channel spacing. Appendix 19, Section B to the Radio Regulations describes the technical
characteristics (including the requirements for 25 kHz spacing) to which all equipments
must conform by 1 January 1983.
A reduction of the 25kHz spacing to 12.5 kHz spacing as a possible means of·
meeting increased demand in the maritime VHF service has been considered.* When, in some
cases, such a reduction in spacing would increase the number of usable channels, a
reduction of range and overall quality might result. In this connection it was noted
that other techniques and channel spacings might provide a better solution.
The SPM considered that further study of the technical and operational factors
affecting maritime communications in this band is necessary to improve spectrum
utilization. Pending the results of these studies the SPM concludes that at the present
time 25 kHz channel spacing in the VHF maritime mobile service should be continued.

*

See Appendix C.
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4.2.3.2 Land mobile service and mobile service
4.2.3.2.1 Types of service
(a)

Two-way land mobile service
The land mobile service discussed in this part of the Report provides
two-way voice communication between a mobile user and a base station, or
between two or more mobile users. As indicated by the CCIR, data traffic is
also carried over some mobile systems.
Public mobile systems are connected into the public telephone network of
automatic means or via an operator. In the case of automatic connection the
mobile station includes dialling facilities and the system provides some
privacy for each caller. Automatic connection reduces the call set-up time.
Private mobile systems are not usually connected into the public
telephone network. They usually do not include dialling facilities and often
no privacy is possible between those using the same frequency
(Recommendation 478-2).

(b)

Relief services
Mobile radio systems are also used for the provision of necessary
communications in disaster relief operations.

(c)

Radio paging
The land mobile service also includes radio paging, which is a one-way
selective signalling system without speech facilities designed as an
extension of the telephone network (See Report 499-2).

(d)

Other applications
Other applications exist in the land mobile service. The descriptions
and conclusions given here (4.2.3.2) are not intended to apply to such
applications.

4.2.3.2.2
(a)

Frequency bands
Frequency bands 1n use
Land mobile radio systems are operated in bands 8 and 9 in the vicinity
of frequencies specified in Recommendation 478-2. In addition, some
administrations have systems operating between 500 and 1 000 MHz
(Report 319-2 ) .
Paging systems are currently operated in bands 8 and 9. For paging
systems which may be required to provide international service, at least one
common international radio frequency channel should be allocated. Frequencies
in band 8 would be most suitable (Recommendation 539).

(b)

Communication range
Communication range is affected by the frequency of operation.
Report 582-1 provides an estimate of the communication range as shown in
the following Table.
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Mobile communication mode

Land mobile
(MHz)

2-20
Base-mobile

b~d

160

30-80

450

1

900

Communication distance
(km)
>

50

~

50

~

II

35

15

~

~

I

6

Mobile~mobile

(with base relay)
Mobile-mobile (direct)

Up to twice the base mobile
>

30

~

30

~

12

~

r~ge

5

I

.

2

!

;

The dist~ces given for frequencies above 30 MHz are based on effective radiated
powers of 25 W, effective antenna heights of 37.5 m at the base station, 2 m at the
mobile station, a terrain irregularity ~h of 50 m, and a signal quality grade of 3 ~d
receiver sensitivity of 0.7 ~V e.m.f.
The achievable distances may be less under severe conditions of low antenna
heights ~d large variations in local terrain. Greater ranges may be achievable where
there are more favourable antenna locations ~d relatively smooth local terrain. In any
case use of mobile equipment with the highest practical available power, e.g. lOO W
in the bands above 30 MHz, c~ add to the achievable communication dist~ces.

is

~

For radio paging systems, the propagation loss suffered in penetrating buildings
additional consideration (Report 499-2).

Measurements made by a number of administrations have indicated that frequencies
around 80, 160 and 460 MHz are suitable for personal radio paging in urb~ areas with
high building densities. It-is possible that frequencies around 900 MHz may also be
suitable for radio paging, but these higher frequencies may be less effective than those
in the lower bands.

4.2.3.2.3

Channel characteristics: performance requirements
Definitions of signal quality are as follows:
Grade

5

4
3
2

1

Interfering effect:
Almost nil
Speech understandable, but with increasing
Noticeable
effort as the grade decreases
Annoying
Very annoying
So bad that the presence of speech is barely discernible

System technical requirements are usually expressed in terms of the minimum
allowable value of the ratio of output signal plus noise plus distortion to noise plus
distortion. Report 358-3 notes that the conventionally accepted value is 12 dB.
The technical service requirement of a radio paging system is related mainly to
a reference calling probability (Recommendation 539) by which is me~t that the radio
signal strength should be such as to provide a certain signalling reliability in a
certain percentage of the locations within the designated service area, for example,
99 %signalling reliability (probability of reception) in 85 %of the locations within
the designated service area (Report 499-2).
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4.2.3.2.4

Equipment and station characteristics

These characteristics are summarized in Table 4.2.3.2.4.

TABLE

Two-way land mobile
(Recommendation 478-2)

Characteristic

Class of emission
Necessary bandwidth

Frequency tolerance
Transmitter conducted
spurious emissions
Receiver reference
sensitivitv at reference conditions
e.r.p. and antenna height
Polarization
Minimum Tx/Rx separation
for Duplex operation
Maximum switching range
of multi-channel stations
Other characteristics considered
in Recommendation

L__ . ___

--------------- ·---

4 . 2. 3. 2. 4

A3, F3
A3 -6kHz
F3 - Approximately 16 kHz except
for 12.5 kHz channel spacing,
where 8.5 kHz is used
0. 7 to 2.25 kHz
2.5 ~W-transmitter power~ 25 W
- 70 dB-transmitter power > 25 W
2 ~V e.m.f.
Minimum appropriate to service
and interference requirements
Vertical
Generally 3 to 5 MHz

Radio paging
(Recommendation 539)
A2, F2
As Rec. 478-2

As Rec. 478-2 except where
precision offset is required
As Rec. 478-2
10

llv /m

. As Rec. 478-2

Approx. I% of operating frequency
Transmitter channel power
Transmitter cabinet radiation
Receiver adjacent channel
selectivity
Receiver radio frequency
intermodulation
Receiver spurious reponses
Receiver conducted spurious
emissions
Receiver cabinet radiation
---

Receiver selectivity
Receiver spurious emissions

'----

-·-

---

··-·
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4.2.3.2.5

Channel spacing

Adjacent channel separations 1n the two-way land mobile serv1ce are shown 1n
Table 4.2.3.2.5.
TABLE

Frequency ranges (MHz)

Ch:
Sep:
(kHz)
10

25-50
D
DNK
DNK(l)
NOO (1)

SUI (1)
USA

F
G

15

TCH (1)

J

20

CAN
D

USA

25

AUS
DNK
E (I)
FNL

ROU
TCH
YUG

fOL
DDR

s

SUI
SUI
30

IRL
NZL

D

BEL (7)
D (10)
DNK
E (I)
FNL
G (4)
(4)
Nmt
DDR
R.OU

s (4)

nu.

F
G

IRL
NZL

F
NZL (2)

J

BEL (5)
D

USA (3)

BEL (5)
CAN

AUS

USA (l)

500-1000

s (1)

NZL (2)
F

NOil

200-500

100-200

50-100

12,5

40

4.2.3.2.5

SUI
TCH
YUG

BEL (5)
D
BEL (7)
D (10)
DNK
E (I)
FNL
G (4, 7)
lftL (7)
NOR
POL
DDR
AUS
CAN

ROU

s

SUI
TCH
YUG

AUS
CAN
D (10)
DNK
E (8)
FNL
G

IRL
J

POL
DDR
R.OU

s

AUS
SUI
USA

SUI
TCH
USA
YUG

NOR
USA (9)

USA

BEL

(1) The value given for the separation refers to low-power portable equipment.
(2) At the SPM, New Zealand observed that this entry should appear in the row concerned
with 25 k.Hz channel separation.
(3) An interleaved channel allocation plan is to be used and only alternate channels allocated in any one geographical area.
Consequently the equipment is designed for double the se.paration shown above.
(4) Certain public services will continue to operate with 25 k.Hz channel separation.
(5) 20kHz separation is being introduced graduaUy for new equipment.
(6) 20kHz separation will not be introduced for some time.
(7) 25 kHz separation is still accepted in certain parts of the bands reserved for the fixed and mobile services.
(8) All assignments are being allowed with this separation since September 1975.
(9) Acceptable for cellular mobile telephone systems only.
(10) Only in exceptional cases upon multilateral agreement.

USA (9)
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A channel spacing of 50 kHz 1s still in use by some administrations but is
considered out of date.

4.2.3.2.6

Channel requirements

Simplex or duplex operation
Duplex (or semi-duple~ operation requires the use of two radio frequencies per channel.
Different blocks of frequencies are used for base transmitters and mobile transmitters,
and in the block for mobile transmitters no base transmitters are permitted
(Report 319.5).
It is not usually possible to use all the available frequencies in a given restricted
area owing to intermodulation problems, etc. The problems which arise may be
somewhat different with single-frequency and two-frequency operation (Report 319-5).
Two-frequency operation permits "talk-through" (i.e. communication between mobile
stations relayed by the base station) operation into duplex networks such as the
public telephone network and operation of many base stations in close proximity to
each other using frequencies closely spaced.
Single frequency operation permits direct mobile-to-mobile communication and permanent
monitoring of the channel occupancy. This mode of operation is usually preferable
where base stations are concentrated around a centre but are separated by more than
a few hundred metres, and where the density of the stations diminishes rapidiy as the
distances from the centre increase.

4.2.3.2.7
(a)

Interference
Radio-frequency protection ratios
In the absence of information on subjective measurements made in the VHF
and UHF land and maritime mobile services, several administrations have
submitted measurements using an alternative concept of signal-to-interference
protection ratio (Report 358-3).
A degradation of an initial signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB to a signalto-noise+ interference ratio of 14 dB, measured at the audio-frequency output,
is taken as the criterion for a minimum acceptable grade of service.
If a higher grade of service is required a higher protection ratio
should be adopted, particularly in the case of amplitude-modulated wanted
emissions. Suggested protection ratios in the range 8 - 17 dB are quoted in
Report 358-3 where the protection ratio is the dfference in rf level which
must exist between the wanted and unwanted emission to preserve a minimum
acceptable grade of service. The wanted signal must always exceed the
unwanted signal by this amount •.
Appropriate added consideration must be given to multipath propagation
effects and man-made no1se.

(b)

Man-made noise
Man-made noise degrades the performance of a mobile system. To maintain
a desired grade of service in the presence of man-made noise it may be
necessary to increase the level of a wanted signal, above the level
prescribed for eo-channel protection against interference.
Report 358-3 provides guidance on the additional protection required to
overcome the degradations caused by man-made noise. For example, in the
150 MHz band a mobile vehicle in motion in a high-noise area requires an
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additional 13 dB of wanted signal strength to provide a minimum grade of service
(See Fig. 3 of Report 358-3 for more details).
At higher frequencies there is a tendency for the degradation protection
requirement to decrease and become independent of noise environment. This is due
to.the almost constant multipath degradation effect with frequency and the fact
that the degradation effect of man-made noise decreases with frequency
(Report 358-3).
Considerable additional work is necessary to determine more fully the
appropriate protection ratios and the values of field strengths to be protected
and also to determine and record the measurement methods which should be adopted
(Report 358-3).
(c)

Intermodulation
Channels should be allocated in such a way as to minimize the production
of interference due to intermodulation products (Report 319-4).
Rules have been developed which can be used to determine channel
frequenc.ies in such a way that third-order intermodulation products are
avoided (Report 319-4).
Report 739 supplies information regarding coupling and intermodulation
conversion lossP.s of transmitters, the intermodulation rejection characteristics of receivers and techniques for improving the situation caused by
intermodulation.

4.2.3.2.8
(a)

Improved spectrum efficiency
Trunking systems
The portion of the radio spectrum which is assigned to the land mobile
radio service for private use is becoming increasingly congested and already
many users (networks) have to share a channel with several other users in the
same service area. This practice employs the channel more effectively but
gives the participants a reduced "grade of service" in the sense that they
may often have to wait for some time for a channel to become free and they
suffer from reduced privacy.
Improved channel utilization, better grade of service and good privacy
conditions may be obtainable if users are given access to several channels
(Heport 741).
It would appear that spectrum efficiency is obtained by trunked systems,
regardless of type of modulation and channel bandwidth (Report 741).
The CCIR has begun studies which address the subject of improved
utilization by employing automatic frequency sharing techniques. At this
stage any conclusions are preliminary and based on limited input
contributions from administrations.

(b)

Small-cell systems
Systems have been proposed which could utilize the frequency spectrum
much more efficiently. The technique which such systems have in common
is the division of the desired service area into a number of sub-areas
(cells) with one or more base stations providing radio coverage to each
cell. With the proper spacing of eo-channel cells, each frequency may be
used simultaneously in several cells in the same service area, thereby
multiplying the capacity of the system. Report 740 provides further
information about such systems.
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Reports on field and engineering tests with these systems have been made
concerning the use of various signalling formats and designs. The
Reports relate to systems in the 800 MHz region but the CCIR has reached
no conclusions on the technical characteristics or preferred frequency
bands for such systems.
(c)

Reduction of channel spacing
Attention has been drawn to the increased number of channels that
become available when the channel spacing is reduced. In particular, a
channel spacing of 12.5 kHz has been adopted by some administrations.
Information is also provided in Report 319-4 concerning the
disadvantages of decreasing frequency modulation system deviation from the
widely used + 5 kHz to + 2.5 kHz (which: is necessary if a narrow channel
spacing is t~ be adopted).

(d)

Data transmission on mobile radio channels
The CCIR considers that data signals in various formats are being used
to improve the communications efficiency of the land mobile service. However,
the possible benefits of data transmission on spectrum efficiency in the land
mobile services is still under study by the CCIR.

(e)

Single-sideband modulation (SSB)
Report 740 contains information about the use of SSB in land mobile
systems. SSB systems require less bandwidth and may provide greater capacity
per megahertz in a given geographical area.
The CCIR has concluded that additional study should be done on adjacent
channel selectivity, eo-channel interference SSB/SSB, SSB/FM, speech
processing methods and immunity to impulsive noise.

4.2.3.2.9

Conclusions

Different applications in the land mobile service can make use of frequencies
in the range 30 MHz to about 1 GHz. Within this range, there are some technical
advantages in using frequencies in the range 60 MHz to about 500 MHz for wide-area
frequency-modulation or double-sideband amplitude-modulation systems. Frequencies up
to about 1 GHz are suitable for both conventional and small-cell systems. Frequencies
above about 1 GHz have limited application in the land mobile service. Studies are
continuing.
Growth in the land mobile service has been substantial and continues unabated.
Considerable progress has already been made in the land mobile service in achieving
greater spectrum efficiencies within the existing allocations. The SPM advises, as a
result of the present status of studies of land mobile systems, that the adoption of new
systems offering substantially greater spectrum efficiencies is unlikely in the near
future. Achieving further spectrum efficiencies within the existing allocations will
require a substantial increase in equipment complexity. The efficiencies thereby gained
so far, do not appear to accommodate the expected growth.
4.2.4

Broadcasting service
4.2.4.1

Current television systems

The characteristics of the various television systems in current use in bands 8
and 9 are given in Report 624-1. All systems use separate sound and vision carriers and,
with the exception of system A (405 lines) and system E (819 lines), have nominal
frequency channel bandwidths of between 6 and 8 MHz. For new networks the use of
525-line or 625-line systems is preferred (Recommendation 470-1).
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4.2.4.2

Protection ratios for the broadcasting service (television)

Protection ratios required in bands 8 and 9 by the broadcasting service (television)
against interference from other television emissions, CW and amplitude-modulated or
frequency-modulated sound signals vary depending on the frequency difference between
carriers and the relationship of that difference to the line frequency
(Recommendation 418-3 for monochrome television and Report 306-3 for colour television).
The maximum value of protection ratio against a single interfering eo-channel
signal is 50 dB where there is no special control of the nominal frequency difference
between the carriers of wanted and unwanted signals.
The protection ratio of the wanted frequency-modulated sound signal against a
single unwanted eo-channel frequency-modulated sound carrier is 28 dB for carriers
separated by less than 1 000 Hz. These values apply when the interference is present
for a small percentage of time only and may be 10 dB higher when the interference is
continuous.
Protection ratios are different for lower and upper adjacent-channels, respectively,
due to the assymmetry of the television signals. In addition, the type of modulation of
the sound and vision carriers is in most systems not the same. The values can be found
in the above CCIR texts.
Protection against interference in the image channel, the position of which
derives from the intermediate frequency, depends upon the parameters of the typical
domestic receiver used in each system and in particular, the degree of image rejection.
The rejection ratio can be subtracted from the eo-channel protection ratio obtained from
the curve applicable to the system, bearing in mind that the carrier frequencies are in
reverse at the image.
For Region 1, protection ratios for 625-line television against radionavigation
transmitters operating in the shared bands between 582 and 606 MHz are given in
Recommendation 565. When the radionavigation signal falls within the passband of the
television receiver the required ratio is 10 dB for television systems with negative
modulation and 15 dB for systems with positive modulation.
A statistical method for computing protection ratios for single and multi-source
interference has been reported which takes into account variables with respect to time,
locations and quality of the service, is described in Report 485.
4.2.4.3

Receiving antenna and receivers

In planning the broadcasting service (sound and television) in bands 8 and 9 it
may be useful to take into account the directivity characteristics of the receiving
antennae (Recommendation 419). For emissions of the same polarization the discrimination
values of receiving antennae vary with the angle relative to the direction of main
response, and range from a maximum of -6 dB for band 8 to a maximum of -16 dB for band 9.
Using linear polarization, a discrimination value of approximately 10 dB can be obtained
for the majority of receiving installations (Report 122-2). Maximum discrimination can
only be achieved at roof level when the receiving installation is carefully adjusted so
as to avoid reception of orthogonally-polarized waves. In this case a discrimination
value greater than 20 dB should be expected in the main lobe of the receiver antenna
(Report 482). However, many administrations employ both horizontal and vertical
polarization for the broadcasting service while some administrations have introduced
circularly or elliptically polarized emissions.
Report 625-1 gives the characteristics for television receivers listing the
intermediate frequencies used in various countries. These intermediate frequencies may
be subject to direct interference injection from mobile transmitters operating in the
range 25.1 MHz to 60 MHz.
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4.2.4.4

Minimum field strength for the broadcasting service (television)

The median field strength (10 m above ground level) for which protection against
interference is planned ranges from 48 dB (~V/m) to 55 dB (~V/m) for band 8 and from
65 dB (~V/m) to 70 dB (~V/m) for band 9 (Recommendation 417-2). The values for band 9
should be increased by 2 dB for systems D and K. In boundary areas between any two
countries, the exact values should be agreed between the administrations concerned
(Recommendation 417-2).
In sparsely populated areas the planning for band 8 could be based on median
field strengths ranging from 40 dB (~V/m) to 43 dB (~V/m). (Report 409-2).
4.2.4.5

Sound broadcasting in band 8

The characteristics of stereophonic frequency-modulated sound broadcasting systems
in band 8 are specified in Recommendations 412-2 and 450 and Report 300-4. Radio frequency
protection ratios required to give satisfactory reception for 99 %of the time together
with values of minimum field strenth, for both monophonic and stereophonic frequencymodulated sound broadcasting, are given in Recommendation 412-2.
4.2.4.6

Future television systems

Bandwidth compression as well a~ coding of video signals to reduce channel capacity
requirements is under study (Report 315-4). Some information on the present state of
high definition television and of methods of providing stereoscopic television is given
in Reports 801 and 312-3. In the latter case particular attention is drawn to the
problems of bandwidths and compatibility with existing monochrome and colour systems
which require further study.
The possibility of various forms of ancillary broadcasting such as information
services using digital modulation and transmitted in the same television channel is
reported in Report 802. Such systems are already in limited operation and there is no
information to suggest that existing protection ratios required for television systems
are not adequate for'the satisfactory operation of these systems.
Digital modulation using composite signal coding or component signal coding has
been widely studied (Reports 629-1 and 646-1). Linear, non-linear, and differential
pulse code modulation as well as transform coding (e.g. Hadamard/Slant two dimensional
transform) and additional statistical coding have been considered ..
Systems are being investigated whereby sound signals in digital form may be
contained within the analogue television signal. This technique may lead to more
efficient use of the spectrum. However, much further study will be necessary before a
practical system might be agreed upon because compatibility with existing television
broadcast systems is extremely important.*
4.2.5

Radiolocation service in band 9*
4.2.5.1 Radiolocation systems using the band 400 - 500 MHz have been developed for some
years, and a large number of equipments have been in intensive and increasing use for
several years. These systems are specially useful in the regions where propagation
conditions are changing. Systems using lower frequencies are dependent on the skywave
and on the variations of the electrical characteristics of the soil and of the position
of the borderline between land and sea according to tide.
4.2.5.2 Propagation characteristics of radiowavffibetween 4oo and 500 MHz, which have
been studied by the CCIR (Reports 238-3 and 718), are highly favourable to the
implementation of accurate low power radiolocation systems having ranges beyond the line
of sight.

*

See Appendix C.
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4.2.5.3 For normal applications for ranges between 50 and lOO km, the peak power is of
the order of lOO mW to 20 W. For special applications involving ranges in the order of
250 km, peak power of about 300 W is used.
4.2.5.4 The occupied bandwidth need not be greater than 2.5 MHz for a single system,
but for·multiple system operation where distance separation by itself is not sufficient,
frequency separation is necessary and implies that the maximum occupied bandwidth ougbt
to be of the order of 4 MHz.
4.2.6

Radionavigation service*
Interference between radar stations may be reduced by pulse repetition frequency
discrimination (prfd).
In addition the radar pulses should be emitted at two or more different intervals
when moving target indication is required (pulse stagger).
By using prfd the number of ground radar stations in a given frequency band can
be considerably increased and the available spectrum more economically used.
These techniques have been used successfully on 600 MHz by ground radar stations
for air traffic control but could in principle be applied in other frequency bands and
other pulse radar applications with the exception of mobile systems where the relative
position of radars using the same prf cannot be predicted.

4.3

Technical bases for the allocation of frequencies between 960 MHz and 40 GHz

4.3.1

Amateur service
In general, the text of 4.2.1 also applies to this part of the spectrum. (See
also paragraph 6 of Annex 4.2.1).

4.3.2

Fixed service

4.3.2.1 Preferred frequency bands and centre frequencies for radio-relay links for
international connections
In Opinion 14-3 attention is drawn to the advantage of having frequency bands
universally available for international connections. Annex I of this Opinion lists the
pertinent CCIR Recommendations for preferred radio-frequency channel arrangements,
including the preferred centre frequencies and the widths of the radio-frequency bands.
(It should be noted that some administrations employ alternative centre frequencies and
these are specified in the above-mentioned Recommendations).
Information on other frequency bands allocated to the fixed service is provided
in Report 287-3 (4.4. - 5.0 GHz), Report 607-1 (11.7- 15.35 GHz) and Report 609-1
(17.7- 19.7 GHz).

4.3.2.2 Use of frequencies near 15 GHz for radio-relay systems
Recommendation 497-1 and Report 607-1 provide information on RF-channel
arrangements for radio-relay systems in the range 11.7 to 15.35 GHz. Report 607-1
indicates that analogue systems are already operating and digital systems are being
considered in this region of the spectrum. In locations where rainfall is not heavy
these systems take a form similar to those operating at the lower frequency ranges.
However, in areas where rainfall is heavy, precautionary measures (e.g. short paths,
route diversity operation) are employed. Systems in the range 11.7 to 15.35 GHz are
sometimes used to relieve frequency congestion in the lower bands.

*
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Additional information from one administration is now available on analogue and
digital systems which have been operating for several years in the vicinity of 15 GHz.
The analogue systems have a transmission capacity up to 2 100 telephone channels. The
digital systems have maximum transmission capacity of 100 Mbit/s. An example of the
parameters used by this administration for such systems is given in Table 4.3.2.2. In
this example two 360 MHz frequency bands are used to accommodate eight radio channel
pairs with 40 MHz spacing.*

TABLE 4.3.2.2

Examples of parameters of radio-relay systems near 15 GHz
suitable for sharing considerations

Transmission
capacity
(channels)

Transmitter power
at antenna input
(dBW)

E.i.r.p.
(dBW)

Al

2 700

- 2

50

A2

960

- 8

44

Dl

1 440
(100 Mbit/s)

-12

4o

D2

960
(65 Mbit/s)

-15

37

System

Analogue

Digital

i

4.3.2.3

Low capacity digital radio-relay systems above about 25 GHz*

In the frequency range above about 25 GHz, it is possible to operate low capacity
radio-relay links with a capacity of up to 8 Mbit/s over hop lengths of the order of
10 km. If these radio links were provided at low cost with simplified equipment then
they could be used to provide connection to groups of subscribers as an alternative to
the use of links in band 8, thereby creating the possibility of releasing spectrum for
other services, e.g. mobile.
Such simplified equipment, whilst taking advantage of a high degree of frequency
re-use, may require fairly wide frequency tolerances. For this reason a bandwidth of
about 1 GHz would be necessary in the frequency range above about 25 GHz to operate this
kind of system on an economical basis.
4.3.2.4

Compatibility between digital and FDM/FM analogue radio-relay systems

Report 610-1 discusses the compatibility between digital and FDM/FM analogue
systems. It concludes that digital/analogue coexistence is possible for small and
medium capacity systems using frequency channel arrangements recommended by the CCIR
without a large penalty in frequency spectrum utilization and with an acceptable
performance of both the analogue and digital systems.
High capacity digital/analogue coexistence, although more difficult, is possible
by utilizing high efficiency digital modulation methods and techniques to reduce digital

*
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to analogue interference. With these methods it may also be possible to employ the
existing analogue channel arrangements recommended by the CCIR.
4.3.2.5

Frequency bands suitable for trans-horizon radio-relay systems*

In Recommendation Spa2.- 2 the CCIR is requested to study the radio frequency
requirements for tropospheric scatter (trans-horizon) systems and recommend the preferred
radio frequencies for such systems. Detailed information is given in Report 285-4,
section 2.4.
Where administrations find it necessary to use trans-horizon radio-relay systems,
frequencies between about 800 and about 2 500 MHz are the most suitable for many of the
cases. Higher frequencies may be used where local climatic or terrain conditions, or
the communication requirements, make it necessary.
4.3.2.6

Frequency bands for transportable fixed radiocommunication equipment for
relief operations

The allocation of exclusive frequency bands is not considered to be necessary for
transportable fixed radiocommunications equipment for relief operations. Some
administrations have indicated a preference to select suitable frequencies from the
frequency bands already allocated or to be allocated to the fixed service, and that
seems to be the preferable practice.
4.3.3

Mobile services
4.3.3.1

Land mobile serv1ce

See 4.2.3 for consideration of land mobile use above 960 MHz.
4.3.3.2

Technical considerations for maritime mobile telemetry and data links

There is a growing need for frequency allocations for communications links for
telemetry and remote control between tugs and barges, and for very short distance data
exchange links, including transponder activated data transmissions. Distances involved
are less than 9 km.*
The requirement for extremely short range communications with the capability of
high transmission rates include such functions as:
Tug-barge telemetry and command
Ship-ship interrogation and data exchange
Ship-shore terminal teleprocessing.
4.3.3.2.1

Design considerations

The lower limit for a suitable frequency band is suggested by design advantages
in being higher in frequency than the existing radionavigation band utilized by
shipborne radars (9.3 - 9.5 GHz). This arrangement would permit flexibility of design
for possible availability to cross-band transponders and also avoid interference with
navigational radars.
The upper limit is suggested by practicable aspects of increasing attenuation
with frequency in the SHF band, particularly from atmospheric moisture content over water
in a maritime environment. This corresponds to a frequency of about 12 GHz.

*
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4.3.3.2.2

Conclusion

The spectrum that appears technically preferable is generally about 10 GHz.
4.3.4

Broadcasting service (television) in the 12 GHz band
The CCIR texts contain no recommendations for the m1n1mum power flux-density for
planning a terrestrial television service in the 12 GHz band (band 10). A minimum
power flux-density for systems using an amplitude-modulated vision carrier ranging
from- 85.5 dB (W/m2) to - 75.5 dB (W/m2) is proposed to give a satisfactory grade
picture (see Report 627-1). These values are based upon experiments performed in several
countries using systems G and M. The differences in the values are due to different
assumptions for the picture quality, the receiver noise performance and the rece1v1ng
antenna gain. Experiments in one country employing frequency-modulation of the video
carrier resulted in a figure of- 101 dB (W/m2).

4.3.5

Radionavigation service
4.3.5.1

Maritime transponders (new requirements)
By the year 2000, transponders may be in widespread use throughout the maritime

field.
For transponders operating on fixed frequencies there are technical reasons
and operational advantages for those frequencies to be close to the associated shipborne
radars. To minimize interference between transponders, radar beacons and primary radar
there is a need for transponder frequencies to be separated from those of primary radar
and radar beacons (Report 775).*
Based upon the potential operational uses identified by IMCO (Doe. NAV XX/10,
1977), the technical derivation of transponder bandwidths is contained in Annex 4.3.5.1.
The bandwidth requirements for transponder systems are detailed below, relevant
to each appropriate radionavigation band.
4.3.5.1.1

2 900- 3 lOO MHz band

The use of the band 2 900 - 3 lOO MHz by the radionavigation service is limited
to aeronautical ground-based radars and other radionavigation systems. In the future,
the use of shipborne radars will not be permitted in the sub-band 2 900 - 2 920 MHz.
(RR N3729/367A Mar2).
Provision of a further sub-band of about 7 MHz where shipborne radar is not
permitted, and where transponders could operate is required. The position of this
sub-band within the band, to be compatible with the continuing use, without mutual
interference, of all other permissible radionavigation systems, is required.
4.3.5.1.2

5.47 - 5.65 GHz band

Shipborne radars operate, at present, at 5 540 ~ 30 ~lliz. Provision of a sub-band
for transponders, of about 9 MHz, could be made in any other part of the band and remain
compatible with the technical constraints on the maximum spacing of the primary radar
and transponder frequencies.*
4.3.5.1.3

14, 24 and 32 GHz bands*

In these bands, sub-bands of about 18, 30 and 39 MHz are required respectively.
To avoid technical imcompatibility in any future use of these bands, shipborne radar,

*
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radar beacons and maritime transponders are required to operate within not more than
3 %of each other in frequency. Recommendation 496 effectively limits the use of the
band 14.0 - 14.3 GHz by the Radionavigation service.
4.3.5.2

Maritime and aeronautical radionavigation (new requirements)*

Within the band 9.3- 9.5 GHz, maritime and aeronautical r.adars, maritime swept
frequency radar beacons and other radionavigation and r.adiolocation services are operating
at present. In the sub-band 9.30- 9.32 GHz the use of shipborne radars, other than those
existing on 1 January 1976 is not permitted. (RR N3729/367A Mar2). It is expected that
this sub-band will be used by maritime fixed frequency radar beacons and aeronautical
radar beacons before the year 2000. Technical compatibility will need to be agreed
between these two types of radar beacons as frequency separation is not yet technically
possible within the sub-band. (Report 774).
It is envisaged that maritime transponders will be in widespread use by the
year 2000 and a bandwidth of 13 MHz for a single channel has been identified as the
minimum necessary for reliable operation. There are technical justifications as to why
this 13 MHz should be located to within about~ 150 MHz of 9.4 GHz.
Present interference levels between shipborne radars and between shipborne radars
and other services already cause operational problems and these are predicted to increase
over the next 20 years. (Recommendation 12 of the Radio Regulations).
The prediction of increased interference is based upon:
(a)

An increase in the world-wide number of maritime radars between 1962 and
1977 from 16 000 to 150 000.

%increase per annum, over the next 20 years of maritime
radars afloat, leading to the 1977 total being doubled by the year 2000.

(b)

An estimated 3

(c)

Present discussions in IMCO on mandatory carriage of collision avoidance
systems, leading to wider bandwidth radar receivers.

(d)

Requirements by IMCO for increased mandatory carriage of radar.

The summation of these new uses, together with significantly increased usage
by present services leads to the conclusion that the present allocated spectrum for
radionavigation in this band is probably inadequate to meet the expanding requirements.
(Recommendation 554, Reports 774, 775).
4.3.5.3

Aeronautical radionavigation: radio altimeters

For radio altimeters the system bandwidth completely determines the technically
achievable accuracy of each type of altimeter. The technical basis for this statement
is contained in Annex 5.3.4.3.4.
4.4

Possibilities for frequency sharing up to 30 MHz

4.4.1

Introduction
Frequency sharing involving the simultaneous use of the same frequency band is
necessary because of the limited available spectrum. Such sharing may take place between
systems in the same service or between systems of different services. Whereas sharing
between systems within the same service has in general been satisfactory, difficulties
have arisen in some cases when different services share the same allocations.*

*
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~.4.2

Amateur service and other services
No data are available on which to base a technical conclusion on the sharing
possibilities between the amateur and other services.*

4.4.3

Fixed and other services
The scope of this section is restricted to sharing between the fixed service and
the broadcasting and mobile services between 4 and 28 MHz.

4.4.3.1 Fixed service and the broadcasting service
Sharing between the fixed and broadcasting services has limited feasibility due
to the wide disparity in required protected field strengths, and for this reason it is
concluded that sharing is not appropriate in most cases. Although preliminary
theoretical studies in one country have indicated the feasibility of sharing in some
circumstances, further studies on this subject are required. Many factors have to be
taken into account in solving this problem. Some of these are:
geographical separation in latitude and longitude (time zone);
propagation path and operational characteristics.*

4.4.3.2 Fixed service and mobile services
4.4.3.2.1 Fixed servlce and land mobile service
The feasibility for an HF fixed system and a mobile system to share a common
frequency allocation has been assessed in Report 658. The circuit compatibility of the
fixed system with the mobile system is dependent on the channel usage of the interfering
system, the relative lengths of the desired and interfering paths and the operating
frequency.
It is concluded that sharing is possible for mobile systems with low channel
usage. When channel usage is high, circuit compatibility is increased when a directive
antenna with high gain in its main beam is employed by the fixed service station in
combination with reduced power.
Very high circuit compatibility can exist when the fixed system receiving
station(s) falls in the skip zone of the mobile system transmitter(s), and during times
when the circuit reliability for the fixed system at the shared frequency approaches
zero, e.g., because that frequency is well above the MUF for the fixed system propagation
path or because that frequency is below the lowest usable frequency (LUF) for that path.*

4.4.3.2.2

Fixed service and the maritime mobile service

The SPM considers that sharing between the fixed service and the maritime mobile
service has limited feasibility.
Such sharing is considered in Report 658 and the conclusion therein is that
sharing is possible with low channel usage. The SPM, however, considers that this Report
was based on a theoretical study and that pending practical confirmation this Report
should be treated with caution when considering sharing possibilities between the fixed
and maritime mobile servlces. It further considers that the following factors must be
taken into account:
mobile stations accept a large degree of sharing amongst themselves and whilst
individual usage may be low, the aggregate per channel usage is high,
the unpredictable incidence of mobile traffic,
the wide and continuously changing range of parameters ln a mobile/fixed
station environment,
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the special needs of the distress and safety serv1ces,
the big differencesin power between transmitters in the fixed and mobile
services,
the provision of a greater availability to the channels of the maritime
mobile service,
the propagation conditions (summer, equinox and winter) in the HF band,
the existence of an allotment plan and corresponding procedures for the
maritime mobile service.
In the lower HF bands (and other bands in tropical areas), the higher ionospheric
absorption and other propagation conditions may lead to a limited possibility of re-using
frequencies between maritime areas and land areas a great distance away. The points
listed above for the maritime mobile service need to be borne in mind in any consideration
of this possibility. Further studies of this matter are needed before any conclusions
can be made; therefore the SPM concludes that sharing in the HF bands between the fixed
service and the maritime mobile service has very limited feasibility.*
4.4.3.2.3

Fixed service and the aeronautical mobile service

The SPM considers that the technical and safety aspects of the aeronautical mobile
service, requiring high channel availability, precludes sharing between the fixed and
aeronautical mobile service.*
4.4.4

Broadcasting service and other serVlces
Because of the wide differences in sharing problems in the various broadcasting
bands, each frequency band must be considered individually.
4.4.4.1

LF broadcasting and other services

It has been concluded that under conditions specified in Annex 4.4.4.1, separation
of about 6 000 km would be needed in order to give satisfactory day-time protection for
the aeronautical radionavigation service; at night-time even greater separation distances
would be necessary. Therefore it is concluded that harmful interference will result to
the aeronautical radionavigation service by the sharing of the same band with the
broadcasting service within the same region. The possibility of such interference
between regions does exist. Further study of this matter will be necessary to determine
the full extent of the problem.*
4.4.4.2

MF broadcasting and aeronautical radionavigation services in Region 2

Based on the contribution of one administration, the SPM is of the opinion that
the sharing in Region 2 of non-directional beacons in the aeronautical radionavigati"on
service and low-power broadcast stations is feasible, at frequencies of the order of
530kHz, if separations between different equipments in distance and/or frequency are
used. Such low-power broadcasting stations would use transmitters radiating a power of
not more than 10 W. For higher powers, further study will be required to establish
appropriate sharing criteria. Applications may include voice communications information
to motorists.*
4.4.4.3

Broadcasting in the Tropical Zone and other services including broadcasting
outside of the Tropical Zone

No tecrillical information is available in the CCIR regarding the feasibility or
otherwise of such sharing. Further studies are required before any recommendations can
be made. However, it is the opinion of some administrations that frequency sharing

*
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between broadcasting stations in the Tropical Zone and other stations 1n the
broadcasting service is not possible.*

4.4.4.4

HF broadcasting other than tropical broadcasting and other .services

No technical studies are available to establish sharing criteria. Sharing
between the fixed and broadcasting services is referred to under 4.4.3.1.

4.4.4.5

Channel spacing

In the bands where broadcasting shares with other services, it would be desirable,
for more efficient use of the spectrum, to adopt uniform channel spacing for the
broadcasting service.*

4.4.5

Mobile and other services
The scope of this paragraph is limited to sharing between the fixed and mobile
services and between wireless communication systems for those with impaired hearing and
all services, because of the lack of relevant documentation.

4.4.5.1 Mobile and fixed service
Refer to 4.4.3.2 for a limited discussion of sharing between these services.

4.4.5.2 Wireless communications systems for the hard of hearing and other systems
(including the mobile service)
Sharing between wireless communications systems for the hard of hearing and other
services is feasible in the 3 to 4 MHz range of frequencies if radio induction field
systems (see Report 778) are used as auditory aids when direct speech is hindered by
noise or impaired hearing. An interfering signal strength of 100 ~V/m would be tolerable
to such system for communication distances up to 6 m with a signal-to-interference ratio
of 40 dB. At a distance of 3 m, an interfering signal of 2.5 mV/m results in a signalto-interference ratio of 30 dB.
The field strength due to radiation at the operating frequency of the transmitter
has been estimated to be less than 1 ~V/m at a distance of 2 km over good earth.
The low radiation fields produced by the radio induction field system and the low
sensitivity of its receivers minimize the need for coordination with other services in
the 3 to 4 MHz range of frequencies.*

4.4.6

Other services
Insufficient data exists to make sharing conclusions for serv1ces other than those
discussed above.

4.5

Possibilities for frequency sharing between 30 MHz and 960 MHz

4.5.1

Sharing between the land mobile service and the broadcasting service (television)
Depending upon particular circumstances, there are three methods by which sharing
between these services might be accomplished:
time sharing,
band splitting,
geographical sharing of assignments.

*
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4.5.1.1

Time sharing*

Although technically possible this method poses formidable organizational and
operational difficulties and consequently will not be generally useful or find any
wide application.

4.5.1.2

Band splitting

This is a method which provides sub-bands within a frequency band exclusive to
each service and is particularly applicable in those situations where the existing or
planned utilization of either service does not exploit the full band to its maximum
capacity.
It 1s extremely difficult, however, to avoid mutual interference between the
two services operating in adjacent sub-bands. This can be alleviated by ensuring that
the number of sub-bands is kept to a minimum. As special care is desirable to avoid
interference at national boundaries, neighbouring administrations should endeavour to
ensure common use of the sub-allocations in order to avoid inefficient use of the
spectrum.

4.5.1.3 Geographical sharing of assignments*
The most efficient utilization of the spectrum occurs when each serv1ce uses a
band to its maximum capacity. In practice, this situation seldom exists and sharing
of assignments is possible in circumstances where adequate geographical separation
between the two services can be maintained.
Sharing between land mobile and television services has been accomplished in one
country.* An example, based on the allocation criteria used by that country, is
included as Annex 4.5.1.3. The information in the Annex applies to the particular case
of a single land mobile base station operating near the service area of a single
television station. The application of the information on sharing distances to other
cases, and to other countries or regions, needs to be approached with caution,
particularly in the light of:
mobile stations operating near the limit of the television service area,
possible differences in the television systems in use,
possible differences in the planning and operating environments of each
service applicable in the country or countries concerned,
possible new technological developments in both services.
The calculation of sharing distances is a complex process. Although existing
CCIR texts give a certain amount of information on the subject, this is insufficient
to permit precise calculations for all cases and further studies are necessary. The
available information is contained in 4.2.4 and 4.2.7 of this Report and in
Recommendation 370-3 and Report 567-1.

4.5.2

Sharing between radionavigation systems*
The use of pulse repetition frequency discrimination (prfd) and pulse stagger
can in principle be used to reduce interference between systems operating from fixed
locations for pulse radar applications when the radars are not in direct line-of-sight.
Sharing between maritime mobile and other services in the VHF bands*
The minimum separation distances required for non-interference to a receiver
operating in the VHF maritime mobile service from a transmitter operating on the same

*
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frequency have been calculated using the data given ln Recommendation 370-3 and
Report 358-3 for a range of interfering transmitter powers and conditions. The results
are given in Fig. 4.5.3 and Table 4.5.3.
The SPM concludes that in view of the separation distances that would be required,
sharing within a limited area between the VHF maritime mobile service and other services
may not be practicable.
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TABLE 4.5.3
Minimum separation distances of transmitter and receiver
operating at the same freguency

Transmitter
e.i.r.p.

Minimum separation distance
between transmitter and
receiver for the percentage
of locations indicated (km)
50

%

90

%

99

100 kW

620

.: 750

830

10 kW

520

620

720

1 kW

420

520

610

100

w

320

420

500

10

w

220

320

390

1

w

130

220

280

100 kW

1000

>1000

>1000

10 kW

770

1000

>1000

1 kW

580

770

940

100 w

440

580

720

10 w

330

440

550

1 w

220

330

420

100 kW

680

Boo

1000

10 kW

580

680

800

1 kW

470

580

680

100

w

370

470

580

10

w

270

370

450

1

w

160

270

340

%

Land path
llh

= 50

m

Recommendation 370-3, Fig. 3

Sea path (North Sea)
Recommendation 370-3, Fig. 4

Mixed land and sea path (50/50) .
(North Sea area)
Recommendation 370-3, Fig. 6

Notes: Maximum unwanted field strength 3.5 dB (~V/m)
Transmitter antenna height,_hl =· 300 m
Receiver ant~nna height, h2 = 10 m
Interference for less than 1 %of the time.
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4.6

Possibilities for frequency sharing between 960 MHz and 40 GHz

4.6.1

Radionavigation

4.6.1.1 Maritime shipborne radar and radionavigation systems
Mutual interference between shipborne primary radars and other systems at present
causes operational problems. These problems are expected to increase in the future to
such an extent as to have serious repercussions on radionavigation safety services.*
Technical methods exist which could contribute to a reduction in interference.
Although present analysis and usage has been restricted to the 9.3 - 9.5 GHz band and
to maritime radionavigation use, the techniques listed below are in principle applicable
to other bands and to other radionavigation services:
(a)

employment of optimum transmitted radar pulse profile

(b)

reduction of spurious emissions from radar magnetrons

(c)

improvements in radar receiver selectivity

(d)

video correlation

(e)

pulse repetition frequency variation (appropriate to the band)

(f)

frequency stability and selection of magnetrons.

The extent to which these techniques will reduce interference has not been
quantified, nor has the cost of implementation. All would require relevant international
agreement.
In more general terms, the radar sharing problems are compounded by the diversity
of radar system characteristics, sites, system mobility and propagation factors.
The extent, both now and in the future, of this diversity is detailed in
Annex 4.6.1.1. It demonstrates that the extent to which some of the techniques listed
can contribute to more effective sharing is a function of the extent to which
international agreement can be reached on system characteristics, in addition to the
cost and operational benefits or limitations that are likely to be derived from or
imposed on their implementation.*

4.6.1.2 Maritime aeronautical radar beacons and other radionavigation systems
The technical characteristics of fixed-frequency radar beacons are detailed ln
Recommendation 554 and are included here as Table 4.6.1.2. The selection of such
characteristics should be coordinated with other systems (Recommendation 518).
Various techniques are available to reduce interference between systems:
radar beacon antenna aperture restriction. (It is recommended that for
maritime beacons the vertical beamwidth should be less than 5°. The value
for aeronautical beacons has yet to be determined.);
pulse length discrimination;
antennae rotation rate;
beacon receiver characteristics;
It is possible that future developments might permit frequency separation within
the 20 MHz sub-bands at 2 900 - 2 920 MHz and 9.30 - 9.32 GHz for maritime and
aeronautical beacons (Recommendation 518).
*
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For aeronautical radar beacons a number of sharing schemes are under
consideration to permit aeronautical/maritime compatibility. These include:
separate frequencies,
geographical separation,
antenna polarization discrimination,
pulse width discrimination,
vertical pattern control,
pulse coded interrogation,
pulse repetition frequency discrimination.
Some of these options may not be economically or operationally feasible. Since
the operational requirements for aeronautical radar beacons have not been fully decided,
it would be premature to attempt to define sharing criteria now. Design of aeronautical
radar beacons must consider the operational requirements and technical parameters of
maritime radar beacons to achieve compatibility.
Of these options, assigning the aeronautical radar beacons and maritime radar
beacons separate frequencies are probably impractical· __because of the present allocation
and existing equipment investments. Pulse coded interrogation would provide excellent
protection but is expensive. Pulse repetition frequency (prf) discrimination would not
give a complete solution to the problem because some interference would still be possible.
In-depth studies may ultimately be required to determine which sharing scheme or
combination of schemes offers the best overall solution to the problem.*
The techniques listed are applicable to radar beacons and other services ln the
bands 2.9 - 3.1 GHz and 9.3- 9.5 GHz.
There are obvious advantages in having compatible standards between aeronautical
and maritime radar beacons.
TABLE 4.6.1.2
Technical characteristics of maritime fixedfrequen(V radar beacons

I.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

Bandwidth allowance for transmitter
frequency tolerance (MHz)
Form of identification coda
Relative duration of code elements
Antenna polarization
Antenna beamwidth: - elevation
azimuth
Transmitter frequency (MHz)
Band 9300 to 9320 MHz
Band 2900 to 2920 MHz
Maximum receiver blocking period
Receiver frequency band (MHz)
Overall transmission length (~s)
Minimum primary radar pulse
length gating (~s)
Transmission response maximum delay
Effective radiated power (W)
9310 MHz
2910 MHz
Receiver tangential sensitivity (dBW)
Band 9320 to 9500 MHz
Band 2920 to 3100 MHz

( 1) Short range 0 to I 0 nautical miles
(2) Long range 10 to 30 nautical miles

*

Specification

Characteristic

hem

See Appendix C.

9

Code must start with a DASH
I dash = 3 dots = 3 spaces
Vertical and horizontal
~

so

360°

(~s)

9310
2910
= 30 ~s after end of response
9320 to 9500
2920 to 3100
(I) 15
(2) 50
(I)~ 0.4
(2) ~ 0.4 and~ 1.1
(2) 1.7
(1) 0.7
( 1) 0.4

(2) 3

(I) 0.15

(2) 1.5

(I) -67
(I) -62

(2) -79
(2) -76
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4.6.1.3

Maritime transponders and other radionavigation systems

To enhance sharing possibilities with acceptable interference levels two separate
categories of transponder techniques exist* (Report 775).
The first category provides methods which alone will not provide sufficient
interference reduction, but will contribute to better usage of the spectrum. The
methods are:
(a)

selective interrogation,

(b)

power limitation,

(c)

coding,

(d)

antenna directivity and side-lobe suppression.

The second category of tec-hniques can be sub-divided into:
(1)

frequency separation, within the same band as the associated primary radar
(in-band transponder);

(2)

frequency separation, outside the band of the associated primary radar
(cross-band transponder). A system has been demonstrated successfully using
2-frequency interrogation, with the ship radar in the 9 GHz band and the
transponder interrogation in the 3 GHz band (Report 775).

In IMCO Document NAV XX/10 (1977) it is stated that the design of transponder
systems should ensure that there is no significant degradation of fixed frequency radar
beacons, and the response of a transponder should not be capable of being interpreted
as being from a radar beacon of any type. In addition, the proliferation of transponders
must not degrade the usefulness of the shipborne radar display. This leads to the
technical conclusion that frequency separation is essential between primary radar, radar
beacons and transponders (Report 775).
In the band 2.9 - 3.1 GHz in which primary radar, radar beacons and transponders
are likely to operate, the technical sharing criterion for acceptable operation of all
systems is that a sub-band of about 1 MHz needs to be provided for transponder use and
outside of which transponders should not operate.*
In some bands it is not at present envisaged that maritime radar beacons will
operate. Those bands, together with the necessary sub-bands for acceptable sharing with
maritime transponders are shown in Table 4.6.1.3.
TABLE

Frequency band
(GHz)
5.47 14.0

*

See Appendix C.

5.65

- 14.3

4. 6 .1. 3*

Sub-band required
(MHz)
8.6
17.9

24.25 - 25.25

29.2

32.3

39.3

- 33
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4.6.1.4

Maritime shipborne radar, aeronautical airborne radar, radar beacons,
maritime transponders and other radionavigation systems
Present interference levels in this band cause operational problems.

These problems may well increase in the future. In the maritime context there
are likely to be serious repercussions on ship safety, particularly in areas of high
shipping density.
This estimate of worsening interference is based upon:
an increase in the total (worldwide) number of primary radars afloat between
1962 and 1977 from 16,000 to 150,000;
an estimated 3% increase per annum, over the next 20 years, leading to the
worldwide total doubling by the year 2000 compared with 1977;
present discussions in IMCO on the mandatory carriage of collision avoidance
systems, implying wider bandwidths of radar receivers;
the requirements by IMCO for increased mandatory carriage of primary radar;
an increase in the number of aircraft which are subject to existing legislation
requiring the mandatory carriage of airborne radar.
There is in this band, in addition to maritime radar, a widespread use of
aeronautical airborne radar and swept frequency radar beacons. The implementation of
fixed frequency radar beacons is envisaged before the year 2000 by both maritime and
aeronautical users.
A sub-band of about 13 MHz (for a single channel) for future maritime transponders
in the 9 GHz band will be required.
The cumulative effect of the increased usage of the band 9.32- 9.5 GHz by
maritime radars and aeronautical airborne radars, maritime swept frequency radar beacons
and other radionavigation and radiolocation services has been considered. The SPM
concludes that frequency separation and other techniques will require considerable study
to ensure that interference between services is kept to an operationally acceptable
level. (Reports 775 and 774, Recommendation 554).
4.6.1.5

Sharing between radionavigation systems
(See 4.5.2)

4.7

Technical bases for regulations concerning spectrum utilization by terrestrial servlces
General rules relating to the assignment and use of frequencies
4.7.1.1

Frequencies below 10kHz*

There is no agreed CCIR documentation relating to the use of this frequency range.
As a result of discussion at the SPM the following conclusion was drawn:
Growing use is being made of very low frequency transmissions (below 10kHz) for
both communications and magnetospheric research purposes. Frequencies below 15 Hz have
also been used.
Unless the use of frequencies below 10 kHz is controlled there may be a danger of
harmful interference between the increasing number of these transmissions.

*

See Appendix C.
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4.7.1.2 General rules*
To eliminate or restrict adjacent band interference, sharing criteria are
required specifying power flux-density limits and minimum frequency and distance
separation limits. Adjacent band problems may occur at any interface of bands allocated
to radioastronomy, passive space research, aeronautical and maritime mobile and other
services (see Report 654).
The selectivity of a receiver is a measure of its ability to discriminate between
a wanted signal to which the receiver is tuned and unwanted signals. Efficient use of
the radio spectrum requires the maximum selectivity compatible with the technical and
economic considerations relating to the particular class of receiver.
The bandwidth of the receiver shall be no wider than is essential for the
transmission of the necessary modulation of the wanted signal without significant
distortion.
The method of single-signal selectivity is used to express the performance of
certain characteristics of the receiver. The measurements are made with sufficiently
low levels of input to avoid non-linear distortion (e.g. overloading) affecting the
results; automatic gain control, automatic frequency control, etc., being rendered
inoperative.
Measurement of selectivity with more than one signal should be the general
measurement method. When the non-linear effects are numerous, it will be necessary to
select the most representative cases to simplify the measurements.
Defined methods of single-signal and multiple-signal selectivity measurements are
desirable to permit comparison of receivers.
Whenever two adjacent bands are allocated to different services the transmitter
of one, if it has a significant unwanted emission, can cause interference to reception
in the band allocated to the other service. In such cases, frequencies for transmitters
should be chosen in such a way that the unwanted emissions in the adjacent band will
not restrict the operation of the service operating in that band and using current
rece1vers.
Certain interference cases occurring between services occupying adjacent bands are
caused whenever the receiver of one of the services has insufficient protection from the
emissions produced by the other service in the adjacent band.
It would therefore be appropriate to study in the appropriate organ:
the possibility of improving receivers;
steps to be taken in matters relating to allocation which would permit services
in adjacent bands to operate, as normally as possible, to the allocated band
edge.
Recommendation 240-3 states that for fixed services operating on frequencies
below 30 MHz, it is necessary to employ the minimum signal-to-interference protection
ratios for stable propagation conditions. The recommended values of such protection
ratios for various emissions have been established by the CCIR.
Recommendation 339-4 indicates that the conditions for satisfactory performance
of a complete system in the fixed service below 30 MHz must take into account the effects
of propagation on received signal levels. The signal-to-noise· ratios and fading
allowances for different classes of emission and associated bandwidths that will provide
the various grades of service have been established by the CCIR.

*

See Appendix C.
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Recommendation 339-4 indicates that ·the conditions for satisfactory performance
of a complete system in the fixed service below 30 MHz must take into account the
effects of propagation on received signal levels. The signal-to-noise ratios and fading
allowances for different classes of emission and associated bandwidths that will provide
the various grades of service have been established by the CCIR.
Special provisions relating to the assignment and use of frequencies
(multiple function systems)* (see also [.2.3.3)
Article Nr/5 of the Radio Regulations divides the spectrum among various
telecommunication services (e.g. fixed, mobile, broadcasting, etc.) and makes shared
allocations to those services which can be expected to co-exist in the same frequency
band without causing or incurring unacceptable levels of interference. This sharing
has been accomplished by considering the function of the system signal characteristics,
coverage area, operational requirements, and projected electromagnetic compatibility
between systems. In the past, services and signal structure could easily be defined and
recognized. However, the availability of digital techniques and microprocessors now
permits the development of equipment capable of combining numerous functions.
The SPM suggests that systems supporting multiple functions, which might be
classified in different services not having defined separate characteristics, could be
treated in the following way:
a frequency assignment would be determined by the major function provided by
the system and selected in the appropriate frequency band allocated for the
service corresponding to that major function. An electromagnetic compatibility
analysis would then be carried out, based on the composite signal;
if this analysis showed that the additional functions would not increase the
interference to the service or services to which the band is allocated beyond
that of the major function then the system may be treated in accordance with
the usual regulatory procedures;
if this analysis showed that due to the composite signal the system would
increase interference or would require additional protection, then, in practice,
the additional functions would be permitted on a non-interference or
non-protected basis respectively.
Other systems may be based on time-sequenced waveforms rather than a single
multifunction waveform. Such systems may have different interference characteristics in
each time sequence. For these systems the analysis of potential interference could be
carried out for each time sequence.
The susceptibility to interference of multifunction systems might create
difficulties, especially when services with permitted or secondary status are present
in the same frequency band as the multifunction systems.

4.[.3

Special provisions relating to certain services

4.[.3.1

Fixed service

Recommendation 455-1 and Report 354-3 describe a system by which the quality of
HF radiotelephone circuits can be significantly improved by using linked compressor and
expandor systems (lincompex). Due to the benefits resulting from use of these systems,
it is recommended that they be used wherever possible to achieve more efficient use of
the radio spectrum.

2

*

4oo

Report 703 indicates that data transmission over HF radio links at data rates of
bit/s and higher, is affected by the irregular frequency response, non-linear

See Appendix C.
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phase response of the transmission equipment, as well as by multipath propagation.
Digital telephony, using vocoders, is similarly affected. For such digital systems,
SSB and ISB radio channels with a bandwidth of 300 - 3 400 Hz may be desirable.
Recommendations342-2, 518 and 519 describe automatic error correction-by-retransmission (ARQ) systems which are effective for radiotelegraphy over duplex and over simplex
circuits, and the use of these systems is recommended for circuits employing frequency
shift modulation and teleprinter type terminal equipment. Principles of forward error
correction, which may lead to more efficient use of the spectrum in cases where no
return circuit is available, are described in Report 435.
4.7.3.2

Aeronautical radionavigation service*

Aeronautical radiobeacons are a prime source of basic navigation data throughout
the world and their simplicity, relatively low cost and ability to be used by all types
of aircraft ensure their continued use for many years to come.
At the present time RR 6476 433 provides for a protection ratio of at least 10 dB
against interference for each aeronautical radiobeacon throughout its service area.
Studies by the contracting states of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
have shown that a protection ratio of 10 dB is technically unacceptable as it results in
excessive bearing errors. Accordingly ICAO has adopted a protection ratio of 15 dB by
day, when an accuracy of~ 5° is required at the edge of the service area, and has
specified that figure in guidance material for frequency assignments contained 1n
Annex 10 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago 1944).
The SPM also considers that it is appropriate for the WARC-79 to consider
revision of the relevant sections of the Radio Regulations to align them with current
international aeronautical practice. Appropriate protection should be provided for
aeronautical beacons against harmful interference.
4.7.3.3

MF broadcasting service (Band 6)

The SPM, in review of Article N28, Section I, concludes that administrations and
organizations responsible for MF broadcasting in Region 2 should take note of
Recommendation 560 and the advisability of retaining in the MF broadcasting service the
current 10kHz channelling plans, technical principles and systems. This would permit
maintenance of the present high quality of the broadcasting service in some countries
in Region 2 and would not inhibit the introduction of new and innovative systems that
may become available with the introduction of new technology.
4.7.3.4

Broadcasting and other services in the Tropical

~one

Recommendation 214-1 notes that normally in the Tropical Zone the power of
non-broadcasting transmitters is limited so as to protect the broadcasting service and
that there are possibilities of time sharing when the broadcasting service is not using
the frequencies. It is proposed that:
for the particular cases not involving simultaneous operation of broadcasting
and other services, no limitations should be imposed on the power of nonbroadcasting stations;
during periods of simultaneous operation of stations in the broadcasting and
other services, within the shared bands, the power of the non-broadcasting
stations should not be greater than that necessary to provide adequate
protection of the broadcasting service.
Recommendation 215-1 indicates that due to the particular natural environment
affecting broadcasting in the Tropical Zone, the maximum carrier power for a high
frequency sound-broadcasting transmitter to cover a short distance, employing

*

See Appendix C.
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double-sideband (AM) emission, operating in the Tropical Zone in frequency bands below
5 060 kHz (with the exception of the band 3 900- 4000kHz) should be determined as
follows:
10 kW for a service area limited to 400 km;
50 kW for a service area limited to 800 km.
For frequencies above 5060kHz, where broadcasting stations in the Tropical Zone
use the same frequency bands as broadcasting stations outside the Tropical Zone, no
carrier power limit applies, as is the case in the exclusive HF broadcasting bands.
Administrations should as far as possible use lower powers than those mentioned above
if these will ensure satisfactory reception throughout the service area.
The frequency used should always be as near as possible to the optimum working
frequency (provided that the frequency employed is within one of the broadcasting
bands), to provide as good a received signal-to-noise ratio as possible.
To make the best possible use of the frequency bands which have been allocated,
and to avoid all harmful interference outside the service zone, administrations should
use appropriate antennae, so that radiations at low angles will be reduced to a
minimum.
In addition, the SPM is of the opinion that in the frequency bands allocated for
broadcasting in the Tropical Zone, the rationalization of channel spacing would
minimize radio interference.
4.7.3.5

HF broadcasting service (Band 7)

Technical information, which in the future may lead to the more efficient use of
those parts of band 7 allocated to broadcasting, is given in 4.1.5.
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ANNEX 4.1.1.4
Information relative to the amateur service 1n the HF band

TABLE 4.1.1.4(a)*
Summary of hours and percentage increase in HF communication capability
of the amateur service over existing bands by allocation of new bands

Sunspot
number

Circuit

Increase of communication
capability using new bands

Total
daily
hours
1n
existing
bands

Hours

III
VII
IX
XII

27
27
23
28

I

06
02
03
02

III
VII
IX
XII

64
40
57
44

I

III
VII
IX
XII

16
20
17
21

III
VII
IX
XII

33
20
29
19

III
VII
IX
XII
III
VII
IX
XII

r·.1onth

I

10 MHz

24 MHz

18 HHz

Total
i

%

I

%

Hours

%

Hours

:a

Hours

22
07
13
07

07
02

26
07

-

-

13
02
03
04

48
07
13
14

12
10
12
10

18
25
21
23

16
10
14
16

25
25
25
36

10

16
09
02

38
20
31
27

59
50
54
61

03
03
01

19
15
06

-

-

03
03
01

19
15
06

-

-

-

10
05
08
-

30
25
28

12
20
04

18
10
17
o4

54
50
53
17

23
28
20
24

-

-

09
10
09
09

19
36
45
48

40
36
39
26

-

-

-

-

-

17
14
12
14

43
39
30
54

of

.. -

MELBOURNE
't,o
TOKYO

10

lOO

I
I

I

-

05
01

I

MELBOURNE
to
SAN
FRANCISCO

10

lOO

SYDNEY
to
PERTH

._,____

__

10

.
lOO

l

-

-

-

o4
05
03
03

12
25
10
13

09
10
09
09

39
36
45
38

-

-

16
13
12
14

40
36
30
54

01
01
-

03
03

;.

-

04

06
01

-

-

-

-

-

I

All figures derived from computer studies based on ESSA Technical Report ERl 110-ITS 78.
Reliability of 90 %, field strength greater than 1 lJ.V /m for power 1 ki-T.
Antenna : 3.5 to 10 MHz half wave dipole, 13 m above ground.
14 to 30 MHz 3 elements yagi - spacings 0.2 A 13 m above ground.

* See Appendix C
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Table 4.l.l.4b of this Annex shows the improvement in reliability of
communication on three East-West paths, if frequencies of the order of 10 MHz were added
to the present complement of amateur bands. The following typical parameters were used:
Antennae: Horizontal half-wave dipoles 15.2 m above poor ground.
Conductivity 0.001 S/m, dielectric constant 4. (Paths l and 2).
3-element Yagis 19.8 m above poor ground (Path 3).
Transmitter peak power: l kW
Spectral noise density: "suburban" man-made no1se - 146 dB(W/Hz) at 3 MHz.
Mean S/N0 ratio: 49 dB Hz (15 dB in 2 500 Hz).
Calculations were made at 3-hour intervals for the months of June, September and
December with sunspot numbers of 10, 70 and 130. For each complement of frequencies,
the highest reliability of each hour was used to obtain the average.

Reliability during the month (%J
June

September

December

Bands
(MHz)

Path

Sunspot number
10

70

130

10

70

130

10

70

130

55

Vancouver-Toronto
(3367 km)

7, 14, 21
7, 10, 14, 21

56
62

60
67

59
65

61
69

64
69

73
74

76

64

77

f(.
83

Vancouver-St. Johns
(5013 km)

7, 14, 21
7, 10, 14,21

29
38

30
41

32
39

17
29

36
44

36
43

25
33

47
48

53
56

Toronto-Tokyo
(10352 km)

7, 14, 21
7, 10, 14, 21

11
16

24
24

16
16

16

19

24

32

33
34

23
32

27
40

31
43

*

See Appendix C.
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ANNEX

4.2.1

Characteristics of preferred bands above 30 MHz for the amateur service
1.

Lower end of band 8 (VHF)
(An allocation exists at present on a regional basis.) Communications in this
range are subject to a great variety of propagation modes. Generally, the long hop
ionospheric modes are rare, except during periods of high solar activity. Sporadic-E
propagation with intermediate hop lengths can occur at any time. The dominant
propagation mode is ground wave, with several persistent scatter modes also present.

2.

Near the middle of band 8 (VHF)
(An allocation exists at present.) Long hop ionospheric propagation in this
frequency range is rare, but on occasion sporadic-E propagation occurs. The dominant
propagation modes are line-of-sight and diffracted wave, with tropospheric refraction
modes common and important to regional coverage. Several persistent scatter modes are
present.

3.

Near the upper end of band 8 (VHF)
(An allocation exists at present in the frequency range on a regional basis.)
Propagation characteristics (and variability) are essentially the same as for frequencies
near the middle of the VHF band.

4.

Near the lower end of band 9 (UHF)
(An allocation exists at present.) The dominant propagation mode for frequencies
in this range is line-of-sight. Ionospheric reflection is absent. Ground wave, and
several scatter modes are present.

5.

Near the middle of band 9 (between 800 and 1 000 MHz)
(No allocation exists at present.) Propagation characteristics, percentage of
bandwidth and equipment limitations are essentially the same as for bands near the
lower end of the UHF band, limitations imposed by propagation and noise being slightly
less restr~ctive, and equipment limitations being slightly more restrictive.

6.

Bands above 1 GHz distributed through the remaining spectrum
There is considerable interest in the use of frequencies above 1 GHz.
Technological contributions by amateurs can best be made if bands made available are
distributed over the entire useable range of the radio spectrum.
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ANNEX 4.3.5.1
Technical bases for bandwidth for maritime transponders*
1.

The Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organisation (IMCO) has identified
several potential operational uses for maritime transponders and from an analysis of
these, three classes of message can be envisaged; they are:
(a)

Short message of length less than about 30 ~s, containing important or
urgent information that is required to be transferred over any distance
within the radar horizon.

(b)

Medium message of less than about 100
urgent information than in (a) above.

(c)

Long message of length greater than 100
no vital importance or urgency.

~s,

and containing less important or

~s

and containing information of

Table 4.3.5.l.a relates each potential use with its most probable message
length and indicates the bandwidth requirements in relative terms.

TABLE 4.3.5.l.a

Potential operational use (IMCO)

2.

Message
class

Message
length (l.IS)

Bandwidth
requirement

1.

Identification of certain classes
of ship (ship-to-ship)

Short

<

30

Wide

2.

Identification of ship for
purposes of shore surveillance

Medium

<

100

Wide

3.

Search and rescue

Short

<

30

Wide

4.

Identification of individual
ships and data transfer

Long

>

100

Narrow

5.

Establishing positions for
hydrographic survey

Medium

<

100

Wide

6.

Provide warning of presence:
identifY class of ship or
individual ship

Medium

<

100

Wide

7.

Permit radar identification
of ships making VHF radio
transmission

Short

<

30

Wide

To maintain compatibility between different types of secondary radar systems,
where a primary radar is used to interrogate a transponder, a message structure having
a DOT+SPACE interval greater than 1.1 llS should be used. A slight chance of interference
between different types of system could be eliminated if this limit were applied to both
the interrogator and transponder transmissions, and such a limit should be applied to
the two shorter types of messages identified. This DOT+SPACE interval clearly affects
the information content and bandwidth requirements of the messages.

*

See Appendix C.
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Lower data rates could probably be used for long messages of no vital importance
or urgency and thus require smaller bandwidths than the messages of higher priority
information. Bandwidths of the order of 0.2 MHz would be adequate.
It is clear that transponder systems which utilize long message formats need not
use those frequency bands used by primary marine radars, thus avoiding increased
congestion in those bands and reducing the risk of mutual interference. Such transponder
systems could use frequencies lower down the spectrum as well as higher ones.

3.

Bandwidth requirements for maritime transponders
In Report 774 a value has been derived for the necessary frequency tolerance of
a secondary radar system operating at about 9 GHz. This took account of absolute
setting up accuracy, long term drift, intermediate term drift and short term drift. A
minimum operating bandwidth was subsequently derived by aggregating the above with a
figure for the "information bandwidth".
In the case of transponder systems, for a bit period of 1.1 ~s, the minimum
information bandwidth required is 1.82 MHz. To ensure adequate protection it might
also be advisable to make provision for a guard band and an effective protected
bandwidth should incorporate half of the information bandwidth above and below the
minimum required bandwidth.
Table 4.3.5.l.b shows the minimum bandwidth necessary for transponders related
to each of the currently allocated radionavigation frequency bands. The Table was
derived by extrapolating the frequency tolerances at 9 GHz linearly and making
proportional adjustments at the higher frequencies. The frequency tolerances for each
frequency band were then aggregated with the information bandwidth and the allowance
for a guardband.

TABLE 4.3.5.l.b

Band (GHz)

2.92
5.47
9.32
14.0
24.25
32.3

- 3.1
- 5.65
- 9.5
- 14.3
- 25.25
- 33.0

Minimum
bandwidth required
(MHz)
6.7
8.6
12.7
17.9
29.2
39.3
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ANNEX 4.4.4.1
Sharing between the aeronautical radionavigation service
and the broadcasting service in Region l

Aeronautical non-directional beacons (NDB) are used world-wide as a prime source
of basic navigational data in the aeronautical radionavigation service. This service
is a safety service as defined by N3029/69 of the Radio Regulations.
Normally NDBs are given exclusive allocations within Article N7/5 of the
Radio Regulations but in certain instances shared bands exist.
A specific case of sharing in the 255-285 kHz band in Region 1 between
non-directional beacons and the broadcasting service has been examined.
The adverse situation encountered by NDBs in this band is illustrated by an
example in which the separation distance between NDBs and a typical broadcasting
station via both the ground wave and sky wave of the transmission is calculated
using a north/south interference path. The field strength as a function of distance
from a 1 MW broadcasting transmitter operating on 270 kHz is plotted in
Figure 4.4.4.1. Curve 'A' shows the ground wave, Curve 'B' the dusk till dawn
hourly median interfering level from the sky wave, calculated from Report 575-1.
Curve 'C' shows the winter daytime sky wave hourly median level suggested in
Report 431-2 which is applicable to the European area. From the figure it can be
seen that to ensure winter daytime protection against interference for even 50 %
of the time, a separation of about 6 000 kilometres is required between the NDB and
the broadcasting transmitter. Moreover, the median hourly interference level may be
considerably exceeded for short periods.
It is therefore concluded that harmful interference results to the aeronautical
radionavigation service by the sharing of the same band with the broadcasting service
within Region 1. This conclusion supports Recommendation 2 of the Regional
Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference (Regions 1 and 3).
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Great circle distance (km}.

FIGURE 4.4.4.1
Field strength 1n Region 1 due to 1 MH e.m.r.p. transmitter
(for north-south path)
-2

Curve A

Ground-wave field strength for conductivity of 10

Curve B

Sky-wave field strength at night calculated according to Report 575-1

Curve C

vJinter daytime sky-wave field strength based on Report 431-2

S/m

37 dB

(~V/m)

(70

~V/m)

Edge of service area for aeronautical service beacon

27 dB

(~V/m)

(22

~V/m)

Maximum permissible interfering field strength from a
single interfering source assuming 10 dB protection ratio

22 dB

(~V/m)

(12

~V/m)

Maximum permissible interfering field strength from a
single interfering source assuming 15 dB protection ratio

ANNEX· 4.5.1.3
.
Example of interference calculation ·;n the 470-512 MHz band for protection of a television
service against a single land mobile base station
2

3

4

Television
station
parnmeters

Minimum
distance
between
television
stations

Predicted
television
service range
(km)

I

Type of
interference

5

Field strength (50,50) Field strencth (50,10)
of wanted
of unwanted
television signal
lnnd mobile
base station
dB (~V/m)

signal

(km)

E.r.p.

eo-channel

(MW)

Effective
heiGht
(m)

1

600

300

250

282

6

dB( llV /m)

69
89

64

14

7

8

Distance
from land
mobile
base
st8tion to
limit of
television
service
nrea
(km)

Total distance
between
television and
land mobile
base stations
(km)

135

204
224
+='"

Co-chnnnel
(with
Q 15 dB
front-tobnck ratio
nntennn)

1

300

250

69

6{lt)

282

89

Adjocent
chonnet

1

lOO
600

89
89

69

lmnge
chnnnel

I

300

121
121

69

6{lt)

V1

!\)

89

89

Land mobile base station e.r.p. 400 W (at 60 m effective height).
The protection ratio can be determined from the difference between columns 5 and 6.
Column 8 is the sum of column 4 and column 7.
Column 3 is for information only.

64

29

61

130
150

64

64

9

78
98

64

44

30

119

99
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ANNEX

4. 6.1.1

Radar sharing considerations

1.

Radar requirements
Radar system characteristics vary greatly with the application.
list indicates the expected characteristics of radar systems.

The following

Freguency and bandwidth
Instantaneous bandwidth- up to 100 MHz now, with future requirements
in excess of 200 MHz

%of the operating frequency now with future
requirements exceeding 20 %

Tunable bandwidth

- 10

Operational bands

- from VHF to greater than 40 GHz. The lower frequencies
are essential to long range surveillance.
Mid-frequencies (3-10 GHz) are important for accurate
position determination, and weather surveillance

Power
Fraction of a watt (for certain airborne applications) to many megawatts (for
long range detection and tracking).
Power levels tend to increase with frequency up to about 5 GHz.
power levels tend to decrease with frequency.

Above 10 GHz

Antenna
Type - stub, spiral, horn, reflector, array, phased array
Gain - from 3 to 60 dB
Rotation - 5 to over 100 rpm for mechanical systems. Higher rates are achievable
with phased array systems, but rates during search are comparable to
the rates with mechanical systems.
Coverage - Seach systems - 360° azimuth
up to 30° elevation
Track systems - 360° azimuth
up to 900 elevation
Sidelobes - Design levels - seldom above 0 dBi
In situ levels - can be within a few dB of main beam gain
Waveform
Pulse width - continuous wave to 10

-8

seconds.

. .
Repet1t1on
rate - 102 to 1 0 5 Hz

Duty factor - 0.01 %to 100 %
Typical pulse system .01 %to 1 %
Future pulse system - as high as 20 %
Pulse Doppler system - as high as 50 %
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2.

Radar sharing problem
The sharing problems created by the diversity of radar system characteristics
are compounded by the diversity of potential sites, system mobility, propagation factors
and the multiplicity of services sharing.

3.

Radar sharing considerations
Services using radars do share with other serv1ces. The three major factors
which tend to promote sharing are frequency management, geography and system techniques
which reduce interference.
Frequency management is more than just an assignment procedure. It involves,
in the case of radar systems, close attention to waveform design so that bandwidth is
not occupied needlessly, as well as continuing improvements in design and operation to
reduce spurious and harmonic emissions. These matters will have continuing importance
as the instantaneous and tunable bandwidths of radar systems become greater and greater.
Geography is another aspect important to sharing problems. Judicious siting,
when used in conjunction with effective frequency management, is particularly well
suited for fixed installations. Even though the mobility of radar systems tends to
deny some of the advantages of proper siting, geographical considerations (specifically
inland sites) can still be effective when sharing with shipboard radar systems is under
consideration.
There are a number of system and circuit techniques which can be used to remove
or reduce the effects of interference. These techniques should (1) prevent the
interfering signal from entering the system; (2) avoid interference by changing a
system parameter; (3) minimize interference by signal processing; (4) permit the
interference which does not conform to the information format of the system to be
disregarded. Not all the techniques apply to all services or systems. As most of the
techniques produce a certain degree of performance degradation, they should be terms
of the number and level of interfering signals which can be handled.*

*

See Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 5

TECHNICAL BASES FOR ALLOCATIONS AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING SPECTRUM
UTILIZATION BY SPACE SERVICES AND FOR SPACE/TERRESTRIAL SHARING

5.1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to space radiocommunication services and deals with
their technical parameters and with sharing criteria both between space and terrestrial
services and between space services.
The first substantive part of the chapter (5.2) outlines the relevant technical
characteristics of individual services and the interference criteria which apply to
these services.
In 5.3, sharing criteria are considered. Separate sections are included to
deal with bi-directional frequency use and also for the utilization of the geostationary
satellite orbit. The efficient utilization of the orbit is of considerable importance
and therefore the technical parameters which are applicable to several space
radiocommunication services are discussed in some detail.
Wherever possible, the conditions for successful sharing have been set forth
in terms of sharing criteria and information relevant to the derivation of these sharing
criteria has been included for those cases where CCIR texts were either not available
or were believed to be insufficient for that purpose. ID several cases, insufficient
information was available either for establishing the fe&sibility of sharing or for
deriving appropriate sharing criteria. In some cases, sharing is shown to be
impracticable.
To make it easier to find and use the material in 5.3, each case of sharing
1s confined to the consideration of a single pair of services, although not necessarily
to a single frequency band. As a result, there is a large number of subdivisions to
cover all cases of interest.
The remainder of the chapter deals with the technical bases for coordination
procedures and regulations (5.4) and a few matters concerning frequency utilization
of general interest to space services (5.5).
The source material for the chapter is drawn from the texts of Study Groups 2,

4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 supplemented by some 170 documents submitted by Administrations
and International Organizations to the Special Preparatory Meeting.

5.2

Technical characteristics of particular services including radioastronomy,
and interference criteria

5.2.1

Radioastronomy

5.2.1.1

General (see Report 224-4)

The radioastronomy service is concerned with the study of radio waves of cosmic
origin. The radiation is generally of two types - continuum emission which extends
relatively smoothly over the whole frequency range accessible to observation, and line
radiation (emission or absorption) which is confined to discrete frequencies. To study
the radiation, frequency bands are required within the range of frequencies between
1.5 MHz and 350 GHz where current research is concentrated.
Because the radioastronomy service uses receiving techniques only, it causes
no interference to.any other service. However, the power flux-density levels received
from the cosmic sources are generally very low, and the service is particularly susceptible
to interference from active services. Therefore, the SPM concludes that the protection
criteria for the radioastronomy service are more stringent than for most other services.
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Radioastronomy techniques have a practical application ln several broad areas.
These are discussed briefly in Annex 5.2.1.1.
5.2.1.2
5.2.1.2.1

General requirements of the radioastronomy service
Continuum observations (see Report 224-4)

The SPM concludes that observations at a series of frequency bands located at
approximately octave intervals throughout the radio spectrum are required to study
continuum radiation. In general, the precise location of these bands is not important.
The SPM endorses the statement in Recommendation 314-4 that consideration be given to
securing improvement in the international protection of the series of frequency bands
above 20 MHz now available to the radioastronomy service. Report 224-4 points out
that the sensitivity of the observations increases with the width of each band, and
that optimum widths of the order of l %to 2 %are required.
5.2.1.2.2

Line observations (see Report 223-4)

Up to September 1978, a total of 521 different spectral lines from 45 different
molecules has been observed between 0.8 GHz and 346 GHz. An earlier compilation
appears in Report 223-4. Other lines detected subsequent to the list include those of
the heavy molecules HC 7N and HC 9N. The SPM notes that some Administrations attach
importance to the line observations of the molecule NO.*
The spectral lines have their centre frequencies and line bandwidths set by
nature, and there is no flexibility in the allocation of bands to protect these lines.
It is not practicable to seek protection on a world-wide basis for all the lines that
are currently being observed, and Recommendation 314-4 lists the lines of greatest
importance (see Annex 5.2.1.2.2). The SPM endorses the recommendation in
Recommendation 314-4 that particular attention be given to securing improved international
protection for the bands required for observation of these lines agreed to be of greatest
astronomical importance. Other lines could be protected on a regional or national
basis.
Spectral lines observed in distant galaxies have frequencies "red-shifted"
towards lower values. To protect such lines, Recommendation 314-4 recommends that
allocated frequency bands are required which are shifted to lower frequencies relative
to the rest frequencies (as in the table of Annex 5.2.1.2.2).
5.2.1.2.3

Observations at frequencies below 20 MHz (see Report 699)

Below about 20 MHz, radioastronomy observations are affected by the Earth's
ionosphere. Measurements by radioastronomers suggest that the lowest practical frequency
for ground-based observation is 1.5 MHz.
No frequency allocation exists for radioastronomy below 20 MHz.
Recommendation 314-4 recommends and the SPM concludes that Administrations (a) give
consideration to the technical needs that still exist for world-wide protection for a
radioastronomy frequency band between 10 MHz and 15 MHz, and (b) should bear in mind
the technical desirability of affording protection to radioastronomy at frequencies
below 10 MHz.
5.2.1.2.4

Observations at frequencies above 40 GHz (see Report 223-4)

Above 20 GHz, large antennae and sensitive receivers have been developed by
the radioastronomy service. Observations are affected by absorption, primarily by
oxygen and water vapour, in the Earth's atmosphere. The effects of absorption can be
lessened by choosing observing sites at high altitudes. Nevertheless, particularly
for frequencies above 40 GHz, the SPM concluded it is important to allocate continuum
bands at frequencies where the absorption is minimal and wherever possible at octave
intervals (5.2.1.2.1). Currently, the radioastronomy service has allocations in
"windows" at 31, 89 and 235 GHz.

*

See Appendix C.
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The radio spectrum above 40 GHz is particularly rich in spectral lines. It
contains two-thirds of the lines already detected (to 346 GHz), and this fraction is
expected to increase with time. In addition, over half the lines for which protection
is requested in Recommendation 314-4 are in this spectral region.
5.2.1.2.5

Radioastronomy in the shielded zone of the Moon

The area of the Moon's surface lying more than 230.2 beyond the mean lunar
limb as seen from the centre of the Earth is always protected from interfering signals
generated on or near the Earth (Report 539-1). Thus, it is a unique site for scientific
observations.
The SPM endorses the recommendation in Recommendation 479-1 that (a) in planning
the use of the radio spectrum, both nationally and internationally, account should
be taken of the need to provide for radioastronomy observations in the shielded zone
of the Moon; (b) special attention should be given to the frequency bands in which
observations are difficult or impossible fvom the surface of the Earth; (c) the
frequency spectrum should be used in the shielded zone of the Moon in keering with
the preliminary guid.elines of Report 539-1 (listed in Annex 5. 2 .1. 2. 5); and (d)
radioastronomy observations in the frequency bands considered for joint use by active
and passive space stations in the shielded zone should be protected from harmful
interference.
5. 2 .1. 3

Interference protection requirements for the radioast·ronomy servlces (see
Report 224-4)

The intensity of cosmic radiation of greatest interest is usually much lower
than that of the noise contaminating it due to the receivers and the surroundings.
Recognition of the fact that the signal-to-noise ratio in radioastronomy generally lies
in the range -30 to -60 dB is the key to understanding the interference problems
encountered by the radioastronomy service. Report.224-4 lists the harmful interference
levels for the radioastronomy service based on typical receiver noise temperatures
and a typical integration time of 2,000 seconds. These are shmvn in Annex 5.2.1.3
for continuum observations (Table I) and line observations (Table II). It should be
noted that these limits, based on an antenna gain of 0 dB, serve to:protect the
radioastronomy service from harmful interference only when the radioastronomy antenna
(presumed to have the gain characteristics specified in Recommendation 509) is pointing
in any direction more than about 19 degrees away from a transmitter radiating at the
harmful interference level. The SPM notes that for some radiotelescopes the levels
may be exceeded at even larger angular distances.*
The SPM concurs with Recommendation 314-4 that Administrations, in seeking to
afford protection to particular radioastronomical observations, should take all practical
steps to reduce to the absolute minimum amplitude, harmonic radiations and other spurious
emissions falling within the band of the frequencies to be protected for radioastronomy,
particularly those emissions from aircraft, spacecraft and balloons.
5.2.1.4

Interference to the radioastronomy service from transmitters in other bands

The problems of interference from transmitters in other bands are explored in
some detail in Report 697 and Report 698. A summary of these Reports together with
new information made available to the SPM is given in Annex 5.2.1.4.*
Recommendation 517, concerning band-edge interference, is endorsed by the SPM.
It recommends :
1.
that all practical, technical means, for example, the use of filters, be adopted
both ln radioastronomy receivers and in adjacent band transmitters to the maximum
practicable extent, in order to reduce interference to the radioastronomy service;

*

See Appendix C.
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2.
that when frequencies are assigned to a station in a service operating 1n a
band adjacent to one allocated on a primary basis to radioastronomy, attempts should
be made to limit the edge of the necessary band adjacent to the radioastronomy band,
so that the power radiated within this band should produce no harmful interference to
a station of that service;

3.

that when future frequency assignments are made by Administrations in bands
adjacent to those allocated to radioastronomy, on an exclusive or primary basis, account_
should be taken, to the maximum extent practicable, of the special risk of interference
to radioastronomy observations from space-to-earth and airborne transmissions, within
the adjacent bands.
The SPM is further of the opinion that :
harmonics and intermodulation products from high-powered terrestrial
transmitters or from satellites pose a problem to radioastronomical
observations. Such transmitters may require filters.

5.2.1.5

Frequency sharing between radioastronomy and other services

Guidelines for the consideration of frequency sharing for radioastronomy,
based on the protection criteria of Report 224-4, are given in Report 696. Only under
very limited conditions will it be feasible to devise time-sharing programmes between
radioastronomy and other services. Consequently, only geographical sharing is considered
in what follows. The consequences, if any, to the active services, of the implementation
of the sharing considerations given below, have not yet been studied by the CCIR.
To improve the chances of successful frequency sharing, radioastronomy
observatories should be sited as far as possible from urban areas and should be shielded
to the greatest extent possible by surrounding terrain. Even with these precautions,
sharing possibilities are limited as stated in the conclusions of Report 696.
For frequencies at which interfering signals can be transmitted via the 1onosphere
over long distances (below about 30 MHz, depending on ionospheric conditions) it is
extremely difficult for radioastronomy to share with other services using transmitters
anywhere on the Earth.
Sharing with other services above 30 MHz may be feasible if transmitters
are on the ground, of low power, and at an adequate distance from the observatory;
account must also be taken of site-shielding, the occasional occurrence of abnormally
good propagation and the possibility of reflections from aircraft. Typically,
separations of several hundred kilometres may be involved at frequencies below 1 GHz,
but shorter separations might be acceptable at much higher frequencies.
If frequencies are shared, special precautions might be needed to avoid the
irradiation of the Moon by transmitter beams when the Moon is being used for occultation
experiments or for calibration purposes.

5.2.1.5.1

Line-of-sight sharing

Based on additional information submitted, the SPM concludes that it is rarely
possible for radioastronomy to share successfully with any other service with transmitters
within line-of-sight distance of the observatory (see Annex 5.2.1.5.1). Sharing with
a terrestrial transmitter within line-of-sight is generally not possible at any frequency
below about 60 GHz. For transmitters in space, sharing within line-of-sight is generally
not possible for frequencies below 10 GHz even for radio observatories outside the
coverage area of the spaceborne antenna. Above 10 GHz sharing is generally not possible
within the coverage area of the spaceborne antenna except at or near the peaks in
atmospheric absorption, and at such peaks radioastronomical observations are not possible
from the Earth ':s surface.*

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.1.5.2

Sharing with terrestrial services beyond the line-of-sight

The SPM also considered sharing with terrestrial services beyond the horizon
1n a number of bands of interest to radioastronomy (see Annex 5.2.1.5.2). Sharing
1n each band is considered for a reference system based on typical systems operating
in the band. The system parameters are shown in Table I of Annex 5. 2 .1. 5. 2.
Distances
above which sharing is feasible are calculated for radioastronomical sites which are
moderately well shielded (horizon angle = 1°) and sites which are well shielded
(horizon elevation= 4°). The calculations assume for the purposes of this Report that
the harmful interference levels of Report 224-4 are exceeded 10 % of the time due to
propagation variability. If a figure of 1 %were used, the distances would be increased.
A brief description of the sharing constraints for some frequency regions of interest
follows below. The quoted results are generally applicable to other bands which
may be allocated to radioastronomy at nearby frequencies, if the same service is
involved in the sharing. If a different service is considered the results will be
similar if the e.i.r.p. is similar. In addition, a correction may be made for small
changes in e.i.r.p. by using column 10 in Table I of Annex 5.2.1.5.2.*
5.2.1.5.3

Sharing considerations derived from reference systems and model paths

The separation distances quoted below are examples based on reference systems
and are described in·5.2.1.5.2 and Table 5.2.1.5.2. It should be emphasized that 1n
any specific sharing case the actual parameters of the system and the paths must
be used to calculate separation distances.
5.2.1.5.3.1

13 MHz and 22 MHz : sharing with the fixed serv1ce

Sharing 1s not practicable. Separations greater than 4,000 km are required
at all times at 13 MHz and at all times except for a few years near sunspot minimum
at 22 r.1Hz.
5.2.1.5.3.2

38 MHz : sharing with the fixed and mobile serv1ces

Sharing is difficult even for a well shielded site and is made more difficult
by sporadic E propagation during summer.
5.2.1.5.3.3

74

~lliz

and 80 MHz : sharing with the fixed service

Sharing 1s difficult because a separation distance of 775 km is required for
a well shielded astronomical observatory.
5.2.1.5.3.4

325 MHz and 4o8 MHz
satellite service

sharing with the land mobile serv1ce and the mobile

At 408 MHz, the required separation distances are 860 km for a moderately well
shielded site and 660 km for a site with good shielding. The SPM gave attention to the
band 322-328.6 MHz where it was recognized that in general sharing with the mobile
satelllte serv1ce tspace-to-earth) was not practicable particularly if geostationary
satellites were involved. Sharing problems with terrestrial services are expected
to be similar to those at 408 MHz.
5.2.1.5.3.5

610 MHz : sharing with the broadcasting serv1ce

In this band, the separation distance is very large (795-950 km) even for the
lowest power television transmitter considered (see Table 5.2.1.5.2).
5.2.1.5.3.6

1 350-l 400 MHz : sharing with the radiolocation service

A separation of 590 km is required for a radioastronomy site with moderate
shielding and 410 km for a site with good shielding. An additional problem is that
peak pulse power into the receiver front end may produce non-linear effects.
~·

See Appendix C.
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5.2.1.5.3.7

2 670-3 300 MHz : sharing with the fixed-satellite or radiolocation services

The radioastronomy service has footnote protection in a band below 2 690 MHz and
Recommendation 314-4 recommends protection for bands near 3 300 MHz. Radioastronomy
cannot share with the broadcast satellite service presently in the band below 2 690 MHz.
If this space service is not developed, sharing with ,the fixed-satellite service
(Earth-to-space) which is also allocated to the band below 2 690 MHz and with the
radiolocation service near 3 300 MHz present the same sharing problem. Required
separation distances are about 530 km for a moderately well shielded site and 375 km
for a well shielded site.
5.2.1.5.3.8

4 975 MHz : sharing with the fixed service (radio relay)

Separation distances of about 800 km are required to protect radioastronomy
if the radio relay antennae are pointed at the observatory but a separation of 140
km from a well shielded observatory is adequate if care is taken in directing the antenna.
5.2.1.5.3.9

10.65 GHz : sharing with the fixed service

The fixed service can operate 115 km from a radioastronomical observatory
without causing harmful interference. However, within 510 km care would be required
to avoid directing an antenna at the observatory.
5.2.1.5.3.10

22.21-22.26 GHz : sharing with the fixed servlce

Radioastronomy observations will not suffer harmful interference from a station
ln the fixed service lOO km away if the antenna in the latter service is not directed
at the observatory. A separation of 230 km is required for a well shielded observatory
if that precaution is not taken.
5.2.1.5.3.11

31-37 GHz : sharing with the fixed service

Sharing at a number of allocated frequencies between 31.2 GHz and 37.5 GHz is
subject to essentially the same restrictions as for the 22 GHz case. Less than lOO km
separation is adequate if care is taken in the orientation of the fixed service antennae
and 250 km to 350 km separation is required if such care is not taken.
5.2.1.5.3.12

Above 40 GHz

Because there are so few radiocommunication systems operating above 40 GHz, it
is difficult to define a standard system. The 115 GHz band for observations of the
molecular line of carbon monoxide is taken as a useful indicator of the nature of the
sharing problem at millimetre wavelengths. A transmitting system with an e.i.r.p.
exceeding 49 dBW over a lOO MHz bandwidth would cause harmful interference at an
observatory 100 km away. Sharing above 40 GHz is appreciably easier than at lower
frequencies.
5.2.1.6

Radar astronomy : characteristics, frequencies and sharing

Report 226-4 discusses the nature of radar astronomy, its value to astronomical
research and some factors affecting frequency sharing.
A radar astronomy system has a paradoxical nature with regard to factors
affecting frequency sharing. Radar astronomy receivers have sensitivities comparable
with the best radioastronomy receivers and also need to have protection from severe
interference. Radar astronomy system transmitters radiate high power, so that they
are capable of interfering with other services over significant distances, which may
be appreciably extended by scattering from space objects such as the Moon and spacecraft,
or by means of scattering media such as the troposphere and the ionosphere.
Some general statements regarding the choice of frequency and the conditions of
frequency sharing follow :
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Adequate management of interference, involving high-power radars, is normally
effected on a local basis.
Many functions of radar astronomy installations can be carried out on a
frequency-sharing basis. There are instances, however, where a channel of modest
bandwidth within the radiolocation bands concerned may be cleared or protected on a
local or regional area basis for certain radar astronomy experiments.
When the frequency range in use 1s dictated by natural phenomena (e.g. solar
and other plasma investigations), local or regional arrangements may be desirable.
From the point of view of availability of equipment, it is desirable that radar
astronomy systems be operated in or near frequency bands for which high-power transmitting
transmitting technology has reached a suitable degree of development.
As with other high-power installations, radiolocation stations used for radar
astronomy observations should be sited with great care, to minimize mutual interference
problems with stations operating in the same and adjacent frequency bands.
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5.2.2

Space research
5.2.2.1

Manned and unmanned near-earth space research system

5.2.2.1.1

Telecommunication requirements

There are four basic telecommunication systems that are required by nearly all
spacecraft
maintenance telemetering system for transmitting to the earth station the
data obtained from the "housekeeping" sensor systems in the spacecraft, or
from its occupants;
a mission telemetry system capable of transmitting mission gathered data,
including sensor data in unmanned missions, and sensor, television and voice
communications in manned missions;
a tracking system to provide the information regarding the position and
velocity of the spacecraft necessary for computing its orbit;
a telecommand system to enable guidance and control of the spacecraft from
the ground (Report 548-1).
In addition, beacon transmitters on satellites are used for scientific experiments
and also for several applications in which space techniques are used (Report 456-2).
Because of severe limitations on size and weight, many spacecraft use combined
systems (Report 548-1).
All telecommunication functions may be accomplished by radio links directly
between the spacecraft and earth station; or by relay satellites to relay the data
from the earth station to the space-research spacecraft; or from the spacecraft to the
earth station (Report 548-1).
5.2.2.1.2
5.2.2.1.2.1

Frequency and bandwidth requirements
Maintenance telemetering requirements

The most technically suitable frequencies for telemetry ranges from about 100 MHz
to about 30 GHz, depending primarily on the specific applications and mission
requirements. Bandwidth requirements for space research near-earth satellite systems
will vary greatly frommissionto mission. Alsos a large number of simultaneous missions
require a number of discrete channels. In the data relay satellite system, very large
bandwidths will be required for the relay satellite and the earth stations because of
the summing of data from a number of space research satellites (including space
laboratories). Table 5.2.2.1.2.1 of Annex 5.2.2.1 indicates typical bandwidths for
single links that may be required for telemetering in various sections of the radiofrequency spectrum (Report 548-1).
5.2.2.1.2.2

Mission telemetering requirements

Mission telemetering requirements are summarized ln Table
Annex 5.2.2.1 for both voice and wideband data.
5.2.2.1.2.3

5.2.2.1~2.1

of

Telecommand requirements

Telecommand reception is required to be independent of spacecraft attitude.
Thus, broad-beamwidth of spacecraft antennae is generally required. Omnidirectional
patterns can be achieved at frequencies as high as 10 GHz. Thus, frequencies from
100 MHz to 10 GHz can be used for command applications. A bandwidth of approximately
50kHz is usually sufficient for each telecommand link (Report 548-1).
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5.2.2.1.2.4

Tracking requirements

Reliable radio tracking of spacecraft is one of the basic requirements of an
experimental space programme. In addition to providing information necessary to determine
the location in space of the spacecraft at any instant (past, present, and future),
tracking is also necessary for evaluation of launch performance, for vernier corrections
to trajectories, for determining precise timing for critical manoeuvres such as retrorocket firing, and for pointi~6 highly directional ground-receiving antennae
(Report 548-1).
The optimum frequency range for interferometer tracking is determined from
consideration of the necessity for a good omnidirectional antenna on the spacecraft,
transmitter efficiency in the spacecraft and a sufficiently wide beamwidth for the
earth antenna. Consideration of such factors usually favours a frequency below 1 GHz.
More elaborate interferometer systems have been built for frequencies above 6 GHz
(Report 548-1) .
For range and range-rate tracking systems which must operate during all weather
conditions, the principal limitations imposed by tropospheric attenuation and ionospheric
refraction, define a useful frequency range of 1 to 8 GHz. Consideration of the design
of equipment in the spacecraft dictates that the "up frequency", transmitted from the
Earth, be spaced between 6 % and 10 % from the "down frequency" transmitted from the
spacecraft (Report 548-1).
A bandwidth of several hundred Hert7. to several kiloHertz is generally required
for the interferometer system to allow for oscillator instability and Doppler shift.
The high precision two-way coherent range and range-rate system requires a bandwidth
from 1 MHz to 100 MHz, depending upon the accuracy required (Report 548-1).
5.2.2.1.2.5

Spacecraft beacons

A continuing need, for many years, is ' envisaged for space research beacon
experiments involving Doppler and Faraday rotation techniques above 10 GHz. Existing
allocations in the standard frequency bands from 2.5 to 25 MHz will fulfil some of the
need if they prove to be usable without harmful interference. Frequencies below 2 MHz
are suitable for some types of experiments but no common requirement on a continuing
basis is apparent. In addition to frequencies presently allocated, a frequency
harmonically related to 20 MHz and located in the range 80 to 200 MHz is technically
suitable and desirable for differential Doppler observations (Report 456-2).
The transmissions used in Doppler and Faraday rotation experiments can be
accommodated in bandwidths of the order of 0.02 %of the frequency used
(Recommendation 513).
Further consideration should be given to improved protection of the 40.98
to 41.015 MHz band allocated for Faraday rotation measurements (by Radio Regulation
N3534/236A) (Recommendation 513).
5.2.2.1.3

Earth-station characteristics

After a review of all factors known at the present time, it is considered that,
by selecting antenna radiation patterns and local site configurations, mission objectives
can be met with an earth station e.i.r.p. limit in the horizontal plane of not more
than +55 dBW in any 4 kHz band, and an earth station antenna elevation angle above
the horizontal plane of not less than 5°. This meets the requirement of Radio
Regulation .N6039/470G (Report 548-1).
The reference radiation diagram given in Fig. 5.2.2.1.3, Annex 5.2.2.1, employed
ln the fixed-satellite service is representative of the side-lobe patterns of a number
of earth station antennae used in the space research service. It is therefore
considered that in situations which require interference calculations, and for which
actual antenna patterns for earth stations do not exist, the reference radiation
diagram of Q (dBi) = 32 - 25 log ~ may be used as a representation of the peak envelope
of the side lobes of these antennae (Report 675).
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5.2.2.1.4

Spacecraft characteristics

The power flux-density limits produced at the surface of the Earth by emissions
from a space station are specified in Article 7 of the Radio Regulations. These are
based on limits agreed to for sharing between the fixed-satellite service and line-ofsight radio-relay systems. This is also technically acceptable to the space research
service (trans-horizon radio systems would not be adequately protected by this limit
and may require up to 40 dB extra protection (Report 548-l).
5.2.2.1.5

Data-relay satellite (DRS)*

Ideally, it should be possible to communicate with the spacecraft at all times.
With available land-based tracking stations, various factors combine to limit coverage
to only a fraction of a given orbit. Frequently, critical decision points in a space
mission occur when the research spacecraft is beyond the line-of-sight of these landbased stations (Report 537-l).
A system of data-relay satellites (DRS) can provide continuous or nearly
continuous communication between research spacecraft and the Earth. The basic geometry
of the coverage obtainable from the geostationary satellite orbit is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2.2.1.5 of Annex 5.2.2.1 (Report 537-l).
The links between a data-relay spacecraft and a low orbit mission spacecraft
may o~Prate in bands 8, 9, 10 or 11, and the links between a data relay spacecraft
and an earth station will generally operate in band 10. It is assumed that low-data-rate
maintenance telemetry can be multiplexed with high-rate data (Report 537-l).
System characteristics for a DRS operating in band 10 are given in
Table 5.2.2.1.5(a) of Annex 5.2.2.1 (Report 691).
Additional information supplied to the SPM, concerning hypothetical DRS systems
operating at 136, 148, 400 and 2 000 MHz is contained in Table 5.2.2.1.5(b) of
Annex 5.2.2.1, It should be noted that DRS-to-user satellite operations at 148 MHz would
utilize spectrum spreading techniques requiring bandwidths in excess of 30 kHz. This
would imply a revision of the restrictions in Footnote N359l/285A of the Radio
Regulations. Sharing between the space operation service and other services in the bands
136, 148, 400 and 2 000 MHz has not been examined and further study is required.*
5.2.2.1.6

Protection criteria

The protection criterion for earth receiving stations should be as follows
for frequencies greater than l GHz and up to at least 10 GHz, the total time
for which the power spectral density of noise-like interference or the total
power spectral density of noise-like interference or the total power of
CW-type interference in any single band and all sets of bands l Hz wide is
greater than -220 dB(W/Hz) at the input terminals of the receiver, shall
not exceed 5 minutes per day, for manned research missions (0.1% of the time
being permissible for other near-earth research missions);
for frequencies less than l GHz, the permissible interference may be
increased at the rate of 20 dB per decreasing frequency decade
(Recommendation 364-3).
The

protection criterion for receivers 1n spacecraft should be as follows :
for frequencies greater than 300 MHz and up to at least 10 GHz, the total
time during which the power spectral density of noise-like interference or
the total power of CW-type interference in any single band or all sets of
bands 1 kHz wide is greater than -171 dB(W/kHz) at the input terminals of
the receiver, shall not exceed 5 minutes per day for manned research missions
(-161 dB(W/kHz) during a maximum of 0.1 %of the time being permissible for
other near-earth research missions);

*

See Appendix C.
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for frequencies less than 300 MHz, the permissible interference may be
increased at the rate of 20 dB per decreasing frequency decade
(Recommendation 364-3).
5.2.2.2

Deep-space research systems involving manned and unmanned spacecraft
Telecommunications requirements

Deep-space missions require highly reliable communications. This must be
accomplished over long periods of time and great distances. High e.i.r.p. and very
sensitive receivers are required because of these large communication distances.
Unplanned loss of communication may cause poor mission performance and even mission
failure. In addition, each mission may include more than one spcacecraft, so that
simultaneous communication with several space stations will be necessary. Sufficient
bandwidth must be available to handle these multiple links simultaneously. (Report 536-1).
5.2.2.2.1

Telemetering requirements

Telemetering is used to transmit both maintenance and scientific information
from deep space. Maintenance telemetering information about the condition of the
spacecraft must be received whenever needed to ensure the safety of the spacecraft and
success of the missiqn. This requires a weather-independent telecommunications link
of sufficient capacity. The propagation properties of the current 2 GHz allocation
meet the requirement. The scientific telemetering bandwidth required will be far beyond
that available in current deep-space allocations, in order to meet the requirements of
instruments such as surface imaging radars which gather data at 100 Mbit/s (Report 536-1).
5.2.2.2.2

Telecommand requirements

Reliability is the principal requirement of a telecommand li~k. Commands must
be received accurately and when needed. Command data rates have been as low as one
bit per second, with an increase to a few kilobits per second expected in the future.
The telecommand link must be relatively free from weather effects. Reliable telecommand
includes the need for weather independent maintenance telemetering to verify that commands
are correctly received and loaded in the command memory. The 2 GHz allocations provide
weather independence (Report 536-l).
5.2.2.2.3

Tracking requirements

Tracking provides information used for spacecraft navigation and for radio
sc1ence studies. Annex 5.2.2 .. 2.3 provides a description of these requirements.
5.2.2.2.4

Requirements for manned deep-space missions

Manned deep-space missions beyond the Moon have not yet taken place. The
functional requirements of such a mission will be similar in kind to those for unmanned
missions. The presence of human occupants in spacecraft will place additional
requirements for reliability. Telecommunications for manned and unmanned deep-space
research are similar enough 1n concept that separate discussion is generally not
required (Report 536-1).
5.2.2.2.5
5.2.2.2.5.1

Frequency and bandwidth requirements
Frequency requirements

To meet the needs of the deep-space research service at least three pairs of
earth-to-space and space-to-earth bands are required. The preferred frequencies for
these pairs are shown in Annex 5.2.2.2.5.1.
The currently allocated pair 2 110 to 2 120 ~lliz and 2 290 to 2 300 MHz meets the
requirement for weather independent links using either high or low gain spacecraft
antenna.
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The currently allocated pa1r 7 145 to 7 235 MHz and 8 400 to 8 500 MHz provides
increased link performance using the spacecraft high gain antenna. The 8 GHz allocation
is not optimum, but provides acceptable performance. The lOO MHz bandwidth allows
telemetering and ranging that is adequate for current and near-future missions.
A new pair between 10 and 20 GHz will be needed for clear weather use by future
missions. These bands should be approximately 500 MHz wide to permit advanced radio
science experiments that require ranging to centimetre accuracy, very high
telemetering rates, and simultaneous operation with several spacecraft (Report 683).
5.2.2.2.5.2

Bandwidth requirements

Link bandwidth requirements are based on the needed bit rates for the various
functions (Report 536-1).
Annex 5.2.2.2.5.2 lists the bandwidth required for these bit rates, assuming
the use of techniques to minimize the width of the transmitted spectrum.
5.2.2.2.6

Considerations for regulations on spectrum utilization

5.2.2.2.6.1

Power flux-densities

Deep-space stations can operate within the maximum power flux-densities permitted
on the surface of the Earth by the Radio Regulations (Report 685).
5.2.2.2.6.2

Earth station power

The normal maximum total transmitter power for current deep-space earth stations
1s 50 dBW. For a typical minimum elevation angle of 10°, the e.i.r.p. directed towards
the horizon does not exceed 57 dB(W/4 kHz). For spacecraft emergencies, the maximum
total power may be increased to 56 dBW, giving not more than 63 dB(W/4 kHz) at the
horizon (Report 685).
5.2.2.2.7
5.2.2.2.7.1

Protection criteria
Earth stations

The following protection criteria for deep-space earth stations have been
established
the total time during which the power spectral density of noise-like
interference, or the total power of CW-type interference in any single band and all
sets of bands l Hz wide, is greater than -222 dB(W/Hz) in the 2 GHz region,
-220 dB(W/Hz) in the 8 GHz region, and -218 dB(W/Hz) in the 15 GHz region, at the
input terminals of the receiver, shall not exceed an aggregate of five minutes on any
one day without prior planning; for frequencies below 1 GHz, the permissible
interference power level may be increased at the rate of 20 dB per decreasing frequency
decade (Recommendation 365-3).
5.2.2.2.7.2

Deep-space stations

The following protection criteria for deep-space stations have been established
the total time during which the power spectral density of noise-like interference or
the total power of CW-type interference in any single band and all sets of bands 1 kHz
wide, is greater than -171 dB(W/kHz) in the 2 GHz region, -170 dB(W/kHz) in the 7 GHz
region and -168 dB(W/kHz) in the 15 GHz region, at the input terminals of the receiver,
shall not exceed an aggregate of five minutes of any one day; for frequencies less
than 300 MHz, the permissible interference may be increased at the rate of 20 dB per
decreasing frequency decade (Recommendation 365-3).
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5.2.2.2.8

Coordination considerations

The practicability of sharing depends partly on the number of stations that
come within a calculated coordination area. For deep-space research earth stations~
it has been previously concluded that a practicable coordination area is one where the
coordinat1on distance does not exceed 1~500 km (Report 685).
Report 724 concludes that 800 km is the maximum coordination distance over land
for 0.001 %of the time.

5.2.2.2.9

Deep-space research sharing with other services

5.2.2.2.9.1 Terrestrial
Deep-space research systems can share earth-to-space bands~ by coordination
with terrestrial services except receiving aeronautical mobile stations and high power
transhorizon stations pointing near the ecliptic. Deep-space systems can share spaceto-earth bands with terrestrial systems, by coordination~ except transmitting
aeronautical mobile stations. When coordination is practicable, shar1ng is feasible
with other stations of all services. In some cases, coordination distances may be
unacceptably great (Recommendation 365-3).

5.2.2.2.9.2

Space

Deep-space research systems cannot share bands with satellite systems operating
1n the same direction. However, they can share with satellite systems transmitting
1n the reverse direction, using standard coordination procedures for the earth stations
of the sharing services. When coordination is practicable, sharing is feasible with
other stations of all services. In some cases, coordination distances may be unacceptably
great (Recommendation 365-3).

5.2.2.3

Effect of plasmas on communication with spacecraft (Report 222-4)

Some communication problems arise from the presence of a plasma, e.g. ionized
in the vicinity of a spaceraft and its antenna. Natural plasmas are present in
the ionospheres of Earth and other planets, but also as "solar wind" in interplanetary
space, especially in the neighbourhood of the Sun. Artificial plasmas are produced
mainly by two mechanisms
gas~

as "ionized gases" generated by spacecraft propulsion and control systems;
and
as "plasma sheath" forming around a spacecraft entering a planetary atmosphere.
Two main effects of plasmas must be considered, namely :
that on antenna performance, and
that on propagation of radio waves.
Atmospheric entry plasma effects on communications will vary greatly with the
mission, which determines the vehicle trajectory and configuration. Selection of signal
frequency, antenna location, and antenna type can be used to circumvent or minimize
the re-entry signal loss in many cases. Criteria which influence this selection include
the plasma thickness, collision frequency, ablation material, and the nature of the nonequilibrium phenomena (i.e. producing or recombining type plasma). Also practical
considerations such as power requirements, signal modulation techniques, tracking
station capabilities and relative location with respect to the spacecraft (look angle)
enter into the selection (Report 222-4).
Some experimental results indicate that the critical frequency of the plasma
sheath is often as high as l to 10 GHz and may sometimes be even higher. It is concluded
that frequencies of 10 GHz or higher are technically required for certain re-entry
communications, especially for re-entry from lunar or planetary missioBs.
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At these frequencies, absorption in the planetary atmosphere can be very
important. For the atmosphere of the Earth, Report 719 gives some relevant data. It
also shows that there are several "windows" above 60 GHz where the absorption in
atmospheric gases may be acceptably low. The data, however, indicate that attenuation
in tropospheric precipitation could be prohibitively high. Frequencies near 90 GHz
and perhaps those near 140 GHz might be preferable in this respect.
5.2.2.4

5.2.2.4.1

Radiocommunication requirements for systems to search for extra-terrestrial
intelligence (SETI) (Report 700)
Background

Many scientists believe that life is common in our galaxy and that it could
develop into civilizations. Civilizations with similar technical achievements to ours
could communicate with each other by radio waves up to distances of 100 light years.
Signals of more developed civilizations might be received from greater distances.
The possibility of receiving communications from an extra-terrestrial intelligence
(ETI) was pointed out many years ago, and several Administrations are currently
conducting searches.
5.2.2.4.2

Preferred frequency bands*

The frequency range from 0.5 to 300 GHz may be considered on technical grounds
as suitable for SETI.
The rationale for the SETI examination of frequencies below 100 GHz can be
found in Report 700.
If experimenters assume distances are up to the order of 100 light years and
that there is no a priori knowledge of the ETI signal, then considerations of maximum
sensitivity and maximum search bandwidth lead to the conclusion that the UHF region
near 1.5 GHz, having a bandwidth of several hundred MHz, is a preferred region for SETI
examination. Because of the possible significance that other water-based life may
attach to the spectral lines of hydrogen and the hydroxyl radical, it is desirable that
the band include these spectral lines.
If observers assume that the ETI has knowledge of the location and
characteristics of formaldehyde clouds, and is considering their shielding in
transmitting to the Earth, then a narrow band of frequencies centred at the 4 830 MHz
formaldehyde line would be a preferred frequency.
Other frequencies will also be used, especially those currently used for
radioastronomy. As the determination of optimum frequencies continues, other preferred
bands will emerge.
A submission to the SPM concludes that since the distance and the signal
transmis~-ion technique (isotropic or directional) are unknown, the ETI signals should
be sought in both parts of the space window - UHF and EHF. For greater distances,
the EHF part is preferable owing to reduced signal distortion in the propagation
medium and to the increase in the directivity of communications.
The SPM is of the opinion that in the part of the space window between 100
and 300 GHz, the most promising bands are : 101-120 GHz and 197-220 GHz.
Additional new information about SETI search bands above 100 GHz can be found
1n Annex 5.2.2.4.2.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.2.4.3

Protection criteria

Some currently planned SETI systems will need protection at the receiving level
of -235 dB(W/m2 .Hz)) near 1.5 GHz if the antenna is assumed to have isotropic gain
away from the main beam.
Some other SETI systems will use frequencies also used by radioastronomy.
protection currently considered appropriate in Report 224-4 would be adequate.

The

As the SETI systems and frequencies become better defined, additional protection
criteria will emerge.

5.2.2.4.4

Sharing considerations

Frequency sharing between a receiving SETI system and spaceborne or line-ofsight airborne transmitting systems is not ·feasible.
Frequency sharing between a receiving SETI system and earth-based transmitting
systems is probably feasible in most cases with appropriate coordination.
More detailed information can be found in Annex 5.2.2.4.4.
Earth-exploration satellites
The basic objective of earth exploration satellite systems is the extraction
of information for improved decision-making in resource and environmental management
and not data collection as such. To accomplish this, spacecraft, aircraft and ground
systems must play complementary roles. Other important features of an earth exploration
system are automated information extraction, the development and utilization of models
of the environment and its resources, models with built-in decision capability which
can make effective use of data collected by satellites and aircraft.

5.2.3.1

Data output

Earth exploration satellites are characterized by the very high data rates
generated by many of their sensors. Sensors are currently being developed which will
have data rates of the order of 120 Mbit/s. Projections by earth resources scientists
indicate that the need for increased swath width may ultimately result in sensors which
produce data rates up to five times that of the present thematic mapper. Such an increase
would result in data rates up to 600 Mbit/s from a single sensor.
This data will be transmitted from many of the planned satellites to the Earth
v1a three modes :
direct to major data acquisition facilities,
direct to local users having lesser data acquisition facilities,
through geostationary data relay satellites which will provide a continuaus
real-time data readout capability.

5.2.3.1.1

Preferred frequency bands

The currently allocated 8 025 to 8 400 MHz band is well suited for telemetering
data from near-future earth exploration satellites directly to major data acquisition
facilities.
Increased atmospheric and precipitation losses at the 21.2 to 22 GHz allocation
preclude configuration of a satisfactory radiocommunications down link with current
spacecraft and ground data acquisition technology for the high data rates generated
by earth exploration satellites. The power flux-density limit imposed on the band also
prevents a satisfactory link. Mutual interference would preclude the use of a radiometer
operating at the 22.235 GHz water vapour line on a satellite whose data communications
system operated in the 21.2 to 22 GHz band.
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Preferred frequency bands for operation of data relay satellites for acquisition
of data from earth-exploration satellites are given in Table 5.2.3.1.1.
TABLE 5.2.3.1.1
Preferred frequency bands for earth exploration
satellite ( EES) data relay

Frequency band
(GHz)
15 to 20
(data link}

EES link

Relay satellite-to-earth
station

Shared Service

Fixed
Mobile
Fixed Satellite

Sharing constraint

Existing pfd limits
Standard FSS (1) spacing

25 to 29
(data link)

EES-to-relay satellite

Fixed
Mobile

25 to 30
(command link)

Earth station-to relay
satellite

Fixed Satellite

Standard FSS (1) spacing

Fi;xed/Mobile

CCIR Report 382-3

Fixed Satellite

Antipodal
constraint

Fixed/Mobile

Appropriate pfd limits

Relay satellite-to-EES

Pfd limits for
22GHzregion

21.2 to

transmission

(1) FSS: fixed-satellite service.

5.2.3.1.2

Protection criteria

Recommendation 514 states
that the protection criteria for earth recelvlng sites be established as
follows : for frequencies between 1 and 10 GHz, the power spectral density
of noise-like interference or the total power of CW-type interference in
any single band or in all sets of bands shall not exceed -154 dB (W/MHz)
at the receiver input for more than 1 %of the time; for frequencies less
than 1 GHz, the permissible interference may increase at the rate of 20 dB
per decreasing frequency decade;
that the protection criteria for near-earth spacecraft receivers be established
as follows : for frequencies between 300 MHz and 10 GHz, the power spectral
density of noise-like interference or the total power of CW-type interference
in any single band or in all sets of bands 1 kHz wide shall not exceed
-161 dB ( \-1/kHz) at the receiver input for more than 0.1 % of the time;
for frequencies less than 300 MHz, the permissible interference may increase
at the rate of 20 dB per decreasing frequency decade.
5.2.3.1.3

Bandwidth requirements

Recommendation 514 states
that spectrum bandwidth of the order of 200 to 800 MHz per link is technically
suitable for transmission of wideband information direct to major data
acquisition facilities and to data relay satellites;
that spectrum bandwidth of the order of 50 MHz per link (due account being
taken of the dependence of the radio-frequency bandwidths on the type of
modulation used) is technically suitable for the transmission of wideband
information to low cost earth stations.
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Information provided to the SPM indicates that bandwidth requirements might be
minimized if it becomes practical, in the future, to apply band compression techniques
to earth exploration satellite data transmissions··.*

5.2.3.1.4

Power flux-densities

Earth-exploration satellites operating 1n the 8 025 - 8 400 Mhz band can operate
within the maximum power flux-density limits when transmitting to major data acquisition
facilities. However, the power flux-density limit in the 8 025 to 8 400 MHz band
will severely restrict the use of low cost data acquisition facilities which are needed
for real time distribution of satellite data to the user community and it might be
desirable to increase the power flux-density limits for low orbiting satellites to
facilitate development of the low cost facilities. These proposed increases in pfd
limits, however, should take into consideration existing analogue and digital fixed
services presently operating in the 8 025 -_8 400 MHz band.

5.2.3.1.5

Sharing with other services

The feasibility of sharing between earth stations in the earth-exploration
service and terrestrial stations can be examined through the application of the procedures
1n Report 382-3.
Sharing constraints between an earth-exploration satellite service data-relay
satellite and other services are contained in Table 5.2.3.1.1-. Information was presented
to the SPM indicating that interference to an earth-exploration satellite may occur
when it is in the main beam of a fixed-satellite earth station. This interference
would be present for a small percentage of time and for that reason would not constitute
harmful interference.*

5.2.3.2

Passive microwave radiometry

Energy at microwave frequencies is emitted and absorbed by the surface of the
Earth and the atmosphere above the surface. The transmission properties of the absorbing
atmosphere vary as a function of frequency. There are frequency bands for which the
atmosphere is effectively opaque and others for which the atmosphere is nearly transparent.
The regions or windows that are nearly transparent may be used to sense surface phenomena;
the regions that are opaque are used to sense the upper atmosphere.

5.2.3.2.1

Preferred frequency bands

Operating frequencies for passive microwave sensors are primarily determined
by the phenomena to be measured. For certain applications, such as those requiring
measurements of microwave emissions from atmospheric gases, the choice of frequencies
is quite restricted and is determined by the spectral line frequencies of the gases.
Other applications have broad frequency regions where the phenomena can be sensed.
Most land and ocean measurements are performed at frequencies below 40 GHz.
Preferred frequencies, suggested bandwidths and primary measurements are given
in Recommendation 515. Those below 40 GHz are given in Table 5.2.3.2.1.

*

See Appendix C.
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TABLE 5.2.3.2.1
SUGGESTED

FREQUENCY (GHz )( l)

5

lOO
60
200

6
11

100

Near 15
!fear 18

200
200

lear 21
22 .·235
Near 24
Near 30

200
300
500

Near 37

1000

Near
Near
Near
Near
Near

i

1.4
2.7

Soil moisture, salinity
Salinity, soil moisture
Estuarine temperature
Ocean temperature
Rain, snow, lake ice, sea
state
~at er vapour, rain
Rain, sea state, ocean ice,
vat er vapour
\:later vapour, liquid water
\:later va-pour, liouid water
Water vapour, liquid water
Ocean ice, water vapour, oil
spills, clouds, liquid water
Rain, snow, ocean ice, water
vapour

4oo

4oo

!

I

~URD!EN'I'S

BAND~IDTH (~z) ( 2 )

(1)

Frequencies above 40 JHz are treated in Chapter 6.

(2)

Tne sugges~ed bandwidths presented here are based on current spaceborne radiometer
technology. Adjustments may be made as this technology is better defined.

5.2.3.2.2

Protection criteria

Sensor interference thresholds, corresponding to the preferred frequency band
contained in Table 5.2.3.2.1 are given in Table 5.2.3.2.2. Applicable bandwidths
related to the interference thresholds are also given.
TABLE 5.2.3.2.2
Sensor interference thresholds

Frequency
GHz (1)

Interference Threshold

Near 1.4
Near 2.7
Near 5
Near 6
Near 11
Near 15
Near 18
Near 21
22.235
Near 24
Near 30
Near37

-165
-166
-158
-158
-156
-160
-160
-160
-155
-157
-156
-146

(dB (W))

Bandwidth
(MHz)
100
60
200
400

100
200
200
200
300
400

500

JOOO

(1) Frequencies above 40 GHz are treated in Chapter 6.

5.2.3.2.3

Technical parameters

A number of spaceborne passive microwave sensors have been operating at
frequencies below 40 GHz since as early as 1972. The technical parameters of these
instruments are given in Report 693.
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Studies have been performed to'determine sensor sensitivity requirements,
spatial resolution requirements, and non-scanning bandwidth requirements. The results
of the studies are contained in Report 693.
5.2.3.2.4

Sharing with other services
Sharing between passive sensors and the fixed and mobile services

This subject is dealt with in 5.3.2.2.2.
Sharing with fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite space-to-earth links
This subject is dealt with in 5.3.1.5.1
Sharing with fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite earth-to-space links
This subject is dealt with in 5.3.1.5.2.
Sharing with the broadcast-satellite service
Sharing with the broadcast-satellite service is not feasible, except that time
sharing may be feasible on a limited basis if the broadcast satellite employs state-ofthe-art antenna sidelobe control.
Sharing with the radiolocation and radionavigation services
Sharing with the radiolocation and radionavigation services is ln general not
feasible. Sharing is feasible with altimeters in the aeronautical navigation service
near 4 GHz with e.i.r.p. less than 5 dBW from the radio altimeter.
Sharing with the inter-satellite service
Sharing frequency bands between passive sensors and the
appears feasible above 20 GHz.

inter~satellite

servlce

Sharing with the radioastronony service
Sharing frequency bands between passive sensors and the radioastronomy service
is feasible.
A summary is given below of the sharing potential between passive sensors and
currently allocated services in the preferred frequency bands for_ sensor measurement.
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TABLE 5.2.3.2.4 •

Frequency (GHz)

Suggested
bandwidth (MHz)

Simultaneous operations
possible

Shared service

Near 1.4

100

Radio astronomy
Radiolocation
Fixed
Mobile

Yes
No
No
No

Near 2.7

60

Radio astronomy
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcast-satellite
Fixed-satellite

Yes
No
No
No
Marginal

NearS

200

Aeronautical
radionavigation

No except for radio altimeters

Near 6

400

Fixed
Mobile

No ( 1)
No (1)

Near tl

100

Radio astronomy
Fixed and mobile

Yes
Requires limits on e.i.r.p. and transmitter power ( § 5.2.3.2.4)

Near 15

200

Radio astronomy
Fixed and mobile

Yes
Requires limits on e.i.r.p. and transmitter power(§ 5.2.3.2.4)

Near 18

200

Fixed and mobile

Requires limits on e.i.r.p. and transmitter power(§ 5.2.3.2.4)
Requires limits on PFD (§ 5.2.3.2.4)

Near 21

200

Fixed
Mobile

Yes
Yes

22.235

300

Fixed
Mobile

Yes
Yes

Near 24

400

Radio astronomy

Yes

Near 30

500

Radio astronomy
Fixed
Mobile

Yes
Yes
Yes

Near 37

1,000

Fixed
Mobile

Yes
Yes

(1) Sea surface temperature measurements are made in this band. Large areas of the Earth's oceans will be interference free.

5.2.3.3

Active microwave sensors

Unlike passive sensors, active sensors illuminate the object under observation
and respond to reflected energy. In order to gather information concerning the
Earth's surface from space, the transmitted signal must transverse the atmosphere
twice. As a result, the electromagnetic absorption and scattering properties of the
atmosphere play an important role in determining the spectral regions available to
active remote sensors.
There are three basic types of active sensors
scatterometers
altimeters
imagers

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.3.3.1

Preferred frequency bands

Severe atmospheric attenuation is confined to the shorter wavelengths and, for
this reason, active sensors usually operate below the 60 GHz oxygen absorption region
and also avoid the spectral region near the 22 GHz water vapour line.
Electromagnetic scattering by precipitation and clouds can present a larger
problem than atmospheric absorption. Echoes from water droplets increase with droplet
diameter and decrease with increasing wavelength. Thus, at longer wavelengths clouds
give little echo, but precipitation can give somewhat strong echoes because of the
larger particle diameters of the raindrops.
Information presented to the SPM concerning preferred frequencies, suggested
bandwidths and principal measurements is shown in Table 5.2.3.3.1.
TABLE 5.2.3.3.1*
Freguenc,t ( GHz)
Near
Near
Near
Near
Near
Near
Near

Suggested Bandw;dth (MHz}

1

(10

3

100

s

17

100
100
600
100

JS

100

10
14

Usage

Wave Structure
Geology
Soll Moisture

Precipitation
Windi ICei ~oid
Vegetation
Snow

The preferred frequency bands for space-borne active sensors for meteorological
phenomena are 3, 5, 10, 17 and 35 GHz. Space-borne radars can share with terrestrial
radars due to the small percentage of time (0.35 %or less) that the space-borne radars
would interfere with the terrestrial radars. Hovever, sharing at bands 3, 5 and 10 GHz
is limited, due to other services in these bands.* (See 5.2.4.6).
Notes
1.
Space-borne active sensors are also used by the EES in meteorological
applications and the preferred bands coincide with those6f other applications in the
EES service.
2.
Recornmend8.tion 516 indicates that it would be technically feasible for some
bands of the radiolocation service·to share with space-borne active microwave sensors.
5.2.3.3.2

Technical parameters

The characteristics of active microwave sensors are contained 1n Reports 693
and 695.
5.2.3.3.3

Sharing with other services

The conclusion drawn in Report 695 is that sharing between space-borne radars
and systems in the radiolocation service is technically feasible. This conclusion is
strengthened by material supplied to the SPM which extended the single band analysis
in Report 695 to all the frequency bands listed in 5.2.3.1.1. This.additional material
also took into account generalized parameters for the terrestrial radar and the active
sensor.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.4

Meteorological satellites (Report 395-3)
5.2.4.1

Introduction

The Radio Regulations define the meteorological satellite service as an
earth-exploration satellite service for meteorological purposes.
The chief use of meteorological satellite· data is in weather forecasting.
They are used in other ways also - in the study of climate, in hydrology and for many
other research purposes. Weather forecasts are predictions of the future state of the
atmosphere and are based on a knowledge of its state shortly before a forecast is made.
The errors in forecasts increase with the time interval between the known state and the
forecast state and with the imperfections in knowledge of the initial state. Successful
forecasts, ther~fore, require observations of the atmosphere which are both detailed
and up to date. The space and time scales depend on the range of the forecast; local
forecasts for a few hours ahead require data on a scale of tens of kilometres for a
distance of several hundred kilometres around the forecast area and with a delay of
less than an hour; whereas forecasts for several days ahead require data on a scale
of hundreds of kilometres covering the whole globe, but in this case a delay of several
hours can be tolerated.
5.2.4.2

Spectrum considerations

Satellites in the meteorological satellite service utilize portions of the radiofrequency spectrum for passive sensors (e.g. atmospheric sounders) for telemetering
data from the satellites to Earth, as well as from small data collection platforms to
the satellites, and for the dissemination of processed meteorological data.
The present generation of meteorological satellites use the upper portion of
band 8 for telecommand tracking and narrowband telemetry functions, and the upper
portion of band 9 for wideband telemetry and meteorological data dissemination. Typical
data collection systems interrogate the data collection platforms at 460 to 470 MHz
and receive the platform information in the band;401 to 403 MHz.
5.2.4.3

Meteorological satellite systems

The SPM notes that the present status of the meteorological satellites now ln
orbit is as follows :
5.2.4.3.1

Geostationary satellites

In the framework of WMO's World Weather Watch Programme, four out of the five
planned geostationary meteorological satellites are operational. They are distributed
so as to achieve an almost complete earth coverage. They gather meteorological
information from both on-board sensors (earth imaging) and a large number of groundbased data collection platforms (DCP). In addition, they are used for dissemination
of meteorological information to small earth stations (dissemination mission).
Frequency bands used by these geostationary meteorological satellites lie near
1 700 MHz and 2 100 MHz.
5.2.4.3.2

Low-orbiting satellites

The prototype of a new series of near-earth meteorological satellites was
launched in 1978. Because of the··necessarily higher data rates involved With these
meteorological systems, frequencies in band 9 (near 1 700 MHz) are used for most
communication functions, with the exception of the data collection system which
operates in the vicinity of 400 MHz and the low data rate beacon system which operates
in band 8 (near 137 MHz).
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5.2.4.4

Power flux-density

A submission to the SPM indicates that dissemination of meteorological data
to small earth stations of the meteorological satellite service: in the 1 670-1 700 MHz
band would be facilitated if a pfd limitation of -146 dB(V/m2) in any 4 kHz band for
all angles of arrival were adopted. This pfd limit should be applicable to a 10 MHz
portion of the 1 670-1 700 MHz band, preferably the band 1 690-1 700 MHz. Such use
of this 10 MHz portion of the band would not increase interference from the MSS
into the 1 660-1 670 MHz radioastronomy band.*
Sharing criteria between the meteorological satellite service and the other
services in this band have not been examined and further study is required.
5.2.4.5

Passive m1crowave sensors

The properties of the atmosphere in the microwave reg1on have not yet been
fully explored. Intensive research is being conducted to enable the use of the microwave
emissions and absorption lines for the measurement of atmospheric phenomena. However,
it is necessary to know that no measurable interference exists at the absorption lines
of interest so that the measurements are not distorted. Although several bands are
allocated to space research (passive), namely, 52 to 54.25, 58.2 to 59, 64 to 65,
86 to 92, 101 to 102, 130 to 140, 182 to 185 and 230 to 240 GHz, experiments are being
planned and conducted on other frequencies including 4.99, 6.6, 10.69, 18, 19.35, 21.5,
22.2, 31.4 and 37 GHz,on many lines in the 50 to 70 GHz region, 118 GHz, and other
lines above lOO GHz. Reference is made here also to the use of passive sensors on
earth exploration satellites.
5.2.4.6

Active microwave sensors

It should be noted that at present the only allocations for active microwave
sensors are at 34.4 to 34.5 GHz, and 9.975 to 10.025 GHz, where weather radar on
meteorological satellites is permitted. The SPM notes, however, that it is likely that
active microwave sensors in the meteorological satellite service and the EESS have
similar frequency requirements; additional information on active sensors is given 1n
5.2.3.3 of this Report .
. 2.5

Mobile satellite services
5.2.5.1

Choice of frequency for communications between an aircraft/ship and a satellite

Report 591-1 investigates the effect of noise as a factor affecting the choice
of frequency for telecommunications between an aircraft/ship and a satellite. It examines
the range from 100 MHz to 1 500 MHz and concludes that the receiver system noise
temperature would be lowest at around 500 MHz and that a better noise environment can
be expected at l 500 MHz than at about 100 MHz (see Table I of Report 591-1). The SPM
does not wish to modify this conclusion.
5.2.5.2

Choice of frequency for maritime mobile satellite feeder links

Report 759 concludes that because the 11/14 GHz bands are not yet as heavily
used as the 4/6 GHz bands, the use of the 11/14 GHz bands for feeder links may permit
easier frequency coordination both terrestrially and in the geostationary orbit.
However~ the 11/14 GHz bands require a larger fading margin than the 4/6 GHz bands
because of the greater attenuation and increase in the sky noise temperature during
heavy precipitation. The SPM does not wish to modify this conclusion.
5.2.5.3

Distress systems

Report 761 examines distress systems in the maritime mobile satellite
service and concludes that electronic position-indicating rescue beacons
(EPIRBs) should be developed for ships and survival craft and that further
study of techniques is needed.
Potential interference from terrestrial sources
''+ ..

See Appendix C.
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and simultaneously transmitting EPIRBs is of particular concern (see N3685/352 and
N3688/352D to the Radio Regulations). These factors are currently under study by IMCO,
CCIR and the INMARSAT Preparatory Committee. Both low polar orbiting satellites and
geostationary satellites are considered in Report 761 as viable areas of development
and study.
This Report also concludes that operational procedures for distress situation
reporting should make use of standard communication channels (with priority access)
for ships equipped with satellite communication terminals. No clear technical choice
of frequency band is made but it is concluded that a single international standard
in a single frequency band would be highly desirable. The SPM does not wish to modify
these conclusions.
5.2.5.4

General mobile satellite service

Reports 771 and 772 introduce in some detail the characteristics of a general
mobile satellite service including a detailed description of an existing experimental
system in the 7/8 GHz bands. Due to the need for further study and experimentation
it is not possible to give a technical recommendation on the optimum frequency band
other than the broad guidance of "from 200 MHz to 10 GHz". However, certain factors
are identified as necessary for consideration when choosing a particular allocation,
viz :
maturity of the state of the art;
frequency stability;
equipment costs.
In addition, for some airborne stations the millimetre wave bands could be
used to advantage.
On the question of orbital spacing criteria between the mobile service satellites
and the fixed service satellites, some equations are provided which periDit the effects
of various system parameters (antenna size, interference criteria, modulation types)
to be assessed. Report 772 cautions that these equations are only valid in the 7/8 GHz
bands.
The SPM extended the consideration to another part of the spectrum, namely
20/30 GHz, and concludes that there are some fundamental differences between the satellite
spacing required at 7/8 GHz compared to those at 20/30 GHz. These are primarily due
to the rain absorption losses at the higher frequencies. At 20 GHz, for example,
for 99.5 % availability, losses range from 6 dB to 55 dB depending on the rain climate.
At 7/8 GHz, the minimum separation can be calculated solely on the basis of the smallest
earth station antenna djameter as done in Report 772. For equal earth station antenna
sizes, the separation at 20/30 GHz will be about 35 %to 43% of the separation at
7/8 GHz, provided that up-link power control is used at the earth station and down-link
power control is used through power switching at the satellite. In the absence of
power control, site diversity or acceptance of reduced availability are two additional
means whereby the margins required at 20/30 GHz can be reduced and orbital separations
comparable to or less than those at 7/8 GHz can be obtained.*
5.2.5.5

Efficient use of the spectrum by the maritime mobile satellite service

Report 765 gives a comprehensive analysis of some of the important methods
available to ensure the efficient use of the allocated frequency bands for the maritime
mobile satellite service. It concludes that although further study is needed on some
aspects, the following conclusions can already be drawn :

*

See Appendix C.
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(1)

The use of polarization discrimination or ship antenna sidelobe
discrimination in frequency re-use techniques will need to take into account
all the antenna sizes that are expected to be used for the various
communication services.

(2)

The use of four geostationary satellites instead of three to provide
world-wide coverage offers a technically simple solution to increasing
the frequency spectrum re-use; however, the extra capital cost and
operational complexity may be a disadvantage.

(3)

Ship terminals should be able from the outset to tune to any channel ln
the allocated 8.5 MHz bandwidth.

(4)

It would assist the introduction of some frequency re-use techniques for
provision to be made in the design of ship terminals to enable information
on the ship's area of operation to be passed to shore stations.

(5)

The assignment of channels automatically on demand between ship and shore
stations is the preferred channel assignment concept. However, for
telegraphy a limited pre-assignment of channels to shore stations may be
desirable.

(6)

Some form of frequency error reduction technique would appear to be desirable
to minimize the effects of the frequency instability of local oscillators
in the satellite and shore stations. In particular the use of spectrum
centring devices would appear worth further study.

(7)

A frequency stability of! 1.5 x 10-7 for ship stations using quartz
crystal local oscillators in continuously running ovens would seem feasible
providing it is shown to be practicable to re-calibrate the oscillators
approximately every 6 to 12 months. Some practical experience would
be desirable on this point.

The SPM considers that the conclusions above now need up-dating.
The increasing traffic demand in the maritime mobile service has made it necessary
to employ special techniques to ensure the efficient use of the spectrum. These
include
(a)

demand assignment of working channels on a per-call basis;

(b)

sharing of all public correspondence telephone channels among all ship
stations and shore stations in a network;

(c)

automatic tuning by ship terminal equipment to any channel within the
allocated frequency band;

(d)

use of high stability oscillators ln the ship stations and shore stations;

(e)

use of spectrum centring devices in cases where the satellite translation
error might be excessive (e.g. greater than 1 part in 107).

In addition, frequency re-use in the overlapping service areas of adjacent
satellite networks has been facilitated by the selection of a high gain standard
(> 20 dBi) for the ship antennae. The initial system is providing nearly world-wide
coverage with three geostationary satellites.
There are a number of areas under study by CCIR which are important to continued
efficient use of the frequency spectrum. These include
(a)

minimization of interference effects due to variations in the power spectral
densities of carriers transmitted by adjacent satellites;
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(b)

introduction of simpler and less directive ship antennae without excess1ve
loss in capacity due to interference effects;

(c)

possible channelling of maritime mobile satellite repeaters;

(d)

possible use of special coding, modulation and receiver signal process1ng
techniques to reduce the interference susceptibility of low power
transmissions (e.g. as from EPIRB's that are being developed for distress
signalling).

5.2.5.6 Land mobile satellite service
Report 770 defines potential applications and technical characteristics of a
land mobile satellite service operating in band 9. A service of this type could
complement the land mobile systems by extending service to remote and isolated areas,
with particular emphasis on providing coverage to large geographical areas. This Report
also addresses some specific aspects of sharing between the land mobile service and
the land mobile satellite service. Included are data on minimum values of signals to
be protected, protection ratios, power flux-density limitations, and coordination
distances.
The Report concludes that the development of detailed sharing criteria will
require additional study and testing as the use of the satellite system becomes more
clearly defined.
The SPM reiterated the possible future need to accommodate the land mobile
satellite service and stressed that compatibility between this service and the land
mobile service is essential. In choosing a frequency to permit further experimental
work and/or development of operational systems, it is suggested that the WARC-79 should
give consideration to the following points :

5.2.6

(1)

integrating the satellite/terrestrial facilities into an efficient mobile
network that can utilize essentially common vehicular equipment, thus
benefiting from economies of scale;

(2)

providing the public with a potentially cost-effective alternative 1n
serving rural areas;

(3)

desirable technical characteristics considering trade-offs between
background noise and propagation effects, antenna size, up-link/down-link
frequency separation, performance, low-cost technology and frequency
re-use and other techniques required to facilitate sharing and make
efficient use of the spectrum.

Amateur satellite
Sharing considerations are discussed 1n 5.3.2.12.
Standard freguency and time-signal satellite services*

5.2.7.1 Report 733 discusses the need for additional frequency allocations for the
standard frequency allocations for the standard frequency and time-signal (T/F)
satellit~ service to support improved time transfer capabilities.
In view of the somewhat special nature of the service and the relatively little
information available, the SPM considered that a synopsis of Report 733 should be made
available to the WARC-79. This is contained in Annex 5.2.7.1.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.(.2 Further, the SPM concluded that while existing T/F services are undoubtedly
capable of some improvements, experience to date indicates that satellite techniques
offer the best chance for the routine transfer of T/F information at sub-nanosecond
levels. To support such services, however, dedicated frequency allocations will be
needed in suitable frequency ranges where propagation uncertainties can be minimized
and with sufficient bandwidths to support 10 to 50 picoseconds (ps) time transfers.
Assuming signal-to-noise ratios characteristic of today's satellite technology,
one can conclude that 50 ps will require about 1.2 GHz bandwidth.
The region of
the electromagnetic spectrum between 10 GHz and 35 GHz probably offers the optimum
choice for suitable combinations of frequency and bandwidth allocations, taking into
account the present use of the spectrum and the projected availability of suitable
instrumentation. Annex 5.2.7.2 contains an example from Report 733 of possible link
calculations to meet the 50 ps criterion.
5.2.8

Broadcasting satellite
5.2.8.1

Satellite technology

Aspects of broadcasting-satellite technology which may be applicable to the
WARC-79 are summarized in this section.
5.2.8.1.1

Radio frequency power limits

A graphical summary of some of the technical factors that l1m1t radio frequency
power is shown in Fig. 5.2.8.l.l(a). The total radio frequency output power is limited
by the solar array power, the losses in the power conditioning sub-system, and the
transmitter efficiency. The output power of a single tube is limited by cathode loading
and beam compression. The power in a waveguide component is limited hy radio-frequency
breakdown and heating. Other factors which impose practical constraints on spacecraft
transmitter power include spacecraft weicht, power flux-density limits applicable
1n particular frequency ranges, and the consequences of interference on the efficiency
of llSP of t.hP ,qpost.at.ionarv sat.elli te orbit.
The data presented in Fig. 5.2.8.l.l(a) represent the technology applicable
to economically viable spacecraft in the 1976-1990 time frame. It is recognized that
terrestrial generation of radio-frequency power may considerably exceed these values.
Combining the factors shown in Fig. 5.2.8.l.l(a) with gain limitations, an
estimate of maximum e.i.r.p. that will be technically feasible can be derived as a
function of frequency (Fig. 5.2.8.l.l(b)). A 12 m antenna having been assumed, the zone
of coverage obviously will decrease with increasing frequency.
For a given zone of coverage, say 2°, maximum values of e.i.r.p. of 75 dBW
at 700 MHz and perhaps 70 dBH at 12 GHz can be expected with still higher powers likely
to be technically feasible at a later date (3.1, 3.2, Report 808).
If the cost (see 5.2.8.4) and sharing aspects of broadcasting satellites are
taken into account, the design or operational e.i.r.p. will be limited to something
less than that shown to be technologically feasible. As an example, the average e.i.r.p.
specified in the WA~C(BS)77 plan for the 12 GHz band in Regions l and 3 is of the order
of 64-65 dBW : significantly less than the 76-88 dBW range shown in Fig. 5.2.8.l.l(b)
to be technologically feasible.*

*

See Appendix C.
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FIGURE 5.2.8.l.l(a)
Technical factors limiting the maximum possible radio frequency
power from satellites as a function of frequency
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single waveguide (radio frequency breakdown)
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single waveguide (heating)
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5.2.8.1.2

Satellite sensitivity and radiated power

Questions of satellite sensitivity and radiated power are basically concerned
with the satellite receiving antenna and its low noise amplifier which determine the
satellite receiving system figure of merit and the satellite transmitting antennae and
power amplifier which produces the satellite effective isotropic radiated power.
Advances are being made in satellite-antenna technology and satellite-receiver amplifier
technology along with both TWT and solid-state transmitter technology.*
5.2.8.1.2.1

Low noise receivers

The first stage of the broadcast-satellite transponders is the low noise amplifier
which, with the receiving antenna, determines the satellite sensitivity to signals
received in the up-link. For early experimental broadcast satellites, such as ATS-6,
mixers with noise figures in the 5 dB range were used. However, CTS initiated significant
advancement in receiver technology for broadcast satellites by using a parametric
amplifier at 14 GHz with a 2.5 dB noise figure. The continual development of mixer
technology in addition to advances in space type parametric amplifiers and new developments
in FET amplifiers now makes possible low-noise receiver noise figures in the l to 10 dB
range at the principal up-link frequencies being considered below 40 GHz.*
5.2.8.1.2.2

Transmitting power amplifiers

The final stage of the broadcasting satellite transmitter is the major consumer
of satellite power; it provides the function of driving the transmit antenna to produce
the satellite e.i.r.p. Both tubes and solid-state devices have been used on broadcast
satellites to date with 200 Watt klystron used on Statsionar-T at 716 MHz and solid-state
modules used on ATS-6 having power levels of approximately lOO Watts at 860 MHz and 20 Watts
at 2.6 GHz. A 100 Watt 12 GHz TWT has been used with the Japan broadcast satellite for
experimental purposes and both 20 \·latt and 200 Watt 12 GHz TWT have been used on
CTS. Appreciably higher power can be provided by tubes and solid-state devices in the
2 to 20 GHz range with maximum powers of 1 to 7.5 kW achievable depending on the frequency
(Report 810). Verification of these higher power levels up to 700 Watts and description
of a wide range of TWT and solid-state deV-ices for power levels from 1 to 450 Watts
in the 12 GHz band are summarized in Table 5.2.8.1.2.2.
5.2.8.1.2.3

Transmitting and receiving antennae

Spacecraft antenna technologies (Reports 665 and 810) and new advances for
achieving improved side-lobe suppression and beam shaping are described in this section.*

* See Appendix C.
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TABLE 5.2.8.1.2.2
Spacecraft Power Amplifiers

Saturated
Power Output
(Watts)

Frequency (GHz)

Type Amplifier

11 and 12
(nominal

TWT

1

USA satellite

FET

2

Experimental

lmpatt Amp

3-5

Terrestrial radio

TWT

lO

SIRIO, INTELSAT V

lmpatt Amp

13

Experimental

TWT

20

OTS, CTS, Anik

35
(nominal)

43

5.2.8.1.2.3.1

Comments/spacecraft used

SBS, TDRS

TWT

25-30

TWT

100

Japan BSE

TWT

150

H-SAT (experimental)

TWT

200

CTS

TWT

450

H-SAT (experimental)

TWT

700

Experimental

Impatt Amp

0.8

CO M STAR

lmpatt Amp

0.5

LES 8/9

TWT

2

Japan ECS

lmpatt Amp

5

Experimental

TWT

10

Development (USA)

TWT

100

NASA

WARC(BS)77 antenna reference patterns

The HARC(BS)77 (Final Acts, 3.13.3 and Report 810, 2.1) adopted new reference
patterns for the eo-polar and cross-polar components of a satellite-transmitting antenna
in the broadcasting satellite service. These patterns are reproduced in
Fig. 5.2.8.1.2.3.1 and were intended to specify the maximum permissible side-lobe
levels which could be used in system planning.
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Side-lobe suppression

The reference pattern adopted by WARC(BS)77 (see Report 810) introduced the use
of an offset-fed Cassegrain antenna to provide eo-polar side-lobe levels less than
-30 dB, and pointed out that the limited information available at that time led to
a proposed cross-polar response in the -35 to ~4o dB range as indicated in
Fig. 5.2.8.1.2.3.1. There has been a continual advance in the technology of antennae
designed to produce shaped beams using a variety of new techniques* :
multiple-feed single offset-fed reflectors
multiple-feed dual offset-fed reflectors
multiple-feed lens antennae
phased arrays
shaped-reflector antennae.
Various forms of these antennae are capable of providing both the shaped beam
characteristics described in 5.2.l2 and also very low eo-polar and cross-polar side

*

See Appendix C.
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lobes. As an illustration of what performance can be expected from an offset-fed
reflector system, calculations have been made on various antennae designed for use
in the 12 GHz range with feed horns numbering from 13 to 21, to produce eo-polar
side lobes generally maintained well below 30 dB and as low as 40 dB. An on-axis
cross-polarized response specification of 40 dB is extremely difficult to meet both
for single and multiple-feed antennae. However some additional design latitude is
afforded by the multiple-feed systems to obtain improved cross-polar performance.*
5.2.8.1.2.3.3

Polarization purity

Very low cross-polar levels, such as the -40 dB level on-axis level required
in the transmitting antenna reference diagram, place very stringent requirements on
both the polarizer generating the circularly polarized wave and the antenna feed system.
This implies a very careful design of any single element in the feed assembly. In
particular) for the polarizer generating the circularly polarized wave it demands very
small mechanical tolerances. These must also be maintained under space environmental
conditions, thus implying a very accurate thermal control of the polarizer environment.
Both the feed system and the polarizer can only be designed for a low cross-polar
performance over a limited bandwidth. A large separation between up- and down-link
frequencies would impose severe constraints on the achievable overall performance
of the broadcasting-satellite antenna.*
5.2.8.1.2.3.4

Beam shaping using multiple-feed antennae

One of the most important factors in improving orbit/spectrum utilization and
sharing is the directivity of both the spacecraft and earth station antenna
(1, Report 676). The use of reflectors, lenses and arrays to achieve beam shaping is
described in Reports 676 and 810.
Shaped beam antennae are presently in use on INTELSAT IV-A, the Japanese
communication satellite (ECS) and broadcasting satellite for experimental purposes
(BSE) and planned for, among others, INTELSAT V.
The performance achievable using shaped beam technology is illustrated by the
results of a recent computer simulation. The service area chosen exhibited a very
irregular boundary (long in one direction and relatively narrow in the other) as shown
in Fig. 5.2.8.1.2.3.4(a). A 2.5 metre offset reflector employing a 21-horn feed and
operating at a frequency of 11 GHz was assumed. The computed gain contours to the
-10 dB level are also shown in the figure. The computed eo-polar and cross-polar antenna
patterns along the a-a and b-b directions shown in Fig. 5.2.8.1.2.3.4(a) are given in
Figs. 5.28.1.2.3.4(b) and (c). For purposes of comparison, the equivalent CCIR antenna
envelopes for beams with circular or elliptical cross-section are also shown*
(Report 810).
5.2.8.1.2.3.5

Performance verification (measurement accuracy)

Very low side-lobe and cross-polar level requirements demand very accurate
measurement techniques. If, for example, the on-axis cross-polar level of the reference
pattern (see 5.2.8.1.2.3.1) is to be verified with an accuracy of~ 0.5 dB the multipath
cross-polar signal of the test range must be suppressed to at least -65 dB relative to
the eo-polar signal. Currently available test ranges provide multipath levels of
-50 dB typically.*
5.2.8.1.3

Primary power

The increase in power requirements has led to the use of light-weight Sunoriented arrays. Most of the interest is centered around photo-voltaic cells mounted
on a flexible substrate shich is either folded, or rolled on a drum during launch
and transfer orbit. The ratio of primary power capability to the mass of broadcasting
satellites in the geostationary orbit is dependent to some extent upon the attitude

*

See Appendix C.
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stabilization utilized (spin-stabilized or three-axis stabilized). A spin-stabilized
spacecraft will require in general more mass than a three-axis stabilized spacecraft
to provide equal prime power.
For three-axis stabilized spacecraft, a 1.5 kW roll-out array has been
successfully flight tested and present estimates suggest that a reliable 21 kW
(decreasing to 10 kW at the end of five years) roll-out or unfoldable array could be
designed. The ratio of "beginning-of-life" to "end-of-life" power for a lifetime of
seven years 1s of the order of 1.3 to 1.
The practical consequences of eclipse outages during which the solar array
does not provide power can be minimized by having the break occur after midnight ln
the service area, by placing the satellite to the west of its service area.
Other power sources than photo-voltaic cells have been studied. The major
field of interest concerns nuclear reactors, fuel cells, thermoelectric junctions,
thermoionic cells for conversion of heat from the sun or from isotope sources. Work
is in progress in the development of such devices and additional study is required
before they will be competitive with solar arrays in terms of cost, mass and reliability
( 2, Report 808) •
5.2.8.1.4

Thermal control

The major problems are associated with heat rejection from the power conditioning
components and from the high power stages of the transmitter. Solid-state components
lend themselves to simple passive methods of control. However, the low operating
temperatures (350 K to 390 K) require a significant amount of radiator area. Other
devices, such as gridded tubes and microwave tubes have high heat dissipation densities
and high temperatures. The higher operating temperatures (470 K to 500 K) minimize
the radiator area requirements.

/
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I

FIGURE 5.2.8.1.2.3.4(a)
Computed shaped beam pattern at 11.379 GHz
for a 21-horn offset-fed parabolic reflector system
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Computed eo-polar antenna bea.m amplitude pattern
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The development of heat pipes provides a prom1s1ng method of heat transfer
from the source to the radiator. Heat pipes have been used for thermal control on
spacecraft and heat rejection from high power tubes in earth stations (3.3 Report 808).

5.2.8.1.5 Attitude control and beam pointing accuracy
The pointing accuracy of the satellite antenna beams is very important in
satellite broadcasting in order to obtain the best utilization of the antenna
directivity. To maintain the pointing of the antenna, it is therefore necessary to
control the attitude of the satellite with as high an accuracy as possible. This
accuracy depends mainly on the type of sensor and of the system chosen for the attitude
control and for the antenna pointing.
The Final Acts of the WARC(BS)77 adopted the pointing accuracy of satellite
beams to ~ 0.1° of the nominal boresight axis in any direction.
With the present state of technology for controlling the pitch and roll error
of a spacecraft, the boresight error circle of the transmitting antenna should be
capable of being maintained within 0.2°. With the introduction of improved systems
using for instance radio frequency sensing this radius could be reduced to 0.1°.
Studies now in current development indicate that eventually an accuracy of 0.05° can
be achieved for a significant and predictable portion of the operational lifetime.
The Final Acts of the WARC(BS)77 adopted the limit of the angular rotation of
the transmitting beam around its nominal axis to~ 2°. With the present state of
technology for controlling the pitch, roll and yaw axes, this requirement is technically
feasible (4.2- Report 808, 7- Report 546-1).

5.2.8.1.6 Station-keeping
The slight irregularities 1n the gravitational field of the Earth, together
with the gravitational forces due to the Sun and Moon and the effect of the solar
radiation pressure have perturbing effects on satellites which otherwise would remain
stationary. These effects can be counteracted by orbit correction or station-keeping
techniques.
The longi~udinal drift (East-West) and latitudinal drift (North-South) for
satellites at present in the geostationary orbit can be held to 0.1° during a satellite
lifetime of at least five years. Station-keeping techniques for achieving the orbit
accuracy required for geostationary broadcast satellites (~ 0.1° East-West and
~ 0.1° North-South) are therefore technically feasible, for a lifetime of five or seven
years, and most probably for a longer lifetime (4.1 -Report 808) (see also 5.3.5.2).

5.2.8.2 Other system considerations
5.2.8.2.1

Frequency of operation (Report 215-4)

In selecting a frequency band for a broadcast-satellite system, the choice is
constrained not only by the shared use with other services within the desired service
area but also by several factors which are frequency dependent. These factors are
signal attenuation and depolarization caused by atmospheric conditions and external
radio noise produced at the receiver site from both natural and man-made sources.
Several measurements have been made in various countries to determine the effects
of these factors and further measurements are being conducted in order to obtain a
complete evaluation.
The portion of the spectrum including band 9 and the lower part of band 10
is preferred for satellite broadcasting due to the lower values of atmospheric
attenuation, scintillation and radio noise from natural sources. For broadcasting
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services to urban locations, man-made noise can represent the principal limitation to
reception at all frequencies throughout band 9 ( 2. 3, Report 215-4, also .Report 670).
5.2.8.2.2

Types of modulation (Report 632-1)

5.2.8.2.2.1

Television

For television broadcasting from satellites the two types of analogue modulation
best suited seem to be vestigial-sideband amplitude modulation and frequency modulation.
However, for several reasons indicated in Reports 215-4 and 632-1, frequency modulation
lS preferable, and it was the type used in drawing up the plan of WARC(BS)77.
Digital television modulation techniques are now under intensive study and
experimentation. These efforts have shown that, under certain conditions, the bandwidth
and the satellite e.i.r.p. required for digital television are comparable to those
required for analogue frequency modulation. It is considered at the moment that digital
modulation is not likely to be used for individual reception because of the high cost
of receiving equipment. However, the cost may not be prohibitive for community reception
or other services provided by satellite.*
5.2.8.2.2.2.

Sound cHannels associated with the picture

When only a single sound channel is required, it is advisable to use a subcarrier so that the composite baseband picture and sound signal is the same as in the
terrestrial service of the geographical area in question. \Vhen a number of sound channels
are associated with the picture, a variety of techniques might be contemplated, such
as additional sub-carriers and/or time division multiplexing with the picture signal.
5.2.8.2.2.3

Sound broadcasting

Frequency modulation would have some advantages since the characteristics could
be the same as for terrestrial sound broadca~ting. In some cases, however, they might
be different for technical planning reasons. Digital modulation may lead to more
efficient use of spectrum (see 5.2.8.5).
5.2.8.2.3

Quality of reception (Report 215-4)

The quality of a picture on the screen of a television receiver in the
broadcasting-satellite service depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, distortions ln
the transmission chain and the level and type of possible interference.
The desired quality values (e.g. signal-to-noise ratio) should be maintained
for a high percentage of the time, typically 99 %. Two further conditions are typically
added to the quality factor :
uninterrupted service for 99.9 % of the time (with frequency modulation,
this means that the carrier-to-noise ratio remains above the threshold for
99.9% of the time);
the elimination of the truncation-noise phenomenon, which is inherent ln
the frequency-modulation technique (2.4 of Report 215-4).
5.2.8.2.3.1

Signal-to-noise ratio (4.2 of Report 215-4)

The subjective effect of random noise depends on its power spectrum distribution
ln the video band. A weighting network is used to measure the power of random noise
in all monochrome television systems (Table VIII of Report 215-4). Examples of picture
quality as a function of£/! ratio and other systems are given in 4.2 of Report 215-4.

* See Appendix C.
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5.2.8.2.3.2

Distortions

Account must be taken of varlous types of distortion causing deterioration of
the picture. Reference may be made to several types considered as most critical :
differential phase, differential gain, unequal luminance/chrominance gain, unequal
luminance/chrominance transmission time, etc. For system G (PAL), some sample typical
values of distortion parameters have been given (4.2.4 Table XI of Report 215-4).
5.2.8.2.3.3

Interference

Independently of interference caused by other servlces sharing the same frequency
band, which is not discussed in this paragraph, mention may be made of other sources
of interference : man-made noise, cosmic noise, signal depolarization caused by
atmospheric conditions, etc. (2.3.2 and 2.3.3 of Report 215-4).
5.2.8.2.4

Necessary bandwidth (Report 215-4, 2.7.1)

The necessary bandwidth depends on the system characteristics, and particularly
the tolerable distortions. Experiments suggest that it is unnecessary to increase
the bandwidth when transmitting an associated sound sub-carrier in addition to the
picture. Other studies indicate that advantage may be taken of over-deviation to use
a second sub-carrier without increasing the bandwidth.
Examples of bandwidths required for 525 and 625 line systems are given in
Tables VI and VII of Report 215-4 for cases where energy dispersal is not included.
The use of energy dispersal would com~licate the receivers and increase the bandwidth
by 1 to 2 MHz; however, it may be decided that in certain frequency bands energy
dispersal should be used to facilitate sharing with other services.
5.2.8.2.5

Examples of systems for television

Examples of television systems for both community and individual reception
for frequencies ranging from 700 MHz to 85 GHz are given in Report 215-4
(Tables XIIA and XIIB).
In 5.3.2 of Report 215-4 a discussion of"other potential new servlce
applications being studied in Region 2" is given. While many of the systems described
are considered to fall within the definition of community reception, it is not entirely
clear, with some of these applications, whether they would best be included in the
broadcasting-satellite or fixed-satellite service.
5.2.8.2.6

5.2.8.2.6.1

Out-of-band emissions in adjacent bands from broadcasting satellites
operating in the band 11.7 to 12.2 GHz ( 12. 5 GHz in Region 1)
Possible sources of out-of-band radiation from b~oadcasting satellites;
envelopes of the radiated radio frequency spectrum

The sources of out-of-band radiation into adjacent bands from a broadcastingsatellite transponder operating near the edge of a broadcasting-satellite frequency
band are :
radiation due to frequency conversion;
third-order intermodulation products caused by insufficient suppression
of signals in adjacent channels in the satellite transponder branching
network;
thermal noise power generated by the satellite transponder;
spreading of the signal spectrum due to non-linearities.
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It is concluded in Report 807 that the out-of-band radiation from a broadcastingsatellite space station may not be negligible and is caused primarily by thermal
noise and by frequency modulation of the carrier by the video waveform chosen. Based
on the most up-to-date information, the curves of Fig. 2 of Report 807 (envelopes of
the radiated radio frequency spectrum) can be used, where appropriate, to deduce any
combination of the following provisions used to protect fixed-satellite earth stations
width of the possible guard bands between the 12 GHz band and adjacent bands
used for other services;
adequate angular separation between the orbit location of satellites of the
broadcasting-satellite service and the fixed-satellite service;
adequate output filtering on the transmitter of the broadcasting-satellite
space stations or in the receivers of the fixed-satellite earth stations;
Recent study also confirms that out-of-band thermal noise emissions from
broadcasting satellites could be reduced at 27 MHz or more from the centre frequency
of a channel near 11.7 GHz to about -177 dB(W/m2.4kHz) by providing a well designed
filter at input and output of the high power ampi{fi~r .. However, if more suppression
of the out-of-band emission (including spreading of the spectrum) to the sane level
mentioned above is ne.eded, it is necessary to provide a highly selective and complicated
filter which may deteriorate transmission characteristics and increase output circuit
insertion loss.*
5.2.8.2.6.2

Examples of worst-case maximum permissible pfd for fixed-satellite systems

Report 712 deals with factors concerning the protection of fixed-satellite
earth stations operating in adjacent frequency band allocations against spurious emissions
from 12 GHz broadcasting satellites.
This Report gives the following examples of worst-case maximum permissible
pfd under several conservative assumptions :

TABLE 5.2.8.2.6.2

l

Frequency

1

11.45-11.7 GHz·

I

'

Type of link
Maritime satellite-toearth station link

I Fixed-satellite-to-earth
! station

'

narrow-band link

Effective maximum allowable

! pfd at the interfered-with

I

receiver in dB(W/m2 .4kHz)

It

-194.6

I

-199.6

Fixed-satellite-to-earth
: station 20 MHz 612 channel
i INTELSAT link

-177

; Fixed-satellite-to-earth
t station link (narrow-band
data)

-171.2

1

1

-

12.5-12.75 GHz

* See Appendix C.
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5.2.8.2.7

Radio frequency sensor beacons

Two contributions provided an analysis of the frequency requirements of RF
sensing which may be required for broadcasting satellites in the WARC(BS)77 Plan.*
One contribution concludes that intra-system interferences could be avoided by
allocating the necessary frequencies for RF sensor beacons serving the broadcastingsatellite service (11.7-12.2/12.5 GHz) in a portion of the spectrum separated by at
least 400 MHz with respect to the broadcasting-satellite service band. This allocation
of the order of a few MHz should preferably be made within the limits 10-15 GHz in order
to keep the bandwidth of broadcasting-satellite antenna within a feasible limit.
This frequency allocation would be made in bands allocated to services not radiating
major amounts of power in the direction of the geostationary orbit.
The current Radio Regulations N3l00/84ATE) stipulate that normally frequencies
necessary for the space operation service will be provided within the service in which
the space station is operating.
In another contribution, an analysis of providing the necessary beacons within
the plan was presented. For steering the antennae of television transmission earth
stations, a beacon plan is presented for the 11.7-12.5 GHz band, defining their
frequencies and maximum e.i:.-r.p.
For steering broadcasting-satellite antennae, an example of a beacon plan
presented for the frequency.band which will be used for the feeder link; the
compatibility of this beacon plan with the television channels will only be valid
a plan for broadcasting-satellite feeder links has been established; such a plan
have to reserve guard bands for this purpose. These are only preliminary studies
one technique and further study is necessary.
5.2.8.3
5.2.8.3.1

1s
once
might
of

Receiving terminals at 12 GHz
Structure of the receiver (Report ·473-2)

Signals broadcast from satellites can be received, not only by equipments
of new design, but in some cases by existing receivers fitted with adaptive devices,
provided that suitable standards are adopted for the satellite transmission.
A distinction should be made between installations intended for community
reception and for individual reception.
A typical receiving system is comprised of an antenna, a low-noise receiver
front end, an indoor unit containing intermediate frequency stages, programme selector,
demodulation or adaptor stages, and a television monitor or television rece1ver.
It would seem desirable to specify the overall characteristics of receiving
equipments by the figure of merit G/T, which is the ratio expressed in dB, between the
gain of the receiving antenna (including losses) and the total noise temperature
expressed in Kelvin, referred to the point of measurement of the antenna gain. The
WARC(BS)77 recommends values of 6 dBK for individual reception and 14 dBK for community
reception. The associated power flux-densities are -103 dB(W/m 2 ) in Regions l and 3
and -105 dB(W/m2 ) in Region 2 for individual receptio;n and -111 dB(W/m2 ) for
community reception in all Regions.
The most probable form of antenna for individual reception is one with a
conventional or offset parabolic reflector 0.75 to l metre in diameter. Large diameters
may, however, be used for community reception. Two receiving antenna diagrams are
given in Report 810 indicating the upper limit of the relative gain as a function of
angle, to be assumed for planning purposes.

*

See Appendix C.
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Input stages are an important part of the receiver. They should consist of
a frequency down-converter which may or may not be preceded by low noise radio-frequency
amplifier stages.
Without excluding installations with a single frequency change or other new
solutions, it is probable that there will be two frequency changes to mitigate problems
of selectivity image freq~ency attenuation and local oscillator radiation. The first
intermediate frequency band could then be situated around 1 GHz (e.g. 900-1 300 MHz,
for a bandwidth of 400 MHz) and the second in the neighbourhood of 125 MHz.
For television reception, a frequency demodulator which delivers a video and
sound signal can be incorporated in a receiver designed to receive both satellite and
terrestrial television transmissions. During the interim period, the signal could
supply the video input of a recelver or amplitude-modulate a carrier in accordance
with terrestrial television standards.
For reception of multiple sound channel with television and sound broadcasting,
techniques for the transmission of several sound channels by multiplexing are still
being studied.
5.2.8.3.2

Sensitivity to interference*

In line with this receiver design and the present provisions of the Radio
Regulations, receivers may suffer the following interference :.
(a)

Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) equipment working on 5.8 GHz
or 2.45 GHz

The second and fifth harmonics of those bands fall inside the satellitebroadcasting band. In practice, it is the domestic microwave ovens that are liable to
cause the interference. If the limit for parasitical radiation of 57 dB (pW) recommended
by the CISPR were complied with by this equipment, the interference would be
acceptable, but this limit is not always achieved by the existing microwave ovens.
(b)

Radar transmitters in the band of the first image frequency (9.5 to 10.3 GHz)

Some of these stations have peak e.i.r.p. of as much as 80 dB\tJ. For a protection
ratio of 30 dB and an attenuation of 80 dB of the image frequency in the receiver
(by means of an iris filter incorporated in the wave-guide antenna connection), the
range of this interference is still 27 km. It is thus a serious problem for the
broadcasting service, the more so because it is considered impractical to increase the
attenuation much beyond the figure of 80 dB mentioned above and because the choice of
a local-oscillator frequency above the signal frequency presents substantial
disadvantages. To ensure that any solution to this problem adopted by receiver
manufacturers would remain effective, it is necessary to take into account the maximum
power levels that will be used in the image band quoted, and in the image band
13.9-14.7 GHz that would result from the use of an oscillator higher in frequency than
the signal.
(c)

Radionavigation emitters ln the band of the first intermediate frequency
(900-1 300 MHz)

Some of these stations have peak e.i.r.p. of 37 dBW. If a protection ratio
of 20 dB is required and if it be accepted that the screening of the receiver at the
first intermediate frequency provides an attenuation of 25 dB (relative to the level
obtained if the interference entered by a half-wave-length dipole), the range of the
interference could still attain ll km, when the gain of the first frequency changer
of the receiver is 27 dB. The problem is thus serious with the current practice regarding

*

See Appendix C.
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the screening of receiver installations. It can be resolved only by an improvement
of ~he screening (particularly in the down-lead) and raising the level of signal from
the frequency changer; these measures would, of course, increase the costs
significantly.
Radar transmitters of the type mentioned in (b) above may also be a problem
1n this band, but no analysis 1s available of their interference potential.
5.2.8.4

Economic considerations including influence of cost on receivers*

The information on "system costs and optimization" is contained 1n 6 of
IWP PLEN./2 Report and its Addendum and this information deals with the costs of
satellite systems and methods to optimize system design in the economic sense. Further,
Report 473-2 discusses the "influence of cost" on receiving systems and gives examples
of cost estimates. More recent and detailed studies in one Administration have
provided annual cost (including amortization) estimates for a wide variety of space
system configurations utilizing various launch systems and assuming different transponder
powers and these space sector costs are shown in Fig. 5.2.8.4(a). Fig. 5.2.8.4(b)
provides cost information on a wide variety of earth stations depending on receiver
Q/! and quantity of production.*
Based on these recent estimates, cost optimization studies ofthe type described
1n IWP PLEN. /2 Report and its Addendum may be carried out.
The community broadcasting-satellite space station generally costs less than
the space station used for broadcasting to individual receivers. However, the cost
of a receiving earth terminal used for community broadcasting is generally more than
the cost of an individual receiving earth terminal. However, which system is more
economically feasible greatly depends on whether the overall costs of individual
or community systems are acceptable to an Administration and also on the planned
method of redistributing the community broadcasting signal to the user together
with population distribution, etc.*
Where inexpensive redistribution is planned (e.g. community viewing or use of
available channels on existing cable systems, etc.) community systems can be less
·expensive. Where redistribution is difficult or expensive (e.g. installation of new
cables or terrestrial broadcasting systems) individual reception systems can be less
expensive. The $ystem which is optimum for any given Administration depends on the
specific economic and the geographic situation of that Administration and its specific
requirements.*

*

See Appendix C.
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FIGURE 5.2.8.4(a)
Space segment cost vs. transponder output power for 12 GHz band
The number N refers to the maximum number of transponders
of particular output power which can be put into orbit by
the various launch systems.
To derive required transponder power, g1ven the e.1.r.p.
and the satellite beam dimensions :
P
where 1

1

=

output

= e.i.r.p. -- G

m

+ 1

1

line loss : 1 dB

and G (dB) = 44.44 - 10 log
a - 10 log
b (a and b are the
10
angleW subtended at the satet2ite by the axes of the elliptical
cross-section of the beam).
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5.2.8.5
5.2.8.5.1

Broadcasting-sate}lite serv1ce (sound)
Satellite sound broadcasting 1n the 12 GHz band

In a satellite-broadcasting system, it is possible to make use of a channel
intended for television for transmission of a number of sound channels. Either
analogue FM or some form of digital modulation may be used to multiplex the sound
channels. The capacity of the bandwidth of one television channel depends upon the
modulation parameters for the sound transmission. Between 12 and 20 high quality
monophonic sound channels can be provided. Stereophonic broadcasts can be made using
two such channels. Reception would be by fixed installations and the front end of
a satellite broadcasting television receiver would be used. System examples are given
in Tables XIV and XV of Report 215-4. Protection ratios for the FM television signal
interfered with by a sound multiplex signal in the eo-channel can be lower than or
equal to those between two FM television channels (see 3.2 of Report 634-l).
In the Final Acts of the WARC(BS)77, it is stated that the use of modulating
s1gnals such as sound channels frequency multiplexed within the bandwidth of a television
channel or digital modulation of sound is not precluded provided that the use of such
characteristics does not cause greater interference than that caused by the system
considered in the Plan.
5.2.8.5.2

Satellite sound broadcasting with portable rece1vers and rece1vers installed
in automobiles*

Studies performed by several Administrations in response to Study Programme 348/10
demonstrate in principle the technical feasibility of sound broadcasting from
geostationary satellites using antennae large enough (e.g. 8 to 20 m diameter at 1 GHz),
prov1ding national coverage, and designed for reception with low-cost portable domestic
rece1vers and receivers installed in automobiles. However, no experiment or trial
of such a system has been reported.
According to these studies, such a system is feasible .in a frequency band 1n
the vicinity of l GHz. The lower and upper frequency limits are dictated by the
following considerations
for the lower limit (around 500 MHz) :
the man-made noise increases proportionally with decreasing frequency;
the diameter of the satellite transmit antenna increases proportionally
with decreasing frequency;
for the upper limit (around 2 GHz) :
the effective area of the receive antenna which is necessary for such
a system diminishes with increasing frequency; this entails an increase
of the satellite transmit power.
The proposed modulation characteristics of such a system are
used in the VHF sound broadcasting band. Consequently, the receiver
to those available on the current market, with a s1mple addition (or
frequency converter in the input stage. The receiving antenna would
have limited directivity.

the same as those
could be identical
exchange) of the
be small and would

The feasibility of such a system is demonstrated 1n Annex 5.2.8.5.2 which
g1ves link budgets, where the frequency of 1 GHz is used 1n the examples.
One example is valid for the equatorial countries, the other one for highlatitude countries; for a 1° beamwidth (20 m transmitting antenna diameter), the required
satellite antenna input power, to be generated on board the satellite, is 50 and 500 W,
* See Appendix C.
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respectively. In contrast to the relatively low power required for equatorial areas,
the greater satellite transmit power is required for high-latitude countries for
satisfactory reception in automobiles moving through the centres of urban areas. This
would also allow high fidelity reception (possibly stereophonic) for receiving
installations in the home. However, if larger beamwidths are required at high latitudes
the antenna input powers would be greater (e.g. 1250 W for a 1° by 2.5° elliptical
beam, 20° satellite elevation angle).
Based on the parameters with appropriate modification used for the planning
of the broadcasting-satellite services in the 12 GHz band in Region l, one can conclude
from a study covering almost the whole of Africa and Europe that approximately 60 channels
with a spacing of 150 kHz and thus a total bandwidth of about 9 MHz is necessary to
provide one broadcast sound programme per country. Similar approaches should be possible
for other regions.
It should be noted that appropriate studieson sharing with existing services
have not yet been undertaken.
Regarding the up-link connection to the satellite, no significant study has
been made. It should, however, be technically feasible to provide the audio bandwidth
links within the bands which exist or may be allocated in 1979 for up-links to
broadcasting satellites, principally for television, possibly without requiring
additional spectrum.
In view of the above considerations, further studies on economic feasibility,
sharing criteria and requirements for the up-link should be undertaken. Appropriate
experiments would also be necessary.
Regulatory and legal aspects referring to this
type of service may also apply, but these are outside the terms of reference of the

SPM.
5.2.8.5.3

Narrow bandwidth satellite sound broadcasting to community receivers*

Studies performed by one Region 2 Administration demonstrated theoretically
the feas1bility of a system concept for narrow bandwidth satellite sound broadcasting(l)
to community receivers sharing the UFH-television band with terrestrial broadcasting.
To reduce interference to both terrestrial and•satellite system receivers,
satellite down-link transmissions are confined to a 2 MHz-wide portion between the vision
and sound carriers in each 6 MHz terrestrial television channel (for 525-line, NTSC,
System M). Under this constraint, within the limit of every television band, each
terrestrial television channel permits 42 separate FM voice (or equivalent) channels
to be broadcast from the satellite. In the 620-790 MHz portion of the terrestrial
UHF television band, presently allocated by footnote N366l/332A to share with satellitetelevision broadcasting, a total of l 134 sound channels could be broadcast from each
satellite position.
The parameters of a system example providing national coverage in one country
are shown in Table 5.2.8.5.3. The space station parameters shown here were chosen
so that the aggregate of the 42 sound carriers in any one terrestrial television
channel would not exceed the power flux-density (pfd) limit presently specified in
Recommendation Spa2 - 10 for the protection of terrestrial receivers against interference
from satellite television transmissions. Although it can be shown that this constraint
leads to a carrier-to-interference ratio at the terrestrial receiver input for any one
interfering satellite sound channel that is well in excess of the established protection
( l)

*

The system referred to here is an example of a narrowband service, while sound
broadcasting generally has a wider bandwidth. It is not entirely clear whether
applications of such a system would belong to the broadcasting-satellite service
or fixed-satellite service.
See Appendix C.
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ratio for such channels (Report 306-3), experimental measurements and other tests are
needed to verifY conclusively that the interference from the aggregate of satellite
channels would be acceptably low. Accordingly, it is noted that the Administrations
may wish to conduct the necessary studies concerning the problem of sharing with
terrestrial services operating in accordanc~ with the Radio Regulations.

TABLE 5.2.8.5.3
Parameters of a narrowband satellite-sound broadcasting system
for community reception

Signal parameters
Frequency band (MHz)

620 - 790

Audio bandwidth (Hz)

3 lOO (300 - 3 400)

Type of modulation

FM

Modulation index

6 (~ 20.4_kHz peak frequency
deviation)

RF bandwidth per sound channel (kHz)

47.6

Down-linh signal-to-noise ratio (dB)

46.9

Space station

I

Antenna beamwidth (degrees)

3.5

Antenna ga1n (dB)

31

E.i.r.p. for 42 channel aggregate
( dBW)

37.6

E.i.r.p. per sound channel (dBW)

21.6

X

7

Ground receivers
Antenna diameter (m)

3

Antenna ga1n (dB)

24

System noise temperature (K)

400

Q/!

-2

ratio (dBK)

Power flux-density at beam
centre (dBW/(m 2 .48 kHz))

5.2.8.5.4

-144.5

Other potential new service applications being studied in Region 2

A number of applications employing the broadcast satellite service would be
enhanced by a return communications connection, for example, to permit students
in a classroom to interact with the remote instructor. In some cases, this return or
"interactive" link utilizes satellite transmissions. It is expected that the majority
of such interactive links will consist of one or more sound channels. An example of
representative parameters for a sound channel using a 12 GHz satellite link is given
1n Table XVI of Report 215-4.
It is not entirely clear whether applications of such a system would belong
to the broadcasting-satellite service or fixed-satellite serv1ce.
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5.2.9

Fixed-satellite service

5.2.9.1

Fixed-satellite systems (Report 205-4)

Systems in the fixed-satellite service are designed to operate with m1n1mum
necessary transmitter power at both the earth and the space stations, for one or more
of the following reasons :
available power in space stations has, so far, been limited by technology,
and launch vehicle constraints;
in frequency bands shared with terrestrial services, space stations are power
limited by agreement;
interference between space communication systems and, in shared bands,
into terrestrial systems is minimized for low transmitted powers.
At the same time, systems must be designed to meet their traffic and performance
requirements. The manner in which these can be met depends on the environmental
and propagation effects and on the noise level in earth and space stations, all of which
are frequency dependent.

5.2.9.1.1

Atmospheric absorption

The attenuation characteristics of the "normal" atmosphere are frequency dependent
allowing energy at certain frequencies to pass through it more readily than at others
and such frequency regions are more useful for space communications. The major
frequency regions of interest to space communications lie between the ionospheric MUF
(maximum usable frequency for reflection by the ionosphere) and the first oxygen
absorption line (about 60 GHz). vther windows between gaseous absorption: lines above
60 GHz may also prove to be of interest. Two other ranges, below about 300 GHz and in
the optical and infra-red regions, are of little current interest for systems in the
fixed-satellite serv1ce.
At frequencies above about 10 GHz, scatter and absorption caused by cloud and
precipitation have much greater significance. Moreover, there may be an appreciable
difference between the up-path and down-path frequencies and careful design is needed
to ensure that the necessary performance objectives are met in a balanced way
(Report 552-1).
Certain techniques, such as site diversity, the use of an alternative frequency
band or the use of adaptive systems, can overcome the problems met due to large
attenuation from precipitation for smallpercentages of time. In the absence of site
diversity reception, it might be desirable to lay down a rule that the transmission
power should be such as to enable a system to fulfil its operational objectives.
The use of frequency bands above 10 GHz would make possible the provision of
very high capacity regional and domestic systems using spot beam antennae, and should
make it possible for the earth stations of such systems to be located very close to
traffic centres. However, it should b~ noted that sharing between satellite systems
with a large number of earth stations in a small area and the fixed service may be
difficult and this is discussed in 5.4.3.3.*
In the design and planning of systems in the fixed-satellite service using
frequencies above about 10 GHz; there are a number of areas which require further
study. These are, for example, the determination of earth station~!, and the allowance
to be made for propagation, including the effect on cross-polarization discrimination.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.9.2 Technical considerations on up-link connections to broadcasting satellites
operating in the 12 GHz band
5.2.9.2.1

Choice of frequency*

The optimum choice of frequency band for the up-links to broadcasting
satellites will be governed by a number of factors.
The requirements affecting these up-links will vary from band to band. There
are, however, certain requirements in satellite design which tend to limit the proximity
of the up-link and the dm·m-link frequencies. A balance must be chosen between the
two frequencies so that they are neither too close nor too far apart; too small a
frequency separation makes good filtering difficult to achieve while too large a ·
separation causes design problems (Report 561-1).
Another factor influencing the choice of up-link frequency arises from
consideration of the required antenna characteristics. If the frequency chosen were
substantially lower than 12 GHz, antennae of the size required to achieve the necessary
galn might be difficult to accommodate on a spacecraft.
A third factor influencing the choice of frequency will be atmospheric
attenuation effects .. These effects have to be considered bearing in mind that the
required signal-to-noise ratio for the up-link is about 9 dB greater than that for the
down-link. If a frequency band such as 30 GHz is chosen, there are substantial technical
difficulties associated with the use. It would probably be necessary to take special
steps, such as the use of site diversity, at many earth station locations, to overcome
the effects of precipitation attenuation (Report 561-1).
In addition to the above factors which indicate the generally preferred
frequency range for the up-paths, a further factor influencing the specific choice of
frequency band would be the feasibility of sharing with other radio services.

5.2.9.2.2

Influence of satellite antenna configuration and performance*

Two alternative satellite antenna configurations are considered :
antennae using a common reflector and feed system for both the transmitting
and the receiving functions;
separate antennae for the transmitting and receiving functions.
In both cases, a single-feed or a multiple-feed system could be used.
The satellite environment implies that the antennae should be of lightweight
type with size limitations.
In the following, a brief discussion of the two configurations is given, with
special consideration of the receiving aspects.
A common transmitting/receiving antenna design lS characterized by :
the total bandwidth is limited, a ratio of approximately 1.6 between the
highest and lowest usable frequency is considered to be feasible;
the transmitting beam has to be designed to meet the requirements of the
down-link;
the receiving beamwidth will normally be different, wider at frequencies
below the transmitting band and narrower at frequencies above;

* See Appendix C.
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the sidelobe and cross-polar performances have to be optimized for the
transmitting function. Cross-polar and sidelobe performance at receiving
frequencies will possibly be degraded. The degradation may be frequency
dependent with higher cross-polar levels at higher frequencies and higher
sidelobes at lower frequencies (Report 810);
the receiving polarization should be circular (Regions 1 and 3);
in the case of a multiple-feed system and for a given shape of the transmitting
beam the shape of the receiving beam varies with frequency and can be
synthesized in several different ways;
the pointing control system of the transmitting and rece1v1ng beams 1s
expected to be less complex than vith the use of separate antennae.
Shaped beam tec~n~ques (including the possibility of non-elliptical beams)
can reduce emissions to 1 or interference from outside the intended service area.
Improved performance 1s already feasible by these techniques but the effect
on frequency sharing remains to be studied.
Separate transmitting and receiving antennae can be independently optimized
but will require significantly more space and weight. Sufficiently accurate pointing
of the transmitting and receiving beams is very difficult to achieve with separate
fixed-satellite antennae. It may not be feasible at the present state of development.

5.2.9.2.3

Satellite design aspects influencing the required transmitting and rece1v1ng
frequency separation*

The frequency separation between satellite transmitting and rece1v1ng bands
should be such that :
the required decoupling between the satellite repeater input and output
stages can be achieved with realistic antennae and filter isolation
requirements;
in order to enable a single conversion repeater no harmonic of the repeater
local oscillator should fall in either the transmitting or the receiving
band.
The required decoupling (approximately lOO dB at rece1v1ng frequencies and
approximately 120 dB at transmitting frequencies) has to be realized with the antenna
isolation between transmitting and receiving frequencies and with adequate filtering
at the repeater input and output stages. This decoupling is to be achieved between
the nearest receiving and transmitting channel frequencies. The minimum separation
should be approximately 400 MHz. This would also reduce the effect of passive
intermodulation products. A narrower separation would result in, among other things,
excessive losses of the transmit output filter. For a frequency separation approaching
the minimum value opposite polarization between transmitting and receiving frequencies
will be necessary 1n case of a common transmitting/receiving antenna.
It should be noted that the total transmitted bandwidth could reach 800 MHz
(Region 1) or 500 MHz (Region 3) to allow for satellites providing transmissions for
more than one service area.
( 1)

*

It is recognized that for Regions 1 and 3 a plan has been established based on
the use of elliptical beams for transmission. However, this does not preclude
the use of beam shapes in the implementation of the plan, particularly if such
use leads to a reduction of interference level within the framework of the plan.
See Appendix C.
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5.2.9.2.4

Rain attenuation and depolarization*

If the up-path frequencies were of the order of l2.GHz the atmospheric
attenuation at 20° elevation would not exceed 1.5 to 4 dB, depending on the climatic
zone, for l %of the worst month. Corresponding values for 20 and especially for 30 GHz
are appreciably higher. Also very short-term fades can arise giving an attenuation
around 10 dB at 20 GHz and 20 dB at 30 GHz for about 0.1 %of the worst month
(Report 564-l). To reduce the effect of deep fades on up-link performance, it might
be necessary to use diversity transmission or provide a means of up-link power control
at the earth station (see below). Otherwise, a 30 GHz up-lir~ might be interrupted
for a significantly greater percentage of the time than the 12 GHz down-link, and
reasonable overall link reliability would be difficult to achieve (Report 561-l).
Preliminary studies show that significant diversity advantage could be achieved
by using two up-link transmitters separated by about 15 km (Report 564-l).
To minimize the adverse effect of receive power flux-density variation due
to atmospheric attenuation, control of the earth station transmitting power may become
necessary. In practice, this control cannot stabilize the power flux-density arriving
at the satellite to an accuracy of more than perhaps one or two decibels depending on
the atmospheric conditions (rapid fluctuations, etc.).
In addition to their effects on attenuation, ice clouds and rain can cause
depolarization of the signal. The magnitude of the effect can be expressed in terms
of the cross-polar discrimination defined in Report 814. The effect of this phenomenon
on up-link system design increases with frequency.
5.2.9.3
5.2.9.3.1

Bandwidth requirements for up-links to broadcasting satellites ln the 12 GHz band
Introduction*

In order to implement Recommendations Sat-1 and Sat-5 of the WARC(BS)77,
a large number of studies have been carried out with a view to evaluating the bandwidths
required for the up-links to broadcasting satellites. Most of these studies are based on
the frequency-sharing exercises between all the up-links to satellites envisaged in the
Plan for Regions l and 3, and may not apply to Region 2. These results will supplement
Report 561-l which sets forth the technical data of the problem.
5.2.9.3.2

Position of the transmitting earth station

Most of the studies stressed the importance of the position of the earth station
transmitting to broadcasting satellites on the required bandwidth.
Generally speaking, it is desirable to have some flexibility in the choice of
the siting of up-link earth stations at some point in the service area of the down-link
or within a region which is covered by multiple beams. In some cases, it will even
be necessary to use up-links from points outside the service area.
It is important, however, not to lose sight of the possibility that choosing
a site for the transmitting earth station at some distance from the axis of the satellite
receiving antenna may substantially increase interference for a given bandwidth,
particularly in congested parts of the orbit. This is what happens when an earth
station is placed in the vicinity of an area which uses an adjacent channel for the
up-link and uses the same orbital position. This situation may arise in practicE in
countries wishing to use transportable stations or several fixed earth stations without
any restrictions on their siting.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.9.3.3
5.2.9.3.3.1

Technical parameters
Earth transmitting antenna

With an appropriate choice of antenna diameter and pattern of the earth station,
it is possible to avoid any interference between adjacent satellites. The diameter
of the earth station antenna has then to be adequate to meet this aim. If this is done,
it is sufficient to plan the up-link frequencies among the countries belonging to the
same orbital position in Regions 1 and 3. If, for example, the antenna side-lobe levels
conform to the reference pattern in Recommendation 465-1 the antenna gain should be
at least 50 dB for a separation angle of 6°.
A study using the 14 GHz band as an example for the up-links carried out in
the Asian-Pacific area shows that the interference situation depends on the orbital
position of the broadcasting satellites, and in some cases relatively small transmit
earth station antennae (for example, 2.5 m diameter) may be used without causing
interference between up-links to broadcasting satellites and this does not take into
account the interference with respect to the FSS up-links.
5.2.9.3.3.2

Satellite receiving antenna

The satellite receiving antenna characteristics have a strong influence on the
required up-link bandwidth.
As regards the antenna system, the simplest assumption involves using the same
antenna as for transmissioli to Earth. (See 5.2.9.2.2.) However, there are then doubts
about the possibility of meeting the antenna performances established by WARC(BS)77
with a common antenna, particularly with an up-link using a frequency higher than about
20 GHz.
Reduced receiving beam dimensions would improve protection against interference
and facilitate up-link planning. However, reduction of the receiving coverage area
below the transmitting coverage area sets a limit to the geographical location of
earth stations and consequently to the use of transportable transmitting stations.
5.2.9.3.3.3

E.i.r.p. of transmitting earth stations

The studies were focussed mainly on two hypothetical cases : one in which the
e.i.r.p. of each earth station is fixed so as to produce a uniform carrier-to-noise
ratio; and the other so as to produce a uniform power flux-density at the satellite
input. On an average, the second assumption leads to slightly less unfavourable results
than the f1rst regarding interference, without there being any appreciable difference
between the extreme values of interference. It seems, indeed, that a greater improvement
can be obtained by adjusting the e.i.r.p. of each station in such a way as to approach
the situation in which the interference caused by link A to link B is approximately
the same as that caused by link B to link A, subject to the condition that for each
country the carrier-to-noise r.atio for the up~link does not go below a minimum fixed
value. In all cases, to avoid increasing interference, the e.i.r.p. defined for any
earth station should never be exceeded (this does not apply to automatic power correction
in the presence of considerable atmospheric attenuation; see 5.2.9.2.4).
5.2.9.3.3.4

Protection ratio and interference criteria

Recommendation Sat-5 (WARC(BS)77) implies that, 1n Regions 1 and 3, the protection
ratios between up-links should in principle be 41 dB in the same channel and 25 dB in
adjacent channels, including a margin of 1 dB covering small variations of the e.i.r.p.
of earth stations. The studies show that, in many cases, this objective cannot be
attained with a bandwidth for the up-link equal to that for the down-link. Reduction
of the protection ratios between the necessary up~links to broadcasting satellites is
only acceptable provided that the total protection ratio, including the up-link and
the down-link, is always greater than 31 dB for the wanted signai.
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5.2.9.3.4

Bandwidth requirement

Recent studies undertaken by various Administrations of Regions 1 and 3 indicate
that a bandwidth in the range of 1 to 1.5 times the ~quivalent of the down-link
allocation may be required. Some studies conclude that the equivalent to the down-link
bandwidth could provide an adequate up-link service only if one or more constraints
are introduced (the number of constrai~ts ~epending on orbital position), such as
confining transmitting earth stations to the centres of the beams or at least
ruling out the use of certain sites near the fringe of the service area;
protection ratio for the up-link somewhat less than indicated in
Recommendation Sat-5 of Final Acts of WARC(BS)77;
beamwidth of satellite receiving antenna smaller than the beamwidth of
transmitting antenna in some critical areas;
adjustments of e.i.r.p. of transmitting stations and deviations from the
principle of a regular frequency translation in the satellite in some cases;
up-link frequencies above 10 GHz.
Release from any of these constraints will most probably lead to an increased
bandwidth requirement. On the other hand, restrictions, in particular for the location
of earth stations, for e.i.r.p.s and for the receiving antenna beamwidth would in fact
represent the elements of an up-link plan.
Transportable and small fixed up-link earth stations providing direct connection
to a broadcasting satellite are required in certain countries and their numbers can
be expected to increase as the broadcasting-satellite service develops. An example
of this application will arise in remote areas where terrestrial radio-relay systems
are not available for connection to the main earth station.
Restrictions on the earth station location for gaining frequency efficiency
as discussed in 5.2.9.3.2 would in certain cases impose unacceptable constraints on
the position of a transportable earth station.
Transportable and some fixed earth stations will use relatively small antennae.
However, if the antenna diameter becomes too small it will introduce excessive
interference into adjacent satellites. In general, it may be necessary to find the
proper balance between earth station antenna diameter and satellite spacing.
The choice of frequency band would result in a reduction of bandwidth
requirements at higher frequencies as a con&equence of the narrower receiving beam.
However, this places some restrictions, which may be unacceptable in some cases, on
the location of earth stations. Further studies might show that this advantage in
bandwidth reduction could be reduced due to depolarization effects.
5.2.9.4

Time division multiple access (TDMA) and its impact on spectrum utilization*

A meaningful way of comparing TDMA and frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
to postulate that the two systems are identical in all other respects, i.e. that
they have the same e.i.r.p. data rates on the various links, and total system bandwidth.
lS

Focussing first on individual transmissions from various terminals, the following
key points can be made :
the TDMA bandwidth is constant and independent of average data rate or duty
cycle. The TDMA transmission o~cupies the total available bandwidth;

* See Appendix C.
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the TDMA peak power density 1s linearly proportional to duty cycle or average
data rate;
the FDMA bandwidth is proportional to data rate. The individual transmissions
occupy different slices of the:.available bandwidth;
the FDMA peak power density is constant and independent of data rate.
Considering next the aggregate of TDMA or FDMA signals at the satellite
output, the following key points can be made :
to a first approximation, when operating in the bandwidth limited mode,
the peak power density of the composite signal is the same for FDMA and
TDMA;
to a first approximation, if the system is bandwidth limited, the bandwidth
occupancy of TDMA and FDMA is the same for equal data throughput;
to a first approximation, if the system is satellite transmitter power limited
the FDMA system will have about half the data throughput because of the need
to operate the repeater in the linear mode (back-off). The bandwidth
occupancy of FDMA will also be smaller, in the ratio of data rates.
From the above considerations, the following conclusions .may be drawn
the mutual interference and orbital efficiency of digital TDMA and digital
FDMA systems having the same system parameters (e.g. data rates and e.i.r.p.)
is approximately the same;
under the condition of equal average data throughput and e. i. r.p. for both
modes of multiple access, an earth station using digital TDMA generates
interference and is susceptible to interference over a wider frequency band
than an earth station using digital FDMA. However, the level of interference
with any one radio-relay station is reduced by a factor equal to the ratio
of TDMA and FDMA bandwidths;
because the power efficiency and spectrum utilization of TDMA and FDt1A are
comparable and because of the ease of integration of TDMA with the evolving
digital communications networks, it is expected that the utilization of
TDMA will increase.

5.2.9.5 The use of energy-dispersal waveforms associated with television and its
interfering effect on SCPC transmissions in the fixed-satellite service

5.2.9.5.1 Introduction
Slngle-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) transmissions have become widely used in
fixed-satellite service systems. However, they are sensitive to interference from
other transmissions with high spectral-density components, particularly analogue
FM/TV which, for some periods of time, may have low inherent dispersal of its carrier
energy and may therefore in this situation require substantial protection for SCPC
transmissions when operating on the same frequency.
The purpose of the present text is to update the existing information on the
effects of television interferen~e on SCPC systems by presenting the results of recent
measurement programmes. These demonstrate the degree of compatibility possible between
the two systems using existing energy dispersal techniques, and the improvements
possible with the use of more effective energy dispersal techniques.
In addition, the results of the use of energy dispersal waveforms with
television transmitted from an experimental broadcast-satellite system are briefly
discussed.
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5.2.9.5.2

Summary of results

Report 384-3 gives the results of some theoretical and experimental studies
of energy dispersal techniques applicable to analogue frequency modulation, including
television systems, and in the Annex to this Report describes the effects of preliminary
tests of this type of interference on SCPC carriers.
Recommendation 523 specifies that the total level of interference power in an
8-bit PCM telephony system caused by the transmitters of another fixed-satellite network
should not exceed i %of the total noise power level at the demodulator input (in the
bandwidth occupied by t~e carrier suffering interference), which would give rise to
a bit error-rate of 10- . The percentage i is 10 for existing systems, 15 for future
systems practising frequency re-use and 20 for future systems not practising frequency
re-use within the network. Consequently, a detailed measurement programme was undertaken
to determine representative data of the C/I ratios required for a nominal average bit
error-rate of 10-6 in a 4-phase SCPC/PSK-channel as a function of the television energydispersal peak-to-peak deviation and as a function of the number of interfering
carriers.* The purpose was to establish the relationship between the multiple-entry
carrier-to-interference ratio and the 10 %total noise criterion specified in
Recommendation 523. The results of the measurement programme are sumrr1arized in l
of Annex 5.2.9.2. Further studies in this area should be conducted in order to finalize
appropriate criteria for SCPC transmissions.
From the data provided the per-entry wanted-to-unwanted carrier ratio to produce
a bit error-rate of 10-6 can be determined for a representative energy dispersal rate
(30Hz). The actual number of interferers expected in typical systems is still under
investigation and needs to be defined. However, it can be seen that with energy
dispersal rates typical of those now in use, criteria could be developed that would
allow reasonably compatible operation between TV and SCPC systems.*
The use of more effective energy dispersal methods for TV should result in
reduced f/l requirements. A preliminary study was therefore undertaken to investigate
possible techniques and to evaluate the degree of improvement that could be expected.
The techniques evaluated are summarized in 2 of Annex 5.2.9.5.2. The results indicated
that although all methods provided some degree of improvement over the present method
of frame-rate dispersal, the line-rate dispersal methods were considered the most
suitable from both a performance and implementation basis in the· fixed-satellite service.
These alternative methods would provide an 8 to 10 dB improvement in tolerable ~l
over the frame-rate dispersal method when operating in an interference-limited
environment. This should result in f/l ratio requirements approximately equal to that
required with other types of transmissions and it should not be necessary to resort
to band segmentation by carrier type in order to ensure efficient use of the
geostationary orbit.*
The results of a test carried out on an experimental broadcast satellite where
energy dispersal was utilized were evaluated. This text indicated that to facilitate
an economical introduction of this type of service it is desirable to use conventional
TV receivers with only minor modifications. These tests demonstrated that conventional
frame-rate dispersal would be desirable. So, although it is possible to have television
transmission (for instance in the case of an up-link to the broadcast satellite) in
the same band allocated to the fixed-satellite service, for both technical and economic
considerations these more effective energy dispersal methods may not be universally
applicable.
).2.10

Factors affecting the system design and the selection of frequencies for inter-satellite
links of the fixed-satellite service (Report 451-2)
5.2.10.1

service

*

General

The use of radiocommunication links between space stations in the fixed-satellite
lS a means of interconnecting space networks.
It is an alternative to employing

See Appendix C.
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multiple earth station antenna systems or multiple-hop circuits.
using this technique have been successfully conducted.

Several experiments

In recognition of the potential usefulness of inter-satellite links, the
1971 WARC-ST defined the inter-satellite service and allocated to this service frequencies
above 54 GHz in the atmospheric absoTption bands. It may also be advantageous to
operate inter-satellite links at lower frequencies.
Although the use of laser beams between spacecraft may be possible, their
extremely narrow beamwidths and other limitations tend thus far to favour the use of
millimetre wave or other radio links, and only the frequency range of 3 GHz to 300 GHz
is considered here.
5.2.10.2

Advantages and disadvantages of inter-satellite links
There are at least four broad benefits provided by inter-satellite connections,

viz
a reduction 1n the number of earth stations and/or associated antennae
needed;
better circuit utilization of available capacity on links between Earth
and space may be obtained;
the prov1s1on of extensive (global) connect1v1ty for earth stations
accessing satellites through spot beams;
increased flexibility of network arrangements.
However, when inter-satellite links are employed for transmission between
satellites with 'ride angular separation (e.g. 80° to 120°), the resulting overall
earth-station to earth-station transmission delay would exceed the maximum value
specified in CCITT Recommendation G.ll4.
5.2.10.3

Various types of inter-satellite links

Two distinct categories of use can be envisaged for inter-satellite links
operating between geostationary communication satellites :
(a)

links between satellites separated quite widely in the geostationary
satellite orbit (e.g. 60°) to extend the geographical coverage of a system
without relaying at an earth station;

(b)

links between satellites relatively close together (e.g. 3° to 5° orbit
spacing) and having virtually the same coverage area, but serving different
communities of earth stations.

5.2.10.3.1

Long inter-satellite links

In category (a) links, a high path loss will exist between the satellites,
comparable with the path loss from a geostationary satellite to the Earth, and to keep
the link transmitter power to a practicable value it would be necessary to use high
gain transmitting and receiving antennae. If station-keeping errors and orbital
inclination are kept to small, but currently achievable values, variations in the
direction from one satellite to the other will be qu1te small at the wide separation
distances involved in these systems, allowing the use of narrow-beam antennae even in
the absence of antenna tracking facilities.
5.2.10.3.2

Short inter-satellite links

For the short-hop type of link described in category (b) the relative proximity
of the satellites results in large angular variations in the link path for quite small
va~ues of orbital inclination.
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If antenna tracking were available, high gain antennae could be used for shortHowever, antenna tracking would involve rather sophisticated
satellite devices, probably not currently achievable in a reliable, low-mass form.

hop inter-satellite links.

5.2.10.4

Device technology

Today the 11/14 GHz and 20/30 GHz technology is well-developed for space stations.
It would be very des.irable for this space-proved hardware or similar equipment to be
made usable for inter-satellite links. Frequencies above 50 GHz may be too high for
early implementation.

5. 2.10. 5

Consideration of required bands

The inter-satellite service will need full duplex capability. Pairs of bands
of equal width, separated by a gap in frequency, will therefore be necessary.
The inter-satellite bands should be separated in frequency from the up and the
down-path bands. It is advisable to have gaps between any two of these bands to minimize
the interference problems. An inter-satellite frequency is used on one satellite for
transmission and on another for reception. With up or down-path frequencies very
close to an inter-satellite frequency, it would be possible to get very large ·level
differences between. a transmitter and a receiver adjacent in frequency. This leads
to very severe isolation requirements on board the satellite, so severe, in fact, that
it would be necessary to leave part of the bands unused to create a gap between the
transmitting and the receiving frequencies.
In general, the inter-satellite frequency bands of the fixed-satellite serv1ce
should not be shared with other bands used by satellites. However, they can be shared
with bands used for some terrestrial services (see 5.3.2.6.1).
The beams of all inter~satellite links would be aimed in the plane of the
geostationary satellite orbit and the angular separation between the beams of intersatellite links belonging to different s~stems may be no greater than the angular
spacing between adjacent satellites. In order to achieve frequency re-use of the
spectrum allocated for inter-satellite links, it will be necessary to design for very
narrow beamwidths, low sidelobe levels and highly accurate antenna pointing capability
in respect of inter-satellite link applications. It is also clear that there is a
need to devise techniques and criteria for the coordination of frequencies assigned
to inter-satellite links.

5.2.10.6

Conclusion
It is reasonable to expect increasing interest in inter-satellite links.

In the near future, a possible demand can be foreseen for "short-hop" intersatellite links to provide interconnection facilities between communicatior.rsatellite
networks, and the optimum frequency of operation is found to be substantially below
the lowest frequency allocated for the inter-satellite service, and preferably between
15 and 35 GHz.

5.2.11

Space operation service

5.2.11.1

General

The space operation service, within which the vital satellite functions maintenance, telemetry, telecommand and tracking - can be performed, will assume grow1ng
importance as satellite systems in many services move to frequency bands beyond 15 GHz
and as increasing use is made of high gain spot-beam antennae for the illumination of
rather limited service areas.
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The sharing of frequency bands by the space operation service and the space research service, together in some cases with the joint use of the same earth statjon sites,
would considerably ease the task of coordination with other frequency users (mostly
terrestrial) sharing the same band : once the earth station site has been coordinated
in a particular frequency band for the space research service, it would be automatically
coordinated for the space operation serv1ce.
Satellite systems using the geostationary orbit will run into more and more
difficulties, particularly during the injection and transfer orbit phase, when relying
on the service frequency bands for their maintenance telemetry, telecommand and tracking
transmissions. The service antenna systems, which frequently have only high-gain spotbeams will, in many cases, not be adequate to provide the required coverage. One way
to overcome this problem would be to use additional equipment on the satellite, operating
at lower frequencies, and having the required antenna characteristics and link
performance. It would be convenient for this equipment to operate in the bands of the
space operation service.
Sharing between the space research service (near-Earth) and the space operation
serv1ce should be feasible in the l to 10 GHz band. For technological and propagation
reasons, the lower part of the band is more attractive than the upper part. Sharing
of the space operation service with the space research service (deep space) and spaceborne active and passive sensors is not considered feasible.
Interference situations with the shared bands can be kept at an insignificant
level provided that frequency assignments are made conscientiously within the framework
of Article 9A of the Radio Regulations.

5.2.11.2

Preferred frequency bands*

The preferred frequencies for additional use by the space operation service
should be higher than 1 GHz in order to ensure the tracking precision required for many
space missions such as geostationary satellite missions and earth-exploration missions
using low-altitude orbits.
Frequencies should be lower than 6 GHz and preferably lower than 3 GHz in order
to ensure the maintenance of space operations links in all flight stages, which requires
quasi~isotropic radiation in the launching, loss of nominal altitude and other critical
stages.
The SPM concludes that the preferred frequencies for the space operation serv1ce
are between 1 and 6 GHz, with the optimum between 1 and 3 GHz.

5.2.11.3 Bandwidths*
If the three functions of the space operation serv1ce are considered
maintenance telemetry
telecommand
tracking
it is tracking that requires the greatest bandwidths with range tracking.
The SPM concludes that typical bandwidth values range from 100 kHz to roughly
1 MHz derending on mission requirements.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.2.11.4

Protection criteria*

There are currently no CCIR texts fixing protection criteria for the space
operation service.
It is thought that the levels and time percentages of permissible interference
1n this service should be similar to those·fixed for the near-Earth space research
service (Recommendation 364-3) or a little less rigorous.
5.2.11.5

Regulatory aspects*

The definition of the space operation service in N3100/84ATE of the Radio
Regulations specifies that this service is :
(1)

"concerned exclusively with the operation of spacecraft, 1n particular
tracking, telemetry and telecommand"

and that :
(2)

"these functions will normally be provided within the servic~ 1n which
the space station is operating".

(See also Recommendation 363-1).
However, in current practice, the interpretation of point (2) leads to
restrictions in the space operation service, with the following drawbacks :
(a)

On-board and ground equipment discharging space operation functions cannot
be standardized for the various missions (space research, point-to-point
telecommunications, broadcasting, earth exploration~ etc.) or for the
various phases of the mission.

(b)

Protection of satellites in critical situations when mission
telcommunications use frequencies above 6 GHz is rendered more difficult.

(c)

The practice is difficult to apply when the bands assigned to mission
telecommunications are incorporated in a high-density allocation plan,
which is the case, for example, for the broadcasting-satellite bands
around 12 GHz in Regions 1 and 3.

In view of the above drawbacks, the SPM concludes that it would be advisable
that N3100/84ATE of the Radio Regulations should be reworded in order to leave
Administrations equally free to carry out maintenance telemetry, telecommand and
spacecraft tracking :
either at frequencies allocated to mission telecommunications,
or at frequencies allocated specifically to the space operation service,
while examining, for each planned system, the optimum spectrum utilization and the
technical and operational aspects detailed in (a), (b) and (c) above.
5.2.12

Radiation diagrams of satellite antennae
5.2.12.1

General (Report 558-1)

Satellite antennae patterns have a significant effect on the utilization of
the geostationary-satellite orbit. To enhance orbit utilization, the spacecraft antenna
should have the following general characteristics :

*

See Appendix C.
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the main-lobe patterns of the satellite antennae should conform to the coverage
area as closely as possible (beam shaping in the plane normal to the axis
of propagation is desirable);
the side lobes should be controlled outside the coverage area. The utilization
of techniques to reduce the first side-lobe level and to increase the far
side-lobe envelope slope are to be encouraged since they would ease the
problems of coordination with other networks and would also allow the use
of multiple-beam antennae;
the position of a geostationary satellite should not be unduly restricted
by steerability limits of narrow-beam antennae.
5.2.12.2

Design considerations of satellite antennae (Report 558-1)

The satellite antenna is an integral part of a dynamic platform ln a space
environment. Mass and size are of paramount importance and are constrained by the
launch vehicle payload envelope.
The platform attitude stability, orbit inclination
and longitudinal variations introduce tolerances which must be considered in the
satellite antenna patterns.

purity.

Some satellite antennae are required to radiate beams of high polarization
This aspect of antenna design is discussed in Report 555-1.

The particular tJpe of antenna utilized will depend on frequency, beamwidth
and launch vehicle payload envelope (physical size and mass). Minimum beamwidth
will depend upon the precision with which the satellite attitude can be stabilized
as well as service requirements, such as area of coverage and frequency re-use.
Current pointing stabilities for spacecraft antenna platforms are of the order
of + 0.2°. Unless tracking capability is lncluded in the satellite, the antenna gain
is limited to about 50 dB on-axis gain by the pointing stability. Higher gains require
a considerable increase in satellite complexity.
To date, at frequencies above 1 GHz, horns have been used extensively for the
larger beamwidths and focus-fed parabolic reflector for smaller beamwidths. These
two types have been used extensively in the past, but several spacecraft are using
an offset-fed reflector, and multi-beam lens antennae are used on some prototype
spacecraft. In the long term, the use of phased arrays may be of interest.
5.2.12.3

Shaped beam antennae (Reports 558-1 and

676)

Ideally, the radiation pattern of the antenna should be such that energy lS
concentrated toward the earth stations in the network.
Two methods of shaping satellite antenna patterns can be considered in relation
to the improving of coverage area gain and reducing inter-systems interference, namely
(1) shaping to conform to a coverage area (shaping in the plane normal to the axis
of propagation); and (2) shaping within the coverage area (shaping in the propagation
axis plane). There will be a natural tendency to shape a beam to fit the coverage
area to the extent that it is the most feasible and economical means of maximizing
the e.i.r.p. towards the earth stations in the coverage area.
It is possible to develop shaped beams by the use of reflector, lens and array
type antennae. Each of the three antenna types offer particular advantages for certain
applications. Recent advances ln synthesis techniques are useful for analytic design
of shaped beam antennae.
Many applications require highly irregular beam shapes which are beyond what
can be achieved by using passive reflectors and multiple feeds. More complex structures
using a combinaticn of several techniques to provide the desired amplitude and phase
distribution across an aperture are needed. Optimization studies concerned with
efficiency, cost, performance and weight of such antenna designs 'should be performed.
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The design methods will permit sharper skirts on the side of the beam so that
low radiation levels are reached nearer the contour edge. This is extremely important
when the purpose of contouring is to permit the sharing of frequencies.

5.2.12.4 Multiple-beam satellite antennae (Report 665)
In early satellites, a global beam was used for communication between different
countries. In the INTELSAT IV-A series satellite, "east" and "west" beams are being
used. In the des1gn of future generation of satellites, serious consideration is being
given for the use of _spot beams for communica~~~n b~tw~en different countries
re-using the same frequency bands. Beams with orthogonal polarization could provide
for frequency re-use over the same coverage area. For frequency re-use, an isolation
between beams of at least 27 dB is required. To achieve satisfactory beam isolation,
the unwanted power has to be reduced by the design of low side-lobe antennae. The
general requirements of isolation between beams, as well as the total coverage provided
by the beams, invoke certain --restrictions in the design of a multi-beam antenna.
These generally fall into the following areas :
(a)

Antenna beamwidths and beam separation angles must be chosen to provide
the required isolation as well as coverage.

(b)

Characteristics of the individual beams, including both beam shape and
side-lobe levels, must be properly selected. vli th a view to a more
efficient utilization of the orbit-spectrum potential, the SPM considere
that further studies would be required in order to determine desired sidelobe levels and to increase the fall-offof radiation patterns outside the
service area.

(c)

Use of circular polarization discrimination requires that axial ratios of
the individual beams be maintained under 0.5 dB to prevent excessive
leakage into the cross-polarized c~annel.

(d)

Feed networks that provide excitations for individual beams to achieve
the desired shapes and low side lobes, as well as necessary switching,
should be as simple as possible to avoid excessive losses.

Various types of multiple-beam antennae have been and are being investigated
for satellite communications. Reflector systems offer the benefits of simplicity;
however, the side-lobe levels at the higher scan angles appear to be unacceptable.
Phased array designs for spacecraft use are limited by the weight of beam-forming
networks and prime power allocations for beam-steering and linear transmit operation.
Lens designs offer good electrical performance. Waveguide lens designs are lightweight
but have limited bandwidths. Bootlace lens designs are capable of broadband
operation. The use of multiple-beam antennae for satellite communications would
increase the efficiency of frequency use; however, additional work is required to
determine the degree of efficiency improvement.

5.2.12.5

Reference radiation pattern (Report 555-1)

It appears desirable to postulate guidelines for a pattern as a basis for
further consideration for satellite antennae which have relatively simple pattern
envelopes, such as those having simple circular main lobes. It is also desirable to
have an interim reference for those conditions for the coordination computations
of RR Appendix 29 if actual patterns are not available.
Difficulties arise, however, in attempting to apply the postulated pattern
to a non-circular beam. Therefore, it is not known at present whether a spacecraft
antenna reference pattern can be developed which will be applicable to the large
variety of complex patterns which may be utilized.
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Sharing criteria between services

5.3.1

Sharing between space services

5.3.1.1

Sharing between the fixed-satellite and radionavigation-satellite services
at frequencies of the order of 14 GHz

In order to provide sufficient protection to space station receivers of the
fixed-satellite service, Recommendation 496-1 states that space stations and earth
stations in the radionavigation satellite service transmitting in the band 14.3 - 14.4 GHz
should be coordinated with geostationary satellites in the fixed-satellite service to
ensure that the total interference power produced by any such radionavigation satellite
and any associated earth stations at the receiver input of any geostationary space station
of the fixed-satellite service does not exceed -153 dEW in any 1 MHz band. (See also
Report 560-1) .

5.3.1.2

Sharing between the space research serv1ce and the fixed-satellite service
near 15 GHz

The space research service has a requirement for operating low orbit satellites
via a geostationary data relay satellite (DRS) near 15 GHz. These operations could
potentially share with earth-to-space links of the fixed-satellite service (FSS). The
space research receivers aboard both the low-orbit user satellites and the geostationary
DRS satellite could be subject to interference from FSS uplinks. Additionally,
interference paths potentially exist between the space research system and the fixed
satellite space station receivers. Report 686 studies aspects of this matter. The
following paragraphs address the interference potential between the space research
service, operating via a DRS and the fixed-satellite service uplinks.

5.3.1.2.1

Interference to the FSS space stations from the space research DRS near 15 GHz

Three separate situations must be considered when examining potential interference
into a FSS space station from the DRS system.
Firstly, for interference from the DRS earth station to a FSS space station,
assuming that the DRS earth station is in the main beam of the FSS space station, the
required separation angle e, seen from the DRS earth station, is calculated from the
antenna gain and this equals 5.7°. Since the topocentric angle e is always greater than
the geocentric separation between two satellites, 5.7° is a conservative approximation
of the latter. (Report 686).
Secondly, interference from the user-to-DRS link is most likely to occur when the
DRS and the satellite in the fixed-satellite service are adjacent in orbit. The return
link signal transmitted from the DRS user satellite up to a DRS may result in an
unacceptable interference entry into the fixed-satellite service uplinks. The worst case
occurs when a DRS user is in the main lobe of a satellite receiving antenna of the
fixed-satellite service. The required separation of 5.7° in the previous case is large
enough to avoid the occurrence of harmful interference.
It is to be noted that if the separation angle between DRS and FSS satellites is
reduced to the order of 3°, the user-to-DRS link may have to be restricted so that it
lies outside a cone around the axis of the fixed-satellite spot beam.
Thirdly, interference from the DRS-to-user link to near antipodal fixed satellite
space stations can occur whenever the DRS antenna is pointed to within about 1.3° of the
FSS space station. The worst case calculation indicates that the fixed-satellite system
could experience uplink interference for 10 %of the time, which is considerable.
However, the narrowness of the two antipodal segments makes the co-ordination of
satellite positioning possible, so that this constraint does not necessarily lead to
poor orbit utilization.

The implications of this suggest that sharing may only be possible if the DRS
transmissions were to have pointing restrictions placed on them.
5.3.1.2.2

Interference to space research low-orbit satellites from FSS uplinks*

Information submitted to the SPM indicates that for a space research user
satellite in a 200 km orbit, unacceptable interference (i.e. No/Io < 10 dB) will occur
whenever the user satellite is within 22° of the principal axis of the antenna of an
FSS earth station. At best (i.e., when the FSS earth station antenna is pointing
vertically) the 22° topocentric angle corresponds to a reiatively small geocentric angle
of 0.7°, for a 200 km satellite.
The short flight time through this region for a 200 km satellite results in a
single FSS earth station blocking commands from the DRS for about 0.007 %of the time
that command reception from a single DRS is possible. This percentage of time is
basically independent of the user satellite altitude from 200 km to 12,000 km.
These interference regions will constitute small known locations on the user
satellite orbital sphere that would allow operational scheduling of commands into
interference free portions of the orbit, resulting in acceptable interference.
Additionally, ·it should be noted that the use of sophisticated modulation
techniques in the command links of the space research user satellites could significantly
reduce the system vulnerability to interference, and therefore reduce the outage time.
5.3.1.2.3

Interference to a space research geostationary DRS receiver from the FSS
uplinks

Two possible situations exist for this interference case. Firstly, interference
to the Earth-to-DRS link where the DRS antenna is stationary and is therefore a similar
situation to that of FSS system. Secondly, interference to the low-orbit user satelliteto-DRS link. Here the DRS will be tracking the low-orbit user satellite via a high gain
pointable antenna.
5.3.1.2.3.1

Interference into the e.arth-to-DRS link*

Assuming an interference criterion of N/I = 10 dB at the DRS receiver, the
combined discrimination from both the fixed-service earth station antenna and the DRS
receiving antenna must be greater than 77 dB. Discrimination of this order can be
achieved only if the two earth stations are far apart so that the fixed-satellite earth
station is well outside the footprint of the DRS receiving antennae. Fig. 5.3.1.2.3.1
is a graph showing the ground separation required between a DRS earth station and a
fixed-service earth station, under the most favourable circumstances of ray geometry for
various values of orbital separation between the DRS and the satellite to which the
fixed-service earth station is transmitting. This most favourable situation would be
that the DRS earth station be at the sub-satellite point of the DRS; most other
situations would require larger earth station separation. For Fig. 5.3.1.2.3.1 it is
assumed that the side lobe envelopes of both earth station antennae will conform to
Recommendation 465-1.
It can be seen from the graph that at 5° orbital separation the earth statiom
would have to be separated by at least 1,500 km longitudinally, which could be a severe
constraint on the fixed-satellite service. The minimum earth separation possible is
about 150 km; however this would necessitate an orbital separation of 48° which would be
unacceptable to the fixed-satellite service. This extremely large value of orbital
separation appears to arise from the large difference between the up-path sensitivities
attributed to the DRS and fixed satellite systems.

*

See Appendix C.
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This latter point could suggest a reduction in DRS-Earth link receiver sensitivity~
This would allow closer earth station spacings. Sophisticated modulation techniques
might also be applied to effectively change the assumed interference criterion.
5.3.1.2.3.2

Interference to the user satellite-to-DRS link

The total gain discrimination required to protect the DRS (assuming an interference
criterion of N/I = 10 dB) is again 77 dB. Since this gain discrimination value is based
upon a main-beam to main-beam situation in which the FSS earth station has 64 dB gain and
the DRS a 50 dB main-beam gain, the N/I > 10 dB criterion will be met whenever the DRS
and FSS have a total gain towards each other of less than (64 + 50 - 77) = 37 dB.
In order to obtain an estimate of how often the interference criterion might be
exceeded, a computer simulation was employed. This model computed the DRS return link
receiver antenna gain in the direction of a fixed point on the Earth's surface, as the
DRS repeatedly tracked a low-orbit user satellite. The percentage of time the gain
exceeded specified levels was then determined and plotted in Fig. 5.3.1.2.3.2. Two cases
were studied; with the fixed location at the sub-satellite point, and with the fixed
location near the radio horizon. The low-orbiting satellite was assumed to have an
altitude of 1,000 km and an inclination of 80°.*
The impact of this interference mode can be seen in the following example. An
FSS earth station pointing 4° away from the DRS satellite will have a gain component
towards the DRS of 17 dB assuming the reference radiation diagram from
Recommendation 465-1. Since the total allowable gain is of the order of 37 dB, the N/I
ratio at the DRS will be greater than 20 dB in the direction of the FSS earth station.
From Fig. 5.3.1.2.3.2 the DRS will have a gain greater than 20 dB towards the FSS earth
station for between 1 %and 7 %of the time depending upon the exact location of the
FSS earth station. For a FSS earth station pointed so away from the DRS, the N/I = 10 dB
criterion will be exceeded for between 0.3 and 3 %of the time.
5.3.1.2.4

Conclusions

The analysis of potential interference to the fixed-satellite service leads the
SPM to conclude that, at the frequencies in the vicinity of 15 GHz:
sharing of Earth-to-DRS links with uplinks of the fixed-satellite service would
be feasible only in uncongested parts of the geostationary satellite orbit,
and then only if the number of Earth-to-DRS links were small. In other parts
of the geostationary satellite orbit there may need to be restrictions on DRS
earth station locations and/or positions from which the user-to-DRS links can
be used (Report 686);
sharing of DRS-to-user links with uplinks of fixed-satellite services would
also be feasible, under the same conditions as in the previous case, provided
that coordination of satellite positioning (including near-antipodal segments)
and system implementation is performed. (Report 686).
The analysis of interference to the space research DRS system from uplinks of the
FSS indicates that:
For reasonable DRS-FSS space station orbital separations, a large earth station
separation will have to be maintained in order to prevent excess interference
from entering the DRS Earth-to-space link.
For the user-to-DRS path, some interference will exist whenever the DRS tracking
antenna is pointed near a FSS earth station. The duration and magnitude of
this interference will be a complex function of the DRS antenna tracking motions,
the location of the FSS earth station and the orbital location of the FSS space
station to which the FSS earth station is transmitting, and

*

See Appendix C.
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For the DRS-to-user satellite path, interference will exist for short periods
whenever the user satellite passes through the main beam of a FSS earth station.
It should be noted that the above analysis did not consider the use of
sophisticated modulation techniques, which may reduce the interference vulnerability of
the space research DRS system. Additionally, operational scheduling can virtually
eliminate interference problems within the DRS system on the DRS-to-user path.
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5.3.1.3

Sharing between the earth exploration satellite service using a data relay
satellite and the fixed-satellite service near 18 and 28 GHz

The need for global coverage and the high data rates necessary to perform the
missions in the earth exploration service (EES) make it necessary that data relay
satellites be used to transmit the data from low orbiting EES satellites to ground. The
wide bandwidths required will have to be a~commodated above 10 GHz, preferably in the
17 - 20 GHz portion of the spectrum for the relay satellite-to-Earth link sharing the
present fixed-satellite service down-link band, and in the 25 - 27 GHz region for the
EES-to-relay satellite link. This matter is considered in Report 692 and the SPM
considered further information. The spe~fic links and frequency bands discussed in
the following sections are:*
near 18 GHz, ESS relay satellite-to-earth station (data link) sharing with
space-to-Earth fixed-satellite service links;
near 28 GHz EES earth station-to-relay satellite (command link) sharing with
Earth-to-space fixed-satellite service links;
near 28 GHz ESS relay satellite to EES low-orbit user (command link) sharing
with space-to-Earth fixed-satellite service.
These regions of the spectrum also include the fixed and mobile services.
See 5.2.3.1 for sharing considerations between EES relay satellite and the fixed and
mobile services. (Report 692).
5.3.1.3.1

Relay satellite-to-earth station link sharing with fixed-satellite service
down-links near 18 GHz

To determine the angular separations required between the relay satellite and a
fixed service satellite, a maximum single entry interference-to-carrier ratio of -35 dB
is assumed to protect the fixed-satellite system and of -30 dB to protect the
relay-satellite system.
For a set of parameters that may be applicable to the fixed-satellite service at
about 18 GHz, the carrier pfd on the Earth's surface will be of the order of -125.9 dB
(W/m2 • MHz). This value is 3. 0 dB above the relay-satellite pfd. However, the
interference criterion for the EES relay satellite is 5 dB less than for the fixed
satellite. Consequently, the separation angle required is about the same for the
protection of each system. The required separation angle is approximately 2°, and
applies only for eo-located earth stations.
5.3.1.3.2

EES earth station to relay satellite link sharing with fixed-satellite
up-links near 28 GHz

The transmitted power density of the earth station for the relay satellite
command link is approximately equal to that expected from a fixed-satellite service
earth station. Assuming that both the EES relay satellite earth station and the
fixed-satellite service earth station were in the main beam of a fixed satellite, then
a satellite separation of less than 2° is required to protect the fixed service satellite
with a single entry Q/~ of 35 dB.
Conversely, taking the relay satellite command link interference criterion as a
of 30 dB, the satellite separation must also be of the order of 2° to protect the
relay satellite, again assuming that both earth stations are within the relay satellite
main beam. The 3 dB beamwidth of the relay satellite antenna is approximately 0.25°,
implying that both earth stations must be located within about 125 km of each other
for this situation to occur.

f/~

* See Appendix C.
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5.3.1.3.3

Relay satellite to EES low-orbiting user link sharing with fixed-satellite
up-links near 28 GHz

5.3.1.3.3.1

Entries into the fixed-satellite system

The possibility exists that the relay satellite command link transmissions
enter the receiver of a fixed-satellite service space station. This interference
can occur only when the line connecting the relay satellite and EES spacecraft is
the earth's limb and simultaneously near the equator. The magnitude of the power
which will be received by the fixed service satellite receiver at any given time,
function of the instantaneous antenna coupling of the fixed-satellite service and
relay satellite systems.

could
mode
near
density
is a
the

Using the relay satellite transmit parameters developed previously, the maximum
pfd which can be transmitted across the. geostationary orbit is -179.6 dB(W/ (m2 .Hz)).
Assuming a minimum usable fixed-satellite service earth station elevation angle
of 20°, a carrier-to-interference criterion of 35 dB and fixed-satellite service receiver
noise temperature of 2,500 K, results in an interference threshold of -214.6 dB(W/Hz).
Therefore, the relay satellite must provide 25 dB antenna pattern discrimination to
protect the fixed satellite.
Using the antenna pattern of Report 810 the required 25 dB discrimination is
obtained at 1.44 times the relay satellite antenna 3 dB beamwidth or approximately
0.4° from its main beam.
Therefore, in order to provide protection to the fixed-satellite service the
relay satellite should be constrained from transmitting whenever the relay satellite-EES
line-of-sight is within 0.4° of the geostationary orbit as seen from the relay satellite.
This can be handled via operational procedures for the EES command system. (Report 692).
5.3.1.3.3.2

Interference into the EES low-orbit satellite*

Information was presented to the SPM that interference to an EES satellite may
occur when it is in the main beam of a FSS earth station. This interference would be
present for a small percentage of the time and for that reason may not constitute
harmful interference as this could be handled via operational procedures for the EES
command system.
5.3.1.3.4

Conclusions*

Although it has been shown that interference will occur into the FSS up-links
at about 28 GHz and into the EES receiver at about 28 GHz, sharing is possible with
some restrictions. These are that the EES should cease transmission when the relay
satellite-to-EES line is within 0.4° of the plane of the geostationary satellite orbit
as seen from the relay satellite and that interference into the EES may have to be
accepted, particularly whilst over land areas. The effects of this latter interference
may be reduced by careful engineering.
Sharing between the EES relay satellite-to-Earth station link and space-to-Earth
fixed satellite links near 18 GHz is feasible. This conclusion is based upon the
assumption that the carrier pfd on the Earth's surface used by the fixed-satellite
service will be of the order of -125.9 dB (W/(m2 .Hz)).
5. 3.• 1. 4

Frequency sharing between the time signal-satellite service and the fixedsatellite service at about 20 and 30 GHz

Report 736 summarizes a proposed satellite time dissemination system intended to
provide a means for high-precision comparisons of time and frequency at widely separated

*
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points on the Earth and examines the problems of frequency sharing between such a system
and the fixed-satellite service in the vicinity of 21 and 31 GHz. An evaluation is made
of eo-channel operation of a satellite time dissemination system and fixed-satellite
communications networks. Typical parameters for the general classes. of equipment have
been assumed to allow completion of the analysis. A synopsis of system operation is
given in Annex 5.3.1.4.1. See also 5.2.7.
Report 736 concluded that the proposed satellite time dissemination system
down-links could share frequency bands with the fixed-satellite service near 21 and 31 GHz
under certain conditions. The SPM considered that the choice of frequency bands for
possible sharing should be made somewhat less specific and considered new information
on sharing at about 20 GHz as indicated below. The conclusions of Report 736 on sharing
near 31 GHz are considered by the SPM to be applicable in the somewhat wider frequency
context and are quoted below without change.
5.3.1.4.1

Sharing with fixed-satellite service down-links at about 20 GHz

Sharing between a time dissemination system down-link and fixed-satellite service
space-to-Earth links near 20 GHz may be feasible if the time dissemination satellite
downpath pf<l is const~ained in such. a fashimi as to Timi t ·interference· :Lnto the ·
fixed-satellite service earth stations to an acceptable low level. One recent study
indicates that a desired fixed-satellite service down-link signal may have a pfd as low
as -146 dB(W/(m2 .MHz)). Therefore it may be necessary to limit the time dissemination
satellite downpath pfds to values of the order of -170 to -180 dB(W/(m2 .MHz)) when the
time dissemination satellite is in the main lobe of the fixed-satellite service earth
station.*
For low altitude time dissemination satellites, conjunctions with fixed-satellite
service earth station main lobes are expected to be infrequent and of short duration.
However, provisions may be needed to ensure that the time dissemination satellite ceases
emissions during conjunctions. Consideration of the spectral density properties of the
time dissemination satellite system and the probability of occurrence of interference
to fixed-satellite service earth stations, should be taken into account when assessing
the likelihood of interference to fixed-satellite service earth stations. The SPM
therefore considers that the exact sharing criteria in this case should be determined
after further study.
5.3.1.4.2

Sharing with fixed-satellite service up-links at about 30 GHz

Report 736 states that sharing between a satellite time dissemination system
down-link and fixed-satellite up-links near 31 GHz is feasible for the time system
parameters given in this document (see Annex 5.3.1.4.2). Coordination between fixedsatellite and time dissemination earth stations will be necessary to protect the time
system from harmful interference.
5.3.1.4.3

Conclusions

Report 733 indicates that, in addition to the frequencies presently allocated,
up- and down-link channels in band 10 with a bandwidth of 250 MHz and up- and down-link
channels in bands 10 or 11 with a bandwidth of 1.2 GHz are needed for a satellite time
dissemination service.
The SPM concludes that down-links of the proposed satellite time dissemination
service could share frequency bands with the fixed-satellite service as follows:
at about 20 GHz, sharing with fixed-satellite down-links, subject to sharing
criteria which should be developed by the CCIR after further study; these may
include a limitation of the pfd at the Earth's surface from time dissemination
satellites in the order of -170 to -180 dB(W/(m2.MHz)!;

*

See Appendix C.
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at about 30 GHz, sharing with fixed-satellite up-links, subject to
coordination of the earth stations to protect the time system from harmful
interference.
5.3.1.5

Sharing between the fixed-satellite service and passive sensors

5.3.1.5.1

Sharing with fixed-satellite space-to-Earth links

The SPM considered information on sharing between the fixed-satellite service
and passive sensors. Sharing frequency bands with fixed-satellite space-to-Earth links
between 15 GHz and 20 GHz is feasible provided that the power flux-density at the
Earth's surface produced by emissions from any one fixed-satellite space station does
not exceed -101 dB(W/m2) in a 200 MHz reference band for all angles of arrival. This is
based on an assumption that the interfering signal from a fixed service satellite
reflected on the Earth's surface will be isotropic, with a 50 %reflection factor. If
measurements demonstrate a lower reflection factor than this, a higher down-link power
flux-density could be tolerated. The power flux-density level of -101 dB(W/(m2.200 MHz))
is 8 dB higher than the level given in Report 694 because fUrther examination has shown
that the most sensitive sensing measurement, atmospheric water vapour, can be
accommodated in an alternate frequency band, thereby relaxing the power flux-density
level which would allow sharing with satellite space-to-Earth links·.
The e.i.r.p. of the fixed service satellite corresponding to a power flux-density
limit of -101 dB(W~~-200 MHz)) is 61.5 dB (W/200 MHz). On the other hand, the power
flux-density at the Earth's surface, which is permitted in the Radio Regulations when
fixed service satellites share frequency bands with the fixed terrestrial service on an
equal basis, is -105 dB(W/(m2 .MHz)) when the incident angle with respect to the
horizontal plane is above 25 degrees. (Report 387-3). This value corresponds to
80 dB(W/200 MHz) of e.i.r.p. of the satellite.*
In view of recent research and development of multi-beam antennae and scanning
spot-beam antennae, e.i.r.p. 's of satellites will become much greater than for currently
planned systems. One possible example provided to the SPM would have an e.i.r.p. of
60.8 dB(W/200 MHz). This system would result in a power flux-density of about
-101 dB(W/(m2.2oO MHz)). Thus, sharing for this example would be feasible. Increases
in satellite e.i.r.p.'s much beyond that of the example could make sharing not feasible.

5.3.1.5.2

Sharing with fixed-satellite Earth-to-space links

Sharing with fixed-satellite Earth-to-space links is of limited feasibility and
should be avoided if possible, the amount of data loss being highly dependent upon the
number of earth stations in the fixed-satellite systems.
5.3.1.5.3

Conclusions
Sharing frequency bands between passive sensors and space-to-Earth links of the
fixed-satellite service between 15 GHz and 20 GHz is feasible provided that the
power flux-density at the Earth's surface produced by emissions from any one
space station of the fixed-satellite service does not exceed -101 dB(W/m2) in
a 200 MHz reference bandwidth for all angles of arrival. Sharing may not be
feasible if the fixed service satellite were to operate at PFD levels close to
the maximum permitted by the Radio Regulations.
Sharing frequency bands between passive sensors and Earth-to-space links of the
fixed-satellite service is of limited feasibility and should be avoided.

5.3.1.6

*

Interference criteria for the protection of the maritime mobile-satellite
service in bands shared with the fixed-satellite service

See Appendix C.
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Recommendations 547 and 552 define the noise abjectives for maritime mobile
satellite systems in terms of subjective-equivalent noise for telephony and bit errorrates for telex channels respectively.
The development of an interference budget for a maritime mobile satellite system
is a cimplicated subject still under study by the CCIR. Report 752 shows that in order
to meet the subjective quality per Recommendation 547, the C/N ratio of about 8 dB would
be required in the receiver bandwidth of 30 kHz. The following criteria have been
suggested for the interference assessment involving maritime mobile satellite feeder
links. The interference percentage is referred to the total RF noise power in the
receiver bandwidth, and should not exceed the following suggested values:
Total RF interference from fixed-satellite systems:
10

%of

total RF noise power;

RF interference from a single fixed-satellite system:
4

%of

total RF noise power.

The above criteria are used in 5.3.4.3 in sharing studies between the maritime
mobile satellite feeder links and fixed-satellite systems.
5.3.1.7

Freguency sharing between the space operation service and the space
research service*

Report 678 established the feasibility of frequency sharing between the space
operation service and the space research service (excluding deep space) between 1 and
10 GHz.
The technical· characteristics of both services are very. similar,· excluding
active and passive sensors.
Taking into account the diversity of research satellite orbits, it is estimated
that periods of mutual interference among systems belonging to the two services could
be kept under 0.1 %of the time for each system, provided that frequency assignments
comply rigorously with Article 9A of the Radio Regulations.
It is suggested in Report 678 that those Administrations responsible for
developing systems for the two services should exchange information at the earliest
possible stage in development and then proceed with advance publication as soon as
possible under Article 639AA of the Radio Regulations.
5.3.2

Sharing between space and terrestrial services
5.3.2.1
5.3.2.1.1

Sharing between the fixed-satellite and terrestrial serv1ces
Frequency sharing between the fixed-satellite service and the fixed service 1 )

Frequency sharing between the fixed-satellite service and terrestrial fixed
(and certain mobile) services as adopted by the 1963 Geneva EARC around 4 and 6 GHz has
had widespread successful application and has subsequently been adopted for other
frequency bands (WARC-ST, 1971). ·
The concept is predicated on frequency reuse in the two kinds of service, both
of which generally use highly directive antenna systems by means of which they realize
substantial isolation from each other, each predominant in a different geometrical domain:

* See Appendix C.
l) Including certain sytems in the mobile service; i.e. those set up on a temporary basis
and having technical characteristics similar to those of fixed radio-relay systems.
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the fixed service confining its directions of maximum radiated power and maximum
sensitivity essentially to within a plane which is tangential to the Earth surface, and
the fixed-satellite service confining its maximum radiated power and maximum sensitivity
to directions which are, to varying degrees, orthogonal to the tangential plane.
While in the fixed service all transmitting and receiving stations are of a same
kind and located on the Earth surface, the fixed-satellite service employs two kinds of
station: earth stations and space stations, each of which transmit and receive in
different frequency bands, those allocated to transmissions in the Earth-to-space
direction, and those allocated to transmissions in the space-to-Earth direction.
Since a complete link in the fixed-satellite service comprises an uppath in one
band which may be shared with the fixed service, and a downpath in another l) band which
may be shared with the fixed service, there are four potential interfaces between the two
kinds of service which may give rise to interference:
from terrestrial transmitting stations to receiving earth station in bands
allocated in the space-to-Earth direction to the fixed-satellite service;
from transmitting space stations to receiving terrestrial stations in bands
allocated in the space-to-Earth direction to the fixed-satellite service;
from terrestrial transmitting stations to receiving space stations in bands
allocated in the Earth-to-space direction to the fixed-satellite service; and
from transmitting earth stations to terrestTial receiving stations in bands
allocated in the Earth-to-space direction to the fixed-satellite service.
In order to maintain interference at each of the four interference interfaces to
acceptable levels, sharing criteria have been developed by means of which interference
is either bounded or may be bounded through appropriate design and mutual consultation
on the part of systems planners.
The following presents an overview of technical information on sharing criteria
and related subjects.

5.3.2.1.1.2

Performance criteria and hypothetical reference circuit

Both ·the fixed-satellite service and the fixed service must meet certain overall
service requirements which are set forth in form of performance criteria. The performance
criteria are applied to system models known as hypothetical reference circuits.
Information on hypothetical reference circuits and performance criteria are given in the
following documents:
For the fixed-satellite service
Hypothetical reference circuit

Performance criteria

Rec. 352-3

Rec. 353-3

Rep. 208-4

Rep. 208-4

Rec. 521

Rec. 522

For the fixed service
Hypothetical reference circuit

Performance criteria

Rec. 392
Rec. 556

Rec. 393-3
Rep. 378-3

l) But see bidirectional use of frequency bands (5.3.4).
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The performance criteria are relevant to the interference criteria insofar as
the latter must be compatible with the former; i.e., interference should have a limited
effect on performance so that systems designers retain reasonable control over their
systems' performance in the presence of interference. Numerically this often means that
certain parameters associated with an interference criterion should be small fractions
of the corresponding parameter of the performance criterion.
5.3.2.1.1.3

Interference criteria

The interference criteria have been established specifically for interference from
either service into the other; thus it must be remembered that there may be interference
present which does not originate from the other service (e.g., intraservice interference,
intrasystem interference). Moreover, the interference criteria, like the performance
criteria, are to be applied to the pertinent hypothetical reference circuit of the
interfered-with service and constitute the total cumulative maximum permissible
interference into the hypothetical reference circuit from all possible systems in the
interfering service. This has caused a need for the concept of a single-entry
interference criterion which is defined as the maximum permissible interference from a
single station in the interfering service in the hypothetical reference circuit of the
interfered-with service. This single-entry interference criterion is in some cases the
level of interference which is applied to the assessment of interference between two
specific systems in the two services.
Criteria of maximum permissible interference have been set forth in the following
documents:
For the fixed-satellite service
Analogue telephony:

Rec. 356-4

8-Bit PCM telephony:

Rec. 558

For the fixed service
Analogue telephony:

Rec. 357-3.

The above three texts are reproduced in the Annexes 5.3 .• 2.1.1.3(a), (b) and (c).
Information relevant to the derivation of interference criteria for 8-bit PCM
telephony in the fixed-satellite service is contained in the documents:
Reports 793 and 710.
5.3.2.1.1.4

Sharing criteria

It has already been stated that the interference criteria are not directly applied
interference cases between specific systems or stations in the two services, but that
in those cases single-entry criteria may be used. However, this is not practical when
considering mutual interference between space and terrestrial stations.
~n

For example, while it would be possible to compute the interference effects from
the emissions of a given space station on a single radio-relay system, the calculation
of cumulative interference effects from many space stations upon each of the large
number of radio-relay systems in existence and yet to be implemented, is an impractical
task. In view of the comparative uniformity of the characteristics of line-of-sight
radio-relay systems, it has been found possible to provide protection for terrestrial
radio-relay systems by placing general restrictions on the emissions from space stations.
The restrictions are expressed in terms of values of maximum permissible power
flux-density in a reference bandwidth, produced at the surface of the Earth by the
emissions of any one space station under assumed free-space conditions.
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A similar situation prevails when assessing interference from transmitting
stations in the fixed service to space stations of the fixed-satellite service. In
this case it was decided that the geostationary satellite orbit in its entirety should
be protected, and this has been accomplished by limiting the maximum e.i.r.p. which any
transmitting station of the fixed service would be permitted to radiate towards the
geostationary satellite orbit as well as by limiting the power which may be applied to
a terrestrial transmitting antenna. The latter provision would tend to bound the
cumulative unwanted power at the geostationary satellite orbit which may reach it through
the sidelobes of the many individual terrestrial transmitting stations.
The sharing criteria which were adopted in the currently allocated shared
frequency bands are best categorized in terms of the earlier defined interference
interfaces:
(a)

Interference from transmitting stations in the fixed service into
receiving earth stations
Considering the relatively high sensitivity of receiving earth stations
and their number which originally was small relative to that of terrestrial
transmitting stations, a method was devised by which an earth station planner
would be required to determine and notify an area around a planned earth
station such that the likelihood of receiving more than the maximum
permissible single-entry interference from a terrestrial station located
outside that area (the "coordination area") would be negligible. The
planner, through calculations and mutual consultation, would have to
ascertain that interference from terrestrial transmitting stations located
within the coordination area would be acceptable or could be made acceptable.
Conversely, the planner of a terrestrial station to be located within the
coordination area of an existing earth station would have to ascertain by
calculations and mutual consultation that interference caused to the earth
station would be acceptable. The mechanism of the coordination process
constitutes part of the substance of Articles 9 and 9A, and of Appendix 28
to the Radio Regulations.
The present Report comprises a section, 5.3.4.1., dedicated to the
determination of coordination distance. (Report 382-3).
Documentation relevant to the assessment of interference from a
terrestrial transmitting station to a receiving earth station is contained in:
Rep. 388-3
Rep. 449-1
Rep. 448-2.
Several techniques have been used to calculate the error performance of
systems using phase-shift keyed modulation with coherent detection (CPSK)
and with differential detection (DPSK) when corrupted by various types of
interference and Gaussian noise.
In many practical cases where an exact statistical distribution of the
various interference contributions is not available, a useful technique lS
to compute the upper bound on the probability of error. This approach
requires knowledge of the carrier-to-thermal noise ratio at the demodulator
input (C/N), the peak-to-rms ratio of the interference, and the ratio of the
powers of the wanted' and unwanted signals (C/I). An alternative method,
which requires knowledge of only the carrier-to-thermal noise ratio is based
on the exponential bound (see Annex 5.3.2.1.1.4). This method, which
computes an upper bound to the bit error-rate, has the virtue of simplicity
of computation. The application of this method requires further study.*

*

See Appendix C.
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Relevant to both the determination of coordination area and to the
assessment of interference in receiving earth stations are the texts
Rep. 391-3
Rec. 465-1
which deal with the radiation diagrams of earth stations.
described in 5.4.1.3.
(b)

This subject is

Interference from geostationary space stations to terrestrial receiving
stations
For this interference interface blanket protection of rece1v1ng stations
in the fixed service is provided by the adoption of maximum permissible
power flux-densities as set up by geostationary space stations in the
fixed-satellite service.
This matter constitutes part of the substance of Article 7 of the
Radio Regulations. The relevant text is Recommendation 358-2 which
recommends:
"1.

that·, in frequency bands in the range 1 to 23 GHz shared between syste)s
in the fixed satellite service and line-of sight radio-relay systems, 1
the maximum power flux-density produced at the surface of the earth by
emissions from a satellite, for all conditions and methods of modulation,
should not exceed:

..

1.1

in the band 1.7 to 2.535 GHz, in any 4kHz band:
dB(W/m2 )
-154
8 ~ 5°
dB(W/m2 )
-154 + (6-5)/2
5° < 8 .i. 25°
-144
dB(W/m2)
25° < 8 ~ 90°

1.2

ln the band 3 to 8 GHz, in any 4kHz band:
-152
-152 + (8-5)/2
-142

1.3

dB(W/m2)
dB(W/m2)
dB(W/m2)

8

5o
25°

~

< 8
<

8

1n the band 8 to 11.7 GHz, in any 4kHz band:
-150
-150 + (8-5)/2
-140

dB(W/m2)
dB(W/m2 )
dB(W/m2)

5o
5° < 8 .::: 25°
25° < 8 ~ 90°
8

~

1.4

1n the band 12.5 to 15.4 GHz, in any 4kHz band:
-148
dB(W/m2 )
8 ~ 5°
-148 + (8-5)/2
dB(W/m2 )
5° < 8 ~ 250
dB(W/m2)
-138
25o < 8 ~ 90°

1.5

in the band 15.4 to 23 GHz, in any 1 MHz band:
-115
dB(W/m2 )
e ~ 5°
dB(W/m2)
-115 + (8-5)/2
5° < 8 ~ 25°
dB(W/m2 )
-105
25° < 8 ~ 90°
where 8 is the angle of arrival of the radio-frequency wave (degrees
above the horizontal);

2.

that the aforementioned limits relate to the power flux-density and
angles of arrival which would be obtained under free-space propagation
conditions.

1) The frequency bands concerned are given in the Radio Regulations.
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Note.-

Definitive limits applicable in shared frequency bands are laid down in
Article 7 of the Radio Regulations (Nos. 470N to 470NZB). The CCIR is
continuing its study of these problems, which may lead ·to- changes in the
recommended limits. At the present time, no changes are proposed to
the limits laid down in the Radio Regulations."

For the frequency range between 23 and 40 GHz in which currently no shared
allocation to the fixed service and the fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth) exists,
no power flux density limits have been agreed. It is not possible at this time to
arrive at firm values in this frequency range, but it is concluded that the following
provisional upper limits (in dB(W/m2.MHz)) would provide adequate protection to the
fixed service:

Frequency band
20 - 30 GHz

30 - 40 GHz

Elevation angle
of arrival

-112

-119

00

-112+(0-5)/2

-109+(0-5)/2

50

<

-102

- 99

25°

~

~

e
e
e

~

50

<

250

~

90°

with the same terms and conditions of the values currently in force below 23 GHz.
It is concluded that the matter of power flux-densities in shared bands between
23 and 40 GHz be ma~e the subject of further study.*
Additional material relevant to the protection of systems in the fixed serv1ce
against interference from space stations in the fixed-satellite service is contained
in the texts:
Rep. 387-3, which deals with the derivation of power flux densities between
land 23 GHz, and
Rep. 792, which gives a method for the calculation of the maximum power density
1n a 4 kHz band for angle-modulated carriers.
(c)

Interference from terrestrial transmitting stations to receiving
geostationary space stations
This matter constitutes part of the substance to Article 7 to the
Radio Regulations. The relevant text for this interference interface is
Recommendation 406-4 which recommends:
"1.

that in .those frequency bandsl) between l and 10 GHz, shared between
systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay
systems involving rec~ption at the space station:

l.l the power delivered to the antenna input of any such radio-relay system
transmitter shall not exceed +13 dBW;
1.2 the maximum value of the equivalent isotropically radiated power of any
such radio-rel~y system transmitter shall not, in any case, exceed
+55 dBW;
1.3 as far as practicable, sites for new transmitting stations, employing
maximum values of equivalent isotropically radiated power exceeding
+35 dBW should be selected so that the direction of maximum radiation
of any antenna will be at least 2° away from the geostationary orbit;

*

See Appendix C.

l) The frequency bands concerned are given 1n the Radio Regulations.
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1.3.1

if, in a particular case, this should prove impracticable, the maximum
values of equivalent isotropically radiated power for each transmitter
shall not exceed:

1.3.1.1

+47 dWB for any antenna beam directed within 0.5o of the geostationarysatelli te orbit;

1.3.1.2

+47 to +55 dEW, on a linear decibel scale (8 dB per angular degree), for
any antenna beam directed between 0.5° and 1.5° of the geostationarysatelli te orbit;

in new radio-relay systems built on existing routes 1 ) the maximum values of
equivalent isotropically radiated power should not, as far as possible,
exceed for each transmitter:

1.4

1.4.1

+47 dEW for any antenna beam directed within 0.5° of any location in the
geostationary-satellite orbit, which has been internationally notified,
or if practicable the geostationary orbit (see Note 4);

1.4.2

+47 to +55 dEW, on a linear decibel scale (8 dB per angular degree), for
any antenna beam directed between 0.5° and 1.5° of any location in the
geostat·ionary-satellite orbit which has been internationally notified, or
if practicable the geostationary orbit (see Note 4);

2.

that in those frequency bands 2) between 10 and 15 GHz, shared between
systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay systems
involving reception at the space station;

2.1

the power delivered to the antenna input of any such radio-relay system
transmitter shall not exceed +10 dEW;

2.2

the maximum value of the equivalent isotropically radiated power of any
such radio-relay system transmitter shall not, in any case, exceed +55 dEW;

2.3

as far as practicable, sites for transmitting stations, employing maximum
values of equivalent isotropically radiated power exceeding +45 dEW should
be selected so that the direction of maximum radiation of any antenna will
be at least 1.5° away from the geostationary-satellite orbit;

3.

that in those frequency bands 2 ) above 15 GHz3), shared between systems in
the fixed satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay systems involving
reception at the space station:
radio~relay

3.1

the power delivered to the antenna input of any such
transmitter shall not exceed +10 dEW;

system

3.2

the maximum value of the equivalent isotropically radiated power of any
such radio-relay system transmitter shall, in all cases, not exceed +55 dEW;

3.3

there shall be no restriction as to the direction of maximum radiation.

1) For the purpose of this Recommendation, an existing route is regarded as one already
planned before the conclusion of the XIth CCIR Plenary Assembly, Oslo 1966, and
brought into service before 1 January 1973.
2) The frequency bands concerned are given in the Radio Regulations.
3) This section of the Report concerns itself only with frequencies up to 40 GHz.
frequencies above 40 GHz see Chapter 6.

For
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Note 1.-

When calculating the angle between the direction of the terrestrialstation antenna beam and the direction towards the geostationary orbit,
the effect of atmospheric refraction should be taken into account
(see Report (393-3)).

Note 2.-

Receiving stations in terrestrial systems operating in frequency bands
between 1 and 15 GHz shared with space systems (space-to-Earth) may
benefit from avoiding directing their antenna main beams towards the
geostationary orbit, if their sensitivity is sufficiently high.

Note 3.-

Definitive limits applicable in shared frequency bands are laid down
in Article 7 of the Radio Regulations (Nos. 470AA to 470DB). The CCIR
is continuing to study the question, and these studies may lead in the
future to a Recommendation, that the limits should be revised. At the
present time, no changes are proposed to the limits laid down in the
Radio Regulations.

Note 4.-

The operation of a radio-relay system established on an existing route
and exceeding the limits given in ~s 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 may, in view of
the characteristics of the terrestrial and space systems involved,
result in objectionable levels of interference to a geostationary
satellite whose position has been notified after the radio-relay system
has been brought into service; in such a case the action to be taken
with regard to both systems to reduce such interference to a level which
can be agreed by the administrations concerned should be determined by
consultation between those administrations.

Note 5.-

The above limits for the bands above 10 GHz should normally afford
adequate protection to digital satellite systems using 8-bit PCM
encoded telephony (see Report 790)."

CONSIDERING (a) of Recommendation 406-4 implies that the current provisions of
RECOMMENDS 3 above, concerning frequency bands above 15 GHz, may apply only to
frequencies up to 30 GHz. However, the SPM concludes that the provisions should
also apply in the frequency range between 30 and 40 GHz.*
Additional pertinent material is found in Report 790.
A calculation method by which it is possible to determine the angle between
the main beam axis of a terrestrial transmitting antenna and the closest point on
the geostationary orbit as seen from the location of the terrestrial. station is
given in Report 393-3.
(d)

Interference from transmitting earth stations to terrestrial receiving
stations

Interference through this interface is dealt with in case-by-case coordination
with the aid of a coordination area (analogous to Case a) above; see 5.4.3.1.
In this connection it should be noted that sharing criteria for the protection
of angle-modulated multichannel telephony are couched in terms of the maximum
unwanted radio frequency signal power in a 4kHz band. For the higher frequencies,
where predominantly digital transmissions are expected to be used, a reference
bandwidth of 1 MHz is more appropriate. As a consequence, Article 7 of the Radio
Regulations prescribes the maximum e.i.r.p. in any 4kHz, or in any 1 MHz, which
is permitted to be emitted by a transmitting earth station towards the local
physical horizon at the earth station.
The manner in which these emission constraints were derived 1s set forth in
Report 386-2 •

* See Appendix C.
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A method of calculating the maximum power density averaged over 4 kHz of an
angle-modulated carrier is given in Report 792.
Relevant to this matter is Recommendation 524 which bounds the e.i.r.p.
density (e.i.r.p. per 4 kHz) of transmitting earth stations in their antennae
sidelobes and in the direction of the geostationary satellite orbit. To the
extent that compliance with Recommendation 524 establishes an actual maximum
power density applied to the transmit earth station's antenna, use of the CCIR
reference antenna pattern for earth stations (Recommendation 465-1) would yield
a maximum e.i.r.p. density towards the physical horizon as required in connection
with the coordination procedure.
In general, the use of an averaging bandwidth of 4kHz is only relevant to
interference calculations into low-index angle-modulated carriers and into
amplitude-modulated telephony carriers.
5.3.2.1.1.5

Sharing between the fixed service and the fixed-satellite service in bands
allocated in both the Earth-to-space and the space-to-Earth direction

This matter is treated in Section 5.3.4 of this Report. It is the opinion of the
SPM that such sharing.would tend to impose additional constraints on both services, since
the pertinent sharing criteria might have to be made more stringent and coordination may
become more complicated.*
(a)

eo-location of earth and terrestrial stations

Report 709 investigates the eo-location of earth and terrestrial stations and
comes to the conclusion that this may be feasible under controlled conditions,
i.e. when the transmission parameters in the terrestrial link are closely aligned
with those used by the earth station and when interference between the terrestrial
and the space path is carefully balanced. This would tend to preclude "normal"
operation in a eo-located terrestrial link.
In the most general case eo-location of earth and terrestrial stations is not
feasible except through frequency separation.
(b)

Sharing with digital radio-relay systems

Although sharing criteria for digital radio-relay systems have been mentioned
previously, these criteria are based on performance and availability requirements
which are yet to be finally agreed by the CCIR. The criteria may, therefore,
require modification in the event of any subsequent major change to the current
draft performance and availability requirements.
The SPM offers the following specific comments:
The power flux-density limits for emission from space stations have been
primarily derived from considerations of limiting the long-term noise added to
analogue radio-relay systems.
In the case of radio-relay systems using digital modulation, interference does
not give rise to any appreciable long-term noise. Rather, the interference will
reduce the fade margin in individual hops of the terrestrial system and will thus
cause increases in the period of interruptions, i.e., will reduce the availability
of the service.
The acceptability of interference from space stations in digital radio-relay
systems must therefore be based upon the acceptable increase in the periods of
interruption. This could be expressed in terms of a percentage in the period of

* See Appendix C.
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interruptions associated with the fading of the desired received signal. In
systems using diversity, the increase in the period of interruptions in both
diversity channels must be taken into account.*

An analysis submitted to the SPM discusses the impact of the current power
flux-density limits on the design of digital radio-relay systems, taking into
account possible design parameters at 4 and 11 GHz and indicates that careful
design (possibly including site selection to avoid pointing at the geostationary
satellite orbit) will make it feasible for digital radio-relay systems to operate
under the current limits. Therefore, the SPM concludes that the current power
flux-density limits at frequencies below about 15 GHz seem to be adequate to
protect digital radio-relay systems as well as analogue systems.*
As regards the coordination distance from a transmitting earth station, it
should be based on the assumption that interference due to signal enhancement
occurring for small percentages of the time over terrestrial interference paths
should cause periods of interruption whose percentage of the time of occurrence
is small compared to the total time permitted for interruptions. The provisions
of Report 382-3 are consistent with this in the frequency range 1 - 10 GHz. At
frequencies above 10 GHz the use of power control at transmitting earth station
should be taken into consideration. The concept of power control (power
restoration) may eventually be used in transmitting space stations and in
terrestrial radio-relay transmitters. This would affect the way in which the
permissible periods of interruption due to interference would be translated into
interference levels and the percentages of time during which they would be
permitted to exist.*
(c)

Sharing with transhorizon radio-relay systems

The power flux-density limits in the fixed-satellite service as given
previously are generally not adequate to-protect transhorizon radio-relay systems
whose receiving antenna main beam is directed towards the geostationary satellite
orbit.
Likewise, the emission constraints imposed on the fixed service as given 1n
the preceding are generally too stringent to allow satisfactory operation of
transhorizon radio-relay systems.
5.3.2.1.2

Frequency sharing between the fixed-satellite service and the radionavigation
service at frequencies of the order of 14 GHz*

A wide range of satellite antenna beamwidths, corresponding to various coverage
requirements, is likely to be used in satellite systems in these bands. However, if the
average geographical density of distribution of the interfering terrestrial stations is
the same for different coverage areas, it can be shown that the aggregate interference
power at the satellite receiver input is independent of the beamwidth of the satellite
receiving antenna. The number of in-beam interfering transmitters will, in practice,
vary with the size and location of the coverage area, and it is necessary to assume a
typical beamwidth for the satellite antenna and make a suitable allowance for multiple
interference entries.
As a guide to estimating the allowance to be made for simultaneous interference
entries from radionavigation transmitters, a simple model is assumed in which low-power
FM radar transmitters operating on the same nominal frequency channel are assumed to be
distributed throughout the coverage area of the satellite antenna beam. The radar
antennae are randomly oriented in the horizontal plane. The satellite antenna receive
beamwidth has been assumed as 1°. Further details are contained in Report 560-1.

*

See Appendix C.
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The model calculations lead to the following sharing criteria which would permit
sharing between the subject services:
In order to provide sufficient protection to space station receivers of the
fixed-satellite service, the following provisional limits should apply:
where there are few simultaneous interference sources, the maximum value of
the peak power flux-density produced at any point in the geostationary
satellite orbit by any radionavigation transmitter in the band 14 - 14.3 GHz
should not exceed -150 dB(W/m2 ) in any 1 MHz band;
where the value of D, as defined below, exceeds 2 x lo-4 the maximum value of
peak power flux-density produced at the geostationary satellite orbit by any
radionavigation transmitter should not exceed
-187 - 10 log10 D dB(W/m2 )
where D is the estimated geographical density of radionavigation transmitters
per km2 simultaneously active in any 1 MHz band, taking into account future
needs and averaged over the territory of the administration concerned or over
an area of 106 k.m 2 , whichever is less. (See R~commendation 496-2).
5.3.2.1.3

5.3.2.1.3.1

Freguency.sharing considerations between the fixed-satellite service and the
radiodetermination service*
General

To date the CCIR has not studied fre~uency sharing between the fixed-satellite
service (FSS) and the radiodetermination services. Thus, there are no approved CCIR
texts on the matter. However, several documents were submitted to the SPM on this new
subject.
The fre~uency band 3.4- 3.7 GHz is currently allocated to the fixed-satellite
service with a co-equal allocation to the radiolocation service in Regions 2 and 3 and
a secondary allocation to the radiolocation service below 3.6 GHz in Region 1. Also,
except for the bands 3.4- 3.5 GHz in Region 2 and 3.4- 3.7 GHz in Region 3, the band
of interest is currently allocated to the fixed service. Note should be taken that some
administrations have provided for the aeronautical radionavigation service by footnote,
prompting the incorporation of radiodetermination in the title. Further, since the
aeronautical radionavigation service utilizes radar systems with characteristics
encompassed by the range of radar system characteristics in the radiolocation service,
the following discussions will dwell on the matter of fixed-satellite and radar sharing
(see Annex 5.3.2.1.3.1).
5.3.2.1.3.2

Sharing criteria

The fixed-satellite service (FSS) pfd limits have been established on the basis
of sharing with the fixed service. It was noted that the INTELSAT system rarely operates
at the allowed level. Most carriers are between 10 - 15 dB below the stated limits.
Thus, the bulk of the INTELSAT operations will result in a pfd between -138 and
-143 dB(W/m2.MHz) while the thermal noise level of the rada~s given above will range
between -134 and -146 dB(W/m2.MHz). However, other systems often operate at the maximum
pfd limits. For the system analyzed, it is generally agreed that radars will not suffer
significant interference from the space-to-Earth FSS.
All analyses based on coordination distance resulted in distance values which
would make coordination implementation difficult for the highly mobile operation of
radars. Airborne radars, especially, could not share. The calculations did show the
factors which seem to have a first order impact on the distances involved. The
following list represents those areas offering the most promise for sharing criteria:

* See Appendix C.
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(1)

Only land or sea-based radars need be considered.

(2)

Radar average power limitations may be required.

(3)

Radar duty factor limitations may be required.

(4)
(5)

Geographical limitations on earth stations may be required.
Interference reduction circuitry at earth stations may be required.

Item 1 recognizes the agreement that airborne radars cannot share with FSS.
Items 2 and 3 recognize the radar parameters which are most important in the sharing
analysis. Item 4 speaks of geographical limitations on the earth stations. This
includes not only distance from areas of radar operations, but also local site conditions
which may provide additional shielding. Item 5 is included to insure consideration of
such techniques as pulse blanking, companding, and antenna side lobe reduction through
adaptive loop technology or antenna design techniques.
It should be emphasized that the above criteria refer to a specific class of
radar which is only one of many classes including airborne systems and they refer to
only one class of earth station receiving a specific type of modulation.
Although this section deals with space-to-Earth transmission in the fixed-satellite
service, some information was received of sharing in the Earth-to-space directions in
another band. The information presented dealt with a worst case example of direct
coupling from a terrestrial radar to a satellite receiver. The information presented
indicated an extremely high level of interference was possible. However, there was
insufficient information to begin to develop sharing criteria. It is evident that this
subject, as well as the space-to-Earth link, requires additional study.

5.3.2.1.3.3

Impact

The matter of FSS sharing with radar has international impact of considerable
significance. However, the work done to date indicates that some sharing may be feasible
and therefore studies should be continued.
It is clear from the SPM inputs that FSS sharing with airborne radars is not
feasible. Further, planned FSS operations in regions where the earth station has little
or no geographical protection should also be carefully examined. However, those areas
where sharing may be feasible will permit additional bandwidth for FSS operations. The
economic factors associated with this added bandwidth makes the analytical effort
worthwhile.
It should be noted that a certain amount of sharing already exists in this band.
The fact that sharing is possible is probably due to the geographical aspects of the
situation and may provide an important clue for future sharing criteria.
One important factor in all of this is that the considerations to this point are
not frequency dependent. The bulk of the section deals with sharing in the 3.4- 3.7 GHz
band. However, the considerations noted are applicable to any band.

5.3.2.1.3.4

Summary

In light of the technical uncertainties which exist, any plans to implement the
existing shared allocation should be undertaken with the knowledge that sharing has been
shown to be feasible only for some types of radar.

5.3.2.2
5.3.2.2.1

Sharing between the @arth exploration-satellite service and the fixed and
mobile services
Data transmission by the earth exploration-satellite serv1ce

The CCIR (Report 540) has examined the technical feasibility of frequency sharing
between an earth exploration-satellite system and fixed-satellite, meteorologicalsatellite and terrestrial fixed and mobile services around 8 GHz.
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The main conclusions of its examination are as follows:
"Sharing between an Earth exploration-satellite system and a line-of-sight radiorelay system is feasible provided that the power flux-density produced at the surface of
the Earth by the satellite is limited by the Radio Regulation values for a fixed-satellite
service sharing with a line-of-sight radio-relay and provided that the earth resources
system earth station is coordinated with line-of-sight radio-relay transmitters according
to established procedures."*
Without substituting the coordination procedure described in Appendix 28 to the
Radio Regulations, it is often necessary to examine rapidly the practical conditions for
the installation of an earth station in an existing radio-relay network environment.
This examination can be carried out by a simple graphical method to select provisionally
the most suitable sites for the earth station in relation to the terrestrial stations of
the radio-relay system. The factors involved in this graphic method are:
the distance between the earth station and the terrestrial station;
the elevation angle of the physical horizon of the earth station in the
direction of the terrestrial station; and
the gain of the terrestrial station in the direction of the earth station.
Applied to the specific case of the French Earth observation satellite project
"SPOT", the method made it possible to determine rapidly that:
the level of interference caused to the radio-relay system by the space
station was negligible in that particular case;
the coordination procedure described in Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations
would not lead to intolerable constraints on the siting of the earth station.
Fig. 5.3.2.2.1 gives an example of a nomogram which can be used for the rapid
analysis of the difficulties and possibilities with regard to the.installation of an
earth station in a radio~relay network environment.*

*

See Appendix C.
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Interference caused to an earth exploration earth station by a
line-of-sight radio-relay
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5.3.2.2.2

Sharing of passive sensors in the earth exploration-satellite service
with the fixed and mobile services*

5.3.2.2.2.1

Report 694 states that:

"Frequency sharing with the fixed ani mobile services below 10 GHz is generally
not feasible. However, large areas of the Earth's oceans will be interference-free for
passive sensing in common frequency bands;"
"Above 20 GHz frequency sharing between passive sensors and fixed and mobile
services appears feasible due to increased atmospheric attenuation and assumptions as
to the technical characteristics of the, as yet, undeveloped fixed. and mobile services,
which are expected to use low power wideband modulation techniques. Small areas of
interference would occur for a direct overhead pass. Based on the assumptions and
analyses performed, the resultant interference would have negligible impact on passive
sensor operation;"
"Frequency sharing with the fixed and mobile services between 16 GHz and 20 GHz
would only be feasible provided the maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power of a
fixed or mobile station does not exceed 35 dBwl) at 10 GHz, increasing to 40 dBwl) at
20 GHz; and that the power delivered by a transmitter to the antenna of the fixed or
mobile station does not exceed -3 dBW1 ). The existence today of operating systems in
the 10 GHz range which exceed the criteria by an order of magnitude, together with the
expectation that further improvement of prototype, high density fixed systems around
20 GHz will incorporate parameters exceeding those on which the above sharing feasibility
is predicted, suggests a serious incompatibility at the extremities of this band.
5.3.2.2.2.2 Information supplied to the SPM shows that operational fixed and mobile
systems near 15 GHz in some areas exceed the criteria stated above.
Additional information was submitted to show that fixed systems above 20 GHz are
likely to exhibit higher e.i.r.p. than that analyzed in Report 694. However, the
conclusion that sharing is feasible with no constraints above 20 GHz is still valid in
the near future.
Satisfactory operation of EES passive sensors will require operation in frequency
bands were only very low power fixed and mobile systems may be found. The unchannellized
fixed and mobile band below 10.7 GHz is one possibility where sharing may be feasible.
There is also a radioastronomy allocation in this region of the spectrum, which combined
with fixed and mobile allocations can provide sufficient bandwidth for an EES passive
sensor.
Administrations are invited to supply additional information to the WARC-79 on
this subject.
5.3.2.3
5.3.2.3.1

Sharing between the space operation serv1ce and terrestrial services
Sharing between the space operation and the fixed and mobile services
around 2 GHz *

5.3.2.3.1.1 Report 396-3 examines eleven cases of frequency sharing between telemetering
and telecommand links of satellites (space operation service) and a number of other
satellite and terrestrial services. The conclusions are based on calculations made for
400 MHz or 4 GHz or both those frequencies, as the case may be. The conclusions of the
Report concerning sharing with the terrestrial fixed and mobile services are summarized
below:
sharing with line-of-sight radio-relay systems:
limited sharing is possible with reasonable separation distances
between stations;

*

1)

See Appendix C.
Over the bandwidth of the EES passive sensor, (see 5.2.3 for the suggested bandwidths
associated with certain shared bands).
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sharing with the terrestrial mobile service:
limited sharing is possible;
sharing with the aeronautical mobile serv1ce:
unlikely to be practicable;
sharing with tropospheric-scatter systems:
unlikely to be practicable.
5.3.2.3.1.2 The method of calculating the coordination distance described in Appendix 28
to the Radio Regulations has been applied for the case of sharing between an Earth-tospace link of the space operation service and a fixed service link based on line-of-sight
techniques around 2 GHz.
The characteristics adopted for the calculation are given in Tables 5.3.2.3.1.2(a)
and (b) of the Annex. The calculation was carried out for the worst case, over an
unobstructed path, using a great circle arc mode of propagation and the distance curves
given in Appendix 28.
The calculation results are as follows:
Zone A

340 km

Zone B

540 km

Zone C

1,000 km.

5.3.2.3.1.3 Elsewhere an attempt has been made to evaluate the order of magnitude in
practice of the separation distances described as "reasonable" in Report 390-3. These
are the distances at which an earth station of the space operation service can operate
in relation to the stations of a pre-existing radio-relay network, all coordination
problems having been successfully settled. The characteristics adopted for this
calculation are given in Table 5.3.2.3.1.3(a) and (b) of the Annex. To establish real
orders of magnitude, account was taken in the calculations of the following favourable
factors:
(a)

The earth station was assumed to be placed in a depression: the angle of
elevation e: of the physical horizon was taken as a secondary variable,
varying between oo and 4°. The earth station was assumed not to function
at angles of elevation less than 5°.

(b)

In the case of low-altitude circular orbit satellites, 10 dB has been
deducted in the same way as when calculating a coordination distance in
accordance with Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations or Report 382-3.

(c)

It is assumed that the direction of the radio relay does not coincide with
the straight line joining the terrestrial station to the earth station. The
angle of divergence 8 between these two directions, which varies between 5°
and 44°, has been taken as a primary variable.

(d)

Allowance has been made for an additional attenuation Df, on the assumption
of interlaced frequency assignments for the two services: the space operation
service may, since it usually involves bandwidths of less than 1 MHz, choose
frequency assignments half-way between two adjacent channels in the plane of
the radio relays.

On the basis of points (a), (b), (c) and (d), the separation distances (d) have
been plotted in the form of nomograms as a function of the two variables (8 and e:). The
four cases taken as examples are depicted in Figs. 5.3.2.3.1.3(a) to (d).
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Depending on the values obtained for the variable d, and on the density of the
existing or planned radio-relay network, the method provides an a priori indication of
whether there is a good chance of all the various cases of coordination being
satisfactorily solved. In this sense it can be said that the concept of separation
distance as calculated above provides an a priori estimate of the possibilities for
frequency sharing between terrestrial and earth stations.
In cases where cooordination seems a priori difficult, it may be useful to
consider other favourable factors which have not been taken into account in the analysis
set forth above:
(e)

The site proposed for an earth station is usually not critical and it may
be removed over a distance of several hundred kilometres in order to
facilitate coordination.

(f)

If difficult cases of coordination remain in one or two.particular azimuths
measured from the earth station, a possible solution might be to raise the
normal lower limit of operation of the earth station above an elevation
angle of 5° in these azimuths. In any event this limit should be raised to
10° in the case of geostationary satellites.

(g)

The reduction of 10 dB indicated in paragraph (b) takes account of an
angular statistical aspect. Generally speaking, however, an earth station
of the space operation service does not operate on a permanent basis; in
particular, the telecommand of a low-orbit satellite (altitude less than
several thousand kilometres) lasts about one minute four times a day. In
this case, a time statistical factor may be taken into account.

5.3.2.3.1.4 Lastly, the question of interference by a satellite to a terrestrial
station and vice-versa has been considered.

An example of the power flux-density (PFD) produced at the surface of the Earth
by a low orbiting satellite is given in Fig. 5.3.2.3.1.4. It is seen that the PFD
remains within the values set forth in Article 7 of the Radio Regulations.
On the other hand, there are a number of cases of interference being caused to
the space station receiver by terrestrial stations. But these cases represent a total
time percentage of less than 1 %, which would seem acceptable for the space operation
service. The bases of calculation are those given in Tables 5.3.2.3.1.3(a) and (b) of
the Annex and the results are given in Table 5.3.2.3.1.4.
5.3.2.3.1.5 Frequency sharing between the space operation serv1ce and line-of-sight
radio-relay systems has been examined for frequencies around 2 GHz for the parameters
of Tables 5.3.2.3.1.2(a) and (b), 5.3.2.3.1.3(a) and (b), inclusive. The conclusions
support those of Report 396-3, i.e. that the conditions required for sharing are:
(a)

Observance of the power flux-density limit set forth in Article 7 of the
Radio Regulations;

(b)

Identification of a suitable geographical location for the Earth stations in
relation to the terrestrial stations. A graphical method has been used by
one Administration for determining siting conditions (see Fig. 5.3.2.3.1.3(a)
to (d). This method of assessment is not intended to replace the coordination
procedure described in Appendix 28 of the Radio Regulations which produces
coordination distances of the order of those shown in 5.3.2.3.1.2 above.
Adoption of the coordination parameters of Report 382-3 would modify these
values.

The SPM concludes that sharing will be facilitated by the following factors
pertaining to earth stations operating in the space operation service:
The number of earth stations is expected to be small, of the order of 10 to 20,
worldwide;
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Operational requirements in the space operation service permit a great deal
of flexibility in selecting earth station sites which ease their coordination.
5.3.2.3.2

Frequency sharing between inter-satellite links in the space operation
service (data relay satellite system) and terrestrial services*

The frequency bands of the order of 136, 148, 400 and 2 000 MHz are presently
allocated to the space research service and the space operation service (space telecommand)
on a shared basis. Moreover, space telecommand is allocated at 148 MHz with a restriction
that it not interfere with services with primary allocation in this band. Information
submitted to the SPM includes parameters of a hypothetical data relay satellite system
which might operate in these bands. It should be noted that spectrum spreading techniques
might be utilized at·l48 MHz for space telecommand systems. Due to spread bandwidth
requirements, modification of Footnote 285A of the Radio Regulations would be required.
The technical parameters of the DRS systems, in the above bands, are given in
Table 5.3.2.3.2. Howeve~ it should be noted that while Footnote 285A permits space
operation use under certain conditions, sharing between the space operation service and
other services in this band (148 MHz) has not been examined and further study is required.

*

See Appendix C.

TABLE 5.3.2.3.2 -- Inter-satellite link parameters of hypothetical DRS systems
Forward link (DRS-to-user)
Characteristics

Return link (User-to·DRS)

2000 MHz
148 MHz

Low data
rate
system

2000 MHz
High data
rate
system

136 MHz

400 MHz

Low data
rate
system

High data
rate
system

DRS spacurqft

E.i.r.p. density (dB (W /Hz))

-10

6

\11

- 14

():)

Receiving antenna gain (dBi)
Receiver noise temperature (K)

15

15

20

32

500

500

500

500

- 32

- 28

13.5

- 25,5

User spacuraji
E.i.r.p. density (dB (W/Hz))

I

Receiver noise temperature (K)
Receiving antenna gain (dBi)

I

500

500

500

- 6

0

20

~

\0

I
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5.3.2.3.3

Sharing between the space operation service and the mobile service
(aeronautical flight test telemetry stations)

If the space operation service is to share with the mobile (aeronautical flight
test telemetry) service in frequency bands between 1.435 and 1.535 GHz, mutual
interference will be encountered with eo-channel airborne flight test telemetry users
in the mobile service udless all users accept a requirement for scheduling of operations.
Cc-channel frequency assignments for the space operation and mobile (flight test
telemetry) services are only practical when space stations do not transmit in the space
viewed by telemetry receiving antennae or when a single scheduling organization can be
employed to prevent harmful interference resulting from simultaneous use of a frequency.
Practical considerations suggest that such a scheduling procedure would be very difficult
to achieve.*
5.3.2.4

Sharing between the time signal-satellite service and terrestrial serv1ce

5.3.2.4.1

Sharing between the time signal-satellite serv1ce and the fixed and mobile
services near 26 and 3l GHz

Report 736 may be used as the basis for sharing between the subject services.
The SPM concludes that:
sharing between a time dissemination system up~link and fixed and mobile
services near 26 GHz is feasible, provided that the transmitter power is no
more than 100 W when using an antenna of not more than 71 dB g·ain, elevated
at least one degree above the horizontal plane. Coordination between Earth
and radio-relay stations will be required· (Report 736);
sharing between a time dissemination system down-link and fixed and mobile
services near 31 GHz is feasible provided the satellite transmitter power is
no greater than 50 W and the satellite antenna gain is no greater than 4 dB.
PRN coding should be used to improve desired signal-to-noise ratios without
increasing interference power levels (Report 736);
that in addition to the frequencies presently allocated, up- and down-link
channels in band 10 with a bandwidth of 250 MHz and up- and down-link channels
in bands 10/11 with a bandwidth of 1.2 GHz are needed for a satellite time
dissemination service (Report 733);
that the additional frequency bands, if allocated for satellite time
dissemination, should be selected in such a way that the centre frequencies
of the up- and down-link channels for each bandwidth are in a simple relation
to each other expressed as the ratio of two integral numters, e.g 20/29.
5.3.2.4.2

Frequency sharing between the time signal-satellite service and the
radiolocation service near 14 GHz

The SPM concludes that Report 736 may be used as the basis for sharing between
the subject services.
The SPM concludes that:
sharing between a satellite time dissemination system and the radiolocation
~ervice near 14 GHz is feasible. Interference to radiolocation system
operations by a time dissemination earth station can .be prevented by
coordination between the two installations. The effective isotropically
radiated power of the time dissemination system earth stations should conform
to the limitations of No. N6039/470G of the Radio Regulations. Radio frequency
energy emitted by radiolocation system transmitters will not interfere with
time dissemination system operations (Report 736).

*

See Appendix C.
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5.3.2.5

Sharing between space research and terrestrial services

5.3.2.5.1

Sharing between the space research service using data relay satellites (DRS)
and terrestrial services

5.3.2.5.1.1

Sharing between the space research service using data relay satellites (DRS)
and the terrestrial fixed and mobile services

The CCIR has established (Recommendation 510 and Report 689) that sharing between
the fixed and mobile services and spaceborne transmitters of the DRS systems near 15 GHz
is feasible if the maximum PFD produced at the surface of the Earth by emissions from
a satellite in the space research service for all conditions and methods of modulation,
does not exceed, in any 4 kHz band:
-148
-148 + (8- 5)/2
-138

dB(W/m2 )
2
dB(W/m ) 50
dB(W/m2 ) 25°

8

~·

50

<

8

~

25°

<

8

~

90°

where 8 is the angle of arrival of the radiofrequency wave above the horizontal.
The coordination between transmitting earth stations of the DRS system and
stations of the fixed and mobile services may be accomplished on the basis of Report 382-3.
5.3.2.5.1.2

5.3.2.5.1.2.1

Feasibility of frequency sharing between the space research service
(data relay satellite systems) and the radiolocation service near 14 GHz
Interference from a satellite in the DRS system to a radiolocation system

A DRS system can operate such that the maximum power flux-density produced at the
surface of the Earth by emissions from a satellite in the space research service for all
conditions and methods of modulation, does not exceed, in any 4 kHz band:
-148
-148 + (8- 5)/2
-138

dB(W/m2) for
dB(W/m2 ) for 5°
dB(W/m2 ) for 25°

8 ~

5°

< 8

~ 25°

< 8

5 90°

where 8 is the angle of arrival of the radio-frequency wave (degrees above the horizontal).
In this case, interference to a radiolocation receiver should then be acceptably small
(Report 691).
5.3.2.5.1.2.2

Interference from an earth station to a radiolocation system

If frequencies are shared between a DRS system and a radiolocation system then
coordination will be required in all cases when the separation distance is less than
250 kml) (Report 691).
5.3.2.5.1.2.3

Parameters used in sharing analysis

The DRS parameters used in Report 691 are given in Table 5.3.2.5.1.2.3(a). The
parameters of a hypothetical radiolocation system operating near 14 GHz are given in
Table 5.3.2.5.1.2.3(b).

1) This is in accordance with Appendix 28 of the Radio Regulations. If Report 382-3
is used, then, under certain conditions, the coordination distance will be greater.
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TABLE 5.3.2.5.1.2.3(a)
DRS system characteristics

Forward link
Characteristics

Maximum RF
bnndwidth (MHz)
Earth station
E.i.r.p. density
(dB (W/Hz))
Receiver noise
temperature (K)
Antenna gain (dBi)
DRS spacecrqft
E.i.r.p. density
(dB (W/Hz))
Receiving antenna gain
(dB)
Receiver noise
temperature (K)
User spacrcrqft
E.i.r.p. density
(dB (W/Hz))
Receiver noise
temperature (K)
Antenna gain (dBi)

Earthto-DRS

330

Return link
DRSto-user

50

User-toDRS

DRS-toEarth

225

500

4

420
60

60

- 26

- 26

50

50

2300

2300
- 28

2050
40 to 50

TABLE 5.3.2.).1.2.3(b)
Hypothetical sensitive radiolocation system operating characteristics

Peak pulse power
Pulse width
Pulse rise time
PRF
Average power
Frequency (carrier)
Receiver sensitivity
Receiver noise figure
Signal-to-noise ratio (required for operation)
Receiver IF bandwidth
Antenna gain
Antenna pattern
Side lobes
Antenna tilt
Antenna scan rate
Antenna pattern
Polarization

25 kW
32 nsec
12 nsec

15kHz
12

w

14GHz
- 85 dBm
I I dB (Ts = 3400 K)
12 dB
40 MHz
35 dBi
Fan beam
25 dB below main lobe

oo

135RPM
10° vertical beamwidth
0.34° horizontal beamwidth
Circular
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5.3.2.5.1.3

Freguency sharing between inter-satellite links in the space research
service (data relay satellite systems) and terrestrial services*

Sharing considerations between the subject services are the same as those set
forth for sharing between inter-satellite links in the space operation service (data
relay satellite systems) and terrestrial systems (see 5.3.2.3.2).
5.3.2.5.2
5.3.2.5.2.1

Sharing between space research (near-Earth) and terrestrial services
Sharing between the space research (near-Earth) and fixed and mobile
services in the Region 6 to 8 GHz*

Report 687 derives a minimum required basic transmission loss of about 192 dB to
protect a special purpose space research service earth station for all but 1 %of the
time. This space research service system, expected to operate in these bands, is special
in that it can receive interference for 1 %of the time rather than the 0.1 %as
specified in Recommendation 364-3. All other space research service earth stations
will continue to be able to accept interference for only 0.1 %of the time.
In addition, Report 687 derives a minimum required basic transmission loss of
about 187 dB to protect the fixed and mobile receivers for all but 0.01 %of the time.
However, it is the opinion of the SPM that the coordination procedure used to calculate
the required basic transmission loss should be consistent with the procedures outlined
in Report 382-3. Following these procedures and on the assumption that the space
research earth station is transmitting a power spectral density of -36 dB(W/4 kHz), a
mlnlmum required basic transmission loss of 143 dB results. It is also the opinion of
the SPM that these procedures to coordinate should include values for digital systems.

Interference to the spacecraft receiver in a 1,000 km orbit is expected to occur
for less than 0.008 %of the time for a single entry interference. It was concluded
in Report 687 that sharing was feasible.
However it is the opinion of the SPM that if sharing is contemplated then:
(a)

a pfd limit, such as the existing limit given 1n Recommendation 358-2, must be
observed to protect the terrestrial services;

(b)

to protect the space research earth station receivers, maximum coordination
distances (using Reports 382-3 and 569-1) of approximately 270 km for
overland (Zone A) and 600 km for oversea (Zone B) are appropriate for
propagation mode (1);

(c)

to protect fixed and mobile receivers, maximum coordination distances
(obtained in Report 382-3) of approximately 100 km for overland (Zone A)
and for oversea in Zone Bare appropriate for propagation mode (1).

These distances are based on a worst case analysis, which does not take into
account site-shielding.
5.3.2.5.2.2

Interference from low-orbit satellites to systems in the fixed service

Continuing studies in the CCIR (Report 684) indicate that the limits currently
applied to the satellite services, when sharing with the fixed service, may not be
appropriate for space services utilizing low-orbit satellites (orbital altitudes less
than 5, 000 km) .
The dynamic motions of a low-orbit satellite mean that the interference introduced
into a fixed system will be a function of the satellite visibility statistics. This
situation is quite different from that for geostationary satellites.
*

See Appendix C.
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Results from one administration indicate that low-orbit satellites may introduce
less interference into a radio-relay system than geostationary satellite space stations,
when operating at the same pfd level.*
5.3.2.5.3

Sharing of passive sensors in the space research service with the fixed
and mobile services

The considerations relating to sharing between the subject services are the same
as discussed in the section relating to sharing between passive sensors in the earth
exploration satellite service with the fixed and mobile services (see 5.3.2.2.2).
5.3.2.5.4

Sharing between the space research service and the aeronautical
radionavigation service near 13 GHz

5.3.2.5.4.1

Introduction

This analysis deals specifically with the question of sharing between a data
relay satellite (DRS) system and an airborne Doppler radar navigation equipment.
Consideration is given to the case of potential interference from the DRS system
transmitters to the Doppler radar navigation receivers when they share frequencies.
Potential interference from transmissions of the aeronautical radionavigation
service to the receivers of the space research service systems is not considered in
this analysis. However, this aspect is unlikely to be a serious factor affecting
operation of the space research service.
5.3.2.5.4.2
(a)

Description of systems
Data relay satellite system

In this analysis, it has been assumed that the DRS system will use
geostationary satellites for relaying data acquired by research spacecraft to
DRS system users and for tracking other spacecraft. Each DRS will provide two
links between the DRS system earth station and the user spacecraft: the forward
link, from the earth station to the user spacecraft, and the return link from
the user spacecraft to the earth (see Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(a)).
(b)

The Doppler navigation system

A Doppler navigation system employs a low-power, lightweight Doppler radar
to transmit narrow beam signals to the ground. These signals are reflected from
the earth's surface with a Doppler frequency shift proportional to aircraft
velocity. This velocity is measured through the frequency shift, and transmitted
to a self-contained navigation computer. In the computer, velocity is combined
with heading, integrated and presented to the pilot as an indication of present
position.
5.3.2.5.4.3
(a)

Existing CCIR documentation
This subject was considered previously by the CCIR (Recommendation 511 and
Report 690) and the following conclusions were drawn:

The DRS system can operate in the 13 GHz region of the spectrum with the
following pfd limits, in any 4 kHz band, at the Earth's surface:
dB(W/m2) for

-148
-148 +
-138

*

See Appendix C.
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where e is the angle of arrival of the radio frequency wave measured in
degrees above horizontal.
A typical Doppler radar navigation system would not suffer har.mful interference
from such DRS transmissions unless direct main beam to main beam coupling
occurred. The probability of such coupling in operational environments is
less than 0.6 %.
A typical low altitude spacecraft, when in the beam of a Doppler radar
navigation antenna will produce a pfd at that antenna at least 20 dB below
the Doppler receiver noise level.
Interference to Doppler radar navigation receivers from DRS earth stations
will not occur if the Doppler equipped aircraft remains an appropriate distance
from the earth station depending on the elevation angle of that station. This
distance may be as much as 50 km for elevation angles of 10°. Closer operation
between the two systems is probably feasible if appropriate co-ordination
procedures are established for each earth station site including possible
limitations on the minimum elevation angle.
From these .considerations it appears that frequency sharing between DRS
transmitters and Doppler receivers should be technically feasible, but may
require some operational restrictions on the aircraft service; in particular,
studies are needed as regards the potential interference to radionavigation
systems operating in the band 13.25 to 13.4 GHz at present allocated to the
aeronautical radionavigation service, with its safety-of-life implications.
(b)

5.3.2.5.4.4

A related study was also considered by the CCIR earlier (Recommendation 512
and Report 691). It examined the feasibility of frequency sharing between
the space research service and the radiolocation service near 14 GHz. The
DRS system characteristics that were considered in Recommendation 511 and
Report 690 and which are considered in this section were taken from that
study.
SPM analysis

The SPM felt that some of the assumptions considered in the previous study do not
cover many of the equipment types and operational configurations presently employed
within the aeronautical radionavigation service. Using updated information, affected
parts of the previous interference analysis were repeated (see Annex 5.3.2.5.4.4) and
the following new conclusions drawn:
~

(a)

The first two conclusions from the previous study are still valid (see
above).

(b)

A typical low altitude spacecraft, when in the beam of a Doppler radar
navigation antenna, will produce a pfd at that antenna at least 13 dB below
the Doppler receiver noise level.

(c)

Interference to Doppler radar navigation receivers from DRS transmitting
earth stations can occur out to line-of-sight conditions. This distance may
be as much as 500 km for elevation angles of 10° and aircraft altitudes of

15
(d)

(a)

km.

Report 690 considered only a single type of Doppler radionavigation system,
that as used typically by helicopters. Later studies indicate that Doppler
radionavigation systems are in use in aircraft which are significantly more
susceptible to interference. Considering that safety of life may be
involved, sharing between the space research service (which is permitted on
a secondary basis under ~!3793/407 A of t.he Radio Regulations) and
the aeronautical radionavigation service near 13 GHz is not advisable.
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5.3.2.5.4.5

Conclusion

Based upon the most recent information available concerning equipment characteristics and operational configurations presently employed within the aeronautical
radionavigation service, the geographical limitations imposed upon the operation of
aircraft near the earth stations transmitting to a DRS would be too stringent except in
the most remote areas of the world. DRS-to-earth station down-path interference to
Doppler radar navigation receivers appears to be negligible.
5.3.2.6

Sharing between inter-satellite and terrestrial services

5.3.2.6.1

Sharing between the inter-satellite service and the fixed and mobile
services below 40 GHz*

Report 791 concludes that frequency sharing between the inter-satellite service
(ISS) and the fixed and mobile service, is feasible in frequency bands near the
atmospheric oxygen and water vapour absorption lines.
However, there is a need for inter-satellite links in frequency bands below
40 GHz where the additional isolation due to oxygen and water absorption may not be
present. Furthermore, Report 451-2 suggests the frequencies between 15 to 35 GHz for
short ISS hops. The actual frequencies to be used by the ISS will depend on the
feasibility of sharing with other services, and since it appears unlikely that the
inter-satellite links can share with other space services, the feasibility of sharing
with fixed, mobile and radionavigation services is examined.
The interference calculations must be carried out in both directions, i.e. from
the terrestrial services into the ISS and from the ISS into the terrestrial services
and power limitations must be assumed for all the services in order for sharing to be
feasible. Firstly, the power flux-density limitation for the ISS will be assumed to be
given by No. N6076/470NY of the Radio Regulations. The upper frequency range of this
limitation is at present 23 GHz; for frequencies between 23 to 40 GHz the permissible
pfd will be higher, and thus the isolation between the ISS and terrestrial services less
restrictive. Secondly, the fixed and mobile services will be limited by Nos. N6004/470AC
(above 15 GHz), N6005/470B and N6008/470CA of the Radio Regulations. Essentially these
regulations limit the e.i.r.p. to 55 dBW and the power delivered to the antenna to 10 dBW.
The feasibility of sharing is evaluated by examining the minimum angle by which
the ISS must avoid the limb of the Earth in order to satisfy the interference criteria
in both directions. The protection of the fixed and mobile services will be achieved
by the aforementioned pfd limitation and the protection of the ISS will be satisfied by
the limitation of the interference to be 15 dB below the total system noise.
Calculations were based on the following parameters for the ISS:
e.i.r.p

61.8 dBW

Modulation

FM remodulation

System noise temperature

1 000 K

Carson's rule bandwidth

780 MHz

Antenna characteristics

Report 558-1

Peak frequency deviation

260 MHz

The results of the calculations suggest that the maximum permissible orbital
separation of the two satellite terminals in bands shared with fixed and mobile is
reduced by less than one per cent by the required avoidance angle. Naturally in
frequency bands where there is additional atmospheric attentuation which provides more
isolation between the ISS and the terrestrial services, the avoidance restriction can
be removed altogether.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.3.2.6.2

Frequency sharing between the inter-satellite service and the
radionavigation service below 40 GHz*

The feasibility of sharing with the radionavigation service must be evaluated
separately because this service may require additional protection (45 dB more stringent
pfd) and the peak e.i.r.p. of this service may be some 30 dB greater than that of fixed
and mobile services, while the average e.i.r.p. may be in the region of fixed and mobile
servlces. Under these assumptions the inter-satellite hop may be limited to the order
of 10° and must accept the more stringent pfd for sharing to be.feasible.
Sharing in band 9 between the radionavigation satellite service and
terrestrial services

5.3.2.7

Report 766 refers to Question 17-1/8, DECIDES 5. i.e., "is the sharing of
frequencies with other systems feasible, and if so what other systems and under what
circumstances ?" The Question is answered for a specific radionavigational satellite
system operating in band 9.
A global positioning system (NAVSTAR GPS) will provide accurate position
determination via two satellite-to-Earth transmission channels.
5.3.2.7.1

(a)

Feasibility of frequency sharing in band 9 between the radionavigation
satellite service and the radiolocation service
Frequency sharing considerations
The frequency band 1 215 - 1 240 MHz is presently allocated on a
primary basis to the radiolocation service in all three regions. Thus the
feasibility of sharing with this service has been given primary emphasis.
Consideration has also been given to other allocated services, i.e., the
fixed service (and the amateur service).

(b)

Conclusion
There are radiolocation systems which can operate on a co-equal
frequency sharing basis with the NAVSTAR GPS which produces a pfd of
-164 dB(W/m2 .4 kHz). However, certain radar equipments with large antennae
could suffer interference in the form of a noise-like signal with a flat
spectral power density over the receiver passband.

5.3.2.7.2

Sharing in band 9 between the radionavigation satellite service and
the fixed service 2 as well as the amateur service

The power flux-density of the NAVSTAR GPS (-164 dB(W/m2 .4 kHz)) signal at the
Ear\h surface appears to be sufficiently low to preclude interference to the fixed
service, as well as the amateur service.
Transmissions of fixed or amateur service stations can cause degradation to the
NAVSTAR GPS system over very large areas.
5.3.2.8

5.3.2.8.1

Sharing between the mobile-satellite service and terrestrial services ln the
frequency range 1 to 40 GHz (Report 773)*
General

This section discusses the concept of the use of coordination contours in
identifying potential mutual interference situations between mobile earth stations and
terrestrial stations. If it is desired to operate a fixed terrestrial station within
the coordination contour of a mobile earth station, detailed interference calculations
are required in order to assess the probability of mutual interference.
* See Appendix C.
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Examples of coordination distance calculations are given in Annex 5.3.2.8.1 which
will be useful in evaluating t4e administrative problems in coordinating a mobile earth
station. The practicability of sharing in any specific frequency band must be
administratively assessed; however, technical guidelines for such an assessment are given
in the conclusions.
5.3.2.8.2

Coordination area considerations

Report 773 presents a concept wherein the coordination area of a mobile earth
station is determined by application of the methods in Report 382-3 developed for the
coordination of fixed-satellite earth stations and terrestrial stations. This concept
is summarized below and illustrated in the figures. Mobile earth stations operating on
the surface of the Earth (land or sea) are considered herein. It should be noted that
additional considerations would have to be given to an airborne mobile earth station.
Sections 2 and 3 of Report 382-3 provide a method for evaluation of coordination
distances for propagation mode: (1). These techniques can be applied to ari appropriate
number of possible earth station sites within the service areal). The number of sites
considered is a function of the size of the service area, the amount and accuracy of
topographic information, and the terrain roughness. Fig. 5.3.2.8.2(a) shows an example
contour resulting from mode (1) considerations.
Section 4 of Report 382-3 provides a method of evaluation of coordination
distances for propagation mode:·(2). Fig. 5.3.2.8.2(b) shows that the b.d offset distance
could be measured from the service area in the main beam-azimuth resulting in an "image
service area" from which the rain-scatter distance, dcr' is measured.
The envelope of the mode (1) and mode (2) areas is the coordination contour for the
mobile earth station. The coordination contour for the service area is equivalent to
a union of contours constructed for a mobile earth station located at any specific point
within the service area.
5.3.2.8.3

Detailed interference calculations

For each terrestrial fixed station in the coordination area of a mobile-satellite
service area, it is necessary to perform detailed interference calculations on a range
of azimuths around the terrestrial station (see Fig. 5.3.2.8.3). From these calculations
based on Report 448-2 the necessary distance, referred to as protection distance in
Report 773, can be derived such that mutual interference is avoided. The locus of points
at protection distances gives a protection contour within which it wouldnot be possible to
operate a mobile earth station without mutual interference. It should be noted that the
protection area calculations would have to be repeated for the earth station accessing
other satellites.
5.3.2.8.4

Conclusions

The calculation of coordination contours around the service area of a mobile
earth station and protection contours around the terrestrial stations within the
coordination area could be extremely complex. This is particularly so where the density
of terrestrial stations is relatively high, and would require the use of computer
techniques. This matter is under development in the CCIR, and further study is required.
The example coordination distance calculations in Annex 5.3.2.8.1 provide insight
as to the size of coordination areas for mobile earth stations. In general, the number
of detailed coordinations (protection area calculations) increases as the size of the
coordination area increases.

1) The term "service area" is used to mean the area within which it is desired to operate
a mobile Earth station.
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5.3.2.9

Interference criteria for the protection of the maritime mobile-satellite
service in bands shared with terrestrial services

Recommendations 547 and 552 define the noise for maritime mobile satellite systems
in terms of subjective-equivalent noise for telephony and bit error-rates for telex
channels respectively.
The development of an interference budget for a maritime mobile satellite system
is a complicated subject still under study by the CCIR. Report 752 shows that in order
to meet the subjective quality per Recommendation 547, the C/N ratio of about 8 dB would
be required in the receiver bandwidth of 30kHz. The following criteria have been
suggested for the interference assessment involving maritime mobile satellite feeder
links. The interference percentage is referred to the total RF noise power in the
receiver bandwidth, and should not exceed the following suggested values:
Total RF interference from terrestrial systems:
~

5% of total rf noise power (20 %of any month);

RF interference from a single terrestrial station:
~

1.5% of total rf noise power (20% of any month),

~

200 % of total rf noise power without interference
(0.01 %of any month).

The above criteria are used in 5.3.4.3 in sharing studies between the maritime
mobile satellite feeder links and aeronautical radionavigation (terrestrial) systems.
The applicability of the above criteria to interference from line-of-sight radio-relay
systems has not been considered in this section and further study would be required.
5.3.2.10

Sharing between meteorological satellites and meteorological aids

Six possible interference cases exist between meteorological aids and meteorological
satellite systems:
radiotheodolite transmissions interfering with reception at the meteorological
satellite receiver in the region of 400 MHz;
radiosonde transmissions interfering with reception at the meteorological
satellite in the region of 400 MHz;
radiosonde transmissions interfering with reception at the meteorological
satellite earth station in the upper part of Band 9;
meteorological satellite terrestrial station (data collection platform)
transmissions interfering with radiotheodolite receivers in the region of
4oo MHz;
meteorological satellite terrestrial station (data collection platform)
transmissions interfering with radiosonde receivers in the region of 400 MHz;
meteorological satellite transmissions interfering with radiotheodolite
reception in the upper part of Band 9.
These possible interference cases are considered in detail in Report 541-1 which
concludes that sharing in the region of 400 MHz between meteorological aids and
meteorological satellite systems is technically and operationally feasible provided that
the following techniques are used:
co-ordination of frequency assignments:
geographical separation.
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It is noted that both systems would be operated by meteorological organizations
and that operational time sharing may also be used to advantage.
It is also concluded that sharing in the upper part of Band 9 1s technically and
operationally feasible.
Interference may occur from transmitters in the space-to-Earth links of
geostationary meteorological satellites to receivers in the meteorological aids service.
If the power flux-density at the surface of the Earth from the satellite transmission is
limited to -133 dB(W/m2) in any 1.5 MHz bandwidth, the probability of interference will
be low.
There is a potential problem as regards interference from radiosondes at the
satellite earth station. The possible alternatives available for sharing, considering
the different types of earth stations involved are:
co-ordination of frequency assignments between radiosondes and specific
satellite down-links;
time sharing of satellite transmissions with radiosonde operation within a
given radius of an earth station. The radius of co-ordination with radiosonde
operations will depend upon the type of earth station and antenna
discrimination available;
co-ordination of the distance between radiosonde operations and satellite
earth stations (the actual co-ordination distance will depend upon the type
of earth station and the antenna discrimination available).
5.3.2.11

Frequency sharing between the radiodetermination satellite service and
the terrestrial services

The CCIR (Report 394-1) has not reached any general conclusions on this subject,
but expressed the view that it would have to be determined on a case-by-case basis after
recognition and analysis of the technological parameters of the satellite system, as
well as the terrestrial system under consideration.
5.3.2.12

Technical feasibility of frequency sharing by the amateur-satellite service*

In accordance with No. N6362/1567A of the Radio Regulations the space stations in
the amateur-satellite service must be capable of being commanded to ensure termination
of any harmful interference. During the past six years of operational use of three
satellites, OSCAR 6, 7 and 8 (in allocated bands at about 450 MHz and below), there has
been no reported interference.
In the shared frequency band 435 - 438 MHz there has been limited interference to
the amateur-satellite service from radars. There has also been limited interference from
the amateur service which has been eliminated by intra-amateur band planning.
The amateur service and the amateur-satellite service share common equipment and
operators, as well as common objectives. Responsibility for resolving interference
problems between the two services rests with the amateurs themselves, and formal
protection of one of the services from interference by the other is not required.
Detailed analysis of the interference potential between the amateur satellites
and television broadcasting, ground-based radar, fixed service and mobile service is
contained in Report 542-l.
This analysis indicates that, with the existing conditions governing the amateursatellite service and by the use of appropriate procedures, the probability of harmful
interference to other services is low or very low. Operational experience has confirmed
this in the case of sharing with ground-based radars at around 435 MHz.

*

See Appendix C.
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The SPM concludes that it is technically feasible to use existing worldwide
amateur service frequencies in the earth-to-space direction in the amateur-satellite
service under the same limitations that now exist for their terrestrial use in the
amateur service. It would also be technically permissible to utilize in the space-toEarth direction those frequencies which are allocated exclusively to the amateur
service on a worldwide basis. Additionally, subject to the provisions of N6362/l567A of
the Radio Regulations and also appropriate pfd limitations it would appear to be feasible
to use frequencies in the bands l 215- 1 300, 2 300- 2 450, 5 650- 5 670 and 10 475 10 500 MHz in the space-to-earth direction. Due to the regional variations of the
primary allocations in these bands it is not sufficient only to consider secondary
sharing by the amateur-satellite service (space-to-earth) with ground-based radars.
Other, more sensitive, primary services exist in these bands in some regions and it may
therefore be necessary to further limit the amateur-satellite service to appropriate
segments of the bands.
Sharing considerations for broadcasting satellites including provision of up-links
5.3.3.1
5.3.3.1.1

Sharing between the broadcasting satellite and fixed-satellite services
General* (Report 809)

With current allocations, the problem of sharing between the broadcastingsatellite service (BSS) and the fixed-satellite service (FSS) in the space-to-earth
direction arises only in the bands 11.7- 12.2 GHz and 2 500- 2 535 MHz. In the former
band, the problem is primarily one of sharing between dissimilar (inhomogeneous) networks.
In general, situations of this kind tend to decrease the total number of available
channels (though not necessarily the total number of down-links) unless steps are taken
to circumvent it. The factors that tend to enhance orbit-spectrum utilization are
reasonably well understood. The extent to which these factors can actually be exploited
depends on many operational, economic and design constraints (see 5.3.5).
Regarding sharing between the BSS and FSS in the band 2 500- 2 535 MHz, both
services are subject to similar power flux-density limits. Thus, as discussed below,
sharing between these services is essentially on the same footing as sharing within each
of the services, and orbital spacings are minimized due to the comparatively small
difference in e.i.r.p.
Up-links to space stations in the BSS and the FSS may also have to share
frequencies since these links are, by RR N3102/84AG, to be provided using the earth-tospace allocations of the FSS Csee 5. 3. 3. 3)
5.3.3.1.2

Down-link sharing in Region 2 in the 12 GHz band*

(Reports 809, 453-2)

Region 2 is the only ITU region which includes the FSS among the serv1ces to
which the 12 GHz band is allocated. Therefore, sharing between the BSS and the FSS is
primarily of concern to Region 2, although some sharing problems exist between the BSS
of Regions l and 3 and the FSS of Region 2.
Two basic approaches to sharing between the two space services appear technically
feasible: spectrum-division, and orbit-division. The characteristics of both approaches
are discussed in Reports 809 and 453-2 (see also 5.3.5).
Of these two approaches, several studies made prior to the WARC(BS) 77 found
that the orbit-division was preferable (in that reasonable efficiencies of orbit-spectrum
utilization could be achieved). This conclusion was based on the use of certain sharing
principles and system parameters such as: specified minimum carrier-to-interference
ratios; moderate inhomogeneities between systems including specific differences in e,i.r.p.
between BSS and FSS satellites; space stations that are not power-limited when using the
entire available frequency band; and a "clusteri:rg" type of orbit-division in which two or
more space stations of the FSS were located in orbit between adjacent space stations of
the BSS.
*

See Appendix C.
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Pending the establishment of a detailed plan for the BSS in Region 2, the WARC(BS)77
made provision for another type of orbit division, called arc-segmentation, specifying
system parameters different from those assumed in the studies and requiring a different
type of clustering in which the FSS and BSS occupied separate segments of the orbital arc.
Consequently, Report 809 called for further studies based on the parameters adopted by
the WARC-BS. The results of a technical study to determine the effect of these parameters
on orbit utilization are given below for sharing between some FSS systems currently
planned under present Radio Regulatory requirements, and BSS systems having an e.i.r.p.
of 63 dWB*. This represents an example of a very severe sharing problem.
The results show that in an arc segment 95° - 140° West longitude, four satellites
of the type considered can be accommodated when both the BSS and FSS systems serve the
same or overlapping geographical areas (e.g. USA, Canada and Mexico). This result is
based on a spacing of 4.1° between FSS satellites and 16° between a BSS satellite at
each end of this arc segment and the nearest FSS satellite, as derived from Fig. 5.3.3.1.2,
thereby leaving only 13° of usable arc for the FSS. This study did not take into account
the possibility of BSS satellites operating in the arc between 95° and 100° West longitude
for other administrations of Region 2. The use of arc segments by the BSS and FSS in
Region 2 is specified in Article 12 of WARC(BS) 77 Final Acts.
However, additional calculations in the study indicate that a reduction of the
difference in e.i.r.p. between the BSS and the FSS, and/or a reduction of the required
carrier-to-interference ratios, or protection ratios, can reduce the spacing within and
between the services and thus increase the capacity of the FSS orbital arc. For example,
if the difference in e.i.r.p. were reduced to 12 dB (from 20 dB), the spacing between
BSS and FSS satellites would be decreased to 8°. Thus, 8 FSS satellites could be
accommodated.
The same study computed the required separation of homogeneous FSS satellites
serving widely separated areas in North and South America, and determined that the
geographical separation of service areas permits frequency re-use with only 1° orbital
separation. As a result, interleaving of satellites serving widely separated service
areas in the two continents is possible.
The studies mentioned above indicate bases on which sharing between the BSS and
FSS may take place.
5.3.3.1.3

Sharing in the case of multi-service space stations

(Report 809)

For some administrations in Region 2, it may be desirable, for economic reasons,
to use the same space station both for broadcasting-satellite services and for fixedsatellite services. _Such a multi-service space station could be accommodated in different
frequency bands or through spectrum division in different portions of the 12 GHz band.
However, multi-service space stations could lead to inefficient orbit utilization and
cannot be accomodated with the arc segmentation plan adopted· by .the WARC(BS) 77 in
Region 2 unless one service is prepared to accept secondary status, i.e. not be
protected against unacceptable levels of interference.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.3.3.1.4

Sharing between Region 2 and Regions 1 and 3 1n the 12 GHz band

(Report 809)

Sharing between different regions is governed by the sharing criteria adopted
by the WARC(BS) 77. The system characteristics adopted in the Plan for the BSS in
Regions 1 and 3 impose restrictions on the use of certain orbital positions near and
between the space stations of the Plan for certain sensitive FSS systems.

5.3.3.1.5

Sharing between the BSS and FSS in the band 2 500 - 2 535 MHz*

Since the power flux-density limit for the BSS ranges from only 2 to 7 dB higher
than for the FSS (depending on elevation angle), the spacing required by the BSS for
protection from the FSS is similar to the spacing required by the FSS for protectio~ from
the BSS. Thus, sharing between the services is essentially on the same footing as
within each of the services, and spacing is minimized due to this small difference in
e.i.r.p. 's. One way that sharing between the two services can be accomplished is by the
adoption of a maximum permissible interfering power flux-density at the edge of the BSS
service area requiring protection.

5.3.3.1.6

Up-link considerations*

Report 561-1 treats the provision of earth-to-space connections to broadcasting
satellites. Additional conclusions on this subject appear in 5.3.3.3 of this Report.
The studies described show that eo-direction uplink use by the fixed-satellite service
and the broadcasting-satellite service may impose severe constraints upon both services
operating in the same frequency band.
A study has shown that the same frequencies can often be used for connection to
both broadcasting-satellites and fixed satellites if certain system characteristics are
employed.
In some cases, such as with BSS and FSS serving the same geographic area from
the same or a nearby orbital position, use of the same up-link frequencies is not
possible even though they use completely different bands for their down-links in those
cases where the entire band is occupied. However, in those cases where the down-links
of the two kinds of satellites are on the same frequency, the spacings required to
prevent down-link interference ease the requirement on uplink system characteristics.
The s·pecific up-link sharing criteria derived from the study for a number of
cases of practical interest are as follows.
Up-link frequencies used for connection to broadcasting satellites in the
Region 1 Plan for the 12 GHz band can also be used for domestic FSS systems in the 12 GHz
band serving Region 2 (with 3° spacing between BSS and FSS satellites) if the FSS up-link
antennae are at least 0.8 metres in diameter. This is not an unnecessarily restrictive
constraint since typical FSS systems require larger antennae based on down-link
requirements.
For the BSS in the 12 GHz band serving Region l and the FSS in the 11 GHz band
serving Region 2, the same up-link frequencies cannot be re-used for eo-located BSS and
FSS satellites. To make frequency re-use possible, the two satellites (which could
otherwise be at the same orbital location because their down-link frequencies are
different) must be separated and, to protect the BSS, sufficiently large FSS earth
station antennae must be employed. The governing sharing constraint for protection of
the international FSS serving Region 2 is the same as shown in Report 561-1, § 3.1,
third table, since the broad-beam antennae used with these systems cannot yield the
needed discrimination despite the geographical separation of service areas.
For BSS and domestic FSS systems sharing the 12 GHz "be.nd in Region 2, antennae of
modest size would be required for the. up-link connection to broadcasting-satellites to
permit frequency re-use, primarily because the satellite spacings .based on down -link
considerations are already large.

*

See Appendix C.
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For 11 GHz international FSS and 12 GHz domestic FSS, both serving Region 2, the
sharing criteria require a suitable combination of FSS up-link antenna diameter and
spacing to make up-link frequency re-use possible. In the case of closely-spaced
satellites (which would be possible since the down-link frequencies are different), the
required up-link antennae become large.
For the BSS in the band 2 500- 2 690 MHz and the BSS or FSS in bands near 12 GHz,
the same up-link frequencies can be used if certain suitable combinations of satellite
spacing and antenna diameter are employed. When a broadcasting satellite in the
620 - 790 MHz band shared up-link frequencies with the BSS or FSS in other down-link
bands, similar combinations of antenna diameter and spacing are required. These
spacings are always larger than those that would be possible based on down-link
considerations only.
Two satellites using the same 2 500 - 2 690 MHz down-link band have to be widely
spaced if they are to serve the same geographic area on the Earth. The restrictions on
BSS earth station up-link antennae necessary to permit use of the same up-link band do
not appear to be unduly constraining.
These conclusions have been reached considering only pairs of satellites each
operating in a single down-link band, and, in general, will not be applicable to
satellites providing service in more than two down-link bands. As an example of such
a situation, consider that if the 14 GHz up-link band is widely used for services in the
11 and 12 GHz down-link bands, and if the 8 and 6 GHz bands are used with the 7 and 4 GHz
down-link bands respectively (which is the current situation), then none of these up-link
bands (6,- 8 and 14 GHz) will generally be available on an exclusive basis for up-link
use by the BSS in the 2 500 - 2 690 MHz or 620 - 790 MHz bands.
With specific regard to up-link connections to satellites above the Indian Ocean,
an interference analysis by one administration (under particular assumpt.ions which may
require further study) of uplinks using the 14 GHz band for connection tp a fixed
satellite with INTELSAT V characteristics, and to 12 GHz broadcasting satellites of the
1977 Geneva Plan shows that, ·for broadcasting satellite systems operating according to
the WARC(BS) 77 Plan for Regions 1 and 3, taking the limits of protection ratios given
in Report 561-1, for the notified INTELSAT V satellites at 60° and 63° East longitude
positions, no problems of mutual interference to either of FSS and BSS services exist,.
even for angular separation as low as 1°.
A further- study used a different range of assumptions than was used in Report 561-1,
If antennae of 4 m or larger diameter only are considered, and the satellite
receiving system noise temperature is lowered to around 1 900 K, the conclusion is that
the required range of angular separations between satellites would be significantly
reduced. With such a restricted range of antenna diameters, sharing could thus be
practicable in many cases with fewer constraints than concluded in Report 561-1.
§

4.

5.3.3.1.7

The SPM concludes that:

(a)

Where an orbit segmentation plan for the fixed-satellite service and the
broadcasting satellite service is adopted in order to permit the use of the
12 GHz band for down-links for both services, as is contemplated for Region 2,
it would be possible to use the 14 GHz band for up-links for both services.

(b)

Where the planned use of an arc of the orbit for broadcasting satellite
service at 12 GHz is intensive as in Region 1 and much of Region 3, it would
not be feasible to make corresponding general provision for the use. of the
14 GHz band for up-links to these broadcasting satellites without
substantially excluding fixed-satellite service operating at 14/11 GHz from
the same arc of the orbit. However, if it were foreseen that the use that
would be made of any part of such an arc of the orbit by fixed-satellite
service operating at 14/11 GHz would not be intensive, it would probably be
feasible for a small proportion of the broadcasting satellites planned for
that arc to use the 14 GHz band for up-links, although the orbital separations
required between FSS and BSS serving the same geographical regions would be
large.
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In parts of the orbit which are subject to the plan produced by the 1977
WARC-BS where the foreseen use of the orbit by both broadcasting satellites
and FSS is relatively light, it might be feasible for both services to use
the 14 GHz band for up-links by coordination. The difficulties of such
coordination cannot be fully evaluated without further studies but serious
constraints may well exist. For example, one consequence might be that
development of fixed satellite systems also using the 14 GHz band for
uplink could be seriously limited or the broadcasting satellite Plan in
Regions 1 and 3 could not be implemented.

(c)

5.3.3.2

Sharing between the broadcasting-satellite service and terrestrial services

5.3.3.2.1

General

As a result of the World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications, Geneva, 1971, the broadcasting-satellite service has allocations or is permitted
to operate, under certain conditions in the following shared bands (see Article 5 of the
Radio Regulations):

620 to 790 MHz, which is used by the terrestrial fixed, mobile, broadcasting
and, in accordance with footnote N3659/331, the radionavigation services;
2 500 to 2 690 MHz to be shared with the fixed, fixed-satellite and mobile
serv1ces;

11.7 to 12.2 GHz (11.7 to 12.5 in Region 1) to be shared with the fixed,
fixed-satellite (in Region 2 only), mobile and terrestrial broadcasting
services;

22.5 to 23 GHz in Region 3 only, where it J.S to be shared with the fixed and
mobile services.
5.3.3.2.2

Parameters involved J.n frequency sharing

For frequency sharing between two types of service, careful consideration should
be given to the order in which the assignments are made. This imposes certain limitations
on the technical characteristics of each of the systems (e.g., maximum value for the
power flux-density of the broadcasting satellites, inside and outside their service areas,
adequate directivity for receiving earth station antennae, maximum value of the e.i.r.p.
of the terrestrial service transmitters) and also certain conditions for their use
(e.g., minimum distance between a terrestrial service transmitter and the boundary of the
service area of a broadcasting-satellite sharing all, or part of, the same channel).
These technical or operational limitations may or may not be acceptable depending on the
nature of the two systems in question.

5.3.3.2.2.1

Sound broadcasting

Frequency sharing·between the sound broadcasting-satellite service and terrestrial
services may be feasible under either or both of the following conditions:
confinement of the potential zone of coverage for the broadcasting-satellite
service to those areas where emissions from eo- and adjacent-channel terrestrial
stations do not exist at present and where the satellite ·service could be
protected from interference due to terrestrial stations that might be installed
in the future (primarily rural or sparsely settled areas);
power flux-density limitations are placed on emissions from either satellite
and/or terrestrial stations within areas where interference may occur
(§ 2.1, Report 631-1).
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When one may wish to take into account the slight differences in protection ratios
for the several television standards or the differences resulting from the use of other
system parameters; the more detailed information given in Report 634-1, §§ 3.1.2 to
3.1.6 should be consulted.

Wanted
servicel

Wanted
signall

Interfering
service 1

.
2
Protection requ1rements

Interfering
signal 1

Total acceptable3
BSS

TV/FM

BSS, FSS,
FS, BS

TV/FM

C/I

= 30

4 7
dB '

BSS

TV/FM

FS

4cj>-PSK

C/I

dB5

BSS

SM/FM

FS

4cj>-PSK

C/I

= 19
= 18

FS

FDM/FM

BSS

TV/FM

N

BS

TV/VSB

BSS

TV/FM

Notes: 1

BSS

broadcasting-satellite serv1ce

FSS

fixed-satellite service

BS

broadcasting service

FS

fixed service

TV

television

FM

frequency modulation

FDM

frequency division multiplex

4cj>-PSK=

four-level phase shift keying, telephony

VSB
SM
2

= 1000
C/I = 50

=

dB5
pWOp8
dB9

Single entry
C/I

= 35

dB

4

-125dBW/m2 ~4kHz6
not applicable

vestigial sideband
sound multiplex, 15 channels

These limits include both up-link and down-link contributions.
expressed:

They are

in dB for carrier-to-interference ratio
in pWOp for noise
in dB(W/m2.4 kHz) for power flux density in a 4 kHz band.
3

Values 1n dB are protection ratios for the sum of interfering signals.
Values in pWOp represent interference noise in the worst telephone c~annels
caused by the sum of interfering signals.

4

For BSS satellites located at the interlaces of Regions 1/3 and Region 2, the
C/I ratios should be 1 dB higher.

5 .These results are based on measurements by one administration. Additional
measurements and analyses are needed in the area of interference from digital
systems to analogue systems.

6 This value may be suitably modified for tropical regions to take account of
rain attenuation.

Allowance may also be made for polarization discrimination.

7

C/I = ratio of carrier-to-interfering signal

8

N = noise power
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Using a combination of both conditions, one administration has proposed an audiobandwidth satellite broadcasting systeml) to community receivers, in which a number of
sound channels of 47.6 kHz bandwidth each could be placed at frequencies between 1 and
3 MHz greater than each of the AM-VSB video carriers in the band 620 to 790 MHz*.
With a 50 dB television protection ratio for a single sound channel interfering (based
on Figs. 1 and 2, Report 306-3), and after making an adjustment for the multiple sound
channels, the total interfering power flux-density allowable into a single television
channel was calculated to be -129 dBW/m2, although, in the documents of Study Group 11,
there are no data confirming the possibility of such calculations. This power level 1s
sufficient to allow satellite reception using 3-metre parabolic antennae and results in
a total of 1,134 audio channels being available from each satellite position. This
approach to sharing is facilitated by the presence of relatively low spectral energy in
a portion of the 6 MHz band allocated to a 525-line, system M, AM-VSB terrestrial channel.
Further measurements are required to completely assess interference to the terrestrial
broadcasting channels and other terrestrial systems.
The possibilities of sharing between the sound broadcasting-satellite service and
terrestrial services require further study. Thus the remaining portions of this section
deal only with television broadcasting.
5.3.3.2.2.2

Television broadcasting

To avoid unacceptable interference between the broadcasting satellite and
terrestrial services, it is necessary to consider parameters such as: site separation
distance, shielding, antenna directivity, influence of atmospheric propagation conditions,
as well as the percentage of time that the particular types and levels of unwanted
signals can be tolerated.
When a broadcasting-satellite service shares a frequency band with a terrestrial
service, it may be necessary to impose limitations on the power flux-density produced
by the unwanted signal at the receiving stations of the wanted service.
The power flux-density requirements for the broadcasting-satellite service are
discussed in Report 215-4, while Report 627-1. discusses these for the terrestrial
amplitude-modulation television broadcasting services.
Considerations on the acceptable power flux-density, from an interference point of
view, are given in Report 631-1 for terrestrial receivers and broadcast satellite
receivers.
A general equation for determining the maximum interfering power flux-density to
be allowed at the protected station is given in Report 631-1.
5.3.3.2.2.3

Protection ratios

5.3.3.2.2.3.1 A knowledge of interference protection ratios (the ratio of wanted-tounwanted signal power at the receiver input) as a function of output signal quality is
vital to the planning of. television and sound broadcasting systems. The following table
and figure, abstracted from CCIR Report 634-1 and Annex IX of the Final Acts of the
WARC-BS, summarize the protection requirements for the broadcasting-satellite service,
at certain reference case conditions for analogue systems and in example cases for
digital systems.*

1) The system referred to here is an example of a narrowband service, while sound
broadcasting generally has a wider bandwidth. It is not entirely clear whether
applications of such a system would belong to the broadcasting-satellite service or
fixed-satellite service.
*

See Appendix C.
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9

In tests carried out by one administration protection ratios, measured
according to Recommendation 500 and Report 405-2, were found to be.the same
for the M/NTSC, G/PAL and K/SECAM TV standards.*

The value of protection ratio depends upon the frequency deviation of FM/TV
interfering signal. For example, for an impairment of 4.5 on the CCIR five-point scale
an increase of the frequency deviation from 8 to 22 MHz leads to the protection ratio
reduction approximately by 5.5 dB.
5.3.3.2.2.3.2 The values given as "total acceptable" are those necessary to protect the
wanted signal. The "single entry" values are those which should be used as a guide for
determining sharing criteria. The total interference from all sources must be calculated,
since satisfying the "single entry" criteria for each source may not guarantee that the
total interference meets the above protection requirements. A "single entry" is defined
as the aggregate of emissions from any one station entering any receiver in the wanted
service within the channel to be protected.
5.3.3.2.2.3.3 The term C/I refers to the ratio of the wanted-to-interfering·power at the
interfered-with ground station. The value given shall be exceeded for all but 1 %of the
worst month for the broadcasting service (BS) and the broadcasting-satellite service (BSS).
5.3.3.2.2.3.4 The term N refers to the post demodulation noise power at a point of 0 dBmO
relative test tone level in any voice channel of an FDM/FM telephony system. The value
given shall not be exceeded for more than 20 %of the worst month.
5.3.3.2.2.3.5 The specified values of protection ratio (i.e., the carrier-to-interference
power ratio corresponding to a specified picture quality) are applicable for planning
·purposes, to television signals of any of the several television standa.rds.
5.3.3.2.2.3.6 For BSS systems with FM/TV as both the wanted and the unwanted signals, the
protection ratios are given for particular reference conditions, the most important of
which are:
(a)

frequency deviation of the wanted signal (12 MHz peak-to-peak);

(b)

quality of the wanted service (grade 4. 5 )1);

(c)

eo-channel carriers (no carrier-frequency offset).

5~3.3.2.2.3.7 If system design is based on conditions other than (a) and (b) above,·the
FM/TV protection ratio is.given by:

R
where Dv

= 12.5

- 20 log (Dv/12) - Q + 1.1 Q2

(dB)

nominal peak-to-peak frequency deviation (MHz)

Q = the impairment grade, concerning the interference only.
5.3.3.2.2.3.8 When carriers are offset in frequency, condition (c) does not apply and the
adjacent channel protection ratios should be adjusted accord.ing to the frequency offset
as shown in Figure 5.3.3.2.2.3.8. For example, at a frequency offset of 20 MHz, the
total acceptable ratio of protection against interference to an FM/TV signal from another
FM/TV signal is 13 dB. The corresponding "single entry" value is 18 dB.

*

See Appendix C•.

1) Impairment grade on a 5-point scale as defined in Recommendation 500.
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Reference case protection ratios relative to eo-channel values·.

Curve A

TV/VSB-wanted, TV/FM interfering, eo-channel value

Curve B

TV/FM-wanted, TV/FM interfering,

Curve C

TV/FM-wanted, TV/VSB interfering, eo-channel value - 30 dB

5.3.3.2.3

co~channel

value

50 dB-

= 30

dB

Sharing in the 620 to 790 MHz band· (Report 631-1)

Television broadcasting from satellites using frequency modulation only is dealt
with in this section.
5.3.3.2.3.1

Sharing with the terrestrial broadcasting serv1ce

Frequency-sharing between a broadcasting satellite system and a terrestrial
broadcasting system requires that the receivers of each system be protected against
interference from the emissions of the other system. The terrestrial receivers can be
protected by imposing li~its on the power flux-density produced by the broadcasting
satellite at points within the terrestrial service area. Conversely, the broadcasting
satellite system receivers can be protected against interference by requiring adequate
separation between the terrestrial transmitter and the satellite receiver.
5.3.3.2.3.1.1

Protection of the terrestrial broadcasting service

From information provided by administrations the numerical value has been calculated
for the limit which should be imposed on the power flux-density to protect terrestrial
broadcasting in the band 620 to 790 MHz, against the emissions from future satellites,
using frequency-modulation television. The results are given separately for systems
I/PAL, L/SECAM and G/PAL. For these three systems, the average figure is -138 dB(W/m2 ),
the differences between the systems being due to the different measured values of
protection ratio. For systems M/NTSC (USA) and K/SEC~1 the satellite power flux-density
limits were calculated as -125 dB(W/m2) and -124 dB(W/m2), respectively.
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Until greater agreement is reached concerning the values to be assumed for the
relevant parameters, it is premature for the SPM to recommend a single value for the
satellite power flux-density limit necessary to protect terrestrial broadcasting. Indeed,
the possibility cannot be dismissed that it may be necessary to adopt different power
flux-density limits for combinations of wanted and unwanted signals having different
signal standards.
5.3.3.2.3.1.2

Protection of the broadcasting-satellite service

Protection of the broadcasting satellite ground recelvlng stations is normally
achieved by maintaining a minimlim separation between them and the terrestrial transmitter.
The minimum separation required depends on the characteristics of both the earth
receiving installation and the transmitting station in the terrestrial broadcasting system.
Separation distances required to protect the satellite service are typically in the order
of some hundreds of kilometres.
5.3.3.2.3.2

Sharing with fixed and mobile services

(Report 631-1,

§

3.2)

Limitations on power flux-densities which would have to be imposed on the
broadcasting-satellite television service to protect fixed and mobile services, including
transhorizon radio-relay systems at present allocated the same frequency bands as the
broadcasting service, may cause difficulties in such sharing. Tropospheric scatter systems
which point towards the geostationary orbit are particularly-vulnerable.
At the present time it seems premature to judge whether sharing between the
broadcasting-satellite service and the land mobile is feasible at about 800 MHz.
5.3.3.2.4

Sharing in the band 2 500 to 2 690 MHz

5.3.3.2.4.1

(Report 631-1, ~ 4)

Sharing with the fixed service

The terrestrial systems in the fixed service.that are considered for frequency
sharing with a broadcasting satellite system include line-of-sight and trans-horizon
radio-relay systems and a certain type of television distribution system. Conditions of
sharing between the television broadcasting-satellite service and other terrestrial
services are not presented owing to the absence of relevant_data.
5.3.3.2.4.1.1

Sharing with line-of-sight radio-relay systems

eo-channel operation between a broadcasting satellite system and a terrestrial
radio-relay system results in a number of limitations because the presence of a transmitter
of a terrestrial radio-relay system within, or in the neighbourhood o~ the service area
of the broadcasting satellite system gives rise to a "hole" in the broadcasting service
area. This makes planning of the radio-relay channelling very difficult.
5.3.3.2.4.1.2

Sharing with trans-horizon radio-relay systems

Frequency sharing between broadcasting satellite systems and trans-horizon radiorelay systems in the vicinity of 2 600 MHz is technically feasible only to the extent that
each system can accept certain technical and operational limitations required to protect
it against interference from the other.
(a)

Protection of trans-horizon radio-relay systems
Trans-horizon radio-relay systems are subject to geographical and
frequency constraints which limit planning flexibility and could make it
difficult to avoid potential interfering configuratiom. Sharing would involve
consideration of the pointing directions of the trans-horizon system antennae,
to protect the trans-horizon system receivers as well as consideration of the
directivity of the satellite antenna. Band segmentation could allow sharing.
An alternative action would be to restrict the broadcasting satellite system
power flux-density to low values in the immediate vicinity of the trans-
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horizon receivers. These constraints are not likely to be acceptable to
either service except under special conditions where the number of systems
is small and the flexibility of placement of both the satellites and the
trans-horizon stations is large.
(b)

Protection of broadcasting satellite systems
The receivers of the broadcasting-satellite service would be susceptible
to interference from trans-horizon radio-relay transmitters within an
elongated zone which extends for a considerable distance in the direction in
which the trans-horizon antenna is pointed; the extent of this zone is a
function of the antenna directivity and the relative directions of the transhorizon link and the satellite. Similarly, the establishment of a satellite
broadcasting coverage area would prevent the introduction of new transhorizon systems in that area and also, nearby, if the entire area were to be
protected from interference.

5.3.3.2.4.1.3

Sharing with a certain type of fixed terrestrial television distribution

Frequency sharing in the vicinity of 2 600 MHz between a broadcasting satellite
system and an instructional television fixed service (ITFS) system used in parts of
Region 2 is technically feasible under certain conditions. A limit on the power fluxdensity of the satellite signal would have to be specified to protect the ITFS service
and a hole" or an area of interference within the satellite service zone would be
created due to interference from the ITFS operation. The range of this area of interference could extend to about lOO km in the direction most sensitive to interference.
An earth receiving installation for community reception can be prot~cted from ITFS
interference provided that the power flux-density of the latter is limited to a maximum
of -96 dB(W/m2) and the elevation angle to the satellite is greater than 28.3 degrees.
This power flux-density is achievable through site separation and ·site shielding.

Sharing between the BSS/TV and the ITFS has been accomplished experimentally using
the ATS-6 spacecraft, with both systems, in some cases, operating- in the same town.
Full technical details of the sharing analysis and some experimental results are
given in Report 361-l, § 4.1.
5.3.3.2.4.2

Energy dispersal

The performance of a 2.6 GHz broadcasting satellite system using small receiving
antennae can be severely limited by the need to provide energy dispersal.
5.3.3.2.5

Sharing between the broadcasting-satellite service and the terrestrial
services in the band 12 GHz

This section discusses the general sharing conditions to be taken into account in
the 12 GHz band for both terrestrial broadcasting and the terrestrial fixed service.
These questions are covered in § 5 of Report 631-1. Moreover, rainfall attenuation in
some· climates may require large propagation margins if high service reliability is desired.
This margin should be taken into account when considering sharing problems.
5.3.3.2.5.1
5.3.3.2.5.1.1

Sharing with the terrestrial broadcasting service
Conditions for the protection of the terrestrial broadcasting service
against interference from broadcasting satellites

The WARC-BS (Geneva, 1977) adopted the use of energy dispersal at the frame rate
in the plan for the broadcasting-satellite service, specifying a frequency deviation
value of 600 kHz. This technique introduces improvements in the protection of the
telephone links, but the advantage for terrestrial television signals is only slight.
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The interference suffered by a terrestrial service rece1v1ng antenna from
broadcasting satellites is generally small, because of sufficient elevation angle to the
satellite. In cases where the receiving antenna beam is directed toward a broadcasting
satellite, such as interference from one region to another, eo-channel op~ration will
require observance of the minimum acceptable power flux-densities. (See Article 9,
Final Acts WARC(BS) 77, for the power flux-density limits into Regions 1 and 3).

5.3.3.2.5.1.2

Conditions for the protection of the television broadcasting-satellite
service

This problem is much more acute than the preceding one, since it seems impossible
for a land broadcasting transmitter to operate at the same frequency as the broadcasting
satellite covering the same region. It is clear in fact that individual satellite
receiving stations situated near the land transmitter would suffer substantial interference.
It would therefore seem necessary to operate the systems at different frequencies.
Moreover, Report 631-1 describes the methods used to calculate the distance which must be
allowed between the terrestrial transmitter and the broadcasting satellite receiver.

5.3.3.2.5.2

Sharing with the terrestrial fixed service

In this case, the terrestrial signals may be of a different type from those
emitted by the broadcasting satellite.

5.3.3.2.5.2.1

Conditions for the protection of the terrestrial fixed service against
interference from broadcasting satellites

Some terrestrial services are affected by a spectral power density rather than
total interfering power, as in the case of FDM/FM analogue telephone links, where the
interference in a 4 kHz bandwidth is of concern. Since a carrier frequency-modulated by
a recurrent video signal presents energy lines, it is important to use energy dispersal
techniques from the broadcasting satellite.
Interference caused by broadcasting satellites to typical terrestrial systems
sharing the same frequencies and locations is generally acceptable provided that the
elevation angles to the satellite from these locations are not too small. Account must
also be taken of the interference which may be caused by satellites serving adjacent areas
at low elevations angles. Examples of interfering power flux-densities acceptable by
analogue networks operating in the 12 GHz band are given in Table 5.3.3.2.5.2.1.

5. 3. 3. 2. 5. 2. 2

Conditions for the prote.ction of a television broadcasting satellite

On the other hand, eo-channel interference caused by transmitting stations of the
terrestrial fixed service to broadcasting-satellite receiving stations is generaliy a
very serious problem.
In the light of the technical and operational characteristics of those systems in
the broadcasting satellite service which comprise relatively high levels of space station
e.i.r.p. and the need to position receiving earth stations anywhere in the associated
service area on the Earth surface, eo-channel and adjacent-channel sharing with terrestrial
fixed services is not feasible except on the basis of geographical separation ·~ ·
(Report 631-1).
The geographical separation required is largest for high capacity digital radiorelay systems, and smallest for certain short-haul radio-relay systems whose transmission
parameters are carefully constrained and whose frequency plans are carefully aligned with
those of the interfering system(s) in the broadcasting-satellite service.* However, the
operation of the broadcasting-satellite receivers will not be possible within the
interference contour (which must be calculated based on the parameters of the systems
involved) of long-haul high-capacity digital systems occupying the entire allocated band.

*

See Appendix C.
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The considerations of the preceding paragraph do not in any way modify the
existing provisions for coordinating between space and terrestrial systems.
5.3.3.2.6

Sharing in frequency bands above 20 GHz

(Report 631-1)

To date, there have been only limited studies carried out for sharing satellite
and terrestrial services in these higher frequency bands. Some possible system
characteristics are outlined in Chapter 6 (6.2 and 6.3). However, consideration of
power flux-densities requires further study. Operation in these higher frequency bands
may require increased power flux-densities to compensate for higher attenuation and
propagation fading. This applies to both satellite and terrestrial services.

TABLE 5.3.3.2.5.2.1
Examples of interfering power ftux-der;sities acceptab}le
by networks operating in the 12 GHz band a

Wanted system

Line-of-sight FM radio relay links
(3)
carrying telephony

Line-of-sight FM radio-relay links
(3)
carrying TV programmes

Line-of-sight AM multi-channel
systems carrying TV programmes
(3)

Terrestrial AM-TY-:BC-system

Terrestrial FM-TV -BC-system

Broadcasting satellite system
(individual reception)

Maximum
interferi,lg power

Angle of arrival
of interfering
signal in relation
to the axis
of the terrestrial
antenna

I

I

flux-densi~

dB(W/m )

for a given
angle of arrival

any

-128/4 kHz

< 15°
from 15° to 25"

-125/5 MHz

> 25°

-90/5 MHz

< 15°
~ 15°

-134/5 MHz

oo
oo

oo

Percentage
of
time

Antenna
off-beam
discrimination (1)

99.9

35-25 log fP (1)

99.9.

l0.5+25log (ftl/ftlo)

99.9

10.5 +25 log (ftl/r:to)

-100/5 MHz

-99/5 MHz

I

I

-130/5 MHz

-130/27 MHz

-131/27 MHz

I

I

99

I

99

I

99

-

-

(1)

(2)
( 3)

9+20 log (rp/ftlo)

9+20 log (rp/rpo)

(9 +20 log (rp/ftlo))(2)
for
0.707rp 0 <rp ~ 1.26rpo
(8.5+ 25 Jog (rp/rpo))
for
1.26rp0 < rp ~ 9.55rpo

Antenna off-beam gain.
See Report ·810.
For further information on parameters of these systems see Report 789 .

5.3.3.3

Up-link sharing considerations for broadcasting satellites operating in the
12 GHz band

5.3.3.3.1

Possible sharing situations

There are constraints imposed by frequency sharing which must be borne in mind at
the WARC-79 in making allocations for up-links to serve the broadcasting satellite service.
a) From Report 631-1
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With some restrictions, Earth-to-.space allocations can serve both the requirements
for broadcasting satellites and the fixed-satellite service. One alternative is the
possibility of providing up-link connections for broadcasting satellites in bands
allocated to the fixed-satellite service in the space-to-Earth direction (i.e. ~everse
direction frequency sharing).
CCIR Report 561-1 discusses both of these possibilities, and detailed conditions
of sharing are considered in 5.3.3.1 and 5.3.4.1.

5.3.3.3.2

Sharing in the Earth-to-space direction*

Report 561-1, § 4.1 examines sharing of Earth-to-space paths for the 14 GHz band
by considering an up-path transmission for the broadcasting-satellite service sharing
with an INTELSAT V up-link transmission. It concludes that severe constraints would
result, affecting both services. Less severe constraints would result if different
assumptions (e.g~ larger earth station antennae) are made; these assumptions may not be
applicable to all ITU Regions.
It should be noted, however, that such sharing with re-use of the same frequency
channels would not be practicable in the case of a multi-purpose satellite carrying both
fixed and broadcasting transponders.
Report 561-1, § 4.2 considers the use of higher frequency bands for up-links for
broadcasting satellites on the basis that such bands may not be heavily occupied by
other services.

5.3.3.3.3- Reversed direction frequency sharing*_
The use for up-links for broadcasting satellites of bands allocated to the fixedsatellite service space-to-Earth transmissions should also be examined. This ·is. considered
in detail in 5.3.4.1. In this case, the necessary orbital separation of satellites in the
fixed-satellite service from broadcasting satellites is less than in the case of sharing
in the Earth-to-space direction considered in the previous section. However, other
potential interference mechanisms must be considered, e.g. satellite-to-satellite
interference over near-antipodal paths; sharing with terrestrial services should also be
considered ..
Report 561-1, § 5, concludes that m1n1mum satellite separations of less than 30,
and earth station separation distances of about. 100 km would allow satisfactory reverseddirection frequency sharing near 11· GHz. More recent studies at both 11 and 19 GHz
indicate that even smaller satellite spacings and earth station separations may be
practicable und~r favourable conditions. However, the use of transportable earth stations,
requiring relatively small antennae and large transmitter powers, to feed broadcasting
satellites may well require a larger spacing than lOO km.
It would appear from these studies that reversed-direction frequency sh~ing is
practicable with some constraints, but further study is required to quantify s~me aspects
of the effects between this bidirectional use. of channels and terrestrial radio-relay
systems in the fixed-service if these also share the allocated band.
A disadvantage of reversed-direction frequency sharing is that eo-channel operation
is not possible between fixed-satellite service down-paths and up-paths for broadcasting
by satellite if a multi-purpose satellite is to be used for both types of service,
because the necessary angular separation - however small - cannot be provided.. , :Further,
the need for earth station· separation means that similar eo-channel operation- i's ·not
possible from a common earth station, and the necessary separation may be impos_sible
to achieve in countries that are geographically very small.

*

See Appendix C.
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5.3.3.3.4

Sharing with terrestrial services*

From a study on one example of a terrestrial fixed service., namely a television
outside-broadcast linkl), it is concluded that interference can be caused to the
terrestrial link by an up-link earth station operating on the same channel. The
interference can be significant at the order of 100 km range (without site shielding)
if the link antenna points towards the earth station and, even with 20° offset, eo-channel
working is difficult within distances of a few tens of kilometres.
One of a few broadcast satellite up-link earth stations per administration at
known fixed locations could be successfully coordinated with terrestrial services sharing
the same band, as is the present practice. However, where an administration is planning
to use a large number of small, low-cost or transportable earth stations, coordination
difficulties with terrestrial services increase greatly and could restrict the application,
location, and utility of the earth stations as well as future growth .of terrestrial
services.

5.3.3.3.5

Conclusions

In consideration of the foregoing, the SPM recommends that, wherever practicable,
sufficient bandwidth should be allocated in the fixed-satellite service Earth-to-space
direction to satisfY the requirements of both the fixed-satellite and broadcastingsatellite services. The required up-link bandwidth should be greater than that required
for the down-links of either the fixed-satellite service alone, or the broadcastingsatellite service alone, so as to provide the up-links for both.
It may be necessary in Regions 1 and 3, where a down-link frequency assignment
plan now exists, for some allocations specific for the up-links for broadcasting
satellites to be made. This may also be necessary for any future down-link assignment
plan in R~gion 2.
Considering the need to locate outside broadcast links, as required, anywhere on
the slirface of the Earth within the receive coverage area of a broadcasting satellite,
and consid~ring that radio-relay links require some geographical separation from an
earth station transmitting to a broadcasting satellite, thus being unable to operate
within a certain area around an earth station, it is concluded that sharing between
up-link feeder connections to space stations in the broadcasting-satellite service and
terrestrial programme pick-up radio-relay systems may not be practica~ on a eo-channel
or adjacent-channel basis, unless geographical restrictions are-imposed on the outside
broadcast links.
It should further be noted that, while space-to-Earth transmissions in bands
adjacent to radioastronomy allocations can present serious and widespread interference
problems to radioastronomers, no such problem exists with Earth-to-space transmissions in
adjacent bands except where the radioastronomy station and transmitting earth station are
in close proximity.

*

See Appendix C.

1) For purpose of this report, an outside broadcast link is .a terrestrial radio-relay
system set up on a temporary basis to relay sound and television signals from a
location where an event is being used as a source of broadcasting programme material.
In some countries this may be called a remote pick-up link.
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5.3.4

Bidirectional use of frequency bands
5.3.4.1

Bidirectional frequency use in the fixed-satellite service including up-links
to broadcasting satellites* (Reports 557 and 561-1)

5.3.4~1.1

Introduction

In the operation of most fixed and broadcasting satellite systems to date,
frequencies in two different bands are assigned to a radiocommunication satellite, one
for up-paths and the other for down-paths and it is usual for a given band to be used
for· up-paths or down-paths but not for both. Thus, two inter-system interference paths
may arise , as follows:
interfering earth station transmitter to wanted space station receiver, and
interfering space station transmitter to wanted earth station receiver.
When the frequency bands occupied by two systems overlap, satellite spacing must be
sufficient to reduce this interference to an acceptable level.
However, if two such satellites are separated by the minimum required orbital arc,
it may be feasible to use another satellite, located between them and occupying the same
frequency bands, the bands being assigned in the reverse sense. Thus, for example, the
up-link frequency band of the third satellite would be the same as the down-link band of
the other two. This may increase the total capacity of the spectrum and orbital arc
occupied. The inter-system interference paths that may arise between pairs of satellite
systems with reversed frequency assignments are:
interfering space station transmitter to wanted space station receiver, and
interfering earth station transmitter to wanted earth station receiver.
These new interference paths are shown in Fig. 5.3.4.l.l(a). The .interference
from an interfering space station transmitter to a wanted space station receiver is path
Sl to S2 of Fig. 5.3.4.l.l(a). Interference of this type can usefully be subdivided into
two:
that from a space station transmitter to a space station receiver. close to it
on. the geostationary arc, and
· that from a space station transmitter to a space station receiver at a nearantipodal position on the geostationary arc (Fig. 5·.3.4.l.l{b).
As well, the ·interference from an interfering earth station transmi tt;er to a
wanted earth station receiver is path E2 to El of Fig. 5.3.4.l.l(a).
j
i

*

See Appendix C.
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R1

R2

FIGURE 5.3.4.l.l(a)
New interference paths in a situation in which bidirectional use
is made of a fixed-satellite band
Legend:

El is a receiving earth station

E2 is a transmitting earth station
Rl is a transmitting terrestrial radio station

R2 is a receiving terrestrial radio station
Sl is a transmitting space station
S2 is a receiving space station

----

..... .--.

---

g///

-·- --JiiO

/

tii)/ ______
FIGURE 5.3.4.l.l(b)
Geometry of near-antipodal satellites
E : Earth
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In this portion of the Report the potential and the limitations associat~d with
using portions of the 4 GHz band, the 11 GHz band, and the 17 to 19 GHz band are
examined. Included in this examination are the following factors:
necessary separation between closely-spaced satellites using a given frequency
band in opposite directions,
the effect of potential interference between such satellites at near-antipodal
relative positions,
necessary. separation between earth stations of two satel+ite systems using a
given frequency band in opposite directions,
other inter-satellite network technical and operational constraints due to
bidirectional use of a given frequency band,
interference between terrestrial systems and space systems when a band is used
for both the fixed service and also bidirectionally for space services.
Following discussion of these factors, the potential and limitations of using a
given band bidirectionally in the fixed-satellite service, including feeder links to
broadcasting satellites, will be summarized.*
5.3.4.1.2

Factors relating to bidirectional use of a frequency band by fixed
satellite networks

The five above-mentioned factors are examined here, taking into account the
interference sources .shown in Fig. 5.3.4.l.l(a). Note that the space-to-space
interference includes interference between both adjacent and near-antipodal satellites.
5.3.4.1.2.1

Analysis of separation distances reguired between closely-spaced satellites
using a band in opposite directions* (Report 561-1)

The use of reverse-direction frequency bands will allow substantially greater orbit
utilization than the use of only eo-direction frequency use. (Report 557).
It has been shown (Report 561-1) that if a transmitting satellite transmits a power
of 10 dEW, a spacing of about 0. 30 between satellites would assure operation in both
directions.
More recent evaluations have confirmed this required order of magnitude. Assuming,
as a conservative example, that the sum of two relevant satellite antennae gain values
(that is, the gain of the fixed-satellite transmit antenna in the direction of the
broadcasting satellite and the gain of the broadcasting satellite antenna in the direction
of the fixed satellite) is 0 dB, and also assuming that the power transmitted by the
fixed satellite within the bandwidth of one channel of the ·broadcasting satellite system
is 10 dEW, then the minimum orbital spacing to achieve acceptably low interference would
be 0.1° at 11 GHz*. In this study, a protection ratio of 45 dB has been assumed, which
is rather conservative. If this prot~ction ratio were decreased, the orbital spacing
would decrease. As an example, a value of about 0.03° would be achieved for 11 GHz
systems if a protection ratio of 35 dB only were assumed.* At higher frequencies these
separation requirements would decrease, and at lower frequencies would increase*
(Report 561-1).
Not taking into account station-keeping inaccuracies, the SPM concludes that an
orbital separation of about 0.1°to 0.2° would allow operation of satellites with reversedirection frequency bands with acce.ptably low interference. This result is relevant to
frequency bands around 11 GHz. For other frequency bands, the results would differ
slightly (0.2° for frequencies around 4 GHz, 0.05° for frequencies around 18 GHz).

*

See .Appendix·c.
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In the 11 GHz band, the required separation angle would be in the order of 0.3°
to 0.4o, taking into account station-keeping inaccuracies of+ 0.1° of both satellites.
(The larger value corresponds to use of higher satellite tran;mitter powers).
Given that the interference between earth stations and space stations in the
unidirectional case, which still apply here, require that fixed satellites be 3° or more
apart, and that the Plan for Regions 1 and 3. 12 GHz broadcasting satellites includes a
6° spacing between satellites, this 0.3° to 0.4° minimum separation is not seen as a
significant constraint.
5.3.4.1.2.2

Analysis of potential interference between satellites at near-antipodal
relative positions* (Report 557)

Space stations which use narrow-beam antennae and high values of e.i.r.p. may cause
interference to each other when they are at nearly antipodal locations (5.3.4.l.l(b)).
This interference is most serious at or near points A and B of Fig. 5.3.4.1.2.2, points at
the edge of the visible Earth near the equator, as seen from the transmitting satellite.

Orbital plane

B

A

Orbital plane

FIGURE 5.3.4.1.2.2
The Earth and the geostationary-satellite orbit as seen from
a geostationary-satellite
C
E

Equator
Earth

When the satellite e.i.r.p. is relatively small, as it is in the INTELSAT IV
system at 4 GHz, the carrier-to-interference ratio can be expected to be fully adequate.
As an example, if a satellite such as INTELSAT IV were used in the down-link and if the
up-link were used to feed a broadcasting satellite, C/I ratios in the order of 55 dB could
be expected.
At higher frequencies, as larger system margins have to be included to account for
rain attenuation, lower C/I ratios can be expected. For instance, at 11 GHz C/I ratios
in the order of 41 dB can be expected when the up-link is used to feed a broadcasting
satellite and the down-link is part of a wideband fixed-satellite system employing 4 ~ PSK.
This is not seen as a real problem in the design of feeder links to broadcasting
satellites, however, as it would only occur at or near points A and B of Fig. 5.3.4.1.2.2,

*

See Appendix C.
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in equatorial regions. Elevation angles of receiving antennae will usually be quite high
in locations of low latitudes, implying that a broadcasting satellite system would not
have service areas near A and B of Fig. 5.3.4.1.2.2 in any case. (Final Acts of 1977
WARC-BS).
It must be noted, however, that at even higher frequencies, where the satellite
e.i.r.p. is large to use bandwidth-efficient modulation such as 8 ~ PSK, and as higher
weather margins are included in both satellite and earth station e.i.r.p., and in network
topologies such as that of INTELSAT where service areas near A and B of Fig. 5.3.4.1.2.2
may be included, antipodal interference can become a real problem. For instance, if both
the up-link and the down-link were used to communicate 8 ~ PSK signals at 18 GHz, and if
the service areas of both systems include point A or B of Fig. 5.3.4.1.2.2, then one would
expect C/I ratios of only 22 dB in the up-link, far below the acceptable value. If point
A or B were in the main beam of the antenna pattern of one satellite and in the side lobes
of the other, a marginal C/I ratio of 39 dB could be expected.
Using up-link power control in both the interfering satellite system and the
interfered-with satellite system, to compensate for up-link atmospheric attenuation, would
significantly improve this situation. In choosing power levels for these systems
compensation for interference from antipodallly-located satellites should be considered.
5.3.4.1.2.3

Analysis of potential interference between earth stations*

(Report 557)

The physical spacing which is necessary to limit interference between earth
stations using reversed frequency bands is one of the major earth segment problems. When
there is no site shielding, it is estimated that a separation of between about lOO km and
140 km would be needed between earth stations using the same bands in the opposite sense
in a temperate climate if interference noise per telephone channel from this source is
to be limited for most of the time to 1 000 pW. The separation could perhaps be less
where the earth stations operate at high angles of elevation or have good site shielding.
Care should be taken to avoid coupling between earth stations via common volumes in the
main beams in the troposphere.
It will be particularly desirable for earth stations to be located where site
shielding is good, in order to m1n1m1ze interference to and from earth stations using the
same band in the reverse direction.
Recent studies carried out at 12 GHz and at 20 GHz indicate that separation
distances between earth stations could be as small as 40 km if:
large antennae, i.e. antennae greater than 10 metres, are used for both
transmitting and receiving earth stations,
large earth station elevation angles, i.e. greater than 45°, can be used,
both earth stations are in low areas and have nearly the same heights.
In the case where
smaller. As an example,
as 15 km when a lOO-watt
account rain scatter and

site shielding is available, the separation distance could be
where 1° site shielding is used, the distance could be as small
transmitter is used. However, it may be necessary to take into
other effects which might augment this required ~istance.

It should also be noted that when there is a difference in heights between earth
stations, for example if one station is located at a 50-metre height with respect to the
surroundings, perhaps on the roof of a building, and the other is at 200 metres above the
surroundings, perhaps on top of a hill, the required separation distance would increase
to about 90 km. Another factor is the satellite elevation angle. If that angle were as
low as 10°, the required separation distance (perpendicular to the main beam azimuth of
the transmitting earth station) would increase to about 95 km, almost irrespective of the
output power of the earth station.

*

See Appendix C.
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It must also be noted that if a large number of earth stations were used, as is
planned in certain bands, for carrying light communication traffic, it is probable that
these stations would employ antennae of small diameter. In that case, it would be
necessary to have large earth station separation distances compared with the abovementioned values.

5.3.4.1.2.4

Satellite system technical and operational constraints resulting from
bidirectional use of a satellite band

Bidirectional use of a given frequency band imposes several constraints on the
planning and operation of satellite sy.stems. These constraints include:
(a)

the inability to use a frequency band bidirectionally to serve a multipurpose
satellite or a common earth station on a eo-channel basis,

(b)

the problem of finding suitable sites for earth stations where increased
interference problems would exist, such as those areas in which extensive
use of the band is or may be used for terrestrial systems,

(c)

for some administrations, the use of transportable transmitting earth stations
for broadcasting satellite systems. The ability to set up such transportable
stations anywhere within a service area would be constrained by the need to
have sufficient separation from receiving earth stations operating in the
same frequency band, particularly since the required separation would increase
somewhat if smaller transmitting stations were used. This difficulty would
increase if the satellite system using the band in the space-to-Earth
direction included many earth stations, and

(d)

the effect of antipodal inter-satellite interference on the planning of
international telecommunications satellite networks using the 19 GHz band in
some low altitude areas,

(e)

the addition of up-links to frequency bands allocated to fixed-satellite
down-links would present additional constraints to sharing with passive
sensors (Recommendation 515). (See also 5.3.2.3 and 5.2.3.2).

5.3.4.1.2.5 Analysis of potential interference between satellite and terrestrial systems*
In shared frequency bands, space station transmitters interfere with terrestrial
service receivers over wide areas in the down-path bands. In particular, this places
constraints upon terrestrial systems which would be oriented towards the azimuth at which
the geostationary satellite orbit intersects the horizon. Also, in up-link bands the
Radio Regulations place limits on terrestrial transmitter power and e.i.r.p. If reversed
frequency band operation were used in the space service, both of these disadvantages would
be suffered by terrestrial services in all shared bands.
Interference may also be suffered in up-path bands by terrestrial receivers within
the coordination area of earth stations, and it is necessary. for these terrestrial systems
to be designed to reduce such interference to acceptable values, by choice of station
location or frequency. To limit such interference the operation of both services is
coordinated and terrestrial services are constrained within the coordination area of earth
stations. If reversed frequency bands were used in the space service, it would be
necessary to site the earth terminals in well-separated locations to limit interference
between earth terminals. This would usually extend the area within which terrestrial
services are constrained. Furthermore, within these areas the feasibility of expanding
existing terrestrial systems, say ty taking into use additional frequency bands not used
by the space service for up-paths, may be severely curtailed.
The terrestrial system noise allocation for interference from space services would
have to be divided between interference received from satellite and earth station

*

See Appendix C.
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transmitters both in terms of interference levels and the proportion of time during which
these levels may be tolerated. This would lead to greater limitation of terrestrial
services within the coordination area of earth stations, and to more restrictive sharing
criteria.
This more restrictive sharing criteria would take the form of a combination of a
reduction of the pfd of the satellite transmitters and of a reduction of the percentage
of time during which the earth station transmitter produces interference into the
radio-relay systems. This combination need not be on a co-equal basis.
The expected random variation of spacing between assigned carrier frequencies in
the satellite up-links, the satellite down-links and the terrestrial systems may reduce
the severity of this interference.
Reduction of tbe pfd limits would affect all fixed-satellite services in a
particular frequency band and may not be acceptable for established and planned systems.
Reduction of the percentage of time during which the earth station transmitter
produces interference into the radio-relay system can be achieved by increasing the
separation distance between the earth station transmitter and radio-relay system receivers.
Report 382-3 indicates that a decrease in the interference time from 0.01 %to 0.001 %
can be achieved by increasing the separation distance by about 15 %. Any increase in the
separation distance may reduce the area around an earth station in which radio-relay
systems could be established.
The comments of Report 557 are based on an assessment of analogue radio-relay
systems. Further consideration and analysis of digital radio-relay systems by the SPM
indicates that, particularly for operation in bands where a high incidence of multipath
and rain fading are characteristic problems, the concern expressed in Report 557 is also
serious in respect of digital systems. In addition restrictions arising from bidirectional
sharing with terrestrial services may be magnified for the use of transhorizon radio-relay
systems due to the more stringent sharing criteria for such systems.
It should be noted that the above considerations referred only to interference from
satellite systems into terrestrial systems. The interference from terrestrial systems
into satellite systems would not be changed in the case of bidirectional frequency use
compared with the case of unidirectional frequency use.
Bidirectional use of the frequency band could be introduced in either a space-toearth or in an earth-to-space augmentation. Where it is initially used in the space-toearth link, new pointing restrictions may be imposed on terrestrial systems. However,
if the terrestrial system is a multipand one, including other bands in which there are
·earth-to-space satellite transmissions, this may not impose any new restrictions.

5.3.4.1.3

The effect of bidirectional use of frequency bands on other techniques for
improving orbit utilization efficiency

The allocation of a satellite frequency band for use in both the space-to-_earth
and .earth-to-space directions has the initial attraction that use of the geostationary
orbit can thereby be doubled. However, there are other techniques which can be used to
improve the efficiency of the geostationary orbit. For instance, as discussed in
Report 557, polarization discrimination or spot-beam satellite antennae could be used
to provide isolation between communication satellites which are closely spaced in orbit
using the same frequency band assignments. The minimum spacing between satellites could
be halved if polarization discrimination were used, and reduced to one third or even less,
if satellite spot-beam antennae, or a combination of both techniques, were used. However,
frequency re-use techniques such as polarization discrimination introduce inhomogeneity
into the satellite system which might reduce or even eliminate the further improvement
in orbit capacity which reversed frequency band operation could otherwise provide. This
tendency for one orbital economy technique to exclude the advantage of another would not
arise if polarization discrimination on spot-beam antennae were employed for frequency
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re-use within a single satellite. Analysis of how bidirectional use of the spectrum can
be combined with these other methods of improving orbit efficiency requires further
study.

5.3.4.1.4 Conclusions
Bidirectional use of up- and down-path frequencies in the fixed-satellite service
may lead to an enhancement of the utilization of the geostationary satellite orbit and
the satellite radio-frequency spectrum. To this end several factors have to be taken
into account:
(a)

The interference between closely-adjacent satellites using a given frequency
band in opposite directions is not seen to be a constr~ining factor on the
placement of single-purpose satellites in orbit.

(b)

Interference between satellites at relatively near-antipodal positions is
not seen as a serious problem at frequencies below 10 GHz, and at higher
frequencies where high earth station antennae elevation angles are used.

(c)

Interference between satellites at near-antipodal positions at higher
frequencies is not a serious constraint in most areas, but may ~e a factor
if satellites with high e.i.r.p.s and spot-beams are contemplated at these
frequencies in low-latitude countries, at low angles of elevation of earth
station antennae.

(d)

The same frequency band cannot be used for both up-link and down-link on the
same multipurpose spacecraft or common earth station in a eo-channel
situation.

(e)

The required distance between transmitting and receiving earth stations can
be as small as 15 km when sites are well shielded, and is expected to be in
the range 40 - 100 km without such shielding. This may not be a significant
constraint to administrations who are considering only a small number of
permanent earth stations, but might be a constraining factor if a large
number of such stations were contemplated, particularly if they were
transportable earth stations.

(f)

In frequency bands shared with terrestrial services, the use of frequency
bands in both up- and down-path directions would have disadvantages for both
services; in particular:
Terrestrial services would have their e.i.r.p. and transmitter power and
pointing angles limited in bands which would not otherwise be used for
communication satellite up-links. These limitations would be the same as
those which apply to bands shared between terrestrial systems and
satellite up-links.
Terrestrial services would suffer interference from satellite emissions
in bands which would not otherwise be used for communication satellite
down-links.
The development and growth of terrestrial services within the coordination
area of earth stations is likely to be more severely restricted 1n
frequency channels on which the earth station transmits.
It would be necessary to make more restrictive the sharing criteria, in
view of the additional interference modes.
Introduction of bidirectional band use would be particularly difficult in
bands in those areas of the Earth where the band is already heavily used.
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(g)

Report 557 states that there are other techniques of spectrum and orbit
economy, such as the reduction of earth station antenna side lobe response,
polarization discrimination and the use of satellite antenna directional
discrimination and their application may diminish the additional advantage
to be obtained from using frequency bands in both up- and down-path
directions.
It is concluded as discussed in Report 557 that the use of frequency
bands in both up- and down-path directions may lead to improved efficiency
of orbit utilization and that it might be of particular value in bands which
are allocated exclusively for space radiocommunication services. However,
further study of the problems involved is necessary.

5.3.4.2

Bidirectional use of freguency bands in the space research service*

5.3.4.2.1

General

As of the present time, some of the most heavily utilized space research service
frequencies lie in the 2 200 - 2 290 MHz band. Such operation is covered by N3703/356A
in the Radio Regulations. Present allocation is in the Space-to-Earth direction only,
and the power flux-density at the surface of the Earth is limited by the Radio Regulations
(N6054/470ND) in order to permit sharing with the fixed and mobile services.
5.3.4.2.2

Discussion

In order to allow expansion of space research operations, one of the alternatives
is bidirectional use of space research bands for research satellites operating e~ther
directly with earth stations or via a data relay satellite. Such an arrangement may be
a useful technique to increase spectrum utilization. It should be noted that bidirectional
use of space research bands requires the development of a frequency planning technique and
coordination procedure based on interference considerations unique to the application.
Another alternative to bidirectional frequency allocations is band segmentation
between the up-links and down-links in the space research service.
In Annex 5.3.4.2.2, problem areas relating to bidirectional utilization of space.
research bands are described and analytical models for intraservice interference are
developed.
5.3.4.2.3

Conclusion

The SPM concludes that bidirectional frequency sharing may be a feasible technique
for increasing the efficiency of spectrum use by the space research service. Its
implementation, however, should be accomplished through proper engineering and coordination
techniques to reduce interference to both space research and other shared services to a
m1.n1.mum. To enable proper coordination and assessment of the feasibility of sharing
bidirectionally with other services, the following needs should be addressed:

*

{a}

Development of reference radiation diagrams applicable to spaceborne antennae
in the space research service for both low-orbit and geostationary satellites.

(b)

Development of coordination procedures applicable to siting of earth stations
where bidirectional sharing is utilized.

(c)

Development of frequency plan guidelines permitting optimum use of the spectrum.

(d)

Study of permissible interruptions for bidirectional frequency usage.

(e)

Study of the impact of bidirectional use of space research bands on other
services which share same frequency bands. (A general discussion of
bidirectional sharing appears in 5.3.4.1.1).

See Appendix C.
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5.3.4.3 Feeder link considerations for the maritime mobile-satellite service
5.3.4.3.1

Introduction

According to the present Radio Regulations the links between land earth stations
and satellites in the maritime mobile-satellite service (feeder links) may operate in
frequency bands allocated to the maritime mo~ile-satellite service (MMSS) or in frequency
bands allocated to the fixed-satellite service (FSS). Due to the limited spectrum in the
maritime mobile-satellite service and the demands on this spectrum for the links between
satellites and mobile earth stations, the preferred option has generally been the use of
frequency bands allocated to the fixed~satellite service. However, in certain of these
frequency bands, such as the 6/4 GHz bands, portions of the geostationary orbit are
becoming crowded by satellites of the fixed-satellite service, and this high utilization
is expected to become more general. It is therefore necessary to ensure that suitable
frequency bru1ds will be available for use for the feeder links of the maritime mobilesatellite service to meet the developing needs of that service, regardless of the date
of entry into use.

5.3.4.3.2

Factors affecting the choice of frequency for maritime mobile-satellite
service (MMSS) feeder links* (Report 759)

The technical factors affecting the choice of frequency for maritime mobilesatellite service feeder links include:

5.3.4.3.2.1

Propagation

Fading due to propagation effects should be small enough to allow high link
availability to be achieved with reasonable power budget margins. For example, the data
ln Report 563-1 indicate that a doubling of the feeder link frequency from 6 GHz to
12 GHz would increase the 99.99 %margin requirement for a 10° elevation shore station
in rain climate 2 from about 1.5 dB to 12 dB.

5.3.4.3.2.2

Satellite frequency translation

Due to the relatively low data rates and the use of coherent channels in the MMSS
there is a need for very good short-· and long-term frequency stability. This is best
achieved in the satellite by employing a small frequency translation between the feeder
links and the mobile links.

5.3.4.3.2.3 Other factors
Other factors which take into consideration existing allocations include the
following:
It would obviously be an advantage i~ the frequency bands made available in
future for MMSS feeder links included those already in use, and, if expansion
occurs, those contiguous with existing allocations.
If the·existing fixed-satellite service (FSS) allocations at 14/11 GHz and
6/4 GHz are compared, then because the 14/11 GHz bands are not yet as heavily
used as the 6/4 GHz bands the 14/11 GHz bands may permit easier frequency
coordination for the MMSS (both terrestrially and in the geostationary orbit).

5.3.4.3.3 Feasibility of providing maritime mobile-satellite service (MMSS) feeder links
at frequencies allocated to the fixed-satellite service

5.3.4.3.3.1

General

Since the coverage requirements of an international maritime mobile-satellite
service (MMSS) system tend to coincide with those of an international fixed-satellite

*

See Appendix C.
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service (FSS) system, exceptionally small separation angles are likely to be required in
some parts of the geostationary orbit. The possible coverage requirements for a future
satellite in or for the Indian Ocean region provide an illustration of the potential
interference problems that might occur in some parts of the geostationary orbit. The
desirable coverage for this region may be identical to the desirable coverage for an
international FSS system; i.e. it may be desirable to cover both western Europe and the
Far East with a single satellite antenna beam. Consequently, the most desirable service
arc may be very small and extend from about 59.5° to 63.5° East.
The feasibility of providing for both MMSS feeder links and other types of FSS
links within overlapping frequency bands and within a small common service arc (e.g. 4°
as in the Indian Ocean example) can be illustrated with three different sets of
assumptions. The first two sets of assumptions, examples 1 and 2, illustrate the
potential difficulties that might occur in sharing a small common segment of the
geostationary orbit if the system designs are not constrained. The third set of
assumptions assumes that the separation angle between the MMSS and FSS satel1ites is
made small enough (i.e. 1.5°) to accommodate two FSS satellites and one MMSS within a
4° arc segment and identifies possible constraints that would ensure acceptable
interference levels. Details of the basic assumptions are given in Annex 5.3.4.3.3.
5.3.4.3.3.2

Example 1 - No constraints and different modulation characteristics
(worst case)

In this example it is assumed that the MMSS link uses narrow band FM on a single
channel-per-carrier basis (SCPC-FM) while the other type of FSS link is a wideband
frequency modulated television carrier (TV-FM). Furthermore, the centre frequency of the
MMSS carrier is assumed to be near the centre frequency of the TV-FM carrier (i.e. within
the deviation range of the TV-FM energy dispersal modulation). The required satellite
separation angle is calculated as a function of the energy dispersal frequency deviation
( b.f).
The results of example 1 are shown in Fig. 5.3.4.3.3.2 of Annex 5.3.4.3.3. The
limiting interference is from the TV-FM carrier into the MMSS feeder links. However,
the power levels used in this example are only representative of existing systems and
have not been optimized with respect to an interference balance under the assumed
eo-channel conditions. Typical values for energy dispersal deviation (b.f) range between
1 000 and 2000kHz, so required separation angle would be between 4 and 5 degrees under
the assumed conditions.
5.3.4.3.3.3

Example 2 - No constraints other than similar modulation characteristics

In this example it is assumed that no frequency planning or polarization constraints
exist. However, it is assumed that the parameters of the two types of links are as
similar as is practicable. The required separation angle is then calculated as a function
of the difference (b.e) in power per carrier in order to account for the larger fade margins
required on MMSS link offset somewhat by the slightly higher performance requirements of
FSS links when unfaded.
The results of the example 2 calculations are shown in Fig. 5.3.4.3.3.3 of
Annex 5.3.4.3.3. Typical values of e.i.r.p. difference (b.e) would be between 2 and 4 dB
for the types of SCPC systems used in international FSS system. Consequently, the
required separation angle would be between 1.7 and 2.0 degrees under the conditions
assumed for example 1. With improvements in the modulation and signal processing used
for the FSS systems, the e.i.r.p. differences in the two kinds of SCPC links are likely
to be less.
5.3.4.3.3.4

Possible constraints to permit 1.5° satellite separation angle

If a separation angle of no more than 1.5 degrees is required due to nearly
coincident service arc requirements for the FSS and MMSS satellites, additional isolation
factors will need to ·be identified beyond those used in examples 1 and 2.
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A comparison of examples 1 and 2 would suggest that MMSS feeder link frequencies
very near the centre frequency of TV-FM carriers are difficult to protect and that such
frequency overlaps should be avoided. If the total bandwidth of the MMSS feeder link
band is small enough, it may be located near one of the edges of the FSS frequency
allocation and avoid the difficult frequency overlap illustrated in example 2. For the
20 MHz TV-FM carrier illustrated in example 1, up to 7 MHz of overlap may exist without
causing unacceptable interference into the MMBS links. This degree of overlap is
possible because the power spectral density of the assumed TV-FM carrier is well below
the full carrier at frequencies which are more than 3 MHz from the centre frequency of
the carrier (-24.5 dB in 30kHz). Assuming that the centre frequency of the TV-FM carrier
is at least 12 MHz from the edge of FSS frequency allocation, approximately 9 MHz of
spectrum might be available for MMSS feeder links at either end of the FSS allocation.
It should be noted however that the assumption of TV-FM carrier operating at least 12 MHz
from the edge of the FSS frequency allocation may not be representative of every FSS
satellite.
Rather than depending upon relatively tight frequency band constraints, it may be
better to employ polarization isolation for whatever frequency bands are of interest.
The results of example 1 would be substantially changed if the polarization isolation
assumption in Table 5.3.4.3.3.4(a) of Annex 5.3.4.3.3 were changed from 0 _dB to 10 dB.
This degree of isolation is readily achievable in the near sidelobes of opposite sense
circularly polarized antennae and would allow the required separation angle to be 1.5°
with.a ~f of only 2 500kHz peak-to-peak. Although the conditions of example 2 are much
less difficult than those of example 1, the use of opposite sense polarization would
allow larger e.i.r.p. differences to exist, even when the separatiDn angle is as small
as 1.5°.
5.3.4.3.3.5

Conclusions

The control of interference between ~~SS feeder links and links in adjacent FSS
satellites would be facilitated by one or more FSS and MMSS feeder link design
constraints. It is quite clear that where there are no design constraints, situations
might arise which would require an MMSS satellite to be separated from an adjacent FSS
satellite by 4 to 5 degrees or more. However, possible system design constraints have
also been identified which would permit very small satellite separation angles (ot 1.5°)
where the desirable· service arc for an MMSS satellite coincides with the desirable
service arc for an FSS satellite.
5.3.4_.3.4

Maritime-satellite feeder links sharing with aeronautical radionavigation
in the region of 4 200 MHz

In considering possible sharing between maritime mobile-satellite feeder links and
the aeronautical radionavigation service at frequencies about 4 200 MHz, a theoretical
study which did not take into account multipath effects is shown in Annex 5.3.4.3.4. If
multipath is taken into account with the satellite system operating at the maximum pfd
limits selected for calculation, then the margins calculated in Annex 5.3.4.3.4 for this
condition may disappear. For the future, it is known that developments are taking place
on new types of altimeters and the characteristics of these would need to be considered
1n future studies.
In the direction from the FMCW (Frequency-modulated continuous-wave) altimeter
transmitter into an earth station receiver, the required separation distance in the
direction of the earth station antenna will be excessive. In areas of low air traffic
density, the duration and frequency of occurrence of excessive interference into the
earth station receiver might be found acceptable.
As maritime-satellite feeder link earth stations are in some countries likely to
be sited in areas of high air traffic density, it is concluded that it is very difficult
for these two services to share a common frequency band at about 4 200 .MHz.*

*

See Appendix C.
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5.3.4.3.5 Alternative approaches to satisfy requirements for .MMSS feeder links
In view of the importance of the maritime mobile-satellite service it may be
desirable to identify particular frequency bands for the feeder links, which would be
available regardless of the date of entry into use. The required bandwidth for these
feeder links would be small in comparison with the overall bandwidth requirement for
links to satellites in the fixed-satellite service. If the narrow bands identified for
feeder links were not shared with other networks in the fixed-satellite service, the need
for coordination would be reduced. However, although the frequency bands would be
available to meet future growth, the bands could be used at only a few orbital locations
and this would constitute inefficient use of the geostationary satellite orbit and
frequency spectrum. If the narrow bands were shared with other fixed-satellite networks,
increased flexibility and a more efficient use of the frequency spectrum and geostationary
orbit would be achieved, but there would be a need for constraints on both the feeder
links and the other fixed-satellite networks operating near the service arcs of the
maritime mobile satellites, in order to avoid excessive interference.

5.3.4.3.6

Conclusions

The SPM reached the following conclusions with respect to preferred frequencies
for feeder links for maritime mobile-satellites:
Frequencies towards the lower end of the range 1.- 15 GHz are preferred from
a technical viewpoint;
It is technically feasible to continue providing maritime mobile-satellite
service (11MSS) feeder links at frequencies allocated to the fixed-satellite
service but his imposes constraints on either or both users if their desirable
arcs are narrow and coincide;
It is technically very difficult to share a common frequency band between
international MMSS feeder links and the aeronautical radionavigation service
(airborne radio altimeters) at about 4 200 MHz;
The requirements for feeder links for maritime mobile-satellites should be
satisfied in a way that would ensure the availability of these links
(regardless of the date of entry into use) in service arcs of particular
importance to the satellites of an international maritime satellite system.
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5.3.5

Utilization of the geostationary satellite orbit

5.3.5.1

Introduction

The geostationary satellite orbit .is not the only orbit that could be used for
radiocommunication satellites. There are other orbits which may be preferable for
particular applications or which could provide for many additional systems if the
geostationary satellite orbit became congested. The inclined geosynchronous orbit is an
example of the latter (Report 453-2, § 9). However, for most purposes the geostationary
satellite orbit is likely to be very much preferred.
The SPM noted that the geostationary satellite orbit is recognized in the current
Convention as a limited natural resource. Instead, and like the radio frequency spectrum,
it is a resource which can be increased in value by wise use of technical means. For
example, one orbit position could support two entirely different transmissions on the
same frequency by each transmission using an opposite polarization. This is one way of
obtaining frequency and orbit re-use and it has the effect of increasing the capacity of
the orbit.*
In order to find means to accommodate as many satellites as possible in the orbit
we have first to overcome a basic problem. On the one hand, if all systems were similar,
that is, homogeneous, it would not be too difficult to use the orbit efficiently. The
practical situation is different because countries which now use, or in the future will
wish to use, the orbit have a variety of requirements. Thus the fixed-satellite service
must make provision for satellites used for a variety of service types. Examples are
multi-channel telephony, data channels, television relay channels and "thin-route"
communications. The satellites will also be required to serve a variety of earth station
installations. These will range from one extreme of high performance earth stations with
antennae of 30 m diameter to the other extreme of low cost single channel per carrier
installations with rather small antennae. The potential for mutual interference varies
enormously between the possible combinations of these parameters and it would be extremely
inefficient to base satellite spacings on "worst case" considerations. It so happens also
that the small antenna low capacity earth station is the type which tends towards making
the greatest relative demand on the orbit resource.
The technical bases for this extensive use of the orbit have been developed by
Study Group 4, under a study program concerned with efficient use of the geostationary
orbit and to assist in the preliminary consideration of key factors the Study Group
established an Interim Working Party (IWP 4/1) in 1968. This work has been documented
particularly in Report 453-2.
It is clear that in the· future there will continue to be improvement in satellite
system parameters, contributing to improved orbit use. The question of efficient and
equitable use of the geostationary orbit has now been studied by the CCIR for over
10 years. It is now possible to make some general conclusions on this subject. These
include the following:

*

(a)

The techniques and technology which determine efficient and equitable use
of the orbit are still in a state of rapid change. This is evidenced by the
number of changes in the Recommendations guiding its use which hawe been
adopted during the past 10 years.

(b)

There are a number of different system parameters which may be adjusted to
improve orbit utilization for a given situation, including repositioning of
satellites.

(c)

Technology is improving and increased advantage of the aforementioned
techniques must be taken as the orbit becomes more congested in certain arcs.

See Appendix C.
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(d)

While the number of geostationary satellites which may share the same
frequency bands is finite, it is not known what the upper limit is. The
limit is being raised all the time.

(e)

Efficient and equitable orbital utilization by space services with diverse
parameters (e.g. , the fixed-satellite service) would be harmed if unnecessary
constraints were imposed on the system parameters of satellites utilizing
the geostationary orbit.

(f)

In other words, flexible usage of the orbit, based on managing the resource
to use it as efficiently as possible, 1s the best solution to permit a
variety of uses by as many satellites as possible.

The more important of the technical means for increasing the use that can be made
of the geostationary satellites orbit are reviewed in this section of the Report.
5. 3. 5. 2

Satellite station-keeping

When the longitudinal positions of satellites are subject to some uncertainty _due,
for example, to orbital drift or orbital inclination, a reduction in the potential
geostationary-satellite orbit capacity will result. The extent of this reduction is
related to the magnitude of the longitudinal variation and the nominal spacing between
satellites. It can be shown, for example, that a longitudinal variation of+ 1° for
satellites which would need a separation of 5° if station-keeping were perfe~t will
reduce the efficiency of orbit utilization to 79 % of the theoretical maximum and that
this efficiency would fall to 62 %if the required spacing were reduced to 2.5°.
Movement of geostationary satellites in longitude arises mainly from the following
causes:
orbital inclination;
orbital period variations;
orbital eccentricity;
errors in determination of orbital elements.
These matters- are reviewed 1n Report 556-1 a·s ,follows:
5.3.5.2.1

Orbital inclination

The principal effect of the gravitational fields of the Sun and the Moon on a
quasi-geostationary satellite is to change the angle of inclination of the orbital plane.
For satellites in the equatorial plane, the initial rate of change of inclination is
currently about 0.86o per year, but this value varies from year to year between 0.75° and
0. 95° for astronomical reasons. The rate of change tends to decline as inclination
increases. Seen from the Earth, orbital inclination causes a daily excursion of the
satellite north and south of the equatorial plane.- There is also a longitudinal component
in this motion, the satellite moving in a figure-of-eight path. Fig. 5.3.5.2.1 shows the
magnitude of this longitudinal motion; it is 2:. 0.11° for an angle of inclination of 5°,
and becomes increasingly significant for larger angles of inclination. The elimination
of orbital inclination by the use of secondary propulsion systems places substantial
demands upon the satellite propulsion unit at the ~resent stage of technical developments.
5.3.5.2.2

Orbital period variations

At about 76~8° east and 108.1° west longitude, a satellite in the geostationarysatellite orbit which has been given an accurate initial orbital period will drift
neither to the east nor to the west. The Earth's gravitational field decreases around
the geostationary-satellite orbit in both directions from these stable points. There are
two points of unstable equilibrium located at approximately 161.8° east and 12.2° west
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longitude. At other points in the orbit, forces due to non-uniformities in the Earth's
gravitational field will act upon a satellite so as to increase or reduce its period,
causing the satellite to drift slowly to the east or west. The consequential error in
longitude must be reduced to an acceptable value from time to time, and an accuracy of
perhaps a few hundredths of a degree could be achieved given daily corrections. However,
correction at this frequency raises technical difficu1ties, since it is necessary to
establish orbital elements after each correction to measure the effect achieved. An
accuracy of 0.1° involving corrections perhaps every few weeks, should be readily
achievable.
5.3.5.2.3

Orbit eccentricity

Eccentricity of the satellite orbit causes a daily longitudinal excursion of
apparent position. Thus an eccentricity of 0.001 causes an excursion of + 0.11° about
the mean position (see Fig. 5.3.5.2.1). Although eccentricity can be red~ced to any
desired extent upon initial injection into a geostationary orbit, it will change with
time. The main cause of the change in eccentricity is solar radiation pressure which
causes the eccentricity to vary cyclically over the year. The extent of this annual
variation is likely to be in the range 0.0002 to 0.002 for current and foreseen
satellite configurations, depending upon the ratio of the projected area to the mass of
the satellite. If uncorrected, it has been shown in some studies that this will cause a
maximum daily longitudinal excursion in the range ~ 0.02° to ~ 0.25° at the peak of the
correction every few months.
5.3.5.2.4

Errors in determination of orbital elements

The preclslon with which a satellite can be maintained in its designated
longitudinal position depends to some extent upon the accuracy with which its orbital
elements can be determined. However, given suitably located measuring stations and
appropriate measuring techniques it is certainly possible to determine satellite angular
positions to better than 0.005°. Thus, the uncertainty in longitude due to errors of
measurement could be made negligible.
5.3.5.2.5

Present capability

The INTELSAT and the Canadian ANIK I spacecraft have successfully demonstrated
that a station-keeping capability of~ 0.1° can be achieved with little or no propellant
penalty. Station-keeping of this order does not seriously affect the life of the
spacecraft. It should be noted, however, that an increase in the precision of stationkeeping entails an increase in the computing capability and associated costs.
This applies primarily at present to satellites located at or near the stable
points of the orbit.
5.3.5.2.6

Conclusions

To sum up, it is an important objective for geostationary satellites
to be maintained with high standards of station-keeping, taking into account all possible
kinds of apparent satellite movement (longitudinal residual movement, residual orbital
eccentricity and orbital inclination) as well as the accuracy with which the actual
position of the satellite can be determined.
As the minimum required satellite spacing can be decreased by improved
communication techniques~ the ultimate orbit capacity will become more and more a function
of the achievable satellite station-keeping tolerance and all possible technological
means of attaining reduced station-keeping tolerances should be explored. (Report 556-1).
Recommendation 484-1 recommends "that space stations on geostationary satellites
using frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite service:
1. should maintain their positions within~ 0.5° of longitude of their nominal
positions irrespective of the cause of variation; but
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2. need not comply with § 1 as long as the satellite network to which the space
station belongs does not produce an unacceptable level of interference into any other
satellite network whose space station complies with the limits of 3 1;
3.
Note:

that the following Note will be considered part of this Recommendation.

In the more congested arcs of the geostationary-satellite orbit enhanced orbit
utilization would be attained with smaller station-keeping tolerances, and
therefore, Administrations are encouraged to maintain smaller tolerances where
applicable."

New information discussed at the SPM led to the conclusion that it is now
technically feasible for new geostationary satellites to be controlled in longitude to
~ 0.1° without reservation as to location relative to the stable points of the orbit.
More working systems are achieving this standard, although this performance might not
be achievable for some satellites, the design of which is in the development stage.
The SPM noted that satellite movements of~ 0.1° in frequency bands shared by many
satellites would cause only about 5 %of the orbit to remain unavailable, whereas
satellite movements of + 0.5° or + 1.0° would waste about 13 % or 25 % respectively
of the orbit, depending-upon the ~verage satellite orbital spacing. The SPM concludes
that:
the tolerance quoted in

§

1 of Recommendation 484-1 should be changed from

~ 0.5° to~ 0.1°;

the new figure should take effect from a date to be determined; meanwhile the
existing requirements of the Radio Regulations should apply;
there should be a relaxation of this requirement for existing satellites and
for satellites, the design of which is in a development stage; for these cases
the tolerance quoted in Recommendation 484-1 should apply unchanged;
these conditions should apply, not only to the satellites of networks using
frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite service but also to satellites
of other services likely to use large numbers of satellites in the future.
Given the proposed change from+ 0.5o to+ 0.1° for future satellites in general,
the retention of the Note in § 3 of Re~ommendati~n 484-1 would no longer contribute
significantly to improvement of the efficiency of use of the orbit.
However, the SPM also notes that the ability to control satellite position in
longitude to within + 0.1° would not be acquired without penalty. The geostationary
satellites of some s;rvices share frequency bands with relatively few other satellites
and in these cases there would be not benefit from requiring a very high standard of
station-keeping to be available. The SPM concludes that Recommendation 484-1 should be
extended to cover such services but with 3§ 1, 2 and 3 unchanged.
The SPM considered whether the efficiency of use of the geostationary satellite
orbit by, for example the fixed-satellite service, would be enhanced by requiring
orbital inclination (and therefore, north-south station-keeping) to be controlled. It
concludes that there would be no significant benefit in such a requirement.*

*

See Appendix C.
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0,0008

0,001

Orbital eccentricity

FIGURE 5.3.5.2.1
Maximum daily variation in longitude due to eccentricity
and inclination of orbit

Note 1:

The peak-to-peak daily variation in longitude is twice the value indicated in
Fig. 5 . 3. 5 . 2 .1.

Note 2:

In extracting Fig. 1 from Report 556-1 for inclusion in the SPM Report, manor
corrections were made to it, and corresponding corrections were made to numbers
contained in the extracts from the text of Report 556-1.
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5.3.5.3
5.3.5.3.1

The permissible inter-network interference level*
Inter-network interference and orbit utilization efficiency

Theoretical studies show that greater capacity can be obtained from the
geostationary-satellite orbit if a large part of the noise budget is allocated to
interference between satellite systems. For example, below 10 GHz and in the absence
of frequency re-use within individual satellite networks, it is estimated that the
total capacity of a busy arc of the orbit might be increased by at least 75 % if the
inter-network interference noise component were raised from 10 % of total noise to
about 50 %of total noise; an increase in the permissible single entry interference
allowance for FDM/FM telephony from 400 pWp to 1000 pWp is estimated to increase the
capacity of the orbit approximately by 20% (Report 453-2).
The greater the permissible interference between two networks serving more or
less the same area on the Earth's surface, the smaller can be the orbital separation
between the space stations of the two networks. Similarly, the greater the permissible
interference between two networks whose space stations are in the same, or nearly the
same, orbital location and which serve different areas on the Earth's surface through
narrow-beam antennae, the closer can those service areas be to each other, and the
greater can be the number of times that the frequency band may be re-used in different
parts of the world.
Thus, the greater the permissible level of interference, the higher will be
the potential frequency re-use density between networks both in the geostationary
satellite orbit (smaller intersatellite spacing) and on the Earth's surface
(denser coverage). It is generally held that the operator of a system should be in
essential control of the system's performance and that, therefore, interference should
not be a major factor affecting that performance. There is, therefore, a conflict
between the desire to bound, at relatively low levels, the interference between networks,
to maintain reasonable design and operating integrity in a network, and the no less
significant need to maximize frequency re-use and, thereby, orbit-spectrum utilization
(Report 455-2).
5.3.5.3.2

Permissible levels of interference in FDM/FM telephony transmissions

It is generally agreed that the maximum level of interference noise from all
other satellite networks which may be regarded as permissible lies between 10 % and
25 %of the total noise recommended for the hypothetical reference circuit (HRC)
(Recommendation 353-3), a further 10% being permitted for interference from terrestrial
systems.
If the lower inter-network figure is taken, then the total interference entry
from all sources does not exceed 20 %; these levels allow the system operator good
control over the performance of the system.
If the higher inter-network figure is taken, and if it is assumed that
interference from all sources is additive, then it would seem that 35 % of the total
noise budget is allocated to sources of noise outside the direct control of the system
operator. The practical situation may not be quite as severe as this. Thus, at some
earth stations there may be far less than the full 10 %of interference noise from
terrestrial sources, and the maximum entry of interference from other networks may not
fall in the same channel as the maximum entry of interference from terrestrial sources.
Nevertheless, while such a high interference entry may increase the number of satellites
that can be accommodated in the orbit, it has the following disadvantages :

*
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the loss by the system operator of control of the performance of the system
is substantial;
interference takes various forms and may lead to degradations .of types not
simply constrainable by a bound on channel noise power; for example, impulsive
interference might develop;
the capacity of a satellite is reduced;
the feasibility of a large measure of frequency re-use within a satellite
network, which is in itself a very powerful method of increasing the efficiency
of use of the orbit and spectrum, is reduced by the presence of so much
external noise.
This 1s a general area needing further study_.
One possible way of increasing the toleration of interference by systems would
take advantage of the difference between the susceptibilites to interference of various
carriers of different baseband capacity. Thus, for example, a high capacity FDM/FM
carrier usually has low susceptibility, whereas a low capacity carrier has high su
susceptibility. Thus, if it were agreed that a low capacity carrier might have to accept
a larger part ·of its .total noise in the form of inter-network interference, whereas
a high capacity carrier would not accept more than a small fraction, then the system
as a whole would distribute a large interference component in the most constructive
way (Report 455-2).
5.3.5.3.3

Permissible levels of interference in TV/FM transmissions

For video transmissions, the performance specifications in the HRC are given
1n Recommendations 354-3 and 567 for the appropriate TV standards. Recommendation 483-l
recommends that the inter-network interference noise should not exceed 10 %of the total
noise in the HRC. An increase in this percentage ·should be studied further.
However, TV/FM transmissions are relatively insensitive high-power transmissions
since they have to meet threppold conditions for a relatively large bandwidth. Also,
interference effectsof a TV/FM transmission ar~ highly dependent on the character of
the interference and it would be desirable for further study to be given to the
relationship between baseband noise due to interference, the nature of the interfering
signal, and the subjective picture quality which, as in the FDM/FM telephony case, is
the ultimate criterion.
An increase of the allowable interference noise to 25 %of the
total baseband noise may well produce objectionable picture quality for some types of
interference. The matter is aggravated by the fact that, unlike the FDM/FM telephony
case, no trade-off between internal noise and that due to external interference is
possible; a "good" picture tends to be subjectively more sensitive to certain types
of interference than a poor picture.
Thus, a move towards increasing the TV/FM interference criterion may be, on
the one hand, not necessary and, on the other, not readily possible.
5.3.5.3.4

Permissible levels of interference in digital transmissions

In the case of digital transmissions,Recommendation 522 gives the performance
criterion in terms of the parameter most significant to the user; the bit error-rate.
The long-term performance criterion stigulates that the bit error-rate should not exceed
the provisional value of one part in 10 , 10-minute mean for more than 20 %of any
month.
Unlike the analogue FDM/FM telephony case, there is no simple linear relationship
between contributions to the bit error-rate due to internal noise and that due to
interference. As a consequence, one is obliged to relate the interferen~e criterion
to the actual performance criterion as a reference.
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It has been found to be advantageous to express the interference criterion
in terms of a predemodulation parameter which is usually readily available. Having
the choice between the wanted-to-unwanted carrier ratio and the external interferenceto-internal nois~ ratio (c/i) and the external interference-to-internal noise ratio
(i/n), the latter is preferred, because it is largely independent of specific equipment
characteristics. The resulting interference criterion is reflected in
Recommendations 558 and 523. An allowance is also to be made for interference from
terrestrial systems where a band is shared with such services.
This criterion has the further advantage that the contributions from various
entries may be added in the power domain. In the digital case, as in the analogue
FDM/FM telephony case, a trade-off between internal and external noise is possible
within reason, and a large digital interference allowance may be considered to facilitate
coordination. The effect of interference into digital systems is a function of the
amplitude and phase distribution of the interfering carrier. Carrier offset of an
interfering signal thus has little effect, as long as the main part of the interference
spectrum falls within the wanted channel (Report 455-2).

5.3.5.3.5

Relationship between total allowable interference and individual entries

The total interference in a network of the fixed satellite service is due to
contributions of varying levels from many other networks. The question arises of how
to control all the individual entries so that their cumulative total does not materially
exceed the allowable total that a network has been designed to be capable of accommodating.
For a number of years, the single interference entry was limited by CCIR
Recommendations to 4/10 ofthetotal allowable. This ratio corresponds approximately
to the contribution to the total of each of the two neighbour-satellite networks among
a homogeneous equi-spaced population, the satellites of which serve essentially the
same area on the Earth's surface.
In practice, this single-valued bound has proven unsatisfactory because :
it is not associated with any given spacing between eo-coverage neighboursatellites and may be claimed for quite large spacings. This tends to be
wasteful of orbit;
it is an insufficient safeguard to ensure that actual cumulative interference
will not exceed the total allowable for which networks have been designed
(Report 455-2).
Studies continued at the SPM, seeking a strategy that would relate the maximum
recommended single entry value to the total permissible interference level in such
a way that high orbital utilization is achieved, yet there is a low probability of
exceeding the recommended total interference level, but without result.
Recommendation 466-2, Note 3, also relates to this matter.
Recommendation 466-2 defines maximum permissible inter-network interference
levels for FDM/FM telephony systems of the fixed-satellite service operating below
10 GHz as follows :
"1.
that different geostationary-satellite networks in the fixed-satellite service
operating in the same frequency bands, below 10 GHz, be designed in such a manner that
the interference noise power at a point of zero relative level in any telephone channel
of a hypothetical reference circuit of a network in the fixed satellite service, employing
frequency modulation, caused by the aggregate of the earth-station and space-station
transmitters of other fixed-satellite networks, should not exceed :
1.1
in frequency bands in which the network does not practise frequency re-use;
2000 pWOp, psophometrically weighted on minute mean power for 20 %of any month;
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1.2
in frequency bands 1n which the network practise frequency re-use;
psophometrically weighted one minute mean power for 20 %of any month;

1500 pWOp,

2.
that the maximum level of the interference noise power at a point of zero relative
level in any telephone channel of the hypothetical reference circuit of a geostationary
satellite network in the fixed-satellite service employing frequency modulation, caused
by the transmitters of another fixed-satellite network, should not exceed 400 pWOp,
psophometrically weighted one minute mean power, for more than 20 %of any month;

3.
that the maximum level of interference noise power caused to that network should
be calculated on the basis of the following values for the receiving earth station
antenna gain, in a direction at an angle e (in degrees) referred to the main beam
direction
G

G

32 - 25 log 6

= :....10

dB
dB

1 <

e

<

48

~

e

~

180

48

except when the actual gain is known and is less than the above value, 1n which case
the actual value should be used."
Thus, the maximum total interference for new networks which do not practise
frequency re-use is 20 %of the total noise recommended in Recommendation 353-3;
this figure was agreed at the XIVth Plenary Assembly, before which the level for all
networks was 1000 pWOp. The following notes to Recommendation 466-2 are also relevant
"Note l - The values quoted in § § 1.1 and l. 2 do not ap1-ly to networks for 1.vhich a
complete advance publication has been submitted to the IFRB by the time of the XIVth
Plenary Assembly; for such networks, the aggregate interference power in any telephone
channel should not exceed 1000 pWOp psophometrically weighted one minute mean power for
20 %of any month.
Note 3 - In some cases it may be necessary to limit the single entry interference value
to less than the value quoted in § 2 above in order that the total value recommended
in § l may not be exceeded. In other cases, particularly in congested arcs of the
geostationary satellite orbit, Administrations may agree bilaterally to use higher single
entry interference values than those quoted in § 2 above, but any interference noise
power in excess of the value recommended in § 2 should be disregarded in calculating
whether the total value recommended in § 1 is exceeded.
Note 4 - There is a need for urgent study to be given to means of increasing the single
entry interference level quoted in § 2 above without causing the total interference
noise level to exceed the values quoted in § l; this study should include, for example,
the feasibility of overcoming problems of interference which result from inhomogeneous
network parameters.
Note 5 - There is an urgent need for study of the acceptability of an increase in the
maximum total interference noise values recommended in § 1 and more particularly those
given in § 1.2 for satellite networks in which frequency re-use -is practised."
Recommendation 523 gives equivalent limits for 8 bit, PCM encoded telephony
in terms appropriate to digital transmission and has corresponding notes.
Recommendation 483-1 gives permissible interference limits for television channels;
these limits for total and single entries were not revised at the XIVth Plenary Assembly
and correspond to 10 %and 4 %of the noise from all sources.
The SPM considered the need for the recommended level of total interference
in new frequency re-use networks to be lower than that for other networks. It concludes
that this matter requires further study.
The SPM also considered whether the single entry level quoted 1n
Recommendation 466-2 should be increased and concludes as follows :
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(a)

For networks for which Recommendation 466-2 recommends a max1mum total
inter-network interference level of 2000 pWOp, the preferred corresponding
single entry maximum value should be 600 pWOp.

(b)

For networks for which Recommendation 466-2 recommends a maximum total
inter-network interference level of 1500 pWOp, the preferred corresponding
single entry maximum value should also be 600 pWOp.

(c)

As the load on the geostationary satellite orbit increases because of the
entry of new networks into service, there is a risk that the total
recommended inter-network interference noise levels will be exceeded with
the single entry values indicated above if the inhomogeneity of networks
is not constrained.

(d)

There should be no change in the single entry maximum recommended for
networks for which the total recommended interference value is 1000 pWOp.

5.3.5.4 Satellite antenna radiation characteristics*
The same frequency band can be used many times over for satellite communication,
given proper frequency coordination, provided that the combination of earth station
antenna directivity, satellite antenna directivity and polarization discrimination is
sufficient to isolate each signal from all the others sufficiently to reduce interference
to an acceptable level. If the antennae of two satellites have overlapping coverage
areas, the minimum orbital separation between the satellites is determined primarily
by the radiation pattern of the earth station antennae (see 5.3.5.5), possibly augmented
by polarization discrimination (see 5.3.5.7.4). However, if the satellite antenna
coverage areas do not overlap, the minimum isolation required from earth station
antennae and polarization discrimination is reduced and therefore the minimum orbital
separation required is also reduced, thus increasing the number of satellites which
can use an arc of the orbit. With sufficiently distant coverage areas and sufficiently
good satellite antenna sidelobe response reduction, the required satellite separation
is reduced to zero, and two or more beams may be carried by the same satellite with
full frequency re-use. Alternatively, two or more satellites serving two or more
different geographical areas may occupy the same orbital position. A valuable additional
advantage obtained from the use of satellite antenna characteristics designed to
cover efficiently the required service area is that greater information transmission
capacity is thereby obtained for a given transmitter power at the earth and space
stations (Report 453-2).
To obtain the full benefit from satellite antenna discrimination, it is necessary
for the geographical coverage of the antenna to be closely related to the required
serv1ce area and for the antenna gain to decline rapidly to a low level outside the
serv1ce area. The main techniques employed are reviewed in 5.2.12.
Satellite antennae should be designed so that the satellite may be re-positioned
in the geostationary-satellite orbit within its service arc and still provide the
required service in its coverage areas (Report 453-2).
If satellites serving limited geographical areas and using common frequency
bands are located at approximately the same longitude as their service areas, there
will be a tendency for satellites adjacent in orbit to serve adjacent areas. Thus,
the reduction in interference between the two networks that satellite spot beam antennae
could provide may be quite small. If, however, it is possible to arrange satellite
locations so that adjacent satellites serve well-separated geographical areas, and
consequently adjacent geographical areas are served by satellites well-separated in
orbit, then the directional properties of the satellite antennae can provide greater
protection, particularly if these antennae are designed having regard to side-lobe
reduction techniques (Report 453-2).
*
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The SPM noted that a satellite which covers all or much of the visible Earth
with its service antennae (as distinguished from telemetering and telecommand antennae)
needs substantial orbital separation from any other satellite using the same frequencies,
whether the latter has wide or limited coverage. On the other hand, as has been shown
above, limited coverage satellites can be placed close to one another in orbit provided
that careful coordination has· been carried out. It follows that it may be preferabl-e
for wide-coverage satellites to be kept apart in orbit from satellites with narrow
coverage, in order that the latter may take full advantage of the benefit that can be
derived from the discrimination of their antennae. The disposition of the great
land-masses of the world is such that certain arcs of the orbit are particularly suitable
for wide-coverage satellites and it might be possible to identify arcs for each
application that would take their needs into account. However, further work needs
to be done to determine whether this concept is feasible.*
In order to facilitate studies on the re-use of spectrum by narrow satellite
antenna beams, the adoption of a reference satellite antenna pattern may be desirable.
However, the design of a satellite antenna is influenced by various system parameters,
such as size and shape of the coverage area, required minimum gain, limitation of
aperture size and flux-density, etc. Thus, it is rather difficult to define a
satellite antenna reference pattern which will be applicable to the large variety of
complex patterns which may be utilized (Report 453-2). However, constraints have been
determined for the side-lobe radiation envelope of satellite transmitting antennae
in the broadcasting-satellite service at 12 GHz (Report 810) and progress is also being
made in applying similar concepts to the fixed-satellite service (Report 558-1).
The advantages of frequency re-use may not be fully realized if the control
of the satellite beam position is inadequate. However, no substantial reduction of
these advantages is likely as long as the spacecraft antenna beam position can be held
to within a small fraction, 0.2 or less, of its beamwidth. For example, the 0.5°
beamwidth achievable today can utilize frequency re-use if the beam position is held
to within ~ 0.10 which is feasible. The accuracy of beam pointing control is determined
primarily by the attitude stability of the satellite, although there are techniques by
means of which the beam may be steered to compensate for errors in satellite attitude
control. Satellite attitude control techniques are discussed from the standpoint of
the space research service in Report 546-l. The SPM considered whether it would be
desirable to make more stringent the beam pointing control requirements laid down by
the Radio Regulations for satellites in general and concluded that this was not necessary.
5.3.5.5

Earth station antenna radiation characteristics

The radiation pattern of the earth-station antenna, more particularly in the
first 10° from the principal axis and in the direction of the geostationary-satellite
orbit, is one of the most important factors in determining the interference between
systems using geostationary satellites. A reduction in side-lobe levels would increase
the efficiency of utilization of the geostationary-satellite orbit significantly.
It should be recognized that antenna patterns considerably better than the
reference radiation pattern given in Recommendations 465-1 and 509 may be achieved by
careful control of the side-lobe levels. High side-lobe response is caused mainly by
scattering from blockage in the aperture of the antenna. There are antenna
configurations which have no such blockage and their use is desirable. Some ways in
which the constructional features of Cassegrain-type earth-station antennae may be
designed so as to reduce side-lobe radiation are discussed in Report 390-3. Reports 391-3
and 675 give the performance achieved in practice.
For example, a study has been made which indicates that an orbit utilization
efficiency improvement of about 200 % could be obtained by either of the following
improvements in the side-lobe envelope of the earth-station antennae, assuming an
initial satellite spacing of 5° :

*
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change of the angular gain decay exponent from an assumed value of -2.5
to a new value of -3;
reduction of the level of all side-lobes by 7 dB.
of satellite spacing.
Such improvements would be theoretically

obtainable~

This applies to any value

us1ng off-set feed geometry.

It is thought that the use of off-set feed geometry for small and medium-sized
antennae is becoming feasible but it is not yet clear whether the use of such a techni_que
for large antennae would involve undue economic penalties. Nevertheless~ it would
be desirable for a recommendation to be made soon on the maximum side-lobe levels of
earth-station antennae. For large antennae operating in the 4 and 6 GHz frequency
bands, it might be appropriate to use the pattern given in Recommendation 465-1.
It would be desirable to establish a design objective for the side-lobe level
of new antennae. This would be somewhat more stringent than the performance
recommendation proposed in the previous paragraph. One law suggested for antennae with
D/A > lOO is as follows :
for side-lobes directed within 3° of the geostationary satellite orbit,
G( <f>)

<

28 - 25 log <f> dB when 1° ~

G(<f>)

<

-20 dB when <f>

for other

directions~

>

<I>

s 83°

83°

the envelope 1n Recommendation 465-1 would apply.

However, further consideration needs to be given to the values to be specified
for the design objective.
It is evident that orbit utilization efficiency is enhanced when systems using
earth stations with both high gain and high figure-of-merit (G/T) are involved
(Reports 453-2 and 677).
The SPM noted that interference reduction techniques involving interfering
signal cancellation were under development. See 5.4.

5.3.5.6 Earth station off-axis radiation level*
One of the most important indicators of the potential of a satellite network
to cause interference to another network is the spectral e.i.r.p. density radiated
by its earth stations in the direction of other nearby geostationary satellites.
This is, in fact, "parameter A" discussed in 5.3.5.8. Recommendation 524 placed limits
on this parameter for application in the 6 GHz band but identified a problem for further
study, as indicated below. The SPM considered the problem, with the following result.
For the sake of improved homogeneity and better coordination among systems,
the Special Preparatory Meeting considers that the off-axis e.i.r.p. from earth stations
should be limited. The limit should not only take some account of systems which are
either already in existence or have reached an advanced stage of planning~ but also
take into account the required protection ratios and the minimum orbital spacing.
In this connection, the limits given in Recommendation 524 should be suitable
for a wide range of emissions.
According to this Recommendation~ future earth stations of networks in the
fixed-satellite service transmitting in the 6 GHz frequency band should be designed

*
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in such a manner that at any angle, ~' 2.5° or more off the mainlobe axis of an earth
station antenna, the e.i.r.p. per 4 kHz in any direction within 3° of the geostationary
satellite orbit should not exceed the following values
Angle off-axis

Maximum e.i.r.p. per 4 kHz

2. 5° ~ ~

<

48°

(35 - 25 log

~

:s

180°

-7 dB(W/4 kHz)

48°

..$

~)

dB(W/4 kHz)

It is noted in Recommendation 524 that enhanced orbit utilization and easier
coordination would be attained with lower side-lobe e.i.r.p. values, and therefore
Administrations are encouraged to achieve lower values where practicable.
It is also noted in Recommendation 524 that the values above have been derived
mainly from an analysis of FM systems used·for analogue television or multi-channel
telephony and it is not known at the present time whether some types of single-channelper-carrier (SCPC) systems comply with these provisions. Studies should be undertaken
1n order to determine how SCPC systems could comply with these values.
The SPM was unable to develop a specific constraint for SCPC systems but is
of the opinion that the objective for criteria developed for these systems should be
such as not to cause greater interference to other systems than that caused by systems
which adhere to the limits set out in Recommendation 524. Studies should continue
in order to determine suitable limits for SCPC systems.
5.3.5.7
5.3.5.7.1

Transmission techniques
The effect of modulation characteristics on orbit/spectrum utilization

For FM systems, as the modulation index is increased, the capacity per satellite
is reduced but the baseband noise density due to interference at a given carrier-tointerference ratio falls, permitting closer satellite spacing and generally resulting
in an increase in the efficiency of use of the geostationary-satellite orbit. For
digital transmissions using PSK, similar conditions exist, that is, the interference
immunity of a signal is increased as the number of phases is reduced, again allowing
closer satellite spacing. However, in this case, the utilization of the geostationarysatellite orbit tends to be optimized when the number of phases is in the range of
four to eight, the orbit utilization efficiency tending to be decreased as either a
higher or a lower number of phases is utilized.
In the case of angle modulated interference from a number of equidistantly
spaced satellites into a PSK transmission, the interference effect shows a pronounced
threshold characteristic in terms of the distance between the satellites. A reduction
of the satellite spacing below the threshold results in a rapid increase of the
interference effect. CCIR studies indicate the dependency of this threshold
characteristic on various parameters such as permissible error rates, number of carrier
phases, earth station antenna radiation pattern and number of interfering satellites.
The relationship between modulation characteristics and other factors that
affect orbit utilization is considered in more detail in Report 559-1 (Report 453-2).
5.3.5.7.2

Modulation conversion transponders

The examination of technical factors affecting the utilization of the
geostationary satellite orbit has been made in most cases for systems providing
communications in the fixed-satellite service only. However, the fixed;_satellite serv1ce
is also used specifically to provide up-links to satellites (e.g. broadcasting
satellites) in other services and therefore may involve technical characteristics not
necessarily optimum from the standpoint of bandwidth/orbital arc utilization. In these
cases, other criteria may be more important in achieving system designs. In a particular
case, the available frequency spectrum could be used economically by means of special
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techniques~

e.g. modulation conversion in the satellite. This technique may lead to
a more efficient utilization of up-link fixed-satellite frequency bands used for other
services and may also simplify the coordination between systems in congested regions
of the orbit (Report 453-2).
5.3.5.7.3

Interleaved carriers and carrier energy dispersal

In certain cases, interference between two networks may be reduced by
interleaving the carrier frequencies. The advantage that may be obtained in this way
1s discussed in Report 455-2.
Use of energy dispersal with FM carriers 1s of primary interest when
interference between fixed-satellite service and fixed service is considered. Energy
dispersal also reduces interference between satellite networks when the interfering
carriers are close in frequency. However, the same situation does not always exist
when interference between networks within the fixed-satellite service is considered
because of the large modulation index used. When considering the possibilities of
increasing the efficiency of utilization of the geostationary satellite orbit by
separation of carrier frequencies, account should be taken of the fact that the
advantage of that technique is less when energy dispersal is used than when it is not
used.
For 4-phase PCM/PSK systems, no advantage 1s generally obtainable by
interleaving the carrier frequencies.
When a satellite network employs frequency re-use by polarization or spot-beam
discrimination and FDM/FM, frequency interleaving may provide a useful reduction in
the discrimination required. However, for networks which do not have frequency re-use
within the network, the sacrifice of the bandwidth of half a broadband channel, which
frequency interleaving requires, is a major disadvantage. In addition, where a
particular system has more than one satellite in operation and where earth stations
are required on occasion to operate with one or the other of these satellites~ then
the application of frequency interleaving between the two satellites would result in
increased earth-station complexity and cost. Furthermore, in the space segment, the
advantages of a standard satellite design would be lost.
In view of the above considerations and the discussion 1n Report 455-2, the
advantages of frequency interleaving between satellites may, in practice, be restricted
to relatively few applications (Report 453-2).
5.3.5.7.4

Polarization discrimination advantage

The use of orthogonal linear or circular polarizations should permit
discrimination to be obtained between two emissions in the same frequency band from
the same satellite or from closely adjacent satellites. This will augment discrimination
provided by the directional properties of satellite and earth-station antennae. A
detailed discussion of this topic is to be found in Report 555-1.
Until more general information is obtained on the polarization discrimination
achievable in the main beam of a variety of types of satellite and earth-station
antennae, and until the extent of inevitable propagation degradations of wave
polarization is determined, some doubt remains as to whether it will be possible to
achieve the 20 to 30 dB of discrimination that is required for in-beam frequency re-use.
If adjacent single-polarization satellites use orthogonal linear or circular
polarizations, it may be possible to use the polarization discrimination in the sidelobes of the earth-station antennae to reduce interference between the satellite
networks, and to allow satellite spacing to be reduced. It is already clear that
the side-lobe polarization discrimination obtainable in this way will be small, although
even a few decibels of discrimination would permit a significantreduction in satellite
spacing. However, it would not be possible to realize even this benefit in a systematic
way unless and until preferred polarization characteristics have been adopted. This
would need to involve a choice between linear and circular polarization.and~ where
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linear polarization is adopted, a choice of the preferred planes of polarization.
There is not, at present, sufficient information to allow these choices to be made.
Further study of these matters is proposed.
5.3.5.7.5

The use of frequency bands allocated for the fixed-satellite service for
both up-paths and down-paths (See also 5.3.4)

It may be feasible to increase the number of satellites using a pair of frequency
bands in a given arc of the geostationary-satellite orbit if the frequency assignments
are reversed between adjacent satellites, the up-path band assigned for one satellite
being the down-path band for the next. This technique may, to some extent, compete
with other methods of increasing the capacity of the orbit such as_the use of highgain satellite antennae or polarization discrimination to reduce interference between
alternate satellites, and it may make it necessary for the sharing criteria in frequency
bands shared with terrestrial services to be made more restrictive. Nevertheless, it
is of interest and should be studied further~ See Reports 557-l, 453-2.
5.3.5.8

Homogeneous and inhomogeneous utilization of the spectrum and the geostationarysatellite orbit
5.3.5.8.1' Homogeneous orbit utilization

The most efficient orbit utilization would be obtained if all satellites utilizing
the geostationary-satellite orbit, illUminating the same geographical area and using
the same frequency bands had the same characteristics, i.e. if they formed an homogeneous
ensemble. However, in practice, satellite systems will have differences.
Consider two satellite systems A and B, using satellites having adjacent orbital
positions. If A and B have widely differing characteristics, e.g. as regards satellite
receiver sensitivity and down-path e.i.r.p. or as regards their associated earth-station
characteristics, then the angular spacing necessary to protect A against interference
from B may differ from that necessary to protect B from A. In practice, the greater
of the two angles must be selected. The extent to which this may represent an
inefficient utilization of the geostationary-satellite orbit is dependent on many
factors in the design of the satellite systems using orbital positions near those of
A and B. It is possible for the orbit to be more effectively utilized if inhomogeneity
is taken into account during the satellite system design. This matter is discussed
in detail in Report 453-2.
5.3.5.8.2

Hypothetical studies of orbit utilization optimization

In general, the satellite networks operating in the same band and making use
of adjacent positions on the geostationary-satellite orbit will have dissimilar
characteristics. This situation will occur within fixed-satellite bands, and where
the fixed-satellite bands are shared with other services, as for example the broadcastingsatellite service. It seems probable that this situation will not prove to be tractable
to an~lytical methods which will apply to arbitrary collections of satellites. Such
situations may be analyzed on a case-by-case basis to determine the optimum arrangement,
and hence are very amenable to treatment by computer.
This analytical technique has been applied to some of the preliminary
characteristics of several proposed United States domestic satellite systems. Certain
characteristics of the Canadian domestic system were also considered, although the
characteristics assumed do not take into account all present operational parameters
of the Canadian domestic system (including the critical FDMA case). With the stated
assumptions, it was deomonstrated that despite appropriate positioning of satellites,
this heterogeneous set of satellites cannot achieve acceptable interference levels
at a uniform spacing of 3°, even with polarization discrimination. However, these
same systems could use an average spacing of about 3° with careful coordination. These
systems involved satellites with eo-coverage and overlapping coverage antenna patterns.
The average spacing may be less with satellites not having overlapping coverage antenna
patterns.
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Report 772 addresses orbital spacing considerations for a general mobile satellite
service, including not only sharing between dissimilar networks in the mobile satellite
service, but between networks in the mobile and fixed-satellite services, in certain
frequency bands. The factors bearing most heavily upon the problem of a general
mobile satellite service sharing the orbit with the fixed-satellite service are
essentially the same as those in the fixed-satellite service. Equations are developed
in Report 772 to calculate the required satellite separations. The SPM noted that
variations on this method have been proposed to calculate the required values of angular
separation between adjacent (and not necessarily similar) sateliite networks, where
the link carrier-to-noise ratio (c/n) of the system causing the interference, and the
allowed interference-to-equivalent link noise ratio (i/n) (numerically equivalent to
nt/t of Appendix 29 of the Radio Regulations) in the system subject to interference,
are specified.*
Analytical methods such as these provide a viable means for optimizing the
positioning of satellites in networks having dissimilar characteristics in congested
areas of the geostationary-satellite orbit whether of the same of different services.
It should, however, be noted that the orbital plan can most easily be optimized when
all systems are at the planning stage; it will be more difficult to find a good
arrangement when new requirements, unforeseen at the initial planning stage, have to
be accommodated at a later time (Report 453-2).

5.3.5.8.3 Studies of practical strategies for effective orbit and spectrum utilization
Studies made for the purpose of developing practical strategies for using
effectively the geostationary satellite orbit and the spectrum with very dissimilar
networks have produced the results reported below.

5.3.5.8.3.1 Fixed-satellite networks us1ng high- and low-gain earth station antennae
The bandw~dth and orbital arc utilization of a set of satellite networks is
a function of both the bandwidth utilization and the minimum angular spacing required
between the satellites in order to meet a given interference criterion. Assuming that
the bandwidth utilization is not a variable, then a measure of the effectiveness of
bandwidth and orbital arc utilization may be obtained from the angular spacing required
between the various satellites and the.orbital arc occupied by the set of satellites
as a whole.
The angular apacing required between satellites is a function of many network
parameters, e.g. antenna radiation patterns, multiple access modes, satellite transponder
gains, energy dispersal and others.
In one study, it was assumed that :
some satellites serve earth stations with large antennae only, and others
serve earth stations with small antennae only.
satellite transponder gains can be adjusted to vary down-link to up-link
noise ratios to minimize overall system interference, and
satellite transponders are operated in a quasi-linear mode.
Conclusions may then be derived as follows :

*

(a}

Earth station antenna gain tends to be a dominant factor in determining
orbit spacing requirements. A gain difference of 20 dB can result in an
orbit utilization ratio of 6.3 to 1.

(b)

Satellite spacing requirements are determined by interference from the
network employing small earth station antennae to the network employing
large earth station antennae. Interference in the opposite direction may
be less than between two networks employing large earth station antennae.

See Appendix C.
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(c)

Adjustment of the up-link to down-link noise allocation ratios in networks
using adjacent satellites may allow closer satellite ·spacing. The ability
to control satellite transponder gain is important in this respect.

(d)

Isolating satellite networks employing small earth station antennae from
those employing large earth station antennae by grouping of satellites,
coupled with a higher interference noise allocation for the earth stations
with small antennae, can improve the overall orbit utilization. However,
this technique is effective only if each group contains a minimum of several
satellites and it will be necessary to use other techniques for minimizing
the required satellite spacing within the groups in order that the total
orbital arc required by each group shall not be too large.

(e)

Placing adjacent to each other satellites which do not have overlapping
satellite antenna coverage areas may improve the overall orbit utilization.

It should be noted that satellite systems have been designed that are not in
accordance with the preceding assumptions. In this case, the above postulated conclusions
(a), (b), (c) and (d) are not necessarily valid (Report 453-2).
More recent studies have shown that other specific inhomogeneities .exist.
More specifically, certain modulation techniques result in high peak-to-average power
density ratios, earth stations with different up-path gains are used to access a single
transponder and differences exist in satellite antenna gains.· These inhomogeneity
factors, as well as earth station G/T ratios and antenna radiation patterns must all
be taken into account.

5.3.5.8.3.2 Orbit utilization when a band

lS

shared by satellites of different services

The broadcasting-satellite service and fixed-satellite service share a spaceto-earth frequency allocation at 12 GHz in Region. 2 and this presents a special case
of inhomogeneous utilization. In the broadcasting-satellite service, well defined service
areas and relatively small earth station receiving antennae impose additional constraints
on the amount of flexibility in space system configurations after implementation.
However, considerable enhancement of orbit utilization can be obtained if certain
technical factors are effectively adjusted through coordination at a sufficiently
early stage in network planning. The effect of these factors on orbit utilization
is discussed in Report 561-1.
It has been shown that the satellite arrangement ·that characterizes the preferred
approach for a given set of systems depends on the degree of inhomogeneity among those
systems. When satellite e.i.r.p.s, earth station antenna diameters, or signal modulation
characteristics are quite different, a "clustered" deployment in which two or more
satellites of the less powerful system are clustered between adjacent satellites of
the more powerful system yields the highest total utilization. When the system
parameters are more homogeneous, the arrangement becomes less critical, but even in
such cases it is usual that somewhat higher utilization factors are obtained_by gathering
satellites of the same kind together inclusters and minimizing the number of interfaces
between clusters (Report 453-2). The SPM noted that, subsequent to this study, the
WARC(BS)77 adopted provisions governing the broadcasting-satellite service in Region 2,
pending the establishment of a detailed plan. These provisions include orbit ~egmentation
but the satellite system parameters considered by that conference were different from
those assumed in the above study.

5.3.5.8.4 Practical methods of reducing inhomogeneity*
One possible solution that has been proposed is to apply constraints to certain
system parameters in some of the frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite
service. These constraints should be designed so as to allow maximum freedom to

*
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designers to optimize their systems, subject to the achievement of some significant
reduction of inhomogeneity. There is a very preliminary account of possible approaches
to this solution in Report 453-2, and the following further examination of it is
supplied by the SPM.
The problem 1s to define measures which meet the following objectives :
to place no unacceptable constraints upon systems which already exist or
which are now in an advanced stage of planning;
to create no obstacle to the establishment of new networks and new kinds of
systems which the fixed-satellite service can provide under existing
constraints;
to ensure that new systems are d<fsigned with due regard to the optimization
of orbit utilization by avoiding excessive inhomogeneity;
to ensure that these measures are not themselves the cause of any loss of
orbit/spectrum utilization efficiency, for example, by imposing rigid
conditions upon the design or use of systems.
For example, telecommunication services are being considered or planned based
on the use of a large number of small, low-cost earth stations of modest e.i.r.p. to
provide health, education, and public safety services, particularly in rural areas.
It is important that sharing criteria and coordination procedures be developed that
do not unduly restrict the application, location, and utility of such systems nor the
development of terrestrial or other space systems sharing the same band. To facilitate
efficient sharing with terrestrial and other space systems, consideration should be
given to the use of high-gain multibeam spacecraft antennae, efficient forms of
modulation and low side-lobe level earth station antennae.*
It is suggested that one set of parameters that might be identified would be
as follows
Parameter A The maximum up-path e .. i. r .p. per unit bandwidth in the direction
of the geostationary satellite orbit radiated at an angle e to
the axis of the main beam of the earth station antenna.
Parameter B The up-path sensitivity, defined as the minimum interference
spectral pfd at the geostationary satellite orbit which corresponds
to the recommended maximum single entry of interference in a channel.
Parameter C The maximum spectral pfd produced at the Earth's surface by the
satellite emissions.
Parameter D The down-path sensitivity, defined as the minimum interference
spectral pfd at the Earth's surface arriving at an angle e to
the direction of the wanted signal which corresponds to the
recommended maximum single entry of interference in a channel.*
The present need is to identify values for this set of parameters or other
methods of limiting inhomogeneity that would be applicable for most current and ~lanned
systems. Another very important area of further study is to determine how these
values should be modified to serve as design targets for future systems, it being
understood that these modified values would succeed the values to be adopted for systems
in service at some future date, such as 1985. Ideally, the parameters defined would
permit the amelioration of network inhomogeneity, and therefore allow efficient
orbit-spectrum utilization, without preventing viable use of satellite communication
for the full range of potential services. If it should be found that these two

*
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objectives are not simultaneously achievable, it would be necessary to study what
additional means might be adopted to ensure that most of the benefits of homogeneity
were obtained without the application of such severe constraints.* For example :
the application of different sets of constraints in different parts of a
frequency band (band segmentation). For instance, where a limited bandwidth
only is required for links which are likely to produce a high level of
interference in other systems, it could be useful to identify a specific
frequency band in which such links would be provided;*
the application of different sets of constraints to different arcs of the
geostationary satellite orbit (orbit segmentation);
the use of satellite antenna directivity to limit the effects of departures
from the constraints to the territory of the Administrations concerned with
the service; possible extensions of these departures over the territory
of neighbouring Administrations being subject to the agreement of the latter;
certain specific types of emission are-particularly liable to cause
interference to certain other specific types of emission even if both adhere
to preferred parameter values. For example, interference from ~-video
signals with frame-rate energy dispersal into single channel per carrier
(SCPC) telephony is particularly severe. In order to reduce inhomogeneity
and facilitate the process of coordination, it would be desirable to recommend
some convention on the arrangement of carriers. Thus, emissions of the one
type _might be concentrated in the neighbourhood of one specified frequency
in each allocated frequency band, and emissions of the other type might be
concentrated in the neighbourhood of another specified frequency. Problems
of this kind may, however, be avoided in the future by the use of improved
techniques of carrier energy dispersal; for example, new techniques of
energy dispersal for FM-video signals using a faster sweep rate may avoid
the problem referred to earlier in thiB sub-paragraph. See 5.2.9.5.*
It will be necessary to give careful consideration to the way in which the
application of these limiting values would be achieved. For example, it might be thought
desirable for CCIR to recommend that no system be implemented which does not comply
with these limits. Alternatively, for parameters B and D, it might be more satisfactory
to recommend that interference ievels should be calculated, for coordination purposes,
as if the recommended value was used unless the actual value gives a lower level of
interference.
Finally, it should be noted that in any network design, maximum as well as
m1n1mum power levels to earth station and space station antennae are required to be
provided for each carrier type operating between specific earth station sizes. These
are required primarily to take care of factors like variations of antenna beam contour
advantage within the coverage area, and feasible limits of transmit power control. It
should, however, be noted that as a practical matter minimum powers may only be used
from or towards earth stations which are located in the region in which the corresponding
space station antenna gain is largest; this will generally be the case for only a
few earth stations. Conversely, the maximum powers may generally only be used from
or towards earth stations which lie in the lowest gain regions of the space station
antennae. Nevertheles$, the provisioning of a wide difference between the values of
these per carrier maximum and minimum power levels . aggravates inhomogeneity. It is
therefore important that such difference be no greater than that essential to meet
performance targets under working conditions. This is a subject that needs further
study.*

*
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5.3.5.9 The facilitation of efficient network coordination 1n the fixed-satellite
service

5.3.5.9.1 Flexibility 1n the positioning of satellites
There will be a few cases where the coverage requirements of a satellite will
be so critical that even a small change in the satellite position would have serious
consequences. On the other hand, there will be many cases where the design of the
satellite and the associated earth stations is such that the need to change the satellite
position slightly would not present any difficulty or penalty provided such changes
were required only rarely. Flexibility of this kind could prove very useful in
minimizing interference between systems in congested parts of the orbit and should,
therefore, be borne in mind by system designers. This matter is discussed in
Report 453-2.
It has also been shown that the length of the orbital arc that is needed for
a number of satellites serving different service areas depends upon the relative
positions of the various satellites. It was found that the minimum length of orbital
arc that would be acceptable, for stated interference conditions, varied considerably
depending upon the arrangement of the satellites in the orbit. Some arrangements needed
only about one-half as much space as other arrangements. It should also be noted that
it is not possible to say with certainty which geographical areas would need to be
covered at some time in the future from a given part of the orbit; full advantage
could therefore be taken of this means of optimizing the use of the orbit only if
networks were designed so that their satellites could be relocated, if necessary, within
a service arc after having been put into service.
With a view to achieving an efficient use of the geostationary satellite orbit
and to providing the possibility of accommodating future space systems with suitable
orbital positions, the World Administrative Radio Conference for Space
Telecommunications (Geneva, 1971) provided that the orbital information to be notified
should also include the "service arc" and the "visible arc", and further stipulated
that the "service arc" should encompass the "visible arc" for a given minimum angle of
elevation from its associated earth stations or service areas (Appendices lA and lB
to the Radio Regulations). Determination of the "service arc" from a geometrical point
of view depends on the geographical distribution of the service areas or of the earth
stations and their minimum acceptable angle of elevation for a predetermined condition
of operation which, in any case, should be no smaller than the minimum angle of elevation
of earth station antennae required to prevent interference to terrestrial stations
(Article N26/7 of the Radio Regulations). Hence, the size of the service area or the
spread of the earth stations are inversely related to both the "visible arc" and the
"service arc" of the geostationary satellite orbit. Consequently, any decrease in the
service area generally results in greater flexibility regarding the positioning of
satellites.
It is recognized, however, that to design a system for maximum
orbital location might impair the performance and increase the cost of
particularly since it may often require the provision of a facility of
beams by command to maintain the required coverage. This could reduce
viability of the system.

flexibility of
the satellites,
redirecting the
the economic

Apart from earth coverage requirements, the more significant problem areas are
as follows
Technical problems at the earth station. Some degree of antenna steerability
would be required. Changes in antenna elevation angle might affect the clearsky 2/! and the severity of propagation degradations.
The SPM advises that such effects are likely to be particularly large in
climates where rain is heavy. In low latitude regions the azimuthal rang~
required to cover a given orbital arc is larger than elsewhere. The
additional complexity that a requirement for wide-range earth station antenna
steerability causes in the design of the antenna has particularly high
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impact on systems serving large numbers of earth stations. Changes in
antenna elevation or azimuth angle might require the repetition of frequency
coordination with terrestrial radio services.*
Future systems, particularly those employing small earth station antennae,
may have only limited steerability or none so that even small changes in
satellite positions could present mechanical and operational problems and
involve interruptions to service. ·For a system comprising a large number
of unattended earth stations, the cost of sending personnel to each site to
redirect the antenna would be significant.
Satellite antenna. Generally speaking, the antenna coverage which a satellite
can provide for a given geographic area is optimum for operation of the
satellite from a specific region of the geostatianary satellite orbit.
If the satellite were designed to operate outside this region of the orbit,
the antenna beamwidth would have to be somewhat broader, and consequently
a reduction in antenna gain would result. It may also be necessary to change
the direction of spot beams relative to the direction of the sub-satellite
point.
Solar eclipse. Satellites with insufficient battery capacity to sustain
services in full during eclipse might be limited to orbital locations where
eclipse occurs outside busy traffic periods.
Propellant requirements for orbit control. The mass of propellant required
to transfer a satellite from one 'orbital location to another may be quite
significant, particularly if rapid transfer is required. Report 556-1
states that a single repositioning manoeuvre at the rate of 10° per day
(total ~V required is 57 m/s) is equivalent to about 13 months of normal
east/west and north/south station-keeping. Propellant mass requirements
for slower transfers would be less, in direct proportion to the maximum
speed of movement.
Operational problems. If it is necessary to move an operational satellite,
service may be interrupted if earth stations do not have automatic tracking
facilities. This problem would be particularly severe in networks using
large numbers of unattended earth stations. If an operational satellite
has to be moved through the orbital arc occupied by another operational
satellite using the same freque~cy band, interference may arise if one
satellite or the other is not taken out of service.
Multi-service satellites. The SPM observes that multi-purpose satellites
may provide services other than those of the fixed-satellite service. For
meteorological services, for example, the concept of visible arc may not
be relevant.
The flexibility of position of satellites serving areas very extensive in
longitude would be small because their arc of mutual visibility would be small and the
problems listed above might severely limit flexibility in other cases. Nevertheless,
there are ways in which system designers could significantly increase the extent to
which satellites could be moved in orbit and it is desirable that any or all of the
following measures should be taken to the extent that is practicable :*
Earth station antennae to be capable of being redirected to any point in
the orbital arc of visibility for the network for which the earth station 1s
intended, omitting any part of that arc which corresponds to angles of
elevation which are not to be used, .in order to protect terrestrial services.

*
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E.i.r.p. margins, up-path and down-path, to be adequate in spite of changes
in angle of elevation at earth stations. The SPM comments that the minimum
angle of elevation should take account not only of the need to protect
terrestrial systems but also of the effect of heavy rain on system noise
temperature.
Satellite battery capacity to be sufficient to maintain services during
eclipse.
The patterns of spot beam coverage to be such as to tolerate changes in
orbital location to the extent that interference considerations allow.
Where more than one spot beam lS used on a satellite, it may be desirable
for their relative directions to be adjustable in orbit.
Spare satellites to be available 1n orbit.
A margin of propellant to be available for changing satellite position.
Frequency coordination to take possible future satellite movements into
account.
An additional possible measure noted by the SPM is the sub-division of very

large service areas between two satellites, well separated in orbit and
connected by intersatellite links.
It is recognized that the difficulties of changing satellite antenna
characteristics in orbit might be insuperable; if so, it would be beneficial if
the design of thespacecraftwere such that the antenna characteristics could be adjusted
as late in its construction as is practicable (Report 453-2).

5.3.5.9.2 Pairing of frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite service
The table of frequency allocations of the Radio Regulations allocates frequency
bands in the fixed-satellite service for earth-to-space use and for space-to-earth
use. However, the Radio Regulations do not require a satellite to use a specific pairing
of bands in this regard. Utilization of the geostationary satellite orbit and the
frequency spectrum would be made more efficient, and coordination of satellite networks
would be facilitated if certain frequency bands were paired.
For historical reasons, the 6 and 4 GHz frequency bands are commonly paired
in existing and planned fixed satellite systems, and the 14 and 11/12 GHz bands are
also likely to be paired soon. The studies made so far have not yet identified any
particular pairing as the best technical arrangement. Indeed, the results obtained
so far indicate that there are no very strong technical reasons for preferring one
pairing to another. Nevertheless, it is considered that the following technical factors
should be taken into account in pairing frequency bands for stations of the fixedsatellite serv1ce :
Current practice. It is desirable to retain the up-path and down-path
frequency band pairing that is commonly used in existing networks and new
networks now at the planning stage.
Antenna feed design. At many space stations and most earth stations, a
common antenna system serves for transmitting and receiving. The design
of the feed system would be simplified if the ratio of down-path to up-path
frequencies lay between 1 : 1.25 and 1 : 2.
Propagation conditions. It will usually be economically desirable for a
~own-path frequency band in which earth terminal diversity is not required
to be paired with an up-path frequency band where similar propagation
conditions are found. Differences in the relative suitability of circular
and linear polarization at different frequencies may also lead to a
preference for pairing frequency bands which are not greatly different in
frequency.
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Allocated bandwidth.

The up-path and down-path should have equal bandwidth.

It can be foreseen that difficulties will arise in implementing the principle
of pairing frequency bands, and these difficulties include the following :
Only a few of the frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite service
have been taken into extensive use, and the best ways of using the others
have yet to be studied widely and.in detail.
Experimental satellites operating in more than one pair of frequency bands
are already in orbit, and similar operational fixed-service satellites may
be launched soon. In such satellites, it may be desirable for the frequency
bands to be cross-connected, in whole or in part.
There are significant differences between the fixed-satellite service
frequency allocations in the three ITU Regions.
The fixed-satellite service frequency bands may be used for connections
with satellites in other services, such as the broadcasting-satellite service
and the various mobile-satellite services. In these cases, a carrier will
be transmitted to a satellite in a fixed satellite band but it will be
retransmi t.ted in a band allocated to a quite different service, or vice
versa. The SPM noted that some of these services may require large bandwidths
for such connections. See 5.2.9.3.
Having r~gard to these difficulties, it may be doubted whether it should be
required that specific pairs of bands be used in future systems. Nevertheless,
guidelines might be laid down, although such guidelines could not be applied rigidly
in all cases (Report 453-2).
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5.4

Technical bases for coordination procedures and regulations

5.4.1

Coordination procedures and related matters

5.4.1.1 Method of calculation to determine -whether two geostationary satellite
networks require coordination*

5.4.1.1.1 Introduction
The current method for determining whether two geostationary satellite networks
need to coordinate (Appendix 29 of Radio Regulations) is based on the concept that
the noise temperature of the system receiving interference undergoes an apparent
increase due to the effect of the interferen~e, the interfering signals being treated
as thermal noise whose spectral power density is equal to the maximum spectral power
density of the interfering signals. In this me~hod, the apparent percentage increase
in the equivalent satellite link noise temperature due to interference is calculated
an~ this value is compared with a pre-determined percentage 1ncrease (designated ~T/T)
in noise t~:m:perfl.ture.
In discussing the method in RR Appendix 29, the SPM
(a)

concluded that this method is still the most appropriate method for
determining whether two systems need to be coordinated;

(b)

concluded that an upward revision in the allowable value of increase in
equivalent satellite link noise temperature was justified (5.4.1.1.2);

(c)

concluded that some modifications to the procedure in Appendix 29 were
desirable on the basis of Report 454-2 and on information submitted to
SPM (5.4.1.1.3 to 5.4.1.1.7);

(d)

noted a possible addition to Appendix 29 to take account of TV interference
into narrowband carriers (5.4.1.1.7);

(e)

noted alternative methods which have been suggested for determining whether
two satellite networks require coordination (5.4.1.1.8).

5.4.1.1.2 Revision of allowable percentage increase in link noise temperature*
For analogue as well as digital systems of new networks, the aggregate
interference allowance from other satellite networks is at least 15 %of the total
system noise, as per the provisions of Recommendations 466-2 and 523. This, in effect,
implies an increase from 12. 5 to 20 % in the level of aggregate interference allowance
expressed as a percentage of the link noise. As a consequence, 5.3.5.3.5 proposes
an increase in the single entry criterion for FDM/FM carriers to 600 pWOp for new
systems. The SPM also noted that, in general, calculations based on percentage link
noise temperature increases result in conservative estimates of the actual interference
noise. In view of these considerations, the SPM also concluded that an upward revision
from 2 % to 3 % of the of the pre-dete.rfune4··.;~lu,~·· qf. increase in equi v~lent satellite
link noise temperature specified in Appendix 29 of the Radio Regulations is justified.
The SPM also concluded that this revised value would be applicable even for existing
networks for which the single entry criterion of 400 pWOp is to be retained (see
5.3.5.3.5 and Recommendation 466-2).
The SPM noted that while this would retain the same degree of conservatism as
at present in the assessment of interference noise for new networks, it would reduce
this to some extent for existing networks. The SPM also noted that the method in
Appendix 29 has been shown to underestimate the interference from slow swept TV carriers
into certain narrowband (SCPC) carriers.

*
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The SPM also concluded that the WARC-79 may wish to consider a further revision
1n the event that it also adopts modifications to Appendix 29 which take account of
interference between slowly swept TV carriers and narrowband (SCPC) carriers. One
such possible modification is described in 5.4.1.1.7.
5.4.1.1.3

Possible modifications to procedure in Appendix 29 of Radio Regulations_

This method is also described in Report 454-2, which contains the following
technical information not currently reflected in Appendix 29
(a)

If _on~y the up-link or the dm-m-link of the wanted sat.ellite network shares
a frequency band with the interfering satellite network, then the increase
in equivalent noise temperature for the complete satellite link (~T)
should be calculated with the increase in either the receiver noise
temperature of the satellite (~Ts) or the earth station (~Te) having a
zero value for the appropriate link. The SPM concluded that this 1nformation
should be added to Appendix 29.

(b)

Procedure for signal-processing transponders

In cases where a change in modulation, or re-generation of the signal, occurs
in the satellite, computation of the effects of up-link interference on the total link
performance will require special procedures which have not yet been developed by CCIR.
In some cases, for example analogue signal pr.ocessing transponders involving signal
demodulation and re-modulation, it should be possible to compute an appropriate value
for the transmiss1on gain of the satellite link as defined in Appendix 29 (y) which
will take 1nto account the signal processing and relate the up-link interference
contribution to the down-link.
In other cases, it may not be possible to compute ay which reasonably accounts
for the signal processing in the satellite such as·with digital regenerating transponders.
In these cases, it would be necessary to treat the up-link and down-link separately,
and separate up-link and down-link equivalent link noise temperatures would need to
be determined. Tseq and Teeq would be values notified independently for the up-link
and down-link respectively. Tseq being the total up-link equivalent system temperature
referred to the satellite receiver input, and Teeq the total down-link equivalent system
temperature referred to the earth station receiver input. Then ~Ts/Tseq and 6Te/Teeq
would be computed and compared with a pre-determined value. The SPM concluded that
further study of these particular cases is required.
5.4.1.1.4

Application of computer methods to coordination calculations*

To allow the procedure in Appendix 29 to be readily computerized, the SPM concluded
that Administrations should be encouraged, wherever possible, to submit on a nonmandatory basis the necessary information on satellite antenna characteristics in
the form of numerical equations as well as a set of contours on the Earth's surface.
In this way, the lengthy manual process of converting the contour information into a
form acceptable by a computer will be avoided. However, it should be recognized
that numerical equations representing satellite antenna characteristics are not always
easily available (see Report 558-l).
5.4.1.1.5

Use of topocentric angle*

In Appendix 29, geocentric angular separation between two satellites, the angle
is used as an approximation of the angular separation of the two satellites under
consideration, as seen by an earth station. However, to make the procedure more precise
and thereby avoid unnecessary coordination in some cases, the SPM concluded that it is
desirable to use the actual angular separation, as seen by an earth station, i.e.
the topocentric angular spacing.
<P

*
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5.4.1.1.6

Non-overlapping frequency bands*

In accord with the reasoning in 5.4.1.3(a) above, in the case where the assigned
frequency bands of the wanted and interfering satellite networks do not overlap in
both the up-link and down-link, the SPM concluded that the increase in equivalent
noise temperature (~T) should be taken as zero.
5.4.1.1.7

Possible addition to Appendix 29 procedure to take account of TV interference
into narrowband carriers*

The method of calculation described in Appendix 29 of the Radio Regulations
has been shown to underestimate the interference from slow swept TV carriers into certain
narrowband (SCPC) carriers. A new method of calculation applicable to this type of
interference was suggested for inclusion in Appendix 29 (see Annex 5.4.2.1.7). The
new method is based on a determination of carrier-to-interference c/i ratios and requires
a knowledge of wanted and unwanted carrier powers delivered to earth station and
satellite antennae instead of power density as in the current method. Consequently
additional information would need to be provided at the advance publication stage
beyond that which is required for the current calculation and c/i criteria would have
to be established. The SPM took note of the new method and suggested that further
studies be undertaken by the CCIR encompassing a wider range of systems using narrowband
carr1ers.
5.4.1.1.8

Alternative means to determine whether geostationary satellite networks
need to be coordinated*

In addition, experience with the method of Appendix 29 has shown that it is
relatively inaccurate, being overly conservative in most cases, with the result that
detailed coordination may be initiated when in fact it is not required. In some cases,
the reverse problem exists, namely the Appendix 29 method can underestimate the actual
interference to be suffered (see 5.4.1.1.7).
A case where the interference would be over-estimated is the calculation of
interference from a power-limited SCPC system into a system with wideband links (e.g.
links with bandwidths > l MHz). If the systems operate at frequencies below 15 GHz,
the notified value of power density for the SCPC system would have been averaged over
the worst 4 kHz. However, the power density of interest in this case is the SCPC
system's average power density over a much wider band than 4 kHz, a value which is lower
than the 4 kHz average when the SCPC emissions do not fill the frequency band over which
they are spread. In order to ensure that the appropriate average is known, the notified
information would need to include a power density value averaged over a wide bandwidth
(e.g. l MHz) as well as over 4 kHz.
These observations suggest that it may be desirable to improve the method which
determines whether coordination is required, either by augmenting or modifying the method
itself, or possibly by using an entirely new approach. Three such relatively simple
approaches have been identified, and these are briefly described in Annex 5.4.1.1.8.
Other approaches may also exist.
5.4.1.2

Advice of minimum carrier powers*

The basic characteristics to be furnished in Notices to the IFRB relating to
frequencies used by earth stations and space stations for transmitting are listed
in the relevant sections of Appendix lA to the Radio Regulations. These do not, however,
require the indication of minimum value of peak power ~upplied to the input of the
antenna for each carrier. Although it is the maximum value that is of relevance as
far as the interference potential to other networks is concerned, the interference
sensitivity of the carrier is greatly dependent on the minimum value. Therefore, the
SPM concluded that the basic characteristics to be furnished in Notices to the IFRB
should also include for each carrier, minimum levels of peak power supplied to the
antenna.

*
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5.4.1.3

Earth station reference antenna patterns

5.4.1.3.1

Introduction

In the determination of coordination distance or for the assessment of
interference between earth stations and radio-relay stations, and for coordination
studies between earth stations and space stations of different satellite systems
sharing the same frequency bands, it is required that the gain of the earth station
antenna be known in the relevant direction. It is also desirable that radiation
characteristics in planes other than the principal planes be known, particularly in
the case of interference calculations between satellite systems ..
5.4.1.3.2

Reference radiation patterns of antennae

Reference radiation patterns and accompanying discussions are contained in
Report 391-3 which supports Recommendation 465-l giving the reference radiation pattern
for antennae with D/A > 100. Consideration has been given to antennae where.D/A is
< lOO as well as > 100. The following is an extract from Report 391-3, section 2.
5.4.1.3.2.1

Reference radiation pattern forD/A

>

lOO

The reference radiation pattern given by the following formula
G = 32 - 25 log
where G

~

dB

gain relative to isotropic antenna
angle in degrees off the mainbeam axis

lS representative of typical earth station antennae. It should be noted that this
formula should be assumed to apply only to the region beyond the first side-lobe peak,
that is, at and beyond ~(degrees) : lOO A/D. In addition, it should never be assumed
that the reference antenna gain falls below -10 dB relative to isotropic.
5.4.1.3.2.2

Reference radiation pattern forD/A <.lOO

Theoretical considerations and the available data on the antennae of radiorelay systems (Report 614, 390) suggested that the reference diagram given by the
formula above may lead to error if attempts are made to apply it to antennae with
D/A < 100, and a new formula for the reference radiation diagram has been suggested.
This is given by
G

= 52

- 10 log (D/A) - 25 log

~

dB

It should be noted that this formula should be assumed to apply only to the
region beyond the first side-lobe peak, that is, at and beyond ~ (degrees) ~ lOO A/D.
In addition, it should never be assumed that the reference antenna gain falls below
-10 dB relative to isotropic.
5.4.1.3.3

Conclusions

The SPM concludes that the WARC-79 should consider the aforementioned reference
patterns, during efforts to revise appropriate parts of the Radio Regulations.
Particular attention should be paid to the limitations described in Report 391-3 as
they apply to the reference pattern in 5.4.1.3.2.2 above for antennae with D/A < lOO.
These patterns would be appropriate to those portions of the Regulations that deal with
lnterference between earth stations and radio-relay stations, and coordination studies
between earth stations and space stations of different satellite systems sharing the
sruae frequency bands.
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5.4.2

Frequency planning as a means of better utiJization of bands shared between the fixed
service and the fixed-satellite service
The SPM notes that in some parts of the world~ particularly in Western Europe,
where extensive use is made of radio-relay systems in frequency bands shared with the
fixed-satellite service, coordination is difficult.
The problem mentioned above is particularly severe where a sensitive satellite
system, employing for example SPADE and single carrier per channel (SCPC), uses a
relatively small portion of a shared band. In this case, radio-relay systems could
make more efficient use of the spectrum in the shared band, if, once established, changes
1n these frequency bands are avoided as much as practicable.
The SPM noted that this problem would be alleviated if the operational frequency
plans of the fixed-satellite service would change less frequently. Such practice would
result in more efficient utilization of the shared frequency band by radio-relay
systems. However, the SPM also notes the need for frequent changes to be made in the
frequency plans of satellite systems in order to optimize the utilization of satellite
capacity in the presence of changing traffic requirements.

5.4.3

Coordination area
5.4.3.1

Determination of coordination area

The procedure for determination of coordination area of an earth station in
the fixed-satellite service using frequency bands shared with equal rights with the
fixed service is given in Report 382-3. The propagation models used are those of
Report 724. While the models are based on the best available information, it should
be noted that the propagation models in Report 724 may be subject to future amendment
as new results from propagation measurements become available (e.g. maximum ducting
distances, etc.). This situation is highlighted by the SPM in 10.4.3.1. Therefore,
Report 724 and hence Report 382-3 may be subject to amendment as more information becomes
available.
Submissions by two Administrations* identified concerns with the use of
propagation models contained in the above Reports, which lead to a significant increase
in the coordination distances resulting from, for example, the maximum ducting distances
and the loss per km. These larger distances could result in a significant increase
1n the number of Administrations involved in the coordination process. Examples of the
increases in the coordination distances are given in Annex 5.4.3.1.
The SPM considered that it was not possible to evaluate these submissions in
detail since certain technical data were not available for examination.
Therefore, the SPM concludes

*

(a)

that the approach used in Report 382-3 (and thus Recommendation 359-4)
be accepted as a replacement for that of Appendix 28 to the
Radio Regulations;

(b)

that the current parameters which relate to the propagation model of
Recommendation 452-2 as well as Reports 382-3 and 724 be used until the
questions raised above are resolved;

(c)

that the WARC-79 be invited to consider the establishment of special
procedures to ensure that new propagation data and models developed and
recommended by the CCIR can be incorporated into the coordination procedure
of the Radio Regulations;

See Appendix C.
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(d)

5.4.3.2

that Administrations be invited to submit proposals on items (b) and (c)
above to the WARC-79.

Use of auxiliary contours based on the avoidance angle*

5.4.3.2.1 Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations and Report 382-3 discuss the use of
auxiliary contours for great circle propagation (mode 1) only, based on reduced radiorelay station sensitivity or e.i.r.p., as appropriate.
Subject to availability of appropriate reference radiation pattern for radiorelay antennae, the same auxiliary contours for propagation mode 1 might be labelled
also with maximum necessary(l) azimuthal avoidance (discrimination) angle between the
main beam axis of a radio-relay station and the direction towards the earth stat1on.
It also appears possible to determine auxiliary contours for rain scatter propagation
(mode 2) with avo1dance angle as parameter, the calculation method of Report 382-3
being more appropriate than that of Appendix 28 as it is more readily computerized.
Fig. 5.4.3.2.1 gives an example of calculated auxiliary contours for propagation
mode 2 with avoidance angle ~ as parameter, for a receive earth station located in rain
climate 4. The earth station parameters used were Ts = 100 K, Es = 20°, the suffix
"s" being used to distinguish this case. The contours for propagation mode 1 are given
as illustration only·, and are not calculated.
The auxiliary contours for both propagation modes 1 and 2, shown in Fig. 5.4.3.2.1
may now be used to eliminate from further consideration all radio-relay stations having
avoidance angles 2 ~ and located outside the auxiliary contours labelled ~.
A particular type of reference radiation pattern for radio-relay antennae
suitable for this application is that described analytically by express1on (3) of
Report 614-1, but no CCIR Recommendation on this subject exists up to now.

5.4.3.2.2

Conclusion:

The usefulness of auxiliary contours could be enhanced if labelled or determined
with avoidance angle as parameter. It would then be possible to eliminate from further
considerations the majority of radio-relay stations from large portions of the
coordination area on the basis of two simple parameters - their locations with respect
to auxiliary contours and their antennae azimuth pointing angles.
However, the SPM concludes that further study of the concepts outlined above
is required before they can be adopted.

*
( 1)

See Appendix C.
When known antenna patterns are used with lower-gain envelopes than the reference
pattern on which the labelling is based, smaller azimuth avo1dance angles would
be sufficient.
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FIGURE 5.4.3.2.1
Example of auxiliary contours dependent on avoidance
angle p, for propagation mode (1)---, and
propagation mode ( 2 ) - -
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5.4.3.3 The feasibility of sharing between the fixed service and certain systems 1n
the fixed-satellite service*
The existing procedures for coordinating the earth stations of the fixed-satellite
service and terrestrial radio-relay systems of Report 382-3 are based on the assumption
that a small number of earth stations require to be coordinated with the radio-relay
systems. However, in some parts of the world where radio-relay sy..stems make extensive
use of the shared bands, coordination may encounter difficulties when fixed-satellite
systems make use of a large number of earth stations concentrated in a relatively
small area.
In the case of a large number of transmitting earth stat~ons, the number of
interfering entries into a 2,500 km hypothetical reference circuit of the radio-relay
system may exceed the two assumed in Report 382-3, resulting in levels of interference
1n excess of those of Recommendation 358-2.

5.4.2 draws attention to the fact that sharing can also be difficult between
radio-relay systems and fixed-satellite systems employing earth stations requiring
a high degree of protection.
Bearing this in mind together with the above-mentioned sharing dif.ficulties
with satellite systems, making use of a large number of earth stations in a small area,
it may be concluded" that, in some parts of the world, sharing between the fixed service
and certain systems in the fixed-satellite service may not be feasible.

5-5

Various aspects of spectrum utilization related to space services

5.5.1

General
The recent rapiddevelopment of space services has produced a variety of
techniques and problems which, while having significant impact on operations, cannot
be conveniently grouped under one heading.

5.5.2

Telecommand and interference problems associated with the cessation of satellite
emissions*
In the earliest satellite programmes prior to the development of telecommand
systems, automatic timers were utilized on spacecraft to terminate emissions after a
specific period.
The early automatic timers were found to be ineffective and telecommand systems
proved to be much more reliable, especially with redundancy of the components, hence
many Administrations ceased to use the timers.
Reasons for the discontinued use of automatic timers on spacecraft include the
following
the greater complexity resulting from the addition of·automatic timers
increases the unreliability of the whole satellite system;
the timer takes up weight and space in the satellite which is more useful
for communications or experimental equipment;
automatic timers have a record of unreliable and inaccurate performance;
the automatic timer may deactivate a satellite-prematurely and possibly
permanently;

*

See Appendix C.
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telecommand systems with redundant circuitry are theoretically 99 %reliable
and in practice have been 100 %reliable in a study based on the examination
of over 700 satellites, although the majority of these were not geostationary;
all emissions eventually cease with decline in performance and death of the
solar cells. This serves as a final check to unwanted emissions.
In the next two decades, a new situation will prevail in the geostationary orbit
leading to a proliferation in both number and type (e.g. high power) of geostationary
satellites, and a system failure could result in widespread interference.
In conclusion, while turn-off of emissions through telecommands is clearly
preferable to automatic turn-off at this time, the reliability of telecommand systems
is of prime importance. The problem of failure of telecommand and the possible
inclusion of back-up systems requires further study.
5.5.3

Feeder links to low capacity satellite systems*
Communications between a mobile satellite and its mobile terminals is often
at VHF or ~nF frequencies. Communication between the same satellite and the fixed
earth stations of the network is usually done in the SHF band allocated to the fixedsatellite service (FSS). This use on a world-wide basis over a long period of time
will become increasingly difficult within the spectrum currently allocated to the fixedsatellite service. Discussions have been raised regard1ng the technical desirability
of satisfying collectively low capacity satellite system requirements. This could,
for example, include satellite systems associated with meteorological, aeronautical
navigation, land-mobile, maritime, space-research and earth-exploration services.
One method of satisfyingthe need would be to create a new service designation,
using frequencies allocated to that service for all communication between a geostationary
satellite and its fixed earth terminals. The total spectrum requirement of such a
service would be small in comparison to the individual segments of the spectrum currently
allocated to the fixed-satellite service, e.g. 500 MHz.
Several options for this type of service are, for example
the service could be separate from but adjacent to the fixed-satellite
service;
the service could be within the limits of the FSS but would not totally
exclude FSS from the bands;
separate bands could be located outside but not adjacent to the FSS bands;
bands could be within FSS band limits but would exclude FSS use for high
capacity communication.
Specific bandwidth· requirements to satisfy present as well as future needs
require identification based on sound technical arguments.
Mobile satellite and low capacity satellite earth station to satellite
communication needs could continue to be satisfied within the fixed-satellite service.
Continuance of this practice is based on the availability of additional fixed satellite
spectrum that will meet the projected needs of the international common carrier, domestic
needs and other users, e.g. mobile satellites, etc.
The SPM concludes that the question· of communication requirements between small
capacity satellites and fixed earth stations should be addressed by the HARC-79.
The WARC-79 should take into consideration various approaches to satisfy these
requirements,many of which are presented above.

* See Appendix C.
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5.5.4

Removal of out-of-use satellites from the geostationary orbit*
The geostationary orbit space, having a. limited capacity, is becoming occupied
Wlth operational as well as inoperative satellites at an increasing rate. The probability
of collision between the operational and inoperational satellites is very low at present
but may increase in view of the proposals for bringing into operation of larger satellites,
say in the 1990s. Hence, to ensure safety for the operational satellites and to imprcve
the use of the geostationary orbit space, it would be desirable to study the question
of removal of satellites from the orbit and agree on measures for such removal, if
necessary.

5.5.5

Interference-reduction techniques*
In indiviuual cases, it may be possible to employ techniques at both satellites
and earth stations which offer the promise of reducing interference from specific
sources, and thereby assist coordination.
In the case of satellites, these techniques include the.introduction of nulls
of extremely narrow angular width in the pattern of satellite receiving antennae to
discriminate adaptively against specific sources of interference.
In the case of earth stations, the developed techniques include : the use of
antennae specially designed to have lower side-lobe response than those of the CCIR
reference pattern; and artificial site shielding from pits, embankments and fences
(structures more or less opaque to electromagnetic radiation). Isolation of up to
40 dB has been achieved. These techniques are also described in Report 390-3.
Interference (or "side-lobe") cancellers are also under development and ln
operation. While cancellation of the order of 30-40 decibels has been measured. ln
both laboratory and field experience, the cancellation in operating units has been
observed to decrease to only a few decibels under certain circumstances.

5.5.6

Space systems technology*
Improvements in two spacecraft performance parameters in. the coming decade
can be expected to result in improved communication capability of .satellite systems.
One such parameter is the ability of the spacecraft to control its attitude in three
axes of rotation despite many natural forces which would cause its rotation if not
corrected. A second such spacecraft performance parameter is the ability to generate
increasing levels of prime electrical power at decreasing amounts of satellite mass
and cost per watt produced.
A spacecraft in geostationary orbit is said to have three axes of rotation :
pitch, roll and yaw. Rotation about the pitch axis leads to movement of the satellite's
antenna pattern in the East-West direction on the Earth's surface, and so limits the
use of narrow antenna spot beams, and so in turn limits the communication capability
of the satellite system. Movement about the roll axis has the same effect in the NorthSouth direction. Rotation of the spacecraft on its yaw axis causes.rotation of the
antenna pattern on the surface around the sub-satellite point. It is expected that
improvements in the attitude control systems, especially the introduction of ionic
propulsion systems will reduce movement in the pitch and roll axes from the present
0.26° to 0.05°, and will reduce movement in the yaw axes from 0.35° to 0.12°
(Report 546-1).
Increasing amounts of available prime power production for communication
purposes will allow development of higher e.l.r.p. communication systems, with resultant

*

See Appendix C.
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increases in communications capability at feasible costs, and will also allow more
freedom in satellite positioning on the geostationary arc. Increases in the efficiency
of both photovoltaic cells and of batteries for power storage during eclipse indicates
that increases in prime-power-production capability from the 5 kW range of today's
systems to the 100 kW range by 1990 is possible, with an attendant reduction by a
factor of four in satellite weight per watt produced, and a ten-times reduction in
cost per watt. Use of nuclear radioisotope and reactor systems is a long-term
possibility, especially for deep-space probes, but further study of their safety
and cost characteristics must take place before their application (Report 673).
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ANNEX 5.2.1.1

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE RADIOASTRONOMY SERVICE

Even though the radioastronomy serv1ce is a research service, it has had practical
value in a number of broad areas. It has been repaying some of the investment of
specialized radio techniques that helped bring it into being and helped in the development
of maser and parametric amplifier techniques, which has resulted in an increase, by
orders of magnitude, in the sensitivity attainable in radio receivers. It has led to
new developments in information theory, in data processing techniques and in the design
of large steerable antennae and feed systems.. Very long baseline interferometry
(VLBI) techniques, which involve radio telescopes located on different continents
throughout the world, have stimulated a series of geodetic advances which will lead
to significantly better determinations of the Earth's rotation rate, latitudes, and
longitudes, the wandering or the Earth's pole and the rate of continental drift.
Fault lines in earthquake zones are being ~onitored by VLBI techniques ln an attempt
to predict earthquakes. Radioastronomy observations have been used to predict radiation
hazards to man in space, while radioastronomy receivers are being used in cancer
detection.
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ANNEX 5.2.1.2.2
RADIO FREQUENCY LINES OF THE GREATEST IMPORTANCE TO THE RADIOASTRONOMY SERVICE

Substance

Rest frequency

Notes( I)

Suggested bandwidth

Deuterium

327.384 MHz

Hydrogen

1420.406 MHz

1370

Hydroxyl

1612.231 MHz

1610.6 to 1613.8 MHz

(3)

Hydroxyl

1665.402 MHz

Hydroxyl

1667.359 MHz

1660

MHz

(3)
(3)

327.0 to 327.7 MHz

}

to 1427

to 1670

(2) (3)

MHz

Hydroxyl

1720.530 MHz

1718.8 to 1722.2 MHz

CH Radical

3263.794 MHz

3260.0 to 3267.0 MHz

CH Radical

3335.481 MHz

3332.0 to 3339.0 MHz

CH Radical

3349.193 MHz

3345.8 to 3352.5 MHz

Formaldehyde

4829.660 MHz

4780.0 to 4835.0 MHz

Formaldehyde

14.488 GHz

Water vapour

22.235 GHz

Arnrnonia

23.694 Gllz

Ammonia

23.723 GHz

Ammonia

23.870 GHz

I

i

l

14.47 to

14.50 GHz

22.01 to

22.28 GHz

23.6 to

24.0 GHz

Excited hydrogen

36.466 GHz

36.43 to

36.50 GHz

Silicon monoxide

42.821 GHz

42.77 to

42.86 GHz

Silicon monoxide

43.122 GHz

43.07 to

43.17 GHz

Carbon monosulphide

48.991 GHz

48.94 to

49.04 GHz

Hydrogen cyanide

88.632 GHz}

86.0 to

92.0 GHz

Hco+ (Formyl ion)

89.189 GHz

Carbon monosulphide
Carbon monoxide

12

C 18 0

Carbon monoxide

13

97.981 GHz

97.88 to

98.08 GHz

109.782 GHz

109.67 to

109.89 GHz
110.31 GHz

C 16 0

110.201 GHz

ll0.09 to

Carbon monoxide u C 16 0

115.271 GHz

ll4.11 to

115.5 GHz

Formaldehyde

140.840 GHz

140.69 to

140.98 GHz

Deuterated hydrogen cyanide

144.827 GHz

144.68 to

144.97 GHz
145.75 GHz

Formaldehyde

145.603 GHz

145.~ to

Carbon monosulphide

146.969 GHz

146.82 to

147.11 GHz

Formaldehyde

150.498 GHz

150.34 to

150.65 GHz

C 11 0

219.560 GHz

219.34 to 219.78 GHz

Carbon monoxide ucuo

220.399 GHz

220.17 to

C 16 0

230.538 GHz

230.30 to 230.77 GHz

Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide

12

12

i
(3)

(3)

I
I

I

(3)
!

(3)

220.62 GHz

(1) The band limits for all lines in this table with the exception of those denoted by note(3) are the Doppler~hifted frequencies
corresponding to. radial velocities of :1: 300 km/s.
(2) An extension of the present exclusive allocation of 1400 to 1427 MHz is required to allow for the large, cosmologica1 Doppler
shifts on radiation from very distant sources.
(3) These line frequencies are being observed in distant galaxies with large Doppler shifts, and therefore require bandwidths
widened towards the lower frequencies.
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ANNEX 5.2.1.2.5
GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF THE RADIO SPECTRUM
IN THE SHIELDED ZONE OF THE MOON
(Report 539-1)

The use of the frequency spectrum by services with facilities which are located
1n the shielded zone of the Moon or which illuminate it could be based on the following
preliminary set of guidelines.
The entire radio frequency spectrum in the shielded zone of the Moon is
designated as available for passive users (the radioastronomy service and other passive
users as defined in the Radio Regulations), with the following exceptions :.
frequency bands currently available and allocated in the future to the
space research service, and those frequency bands in the space operation
service, the earth exploration-satellite service and the radiodeterminationsatellite service, that are required to support space research;
frequency bands currently available or allocated in the future for
radiocommunication and for space research transmissions within the lunar
shielded zone.
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ANNEX 5 . 2 .1. 3

HARMFUL INTERFERENCE LIMITS FOR THE RADIOASTRONOMY SERVICE

It can be shown from theoretical considerations (Report 224-4) that the total
system sensitivity (noise fluctuations) of a radioastronomy receiver (~T) is related
to the sum of the antenna noise temperature contribution (T) from the cosmic background,
the Earth's atmosphere, radiation from the Earth (TA) and the receiver noise temperature
(TR), the receiver bandwidth (~f) and the integration of observing time (t) by the
sensitivity equation :
~T

T

..!.2~f

t

The harmful interference levels for the radioastronomy service are listed in
Report 224-4 and are shown in Table 5.2.1.3(a) (for continuum observations) and
Table 5.2.1.3(b) (for spectral line observations). The assumptions associated with
the calculations are contained in the column descriptions.
COLUMN DESCRIPTIONS FOR TABLE 5.2.1.3(a)
Column
(I)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

The nominal frequency as it is customarily used to identify a radioastronomy band.
The centre frequency or the allocated radioastronomy band.
The assumed bandwidth.
The minimum antenna noise temperature includes contributions from the ionosphere, the Earth's lower atmospi1ere and
radiation from the Earth.
The receiver noise temperature is representative of a good radiometer system intended for use in high sensitivaty
radioastronomy observations.
The total system sensitivity in millikelvins as calculated from equation (4) using the combined antenna and receiver
noise temperatures, the allocated bandwidth and an integration time or 2000 s.
The same as (6) above, but expressed in noise power density using the equation !1P = k.!1 T, where k = 1.3S
x JQ-23 (J/K) (Boltzmann's constant). The actual numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or !1P.
The power level at the input of the receiver considered harmful to high sensitivity observations (!1PH>· This is expressed
as the interference level which introduces an error or not more than I 0% in the measurement or !1P. !1PH = 0.1 !1P !1fA.
The numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or !1P,.,.
The total power nux in the allocated band needed to produce a power level !1PH in the receiving system assuming an
isotropic receiving antenna. The numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression of SJ-!1fAThe average power nux-density in the allocated band needed to produce a power level !1PH in the receiving system
assuming an isotropic receiving antenna. The numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or SH.

COLUMN DESCRIPTIONS FOR TABLE 5.2.1.3(b)

Column
(I)

The nominal frequency of the spectral line.

(2)

The spectral line receiver channel bandwidth. The channel bandwidths used represent typical channel widths used for
spectral line observations.

(3)

The minimum antenna noise temperature includes contributions from the ionosphere, the Earth's atmosphere and
radiation from the Earth.

(4)

The receiver noise temperature is representative or a good radiometer system intended ror use in high sensitivity
radioastronomy observations.

(5)

The total system sensitivity in millikelvins as calculated from equation (4) using the combined antenna and receiver
noise temperatures, the assumed channel bandwidth and an integration time or 2000 s.

(6)

The
k -

same as (5) above but expressed in noise power density using the equation !1P = k.!1 T: where
1.38 x to-23 (J/K) (Boltzmann's constant). The actual numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or !1P.

(7)

The power level at the input or the receiver considered harmful to high sensitivity observations (!1PH>· This is expressed
as the interference level which introduces an error or not more than 10% in the measurement or fl.P; fl.PH = 0.1 !1P!1f,
The numbers in.the Table are the logarithmic expression or fl.PH.

(8)

The power nux in a spectral line channel needed to produce a power level or !1PH in the receiving system assuming an
isotropic receiving antenna. The numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or SJ-11f,

(9)

The average power flux-density in a spectral line channel needed to produce a power level fl.PH in the receiving system
assuming an isotropic receiving antenna. The numbers in the Table are the logarithmic expression or SH.

TABLE 5.2.1.3(a)

Sensitivities and harmful interference levels for radioastronomy continuum observations with 2000 second integration time

System sensitivity
(noise fluctuations)
Nominal
frequency

Centrel.
frequencyl

Assumed
bandwidth

Minimum
antenna noise
temperature

Receiver
noise
temperature

;~

[f)

(mK)

Power
spectral
density
l1.P
(dB(W/Hz))

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

30000
6000
1000
200
40
25
15
10
10
10
12
IS
I5

3 365.00
136.00
13.75
2.74
0.86
1.00
0.74
0.09
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.13

-223
-237
-247
-253
-259
-259
-260
-269
-267
-267
-272
-269
-27I
-267

-190
-190
-195
-199
-201
-203
-202
-205
-207
-207
-202
-202
-195
-194

-202
-197
-196
-195
-189
-189
-I85
-180

IS

100
100
100
IOO
100
100
100
20
20
20
20
30
50
100

-171
-160
-156
-146
-143

-245
-254
-258
-259
-258
-255
-253
-255
-247
-241
-240
-233
-233
-226

30
40
35

150
150
200

0.04
0.03
0.04

-273
-274
-273

-185
-184
-183

-125
...:.t20
-114

-223
-220
-214

Temperature

fn
(MHz)

(l)

20
40
80
150
327
408
610
I420
2 700
5000
10650
I5 350
23 800
31400
90000
135 000
235 000

t

(M\1z)

(2)
21.860
38.000
73.800
152.000
325.300
408.050
6Il.OOO
1 413.500
2695.000
4 995.000
10690
I5 375
23 800
31400
89000
135 000
235 000

llfA
(MHz)

(3)
0.020
0.500
1.600
3.000
6.600
3.900
6.000
27.000
IO.OOO
10.000
IOO
50
400
200
6000
10000
10000

Harmful interference levels

l:t.T

Input
power

Power
flux

ll.PH
(dBW)

(dB(W/m 2 ))

S11llfA

-177

Power flux
spectral density

su

(dB(W~ 2

•

Hz)))

• Calculation of harmful interference levels is based on the centre frequency shown iri this column although not all regions have the same allocations.
NotP.- If an integration time of IS minutes, one hour, two hours, five ·hours or ten hours is used, the relevant values in the Table should be varied by +1.7, -1.3, -2.8, -4.8 or -6.3 dB
respectively.

TABLE 5. 2 .1. 3 (b)

Sensitivities and hannful interference levels for radioastronomy. spectral line observations with_ 2000 second integration

System sensitivity
(noise fluctuations)
Assumed
spectral line
channel
bandwidth

Minimum
antenna noise
temperature

Receiver
noise
temperature

f
(MHz) ·

Afc
(kHz)

r~)

(K)

AT
(mK)

Power
spectral
density
AP
(dB(W/Hz))

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Frequency

TR

Temperature

Hannful interference levels

Input power

Power flux

APH
(dBW)

S'twAfc
(dB /m 1 ))

Power flux
spectral
density
SH
(dB(W /m 1 • Hz))

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

327

10

40

100

22.10

-245

-215

-203

-243

1420

20

10

20

3.35

-253

-220

-196

-239

1665

20

10

20

3.35

-253

-220

-194

-237

4 830

50

10

20

2.12

-255

-218

-183

-230

14488

170

15

20

1.34

-257

-215

-170

-223

22 235

250

40

50

2.85

-254

-210

-162

-216

88630

1000

30

150

2.85

-254

-204

-144

-204

115 271

1 300

50

150

2.77

-254

-203

-140

-201

Note.- If an integration time of 15 minutes, one hour, two hours, five hours or ten hours is used, the relevant values in the Table should be changed by +1.7, -1.3, -2.8, -4.8 or -6.3 dB,
respectively.
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The following considerations are also of importance when considering harmful
interference limits for the radioastronomy service :
1.

Contrary to the transmissions of most of the active services, the radio
emission from cosmic sources has the characteristics of Gaussian nolse
which makes it extremely difficult to separate a faint source of continuum
or spectral line emission from the background noise.

2.

The harmful interference limits given in Report 224-4 apply to transmissions
received in the radioastronomy bands from active services operating inband (i.e. sharing) or out-of-band (i.e. spurious, harmonic, band-edge
emissions).

3.

One of the most serious types of harmful interference is very low level
interference, which may lead to.erroneous results because the long integration
times mask the characteristic features of the interfering signal, and which
is undetected at the time of observation. In this case, not only are the
observations untrustworthy (but believed valid), but also there is no
possibility of identifying the source of interference.
In deriving t~e harmful interference limits, the SPM notes that the following
constraints are involved
(a)

The galn of the radioastronomy antenna is not taken into account.

(b)

Receiver noise temperatures are sometimes lower than those adopted ln
the tables.

(c)

Integration times are often considerably longer. than the 2,000 seconds
adopted in the tables, especially for spectral line -observations.

(d)

There are sometimes more than one interfering signal in the radioastronomy
band.

As a result of these considerations, the listed harmful.interference levels
represent levels within which both the passive radioastronomy.service and the active
services·with transmitters on the-Earth, in the air or in space may coexist.
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ANNEX 5 . 2 . 1. 4*

INTERFERENCE TO THE RADIOASTRONOMY SERVICE FROM
TRANSMITTERS IN OTHER BANDS

Interference may be divided into two general classes : (a) harmonic and
intermodulation interference - that resulting from radiation from transmitters in other
bands or from the intermodulation of two or more signals from such transmitters;
(b) band-edge interference - that resulting from signals radiated by a transmitter
located in a band adjacent to a band occupied by a radioastronomy receiver.
There are three ways in which a transmitter operating in an adjacent band
may be detected by a radioastronomy receiver :
The frequency response of the, receiver may have insufficient attenuation
at the frequencies in the adjacent band to reduce the interference to the
required level.
Non-linear effects in the receiver may,- in the presence.of two or more signals
near the edge of the passband, give rise to intermodulation products falling
within the passband of the receiver.
The transmitter may radiate sidebands which extend into the radioastronomy
band.
Interference to radioastronomy observations arises from terrestrial, airborne
and satellite transmissions. A detailed consideration of possible interference from
terrestrial UHF television transmissions is contained in Report 697. Interference
from satellite transmissions is dealt with in some detail in Report 697 and Report 698.
New information has been ~ade available to the SPM concerning the out-of~band
transmissions from the Japanese geostationary meteorological satellite (GMS). This
describes preliminary measurements of the out-of-band emissions of the satellite made
at the radio observatory at Parkes, Australia (Fig. 5.2.1.4). As a result of the
specially designed filters in. the satellite-borne transmitter, the spurious emi·ssion
in the 1 660-,-1 670 MHz radioastronomy band more than. satisfies .the condition for
harmful interference laid down by Report 224-4. The telescope can be pointed to within
4 degrees of the satellite before the harmful interference level is exceeded. In order
to observe closer to the interfering satellite, further attenuation of the out-of-band
emission would be required, depending on the actual radiation pattern of the radio
radioastronomy antenna.*

*

See Appendix C.
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FIGURE 5 . 2. l. 4*
Level at the surface of the Earth of power flux-density 1n the
radioastronomy band emitted by GMS of Japan

Estimated power flux-density before insertion of
band-rejection filter
Estimated power flux-density after insertion of
band-rejection filter

•

-Preliminary measurement of power flux-density to the band
1 693 - 1 703 MHz (mirror image of radioastronomy band, see text)
.. Preliminary measurements of power flux-density in the
radioastronomy band 1 660 - 1 670 MHz

*

See Appendix C.
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ANNEX 5 . 2 . 1. 5 . 1

RADIOASTRONOMY SHARING WITH SPACE OR TERRESTRIAL
TRANSMITTERS WITHIN LINE-OF-SIGHT*
Taking Pr = maximum permissible interference power (in dBW) in the reference
bandwidth, from Table I of Report 224-4 the separation distances d {metres) for sharing
is given by
20 log (4nd) - 20 log (A)
where Pt + Gt

= Pt

+ Gt + Pr

e.i.r.p. of interfering transmitter ln dBW
wavelength in metres.

Values of d appropriate to a transmitter in geostationary orbit·and to a transmitter
in an aircraft at a height of 20,000 m (d = 600 km) were chosen to represent near
extreme distances for space and· terrestrial stations within the line-of-sight.. The
maximum allowable e.i.r.p. for sharing transmitters within line-of-sight of a
ra.dioastronomical observatory was then calculated. The result 1s plotted in
Fig. 5.2.1.5.1. Atmospheric attenuation has not been included in this calculation but
the curves have been broken where the attenuation peaks.

*

See Appendix· C.
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ANNEX 5 . 2 . l. 5 . 2

RADIOASTRONOMY SHARING WITH TERRESTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
BEYOND THE HORIZON*

Report 382-3 defines a m1n1mum basic transmission Lb(p) as
Pt + Gt + Gr

p (p)
r

where
m1n1murn permissible basic transmission loss (in dB) for p %of the
time; this value must be exceeded by the actual transmission loss for
all but p %of the time;
transmitting power level (in dBW) ln the reference bandwidth at the
input to the antenna;
gain (in dB relative to isotropic) of the transmitting antenna;
gain (in dB relative to isotropic) of the receiving antenna in the
direction of the transmitter;
p (p)
r

maximum permissible interference power (in dBiJ)_ in the reference
bandwidth to be exceeded for no more than p %of time at the receiver
input.

Taking p = 10 %and Pr (10) from either Table I or II of Report 224-4, the value
of Lb (10) can be calculated by assuming values of Pt, Gt. At each of the radioastronomy
bands of interest, the choice of a reference system prov1des Pt and Gt. When the
bandwidths of the potentially interfering transrni tt.er ( Bt) and the radioastronomy
receiver (Br) are unequal, a term of form 10 log (Br/Bt) is added to the right-hand
side of the equation. When Br < Bt the term is negative and represents the fraction
of the transmitter power which can interfere on the assumption of un1form spectral
density. When Br > Bt the term is a measure, in dB, of the number of transmltting
channels within the receiver bandwidth. With Lb (10) calculated, the required separation
distance is determined from Report 238-3 (climate type 6). This climate represents
realistic "worst case" overland conditions.
The results of the calculations are shown in Table I. Column 1 lists the
frequency for which the calculations have been made. · Columns 2, 3 and 4 list the power,
antenna gain and e.i.r.p. of the interfering reference transmitter. Column 5 contains
the number of such transmitters whose powers add together to produce the total
interfering signal. In the event that the radioastronomy receiver bandwidth is narrower
than the transmitted signal bandwidth, the fraction of the transmitted power which
can interfere is shwon in a footnote. Pr in column 6·is the harmful interference level
from Report 224-4. Column 7 is for the basic transmission. loss calculated from
Equation 2. Columns 8 and 9 list the separation distances for radioastronomy_ sites
with moderate shielding (horizon angle= 1°) and good shielding (horizon_angle = 4°).
And finally column 10 lists the gradient of the basic tran?mission loss, VdB, the number
of dB change in the basic transmission loss for a 100 km change in distance. This term
may be used to modify the required.separation distance for interfering trapsmitters
of different e.i.r.p.

*

See Appendix C..

TABLE 5 • 2 .1. 5 • 2
Summary of sharing calculations for reference interfering transmitters and model propagation paths
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
Radioastronomy Rx

Interfering Tx
Frequency

MHz
13
20
38
80
408

608
1400
3000
4975

10650

p,
dBW

-

13
15
14

-

27
30
10
10
7

7
22200
31400
115200

0
0
0
0

-

G,
dB

-

-

3
10
4

-

0
0
44

No.
ofTx

10

1

- 180

1

16
25
18
40
50
60
27

5

- 190
- 190
- 195
-203
-202
-202
-202
-220
-207
-207
-207
- 205
-205
-210
-210
- 194
- 194
- 203

30
10

44
0
0
50
50
0

52
7
0
50
50
0
32,49 (7)

7
12
1
1
1
Note (2)
1
1
1

1
1
Note (5)
Note (6)
1
1
Note (8)

(10)

Propagation path

Lb
dBW

Pr

10

0

-

Inter·
ference

(9)

(8)

Harmful

E.i.r.p.
dBW

43

(7)

dB

-

-

213
223
232
242
252
262
233
237
261
217
257
212
191
241
244
194

-

d (10)
km

~ > 4000(1)
1000
1000

860
950
1090
1220
590
530

800
260
625
150
< 100
340
350
100
100

d (4°)
km

V Lo
dB/100 km

: > 4000(1)
790
775
660
765
915
1055
410
375
680
140

510
115

< 100
230
250
< 100
100

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9(3)
8
Note (4)

-

8
9

-

Note. ( 1) Signals are propagated to very large distances by ionospheric propagation.
.
(2) Spectral line observation - the transmitter bandwidth is greater than a single channel of the spectral line receiver.
The interference potential is reduced by 14 dB, and therefore the e.i.r.p. per channel bandwidth is 13 dBW.
(3) This figure for the gradient of Lh should not be used at distances smaller than 125 km.
(4) An extrapolation of the basic transmission loss to other distances is not possible because of its very nonlinear nature.
(5) Spectral line observation - the interference potential is reduced by 19 dB, and therefore the .e.i.r.p. per channel bandwidth is - 19 dBW.
(6) Spectral line observation - the interference potential is reduced by 19 dB, and therefore the e.i.r.p. per channel bandwidth is 31 dBW.
(7) E.i.r.p's of 32 and 49 dBW are to be associated with moderate and good shielding of the observatory.
(8) Spectral line observation - the interference potential is reduced by 19 dB, and therefore the e.i.r.p:'s per channel
bandwidth are l3 and 30 dB W respectively.

Vl

I-'
CO
I-'
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ANNEX 5.2.2.1
CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEMS FOR NEAR-EARTH SPACE RESEARCH
TABLE 5.2.2.1.2.1
Bandwidths and frequencies for transmissions for typical research spacecraft

~

Type ol danal

frequeoc )' ranae

l.a~io-(requeo:y

Voice
Tel eau er i.ll&
Wideba.nl! ctua

lAu t b.&.n l

~--------

per _link

ba.nd~o~ldth

(GHz)

·-·--------

luh

----·-- - - - - - - Voice
Telc=eterin&
Wid•b&lld data and televiaioo

to

)

soo

soo

,J

-

4~

lr.Hz

to 800 k..liz
lt.H.z to 4 I'Qiz

--------·-- .. ,.-- .... · - - -

Voice
Talaaeterin&
Videb&lld data &Dd televilioo

6 to 10

4~

SO to 5GO Ulz

--

1 to 6

to

)

10 to 1 ~0 i..hz

l to '5 kliz
.500 kllr to t. MHz
4 to 20 KHz

-l to 45 k.Bz
l KBz to 20 Ml:iz
'Op to 300 Mliz

Voice

10 to 30

tal . .eteri.ll.&

Videban.d clata and

--

ta1~1.a1on

40

l%l

"t:l
'-'
~

c::
c::
Q)

~

30

~
............

6

20

0

(J

·a
8

_g
.8

-~
-;
]

~

~ ..........._

q
10

'

........
0

6

0

!'-. ~

r- G

t'--:--.
~

=32- 25 log lP

N

!'....

~

c['..."

-10
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~

·--Angle between the axis of the main beam and the direction in question .p (degrees) · ·

6

o

11.5 GHz. D/"A~ 380
34.5 GHz. D/"A~ll50

FIGURE 5.2.2.1.3
Statistical data from earth station antenna diagrams
(Levels exceeded by 10% of the sidelobe peaks)
Antenna type:

Cassegrain, polarization, right-hand circular
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FIGURE 5 . 2. 2 .1. 5
Data relay satellite system
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Earth
Earth station
Data relay satellite
User spacecraft
DRS transmitter beam
· User spacecraft transmitter beam .
Fixed:. or.- mobiJ:.e· terres.triaJt system
Horizon

TABLE 5.2.2.1.5(a)
DRS system characteristics

Forward link

Return link

Characteristics
f.arth-to-DRS

Maximum RF bandwidth (MHz)
Earth station
e.i.r.p. density (dB(W/Hz))

330

I

DRS-to-user

50

User-to-DRS

225

Receiver noise temperature (K)

60

60
-26

Antenna gain (dBi)

-26

50

50

2300

2300

User spacecraft
e.i.r.p. density (dB(W/Hz))

Receiver noise temperature (K)

500

420

D RS spacecraft
e.i.r.p. density (dB(W/Hz))

Receiving antenna gain (dB)

DRS-to-Earth

4

Receiver noise temperature (K)
Antenne gain (dBi)

I

-28
2050
40 to 50

TABLE

5.~.2.i.5(b)
·,

Inter-satellite link characteristics of hypothetical DRS systems

Forward link (DRS-to-user) .

Return link (User-to-DRS)

2000 MHz

Characteristics

148 MHz

2000 MHz
L

low data
rate system

136 MHz

400 MHz

high data
rate system

low data
rate system

high data
rate system
\J1

DRS spacecraft
e.i.r.p. density (dB(W/Hz))

-:-10

6

~

-1~

Receiving antenna gain (dBi)

;·

15

15

20

32

Receiver noise temperature (K)

..,

500

500

500

500

-.32

-28

- i3.5

-25.5

User· spacecraft
e.i.r.p. density (dB(W/Hz))

Receiver noise temperature (K)

500

500

500

Receiving antenna gain (dBi)

-6

0

20
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ANNEX 5.2.2.2.3

TRACKING REQUIREMENTS FOR DEEP-SPACE RESEARCH
(Report 536-1)

l.

Navigation
The basic tracking measurements for navigation are radio-frequency Doppler
shift and the round-trip propagation time of a ranging signal. The measurements
must be made with a degree of precision that satisfies navigation requirements. Range
measurement accuracy specified for the Viking Mars Orbiter/lander was! 20 metres,
and for the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (MJS) flyby missions is : 4 metres. Future
requirements for longer or more complex missions require more accurate navigation and
tracking.

2.

Radio sclence
Spacecraft telecommunication links can also be important to studies of
propagation, relatiyity, celestial mechanics, and gravity. Amplitude, phase, frequency,
polarization and delay measurements provide the needed information. To make these
measurements, appropriate frequency allocations are needed. Within the 2 to 20 GHz
range, transmission delay and Faraday rotation (charged particle and magnetic field
effects) decrease rapidly with increasing frequency, and thus are best studied with
the lower frequencies. The higher frequencies provide relative freedom from these
effects, and are more suitable for studies of relativity, gravity and celestial
mechanics. For these studies, concurrent calibration of·charged·particle effects uslng
the lower frequencies is also needed.
Range measurements with an absolute accuracy of one or tv,ro centimetres are
required for this fundamental scientific work. This ranging acc-qracy depends upon
~oride-band codes an:d the simultaneous use of multiple frequencies for charged particle
calibration.
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ANNEX 5.2.2.2.5.1
PREFERRED FREQUENCIES FOR DEEP-SPACE RESEARCH( 1 )
(Report 683)

Region of preferred
frequency
1 to 2 GHz

4 to 6 GHz

7 to 9 GHz

10 to 14 GHz

12 to 20 GHz

Use
All weather Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth links
using either the spacecraft high-gain, or the widebeam
low-gain antennae. Used for telemetering, telecommand, tracking, and as part of multifrequency
charged-particle calibration.
All weather space-to-Earth link using the spacecraft
high-gain antenna. Used for telemetering, tracking,
and as part of multifrequency charged-particle
calibration.
All weather Earth-to-space link using the spacecraft
high-gain antenna. Used for telecommand, tracking,
and as part of multifrequency charged-particle
calibration.
Clear weather space-to-Earth link using the spacecraft
high-gain antenna. Used for telemetering, tracking,
and as part of multifrequency charged-particle
calibration.
Clear weather Earth-to-space link using the spacecraft
high-gain antenna. Used for telecommand, tracking,
and as part of multifrequency charged-particle
calibration.

Other requirements
Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth bands
separated by at least 7%.

Requires Earth-to-space band of equal width to
support two way tracking. (See 7 to 9 GHz
preferred frequency.)
Requires space-to-Earth band of equal width to
support two-way tracking. (See 4 to 6 GHz
preferred frequency.)
Requires similar Earth-to-space band of equal
width to support two-way tracking. (See 12 to
20 GHz preferred frequency.)
Requires similar space-to-Earth band of equal
width to support two-way tracking. (See 10 to
14 GHz preferred frequency.)

(1) Frequencies near 30 GHz. and perhaps higher, will also be needed in the future for space-to-space communication.
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ANNEX 5.2.2.2.5.2

REQUIRED BANDWIDTHS FOR DEEP-SPACE MISSIONS
(Report 536-1)

Link
Direction and function
Weather
independent

Normal

High
rate data

4o

4oo
1 to 5
1 to 1000
50 to 200

Earth-to-sEace
Channel bandwidth (MHz)
Telecommand (kRz)
Computer programming (kHz)
Voice (kHz)
Video (MHz)
Ranging (MHz)

4
1
5
50
1

to
to
to
to

5
250
200
4

1
5
50
1

to
to
to
to

5
500
200
24

4o

4

SJ2ace-to-Earth
Channel bandwidth (MHz)
Maintenance telemetering '(kHz)
Scientific data (kHz)
Voice (kHz)
Video (MHz)
Ranging (MHz)

4
1
0.008
50
0.2

to
to
to
to
4

5
115
200
0.8

40
1 to 5.
l to 500
50 to 200
2 to 8
40

400
1 to 10
50 to 104·
50 to 200
6 to 24
400
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ANNEX 5.2.2.4.2*

CRITERIA FOR THE CHOICE OF FREQUENCY BANDS ABOVE 100 GHz (SETI)

The basic criterion for the cho1ce of the frequency range for ETI communicat1on
lS the greatest channel information capacity at fixed transmission and reception costs.
Applying thls criterion, the most promising bands are around the frequencies characterized
by unique and universal phenomena in the universe (reference frequencles).
One such reference frequency might be given to the ground state spectral llne
(fine and hyperfine splitting) of the lightest artif1cial atom- positronium which has
a frequency :

v

= 203~385

GHz.

Another frequency reference point might be connected with the residual background
noise, in view of its fundamental role in the universe. This point. can be defined as
the centre of gravity of the energy spectrum of the residual background noise. The
.uncertainty of the present knowledge of the background noise temperature (2.7-3°K) deflnes
the frequency band corresponding to this point :
~v

1

= 197

to 220 GHz.

It should be noted that the spectral line of positronium falls in the same band.
A further reference frequency may be defined as the centre,of grav~ty of the
energy distribution of the ETI wideband information signal. This i,s optimum in the
sense that it provides the highest speed of transmitted information at a given value
of total power flux-density of the signal at the Earth. With the same uncertainty
of residual background no1se temperature, this frequency occupies the band :
~v

2

= 101 to 112 GHz.

Spectral lines of carbon monoxide and molecular oxygen are foUnd at 115.271
and 118.75 GHz. In view of the widespread occurrence of carbon monoxide in our galaxy
and in other galaxies, and in view of the important part played by oxygen in the evolution
of life on. Ea:r.t.P, these frequencies may be used to define a further band of intere.s·t
to SETI, 112 to 120 GHz.
It may be further noted that observations of signals in a narrow band around
the oxygen line, if carried out outside the Earth's atmosphere, would be effectively
screened from terrestrial interference by atmospheric absorption (Report 719).

*

See Appendix C.
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ANNEX 5.2.2.4.4
(Report 700)

SHARING CONSIDERATIONS (SETI)

1.

Line-of-sight paths
Consider the conservative case of a transmitting station with 1 dBW of power,
a 0 dBi antenna, and the modulation uniformly spread over l MHz! Th1s station would
exceed the interfering power spectral flux-density for an 1sotropic rece1ving antenna
at a range of approximately 160,000 km. Th1s leads to the conclusion that sharing
with spaceborne stations is not practicable. Sharing with airborne stations above the
horizon of a SETI station is also not practicable.

2.

Over-the-horizon paths
Sharing with most ground-based transmitters appears feasible if an appropriate
coordination procedure is adopted. Sharing with high-powered terrestrial systems
such as tropospheric scatter and radiolocation may be difficult. This sharing case
requires further study.

3.

Reflection from spaceborne objects
The reflection of terrestrial signals from spaceborne objects nearEarth may
also cause a problem. This case needs further study.
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ANNEX 5.2.7.1
STANDARD

FREQUENCY/TI~lli

SIGNAL SATELLITE SERVICE

Synopsis of Report 733

Present users of time .and frequency (T/F) information have access to a variety
of services and techniques for disseminating this information. These include the wellknown HF, LF and VLF broadcast services operated by many different Administrations
throughout the world; portable clock methods; the use of television transmissions and
radio-navigation signals as T/F transfer standards; telephone-accessible services;
and satellite techniques. Available accuracies may range all the way from the
millisecond region down to the sub-microsecond region, depending on such factors as
the particular technique used, the geographical locations involved, propagation conditions
experienced, etc. (Reports 363-4, 518-2, 271-5, 267-4).
Although available services can satisfy many of the present user needs for T/F
. information, increasing numbers of measurement applications are developing that require,
or can benefit from, T/F reference signals with improved accuracy, coverage, and
reliability. For example, the rapid growth of technology as applied to such areas
as precise navigation/position location, digital communications, scientific data
monitoring, and space applications, has resulted in needs for time synchronization and
intercomparisons over l_arge geographical areas at .the nanosecond ( ns) or better level.
Present methods for distributing T/F information that are generally available
to most users do no appear to have potential for satisfying the types of needs
discussed above. HF, LF and VLF services are limited by propagation effects and,
based on many years of accumulated experience, cannot reasonably be expected to offer
much better time-transfer accuracy capabil1ties than are now achievable. Time transfers
via televisionsignals have been performed at the 10 ns level, but only within local
areas where both timing sites are within line-of-sight in a common reception area of
the same television station. Longer distance television comparisons using interconnected
television networks show significant deterioration (to a few microseconds) due to the
additional propagation path uncertainties.
The use of existing satellite allocations for time and frequency services
at 400.1, 4 202 and 6 427 MHz may satisfy at least some of the emerging requirements,
but constraints, such as bandwidth, on these allocations prevent the possibil1ty of
satisfying the more demanding requirements - e.g. applications requiring 10 ns or
better (Report 518-2). The present 400.1 ~ 0.05 MHz allocation requires that emissions
be confined within ~ 25 kHz, 40 %of which could be used up by Doppler shift on the
transmissions if low-altitude (1,000 km) orbiting satellites are used to dissem1nate
the T/F information. Even if all the available bandwidth can be used to best advantage,
fundamental considerations l1mit the achievable signal stability as received to a few
tenths of a microsecond (~s). Ionospheric and tropospheric propagation uncertainties
are also of about the same order of magnitude at 400 MHz.
The existing allocation of frequencies at 4 202 ~ MHz and 6 427 : 2 l~z could
provide much better capabilities than the 400.1 MHz band, because of the reduced
propagation uncertainties at the higher frequencies and the larger bandwidth. A tabular
summary of the results of various satellite time transfers is included in Table 5.2.7.1.
Achievable time-transfer accuracies are likely to be in the 10-50 ns range, which is
a significant impro'\'·ement over existing services but still not adequate to meet the
expected more stringent needs of less than 50 ps being projected for the next 10-20
year period.
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TABLE 5.2.7.1

Satellite time-comparison experiments

Year

Experimenters

Satellite

Technique. description

Stated precision

1962

Steele
Markowitz
Lid back
Steele (1964)

Te1star:
6390 MHz

Two-way transmission

I~

1965

Markowitz
Lid back
Uyeda
Muramatsu
Markowitz
(1966)

Relay 11:
f up = 1723 MHz
f down = 4175 MHz

Two-way transmission

0.1 ~

1966

Martin, et al.
(1966)

Lunar Orbiter

Two-way transmission

30~

1967

Jespersen
K.amas
Gatterer
Mac Doran
Bottone
M organ
Jespersen
(1968)

ATS-1:
149.220 MHz up
135.600 Hz down

One-way transmission

10~

1967

Easton
Bartholomew
Phillips
Bloch

Timation 1:
400 MHz
Timation 11:
400 &: 150 MHz

One-way transmission;
clock on-board satellite

1969

R ueger. et al.

GEOS l(l)
162 MHz
324 MHz
648 MHz
972 MHz

One-way transmission;
spacecraft crystal clock

20

~s

1970

Laios
Laios (1972)

GEOS Il
136 MHz
162 MHz
324 MHz

One-way transmission;
spacecraft crystal clock

20

~s

1970

M urray. Pritt
Blocker,
Leavit, H ooten
& Goring
Murray (1971)

U .S. Defense
Communication
Satellite
X-Band

Symmetrical two-way
transmission

(1)

GEOS satellites are low altitude geodetic survey satellites.

500 ns in
Timation I;
10 ns in
Timation 11

0,16 ~s

J
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Year

Expe rimentt~rs

Satellite

Technique, descripti•)n

1970

Higa

Moon, X-band

One-way
transmission

J0 flS

1971

Mazur
Barliere
Mazur (1971)

ATS-1 and ATS-111,
up-link
6212 MHz;
down-link
4119 MHz

Two-way transmission

50 ns

1971

Hanson
Hamilton
Hanson (1974)

ATS-3
136 MHz

One-way
transmissions
of WWV signals
via satellite
transponder

1972

Hurd
Hurd (1972)

Quasars 2300 MHz
(cosmic noise sources)

VLBI (very long base-line
interferometry)

50 ·ns

1974

Taylor

TRANSIT
400 MHz
150 MHz

One-way transmission;
on-board clock

10 ns

1974

Chi
Mazur
Whitworth
Byron
Chi (1975)

ATS-1
6301 MHz (up)
4178 MHz (down)

Two-way transmission

10 ns

NTS-1
335 MHz (down)

One-way transmission;
on-board clock

50 ns

ATS-1
6 GHz (up)
4 GHz (down)

Two-way transmission

2 ns

1975

1976

Ens ton
Buisson
McCastill
MorJan
· Woodger
Smith
O'Hara
Buisson (1976)
Saburi
Yamamoto
Yokoyama
Kosaka
Uratsuka
Harada
Tsuk.amoto
Imai

Stated precision

1 flS

I

1976

Hanson
Davis
Cateora
Hanson (1976)

GOES (1)

One-way transmission

J0 f.lS

1976

Brunet
Freon
Parcelier (1977)

SYMPHONIE
-6 GHz (up)
4 GHz (down)

Two-way transmission

5 ns

, (1)

GOES satellites are high altitude meteorological satellites.

I
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ANNEX 5.2.7.2

EXAMPLE OF A POTENTIAL FUTURE 50 PICOSECOND TIME DISSEMINATION
SATELLITE SYSTEM OPERATING IN BANDS 10 AND 11

This Annex describes one possible future satellite time dissemination system
which can be operated with accuracies on the order of 50 picoseconds. The hypothetical
t1me and frequency system utilizes a pseudo-random noise (PRN) modulation with a clocking
rate of 125 MHz and a one millisecond code length.
The predetection bandwidth of the transmitted signal is 250 r~z while the post
detection bandwidth is 1 MHz, yielding a modulation processing gain on the order of
24 dB. The required post detection signal-to-noise ratio is .18 dB.
Transmission paths in both Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth are required
for a system of this accuracy. Table 5.2.7.2(a) gives a typical up-pa~h link calculation
for a system wh1ch utilized a satellite in a 1,000 km circular orbit. Table 5.2.7.2(b)
g1ves a corresponding down-path link calculation.
One possible :implementation of a satellite time and frequency system involves
a satellite operating with several earth stations. A master earth station would rece1ve
ephemeris and epoch data transmitted by the satellite and use this information
plus a high precision earth station clock to cal1brate the satellite clock. The remaining
earth station could then synchronize to the spacecraft clock. Other implementations
utilizing either low-orbit or geostationary satellites are possible.

TABLE 5.2.7.2(a)
Up-path link calculation
(13.7 GHz)

Earth station
Transmit power
Antenna gain over isotropic (6.5 m, 13.7 GHz)
Atmospheric margin
Free space loss (3,200 km, 13.7 GHz)

17.0 dBW
56.8 dB
-16.0 dB
-185.3 dB

Satellite
Antenna ga1n over isotropic
·Received signal level
Receiver noise power (250 MHz, 500 K)

4~o

dB

-123.5 dB\{
-117.6 dBW

Receiver processing ga1n

24.0 dB

Post detection signal-to-noise

18.1 dB
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TABLE 5.2.7.2(b)

Down-path link calculation
(20.7 GHz)

Satellite
Transmit power
Antenna gain with respect to an isotropic
antenna
Equivalent isotropic radiated power

20.0 dBW
5.0 dB
25.0 dBW(l)

Free space loss ( 3,200 km, 20.7 GHz) ·

-188.9 dB

Atmospheric margin

-20.0 dB

Earth station
Antenna gain over isotropic (6.5 m, 20.7 GHz)

(1)

60.4 dB

Received signal level

-123.5 dBW

Receiver noise (250 MHz, 500 K)

-117.6 dBW

Receiver processing gain

24.0 dB

Post detection signal-to-noise

18.1 dB

2

Corresponds to a power flux-density of -130 dB(W/m ) 1n a 1 MHz ·
band directly below satellite.
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ANNEX 5.2.8.5.2
LINK BUDGETS FOR SOUND-BROADCASTING SATELLITE

SYSTEr~

Elevation angle 20°
(high-latitude countries)

Elevation angle 70°
(equatorial countries)

1

1

Type of modulation

FM

FM

Type of polarization

Circular

Circular

Carrier frequency (GHz)

Carrier deviation (kHz)

±75

Noise bandwidth (kHz)

250
Transportable
and car

Type of receiver

±75
250

Stationary
(Line ofsight)

Transportable
and car

Carrier/noise ratio (dB)

10 (1)

30

10 (1)

Signal/noise ratio under the least favourable conditions (preemphasis 50 fLS, audio bandwidth 15 kHz) (dB)

40

60

40

0.0072 m 2

0.023 m 2

15

0

Receiving installation
Absorption area of the receiving antenna

Margin for coverage of shadow areas (towns and inside buildings)
(dB)

Equivalent noise temperature (K)

Spreading loss (dB/m

2

)

8

100

Receiving antenna temperature (man-made and cosmic noise) (K)
Coupling loss (dB)

Equivalent field strength (dB!LV/m)

5

8

Receiver noise factor (dB)

PFD necessary at the edge of the beam ( -3 dB contour) (dBW/m 2 )

0.0072 m 2

-

100

1

1

1900

1900

94.4

-104.4

51.4

41.4

-162.8

-162.1

Effective isotropic radiated power on the axis of the beam (dBW)

71.4

Satellite borne emitter
-3 dB antenna beamwidth (degrees)

I

1

Isotropic gain of the antenna (dB)

44

44

36

Approximate diameter of the satellite transmitting antenna (m)

20

20

8

500

50

320

Approximate power to be fed into the satellite transmitting
antenna (W)
(1) Under the least favourable conditions.

60.7

2.5
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ANNEX 5.2.9.5.2

USE OF ENERGY DISPERSAL IN TELEVISION

l.

Interference into SCPC/PSK carriers by slowly swept television carr1ers
From the measured data for the most general case of n identical CW interferers
all with identical, but uncorrelated, slow triangular energy dispersal, after adjusting
the levels to ensure compliance with the 10 % criterion of Recommendation 523 the
results shown in Fig. 5.2.9.5.2 of th~6 Annex were obtained. This figure shows the
C/I ratio necessary to realize the 10
bit error-rate as a function of o for different
numbers of carrier entries. This anlysis of multiple interference entries concentrated
on equi-amplitude interferers as a worst-case assumption. This is a conservative
approach, since in practical situations it has been observed that normal luminance
signal variations in the TV picture cause the TV carrier to deviate over several times
the energy dispersal peak-to-peak deviation.
It should be noted that at the ~W_end of the scale_(~ fpp less than_ the SCPC
bandwidth) the cumulative effect of add1t1onalinterferers 1s greater than s1mple power
additions. For large deviations, however, the cumulative effect of additional
interferers will be less than power additive.

2.

More effective methods of energy dispersal
A preliminary study on possible alternative TV energy dispersal concepts was
undertaken and, where appropriate, measurements made to verify the theoretical analysis.
The techniques considered included the following
(a)

addition of band-limited noise;

(b)

addition of a pseudo-random sequence of discrete intensity levels;

(c)

adaptively controlled FM deviation sensitivity according to the v1deo
contents (or line-by-line companding);

(d)

reversal of polarity of the signal, line-by-line, and replacing the line
and frame synchronizing pulses by bursts of oscillations;

(e)

TV line-rate dispersal waveforms with fixed amplitude synchronized with
line blanking intervals;

(f)

TV line rate dispersal waveforms with adaptively varied waveform type and
amplitude according to the video contents and synchronized with line
blanking intervals.
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ANNEX 5.3.1.4.1

SATELLITE TIME DISSEMINATION SYSTEM OPERATION

A pseudo-random noise (PRN) coded signal is transmitted from a ground transmitter
to a spacecraft receiver. PRN coding is used to assure good S/N ratios with minimal
interference power received by other stations sharing the bands.

The spacecraft receiver decodes the transmitted signal and makes a comparison
with a precision clock located on-board to determine the time of arrival referred tci
the spacecraft time standard. A spacecraft transmitter then uses a PRN modulated signal
to relay data on the ephemeris and epoch of earth signal reception to the earth station.
The earth receiver decodes this signal and a comparison can then be made between the
spacecraft time standard and the ground clock. Two earth stations can be used with
the spacecraft in such a way that stations one and two can compare clocks. The spacecraft
clock can also be compared with a calibration time standard at an appropriate earth
station in order to assess its accuracy. The operating characteristics are summarized
in Annex 5.3.1.4.2.
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ANNEX 5.3.1.4.2

SATELLITE TIME DISSEMINATION SYSTEM - SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS

Earth station
Transmitter power

lOOW

Antenna gain (assumed)

53 dB

Modulation type

PRN code

Receiver noise temperature

1000 K (-6 dB NF)

Predetection bandwidth

250 MHz, l. 2 GHz

Post detection bandwidth

l

Processing gain

24 dB, 30.8 dB

Post detection S/N ratio

18 dB

MHz

Satellite
Transmitter power

50W

Antenna gain

4 dB (over Earth angle)

Modulation type

PRN code

Receiver noise temperature

1000 K

Predetection bandwidth

250 MHz, 1.2 GHz

Post detection bandwidth

l

Processing gain

24 dB, 30.8 dB

Post detection S/N ratio

18 dB

MHz
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ANNEX 5.3.2.1.1.3(a)

RECOMMENDATION 356-4

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUES OF INTERFERENCE FROM
LINE-OF-SIGHT RADIO-RELAY SYSTEMS IN A TELEPHONE CHANNEL OF A SYSTEM
IN THE FIXED-SATELLITE SERVICE EMPLOYING FREQUENCY MODULATION,
WHEN THE SAME FREQUENCY BANDS ARE SHARED BY BOTH SYSTEMS
(Question 2-3/4 and Study Programme 2A-3/4)
(1963 - 1966 - 1970 - 1974 - 1978)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
(a)
that systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay systems
share frequency bands in the range above 1 GHz;
(b)
that mutual interference would increase the noise in both types of system beyond
that which would exist. in the absence of frequency sharing;
(c)
that it is desirable that the noise due to interference in the telephone channels
of systems in the fixed-satellite service because of the transmitters of radio-relay
systems should, during most of the time, be a small fraction of the total noise in
those systems, as set out in Recommendation 353-3;
(d)
that it is necessary to specify the maximum allowable interference power in
a telephone channel, to determine the maximum transmitter power and equivalent
isotropically radiated power of line-of-sight radio-relay stations, and to determine
whether specific locations for satellite-earth stations and terrestrial radio-relay
stations would be satisfactory;
(e)
that a distribution of one-minute mean power, as exemplified in Fig. 1, would
allot to interference an appropriate fraction of the total noise power permitted in
the hypothetical reference circuit;

(f)
that systems in the fixed satellite service may receive interference both through
the satellite receiver and through the earth-station receiver, but will receive the
higher levels of interference associated with small percentages of time primarily through
the earth-station receivers,
RECOMMENDS
1.
that systems in the fixed-satellite service and radio-re1ay systems sharing
the same frequency bands be designed in such a manner that the interference noise
power, at a point of zero relative level in any telephone channel of a hypothetical
reference circuit of a system in the fixed-satellite service, caused by the aggregate
of the transmitters of radio-relay stations, conforming to Recommendation 406-4, should
not exceed :
1.1
1000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than 20
of any month;
1.2
0.03

50 000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than
any month.

%of

%
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2.

that the following Note should be regarded as part of the Recommendation.

Note
The way in which the above values are to be taken into account in the general
noise objective for systems in the fixed-satellite service is defined in Note 6 of
Recommendation 353-3.
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ANNEX 5.3.2.1.1.3(b)

RECOMMENDATION 558

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUES OF INTERFERENCE FROM TERRESTRIAL
RADIO LINKS TO SYSTEMS IN THE FIXED-SATELLITE SERVICE
EMPLOYING 8-BIT PCM ENCODED TELEPHONY
AND SHARING THE SAME FREQUENCY BANDS
(Study Programme 2A-3/4)

(1978)
The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
(a)
that systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay systems
share frequency bands in the range above 1 GHz;
(b)
that interference from radio-relay systems would degrade the bit error-rate
performance of a satellite system relative to its performance in the absence of frequency
~baring;

(c)
that it is desirable that the bit error-rate in systems in the fixed-satellite
service due to interference from transmitters of radio-relay systems should, during
most of the time, be a controlled fraction of the total bit error-rate in those systems,
as set out in Recommendation 522;
(d)
that it is necessary to determine the maximum allowable interfering RF power
in a satellite system to establish the maximum transmitter power and equivalent
isotropically-radiated power of line-of-sight radio-relay stations, and to determine
whether specific locations for satellite-earth stations and terrestrial radio-relay
stations would be satisfactory;
(e)
that interference from radio-relay systems may vary with time due to the effect
of varying propagation conditions;
(f)
that systems in the fixed-satellite service may receive interference both through
the satell1te receiver and through the earth-station receiver but will receive the
higher levels of interference associated with small percentages of time primarily
through the earth-station receivers;
(g)
that
permissible
this allows
of RF power

where propagation variations are small it is preferable to define the
interference limit as a fraction of the pre-demodulator noise power, as
multiple interference entries to be superimposed on each other on the basis
addition.

RECOMMENDS
1.
that systems 1n the fixed~satellite service and radio-relay systems sharing
the same frequency bands be designed in such a manner that the interference to an 8-bit
PCM telephony system in the fixed-satellite service caused by the aggregate of the
transmitters of radio-relay stations operatjng in accordance with Recommendation 406-4
should conform to the following provisional' 1 Jlimits :

(1)

.

.

.

.

.

These cr1ter1a may need to be amended 1n the l1ght of further stud1es.
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.
.
( 1)
.
1.1
the 1nterfer1ng power
, averaged over any ten m1nutes, should not exceed, for
more than 20 % of any month, 10 % of the total noise power at the input to the demodulator
that would give rise to an error rate of l in 106;
1.2
the interfering RF powe[ should not cause the bit error-rate, averaged over any
one minute, to exceed 1 in 10 for more than 0.03 % of any month;

Note 1 : There may be a need for a paragraph in "RECOMMENDS" covering a time period
shorter than 0.03% of any month, but.this is a matter for further study with respect
to appropriate error rates and propagation statistics.

(l) ·It is assumed in this Recommendation that the long-term interference ··from the
terrestrial radio links is of a continuous nature. The situation relating to cases
where interference is not of a continuous nature has not been considered.
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ANNEX 5.3.2.1.1.3(c)

RECOMMENDATION 357-3*

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUES OF INTERFEREN~E IN A TELEPHONE CHANNEL
OF AN ANALOGUE ANGLE-MODULATED RADIO-RELAY SYSTEM SHARING THE SAME
FREQUENCY BANDS AS SYSTEMS IN THE FIXED-SATELLITE .SERVICE
(Question 17-1/9)

(1963 - 1966 - 1974 - 1978)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
(a)
·that systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight radio-relay systems
share certain frequency bands above 1 GHz;
(b)
that mutual interference would increase the noise in both types of system beyond
that which would exist in the absence of frequency sharing;
(c)
that it is desirable that the noise, due to interference in the telephone channels
of existing radio-relay systems, emanating from transmitters of satellites and earth
stations, should be a fraction of the total noise in those systems, such that it would
not be necessary to change the design objectives for radio-relay systems, as set out
in Recommendation 393-3;
(d)
that it is necessary to specify the maximum allowable interference power in
a telephone channel, to determine the maximum power flux from communication satellites
which can be allowed at the surface of the Earth and to determine whether specific
locations for satellite-earth stations and terrestrial radio-relay stations would be
satisfactory;
(e)
that a distribution of one-minute mean power, as exemplified in Fig. 1, would
allot to interference a reasonable fraction of the total noise power permitted in the
hypothetical reference circuit,
I

RECOMMENDS
1.
that systems in the fixed-satellite service and line-of-sight analogue anglemodulated radio-relay systems which share the same frequency bands, should be designed
in such a manner, that in any telephone channel of a 2,500 km channel hypothetical
reference circuit for frequency-division multiplex, analogue angle-modulated radiorelay systems, the interference noise power at a point of zero relative level, caused
by the aggregate of the emission of earth stations and space stations of the systems
in the fixed-sat.elli te service, including associated telemetering, telecommand and
tracking transmitters, should not exceed :
1.1
1000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than 20
of any month;

*

This Recommendation should be brought to the attention of Study Group

4.

%
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1.2
0.01
2.

50 000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than
any month.

%of

that the following Note should be regarded as part of the Recommendation.

Note
The way in which the above values are to be taken into account in the general
noise objective for radio-relay systems is defined in Recommendation 393-3.
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ANNEX 5.3.2.1.1.4
UPPER BOUND TO THE ERROR RATE CAUSED BY
MUTUAL INTERFERENCE BETWEEN DIGITAL TRANSMISSIONS
In digital receivers, a particular bit is either a "O" or a "l" according to
the polarity of a decision signal. The upper bound on bit error-rate is a function of
the parameters of the four contributors to this signal, namely the wanted signal,
thermal noise, inter-symbol interference, and mutual interference. The upper bound
on the bit error-rate is given by :

a

where

2

S

.. 2

0£

as
oi

2
2

2

n

+a

2

s

+

ri o.l. 2

l

= power ·Of the wanted signal, excluding inter-symbol interference i

= mean-power
= mean-~over
=

mean-~ower

of thermal nbise;
of inter-symbol interference;
of the ith BPSK or QPSK interferer.
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ANNEX 5.3.2.1.3.1

SHARING BETWEEN FIXED

1.

SATELLITE~

AND RADIODETERMINATION SERVICES

System characteristics
The radars which have been considered may be located on land, sea or air
platforms with the following range of characteristics
Parameters

Maximum

Minimum

Peak power (MW)

6.8

1.0

Duty factor (%)

.065

Instantaneous bandwidth (MHz)

.4

Antenna gain (dB)
Receiver noise temp (K)

6.0

40.0

35

48

800

2600

The fixed-satellite service use in this band has been characterized for purposes
of this study as being similar to the INTELSAT system (Report 207-4). A small
(24 channel) FDM/FM carrier has been assumed which is relatively sensitive.
Receiving earth station
Re~eiver

noise temp - 80K

Antenna pattern per Report 391-3
pfd- actual ~-165 dBW/m 2 .4 kHz

2
(-141 dBW/m .1 MHz)

Art 7 (RR)

-152 dBW/m

2

.4

kHz

Since usage of both services is likely to increase; it is essential to establish
a t~~chni,~el basis for sharing, determine if this basis is sufficient to indicate sharing
feasibility, and examine the nature of criteria needed to implement sharing which is
feasible.
2.

Sharing concepts and problems
A.

Introduction

In the documentation available to the SPM, sharing for the case where the radar
receiver was the victim was based on pfd from the satellite transmitter. For the case
of interference into the earth station receiver of the fixed-satellite service, sharing
matters were addressed on the basis of coordination or separation distances.
The SPM dealt with sharing on the basis of pfd in a straightforward manner
using acceptable methods with the results noted in No. 3 of this Annex. Through the
lack of directly applicable CCIR documentation, a variety of approaches was· used
to determine coordination or separation distance. Regardless of the approach used,
consistent results were obtained for the case when an equivalent radar was used in the
analysis (see No. 3 of this Annex). However, these results were arrived at on the
basis of differences in interference criteria, methods of calculating transmission
loss, and the manner of introducing and using the multiplicity of system pararn.eters.
Because of their importance to the problem, these differences are treated in more detail
in the subsequent sections.
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B.

Interference criterion

The interference criterion for a victim receiver was related to the thermal
noise level of the receiver. There was general, though unsubstantiated, agreement that
0 dB I/N at the input to the receiver was an acceptable mean value for this criterion.
In the absence of CCIR references on this point, the value noted above was agreed
to as a useful starting point.
Interference criteria for a victim earth terminal receiver were given 1n
terms of noise and signal strength. The noise-related criterion was based on
Report 382-3. The signal-related criterion was based on Recommendation 353-3. It
was noted in the discussion of the latter criterion that modifications to the criterion
might be possible as a result of some qualitative measurements.
G.

Transmission loss

There are no CCIR references which specifically discuss the services involved.
Thus, transmission loss was calculated in available documents on the basis of
Report 724, Report 238-3 which provides median values over a terrestrial path, and
Report 424-1 which.provides median values over an airborne path. Coupling via scattering
from hydrometeors was mentioned but the analysis of this path was not treated in depth.
D.

System parameters
Radar powe:r:

For the noise-related interference criteria, the peak power of the radar was
used. In this case, the peak power was modified by a combination of the radar duty
factor and the antenna scan characteristics to arrive at the desired value of
probability of occurrence of interference. For signal-related interference criteria,
the average radar power was used on the basis of measurements which indicated that
the interference noise power was a function of C/I average (see No .. 4 of this Annex).
Pulse characteristics
The radars treated in the SPM submissions were all single pulse radars. No
consideration was given to frequency or phase modulation within the pulse. As noted
above, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and pulse width may be used either to
contribute to the probability of interference or to determine average power.
Antenna characteristics
For the earth station of the fixed-satellite service, the antenna pattern
characteristics were in accordance with Report 391-3. No similar standard is available
for radar antennae nor, because of siting variables, is one likely to be. developed.
Antenna gain was handled in a variety of ways. For worst case situations, the peak
main-lobe gain was used. In determining the probability of interference, both mean
and median gain values were derived and incorporated into the analysis.
Earth station received carrier
The principal type of carrier studied was an FDM/~1 analogue 24-channel carrier.
Some mention was made of a 600-channel carrier. The information given indicated that
the given transfer characteristics between interference noise power and C/I average
was similar to that of the 24-channel carrier (see No. 4 of this Annex).
There were significant differences in interference levels between eo-channel and
frequency offset interference. It should be noted that all interference calculations were
based on analogue transmissions used for telephony. The effect on telegraphy bearers
(voice frequency or TDM telegraphy) was not examined. Also digital transmission and
television, which were mentioned in passing, may have a different interference criterion
and may be subject to different radar power considerations.
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The curves of Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(a) were obtained using a signal-related
interference criterion, transmission loss consideration from Report 724, average radar
power, a mean radar antenna gain, and an assumption that the radar duty factor chosen
is low enough to eliminate consideration of the short-term criterion.

Earth Station Horizon
Elevation Angle

Path Length (km)

FIGURE 5.3.2.1.3.l(a)
Propagation curves for 20 %of the time and required
separation distances to produce a one-minute mean
C/I of 42 dB for various average available power
levels of scanning radars
Earth station main beam elevation angle 20°
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3.

Sample calculations of coordination distance
The data given to Table 5.3.2.1.3.1 resulted from an analysis using
noiserelated interference criteria median values for transmission loss, peak radar power
and duty factor - median antenna gain combination to provide for 0.01 % interference
probability.

TABLE 5.3.2.1.3.1

300 elevation
Radar

Peak
power (dBW)

Loss (dB)
analogue
modulation

Distance
(km)

10°

elev~tion

Loss (dB)
analJgue
modulation

Distance
(km)

A

60.0

205.9

195

217.8

305

B

67.8

215.7

300

227.6

440

c

60.4

238.3

760

251.2

845

D

60.0

202.9

180

214.8

290

E

68.3

257.2

790

269.1

1000

There is enough similarity between radar A of Table 5.3.2.1.3.1 and the
P = 40 dBW curve of Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(a) to compare results. A linear extrapolation
of distances for radar B for the two elevation angles gives results in a coordination
distance of 250 km which is the same distance for the 2° horizon case of
Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(a).
The similarity should be viewed cautiously as a coincidence since differing
liberal and conservative factors used in each approach tend to compensate for one
another.
The results merely provide an indication that additional study may be fruitful
and is warranted.

4.

Measurement results
Recent laboratory measurements have yielded some information about the way
in which FDM/FM multi-channel telephony transmissions are affected by pulsed
interference. The interfered-with signal was a 24-channel carrier of the type widely
used in current communication satellite systems, with a quality conforming to CCIR
performance standards. The interfering signal was represented by a pulse train with
variable pulse width (0.1-10 ~sec), variable pulse repetition rate (0.3-3.0 kHz)
and variable power relative to that of the interfered-with signal. The wanted and
unwanted signals were added at an intermediate frequency prior to joint demodulation.
Interference assessment was poth subjective and by NPR measurements.
The results of the measurements, for eo-channel conditions, are shown in
Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(b) for the lowest voice channel, in Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(c) for the top
voice channel of the FDM/FM carrier. From these measurements, the following tentative
conclusions can be drawn :
for the general case of pulsed linwanted signals, the maximum interference
in a voice channel of an FDM/FM telephony carrier is a function of the
wanted-to-average unwanted carrier power ratio C/I and of the duty cycle o;
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in the absence of knowledge regarding the duty cycle the maximum interference
may lie anywhere on the envelope of the curves associated with a given duty
cycle and is then only a function of C/I, as follows (for a 24 channel
FDM/FM telephony carrier) :

and

(62.5-C/I)/7.5

V

5 10

V

~ 10(55-C/I)/7

(pWOp) (bottom channel)

(la)

(pWOp) (top channel)

(Th)

where I is the average unwanted power in the wanted signal's
necessary pre-demodulation bandwidth.
for the specific case of a given duty cycle, the maximum
interference is approximated by the expressions

v

max

(o)

v max (o)

o1 · 1

~

1.5

<

l. 4 u~

107

10

8

(pWOp) (bottom channel)

(pWOp) (top channel)

(2a)
(2b)

Note that these equations apply only to a 24 channel FDM/FM telephony
carrier. However, if an earthstationwere protected for the reception of such carriers,
it would also be adequately protected for the reception of higher capacity carriers
s1nce these are less sensitive.
A similarset of measurements was made independently using a 600-channel FDM/FM
receiver. The results are given in Fig. 5.3.2.1.3.l(d). The similarity of these three
curves implies that average power considerations may be useful for a receiver
configuration with any number of channels.
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Notes:

1.

Measured data was corrected to account for the modulation
characteristics employed by satellite systems.

2.

Measurements_ were. performed using a low (340kHz), middle
(1 244 kHz), and high (2 432kHz) test channel and the
interference was phased locked to the receiver. Worst
case measurement.s ~rere recorded.

3.

Microwave system noise for systems under test was
approximately 70 pw.
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ANNEX 5.3.2.3.1
SHARING BET¥ffiEN THE SPACE OPERATION
AND THE FIXED AND MOBILE SERVICES AROUND 2 GHz*
TABLE 5.3.2.3.1.2(a)

Earth station technical parameters
40 dB(W)

Transmitter power
Maximum spectral power density

-26 d.B(W/Hz)

Antenna gain (mainbeam)

47 dB(i)

Polarization

RHC

Frequency band

1

750 - 1 850 MHz

TABLE 5.3.2.3.1.2(b)

Terrestrial station technical parameters
Modulation

Analogue

Thermal noise temperature
Reference bandwidth

750 K
4 kHz

Ratio permissible interfering power to
thermal noise (0)

16 dB

Rece1ving antenna gain

35 dB

Interference, noise equivalence factor (W)

0 dB

Interference margin between long-term and
short-term allowable interference power
(M )
0

Frequency band

17 dB
1

750 - 1 850 MHz

Note : These parameters correspond to those given 1n Appendix 28 of the Radio
Regulations.

TABLE 5. 3. 2. 3 .1. 3 (a)

- Characteristics of space links

Low altitude circular orbit
satellites

Geostationary
satellites

Very excentric elliptic
orbit satellites
200000 km

300km

- 192 dB

- 206 dB

- 163 dB

- 161 dB

- 190 dB

- 205 dB

- 149 dB

43 dB

43 dB

43 dB

43 dB

43 dB

circular

circular

circular

circular

circular

circular

PTC

sow

SOW

sow

soow

s"'

Tr

300K

300K

300K

300K

150 K

300K

UJ

Pi

- 126 dBm

- 126 dBm

- 126 dBm

- 126 dBm

- 129 dBm

- 126 dBm

42 dB (W /4kHz)

42 dB (W /4kHz)

42 dB (W/4 kHz)

52 dB (W /4kHz)

56 dB (W /4kHz)

42 dB (W /4 kHz)

B

250kHz

250kHz)

250kHz

250kHz

250kHz

250kHz

G

- 5 dB

0 dB

OdB

0 dB

lOdB

- 5 dB

Lobe

Omni

Omni

Omni

Omni

63° (~ - 3 dB)

Omni

Polar

circular

circular

circular

circular

circular

circular

1W

JW

6W

6W

0.3W

800 K

800K

- 118 dBm

- 118dBm

300km

800 km

1200 km

elevation

- 163 dB

- 168 dB

- 170 dB

at the zenith

- 149 dB

- 157 dB

Gmax

43 dB

Polar
c:

!I~

so

CQ

"""
0
N

I

1,5 kW

.2

~

a 10°

sow

Vl

E.i.r.p.

w

c

PTH

0.3

3

Tr

800 K

800 K

800K

800 K

Pi

- 118 dBm

- 118 dBm

- 118 dBm

- 118 dBm

P. at f 5°

- 162 dB (W/m 2.4 kHz)

- 157 dB (W/m:.4 kHz)

P. at f zenith

- 148 dB (W /m 2.4 kHz)

- 147 dB (W/m:>.4 kHz)

500kHz

500 kH 1

.9
Cl)

4.1

u
~
c.

V)

B

Gma'.: Gain in the axis
PTM: Telemetering emission power

I

i

- 162 dB (W /m 2.4 kH z)

500kHz

PTC: Telecommand emission power
B:
Bandwidth of ;eceiver

- 173 dB (W lm 2 .4 kHz)

- 177 dB (W /m 2 .4 kHz)

- 148 dB (W/m~.4 kHz)

500kHz

500kHz

500kHz

Tr: Equivalent noise temperature
P;: Permissible interference power

1\)

I-'
0\
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Table 5.3.2.3.1 3 ('b)

Cl1aract er1st1cs
.· .
of rad1o relav ............. +

Type 1 station
Frequency band
Gain in axis
Polarization
Power emitted
Reference bandwidth
Permissible interference
power
Modulation

2-2.3 GHz
34.8 dB
linear
24 dB m (including
20 dBm on the carrier)
(irrelevant to this study)
- 97 d.Bm
digital

Type 2 station
2-2.3 GHz
36 dB

linear

43 d.Bm
4 k.Hz

- 118 d.Bm (in 4kHz)
analogue

Note: These characteristics are given as an examplt> and do not correspond with those given in Appendix 28
of the Radio Regulations.
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FIGURE 5.3.2.3.1.3(a)
Interference caused to an earth station by a
type 1 terrestrial station

d : distance separating_ t.h~ earth station froin the terrestrial station
G (6) : gain of terrestrial etation antenna in the direction of the
earth station
[
elevation of the physical horhon or the earth station in the direction
of the terrestrial station
A area without interference
B area vith interference

22 dB corresponding to the use or a frequency inserted between those
of the type 1 radio-rela-y allotment plan
The a.ntenn~ of the e.arth station is assumed to be pointed at an elevation
angle of 5
Df
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FIGURE 5.3.2.3.1.3(b)
Interference caused to an earth station by a
type 2 terrestrial station

d : distance separating the earth station from the terrestrial station
(8) : gain of terrestrial station antenna in the direction of the
earth station
[
ele·.ration of the physical horizon of the earth station in the direction
of the terrestrial station
A area vithout interference
B area vith interference

This figure has been obtained in the special case of a frequency
discrimination of Df = 22 dB
The earth station antenna is assumed to be pointed at an elevation
angle of 5°
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Interference caused to a type 1 terrestrial station
by an earth station
d : distance bet~een earth station and terrestrial station
u (8) : gain of the terrestrial station antenna in the direction of the
earth station
E clev:1ticn ~r the Fhy:;ical .horizon of :~e earn, stati011 in the directi:;r,
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A area vithout interference
B area vith inte, ~erence

Df = 12.5 dB corresponding to the use of a frequency inserteB between
those of the type 1 radio-relay allotment plan
The antenna of the earth station is assumed to be pointed at an elevation
angle of 5°
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FIGURE 5.3.2.3.1.3(d)
Interference caused to a type 2 terrestrial station
by an earth station

1 : distance between earth station and terrestri3l station
(8) : bai;. of the ~errestrial station ~ntenn~ ~n tr.e Jirection of the
eartr, station
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This figure has been obtained in the special case of a frequency
discrimination of Df = 12.5 dB
The earth station antenna is assumed to be pointed at an elevation
angle of 5°
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B

=

I

Calculated satellite pfd

Transmitter power

10 dB(W)

Maximum spectral power density

1.33

Antenna g13,in

0 dB(i)

Polarization

RHC

Orbit

600 km circular

Frequency band

2 200 - 2 290 MHz

X

10-

2

W/4

kHz

TABLE 5.3.2.3.1.4

Interference caused to satellites by terrestrial station
Case of interference
Station causing
interference

Station suffering
interference

Type 1
terrestrial
station

Satellite

Type 2
terrestrial
station

Satellite

Position of
satellite in relation
to radio relay system

Interference
power received
(dB m)

Permissible
interference power
(dB m)

at the zenith

- 143

- 118

25

No interference

1)

on the horizon and in the axis

- 121

- 118

3

No interference

1)

at the zenith

- 121

- 118

3

No interference

1)

Differences
(dB)

Remarks

\JI

on the horizon and in the axis

- 101

l} Strictly speaking, "No interference" means interference at a level lower than the permissible level.

- 118

- 17

Intermittent interference

1\)
1\)

w
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ANNEX 5.3.2.5.4.4

SHARING BETWEEN SPACE RESEARCH AND RADIONAVIGATION SERVICES

1.

Interference analysis
A portion of the interference analysis contained in Report 690 was repeated
by the SPM considering updated system characteristics and operational configurations.
Appropriate changes were made to the original text to reflect the current situation.

2.

Interference paths
Possible interferen~e paths between DRS system components and airborne Doppler
navigation equipment are illustrated in Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(a). The DRS-to-earth station
portions of the forward and return links utilize narrow beams which are relatively
stationary with respect to the Earth's surface. The region in which potential
interference to aircraft may occur would thus be limited to the vicinity of the earth
station (up to about 350 ~n, a function of the size of the antenna pattern coverage).
Interference due to transmissions from a DRS to a user spacecraft could possibly
occur at any location on the Earth's. surface, provided the power flux-density is high
enough at the Doppler navigation system receiver antenna. The angle of arrival of
potentially interfering signals. will normally be limi.ted to the hemisphere above the
aircraft equipped with a Doppler navigator as shown in Figs. 5.3.2.5.4.4(a) and (b).
B
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FIGURE 5.3.2.5.4.4(a)
Data relay satellite (DRS) - user spacecraft geometry
A
B
C
D
E
F

-

Earth
Data relay satellite
Earth station
User spacecraft
Doppler navigation system
User spacecraft orbit (200 - 12,000 km)
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Possible interference paths due to transmissions from a user spacecraft to the
DRS or from an earth station to the DRS are also illustrated in Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(a).
The situations to be considered here represent the worst cases expected : interference
to Doppler navigators resulting from flights in the main beam of the user-DRS return
link, and interference to Doppler navigators resulting from flights in proximity to
the DRS system earth station during forward link transmissions to a DRS. In both
cases, Doppler transmitter/receiver antennae will be pointed toward the Earth's surface
(14° to the aircraft yaw axis); the resulting interference paths are main-lobe to
side-lobe couplings (Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(b)).
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3.

Power flux-densities required to produce interference from the DRS into the Doppler
radar system
The sensitivity of a typical Doppler radar navigation receiver is listed
in Table 5.3.2.5.4.4 as -198 dB(W/Hz). Since the Doppler radar receiver has a relatively
narrow noise bandwidth compared to DRS system transmission bandwidths, interfering
signals may be treated as white noise (see Report 537-1). As a result, if the maximum
allowable interference level is assumed to be 10 dB below the receiver thermal noise,
then the maximum allowable interference spectral power density at the receiver antenna
is -208 dB(W/Hz).
The spectral power density at the receiver, Pr, is given by
P

=S

r

2

+ G + 10 log (A /4 n)
r

dB(W/Hz)

( 1)

where
S : spectral power
G

flux~density

2

in dB(W/(m .Hz)),

: receiver antenna gain (dBi),

r

A : wavelength in metres,
~(Gr

2

+ 10 log A /4 n~ is the effective area of the receivlng antenna
ln dB relatlve to lm (in this case, -17 dB).

If P = -208 dB(W/Hz) and G- = 27.0 dBi (see Table 5.3.2.5.4.4), then at
r
r
.
.
13.25 GHz, the spectral power flux-denslty requlred at the receiver antenna main lobe
to produce interference is -191.0 dB(W/m2.Hz)).
The spectral power flux-density at the receiver antenna is glven by
2

dB ( \{ / ( m . Hz ) )

( 2)

wherePt

transmit spectral power density, dB(W/Hz),

Gt

transmitting antenna ~ain, dBi,

R

:
1

slant distance, metres.

Solving this for a DRS e.i.r.p. of -26 dB(W/Hz) (see Report 691) yields a predicted
2
spectral power flux-density at the horizon of -189 dB(W/(m .Hz)), 2 dB above the level
required to produce interference, but the airborne Doppler system antenna pattern
should still give sufficient discrimination to prevent problems in practice.
Interference coupling is very unlikely to occur through the receiver antenna
main lobe. As shown in Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(b), receiver antennae are pointed at the
Earth's surface at an angle of about 14° from the yaw axis of the aircraft. A side-lobe
envelope pattern of gain = 38 - 25 log 8 is assumed.l)
This envelope reaches its
lowest value (-5 dBi) at 53° from the main beam axis .. As a result, the antenna gain
toward the horizon is at least 32 dB below ·that of the main beam axis, even at aircraft
pitch and roll angles up to 230. Antenna back lobe coupling would therefore require
a spectral power flux-density of at least -159 dB(W(m2.Hz)) to produce interference.

1)

Reference pattern for small antenna.
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Back lobe coupling will always occur in straight and level flight and in
manoeuvres producing aircraft attitude changes of less than 23°. Attitude changes
larger than this will probably occur infrequently and be of short duration. For example,
a coordinated standard rate (30/s) turn of 180° can be completed in only 1 minute.

4.

Maximum allowable flux-densities from the user spacecraft (under worst case conditions)
From Report 691 the radiated spectral power density of a typical user spacecraft
is -28 dB(W/Hz). Solving equations (1) and (2) with this value and a range of 1,610 km
(distance D-E in Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(a)) and an antenna gain of -5 dB yields an interference
spectral power density of -211.7 dB(W/Hz) into the Doppler receiver. The corresponding
interference-to-noise power ratio is -13.7 dB, a sufficient margin.

5.

Earth station-DRS forward link
Report 691 gives a radiated spectral power density for a DRS system earth station
of 4 dB(W/Hz), assuming a transmitter antenna gain of 60 dBi. Solving for the resulting
main beam 1nterference spectral power density gives :
P

= -50.7-

r

20 log R + G

r

(3)

If Doppler navigator equipped aircraft in level flight passes directly through
the earth station transmitter main beam (elevated to approximately 27° to illuminate
a DRS, a value typical of that planned for use at a DRS earth station in the central
United States),the receiver antenna gain at the crossing will be approximately -4 dB,
or less. Therefore, the interference spectral power density is :
P

r

= -54.7-

20 log R

(4)

As an example, if the aircraft were l km distant, the resulting interference spectral
power density would be -114.7 dB(W/Hz) giving an interference-to-noise ratio of 83 dB.
Thus, some criter1on must be established for aircraft attitude and distance to avoid
interference.
If the DRS earth stations are permitted to use elevation angles as low as 10°,
the distance at which operations of Doppler radar receivers are affected is about 500 km
for operational altitudes of 15 km. Such operational constraints would require the
development of coordination procedures between the two affected radio services in areas
around DRS earth stations. This is considered to be a serious handicap to both services
even though there is not likely to be a great number of such earth stations.

6.

Power flux-density restrictions on the DRS-to-earth transmissions
The maxim~~ levels assumed for the allowable flux-density at the Earth's surface
due to emissions from a DRS are plotted in Fig. 5.3.2.5.4.4(c), derived from
Recommendation 358-2, for the frequency band from 12.5 to 15.4 GHz. The values in
any 4 kHz band have been normalized to 1Hz along the ordinate axis. If these limits
are assumed to apply to any space-to-earth transmissions in the space research service,
the highest spectral power flux-density allowable is -174 dB(W/m2.Hz)\ (corresponding
to -138 dB(W/(m2 .4kHz)) which is 15 dB less than that level required to produce
interference to a Doppler navigation system on an aircraft in level flight.
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FIGURE 5.3.2.5.4.4(c)

From Table 5.3.2.5.4.4, the gain of the Doppler navigational antenna is 27 dBi,
and the side-lobe and back-lobe response is assumed to be -5 dBi. Since the maximum
allowable power spectral flux-density is equivalent to -174 dB(W/(m2.Hz)), main beam
to main beam coupling could give rise to interference 17 dB above threshold. Main
beam to main beam coupling is unlikely for all normal aircraft flight attitudes;
in fact, a coupling of any kind oy the DRS main beam to a Doppler navigation system
receiver is unlikely.

TABLE 5.3.2.5.4.4
Typical Doppler navigation system characteristics

Installation
Extent of use
Transmilfer
Tuning range
Average power1
Type emission
Emission bandwidth
Filter bandwidth
Stability
Modulation
Harmonic attenuation
Spurious attenuation

Receiver
Tuning range
Stability
RF bandwidth
Sensitivity

Antenna
Polarization
Scan
Gain
Azimuth beamwidth
Elevation beamwidth
Spurious response
(I) Updated information.

Helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft (1)
Operation is continuous during the aircraft
mission (l)
13.25-13.40 GHz
150 mW (1)
F9
- 3 dB: 100kHz
- 20 dB: 280kHz
- 60 dB: 600kHz
- 3 dB: 400kHz
350 PPJvt
Highest modulating frequency 30kHz
(sinusoidally modulated)
- 60 dB minimum
- 60 dB minimum
13.25-13.40 GHz
350 PPM
- 3 dB: 250kHz
- 20 dB: 504kHz
- 60 dB: 785kHz
- 198 dB (W /Hz) for minimum detectable signal
(assumed to be unity SIN ratio (1)
Linear
Four narrow beams sequentially switched to positions in the four
quadrants at 7.3 Hz rate
27.0 dB
7.8° max
5.8° max
-40 dB
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ANNEX 5.3.2.8.1

COORDINATION DISTANCES FOR EARTH STATIONS IN THE MOBILE-SATELLITE SERVICE

Example coordination distances were calculated
type that might operate on land or sea. The following
mode (1) distances (d1 ) in the earth station main beam
of text), mode (2) rain-scatter distances (dcr) and ~d

for mobile earth stations of the
assumptions were used to determine
azimuth (mba in Fig. 5.3.2.8.2(a)
distances :

(a)

negligible site shielding (zero degree physical horizon angle from all
locat1ons within the service area);

(b)

a 10° earth station antenna elevation angle.

The coordination distance calculations were performed for a transmitting mobile
earth station since this situation may be of greatest concern. The following parameters
were used :
(a)

frequencies of 8 GHz and 30 GHz;

(b)

mobile earth station transmitter powers of 250 and 1000 watts in a 40 MHz
emission bandwidth (Pt' = -16 and -10 dB(W/4 kHz) and Pt' = 8 and
14 dB(W/1 MHz);

(c)

mobile earth station antenna ma1n beam gains of 43 dBi (8 GHz) and 50 dBi
( 30 GHz);

(d)

mobile earth station antenna gains ln the direction of the horizon in
the main beam azimuth of 8.9 dB and-7 dB corresponding to antenna diameters
of 2.44 m at 8 GHz and l m at 30 GHz;

(e)

analogue terrestrial station parameters at 8 GHz and digital terrestrial
station parameters at 30 GHz taken from Table I of Report 382-3.1)

-r

Freq.
(GHZ)

8
R

30
30

p

I

(d~W)
-16
-10
+.8
+14

Zone A
d1 (km)
193
228102
125

Zone B
d1 (km)
qo3

1048
412
541

Zone c
d1 (km}
876
1032
309
399

Rain climate 1
(km)
6d (km)
d
er

100
100
lOO
100

17.84
17.84
17.84
17.84

I

Rain climate 5

d

er

(km)

6d (krr.)

-

100

17.84

100

l'T. 8!.

100
lOO

11.84
17.84

I
1

1)

Note that a smaller coordination area might result if digital terrestrial station
were used at 8 GHz; however, the protection areas might be significantly
larger due to the nature of interference criteria for digital systems.

p~rameters
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An important consideration in evaluating the prospective size of a
coordination area for a mobile earth station is the earth station antenna side-lobe
characteristics. In general, earth station antennae whose diameter-to-wavelength (D/A.)
ratio is less than lOO possess higher side-lobe gains than those of D/A. > 100. This
fact leads to larger coordination distances in the near side-lobe azimuths of earth
stations with D/A. < 100, as might be the case with mobile earth stations.

An additional important consideration in determining coordination distances
is the number of expected entries of interference, "n", used in calculating the maximum
permissible level of interference. The distances in the above table were calculated
using values of "n" taken from Table I of Report 382-3, i.e. n = 2 at 8 GHz and
n = l at 30 GHz. These values of "n" may not be appropriate (too low) in bands shared
by the mobile-satellite service. However, it is important to note that time division
multiple access satellite systems may result in significantly fewer interference entries
than satellite systems using other access techniques.
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ANNEX 5.3.4.2.2

BIDIRECTIONAL USE OF FREQUENCY BANDS IN THE SPACE RESEARCH SERVICE

In this annex, the problem areas relating to bidirectional utilization of
space research bands are described and analytical models for intra-service interference
are developed. The annex does not consider interference consequences to other services
which may operate in the same bands.*
1.

Bidirectional sharing models

1.1

Sharing with systems employing low-orbit satellites
An example of a low-orbit frequency sharing scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 5.3.4.2.2(a). In this scenario, there are two low-orbit satellites which are
each in communication with a different earth station. In the simplest form of
unidirectional frequency sharing, both up-links would be on the same frequency while
the down-links would share a second frequency. Thus, each earth station would receive
interference power from the other satellite and vice-versa. The result of this situation
is that each satellite, depending upon the parameters of the systems involved, would
have to maintain a minimum separation distance from the other.

The dimensions of this interference zone would depend on the distances from
the earth stations to the satellites, the transmitting powers, antenna gains, and
discrimination patterns as well as the modulation type and the extent to which the
emission bandwidths are common.
For a homogeneous system involving a single interference sourc~, and assuming
a direc_.t pattern for both the intended and interfering signals, the c/i ratio at the
input to the victim receiver is given by :
2
ptgtgRBl d2
c/i = plglgSs2dl
(1)1)

where
pt and gt are the transmitter power (W) and ma1n beam ga1n of the intended
s1gnal;
gR is the main beam gain of the rece1v1ng antenna;
dl

lS

the transmission path distance for the desired signal (km);

_d2

lS

the transmission path distance for the undesired signal (km);

pl

lS

the transmitter output power of the undesired signal (W);

g

is the gain of the transmitting antenna of the undesired signal source in
direction of the victim, g is the gain of the receiving antenna in the
direction of the interfering s8urce.

t~e

*
1)

See Appendix C.
Propagation data relevant to the evaluation of this equation are found 1n the
documentation of Study Group 5.
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Desired path
Interference path

LEGEND

A - Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station C
B - Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station D

C - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite A
D - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite B
E - Earth

FIGURE 5.3.4.2.2(a)
Conventional mono-directional frequency sharing by low-orbit satellites
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and S and S represent the atmospheric transmission coefficient on the wanted and
intertering p&ths, respectively.
The advantage of using a bidirectional frequency plan for low-orbit sharing
can be seen from the geometry of Fig. 5.3.4.2.2(b). In the illustration, the up-link
of one system is on the same frequency as the adjacent system down-link, and vice-versa.
Three potential 1nterference paths exist. The first path couples the two adjacent earth
stations, each of which receives the transmitting frequency of the other. Additionally,
there are two satellite-to-satellite paths, one involving a direct path and the other
a reflection from the surface of the Earth.
The principal advantage of the bidirectional frequency assignment scheme is
the absence of interference to the earth station from the satellite which it is not
working with and vice-versa. However, this advantage may be offset if there is
interference between the adjacent satellites of such intensity that the systems may
not be operated in both directions simultaneously when the satellites are near each
other. Moreover, if the orbital altitudes of the satellites are not the same, one
satellite may pass through the main beam of the transmitter of the other satellite.
For earth station-to-station interference, the interference magnitude assuming
the stations are located beyond their mutual radio horizons, depends on terrain
1rregularity and effects of the troposphere. The location of the earth stations must
therefore be engineered to avoid a deleterious c/i at the receiver of either site.
Such engineering would be based on :
(a)

the definition of a m1n1mum tolerable c/i value applicable to the systems
concerned, based on either homogeneous or non-homogeneous design,

(b)

development of a coordination procedure and criteria similar to that
in Appendix 28, but specifically designed for the case of earth station
to earth station interference,

(c)

development of procedures for specifying m1n1mum satellite separation
angles.

For intersatellite interference the c/i ratio for direct path coupling lS
given by :
2

c/i

ptgtgRd2 S

(2)

plgRgSdl?

where
. . Pt' g , gR, p , g , .dl and d are defined in equation 1 and 8 is the transmission
1
1
coefflclent or the wanted Slgnal patE. The satellite geometry for low orbit satellites
would, of course, vary continually as the satellites move in their orbits; the intersatellite distance would change as well as the angular direction of the inter-satellite
path with respect to the bore-sight of each satellite antenna. Accordingly, the
realization of any benefits from bidirectional sharing is heavily dependent on the
antenna off-axis patterns. Thus, in order for frequency sharing criteria to be
formulated, analytical tools such as antenna reference patterns, applicable to loworbit satellite systems in the space research service, must be developed.
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Desired path
Interference path

LEGEND
A - Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station C
B -Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station D
C - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite A
D - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite B
E - Reflection point for interference path
F - Earth

FIGURE 5.3.4.2.2(b)
Intended and interfering signal paths in low-orbit
bidirectional frequency sharing
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1.2

Sharing in systems employing geostationary satellites or a combination of
geostationary and low-orbit satellites
One of the methods of transmission proposed for the space research service
involves relay of maintenance telemetry, experimental data, tracking signals, and
commands through a geostationary data relay satellite (DRS).
The DRS, however, also has the potential of causing interference to other systems
operating iL the space research service which share the same frequency bands. In
Fig. 5.3.4.2.2(c), for example, one such system is illustrated. In this instance,
satellite A is in bidirectional communication with earth station D, by means of
geostationary relay satellite C, while at the same time there is an ongoing communication
between another low orbit satellite, B, with its associated earth station, E. In this
example, it is seen that the interference which results is, in addition to being dependent
on the geometry of the circuit, quite dependent on the precise scheme of the frequency
assignment. In the example shown, all the up-links, i.e. (E to B, D to C, and A to C)
are on the same frequency, and a corresponding situation exists on the down-links.
This leads to a situation where there is direct path (Equation 2) and indirect path
interference between the two low-orbit satellites, while there is potential mutual
1nterference between the relay satellite and the earth station operating with the loworbit satellite. Similarly, there is interference between the low-orbit satellite and
the earth station operating with the geostationary satellite.
If the frequency plan is changed, however, such that satellites A and B transmit
and receive on the same frequencies, the geometric interference relationship of
Fig. 5.3.4.2.2(d) results. Here, there is direct and indirect path interference between
satellite B and relay satellite C, as well as interference between earth station E
working with satellite B, and low-orbit satellite A, which is working through data
relay satellite C. There is no mutual interference between the low-orbit satellites,
but the earth stations must be coordinated to preclude interference between these
installations. The advantage of this particular frequency plan accrues from tne fact
that little interference will result if the satellite and earth station antennae are
sufficiently directive, since in the usual circumstances the coupling paths of concern
will be more than 90° off main beam.
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Desired path
Interference path
LEGEND
R - Reflection point for interference path
A - Low-orbit satellite user of geostationary data
relay satellite
B - Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station E
C -

Geostationary data relay satellite

D - Earth station associated with the data relay satellite
E - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite B
F - Earth

FIGURE 5.3.4.2.2(c)
Intended vs. interfering signal paths 1n a typical DRS application
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Desired path
Interference path
LEGEND

A - Low-orbit satellite user of geostationary data relay
satellites
B - Low-orbit satellite operating with earth station E
C - Geostationary data relay satellite
D - Earth station associated with the data relay satellite
E - Earth station associated with low-orbit satellite B
R - Reflection point for interference path
F - Earth

FIGURE 5.3.4.2.2(d)
Intended vs. interfering signal paths in a typical DRS
application : alternate frequency plan
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ANNEX 5.3.4.3.3

DETAILED ASSUMPTIONS FOR SEPARATION ANGLE CALCULATIONS

For examples 1 and 2 (Figs. 5.3.4.3.3.2 and 5.3.4.3.3.3), the I~S feeder links
are assumed to carry telephony traffic and to use single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) FM
modulation with a bandwidth of about 30 kHz. Worst case eo-channel operation with
the adjacent FSS satellite's links is assumed, so that the required isolation must be
achieved solely by the directivity of the earth station antennae. For purposes of the
example, the frequencies are assumed to be near 6 GHz (Earth-to-space) and 4 GHz
(space-to-Earth). The MMSS satellite translates the 6 GHz feeder link carriers to
about 1. 5 GHz in the shore-to-ship direction, while t1~anslating the 1. 6 GHz ship-toshore carriers to about 4 GHz.
In example 1, the FSS system link is assumed to carry television (TV) instead
of SCPC telephony. The TV carrier is assumed to be frequency modulated and to have
the same parameters as planned for use in the INTELSAT V system. In example 2, the
FSS system link is assumed to have modulation characteristics which are similar to those
of the MMSS links. However, the required value of unfaded carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N)
is assumed to be different due to differences in the quality objectives and fade margin
requirements.
The assumed link characteristics for use in the example 1 and example 2
calculations are summarized in Table 5.3.4.3.3.4(a). These assumptions are used
to calculate the required satellite separations angle (e) in order to ensure an adequate
carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) in both the 'MMS links and the links through the
adjacent FSS satellite. The required C/I values are listed in Table 5.3.4.3.3.4(b).
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TABLE 5.3.4.3.3.4(a)

Assumed link characteristics for exrunples 1 and 2

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------r
Earth station antennae (both systems)
I
on-axls transmission gain

54 dBi

on-axis reception gain

50.5 dBi

sidelobe gain (dBi)

32-25 log

e

Polarization isolation

0 dB

Satellite antenna discrimination (both
reception and transmission)

0 dB

MMSS carrier type bandwidth

SCPC-FM/30 kHz

MMSS up-link (6 GHz) e.1.r.p. (at 10° elevation)
per carr1er

59 dBW

total in 7.5 MHz

76 dBW

MSS down-link (4 GHz) e.1.r.p. (toward
edge of coverage)
per carrier

- 2 dBW

total

15 dBW

FSS link characteristics
Carrier type bandwidth

Example 1

Example 2

TV-FM/20 MHz

SCPC-FM/30 kHz

up-link e.i.r.p. per carrier (dBW)

88

59 +

~e

down-link e.i.r.p. per carrier (dBW)

23

-2 +

~e

energy dispersal deviation (kHz)

~f

TABLE 5.3.4.3.3.4(b)
Single entry eo-channel C/I criteria

~ffected

1)

link

Interfering emission(s)

Required C/I within
affected link's
bandwidth (dB)

MMSS feeder link

F.S.S. SCPC-FM

22

MMSS feeder link

F.S.S. TV-FM

22.-7. 6 l og 3Q
~f -

F.S.S. SCPC-FM

.MM:SS feeder link

22 +

F.S.S. TV-FM

MMSS feeder l1nks

27 to 30 dB

Criterion based upon experimental results;

1)

~e

adopted only for use in these examples.
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ANNEX 5.3.4.3.4

MARITIME SATELLITE FEEDER LINKS SHARING vliTH
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION IN THE REGION OF 4 200 MHz

l.

Introduction
The use of radio altimeters is very much associated with the more critical
stages of flights, i.e. those stages at relatively low altitudeand, in particular,
in the approach and landing phases. It is now common international practice for the
radio altimeter to be linked automatically to the flight control system to provide
the vital information about the height above obstacles and ground for the automatic
landing system. This information is also used to initiate automatically the "flare-out"
of the aircraft just before touchdown. Needless to say, such requirements call for
high accuracy and integrity from the radio altimeter. This in turn calls for guaranteed
freedom from interference.
In addition to height indication for landing purposes, the radio altimeter is
also the data source for ground proximity warning systems, now a mandatory carriage
ln many states of registration~ and is being considered for other integrated data
systems for use in aircraft.
•rvo significant interference modes are considered
satellite transmissions into airborne radionavigation recelvers,
transmissions from airborne radionavigation transmitters into feeder-link
earth station receivers.

2.

Satellite transmissions into aeronautical radionavigation receivers
Two basic types of radio altimeter are in widespread service and are considered
ln this document, one using a pulse emission and the other a frequency-modulated
continuous wave. The following system parameters have been assumed :
(a)

satellite transmitter
e.l.r.p.

(b)

(main beam)
(beam edge-global)

+
+

7 dEW/channel
3 dEW/channel

channel bandwidth

25 kHz

total shared bandwidth assumed
for this study

20 M.Bz
.

e.i.r.p. density (main beam)
for full band occupancy

+ 36 dB (W/20 MHz)

aeronautical radionavigation receiver

noise figure
bandwidth
thermal noise at receiver
maximum antenna gain
antenna beamwidth to

-3 dB point

pulse type

FMCW type

5 dB

5 dB

100 .MHz
-119 dB (W/100 MHz)
+13 dB

8 kHz (instantaneous)
-160 dB (W/8 kHz)
+13 dB
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For the purpose of interference calculations, the permissible interference level
at the radionavigation receiver is taken as 1/lOth of the receiver thermal noise power,
i.e. -129 dB (W/100 MHz) for the pulsed system and -170 dB (W/8 kHz) for the FMCW
system.
Two significant interference entry paths from the satellite are considered and
the following values of antenna gain have been assumed at the radio navigation receiver
(with respect to an isotropic antenna).
low elevation satellite

high elevation satellite
(i.e. sub-satellite point)
-10 dB

0 dB

Using the above system parameters, it can be shown that the interference entry
from the maritime mobile satellite into the radionavigation receiver is well below the
permissible interference threshold, thus :
low elevat1on satellite

high elevation satellite

Type of altimeter

pulse

FMCW

pulse

FMCW

Interference level
at receiver ( dBW)

-164.8

-198.8

-169.6

-203.6

Permissible interference
level at receiver ( dBVl)

-129

-170

-129

-170

Margin (dB)

+35.8

+28.8

+40.6

+33.6

Even if the total e.i.r.p. of the satellite were increased to the limit set in
Nos. N6063/470NL - N6o66/470NO of the Radio Regulations and the maximum allowed power
flux-density realized across the full 20 MHz assumed for this assessment for space
station transmitters sharing with terrestrial services between 3 400 and 7 750 MHz,
a margin of at least 12 dB would remain for a single interference entry as follows :
low elevation satellite

high elevation satellite

Type of altimeter

pulse

FMCW

pulse

FMCW

Interference level
at receiver (dBW)

-149.8

-183.8

-148.6

-182.6

permissible interference
level at receiver ( dBW)

-129

-170

-129

-170

Margin (dB)

+20.8

+13.8

+19.6

+12.6

1

3.

Aeronautical radionavigation transmissions into feeder link earth station receivers
When considering interference from radionavigation transmitters to earth station
receivers, it is necessary to consider four significant factors related to the systems
under consideration
(a)

Nature of radio altimeter transmissions

The basic characteristics ~f {)resent designs of radio altimeter are as follows
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Pulse emissioni FMCVl swept emission
Transmitter peak power (dBW)

+ 21

- l

Antenna gain (dB)

+ 12

+ 12

Nominal centre frequency (MHz)

4 300

4 300

+

Frequency accuracy (MHz)

20

+

+

40

20

l)

or
Frequency excursion about centre frequency
(MHz peak-peak)

80

120

165

Inview of the bandwidth and frequency stability of emissions from current
pulse radio altimeter type equipment, it is unlikely that emissions will approach
the edge of the allocated band. Hence, sharing near the edge of the allocated
band direct interference from the radioaltimeter into the feeder link receiver of an
earth station is unlikely and has not been considered in this study. However, in certain
cases when pulse radioaltimeters with very sharp rise-time pulses are comraercially
available, the conclusions relevant to this should be reconsidered.
The F1v1C1v type is used in two forms which sweep over the same frequency range
but utilize different sweep waveforms. One form controls the output frequency with
a fixed low frequency triangular waveform (nominally lOO Hz repetition rate). The other
form controls the output frequency with a composite sawtooth. waveform which comprises
two main elements :
the carrier is held constant at the lowest output frequency for a short
period during each cycle of the sweeep,
and
the sawtooth ramp S\.reeps the output frequency between m1n1mum and maximum
at a rate inversely proportional to altitude, e.g. time 1.·) sweep from .
minimum frequency to maximum frequency= 10 microseconds per foot (0.304 m)
of altitude. The minimum sweep rate arising at high altitude is about
4 kHz/microsecond.
The possibility of interference with this type of emission is the subject of
the evaluation in § 4 below.
(b)

Effect of radio altimeter transmission on narrowband ·feeder link channels

Study of the effects of a \·ride band swept frequency signal in narrowband filters
shows that signals whose dwell time within the filter pass-band is small compared
with the time constant of the narrowband filter will be attenuated. It can be shown
that for the triangular swept signal, the output of the filter will be some 26 dB
below the response that would be obtained from an interfering carrier of constant
frequency and the same amplitude as the swept carrier. However, for the complex sawtooth
sweep case for which the sweep rate will be lower for high altitude aircraft, it is
assessed that the corresponding figure may be only some 10 dB.

1)

.

.

Reflects d1fferent types of equ1pment.
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(c)

Effect of aircraft movement on the form of interference entry

When aircraft fly near or through the earth station antenna beam, the aircraft
will, in general, be in level flight. For earth stations operating at low elevation
angles, interference from the fUll e.i.r.p. would only be possible if the aircraft
were to turn with banking angles well in excess of those normally used. Hence, the
antenna gain in the direction of the earth station may be assumed to be isotropic,
(see 2 above). For earth stations operating at high elevation angles, the possibility
of interference increases because the incident angle at the aircraft is reduced. However,
the period during which interference will persist will be correspondingly less.
(d)

Impact of equipment designs on spectrum utilization

The table in § 3 (a )shows that with current designs of equipment .an overall
.spectrum spread of 200 MHz can occur, taking worst-case temperature variation effects
etc. into account. The effects of these tolerances could prohably be reduced by
adjustments to equipment that has facilities for such adjustment, butmany equipments
do not incorporate these facilities.
The minimum resolution achievable from an FMCW altimeter lS given by

where
R is the resolution,
F ls the peak-to-peak frequency deviation,
c l.S the speed of radio wave propagation.
Consequently, within a given spectrum allocation, the development of systems
with improved resolution will require the use of higher values of deviation which,
in turn, wlll demand a closer control of the centre frequency. The latest
internationally recognized specifications for radio altimeters call for an accuracy
of 0.457 m, requiring a peak-to-peak frequency excursion of 165 MHz about the centre
frequency. Some prototype equipment already in existence uses a peak-to-peak frequency
excursion of 180 MHz about the centre frequency. In order to remain within the allocated
frequency band, an improved specification for frequency control will be necessary
(4.3.5.3 on aeronautical radionavigation). Altimeters with different frequency bandwidths
and related accuracy for different height ranges could be envisaged in the future.
This problem requires further study.

4.

Evaluation of interference
(a)

Characteristics of earth station recelver

For the purposes of this study, a maritime mobile-satellite :feeder system has
been defined which reflects possible developments in such systems in the time frame
of the WARC-79.
Antenna gain

On-axis

52.8 dBi

Sidelobes

32-25 log e dBi lo
48°
~ e 5
-10 dB I e > 48°

Equivalent noise temperature
of total link

200° K

I. F. bandwidth

25 kHz

I.F. response to swept interference
(worst case, sawtooth ~~CW altimeter)

-10 dB

Permissible single entry interference
power at receiver input
20 %value l)
0.01 %value

-169.8 dBW
-148.6 dBW

l) Value not to be exceeded for more than 10 seconds per occurrence.
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(b)

Direct interference from FMCW radio altimeters into maritime mobile
feeder link earth stations

With the system characteristics described above, the interference conditions
at the earth station can be shown to be as follows in parts of the frequency band where
sharing is under examination.
Example 1 : Radio altimeter 1n earth station antenna side-lobes at greater than 48°
off-axis.
Permissible interference power

-169.8 dBW (20

Receiver antenna gain

-10 dBi

Interfering e.i.r.p. towards earth station

-1

Required path loss

158.8 dB

Required separation distance

500 km

dB~i

50 km

Example 2

%value)

without site
shielding
"\-Tith 20 dB of
site shielding

Radio altimeter 1n earth station antenna.side-lobes at less than 48°
off-axis.
Permissible interference power

-169.8 dBH (20

Receiver antenna gain

32-25 log 6 dBi

Interfering e.i.r.p. towards earth station

-1 d.BW

Required path loss

200.8 -25 log 8

%value)

dB

Required separation distance versus separation angle
8 (degrees)

2)

4

16

8

Distance (km) without
site shielding

11,000 2 )

4,640 2 )j

1,950 2Y

Distance (km) with
20 dB site shielding

1,100 2 )

460

200

32

I

820 2 )
80

The larger separation distance in ex&~ples 1 and 2 are unrealistic for normal
aircraft operation, in that the effects of earth curvature have not been included.
For aircraft flying as high as 14 km, radio line-of-sight distance would be less
than 500 km, assuming a zero degree local horizon around the earth station. However,
these distances may be important to operation at very high flight altitudes such
as, for example, the space shuttle.
(c)

Interference due to earth station receiver overload

System overload usually occurs in the front-end section of a receiver pr1or
to the main I.F. filtering. For the purpose of the study, it is assumed that some
specific measures could be taken to reduce the likelihood of this type of interference
and, hence, a band-stop filter has been addded at the wideband receiver input.
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FMCW
Pulse
Direct
entry into
main beam
Permissible interference
power for initial onset
of overload (dBW)
Receiver antenna gain (dEi)
Transmi.tting antenna gain ( dBi)
Interfering e.i.r.p. towards
earth station (dBW)
Filter loss (dB) 3 )
Required path loss (dB)
Required separation distance (km)

3)

A 35 dB filter has been assumed.
but with a cost penalty.

(d)

-85
52.8

(either type)

Entry via
side-lobes
48° off-axis

-85
-10

Direct
·entry into
main beam

-85
52.8

Entry via
side-lobes
48° off-axis

-85
-10

0

0

0

0

+21

+21

-1

-1

35

35

35

35-

123.8

61

101.8

39

8

very
small

0.6

very
small

In special cases, greater loss could be obtained

Observations

Several important observations can be made including the following :
Significant site shielding loss may not be realized for altimeters operating
at high altitudes, since current practice is to operate the altimeters
throughout an entire flight. Siting of earth stations to operate at low
elevation angles to the satellite would be especially difficult.
Relaxation of the interference criterion by about 20 dB (0.01 %) and assuming
line-of-sight conditions would give about the same separatim- distance
requirements as result from the 20 % criterion with shielding.
Once an aircraft approaches an earth station, it is likely to remain at an
unacceptably close distance and range of separation angles for a long
period of time (mariy minutes). The exact duration would depend on the
aircraft's altitude, heading and speed.
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ANNEX 5.4.1.1. 7

METHOD OF CALCULATION TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF TELEVISION
INTERFERENCE INTO

NARROWBA~D

CARRIERS

This method would apply typically to a picture carrier, modulated only by
frame-rate dispersal at 15-30 Hz, sweeping across a narrowband (e.g. 38 kHz SCPC)
channel. Although the dwell time that the picture carrier spends in the narrowband
channel is small, the demodulated bit error rate may exhibit severe degradation of
the system performance~
The proposed met~od of calculation 1s based on determination of the carrierto-interference ratio.
The uplink carrier-to-interference ratio (c/i)
formula
(c/i)

u

lS g1ven by the following

( 1)

u

The downl1nk carrier-to-lnterference ratio (c/i)d lS given by the following
formula
(2)

The total carrier-to-interference ratio (c/i)t can then be written as follows

~

= ( c/ i)

-1

u

+

-1

(c/i)d

( 3)

The symbols are defined as follows :
minimum carrier power delivered to the earth station antenna transmitting
the narrowband carrier.
p'

e

maximum carrier power delivered to the earth station antenna transrn1tt1ng
the slow--sweep interfering carrier.
minimum carrier power delivered to the interfered with satellite antenna
by the wanted narrowband carrier.

p'
. s

maximum carrier power delivered to the interfering satellite antenna by
the slow sweep interfering carrier.
main beam transmit gain of the earth station transmitting the wanted
narrowband carrier.
receiving antenna gain of the interfered with satellite 1n the direction
of the earth station transmitting the wanted narrowband carr1er.
transmitting antenna gain of the interfered with satellite in the direction
of the interfered with earth station.
ma1n beam receive gain of the interfered with earth station antenna.
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g:i_(8)

transmit gain of the earth station antenna transmitting the slow-sweep
interfering carrier in the direction of the interfered with satellite.
receive antenna gain of the interfered with satellite in the direction
of the earth station transmitting the slow-sweep interfering carr1er.
transmit antenna gain of the interfering satellite 1n the direction
of the 1nterfered with earth station.
receive gain of the interfered with earth station antenna ln the
direction of the interfering satellite.

Note : Antenna gains are expressed as numerical power ratio; carrier power 1s expressed
1n watts.
The additional information which would need to be provided beyond that which
is required for the Appendix 29 calculation is given as follows :
maximum carrier powers delivered to the antenna of the earth station and
satellite for each FM television or other high-power carrier which may at
times be modulated solely by slow-sweep energy dispersal together with the
associated amount of energy dispersal in MHz for each carrier type;
minimum carrierpowers delivered to the antenna of the earth station and
the satellite for narrowband carriers and their associated bandwidths in kHz.
In order that this method can be applied, it will benecessary to determine a
threshold value for the ·c/i ratios under which coordination would be required.
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ANNEX 5 .4.1.1.8
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DETERMINING WHETHER GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE
NETWORKS NEED TO BE COORDINATED

l.

c/i method
This method would be based on the calculation of the available wanted-to-unwanted
carrier ratios (c/i) between pairs of transmissions in two interfering networks, and
the comparison of values so found with criteria of required c/i. The c/i ratio as seen
by the earth station receiver, taking both up~link and down-link into account, is given
by equation (3) of Annex 5.4.1.1.7.
The successful application of this method would requ1re the establishment of
an agreed table of required c/i ratios.

2.

Isolation method
The concept of isolation is closely related to that of c/i. The isolation is
a function only of the major network parameters (antenna gains and noise temperatures).
The achievable isolation is given by the approximation :

(4)
where ( c/T), ( c/T)'

the carrier-to-noise temperature ratios of transmissions in the
interfered with and (primed) the interfering networks;
the satellite receiving antenna gain of the interfered with
network in the direction of the coverage area of the interfering
network;
the receiving system sensitivity of the satellites of the
interfering network;
discrimination of the satellite transmitting antenna in the
interfering network towards the coverage area of the interfered
with network;
sensitivity of the receiving earth station 1n the interfering
network;
noise temperature of the satellite receiving system 1n the
interfered with network;
receiving system noise temperature at the earth station of the
interfered with network.

As with the c/i method, the isolation method depends on the existence of a
table of required isolation, against which the results of the calculation (4) are to
be compared. If the available isolation exceeds the required isolation, coordination
would be unnecessary.

3.

Power flux-density (pfd) method
The ability of a network to produce interference can be (approximately)
characterized by the pfd (in a certain reference bandwidth) of its .emissions, while
the susceptibility of a network to suffer interference can be characterized by a
"sensitivity" wnich could be defined as the smallest pfd (in a reference bandwidth)
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which would produce a given amount of interference. If the values of the "emission"
pfd and "sensitivity" pfd could be reasonably characterized (for example, by examination
of typical values of existing and planned systems) then it may be possible to define
an angle beyond which coordination is not required. As an example, on account of the
CCIR reference antenna pattern, the sensitivity of a network to down-link interference
can be put in the general form
S

=

D + 25 log8

If, for a class of networks, one can define a smallest D, D min, which corresponds to
the allowable interference level, and one can also define a largest emission pfd, C max,
then for eo-coverage networks an angle 8 is defined through
25 log8

= C max

- D min,

and if the satellites of two networks are separated by at least 8, no coordination
would be necessary.
This is the essence of the pfd method. Unfortunately, the up-path situation
1s more complicated because the sensitivity of the up-path received is a function of
the satellite G/T. Nevertheless, the pfd method requires further study ·to clearly
establish its merits and disadvantages.

4.

Comparative summary

4.1'

Several possible alternatives to the ~T/T method have been described. The
following presents comparative information regarding these methods. This information
1s presented as follows :

4.2

(a)

information to be notified for advance publication and for the application
of each method (Table 5.4.1.1.8);

(b)

prior specific conventions desirable or necessary to apply each method
( 4. 2).

Prior conventions
To apply the various methods, it may be necessary to agree on certain prior
conventions :
!5.T/T method

none required;

c/i method

when-... a single minimum required value of c/i is to be adopted,
transmission parameters have to be constrained and provisions
must be made to avoid eo-channel assignment of incompatible
transmissions. If a minimum required c· /i list is to be
established, there may still be the need to constrain transmission
parameters;

isolation
method

where a single m1n1mum required isolation is established,
constraints must be placed on transmission parameters and on
the frequency assignment of incompatible transmissions. It may
also be desirable to establish rules for network matching in
relation to inter-satellite spacing;

pfd method

it may be desirable to establish rules for the frequency
assignment of incompatible transmissions.

I
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Tl\lBLE

5 . 4 .1.1 . 8

Parameters which need to be notified to allow application of the various methods

Alternative Methods:
Radio
Regulations
App. 29

Parameter

c/i
Method

PFD
Method

Isolation
- Method

Nominal orbit position of space station
Longitudinal position tolerance

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Max. power density applied to earth station 'antenna(s):
Carrier power(s) applied to earth station antenna(s):
Description of earth station transmission(s):
Maximum transmitting antenna gain(s) of earth station(s):
Measured earth station transmitting antenna sidelobe pattern(s):

X

(2)
X

(1)

y

X

X

(X)

( x)

(x)

X

X

I

Satellite receiving antenna gain pattern(s) and coverage geometry as
seen from the orbit:
Satellite receiving system noise temperature(s):
System transmission gain(s), (as defined in A pp. 29):
Max. power density applied to satellite antenna(s):
Carrier power(s) applied to satellite antenna(s):
Description of space station transmission(s):
Satellite transmitting antenna gain pattern(s) and coverage geometry
as seen from the orbit:
Maximum receiving antenna gain(s) of earth station(s):
Measured earth station receiving antenna sidelobe _pattern(s):
Earth station receiving system noise temperature(s):
Earth station equivalent link noise temperature(s):

X

X

(8)
(3)

(')

X
X

I

(2)

X
X
X

I

(1)

X

X

X

X

X

(x)

(x)

(x)

(')

(X)

X
X

X

The description of transmission may have to be sufficiently detailed to allow actuai interference calculations to be performed. Where carrier types
caq be classified by less detailed descriptions which would be sufficient to allow, for each carrier type pairing, the identification of a minimum required
c/lthese values of minimum requiredc/ i could be compiled in a 't/ i list".
(2) These two parameters are limited by a constraint on the off-axis e.i.r.p. density constraint and might not have to be notified.
3
( )
These two parameters could be limited by agreements and would then not have to be nohfied.
4
( )
These two parameters are limited by constramt on the power flux density constraint which could be less than that currently in force to protect
terrestrial networks, and might not have to be notified.
( x) Notification of these parameters is optional where they are better than the C.C.I.R. reference earth station antenna pattern in force.

(l)
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ANNEX 5.4.3.1

DETERMINATION OF COORDINATION AREA

The following figures (5.4.3.l(a), (b) and (c)) taken from contributions to
the SPM are used to indicate the increase in coordination area around an earth station.*

*

See Appendix C.
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• BRUXELLES

• LUXEMBOURG

• BERNE

•MADRID
LISBONNE

Coordination contour
Auxiliary contour

FIGURE 5.4.3.l(a)
Pleumeur Bodou coordination area for reception at 4 GHz
(Satellite at 24.5°W) - Existing method (Appendix 28 to the RR)
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.PARIS

• LUXEMBOURG

• BERNE

.MADRID

Coordination contour
Auxiliary contour

FIGURE 5.4.3.l(b)
Pleumeur Bodou coordination area for reception at 4 GHz
(Satellite at 24.5°W) - Method proposed in Report 382-3

0

...--:::.:::::::,.

N

-$-

V1
1\)

V1
V1

Appendix 28
Report 382-3

FIGURE 5.4.3.l(c)_

Thermopylae coordination area for reception at 4 GHz (Satellite 24.5°W)
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CHAPrER 6

TECHNICAL BASES FOR ALLOCATIONS

k~D

FOR REGULATIONS

CONCERNING FREQUENCY BANDS AT PRESENT UNALLOCATED OR UNUSED
AND POSSIBLE NEW SERVICES FOR WHICH ALLOCATIONS ARE NOT YET PROVIDED

This chapter of the Report presents information on this subject 1n the following
sequence
influence of the transmission medium on spectrum utilization above 40 GHz;
characteristics and status of equipment suitable for use between 40 and
300 GHz;
available technical information on space systems and services intended for
use above 40 GHz;
available technical information on terrestrial systems and services intended
for use above 40 GHz;
spec1al considerations applicable to the use of frequencies above 300 GHz;
consideration of sharing possibilities above 40 GHz.
6.1

Technical factors which determine the suitability of frequencies above 40 GHz for
radiocommunication services

6.1.1

General advantages and limitations of spectrum utilization resulting from the transmiss.ion
medium above 40 GHz
6.1.1.1 The significant variation with frequency of attenuation in the Earth's
atmosphere will make possible many unique applications of telecommunications and may
facilitate high degrees of sharing. The attenuation due to meteorological effects
presents dlfficulties to many services, however, and may dictate specialized techniques,
such as space diversity, or relaxed standards of availability in the fixed and fixedsatellite services, compared to lower frequencies. A number of services have tentatively
identified bands of interest. It appears that all portions of the spectrum between
40 and 300 GHz are of value and will be utilized. At frequencies between about
300 GHz and infra-red, there is a general lack of quantitative data suitable for assessing
system performance or predicting system applications·:t (Report 664).
6 .1.1. 2 Whilst reports on a considerable amount of work on optical and infra-red
transmission have been published, measured data suitable for system evaluation are
still scarce. Above 10 000 GHz, the absorption in clear air falls rapidly. The
considerable variation in attenuation due to the atmosphere as a function of frequency
is shown in Fig. 6.l.l(a). Fog and mist require investigation, and scintillation
effects may be severe in some clear-air conditions.*
The attenuation curves of Fig. 6.l.l(a) have areas characterized by high
attenuation, low attenuation and intermediate values.
The areas of high attenuation may favour short-range systems, due to required
transmitter power, but offer these systems significant isolation from interference,
both inter-service and intra-service (Report 664).
6.1.1.3 The fixed service has shown that the attenuation bands at 60, 183 and 320 GHz
may be suitable for short-range high-density relay links using a single frequency

*

See Appendix C.
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for lOO %area coverage. A grid of omni-directional transmitters separated by 1.0 km,
each serving receivers within a 0.5 km radius and transmitting sufficient power to
provide a margin against the stated rainfall and humidity conditions, is assumed.
Fig. 6.l.l(b) is a plot of efficiency of frequency use as a function of frequency.
A value of lOO % indicates that each cell can use the same frequency without experiencing
or causing interference; a value of 33 l/3 %would mean that three frequencies
distributed amongst the cells are required. An example of effective application of
the 60 GHz absorption band to high density radio-relay systems is an intra-city
transmission system between an exchange and a subscriber PBX in an office building.
It is evident that the 60, 183 and 320 GHz bands are of great potential value, whereas
the 119 GHz oxygen absorption band does not show the same advantage.*
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6.1.1.4 Other portions of the spectrum above 40 GHz may be of value to the fixed
service for longer range systems. Fig. 6.l.l(c) indicates the single-hop range
appropriate for radio-relay systems of 20 and 160 km length for frequencies between
20 and 300 GHz. This curve indicates that longer hops can be used in the areas of low
attenuation, and demonstrates the uncertainty in hop length caused by spectral regions
of significant absorption by water vapour~ (Report 783).
6.1.1.5 The bands of high absorption may be of value to the inter-satellite service,
since the atmosphere will provide a measure of isolation from terrestrial transmitters.
Bands around 60 GHz would seem to be the most suitable for links between geostationary
satellites in the fixed-satellite service to share with fixed and mobile systems.
This is because of the high wideband atmospheric attenuation at about 60 GHz, minimising
restrictions on both services. Restrictions placed on services sharing in the water
absorption band may need to be stricter, since this band cannot be relied on to provide
isolation in dry conditions.*
6.1.1.6 The existence of bands of high absorption by atmospheric gases and of bands of
low absorption makes valuable measurements poasible by space and terrestrial passive
research. Energy at microwave frequencies is emitted and absorbed by the surface of
the Earth and the atmosphere above the surface. The frequencies of low attenuation
may be used to sense surface phenomena and the regions of high attenuation may be used
to sense the top of the atmospher-e. For measurements of known spectral lines, certain
bands at specific frequencies are of particular importance. 6.2.5 discusses this in
greater detail and lists specific frequencies* (Reports 693 and 694).
6.1.1.7 The bands of low atmospheric attenuation may be of special value to some
services. Fig. 6.l.l(d) indicates the atmospheri~ attenuations experienced by a·
terrestrial link, a link to geostationary orbit and by a terrestrial radiolocation
device at the stated ranges in the window centred on 90 GHz. It is clear that all
three services may benefit from utilization of the transmission window·. The total
path attenuation increases substantially and the window rapidly becomes narrower with
increasing range for the radiolocation device, due to the two-way path through the
atmosphere. The clear-air atmospheric attenuation experienced by the space service is
not severe, even at an elevation angle of 10°. The window is flat and wide for the
space services. The other terrestrial services experience moderate amounts of clear-air
atmospheric attenuation. It is likely that the maximum ranges chosen by the terrestrial
links will be established from rainfall statistics. This consideration may limit the
effective narrowing of the atmospheric window, which is still broad at a range of 40 km
for terrestrial services* _(Report 783).
6.1.1.8 It is therefore important that bands for radiolocation be centred in the
transmission windows between 40 and 300 GHz. The window at 90 GHz is particularly
valuable, since it offers the lowest attenuation. Some radiolocation applications will
find the· bands of high. attenuation to be of value. It is conceivable that radar
systems will be developed for operation in the high absorption band near 60 GHz for
surveillance, target acquisition and tracking purposes ..* ·

*

See Appendix C.
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6.1.1.9 Several disadvantages of utilizing the spectrum above 4o GHz are posed by the
transmission medium. The most significant problem is caused by heavy rainfall, as
indicated in Fig. 6.J.l(a). Techniques have been proposed to avoid acceptance of lower
availability for terrestrial systems. These include site and path diversity in
geugraphical areas where cellular rainfall predominates.*
6 .1.1.10 The impro.vemen:t in availability to terrestrial links afforded by route:
diversity has been studied at frequencies up to 37 GHz and the techniques c_an be extended
to higher frequencies. The optimum ·geometrical arrangement has not yet been evaluated
above 40 GHz, but since the cell size of heavy thunderstorms is generally of the order
of a few kilometres a spacing between alternative routes of this order should improve
availability considerably.*
·
6.1.1.11 Specialized techniques may be required to overcome the fluctuations caused
by scintillation and variations in refractive index. Problems in antenna defocussing
and variations in angle of arrival may occur* (Report 664).
6.1.1.12 The radiolocation, radioastronomy and space research services are currently
active on a limited scale between 40 and 300 GHz. Communication systems are being
explored in the 60 to 70 GHz region* (Report 664).

*

See Appendix C
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6.1. 2

System considerations above 40 GHz* (Report 783)
6.1.2.1

Characteristics and status of equipment between 40 and 300 GHz

Millimetre wave equipments offer the advantages of narrow radiated beams from
physically small antennae, potentially small equipment size, and large operating
bandwidth. Narrow antenna beams and the large amount of spectrum space available reduce
the possibilities for interference compared to the longer wavelength portions of the
spectrum; similarly, the greater atmos)heric attenuation reduces the interference
potential.
There appears to be no techLical reason at this time why any existing service
recognized by the Radio Regulations should not be expected to utilize frequencies
above 40 GHz. It is quite possible that future developments of existing services may
differ considerably in detail from current usage. Nonetheless these new develouments
will be directed to providing for the same basic needs. Frequencies above 40 GHz will
be advantageous for both fixed and transportable point-to---point services, for distribution
as well as for multi-hop systems. In the case of the radiodetermination services, they
offer the ability to achieve high resolutions with small antennae and small equipments
making possible such applications as light-weight, low-cost landing and navigation
aids for light aircraft. The narrow beamwidths and high atmospheric attenuation will
reduce the probability of interference to such low levels as to allow· operation of
large numbers of these systems in congested areas (for both line-of-sight communications
and airborne applications).
However, significant developmental activity lS required to fully realize the
potential of equipment operating in the range 40 to 300 GHz. Fig. 6.1.2.l(a) illustrates
recent progress in solid-state power generation in one particular area; the lines are
1/ f 2 and are only shown to draw attention to the level of progress. Millimetre "'ivave
hot-cathode devices such as carcinotrons (backward-wave oscillators) can produce powers
of the order of one watt at 300 GHz, and gyrotron devices under development have produced
10 kW at 150 GHz in the laboratory. Similarly, Fig. 6.1.2.l(b) shows an example of
receiver noise figures for the fixed service~ .
These limited examples show the rapidity of development which can be expected.
New methods of guiding electromagnetic energy are required at these frequencies as
waveguides become increasingly expensive and impractical due to mechanical tolerances,
and losses become prohibitive.
Two conclusions may be drawn from the above discussions. First, the number of
systems in the band 40-300
GHz is not likely to be great in the near future. Second,
because of the lack of high-power sources and because of the high atmospheric attenuation,
it is likely that at least the first developed equipments will be for systems employing
short hops. It, therefore, follows that interference problems will not approach those
at lower frequencies for some time to come. Band identification for services over a
wide choice of frequencies would allow the best frequencies for particular services
to be dictated by the results of experiment and development.
6.1.2.2

Antenna performance

Antenna performance will improve at millimetre wavelengths due to the large
diameter to wavelength ratios achievable with physically small apertures. This will
make possible small earth stations in urban areas and highly shaped patterns for
satellite-borne antennae in the satellite communication services, for example. Required
tolerances in reflector surfaces become difficult to attain and costly above 100 GHz,
particularly for large reflectors (see Fig. 6.1.2.2). The state-of-the-art in
radioastronomy antennae is represented by a 13.7 metre diameter reflector which can be
used to 300 GHz.
Improvements in manufacturing techniques would increase the spectrum utilization
above 40 GHz. The problems concerned with large-scale production of equipment above
100 GHz are yet to be resolved. However, it can be anticipated that specialized systems,
although they may be limited in number, will continue to be built for radioastronorny
and research purposes above 100 GHz.

*

See Appendix C
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6.1.2.3

Spacecraft attitude control technology

The determination and maintenance of proper spacecraft orientation is essential
to the fulfilment of nearly all space missions. The accuracy and reliability of a
spacecraft's attitude control system (ACS) affects many other satellite subsystems :
above all, narrow beam antennae must be properly aimed in order to function effectively;
solar panels will operate most efficiently when oriented normal to the sun line and
sensors must be precisely pointed to fulfil their proper functions. Earth-oriented
satellites, vri th continuous orientation of narrow beams toward specific locations on
Earth require precise attitude stabilization.
Since the ultimate accuracy of any attitude control system is a function of
attitude-error determination, both the sensors and the sensed targets chosen as references
are important. Systems design must be based upon basic mission requirements, weight,
cost and reliability.
Earth-oriented systems employing the Earth·as the prime attitude reference
body are orientation-limited to about 0.1°. Removal of atmospheric and oblateness
effects by the use of an on-based computer will allow the pointing accuracy to be
improved to about 0.050 in the near future.
The likelihood of improving low earth-oriented, earth-sensing systems to better
than 0.05° is small. If higher earth-pointing accuracies are required, the use of
Sun or star sensors is indicated. In earth-oriented stellar tracking systems,
transformation of stellar-reference co-ordinates is limited by the present-day abilities
of orbit determination with respect to the Earth. Near future satellites are expected
to be capable of providing a 0.001° pointing accuracy with respect to the Earth, by
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means of both a gimballed star-tracking system and an on-board computer system, which
will provide orbit determination errors of less than about five metres.
Inertially referenced spacecraft such as the USA Orbiting Astronomy Observatory
(OAO) have shown that extremely accurate pointing with respect to astronomical bodies
may be achieved (within milliseconds of arc). Such accuracies are possible through
the use of telescope pointing sensors and spacecraft attitude sensors operating in
co-ordination.
With angular pointing requirements of a few seconds of arc, design control of
structural and thermal deformation of the spacecraft is extremely important. Very
slight deformation in the spacecraft, especially if in the neighbourhood of an attitude
sensor, may result in relatively large errors in the spacecraft's attitude-keeping
capability. Also, when considering attitude control errors of the order of:o.001°
the overall ability of a satellite to point to a particular location on the surface of
the Earth is no longer primarily a function of the attitude control system. Rather,
an equivalent contribution of pointing error can be caused by uncertainties ln ephemeris
data. For example, a pointing uncertainty of 0.001° will produce a pointing error of
about ~ 9 m from a 500 km orbit.
6.2

Technical factors which determine the suitability of frequencies above
40 GHz for space services and possible new services at any frequency
In some cases there is considerable quantitative information available, in
documents of the XIVth Plenary Assembly and in documents submitted to the SPM, on
technical characteristics of equipment for space services above 40 GHz. In the case
of some other services, no quantitative information is available - these services are
listed in 6.2.7.
One p~oposed new application of space techniques for power transmission by
radio waves has raised many questions on spectrum utilization with. such high power
devices. This matter is discussed in 6.2.8.

6.2.1

Inter-satellite service

*

(Report 791)

Two types of inter-satellite links have-been identified:

6.2.1.1

(a)

between geostationary satellites in the fixed satellite service, which
may be, for example, from 10° to 160° apart, and

(b)

between geostationary satellites and non-geostationary satellites.

Spectrum suitability

There are no optimum frequencies above 40 GHz for the inter-satellite service.
However, advantage can be taken of certain absorption bands in the atmosphere at around
60, 120 and 180 GHz to isolate the satellite system from terrestrial systems which may
share the same bands.
6.2.1.2

Protection criteria

Possible characteristics of inter-satellite links between fixed satellites
are shown in Table 6.2.1.2.
For the parameters given in this Table and for a noise-to-interference ratio

(!/I) of 10 dB, the maximum allowable interference level into the inter-satellite
receiver of links between fixed satellites is - 151 dB(W/MHz); that for links between
geostationary and low-orbiting satellites is - 161 dB(vJ/kHz) ( 1), for !fl
10 dB.

*

See Appendix C.

(1)

Note change of units.
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TABLE 6.2.1.2
Technical system characteristics for possible inter-satellite links
between fixed satellites operating at 60, 120 and 180 GHz
60

120

180

600
27.8

600
27.8

600
27.8

-140.8

-140.8

-140.8

Frequency (GHz)

Receiver noise temp

(K)
dBK

Receiver noise power

dB(W/MHz)

Carrier level (dB(W/MHz))

-125.8

-125.8

-125.8

1.2

1.2

1.2

54.7

60.7

64.2

Antenna diameter (m)
Antenna gain (dBi)

I

Max. allowable interference level (dB(W/MHz))

6.2.2

10
-151

-36.6.

-14.7

-30.6

-8.7

Transmitter power (dB(W/MHz))

I

10
-151

24.1

46

24.1

46

24.1

46

e.i.r.p. (dB(W/MHz))

214.1

210.6

204.6

10° arc (dB)

Nfl (dB)

236.0

232.5

226.5

Free space loss 160° arc (dB)

15

15

15

C/N (dB)

-40.1

-18.2

I

10
-151

Fixed-satellite service* (Report 791)
These satellites may be designed to take advantage of the large bandwidths
and narrow antenna beams available at frequencies above 40 GHz.

6.2.2.1

Spectrum suitability

Due to the impact of atmospheric attenuation near molecular ref?onance lines,
these satellites require the use of "window" frequencies. Above 40 GHz, atmospheric
windows occur around the 40, 90, 150 and 250 GHz regions. Rain attenuation at these
frequencies can be severe. However, use of space diversity can increase the system
availability during periods of heavy rain in regions where the rainfall structure is
cellular in nature.

6.2.2.2

Protection criteria

The following protection criterion is considered relevant to the protection
of these satellites and applicable to frequencies above 40 GHz :
For the calculation of maximum permissible power flux-density for interference
from a satellite or terrestrial service, the maximum permissible interference level
may be assumed to be 10 dB lower than the total noise level of the required f/!.
Since terrestrial and satellite services in these bands are likely to use digital
modulation, a 1 MHz reference bandwidth may be appropriate.*

*

See Appendix C.
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6.2.2.3

Technical system parameters

Technical characteristics have been evaluated for fixed-satellite services
envisaged as suitable for operation in the lower portion of Band 11 (namely, at 40
and 80 GHz). In par.ticular, these characteristics are for large earth stations and
area coverage satellites.
A typical large earth station will have an antenna diameter-to-wavelength ratio
greater than 100, a main-beam gain of nominally 60 dBi and a side-lobe gain which 1s
independent of frequency and which follows the relationship :
G(8)

= (32

- 25 log10 8) dBi, to a minimum of -10 dBi,

where 8 is the angle off the main beam. An effective system noise temperature of
225 K at 40 GHz increasing to 316 K at 80 GHz may be assumed as typ1cal for the fixedsatellite service.
Typical space stations in the fixed-satellite service may have an effective
receiver noise temperature of 4 470 K at 40 GHz, increasing to 6 330 K at 80 GHz.
These receiver noise temperatures may be reduced in the future. Gains of space
station transmitting antennae could be 18 dBi to 45 dBi, depending upon satellite
coverage area requirements. A linear satellite transponder may be assumed, although
it is recognized that under certain circumstances a modest increase in sharing potential
may be obtained for systems using non~linear or limiting transponders.
Other earth station parameters are listed in Table 6.5.2.l.l(b).
6.2.3

Mobile-satellite service* (Report 771)
The mobile-satellite service includes, as a subset, aeronautical-, maritime-,
and land-mobile satellite services.
A mobile-satellite system may have many small, relatively inexpensive earth
stations, with low to intermediate values of figure of merit (Q/!) and operate with
satellites having relatively high values of e.i.r.p. and transponder gain (the input
to output gain between the receive and transmit antenna terminals of the satellite).
6.2.3.1

Spectrum suitability

The practical lower bound on the frequency range is determined by the antenna
gain achievable with the small apertures that are suitable for mobile applications.
Assuming that at least 3 dBi antenna gain is required for·a hemispheric radiation
pattern, then the lower limit on frequency for a 1-metre effective aperture is about
200 MHz.
The practical upper limit on operating frequency is affected by a number of
factors. Above about 10 GHz, attenuation due to precipitation and molecular absorption
increases with frequency; also, for a given antenna aperture, the beamwidth becomes
smaller with increasing frequency. The transmission windows between approximately
10 and 50 GHz, 80 and 110 GHz, 125 and 150 GHz and between 210 and 280 GHz
(Report 205-4) might be used by the mobile satellite service. For the type of system
under discussion, the accuracy of antenna pointing is also an important consideration.
6.2.3.2

Protection criteria

The following protection criteria are considered relevant and applicable to
above 40 GHz :

*

See Appendix C.
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(a)

Protection of space services from other space services

According to the methods of Appendix 29 of the Radio Regulations, the apparent
increase in the equivalent satellite link noise temperature (defined in
Radio Regulation 3154/103A, resulting from interference caused by a shared system,
should not exceed some predetermined value without coordination. An allowed increase
of 3 %, corresponding to an interference-to-link noise ratio of - 15.2 dB under freespace propagation conditions, is considered reasonable.
(b)

Protection of earth station receivers from terrestrial transmissions

The coordination procedures for protection of terrestrial rece1vers from earth
station emissions are defined in Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations. In the absence
of coord1nation procedures for 80 GHz, those for 40 GHz could be used.
6.2.3.3

Technical system parameters

Technical characteristics have been estimated for possible mobile-satellite
services envisaged as suitable for operation in the lower portion of Band 11 (namely,
at 40 and 80 GHz), such as mobile-satellite service systems having large earth stations
and small earth stations (e.g. ship-borne terminals and land-transportable terminals)
and satellites providing both earth and area coverages.
6.2.3.3.1

Characteristics of earth stations in the mobile-satellite service

Earth stations in the mobile-satellite service will exhibit a range of mainbeam gain val?es from perhaps 30 dBi to 60 dBi (0.05 to 3.22 metres in diameter)
in order to serve the various requirements of the mobile-satellite service. Effective
system noise temperatures of 670 K at 40 GHz, increasing to 950 K at 80 GHz are
appropriate values. Antenna side-lobe gain values for diameter-to-wavelength ratios
less than lOO may be calculated by the following formula :
G(e)

= 52-

10 log D/A - 25 loge 'aBi~ to- 5 dBi minirrum.

For ratios greater than 100, the relationship given for the fixed-satellite serv1ce
applies.
6.2.3.3.2

Characteristics of space stations 1n the mobile-satellite service

Major space station characteristics should be similar for both the mobileand fixed-satellite services. An effective receiver noise temperature of 4 470 K
at 40 GHz, increasing to 6 330 K at 80 GHz can be assumed. Space stat-ion transmitting
antenna gains are 18 dBi or 30 dBi depending upon satellite coverage area requirements.
A linear satellite transponder can be assumed, although it is recogn~zed that under
certain circlliustances a modest increase in sharing potential may be obtained for systems
using non-linear or limiting transponders.
In order to m1n1m1ze space station power requirements, it can be assumed that
the transponder gain of space stations has been set to that value required to make the
contributions of the earth station receiver and the space station receiver to the
effective link noise temperature exhibit a ratio of 4 when the down-link transmission
path attenuation is increased 10 dB over the free-space value (to allow for some rain
attenuation).
6.2.3.3.3

Required values of carrier~to-noise ratio for the mobile-satellite service

A range of required values of carrier-to-noise ratio, depending upon the
particular application, may be expected for systems in the mobile-satellite service.
A number of typical values are listed below (ratios of required peak signal power
spectral density to noise power spectral density include a 4 dB link margin) :
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QPSK
QPSK coded rate 1/2
FDM/FM
Code-division multiple access

19.4
11.4
15.0
0

dB
dB
dB
dB

A threshold extension demodulator has been assumed for FDM/FM, and a 2 dB
implementation loss for phase-shift keying is included. Code-division multiple access
systems are assumed to employ a large coded-to-uncoded bandwidth ratio.
6.2.4

Broadcasting-satellite service (Reports 215-4 and 801)
6.2.4.1 In selecting a frequency band for a broadcasting-satellite system, the choice
is constrained not only by the number of allocations established in the Radio Regulations
for the broadcasting-satellite service, but by other factors such as current or planned
use of certain frequencies shared with other services within the desired area of coverage,
or in are~s subject to interference from the system being planned (e.g. see Report 634-1).
One consequence of the choice of frequency is the effect on the necessary
propagation margin. Certain effects such as man-made and cosmic noise, and the
attenuation from passage of signals through the atmosphere and attenuation and
depolarization from precipitation, depend on frequency. (Typically, cosmic and manmade noise are greater at the lower frequencies, while atmospheric effects generally
become worse as the frequency is increased (see Report 205-4).
Exploitation of the allocations in band 11 (30 - 300 GHz) will be influenced
by the temporal behaviour of the propagation medium, by advances in the state of the
art, by a demonstrated need and by the service continuity and quality requirements of
the users of the broadcasting-satellite service.
6.2.4.2 The ultimate goal for future television systems may be stereoscopic television.
However, the present state of technology is not sufficiently developed for this to be
realized. It might be natural, therefore, to assume that large-screen, high-definition
television is to be the target for the next step in television, and that development
of high-definition television may bring about a new standard television system which
could be common throughout the world. It appears that the desirable number of scan
lines for high definition television may lie between 1,000 and 2,000.
The larger bandwidths available above 40 GHz would allow high definition
television broadcast satellite systems to be developed. Two frequency bands for this
service are presently allocated at 42 and 85 GHz.

6.2.5

Earth-exploration satellite service including meteorological satellite service*
(Recommendation 515 and Reports 693, 694)
Technical characteristics of active and passive sensors operating above 40 GHz
are discussed in this section. No characteristics of data read-out or data collection
·systems above 40 GHz have been presented to the SPM.
6.2.5.1

Passive microwave systems

Energy at microwave frequencies is emitted and absorbed by the surface of the
Earth and the atmosphere above the surface. The transmission properties of the absorbing
atmosphere vary as a function of frequency, as shown in Fig. 6.l.l(a). There are
frequency bands for which the atmosphere is effectively opaque and others for which the
atmosphere is nearly transparent. The regions or "windows" that are nearly transparent
may be used to sense surface phenomena; less transparent regions may be used to sense
atmospheric phenomena.

* See Appendix C.
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6·.2. 5 .1.1

Preferred frequency bands

Operating frequencies for passlve microwave sensors are primarily determined
by the phenomena to be measured. For certain applications, such as those requiring
measurements of microwave emissions from atmospheric gases, the choice of frequencies
is quite restricted and is determined by the spectral line frequencies of the gases.
Other applications have broad frequency regions where the phenomena can be sensed.
(a)

Atmospheric measurements

Atmospheric attenuation does not occur within a single atmospheric layer of
constant temperature but varies with frequency and height. Temperature values can be
sensed at different heights or distances along the path by selecting frequencies
near the edges of the opaque regions with different attenuations. The broad opaque
region between 50 and 70 GHz due to oxygen is composed of a number of narrow absorption
(opaque) lines and observations may be made either at the edges of the complex of lines
or ln the valley between the lines.
A number of different frequencies may be chosen to provide a reasonable set of
weighting functions for atmospheric temperature, water vapour,ozone, chlorine oxide,
nitrous oxide and carbon monoxide profile measurements. For the last four molecular
measurements, each i~dividual line does not have enough fine structure, as in the oxygen
temperature profiling band, or enough width, as in the water vapour band at about
22.235 GHz, to allow for profile measurements about a line, given the satellite
constraints on integration time. Hence, in order to achieve profiling information on
these constituents, multiple line measurements will be necessary.
Clouds and rain can provide additional attenuation when they occur along the
path. Both rain and clouds may be sensed in the atmospheric windows between 5 and
150 GHz. Multiple observations over a wide frequency range are required to separate
raln from cloud and to separate these effects from surface emission.
(b)

Land and ocean measurements

Emission from the surface of the Earth is transmitted through the atmosphere
to the satellite. When the attenuation values are high, this emission cannot be sensed~
When it is low, as required to sense the temperature of the lowest layer of the
atmosphere, both the surface and atmospheric contributions are combined. Additional
measurements within the window channels are required to separate the two types of
contrlbutions. Surface emission is proportional to the temperature and emissivity of
the surface. The latter is related to the dielectric properties of the surface and
to the roughness of the surface. If the emissivity is less than unity, the surface
both emits and scatters radiation. The scattered radiation originates from downward
atmospheric emission from above the surface. In a window channel with very small
attenuation values, this latter contribution is negligible; otherwise, it must be
considered.
Most land and ocean measurements are performed at frequencies below 40 GHz.
However, some measurements, for instance of oil spills, ice and snow, can be obtained
at the atmospheric window near 90 GHz.
Table 6.2.5.1.1 (Recommendation 515) presents the preferred frequency bands
for passive microwave sensing measurements above 40 GHz. The primary measurements
which are relative to each frequency band are also listed as well as necessary bandwidths
to provide sufficient measurement accuracy and useable areas of coverage.
Two frequency bands other than those contained in Recommendation 515 have been
identified as preferred frequencies in the range between 40 and 300 GHz, namely
203.9 GHz and 217.3 GHz. The suggested bandwidth for each frequency is 2 000 MHz.
The frequencies correspond to molecular resonances of un-ionized atomic oxygen (OI)
and nitric acid (HN0 3 ) respectively.
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TABLE 6.2.5.1.1
Preferred frequency bands for passive microwave sensors

(Based on Recommendation 515 and Report 693)
Frequency (GHz)

Bandwidth (MHz)

Near 55
Near 90
100.49
110.80
115.27
118.70
125.61
150.74
164.38
167.20
175.86
183.31
184.75
200.98
226.09
230.54
235.71
237.15
251.21
276.33

250 (multiple) (1)
6000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Measurement(s)
Temperature
Clouds; oil spills; ice; snow
Nitrous oxide
Ozone
Carbon monoxide
Temperature
Nitrous oxide
Nitrous oxide
Chlorine oxide
Chlorine oxide
Nitrous oxide
Water vapour
Ozone
Nitrous oxide
Nitrous oxide
Carbon monoxide
Ozone
Ozone
Nitrous oxide
Nitrous oxide

(1) Several bands each of 350 MHz bandwidth

6.2.5.1.2

Protection criteria

Sensor interference thresholds, corresponding to the preferred frequency
bands contained in Table 6.2.5.1.1, are given in Table 6.2.5.1.2. Applicable bandwidths
related to the interference thresholds are also given.
Since, for some applications, i.e. certain measurements of molecular spectral
line shapes, measurement bandwidths as narrow as lOO kHz are required, a reference
bandwidth for specifying the interference threshold of lOO kHz may be more appropriate
for frequencies in about the 100 to 300 GHz range rather than the overall range of
2 000 MHz as given in Recommendation 515. The corresponding interference threshold
is - 193 dBW. On the assumption that the total interference is uniformly spread over
the 2 000 MHz bandwidth of interest, the interference potential is unchanged.
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TABLE 6.2.5.1.2
Sensor interference thresholds
(Based on Report 694)

Frequency (GHz)

Interference threshold (dBW)

Bandwidth (MHz)

Near 55

-157

250

Near 90

-138

6 000

Above 100

-150

2 000

6.2.5.1.3

Technical parameters

A number of spaceborne passive microwave sensors have been operating at frequencies
above 40 GHz since 19(2. The technical parameters of these instruments are ~iven in
Table 6.2. 5.1.3.
Studies have been performed to determine sensor sensitivity requirements,
spatial resolution requirements, and non-scanning bandwidth requirements (Report 693).

TABLE 6.2.5.1.3
Passive microwave sensor parameters

(Based on Report 693)

Frequency
(GHz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

22.23, 31.4, 53.65, 54.9, 58.8

220

Scanning microwave spectrometer

22.23, 3 t .65, 52.85, 53.85, 55.45

220

Tiros-N microwave sounding
unit

50.3, 53.74, 54.95, 57.95

Microwave temperature sounder

53.331
52.85
53.85

Sensor

Nimbus-5 microwave spectrometer

55.45

Sensitivity

Sensitivity
(dBm)

Operation
date

-115

1972

l to 1.5

-115

1975

200

0.3

-121

1978

600
120
120
120

1
1
1
1

-111
-118
-118
-118

1975

LITe

(K)

l
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6.2.5.2

Active microwave sensors

Unlike passive sensors, active sensors illuminate the object under observation
and respond to reflected energy. In order to gather information concerning the Earth's
surface from space, the transmitted signal must traverse the atmosphere twice. As
a result, the electromagnetic absorption and scattering properties of the atmosphere
play an important role in determining the spectral regions available to active remote
sensors.

6.2.5.2.1 Types of active sensors
There are three basic types of active sensors
and imagers.

scatterometers, altimeters,

Radar scatterometers are useful for determining the roughness of large objects.
When operating at frequencies higher than 300 MHz, the scatterometer measures the amount
of backscatter from the surface roughness in broad categories ranging from smooth to
very rough.
Radar altimetry has yielded three possible operational concepts for practical
systems. One of these techniques is based upon the use of a very narrow beamwidth
(2 mrad) and a very short transmitted pulse (2 ns). Timing of the round-trip delay of
the transmitted pulse leading edge is used to provide altitude information. A technique
that is similar to the short pulse system is the pulse compression technique. A short
impulse pulse generates a longer frequency modulated pulse and the return, which has
a wide bandwidth, is compressed back to a short pulse which is then leading edge
detected. The third technique requires moderate antenna size and spacecraft stabilization~
with radar return from the nadir point obtained by a time-gating technique. In this
system, altitude information is extracted by measuring the centroid of the early portion
of the radar waveform rather than the leading edge of a very short pulse.
Radar imaging systems are employed to produce high resolution images required
by users in such fields as geology, oceanography and agriculture. Reasonable resolution
from space will be achieved by using synthetic aperture focussed radars for many
applications as they have resolutions independent of range. In the area of meteorology
scanning, Doppler radars may also be employed.

6.2.5.2.2 Preferred frequency bands
·.Severe atmospheric attenuation 1s confined to short wavelengths, and for this
reason, certain classes of active sensors will more likely operate below the 60 GHz
oxygen absorption region. However, for some applications higher frequencies will be
used.
Electromagnetic scattering by precipitation and clouds can present a larger
problem than atmospheric absorption. Echoes from water droplets increase with droplet
diameter and decrease with increasing wavelength. Thus, at longer wavelengths clouds
give little echo, but precipitation can give somewhat stronger echoes because·of the
larger.particle diameters of the raindrops.
For the above reasons, only one preferred frequency band for active sensors
above 40 GHz has been indicated in the SPM documentation. A frequency near 76 GHz is
proposed for cloud monitoring. The suggested bandwidth for this application is lOO MHz.

6.2.5.2.3 Technical parameters
Little information is currently available concerning technical parameters of
active sensors operating above 40 GHz. The sensors are of the three types identified
in 6.2.5.2.1. The output powers that can conceivably be used are several watts continuous
wave (CW) from compact solid state sources to several kilowatts for pulsed radars
from travelling wave tube amplifiers and extended interaction oscillators.
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Developments in the area of on-board satellite power sources are expected to
increase the potential for active sensor operations above 40 GHz. One possible set of
sy3tem characteristics is contained in Table 6.2.5.2.3.

TABLE 6.2.5.2.3
Possible characteristics of a 70 GHz active sensor system*

Parameter

Earth exploration
satellite (EES)

Frequency

70 GHz
1 kW

Transmitter power
Transmission bandwidth

10 MHz

Transmitter antenna gain

55 d.Bi (lm diameter)

Receiver antenna gain
Receiver bandwidth

55 dBi (lm d±ameter)
10 MHz

Receiver noise factor

10 dB

Orbital characteristics of the EES
Altitude

800 km

Period

lOO minutes

I

6.2.6

Space research service*(Recommendation 513, Report 456-2)
Three different needs requiring use of the frequency range from 40 GHz to
300 GHz by the space research service have currently been identified, namely for
spacecraft transmitters used as beacons, for passive microwave radiometry, and for active
microwave sensors.

6.2.6.1

Preferred frequency bands for spacecraft transmitters used as beacons

Beacon transmitters on satellites are used for scientific experiments and also
for several applications in which space techniques are used. One area of scientific
interest is research on propagation through the atmosphere, with the objective of
determining the propagation characteristics of the atmosphere (atmosphere research,
per se, is performed within the meteorological service). It will be apparent that
radio propagation studies will often yield information on the atmosphere, and conversely,
atmospheric research will help in the understanding of propagation mechanisms. However,
the research discussed here 1s based on special techniques which have rather specific
frequency requirements.
Some experimental data on the non-ionized atmosphere have been obtained,
and extensive theoretical modelling of the efficiency of the atmosphere as a transmission
medium for radio waves at frequencies above 10 GHz has been done. The experimental
efforts to date have been at frequencies below 40 GHz. Results have indicated that
precipitation in the atmosphere severely degrades transmission, but that by careful
selection of earth station sites and orbits, and use of such techniques as site
diversity, reliable communication systems may be feasible.
* See Appendix C.
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Above 40 GHz, theoretical models have indicated that oxygen absorption becomes
the controlling factor in atmospheric transmission, and that attenuation characteristics
rapidly increase with frequency. However, the characteristic curves indicate that in
certain frequency bands, for example, around 90 GHz and 150 GHz, attenuation may be
lower than at neighbouring frequencies.
Accordingly, one technically suitable set of frequencies for conducting
atmospheric research above 40 GHz is around 90 and 150 GHz (see Report 205-4).

6.2.6.2 Passive microwave radiometry
The space research service utilizes passive microwave sensors above 40 GHz.
The preferred frequencies and measurements are identical to those used by the earthexploration satellite service, which are defined in 6.2.5.1.

6.2.6.3 Active microwave sensors
The requirements of the space research service for active microwave sensors
above 40 GHz are the same as those of the earth-exploration satellite service which
are defined in 6.2.5.2.

6.2.7

Other space services

6.2.7.1 Radioastronomy
Radioastronomy has many similar spectrum needs to space research and EES passive
sensors, in that observation of natural rotational emissions of molecules of interest
is desired. The overall spectrum needs and sharing considerations of radioastronomy,
including those over 40 GHz, can be found in 5.2.1 of this Report.

6.2.7.2 Other satellite services
Other satellite services above 40 GHz may include radiodetermination-satellite
service, radionavigation-satellite service, amateur-satellite service, standard
frequency satellite service and time signal satellite service. However, there are no
CCIR texts or SPM documents which would indicate the technical factors for these
services operating above 40 GHz.

6.2.8

Power transmission by radio waves*

(Report 679)

The efficient transmission of energy through space by a highly collimated
microwave beam is a relatively new topic, and one which could affect radiocommunications
services.
This technique differs from the use of microwaves in free-space for point-topoint communication purposes because of its very high efficiency and the magnitude of
the power. The efficient collection and the conversion of the incoming radio energy
to conventional electrical energy comprises a unique technology which differs from
the traditional methods of receiving and processing radio energy in communications and
radiolocation services.
The efficient free-space transfer of energy by an electromagnetic beam brings
a new three-dimensional aspect to the transfer of electrical energy and permits the
coupling of terrestrial power transmission systems to power sources and sinks located
in·the Earth's atmosphere and in deep-space, as well as on the Earth's surface.
There is now a distinct possibility of a technologically and economically
feasible system of bringing energy down from a; .geostationary satellite which converts
large amounts of the Sun's energy to electrical energy.

*

See Appendix C.
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6.2.8.1

Solar power satellite (SPS)

A large solar photo-voltaic cell array in geostationary orbit could be fully
illuminated 99% of the time. The resulting d-e energy could be converted to microwave
energy and beamed to a collecting area on Earth from a large active phased array antenna
using a preferred frequency band which would penetrate the atmosphere.
6.2.8.1.1

Spectrum suitability

One of the most important factors in frequency suitability is the need to
minimize losses through the atmosphere since the purpose of the SPS is to transmit
as much power to Earth as possible. In addition, the less the atmospheric loss the
less the effect on the Earth's atmosphere. With such enormous power levels as are
envisaged for the SPS (5 to 10 GW), it is also desirable to avoid crowded regions of
the spectrum and preferably operate in an appropriate band such as an industrial,
sc1entific and medical (ISM) band. For these reasons, 2 450 MHz is considered
appropriate.
6.2.8.1.2

Protection criteria

The SPS requires no protection as any unwanted em1ss1ons add to the, received
energy of the Earth receiver.
6.2.8.1.3

Technical characteristics of an SPS

A conceptual design of an SPS has a transmitted power level of 6 500 MW. In
this design the transmitting antenna array is 1 km in diameter. The antenna dimensions
are derived from the relationship between efficiency and physical parameters for a
frequency of 2 450 MHz which would penetrate the Earth's atmosphere with low attenuation.
Other pertinent factors are : conversion efficiency (68 %), aperture beam efficiency
(> 95 %), and operating lifetime (30 years).
The transmitter power output is assumed to be 6.5 GW or+ 98.1 dBW at 2 450 MHz.
This power may be concentrated into a collect1ng ~rea 5 km in radius at the subsatellite point and in an area somewhat larger at higher latitudes. The pfd at the
edge of this collecting area would be 7 dB(W/m2 ). Outside this collecting area and the
surrounding guard area, the pfd would be attenuated to a level of -13 dB(W/m2).
Assumin~ the transmitter spectrum energy is spread evenly over the band
2 450 ± 0. 5 MHz, the pfd in any 4 kHz band will be reduced by a factor of' 24 dB. At
the edge of the 5 km radius. collecting area, the pfd would be -17 dB(W((m2.4 kHz)),
outside the surrounding guard area it would be -37 dB(W/(m2 :·4 kHz)). The ITU limits·
space transmitters near this frequency band to a pfd ~f -154 dB(W/(ffi2.4 kHz)) for low
elevation angles. However, these limits apply to telecommunication services and
additional precautions may be appropriate for such high power systems.

The transmitter filters must provide 117 dB attenuation in the 49.5 MHz interval
between the transmitter spectrum and the edge of the ISM band to reduce the pfd outside
the guard area to the limit specified by the Radio Regulations. The conceptual design
envisages either klystron or amplitron transmitters. The emission from a 5-cavity
klystron would be suppressed at the band edge by approximately 148 dB, so that the margin
would be 31 dB at 2 4oo and 2 500 MHz.
The design characteristics of a representative transmitter system output spectrum
are illustrated in Fig. 6.2.8.1.3.*

*

See Appendix C.
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Power flux-density at the edge of the guard area versus frequency

6.2.8.1.4
(a)

SPS interference concerns
Harmonic considerations

The SPS transmitters considered in the representative design above are expected
to generate harmonics which are approximately 55 dB or more below the carrier. Assuming
that this power is distributed evenly over a hemisphere, the second harmonic would
have a pfd of -126 :iB(W/(m2.4 kHz)). This pfd level exceeds by 28 dB that specified by
the RR (footnote 6064/470 NM, which deals with fundamental frequencies) for angles of
arrival within 5° of the horizon. Further, the harmonics would not be evenly spread
but may add up to spot radiation levels higher than this. Out-of-band emissions produced
by an SPS would have to comply with the appropriate regulations. Other services,
including the radionavigation, radioastronomy and space research services, might be
particularly.susceptible to the harmonic and out-of-band interference which might be
generated by an SPS.
The technical means to reduce the harmonics to an acceptable level exist;
they can be attenuated by wave filters. However, the addition of such filters may
reduce the system's efficiency and increase the cooling requirements, add weight,
and increase costs.
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In the ground-based receiving portion of the system, where the incident microwave
power is re-converted to DC power, harmonics are also generated. These will produce
local interference, but it may be limited to receivers within line-of-sight of the
receiving antenna. Additional attenuation can be built into the receiving antenna at
additional expense.
(b)

Adjacent band and out-of-band considerations

The very powerful SPS emissions in the ISM band could present interference
to services operating 1n their allocated frequency bands.
The reception of high-level out-of-band signals, which the filtering system
may not be designed to handle, could produce interference through intermodulation
products, effects on the automatic gain control, overload of input circuits or conversion
of out-of-band interference into in-band signals. Also to be considered is the possible
injection of interference into power line and grounding cables. This requires further
study, in particular regarding coordination distances necessary from the SPS earth
receiving antenna systems to make the adjacent band problem acceptable.
The SPS emissions also present possible adjacent and out-of-band problems to
other satellite systems, particularly geostationary satellites. It will be necessary
to establish pfd limits; that is, some separation distance which reduces ,these problems
to acceptable levels. Such separation distances between SPS and other geostationary
satellites require further study.
(c)

Atmospheric and ionospheric effects

The possible effect of the atmosphere on the high power microwave transmission
and that of the transmission on the ionosphere are discussed 1n Chapter 10 of this
Report in 10.4.3.3 and 10.4.4.3 respectively.
'
(d)

Other considerations

An additional problem would be that of considering whether passenger-carrying
aircraft can safely transit a 10 km diameter power beam, and, if not, the setting up
of procedures to protect against such transits. Temporary or permanent damage could
occur to the on-board electronic apparatus of low-orbiting satellites or aircraft which
traversed the main power beam. Good engineering practices can greatly reduce the
unwanted radiations in space and frequency, but the levels cannot be redu~ed to zero.
It should be noted that biological hazard effects have not been considered,
nor have the consequences associated with more than one SPS.

6.2.9

Possible new services at any frequency
No new services have been identified 1n any of the CCIR or SPM documents.

6.3

Technical factors which determine the suitability of frequencies above 40 GHz for
terrestrial services
In the 1971 World Administrative Radio Conference-ST, frequency bands up to
275 GHz were identified for only the space services.
The needs of the terrestrial services have not so far been taken into account.
(See, however, Recommendations Spa2- 3, Spa2- 4 and Spa2-- 5.) There is an increasing
crowding of the frequency bands below 40 GHz by the terrestrial services. A number
of developmental equipments for various terrestrial services have been constructed
at frequencies up to at least lOO GHz and testing is in progress and has been carried
on for a number of years.*
The characteristics given in the following tables for the various services
identified by the Radio Regulations are intended to show possible usage. It is
recognized that the need to share certain frequency bands may lead to restrictions 1n

*

See Appendix C.
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e.i.r.p. or other parameters, but the values shown are examples taken from input
documents which illustrate what has been considered to be practical both for the service
application and in terms of technological development which is now foreseen. Future
developments are expected to bring about further improvements which will favour new
applications in the millimetre-wave range.
6.3.1

Fixed service* (Report 783)
Current Radio Regulations limit the maximum e.i.r.p·. in the fixed service to
They also state that the power delivered
by a transmitter to the antenna of a station in the fixed service in frequency bands
above 10 GHz shall not exceed +10 dBW.

55 dBW in particular applications below 40 GHz.

These limits appear to be appropriate for frequencies not much above 40 GHz,
and may or may not apply to all frequencies up to 300 GHz. However, as the physical
size of an antenna of given gain reduces with increasing frequency, the opportunity
of compensating for lack of output power by increased antenna gain, to maintain a given
e.i.r.p., is likely to be exercised wherever practical from the viewpoint of antenna
mounting.
Table 6.3.l(a) summarizes some of the possible parameters reported in the input
documents to the SPM. Future developments are likely to make available a greater
range of values for these and other applications.
Table 6.3.l(b) gives possible hop lengths for a particular set of conditions
(Report 783). For other conditions, such as the use of route diversity to reduce the
local effects of rainfall, these lengths could be significantly increased and the
efficiency of spectrum usage thereby improved.

TABLE 6.3.l(a)

Fixed service
Some reported characteristics

Unit

Frequency
Antena gain

TX peak power
TX losses

GHz
dBi
dBW

above 10
45 (2)
10

dB

e.i.r.p.

dBW

Bandwidth

MHz

55

Modulation

40-55

I

55-65

Ii

65-180

1180-185 (1)1

185-300

j

49

57

8

64

4

-4

-3

-11

3

3

50

50

200

200

4PSK

4PSK

3

5

50
200

2/4PSK

4PSK

RX NF

dB

8

8-12

8-15

RX losses

dB

3

3

3

RX input (8 )

dBW

-99

-95 to __,..99

...,..92 to -99

e> Example of a distribution system employing omnidirectional antennae at one end of the path with gains of 6-10 dB only;
high-gain antennae would be used at the other end.
(2) Typical, derived from Radio Regulations.
( 8 ) Minimum input signal to give 14 dB C/N ratio.

*

See Appendix C.
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TABLE 6.3.l(b)

Frequency (GHz)
Medium haul
(lOO km)

Hop length
(km)

Long haul
{2500 km)

I
I
I

40

1.9

1.4

I
I
I

70

1.3

1.0

I
I
I

100

1.2

1.0

I
I
I

150

1.1

0.9

I
I
I

200
0.9

0.8

Note: The assumed fade margin was 50 dB; however, hop lengths also depend on availability targets, path diversity, modu,
lation methods, etc. Urban paths may be affected by scintillation due to heat losses from buildings.

6.3.2

Mobile service
Mobile services at frequencies between 2 and 15 GHz are mainly of the
transportable type, i.e. intended to be used during halts at unspecified points, and
similar applications are foreseen at higher frequencies.
Current Radio Regulations for the mobile service are the same as for the fixed
service. These limit the maximum e.i.r.p. in the mobile service to 55 dBW in particular
allocations below 40 GHz. They also state that the power delivered by a transmitter
to the antenna of a station in the niobile service in frequency bands above 10 GHz
shall not exceed +10 dBW.
These limits are likely to be appropriate for frequencies not much above 40 GHz,
and may or may not apply up to 300 GHz. However, as the physical size of an antenna
of given gain reduces with increasing frequency, the opportunity of compensating for
lack of output power by increased antenna gain, to maintain a given e.i.r.p., is
likely to be exercised.
Table 6.3.2 gives values that have been postulated for such a narrowband
transportable system in the 90 GHz window.
TABLE 6.3.2
Example of a narrowband transportable equipment
in the mobile service*

Unit

I

Radio Regulation
characteristics

Frequency

GHz

Antenna gain

dBi

power
I TXTX peak
losses

dBW

10

dB

(2)

e.i.r.p.

dBW

55

Bandwidth

MHz

(28)

I

Above 10
(42)(l)

65-180( 2 )
41
-6
5
30
0.02

(FM)

Modulation
RX NF

dB

(8)

RX losses

dB

(2)

dBW

(-99)

RX input (3)

Possible characteristics

15
5
-125

(l) Typical figures in > 10 GHz band (in brackets) are for 13 GHz video system.
2
( ) Values are single-channel speech link at 92 GHz.
(3)

*

Minimum input signal.
See Appendix C.
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6.3.3

Broadcasting serv1ce
No information has been received relating to terrestrial broadcast1ng at
frequencies above 40 GHz.

6.3.4

Radiodetermination service *
The radiodetermination serv1ces include radionavigation (both aeronautical and
maritime) and radiolocation.
As noted in 6.1 there are special advantages for radiodetermination devices
because of high resolution with small antenna and equipment sizes. Because of power
limitations, the greater spreading loss and the high two-way atmospheric attenuation
experienced in radiolocation operations above 40 GHz, the preferred frequency bands for
the radiolocation service are in the centres of the atmospheric windows between 40 and
300 GHz, namely in the vicinity of 70, 95, 140 and 240 GHz. The band around 95 GHz
is particularly valuable, due to the relatively small atmospheric attenuation at this
frequency, and examples are given in Tables 6.3.4(a) and (b) for this band. They are
for a terrestrial tracking radar and an airborne pulsed radar respectively. These
devices require large increases in transmitter power to achieve small increases in
range performance in this band, as shown in the figure of Annex 6.3.4. This is due,
in part, to the 8 dB of atmospheric attenuation these devices experience for each
10 km of range to the object being detected. The diminishing improvement in range
performance with increased power and the difficulty in generating and guiding high
power levels at these frequencies may limit radiolocation devices to shorter ranges
for some time. For certain applications involving short-range systems, operation in
the absorption bands would offer the advantage of frequency re-use.
Some examples of the frequencies used by some other radar applications are
shown 1n Table 6.3.4(c) in Annex 6.3.4.
TABLE 6.3.4(a)
Radiolocation (terrestrial)

Some reported characteristics

Unit
.Frequency

GHz

55-65(l)

65-180( 2 )

Antenna gain

dEi

50

65

TX peak power

dEW

35

40

TX losses

dB

e.i.r.p.

dEW

Bandwidth

MHz

Modulation

5
105
10

0.01

pulse (J.IS)

RX NF

dB

RX losses

dB

RX input

dEW

100

10

10
5

(l) Example given is for 60 GHz·. *
(2)

*

Example given is for system ln 92-95 GHz band, range up to 30 km for peak power
shown.*

See Append1x C.
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TABLE 6.3.4(b)
Radiolocation (airborne)

Unit

65-180(l)

Frequency.

GHz

Antenna gain

dBi

TX peak power

dEW

TX losses

dB

e.i.r.p.

dBW

82

Bandwidth

MHz

10

Modulation

pulse (~s)

55-65
no
input

47
35
5

0.1

RX NF

dB

15

RX losses
.
( 2)
RX 1nput

dB

5

( 1)

(2)

6.3.5

Reported characteristics

. dBW

-106

Example given is for system in 92-95 GHz band, range up to 6 km at low altitude,
greater at higher altitudes.*
Minimum input signal.

Radioastronomy
The characteristics of equipment for this serv1ce are dealt with 1n
5.2.1 (see also 6.2.(.1).

6.3.6

Other services
There were no input documents submitted to the SPM dealing with the
characteristics of other services at frequencies above 40 GHz. The services concerned
are the meteorological aids service, the amateur service, the standard frequency service
and the time signal service.

6.4

Special considerations for frequencies above 300 GH# (Reports 664, 666_, 680, 681)
6.3 deals with frequencies in the range 40 to 300 GHz.
At frequencies above about 300 GHz, there is a general lack of quantitative
data suitable for assessing system performance. Atmospheric absorption (Fig. 6.l.l(a))
would likely inhibit the use of frequencies in the range say, 500-10 000 GHz for most
terrestrial applications, except on very short paths*(Report 664).
A large number of systems exist and are being developed in the spectrum above
3 000 GHz. While a considerable amount of work on optical and infra-red transmission
has been published, measured data suitable for system evaluation are still scarce.
Electro-optical telecommunication systems are likely to employ very narrow transmitter
beamwidths and receiver fields of view, making unintentional couplings or interference
of any kind between terrestrial or space borne systems extremely improbabl.e* (Report 666).

*

See Appendix C.
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Report 680 examines energy sources in the infra-red and optical range and gives
an indication of the available powers and efficiencies of these sources.
Report 681 examines the possible need for agreement on technical standards
and concludes that technical standards for electro-optical systems and determination
of preferred operating wavelengths for electro-optical equipment by international
agreement do not appear necessary at this time.
A'draft Recommendation to this effect was not adopted by the Plenary Assembly
(Kyoto~, 1978) and the matter therefore remains under examination.

6.5

Technical criteria for sharing frequencies above 40 GHz

6.5.1

General feasibility of sharing in frequency bands above 40 GHz

for

The Regulations concerning spectrum utilization and the evaluation of criteria
sharing contain :

inter~service

(a)

restrictions to services, Chapter N VIII (old Sections VII and VIII of
Article 7 of the RR) and

(b)

procedures for coordination, Article N 11 (old Article 9A together with
Appendix 28) .

The upper frequency limit in case (a) 1s around 30 GHz, and 1n case (b)
the procedure is valid up to 40 GHz.
On the basis of the texts accepted by the XIVth Plenary Assembly and the
contributions submitted by Administrations for the SPM, it is possible to assess the
possibilities of frequency sharing between some services. For other sharing
possibilities, no information was available for the SPM to consider.
Assumed parameters are typical of expected development; however, the.criteria
for sharing discussed in this section are not yet suitable as technical standards.
6.5.2

Feasibility of frequency sharing between particular services
6.5.2.1
6.5.2.1.1

Sharing between the fixed-satellite service and the fixed serv1ce
Introduction*(Recommendation 358-2, Reports 387-3 and 791)

In the band 15.4 GHz to 23 GHz, where the fixed service and the fixed-satellite
service may predominantly employ digital modulation, maximum e.i.r.p. and pfd limits
have been established. Sharing analysis based on the techniques outlined in
Recommendation 358-2, Report 387-3, has been carried out to determine the necessary
sharing criteria between the fixed-satellite service and the fixed service operating
in the band above 40 GHz. The propagation characteristics above 40 GHz may vary more
due to the effects of precipitation and atmospheric abso~ption than at say 20 GHz.
Documents presented to the SPM indicate that systems employing digital modulation are
being considered for this band. Possible system parameters used in this sharing
analysis are given in Table 6.5.2.l.l(a) for the fixed service and in
Tables 6.5.2.l.l(b) and 6.5.2.l.l(c) for the fixed-satellite service. These parameter3
may represent a worst example. The model used to determine the sharing criteria in
Report 209-3 may be pessimistic when applied to systems for operation above 40 GHz
because it assumes that all the visible satellite antennae point directly at the antenna
used for the fixed service. This situation could be unrealistic at these frequencies
since narrow beamwidths may be adopted.

*

See Appendix C.
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6.5.2.1.2

General conclusions

Although limitations on e.i.r.p. and transmitter power are not yet specified
for systems above 40 GHz, calculations using possible maximum values indicate that
sharing is feasible. As a result of the small amount of documentation supplied to the
SPM on systems for operation above 40 GHz, only the results of a sample calculation are
presented. The importance of establishing a limit is recognized by the SPM.

6.5.2.1.3
(a)

Protection of the fixed-satellite service
Interference from a terrestrial transmitter to a satellite receiver

Interference from fixed terrestrial systems into the fixed-satellite receivers
1s considered negligible. The e.i.r.p. of the terrestrial transmitters will be much
less than that of the earth station.
(b)

Interference from a terrestrial transmitter to an earth station receiver

The calculations of the minimum separation distance between the earth station
and the fixed system indicate that for an earth station antenna elevation angle greater
than 30°, the separation distance is 50 km within 2° of the earth station main beam
axis, and 0.7 km for off-axis angles greater than 40° whilst for an elevation angle of
10°, the m1nimum separ.ation distances are 127 km and 1.5 km respectively. The calculations
for an elevation angle of 10° were derived from formulae contained in the input documents
to the SPM.

6.5.2.1.4

Protection of the fixed service

For the calculation of maximum pfd from the satellite, an interference level
~/! ratio is assumed.
A reference bandwidth of 1 MHz is adopted.

10 dB below the required

From analysis of the propagation effects on hop lengths of about 2 km, indicat1ons
are that there will be correlation between fading on the terrestrial path and the satellite
interference path. The dominant factor in determining the overall system performance
for sharing considerations is the interference level into the terrestrial receiver
during no-fade conditions.
Two paths are considered for the interference from the fixed-satellite serv1ce
into the fixed service :
(a)

Interference from a satellite transmitter to a terrestrial rece1ver

Recognizing that even in the band 23 GHz to 30 GHz it is not possible at this
time to arrive at firm values for power flux-density limits, the values given 1n
Chapter 4 could be regarded as initial values for bands just above 40 GHz.
Information from one Administration on possible power flux-density limits 1s
given in Annex 6.5.2.1.4.
(b)

Interference from an earth station transmitter to a terrestrial receiver

The calculations of the minimum separation distance between the earth station
and the fixed system indicate that for an earth station antenna elevation angle greater
than 30°, the separation distance is 35 km within 2° of the earth station main beam
axis, and l km for off-axis angles greater than 40° whilst for an elevation angle of
10°, the minimum separation distances are 88 km and 1.7 km respect1vely. The calculations
for an elevation angle of 10° were derived .from formulae contained in the input
documents to the SPM.
The lack of propagation data concerning the effects of ice particles or the
consequences of low elevation angles of the earth station antenna may reflect some
modifications in the design parameters. Such changes are difficult to predict.
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As was mentioned in the introduction, the SPM is unable to identify a pfd limit
to apply when sharing between the fixed-satellite service and the fixed service until
more definite system parameters are available. It should also be mentioned that other
modulation techniques than those considered in this analysis might be used, perhaps
leading to different sharing considerations.

TABLE 6.5.2.1.1 (a)
Possible sensitive parameters for a fixed radio-re/ay
system exposed to interference

Modulation
Bandwidth. (MHz)
Noise figure (dB)
Feeder loss (dB) (each station)
Necessary C/N (dB) for a BER of

lQ-11

Frequency (GHz)
Output power (dBW)
Antenna diameter (m) (1J

=

0.6)

e.i.r.p. (dBW)
Span length (km)
Permissible interference power under no rain (dBW)
Necessary CfN (dB) for a BER of 10·3
Permissible interference power under rain (dBW)
Fading margin (dB)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4 PSK
200

5
2.5
21
40

-10
0.6
33.5
4
-91.0
14
-126
42.0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

100
-18
0.6
33.5
3
-88.5
14
-126

44.5

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

230
-25
0.3
27.5
3
-100.3
14
-126
32.7
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TABLE 6.5.2.l.l(b)
Possible sensitive parameters for satellite Earth stations exposed to interference

I
I
I
I

Modulation
Bandwidth (MHz)
Noise temperature (K)
Antenna diameter (m)

lOO
30

3

I

Feeder loss (dB)
Necessary CfN (dB) for a BER of 10· 11

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Space station e.i.r.p. (dBW)
Distance (km)
Frequency (GHz)
Atmospheric absorption (p

4 PSK

=

3, 8

=

45°) (dB)

Permissible interference power under no rain (dBW)
Necessary C/N (dB) for a BER of to-a
Permissible interference power under rain (dBW)
Fading margin (dB)

2.5

21

70

38000
40
0.3
-120.1

14
-144

31.2

I
I
I
I
I
I

100
0.6
-120.4

14
-144

30.8

I
I
I
I
I
I

230

2.1
-121.9

14
-144

29.3

TABLE 6.5.2.1.l(c)
Possible worst case parameters for a fixed radio-relay
system causing interference

Frequency (GHz)

I

40

Output power (dBW)

I
I
I
I
I

4

Transmitting antenna diameter (m)
Antenna gain (l) = 0.6) (dB)
e.i.r.p. (dBW)

Spectrum bandwidth (MHz)

1

50

54

100

I
I
I
I
I
I

100

-4

l

-58

54
100

I
I
I
I
I
I

230

-11
1

65

54
100
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6.5.2.2
6.5.2.2.1

Inter-satellite service- fixed and mobile services
Introduction*(Report 791)

At the World Administrative Radio Conference (Space Communication) in 1971,
portions of the frequency spectrum between 40 GHz and 275 GHz were allocated to the
space services. The bands allocated for inter-satellite use are in the vicinity of
the atmospheric oxygen and water vapour absorption lines. It is the high atmospheric
attenuation in these bands which presents opportunities for terrestrial services to
share these bands.
The SPM has considered two types of inter-satellite links sharing with terrestrial
fixed and mobile systems. These are the inter-satellite links used for telecommunications
purposes .between low-orbiting spacecraft and a geostationary spacecraft and intersatellite links between satellites in the fixed-satellite service. The system parameters
applicable to these types of inter-satellite links are contained in 6.2.1 of this Report,
the difference between the two being the acceptable interference level assumed. The
fixed or mobile system is assumed to use digital modulation. Interference is considered
both to side-lobe coupling of the inter-satellite antenna and for main beam coupling
from a link grazing the Earth.

6. 5. 2. 2. 2 General conclusions*( Report 791 )·
The inter-satellite service, when employed between geostationary satellites
separated by relatively small angles is not constrained to any specific portion of the
spectrum insofar as sharing with fixed and mobile services is concerned. However, an
inter-satellite link designed to operate over large angular separations may requjre
additional atmospheric attenuation to preclude excessive interference from fixed and
mobile services. Such attenuation can be achieved by placing long arc inter-satellite
links in absorption bands.
For links between geostationary satellites and satellites in non-geostationary
orbits, the degree of interference will be a function of the time that the satellite
is in view of the terrestr1al transmitter. For these satellite links, in randomly
dispersed orbits, the interference, if any, will be transitory and the probability of
exceeding the interference criteria would be extremely low.
It should be noted that these conclusions apply to terrestrial systems employing
digital modulation. It should also be mentioned that other modulat1on techniques than
those considered in this analysis might be used, perhaps leading to different sharing
considerations.

6.5.2.2.3 Protection of terrestrial systems*
Power flux-density limits are imposed on satellite serv1ces 1n the bands which
are currently shared with the fixed and mobile services. For example, in the shared
bands between 17.7 and 22 GHz, the maximum permissible power flux-density on the surface
of the Earth due to a satellite emission with low arrival angle is - 115 dB (W/m 2 .}1Hz).
Calculations show that this limit would not be exceeded with the present inter-satellite
link parameters and continuation or an increase in these limits would continue to allow
sharing with terrestrial systems.

6.5.2.2.4 Protection of inter-satellite links*(Report 791)
Accepting that digital terrestrial systems may operate without antenna pointing
restrictions and provided that these systems will not exceed an e.i.r.p. of +55 dBW assumed to be evenly spread over a l MHz bandwidth - there are no problems of excessive
interference to inter-satellite links between geostationary satellites except when there
is near-main beam coupling between terrestrial and inter-satellite antennae. Such a
coupling path can occur only in circumstances involving very long arc connections between
satellites of the inter-satellite service.
*

See Appendix C.
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At a maximum terrestrial transmitter power, calculations based on the method
in Report 791 show that an additional atmospheric attenuation of 42 dB is required
for the near-boresight condition. This can be achieved if the inter-satellite link
operates in the absorption bands.

6.5.2.3

Sharing between the earth exploration satellite service (EES) and other serv1ces

Pertinent information on frequency suitability, protection criteria and technical
parameters of the EES service above 40 GHz is presented in 6.2.5. This section addresses
sharing between EES and other services, in particular those EES functions of passive
and active sensing of the Earth's environment.
The sharing results presented in Table 6.5.2.3 have been developed from currently
available CCIR documents. These documents do not present information on sharing
situations over the entire frequency spectrum of concern above 40 GHz. In the
development of this Report, extrapolation to frequencies not specifically covered
in these CCIR documents has been made based on material employed as references in
preparing current CCIR XIVth Plenary documents. As a result, these conclusions may
be considered tentative. The suggested bandwidths presented in Table 6.5.2.3 are
based on current spaceborne radiometer technology. Adjustments may be made to these
bandwidth requirements as that technology becomes better defined.

6.5.2.3.1 General conclusions on the feasibility of sharing
The SPM concludes that sharing is feasible above 40 GHz, between spaceborne
passive sensors of the EES service and the space research (passive) and radioastronomy
services without constraint on these services. With the inter-satellite and fixed
and mobile services, sharing is generally feasible with little constraint. Sharing
with fixed-satellite systems is more difficult and is a function of the number of
ground stations in the fixed-satellite system, but with foreseeable numbers of stations
sharing should be feasible. Sh~ring with other services is not considered generally
feasible.
The SPM also concludes that sharing is feasible between spaceborne active
sensors and terrestrial radars of the radiolocation service in the preferred frequency
bands presented in 6.2.5.2.2.

6.5.2.3.2

Consideration of individual sharing situations

The following sharing results are extracted from Report 694 and summarized 1n
Table 6.5.2.3 :
(a)

Passive sensor sharing with the fixed and mobile services (Report 694)

Above 20 GHz, frequency sharing between passive sensors and fixed and mobile
services appears feasible due to increased atmospheric attenuation and ass~~ptions on
the technical characteristics of the, as yet, undeveloped fixed and mobile services.
Small areas of interference would occur when the satellite passes directly overhead.
Based on the assumptions and analyses performed, the resultant interference would have
negligible impact on passive sensor operations.
A sharing analysis has been presented to the SPM which corroborates the above
information for a possible fixed system of low e.i.r.p. at 180 GHz, the parameters for
which appear in 6.3.1.*
(b)

Passive sensor sharing with the radioastronomy serv1ce (Report 694)

Due to local oscillator leakage and emission through the spacecraft antenna,
there exists a potential interference source to the radioastronomy service. Based
on radioastronomy sharing criteria as presented in Report 224-4, the analysis indicated
that no harmful interference would occur to the radioastronomy service. Hence,
simultaneous sharing is feasible.

*

See Appendix C.
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Rad1oastronomers have suggested that, if practicable, designers should choose
local oscillator frequencies so that they lie on the upper side of those radioastronomy
bands in which line emission has been detected from distant galaxies by the use of high
gain antennae (Recommendation 314-4).
(c)

Passive sensor sharing with the inter-satellite service (Report 694)

The technical characteristics assumed for the inter-satellite service are based
on the hypothetical system model presented in Annex III of Report 694.
The feasibility of frequency sharing by passive sensors and the inter-satellite
service has been analyzed in the region of 50 to 70 GHz and in the vicinity of 115 GHz.
Cumulative side lobe interference from multiple inter-satellite links is not expected
to be an important factor. The analysis considered three possible configurations of
inter-satellite link geometry

(1)

Interference due to geostationary-to-geostationary satellite links

Interference could occur only when the geostationary satellites are separated
by more than 70° of the geostationary arc. However, orientation of both nadir look1ng
and limb sounding sensors will preclude. the antenna couplings which would produce
interference. No interference to sensor operations would occur.
(2)

Interference due to geostationary-to-low-orbit satellite links

Interference could occur for a limb sounding passive sensor but not for a
nadir looking passive sensor. In the former case, interference would occur for short
periods of time if the sensor antenna were pointed at the main beam or side lobes of
the geostationary satellite antenna. This situation would occur infrequently and be
of short duration. The loss of data would be negligible; typically, less than 0.02 %.
(3)

Interference due to low-orbit-to-geostationary satellite links

The only potential for large areas of interference would be due to side lobe
to side lobe coupling between the passive sensor antenna and the low orbit satellite
antenna. Interference would occur only if the two satellites were separated by less
than 150 km. The probability of this occurrence is negligible.
Localized areas of interference could be encountered by a spaceborne sensor
when
passing through the down-link tracking beam of the geostationary satellite;
in close proximity to an up-link transmitting low-orbiting satellite;
pointing (for a limb sounder) directly at the geostationary satellite.
Hence, sharing on a simultaneous operational basis between passive sensors
and the inter-satellite service is feasible.
(d)

Passive sensor sharing with the fixed-satellite service (Report 694)

The SPM concludes that sharing with the fixed-satellite service (FSS) depends
on the number of earth stations in the network. Above 40 GHz, high gain narrow spot
beams will likely be employed making for small areas of potential interference when
a passive sensor traverses the mainbeam of up- or down-link FSS transmissions. For
some potential FSS applications, e.i.r.p. levels would cause no interference even when
passing through the mainbeam of the FSS. Considering the foreseeable numbers of earth
stations at frequencies above 40 GHz, even if some interference is received, it would
have negligible impact on passive sensor operations since little data would be lost.

*

See Appendix C.
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(e)

Passive sensor sharing with other services (Report 694)

Information submitted to the SPM indicates that sharing 1s not likely to be
feasible with all other services.
(f)

Active sensor sharing with radiolocation*(Report 695)

The conclusion drawn in Report 695 is that sharing between spaceborne radars
and systems in the radiolocation service is technically feasible. This conclusion is
strengthened by material supplied to the SPM which extended the single band analysis
in Report 695 to all the frequency bands listed in 6.2.5.2.2. This additional material
also took into account generalized parameters for the terrestrial radar and the active
sensor. An analysis for a particular frequency band, utilizing system parameters
contained in 6.2.5.2.3, also verifies the sharing feasibility.
These results further support Recomniendation 516 "that it 1muld be
technically feasible for some bands of the radiolocation service to share with spaceborne
active microwave sensors." These bands are identified in 6.2.5.2.2.
TABLE 6.5.2.3
Summary of the sharing feasibility for passive sensors

Frequency (GHz)

Suggested
Bandwidth (MHz)

Near 55

250 (multiple)

Near 90
100.49

6,000
2,000

110.80
115.27
118.70
125.61
150.74
164.38
167.20
183.31
184.75
200.98
226.09
230.54

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

235.71

2,000

237.15

2,000

251.21

2,000

276.33

6.5.2.4

2,000

Feasibility of
Simultaneous Operations

Shared Service

Fixed-satellite
Inter-satellite
Radio astronomy
Aeronautical radionavigation satellite
Aeronautical mobile satellite
Maritime radionavigation satellite
Maritime mobile satellite
Inter-satellite
Inter-satellite
Inter-satellite
Inter-satellite
Fixed-satellite
Not allocated
Not allocated
Space research (passive)
Inter-satellite
Not allocated
Fixed-satellite
Radio astronomy
Space research (Passive)
Radio astronomy
Space research (passive)
Radio astronomy
Space research (passive)
Aeronautical mobile satellite
Aeronautical radionavigation satellite
Maritime mobile satellite
Maritime radionavigation sateUite
Not allocated

Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
-

Feasible
Feasible
-

Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible

I
I

Feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible
Not feasible

Space research serv1ce sharing

Above 40 GHz, the space research service needs are identical to those of the
EES service; that is, the requirements for passive sensing and spaceborne radars.
Thus the sharing results of the prior section are identically applicable for space
research.

*

See Appendix C.
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6.5.2.5

Mobile-satellite service - fixed-satellite service/fixed and mobile services*

6.5.2.5.1

Introduction

The transmission windows in the fr~quency spectrum which are suitable for the
mobile-satellite service are also suitable for the fixed and fixed-satellite services.
The SPM has considered sharing between mobile satellite services and other
serv1ces ln the frequency bands around 40 and 80 GHz and the following cases have been
addressed
protection of a satellite in the fixed-satellite service from a satellite
of the mobile-satellite service;
protection of terrestrial receivers from mobile-satellite earth station
emissions;
protection of terrestrial receivers from transmitters on satellites of the
mobile-satellite service.
It is noted that the fourth case, the protection of mobile-satellite earth
stations from terrestrial and fixed-satellite service transmitters, has not been
addressed. This is an area where further study is necessary.
The parameters of the mobile and fixed satellite systems used are those presented
as possible values in 6.2.3 and6.2.2 of this Report. The characteristics of the
terrestrial services are those assumed in Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations.
6.5.2.5.2

General conclusions*

Sharing between the mobile-satellite service, the fixed mobile and fixed-satellite
services at frequencies near 40 and 80 GHz may be feasible when sharin~ criteria for
frequencies below 40 GHz are utilized. However, it must be noted that only one sharing
study was presented to the SPM and it was based upon many assumptions for systems
operating above 40 GHz. These assumptions concern :
(a)

operational characteristics of the equipment;

(b)

maxlmurn power flux-density limits that will be allowed;

(c)

precipitation effects and propagation characteristics.

These above assumptions require further study. Also, the mobile-satellite
service may well embrace a wide range of characteristics vrhich could affect the sharing
possibilities.
6.5.2.5.3

Effects of rain attenuation on sharing

E.i.r.p. values of the order of 35 to 60 dB over clear-air values may be required
to ensure 99.9 %availability at smaller elevation angles. Therefore, it may be ass~~ed
that some form of transmitting earth station power control \-Till be employed to maintain
up-link signal levels, at the satellite, at or near their required clear-air values
during periods of rain attenuation in the up-link. To a lesser extent, some power
control may even be incorporated into the satellite for the down-link.
This additional e.i.r.p. at the earth station and possibly at the satellite
will effectively increase the off-beam e.i.r.p. and interference into adjacent satellite
networks or terrestrial systems. Further studies into the propagation and power control
systems characteristics at 40 and 80 GHz are required to determine what additional
e.i.r.p. values must be considered in this sharing analysis.

*

See Appendix C.
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In the following sharing analysis clear-air conditions have been assumed.
6.5.2.5.4

The protection of the fixed-satellite services

A method of calculating the required angular separation between satellite
systems using relaxed criteria to those in Appendix 29 to the Radio Regulations is
shown in the Annex 6.5.2.5.4; Figs. 6.5.2.5.4(a) and 6.5.2.5.4(b) show the effects
on orbital separation of varying the mobile-satellite transponder gain, earth station
antenna gain and link ~/!.
6.5.2.5.5

Protection of terrestrial services

(a)

Protection of the fixed (terrestrial) servlce from mobile-satellite service
space station emissions

No power flux-density limits are stated in the Radio Regulations for frequencies
above 22 GHz; however, for the purposes of this analysis, the limits applicable to
17.7- 22 GHz have been applied to 40 and 80 GHz. These limits are stated in
No. 6076/470NY and relate to the power flux-density which would be obtained under assumed
free-space propagation conditions.
Fig. 6.5.2.5~5 shows computed values of clear-air power flux~density required
of the mobile-satellite service
as a function of the antenna gains of the smallest receiving mobile earth
station accessing the mobile-satellite service space station;
for a range of mobile-satellite service link

.f/!

values;

assun1ing down-link operation in the vicinity of 40 GHz. Values must be increased by
6.0 dB for operation in the vicinity of 80 GHz, assuming equal earth station receiver
temperature.
(b)

Protection of the fixed (terrestrial) service from mobile-satellite servlce
earth station emissions

The coordination procedure used ln this analysis to protect terrestrial receivers
from earth station emissions is defined ln Appendix 28 of the Radio Regulations. In
the absence of coordination procedures for 80 GHz, those for 40 GHz were used.
The maximum required coordination distances are computed as follov.rs
at 40 GHz, with a typical earth station antenna gain of 30 dBi :
Zone A

250 km

Zone B

280 km

Zone C

= 320

km

at 80 GHz, with a typical earth station antenna gain of 30 dBi
Zone A

230 km

Zone B

210 km

Zone C

=

200 km

The coordination distances for 80 GHz were obtained by extrapolating Zone A, B
and C distances in Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations.
When the procedures of Report 382-3 are used slightly larger coordination
distances may be obtained.
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Further, the mobile-satellite and earth station characteristics assumed 1n
these calculations are :
negligible site shielding;
a 10° elevation angle of the transmitting earth station ma1n beam;
a mobile-satellite service space station receiving antenna gain of 30 dB1.
(For an earth-coverage mobile-satellite service receiving space station,
coordination distances would increase by about 20 %) .
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FIGURE 6.5.2.5.5
Effect of mobile-satellite service smallest receiving earth station
antenna gain upon power flux-density at surface of the Earth

6.5.2.6 Feasibility of frequency sharing between the radiolocation serv1ce and other
serv1ces
The analyses in this section have been based on line-of-sight propagation.
Also, the assumed system parameters are considered typical for expected developments.
For these reasons, the criteria for sharing are not suitable for use as technical
standards. The SPM considers, however, that the results of this section can be used
to indicate the feasibility of sharing.
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The system parameters used in the analysis detailed in the SPM input documents
that were taken from Report 382-2 remain unchanged in Report 382-3.
6.5.2.6.1

FreQuency sharing between inter-satellite links and ground-based radars
ln the radiolocation service at frequencies near 60 GHz*

Radar systems may be developed near 60 GHz for surveillance, target acquisition
and tracking purposes. These radars may operate with pulsed output powers of tens of
kilowatts. Table 6.3.4(a) in this chapter presents parameters assumed for this radar.
Two types of inter-satellite links for possible sharing with ground-based radars
have been considered : one is where short links are employed of the order of 10°
orbital separation between satellites (short-hop) and the other case is where satellites
are spaced at about 160° (long-hop). Table 6.2.1.2 presents assumed inter-satellite
link parameters.
The interference is assessed by considering the worst-case situation when the
radar antenna is looking directly at the satellite. However, by the very nature of
the radar function, with its movement due to surveillance scan or target tracking, the
chance of the narrow beam of the radar antenna pointing directly towards the satellite
lS probably small.
(a)

Short-hop inter-satellite link
Interference from satellite to ground-based radars

The interference caused by the satellite to ground-based radar systems is
determined for the instant when the radar antenna is looking directly at the satellite.
The analysis shows that sharing appears feasible.
ln this band.

Adequate protection exists

Interference from ground-based radars to satellite
Taking into account the values of zenithal atmospheric attenuation, it would
be possible for inter-satellite links and ground-based radars to share between
approximately 54 and 65 GHz.
(b)

Long-hop inter-satellite link
Interference from satellite to ground-based radars

Sharing appears feasible.

Adequate protection exists.

Interference from ground-based radars to satellite
Sharing appears feasible under certain conditions : the frequency band considered
should be limited to the absorption band between 53 to 66 GHz and the ground-based
radar operation may be limited to low elevation angles.
However, if higher radar antenna elevations are employed it may be necessary
to restrict the freQuency band even further.
6.5.2.6.2

Frequency sharing between active sensors ln the earth exploration satellite
service (EES) and ground-based radars in the radiolocation service near
70 GHz*(Report 695)

Report 695 considers frequency sharing between active sensors and radiolocation
at frequencies near 1.2 GHz. Information submitted to the SPM extends the considerations
by examining the feasibility of sharing in frequency bands near 70 GHz, where the
protection provided by the atmosphere is minimal. This analysis takes into consideration
the proportion of time that interference is present.
*

See Appendix C.
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In trying to assess the interference problem between systems, it is necessary
to assume values for the system parameters of both the EES and the ground-based radar.
The assumed values are detailed in Table 6.5.2.6.2.
At 70 GHz, with generally smaller antennae beamwidths lower transmitter powers
and atmospheric absorption, the mutual interference is reduced. It may be concluded
that sharing between satellite-borne radars and systems in the radiolocation service
is technically feasible on the basis of the parameters assumed for each service.
TABLE 6.5.2.6.2
Possible system parameters

Parameter

.

EES

Ground-based radar

Frequency

70 GHz

Transmitter power

10 kW

1 k\'l

Tranimission bandwidth

10 MHz

10 MHz

Transmitter ~ntenna gain

40 dBi

55 dBi (lm diameter)

Receiver antenna gain

40 dBi

55 dBi (lm diameter)

Receiver bandwidth

10 MHz

10 MHz

Receiver noise factor

10 dB

10 dB

'

70 GHz
I

I

I

:

O:rbi tal Eara"neters of the EES
Altitude

BOO km

Period

lOO minute3

6.5.2.6.3

Frequency sharing between the radiolocation service and other services ln
the 92 to 95 GHz band*

An analysis of the ability of the radiolocation service to share the 92 to 95 GHz
band with the fixed service) mobile service, and up-links in the fixed-satellite service,
has been carried out. The equipment characteristics assumed for this analysis are as
follows
Two radiolocation systems were postulated : a ground-based pulsed system of
high range resolution using a large antenna, and an airborne radar using a small aperture
antenna. Tables 6.3.4(a) and 6.3.4(b) give assumed system parameters for the groundbased and airborne radiolocation systems respectively.
The ground-based pulse radar is designed for purposes of precision tracking
targets of approximately 1 m2 cross-section, such as small aircraft. Its field-ofview is assumed to be hemispherical. It uses a moderately large antenna and a reasonably
good system noise figure.
A man portable system for communications using a small aperture antenna and a
narrow reference bandwidth is considered for the mobile service.
*

See Appendix C.
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The fixed service was characterized by a link with large aperture antennae and
good, but not state-of-the-art, receivers. A link distance of 10 km was assumed, since
this allowed a 20 dB fade margin to be sufficient in a 2.5- mm per hour rain rate.
The link is assumed to transmit digital signals consistent with the large amounts of
bandwidth available.
The fixed-satellite service up-link is assumed to have a near state-of-the-art
antenna. The space station is characterized by a narrow-beam antenna. and good system
noise figure. Allowable interference-to-noise ratios established for the transmission
of digital signals between 15 and 40 GHz are assumed for the satellite service. A
conservative estimate of the total attenuation in passing through the atmosphere of
5 dB is assumed. This corresponds to the satellite appearing at 10 degrees above the
horizon. Further system characteristics are shown in Table 6.5.2.6.3(a).
The sharing analysis is probabilistic in nature; it accounts for angular
motions of the radar antenna beam and examines interference as a level which can be
exceeded for an allowed percentage of the time.
TABLE 6.5.2.6.3(a)
Assumed system parameters for sharing with the

Parameters

Transmitter
Antenna gain (dB)
Transmitter power (dB(W/MHz))
Losses (dB)
Receiver
Antenna gain (dB)
Required S/N (dB)
Fade margin (dB)
Losses (dB)
Noise figure (dB}
Allowable 1/N in reference bandwidth (dB)
Time allowable 1/N can be exceeded(%)
Reference bandwidth (Hz)
Link range (km)

(a)

Radioloca~ion

Fixed Service

58
-45
5
58
20
20
5

w-

0
0.003
1 X }06
10

Service near 92 GHz

Fixed-Satellite
Service
(Up-link)

Mobile Service

41
-45
5
41
20
20
5
15
4.8
0.1
2 X 104
30

I

72

12
3
48
20
10
5
10
0
0.003
I X 106
4 X 104

Frequency sharing between the radiolocation service (ground-based) and
the fixed serv1ce

The allowable interference-to-noise ratio used is g1ven _._u Report 382-3 for
digital transmissions in the frequency range 15 to 40 GHz, and is assumed valid at
about 92 GHz for this analysis (see Table 6.5.2.6.2. ).
Assuming a radar peak transmitter power of 35 dBW, a separation distance between
the radar and the fixed service receiver of about 20 km appears to be adeQuate for offaxis angles at the fixed antenna of greater than 48° and increases to about 90 km
at 1° off axis.
Minimum separation distances to protect the radar receiver from the fixed
transmitter are small; about 0.1 km is adequate if the radar is greater than 48°
off the fixed antenna axis; this value increases to about 6 km as the off-axis angle
closes to 1°.
(b)

Frequency sharing between the radiolocation serv1ce (ground-based) and
the mobile service

An interference-to-noise ratio of about 5.0 dB is assumed, and it 1s also
assumed that it is permissible to exceed this interference level for 0.1 %of the time.
Peak radar power is used to calculate the interference-to-noise ratio.
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It should be noted that the extremely narrow bandwidth assumed for the mobile
link may not be typical at these frequencies and may be unattainable. It is nevertheless
useful for evaluations of sharing, since narrower bandwidths cause greater sensitivities,
which favour interference, thus ensuring a conservative sharing analysis.
For the assumed radar power at 35 dBW, a minimum separation distance of about
10 km appears to be adequate if the radar is greater than 65° off the mobile antenna
axis; this value increases to about 80 km as the off-axis angle decreases to 1°.
Sharing will be possible except near the main beam of the mobile receiver.
The radPT receiver will receive protection from the mobile transmitter if a
minimum separation distance of 0.5 km is maintained when the mobile antenna is pointed
away from the radar by greater than 65°; the minimum separation distance increases
to about 27 km as the off-axis bearing decreases to 1°.
(c)

Frequency sharing between the radiolocation serv1ce (ground-based) and
the fixed-satellite service (Earth-space)

The allowable interference-to-noise ratio (I/!) specified in Report 382-3
for 0.003 % of the time for earth stations receiving digital information in the 15 to
40 GH.z band is assumed to be valid near 92 GHz for the space station receiver.
(See Table 6.5.2.6.3(a).) However, it should be noted that the 0.003 %of the time
criteria and the I/! will likely need further study for systems operating above 40 GHz,
as operational system.characteristics evolve.
Two cases were treated in the analysis
space station receiver in geostationary orbit at 90° elevation angle from
the radar site, and
space station receiver 1n geostationary orbit at 10° elevation angle.
The space receiver at 90° elevation angle will experience an I/! of ·about
it will experience an I/N of about -23 dB
if the radar is 1° off the axis of the space station antenna, a;d-it will experience
an I/N of -45 dB if the radar is 10° off axis. The space receiver at 10° elevation angle
will ;xperience an I/! of about -8 dB through its main beam, of about -25 dB 1° off
axis, and about -50 dB 10° off axis. These values for this space station rece1ver are
all below the assumed I/! of 0 dB (Report 382-3), indicating that sharing appears
feasible.

-6 dB if the radar is in its main-beam;

The radar receiver requires a m1n1mum separation from the earth station
transmitter of 20 km if it is greater than 48° off the earth station main beam; this
minimum separation increases to 92 km as the off-axis angle decreases to 1°. Separations
smaller than these may be feasible since site shielding may be effective at these
frequencies.
(d)

Frequency sharing between the radiolocation service (airborne radar) and
the fixed and mobile serv1ces

This radar is designed to detect a target with a radar cross-section of 1 m2
for tracking or obstacle avoidance purposes, utilizing the large antenna gain available
from small apertures at these frequencies, to provide high resolution.
The statistical antenna coupling between an airborne radar and a terrestrial
or satellite receiver is dependent upon aircraft flight path statistics, airborne radar
field-of-view, airborne ~adar antenna scan characteristics, radar duty cycle, and the
antenna pattern of the receiver. The results indicate that sharing with the fixed
receiver appears to be feasible, as long as the aircraft does not fly too near the main
beam of the fixed antenna, which may make sharing impractical. Based on the mobile
system characteristics considered, sharing with the mobile receiver appears to be
feasible, even when the aircraft is above the mobile antenna main beam.
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An airborne radar may occasionally experience interference due to main beam
interception of emitters in a sharing environment. Since it is not practical to eliminate
this possibility, and since it has very small probability of occurrence, the radar
side-lobe gain at an off-axis direction of 1° was u~ed for conservative calculation
of required separation distance. Required separation distances for fixed, mobile and
earth station transmitters are presented in Table 6.5.2.6.3(b). Note that small
separation distances result.

TABLE 6.5.2.6.3(b)
Separation distances (km) between terrestrial transnri tters
and airborne radar receiver

On-axis

Fixed transmitter

26.3

l-Dbile transmitter

44.8

Earth station

167

10 off-axis

3o63
34.3
82.3

Greater than
48° off-axis

0.034
0.87(1)
14.7

transmitter

(e)

Frequency sharing between.the radiolocation service (airborne radar)
and the fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space)

For this analysis, the spot size of the space station main beam is approximately
500 km diameter on the Earth. Since the probability of an airborne radar appearing
in this spot is not negligible,_ the sp~ce sratio~ receiver main· beam gai~ is used for
conservative interference calculations.
The space station receives an If! of about -12 dB when it is at an elevation
angle of 90° from the airborne radar, and of about -16 dB when it is at 10°. The
assumed allowable I/! is 0 dB. This indicates that sharing appears to be feasible.
The separation distances required to protect the airborne radar from an
earth station are indicated in Table 6.5.2.6.3(b). The radar may experience some
problems near the main beam of the earth station, but these may not be severe..
6.5.2.6.4

Frequency sharing between radiolocation service and space research (passive
sensors) above 40 GHz

The analysis submitted to the SPM did not address space research (passive)
sharing with ground-based radars. Also the EES service has requirements for passive
sensing in the 60 ffiiz region. The feasibility of passive sensors sharing with the
radiolocation service at this frequency has not been explored and is unknown. At lower
frequencies, sharing has been shown not to be feasible.
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ANNEX 6.3.4
EXAMPLES OF RADIOLOCATION SYSTEMS

TABLE 6.3.4(c)

Some examples of radiolocation devices at present in operation*

Appropriate- frequency (GHz)

Type and application
Mapping radar

70

Search

70

Bistatic CW radar for cross-section
measurements

140

Instrumentation for basic millimeter
radar studies; backscatter studies, etc.

95

Space object· identification

85

Monopulse tracking investigations

70

Imaging

95

CW Doppler radar

95
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Se2 Appendix C.
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ANNEX 6 . 5 . 2 . 1. 4

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF POWER FLUX-DENSITY LIMITS
FROM SPACE STATIONS NECESSARY TO PROTECT TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS

In-beam interference is considered. Satellites are assumed to be allocated
every 3° in the geostationary orbit, in which case about 50 satellites would appear
above the horizon. Since the beam width of receiving antennae is sharper than 3°,
it is presumed that at most one satellite is in-beam of the receiving antenna and the
others are outside the beam. The aggregate of interferences from those satellites is
neglected because the antenna directivity at more than 3° off-beam angle is greater
than 25 dB and the aggregate power flux-density from about 50 satellites is assumed to
be 14 dB h1gher than that from each satellite (reduction by averaging is -3 dB).
When most of the beam width of the terrestrial receiving antenna is likely to be
within! 1°, the tolerable maximum power flux-density under free s~ace conditions at
elevation angle 8 less than 5° should be -101, -96 and -86 dB(W/(m .MHz)) at 40, lOO
and 230 GHz, respectively.
Next, off-beam interference is considered. The aggregate of interferences
from about 50 satellites is 14 dB higher than one satellite, as mentioned before.
Terrestrial antenna directivity is assumed to be greater than 45 dB, while satellite
antenna directivity is assumed to be 0 dB. On these assumptions, permissible maximum
power flux-density on the surface of the Earth from any one satellite, under free space
conditions at elevation angle 8 greater than 25°, should be -73, -70 and -74 dB
(\-l/(m 2 .MHz)) at 40, lOO and 230 GHz, respectively.
From the discussions above, it is possible to calculate the power flux-density
produced at the surface of the Earth by emissions from any one space station under
free space propagation conditions.
The results are shown in the following table

Power flux-density limit ( dBW/ (m2 .MHz))

Frequency range (GHz)

8

_<;

50

50

<

8

<

25°

25°

_<:

8 .s 90°

40 - lOO

-102

-102 + (8-5)

-82

lOO - 275

-lOO

-100 + (8-5)

-80
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ANNEX 6.5.2.5.4

A METHOD OF CALCULATION TO EVALUATE THE REQUIRED ANGULAR SEPARATION_
BETWEEN MOBILE-SATELLITE NETWORKS AND FIXED-SATELLITE NETWORKS

According to the methods of Appendix 29 to the Radio Regulations, the apparent
increase in the equivalent satellite link noise temperature (defined in
Radio Regulation 3154/103A); resulting from interference caused by a shared.system,
should not exceed 2 %without coordination. The approach taken in this analy~is is
more detailed than that of Appendix 29 and the allowed increase in satellite link noise
temperature has been relaxed to 3 %. This corresponds to an interference-to-link noise
ratio of -15.2 dB under free-space propagation conditions.
The method of calculation of the separation angle uses an equation to determine
required values of angular separation between adjacent (and not necessarily similar)
satellite networks, where the link carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) of the system causing
the interference and the allowed interference-to-equivalent-link noise ratio (I/N)
in the system subject to interference are specified. This equation, shown fun~tionally
is as follows :

where 8

the topocentric angular separation between two satellites as seen from any
earth station (assumed to be equal to geocentric angular separation)

a

satellite transponder gain, and

F

individual earth station and satellite parameters.

Fig. 6.5.2.5.4(a) shows the required angular separation to protect a system
in the fixed-satellite service from interference due to an adjacent mobile-satellite
service system. The required separation is seen to vary rapidly as a function·qf the
mobile-satellite system earth station antenna gains, and the gain of its satellite
transponder.
From Fig. 6.5.2.5.4(a) it is also evident that the mlnlmum satellite separation
lS found by choosing a value of mobile-satellite transponder gain(l) based primarily
on the characteristics of the link employing the smallest mobile earth-station antenna
gains.
Applying the above considerations, Fig. 6.5.2.5.4(b) shows the resultant
controlling angular separation required to protect a system in the fixed-satellite
service from interference due to an adjacent mobile-satellite service system :

( 1)

For most practical cases, this value of transponder gain, ~, is that value required
to make the contributions of the earth station receiver and the satellite receiver
to the effective link noise temperature exhibit a ratio of about 4.
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as a function of the antenna gains of the smallest mobile earth stations
accessing the mobile-satellite service space station(2);
for a range of mobile-satellite service link£/! values.
The required separation is independent of the mobile-satellite service space
station transmitting antenna gains. Required angular separations are increased should
one of the two adjacent mobile-satellite service space stations employ an earth-coverage
receving antenna.

(2)

For the characteristics assumed in this analysis, the required separation is
independent of the particular uplink and downlink frequencies employed, so long
as mobile-satellite service earth station antenna gain values are maintained.
Note that mobile-satellite service transponder gain, ~' has been set to that value
r~quired to make the contributions of the earth station receiver with the smallest
gain, and the mobile-satellite service space station receiver to the mobile-satellite
service effective link noise temperature exhibit a ratio of 4 when the downlink
transmission path attenuation is 10 dB greater than the free-space value.
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CHAPTER 7

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF OPTIMUl'v1 USE OF THE FREQUENCY SPECTRtlM

In this chapter, a brief discussion of technical aspects of pptimum use of the
radio freQuency spectrum is given. It should be noted that a number of particular
points mentioned here, along with other points related to this topic, are discussed at
greater lengt~ in other chapters of the Report.
The work of Study Group l lS also of interest ln this regard.

7.1

General*
The use of radio freQuencies should be facilitated mainly for those applications
where there is no appropriate alternative means of transmission.
-The technical and operational characteristics of radio eQuipment should be
internationally standardized and, as far as practicable, should take account of the
state of the art.!
Improvements in the design and construction of radio equipment and in the mode of
operation of systems should be encouraged in order to improve the utilization of the
freq~ency spectrum.
Technical aspects applicable to all services

7.2.1

Introduction
Ultimately, it may be possible to develop priorities(l) of usage for each portion
of the spectrum for the different radio services. It should then be possible to
improve the efficiency of spectrum utilization by successively satisfying, in order of
priority, the maximum number of telecommunication reQuirements within each category
of servlce, under conditions such that the reception of each wanted signal is not
subject to harmful interference. Satisfactory service implies a specified grade of
service for a specified reQuired percentage of time during assigned hours and in an
assigned freQuency band (Report 414).
Efficient use of the spectrum may be achieved by, among other things, adopting
one or more of the following : the isolation obtained from antenna directivity,
geographical spacing, freQuency sharing, or orthogonal polarization, and the use of
time-sharing. These considerations should be reflected in any definition of spectrum
utilization. Therefore, a measure of spectrum utilization could be defined to be the
product of the freQuency bandwidth, the geometric (geographic) space, and the time
denied to other poten:tial· users : the measure is U = BxSxT , where B is the radio
bandwidth, S: is the geometric space (usually area) and T is time (Report 662).
Efficiency is defined in many diverse fields as the ratio of output to input.
The ou~put may not be the total output of the system, but merely the output of immediate
interest. Similarly, the in,put used in the definition may be only one of the inputs the one of special interest. These ideas can be used to deflne spectrum efficiency.
The desired output of a telecommunications system is "information transferred over a
distance", and if the input of inte~est to spectrum efficiency is spectrum-space used,
that is, the space denied to others, the general form of a measure of spectrum efficiency
could be

(l)

These priorities will include considerations other than those of a purely technical
nature.

*

See Apppendix C.
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information transferred over a distance
spectrum space used

or

communications achieved
(bandwidth)(space)(time)

(Report 662).
7.2.2

Modulation techniques .
7.2.2.1 In a given situation the transmission performance should not have a higher
quality than necessary if this has an adverse effect on spectrum utilization and, in
general, this implies that the information bandwidth as well as the radio frequency
bandwidth is kept as small as possible. However, when considering whether it is
effective to reduce the spacing between channels, by narrowing the bandwidth of the
emissions and correspondingly narrowing the bandwidth of the receivers, many conflicting
factors have to be taken into account. Therefore, rather than concentrating on finding
ways to increase the number of channels to be derived from a given block of spectrum,
the search should be directed to finding the channel spacing and technical characteristics
that will result in accommodating the maximum amount of information and/or the maximum
number of radio users per MHz in a given geographic area.*
7.2.2.2 In the case of spread spectrum systems, these use more bandwidth to transmit
a given amount of information than a conventional narrowband system. These systems
essentially trade the wider transmission bandwidth for a lower power spectral density
and increased rejection to interfering signals operating in the same frequency band.
They, therefore, have the potential of sharing the spectrum with conventional narrowband
systems because of the potentially low power that is transmitted in the narrowband
receivers passband. In addition, high levels of interference will be rejected by spread
spectrum receiving systems. The interference effect of spread spectrum systems on
other wideband systems requires further study (Report 651).
7.2.2.3 When using digital transmission systems, consideration should be given to
source encoding and signal processing techniques to reduce signal redundancy, modulation
techniques that increase the amount of data transmitted per Hertz, and shaping of the
transmission spectrum to decrease bandwidth since these techniques will increase spectrum
efficiency.*

7.2.3

Multiple use of the spectrum (see also 4.7.2)
7.2.3.1 Where sufficient spectrum does not exist for each service, it will be necessary
for several services to share the same part of the frequency spectrum. This may lead
to improved spectrum utilization for electromagnetically compatible services, providing
that no undue restrictions are placed on any of the sharing services.*
7.2.3.2 The application of probabilistic methods improves the accuracy of evaluating
spectrum utilization efficiency by considering the statistical characteristics of the
desired signal, the interfering signal and the operational environment (Report 656).
7.2.3.3 In addition, the concept of multi-purpose systems that would support several
services, or functions within a service, is based on the accepted technique of multiplexing.
Increased interest in this concept has arisen through technological advances in solid
state devices and microprocessor capabilities. The inherent advantages of combining
several telecommunic.ation functions into a single equipment, requirements for more
accurate and reliable capabilities and the increased congestion being encountered in
the electromagnetic environment have also fostered this concept.*
7.2.3.4 However, these advantages are not attained without incurring questions regarding
regulatory support since the functions do not always fall into the same radio service.
The recommended approach involves, wh~rever possible, assessment of the systems'
electromagnetic compatibility, based on the identification of the systems' major service
and subsequent frequency assignment support in accordance with the table of frequency
allocations given in Article N7/5 of the Radio Regulations. This approach would continue
to provide protection to existing services while allowing the advantages of new technology
to be realized.*

*

See Appendix C.
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7.2.4

Performance aspects
7.2.4.1 It must be realized that excessive transmission performance can have an adverse
effect on optimum frequency utilization. Power outputs of transmitters should be
commensurate with the performance requirements of the system. Wherever possible, power
outputs should be adjustable to match propagation conditions. The susceptibility of
receivers to out-of-band interference is of importance and the use of receivers with
high selectivity should be encouraged. The type and height of the antenna should be
chosen to ensure only the required performance and antenna side-lobe levels should be
suppressed to the maximum extent possible. The proper use of cross-polarizationccan
significantly improve the use of the spectrum by providing additional isolation between
potentially interfering systems. For fixed and fixed satellite systems using digital
modulation the use of the spectrum may be enhanced by transmitting independent signals
on orthogonally polarized carriers, provided some reduction in the availability of the
service can be tolerated as a result of adverse propagation conditions (BC Sat 77,
Annex 7, No. 2).*
7.2.4.2 Availability of service is an important system performance requirement and it
is becoming the dominant design parameter. Excessive availability requirements may make
unnecessary demands upon spectrum usage. It is therefore highly desirable to carefully
assess the availability requirements of all services which make use of the radio
spectrum.*
7.2.4.3 Preliminary studies have shown that, in certain circumstances, tethered airborne
communication platforms present an opportunity for greatly increasing the antenna·height
which permits large geographical coverage and rapid expansion of telecommunication
facilities. However, such techniques will significantly lncrease interference ranges
and further studies are required.*
7.2.4.4 A further important consideration is the selection of the frequency bands which
would most closely satisfy the service performance requirements.*

7.2.5

Spectrum management techniques
7.2.5.1 The management of the spectrum by Administrations is of fundamental importance
in its optimum use. A definition of the goals of "spectrum management" can be said to
be "to allocate the radio frequency spectrum among competing needs, to integrate its
uses so that interference is controlled, and to conserve the spectrum, recognizing the
limitations of the resource" (Report 660).
7.2.5.2 Administrations are facing increasingly voluminous and complex tasks in spectrum
management. The new and evolving area of computer-aided techniques is becoming an
increasingly important tool; These techniques require computer access to. a data base
which typically contains details of technical characteristics of equipment and other
characteristics of frequency assignments of all users authorized to use the spectrum.
A computer system may in addition to the traditional administrative tasks be used to
perform electromagnetic compatibility analyses as well as an aid in complex frequency
coordination procedures (Report 669).
7.2.5.3 Compatibility between national data bases is desirable and the characteristics
required by the IFRB may serve as a foundation on which the national data base could be
built (Report 669).
7.2.5.4 In order to expedite the application of these techniques, it is highly desirable
to have available a handbook describing the use of computer-aided techniques in spectrum
management. CCIR Interim Working Party l/2 is currently preparing material on this
subject. It is proposing the preparation of a handbook that will include discussion on
efficient spectrum utilization, electromagnetic compatibility analysis techniques, standard
datfl. bases and computer techniques along with examples of applying these concepts to
spectrum management.*
See Appendix C.
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7.3

AdditionaJ technicaJ aspects appJicable to space services* (Report 453, BC Sat 1977,
Annex 7)
Since the equitable s.haring of the spectrum/orbit resource is inherently difficult
and may impose some restrictions on services, it is important that the technical parameters
be chosen, and the techniques for efficient use of the spectrum/orbit resource be applied
in such a way that radio services will benefit as much as possible.
The following techniques are among those identified as being of major importance
ln leading to a more efficient use of the spectrum/orbit resource and should therefore
be applied to the maximum extent technically and economically practicable-consistent
with the capability of systems to fulfil the requirements for which they were designed.

7.3.1

Antennae discrimination
The discrimination of the side lobes of space and earth station antennae is of
major importance in minimizing interference between systems. To achieve maximum
isolation, every effort should be made to improve the discrimination by technological
advances in antenna design.

7.3.2

Minimum space station spacings*
It is obvious that, for maximum orbit utilization, space stations should be placed
as close to each other as ~s consistent with keeping the mutual interference to acceptable
levels. In this connection, drift from the assigned orbital location should be minimized.
Narrow beam antennae
The use of narrow beam antennae facilitates frequency re-use ln satellite servlces.

7.3.4

Homogeneity
From a technical point of Vlew, space stations of similar characteristics should
be grouped in the same part of the orbit. The interference caused by relatively highpower space stations to the earth station receivers of relatively low-power satellite
systems is directly proportional to the difference between their e.i.r.p. Sharing among
such systems is greatly facilitated if this difference is kept as small as is consistent
with the requirements (see 5.3.5.8).

7.3.5

Crossed-beam geometry
The principle of crossed-beam geometry is that adjacent satellites should not
serve adjacent service areas. In that way, discrimination from both the satellite and
the earth station antennae can be used to achieve maximum isolation between systems.
Further, if service areas are far enough apart, then the satellite antenna discrimination
alone may be sufficient to permit satellites serving these widely separated service
areas to be eo-located in the orbit, leading to practical doubling of the orbit capacity.

7.3.6

Frequency interleaving/offset
The mutual interference between channels in different systems is usually a
maximum when the two carrier frequencies coincide. When channelling design is such.that
frequencies are interleaved, or, more generally, such that coincidence of carrier
frequencies is avoided, mutual interference can in many cases be greatly reduced.

*

See Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 8

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT AND EMISSIONS

8.1

Freguency tolerances*
In proposing frequency tolerance values for transmitters, the SPM has taken
account of:
(a)

the need for efficient frequency spectrum utilization,

(b)

the operational requirements of the various communication systems,

(c )

the technical feasibility of achieving the standards laid down against a
background of environmental and economic constraints,

(d)

the basic differences between fixed and mobile stations, and especially
hand-held equipment, necessitating in some cases a relaxed value of
tolerance for the mobile stations,

~

the accumulation of frequency errors of individual frequency sources in
the case of some multi-hop radio relay systems necessitating some
relaxation in the overall tolerance limits.

)

Due consideration has been given also to existing CCIR texts, where appropriate.
The conclusions are contained in Table 8.1, which the WARC-79 might consider in
revising Appendix 3 to the Radio Regulations. It is emphasized that these conclusions
reflect the future needs and therefore do not always correspond to present equipment
specifications. Particular attention is drawn to the fact that in a few cases the
suggested values of tolerances are such that the actual frequency instability would far
exceed the necessary bandwidth. This could lead to inefficient use of the radio frequency
spectrum.
Table 8.1 follows the general format of the existing Appendix 3 to the Radio
Regulations. Frequency sub-divisions have been introduced where necessary for some
services to clarify the presentation.
No attempt has been made to attach dates of implementation.
for the SPM.

This is not a matter

'rhe tolerance value quoted for a particular category is normally for the most
significant service in that category. Other significant types-o~usage in the same
category requiring different tolerances are contained in explanatory footnotes.
For broadcasting stations (other than television) in the band 470 to 2 450 MHz
the existing frequency tolerance value has been quoted in the absence of any further
information.
No tolerance values have been established for meteorological aids nor for the
amateur services. This matter can best be handled by national regulations.
Recognizing the continuing development of equipment and systems, no frequency
tolerances have been established for services operating above 40 GHz.
In order to distinguish clearly between existing footnotes in the Appendix 3
Table and the new ones, the latter have been given numerical designations.

*

See Appendix C.
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A mechanical fault occured. during reproduction of the table - Please replace page 0 , 2
of Chapter b by this nel·i one.

TABLE b.l

r:'able of frequency tolerances
l.

Unless otherw·ise indicated, frequency tolerance is expressed in parts in 106.

2.

The power shown for the various categories of stations is the mean power.

3.

Frequency tolerances for aircraft and space stations do not include frequency
shifts due to Doppler effects.

4.

Certain services may need more stringent tolerances for technical and
operational reasons.

Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

Frequency
Tolerance

Band: 10 to 535 kHz
1. fixed Stations :
- 10 to 50 k.Hz
- 50 to 535 kHz
2. l....a.nd Statwns:
a) Coast Stations:
b) Aeronautical Stations
3. Mobile Stations:
a) Ship Stations
b) Ship's EmerJency Transmitters
c) Survival Craft Stations
d) Aircraft Stations
4. Radiodetermination Stations
5. Broadcastina Stations

100
50
lOO 1)
100
200 k)
500 (one)
500
100
100
10Hz

Band: 535 to 1605 k.Hz
Broadcastina Stations

10Hz b)

Band: 1605 to 4000 lliz
1. Fixed Stations:
- power 200 W or less
- power above 200 W
2. Land Stations :
- power 200 W or less
- power above 200 W
3. Mobile Stations :
a) Ship Stations
b) Survival Craft
Stations
bA) Emergency PositionIndicating Radiobeacons
c) Aircraft Stations
d) Land Mobile Stations
4. Radiodetermination Stations:
- power 200 W or less
- power above 200 W
5. Broadcastin~ Stations
Band: 4 to 29.7 MHz
I. Fixed Stations:
a) single side band and
independent
sideband emissions _
h) Class FI emissions
l') Other classes of emassions
- power 500 watts or less
- power above 500 watts

i

lOO 2) 3)
50 2) 3)
}()() 2) 1) r)
50 2) 1) r)
40Hz 4)
100
100
100 r)
50 5)
20 6)
10 6)
10Hzl7l

20Hz
10Hz

I

20
10

I
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Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations
2. Land stations
a) Coast stations
b) Aeronautical Stations:
- power 500 W or less
- power above 500 W
c) Base Stations:
3. Mobile Stations:
a) Ship Stations:
1) Class A 1 emissions
2) Emissions other than Class Al
b) Survival Craft
Stations
c) Aircraft Stations
d) Land Mobile Stations
4. Broadcasting Stations
5. Space stations
6. Earth stations
Band: 29.7 to lOO MHz
1. Fixed Stations:
- power SO. W or less
- power above SO W
2. Land Stations :
3. Mobile Stations:
4. R.adiodetermination Stations
5. Brodcasting Stations
(other than television)
6. Broadcasting Stations
{television sound and vision)
7. Space stations
8. Earth stations
Band: 100 to 470 MHz
I. Fixed Stations:
- power 50 W or less
- power above 50 W
2. Land Stations:
a) Coast Stations
b) Aeronautical Stations
c) Base Stations:
- 160 MHz band
· - 300 MHz band
- 450 MHz band
3. Mobile Stations:
a) Ship Stations and
Survival Craft Stations:
- in the band 156-174 MHz
- outside the band 156-174 MHz
b) Aircraft Stations
c) Land Mobile Stations:
- 160 MHz band
- 300 MHz band
- 450 MHz band
4. Radiodetermination stations
5. Broadcasting stations
(other than television)
6. Broadcasting stations
(television, sound and vision):
7. Space stations
8. Earth stations

Frequency
Tolerance

20Hz 1) 20)
100 r)
50 r)
20 2)

10
50Hz k) 7)
50
100 r)
40 8)
10Hz 15) 17)

20
20

30
20
20
20 9)
50
2000Hz 18)
500Hz 16) 19)
20
20

20 10)
10

10
20 11)
10 12)
7 12)
5 12)

10
50 o)
30 11)
10
7
5
50

12) 13)
12) 13)
12) 13)
e)

2000Hz 18)
500Hz 16) 19)
20
20
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Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

'
Frequency
Tolerance

Bande: 470 to 2450 MHz
I. Fixed Stations:
- power lOO W or less
- power above lOO W
2. Land Stations
3. Mobile Stations
4. Radiodctermination Stations
5. Broadcasting Stations
(other than television)
6. Broadcasting Stations
(television, sound and vision)
in the band 470-960 MHz:
7. Space Stations
8. Earth Stations

lOO
50
20 14)
20 14)
500 e)
100
500Hz 16) 19)
20
20

Band: 2450 to 10 500 MHz
1. Fixed Stations:
- power 100 W or less
- power above 100 W
2. Land Stations
3. Mobile Stations
4. Radiodetermination Stations
5. Space Stations
6. Earth Stations

100
100
1250 e)
50
50

Band: 10.5 to 40 GHz
1. Fixed Stations
2. Radiodetermination Stations
3. Broadcasting Stations
4. Space Stations
5. Earth Stations

300
5000 e)
100
100
100

Notes referring to

~able

200

50

of frequency tolerances

(b)

In the area covered by the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
(NARBA) the tolerance of 20 Hz may continue to be applied.

(e)

Where specific frequencies are not assigned to radar stations, the bandwidth
occupied by the emissions of such stations shall be maintained wholly within the
band allocated to the service and the indicated tolerance does not apply.

(k)

For ship station transmitters used for direct-printing telegraphy or for data
transmission the tolerance is 40 Hz.

(1)

For coast station transmitters used for direct-printing telegraphy or for data
transmission, the tolerance is 15 Hz.

(o)

For transmitters used by on-board communication stations a tolerance of 5 ppm
shall apply.

(r)

For single-sideband transmitters operating in-the frequency bands 1 605- 4000kHz
and 4 - 29.7 MHz which are allocated exclusively to the aeronautical mobile (R)
service, the tolerance on the· carrier (reference) frequency is:
for all aeronautical stations

10 Hz

for all aircraft stations operating on
international services

20 Hz

for aircraft stations operating exclusiveley
on. national services

50 Hz

(see N.ote)

Note : In order to achieve maximum intelligibility it is suggested that Administrations
encourage the reduction of this last tolerance to 20 Hz.
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(one) If the emergency transmitter is used as the reserve transmitter for the main
transmitter, the tolerance for ship station transmitters applies.
(2)

For single sideband radiotelephone transmitters the tolerance is 20 Hz.

(3)

For radiotelegraphy transmitters with frequency shift keying the tolerance is 10 Hz.

(4)

For Al

(5)

For transmitters used for single-sideband radiotelephony or for frequency-shift
keying radiotelegraphy the tolerance is 4~ Hz.

(6)

For radiobeacon transmitters in the band 1 605 to 1

(7)

For ship station transmitters in the band around 27 120kHz, on board small craft,
with ari output power not exceeding 5 watts operating in near coastal waters and
utilizing A3 or F3 emissions the frequency tolerance is 40 ppm.

(8)

The tolerance is 50Hz for single sideband radiotelephone transmitters, except for
those transmitters operating in the band around 27 120kHz, and not exceeding a peak
envelope power of 15 watts, for which the basic tolerance of 40 ppm applies.

(9)

For non-vehicular mounted portable equipment with a mean transmitter power not
exceeding 5 watts the tolerance is 40 ppm.

emissions the tolerance is 50 ppm.

Boo

kHz the tolerance is 50 ppm.

(10) For multi-hop radio-relay systems employing direct frequency conversion the
tolerance is 30 ppm.
(11) For a channel spacing of 50 kHz the tolerance is 50 ppm.
(12) These tolerances apply to channel spacings of 20, 25 and 30kHz.
(13) These tolerances may not be achieved for non-vehicular mounted portable equipment
with a mean transmitter power not exceeding 5 watts.
(14) Further study is required on the applicability of these tolerances.
(15) It is suggested that administrations avoid carrier frequency differences of a few
Hertz, which cause degradations similar to periodic fading. This can be avoided
if the frequency tolerance were 0.1 Hz, a tolerance which would also be suitable
for single sideband emissions.
(16) In the case of television stations of:
50 watts or less in the band 29.7 to 100 MHz
100 watts or less in the band lOO to 960 MHz
and which receive their input from other television stations or which serve small
isolated_c:ommunities, i~ may not, for operational reasons, be possible to
maintain this tolerance. For such stationw,_, J@.e tolerance is 2 000 Hz.
For stations of 1 watt or less· this toleranee may be relaxed further to:
5 kHz in the band 100 to 470 MHz
10kHz 1n the band 470 to 960 MHz.
(17) For transmitters with an output power of 10 kW or less the tolerance is 20 ppm
and 15 ppm in the band 1 605 to 4000kHz and 4 to 29.7 MHz respectively.
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(18) For transmitters of 50 watts or less operating at frequencies less than 108 MHz
a tolerance of 3 000 Hz applies.
(19) For transmitters for system M(NTSC) the tolerance is l 000 Hz.
power transmitters using this system note (16) applies.

However, for low

(20) For Al emissions the tolerance is 10 ppm.
8.2

Spurious emissions*

8.2.1

General
(a)

Recommendation 329-3 provides limits for spurious emissions for certain
services in the frequency range 10kHz to 960 MHz.
No limits are specified for transmitters operating on fundamental frequencies
above 960 MHz. Until agreed limits ·can be specified for these transmitters,
their levels of spurious emission shall be as lovr as practicable.

(b)

Recommendation 328-4 distinguishes between out-of-band emissions and
spurious emissions, and .specifies limits for out-of-band emissions. This
section of the report specifies limits for spurious emissions as defined
ln 2.2.3.

(c)

In the Radio Regulations the limits of spurious emission are specified in
terms of "the mean power". Consideration has shown that it may be desirable
to specify the limits for certain emissions in terms of "the peak envelope
power" instead of "the mean power", subject to further study.

(d)

For the time being, limits for spurious emission shall continue to be
expressed in terms of the mean power supplied by the transmitter to the
antenna feeder at the frequencies of the spurious emission considered,
Furthermore, spurious radiation from any part of the installation other than
the antenna system, i.e., the antenna and its transmission line, shall not
have
.effect greater than would occur if this antenna system were supplied
with the maximum power permissible at that spurious emission frequency.

an

8.2.2

8.2.3

Permissible levels of spurious emissions
(a)

Table 8.2.2 specifies the maximum permissible spurious levels without
indicating any spectral distribution. The SPM recognizes the desirability
of specifying the levels in the Table in terms of spectral density as power
content in a convenient bandwidth such as 4 kHz, and suggests further
studies in this regard.

(b)

The bandwidth of the measuring equipment shall be sufficiently wide to
accept all significant components of the spurious emission concerned.

(c)

Attention is drawn to Note l of Table 8.2.2 which indicates that specific
services may need lower levels. In particular, Recommendation 478-2
describes the limits of spurious emissions of land mobile transmitters, and
Report 713 describes spurious emissions from earth stations and space
stations of the fixed-satellite service. This latter report has very
tentative conclusions and notes are needed for further studies.

Conclusions
The conclusions of the SPM are contained in Table 8.2.2. The Table follows the
general format of the existing table in Appendix 4 to the Radio Regulations.
It was decided that the implementation dates were not relevant to technical
consideration and these were not discussed at the SPM.

*

See Appendix C.
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TABLE 8.2.2

Maximum permissible levels of spurious emlSSlons

The mean power of any spurious emission shall not exceed the values specified as
minimum levels in Colums A and B below (Notes l, 10, 11)
Fundamental frequency band

Below 30 MHz

A

B

Limits applicable to transmitters now in
use and to those installed before ...

Limits applicable to new transmitters
installed after ........ , and to all transmitters after .....

40 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
the power of 50 miJiiwatts (Notes 3, 4
and 5)

40 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
the power of 50 milliwatts (Notes 2, 3, 4,
5 and 8)

30 MHz -to 235 MHz for transmitters having mean power:
-

greater than 25 watts

60 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
1 milliwatt

60 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
1 milliwatt (Notes 2, 6, and 8)

-

25 watts or less

40 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
25 microwatts and without the necessity
for reducing this value below 10 microwatts

40 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
25 microwatts (Note 2)

235 MHz to 960 MHz for transmitters having mean power:
-

greater than 25 watts

60 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
20 milliwatt (Notes 2, 7, 8 and 9)

-

25 watts or less

40 decibels below the mean power of the
fundamental emission without exceeding
25 microwatts (Notes 2 and 8)

Above 960 MHz

Due to the diverse nature of technologies employed by services operating above
960 MHz, further study by the CCIR is required prior to specification of levels. The
values to be observed shall be those shown in appropriate CCIR Recommendations.
Until suitable Recommendations have been adopted, the lowest possible values
achievable shall be employed.
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Notes:
1.

It is recognized that specific services may need lower levels for technical and
operational reasons. The values applied to these services shall be those agreed
upon by the appropriate service conference. Lower levels also can be fixed by
specific agreement between the administrations concerned.

2.

These limits are not appropriate to life-boats, emergency position indicating
radar beacons, emergency locator transmitters, survival.craft and maritime
transmitters used in emergency situations.

3.

For transmitters having an output power greater than 50 ~W which can operate on two
or more frequencies, covering a frequency range approaching an octave or more, it
may not always be practicable to achieve a suppression greater than 60 dB.

4.

For some hand-portable equipment of power less than 5 W, it may not be practicable
to achieve a suppression of 40 dB, in which case a suppression of 30 dB should
apply.

5.

A limit of 50 mW may not be practicable for mobile transmitters, in which case the
spurious emission should be at least 4o dB below the f1mdamental emission, without
exceeding the value of 200 mW.

6.

In some areas, where the interference problem 1s not serious, a limit of 10 mW may
be sufficient.

7.

Where several transmitters feed a common antenna or closely spaced antennae on
adjacent frequencies, it may not always be possible to achieve this degree of
attenuation for spurious emission, the frequencies of which are close to the
occupied band.

8.

For radiodetermination stations, until acceptable methods of measurement exist, the
lowest practicable level of spurious emission should be achieved.

9.

Since the limits mentioned above may not provide adequate protection for receiving
stations in the radioastronomy and space services, lower limits might be considered
in each individual case in the light of the geographical position of the stations
concerned.

10.

In the case of suppressed or reduced carr1er emissions, the power of the fundamental
emission shall be expressed in terms of peak envelope power.

11.

When checking compliance with the provisions of the Table, it shall be verified that
the bandwidth of the measuring equipment is sufficiently wide to accept all
significant components of the spurious emission concerned.

8.3

Necessary bandwidth

8.3.1

General
It is necessary to point out at first that the SPM had insufficient information
to develop a necessary bandwidth calculation for all the examples of emissions which have
been identified in Recommendation 507, and which may be suitable for a complete
consideration
the matter at WARC-79.

of

Appendix 5 to the Radio Regulations indicates three methods of determining
necessary bandwidth, i.e.:
(a)

use of the formulae included in its Table which also gives examples of
necessary bandwidths and designation of corresponding emissions;

(b)

computation in accordance with CCIR Recommendations;
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(c)

measurement, in cases not covered by (a) or (b) above.

Several contributions to the SPM were considered, along with Report 418-1, and
are believed appropriate for referral to the WARC-79. An examination of Appendix 5 to
the Radio Regulations, Report 418-1 and these contributions, has resulted in a new
proposal which is presented in Table 8.3·1, and which the WARC-79 may wish to e~amine when
reviewing Appendix 5.
·
.
Definition of necessary bandwidth
In Chapter 2, it is concluded that consideration should be given to replacing the
definition of necessary bandwidth in RR 3140/91 by that contained in Recommendation 328-4.
As the previous reference to occupied bandwidth is omitted, the necessary bandwidth for
each class of emission should be derived from one of the three methods described in
Appendix 5.
8.3.3

Necessary bandwidth for various classes of emissions
8.3.3.1

Amplitude modulated emissions

The major suggestions made in I of Table 8.3.1 are based on the following
considerations:
(a)

Facsimile, carrier modulated by tone and by keying

This type of emission has not been included as being wasteful of bandwidth
and in conflict with Recommendations 343-1 and 344-2. It has been replaced by
facsimile by sub-carrier frequency modulation of a single-sideband emission with
reduced carrier.
The example has been brought in line with Recommendation 344-2 and the
relevant Re·commendations Tl and Tl5 of the CCITT by including one of the standard
values of the index of cooperation, rather than mentioning the present
(non-standardized) values of cylinder diameter and number of lines per millimetre.
The formula for the necessary bandwidth is based on that for frequency-shift
telegraphy (Fl) discussed in 8.3.3.2.
(b)

Television (vision and sound)

The terminology employed is that used by the CCIR Service Study Group
concerned.
(c)

Composite emissions
Two examples of composite emissions given in Report 418-1 have been included.

8.3.3.2

Frequency modulation emissions
The major suggestions in II of Table 8. 3o 1 are based on the
(a)

follo~ing

considerations:

Frequency-shift telegraphy

After reviewing the formulae for calculating the necessary bandwidth of the
various classes of frequency modulation telegraphy emissions given in Appendix 5
and the contributions to the SPM relating to this subject, it is concluded that
it would be desirable, and also possible, to use a single, basic expression for
all frequency-shift emissions.
The formula developed is in very close agreement with results using the
present two formulae of Appendix 5 and the more complex expression for Fl emissions
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given in Report 179-1. It also permits the necessary bandwidth to be calculated
for modulation indices down to the value of about 0.4 used in modern systems.*
Finally, the example given in the third column of the Table has been brought
1n line with the provisions of Recommendation 246-3.
(b)

Commercial telephony

The peak frequency deviation D used in this example is the value most
commonly used for a channel spacing of 25 kHz.
(c)

Facsimile

Because the formula and the example given in Appendix 5 no longer correspond
to the class of emission F4, they could be replaced by the three formulae and
the example given in Report 418-1. However, since there is a discontinuity in
the three formulae covering modulation indices from 0.14 to 3.45, it is suggested
that they be replaced by a single formula similar to that used for frequency-shift
telegraphy emissions.*
The example given has been brought in line with the provisions of
Recommendations 343-1 and 344-2. It is similar to that described in 8.3.3.1,
Item (a)
(d)

Four frequency diplex telegraphy

It is felt that the formula given in Report 418-1 is more appropriate than
that in Appendix 5. However, it is proposed that this formula be written in the
basic form as for Fl and F4 emissions, because this has proved to be in better
agreement with recent results of measurement.* The example has been brought in
line with Recommendation 346-1.
•
(e)

Composite emissions
The following examples have been included in the Table:
Microwave radio-relay systems using FM/FDM
These examples as well as II.B of Table 8.3.1 which has to be used for
the calculation of the necessary bandwidth have been taken from
Report 418-1.
Stereophonic frequency modulation broadcasting
The example has also been taken from Report 418-1.

8.3.3.3

Pulse modulated emissions
The deviations from Appendix 5 are based on the following considerations:
(a)

Unmodulated pulse emission

The general formula given in Appendix 5 for an unmodulated pulse emission
was retained, but the example in the third column has been replaced by the case
of a series of triangular pulses produced by a radar station.*
One input document was concerned with the spectrum produced by a series of
trapezoidal pulses. Although the significance of this contribution should be
recognized, it seemed premature to include the formulae.*

*

See Appendix C.
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(b)

Modulated pulse emissions

Because a general method has not yet been established to determine the
necessary bandwidth for modulated pulse emissions P2 and P3, formulae and
examples have not been included in Table 8.3.1.
(c)

Composite pulse emission

Table 8.3.1 contains the example of the pulse position modulated radio-relay
system given in Report 418-l.
8.3.3.4

Digital radiocommunication systems

A significant number of modulation techniques particular to digital radiocommunication systems is still in the early stage of development. After reviewing
Report 378-3 and the input documents to the SPM·pertinent to the subject, it was
concluded that none of these should be proposed at this time, but that further study
is particularly needed of digital systems using phase, frequency, or amplitude modulation.
Design factor, F, and bit rate, R, need special attention along with the formulae for
calculating necessary bandwidth.*

*

See Appendix C.
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Table 8. 3.1
Examples of necessary bandwidths and Designations of emissions

The necessary bandwidth may be determined by one of the following methods:
(a)

use of the formulae included in the following Table which also gives
examples of necessary bandwidths and designation of corresponding emissions;·

(b)

computation in accordance with CCIR Recommendations;

(c)

measurement, in cases not covered by (a) or (p) above.

The value so determined should be used when the full designation of an emission
is required.
However, the necessary bandwidth so determined is not the only characteristic of
an emission to be considered in evaluating the interference that may be caused by that
emission.
In the formulation of the Table, the following terms have been employed:
B
n
B

N
M

c
D

=
=
=
=
=
=

t

Necessary bandwidth in hertz
Modulation rate in bauds
Maximum possible number of b.lack plus white elements to be transmitted
per second, in facsimile
Maximum modulation frequency in hertz
Sub-carrier frequency in hertz
Peak deviation, i.e., half the difference between the maximum and minimum
values of the instantaneous frequency.
The instantaneous frequency in hertz is the time rate of change in phase
in radians divided by 2~
Pulse duration in seconds at half-amplitude

=

Pulse rise time in seconds between 10% and 90% amplitude

K

=

An overall numerical factor which varies according to the emission and
which depends upon the allowable signal distortion

N

=

Number of baseband telephone channels in radio systems employing
multichannel multiplex telephony

t

r

c

+p =

Continuity pilot subcarrier frequency (Hz) (continuous signal utilized
to verifY performance of frequency division multiplex systems).
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Necessary bandwidth

Designation
of
emission (1)

Rec. 507
designation

O.lAl

JOOHA1AAN

0.85Al

'

850HA1BAN

2.1A2

2K10A2AAN

Double sideband telephony,
M = 3 000;
Bandwidth: 6 000 Hz.

6A3

6KOOA3EJN

Bn = sum of M for each
sideband for independent sideband

Telephony, two independent
sidebands, M = 3 000;
Bandwidth: 6 000 Hz

6A3B

6KOOB8EJN

Bn = M for single sideband reduced carrier

Single sideband telephony, reduced
carrier, M = 3 000;
Bandwidth: 3 000 Hz.

3A3A

Bn = M -lowest modulation frequency for
single sideband suppressed carrier

Single sideband telephony suppressed carrier, M = 3 000
lowest modulation frequency
= 300Hz;
Bandwidth: 2 700 Hz.

2.7A3J

2K70J3EJN

8A3

8KOOA3EGN

2.89 A4A

2K89R3CMN

6 250A5C
750F3

6M25C3F
750KF3EGN

Type
of
emission {1 )

I

Formula

Details

I. AMPLITUDE MODULATION

Continuous
wave
Telegraphy

Bn = BK
K = S for fading circuits

Morse code at 25 words per
minute. B = 20. K = 5.
Bandwidth: 100 Hz.

K = 3 for nonfading circuits

+ 2M

Telegraphy by
on-off keying of
a tone modulated carrier

Bn = BK

Commercial
telephony

Bn = 2M for double sideband

Sound
Broadcasting

Facsimile by
sub-carrier
frequency
modulation of a
SSB emission
with reduced
carrier

Television
(vision and
sound)

(1) see Article N 3.

K = 5 for fading circuits
K = 3 for nonfading circuits

Bn = 2 M
M may vary between 4 000
and 10 000 depending on
the quality desired.

Bn = C

+~+
2

DK

K =· 1.1 typically

Refer to relevant C.C.I.R.
documents for the bandwidths of the commonly
used television systems.

Morse code at 25 words per
minute. B. = 20. M = 1 000.
K = 5;
Bandwidth: 2100Hz.

Speech and music, M
Bandwidth: 8 000 Hz.

=

3KOOREJN

4 000;

N = 1 100 (half-tone) corresponding
to an index of cooperation of 352 and
a cylinder rotation speed 9f 60 rpm.
Index of cooperation is product of
drum diameter and number of lines
per unit length
C = 1900 D = 400
Bandwidth = 2 890 Hz.

Number of lines = 625;
Nominal video bandwidth: 5 MHz
Sound carrier relative to video carrier
= 5.5 MHz
Total vision bandwidth: 6.25 MHz
FM sound bandwidth including
guard bands: 0.75 MHz
RF channel bandwidth: 7 MHz.
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Necessary bandwidth

Type
of
emission (1)

Composite
emission

Composite
emission

Commercial
Telephony

Sound
Broadcasting

Rec. 507
designation

Television relay, video limited to
5 MHz, audio on 6.5 MHz frequency
modulated sub-carrier, sub-carrier
deviation = 50 kHz
C: 6.5 MHz
D: 50kHz
M: 15kHz
Bandwidth: 13.13 x 106 Hz.

13130A9

13M1A8W

Radio-relay system providing 10 voice
channels occupying base-band between I and 164 kHz;
M= 164 000;
Bandwidth: 328 000 Hz.

328A9

328KA8E

0.30 F1

304HFIB

16F3

16KOF3EJN

180F3

180KF3EGN

1.98 F4

1K98F1C

1.42 F6

1K42F7BDX

3700F9

3M70F8EJF

I

Formula
Bn = 2C + 2M + 2D
(Double sideband)

Bn = 2M
(double sideband)

li-A

Telegraphy by
frequency shift
keying

Designation
of
emission ( 1)

DetaHs

FREQUENCY MODULATION

Bn = 2M + 2DK
M = B/2
K = 1.2 normally

Bn = 2M + 2DK
K is normally 1 but under
certain conditions a higher
value may be necessary.

Bn = 2M + 2DK

Single channel
B = 100 bauds
D = 85 Hz (170 Hz shift)
Bn = 304Hz.
For an average case of commercial
telephony, D = 5 000
M= 3000;
Bandwidth: 16 000 Hz.
Monaural
D = 75 000
M= 15 000 and
assuming K = 1 ;

Bandwidth: 180 000 Hz.
Facsimile by
direct frequency
modulation of
the carrier

Bn = 2M
M
K

Four-frequency
Diplex
telegraphy

Composite
transmission

(1) see Article N 3.

+

2DK

N
2
=

N = 1100 elements/sec (black and
white)
D =400Hz
Bn = 1980Hz.

1.1

Bn = 2M + 2DK
B = Modulation rate in
bauds of the faster
channel. If the channels are synchronized
M = B/2 (otherwise
M = 2B) K = 1.1
Bn

=

K

= 1

2/p

+

2DK

Spacing between adjacent frequencies
=400Hz
Synchronized channels.
B = lOO bauds; M = 50
D = 600
Bn = 1420Hz.

Microwave radio relay system:
FM/FDM
60 telephone channels occupying
baseband between 60 and 300kHz;
rms per-channel deviation 200kHz;
continuity pilot at 331 kHz produces 100 kHz rms deviation of
main carrier.
Computation of Bn: See Table li-B
below
D = 200 X 103 X 3.76 X 2.02
= 1.52 x 106 Hz
/p = 0.331 x 106 Hz;
Bandwidth: 3.702 x 106 Hz.
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Necessary bandwidth

Type
of
emission (1)

Composite
transmission

Formula

Bn = 2M
K = 1

+

2DK

I

Details

(2M

Bn = 2M
K = l

Composite
transmission

II.B

+

2DK

Rec. 507
designation

16300F9

16M3F8FJF

Microwave radio relay system:
FM/FDM
960 telephone channels occupying
baseband between 60 and 4028
kHz; rms per-channel deviation
200 kHz; continuity pilot at 4715
kHz produces 140kHz rms deviation of main carrier.
Computation of Bn: See Table li-B
below
D = 200 X 10/ X 3.76 X 5.5
= 4.13 x 10/ Hz:
M = 4 028 x 10/ Hz:
{p = 4 715 x 10/ Hz:

+

2DK)- 2/p

Bandwidth Bn: 16.32 x 10/ Hz.
Composite
transmission

Designation
of
emission (1)

Microwave radio relay system:
FM/FDM
600 telephone channels occupying
baschand between 60 and 2540
kHz; rms per-channel deviation
200 kHz; continuity pilot at 8500
kHz produces 140 kHz rms deviation of main carrier.
Computation of Bn: See Table li-B
below
D = 200 X 103 X 3.76 X 4.36
= 3.28 x 106 Hz.
M = 2.54 x 106 Hz;
K = 1;
/p = 8.5 x 106 Hz;
(2M + 2DK) < 2/p
Bandwidth Bn: 17 X 106 Hz.

1700F9

17MOF8EJF

Stereophonic frequency modulation
broadcasting (pilot tone system)
with multiplexed subsidiary telephony subcarrier;
M = 75 000 Hz;
D = 75 000 Hz;
Bandwidth Bn: 300 000 Hz.

300 F9

300KF8EHF

MULTIPLYING FACTORS FOR USE IN COMPUTING D, PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION,
IN FM FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEX (FM/FDM) MULTI-CHANNEL EMISSIONS

For FM/FDM systems the necessary bandwidth is:
Bn

=

2M

+ 2DK.

The value of D or peak frequency deviation in this formula for Bn is calculated by multiplying the r.m.s. value
of per-channel deviation by the appropriate "Multiplying factor" shown below.
In the case where a continuity pilot of frequency fp exists above the maximum modulation frequency, M, the
general formula becomes:
Bn = 2fp

+ 2DK.

In the case where modulation index of the main carrier produced by the pilot is less than 0.25, and the r.m.s.
frequency deviation of the main carrier by the pilot is less than or equal to 70% of the r.m.s. value of per-channel
deviation, the general formula becomes either
Bn = 2fp or Bn = 2M
whichever is greater.

(l) see Article N 3.

+ 2DK
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Multiplying factor (1)
Number of telephone
channels, Ne
dB above modulation reference level
20

(peak factor) x antilog [

[ a value in dB specified by the equipment manufac- ]
(4.47) x antilog • turer or station licensee, subject to administration
•
approval.
20

3 <Ne< 12

<Ne~

60

(3. 76) x antilog 1:

60 <Ne< 240

(3. 76) x antilog [

12

Ne~

]

(2.6

l
l

20

(-I

+ 4log Ne)
20

( -15

(3. 76) x antilog [

240

+ 2 log Nr)

+ 10 log Ne)

]

20

I

(1) In the above chart, the multipliers 3.76 and 4.47 correspond to peak factors of 11.5 dB and 13.0 dB, respectively.

Necessary bandwidth

Type
of
emission (1)

I

Formula

Ill.

Unmodulated
pulse emission

2K

Bn

=t

K depends upon the ratio
of pulse duration to pulse
rise time. Its value usually
falls between 1 and 10 and
in many cases it does not
need to exceed 6.

Composite
emission

2K
t

K

=

1.6

Details

Rec. 507
designation

3000PO

3MOOPONAN

8000P9

8MOOM7EJT

PULSE MODULATION

Primary radar
Range resolution 150 m.
= 1.5 (triangular pulse where
K
t ~ tn only components
down to -27 dB from the
strongest are considered)
Then t = 2 (rang~ resol~tion)
veloctty of hght
2 X 150
= 3 X 108
= ) X l0c 6 Seconds
Bn
= 3 X 106 Hz.
Radio-relay system, pulse-position
modulated by 36-voice channel baseband; pulse width at half amplitude
= 0.4 fLS;
Bandwidth: 8 x 106 Hz.
(Bandwidth independent of the number of voice channels).

(1) See Article N 3.

Designation
of
emission (1)
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Other technical characteristics of equipment and emissions
From the considerations set out in Chapter 2 of this Report~ it has been decided
that the emissions of a transmitter at frequencies outside the necessary bandwidth consist
of those existing close to the limits of the necessary bandwidth which are defined in
Recommendation 328-4 as out-of-band emissions, and those existing remotely from the
fundamental emission which are defined in Radio Regulation 3141/92 as spurious emissions.
Appendix 4 of the Radio Regulations specifies maximum limits for the emissions which
have been identified as spurious emissions.
The SPM concludes that it is desirable to limit the emissions identified as
out-of-band emissions in adjacent channels to promote more efficient utilization of the
frequency spectrum and reduce the interference potential. An example of this, relating
to the maritime mobile service, may be found in Appendix 17A of the Radio Regulations.
If the definition for out-of-band emissions is considered appropriate by the
WARC-79 for inclusion in the new Radio Regulations, it may be desirable to allow the
option for various services to limit these emissions. In the absence of specific
requirements, transmitters could observe the limits set forth in CCIR Recommendations.
It may also be considered appropriate to modify existing references to "spurious
emissions" in Article N4/12, Radio Regulation 3248/673, to account for both out-of-band
emissions and spurious emissions (see also 2.2.3).*
The SPM has identified the need to utilize new technology to achieve the most
efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum. It suggests that this objective can_
best be met by techniques which may include new frequency sharing methods, some bandwldthexpansion techniques and the use of single-sideband emissions, among ot~ers, as appropriate
measures for consideration, by including brief reference to those techn1ques in
Article N4/12. Radio Re~ulation 124S/670.*
In view of the conclusions of the SPM that, in many cases, more efficient spectrum
utilization may be achieved by tighter tolerances for transmitter frequencies among other
measures, it may be considered appropriate to iterate the need for responsibility of the
various administrations to ensure that the transmitters under their jurisdiction comply
with the improved standards. This might be achieved by adding to Article N4/12,
Radio Regulation 3250/675, provisions encouraging sufficiently frequent surveillance of
emissions to ensure an adequate level of compliance with all these provisions.*

*

See Appendix C.
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CHAPTBR 9

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF INTERFERENCE AND
IDENTIFICATION OF STATIOlJS

9.1

Interference from Industrial, Scientific and Medical (-ISM) equipment

9 .1.1

Introduction
ISM equipment referred to in the Radio Regulations is generally understood
to mean apparatus and lnstallations which generate and use radio-frequency energy
for industrial, scientific, medical, domestic or similar purposes. Telecommunications
applications are specifically excluded.
Existing CCIR texts (in particular Recommendation 433-3) clearly identify
the problem of interference from ISM equipment to radiocornmunications services and
the role of the IEC and the CISPR in this matter is recognized. The SPM is of the
opinion that the problems of interference from ISM are not given sufficient attention
in the existing provisions of the Radio Regulations and that some modification of
the present text of the Regulations is desirable to rectify this inadequacy.

9 .1.2

Reference to ISM ln the Radio Regulations
At present, ISM equipment is referred to ln the Radio Regulations by
footnotes reading :
"The frequency N kHz is designated for industrial, scientific and medical
purposes. Emissions must be confined within the limits of~ n %of that frequency.
Radiocommunication services operating within these limits must accept any harmful
interference that may be experienced from the operation of industrial, scientific
and medical equipments."
The Radio Regulations do not contain either any definition of the applications
in question or of their spurious emissions (the definition of the latter in the
Radio Regulations cannot, strictly speaking, apply to the above equipments). There
is no limit on spurious emission from these equipments, which could seriously interfere
with radiocommunication services. However, CISPR has produced limits for all frequency
bands below 1 GHz but are based on the protection of broadcasting servlces.
Work is continuing on the protection levels for other services.*

9 .1.3

Detailed considerations
The following points- are significant in any consideration of interference
from ISM :
(1)

Mobile systems (maritime or aeronautical radionavigation services, land,
maritime or aeronautical mobile services) cannot be properly protected
simply by introducing protective measures ln geographically limited areas.

(2)

As these radiocommunication servlces help to protect persons and property,
any interruption may entail serious consequences. In particular, certain
radionavigation services and the maritime distress and call services
directly contribute to the safety of human life.

* See Appendix C.
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9.1.4

(3)

The mobile services provide essential communications with moving vehicles,
vessels, and aircraft.

(4)

Very low interference field strengths may impair the quality and hence
the reliability of some radio services. Limits currently proposed by CISPR
n1ay not be stringent enough to adequately protect these services.

(5)

In radionavigation, errors which may occur due to interf~rence can be
very insidious and difficult to detect and could result in accidents to
aircraft, especially in respect of interference to instrun1ent landing
systems.

( 6)

It is virtually impossible to predict the proliferation (in nwubers,
geographical spread, density) of ISM equipments.

(7)

Although RR N5002/698 imposes an obligation on Administrations to ensure
protection of radio services, it offers no guidance as to the levels of
acceptable spurious emission from ISM equipment.

(8)

ISlv1 devices can always - at increased cost -be made to limit their radiations
as much as necessary by appropriate filtering or shielding, since long'distance electromagnetic radiation merely constitutes a stray effect of
the operation of such equipments.

(9)

There are stringent provisions in the Radio Regulations limiting the risk
of interference liable to be caused by radiocommunication apparatus
(RR 3280/116, 3242/667, 3243/668, 3246/671, 3247/672, 3248/673, 3249/674,
5000/697, 5221/725).*

Conclusions
The SPM draws the attention of the \JARC-79 to the above points and concludes
that

*

(1)

It appears to be necessary for the World Administrative Radio Conference
to discuss not only the frequency bands to be used for industrial,
scientific and medical applications, but also the methods of handling
limits of spurious emission from equipments used for these purposes.

(2)

ISM equipment need not be given a status which would put it in a
similar category to radiocoTilffiunication equipment but it should be recognized
that it imposes a serious risk of interference to such equipment.

( 3)

'l'he WARC-79 inay wish to consider, taking action to
(a)

stress the need to adequately protect radio services, and
particularly radionavigation ana other safety services from this form
of interference,

(b)

include specific reference in the Radio Regulations to the risk of
interference from ISM and similar equipments to radio services (for
examp-\e, in RR 5002/698) , and

(c)

suggest that Administrations, when adopting limits of spurious radiation
from ISM equipments, be guided by the latest recommendations of the
CCIR and the CISPR.

See Appendix C.
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9.2

Identification of stations

9.2.1

General provisions
The SPM is of the op1n1on that the provisions of Article N23/l9 will rema1n
generally applicable in the foreseeable future. The provisions of the Radio
Regulations should allow flexibility for users of radio services to choose a method of
identification which will be compatible with the service concerned, taking into account
the operational needs of that service. To the extent possible, identifying signals
should be transmitted in accordance with those CCIR Recommendations which consider the
technical and operational requirements. In some cases, the use of special equipment
for reception of the identifying signal is necessary, and consequently a change in the
present text of Radio Regulation 5336/739 appears to be desirable. (Recommendations
379-l, 493-l, Report 280-3).*

9.2.2

Identific-ation of radio stations 1n the Maritime Mobile Service
9.2.2.1

Introduction

A number of alphanumerical systems for the identification of ship stations are
in use today. New services and systems such as satellite telephone/telex, automatic
VHF telephone and digital selective calling require numerical identities. It would
clearly be advantageous from a technical and operational_point of view to develop a
scheme that could be used in all services and make it possible to identify a ship
everywhere with one numerical identity.
9.2.2.2

The numerical identification system

The method of providing identities which has been proposed can be described
as follows* :
9.2.2.2.1

Gener2~

(a) There are three kinds of maritime mobile service identities
ship station identities,
group call identities, and
coast station identities.
(b) The Maritime Mobile Service identities are formed of a series of n1ne digits
which are transmitted over the radio path in order to uniqu~ly identify ship
stations, coast stations and group calls.
(c) The identities shall be in accordance with relevant CCIR and CCITT
Recommendations.
(d) The identities are formed in such a way that the identity or part thereof can
be used by telephone and telex subscribers connected to the General Network of
Telecommunication Channels to call ships automatically in the shore-to-ship
direction.
(e) The nationality or flag of a station is given by a three-digit group, the
Nationality Identification Digits (NID).

*

See Appendix C.
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9.2.2.2.2

Nationality Identification Digits (NID)

Table I will list the Nationality Identification Digits (NID) allocated to
each country. In accordance with Radio Regulation No. 5344/749A, the Secretary-General
is authorized to allocate Nationality Identification Digits to countries not
included in the Table.
9.2.2.2.3

Ship station identities

The 9 digit code constituting a ship station identity lS formed as follows

where N I D represent the Nationality Identification Digits and in the last SlX
1 2 3
digits, X can be any figure 0 to 9.
9.2.2.2.4

Group call identities

Group call identities for calling simultaneously more than one ship are formed
by placing a zero before the NID in the 9 digit code as follows :

where X is any figure 0 to 9.
The particular NID reflects only the country allocating the group call
identity and so does not prevent group calls to fleets containing more than one
ship nationality.
9.2.2.2.5

Coast station identities

Coast station identities are formed by placing two zeros before the NID ln
the 9 digit code, as follows :

where X is any figure from 0 to 9.
The NID reflects the country ln which the coast station lS located.

TABLE I
NATIONALITY IDENTIFICATION DIGITS

Country

Digits

(to be established by the WARC-79)
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9.2.2.3. Conclusion
The work to develop such a coordinated numerical identification system has been
performed by CCIR IWP 8/6. Operational requirements have been agreed on and are shown
in Annex 9.2.2.3(a). The CCITT has developed a numerical identification system that
satisfies the operational requirements. CCIR IWP 8/6 has proposed the draft CCIR
Recommendation in Annex 9.2.2.3(b) for consideration by Study Group 8.* This draft
Recommendation further treats the assignment and use of the identities and provides
useful background information.

*

See Appendix C.
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ANNEXES TO CHAPTER 9

Annex 9.2.2.3(a)

User operational requirements for ship station
numbering systems

Annex 9.2.2.3(b)

Assignment and use of maritime mobile s.erv1ce
identities
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ANNEX 9.2.2.3(a)
USER OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SHIP STATION NUMBERING SYSTEMS

1.

Definitions
The following definitions have been agreed by HlP 8/6 :

2.

1.1

ship station identity:

the sh~p's identificat~on N ... Nk
1
transm1tted on the rad1o path

1.2

ship station number

the number that identifies a ship for access
from the public network and which forms pa~t
of the international number to be dialled or
keyed by a public network subscriber

Operational requirements
2.1

Ship station identity and ship station number
2.1.1

Every ship participating 1n the various maritime radio services
shall be assigned a nine digit unique ship station identity.

2.1.2

The same ship station identity shall be used in both the
Maritime Mobile Service and in the Maritime Mobile-Satellite
Service.

2.1.3

The same ship station identity shall be used for all
telecomn1unication purposes, e.g. telephone, telex, data
transmission etc.

2.1.4

The ship station number and the ship station identity should be
identical.

2 .l. 5

The ship station identity and the ship station number shall
allow application in the international automatic services.

2 .1.6

Two or three of the digits N N N (see §.1) of the ship station
.
.
2 '3.
· 1
•
•
1dent1ty
shall be reserved tol 1na1cate
the sh1p
s nat1onal1ty.
Requireme~t for the following possible purposes
distress and safety (radio path only)
"routing" (land line only) see Note 1
accounting (radio path only)
different tariffs for national and foreign
ships (radio path and land line)
determination of space-segment utilization 1n
INMARSAT
two-digit nationality codes shall be allocated
to countries with large shipping interests (these codes
need not necessarily be equal to country or destination
codes used for other purposes);
ship station identities should be issued by administrations;
this implies that a further subdivision of the blocks of
numbers assigned to a country be left to the administrations.

2.1.7

The numbering systems shall be numerical systems, and should use
the full range of decimal tligits.
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2.1.8

2.2

Hates:

The capacity of the ship station identity system shall be sufficient
to admit all ships v:anting to or required to participate in the various
maritime radio services at present and in the foreseeable future.

Additional special service requirements
2.2.1

In addition to the requirements for individual stations, any
particular predetermined group of ships having a community
of interest, e.g. the ships belonging to one fleet, shall be
identified by a separate and unique identity. See Notes 2,
3 and 4.

2.2.2

The numbering systems should not inhibit the automatic setting
up of calls to predetermined groups of ships. Whether or not
this possibility is implemented should be left to t?e
administrations.

2.2.3

It shall be possible by analysis to recognise that an identity
1s a group identity. See Note 5.

2.2.4

The possibility of direct in-dialling for ships equipped with
PABX should be considered in the development of a numbering plan.

1.

To be used by equipment external to the conventional land line
network for determination of the appropriate access point to a
particular ship.

2.

The necessity for an "all ships" group call is recognised.
Therefore, one of the group identities shall be reserved for
this purpose.

3.

Information concerning priority, geographical areas or any other
service category does not constitute part of the ship's identity.
It would not be transmitted over the public switched network as
part of the signalling sequence. It would be included in the
signalling sequence over the radio path but as additional information
following the address code.

4.

The requirements of 2.1.6 do not necessarily apply to group
identities.

5.

If automatic set-up of broadcast calls is to be included, one
value of digit N (see§ l) could be used to indicate broadcast
1
mode. (See Report 758).
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ANNEX 9.2.2.3(b)
DRAFT
RECOMMENDATION

ASSIGNMENT AND USE OF MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE IDENTITIES
(Opinion 57, Decision 31)

The CCIR,
CONSIDERING
(a)

the need for a unique ship identity for safety and.telecommunication purposes;

(b)

the need for this identity to be usable in automatic systems;

(c)

that, in the interest of having a common address format for automatic systems,
identities assigned to ship stations, coast stations and used for establishing
group calls should be of a similar nature when transmitted over the radio path;

(d)

the provisions of Radio Regulations Nos.
(These numbers are the amendments or additions to Art. 19 of the Radio Regulations
as approved by WARC-79.)

(e)

that it is highly desirable that the code which forms the ship identity or part
thereof can be used by subscribers to the public switched networks for calling
ships automatically;

(f)

that the public switched networks in some countries have restrictions, with
respect to the maximum number of digits that may be dialled or keyed to indicate
ship station identity;

(g)

that CCITT draft Recommendation E.l6X/F.llX describes a ship station identification
method which provides for this contingency;

(h)

that whatever restrictions may be required should, 1n the interests of the
development of automatic shore-to-ship operations, be as few as possible;
RECOMMENDS

l.

that assignment of ship station identities should be in accordance with the
Annex to this draft Recommendation;

2.

that ship and coast stations using morse telegraphy may continue to use
existing alphanumeric call signs;

3.

that ship and coast stations using digital selective calling equipment in
accordance with Recommendation 493-l should use their 9-digit numerical
identities transmitted as a 10-digit address/self-identity with a digit 0
added at the end of the identity;

· 4.

that Administrations issuing 5-digit numbers according to Radio Regulation
5390/783A should, if possible, assign 9-digit numerical identities and
5-digit numbers in such a way that there is a clear relation between them;
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5.

that the present octal nwnbering system in use in an existing maritime mobile
satellite system should~e converted as early as feasible to a decimal system
with 9-digit ship station identities;

6.

that any future international automatic maritime telecor~nnunication system
should be designed to use the 9-digit ship station identities on the radio
path.

Annex
(to draft Reconrrnendation)

Assignment of Ship Station Identification

l.

Introduction
1.1

Every ship participating in the varlous n1aritime radio services shall be
assigned a nine digit unique ship station identity in the format
N I Dx x x x x x
wherein the first three digits represent the Nationality
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Identification Digits.

1.2

Restrictions may apply with respect to the maximum number of digits which can
be transmitted on some national telex and/or telephone networks for the
purpose of ship station identification.

1.3

At present, the maximum number of digits that are able to be•transmitted
over the national networks of many countries for the purpose of determining
ship station identity is six. The digits carried on the network to represent the
ship station identity is referred to as the 11 ship station number" in this text
and in the relevant CCITT draft Recommendation. The use of the techniques
aescribed below should make it possible for the coast stations of such countries
to engage in the automatic connection of calls to ship stations.

1.4 To obtain the required nine digit ship station identity a series of trailing
zeros is added to the ship station number by the coast station for shore
originated automatic services, e.g.:
SHIP STATION NUMBER

2.

SHIP STATION IDENTITY

As long as the restrictions in section 1 apply in one's own network limiting ship
station numbers to 6 digits, ships.that intend to receive automatic network traffic
from national coast stations only, should be assigned identities wherein x , but
no~ x , = 0.
This assumes that "9" is used to abbreviate the national NID9 for such
8
shlps for network purposes.
SHIP STATION NUMBER

NNINDN

SHIP STATION IDENTITY

are the Nationality Identification Digits of one's own country.

If a country has more than one NID, only one may be used for this purpose.
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3.

As long as the restrictions in para. 1 apply it may be useful for some Administrations
to expand the capacity for numerical ship station identification by using as many as
ten "8Y" abbreviations for NIDs.
S~ch a technique may allow the assignment of ship station identities wherein trailing
zeros are applied only to x and x .
8
9

SHIP STATION IDENTITY

SHIP STATION NUMBER

The usefulness of this technique to a given Administration may depend on whether
its abbreviation (e.g. 83) of its own NID is duplicated in other Adm1n1strat1ons
in which some of its ships have a community of interest. When such is the case
the ship in question can be called using the same ship station number in all the
automatic networks of interest to that ship. As an example, a group of up to ten
countries, with community of interest, might agree to assign the same abbreviation
for their respective NIDs. The abbreviation should always relate to the numerically
lowest NID, when more than one is assigned to a given country.
Country
A
B

c.
D
E
F
G

H
I
J

"8Y" Assignment
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

(All countries recognize a
particular ~y abbreviation
as associated with a particular
country)

87
88
89

For example a coast station in any of the countries A .to J rece1v1ng "83" as the
first two digits of a ship station number would transmit the NID of country D.

4.

5.

As long as the restrictions in section 1 apply, ships that require regular automatic
communications from foreign coast stations additional to those that may conform to
the abbreviation arrangement noted in section 3 shall only be assigned ship station
identities with x x x
= 000 to support 6 digit ship station numbers.
7 8 9
1
When it becomes necessary to progress to stage 2 , in the ship station identity
scheme the format of ship station identities in section 4 would change from
N I D x x x o o o to N I D x x x x o o
If "8Y" abbreviations are used in stage 1 2 ,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
some ship station identity assignments will already have taken the N I D x x x x o o
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
format. It would therefore be useful to reserve at least one value in the x digit
position if ship station identity ~ssignments are made on the basis of "8Y" 7network
abbreviations:
SHIP STATION NUMBER

SHIP STATION IDENTITY

1

Seven digit ship station numbers for automatic shore originated traffic,

2

Six digit ship station numbers for automatic shore originated traffic,

Procedure for Selecting Numerical Ship Station Identities as long as Net"Work Restrictions apply

Requirement to assign
ship identity

Determine communications
requirements ~f ship

manual service

l

assign 9 digit ship
station identity
with x9 ;: 0

automatic service to
ship via national coast
stations only
(see section 2)

l

assign 9 digit ship
station identity "With
X

9

=0

automatic service to
ship via foreign coast
stations with appropriate
"8Y" abbreviations of
the NID (see section 3)

1

assign 9 digit ship
station identity "With
x x = oo

8 9

automatic service to
ship via foreign coast
stations additional to
those "Which may have
appropriate "8Y" abbreviations of the NID
(see section 4)

1

assign 9 digits ship
station identity "With

x x x

7 8 9

= ooo

\0

1--'
[\)
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CHAPTER 10

RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION AND NOISE DATA RELEVANT
TO FREQUENCY ALLOCATION, ASSOCIATED REGULATION AND FREQUENCY SHARING

10.1

Introduct1on
This Chapter is written on the assumption that the WARC-79 will need answers to
the following questions involving propagation :
(a)

What are the most suitable frequency bands, from the propagation aspect,
for various services ?

(b)

How do propagation factors affect the practicability of frequency sharing
between services ?

(c)

How do these factors affect the amount of spectrum needed for a service ?

(d)

How do these factors affect the limits on radiated power which may be
necessary to avoid interference between services ?

The necessary propagation data can be presented mainly under two headings. The
first, which may be summarized as "Reliability", covers information needed for question (a),
where circuit performance is limited by natural phenomena or other factors not associated
w1th .frequency sharing or the operation of other services. The second heading, summarized
as "Frequency sharing and interference", covers information needed for question (b).
These two headings together will also largely cover question (c) in so far as it is of
interest to the WARC-79, as it involves both reliability and interference aspects.
Question (d) is one which necessitates detailed calculations and reference to voluminous
documentation of Study Groups 5 and 6. It is impracticable, and probably unnecessary, to
reproduce all this documentation for the WARC-79, but it will be required to know what
techniques exist and where their explanations can be found.
This Chapter, therefore, contains first (10.2) a brief review of modes of
propagation, with indications of where the pertinent documentation can be found, and of
the frequency ranges and types of service to which the modes are most relevant. A further
section (10.3), on reliability, is concerned with transmission modes which are effective
for high percentages of the time, while the section on interference (10.4) is concerned
with transmission modes which are effective, and may lead to interference, for only small
percentages of the time. It is assumed that there is little interest in circuits which
provide effective communications for small percentages of the time, except possibly by
the amateur service in which the use of relatively poor circuits presents an interesting
challenge.
One topic involving both reliability and possible frequency sharing is the use of
orthogonal polarizations for increasing the communications capacity of a frequency band.
Because this is envisaged as a practice which will operate mainly within a service, the
relevant information is included in 10.3. It would have application to sharing problems,
however, if there is a possibility of using two polarizations for different services on
the same frequency.
10.2

Propagation phenomena of importance to the allocation and sharing of frequency bands

10.2.1

Ground waves and diffraction
Ground wave field-strength data are particularly relevant to the planning of systems
at low and medium frequencies and often require consideration up to about 30 MHz.
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Recommendation 368-3 provides information for field strength estimation at
frequencies from 10kHz to 30 MHz, with transmitting and receiving antennae on the
ground, and for various values of ground permittivity and conductivity. A worldwide atlas
showing the values of these ground constants applicable only at frequencies belm;r 30 kHz
lS glven ln Report 717, and the frequency dependence of these constants above 30kHz
ls shown in Recommendation 527.
Information relating to the reliability of ground-wave radio systems which depend
on the phase of the wave is given in Report 716.
For the influence of the ground (diffraction) at frequencies above 30 MHz, see
10.2.10.
10.2.2

Ionospheric reflection
10.2.2.1 A description of the nature of the ionosphere and its morphological behaviour
is given in Report 725. The prediction of monthly median long-term ionospheric propagation
path parameters is described in Report 255-4 together with an indication of possible errors.
Methods for predicting the ionospheric characteristics necessary to determine the state
of the ionosphere are presented in Report 340-3, which provides information on the normal
ionospheric layers and on the sporadic-E layer together with a means of determining height
distributions of electron density. (See Recommendation 434-3). The recommended associated
solar and ionospheric indices needed to evaluate these data are given in
Recommendation 371-3. The concept of indices for long-term ionospheric prediction relies
on the assumption that the important characteristics of the ionosphere depend in a
systematic way on measurable quantities related to solar-radiation.
10.2.2.2 At VLF, radio waves propagate between the Earth and the ionosphere over large
distances; at LF and ~W the ionosphere is partially reflecting with higher reflection
coefficients at night. Prediction methods by which the median field-strength may be
determined are given in Report 265-4 for frequencies beJow 150 kHz and in
Recommendation 435-3 for frequencies between 150 and 1 600 kHz. The Recommendation is
for provisional use and mentions provisos on the accuracy of the data for parts of
Region 2. It has subsequently been noted that caution is needed also in applying the
Recommendation to tropical areas of Region 3.*
10.2.2.3 The 1975 Regional Administration LF/MF Broadcasting Conference for Regions 1 and
3 used an earlier version of the method of Recommendation 435-3 in Region 1 and other
.
methods in Region 3 as given in the Final Acts of the Conference. A comparison of some
measured results with the two prediction methods has recently been given. It is
interesting to note that field strengths measured in North America tend to be greater at
higher frequencies, in contrast with the variation given in Recommendation 435-3.*
10.2.2.4 A detailed account of computer-based procedures for estimating the strength
of HF signals reflected from the ionosphere is presented in Report 252-2 and its supplement.
These involve the determination of ray paths and of the state of the ionosphere procedures
(see Recommendation 533). Further information concerning estimation of HF sky-wave field
strength, specifically addressed to manual calculations for broadcasting circuits in
the tropical regions, is contained in Report 305-4. Design considerations with respect
to power, frequency, antenna characteristics and estimated service areas for these circuits
are contained in the CCIR publication : "Broadcasting in Band 7 (HF) in the tropical
zone", Geneva 1969.
10.2.2.5 It is important in the design and operation of telecommunication systems, to
ensure both reliable performance and the minimization of interference, that appropriate
antennae are used. Report 401-3 gives details of high efficiency antennae both for
ground-wave and sky-wave propagation at LF and MF. Special designs of antenna have

*

See Appendix C.
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been considered to reduce sky-wave radiation at high elevation angles ("anti-fading"
antennae), and also to reduce interference by reducing the radiation levels over wide
sectors both in elevation and azimuth. Information about characteristics of antennae
is given in the CCIR collection of antenna diagrams (1978) and in the CCIR "Handbook
on High Frequency Directional Antennae" (1966).
10.2.3

Ionospheric and ground scatter
10.2.3.1 It is generally accepted that scatter from -!he ionosphere at a height of about
85 km can provide an effective mode of propagation. Typical useful frequency limits lie
between 30 and 60 MHz (see Report 260-3). The lower frequency limit is set by increased
ionospheric absorption during ionospheric disturbances and by the desirability of
avoiding interference from signals propagated by reflection between the Earth and the F2
region. The upper limit is largely established by economic considerations since the signal
intensity varies roughly inversely with the 7.5 power of the frequency.
10.2.3.2 HF and VHF waves propagated via the E and F regions of the ionosphere have
been observed to arrive from azimuths which differ considerably from the great circle
direction. Many of the off-path signals exhibit the characteristics of a scatter signal
with a typical fading period of less than one second. The angle of arrival of the signals
is quite variable and the signal gradually decreased to a level 25 to 40 dB less than
great circle mode of propagation. These ground and ionospheric side-scatter modes of
propagation can lead to an extension of the time for which a given frequency is usable
and also can lead to the use of frequencies higher than the standard MUF (see Report 726).
10.2.3.3 At VHF and in the upper portion of the HF band sporadic-E plays a significant
role in scattering radio waves. The field strengths of such waves may be determined
in accordance with the procedure given in Recommendation 534. Other information
concerning scatter effects at VHF is contained in Report 259-4. Intermittent propagation
associated with meteor bursts is addressed in Report 251-2.

10.2.4

Refr~ction

in the troposphere

Although propagation is influenced by various physical mechanisms, in all of
them account must be taken of refraction due to the refractive index of the atmosphere,
which is variable both in space and time. Even under undisturbed tropospheric conditions,
radio waves passing through the troposphere undergo bending caused by the vertical
gradient of the refractive index. The most important effects of tropospheric refraction
are described in Recommendation 369~2 and Reports 563-1 and 718.
10.2.5

Gaseous attenuation
10.2.5.1 Fig. 10.2.5.1 shows the specific attenuation (dB/km) due to atmospheric gases
under typical surface conditions. Further details are given in Report 719. Water vapour
has an absorption band around 22.5 GHz, and residual attenuation from the strong oxygen
absorption band around 60 GHz may be significant at frequencies as low as 10 GHz for some
servlces in places where the effects of water vapour are negligible.
10.2.5.2 In the case of horizontal paths, the attenuation by gases is dependent linearly
on path length, with the actual water vapour concentration appropriate to the particular
location being used for attenuation calculation. On Earth-space paths, since the
densities of oxygen and water vapour decrease with altitude, the actual gaseous
attenuation will also cepend on the elevation angle of the path. The total one-way
zenith attenuation through the·atmosphere as a function of frequency up to 150 GHz
is shown in Fig. 10.2.5.2(a). The attenuation for both dry and moist atmosphere is
given in Fig. 10.2.5.2(b). Linear interpolation may be used between curves A and B
according to the values of water vapour concentration.
10.2.5.3 In clear air at sea level, the absorption will be of minor importance for
most practical purposes at all frequencies up to about lOO GHz, except for long
(terrestrial) paths and for frequencies near 22 and 60 GHz. At higher frequencies,
the absorption will not exceed about 10 dB/km in a horizontal path in most clear
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conditions until the frequency exceeds 300 GHz, except for frequencies ln the reglon
of strong absorption lines at 119 and 183 GHz. The gaseous absorption remains
considerable however (greater than about 50 dB/km) throughout the sub-millimetre region
and much of the infra-red. At wavelengths less than 30 ~m (frequencies above 104 GHz)
several quite strong absorption lines are present, but there are "windows", such as
that at 10 ~m wavelength, where gaseous absorption is relatively small.
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10.2.5.4 Although gaseous absorption can reduce the field strength of a wanted signal,
the spectral regions of high attenuation can be used to advantage for frequency re-use
within a limited geographical area.
10.2.5.5 As indicated in Fig. l0.2.5.2(a), the width of the absorption bands is
strongly influenced by pressure-broadening in the lower atmosphere. At higher altitudes,
these widths may be considerably reduced, thus further reducing attenuation at frequencies
close to the line.
10.2.6

Hydrometeor attenuation and scattering
10.2.6.1 Attenuation and scattering by precipitation are discussed from a basic point
of view in Report 721. Attenuation is caused principa~ly by rain, and is found to
increase rapidly with both the intensity of the rain and frequency (see Fig. 10.2.6.1)
up to 100 GHz. For most applications, rain attenuation can be neglected at frequencies
below about 5 GHz. At frequencies above 10 GHz up to about 103 GHz, rain (and clouds
with a high liquid water content) will generally determine the reliability, except in
the bands of strong gaseous attenuation (Fig. 10.2.5.1). In the range 103 to 104 GHz,
rain attenuation is exceeded by gaseous attenuation. For the windows of gaseous
attenuation above 104 GHz, fog and cloud will generally be the limiting factor.
10.2.6.2 A survey of rainfall characteristics is given in Report 563-1. Knowledge
of the statistical characteristics of these data is limited. Measured values are often
available for certain geographic regions only. This is especially true for the data
on precipitation structure, both in time and space, although the data and models
describing precipitation have been continuously improved during the last decade.
10.2.6.3 For the purposes of calculation of attenuation, the world has been divided
into five climatic zones, broadly corresponding to the characterjstics of the rainfall
(Figs. 10.2.6.3(a) and (b)). Some techniques for the calculation of rain attenuation
along terrestrial and earth-space paths are suggested in Report 721, although it is
recognized that the available rain-rate data are likely to underestimate the attenuation
which will occur in tropical regions.*
10.2.6.4 Scattering of energy from precipitation, including both ra1n and ice crystals,
is an important potential source of interference between systems. Rain and ice crystals
within a propagation path can also cause depolarization of the transmitted signal.
This effect has important implications for the potential of frequency re-use techniques
using orthogonal polarizations.

10.2.7

Multipath fading on tropospheric paths
10.2.7.1 In addition to the ray-bending produced by variations 1n the spatial
distribution of refractive index, fluctuations in the amplitude of a wave transmitted
along a line-of-sight path can be produced. The large-amplitude fluctuations sometimes
occurring on horizontal paths or slant paths of low elevation angles are often referred
to as multipath fading. Such fading can result from either reflections from the surface
of the Earth under abnormal refractive conditions, or from the influence of atmospheric
layers. These fluctuations are the main factor in attenuation at frequencies below
10 GHz.

*

See Append1x C.
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10.2.7.2 Atmospheric multipath fading caused by tropospheric stratification is dependent
on the time of day, season, and climate. The worst propagation conditions occur as
a result of layers with abnormally large vertical gradients in refractive index.
On paths in temperate climates these conditions normally occur during both the night
and early morning hours of summer days. Results of n1easurements on terrestrial and
earth-space paths are discussed in Reports 338-3 and 564-l respectively.
10.2.7.3 In addition to the effects of multipath fading on reliability, signal
enhancements of several dB can occur during these periods, thus increasing the
interference potential. Furthermore, cross-polarization effects which are sometimes
present during fading periods may have an impact on frequency re-use techniques using
orthogonal polarizations.
10.2.8

Tropospheric scintillation
Rapid fluctuations in signal amplitude may be produced by small-scale
turbulences, which affect the refractive index. Some general information on
this effect is available in Report 718. Data presented in Reports 338-3 and 564-l
for terrestrial and earth-space paths indicate that scintillation is unlikely to be
important at frequencies below 10 GHz.

10.2.9

Attenuation and scattering by sand and dust storms
Sand and dust particles (Report 563-l) may attenuate and scatter electromagnetic
waves and their effects may be evaluated on the basis of the Mie scattering theory.
At the present time, only laboratory measurements on simulated dust and sand storms
have been carried out. These measurements do not indicate severe effects at 10 GHz.
(Report 721).

10.2.10

Diffraction
10.2.10.1 For radio paths extending only slightly over the horizon, or for paths
extending over an obstacle or over ~ountainous terrain, diffraction will generally
be the propagation mode determining the field strength, particularly in cases of antennae
located near to the ground or in irregular terrain. The intensity of the diffracted
field depends, broadly speaking, on the ratio of the wavelength to the dimensions of
the obstacles encountered; diffraction is important at all frequencies. For the
influence of diffraction at frequencies below 30 MHz, see. 10.2.1. Methods for calculating
the diffracted fields above 30 MHz are given in Reports 715 and 236-4. These fields
may also be an important source of interference under such conditions.
10.2.10.2 At frequencies above about 40 GHz, any large obstacle, such as a large
building or a belt of thick trees or foliage, is effectively opaque, and the propagation
mode influencing the received field behind the obstacle is one of diffraction (see
Report 715, Section 3). By careful location of terminals this feature can be used
advantageously to reduce interference between systems.

10.2.11

Tropospheric forward scatter
10.2.11.1 Under conditions of standard refraction, transmission loss at frequencies
above 30 MHz increases rapidly beyond the horizon in accordance with the theory of
diffraction around a spherical Earth (Report 715). When it has increased some tens
of decibels above the free-space value, the rate of attenuation with distance falls
to a much smaller value. Measurable signals thus persist to great distances. Useful
communication ranges of 300 km or more can be obtained, albeit with severe fading
(Report 238-3).
10.2.11.2 These signals are to be djstinguished from those much stronger signals
which occasionally occur at these ranges. These much stronger signals are known to
be due to special conditions, for example those in which ducts are formed in the
troposphere, or at the lower frequencies, by reflection from ionospheric layers.
Such signals cannot serve as a basis for a permanent link but they may give rise to
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harmful interference. The persistent troposcatter signals, however, are attributed
to the scattering of radio '>·raves due to inhomogeneities in refractivity produced by
atmospheric turbulence.
At frequencies above 5 GHz the rapidly increasing additional transmission
loss caused by absorption due to atmospheric gases and by attenuation due to rain
at the smaller percentages of the time is important due to the long transmission
paths through the lower atmosphere.

10.2.11.3

10.2.12

Tropospheric ducting
Hhen the vertical gradient of the refractive index in a layer of the atmosphere
is sufficiently large, a tropospheric duct can be formed. There is a concentration
of energy in the duct and hence a low attenuation, so that propagation to very great
distances may cause interference. Conversely, above the duct, the energy density
is very low, >.rhich may cause severe fading if the antennae are in that part of the
atmosphere.

10.2.12.1

Although tropospheric ducting lS a frequent phenomenon in some places and
under certain meteorological conditions, it is not a sufficiently reliable mode of
propagation for communications purposes. It can however cause severe fading on lineof-sight paths on the one hand and strong interference fields well beyond the horizon
on the other. Further information can be found in Report 569-1.
10.2.12.2

10.3

Propagation factors relating to frequency allocation (service reliability)

10.3.1

Radio no1se
Radio noise emitted by all matter is used as a source of information in
radioastronomy and in remote sensing. Noise of thermal origin has a continuous spectrum,
but several other radiation mechanisms cause the emission to have a spectral line
st~ucture as described in Report 223-3.
Different atoms and molecules are distinguished
by their different spectral lines.
For other services received noise is a limiting factor for the receiving
system, as generally it is inappropriate to use receiving systems with noise temperatures
much less than those specified by the minimum external noise.
Noise from outer space is of galactic and cosmic origin. Below the Earth's
ionosphere, atmospheric noise (mainly from lightning discharges) dominates up to about
30 MHz.

Information concerning the intensities of atmospheric radio noise received
on a vertical monopole at frequencies from 10 kHz to about 30 MHz, of galactic noise
between 50 kHz and lOO MHz, and of man-made noise in typical situations is .contained
in Report 322-l. The Report gives mean galactic noise powers in the absence of
ionospheric screening and monthly median values of mean atmospheric noise power as
a function of location, season and time of day. Other parameters defining the shortterm amplitude distribution (or structure) of atmospheric noise and the day-to-day
variations are also quoted. Data on man-made noise for the frequency range 300 kHz 250 MHz are also contained in Report 258-3 for receiving sites in business, residential,
rural and quiet rural areas (see Recommendation 372-2). The likely intensities of
noise on a particular system need to be assessed taking into account knowledge of the
distributions of sources of noise and the directional properties of the receiving
antenna.
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Report 342-3 gives information on radio noise within and above the ionosphere
and covers mainly the frequency range of potential interest for radio services with
receivers above the F-layer maximum, and therefore at least partially shielded by the
Earth's atmosphere from noise originating on the surface. In general, the information
is most relevant to frequencies between about 10 kHz and 20 MHz. Cosmic noise, solar
noise, whistler mode noise and ionospheric noise associated with plasma resonances
are discussed in the Report. These types of noise are generally of low intensity.
From about 30 MHz to about 1 GHz, galactic noise predominates over atmospheric
noise but Wlll generally be exceeded by man-made noise in populated areas. Above 1 GHz
the absorptive constituents of the atmosphere (water vapour, oxygen, hydrometeors)
also act as noise sources. Minimum levels of radio noise are given in Report 670.
In the bands of strong gaseous absorption (see 10.2.5) the noise temperature
reaches maximum values of some 290 K. At times, precipitation will also increase
the noise temperature at frequencies above about 5 GHz. A method of evaluating radio
emission from atmospheric gases and precipitation is given in Report 720.
The Sun is a strong variable noise source with a noise temperature of about
Large
increases occur when the Sun is disturbed. The noise temperature of the Earth as
seen from space is about 290 K.

106 K at 30 MHz and of at least 10 4 K at 10 GHz under quiet Sun conditions.

The radio noise temperature observed with an antenna having an infinitely
narrow beam, pointed towards the zenith but away from any localized noise source, is
about 3 K for frequencies from about 2 GHz to about 10 GHz. For decreasing elevation
angles, the noise temperature increases, reaching about 80 K when the antenna is
pointed horizontally in clear-air conditions. For a more realistic antenna, noise
contributions through both the main beam and the side lobes (including the contributions
from the ground) must be considered, as shown in Report 390-3.

10.3.2

Terrestrial services below 30 MHz

10.3.2.1

LF and MF services

10.3.2.1.1

Reliability

At sufficiently short ranges reliable serv1ces can be achieved by use of the
ground wave mode of propagation. Numerical field-strength data are provided in
Recommendation 368-3.
The reliability of services using sky-wave modes lS reduced by the following
effects
the systematic variations 1n the median field strength (annual, seasonal
and diurnal changes),
variability in the hourly-median field strength values,

the short-term variation of field strength (fading).
The) systematic variations are indicated in Report 265-4 at VLF and 1n
Recommendation 435-3 at LF and MF.
Report 575-1 indicates the variability of the half-hourly medians.
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10.3.2.1.2

Coverage

Report 616-1 describes practical aspects of MF broadcasting coverage. During
the day, due to strong ionospheric absorption of the sky-wave, a transmitter network
can be optimized with respect to separations of eo-channel stations with a high
transmitter density, and ground-wave coverage does not present a technical problem.
The coverage during the night is considerably reduced due to interference caused by
strong sky-wave propagation on the same and adjacent channels. The question of the
transmitter power which provides the greatest possible ground wave coverage for a
given transmitter density has been studied in Report 400-3.

10.3.2.1.3

Fading

Measurements of the fading of LF sky-wave signals at night at great distances
have recently been reported. It has been observed that LF fading is slow (3 to 4
fades/hour) and shallow; the mean fading range is of the order of 5 dB. The short-term
amplitude distribution tends to be bi-modal.*
·The fading rate at MF is about 10 to 30 fades/hour (Report 431-2). The amplitude
distribution during two or three fading cycles follows a Rayleigh law. There are
certain areas where sky-waves due to E and F layers occur simultaneously. At such
places, the frequency and the depth of fading increase with the transmitter frequency.
In the night fading zone, where the ground-wave and sky-wave modes have
comparable amplitudes, the resultant signal suffers from selective fading.

10.3.2.2
10.3.2.2.1

HF services
Path availability : MUF and LUF

The highest frequency that can be supported by the ionosphere for normal
propagation between a pair of terminals is known as the MUF. This varies significantly
with the geographical position, length of the path and with time. The prediction
of monthly median values is discussed in 10.2.2. There are also important day-today changes that can only be quantified statistically. In general, signal intensity
decreases markedly with reduction of frequency due to ionospheric absorption.
The ratio of signal and noise intensities at the receiver determines the lower
limit (LUF) of the useful frequency range. The LUF which is dependent on system
parameters is also subject to important spatial and temporal changes. The prediction of
signal intensities is discussed in 10.2.2 and of noise intensities in 10.3.1. Required
signal/noise power ratios for different types of service are contained in
Recommendation 339-4.

10.3.2.2.2

Fading

Signals propagated via the ionosphere at HF are subject to amplitude fluctuations
with periods from a fraction of a second to a few minutes. (Report 266-4). Allowances
~or fading are_given for the fixed service in Recommendation 339-4, for HF broadcasting
1n Recommendat1on 411-2 and for broadcasting in the tropical zone in Report 304-1.

*

See Appendix C.
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10.3.2.2.3

Disturbance effects

System performance is often affected by ionospheric disturbances arising from
solar-related events lasting the order of hours to days. These lead to changes in
propagation paths and generally reduced HF signal intensities because of increased
ionospheric absorption. The prediction of disturbances is discussed in Report 727.
10.3.2.2.4

Signal dispersion

Signals propagated via the ionosphere are dispersed 1n time and freQuency.
Time dispersion is a multipath effect arising from the differing propagation times of
the separate modes. It becomes more severe for off-great-circle paths and during
ionospheric disturbances when irregularities and ionospheric tilts develop. FreQuency
dispersion results from temporal changes due to ionization growth, decay or movement.
This tends to be largest for low- and high-latitude paths when the ionosphere is
disturbed. Both types of dispersion lead to degradation of system performance.
Their importance depends on the type and characteristics of the system employed, e.g.
whether telegraphy or telephony, data rate, etc. (see Report 197-4).
10.3.3

Terrestrial services above 30 MHz
10.3.3.1

Types of systems

This section considers terrestrial systems with stations either on the ground
or within the Earth's lower atmosphere, and propagation paths primarily affected by
the lower atmosphere. The large number of systems in this category belong to one
of two major classifications, point-to-point or point-to-area, and utilize one of two
propagation modes, line-of-sight or trans-horizon.
10. 3. 3 .1.1

Point-to-point commi_:nications

Systems in the fixed services are used for point-to-point commun1caticns.
Line-of-sight radio-relay systems and trans-horizon radio-relay systems fall within
this category. The propagation modes used by these systems are considered in 10.2.
For more information about propagation phenomena affecting line-of-sight systems see
Report 338-3; for information on trans-horizon systems utilizing tropospheric scatter
propagation, see Report 238-3; and for information on trans-horizon systems utilizing
terrain diffraction propagation, see Reports 715 and 236-4 (see Recommendations 530
and 526).
10.3.3.1.2

Point-to-area communications

The land mobile, maritime mobile, and broadcasting services are examples of
point-to-area communications with both stations on the ground; the aeronautical mobile
and radio determination services are examples of point-to-area communications with
one (or more) elevated stations. These services rely on both trans-horizon propagation
via terrain or obstacle diffraction at lower freQuencies, and line-of-sight propagation,
albeit with severe multipath distortion at higher freQuencies. The relevant propagation
phenomena are considered in 10.2. For more information about propagation phenomena
affecting the land mobile service see Report 567-l (see Recommendation 529); for the
aeronautical mobile service, see Recommendation 528; and for the broadcasting service,
see Recommendation 370-3 and Reports 239-4 and 562-1.
10.3.3.2

Relevant propagation phenomena

The propagation phenomena that affect terrestrial services are introduced
1n 10.2. Additional information on propagation phenomena of special importance to
the limitatio~s of terrestrial system reliability is given in this section.
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Since the majority of the tropospheric effects 1-rhich affect reliability
aspects are caused by the characteristics of the lowest part of the troposphere, it
may be convenlent to consider primarily the phenomena observed on line-of-sight radio
relay systems, although they apply mainly to point-to-area communication as well.
Departures from these effects on slant path systems to elevated (for instance, airborne)
stations can then be noted as appropriate.

10.3.3.2.1

Multipath fading

The general behaviour of the variation in transmission loss for many paths
is explained by means of three relatively simple propagation mechanisms :the refraction
associated 'with the time-varyi~g vertical gradient of refractive index, the formation
of phase-interference patterns due to diffraction, and reflec_tion by the Earth's
surface and atmospheric refractive-index discontinuities (Report 338-3).
Under some circumstances, the direct ray will be interfered with by the groundreflected ray or other multipath rays. The most severe fading occurs when there are
two effective components of the same order of magnitude. Such multipath fading can
also be selective across a frequency band, causing distortion of the relative amplitude
and phase relationships of the component frequencies of the transmitted signal.
Multipath fading caused by layering in the atmosphere exhibits a frequency
and duration of fading which are related to the variation of the structure of refractive
index with time. The magnitude of these fluctuations is highly dependent on the path
elevation angle, and atmospheric multipath propagation will not influence communication
with airborne stations for elevation angles above about 5°.
The duration of multipath fades will typically be of the order of seconds.
However, fades caused by ray-bending have longer durations, up to several hours.

10.3.3.2.2

Attenuation due to hydrometeors

Microwave radio propagation through the atmosphere shows attenuation due to
absorption and scattering by hydrometeors (rain, hail, snow and fog). This attenuation
is usually negligible at frequencies below 5 GHz but may become considerable at higher
frequencies, especially above 15 GHz. Therefore, in planning radio-relay systems to
operate in such bands, attenuation due to hydrometeors is a consideration whose importance
increases with frequency, since this may constitute the sou1ce of the highest attenuation.
Report 563-1 gives a brief description of the characteristics and extent of rainfall.
Attenuation due to rain at frequencies above 10 GHz is examined in Report 721,
which also summarizes some methods available for predicting attenuation statistics.
Many Administrations have carried out attenuation measurements at various frequencies
and distances (Report 338-3). Measurements have shown that the year-to-year variability
is large, especially for large attenuations occurring for small percentages of the
time. The concept of data for the worst month discussed in 10.3.4.1 in relation
to space systems may also be useful for terrestrial systems.
Rainfall is characteristically inhomogeneous in the horizontal plane. In
view of the limited size of rainfall areas, especially for heavy rainfalls, the
attenuation is not proportional to the path length. However, at a fixed probability
of occurrence the attenuation increases with path length and frequency. Path lengths
at higher frequencies are therefore often restricted to compensate for the increase
ln attenuation by precipitation.
The duration of attenuation by precipitation is strongly dependent on the duration
of heavy rainfall (i.e. a climatological dependence). In many locations deep fades
will typically be of the order of minutes.
Since multipath propagation occurs mainly when the atmosphere is stratified,
i.e. when there is no heavy rainfall, 'it will suffice to add the percentages corresponding
to these two causes of fading. If diversity reception is contemplated, hm-rever, these
two phenomena must be dealt with separately.
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10.3.3.2.3

Tropospheric forward scatter

Amplitude variation as a function of time and frequency is affected by
meteorological phenomena, terrain and other environmental conditions, and by aircraft
passing through the antenna beams.
Both slow and rapid variations of field strength are observed. Slow fadings
are as cri bed to overall changes in refractive conditions in the atmosphere;_ The slow
fading is not strongly frequency dependent. The rapid fading has a frequency of a
few fades per minute at VHF and a few fades per second at UFH. Sudden, deep and rapid
fading has also been noted when a frontal disturbance passes over a link. Reflections
from aircraft can also give pronounced rapid fading.
The long-term median transmission loss on a tropospheric scatter path (expressed
as a power ratio) relative to the free-space loss, is directly proportional to the
frequency up to about 3 GHz.
Fig. 10.3.3.2.3 represents the relative loss between two parabolic antennae
of the same diameter, located at the ends of a trans-horizon radio-relay link : the
reference loss (0 dB) is taken as that which exists under the same conditions between
two antennae 10 m in diameter at 1 000 MHz. The transmission path is assumed to be
between about 150 and 500 km in length (Report 285-4).
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Relative loss between antennae of various diameters
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It can be seen that, for an antenna of given diameter, the relative loss passes
through a minimum at a particular frequency. The optirnum operating frequency lies
between 300 MHz (for an antenna with a diameter of 30 m) and 3 GHz (for an antenna 3 m
in diameter- broken line); however, the minimum is very flat and a frequency departure
on either side in the ratio of 2/1 is possible without substantially increasing the
relative loss.
10.3.3.2.4

Scattering from ionospheric irregularities and meteor trails

Two mechanisms which have been used for communication systems are
(a)

scatter from ionospheric irregularities at a height of about 85 km, for
frequencies of 30-60 MHz and distances of 800-2,000 km (Report 260-3);

(b)

reflection and scattering from meteor-ionization trails, which is useful
in the 30-90 MHz frequency range at distances of 600-1,800 km but which
is highly dependent on path geometry and incidence of meteors (see
Report 251-2).

10.3.3.2.5

Diffraction

For paths extending only slightly over the horizon, or for paths extending over
or round an obstacle or over mountainous terrain, diffraction will generally be the
propagation mode determining the field strength, particularly in cases of antennae
located near to the ground or in irregular terrain (Report 715) .. This is true mainly
in terres~rial point-to-area communications, such as the broadcasting and mobile
services, where at least one of the terminals of a link may be in an unfavourable
(topographical) position.
It is not possible to make any general statement on the influence of the terrain
and vegetation on propagation. This influence is a complex function of frequency,
ground constants, tropospheric variations, path geometry, season and vegetation
density (Report 236-4).
10.3.3.3

Diversity operation

Reliability of all terrestrial systems lS affected by the propagation phenomena
described in 10.2. In some cases, it is possible at least partly to circumvent adverse
propagation effects by varlous forms of diversity reception and/or transmission.
The most commonly used methods to deal with multipath propagation have been
frequency and space diversity, i.e. simultaneous transmission of the same signal over
two or more frequencies (frequency diversity) and utilizing two (or more) antennae
for reception and/or transmission (space diversity) (Report 376-3). In a troposphericscatter system angle diversity using multiple feeds, and with a common reflector may also
be possible (Report 238-3). Time diversity may be of interest when real-time
transmission is not a requirement.
Effects of attenuation by precipitation may be reduced by the introduction
of route diversity. A choice of paths with a separation of several kilometres may
reduce the overall fading probability in view of the limited sizes of rainfall areas
(Report 338-3). It may be assumed that system outages due to rain attenuation may
all occur in one period or in a limited number of periods and not in the short, severalsecond outages typical of multipath effects (0.01% of a year is about 50 minutes).
The dominant effect of rain atte~uation at frequencies above about 15 GHz requires
either short paths, route diversity or a ~elaxation in the required service availability.
Rain does not occur more than a few per cent of the year in most locations. Services
demanding service availabilities less than 98 to 99 %may thus operate successfully
on longer paths (> 30 km) in many parts of the world at frequencies above 15 GHz.
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10.3.3.4

Bandwidth limitations

Line-of-sight systems experience bandwidth limitations due to freQuency
selective multipath fading. This is produced by the interference between signals
propagated over two or more paths with different phase path lengths, which depend on
freQuency. When t~1e phase differences at the centre freQuency are large, as often
occurs with terrain reflections, the fading will be freQuency selective. When the
phase differences are small, as sometimes happens with atmospheric multipath
limitations occur only for very wide band transmission.
FreQuency selective attenuation can result in an error rate for digital systems
greater than that which would be caused by non-selective attenuation of the same mean
amplitude. Moreover, multipath fading can increase intersymbol interference and thereby
reduce the tolerance to other interference and noise. However, some limited experimental
evidence indicates that this problem may be alleviated by space diversity reception.*
Tropospheric scatter systems are inherently narrow band due to the large
number of multipath components of the scattered signal and the relatively large phase
differences between the components. The bandwidth of a trans-horizon scatter system
can be increased by increasing antenna gain which in turn reduces the range of phase
differences between the components.
Scintillation and attenuation by rain or snow are not bandwidth limiting
except for very wideband systems (bandwidths greater than 10 % of the centre freQuency)
because the phase differences between the large number of scattered signals that
significantly contriqute to the attenuation are very small. At freQuencies above
40 GHz when multiple scattering may be important for propagation through rain, the
phase shifts of the significant signal .paths may become large~ producing bandwidth
limitations. However, wh~n this occurs, the attenuation will be large enough to render
the path useless for most practical system application.

10.3.3.5
10.3.3.5.1

Orthogonal polarization- freQuency re-use
General

Increase in channel capacity of terrestrial services without increasing bandwidth
may be achieved by the use of orthogonal polarizations (linear or circular) independently
for transmissions at the same freQuency and over the same path. However, this freQuency
re-use may be impaired by cross-polarization interference.· This phenomenon may be
caused by rain and other hydrometeors, may occur during periods of multipath propagation
and is influenced by the cross-polar patterns of the antennae. There are some aspects
of freQuency re-use by orthogonal polarization which are not treated here because
they mainly involve system design features other than propagation, e.g. changes in
polarization by radome structure.

10.3.3.5.2

Multipath effects*

The cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) between orthogonal polarizations
can decrease significantly during conditions of multipath fading. Several mechanisms
may contribute to this reduction, but it is likely that one or two dominate during the
extreme reductions that occur for small percentages of the time. The dominant mechanisms
may vary from one path to another, and may be different for overland and overwater
paths. Also, it is reasonably clear that the cross-polar patterns of the antennae can
play an important role.
As for normal eo-polar fading in multipath conditions, the cross-polarization
interference increases with increasing path length and frequency. The total outage
for a digital system with dual horizontal and vertical polarizations in the same
frequency band is increased over that for a system employing a single polarization
by an amount that depends on the fade margin available. However, the availability
can be increased by the use of diversity, and a dual-polarization link with diversity
is generally better than a single-polarization link without diversity.

*

See Appendix C.
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10.3.3.5.3

Hydrometeor effects*

Virtually all experiments have indicated that with terrestrial services rain
is the most significant hydrometeor contributing to the reductions in XPD occurring
for small percentages of the time. The theory of cross-polarization during rain is
reasonably well developed, although measurements are required to obtain parameters
for substitution in the theoretical model. Prediction equations for XPD in terms of
the eo-polar attenuation are given in Report 338-3.
As for multipath effects, the total outage for a dual-polarized system is
increased over that for a single-polarized system by an amount that depends on the
fade margin available and the frequency. The frequency dependence, however, is better
understood for rain. Rain outages below about 6 GHz are dominated by the effects of
crQss-polarization whereas outages above about 8 GHz are influenced more by attenuation.
10.3.3.5.4

Combined effects of multipath and rain*

For dual horizontally and vertically polarized systems with or without diversity,
raln is the dominant cause of outages due to eo-channel interference on short links
and multipath on long links. The smallest path length for which multipath effects
dominate depends on the frequency, climate, whether the link is over land or water,
and whether diversity i's employed. In the non-diversity case, for example, measurements
in the 10-12 GHz range in Western Europe for paths shorter than 20 km show that rain
is more significant. Measurements in the 6-13 GHz range also in Western Europe on
paths longer than 50 km show that multipath effects are more significant. However,
even though one effect may be do:rn.inant, both mul tipath and rain effects will normally
have to be accounted for in any system design.
10.3.3.6

Use of the spectrum above 40 GHz*

As indicated in 10.2 the reliability of terrestrial services operating at
frequencies above 40 GHz will largely be determined by the attenuation caused by
various atmospheric constituents with - in some conditions - a significant contribution
due to multipath fading or scintillation where attenuation due to atmospheric gases
is at a minimum, e.g. at frequencies near 35 an~ 90 GHz, the specific attenuation due
to intense fog may he higher. Attenuation due to fog is proportional to the liquid
water content (g/m3). Nevertheless, terrestrial-link operation will be possible with
high reliability over distances of a few kilometres in many areas at frequencies up
to at least lOO GHz, with heavy rain being the dominant factor determining fading
characteristics. As an indication of this fading, in NW Europe the excess attenuation
due to rain at lOO GHz will be about 30 dB on a 2.5 km link for 0.01 %of an average
year. On the other hand, for other areas such as the tropics and some of North America,
the attenuation on such a link could be at least 60-70 dB for 0.01 %of the time.
The use of route diversity, however, could improve the performance. If some small
reduction in availability can be accepted (e.g. to 99 %) then operation over paths
of 10-30 km may be feasible, even at lOO GHz, especially with the use of spaced antenna
diversity to mitigate multipath effects.
At frequencies of about 300 GHz, the additional attenuation in clear alr (and
the effect of scintillation fading), together with the effect of thick fog, may
become signiflcant, depending on path length, climate and availability requirements.
For path lengths of say l km the losses are not necessarily prohibitive for line-ofsight systems. Frequencies in the region of absorption lines (see Fig. 10.2.5.1)
could be used for short-path applications with separate eo-channel systems operating
no more than about 10-12 km apart without serious mutual interference.

*

See Appendix C.
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Well above 300 GHz there are numerous "windows" (up to 10 000 GHz) in which
the absorption is smaller than on the adjacent lines, but even in these windows the
absorption is 10-30 dB/km-l per g/m-3 of water vapour. This residual gaseous absorption
lS likely to prohibit the use of frequencies in the range 500-10 000 GHz (0.6 mm to
30 ~m wavelength) for most terrestrial applications.
Above 10 000 GHz (i.e. below 30 ]Jm wavelength) the absorption in clear air
falls rapidly. There are windows of relatively low absorption in the 8-12 ~m region
and at 5 ~m and 3.3 ~m. But the effects of fog and scintillation fading become
increasingly severe as the wavelength is reduced, and the practical effects on
availability and usable bandwidth are difficult to quantify. As a guide to applications
in the 10 ~m region, the atmospheric attenuation due to all causes on a 2.5 km link
is of the order of 30 dB for a few per cent of an average year, but the percentage can
range from 0.01 %to about 7 % in the "best" and "worst" months. Despite these
limitations, however, optical waves have been used on a 2.5 km path for the transmission
of colour television and multi-channel telephony (see Chapter 6).
10.3.4

Space services
10.3.4.1

General link considerations

10.3.4.1.1

Introduction

Many problems relating to space-to-point systems (10.3.4.2) and space-to-area
systems (10.3.4.3) are common to both and are considered in this section. Frequencies
above 40 GHz, which are as yet little used, are discussed in 10.3.4.5.
The reliability of earth-space systems may be restricted by various effects,
the relative importance of whi eh will be different for different parts of the world.
These are broadly classified as clear-air effects, hydrometeor effects, and ionospheric
effects. Hydrometeor effects are of consequence for earth-space paths mainly for
frequencies above about 4 GHz. For frequencies above about 10 GHz, they will generally
dominate over clear-air effects. In special cases hydrometeor attenuation may have
to be considered at frequencies above about 5 GHz and cross-polarization effects above
about 3 GHz. Ionospheric reflection gives a lower limit to reliable earth-space
propagation of about 30 MHz (depending on the elevation angle), whilst ionospheric
effects can be of importance at frequencies up to about 10 GHz.
System planning sometimes requires dftt q for a "worst month", as defined in
Report 723. Unfortunately, few investigaticl.1S have acquired attenuation statistics
which are sufficiently comprehensive to enable valid "worst month" data to be derived.
Moreover, ev·en at a given frequency, the results will depend very much on climate,
elevation angle and the relative importance of the effects due to rain and scintillation
or multipath fading in clear air.
10.3.4.1.2

Clear-air effects

Some clear-air effects are due to changes o.f refractive index with height
(e.g. ray-bending), or local changes (e.g. scintillation, multipath fading, etc.).
In addition, absorption by atmospheric gases is significant on earth-space paths at
frequ~ncies in excess of about 10 GHz.
10.3.4.1.2.1

Atmospheric absorption

The attenuation characteristics of the "normal" atmosphere are frequency-dependent
allowing energy at certain frequencies to pass through it more readily than at others
and such frequency regions are more useful for space communications. The major
frequency regions of interest to space communications lie between the minimum frequency
for reliable penetration of the ionosphere at all times and the first oxygen absorption
line (about 60 GHz). "Windows" between gaseous absorption lines above 60 GHz may
also prove to be of interest. (See 10.3.4.5 and Fig. 10.2.5.2(a)).
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10.3.4.1.2.2

Ray-bending

At an apparent elevation angle of 1°, day-to-day variation 1s of the order
of 0.1° (r.m.s. ), and shorter-term variation may be of the order of 0.020 (r.m.s.).
Both decrease rapidly with increase in elevation angle.
10.3.4.1.2.3

Fading (including scintillation)

Tropospheric effects in the absence of precipitation are unlikely to produce
serious fading in space telecommunication systems operating at frequencies below about
10 GHz and at elevation aDgles above '10°. However, ionospheric scintillations may be
important at frequencies below about 6 GHz.
Tropospheric scintillations can occasionally be serious at low angles of
elevation. Measurements indicate that scintillations at an elevation angle of 200
to 30° in a temperate climate are of the order of l dB (peak-to-peak) with a clear
sky in summer, 0.2 to 0.3 dB in winter and 2 to 4 dB (very occasionally 6 dB) in some
types of cloud. Scintillation data obtained at 30 GHz at low angles of elevation in
NW Europe and North America show peak-to-peak amplitudes of 20 dB at 1° elevation,
decreasing to 7 dB at 5°. The scintillation amplitude (peak-to-peak) at 20 GHz has
been reported to be about 2/3 that at 30 GHz.
There 1s another type of fading, at low elevation angles, which is similar
to that observed on terrestrial links. This exhibits deep fades (of say 20 dB and
of a few seconds duration) which are indicative of a multipath mechanism. Some data,
however, show fades of much longer duration. Because of horizontal stratification
in the troposphere, the magnitude of these fluctuations is highly dependent on the
path elevation angle.
Further information on fading 1n the absence of precipitation 1s g1ven 1n
Report 564-l.
10.3.4.1.2.4

Bandwidth limitations

Near the absorption lines due to atmospheric gases, dispers1on is assoc1ated
with small changes in the refractive index. However, these refractive index changes
are small in any bands currently allocated to Earth-space communic~tions, and will
not restrict the bandwidth of systems.
At frequencies more than 40 GHz, where the absorption is more frequency-dependent
(see 10.3.4.5), the problem may be more severe.
10.3.4.1:3
10.3.4.1.3.1

Hydrometeor effects
Attenuation

The attenuation on an earth-space path may be calculated using time statistics
of surface rainfall rates (Report 563-l), relationships between rainfall rate and
specific attenuation for different frequencies (Report 721) and relationships between
effective path length and elevation angle for different rainfall rates (Report 564-l).
Substantial attenuation will tend to be associated with increased receiving
noise temperature of an earth station, and hence the signal-to-noise ratio for a
received signal from a space station will deteriorate more than from signal attenuation
alone. For instance, a 3 dB attenuation due to rain has an associated 150 K increase
in noise temperature (see Report 720).
Recently, valuable data have been obtained in several countries by direct
measurements using transmissions from satellites. However, these results do not yet
extend over sufficiently long periods of time or wide ranges of frequencies, elevation
angles and climates. Consequently, at this stage it is necessary to make use of
information obtained from radiometers.
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Table 10.3.4.1.3.1 shows a summary of attenuation measurements obtained from
widely separated parts of the world using radiometers. It must be emphasized that,
at any particular site, there is generally a wide variability from year to year.
In many cases, this variability makes it very difficult to obtain reliable data on
the effect of·varying elevation angle. There is also a large variability from one
climate to another. This Table illustrates the marked increase in attenuation with
increasing frequency.
In some areas, there is no clear dependence on elevation angle, but in other
climates, where the heavy raln is horizontally more uniform, the variability can be
represented approximately by a cosecant law.
Dry snow has little effect for frequencies less than about 50 GHz.
considerable attenuation may result from wet snow.

However,

Estimates of attenuation for the worst month can be derived from radiometric
data collected for about three years for 10 sites in Western Europe at 11 GHz, for
elevation angles between 20° and 40° (Report 564-l). A comparison of these results
with long-term values indicates that the percentage of time for which a given attenuation
is exceeded in an average year is about one-sixth of the percentage of time for which
the same attenuation is exceeded in the worst month of the average year. The results
also show that the year-to-year variability in cumulative distribution is similar to
the variabi~ity with location. They also show that the ratio of the percentage of
time in the worst month, to the percentage of time in the year, varied between
10 and 3 for fade levels exceeded for less than 1 %of the worst month.

TABLE 10.3.4.1.3.1
Attenuation for certain time percentages deduced from measurements
with radiometers (based on Report 564-1)
(using fixed-elevation radiometers at elevation angles greater than 20°)

Frequency band
(GHz)

Attenuation (dB) exceeded for the
indicated percentage of time
0.01
0.1
1.0

Number of measured
distributions

35 - 37

4

1
20 - ( 37) ( )

30

1

25

6 - 22

4

10
( 4o) ( 1 )

2 - 8

6 - 15

?-

20 - 23

3

16 - 19

2

12 - 13

3 -

1

2

12 - 13

4

3 - 13

2 -

6

2

9 - 11

6

2 -

6

2

9 -

i

4

18

i

4

Note : The range of values shown for each frequency band, and each time percentage,
is the range observed from the indicated number of measured distributions. No account
was taken of angle of elevation or climatic region for which measurements were
obtained, or the period of data collection.
(l) The bracketed numbers have been obtained by extrapolation.
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10.3.4.1.3.2

Fading duration

Fading durations have been obtained in Western Europe at 19 and 37 GHz uslng
radiometers. Heavy rain was the dominant factor. At 19 GHz, in 50 months of observations
no fades exceeding 10 dB lasted longer than 8 minutes and the maximum duration of any
fade exceeding 5 dB was 38 minutes. At 37 GHz (23 months of observations), one fade
exceeding 10 dB lasted longer than 27 minutes and, for those exceeding 5 dB, six lasted
for more than about 50 minutes.
Fading duration was also measured at 11 GHz at 10 sites in Western Europe
in 1975, and it was observed that combining results from all sites, there were 453
fades in excess of 1 dB and 93 fades in excess of 3 dB. Of fades lasting less than
1 minute, 147 exceeded 1 dB and 32 exceeded 3 dB.
10.3.4.1.3.3

Propagation delays

Both the clear atmosphere and precipitation may contribute to propagation
delay and its variations. Some information for the precipitation-free atmosphere is
given in Report 564-1. The variations are of importance for satellite rang~ng and
for synchronization in digital satellite communications systems. At frequencies
above 10 GHz, the time delays due to the ionosphere are negligible compared with those
for the troposphere.
In applications in which the fluctuations in propagation delay over several
minutes or less must be taken into account, the effects of rain should also be
considered. However, a TDMA time-division multiple-access satellite communications
system having an attenuation margin of ~ dB at 14 GHz may encounter a delay variation
of 0.2 ns. Since this value is much smaller than the TDMA. "guard times" ln present
use or envisaged, the delay variations due to rain can be ignored.
10.3.4.1.3.4

Bandwidth limitations

Limiting bandwidths exceed 3.5 GHz for all situations likely to be encountered.
These are greater than the width of any band currently allocated for earth-space
communications below 40 GHz and the rain attenuation will therefore be far more important
than its frequency dependent effects.
10.3.4.1.3.5

Cross-polarization

A reduction in cross-.polarization discrimination ( XPD), i.e. isolation between
orthogonally-polarized channels, on Earth-space links can result from hydrometeors,
clear-weather refractive effects, and ionospheric· Faraday rotation. In the absence of
these effects, the antennae themselves will in practice produce a limit to the XPD.
It is likely that refractive effects are significant only at elevation angles below
0
about 5 , but no measurements have been reported. Results of measurements and general
considerations of the effect of hydrometeors at various frequencies are presented in
Reports 722 and 564-1.
Other than the effect of Faraday rotation on linear polarization in the 4-6 GHz
band, all experiments have indicated that rain and ice clouds are the most significant
causes of cross-polarization on Earth-space links. The theory of cross-polarization
due to rain is reasonably well developed and general prediction equations are given
ln Report 564-l. Depolarization due to hydrometeors is of no practical importance
at frequencies below 1 GHz.
The most likely orientation of raindrops, which produces the cross-polarization,
together with the non-spherical shape, results from aerodynamic-gravitational forces.
The most likely orientation of ice crystals appears to result from a combination of
these forces and that produced by atmospheric electric fields. Both of these mechanisms
appear to produce the same approximate -20log(f) frequency dependence for XPD in the
4-20 GHz range. Also, both mechanisms normally cause the greatest reductions ln
XPD for circular polarization. However, the advantage of linear polarization over
circular polarization may disappear in some parts of the coverage area. Unlike the
cross-polarization due to rain, however, that due to ice clouds is accompanied by little
eo-polar attenuation.
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Because of the lack of statistics for the effect of ice clouds on XPD, it is
impossible to draw definite conclusions as to which of the two mechanisms produces
the lowest values of XPD for small percentages of the time. The available data, however,
would suggest that rain is more significant in this respect, but climate is likely
to be a factor.
Although rain may cause the lowest values of XPD for small percentages of the
time, in the 18-28 GHz band these values correspond to eo-polar attenuations larger
than the rain margins normally available. Thus, in this band cross-polarization
interference from ice clouds, because it is not accompanied by high attenuation, may
be a more significant cause of system outages than is cross-polarization due to rain.
However, it seems likely that rain attenuation will remain the major cause of outages
due to propagation at these frequencies. For circularly-polarized systems operating
in the 11-14 GHz band with rain margins in the 7-12 dB range, the effects of crosspolarization interference and rain attenuation on outages are more nearly comparable.
For linearly-polarized systems with polarization tilt angles giving near maximum
improvement over circular polarization, attenuation will have a greater influence.
In the 4-6 GHz band cross-polarization interference should have a greater influence
on propagation outages than rain attenuation, and here perhaps only for circular
polarization or a linear polarization whose orientation gives little improvement over
circular polarization.
From the available results, it is apparent that the XPD will, for large
percentages of the time, be above the minimum acceptable values for systems employing
freouencv re-use, except for locations at low elevation angles in certain climates.
For locations in which the eo-channel inte~ference is unacceptable, an adaptive
polarization compensation device can be used. The necessity of such a device, however,
depends not only on propagation factors and path geometry but also on the type of
modulation employed, the amount of traffic carried on the satellite, and the relative
power levels of the various carriers.
General considerations of effects of ionospheric Faraday rotation on Earthspace paths are given in 10.3.4.1.4. Although statistics for small percentages of time
are unavailable, results quoted in Report 555-l suggest that, for linearly-polarized
systems in the 4-6 GHz band and below, Faraday rotation may be a more significant
cause of cross-polarization than hydrometeors at some locations and may need to be
taken into account at frequencies up to 10 GHz.
10.3.4.1.4

Ionospheric effects

Ionospheric conditions usually limit the usefulness of the high-frequency
band (3-30 MHz) for earth-space communication and research systems (Reports 205-4
and 699). The lowest limit to the range of frequencies which penetrate the ionosphere
varies markedly with time and geographic location and may be estimated with the use
of Report 340-3.
At VHF and above, a radio signal transmitted along an earth-space path normally
penetrates the ionosphere and is modified by the presence of electrons and the
Earth's magnetic field. The signal is affected by large-scale variations in the pathintegrated electron density as well as by small-scale density irregularities. The
effects, which generally decrease with increasing frequency, include scintillations,
absorption, direction-of-arrival variations, propagation time delay, frequency change
and polarization rotation.
'
10.3.4.1.4.1

Ionospheric scintillations

Amplitude, phase, polarization and direction-of-arrival scintillations may
represent practical limitations to space communication systems. They are produced
as radio waves propagate through electron density irregularities in the ionosphere.
Scintillations have been observed at VHF and above up to 7 GHz. Scintillation activit~
is mostly a night-time phenomenon. It is most severe 1n the vicinity of the geomagnetic
equato1·, it is moderately severe at high latitudes, it is least severe at mid-latitudes,
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and it increase with solar and magnetic activity. Time and space diversity schemes, as
described in Report 263-4 may be used to overcome fading during periods of ionospheric
scintillation. Table 10. 3. 4 .1. 4.1 provides an indication of the percentage occurrence
of ionospheric scintillations at VHF at representative equatorial and high-latitude
locations.
I

TABLE 10 . 3 . 4 .1 . 4 .1

Percentage of time for which ionospheric scintillations occur
(a)

>

10 dB peak-to-peak, equatorial latitudes, local time

SITE

FREQUENCY

DAY

-(o4oo-f5oo)
Huancayo, Peru
Accra, Ghana

(b)

>

137 ~"Hz
254 r,mz
137 MHz

3 %
2 %
( 0600-1800 )
0.4 %

NIGHT
(1600-0400)
14 %
7 %
(1800-0600)
14 %

10 dB peak-to peak at 254 MHz, high latitudes, local time
SITE

K (1)
p

DAY ( 0600-1800)

Goose Bay, Labrador

0 - 3+
3+

0.1 %
0.3 %

0.1 %
1.2 %

0 - 3+
3+

0.1 %
2.6 %

0.9 %
8.4 %

I

I

\Narssarssuaq, Greenland
(1)

K

p

NIGHT (1800-0600)

I

lS an internationally adopted index indicating the degree of magnetic disturbance.

10.3.4.1.4.2

Ionospheric absorption

Absorption may take the form of (a) normal ionospheric absorption suffered
by a radio wave as it propagates through a medium in which collisions between electrons
and other particles occur, (b) by auroral absorption which results from increases
in lower ionospheric electron concentrations at auroral regions due to incident
energetic electrons, and (c) polar cap absorption which occurs as a result of discrete
solar events. Absorption is normally small at VHF and higher frequencies. Further
information is given in Report 263-4.
10.3.4.1.4.3

Effects depending on total electron content

The total electron content (TEC) which is the integral of the electron
concentration along the ray path, expressed in units of el/m2, is the significant
parameter in the determination of group delay, dispersion, refraction, and polarization
rotation of transionospheric signals. These effects are directly proportional to
TEC which varies diurnally, seasonally, geomagnetically and with the solar cycle
phase. The frequency-dependent signal group delay affects the accuracy of determination
in satellite navigation systems. Due to the presence of free electrons along its
propagation path, the group velocity of an electromagnetic wave is reduced. The excess
signal delay is proportional to TEC and for a band around 1 600 MHz it varies from
approximately 0.5 to 500 nanoseconds. Fig. 10.3.4.1.4.3 shows the yearly percentage
of daytime hours that the time delay will exceed 20 nanoseconds at a period of relatively
high solar actlvity.*

*

See Appendix C.
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FJGURE 10.3.4.1.4.3
Contours of percentage of yearly average daytime hours when time delay
at vertical incidence at 1.6 GHz exceeds 20 nanoseconds (Sunspot number 140)
Total electron content introduces dispersion on signals that have wide
bandwidths. TEC variations cause signal frequency shifts. The anisotropy o~ the
ionospheric medium causes signal polarization rotation (Faraday rotation which is
directly proportional to the integrated product of the electron concentration and the
longitudinal component of the magnetic fie~d along the propagation path). The gradients
in the electron concentration give rise to signal refraction which changes the apparent
direction of a radio emission source. Movement of density irregularities across the
path gives rise to fluctuations of the direction-of-arrival.
10.3.4.1.4.4

Summary

Table 10.3.4.1.4.4 provides an estimate of maximum values of ionospheric eff'e.ets
at a fr~quency of 100 MHz. It assumes that the total vertical electron content is
1018 el/m2. An elevation angle of about 30° is also assumed. Values given are for
one-way traversal, through the ionosphere.
TABLE 10.3.4.1.4.4
Estimated maximum values of ionospheric effects
Maximum values at 100 MHz

Frequency dependence

Faraday rotation

30 ~otations
(10 degrees)

1/1-

Propagation delay

25

lJS

<

10

Effect

Refraction
Variation in the
direction of arrival

2
1/f
2
1/f

20 min of arc

1/l-

Absorption (polar cap
absorption)

4 dB

2
- 1/r

Absorption (auroral polar cap absorption)

5 dB

- l/r2

Absorption (mid-latitude)
Dispersion
Scintillation

l/f

< 1 dB

2

1/r3

0.4 ps/Hz
Report 263-4
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A detailed description of the above effects as well as their magnitudes is
found in Report 263-4. Recommendation 531 recommends that the information contained
in Report 263-4 should be used as required in the planning and design of radio systems
involving spacecraft.
10.3.4.2

Satellite-to-point links

This section includes consideration of systems using a fixed ground point
with geostationary or moving satellites. Much of the material in 10.3.4.1 is relevant.
10.3.4.2.1

Diversity

To reduce the fading margins required for high reliability in links operating
at low angles of elevation, spaced-aerial diversity may be necessary because of
scintillation and multipath effects. A horizontal separation greater than 300 m
transverse to the viewing direction has been suggested at a frequency of 7 GHz.
Also, because of problems associated with power control on the uplink, low-angle
fading may be important in the design of transponders for space stations intended
for multiple access use by several earth stations.
Since the intense rain cells which cause large attenuation on an earth-space
link often have horizontal dimensions of no more than a few kilometres, site diversity
can improve the system reliability considerably. A summary of available data on
diversity advantage as a fUnction of site separation is given in Fig. 5 of Report 564-1.
Topographical effects can also be important. Experiments show that the diversity
improvement is sometimes consistently poor for a pair of sites in one area whereas
the improvement is good for a pair similarly oriented in another area.
10.3.4.2.2

Spacecraft re-entry and rocket exhaust plasma

For spacecraft re-entering the atmosphere a plasma sheath, which is formed
around the spacecraft, may attain critical frequencies as high as 1 to 10 GHz.
Communication frequencies utilized must therefore exceed this frequency. Further
details are available in Report 222-4, which also contains information on propagation
through exhaust gases of rockets.
10.3.4.3

Satellite-to-area links

In satellite-to-area systems, problems occur that are not entirely the same
as those occurring with satellite-to-point systems, but again much of the material
in 10.3.4.1 applies here. Attenuation data are needed for large areas. Specific
problems may arise at the boundary of the service area.
A series of radiometric measurements have been carried out at nine different
locations in Europe since 1972. As a result of three years of measurements, it became
clear that, for elevations between 20 and 450, year-to-year variations in attenuation
distributions are much larger than any systematic elevation dependence. No elevation
dependence could be found for worst month attenuation statistics. However, an
elevation dependence may be expected below 20o. From these experiments, the values
below which the attenuation remains for 99 %and 99.9 %of the worst month of a mean
year have been estimated to be 1.1 and 3.2 dB, respectively.
Information given in 4.2 of Report 719 may be used to determine the variation
of atmospheric temperature with height using remote passive sensing from satellites.
10.3.4.4

Space-space links

No problem is expected from a reliability point of view so long as the path
is well away from the Earth's atmosphere.
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10.3.4.5

Use of the spectrum above 40 GHz

As with terrestrial services, the reliability of earth-space systems is primarily
determined by the characteristics of heavy rain at frequencies up to about 300 GHz.
However, the importance, relative to that of raln, of clear-air absorption of clouds
and of atmospheric turbulence increases with frequency. The effect of thermal-type
noise emitted by the atmosphere has also to be considered. Details of these effects
are given in Reports 564-1 and 720.
Data suitable for evaluating system reliability on earth-space systems are
scarce. A tentative model for calculating rain attenuation in such systems is given
in Report 564-l but its validity at frequencies well above 40 GHz has not yet been
established. In general, the main interest for communication purposes is in the
"window" regions of 70-100, 125-140, and 200-230 GHz (see Fig. 10.2.5.2(b)). The total
one-way absorption, from sea level, through the atmosphere in the vertical direction
in the centre of these bands is about 0.8 dB, 2 dB and 5.5 dB, respectively, for average
clear conditions. For rain climates such as those of Northwestern Europe, the
additional attenuations due to rain and cloud for frequencies of about 70 GHz and with
elevation angles of about 20° are of the order of 9 and 12 dB for 1 and 0.1 % of the
time, respectively. Much larger values would be experienced in tropical-type climates.
The effects of both precipitation and atmospheric gases can be reduced by using elevated
terminals (such as on high mountains) or site diversity.
Above 40 GHz, there are many potential applications in atmospheric remote
sensing (from spacecraft or from the ground), in radioastronomy and in passive sensing
of Earth structure and resources. But careful selection of frequencies is necessary
in relation to the type of information required and the magnitude of atmospheric
absorption. The effects of clouds will be important for ground-based sites other than
high mountains and their effect varies widely depending on cloud type and radio
frequency. For relatively "dry", layer-type cloud (such as stratocumulus) the
additional absorption in excess of the clear-air value will not exceed about 1 dB
at vertical incidence at frequencies up to 150 GHz. However, clouds with a high liquid
water content, such as cumulonimbus clouds could produce additional losses of up to
about 8 dB.
Little study has been made of frequencies well above 300 GHz for earth-space
systems, but atmospheric attenuation will be conslderable for sea-level sites, even
in the "window" regions, until the frequency reaches about 104 GHz (30 1J wavelength)
(see Fig. 10.2.5.1). But for high-altitude sites, say 4,000 m, much of the 0.5-50 1Jm
region is potentially usable. Moreover, the whole range from optical to millimetre
wavelengths has possibilities for space-space systems, and the 10.6 1Jm laser line
has already been considered for such systems.
10.4

Propagation factors relating to the possibilities of frequency sharing

10.4.1

Introduction
Increased demand for radio servlces has necessitated the sharing of frequencies
between terrestrial services~ between space services, and between services in both
categories. Further demands will call for more sharing if this is technically feasible,
and the possibilities will depend critically on propagation factors.
The incidence of interference depends on the statistical distribution of the
ratio of interfering and wanted signals. In this section, it is assumed that the
wanted signals have been determined by questions of reliability, as outlined in 10.3,
and that the next step is to determine the interfering signals which may be present
for small, but perhaps unacceptable, percentages of time.
Over much of the frequency range below 30 MHz, and particularly at the higher
frequencies, the propagation modes for the wanted and interfering signals are the same,
and the general information on propagation already given in 10.2 and 10.3 will also
be appropriate for interference studies. Sharing between services will often involve
the same considerations as the planning of each service alone and sharing possibilites
will depend largely on geographical separation.
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At frequencies above 30 MHz, it is possible to recommend more general guidelines
for sharing between different types of service. Apart from some ionospheric phenomena
at VHF, and some considerations of ionospheric modification, only tropospheric
propagation modes are involved. The problems simplify to those of estimating what
intensity of lnterfering signal might be present, through one or more mechanisms, for
small percentages of the time (e.g. 0.001 %, l % and perhaps up to 20 % for some services
wlth less stringent requirements). Frequently, one mechanism will predominate in
a particular circumstance (e.g. ducting, scatter from rain or scatter from aircraft)
but several may need to be studied to identify the most important.
10.4.2 emphasizes those aspects of ionospheric, and associated ground-wave
propagation which are most important for interference studies, mainly applicable to
frequencies below 30 MHz, but in some respects relevant up to 300 MHz. 10.4.3 is
a corresponding .treatment of tropospheric interference modes in various frequency
ranges above 30 MHz.
10.4.4 deals with effects which may arise when the ionosphere is modified
by high-power transmissions. This is not necessarily a matter of sharing frequencies,
but is of topical interest and it seems appropriate to deal with the propagational
aspects alongside those associated with sharing.
It should be borne in mind that there may be questions of interference from
harmonic and other spurious radiation which require propagation data in this section,
although the problems are not, by definition, strictly those of frequency sharing.
10.4.2

Interference mechanisms involving ionospheric and ground characteristics
10.4.2.1 Frequencies of about 10kHz and below are used both for communications and
for magnetospheric research. Whistler-mode propagation (Report 262-4) occurs from a
transmission source, ·either from a natural lightning discharge or from a man-made
radio emission, and energy may be propagated to the magnetically conjugate point in
the opposite hemisphere. However, signals have been received at distances of up to
7,000 km from the conjugate point. Certain types of transmission also trigger broadband
very low frequency radio emissions from within the magnetosphere. The potential for
interference is great, particularly as increasing use is made of these very low
frequencies. The multiplicity of transmissions may produce a chaotic situation due to
unrecognized and unmeasurable effects which are a consequence of the transmissions
themselves.*
10.4.2.2 At MF, and to some extent at LF, daytime propagation is determined by the
ground-wave mode. With the onset of darkness, absorption of the sky-wave is greatly
reduced and high values of field-strength may build up during a period of one or two
hours at distances of thousands of kilometres. This interacts with the ground-wave
and limits the ground-wave service range. In general, the effect of sky-waves has
been regarded mainly a.s adverse, and the systematic use of the sky-wave for coverage
purposes has been envisaged for special cases only (Report 616-1). For considerations
of the interference potential of LF and MF waves, annual hourly median values of the
sky-wave field-strength may be determined by the method given in Recommendation 435-3.
On l %of the nights of the year, field strengths are expected to be 9.1 dB higher than
the median value at midnight and 13.5 dB higher at 2000 hours local time (Report 575-1).
A recent analysis of measurements made in Region 2 at two hours after sunset gives a
rather similar result with a measured field-strength 15 dB above the annual median on
l %of nights. The analysis indicates that the variability increases with latitude
and sunspot number.*
10.4.2.3 At HF, long-distance propagation by reflection from the ionosphere (sky-wave
mode) is a serious obstacle to frequency sharing. However, two features determine
whether interference occurs from signals propagated by this mode : (1) the frequency
may be sufficiently high that no interfering mode exists, and (2) transmission losses
may be so severe that the effect of the interfering signal is negligible. Both these
features exhibit marked and complex diurnal, seasonal, geographic and path-length
dependences. They also have great day-to-day variations. The likelihood that a
sky-wave interference path can exist decreases as the operating frequency is increased

*

See Appendix C.
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while its associated tran3mission loss increases as the operating frequency decreases.
Hence, there is a band of frequencies for which interference is most likely to arise
between one circuit and another.
Procedures for estimating the possibility of sharing between services should
use the propagation data and prediction methods indicated in 10.2.2. The likelihood
of interference at a given time may thereby be derived but it must be noted that
there are considerable inherent prediction uncertainties (Report 571-1).
Other propagation modes are also important in sharine considerations. The
ground-wave mode (Recommendation 368-3) provides a stable and predictable interference
path. Signals reflected or scattered from sporadic-E ionization are intermittent
and have an intensity which is markedly frequency dependent (Report 255-4 and
Recommendation 534). Propagation v1a meteor bursts may be deleterious to some
systems (Report 251-2). There are also other HF modes of propagation controlled
by the regular ionospheric layers which enable waves to travel to great distances
in or below the ionosphere, over low absorption paths without intermediate ground
reflection. These include the Pedersen ray, ducted and guided modes (Report 250-4).

10.4.2.4 At VHF, a number of ionospheric mechanisms may affect terrestrial systems.
Most of these are insufficiently reliable for use in regular communication systems,
but constitute potential sources of interference which can be predicted on a statistical
basis. Table 10.4.2.4 lists these mechanisms, and summarizes the available
information about their occurrence. More details relating to long-distance propagation
via the regular F-region are given in Report 259-4 and a field-strength prediction
system for the sporadic-E mode, with charts for numerical calculations, is available
in the Annex to Recommendation 534.
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TABLE 10.4.2.4
Main ionospheric causes of interference between 30 and 300 llliz
(Report 259-4)

Cause of
interference

Latitude
zone

Period of
severe
interference

Apgroximate
iahest
frequency
with severe
interference

Approximate
frequency
above which
interference
is negligible

(MHz)

(MHz)

Approximate
ranee of
distances
affected
(km)

Temperate

Day, equinoxwinter, solarcycle maximum

so

60

Low

Afternoon to
late evening,
solar-cycle
maximum

60

70

Auroral

Night

70

90

Temperate

Day and
evening,
summer

60

Equatorial

Day

60

90

Sporadic-E
scatter

Low

Evening up to
midnight

60

90

Reflections
from meteoric
ionization

All

Particularly
during
showers

Reflections
from magnetic
field aligned
columns of
auroral
ionization

Auroral

Late afternoon
and night

Scattering in the
F region

Low

Evening through
midnight,
equinox

60

80

1()()()...4()00

Special
transequatorial
effects

Low

Evening through
midnight

60

80

4000-9000

Regular
F-layer
reflections

Sporadic-E
reflections

E-W paths
3000-6000
or N-S paths
3000-10000

S00-4000

83-135

May be important anywhere in
the range

Up to 2000

Up to 2000
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10.4.3

Tropospheric propagation mechanisms that

ma~

lead to interference

At frequencies at which interfering signals may be received by tropospheric
propagation there is a need to evaluate the interference potential between services
in the terrestrial category, services in the space category and between terrestrial
and space services. It is convenient to consider pairs of stations
(a)

both of which are on or near the Earth's surface, e.g. terrestrial
stations of the broadcasting, fixed and mobile services or the earth
stations of the fixed- or mobile-satellite services or space research
service;

(b)

both of which are space stations, e.g. satellites of the broadcasting
or fixed-satellite services or space probes of the space research
service;

(c)

one of which is on or near the Earth '.s surface and the other in space.

The first pair involves interference paths near the surface of the Earth.
The second pair involves space-space interference paths. The third pair involves
earth-space interference paths. For each of these cases, the relative importance
of each of the several modes of propagation (and the difficulty of their computation)
varies somewhat with frequency. For this reason, interference transmission losses
are treated here over three frequency ranges : 30 to 1 000 ~lliz, 1 to 40 GHz, and
above 40 GHz.
The interference situations described in the following text are essentially
those over point-to-point paths. Nevertheless, it should prove feasible to apply
these to specific interference problems associated with the planning of other services;
To do this, allowance will have to be made for some of the special characteristics
of each service. For example, radio-relay station's employ directional antennae on
somewhat exposed sites; broadcast and transmitting stations have less directional
antennae but sometimes more exposed sites. Many earth stations and radioastronomy
observatories have highly directional antennae and generally shielded sites. In
the case of broadcasting and mobile services, allowance must be made for the additional
losses due to terrain lrregularity, vegetation, and man-made structures in the vicinity
of the stations. Information on these additional losses is contained in Report 239-4.
10.4.3.1

Interference paths near the surface of the Earth

For the first interference pair, the interference propagation path will lie
within the lower atmosphere and it is necessary to determine the effective path profile.
This is determined largely by the terrain between each of the terminals and their
horizons as well as by the effective earth radius factor (Recommendations 310-4, 369-2,
Report 718), for the seasonal refractivity conditions which provide lowest interference
transmission loss (Reports 563-1, 718).
10.4.3.1.1

Frequencies from 30 MHz to 1 000 MHz

At these frequencies, interference will be received generally over short
line-of-sight (LOS) paths or by transhorizon propagation over the longer paths. The
transhorizon mode normally involves diffraction for intermediate distances, but
tropospheric fonrard scatter becomes dominant at greater distances. For small
percentages of time (1% or less), there can be strong interference fields associated
Wlth the occurrence of surface of elevated ducts.
Three cases have been given detailed study
interference to receivers in broadcasting servlces for which information
is given in Recommendation 370-3;
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interference to mobile stations ln the rnobile services for which information
is given in Report 567-1;
interference to terminals ln the point-to-point services (e.g. radio relay)
for which information is given in Report 238-3.
10.4.3.1.2

Frequencies from l GHz to 40 GHz

As at the lower frequencies, interference paths can be LOS or transhorizon.
For LOS paths, the attenuation is taken as that for free space (Recommendatlon 525)
plus the loss due to the gaseous atmospheric constituents (Reports 719 and 720).
The resulting loss must be reduced to give the LOS transmission loss for small percentages
of the time. The appropriate reduction' for l % of the time is 4.5 dB. Additional,
larger reductions are given for 0.1, 0.01 and O.OCl % of the tirne in Report 724.
Path attenuation on transhorizon paths may be evaluated by four methods, according
to propagation mechanisms.
10.4.3.1.2.1 If small transmission losses present for about l% to 20% of the time
are of interest, two of these propagation mechanisms are of concern
10.4.3.1.2.1.1 Diffraction for which expressions are selected that depend upon the
shape of the propagation path profile. Calculations can be made for a smooth Earth,
a single isolated terrain feature, several such features, and irregular terrain
(Recommendation 526, Report 715). Spherical diffraction (round the curve of the Earth)
is described in Report 569-l for 20 % of the time.
.
10.4.3.1.2.1.2 Tropospheric forward scatter, which usually dominates at greater distances
than 10.4.3.1.2.1.1 above. However, experience suggests that this mode, which is highly
climate dependent, is not likely to be the dominant mode for time percentages less than
about 10% (Report 238-3).
10.4.3.1.2.2 For the low interference transmission losses persisting for percentages
of time less than 1.0 %, the mechanisms known as ducting and as hydrometeor scatter
become dominant.
10.4.3.1.2.2.1 The semi-empirical expressions for ducting transmission loss (Reports 569-1
and 724) contain coefficients, for couplingand leakage, etc., whose values are determined
by refractivity climatic zones (Report 563-l), whether the path is over land (Zone A)
or over temperate and tropical waters (Zones Band C)(l), and the percentages of time
(1, 0.1, 0.01 %) of interest. Experience of ducts occurring in practice shows that
there are maximum distances over vhich ducting may be considered as a contributing
propagation mechanism. These are given in Table l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a) by zone and for the
percentages of time of interest.

TABLE l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a)
Maximum ducting distances
I

I

i

Percentage of time

Zone
0.001

0.1

0.01

1.0(2)·~

!

A
B &

I

c

i
!

800 km

6oo km

2000 km

1500 km

400 km

I

1200 km

200 km

Boo

km

( 2)

Values for l % of the time have been extrapolated by an international
Working Party of Study Group 5 since Report 724 was prepared.*

(l)

Note : For descriptions of the Zones, see Report 724.

*

See Appendix C.
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The transmission-loss expressions for ducting are swnmarized in Report 724
for 0.01 % of the time. For a given transmission loss, frequency and percentage of
time (0.01 %) there is an associated path length (dt over land and dm over water).
For the same frequency and transm1ssion loss but for other percentages of time, the
new path lengths are determined by the products of dt or dm and factors listed in
Table 10.4.3.1.2.2.l(b).

TABLE l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(b)
Distance factor
Factor
Zone and
distance

f (GHz)

0.001 %

0.01 %
,,A••••

"\

A- d:t
'

(3)

-·••• •

-~~--

0.1 %

.. - - - · - " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' _ _ _

l-40

1.14

1.0

0.9

0.8

B and

c· ~
'

l-15

1.6

1.0

0.64

0.45

B and

d
C; -m

15-40

1.3

1.0

0.8

0.65

See Note (2) to Table l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a).

10.4.3.1.2.2.2 Above 1 GHz, scattering by hydrometeors, particularly rain, may cause
interference, even for large scattering angles and with antenna beams intersecting
outside the great c.ircle path. 'rhe problem of most importance has been interference
between earth stations and terrestrial radio-relay stations, but the possible interference
arising between earth stations or between terrestrial stations also could be accommodated
by modifications of the met~od in Report 724.
Scattering from hydrometeors (including rain, snow, hail and ice clouds)
can, to a first approximation, be considered isotropic. This is particularly so for
ra1n which in many cases is also the dominant source of hydrometeor scatter.
The world has been divided into five rain climatic regions (Reports 563-1 and 724)
each with its associated time distribution of rainfall rates and maximum rain cell
heights (Report 563-l). The rainfall reflectivity of a rain cell increases with increasing
rainfall rate and the reflectivity is assumed to decrease with height at the rate of
l dB/km from the surface to the maximum rain cell heights of Table l0.4.3.1.2.2.2(a).

TABLE 10.4.3.1.2.2.2(a)
Maximum rain cell heights
(km)

Rain climatic region
(see 10.2.6)

Percentage of time
.01 %
.l %

l

15

ll

7

5

2

11

7

5

4

7

5

3

2

3,
(4)

.001 %

4 and 5

See Note (2) to Table l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a).
These result in the maximum rain scatter distances given 1n Table 10.4.3.1.2.2.2(b).
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TABLE 10.4.3.1.2.2.2(b)
Maximum ra1n scatter distances (km)

Rain climatic reg1on
(See 10.2.6)

Percentage of time
0.01 %

0.001 %

(5)

( 5).

0.1 %

1.0 %

1

540

470

390

290

2

470

390

330

240

3, 4 and 5

390

330

270

180

See Note (2) to Table 10.4.3.1.2.2.l(a).

The method of determining the interference transmission loss v1a hydrometeor
scatter for 0.01% of the time is summarized in Report 724. For other percentages
of time, a correction in decibels is added to the 0.01 % transmission loss. These
corrections are shown in Fig. 10.4.3.1.2.2.2.

10

r-- t-. ,.......,

I--

r-- t-

- 1--

-c

t- ~A

~ 1--

B

-10
1

2

5

10

20

40

Frequency (GHz)

FIGURE 10.4.3.1.2.2.2
Correction factor for conversion from 0.01 %of the time for all ra1n climates:

to 0.1 % (Curve A)
to 0.001 % (Curve B)
to 1% (Curve C) (See Note (2) to Table 10.4.3.1.2.2.l(a))

It should be recognized. that the data in Tables l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a) and (b)
and Tables 10.4.3.1.2.2.2(a) and (b) represent conclusions extracted from the continuing
process of gathering and analyzing data. Further information on this subject,
particularly Table l0.4.3.1.2.2.l(a), is urgently needed.
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10.4.3.1.3

Frequencies above 40 GHz

Because of the marked increase in absorption by gaseous atmospheric constituents
ln the range 40 GHz to 3 x 105 GHz (see Fig. 10.2.5.1), interference problems are
eased; atmospheric absorption provides isolation between stations. Line-of-sight
paths still have the greatest potential for interference; the possibility of significant
interference over trans-horizon paths should also be taken into account, particularly
in the gaseous absorption windows.
Diffraction over terrain and isolated obstacles provides a potential for
interference paths even above 40 GHz; see 10.2.10.
Although no measurements of ducting are available for frequencies above 40 GHz,
it is expected that the importance of this mechanism in producing interference will
decrease with increasing frequency. This is due to the marked increase in atmospheric
absorption and also because the irregularities of the duct become large compared with
the wavelength and efficient duct propagation is diminished. However, observations
of mirages have testified to the significance of ducting at optical frequencies.
For a rain scatter interference geometry in which the scattering occurs in the
forward direction, it is expected that rain scatter will not be significant at frequencies
above 40 GHz. As noted in Report 569-1, rain scatter for this geometry becomes less
important with increasing frequency above about 10 GHz. This is because the associated
raln attenuation increases more rapidly than the scattering cross-section.
It should be noted, however, that for a geometry in which the rain scattering
occurs in the backward direction, the interference potential of this mechanism may
still be important at frequencies above 40 GHz.
Because the scattering cross-section of lCe clouds increases with increasing
frequency at a greater rate than the associated attenuation, the potential of
interference due to ice-cloud scatter is greater than at lower freQuencies. Furthermore,
this potential for interference may exist for percentages of time greater than 5 %~
This is because ice clouds along the path are more common than precipitation because
they can occur without rain.
Some information on the reflectivity factor statistics of ice clouds is available
for altitudes above about 6 km (Report 563-l), but there is a lack of data for the
lower altitudes where beam intersections are more likely to occur. if at least one
beam is nearly horizontal.
10.4.3.2

Interference over space-space paths

On a space-space path, interference can arise from satellite antennae directed
towards earth stations or towards other satellites. In many cases, the interference
path is beyond the Earth's atmosphere and only free-space line-of-sight propagation
applies (Recon~endation 525). In others, if the satellites are widely separated in
orbital position, the interference path may pass through the troposphere. Refraction
and atmospheric absorption due to oxygen and water vapour will then become important
(Report 718, 719). In the extreme case when the path from the satellite couples into
a duct at elevation angles below about 1°, inter-satellite interference may occur between
satellites normally shielded by the Earth.
This ducting mechanism of interference lS more likely in the approximate range
from 30 .MHz to 40 GHz. It is expected to be less significant bet1.;reen about 40 GHz
and 104 GHz because of the increased atmospheric absorption.
10.4.3.3

Interference over earth-space paths

The situation of interest here is that of interference between a satellite or
probe in one of the space services and a station of one of the terrestrial services,
or another space service, on or near the ground. Two mechanisms are important :
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(i) interference arising from propagation along the direct path between the stations,
and (ii) interference arising from scattering on an indirect path. An example of the
direct mechanism of interference is that between a satellite and a terrestrial station
along a line-of-slght path. An example of the indirect mechanism is that of a satellite
transmission interfering with a terrestrial receiver via scattering from a nearby rain
cell.
Normally, only the direct mechanism of interference is considered (Report 564-1)
and various protection criteria (e.g. limits on maximum power flux-densities, minimum
difference between the pointing angles of the terrestrial antennae and the direction
to the satellite, etc.) are discussed in Chapter 5. The primary propagation mechanisms
applicable over the direct path are atmospheric absorption due to oxygen and water
vapour (Report 719) and atmospheric refraction (Report 718). On paths to the terrestrial
station at low elevation angles the effects of atmospheric multipath (Report 718)
causing an enhanced signal should also be considered (Report 569-1). In an extreme case
where the elevation angle of the path is less than about 1° and coupling into a duct
occurs (Report 798 and 569-1), interference fields could be received well beyond the
satellite horizon.
Unfortunately, there is no treatment of the indirect mechanism of interference
available in the documents of the XIVth Plenary Assembly.
The potential high-power transmissions of a satellite solar power station
pose a particular problem since some of the energy might be scattered by hydrometeors
(mainly rain) in the beam into terrestrial receivers located within the horizon.
Since freQuencies in the range 2-3 GHz seem to be favoured, estimates of the interference
levels can be made using the Rayleigh scattering approximation (Report 569-1) and
information on the extent and intensities of rain, which vary with climate (Report 563-1).
For satellites of other space services operating at freQuencies above about 8 GHz,
departures from Rayleigh scattering must be considered when rain is the scattering
medium.*
The frequencies for which both the direct and indirect mechanisms of interference
between Earth and space are significant are those for which atmospheric absorpt1on is
small. At freQuencies above about 40 GHz, and particularly those in the absorption
bands as discussed in 10.2, a much greater degree of sharing is ·possible.

10.4.4

Some effects of very high power radio emissions

10.4.4.1 Interference at LF and MF due to ionospheric cross-modulation
The propagation of strong modulated waves at LF and MF through the ionosphere
produces perturbations in the characteristics of the medium. The result of these
changes, produced by one modulated intense radio wave, is the superimposition of its
modulation on another wave propagating in the same region (Report 574-1). The percentage
of cross-modulation increases practically linearly with the power of the interfering
transmitter, increases with the depth of its modulation and decreases as its modulating
freQuency increases. It is recommended (Recommendation 498-1) that the maximum permissible
radiation at any angle of elevation should be such that annoyance due to ionospheric
cross-modulation at LF and r~F does not exceed that agreed for eo-channel interference.
Recent measurements made confirm the values given in this Recommendation.*

10.4.4.2

Influence of very high power MF and HF emissions on the ionosphere

In recent years there has been a rapid increase in the power and directivity
of MF and HF transmissions that has resulted in the ability to modify the properties
of the ionosphere, and even higher power and more directive systems will be used in
future. Artificial modification of the ionosphere by high power radio waves has been
used to modify the F-region electron density and temperature for experimental purposes
since 1970.

*

See Appendix C.
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Such modification relies on the fact that a vertically-incident wave propagated
into the ionosphere at a frequency less than the ionospheric critical frequency, will
be slowed down near the reflection region. The radio wave can then impart sufficient
energy to the surrounding ionosphere through collisional interactions to result in
increased electron temperatures, leading to non-linear processes and the generation
of irregularities in the electron density structure. These effects are different from
those of ionospheric cross-modulation, discussed in 10.4.4.1, since they do not depend
primarily on the transfer of modulation from one wave to another.
Radio waves that propagate through irregularities created by ionospheric
modification could be scattered, could suffer fading and could be the source of
interference to certain classes of ionosphere-dependent radio systems. Detailed
information concerning ionospheric modification and its impact on radio systems is
provided in Report 728 and the references therein. Although that Report treats only
the case of ionospheric modification by vertically-propagated radio waves that are
reflected from the ionosphere, significant modification of the ionosphere could also
result from high power radio waves that are propagated obliquely into or through
the ionosphere.
10.4.4.3

Effects of very high power microwave emissions

Recent suggestions for the utilization of solar energy for terrestrial purposes
involve geostationary satellites to collect solar radiation, conversion to microwave
frequencies and transmission to Earth. Report 679 describes the conceptual design
of such a solar-power satellite system. Although it may be expected that the details
of the satellite power system will change and evolve over a period of testing and
implementation, it is certainly reasonable to anticipate that the basic concept of
transmitting large amounts of microwave energy continuously through the ionosphere
will remain unchanged. Current design concepts lnvolve the transmission of between
5 and 10 GW of power at a frequency of 2.45 GHz from the geostationary satellite orbit
to the Earth's surface.
It is possible that this amount of power could lead to significant heating of
the ionosphere near the power beam. The proposed power flux-density at the centre of
the beam is 23 mW/cm2 which corresponds rather closely to the theoretical prediction
for the onset of non-linear plasma effects that could give rise to ionospheric
irregularities. 'l'hese irregularities may act as efficient scattering areas. Such
irregularities created by HF heating have been shown to give rise to interference
between telecommunications systems at frequencies up to 435 MHz depending on the path
geometry. Systems that rely on the propagation of electromagnetic waves within and
through the ionosphere are extremely sensitive to the nature of irregularities in
ionospheric structure which may occur along their propagation paths, while terrestrial
systems operating at VHF/UHF may be subject to interference by scattering from the
irregularities.
Along somewhat related, but physically different lines, scattering of some of
the energy of the satellite power system may occur from tropospheric constituents.
This scattered power, although a small fraction of the total 5-10 G\<l, may be sufficient
to cause interference to telecommunication systems operating in the troposphere. The
interference in this case is anticipated to be centred on frequencies near to those
radiated by the satellite power system and to an extent be dependent upon climate and
location. In view of the potential for giving rise to interference to radiocommunications
systems it is strongly recommended that the technical factors involved should be the
subject of further detailed studies.
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CHAPTER 11

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MARKING, IDENTIFYING 2 LOCAT!NG AND
COMMUNICATING WITH MEDICAL TRANSPORTS PROTECTED UNDER THE
1949 GENEVA CONVENTIONS

11.1

Introduction
The 1949 Geneva Conventions for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded
and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field provided for the protection of medical transports.
Such medical transports include, among others, ships and aircraft which carry wounded
and sick persons, or medical equipment used to aid the wounded and sick persons.
Document No. 116 of the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference (Geneva 1959) addressed the
matter of communications for ships and aircraft protected under the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
The Plenipotentiary Conference recommended that a working group of the 1959 Administrative
Radio Conference investigate the matter.
In February 1973, at the headquarters of the International Committee of the Red
Cross, a Conference of Governmental Experts on Signalling and Id,entification Systems for
Medical Transports by Land and Sea recommended certain radiocommunications improvements
in the area of medical transports. These recommendations were treated in Recommendation 2
of the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference (Malaga-Torremolinos 1973) and later in Recommendation Mar2 -17 of the ITU World Administrative Radio Conference (Maritime) (Geneva 1974).
Finally, the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts (Geneva 1974-1977) specified
certain requirements for the protection of medical transports. Specifically, Protocol I,
Annex I, Article 7, provided regulations concerning identification by radio sigr1als. As
a result, the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference will consider (Agenda item 2.6)
changes to the Radio Regulations in order to implement the recommendations of the
Diplomatic Conference. Among the points to be considered are:
(a)

Designation of a priority signal

(b)

Provision for the use of the priority signal and for the content and
transmission of the message

·(c)

Frequency utilization

Other international organizations; especially the International Civil Aviation
Or,ganization (ICAO) and the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO)
are addressing related radio operational procedures which will complement the work of
the ITU at the WARC-79.
11.2

Technical aspects
The SPM is of the opinion that there may be few technical aspects involved in the
problem of identification of medical transports. The question of electronic identification
for air transport using secondary surveillance radar (SSR) is being dealt with by ICAO,
and other administrative matters do not require SPM attention. The identification of
medical transports at sea should also be borne in mind when maritime radar transponders
are standardized. However, there does remain the general question of providing for
identification of medical transport by radio. In this regard, the following guidance
is provided.

11.3

Selection of frequencies
There is in use a universal system of communications relating to ships and aircraft
in distress or those requiring immediate assistance. This system includes a series of
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radio frequencies (~.g. 500kHz, 121.5 MHz, 156.8 MHz, etc.) throughout the radio spectrum.
Ships, aircraft, and land stations throughout the world, whether designed for civilian
or'military use, are quipped to transmit and receive on the appropriate distress
frequencies. Identifying communications from medical transports are similar in nature
to the currently recognized distress, urgency, and safety communications and therefore,
use of the distress frequencies for identification purposes is most appropriate.
It is also recognized that good spectrum utilization techniques may militate
against a new set of frequencies being reserved for the exclusive use of medical
transports in view of the fact that for a majority of the time, in most areas of the
world, such frequencies would not be occupied by any Administration. Therefore, after
consideration of the relevant technical, operational, and economic factors the SPM
concludes that the WARC-79 may wish to consider appropriate changes to the Radio
Regulations specifically Article N37/36, to make provision for medical transports to
utilize the distress and calling frequencies for initial communications identifying
themselves.
Additional provisions may also need to be made for a means of allowing individual
Administrations to establish additional radio frequencies from their national radio
frequency assignments to permit, as required, more extensive communications to and from
medical transports. The WARC-79 may therefore wish to consider amending relevant sections
of the Regulations to meet this requirement.
11.4

Priority signal
Another consideration is the provlslon of a priority radiocommunications signal
for medical transports to cover the essential need for a unique and easy means of
identifying themselves as seeking protection under the Geneva Conventions of 1949. A
new priority signal could be established specifically for medical transports similar to
those now in existence such as "SOS"/"MAYDAY". On the other hand, the current "URGENCY"
signal could be added to by a word or series of letters (in the case of radiotelegraphy)
which would make it clear that medical transports were involved and the SPM expresses a
preference for the use of the "URGENCY" signal from among those suggested by the
Diplomatic Conference.
The SPM notes that the current usage of the "URGENCY" signal (6877/1481) could
include identification of medical transports and that this would involve minimum change
to the Radio Regulations.

11.5

Transmission of the medical transport message
It is necessary that consideration be given to the appropriate contents of the
medical transport message and the various procedures to be used. Specifically, the
SPM has reviewed work previously completed in this area and concludes that the WARC-79
may wish to consider amendments to the relevant Articles of the Radio Regulations in
this regard. Moreover, the WARC-79 may wish to consider including in the Radio Regulations the following contents of the medical transport message exactly as they were
received from the Diplomatic Conference:
"(a)

Call sign of the medical transport;

(b)

Position of the medical transport;

(c)

Number and type of medical transports;

(d)

Intended route;

(e)

Estimated time en route and of departure and arrival as appropriate;

(f)

Any other information such as flight altitude, radio frequencies, guarded
languages and secondary surveillance radar modes and codes."

11.3

11.6

Conclusion
The foregoing considerations should assist the WARC-79 ln the deliberations
concerning Agenda item 2.6.
For further information see Recommendations 428-2, 543, 545 and Reports 200-3
and 744.*

*

see Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 12

RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMl1ENDATIONS , RELATING TO THE CCIR,
C'F THE

12.1

AE1IlHST~ATIVE

RADIO COiiFEREHCES ShiCE 1959

Administrative Radio Conference (Geneva 1959)

Resolution/
Recommendation
Nwnber

J

Title

Res. No. 7

Relating to radio
emissions from
artificial satellites
.and other space
vehicles

Rec. No. l

to the CCIR.
Rela.ting to the
frequency tolerances
of transmitters

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Rec. 379-l and 493-l
Rep. 280-3

Chapter 5
Chapter 9

These docwnents are only
indirectly related to
Res. No.7; further
studies are carried out
in terms of Questions
27/1 and 34-l/l.

Rep. 181-3

Chapter 8

Studies carried out in
terms of Question 49/l .

I

I
Rec. No. 2

Relating to the
technical standards
of the IFRB

Most CCIR recommendations are to some
extent relevant to
this Recommendation

I
II

All

II
I

I

1
Rec. No. 3

Rec. No. 4

to the CCIR.
Relating to signal
to interference
protection ratios
and minimum field
strengths required

to the CCIR.
Relating to studies
of radio propagation and radio
nOlSe

I
I
I
I

Comments

The CCIR continually endeavours to expedite
those studies which are
of greatest interest to
the IFRB.
The WARC-79 may wish to
consider if Recommendation 2 should be
continued.

See Annex 12.1.1

Chapter 4
Chapter 6

Further study continues.

Volwnes 5 and 6
of the CCIR;
Rep, 252-2,
322-l and 340-3
published
separately

Chapter 10

Further study continues.

I

See also Rep.
305-4, 461, 504-l,
505-2 and 516-l
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,
1

Res./Rec. No.

Title

!

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPH Report

Comments

l
!

I Rec.

No. 5

to the CCIR and
Administrations.
Relating to international monitoring
in the bands below
28 000 kHz

Rep. 282-4
Resolution 15-1.
See also the CCIR
Handbook for
Monitoring Stations

Rec. No. 6

to the CCIR.
Relating to studies
of the technical
characteristics of
equipment

See Annex 12.1.2

Rec. No. 7

Relating to specifications of broadcasting receivers
at low cost

Rec. 415 and 416
Rep .. 483-:2 and
625-1

Rec. No. 8

Relating to the
classification of
emissions

Rec. 325 and
507

Rec. No. 9

Relating to the use
of rationalized
M.K.S. system of
units

Rec. 430

I

I
I

I
I
l

12.2

Chapter 4
Chapter 5

Further study continues.
See also Rec. No. 3,
ARC-59.

The WARC-79 may consider
if this Recommendation,
in its present form, is
still relevant.

Chapter 2
Chapter 3

The work has been
accomplished.

The MKS units are now
universally used in the
documentation of all
CCIR Study Groups .

Space Conference, Geneva 1963

Res./Rec.No.

Rec. Spa 4

Title

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Rep. 388-3, 790
to the CCIR.
Relating to the study and 793
of modulation methods
for radio-relay
systems in relation to
sharing with communica
tion satellite systems

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Chapter 5

Comments

The former Question
236(IV), now Question
1-1/2, is being studied
by S.G.2 under different
aspects. The problems
relating to sharing
between the line-ofsight radio-relay
systems and communication satellite systems
including modulation
methods are being studied
by S.G. 4 and 9 in terms
of Questions 2-3/4 and
23/9.
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Res./Rec. No.

Title

Rec. Spa 5

to the CCIR.
Relating to the
broadcastingsatellite
,,
servlce

Rec. Spa 8

Relating to the need
to cease operations
of the fixed and
mobile services ln
the bands 149.9150.05 MHz and
399.9-500.05 MHz
allocated to the
radionavigation
satellite service.

Rec. Spa 11

Relating to the
radio astronomy
service

12.3

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

JWP Report of the
CCIR, 1976.
See also Annex
12.2.1

Chapter 5

--

--

Rec. 479-1
Rep. 223-4

Chapter 5

Comments

CCIR input document to
WARC (BS) 1977.

Further study continues.

--

Aeronautical Conference, Geneva 1966

Res./Rec. No.

I!Res.

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

No. Aer 3

I

Rec. No. Aer 2

'l'i tle

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Relating to the
introduction of single
sideband techniques
in the HF bands
allocated to the
aeronautical mobile
(R) services

Report of the S.G. 8 Chapter 4
to the WARC (BS) 1977
for aeronautical
mobile ( R) service

Relating to a study
of the utilization
of space communication techniques
in the aeronautical
mobile (R) service

See Annex 12.3.1

Chapter 5

Comments

Further studies
continue.
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12.4

Maritime Conference, Geneva 1967

Res./Rec. No.

Rec. No. Mar 3

12.5

Title

Relating to the
utilization of space
communication techniques in the
maritime mobile
service

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

See Annex 12.4.1

Chapter 5

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

See Annex 12.5.1

Chapter 5

Comments

Further studies
continue

Space Conference, Geneva 1971

Res./Rec. No.

Res. No. Spa2-6

Title

Relating to the
technical criteria
recommended by the
CCIR for sharing
frequency bands
between space radiocommunication and
terrestrial radiocommunication
services or between
space radiocommunication services

Rec. No. Spa2-2

Relating to the
preferred frequency
bands for tropo,spheric scatter
systems

Report 285-4

Chapter 4

Rec. No. Spa2-6

Relating to future
frequency allocation requirements
for the maritime
mobile-satellite
serv1ce

See Rec. Mar 3 and
Annex 12.4.1

Chapter 5

Rec. No. Spa2-7

Re'lating to the
future provision
of a band near
10 MHz for the
radio astronomy
service

Rep. 699

Comments

See also the letter of
the Secretary-General
of the ITV, 8303 m~/2/3
Cir/RR/78 of 18 October
1978.

Further study required.
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Res./Rec. No.

Rec. No. Spa2-8

II

Title

Relating to the
protection of radio
astronomy observations on the
shielded area of the
Moon

. Relevant CCIR
and
I Recommendations
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Rec. 479-1
Rep. 539-1

Comments

Chapter 5

Further study required.

!
Rec. No. Spa2-9

Relating to the
coordination of
earth stations

See Res. Spa2-6 andl
Annex L2.5.1,
see also Rep. 454-2
and 773

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Spa2-10

Relating to the
criteria to be
applied for frequency sharing
between the broadcasting-satellite
service and the
terrestrial broadcasting service in
the band 620-790 i.ffiz

Rep. 631-1 and
634-1

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Spa2-12

Relating to technical
standards for the
assessment of harmful
interference in the
frequency bands above
28 MHz

Rec. 506 and
Recommendations
listed in Annex
12.5.1

Chapter 2
Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Spa2-13

Relating to the use
of space radiocommunication system
in the event of natural disasters, ep:idemics, famines and
similar emergencies

Rep. 554-1

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Spa2-15

to the CCIR.and to
Administrations relating to frequency
bands shared between
space radiocommunication service and
between space and
terrestrial radiocommunication services

See Res. Spa2-6
and Annex 12.5.1,
see also Reports
listed in Annex
12.5.2

Chapter 2
Chapter 10

Further study continues.~
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12.6

Maritime Conference, Geneva 1974

I

!Res. /Rec. No.
I

I
I
!Res.
No. Mar2-19
I
!
!I
i
l

!
;

Ij

I

Title

.

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relating to the intro- Rec. 493-2 and
duction of a digital
541
selective calling
Rep. 501-2
system to meet the
requirements of the
maritime mobile
serv1ce

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

--

i
i
~
I

Comments

CCIR has completed technical characteristics
and established principles of operational
characteristics.
Studies on detailed
aspects of operational
characteristics are
continuing.

!
I

Relating to the use
of Class A3A and
A3J emlSSlOnS for
distress and safety
purposes on the
carrier frequency
2182 kHz

Rec. 543
Rep. 744

Chapter 4

--

Relating to the use
of Class A3A and
A3J emissions on
the carrier frequencies 4136.3 kHz and
6204 kHz used to
supplement the
carrier frequency
2182 kHz for distress
and safety purposes

Rec. 544

Chapter 4

--

Rec. No. Mar2-2

Relating to the
Rep. 745
choice of a frequency
in the mobile maritime bands between
1605 and 3800 kHz to be
reserved for safety
requirements

Chapter 4

--

Rec. No. Mar2-7

Relating to the
improved use of the
HF radiotelephone
channels for coast
stations in the bands
allocated exclusively
to the maritime
mobile service

Chapter 4

--

iRes. No. Mar2-20

i

I
I

i

I

IRes.

No. Mar2-21

I
I

Rep. 748
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Relevant CCIR
Res./Rec.No.

Title

~ecornmendations

and

Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Rec. No. Mar2-ll

Relating to the use
of channels 15 and
17 of Appendix 18
by on-board . communication stations

~ec.
~ep.

542
589-1

Chapter 4

Rec. No. Mar2-12

Relating to the
future use and
characteristics of
emergency positionindicating radiobeacons

Rec. 439-2
Rep. 749

Chapter 4

Rec. No. r.1ar2-13

Relating to the
development of
fixed frequency
radar beacons
(racons)

Rec. 554
~ep. 774

Chapter 4

Rec. No. Mar2-14

Relating to the
frequency requirements for ship:borne transponders

Rep. 775

Chapter 4

Rec. No. Mar2-16

Relating to distress
urgency and safety
traffic

~ec.

Chapter 4

Rec. No. Mar2-17

Relating to the use
Rec. 428-2, 543,
of radiocomrnuni545
cations for marking,
Rep. 200-3 and 744
identifying, locating
and communicating
with the means of
transport protected
under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, concerning the
protection of war
victims and any additional instruments
of those conventions,
as well·as for ensuring
the safety of ships and
aircraft of states not
party to an armed
conflict

439-2, 543,
544, 545,
~ep. 744, 745, 746,
~47, 749, 761

Chapter 11

Comments
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'IRes. /Rec.

r

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
I
Reports
I

Title

No.

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Comments

i

Rec. No. Mar2-l9

I

Relating to studies
of the interconnection of maritime
mobile radiocommunication systems with
the international
telephone and telegraph networks

Rec. 492-l
Rep. 587-l

Chapter 9

CCIR Interim Working
Party 8/5 lS constituted to study automated
VHF/UHF maritime mobile
telephone systems.
CCITT Joint Working
Party S.f\11.1 is also concerned with this subject.

I

12.7

Regional LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, Geneva 1975

i

IRes. /Rec. No.

iI

I

Title

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Res. No. 8

Relating to the use
of bandwidth saving
modulation systems

--

Rec. No. 3

Relating to methods
of predicting skywave propagation

Rec. 453-3
Rep. 575-l

Rec. No. 5

Relating to the
publication of a
Handbook of Radiation Diagrams of
Directional Antennae
that can be used
in the broadcasting
service

CCIR Antenna
Diagrams, Geneva
1978

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

.

Comments

Chapter 4

There is no Question
within the CC.IR Study
Groups concerning the
band saving modulation
systems for broadcasting.

Chapter 10

--

--

The Handbook of Radiation Diagrams has now
been published. The
WARC-79 may consider
whether this Recommendation can be terminated.
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12.8

Satellite Broadcasting Conference, Geneva 1977

Res./Rec. No.

Title

(l)

Relevant CCIR
Recommendations and
Reports

Relevant
Chapters of
SPM Report

Comments

Further study continues.

Res. No. Sat-8

Relating to the
preparation for a Regional Administrative
Radio Conference for
the detailed planning
of the space services
in the frequency
band 11.7-12.2 GHz ln
Region 2

Chapter 5
Rec. 566
Rep. 215-4, 473-2,
631-l, 632-l, 633-l,
634-l, 807, 808, 809,
810, 811, 812, 813,
814

Rec. No. Sat-1

Relating to up-links
for the broadcasting
satellite service

Rep. 215-4, 561-l
and 811

Chapter 5

Further information
from Administrations
is needed.

Rec. No. Sat-3

to the CCIR relating
to studies of propagation at 12 GHz
for the broadcasting
satellite service

Rep. 563-l, 719,
7 20 ' 7 21 ' 7 2 2 '
723

Chapter 10

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Sat-4

to the CCIR relating
to transmitting
antennae for the
broadcasting satellite service

Rep. 810

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Sat-5

to the CCIR relating
to up-links for the
broadcasting satellite service

see Rec. Nos.
Sat-1 and
Rep. 215-4, 561-1
and 811

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Sat-6

to the CCIR relating
to spurious emissions
in the broadcasting
satellite service

Rep. 807

Chapter 5

Further study continues.

Rec. No. Sat-7

to the CCIR relating
to the interdependence of receiver
design, channel
grouping and sharing
criteria

Rep. 215-4, 473-2,
631-1, 632-1,
633-1, 634-1, 807'
810, 811, 813

Chapter 5

(1)

see also Annex 12.8.1
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ANNEXES TO CHAPTER 12

ANNEX 12 .1.1

CCIR Recommendations and Reports relevant to the
Recommendation No. 3 of the ARC-1959

ANNEX 12 .l. 2

CCIR Recommendations and Reports relevant to the
Recommendation No. 6 of the ARC-1959

ANNEX 12.2.1

CCIR Recommendations and Reports relevant to the
Recommendation Spa 5 of the Space Conference,
Geneva 1963

ANNEX 12.3.1

CCIR Recommendations and Reports relevant to the
Recommendation No. Aer 2 of the Aeronautical Conference,
Geneva 1966

ANNEX 12.4.1

CCIR Recommendations and Reports relevant to the
Recommendation No. Mar 3 of the Naritime Conference,
Geneva 1967

ANNEX 12.5.1

CCIR Recommendations relevant to the Resolution
Spa2-6 of the Space Conference, Geneva 1971

ANNEX 12.5.2

CCIR Reports completing information included in
Recommendations listed in Annex 12.5.1 relevant to
the Recommendation Spa2-15 of the Space Conference,
1971

ANNEX 12.8.1

Notes on the Final Acts of the WARC (BS) 1977.
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ANNEX 12.1.1
CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS .AIJD REPORTS RELEVANT TO THE
RECOMMENDATION N0.3 OF THE ARC 1959
(SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE PROTECTION RATIOS AND
MINIMUM FIELD STRENGTHS REQUIRED)

12.1.1.1

Recommendations
45-1, 216-1, 218-1, 240-3, 314-4, 331-4, 334-3, 355-2, 356-4,
357-3, 358-2, 364-3, 365-3, 376-1, 406-4, 411-2, 417-2, 418-3, 427,
441, 446, 447-1, 466-2, 479-1, 483-1, 498-1, 499-1, 510, 511, 512, 514,
517' 523' 524' 537' 558' 560' 565··

12.1.1.2

Reports
209-3, 224-4, 226-4, 302-1, 304-1, 306-3, 358-3, 386-2, 387-3,
388-3, 394-1, 396-3, 413, 415, 448-2, 449-1, 453-2, 454-2, 455-2, 481,
510-2, 525-1, 539-1, 540, 541-1, 542-1, 544, 545, 555-1, 560-1, 561-1,
627-1, 631-1, 634-1, 667, 668, 685, 686, 687' 688, 689, 690, 691, 692,
694, 695, 696, 697' 712, 732, 736, 739, 741, 748, 764, 766, 791, 793,
794, 809.

ANNEX 12 . l . 2
CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS RELEVANT TO THE
RECOW1ENDATION NO. 6 of the ARC 1959
(TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT)

12.1.2.1

Recow~endations

331-4, 332-4, 337-1, 338-2, 339-4, 349-3, 415, 416, 478-2,
489-1, 494, 539, 543.
12.1.2.2

Reports
176-4, 179-1, 184-2, 186-2, 319-4, 413, 418-1, 419-1, 420, 473-2,
482, 483-2, 500-2, 519, 520-1, 521-1, 522-1, 523, 524, 533-1, 534-1,
591-1, 625-1, 655, 744.
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ANNEX 12.2.1

CCIR RECOMt!lENDATIONS AND REPORTS RELEVANT TO THE
RECOMHENDATION Spa 5 OF THE SPACE CONFERENCE, GENEVA 1963

12.2.1.1

Recommendations

12.2.1~2

Reports
215-4, 473-2, 631-1, 632-1, 633-1, 634-1, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811,
812, 813, 814.
and a report of CCIR IWP PLEN 2.

ANNEX 12.3.1
CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS RELEVANT TO THE
RECOMHENDATION NO. Aer 2 OF THE AERONAUTICAL CONFERENCE, GENEVA 1966

12.3.1.1

Recommendations
361-2, 496.

12.3.1.2

Reports
394-1, 504-1, 505-2, 506-1, 507-1, 509-2, 510-2, 511, 512, 591-1,
594-1, 595-1, 598-1, 599-1.
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ANNEX 12.4.1
CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS RELEVANT TO THE
NO. Mar 3 OF THE MARITIME CONFERENCE, GENEVA 1967

RECO~~NDATION

12.4.1.1

Recommendations
496, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553.

12.4.1.2

Reports
394-1, 504-1, 506-1, 507-1, 509-2, 510-2, 511, 588-1, 591, 593,
594-1: 595-1, 596-1, 598-1, 750, 751, 752, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 759,
760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 773."
ANNEX 12.5.1
CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS RELEVANT TO THE
RESOLUTION Spa2-6 OF THE SPACE CONFERENCE~ GENEVA 1971

12.5.1

Recommendatione
314-4, 326-3, 328-4, 329-3, 355-2, 356-4, 357-3, 359-4, 364-3,
365-3, 372-2, 452-2, 465-1, 466-2, 483-1, 484-1, 496, 506, 508, 509,
510, 511, 512, 514, 517, 523, 524, 525, 526, 530, 531, 558, 566.
ANNEX 12.5.2
CCIR REPORTS COMPLETING INFORMATION INCLUDED IN
RECOMMENDATIONS LISTED IN ANNEX 12.5.1 RELEVANT TO
THE RECOMMENDATION Spa2-15 OF THE SPACE CONFERENCE,
GENEVA 1971

12.5.2

Reports
215-4, 396-3, 456-2, 541-1, 542-1, 569-1, 631-1, 634-1, 664, 6'66,
678, 679, 680, 681, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691, 693, 695, 696,
724, 736, 750, 763, 766, 783, 801, 809.
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Al'\JNEX 12 . 8 . l

NOTES ON THE FINAL ACTS OF THE HARC (BS) 1977

Annex 8, section 2 "Radio propagatl_on factors" of the Final Acts of the
Horld Broadcasting-Satellite Administrative Radio Conference

Reference

The information presented in the Final Acts is considered to be optimistic in
regard to the estimates of propagation effects due to rain. In response to parts 3 and
4 of Recommendation Sat-3, the SPIVI has reviewed the relationship bet1-reen worst month
and the average year particularly with respect to Fig. l on page 92 of the Final Acts.
The predicted values of attenuation range from 0.5 to 2 dB at a 45° elevation
angle and l %of the worst month. Observations show roughly twice the attenuation
values in some places, particularly in the (1~pical regions (Reports 564-l and 565-1).
The cross-polarization discrimination (XPD)
values for the same percentage of time
gives less protection, ranging from 22 to 30 dB rather than the 27 to 30 values QUoted
in the Final Acts.* (See also 10.2.9.)

storms

In response to point 2 of Recommendation Sat-3, attenuation by sand and dust
lS considered not to be important at 12 GHz (Report 721).

These comments should be taken into consideration when use
Fig. l of Annex 8 of the Final Acts.

(l)

*

lS

being made of

Note that XPD is defined as a positive QUantity (Report 722) rather than as a
negative value as used in the Final Acts.
See Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
A.
AFGHANISTAN

ADMINISTRATIONS

(Democratic Republic of)

ALGERIA

(Algerian Democratic and Popular
Republic)

GERMANY

(Federal Republic of)

FIJI
FINLAND
FRANCE
GREECE

SAUDI ARABIA

(Kingdom of)
GUINEA

(Republic of)

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC
UPPER VOLTA

(Republic of)

AUSTRALIA
HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
AUSTRIA
INDIA
BAHRAIN

(Republic of)

(State of)
INDONESIA

BANGLADESH

(Republic of)

(People's Republic of)
IRAN

BENIN

(People's Republic of)
IRAQ

BRAZIL

(Republic of)

(Federative Republic of)
IRELAND

BULGARIA

(People's Republic of)

CAMEROON

(United Republic of)

ITALY
JAPAN
CANADA
JORDAN

(Hashemite Kingdom of)

CENTRAL AFRICAN EMPIRE
KENYA

(Republic of)

KUWAIT

(State of)

CHILE
CHINA

(People's Republic of)
LIBERIA

COLOMBIA

LIBYA
KOREA

(Republic of)

IVORY COAST

(Republic of the)

MALTA

DENMARK

MOROCCO
(Arab Republic of)

(Socialist People's Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

MALAYSIA

CUBA

EGYPT

(Republic of)

(Republic of)

(Republic of)
(Kingdom of)

MEXICO

ECUADOR

MONACO

SPAIN

MONGOLIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NIGERIA

(Federal Republic of)
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A.

ADMINISTRATIONS

(cont'd)

NORWAY

SUDAN

NEW ZEALAND

SRI LANKA

OMAN

(Democratic Republic of the)
(Democratic Socialist
Republic of)

(Sultanate of)
SWEDEN

UGANDA

(Republic of)
SWITZERLAND

PAKISTAN

(Confederation of)

(Islamic Republic of)
TANZANIA

(United Republic of)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
CHAD
PARAGUAY

(Republic of the)

(Republic of)
CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

NETHERLANDS

(Kingdom of the)
THAILAND

POLAND

(People's Republic of)
TOGOLESE REPUBLIC

PORTUGAL
TUNISIA
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
TURKEY
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA
VENEZUELA
ROUMANIA

(Republic of)

(Socialist Republic of)
VIET NAM

(Socialist Republic of)

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND

YEMEN (People's Democratic Republic of)

SENEGAL

YUGOSLAVIA

(Republic of the)

SINGAPORE

(Socialist Federal
Republic of)

(Republic of)

B.

RECOGNIZED PRIVATE OPERATING AGENCIES

DEUTSCHE WELLE
NORDDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK

COlv1PANIA TELEFONICA NACIONAL DE ESPANA
(CTNE)
(NDR)
AMERICAN TELEPHONE &TELEGRAPH CO.

ZWEITES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN

(ZDF)

OSTERREICHISCHER RUNDFUNK

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION
(COMSAT)

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

CANADIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS
ASSOCIATION (CTCA)

YLEISRADIO
THOMSON - CSF

TELEGLOBE CANADA
ITALCABLE
TELESAT CANADA
RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA
ENTEL CHILE

(RAI)

(AT&T)
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B.

RECOGNIZED PRIVATE OPERATING AGENCIES

SOCIETA ITALIANA PER L'ESERCIZIO
TELEFONICO (SIP)

(cont'd)

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

(BBC)

CABLE AND WIRELESS LTD.
TELESPAZIO
KOKUSAI DENSHIN DENWA CO., LTD.
NIPPON HOSO KYOKAI

(KDD)

(NHK)

INDEPENDENT BROAI)CASTING AUTHORITY
(IBA)
THE MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE CO., LTD.
(MARCONI MARINE)

NIPPON MINKAN HOSO RENMEI

(NAB)
RADIO-SUISSE

NIPPON TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE PUBLIC
CORP. (NTT)

c.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
ORGANIZATION (INTELSAT)

INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
(IATA)
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIGHTHOUSE
AUTHORITIES (IALA)
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME RADIO ASSOCIATION
(CIRM)
INTER-UNION COMMISSION ON ALLOCATION OF
FREQUENCIES FOR RADIO ASTRONO~IT AND
SPACE SCIENCE (IUCAF)
ARAB SPACE COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION
(ARABSAT)

AFRICAN POSTAL AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
UNION · (UAPT)
ARAB TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
ASIA-PACIFIC BROADCASTING UNION

(ABU)

ARAB STATES BROADCASTING UNION

(ASBU)

UNION OF NATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION
ORGANIZATION OF AFRICA (URTNA)
EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION
INTERNATIONAL

~ffiTEUR

(EBU)

RADIO UNION

(IARU)

INTERNATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION
ORGANIZATION (OIRT)

D.

SCIENTIFIC OR INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

SIEMENS A.G.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

BELL-NORTHERN RESEABCH

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES

FARINON ELECTRIC

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF
JAPAN

GTE INTERNATIONAL INC.
TESLA

(NSL)
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E.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

INTERNATIONAL. CIVIL AVIATION
ORGANIZATION (ICAO)
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

F.

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE
ORGANIZATION (IMCO)
(WMO)

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

GENERAL SECRETARIAT
INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTRATION
BOARD (IFRB)

INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (CCITT)
INTERNATIONAL RADIO CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE .(CCIR)
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SPMl)

No.

Submitted by

Title

P/1

Principal
Coordinator

Introductory document

P/2

EBU

Proposal for a specification concerning a future
SSB system for HF broadcasting

P/3

EBU

Frequency tolerances for broadcasting transmitters
in band 7 (HF)

P/4

EBU

Possibilities of frequency sharing between the
broadcasting service (television) and the mobile
service below 1 GHz

P/5

EBU

Reduction of channel bandwidth in television
broadcasting by incorporating the sound information
in the video signal

P/6

France

Possibility of 'frequency sharing between the space
operation service and the fixed service around 2 GHz

P/7

France

Frequency sharing around 8 GHz between the earth
exploitation-satellite service and the terrestrial
fixed and mobile services

P/8

France

Possibility of the shared use of frequency bands
around 11 and 19 GHz for the up-link of broadcasting
satellites and the down-link of the fixed-satellite
service

P/9

France

Utilization of the space operation service

P/10

France

Proposed definitions : Service area - Coverage area

P/11

France

Draft definitions : specific field strength and power
flux-density values

P/12

France

Definitions and status of industrial, scientific and
medical apparatus

P/13

France

Choice of frequency bands around 11 and 19 GHz for
the up-links of broadcasting satellites

P/14

France

Necessary bandwidth for broadcasting-satellite
up-links in the 11.7- 12.5 GHz

P/15

France

Methods of reducing interference between the up-links
of broadcasting satellites

1) Documents numbered from P/390 upwards, as well as those below P/390 which are not
listed, are not contributions
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No.

Submitted by

P/16

France

Broadcasting-satellite systems in the 11.7- 12.5 GHz
band

P/17

United Kingdom

Examples of necessary bandwidth calculations

P/18

United Kingdom

Terms and definitions relating to space
radiocommunications

P/19

United Kingdom

Spectrum utilization in the frequency range
30 - 960 MHz for the land mobile service The technical advantages and disadvantages of using
different parts of this spectrum for land mobile
service

P/20

United Kingdom

Consideration of 12.5 kHz channel spacing 1n the VHF
international maritime mobile services

P/21

United Kingdom

Feasibility of frequency sharing between the maritime
mobile service and other services in bands around
160 MHz

P/22

United Kingdom

Bandwidth requirements in the maritime radio-navigation
service band 405-415 kHz

P/23

United Kingdom

Feasibility of frequency sharing between the
broadcasting service and the land mobile service 1n
the VHF and UHF bands

P/24

United Kingdom

Reduction of the band 490-510 kHz allocated to the
mobile service for distress and calling

P/25

United Kingdom

The protection of aeronautical radio beacon
assignments in the bands between 160 and 415 kHz
(RR 6476 (433))

P/26

United Kingdom

Reduction of interference between pulse radar stations
by pulse repetition frequency discrimination (prfd)

P/27

United Kingdom

Frequency requirements for maritime transponders

P/28

United Kingdom

A flexible and cost effective area information system

P/29

United Kingdom

Efficient use of the radio spectrum by radar stations
around 9 GHz

P/30

United Kingdom

Frequency sharing in the HF bands

P/31

United Kingdom

Technical feasibility of frequency sharing between
the space operation service and the space research
service in the band l to 10 GHz

P/32

United Kingdom

Flexibility in the orbital positioning of geostationary
satellites

P/33

United Kingdom

The use of shared frequency bands by the fixed satellite
service in both, the Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth,
directions

P/34

United Kingdom

Failure of space station telecommand· systems

Title
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No.

Submitted by

P/35

United Kingdom

Frequency sharing between the fixed-satellite service
and the radionavigation and the radionavigation
satellite services at frequencies of the order of 14 GHz

P/36

United Kingdom

Station-keeping of geostationary satellites

P/37

United Kingdom

Feasibility of frequency sharing between the space
research (near-Earth) and fixed and mobile services
in the region of 6 - 8 GHz

P/38

United Kingdom

The feasibility of frequency sharing between the fixed
service and certain systems in the fixed satellite
serv1ce

P/39

United Kingdom

Frequency sharing between the fixed satellite
(space-to-Earth) and the time signal satellite service
(space-to-Earth) at about 21 GHz

P/40

United Kingdom

Maximum permissible level of interference from networks
of other services in a telephone or telex channel of a
maritime mobile-satellite system

P/41

United Kingdom

The feasibility of frequency sharing between feeder
links to maritime mobile satellites and satellites in
the fixed satellite service at about 4 and 6 GHz

P/42

United Kingdom

Technical parameters of the up-paths to broadcasting
satellites

P/43

United Kingdom

Modes of interference from satellite solar power
stations to radiocommunication services

P/44

United Kingdom

The application of computer methods to coordination
calculations for space networks

P/45

United Kingdom

Feasibility of frequency sharing between the fixed
satellite and date relay satellite systems near 15 GHz

P/46

United Kingdom

The feasibility of frequency sharing between the fixed
satellite service and the Earth exploration

P/47

United Kingdom

Spurious emissions

P/48

United Kingdom

Frequency tolerance of transmitters

P/49

United Kingdom

Inter-satellite service sharing with the fixed and
mobile services

P/51

United Kingdom

Radio-relay systems in frequency bands above about
40 GHz

P/52

United Kingdom

Utilization of the absorption bands above 40 GHz (E)

P/53

United Kingdom

Preferred frequencies for passive sensing measurements

P/54

United Kingdom

Feasibility of radio frequency sharing between intersatellite links and ground-based radars at frequencies
near 60 GHz

Title
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No.

Submitted by

P/55

United Kingdom

Feasibility of frequency sharing between active sensors
in the Earth exploration satellite service and
terrestrial radars in the radio-location service near
70 GHz

P/56

United Kingdom

Sharing between passive space research and
terrestrial fixed and mobile services at frequencies
around 180 GHz

P/57

United Kingdom

Electromagnetic-wave propagation at frequencies
above 40 GHz

P/58

United Kingdom

Depolarisation by ice particles on Earth-space paths

P/59

United Kingdom

Multipath fading on microwave links working at
frequencies in the range ll - 37 GHz

P/60

United Kingdom

Prediction of attenuation due to rain on terrestrial
links operating in the frequency range 10 - lOO GHz

P/61

United Kingdom

POWERSAT - Preliminary considerations of inter-action
with the ionosphere and troposphere

P/62

Chairman, S.G. 5

Note on interference and coordination for signals
exceeded for 1% of the time (result of work done
within IWP 5/2)

P/63

Netherlands

Reduction or channel bandwidth in television
broadcasting by incorporating the sound information
in the video signal

P/64

United Kingdom

Radio spectrum requirements for radiolocation in the
bands between 1600 kHz· and 3800 kHz

P/65

United Kingdom

Sharing criteria for intersatellite links between
geostationary satellites in the frequency range
22 - 23 GHz

P/66

United Kingdom

Maritime satellite feeder links sharing with
aeronautical radionavigation in the region of
4200 - 4220 MHz

P/67

Indonesia

Proposed amendments of terms and definitions of
Article l and other articles of the Radio Regulations

P/68

Indonesia

Proposed ame.ndment to the frequency allocation table
of Article 5, Section IV of the Radio Regulation~

P/69

Indonesia

Proposed revision of Article 7, Section VII of the
Radio Regulations

P/70

Indonesia

Proposed addition to the Radio Regulations: Article 7,
Section VIII : 470 NZC, 470 NZD, 470 NZE

P/71

Indonesia

Efficient use of the geostationary orbit

P/72

Indonesia

Proposed amendment to Article 9 A of the Radio
Regulations

Title
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No.

Submitted by

P/73

German Democratic
Republic

Chapter I "Terminology", Article l "Terms and
Definitions"

P/74

German Democratic
Republic

Special rules relating to particular services (Art. 7) Section IA Broadcasting-satellite service

P/75

German Democratic
Republic

Appendix 3 Mar.2
(Art. 12)

P/76

German Democratic
Republic

Appendix 4 - Table of tolerances for the levels of
spurious emissions (Art. 12)

P/77

China (People's
Republic of)

China's amendments to offset frequency operations

P/78

EBU

Feasibility of a satellite sound-broadcasting system
for a national service with portable receivers

P/79

EBU

Characteristics of the receiving installation for
12 GHz satellite broadcasting - Susceptibility to
certain forms of interference not taken into account
at the WARC-SB 1977

P/80

EBU

The bandwidth necessary for a satellite soundbroadcasting service having national coverage with
portable receivers

P/81

EBU

Interference between up-links of the broadcasting
satellites provided for in the Plan for Regions l
and 3

P/82

India

Information regarding use of energy dispersal in
satellite instructional television experiment 1n India

P/83

India

Criteria to be applied for sharing between
broadcasting satellite and fixed satellite services
in the frequency band 2500-2535 GHz

P/84

United States
of America

Feasibility of frequency sharing between space
research (near-Earth) and fixed and mobile services
in the 6 to 8 GHz spectral region

P/85

United States
of America

An interference model for low-orbit satellites and

P/86

United States
of America

Space operations, feasibility of sharing with space
research (near-Earth)

P/87

United States
of America

Bi-directional frequency sharing in the space
research service

P/88

United States
of America

P/89

United States
of America

Station-keeping techniques for geostationary
satellites

P/90

United States
of America

Electrical power systems for spacecraft

Title

- Table of frequency tolerances

fixed systems using line-of-sight techniques

Preferred frequency bands in the amateur-satellite
service
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Title

No.

Submitted by

P/91

United States
of America

Interference reduction by introduction of nulls in
the receiving system in the direction of interference

P/92

United States
of America

Data relay satellites for Earth exploration
satellites

P/93

United States
of America

Considerations for Earth exploration satellite systems

P/94

United States
of America

Characteristics and effects of radio techniques for
the transmission of energy from space

P/95

United States
of America

Tiros-N Meteorological satelli'te systems

P/96

United States
of America

Characteristics of antenna pointing and noise
temperature at Earth stations for deep space research

P/97

United States
of America

A method of reducing inhomogeneity within the fixed
satellite service bands

P/98

United States
of America

Concerning the maximum permissible interference in
single-channel-per-carrier transmissions 1n networks
of the fixed-satellite service

P/99

United States
of America

Possible alternatives to the procedure of Appendix 29
of the Radio Regulations

P/101

United States
of America

Concerning the additions to the procedure of
Appendix 29 of the Radio Regulations

P/102

United States
of America

A study on the characteristics of interference in
FM satellite systems

P/103

United States
of America

Criteria for frequency sharing between the intersatellite service and the fixed and mobile services
below 40 GHz

P/104

United States
of America

Radio noise emission by the surface of the Earth

P/105

United States
of America

Rain attenuation prediction

P/106

United States
of America

Modified rain reflectivity profile

P/107

United States
of America

Medium-frequency sky-wave field strengths exceeded
for different percentages of time as observed in
the USA

P/108

United States
of America

Ionospheric time delay values appropriate to the
operation of satellite navigation systems

P/109

United States
of America

Comparison of methods used to compute HF sky-wave
field strength

P/110

United States
of America

Channel interference due to HF spectrum occupancy
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No.

Submitted by

P/111

United States
of America

Interference by highly coherent transmissions

P/112

United States
of America

Potential importance of the 400.1 MHz allocation
for satellite time dissemination

P/113

United States
of America

Some considerations related to maintaining useful
time and frequency services in the HF and LF bands

P/114

United States
of America

Importance of standard frequency and time-signal
emissions in band 4

P/115

United States
of America

Importance of time/frequency distribution v1a
satellite in band 10

.P/116

United States
of America

Inter-satellite service sharing with the fixed and
mobile services - Comments on Draft New Report 4-9/1110

P/117

United States
of America

Interference into terrestrial digital radio relay
systems from satellite systems using a common shared
frequency band for both up and down paths

P/118

United States
of America

Channel spacing for broadcasting services in band 6
in Region 2

P/119

United States
of America

Feasibility of introduction of single-sideband
techniques in the broadcasting service in band 7

P/120

Canada

Definitions requested by Recommendation No. 8

P/121

Canada

Definition of some fundamental terms

P/122

Canada

Definitions relating to radiocommunication

P/123

Canada

Definitions associated with technical characteristics

P/124

Canada

Definitions associated with power

P/125

Canada

Definitions relating to technical characteristics

P/126

Canada

Terminology relating to space

P/127

Canada

Definition of the term "transponder"

P/128

Canada

Definition of a frequency re-use satellite network

P/129

Canada

Classification and designation of emissions

P/130

Canada

Service contours for television broadcasting

P/131

Canada

Control of interference between FDM-FM radio relay
systems by the per-exposure approach in Canada

P/132

Canada

Levels of spurious emissions

P/133

Canada

Practical effects of multipath depolarization on the
feasibility of dual polarization operation of digital
radio-relay systems below 10 GHz

Title

services

radio~ommunication
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No.

Submitted by

Title

P/134

Canada

Optimum frequency utilization for FM systems in
mobile services - Reduction of channel spacing and
its effects on efficiency

P/135

Canada

Preferred frequency bands for the amateur service High frequency requirements

P/136

Canada

Limitation of transmitter power and increased use
of directional antennae in band 7 (HF) broadcasting

P/137

Canada

Uplinks for connection to broadcasting satellites Considerations regarding operational constraints

P/138

Canada

Interference noise allowance in fixed-satellite
networks for television above 10 GHz

P/139

Canada

Power spectral density and sensitivity requirements
for satellite networks employing frequency modulation
operating in the 4/6 GHz bands

P/140

Canada

A study of frequency sharing of reverse band operations
in the fixed satellite service

P/142

Canada

Orbit inhomogeneity due to different channel capacity
of carriers in the fixed-satellite service

P/143

Canada

Some considerations regarding in-orbit spare satellite

P/144

Canada

The auxiliary-satellite service: a proposal for a new
service and frequency allocation to improve the
utilization of the geostationary satellite orbit

P/145

Canada

A computer simulation for the analysis of interference
problems related to mobile satellite communications
systems

P/146

Canada

Frequency sharing between the broadcasting satellite
service and digital fixed serv1ces

P/147

Canada

Sharing between the radioastronomy service and other
services

P/148

Canada

Summary of propagation effects relevant to
communications systems employing orthogonal polarization

P/149

Netherlands

Statistics of slant path attenuation at 11.75 GHz
and 17.6 GHz

P/151

Netherlands

Worst-month statistics of slant path attenuation
at 11.75 GHz

P/152

Netherlands

Statistics of path loss on over the horizon links
at 6.4 GHz and 7.4 GHz

P/153

Netherlands

Annual distribution of ra1n rates and their year-toyear variations

P/154

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Propagation of long wave in the Asian Region and its
feasibility for utilization for broadcasting 1n
Region 3
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No.

Submitted by

P/155

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Propagation at frequencies below 1600 kHz with
particular emphasis on ionospheric effects Polarization coupiing loss

P/156

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Atm9spheric noise and minimum usable field strength
in LF band in Tropical Region

P/157

Canada

Propagation effects relevant to communications systems
employing orthogonal polarization frequency re-use

P/158

Argentina

The choice of a frequency, or frequencies, in the
maritime mobile bands above 4ooo kHz to be reserved
for distress requirements

P/159

Brazil

Flexibility in the positioning of satellites serving
low latitude regions

P/160

Brazil

Maximum permissible levels of off-axis e.i.r.p. density
in.the transmission of FDM/FM and SCPC/FM carriers

P/161

Brazil

Proposed amendments to Recommendation 484-l - Stationkeeping of geostationary satellites using frequency
bands allocated to the fixed satellite service

P/162

Brazil

Impact of the capacity of satellite communications
systems as a function of the interference noise power
allowance in FDM/FM carriers of the fixed satellite
service

P/163

Brazil

Rain statistical distributions in tropical
equatorial areas

P/164

Brazil

Rain depolarization statistics

P/165

Brazil

Draft amendments to Recommendations l and 6 of the
Radio Regulations

P/166

France

Digital radio relay systems - Use ·of frequencies above
about 25 GHz for low capacity systems

P/167

United States
of America

Spurious emissions tolerance levels

P/168

United States
of America

Identification of radio stations

P/169

United States
of America

Considerations for sharing between aeronautical flight
test telemetry stations and satellite stations

P/170

United States
of America

Frequency sharing between space research service and
aeronautical radionavigation service near 13 GHz

P/171

United States
of America

Sharing considerations of fixed-frequency radar
beacons

P/172

United States
of America

Preferred frequencies for racon and transponder use
in the 2900-3100 MHz and 9300-9500 MHz bands

P/173

United States
of America

Recommended definitions for certain types of radar
systems

Title
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Submitted by

P/174

United States
of America

Technical considerations for maritime mobile telemetry,
control and data links

P/175

United States
of America

Bandwidth considerations for the maritime mobile
service in proximity to 500 kHz

P/176

United States
of America

The choice of a frequency, or frequencies, 1n the
maritime mobile bands above 4000 kHz to be reserved
for safety requirements

P/177

United States
of America

Radio interference considerations involving pulsed
hyperbolic systems operating at lOO kHz in the
radionavigation service

P/178

United States
of America

Preferred frequencies for global distress and safety
purposes

P/179

United States
of America

Desirable characteristics of frequency bands used for
maritime mobile-satellite feeder links

P/180

United States
of America

Calculation of a coordination area around the service
area of an Earth station in the general mobile-satellite
service

P/181

United States
of America

Development of protection contours for use in the
coordination of Earth stations in the general mobilesatellite service

P/182

India

Calculation of topocentric angular spacing

P/183

United States
of America

Land mobile satellite service considerations

P/184

United States
of America

Criteria for sharing between land mobile and television
broadcast services

P/185

United States
of America

Possible terminology problems with emerging space
services and technologies

P/186

United States
of America

Interference considerations between the broadcastingsatellite service and wideband video terrestrial
services in the vicinity of 12 GHz

P/187

United States
of America

Examples of interactive links involving broadcasting
satellites

P/188

United States
of America

Bandwidth efficient coding and modulation techniques
for digital television in the broadcasting-satellite
service

P/189

United States
of America

Antenna patterns and technology for shaped, multiplebeam space station antennas in the broadcastingsatellite service

P/190

United States
of America

Current technology of 12/14 GHz broadcasting-satellite
transponders

P/191

United States
of America

Characteristics of digital systems in the fixed- ·
satellite service relevant to frequency sharing with
the broadcasting-satellite service

Title
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No.

Submitted by

Title

P/192

United States
of America

Protection ratios used in planning the broadcastingsatellite service in the 12 GHz frequency band and their
effect on satellite spacing

P/193

United States
of America

Examples of necessary bandwidths

P/194

United States
of America

Frequency tolerance of transmitters

P/195

United States
of America

International monitoring stations

P/196

United States
of America

Definition of carrie'r frequency

P/197

United States
of America

Application of optimum available RF filter technology
to reducing interference between services in
Bands 4 to 10 ·

P/198

United States
of America

Measures against interference

P/199

United States
of America

Value of specific service ITU documents to monitoring
efforts

P/201

United States
of America

Single channel per carrier interference into FDM/FM

P/202

United States
of America

Need for identification of frequency bands between
40 and 300 GHz for terrestrial services

P/203

United States
of America

Preferred frequency bands for the radio-location
service between 40 and 300 GHz

P/204

United States
of America

The error rate caused by mutual interference between
digital transmissions

P/205

United States
of America

Interference reduction techniques for use at Earth
and terrestrial stations

P/206

United States
of America

Radar sharing considerations

P/207

United States
of America

Spectrum sharing between FDM/FM and radar systems
using pulse blanking

P/208

United States
of America

Feasibility of frequency sharing between mobile users
and fixed service circuits in the 4-28 MHz frequency
range

P/209

United States
of America

Sharing considerations between the high frequency
broadcasting and fixed services

P/210

United States
of America

Frequency sharing considerations between the fixed
satellite and radiodetermination services in the
3400-3700 MHz band
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No.

Submitted by

P/211

United States
of America

An assessment of the feasibility of the radiolocation

P/212

United States
of America

Consideration for sharing between radio-location
systems and fixed satellite systems in Earth-to-space
bands - Determination of typical signal level expected
at a geostationary satellite from a typical radiolocation system

P/213

United States
of America

Frequency/distance (F/D) sharing criteria between nondirectional beacons (NDB) and travellers information
stations (TIS) in the 525-535 kHz band

P/214

United States
of America

Calculation of the maxlmum power density of a PSK
signal

P/215

United States
of America

Support for advanced telecommunication systems

P/216

United States
of America

Methods for calculating pulsed radar emission spectrum
bandwidth

P/217

United States
of America

Definition of radiocommunication interference

P/218

Netherlands

Amendments to the Radio Regulations, Art. l - Terms
and definitions

P/219

Netherlands

Amendment to the RR Appendix l7A (MAR 2) -Technical
characteristics of single-sideband transmitters used
in the maritime mobile service for radio telephony
in the bands between 1605 and 4000 kHz and between
4ooo and 23000 kHz

P/220

Netherlands

Amendment to the RR, Art. 12 - Technical characteristics
of equipment and emissions

P/221

European Space
Agency

Feasibility study of a system for sound broadcasting
by satellite

P/222

European Space
Agency

Transmit antenna radiation diagrams in 12 GHz
satellite broadcasting

P/223

European Space
Agency

RF sensing frequencies for broadcasting satellite
transmit antenna tracking

P/224

New Zealand

The use of frequencies below 10 kHz

P/225

Australia

Considerations of interference between FDM-FM
radio relay systems

P/226

United States
of America

Considerations in the ~atter of measures of
geostationary orbit-spectrum efficiency for the
mobile satellite service

P/227

United States
of America

Preferred frequency bands in the amateur service

Title

service sharing with the fixed mobile and fixed
satellite services in the 92 to 95 GHz band
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Submitted by

Title

P/228

United States
of America

Time division multiple access (TDMA) and its
interference characteristics

P/229

United States
of America

Mobile satellite service at 20/30 GHz

P/230

United States
of America

Mobile satellite service sharing in selected portions
of band 10 (7/8 GHz and 20/30 GHz)

P/231

United States
of America

Mobile satellite service sharing ln selected portions
of band 11 (40 and 80 GHz)

P/232

IWP 4/1

Report to the SPM and to Study Group 4 on the
Kyoto meeting

P/233

Japan

Definitions of the occupied bandwidth and necessary
bandwidth

P/234

Japan

Modification of the definition of Earth exploration
satellite service

P/235

Japan

Frequency bands suitable for trans-horizon radio-relay
systems

P/236

Japan

Frequency bands for transportable fixed radiocommunications equipment for relief operations

P/237

Japan

Use of the frequency band 14.4- 14.76 GHz and
14.87 - 15.23 GHz for radio-relay systems

P/238

Japan

A special arrangement for protection of radioastronomy observations at 1660 - 1670 MHz band

P/239

Japan

Proposed frequency bands for inter-satellite links
in space research and space operation services using
data relay satellite (DRS)

P/240

Japan

Frequency bandwidth for data acquisition link of
Earth exploration satellites

P/241

Japan

Frequency bands for space-borne active sensors of
meteorological phenomena

P/242

Japan

Frequency sharing between passive microwave sensors and
the fixed terrestrial radio relay and the fixed satellite:
service

P/243

Japan

Evaluation of single entry and total interference
criteria in connection with the orbit utilization
efficiency

P/244

Japan

Use of fixed-satellite down-path frequency bands for
connection to broadcasting-satellites

P/245

Japan

Impact of increase of interference noise power
allowance caused by other sat.elli te ·networks on
the channel capacity in the frequency re-use system

P/246

Japan

Frequency sharing between digital radio-relay systems
and fixed satellite systems in the frequency bands
below about 15 GHz
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P/247

Japan

Required up-link frequency bandwidth for broadcastingsatellites in accordance with the 12 GHz plan and
influence of technical factors

P/248

Japan

Required orbital separation between broadcastingsatellites and fixed satellites using the 14 GHz
up-link frequency band

P/249

Japan

Out-of-band emissions from broadcasting-satellite
space stations operating in the band 11.7 - 12.2 GHz

P/251

Japan

Title

Frequency sharing between up-link connecting to
and outside broadcast links

broadcasting-satellite~

P/252

Japan

Tolerance for levels of spurious emission

P/253

Japan

Frequency tolerances for radio-relay system

P/254

Japan

Frequency sharing between systems in the fixed
satellite services and terrestrial radio services
in the frequency bands above 40 GHz

P/255

Japan

Radio-relay systems 1n frequency bands above 40 GHz

P/256

Japan

Radio-relay systems using 60 GHz oxygen absorption
band

P/257

Japan

A prediction method of 1% value in monthly cumulative
time distribution of rain rate and rain attenuation

P/258

Japan

Relationship between rain rate for
other percentage of the time

P/259

Japan

Relationship between point rain rate distribution 1n
the worst-month and that in the year

P/260

Japan

1%

and that for

Rain attenuation and depolarization statistics at
34~5 GHz derived from measurements ·with
engineering test satellite type II (ETS-II)

11.5 and
P/261

India

Broadcasting in Band 8 (VHF) in the Tropical Zone Minimum signal requirement for satisfactory listening
in the Tropical Zone-FM

P/262

India

Best method for calculating the skywave field strength
produced by a broadcasting transmitter in the
Tropical Zone

P/263

India

Optimum channel spacing in HF broadcasting for
efficient spectrum utilization

P/264

India

Suggested amendment to percentage increase of link
noise temperature specified in Appendix 29 of the
Radio Regulations

P/265

India

Spurious emissions from radio systems

P/266

India

Restriction on differences between maximum and
minimum values of carrier power levels in satellite
networks
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P/267

India

Skywave propagation at frequencies between 150 and
1600 kHz (skywave propagation in MF band)

P/268

India

Receiver system modelling for studies of interference
and spectrum utilization

P/269

India

Relating the single-entry interference criterion for
FDM/FM telephony systems in the fixed-satellite
service to the occupied bandwidth of the wanted carrier

P/270

Netherlands

Proposed modification of Appendix 4 of the Radio
Regulations - Table of tolerances for the levels of
spurious emissions

P/271

France

Sharing between the broadcasting-satellite service and
the fixed service in the band 11.7 - 12.5 GHz in the
case of television transmissio~s

P/272

France

Questions raised by the concept of interference

P/273

Australia

Application of Report 340 in Southern hemisphere

P/274

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Height dependence of the reflectivity of
precipitation

P/275

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Effects of altering the skywave prediction
upon the 1975 Geneva LF/MF Plan

P/276

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Basic ideas on the economical utilization of the radio
frequency spectrum and the orbit capacity

P/277

France

Conditions of application of No. 116 of the Radio
Regulations : application of the concept of out-ofband spectrum to cases of interference between
services occupying adjacent frequency bands

P/278

France

Sharing between the fixed service an·d the maritime
mobile service in the MF band (1605 - 3000kHz)

P/279

France

Maritime distress and safety system - Exclusive use
of a frequency for distress and safety

P/280

Australia

Earth-to-space links for satellite services

P/281

Australia

Definitions for Earth-to-space links for satellite
serv1ces

P/282

Australia

Interference to the radioastronomy service from
satellite transmitters in adjacent bands

P/283

Australia

Choice of frequencies above 4000 kHz to be reserved
for distress and safety purposes

P/284

Australia

Technical aspects of Article N 13/9A of the Radio
Regulations

P/285

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Frequency tolerances for radio-relay systems

Title
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P/286

United States
of America

Medical transport radiocommunications

P/287

India

Frequency tolerance for radio relay systems
(Study Programme l9A/9)

P/288

Italy

Interpretation of Report 454

P/289

Italy

Up-link requirements for the 12 GHz broadcastingsatellite service

P/290

Italy

Definition of the terms "coverage area" and
"service area"

P/291

INTELSAT

Sharing with the radiolocation service

P/292

INTELSAT

Technical consideration of frequency sharing between
satellite communications and radar

P/293

INTELSAT

Interference between slowly swept television and
SCPC carriers

P/294

INTELSAT

Possible modifications to Appendix 29 - Method of
calculation to determine whether two geostationary
satellite systems require coordination-

P/295

INTELSAT

Constraint on the sidelobe emissions of transmitting
Earth stations of systems in the fixed-satellite
service

P/296

INTELSAT

Concerning the maximum permissible ~nterference in
single-channel-per-carrier transmissions in networks
of the fixed-satellite service

P/297

INTELSAT

More effective methods of energy dispersal

P/298

France

Determination of the coordination zone

P/299

United States
of America

Sharing between the fixed-satellite service and the
broadcasting satellite service in the 12 - 14 GHz
band in Region 2

P/301

CCIR Secretariat

Numerical identification of ship stations

P/302

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Ionospheric

P/303

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Fading on distant long-wave signal

P/304

Australia

Preferred frequency bands in the amateur service

P/305

Australia

Proposed revision of Art. N4/l2 - Technical
characteristics

P/306

United States
of America

Earth stations off-beam e.i.r.p. limits

cross~odulation
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P/307

United States
of America

Feasibility of frequency sharing between fixedsatellite and space research services near 15 GHz Analysis of potential interference into a data-relay
satellite system

P/308

Argentine
Republic

Choice of frequencies reserved for distress and safety
requirements in the bands allocated to the maritime
mobile service above 4ooo kHz

P/309

United States
of America

Sharing considerations for satellite systems with
small, low-cost transmit/receive Earth stations

P/310

United States
of America

An analysis of the economic implications of systems
1n the broadcasting satellite service

P/311

. United Kingdom

Terms used in space radio communication which employ
the word "path" in the English language

P/312

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Methods of predicting night-time sky-wave field strength
at medium frequencies

P/313
+ Corr.l

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Field strength and absorption in LF band

P/314

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Propagation at frequencies below 1600 kHz with particular
emphasis on ionospheric effects - Sea gain

P/315

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Calculation of the field strength of a sound
broadcasting transmitter in the Tropical Zone

P/316

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Broadcasting in the Tropical Zone

P/317

Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Attenuation caused by rainfall at 11.8 - 12 GHz
in tropical countries

P/318

India

Removal of residual satellites
orbit

P/319

France

Definition of spurious radiations and emissions and
related terms

P/321

United States
of America

Sharing considerations for spaceborne radars and
active sensors operating in radiolocation frequency
bands

P/322

United States
of America

Preferred frequencies for spaceborne radars and
active sensors

P/323

Canada

Interference noise allowance in networks of the
fixed-satellite service

P/324

Canada

Interference noise allowance of fixed-satellite
networks for FDM telephony above 10 GHz

P/325

Canada

Interference noise allowance in fixed-satellite
network using 8-bit PCM encoded telephony

fro~

the geostationary
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No.

Submitted by

P/326

Canada

Inter-satellite links 1n frequency bands below 40 GHz

P/327

Canada

Interference criteria for digital radio-relay systems
sharing frequency bands with the fixed-satellite
service

P/328

Canada

Inhomogeneity parameters A, B, C and D for the
Canadian domestic 4 and 6 GHz fixed-satellite networks

P/329

Canada

On the possible use of a common band near 18 GHz for
both uplink and downlink digital transmissions in the
fixed-satellite service

P/330

Canada

Frequency tolerances for radio transmitters

P/331

Canada

Diurnal and seasonal variability of VHF and UHF
signal-strength on trans-horizon paths

P/332

India

Possibilities of frequency sharing between
radioastronomy services and mobile satellite services
in the band 322 - 328.6 MHz

P/333

IMCO

Recommendation on transmission frequencies for
differential Omega correction systems

P/334

IMCO

Recommendation on maritime requirements for the
ITU WARC

P/335

United States
of America

Up-link sharing considerations for the broadcasting
satellite service

P/338

United States
of America

A system concept of audi~-bandwidth satellite
broadcasting in bands shared with terrestrial
television b~oadcasting

P/339

Argentine
Republic

Maritime distress and safety system - Reduction of
the guard bands of frequency 2182 and allocation of
the released frequencies for other purposes for the
benefit of the maritime mobile service

P/340

U.S.S.R.

Ratio of the wanted to unwanted signal in television
Value of protection ratio and reception quality

P/341

U.S.S.R.

Protection ratio for AM-VSB television signals against
interference from FM TV signals

P/342

United Kingdom

Preferred uses for different arcs of the geostationary
satellite orbit for satellites of the fixed service

P/343

Australia

Definitions for use in co-ordination studies affecting
the land mobile service operating at frequencies
above 25 MHz

P/344

Australia

A study of uplink spectrum requirements for 12 GHz
broadcasting satellite services in Region 3

P/345.

CCI-IEC Joint Coordinating Group
on Vocabulary

Space radiocommunications terminology

Title
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P/346

France

Radionavigation and radiolocation systems in the
420 - 450 MHz band

P/347

Yugoslavia
(Socialist
Federal
Republic of)

Station-keeping accuracy of geostationary satellites

P/348

Australia

Frequency sharing possibilities for wireless
communication systems for persons with impaired
hearing

World
Meteorological
Organization

Power flux density limitation in the 1670 - 1700 MHz
band for dissemination of meteorological information
to small Earth terminals

P/351

CCIR Secretariat

Radiocommunications for marking, identifying,
locating and communicating with the means of protected
medical transports

P/353

Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic

Frequency synthesis techniques

P/354

U.R.S.S.

Protection for observations of nitric acid radio
frequency spectral lines

P/355

U.R.S.S.

Preferred frequency bands in systems used to search
for signals fr.om extra-terrestrial civilizations

P/357
+ Corr.l

Yugoslavia
(Socialist
Federal
Republic of)

Application of reference radiation pattern for radiorelay system antennae in the coordination process

P/358

Papua New Guinea

Frequency sharing between tropical broadcasting
services and HF international broadcasting services
using low angle radiation

P/359

Papua New Guinea

Proposal for definition of a research service and a
passive service

P/360

Federal Republic
of Germany

Proposed allocation of frequency bands to the fixed~
satellite service with due regard to satellite systems
with earth stations using small antennae

P/361

Federal Republic
of Germany

Draft Recommendation - Use of frequency bands
19.7 - 21.2 GHz and 29.5 - 31 GHz exclusively
allocated to the fixed-satellite service by small
antennae

P/362

Federal Republic
of Germany

Possibilities of a better utilization of frequency
bands shared between the fixed service and the fixedsatellite service with the help of an improved method
of frequency assignment

P/363
+ Add. 1

Federal Republic
of Germany

Minimum bandwidth requirements for BC-SAT uplinks

P/364

France

Draft definitions - Signal-to-interference ratio and
protection ratio

Title
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No.

Submitted by

P/365

Nigeria (Federal
Republic of)

Information regarding improved spectr~ utilization
through use of airborne communications platforms

P/366

Argentine Republic

Re. Doe. P/209 submitted by the United States of
America: "Sharing considerations between the highfrequency broadcasting and fixed services"

P/374

Japan

Revision of frequency tolerances

P/375

Japan

Tolerances for the levels of spurious emissions

P/377

Netherlands

Single sideband techniques in international
HF broadcasting·

P/380

Greece

Determination of coordination area

P/382

Asia-=-Pacific
Broadcasting Union

Short-term disturbances of the ionosphere caused by
solar flares

P/385

Chairman, S.G. 1

Optimum use of the spectrum "Handbook for the use of
computer-aided techniques in spectrum management"

P/386

New Zealand

Homogeneity of spectrum and geostationary orbit
utilization

P/387

New Zealand

Homogeneity of terrestrial spectrum utilization

P/388

Algeria, Cuba,
Tanzania, Yugoslavia

.Technical aspects of satellite sound broadcasting
system

P/389

CISPR Secretariat

Interference from ISM equipment

Title
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APPENDIX D
ANALYTICAL INDEX
Amateurs - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Antenna (radiation) patterns (or diagrams) .

5.2.8.1.2.3.1
5.2.12
4.7.1
4.7.2

Assignment (of frequencies

2.2.2
8.3
5.3.4

Bandwidths (definition)
Bandwidth (necessary) . . . .
Bidirectional use
Broadcasting- see services (characteristics) and (sharing)

Classification (of emissions) . . . . . . . . . . .
Co-ordination (facilitation of efficient network .•. )
Coordination (procedures)
Coordination (zones, contours) .
Coverage area (definition) . •

3

5.3.5.9
5.4.1
5.4.3
2.2.6.1
5.2.2.1.5
5.2.2.2
2.1

Data relay (satellite system) (DRS)
Deep space
Definitions
Designation (of emissions) .

3

8.3.1
4.1.4.3
4·.1.4.4
5.2.5.3

Distress (and safety)

Earth exploration - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Emission (definition)
Emissions (spurious)
. . • .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
·Energy dispersal
. . • .
Energy (solar) (satellites)
....
Extraterrestrial (search for .•• intelligence) (SETI) .

....

Feeder link

2.2.3
8.2
5.2.9.5
6.2.8
5.2.2.4
5.2.9.2
5.2.9.3
5.3.3.3
5.3.4.1
5.3.4.3
2.2.6.2

Field intensity
Fixed - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
2.2.1
Frequencies . . . .
Frequency (standard) - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Frequency tolerances
8.1

Gain (definition) . . . . . .
Geostationary satellite orbit

2.2.4
5.3.5

Heterogenous (util~zation of the spectrum)
Homogenous (utilization of the spectrum)

5.3.5.8
5.3.5.8
7.3.4
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Identification (of stations) . . . . . . . .
. ...... .
Impair~d hearing (systems for persons with)
....... .
Interference (definition)
Interference (due to ISM) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intersatellite (links)
Intersatellite- see also services (characteristics) and (sharing)

9.2
4.4.5.2
2.2.1
9.1
5.2.10

Medical transports (radiocommunications for) • . . . . . .
Meteorology- see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Mobile - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Multiple access (satellite. fixed service)
Multiple (function systems)
Multiple spectrum utilization . . . . • . .

11

Nomenclature (of frequency bands)

2.3

Optimum use of the spectrum
Out-of-band emissions

7-

Planning (fixed services and satellite fixed service)
Patterns (antenna radiation ... )
Plasmas (influence of)

~

Propagation (phenomena) . • . • .
Propagation (reliability) . • . . . . • . •
Propagation (interference)
Power (definition)
Power flux (definition)
.•..••...
Power (high ... emission) (effects) •
Protection ratio (definition)

Radioastronomy- see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Radiodetermination - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Radiolocation - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Radar - see also radiodetermination service and radiolocalisation
service
Radar astronomy . . . . . • . • . • . . •
Radar beacon (definition) . • . • • . • •
Radar beacons (aeronautical and maritime)

Radars (on board ships)

Radioaltimeters (aeronautical radionavigation) .
Radio relay systems - see fixed service .• • • • •
Recommendations (concerning the CCIR) • • • . • •
Resolutions (concerning the CCIR) . • . •
. •..
Re-use of frequencies (by orthogonal polarization) .

Sensors (active)

5.2.9.4
4.7.2
7.2.3

5.2.8.2.6.1
8.4
5.4.2
5.2.8.1.2.3.1
5.2.12
5.2.2.3
10.3.4.2.2
10.2
10.3
10.4
2.2.4
2.2.6.2
,10.4.4
2.2.6.2

5.2.1.6
2.2.7
4.3.5.2
4.6.1.2
4.6.1.4
4.3.5.2
4.6.1.1
4.6.1.4
4.3.5.3
5.3.4.3.4
4.3.2
12
12
10.3.3.5
5.2.3.3
5.2.4.6
6.2.5.2
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Sensors (passive)

Service area (definition) • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Services (characteristics) - see Annex 1 to Appendix D
Services (sharing) - see Annex 2 to Appendix D
Space operation - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Space radiocommunications (definition) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Space research- see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Spectrum management
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Standard frequency- see services (characteristics) and (sharing)

Terminology
Terms . . . .
. .................... .
Time signals - see services (characteristics) and (sharing)
Transponder (definition)
. . . .
. ...
Transponders (maritime) . . . • . .

Trans-horizon (radio-relay links) . • . • • . .
Transportable (equipment for relief operations)
Tropical (broadcasting in the •.• zone) . • . .

5.2.3.2
5.2.4.5
5.3.2.2.2
6.2.5.1
2.2.6.1

2.2.5
7.2.5

2

2.1
2.2.7
4.3.5.1
4.6.1.3
4.6.1.4
4.3.2.5
4.3.2.6
4.4.4.3
4.7.3.4
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ANNEX 1 TO APPENDIX D

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SERVICES

Amateur

Amateur satellite

4.1.1
4.2.1
4.3.1
5.2.6

Broadcasting

4.1. 5

4.2.4
4.2.3.3
4.2.3.4
4.2.3.5
6.3.3
Televlsion .................................................. . 4.2.4
4.3.4
6.3.3
Broadcasting satellite .....
5.1.8
6.2.4
Broadcasting (sound) satellite o ......................... o• • •• 5.2.8.5
o

•••••••••••••••

Earth exploration satellite .....
Active sensors
Passive sensors .

o ••••

Fixed ....

o.

o

••

o •••••••

o •••••••

o.

o

Fixed satellite .........

o.

o ••••

Feeder links ...........

o

••

0

o •••••••••

o.

o.

••••••

o •••••••••••••••••••••••••

0

0

••

o

••••••••••••

o •••••• :

•

0

•••••••••

o

o

•••••••

o

o

•••

o •••••••••••••••

••• o ••••••••••••••••••

o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Intersatelli te links ..................

o

o

•••••••••••••••••••

o •••••••••••

o.......

0

••

o ••

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

••

o ••••••

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Intersatellite

4 .1. 3
4.2.2
4.3o2
4.7.3ol
6.3.1
5.2.9
6.2o2
5. 2. 5o 2
5.2.9.2
5.2.9.3
5. 2 olO

5.2.10
6.2.1

Meteorological aids .........
Meteorological satellite ..................•....•..
o

o

•

o

••••••

o

•••••••••••••••••••

o

o •••••••

•••••••••••••••

Active sensors .....
Passive sensors ...................... •....................
Mobile •....
o

0

5.2.3
6.2o5
5.2o3.3
5.2o3.2
6.2.5.1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

o

o ••••••••••••

o

•

•

•

•

••••••••••••••••••••

5. 2. 4
6o2.5
5.2.4o6
5. 2. 4. 5
4.1.4
4.2.3
4.3.3
6.3.2
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Aeronautical ............................................... .
Land ....................................................... .
Maritime ................................ : .................. .

Mobile satellite ................................................ .

Aeronautical mobile satellite .............................. .
Maritime mobile satellite .................................. .

Feeder links .......................................... .
Land mobile satellite ...................................... .

Radioastronomy

Radiolocalization ............................................... .
Radionavigation ................................................. .

Radionavigation aeronautical ............................... .
Radionavigation maritime ................................... .

Radiodetermination
Radiodeterminatlon satellite .................................... .
Radionavigation satellite ....................................... .

4.2.3.2
4.2.3.3
4.1.4.2
4.1.4.3
4.1.4.4
4.2.3.1
5.2.5
5.2.5.4
6.2.3
5.2.5.1
5.2.5.1
5.2.5.3
5.2.5.5
5.2.5.2
5.2.5.6
5.2.1
6.2.7.1
6.3.5
4.2.5
4.1.7
4.2.6
4.3.5
4.3.5.2
4.3.5.3
4.1.7.1
4.3.5.1
4.3.5.2
6.3.4

Space operatior1 .................................................. 5. 2.11
Space research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 2. 2

6.2.6
Standard frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .1. 2
Standard frequency satellite ..................................... 5.2.7

Time signals ...................................................... 4 .1. 2
Time signals, satellite .......................................... 5. 2. 7
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ANNEX 2

Inter-service sharing

Amateur and amateur,satellite
and radionavigation satellite
and other (terrestrial) services

.5. 3. 2.12
5.3.2.7.2
4.4.2

Amateur satellite and other services
and amateur
and broadcasting
and radiolocation

5.3.2.12
5.3.2.12
5.3.2.12
5.3.2.12

Broadcasting and amateur,satellite
and fixed
and mobile, land
and other(terrestrial)services

5.3.2.12
4.4.3.1
4.5.1
4.4.4
4.7.3.4
4.4.4.2

and radionavigation aeronautical
Broadcasting, satellite and fixed-satellite
and terrestrial serv1ces

5.3.3.1
5.3.3.2

Earth exploration, satellite, and other services
and fixed/mobile
(data relay)
and fixed-satellite
(passive sensors)and fixed-satellite

6.5.2.3
5.3.2.2
5.3.1.3
5.3.1.5
6 . 5 . 2. 3 . 2( d)

and
and
and
(active sensors) and
and
Fixed

fixed/mobile
intersatellite
radioastronomy
radiodetermination
radiolocation

and broadcasting
and earth exploration satellite
and fixed-satellite
and intersatellite
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

land mobile
mobile aeronautical
mobile maritime
mobile satellite
radioastronomy
radiodetermination
radionavigation, satellite
space operation
space research
time signals, satellite

Fixed-satellite and broadcasting satellite
and earth exploration satellite
(data relay)
(passive sensors)
and fixed

6.5.2.3.2(a)
6.5.2.3.2(c)
6.5.2.3.2(b)
6.5.2.6.2
6.5.2.3.2(f)
4.4.3.1
6.5.2.3.2(a)
5.3.2.1.1
6.5.2.1
5.3.2.6.1
6.5.2.2
4.4.3.2.1
4.4.3.2.3
4.4.3.2.2
6.5.2.5
5.2.1.5.3
6. 5. 2. 6. 3 (a )
5.3 2.7.2
5.3.2.3.1
5.3.2.5
5.3.2.4.1
5.3.3
5.3.1.3
5.3.1.5
6.5.2.3.2(d)
5.3.2.1.1
6.5.2.1
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and
and
and
and
and

mobile
mobile satellite
mobile maritime satellite
radioastronomy
radiodetermination

and radionavigation
and space research

(data relay)
(passive sensors)
and time signals, satellite
Intersatellite and earth exploration, satellite
(passive sensors)
and fixed/mobile
and radiodetermination
and radionavigation
(space operation) and terrestrial services
(space research)
and terrestrial servlces

5.3.2.1.1
6.5.2.5
5.3.1.6
5.2.1.5.3.7
5.3.2.1.3
6.5.2.6.3(c)
5.3.2.1.2
5.3.1.2
5.3.1.5
5.3.1.4

6.5.2.3.2(c)
5.3.2.6.1
6.5.2.2
6.5.2.6.1
5.3.2.6.2
5.3.2.3.2
5.3.2.5.1.3

Meteorological aids and satellite meteorology

5.3.2.10

Meteorology (satellite) and meteorological aids

5.3.2.10

Mobile

and ot~er(terrestrial) services
and earth exploration, satellite

4.4.5
5.3.2.2
6.5.~.3.2.(a)

and fixed
and fixed-satellite
and intersatellite
and
and
and
and
and
and

mobile satellite
radioastronomy
radiodetermination
space operation
space research
time signals, satellite

4.4.3.2
5.3.2.1.1
5.3.2.6.1
6.5.2.2
6.5.2.5
5.2.1.5.3.2
6.5.2.6.3(b)
5.3.2.3
5.3.2.5
5.3.2.4.1

Mobile, aeronautical and fixed

4.4.3.2.3

Mobile,. maritime and fixed
and other(terrestrial)services

4.4.3.2.2
4.5.3

Mobile, land and broadcasting
and fixed
and radioastronomy

4.5.1
6.5.2.3
5.2.1.5.3.4

Mobile, satellite and fixed/fixed-satellite/mobile
and radioastronomy
and terrestrial services

6.5.2.5
5.2.1.5.3.4
5.3.2.8

Mobile, maritime, satellite and fix~d-satellite
and terrestrial services

5.3.1.6
5.3.2.9

Radioastronomy and broadcasting
and earth exploration, satellite (passive sensors)
and fixed
and fixed-sBtellite·
and mobile

5.2.1.5.3.5

6. 50 2. 3. 2 (b )
5.2.1.5.3
5.2.1.5.3.7
5.2.1.5.3.2

0
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and
and
and
and

mobile, land
mobile, satellite
other services
radiodetermination

Radiodetermination and earth exploration, satellite (active sensors)
and fixed
and fixed-satellite
and intersatellites
and mobile
and radionavigation, satellite

5.2.1.5.3.4
5.2.1.5.3.4
5.2.1.5
5.2.1.5.3.6
5.2.1.5.3.7
6.5.2.6.2
6. 5 . 2. 6. 3( q,)

5.3.2.1.3
6.5.2.6.3(c)
6.5.2.6.1
6.5.2.6.3(b)
5.3.2.7.1

Radioiocation and .space research (data relay)
and time signals, satellite
and space research (passive sensors)

5.3.2.5.1.2
5.3.2.4.2
6.5.2.6.4

Radionavigation (sharing between systems of)

4.5.2
4.6.1
5.3.2.1.2
5.3.2.6.2
5.3.2.5.4

and fixed-satellite
and intersatellite
and space research
Radionavigation, aeronautical and broadcasting

4.4.4.2

Radionavigation,_satellite and amateur/fixed
and radiodetermination

5.3.2.7.2
5.3.2.7.1

Space operation and fixed/mobile
and mobile(telemetering and tests on flight)
and space research
(intersatellite links) and terrestrial services

5.3.2.3.1
5.3.2.3.3
5.3.1.7
5.3.2.3.2

Space researGh and fixed/mobile
and other services
and radiodetermination
and radionavigation
and space operation

5.3.2.5
6.5.2.4
6.5.2.6.4
5.3.2.5.4
5.3.1.7

Time signals, satellite and fixed/mobile
and fixed-satellite
and radiolocation

5. 3. 2.4.1
5.3.1.4
5.3.2.4.2
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-

~\\CHI V~&'

. ·u.I.T.
GEN~'JE

_,
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ARG/14/261
(Add.2 L

MOD

3703/356A

ARG/14/262
(Add. 2)

ADD

3703A
In Regions 2 and 3, the band 2 200 - 2 290 MHz may also be
used for space-to-Earth transmissions in the space research service, subject to
agreement between the Administrations concerned and those having services,
operating in accordance with the Table, w~ich may be affected.

ARG/14/263
(Add. 2)

MOD

3705/356AB
In Regions 2 and 3 and in Spain, in the bands
E-925 -- 2-x29 2 025 - 2 045 MHz and 2 110 - 2 120 MHz Earth-to-space
transmissions in the Earth exploration~satellite service may be authorized
with equality of right to operate with stations of other space
radiocommunication services in this band and subject to agreement between the
Administrations concerned and those having services, operating in accordance
with the Table, which may be affected.

ARG/14/264
(Add.2)

MOD

3707/356AC
In Region 1, in the band 2-996---2-x29 2 110 - 2 120 MHz,
Earth-to-space transmissions in-- the Earth exploration-satellite service may be
authorized with equality of right to operate with stations of other space
radiocommunication services in this band and subject to agreement between the
Administrations concerned and those having services, operating in accordance
with the Table, whlch may be affected _(see No. MOD 3705/356AB).

In Region 2, in Australia and Japan, the band
1 750 - 1 850 MHz may also be used for Earth-to-space transmissions,
in the space; research service, subject to agreement between the
Administrations concerned and those having services, operating in
accordance with the Table, which may be affected.

Reasons : The Earth exploration-satellite service is operated on a world-wide
basis in the bands 2 045 - 2 110 MHz and 2 200 - 2 290 MHz.
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Addendum No. 1 to
Document No. 14-E
11 September 1979
Original : Spanish

{Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Argentine Republic
PROPOSALS FOR WARC-79
ARTICLE N7/5
Section III. Description of the Table
of Frequency Allocations
ARG/14/208
(Add.l)

ADD

3443A
In all documents where the terms ALLOCATION, ALLOTMENT and
ASSIGNMENT are to be used, they shall have the meaning given them in Nos. 3006A,
3006B and 3006C, the terms used in the various working languages being as
follows :

Distribution of
frequencies among

ARG/14/209
(Add.. l)

ADD

Spanish

French

English

Services

Attribution
(attribuer)

Allocation
(to allocate)

Atribuci6n
( atribuir)

Zones or countries

Allotissement
(allotir)

Allotment
(to allot)

Adjudicacion
(adjudicar)

Stations

Assignation
( assigner)

Assignment
(to assign)

Asignacion
(asignar)

3450A
In frequencies above 30 MHz, except in the bands allocated
to services using aircraft stations, space stations and radio astronomy
stations, any Administration may allocate bands to services different from those
given in the folTowing table for its internal use in line-of-sight terrestrial
radiocommunications.
Assignments made under the previous paragraph which cover
stati6ns located at distances of L-100_/ km or less from the frontier shall be
coordinated among the Administrations of the countries concerned.
Reasons : The inclusion of these provisions will mean that many of the present
footnotes to the Table of Frequency Allocations in bands above 30 MHz can be
deleted and that fewer are likely to emerge from the Conference.
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ARG/14/210
(Add.l)

ADD

3572A
Space radioc·ommunications may be used to receive sigJ!als
from emergency position-indicating radiobeacon stations on the frequencies of
121.5 and 243 MHz.

ARG/14/211
(Add.l)

SUP

3573/273A
The aeronautical mobile (R) service has greater requirements in this

Reasons
band.
ARG/14/212
(Add.l)

SUP

3575/274A

ARG/14/213
(Add.l)

SUP

3577/275
Reasons

ARG/14/214
(Add.l)

NOC

The date of 1 January 1976 has passed.

1 700 - 1 710 MHz
Meteorological satellites.

Reas.ons
ARG/14/215
(Add.l)

NOC

2 290 - 2 300 MHz
Reasons : Land-Sat satellites.

ARG/14/216
(Add.l)

NOC

4 200 - 4

~00

MHz

Reasons : Still of importance for radionavigation, and 1n particular for
altimeters.
ARG/14/217
(Add.l)

NOC

3649/32.4A

ARG/14/218
(Add.l)

MOD

3660/332

ARG/14/219
(Add.l)

SUP

3725/364G

(SUP second paragraph of the note)

GHz

11.7 - 12.7
Allocation to Services
Region 2

Region 1
1

ARG/14/220
(Add.l)

MOD

11.7- 12.5 (NOC)

11.7- 12.2 (NOC)

11.7.- 1?.7
FIXED
MOBILE. except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
FIXED-SATELLITE
BROADCASTING SATELLITE
3T86f~95BB

... ~

3787/405BC
...

t ·•·

~~

'\

- . ~~~; •.~·~

Region 3

3786A

Addendum No. l to
Document No. 14-E
Page 3

ARG/14/221
(Add.l)

~D

3786A
In Region 2, the allocation of this band shall remain
subject to whatever plan emerges from the Regional Administrative BroadcastingSatellite Conference (1983).
Reasons : To allow the 1983 Conference enough flexibility to choose the best
method or system at the time of the Conference.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORlD ADMINISTRATIVE
fiADIO CONfERENCE

Corrigendum No. l to
Document No. 14-E
23 July 1979
Original : Spanish

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Argentine Republic
Page 8, replace proposals ARG/14/35, 36 and 37 by the following

l.

kHz
2 170 - 2 194
Region l
ARG/14/35
MOD
(Corr.l)

I

2 170 - 2-i9* 2 179.8

I

Region 2

Region 3

M9B~bE-fB±~~re~~-and-eaii±n~~

MARITIME MOBILE
3495A
ARG/14/36
MOD
(Corr.l)

2 179.8- 2 187.4

MOBILE (Distressl
3494/201

ARG/14/37
MOD
(Corr.l)

2187.4-2 194

and-eaii±n~~

3495/20lA

M9B~bE-fB±~~re~~-and-eali±n~~

MARITIME MOBILE
3495A
Reasons : To fulfil the objectives of Recommendations Mar 5, Mar2 - 2 and
Mar2 - 3 (see Document No. 129, which deals with this question in greater
detail).
·
2.

3.

Page 5, proposals ARG/14/19 and 20 :
a)

In band 505- 510kHz, replace 3497/186 by 3479/186;

b)

In band 510 - 515kHz, 1n the three Regions, replace 3497/186 by 3479/18&.
No change required in the English text.
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Document No. 14-E
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PLENARY MEETING

Argentine Republic
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Article N7/5
Table of Frequency Allocations
kHz
10 - 14
!

i

Allocation to Services
Region l
ARG/14/l

MOD

10 - 14

Region 2

~

Region 3

RADIONAVIGATION
Rad~o:!:oeat-±en

Reason~ : The Omega maritime and air radionavigational aid system is in
continuous and increasing use; however, since the use of this band for
radiolocation purposes has not become established, it would be advisable to
abolish this service in order to provide better protection for radionavigation
on a worldwide basis.

kHz
70 - 90
ARG/14/2

MOD

70 - 72 (NOC)

70 - 90

70 - 90

72 - 84 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

84 - 86 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE 3452/158

MARITIME MOBILE 3452/158

86 - 90 (NOC)

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162

Radio1ocation
3458/164

3460A

3459/165

3460A

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
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ADD

ARG/14/3

3460A
When new assignments are authorized in the bands 80 - 90
and 110 - 120 kHz, Administrations will be urged to make practical arrangements
to protect Loran C receiving stations from harmful interference. Loran C
receiving stations should be so designed that they are not susceptible to
interference from other services operating in adjacent frequency bands.
kHz
90 - 1"10

Region 1
ARG/14/4

MOD

Region 2

I

Region 3

90 - 110
FBffiB

RADIONAVIGATION

M:ARPJ?fME-M8Bft;E

Fixed:

3452f3:58

M:ARrlfl:EME-M8BH]E

3l:t5efr58

Mar±time-mobire
RABr8NAVH1AIJ?f8N

~4§~J±§g

3457/163
3460/166

3460/166

3460/166

3l:t63:f3:6T

~49J:,L±9:t

;?49J:,L±9:t

Reasons : This band should be reserved exclusively for RADIONAVIGATION (see
also MOD 3461/167).

;,

. l\f

~·

~
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kHz
110 - 130
Region 2

Region 1
ARG/14/5

MOD

i 110

- 112

Region 3

110 - 130

110 - 130

I FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

I MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

I

I

RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162
3457/163

3lt62f:t68
ARG/14/6

MOD

3461/167
3460A

Radiolocation

112 - 115
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

ARG/14/7

MOD

3460A

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

3lt62f:t68 3463/169
3460A
126 - 129 (NOC)
ARG/14/8

MOD

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

3lt62f:t68
ARG/14/9

ARG/14/10

MOD

SUP

3461/167
in the band

3460A
3461/167

3458/164
~4e2J±gS

3460A
3461/167

3lt62f:t68
3464/170

Only classes Al or Fl, A4 or F4 emissions are authorized
- 160 kHz for stations of the fixed service and ±n-the
band-3:3:8 for stations of the maritime mobile service. Exceptionally,
class A7J emissions are also authorized ±n-the-band-3:3:8 - 3:68-kH~ for stations
of the maritime mobile serv1ce.
~8 110
3:68-kH~

3462/168
Reasons : This type of communication 1s no longer required in this band.
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kHz

160 - 255
!

Region l

Region 3

Region 2

i

ARG/14/ll

MOD

! 160

- 255 (NOC)

160 - 288 190

160 - 200 (NOC)

FixED
3472/179
ARG/14/12

MOD

190 - 200
FIXED
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3472/179

Reasons : The growing requirements of the aeronautical radionavigation service
call for a slight increase in this band, but without detriment to the fixed.
service.
ARG/14/13

MOD

3472/179
In northern polar areas which are subject to auroral
disturbances the aeronautical fixed service is the primary service.
kHz

325 - 405
.ARG/14/14

MOD

325 - lt85 335

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Maritime radionavigation
(radiobeacons)
Aeronautical mobile

ARG/14/15

MOD

.ill_ - 405

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

Reasons : The greater requirements of maritime radionavigation (radiobeacons)
make such an extension necessary.
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kHz
415 - 505
Region 2

Region 1
ARG/14/16

MOD

415 -

~98

495

MARITIME MOBILE
3478/185

ARG/14/17

~98

MOD

- 5±8

Region 3

495 - 505

3479/186

3479A

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

Reasons : It is suggested that the guardband of frequency 500 kHz should be
reduced since technological progress in terms of stability and selectivity
makes a guardband as wide as 20 kHz unnecessary.
ARG/14/18

ADD

3479A
The frequency 492 kHz may be used by coast and ship
stations in accordance with the provisions of numbers 8032/437A, 8088/1123
and 8090/1125 to 8094/1129.
kHz

505 - 525
ARG/14/19

~98

MOD

505 - 510
MARITI.!YIE MOBILE
3497/1(56

ARG/14/20

510 - ?e5 -515

MOD

1

1
510 - 525" 515
-

510 - 5e5 -515

I

MARITIME MOBILE
3497/186

MARITIME MOBILE
3497/186

'MARITIME MOBILE
13497/186

Aeronatt"t-:i:ea.3:
rad:i:onav±gat-:i:on

f:AERBN:AHlf':f€1\.f,

jAe~enatt"t-:i:e~-mob±ie

RABf6N:AV:f6A~feNf

3~8±f±88

i
lbaHd-m"bHe

i 3478/185
34~ll~

I
ARG/14/21

MOD

I

515 - 525

515 - 525

515 - 525

MA1HillfME-M8BfhE

M8B:EhE

MARflllfME-M8BfhE

Aeronant-±ea.3:
rad±onav±gat-±on

fAER8NAY'il±8Ah
RAB±8NA¥±8A.'ilf8Nf
3481/188

Aeronatt"t-±ea.3:-mob±.3:e

I

j
II

hand-mobile

I
[

i

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

I

RADIONAVIGA'l'ION

I'

Maritime
radionavigation

Maritime
radionavigation

'Maritime
radionavigation

II

1AERONAUTICAL

!

!

;
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kHz
525 - 1 605
Region 1
ARG/14/22

MOD

525 - 535 (NOC)

I

Region 2

Region 3
525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535
MOBILE
/BROADCASTING/

3484/191 3484A
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

3481/188
ARG/14/23

MOD

535 - 1 605

Reasons

BROADCASTING

(505 - )15) In view of the reduction in the 500 kHz guardband.

Reasons
(515 - 525) To ra1se the aeronautical radionavigation service to the
rank of primary service, g1ven the possible reduction in the band
1 605 - 1 800 kHz.
ARG/14/24

ADD

In
3484A
assistance requirements.

ARG/14/25

NOC

3484/1S11

Argentina~

525 - 535 kHz

lS

intended for civil

Reasons : Given. the ground wave propagation characteristics in this band, it
is considered advisable not to alt.er the maximum power level established.
ARG/14/26

ADD

3484B
The maximum power for ..:nannels in sub-band 1 495 - 1 605
will be limited to l kW in daytime operation and 250 W in night-time operation.
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k.Hz
1 605 - 2 000
Region 2

Region 1
ARG/14/27

MOD

1 605 - 1 8oo

e-eee

1 605 - 1 615

FIXED

FBffiB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

M8B±bE

±-~

Region 3

1

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

AERGNAYJII±GM.
RA±HGNA¥±GA!_tl±eN

BROADCASTING

1 615 - 1 800
FIXED

3484D

MOBILE
Aeronautical
radionavigation
3485/192

3l.t88f3:94
ARG/14/28

MOD

3487/193
3486/420

Radiolocation ·

1 800 - 1 850
AMATEUR
M8B±hE-exeeptaeronattt-±eai-mob±3:e

FBffiB
M8BfbE-e~eept--aeronattt-±eai-meb±ie

AMATEUR
RAfH9NA¥±6-A'!l±8N

ARG/14/29

MOD

1 850 - 2 000

1 850 - 2 000

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
I

IRADIONAVIGATION
' 3485/192

3488f3:9l.t

3487/193
3489/195

3490/195A

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIONAVIGATION

Ii 3492/198

3492A

Reasons : (1 605 - 1 800) To make the band 1 800 - 1 850 k.Hz uniform in the
three regions.
Reasons : (1 605 - 1 615) To provide an additional channel (1 610 k.Hz) for lowpower broadcasting in order to cover small localities remote from large urban
centres.
ARG/14/30

ADD

3484C
exceed 100 watts.

The mean power of any station 1n this band shall not

Document No. 14-E
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f.illG/14/31

ADD

3484D
In Argentina, the band 1 615 - 1 645 kHz is intended for
the rural information serv1ce with a power limited to a maximum of lOO watts.
Reasons : (1 800 - 1 850) To make this band uniform for the amateur service
in the three regions on the basis of the Agreement of the Regional Technical
Meeting, Buenos Aires, 1951 (Resolution No. 7, EARC, 1951, Geneva).

ARG/14/32

MOD

fn-Reg~on-2-~he-bor~n-syseem-has-pr~or~ty7--8eher-~er~±ees

3492/198

to-wh±eh-ehe-band-±~-a~~oeaeed~m~y-ttse-any-freqtteney-±n-eh±s-b~nd-provided-eh~e

they-do-not-eattse-h~rmftt~-ineerferenee-eo-ehe-boran-syseem.

In Region 3 the Loran system in any particular area operates
either on ~-858 1 875 or 1 950 kHz, the bands occupied being ~-g25 - ~-g15-kH~
1 850 - 1 900 kHz and 1 925 - 1 975 kHz respectively. Other services to which
the band 1 800 - 2 000 kHz is allocated may use any frequency therein on condition
that no harmful interference is caused to the Loran system operating on
~-g59 1 875 and 1 950 kHz.
Reasons : The long-range plans indicate that the Loran system will be withdrawn
from the band 1 900 - 2 000 kHz.
ARG/14/33

ADD

3492A
In Region 2, the Loran system will have priority until it
is abandoned by agreement ~etween the Administrations.
Other services to which this band is allocated may use any
frequency therein on condition that no harmful interference is caused to the
Loran system.

ARG/14/34

SUP

3488/194
Reasons : This note is now superfluous as a result of the new allocation of the
band 1 800 - 1 850 on a worldwide basis .
kHz
2 170 - 2 194
Region 1

ARG/14/35

MOD

2 170 -

2-~9~

2 179-9

I

l

Region 2

Region 3

M8BfbE-fd~seress-and-ea~~~ng~

MARITIME MOBILE
3495A
ARG/14/36

MOD

2 179-9- 2 187.5

MOBILE (distressl
3494/201

ARG/14/37

MOD

2 187.5- 2 194

~nd-ea~~~ng~

3495/201A

M8BfhE-fd±seress-and-ea~~~ng~

MARITIME MOBILE
3495A
Reasons : To fulfil the objectives of Recommendations Mar 5, Mar2 - 2 and
Mar2- 3 (See Doe. P/339-E, Special Preparatory Meeting (WARC-79)).
ARG/14/38

MOD

3494/201

The frequency 2 182 kHz is the international distress and
distress traffic frequency for radiotelephony. The conditions for the
use of the band 2 170 - 2 194 are prescribed in Article N35/35.
ea~~ing

ARG/14/39

ADD

3495A
The conditions for the use of the band 2 170 - 2 194 are
prescribed in Article N35/35.
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kHz
2 300 - 2 625
Region 1
ARG/14/40

MOD

2 300 - 2 498

Region 2

l

Region 3

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING
3496/202
ARG/14/40A

MOD

2487/193 3490/195A
3498A

2 495 - 2 505

ARG/14/41

MOD

2 498 - 2 502

S TAtiDARD FREQUENCY

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203
3498A

3498/203A

3497/203 3498/203A 3498A
ARG/14/42

MOD

2 502 - 2 625
2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
2487/193 3490/195A
3498A

ARG/14/43

ADD

3498A
The bands 2 495 - 2 505 kHz, 4 995 - 5 005 kHz,
9 995 - 10 005 kHz, 14 990 - 15 010 kHz, 19 990 - 20 010 kHz and
24 990 - 25 010 kHz will also be used as a secondary service for
radio astronomy and passive remote sensors.
Reasons : To allow for the development of radio astronomy and passive remote
sensors.
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000
Region 1
ARG/14/44

MOD

3 500 - 3-899

3 750

Region 2
3 500 - l:r-999

Region 3
3 500 - 3-999

3 750

3 750

Ji!f*EB

FBEEB

I

M9Bf!JE-e~eep"tr

M9BfhE-exeepe

M9BH:d~

I

i

aereHatt~ieaf-mebife

!

AMATEUR

MOD

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

3500A

3500A

3-899

3 750 - 3 900

3-599

3500A
3 750 - 4 000

3-599

FIXED

AM:ACflEBR

:AMA.CflEBR

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

FIXED

FIXED

LAND MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3 750 - 3 900

3501/206
ARG/14/46

MOD

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

3502/207

3 900 - 3 950
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3496/202

ARG/14/46A

MOD

I

Ji!BffiB
aereHatttieal-mebife

ARG/14/45

I

3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000
FIXED
BROADCASTING
3496/202

'

:

FIXED
BROADCASTING
3496/202

Reasons : (3 500 - 3 750) To make this band uniform for the amateur service
in the three regions, on the basis of the Agreement of the Regional Technical
Meeting, Buenos Aires, 1951 (Resolution No. 7, EARC, Geneva, 1951).
ARG/14/47

ADD

3500A
The bands 3 740 - 3 750kHz, 7 240 - 7 250kHz,
14 340- 14 350kHz, 18 158- 18 168kHz and 21 440- 21 450kHz are allocated
to the AMATEUR service in the three regions and have priority use by stations
operating during a natural disaster. Such priority will be effective for
stations which are located in the place of the disaster or which communicate
with such stations, exclusively during the period of the emergency.

ARG/14/48

MOD

6215/423
(2) fn-prine~pfe,-exeep"tr-~n-the-freqtteney-baHa
3-999· - l:r-999-kH~ broadcasting stations using frequencies below 5 060 kHz or
above 41 MHz shall not employ power exceeding that necessary to maintain
economically an effective national service of good quality within the frontiers
of the country concerned.
Reasons : The high powers and bandwidths that characterize the broadcasting
service when its use is arbitrary make sharing with any other service
impossible; it is therefore suggested that the service should be restricted
to national borders as established in No. MOD 6215/423.
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kHz
4 000 - 4 850
Region l
ARG/14/49

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

Region 2

I

Region 3

i

I

FIXED

I

Land mobile
..

NOC

II

I

4 063 - 4 750

I

I
I

i
i

ARG/14/50

MOD

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

4 750 - 4 850
FIXED
BROADCASTING 3496/202
Land mobile

Reasons : (4 000 - 4 063) The land mobile serv1ce should be included in order to
cater for the growing need for communications with land mobile units that travel
over long distances between two or more base stations with which they must
communicate, particularly in large countries.
ARG/14/51

MOD

3504/209
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 4 063 and 4 438 kHz and
between 6 150 and 6 525 kHz may be used exceptionally by fixed stations --communicating only within the boundary of the country in which they are located,
with a mean peak power not exceeding 59 lOO watts, taking as a reference
suppressed-carrier, single-sideband (A3J) telephony emissions or the equivalent
in other types of emission; however,-in-Regions-2-and-3,-be~een-*-238-and
*-368-kH~.-a-mean-power-not-exeeeding-586-watts-may-be~nsed-by-8tteh-fixed

8ta'bions.
Reasons : To make uniform in the three regions the technical criterion for the
power level relating to the type of emission.
ARG/14/52

MOD

3505/209A
For the use of carrier frequency 4-±~eT~-kHa-{as-fpem
i-5anttary-i~T8-to-be-r~piaeed-by-earrier-fr~qtteney-*-i25-kH~1 4 125 kHz in the
zone of Regions l and 2 south of latitude 15° N, including Mexico, and in the
zone of Region 3 south of latitude 250 N, see No. 6643/1351E, the assignment
of the said frequency to fixed stations being withdrawn.
Reasons : The sentence between brackets has now become superfluous. The last
sentence has been added in view of the use for distress purposes of the said
frequency (4125kHz).
Reasons : (4 750 - 4 850) Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.
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kHz

4 995 - 5 250
Region 1

ARG/14/53

4 995 - 5 005

MOD

Region 2

f

I

Region 3

STANDARD FREQUENCY

3498/203A 3506/210 3498A
5 005 - 5 060

NOC

ARG/14/54

MOD

l 5 060 -

5 250

FIXED
Land mobile

Reasons

(5 060 - 5 250)

Same as for 1 000 - 4 063 kHz.
kHz

5 730 - 7 000
ARG/14/55

5 730 - 5 950

MOD

~------------·

.I 5
ARG/14/57

FIXED

-------··-··--··· ·-

950 - e-2GG

6 150

6-eee 6 150 - 6 525

MOD

Land
- -mobile
--BROADCASTING
MARITIME MOBILE

356Tf2xx 3508/211A 3504/209
NOC

ARG/14/58

MOD

6 525 - 6 765

~~--------------~,'I

·:

6 765 - 7 000

FIXED

.Land mobile

1

Reasons : ( 5 950 - 6-eee · 6 150; 6-eee 6 150 - 6 525) This amendment gives
the maritime mobile service the same bandwidth as in the other bands of this
service, which makes it possible for the volume of operations of 4 MHz to be
accommodated in the 6 MHz band.
Reasons : (Land mobile) Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.

ARG/14/59

SUP

3507/211
Reasons : In view of MOD 3504/209.

_
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kHz
7 lOO - 9 995

Region 1
ARG/14/60

MOD

7 lOO - T'-366

7 250

BR8:AB€AS!flfN8

3569f23:2

Region 2
7 100 - T'-366

7 250

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

ARG/14/61

MOD

Region 3
7 lOO -

1"~366

7 250

BR8:AB€AS!flfN8
AMATEUR

3500A

3500A

3500A

7 250 - 7 300

7 250 - 7 300

7 250_ - 7 300

BROADCASTING

AMA':PEBR

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
ARG/14/62

MOD

7 300 - 8 195

FIXED
Land mobile

ARG/14/63

NOC

8 195 - 9 040

MOD

9 040 - 9 500

FIXED
Land mobile

ARG/14/64

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

J.~OD

9 775 - 9 995

FIXED
Land mobile

Reasons : (7 100 - 7 250; 7 250 - 7 300) The sharing of this band by two
different services makes them incompatible. In Region 2 amateurs are unable to
operate at night owing to too strong interference from the broadcasting service.
Reasons : (Land mobile) Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.
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kHz
9 995 - 12 330

Region 1
ARG/14/65

MOD

9 995 - 10 005

l

Region 2

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3495/201A
3511/214

ARG/14/66

NOC

10 005 - 10 lOO

MOD

10 lOO - ll 175

I

3498/203A
3498A

FIXED
Land mobile

ARG/14/67

NOC

11 175 - ll 4oo

MOD

11 4oo - 11 700

FIXED
Land mobile
3512/216

NOC
ftRG/14/68

MOD

ll 700 - 11 975
11 975 - 12 330

FIXED
Land mobile

Reasons

(Land Mobile)

Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.

Region 3
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kHz
13 360 - 14 990

Region 1
ARG/14/69

MOD

13 360 -

:1:~-eee

Region 2

I
13 410

1

FIXED
Radioastronomy

ARG/14/70

MOD

13 410 - 14 000

FIXED
Land mobile
3513/217

ARG/14/71

NOC

14 000 - 14 250

MOD

14 250 - 14 350

AMATEUR
3514/218

ARG/14/72

MOD

14 350 - 14 990

3500A

FIXED
Land mobile

Reasons

(Land mobile)

Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.

Region 3
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kHz
14 990 - 17 900

I

Region 1
ARG/14/73

MOD

14 990 - 15 010

Ree;ion 2

ARG/14/74

15 010 - 15 450

MOD

15 450 - 16 460

Region 3

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3495/201A
3515/219

NOC

I

3498/203A
3498A

FIXED
Land mobile

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

ARG/14/75

MOD

17 360 -

ARG/14/76

MOD

'17 600- 17 700

r:r-:ree

17 6oo

FIXED
Ff*EB
BROADCASTING

NOC

17 700- 17 900
Reasons : (17 360- 17 900) To ease the present broadcasting conr,estion in this
part of the spectrum.
Reasons : (Land mobile) Same as for 4 000 - 4 063 kHz.
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kHz
18 068 - 21 000

I

Region 1
ARG/14/77

MOD

18 068 - 3:9-998

18 168

Region 2

MOD

18 168 - 19 000

ARG/14/79

MOD

19 000 - 19 500

Region 3

!

F±*EB
AMATEUR

ARG/14/78

j

3500A

FIXED
FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

ARG/14/80

MOD

19 500 - 19 990

ARG/14/81

MOD

19 990 - 20 010

ARG/14/82

MOD

20 010 - e3:-eee

ARG/14/83

MOD

20 950 - 21 000

FIXED
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3495/201A 3498/203A
3516/220 3498A
20 950

FIXED

F±1fEB
AMATEUR
AMATEUR SATELLITE

Reasons : (18 168 - 19 500; 20 010 - 21 000) To provide an additional part
of the spectrum for the amateur service and to reduce the present separation
between the lower band (14 250 - 14 350) and the upper band (21 000 - 21 450) kHz.
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kHz
21 000 - 22 000
t

ARG/14/84

I

Region l
21 000 - 21 450

MOD

ARG/14/85

21 450 - 21 750

MOD

21 750 - 21 850

Region 3

AMATEUR
A!VIATEUR SAT.b:LLITE

NOC

I

Region 2

3500A

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

ARG/14/86

21 850 - 21 870

MOD

RA:QJ;G-A.g~GNGM¥

,
I

AERONAUTICAL FIXED

I
l

ARG/14/87

MOD

35lrfE2l:&

121 870 -

E2-eee

21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AER8NAB~x8Ah-M8B±hE

ARG/14/88

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

(R)

AER8NAB~±eAh-F±*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : (MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R) (21 750- 21 850)) to provide
for communications of a scientific nature in the Antarctic.
Reasons : (21 850 - 21 870) The radio-astronomy service is of no interest, and it
is necessary to provide this small band for the aeronautical fixed service
because of the considerable distances involved and journeys across the Pole.
Reasons : (21 870 - 22 000) To provide an exclusive assignment for the
aeronautical mobile (R) service in accordance with the conclusions of the
1978 WARC-Aer2.
kHz
23 350 - 25 010
ARG/14/89

MOD

23 350 - 24 990

FIXED
hANB MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)
3518/222

ARG/14/90

MOD

24 990 - 25 010

3519/222A

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3498/203A

3520/223

3498A
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.MHz

30.01- 37.75

ARG/14/91

I

Region 2

Region l

'

FIXED

3525/228

Region 3

2526/229

3527/230

3528/231

3526/229

3527/230

3528/231

MOBILE
3530/233A
ARG/14/92

MOD

37.5- 37.75

FIXED

3525/228

MOBILE
Radio astronomi
3530/233A

353l/233B

Reasons
(30.01- 37.75) To accommodate radio astronomy on a secondary basis
in 37.5- 37.75 MHz.
ARG/14/93

MOD

353l/233B
In making assignments to stations of other services to
which the bands 3T7T5- 38725, 37.5- 38 MHz ±5875- ±53--MH~, 4867±- 4±8-MH~,
2-698 - 2-T88-MH~ and 4-T88 - 5-888 4 950 - 5 000 MHz are allocated,
Administrations are urged to take all practical steps to protect radio-astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
MHz
37.75- 38.25

ARG/14/94

MOD

37.75 - 38.25

FIXED

3525/228 3526/229

MOBILE

RADIO ASTRONO!VIY

353±f233B

3528/231
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MHz
47 - 68
Region 1·

:

Region 2

Region 3
I

47 - 68 (NOC)
50 - 54 (NOC)
ARG/14/9)

54 - 68

MOD

I

! F:E*BB

54 - 68

3525f228

j 3535f23T

3525f22g
3528f23l 3535/237

FIXED

j

Reasons : (54 - 68
Region 2.
ARG/14/96

l~z)

I M8B:EbE

HOBILE

I BROADCASTING
l

BROADCASTING

13545A

3544/246

To protect the (television) broadcasting serv1ce 1n

3545A
The band 54 - 72 ~lliz is allocated to the television
broadcasting serv1ce (Channels 2, 3 and 4).

ADD

MHz
68 - 74.8
ARG/14/97

68 - 74.8 (NOC)

MOD

!

I

: 68 - T3

72

68 - 70 (NOC)

i

r
I

F:E*EB

~

I M&BHE
I BROADCAS'fiNG

I
t

I

t

3545A

70 - 74.6 (NOC)

~--

I 12
l-

ARG/14/90

I

II

- 73

!

i FIXED
I

MOBILE
BR8AB8AS~Hl6

I

I
I
I

73 - 74.6 (NOC)

Reasons

(68 - 73) For the reason given in the footnote 3545A.
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MHz
75.2 - 108
Region l

Region 2

Region 3

75.2 - 87.5 (NOC)
ARG/14/99

75. 4 - .g.g

MOD

76

75.4 - 78 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE

BR9AB€AS'flfN6
ARG/14/100

MOD

76 - 88
78 - 80 (NOC)

Ff-KEB
M9BfnE
80 - 87 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
87 - lOO (NOC)
87~5-

ARG/14/101

lOO (NOC)

MOD

3558A
88 - 108
BROADCASTING

100 - 108 (NOC)

100 - 108 (NOC)
3568A

Reasons

(75.4 - 88) To separate incompatible services.

ARG/14/102

ADD

3558A
The band 76 - 88 is allocated to the television
broadcasting service (channels 5 and 6).

ARG/14/103

ADD

3568A
The band 88 - 108
modulation sound broadcasting service.

lS

allocated to the

frequen·~y
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MHz

174 - 235

Region 1
ARG/14/104

MOD

174 - 216 (NOC)

Region 2

Region 3

114 - 216
Ff*EB
M8BfbE
BRc)ADCASTING
3602/294
3601A

ARG/14/105

MOD

216 - 223 (NOC)

3603/295

216 - 220

3604/296

216 - 225 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE
RABf8f:.9€:NPf8N

Radiolocation
ftBG/14/106

220 - 225

MOD

AMATEUR
R:ABf9f:.8€A:£lf9N

· ARG/14/106A

MOD

223 - 235

Radiolocation

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

225 - 235 (NOC)

225 - 235 (NOC)

Fixed
Mobi:3:e

FIXED
MOBILE
3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305
ARG/14/107

ADD

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

3601A
In Region 2 the band 164 - 216 MHz
television broadcasting service (channels 7 to 13).

lS

allocated to the

Reasons : (Radiolocation) Present radiolocation requirements do not justify
maintaining this service as a primary service in these bands.
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MHz
401 - 406
Region 1
ARG/14/108

MOD

401 - 402

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)

3630/315A

Fixed
Meteorological-Satellite
(Earth-to-Space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314 3629/315 3631/315B
3632/315C 3633/316
ARG/14/109

MOD

402 - 403

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Meteorological-Satellite
(Earth-to-Space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314
3633/316

ARG/14/110

MOD

4C)3 - 406

3629/315
3633A

3632/315C

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314
3633A

Reasons
ARG/14/111

ADD

3633A

3629/315

3633/316

(401 - 402) To align the Spanish text with the other languages.
In Argentina the fixed service is a primary service.
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MHz
420 - 450

Region 1
ARG/14/112

MOD

420 - 430 (NOC)

Region 2
420 - #58

430

Region 3
420 - 450 (NOC)

RABf9:S9€:A.'I'f9N

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

3636f3t8 36#tf3i9A
36#2f3t9B 36##f326A
36#Tf323 36#8f32#
ARG/14/113

MOD

430 - 440 (NOC)
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION

3636f3t8

36#tf3i9A

3642/319B 3644/320A

36#Tf323
.ARG/14/114

MOD

440 - 450 (NOC)

36#8132#

440 - 450

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

3636f3t8 364l/319A
36#2f3l9B 36##f329A
36#Tf323 36#8132#
Reasons : (420 - 430) Need for microwave networks throughout the country
and in some areas to provide radio relay links for rural telephony networks.
Reasons : (430 - 440) To give amateurs in Region 2 the possibility of using
the OSCAR satellites as is the case in Region 1.
Reasons : (440_- 450) The same as for portion 420 - 430.
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MHz
470 - 942
Region l
ARG/14/115

ARG/14/116

MOD

Region 2

470 - 582 (NOC)

470 - 29G 608

582 - 606 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

606 - 790 (NOC)

3651A
mw~3~

MOD

3655/329A

Region 3
470 - 585 (NOC)

585 - 610 (NOC)

~~~~~3~~A

608 - 614
--RADIO-ASTRONOMY
BROADCASTING
3651A
3bbo7332

ARG/14/117

MOD

BROADCASTING
3651A
mw~~~

MOD

610 - 890 (NOC)

614 - 890
790 - 890 (NOC)

ARG/14/118

~~~~~~~9A
~~~~~~~~A

890 - 942 (NOC)

~~§§J~~9A

366l/332A
890 - 942 (NOC)

890 - 942
FIXED
~A:Q±QI.QGA~±QW

MOBILE
Radiolocation
3669/339A
ARG/14/119

ADD

3670/340

3651A
The band 470 - 890 l.ffiz 1s allocated to the television
broadcasting service (channels 14 to 83).
Reasons : (608 - ?14) To allow for the sharing of this portion with
radio astronomy as stipulated in footnote 3660/332.
Reasons : (890- 942) The mobile service is included on a primary basis in
order to provide facilities for the land mobile service and the air-to-ground
mobile service.
Radiolocation therefore becomes a secondary service because of its
lesser importance.
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MHz
942 - 960
~

ARG/14/120

MOD

Region 1

Region 2

942 - 960 (NOC)

942 - 960

Region 3
942 - 960 (NOC)

FIXED
I

I

MOBILE

I 3669/339A

!

Reasons : (942 - 960) To make provlslon for the future requirements of the
mobile service, particularly the land mobile service.
ARG/14/121

MOD

3676/346
The use of the bands 1 300 - 1 350 MHz, 2 700 - 2 900 MHz
and 9 000 - 9 200 MHz by the aeronautical radionavigation service is restricted
to ground-based radars and,-in-the-ftttttre, to associated airborne transponders
which transmit only on frequencies in these bands and only when actuated by
radars operating in the same band.
MHz
1 427 - 1 525

ARG/14/122

MOD

1 427 - 1 429

SPACE OPERATION (Telecommand)
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

1 429 - 1 525 (NOC)
ARG/14/123

MOD

1 429

~

1 435 (NOC)

1 429 - 1 525 (NOC)

1 435 - 1 525
MOBILE 3680B
FIXED
Fixed

ARG/14/124

ADD

3680A
band.

All space-to-Earth transmissions are prohibited in this

ARG/14/125

ADD

3680B
In Region 2, in bands 1 435 - 1 525 MHz and
2 310 - 2 390 MHz, telemetering requirements for the purposes of the
aeronautical mobile service shall take precedence over the assignments of the
other mobile services.
Reasons : (1 435 - 1 525) To provide more facilities for the fixed service,
raising it to the status of a primary service in view of increasing demand.
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MHz
1 66o - 1 670
Region 1
ARG/14/126

MOD

1 66o - 3::-6q:e

1 664.4

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3696/353A
3699/354B

ARG/14/127

MOD

1 664.4 - 1 668.4

3697/354

3~98/354A

MB~E8R8b86f6Ab-AfBS

RADIO ASTRONOMY
3696/353A

36~q:f35l.t

3698f35l.tA

36~~f35l.tB

ARG/14/128

MOD

1 668.4 - 1 670

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3696/353A
3699/354B

3697/354

3698/354A

ARG/14/129

MOD

3696/353A
In view of the successful detection by astronomers of two
hydroxyl spectral lines in the regions of 1 665 MHz and 1 667 MHz,
Administrations are urged to give provide the greatest possible a3::3::-prae~ieab3::e
protection in-the-band between 1 660 - 1 670 MHz for ftt~ttre research in
radio astronomy ~aPtieY±aP±y-ey-el~m~HatiHg-a~P-tQ-gPQYHG-tPaaem~es~QHS-iB-tBe
meteoro3::og±ea3::-a±d~-~erv±ee-in-the-band-3::-66l.t.l.t - 3::-668.l.t-MH~-a8-8oon-a8
praee±eab3::e.

ARG/14/130

MOD

3698/354A
In Bulgaria, Cuba, Ethiopia, Hungary, Israel, Jordan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Uganda, Pakistan, Poland, the United Arab Republic,
Roumania, Syria, Tanzania, Czechoslovakia, the USSR and Yugoslavia, the bands
l 660 - 3::-6q:e 1 664.4 MHz, l 668.4 - 1 670 MHz and l 690 - l 700 MHz are also
allocated to the fixed service and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile,
servlce.

ARG/14/131

MOD

3699/354B
In Australia, Cyprus, Spain, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Israel,
New Zealand, Portugal, ___ the Spanish Provinces in Africa, the United Kingdom,
Sweden and Switzerland, the bands 1 660 - 3::-6q:e 1 664.4 MHz and
1 668.4 - l 670 MHz ±8 are also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed
service, and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
Reasons : To reserve the 1 664.4 - 1 668.4 MHz part of the spectrum exclusively
for radio-astronomy observations for the reasons set forth in No. MOD 3696/35?A.
MHz
2 300 - 2 450

ARG/14/132

MOD

2 300 - 2 450 (NOC)

2 300 - 2 450
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Fixed
Mobile
3709/357

3712/360

3680B
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MHz
2 655 - 2 700

ARG/l4/l32A

MOD

I

Region 2

Region l
2 655 - 2 690

2 655 - 2 690

FIXED 372l/364C
3722/364D

FIXED

372l/364C

Region 3

3722/364D

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE 3715/361B
3726/364H
3717/363
3724/364F
3726A
ARG/14/133

MOD

3718/364
3725/364G

2 690 - 2 700

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H

3723/364E 3724/364F 3725/364G 3726A
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE (passive)

353if233B
3720/364B
Reasons
ARG/l4/133A

ADD

3717/363

3719/364A

These services are included in order to facilitate space research.

3726A
Radio-astronomy observations in the bands 2 670 - 2 690 l\1Hz,
4 700 - 4 950 MHz and 15.3 - 15.35 GHz are carried out in some countries under
national arrangements. Administrations are requested to take all possible
steps to protect radio.-astronomy observations from harmful interference.
MHz
3 300 - 3 400

ARG/14/134

MOD

3 300 - 3 400 (NOC)

3 300 - 3 4oo
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
MOBILE
3739/376

ARG/14/135

MOD

In the bands 2 920 - 3 lOO MHz and 9 320 - 9 500 MHz ±n
the use of fixed-frequency radar beacons
on land or at sea is not permitted; however, the use of shipborne transponders
at fixed frequencies 3 090 MHz and 3 490 MHz is permitted in the maritime
radionavigation service.
3730/367B

~he-mar±~±me-raa±enav±~a~ien-Berv±ee,

Reasons : (3 300 - 3 400) To provide facilities for the steady increase ln
.mobile services, particularly the land mobile service.
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MHz
4 TOO - 5 000
Region 2

Region 1
ARG/14/136

HOD

4 700 - 4 950

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
3533:t233B
3T47/382B

ARG/14/137

MOD

4 950 - 4 990

3697/354
3726A

3746/382A

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio-astronomy
3531/233B

ARG/14/138

MOD

4 990 - 5 000 (NOC)

4 990 - 5 000

4 990 - 5 000 (NOC)

RADIO-ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH
(passive)
3749/383A
I

Reasons : (4 950 - 4 990 Radio-astronomy) To make provision for more extensive
plans for radio-astronomy research.
GHz
14.4 - 14.5
ARG/14/139

MOD

14.4 - 14.5

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
3796/408B

379T/408C

GHz
71 - 84
ARG/14/140

MOD

- 84

(Not allocated)
3746/382A

3746/382A
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GHz
140 - 142
Region 1
ARG/14/141

MOD

140 - 142

I

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
3746/382A

GHz
142 - 152
ARG/14/142

MOD

142 - 150

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3746/382A

ARG/14/143

MOD

150 - 152

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
3746/382A

ARG/14/144

MOD

3746/382A
Radio-astronomy observations on tBe-~9Pma±aeByae-±iae
important spectral lines due to formaldehyde fres~~freqneney-4-829.649-MH~+
are being carried out in a-nnmber-of some countries under national arrangements
at frequencies 4 829.66 MHz, 14.489, ~38_~__ 140.1)39, 145.603 _a~d ____
150.493 GHz. The bands observed are : 4 825 - 4 835 MHz, 14.473 - 14.50,
72.70 - 72.90, 140.6- 141, 145.45 - 145.75 and 150.35 - 150.65 GHz.
Aam~~~5tr~tien8-5flett~d-be~r-in-mina-tfie-need8-ef-tfie-r~aie-astP9HGmy-seP¥iGe
in-tfieir-fntnre-piann±ng-of-~he-band-4-825---4-835-MH~.
Administrations are
requested to take all possible steps to protect these radio-astronomy
observations from harmful interference.

ARG/14/145

MOD

The use of the band 9 300 - 9 500 MHz by the aeronautical
3776/399
radionavigation service is limited to airborne weather radars and:-grottnd-bttg-ed
radar8. However, ground-based radar beacons are authorized in the
band 2 300 - 2 320 MHz in the aeronautical radionavigation service provided
they cause no harmful interference to the maritime radionavigation service.
In thi5 the band 9 300 - 9 500 MHz ground-based radars used for meteorolgical
purposes have priority over other radiolocation devices.
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COMMITTEE 5

Sweden
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION FOR FUTURE INTERNATIONAL MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

Land mobile services are today generally national in character. Many countries operate ·
mobile telephone systems, often on an automated basis. It can be foreseen that wide area coverage
would be desirable for the next generation mobile telephone systems. A Nordic mobile telephone
system that is now being implemented will cover Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.
International road traffic is increasing rapidly in many parts of the world.
Construction of new roads like the Pan-African highways will increase such traffic drastically.
Telecommunication authorities will have to face the challenge of providing necessary
telecommunication facilities for these important transportation networks.
It would clearly not be feasible to envisage trucks loaded with different national
mobile telephone systems, one for each country the truck would pass, in areas of the world where
intensive international road traffic exists or can be foreseen.
An internationally standardized mobile telephone system would solve this problem and
would in addition provide for large scale production of mobile equipment and thus reduce user costs.
A necessary and fundamental requirement for a future international mobile telephone
system is an international frequency allocation to that service and this Conference is probably the
last possibility to agree on such an allocation~
We have therefore proposed that at least 2 x 5 MHz out of mobile allocations in the band
862 - 960 MHz (Document No. S/15 page 40) be earmarked for a future international mobile telephone
system to be studied and recommended by the CCIR (and CCITT).
The technical and operational difficulties for the mobile services in international use
mainly arise in connection with the interface to the international switched telephone (and telex)
networks. It is interesting to note that an international mobile telephone system is not in the
technical sense concerned with the kind of vehicle carrying the station. The mobile telephone
will behave the same whether it is land-mobile, maritime~mobile or aeronautical-mobile (with due
regard to the obviously increased coverage when airborne). It could therefore be of great interest
to study the possibilities of a general integrated mobile telephone system and such a study is
proposed in Resolution No. C (Document No. S/15 page 67). This aspect might be of little value to
large and developed countries but the inherent economy must be of great interest to countries that
are small and/or less developed.
The introduction of such an integrated and international system must await the technical
and operational studies and is not foreseen until the last decade of this century. It is
however essential that a frequency allocation is achieved now and that the studies start early.

·For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore ~indly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made avaelable.
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It is also envisaged that satellites can play an important role in a future
international mobile telephone system. Firstly they could be used for signalling, locating and
routing purposes over large areas. Secondly they could prqvide coverage of less popul&ted areas
where the cost of a system of terrestrial base stations would be prohibitive. We therefore propose
that satellite techniques should be permitted in connection with this allocation depending upon the
outcome of the CCIR studies and possibly suoject to further agreements.
The Swedish delegation considers the establishment of a frequency allocation for a future
mobile telephone system to be one of the most important questions before this Conference. An
international mobile telephone system would provide a natural and essential future extension of the
existing international telephone network.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Agenda item 2.1

1.1.1

Article N7

It is desirable that the Table of Frequency Allocations will be applicable to a large
extent for all Regions, i.e. different allocations in two or three Regions should be avoided as
far as possible, and the number of footnotes providing for deviations in some countries from the
allocations in the Table should be kept to a minimum.
1.1.1.1

Spectrum between 10 and 1 606.5 kHz

We propose a worldwide exclusive band for radionavigation between 90 - 110 kHz.
guarantee growth and r.eliabili ty of this important safety ·service.

This would

The maritimemobile service should be able to operate in a smaller band than today.
Taking account of improved technical characteristics of equipment and increased use of directprinting, channels can be packed tighter. This would in the European Maritime Area necessitate
abrogation of the agreement from the European Maritime Conference, Copenhagen 1948, and this can
be done at a competent future mobile conference where also a new plan can be agreed.
We al-so propose a smaller guard band around the distress frequency 500 kHz. The
frequencies 512 kHz (supplementary distress· and calling frequency) and 518 kHz (safety transmissions)
must however be retained and protected in the maritime allocation.
Having decreased the maritime .band we can propose reallocation of the band 405.to 445 kHz
to aeronautical radionavigation which in turn would make it possible to support an extension of
the LF broadcasting band from 255 to 283.5 kHz. We further support extension downwards giving the
band 130.5 - 283.5 kHz to broadcasting.
Considering that the LF BC band has been expanded, that the maritime MF band
decreased and that the maritime frequencies 512 and 518 kHz must be protected, we have
able to ·support expansion of the MF BC band downwards. The spectrum above 1 606.5 kHz
heavily used by other services that it is n·ot possible to propose expansion upwards of
band either.
1.1.1.2

has been
not been
is so
the MF BC

Spectrum between 1 606.5 and 4 000 kHz

In this part of the spectrum we have proposed considerable. changes in order to improve
the existing difficult sharing situation which has resulted in excessive interference to important
services.
The propagation characteristics make it certain that there will be continued great
demand for this band in many areas of the world. Realizing this long-term situation it is
necessary to improve the situation especially for the maritime mobile service. We thus propose
some exclusive maritime bands that would make it possible for a competent conference to agree on
channelization for SSB telephony and direct-printing that would considerably improve the
effectiveness of the maritime service.

1-or reasons of economy, this document is printed tn a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their cop
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The proposed exclusive bands for the maritime mobile service could tentatively be
used as follows
1 632 - 1 812 kHz : 60 frequencies spaced 3 kHz, assignable to coast stations for.
telephony, duplex operation;
2 050 - 2 300 kHz : frequencies assignable to ship stations for telephony (intership,
safety and distress) and for selective calling and also 70 frequencies spaced 0.5 kHz
for narrowband direct printing;
2 502 - 2 682 kHz : 60 frequencies spaced 3 kRz, assignable to ship stations for
telephony, duplex operation;
3 150 - 3 185 kHz : 70 frequencies spaced 0.5 kHz, assignable to coast stations for
narrowband direct printing;
We believe that other mobile/fixed users also would benefit from the maritime bands
since they could operate in the remaining fixed/mobile bands ~ithou.t sharing with the maritime
service.
The guardband around the distress and calling frequency 2 182 kHz can be reduced.
We also propose narrow exclusive bands for radiolocation. A small exclusive band for amateurs
between 1 875 and 1 900 kHz is proposed provided that the present footnote 3488/194 can be
deleted.
The band allocated to the aeronautical mobile (H) service is extended from
·2 850 - 3 025 kHz to 2 850 - 3 075 kHz but the present band 3 400 - 3 500 is deleted.
The spectrum available to ·the aeronautical mobile (OR) service is decreased.
An allocation for broadcastinp: is proposed between 3 850 - 4 000 kHz.
characteristics of this band are suitable for regional broadcasting.
1.1.1.3

The propagation

Spectrum between 4 000 and 29 TOO kHz

For the lower part of the HF-band we propose major changes, e.g. some bands are deleted
for some services. It is considered that the traffic, for which frequencies in these bands would
have been chosen, can be accommodated in -either a higher or a lower frequency band allocated to
the service. The frequencies in the remaining bands will thus be used for a longer time·of the
day, which results in an improved use of the frequencies. By improving the frequency utilization
in this way for each of the services concerned it would be possible to increase the remaining
bands whereby the total traffic capacity would increase . . This would be highly valuable in this
very congested part of the spectrum.
Large extensions are proposed for the HF broadcasting bands. However, the band at
7 MHz is deleted with compensation in the bands at 6 and 9 MHz. The proposals also include a
new BC band at 19.5 - 19.99 MHz. The present BC stations operating out-of-band must be moved
into the new bands. Parts of the new bands are set aside for SSB (A3J) transmissions only in order
to enhance the development of SSB techniques for broadcasting.
The Swedish Administration considers it to be desirable to maintain the protection for
low-power national broadcasting in the Tropical Zone, i.e. international broadcasting should not
be allowed in the broadcasting bands at 2 4oo, 3 300 an·d 5 000 kHz.
The maritime HF bands are expanded with exception for the band at 6 MHz, which is proposed
to be replaced by the expanded bands at 4 and 8 MHz.
The aeronautical bands at 4.7 and 6.6 MHz are deleted and the bands at 5.7 MHz are expanded.
It may be necessary, as a consequence, to replace the frequency 5 680 kHz for search. and rescue
operations by 5 800 kHz. Also the aeronautical mobile (R) band at 10.1 MHz is deleted with some
compensation in the expansion of the bands at 9.0 and 11.3 MHz. The aeronautical mobile (OR)
bands at 9.0 and 11.2 MHz are proposed to be deleted. The needs of this service can be accommodated
in new allocations to the mobile except aeronautical mobile (R) service. The aeronautical fixed
bands
at 22 and 23 MHz are deleted·.
.,
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At the CCIR Special Preparatory Meeting 1978 it was stressed that WARC-79 would need to
consider the compatibility of designated frequencies for use by the maritime and aeronautical
mobile services for global distress and safety in 4- 30 MHz (CCIR SPM Report, clause 4.1.4.4.4).
In our opinion the channel spacing in the maritime mobile bands should be changed to 3 kHz in a
new allotment plan to be made at a possible conference for the mobile service in 1981. The channel
spacing would then be the same as was decided for the aeronautical mobile (R) service 1978.
Compatible use of the distress and safety frequencies could then be obtained.
Future flexibility in the use of the bands for public correspondence in the maritime
mobile service would also be enabled by a change of the channel spacing to 3 kHz. When an
increasing amount of the maritime traffic will be handled via satellite it may be possible to
use public correspondence frequencies in the maritime bands also for some aeronautic~l traffic of
a public correspondence nature and possibly also for some transportable stations in rural areas
for "thin-route" communications.
It is proposed to point out certain parts (20- 30kHz) of the bands allocated to the
fixed service, adjacent to amateur bands, where radio traffic for Red Cross organizations should
be protected.
Worldwide· exclusive radio-astronomy bands are proposed at 13.36 - 13.41 and
25.5 - 25.6 MHz.
Small bands for the amateur service around 10.1 and 18.1 MHz are proposed provided that
the bands for the broadcasting and maritime services are extended.
Bands for meteorological aids are deleted.
400.15 - 403 MHz.
1.1.1.4

It is proposed that such aids use

Spectrum between 29.7 and 960 MHz

Our proposals reflect the principle that this valuable part of the spectrum should be
used mainly for such services that have difficulties to use higher frequencies. We have thus
reduced the bands allocated to the fixed service and increased the mobile bands.
The broadcasting service will have their 87.5- lOO MHz band extended to 104 MHz.
It is proposed that BC should be
deleted immediately in the band 41 - 47 MHz and before 1990 in the band 47 - 61 MHz. These
latter bands are then allocated to the mobile service. The mobile service is also added as a
permitted service in the band 174 - 223 MHz.

An exclusive broadcasting band is proposed for 470 - 862 MHz.

Requirements in the order of 30 MHz at around 1 GHz for the broadcasting-satellite
service, sound broadcasting, have been expressed by some broadcasting organizations. The Swedish
Administration is prepared to discuss such an allocation, at least for some regions, in the upper
part of the band 470 - 862 MHz, which we have now proposed be allocated to the broadcasting
service. A condition for this would be that technical and operational sharing criteria can be
established.
We propose that the band 380 - 400 MHz shall be free from aeronautical use.
A very important proposal is a worldwide mobile band in the 890 - 960 MHz area. Such a
band must be ~reated in 1979 to provide for future international mobile public correspondence
services.
The guardband around 75 MHz (ILS marker beacons) is proposed to be reduced. Stress must
be put on this service like on all other services to improve the technical characteristics o~
equipment.
The requirements from the radio-astronomy service have 1n general been incorporated
in the Swedish proposals.
The band for meteorological aids at 151 - 154 MHz is deleted.
metaids be concentrated in the band 400.15 - 403 MHz.

We propose that all
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The safety nature of the maritime mobile service has been recognized. Thus have the bands
used in Appendix 18 been included in the frequency Table. The maritime channel 16 has been
identified as a distress, safety and calling frequency in the Table.
The amateur band at 430 MHz is decreased to 432 - 438 MHz.
We have not been able to support inclusion of ISM at 433 MHz or 915 MHz 1n the absence
of information on why the present bands are insufficient.
1.1.1.5

Spectrum between 960 and 10 500 MHz

The land mobile service has been allocated the band 1 215 - 1 250 MHz which is presently
allocated to radiolocation and amateurs since there are indications that 1 250 - 1 300 MHz is
sufficient for these two services.
We are also in this part of the spectrum able to support most of the requirements of the
radio-astronomy service. Proposals to this effect are thus included.
The band for metaids at 1 660 - 1 700 is deleted and we propose concentration of all
metaids to the band 400.15 - 403 MHz.
We propose changes in the mobile-satellite bands in such a way that the maritime mobilesatellite service willhavetwo 14.5 MHz bands with a 101.5 MHz offset at 1.5 and 1.6 GHz and the
aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service will have two 8 MHz bands and that there also are two
1 MHz bands allocated to both services for future decision whether to share or to split.
There are also proposals for the feeder links for maritime satellites at 4.2 and 6.4 GHz.
1.1.1.6

Spectrum above 10.5 GHz

There are proposals for extended bands for the fixed-satellite service at 11 and 14 GHz.
We also propose an exclusive broadcasting/broadcasting-satellite band at 11.7 - 12.5 GHz.
The Swedish proposals reflect our support for the requirements brought forward by the
radio-astronomy service.
We can also support the requests from INTELSAT for inter-satellite bands around 25 and
32 GHz.
Since little is known today about the most suitable usage of the upper portions of spectrum
and since future service needs are largely unknown we would urge care in allocation of wide bands
to various services in a way that would make it difficult to arrive at more efficient and wellgrounded allocations at a later stage.
1.1.2

Article N8

A provision is proposed in order to prohibit the use of ionospheric scatter and to restrict
the possibilities to use tropospheric scatter.
1.1.3

Article N28

We propose the insertion of
of Article N28, Broadcasting Service,
techniques (A3J) in separate parts of
sub-section there is also a provision
target area.
1.2

a new sub-section concerning HF-broadcasting in Section I
with provisions for the introduction of single sideband
each of the broadcasting bands in band 7. In the proposed new
in order to prohibit parallel transmissions in a band to any

Agenda item 2.2

There is a proposal for a new provision in Article Nll regarding earth station coordination
with the aim to eliminate coordination with other space networks when a new earth station is
proposed to be added to an existing satellite network, already coordinated.
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1.3

Agenda item 2.3

The Swedish Administration proposes that, in Article N4, Technical Characteristics, the
provision to take into account the technical characteristics of equipment in neighbouring bands
should be more general, i.e. account should also be taken of equipment in other parts of the
spectrum, e.g. in the bands allocated to the radionavigation and broadcasting services.
We propose inclusion of provisions in Article N23, Identification of stations, as well
as a new Appendix and a new Resolution that would enable the introduction of numerical mobile
service identities. Although our detailed proposals related to maritime stations we recognize that
these numerical identities would be useful for all mobile services and words to this _effect could
be included.
In Article N30, Amateur Service, we propose to lower the frequency limit above which
Administrations may waive the requirement for Morse telegraphy from 144 MHz to 28 MHz.
1.4

Agenda item 2.6

In Article N34, General Provisions for Distress and Safety Communications, we propose
a provision concerning the applicability of Chapter NIX, Distress and Safety Communications,~for
medical transports etc. in accordance with the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
Following this we propose that a section concerning protected medical transport signal
and message be added to Article N37, Urgency and Safety Transmissions. As a consequence of these
proposals we also propose Recommendation Mar2 - 17 to be replaced by a new Recommendation to
bear in mind the proposed requirements for marking, identifying and locating of and communications
with medical transports etc. when designing international radiocommunication systems.
1.5

Agenda item 2.9

Recommendation No. 34 concerning radio links to be used by Red Cross organizations is
proposed to be replaced by a Resolution which is proposed to be more specific, i.e. identifying
frequency bands to be used.
We propose that Recommendation No. 9 concerning the use of the rationalized MKS system
of units be replaced by a new Recommendation to use the SI system which has been agreed
internationally.
In order to provide for an international general mobile service (integrated aeronautical,
maritime and land mobile services) for public correspondence communications we have proposed a new
Resolution, in which the CCI's are asked to study the technical and operational characteristics
for such a service.
A Recommendation concerning computer-aided techniques in frequency management is proposed
in order to follow up the work carried out by CCIR Interim Working Party 1/2.
1.6

Agenda item 2.10

The Swedish Administration finds it desirable to arrange a WARC for the mobile service
in 1981. At that conference or at other suitable conferences a revised frequency plan for the
maritime mobile service at around 500 kHz and a frequency plan for the proposed exclusively
allocated bands between 1 606.5 and 3 500 kHz for the maritime mobile service should be prepared.
To this effect we have proposed Recommendations to the Administrative Council.
2.

Proposals

2.1

Proposals referring to Agenda item 2.1

2.1.1

Article NI
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kHz
90 - 110
Allocation to Services
Region 1
S/15/1

MOD

Region 2

'

90 - 110
FBffiB
MA.RPffME-M8Bfn~

Region 3

RADIONAVIGATION

FBffiB

Fixed

MARf'ffME-M8Bfn~

~4§~J~§g

:34~~~±~g
M~r±time-mobiie

RADIONAVIGATION

3452f3:58

RADIONAVIGATION

s46ef:r66

3457/163
3463:f3:6'T
S/15/2

SUP

3460/166

S/15/3

MOD

3461/167
Only classes Al or Fl, A4 or F4 emissions are authorized
in the band 98 - 3:68-kH~ 110 '- 130.5 kHz for stations of the fixed serviee and
±n-the-b!'1nd-3:3:8- 3:68-kH~-for-station~-ofthe maritime mobile services.
Exceptionally, class A7J ~missions are also authorized in-the-band-tie - i68-kH~
for stations of the maritime mobile service.
Reason : To satisfY need for a worldwide exclusive allocation for the
radionavigation service. Upper frequency limit in 3461/167 changed to take
account of proposed extension of LF broadcasting bands.

S/15/4

SUP

3462/168
Reason : There is no known need for this usage.

kHz
130 - 160
S/15/5

MOD

~

130 - 3:58 130.5

130 - 150 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE
3465f3:'T2
fFBffiBf FIXED

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163
3466f3:'T3
S/15/6

MOD

3461/167

3::58 - J:68 130.5 - 160
MAR!IflfME-M8Bfn~

---±et: .:.- J::t:4

BROADCASTING
3468fi'T5

3464A

150 - 160 (NOC)
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S/15/7

ADD

3464A
Stations of the fixed service in the band 130.5 - 150 kHz
and of the maritime mobile service in the band 130.5 - 160 kHz may remain until
the implementation of a plan for the broadcasting service in the band
130.5 -160kHz. The broadcasting service may not cause harmful interference
to stations of the fixed and maritime mobile services during this period.

S/15/8

SUP

3465/172

S/15/9

SUP

3466/173

S/15/10

SUP

3467/174

S/15/11

SUP

3468/175
Reason : To provide for expansion of the broadcasting service.
kHz
200 - 283.5
Region 1

S/15/12

MOD

S/15/13

MOD

Region 2

I

Region 3

200 - e85 283.5
255 - e85 283.5

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

MARf'3?fME-M8Bfi:iE
3lt6r:fxr:lt

Aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
2\Ef{(JNJ\tl'ffe:A.t
f{J\ffl(JNJ\iff~:A.ffeN

3469/176
3~T3:f3:T8

S/15/14

MOD

3ltT8f3:TT
3469A

e83-;5 - e85

~83-;5

MA!Ffl:fl:EME-M8BH:;E 3:Tlt

AER6NAtlTreAt-RABr6NAVr8ATreN

BR8AB8AS'3?fN6

Aeronant±ca3:-mob±3:e

-

~85

AER8NAl:fflf8illi
RABf8NAV:ESA'3?f6N
3:T6

3:TT

3:T8

S/15/14A

MOD

3469/176 (200

283.5 kHz, consequential change of band limit).

S/15/15

ADD

3469A
The aeronautical radionavigation service shall use the
band 255 - 283.5 kHz on a primary basis until the band 405 - 445 kHz is
available to the service. See 3474A. The broadcasting service may not cause
harmful interference to stations of the aeronautical radionavigation service
during this period.

S/15/16

SUP

3470/177

S/15/17

SUP

3471/178
Reason : To provide for the requirements of the broadcasting service on condition
that the aeronautical radionavigation can be allocated 415 - 445 kHz on an
exclusive basis.
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kHz
283.5 - 405

i
S/15/18

MOD

Region 1

285 283.5 - 315

Region 2

r

Region 3

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeacons)
Aeronautical radionavigation

S/15/19

MOD

315 - 325

315 - 325 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION .

3l:t:Y:3fi8e
S/15/20

MOD

325 - 405

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronattt±eai-mobiie

3474/181
S/15/21

SUP

3473/180
Reason : To protect the aeronautical radionavigation servlce.
kHz
405 - 505

S/15/22

MOD

405 - l:ti5 445

405 - 415 (NOC)

405 - 415 (NOC)

MO":B":LJ;E--~c-e-pt"

aeronaa Li c-a-:t--motri-:te:

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
M:A:RPP.JMB

R-M7ftJN"A''fNAT10i't
( 1 ad±-o----dh ec tion
:fittd-:i:rtg}

S/15/23

MOD

3475/182
3l:t:Y::Y:fi8l:t

S/15/24

MOD

l:ti5 -

4~e

3l:t:Y:6fi83
~

445 - 495

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

S/15/25

MOD

498 - 5i8 495 - 505

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

I

Reason : To provide for the aeronautical radionavigation service in connection
with proposal regarding 255 - 283.5 kHz and to take account of improved
equipwent standards in the maritime mobile service.
Note : A competent conference should provide for a new plan for the maritime
mobile service in the bands 445 - 495 kHz and 505 - 526.5 kHz. See
draft Recommendation D.
S/15/29

ADD

3474A
The maritime mobile service may continue on a primary
basis in the band 405 - 445 kHz until a plan according to draft Recommendation D
is implemented. Stat.ions in the aeronautical radiona.vigation service may not
cause harmful interference to the stations in the maritime mobile service during
that period.
kHz
505 - 1 606.5

!

Region 2

Region 1

j

Region 3

I

S/15/30

MOD

S/15/30A

MOD

I 5!:8 - 525 505 - 526. 5
I

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
Aeronautical
radionavigation

510 - 525

510 - 525

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Aeronautical mobile
Land mobile
3482/189

525 - 535 (NOC)
S/15/31

MOD

3480A

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 526.5 - 535

BROADCASTING
3483/190
S/15/32

MOD

535 - 1:-695 1 6o6.5

535 - 1 605 (NOC)

BROADCASTING
S/15/33

ADD

3480A
The frequency 518 kHz is reserved for transmission of
navigational warnings and safety information in the maritime mobile service.
Reason : Footnote 3480A added to provide for safety transmissions in
accordance with CCIR Recommendation No. 540.
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kHz

1 6o6.5 - 1 900
Reg1on 1

Reg1on 2
1 605 - 1

S/15/34

MOD

:t-6e5 -

~-eee

Boo

(NOC)

1

Reg1on 3
1 605 - 1

Boo

(NOC)

I

1 606.5 - 1 622
FIXED

I

I

I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3~8Tf3::93
3~88f3::9~ 3~89f3::95
3~9ef±95A 3~86f~ee

34B5/192

S/15/35

MOD

1 622 - 1 632
RADIOLOCATION
34B5/192

S/15/36

MOD

1 632 - 1 B12
MARITIME MOBILE
34B5/192

S/15/37

MOD

1 B12 - 1 822
RADIOLOCATION

1

Boo

- 2 000 (NOC)

lI
I

I

S/15/3B

MOD

1 B22 - 1 B75

II

FIXED

I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

I

I
I
I

S/15/39

MOD

1 B75 - 1 900
AMATEUR
~MATEUR-SATELLITE

S/15/40

SUP

34B6/420

S/15/41

SUP

34B7/193

S/15/42

SUP

34BB/194

S/15/43

SUP

3489/195

S/15/44

SUP

3400/195A

I
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kHz
1 900 - 2 187
Region 1
S/15/45

MOD

Region 2

)

Region 3

2-eee - 2-el:t5
1 900 - 2 050
2 000 - 2 065 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3l:t:8Tf3::~3

S/15/46

MOD

3l:t~ef3::~5A

2-8l:t5 - 2-865
ME~EeRenee:re:An-ArBS

FBEEB
M8BrnE-except
aeronantiea3::-mobi3::e
3l:t8Tf3::~3

S/15/47

MOD

·3l:t~ef3::~5A

2-865 - 2-3::1-8
2 050 - 2 177

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

Ff*EB
S/15/48

S/15/49

MOD

MOD

M8BrnE-exeept
aeronantiea3::-mobi3::e-fR1

2 107 - 2-3::1-8 2 177

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED

3lt8T-f3::~3

MOBILE

3lt~8f3::~5A

2-3::1-8 - ~-3::~l:t:
2 177 - 2 187

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

3495/201A

S/15/50

MOD

3494/201
The frequency 2 182 kHz is the international distress
and calling frequency for radiotelephony. The conditions for the use of the
band 2-3::1-8 - 2-3::~lt 2 177 - 2 187 kHz are prescribed in Article N35/35

S/15/51

MOD

3495/201A
The frequencies 2 182 kHz, 3 023 kHz, 5-688 5 800 kHz,
8 364 kHz, 121.5 MHz, 156.8 ~Iz and 243 MHz may also be used, in accordance
with the procedures in force for terrestrial radio-communication services, for
search and rescue operations concerning manned space vehicles.
The same applies to the frequencies 10 003 kHz, 14 993 kHz and 19 993 kHz, but
in each of these cases emissions must be confined in a band of ~ 3 kHz about
the frequency.

!
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kHz
2 187 - 2 850

Region 1
S/15/52

MOD

2-l:~lt

2 187 - 2 300

Region 2
2-l:~lt

FBEEB

FIXED

MARITIMF MOBILE

MOBILE

2 187 - 2 300

M6Bff:,E-except
aeronant±eai-mob±ie-fR1
3lt8Tfi~3

S/15/53

MOD

3lt~8fi~5A

2 300 - 2 498

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING 3496/202

34-8'tf:t:9-3

349Bf3:95-A:

2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)

2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)
S/15/54

MOD

2-582 - 2-625
FBEEB

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)

M6Bff:,E-except
aeronant±eai-mob±l:e-fR1
3l:t8Tfi~3

S/15/55

MOD

3lt~8fi~5A

2-625 - 2-656
2 502 - 2 682
MARITIME MOBILE

MAR!!fl!ME
RAB!8NAV!SA!fl!6N
3lt68f;tT5
S/15/56

MOD

3~~8ft~5A

2-658 2 682 - 2 850
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile f-R-13l:t~8f3:~5A

S/15/57

SUP

3499/205

3lt~~f265

2 625 - 2 850 (NOC)

f

Region 3
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kHz
2 850 - 3 500
Region 1
S/15/5'8

MOD

2 850 - 3-825 3 075

T

Region 2

S/15/60

MOD

MOD

3-825·- 3-3::55
3 075 - 3 150
3-3::55 - 3-~8e
3 150 - 3 185

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A

S/15/59

f

3500/205A

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

FBffiB

M8BfnE-exeept-aeronattt±eai-mob±ie-fR1

MARITIME MOBILE
S/15/61

MOD

3 185 - 3 200

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING

S/15/62

3496/202

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING

S/15/63

MOD

3 254 - 3 264

3496/202

RADIOLOCATION

M8BfnE-exeept-aeronattt±eaJ::-mob±J::e

S/15/64

MOD

3-238 3 264 - 3 400

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING

S/15/65

MOD

3 400 - 3 500

3496/202

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

S/15/66

MOD

3500/205A

The carrier (reference) frequencies 3 023 kHz and

5-688 5 800 kHz may also be used, in accorda~ce with Nos. 6640/1326C and
6646/1353B respectively, by stations of the maritime mobile service engaged
in coordinated search and rescue operations.
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000

S/15/67

MOD

3 500 - 3-S99 3 525

3 500 - 4 000

3 500 - 3 900

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

FIXED

FIXED

MOBilE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBilE

3501B
S/15/6B

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

3-599 3 525 - 3

Boo

AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
S/15/69

MOD

3

Boo -

3-999 3 B5o

FIXED
ABR9N~~~€An-M9B~~E-f9R~
MNB-M9B~~E

MOBILE exce12t
aeronautical mobile

S/15/70

MOD

3501A

3501/206
3502/207

3-999 - 3-959

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

3501A
3501B

AER9N~BP~€An-MeB~nE-f9R~

S/15/71

MOD

3-959 3 B50 - 4 000
3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

Ff*BB

BROADCASTING
3502A

3501A

3501B

S/15/72

ADD

350lA
Frequencies in the bands 3 Boo - 3 B20 kHz, 6 980 - 7 000 kHz,
13 970 - 14 000 kHz, 20 970 - 21 000 kHz and 27 970 - 2B 000 kHz are also
used for radiocommunication between Red Cross organizations. Administrations
are urged to take all practicable steps to protect such communication links
from harmful interference.

S/15/73

ADD

3501B
The bands 3 500 - 3 510 kHz, 7 000 - 7 010 kHz,
14 000 - 14 010 kHz, and 21 000 - 21 020 kHz are allocated primarily on a
worldwide basis for use by stations covering the scene of a natural disaster.
Such worldwide priority shall only be afforded to communications by or
with stations operating at the scene and during the time of the declared
natural disaster.
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S/15/74

ADD

3502A
broadcasting only.

The band 3 850 - 3 900 kHz is allocated to SSB (A3J)

Reason : (Proposals between l 606.5 and 4 000 kHz) To improve conditions for
the maritime mobile service, making it possible to plan the band in an efficient
way, while safeguarding the interests of other services.
The allocation to the amateur and amateur-satellite services in the band
l 875 - l 900 kHz is proposed on the condition that No. 3488/194 is deleted.
To provide for Red Cross communication requirements (Recommendation No. 34 and
proposed new Resolution B).
To provide for the radiolocation service in accordance with conclusions drawn
at the CCIR Special Preparatory Meeting, 1978.

kHz
4 000 - 4 995
Region l

Region 2

- 4-963

S/15/75

MOD

~-999

S/15/76

MOD

4-Ge3 - 4-43g
4 000 ~ _4 500

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208

S/15/77

MOD

Region 3

3504/209

3505/209A

4-438 - 4-659
4 500 - 4 750

.L2.QQ- U2Q

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

S/15/78

MOD

4-659 - 4-T99

S/15/79

MOD

4-T99 - 4-T59

4-438 - 4-658

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

S/15/80

BR9AB€AS!fl~NS

3496fe9e
S/15/81
FIXED
tANB MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
3496/202

4 850 - 4 995 (NOC)
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kHz
5 o6o - 7 100
Region 2

Region l
S/15/82

MOD

5 060 - 5-256 5 480

5 060 - 5 250

FIXED

FIXED

Region 3

MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile (R)
S/15/83

MOD

5-256 - '5-436

5 250 - 5 450 (NOC)

5 250 - 5 430 (NOC)

F:E*EB
'

ftANB-M6B:Ef.E
S/15/84

MOD

-5--!t3e - 5--ltBe
F±*EB

5 430 - 5 480 (NOC)
5 450 - 5 480 (NOC)

~R9N~BP:E€Ab-MBB:E~-feR1

L:ANB-M9B:Ef.E
S/15/85

MOD

5 48o - '5-68e 5 800

S/15/86

MOD

'5-686 - -5-q;3e
5 800 - 5 900

S/15/87

MOD

'5-!f3€l -

S/15/88

MOD

5-956 - 6-eee
5 900 - 6 525

'5-~'56

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A 3500/205A

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
3495/201A 3500/205A

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
3506A

S/15/89

MOD

6-266 - 6-525

~f'P:EME-M9B±f.E

~3Y12f~±±

S/15/90

MOD

6 525 - 6-685 6 765

~~Ggf~±±A

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)
AERBN~B'P:E€~f.-MBBff.E-fR7

S/15/91

MOD

6-685 - 6-165

S/15/92

MOD

6 765 - 7 000

S/15/93

MOD

7 000 - 7 lOO

~eN~B'Pf€~~-M8BfnE-feR7

FIXED
3501A
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3501B
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S/15/94

ADD

3506A
broadcasting only.

S/15/95

SUP

35q7/211

S/15/96

SUP

3508/211A

The band 6 400- 6 525 kHz is allocated-to SSB (A3J)-

. k.Hz

7 100 - 9 995
Region 1
S/15/97

S/15/98

MOD

MOD

7 lOO - T-399 8 120

MOD

MOD

FIXED
3509/212

~

:t-~oo

- S-J.9§

MOD

7 300 -

8-i~5

8 120

,

FIXED

8-i95 - 8-8i5
MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A/ 3510/213

8-8i5 - 8-965
8 890 - 9 o4o

S/15/101

7 100 - 7 300
BReABeAS'i'fHG

8 120 - 8 890

S/15/100

7 100 - 7 300 (NOC)

Region 3

BR9~9:AS'i'HlG

F3:*E!B
S/15/99

Region 2

8-~65

9 o4o - 2_!QQ

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
FIXED
MOBILE exce12t aeronautical mobile (R)
~R9NAB'i'f€An-MeBf~-feR~

S/15/102

MOD

9-9lte - 9-599
9 100 - 9 4oo

S/15/103

MOD

9-599 - 9-!:f!:f5
9 4oo - 9 995

S/15/104

MOD

S/15/105

ADD

FIXED

9-!:f!:f5 - 9-995
3510A
broadcasting only.

BROADCASTING
3510A .
Ff*EB
The band 9 900 - 9 995 kHz is allocated to SSB (A3J)
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kHz
10 005 - 13 260

I

Region 1
S/15/106

MOD

10 005 - 10 100

Region 2

I

Regi.on 3

AMATEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE
AERSNA~f€*D-M6B!~-fR~

3495/201A
.,

S/15/107

MOD

10 100 - 11 175

FIXED
MOBILE exce12t aeronautical mobile

S/15/108

MOD

11 175 -·

~~-2q:5

11 240

FIXED
MOBILE exce12t aeronautical mobile (R)
~ReNA~~€AD-MeB~DE-f9R~

S./15/109

MOD

~~-2~5

11 240 - 11 400

S/15/110

MOD

~~-lt.ee

-

~~-q:e9

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

F!*BB
~§~2f2~e

s/15/111

S/15/112

S/15/113

MOD

MOD

MOD

±±-q:88 - ~±-9T5
11 400 - 12 000

±±-9T5 - ±2-338
12 000 ..;. 12 270
±2-339 - ±3-289
12 270 - 13 260

~3-289

- ±3-268

BROADCASTING
3512A

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

S/15/114

MOD

S/15/115

MOD

3512/216
In the USSR, the band /-11 4oo - 11 450 7kHz 1s also
allocated to the aeronautical mobile (OR) service.

S/15/116

ADD

3512A
broadcasting only.

AER9NA~~€AD-MBB~~-f9R~

The band 11 4oo - 11 500 kHz is allocated to SSB (A3J)
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kHz

13 360 - 17 900

J

Region 1
S/15/117

MOD

13 360 -

~~-eee

13 410

Region 2

I

Region 3

P.f*BB

RADIO ASTRONOMY
~§~~f2±1Z

S/15/118

MOD

13 410 - 14 000

FIXED
3501A

S/15/119

MOD

14 000 -

~~-259

14 350

3513/217

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3501B 3514/218

S/15/120

MOD

ilt-259 -

~l+-359

:AM:A'PEBR

'

~~±412±~

NOC

14 350 - 15 100

S/15/121

MOD

15 100 -

~5-~5e

S/15/122

MOD

~5-~59

~5-T62

-

15 6oo

15 600 - 16 220
S/15/123

MOD

i5-T62 -

S/15/124

MOD

~5-T6g

S/15/125

MOD

FIXED

~5-T6g

P·BffiB

- i6-l+6e

i6-l+6e -

BROADCASTING
3515A

Pf*BB

~T-36e

16 220 - 17 600

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

~T-Tee

S/15/126

MOD

iT-369 -

S/15/127

MOD

iT-Tee 17 6oo - 17 9oo

S/15/128

ADD

3515A
broadcasting only.

The band 15 500 - 15 600 kHz 1s allocated to SSB (A3J)

S/15/129

ADD

3515B
broadcasting only.

The band 17 600 - 17 650 kHz is allocated to SSB (A3J)

Pf*BB

BROADCASTING
3515B
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kHz
18 o68 - 21 924

I

Region 1
S/15/130

MOD

18 068 -

~9-~98

18 168

Region 2

I

Region 3

PB£BB

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
S/15/131

MOD

18 168 - 19 000

S/15/132

MOD

19 000 - 19 500

FIXED
FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile

S/15/133

MOD

19 500 - 19 990

P:t:HBB

BROADCASTING
}515C

.S/15/134

S/15/1-35 ·

NOC

19 990 - 20 010

MOD

20 010 - 21 000

· MOD

. 21 000 - 21 -450 .

FIXED
3501A
AMA'IEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3501B
21 450 - 2i-T58 21 924

S/15/136

MOD

S/15/137

ADD

S/15/138

ADD· 3516A
broadcasting only.

3515C
broadcasting only.

BROADCASTING
3516A

. The band 19 500 - 19 700 kHz is allocated to SSB (A3J)
The band 21 850 -:- .21 924 kHz is allocated to SSB .(A3J).
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kHz

21 750 - 24 990
Region 1
S/15/139

MOD

2±-!f-5B - 2±-.S.,B

S/15/140

MOD

23:-85e - 23:-8Te

Region 2

I

l

Region 3

ii'f*EB
Rldffe-:AS'l'ReNeM¥

~~±'fJ~~±E
S/15/141

MOD

23:-8Te 21 924 - 22 ooo

~R9NA~f€*b-Ff*BB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
S/15/142

MOD

22 ooo - 22-T2e 22 8oo

S/15/143

MOD

22-T2e 22 8oo - 23 200

MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
Ff*EB Fixed

S/15/144

MOD

23 200 - 23 350

'

AER9N~f€~Ff*EB

AER9NA~€*b-MeBfbB-feR+

~

MOBILE
S/15/145

MOD

23 350 - 24 990

FIXED
n~

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

~~±g,L2~2

S/15/146

SUP

3517/221B

S/15/147

SUP

3518/222

3519/222A
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kHz
25 010 - 25 6oo
Region 1
S/15/148

.MOD

2§-~±e

- 25-e-re

l

Region 2

J

Region 3

Pf*EB
MBBfnE-exeep~-aeronaut±e~~-mob±~e

S/15/149

MOD

a~-919

25 010 - 25 110

MARITIME MOBILE

3521/224
S/15/150

MOD

25 110 - 25-688 25 500

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

S/15/151

MOD

25 500 - 25 600

RADIO ASTRONOMY

Reason : (Proposals between 4 000 and 27 500 kHz) To provide increased spectrum
mainly for the broadcasting and the maritime mobile services. It is considered
that the fixed service needs can and should be satisfied within reduced
shortwave bands and with other techniques.
The allocations to the amateur and amateur-satellite services at 10.1 and 18.1 MHz
are proposed on the condition that the bands for the broadcasting and maritime
services are extended.
The allocations to the radio-astronomy service near 13 and 25 MHz are proposed
to meet expressed needs.
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MHz
27.5- 37.75
Region 2

Region 1
S/15/152

MOD

(WW)

27.5- 28

27.5- 28

ME~E9R9±e6f€A±.AfBS

~~EeRe~ea~eAD-~BS

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

35~4,L~a=t

S/15/153

(

3501A

NOC

28- 29.7

MOD

29.7- 30.005

Region 3

3501A

FIXED

3525,£228 ·:3526f229

3528f23:l 3529/232

MOBILE
S/15/154

MOD

30.005 - 30.01

'

SPACE OPERATIONS (Satellite identification)
FIXED

228

229

2:3:l

MOBILE
SPACE RESEARCH
S/15/155

MOD

30.01- 37.75

FIXED

228

229

2:39

2:33:

MOBILE
3530/233A
S/15/156

SUP

3524/227
Reason : No requirements for meteorological aids in this band and to provide
for requirements from the fixed and mobile services.

S/15/157

SUP

3525/228

S/15/158

SUP

3526/229

S/15/159

SUP

3527/230

S/15/160

SUP

3528/231
Reason : To discontinue the use of ionospheric scatter.
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MHz
37.75- 50
Region 2

Region 1
S/15/161

MOD

37.75- 38.25

FIXED

228

ee~

Region 3
233:

MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile
R~d±o-A~~renomy

RADIO ASTRONOMY

3531/233B
S/15/162

MOD

38.25 - 41

FIXED

2e8

229

233:

239

MOBILE
3532/235
S/15/163

S/15/164

MOD

MOD

41- 47

41 - 50

BR9:AB€AS'f3:N6

FIXED 228
3535/237

F±~ed

MOBILE

ee8

23T

3533/236

3534/236A
41 - 44

231

FIXED

22g

3535/237

MOBILE

Meb±3:e

3534/236A

LAND MOBILE

44 - 50

3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241

FIXED ~
3535/237

~~,l

MOBILE
3530/233A 3534/236A
S/15/165

MOD

BROADCASTING

3538/240
In Spain, France, Monaco and the United Kin~dom, the
band 41 - 47
is allocated to the broadcasting service for existing
st~tiou.$ pntilil985.

MHz

Reason : To provide for primary allocation to the raiio-astronomy service.
To provide for land mobile requirements.
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15-E

MHz
47 - 68
Region 2

Region 1
S/15/166

S/15/167

MOD

MOD

f

Region 3

47 - 68 61
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

50 - 54 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

54 - 68

54 - 68

3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

FIXED 228 3535/237

FIXED 228 233::
3535/237

3537/239
3540/242
3545A

MOBILE
MOBILE

S/15/168

MOD

61 - 68

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
3536/238
3539/241

3537/239
3540/242

35~3::f2~3

S/15/169

ADD

3544/246

3545A
The broadcasting service shall discontinue the use of this
allocation before 1 January 1990. Until this date existing broadcasting
stations shall be protected from interference from stations in the mobile service.
Reason : To provide for mobile requirements.
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MHz
68 - 75.05
Region 1
S/15/170

MOD

68 - :t4..S 73

Region 2
68 - 73 (NOC)

Region 3
68 - 70 (NOC)

F:t*EB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
3546/248
3548/250

3547/249
3549/251

3556fi25i2
S/15/171

MOD

70 - 74.6 (NOC)
73 - 74.6 (NOC)

73 - 74.6
FBEElB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
Radio astronomy

35lt6f2lt8 35ltTf2lt9
35lt8f256 3549/251
3550/252
S/15/172

MOD

74.6 - Tlt-;8 74.95

74.6 - 75.4 (NOC)

F:t*EB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
3549/251
3558A
S/15/173

MOD

3550/252

74.95 - 75.05
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3558/259

S/15/174

NOC

3558/259
Reason : To accommodate radio astronomers' requirements and to reduce the
guardband for the aeronautical radiobeacons to a reasonable width in favour
of the land mobile service. The fixed service should evacuate bands below
1 000 MHz as far as possible in favour of the mobile service.

S/15/175

ADD

3558A
Until 1 January.l989, Administrations shall refrain from
assigning frequencies in the bands 74.8 - 74.95 and 75.05 - 75.2 MHz to any
station.
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MHz
75.05 - 108
Region 1
S/15/176

MOD

T5~~ ~-

Region 3

Region 2

87.5
75.4 - 88 (NOC)

Ff*EB

75.4 - 78 {NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
78 - 80 (NO_C)

Fixed
3546/248
3550/252
3560/261
3562/263
S/15/177

MOD

80 - 87 (NOC)

3548/250
3559/260
3561/262
3558A

87 - 100 (NOC)

87.5- :r8e 104
BROADCASTING

88 - 100 {NOC)

3563/264

100 - 108 {NOC)

I

S/15/178

MOD

3564/265

r8e 104 - 108

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3568/269
3570/271

~§e9J~t:G

Reason : To take account of modified guardbands around 75 MHz and to provide
for increased spectrum for broadcasting. The fixed service should evacuate
bands below 1 000 MHz as far as possible in favour of the mobile service.
S/15/179

MOD

3560/261
The band 79.75 - 80.25 MHz is also allocated in Regions
:r-and 3 (except Korea, India and Japan) to the radio-astronomy service. In
making assignments to stations of other services to which this band is allocated,
Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect radio-astronomy
observations from harmful interference. ~he-radio-astronomy-5erv±ee-sha:l::l:-be
proteeted-from-harmfn:l:-±nterferenee-from-~erviees-operat±ng-±n-other-band~-±n

aeeordanee-w±th-the-prov±sions-of-these-Regn:l:ations,-on:l:y-to-the-extent-that
the~e-serviees-are-proteeted-from-eaeh-other.

Reason : Consequential t·o proposals for allocations 1n the band 73 - 74.6 MHz.
The deleted sentence is covered by No. 3281/116A.
S/15/180

SUP

3569/270
Reason : Consequential to changed allocations in the Table.

S/15/181

MOD

3570/271
In Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Iceland, Italy,
Norway, the F.R. of Germany, Sweden, Turkey and Yugoslavia the band
:1:88 104 - 108 MHz is also allocated to the fixed service and the same allocation
will also be made eventually in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
fn-fta:l:y-and-¥ngo~:l:av±a,-the-band-:l:6~ - :1:68-MH~-is-a:l::l:oeated-to-the-f±xed-serv±ee.
The effective radiated power of any station in the fixed service shall normally
not exceed 25 watts. In case higher powers are used, the introduction of the
fixed service is subject to special agreements between interested and affected
Administrations.
Reason : No need for this allocation in Sweden and consequential to proposed
changes in the Table.
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MHz
136 - 138
Region 1
S/15/182

MOD

136 - 131

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

SPACE OPERATION ~Space-to-Earth)
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
3581/281A

S/15/183

MOD

131 - 138

3582/281AA

SPACE .OPERATION f~eiemeter±ng-and-traeking+
(Space-to-Earth)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
3578/215A

3580/279A

3583/281C

3584/281E

Reason : To provide increased spectrum for space operation.
S/15/184

MOD

3573/273A
i3e - 136 MHz

In the band 111.915- i32-MH~-and-in-the-band
where-the-aeronatttiear-mobire-fR~-serviee-is-attthori~ed-,-the

tt8e-and-dev~ropment-;-for-thi~-serv±ee-;-of-syste:ms-nsing

space communication
techniques may be authorized bttt for r±m±ted-initiarry-to-sateii±te-reiay
stations-of the aeronautical mobile (R) service. Such use and-development shall
be subject to coordination between Administrations concerned and those having
serv1ces operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.
Reason : To provide for satellite application in the band 117.975- 136 MHz
as a logical extension of the existing terrestrial service.
S/15/185

SUP

3574/274

0

Reason : To stress the primary status of the aeronautical mobile (R) service.
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MHz
138 - 149 .. 9
Region 1
S/15/186

MOD

138 -

I~3-;6

144

Region 2

Region 3

138 - 143.6 (NOC)

138 - 143.6 (NOC) .

143.6 - 143.65 (NOC)

143.6 - 143.65 (NOC)

~Tl.lAtJ'!l±8Ab

MeBfbEl-feR.f
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Space Research (Spaceto-Earth)
3577/275 358~f~8±G
35ge12g2A 3581!2g3
S/15/187

MOD

I~3-;6

-

I~3-;65
t

A.ER8N:Atffl!€:AD
M8BHjE-feR-t
SP:A€E-RESE:AR€H
fSpaee-to-Earth12T5
S/15/188

MOD

~83

±43-.e5 - ±ltlt·

143.65.- 144 (NOC)

143.65 - 144 (NOC)

:AER8N:Atfff€A:n
M6B!i:JE-feR-t
~T5

S/15/189

~8~:A

~83

NOC

144 - 146

MOD

146 - 149.9

146 - 148 (NOC)

FBffiB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

148 - 149.9 (NOC)

Fixed
3590/285
S/15/190

SUP

3585/281G

S/15/191

SUP

3586/282A

S/15/192

SUP

3587/283

3591/285A

Reason : To provide increased spectrum for the mobile and space research services.
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MHz
150.05 - 156
Region 1
S/15/193

MOD

Region 2
rT~

Region 3

150.05 - r53:: 153

150.05 -

F:t*EB

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBilE

MOBIIE

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

3531/233B

3531/233B

153 - 156

153 - 156

Ff*EB

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

150.05 - :rr:e 153

153

RADIO-ASTRONOMY
3531/233B
3594/286A
S/15/194

MOD

3::5~

3590/285

- 3::53

Ff*EB
M8Bf!JE-exeel_:)t
aeronaut±ea:t-mob±3::e-fR7.
RABf8-:AS!flR8N8M¥
fMElfiE8R8n86:t€:A!J-:A:EBSf

S/15/195

MOD

233B

285

153 -

3::5~

286A
156

3598/290

MOBILE
{

fME'I'EBReLeEH~--A~fJSi

I

3590/285
S/15/196

MOD

i5Jt - i56
Ff*EB
j

MeB:ti:.E-except
aeronantic~r-mobi:te-fR7

I
3#~5f283:::A

e85

35~5f28r:

3538f233:A

:3~~5fZ?e:t:A

35~5f28r

,3598/290

Reason : To provide worlawide allocation to the radio-astronomy service.
requirements.for meteorological aids in this band.

No
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MHz
156 - 174

li
S/15/197

MOD

Region 1

156 - 156.7875

I

Region 2

r

Region 3

PBffiB
M9BxnE-exeept-aeronant±eai-mob±ie·
MARITIME MOBILE
Land mobile

3590/285
S/15/198

MOD

156.7875 - 156.8125

35~5f~8T

PBffiB
M9BxnE-exeept-aeronant±eai-mob±ie
MARITIME MOBILE (distress, safety and calling)

3495/201A 3595/287
S/15/199

MOD

156.8125- 157.45

35~9fe85

PBEEB
M9BxnE-exeept-aeronant±eai-mob±ie
MA.RITIME MOBILE
Land mobile

3590/285
S/15/200

MOD

35~5f~8T

157.45- 160.6
PBffiB

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

3590/285
S/15/201

MOD

160.6 - 162.05

160.6 - 162.05

160.6 - 162.05
Pr*EB

Pr*EB
M9Bxn!!l-exeept
aeronant±eai-mob±ie

M9BxnE

M9BxnE

MARITIME MOBILE.

MARITIME MOBILE

Land mobile

Land mobile

3~~5f29iA

3~~5-f28iA.
35~5-f28r:·

MARITIME MOBILE
Land mobile
3~~5f~9iA.
35~5-f~8r:

S/15/202

MOD

3590/285
35~6!288

3590/285

3539f~33A
35~5!281

3590/285
35~8~~~e

162.05 - 174

162.05 - 174

162.05 - 170

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

3530/233A

170 - 174 (NOC)

FB€EB

3590/285

3596/288
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Reason : To reflect maritime mobile provisions of Appendi~ 18 1n the
Allocation Table.
S/15/203.

(MOD) 3594/28()A
In the United Kingdom, the band 150.05 - 151 MHz is
allocated to the radio-astronomy service, and the band 151 :.. . 153 MH·z is
allocated to the radio-astronomy service on a primary basis and to the
met&orological aids _service cm a secondary basis; however, in this band the
provisions of No. L-3574/274_7 apply.

-

-

Reason : Probable misprint concerning the reference number.
Note by the General Secretariat : See also IFRB Circular-letter No. 429
( 14 December 1978).
S/15/204

MOD

3595/287
The frequency 156.8 MHz is the international,distress,
safety and calling frequency for the maritime mobile VHF radio-telephone
service. Administrations shall ensure that a guardband on each side of the
frequency 156.8 MHz :is provided. The conditions for the use of this frequency
are contained.in Ar~icle N35/3?·
fn-the-bands-i5~!825 - r51•425-MH~,~r6e.625 - r68•9T5-MH~-and
r6r.415 - r~2.e25~MH~,~eaeh-Admin±~trat±on-~haii-g±ve-pr±or±ty-to-the-mar±time
:mob±re..:_serv±ee-on-onfy-stteh-freqnene±e~-as-are-ass±gned-t·o-stat±ons-of-the
mar±t±me-mob±ie-serv±ee-by-that~Adm±n±strat±on~fsee~Art±eie~N5~f357.
Any-n~e-of-freqnene±es-±n-these-bands-by-stationg-of-other-8erv±ees-to-wh±eh

~hey-are-aiioea~ed-shottid-be-a~oided-in-areas-where-gneh-nse-m~ght-eattge-harmfnr

±nterferenee-to-the-mar±t±me-mob±ie-¥HF-rad±o-eommttn±eation-serv±ee.
However,-the-freqneney-bands-in-wh±eh-priority-±s-g±ven-to-the:....:mar±t±me
mob±ie-serv±ee-may-be-nsed-for-radio-eommnn±eations-on-±nfand-waterways,-snbjeet
to-agreements-between~±nterested-and-affeeted-Adm±n±strat±ons-and-tak±ng-±nto

aeeonnt-enrrent-freqneney-nsage-and-existing-agreements.
Reason : Covered by proposed changes to the Table.
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MHz
174 - 235
Region 1
S/15/205

MOD

174 - 216

1]4 - 216

BROADCASTING

FIXED

/MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile/

MOBILE

3599/291
3601/293
S/15/206

~-

MOD

Region 2

3600/292
3682fE9lt

BROADCASTING

368EfE9lt

3603/295

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - 223

Region 3

3604/296
216 - 225 (NOC)

.A:ER8NAB'f':£8A:h
RA1H8NA:V:£SA'f':£8N
BROADCASTING

I

/MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile/
220 - 225 (NOC)
3605/297
3607/299
3609/301
S/15/207

MOD

3606/298
3608/300

223 - 235

A:ER8NAB'f':£8A:h
RA1H8NAV:ESA:'f':£8N

225 - 235 (NOC)

225 - 235 (NOC)

F±xed
Mobi3::e MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile
3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304
3613A

Reason : To provide for possible mobile use of these bands.
S/15/208

SUP

3602/294
Reason : To avoid sharing difficulties.

S/15/209

MOD

3605/297
The aeronautical radionavigation service will be operated
only in Denmark, Spain, France, Greece, Nigeria, the Netherlands, Portugal, the
United Kingdom, Sweden, Turkey and the Union of South Africa and Territory of
South-West Africa.
(Rest without change.)

S/15/210

ADD

In Sweden the band 223 - 235 MHz is also allocated to the
3613A
aeronautical radionavigation service until 1990.
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MHz
235 - 328.6
Region 1
~/15/211

MOD

235 - 267

I

Region 2

Region 3

l
..

F:t:tEEB
MOBILE
Fixed·

...

3495/201A
S/15/212

MOD

267 - 272
-·

3613/305

3614/305A

3618/308A

3619/309

F±:ttEB
MOBILE

~

Fixed
Space operation (Telemetering) 3620:/309A
3618/308A

S/15/213

MOD

272 - 2T3

..

3621/309B

·'

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering) 3620/309A
..

F:t:tEEB
MOBILE
:

Fixed
3618/308A

S/15/214

MOD

273 - 328.6

F±*BB

MOBILE
Fixed
-·
3618/308A

3622/310

3623/310A

Reason : The fixed service should evacuate bands below 1 000 MHz as far as
possible in favour of the mobile service.
S/15/215

MOD

3618/308A.
The bands 240 · - 32~h6 322 MHz and 335.4 - 399-;-9 380 MHz
·may also ·be used by the mobile-satellite service. The use and development of this
service shall be subject to agreement between the Administrations concerned and
those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
Reason ~: To protect radio-astronomy observations according to No. 3622/310 and
consequential to proposed change to the Table.
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MHz
335.4 - 399.9
Region l
S/15/216

MOD

I

Region 2

I

Region ·3

335.4 - 399•9 380
MOBILE
Fixed
3618/308A
Reason
The fixed service should evacuate bands below l 000 MHz as far as
possible in favour.of the mobile service.

S/15/217

MOD

380 - 399.9
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Fixed

Reason

To provide more spectrum for the land mobile service.
MHz
4o3 - 4o6·

S/15/218

MOD

403 -.406

ME~E8R8n8S±9~-A±BS

¥±xed

MOBILE

Mob±~e

3628/314
·S/15/219

MOD

except aeronautical mobile

3629/315

3633/316

3633/316
In Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Norway, Poland,
Yugoslavia, Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Turkey and the USSR,
the band 401 - 406 MHz is also allocated, on a primary basis, to the fixed service
and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
Reason : To confine meteorological aids to 400.15 - .403 MHz and to provide more
spectrum for the mobile service.
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MHz
406.1 - 420
Region 1
S/15/220

MOD

J

Region 2

I

Region 3

406.1 - 410
MOBILE except·aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Fixed
3531/23~B

S/15/221

MOD

3628/314

410 - 420
MOBILE except aeronautical:mobile
Fixed
3628/314
Reason : The fixed service should eyacuate bands below 1 ,000 MHz as far as
possible ln favour of the mobile service •

S/15/222

.MOD

3635/317B·
In Austria, Bulgaria, Chile, Cuba,· ~thiopia, Hungary, India,
Iran, .Kenya, Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Malaysia, Uganda, Poland, the United Arab
Republic, Rwanda, Swed:en, Switzerland, Syria, Tanzania,.Czechoslovakia·and.in the
USSR,. the band 406- 496.1 MHz is also·allocated to the fixed service and the
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
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MHz
420 - 470
Region 1
S/15/223

Region 2

I

Region 3

420 - 450
RADIOLOCATION
HOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Amateur

Fixed
Radiolocation

S/15/224
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

Radiolocation

3636f3i8 3640/319
3642/319B 3643/320
36~~f329A 3645/321
36~6f322

S/15/225

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

3636f3i8 3640/319
364l/319A
S/15/226

S/15/227

MOD

MOD

3636f3i8 364l/319A 3642/319B
3e44f3E9A 3647/323 3648/324

450 - 460
MOBILE 3638/318B

3639/318C

MOBILE 3638/318B

3639/318C

460 - 470

Meteorological-satellite (Space-to-Earth) 3637/318A
3650/324B
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Reason : The fixed service should evacuate bands below 1 000 f-1Hz as far as
possible ln favour of the mobile service.
To provide for the amateur-satellite service 'and increased spectrum for
the mobile service. High power radiolocation systems should not be introduced in
this part of the spectrum.

S/15/228

SUP

3636/318
Reason : To avoid interference to

S/15/229

SUP

3644/320A

S/15/230

SUP

3646/322

~he

other services.

Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.
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MHz
470 - 960
Region 1
S/15/231

MOD

Region 2
410 - 890 (NOC)

470 - 582 862

Region 3
470 - 585 (NOC)

BROADCASTING
3651/325
3653/328
-3656f3'393659/331
3661/332A
3663f33lt
S/15/232

MOD

3652/327
3654/329
3657/330A
3660/332
3662/333

582· - 6e6

585 - 610 (NOC)

fffi8AB8A:S'P±N6
RAB±8NA:¥±6A:'P±8N
32T

325

S/15/233

MOD

328

r

329

6e6 - T9e

610 - 890 (NOC)

BH8AB8A:S'P±N6
~~~

~~e

336A:

333:

332

332A

S/15/234

MOD

T98 862 - 890
P±lEEB

:MOBILE
BR9AB8A:S'P±N6

Fixed
3654/329
3662/333
S/15/235

MOD

3659/331
3663f334

899 - 9lt2

899 - 9lt2

899· - 9lt2

P±lEEB

P±*EB

P±lE:sB

BR9A:B8AS'P±N6

RA:B±9El98A:'P±9N

M9!HnE
BR9A:B8AS'P±N6

Rad±o3:oeat±on

Had:±o3:oe!!tt±on
-3~9

333:

333

339A

339A 34G

339 339A
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MHz

470- 960 (cont'd)
Region 1

S/15/236

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

94-E - 969

BH9A98ASIP~N6

M9B~!JE
BH9A98ASIP~N6

3~~

S/15/237

MOD

33i

890 - 960

333

339A

339A

33B

339

339A:

MOBILE
Fixed

3654/329 3659/331
3669/339A 3670/340
S/15/238

ADD

3662/333
3655A

3667/338

3668/339

3655A
The bands L~ x 5 MHz between 890 - 960 MHz or between
1 215 - 1 250 MHz_/ are also allocated to the land mobile-satellite servlce.
Reason : To provide an exclusive allocation for broadcasting.
To provide increased spectrumand a world-wide allocation for the mobile
servlce including the land mobile service.

S/15/239

SUP

3656/330
Reason : The band is nov required for the broadcasting service.

S/15/240

SUP

3662/333
Reason : To discontinue the use of tropospheric scatter.

S/15/241

SUP

3663/334
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.
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HHz

1 215 - 1 400
Region 1
S/15/242

MOD

Region 2

J

Region 3

1 215 - 3::-386 1 250

LAND MOBILE

S/15/242A

~10D

3::-23::5 1 2 50 - 1 300

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Amateur-Satellite
r

3672/342
S/15/243

MOD

1 300 - 1 350

3673/343

3674/344

3675/345

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 3676/346
Radiolocation
3677/347

S/15/244

MOD

1 350 - 1 400

3678/348

3680/349A

1 350 - 1 400 (NOC)

FIXED
except aeronautical mobile

~10BILE

RADIOLOCATION 3678A
3679/349

3680/349A

Reason : To provide increased spectrum to the land mobile service and to provide
for the amateur-satellite service.
S/15/245

MOD

3673/343
In Belgium, France, Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal and
Sweaen, the band 3::-23::5 1 250 - 1 300 MHz is also allocated to the radionavigation
serv1ce.
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.

S/15/246

MOD

3678/348
In Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Indonesia, Poland,
Roumania, Sweaen, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and the USSR, the band
1 300 - 1 350 MHz is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

S/15/247

ADD

3678A
Airborne equipment for transmission is not allowed in the
band 1 350 - 1 400 MHz.
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MHz
1 400 - 1 535
Region 1
S/15/248

MOD

1 400 - 1 42'7

l

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIO ASTRONOMY
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

Reason : To satisfy requirements while retaining protection for the
astronomy service.
$/15/249

MOD

radio~

3680/349A
Radio-astronomy observations on the Hydrogen line displaced
towards lower frequencies are,carried out in a number of countries under national
arrangements. Administrations should bear in mind the needs of· the radioastronomy service in their fut~re planning of the band ~-358 1 330 - 1 400 MHz.
Reason : To satisfy requirements of the radio-astronomy service.

S/15/250

(Not used.)

S/15/251

(Not used.)

S/15/252

MOD

1 525 - 1 535

l 525 - 1 535 (NOC)

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering) 3681/350A
FIXED 3682/350B
Earth ExplorationSatellite
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile 3588

Mob±~e

S/15/253

SUP

3683/350C
Reason : To improve the status of the mobile service.

l 525 - 1 535 (NOC)
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MHz
1 535 - 1 660
Region 1
S/15/254

MOD

1 535 - ~-5~2·5 1 549.5

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

3685f352 3688f352B 3689/352E
S/15/255

MOD

i-5~2.5·

-

~-5~3·5

1 549.5 - 1 550.5

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3685f35~

S/15/256

MOD

±-§43.§ 1 550.5 - 1 558~5

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)

3685f352
S/15/257

MOD

1 558.5 - 1 636.5

3688f352B 3690/352F 3690A

3688f35~B

3691/352G

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

3685f352 3686/352A 3687/352B
3688f35eB 3695/352K
S/15/258

MOD

1 636.5-

i-6~~

1 651

#

MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

36g5f352 36ggf352B 3692/352H
S/15/259

MOD

i-6~~

- i-645

1 651 - 1 652

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

3685f352 3688f352B 3693/3521 3690A
S/15/260

MOD

~-645

1 652 - 1 660

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)

3685f352 3688f352B 3694/352J
Reason : To increase the bands for the maritime mobile-satellite service while
retaining 101.5 MHz offset between the two bands. The 2x9 MHz bands allocat~d
to the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service are considered to be adequate.
See also proposed MOD 3573/273A.
S/15/261

SUP

3685/352
Reason : To avoid interference to the mobile-satellite

S/15/262

SUP

services~

3688/352D
Reason : To avoid interference to the mobile-satellite services.
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S/15/263

MOD

3689/352E
The use of the band 1 535 - i-5#2•5 1 549.5 MHz is limited
to transmissions from space to earth stations in the maritime mobile--satellite
service for communication and/or radiodetermination purposes. ~ransmissiens-frem
eoas~-~~a~±ens-d±ree~ly-~o-~h±p-~tation~,-or-between-sh±p-s~a~±ons,-are-aise
author±~ed-when-~ueh-tran~m±~~±on~-are-u~ed-to-extend-or-suppi~men~-~he-sa~eiii~e
to-ship-link~.

Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.
direct links between coast and ship stations.
S/15/264

MOD

3690/352F
The use of band i-5#2•5 - i-5#3•5 1 549.5 - 1 550.5 MHz is
limited to transmissions from space to earth stations in the aeronautical
mobile-satellite (R) and m~ritime mobile-sat~llite ... (rest ·without change).
Reason

S/15/265

ADD

There 1s no need for

Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.

3690A
In the bands 1 549.5- 1 550.5 MHz and 1 651- 1 652 MHz,
existing and future stations in the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) and
maritime mobile-satellite services shall not cause harmful. interference to
stations in the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) and maritime mobile-satellit~
services operating in accordance with the decisions taken at a future competent
conference.
Reason : To protect future stations that will be operating in ~ccqrdance witha future decision; for example to split the bands or to make a plan for the use
of the bands.

S/15/266

MOD

3691/352G
The use of the band i-5#3•5 1 550.5 - 1 558.5 MHz is
limited to transmissions from space to earth stations in the aeronautical
mobile-satellite (R) service for communication and/or .•. (rest without change).
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.

S/15/267

MOD

3692/352H
The use of the band 1 636.5 - l-6#4 1 651 MHz is limited
to transmissions from earth to space stations in the maritime mobile-satellite
service for communication and/or radiodetermination purposes. ~ransmissiens-from
sh±p-sta~±ons-d±ree~ly-~o-eoast-sta~±on~,-or-between-ship-s~a~ions,-ftre-also
author±~ed-when-sueh-~ransm±s~±ons-are-used-to-ex~end-or-~upplemen~-~he-sh±p·
~o-sa~ell±te-l±nks.

Reason : As for MOD 3689/352E.
s/15/268

MOD

3693/352I
The use of the band l-6## - l-645 1 651 - 1 652 MHz is
limited to transmissions from earth to space stations in~aeronautical
mobile-satellite (R) and maritime mobile-satellite services ... (rest without
change).
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.

S/15/269

MOD

3694/352J
The use of the band l-645 1 652 - 1 660 MHz is limited to
transmissions from earth to space stations in the aeronautical ... (rest without
change).
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes to the Table.

S/15/270

MOD

3695/352K
Radio-astronomy observations on important spectral lines
due to the hydroxyl radicle (OH) at rest frequencies 1 612.231 MHz and
1 720.530 MHz are carried out i~ a number of countries under national
arrangements;~ ~he The bands being observed being are i-6ll•5 - l-6!2•5
1 610. 5 - 1 614 MHz and 1 720 - 1 ·721 MHz respectively. :Adm±n±s~ra'b±ens-shettld
bear-±n-m±nd-the-need~-of-rad±o-as~renomy-~erv±ee-±n-~he±r-plann±ng-ef-'bhe-bands

l-558•5---l-636•5-MH~-and-l-Tle---l-TTB-MH~.

Administrations are urged to take
all practicable steps to protect these radio-astronomy observations from
harmful interference.
Reason : To improve the protection for the radio-astronomy service.
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MHz
1 660 - 1 700
Region 2

Region 1
S/15/271

MOD

1 660 - 1 670

I

Region 3

~E9R9n9Sf€An-AfBS

RADIO ASTRONOMY

S/15/272

MOD

1 670 - 1 690

ME~E9R9D6Sf€AD-AfBS

FIXED
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
3649/324A

(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3697/354
S/15/273

MOD

1 690 - 1 700

1 690 - 1 700 (NOC)

METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
Fixed
Mobile· except aeronautical
mobile
3650/324B

3698/354A

Reason : The band 400.15 - 403 MHz is sufficient for the meteorological aids
service.
S/15/274

SUP

3696/353A
Reason : Consequential to proposed change in the Table.

S/15/275

MOD

3699/345B
In Australia, Cyprus, Spain, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Israel,
New Zealand, Portugal, the Spanish Provinces in Africa, the United Kingdom,
Sweden and Switzerland, ••. (rest without change).
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MHz
2 300 - 2 450
.Region 2

Region 1.
S/15/276

MOD

2 300 - 2 450

2 300 - 2 450

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

MOBILE

.Amateur

.Amateur

Fixed

Mob±3:e

Mobile

f

Region 3

Radio3:oea'b±on

3709/357
3711/359

3710/358
3711A

3709/357

3712/360

3711A

Reason : To improve status of the mobile service.
S/15/277

MOD · 3709/357
The frequ.ency 2-#5e 2 425 MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes exee~t-in-AlbaHia,-B~±garia,-H~ngapy,-Pe±ana,
Rottman±a,-€~eeho~3:o~ak±a-and-~he-BSSR,-where-the-freqtteney-2-3T5-MH~-±~-tt~ed.

Emissions must be confined within + 59 25 MHz of the frequencies designated.
Radiocommunication services operating within these limits must accept any
harmful interference that m~ be experienced from the-operation of industrial,
scientific and medical equipment.
.
Reason : To make more spectrum available for radiocommunication services and an
internationally agreed ISM frequency.
S/15/278

ADD

3711A
In the bands 2 390 - 2 400 MHz and 5 650 - 5 670 MHz, the
amateur-satellite service may be authorized, on condition that no harmful
interference shall be caused to oth.er services operating in accordance with the
Table. Administrations authorizing such use shall ensure that any harmful
interference caused by emissions from an amateur satellite is immediately
eliminated in accordance with the provisions of No. 6362/1567A.
Reason : To provide for the amateur-satellite service.

S/15/279

SUP

3718/364

S/15/280

SUP

3720/364B
Reason : To discontinue the use of tropospheric scatter.
(Pro mem. : If adopted, consequential changes to the Table concerned 2 550- 2 655 MHz, 2 655- 2 690 MHz (Region l) and 2 690- 2 700 MHz.)

S/15/281

MOD

S/15/282

MOD

3731/368
In Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and the USSR, the band
3 100 - 3 300 MHz is also allocated to the radionavigation service.
3734/371

In Austria, Greece, Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal and

Sweden, the band 3 300 - 3 400 MHz is also allocated to the fixed and

mobile services.
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MHz
3 600 - 4 400
Region 2

Region 1
S/15/283

MOD

Region 3

I

3 600 - 4 200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
Mobile
3 700 - 4 200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)
,

MOOI~

3737/374
S/15/284

MOD

3750A

4 200 - 4 215

3742/379

3750A

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
FIXED-SATELLITE

S/15/285

MOD

~-Eee

4 215 - 4 4oo

(Space-to-Earth)

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3686/352A

3743/379A

3744/381

3745/382

3748/383

S/15/286

MOD

3736/373
In Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland, the fixed,
mobile, radiolocation and fixed-satellite services operate on a basis of
equality of rights in the band 3 4oo - 3 600 MHz.

S/15/287

MOD

3743/379A
The standard frequency-satellite service and the time
signal-satellite service may be authorized to use the frequency ~-262 4 217 MHz
for space-to-Earth·transmissions and the frequency 6-~E~ 6 442 MHz for-----Earth-to-space transmissions . . • (rest without change). - Reason : Consequential to proposed changes in the Table.

S/15/288

MOD

3746/382A
Radio-astronomy observations on-the of important spectral
lines due to formal~ehyd ~ine at frest fre~tteney frequencies ~-829.6~9
4 829.66 MHz1, 14.489, 72.838, 140.839, 145.603 and 150.498 GHz are being carried
out in a number of countries under national arrangements ... The bands being
observed are 4 825 - 4 835 MHz 2 14.473 - 14.50 2 72.70 - 72.90, 140.6 - 141 2
145.45 - 145.75 and 150.35 - 150.65 GHz. Adm±n±stra~±ens~~hott~d-bear-in-mind-the
need~-o£-the-rad±o-a~tronomy-ser~iee-±n-the±r-ftttttre-pianning-of-the-band

~-825---~-835-MH~.

Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to
protect these radio-astronomy observations from harmful interference.
Reason : To replace footnotes 3746/382A and 3797/408C, and to provide for
protection ?f radio-astronomy at some more important spectral lines.
S/15/289

ADD

3750A
The fixed-satellite service in the band 4 195 - 4 215 MHz
shall be restricted to feeder links (space-to-Earth) for the maritime mobilesatellite service.
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S/15/290

ADD

3750B
The aeronautical radionavigation service in the band
4 200 - 4 215 MHz shall be restricted to radio altimeters in operation on
31 December 1983. All new equipment brought into use after that date shall
operate in the band 4 215 - 4 400 MHz.
Reason: To provide for and protect feeder links.ln the maritime mobile-satellite
service.
The accuracy of the radio :altimeters and the related safety aspects can
still be accommodated within the b9:nd 4 215 - 4 400 MHz taking into account
technical developments.

MHz
4 990 - 5 000
. Region 2

Region 1
S/15/291

MOD

4 990 - 5 000

P:E*EB

Region 3

4 990 - 5 000
,
RADIO ASTRONOMY

4 990 - 5 000

F:E*EB

M9B:Ef.E

M9B:EDE

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

3g3A

233B
Reason

233B

To improve the protection of the radio-astronomy service.
MHz
5 255 - 5 350

S/15/292

MOD

5 255 - 5 350

RADIOLOCATION
3751/384

S/15/293

SUP

38ltA

3752/384A
MHz
5 650 - 5 670

S/15/294

MOD

5 650 - 5 670

RADIOLOCATION
.Amateur
3756/388

3757/389

3711A
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MHz

5 925 - 7 250
Region 1
S/15/295

MOD

5 925 -

6-~25

6 440

J

I

Region 2

Region 3

F;I:XED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

3761A

MOBILE
S/15/296

MOD

6-~25

6 440 - 7 250

FIXED
MOBILE
.3743/379A 3762/392AA

S/15/297

ADD

3763/392B

3767/393

~

3761A
The fixed-satellite service in the band 6 420 - 6 440 MHz
shall be restricted to feeder links for the maritime mobile-satellite service.
Reason : To provide for and protect feeder links in the maritime mobile-satellite
service.

S/15/298

SUP

3764/392D
Reason : No requirement for passive fixed-satellite systems.
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GHz
10.7 - 12.5
:Region 1
S/15/299

MOD

~8.-T

S/15/300

MOD

~8~95

- 3:8..-95

- 3:~.2
10.7 - 11.7

Region 2
10~7

I

Region 3

- 10.95 (NOC)

10.95 - 11.2 (NOC)

FIXED

..

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space)
MOBILE.
S/15/301 .

MOD

i~·?- 3:3:.lt5.

11~2

S/15/302

MOD

3:~.lt5 ·- 3:3:•T

11.45 - 11.7 (NOC)

S/15/303

MOD

11.7- 12.5

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)

- 11.45 (NOC)

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)
-

..

F'i*EB
M:S:B:EDE-exeep~

aeronan~iea3:-mob±3:e

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

12.2 - 12.5 (NOC)

3785/405BA
Reason : To meet the growing needs of international networks in the fixedsatellite service, and to provide for possible feeder links for 12 GHz
broadcasting satellites. To protect the broadcasting services.
S/15/304

MOD

3785/405BA
In the band i~•T---3:2.2-SH~-±n-Reg±on-3-and-±n~he-band
11.7- 12.5 GHz the ±n-Heg±on-3:,-ex±~~±ng-and-ftttnre-£±xed,-mob±3:e-and
broadcasting service shall not cause harmful interference to broadcasting-satellite
stations operating in accordance with the-dee±~±on~-of-the-appropr±ate-broadea~t±ng
~ frequency assignment plann±ng-eonferenee-f~ee-Re~o3:nt±on-No.-Spa2---2+-and
th±~-reqn±rement-~ha3:~-be-taken-±nto-aeeonnt-±n-the-dee±~±ons-of-that-eon£erenee

made at a Regional or World Administrative Radio Conference.
Reason : Consequential to decisions made at the World Administrative Conference
for the broadcasting satellite service.
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GHz
12.5- 14.5
Region 1
S/15/305

12.5 - 12.75

MOD

Region 2

112.5 - 12.75

Region 3

(NOC)

12.5 - 12.75 (NOC)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space)
FIXED
MOBILE excep~ aeronautical
mobile

3T88fJtB5BB 3Tg9fJtB5BE
Reason

S/15/306

MOD

To provide for additional use of this band.

13.4 -·14

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

R:A.BfB:b6€:A.'!'f6N
MOBILE

S/15/307

MOD

14- 14.3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

3792/407
S/15/308

MOD

14.3- 14.4

3793/407A

FIXED-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

R:A.BfeNA¥f6:A.'!'f6N-S:A.'!'E:b:bf'!'E

3T95fJte8:A.

Reason : To provide additional spectrum for the fixed-satellite, fixed and
mobile services.
S/15/309

MOD

,...------------------------------·-----·--··-··-----......,

114.4 -

14.5

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE

I
I
S/15/310

SUP

3788/405BD

S/15/311

SUP

3789/405BE

(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE
3796/408B

3T9TfJte8€

3746/382A

Reason : Consequential to proposed changes in the Table.
S/15/312

MOD

3794/408
In Sweden, the bands l3~4- lJt-sH~, 15.7- 17.7 GHz and
33.4 - 36 GHz are also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

S/15/313

SUP

3795/408A
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes in the Table.
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S/15/314

SUP

3797 /408C
Reason : Replaced by MOD 3746/382A

GHz
17.7 - 21.2
Region 1
S/15/315

MOD

17.7- 19.7

I

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth..:...to-space)
MOBILE

S/15/316

MOD

19.7- 21.2

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE
3800/409E

Reason : To provide for uplinks for 12 GHz broadcasting satellites if a
satisfactory allocation cannot be achieved in lower parts of the spectrum.
To provide for additional space for the fixed and mobile services
(high-capacity radio links).

GHz
22.5 - 23.6
S/15/317

MOD

22.5 - 23

FIXED

22.5 - 23

i)OBIIE

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3802/4lOB

3802A
S/15/318

MOD

23 - 23.6

3802A

FIXED
MOBILE
3802A

GHz
24.05 - 24.25
S/15/319

MOD

24.05 - 24.25

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3792/407

3803/4lOC

3802A
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S/15/320

ADD

3802A
The bands 22.81 - 22.86 GHz, 23.07 - 23.12 GHz and
24.11 - 24.16 GHz are also allocated to the radio-astronomy service for
observations of spectral lines due to Ammonia (rest frequencies 22.834,
23.098 and 24.139 GHz).
Reason : To provide for the radio-astronomy service.
GHz
24.25 - 25.25
Region 1

S/15/321

MOD

24.25 - 25.25

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

INTER-SATELLITE
RADIONAVIGATION
3804/411

3805/412

GHz
31.5 - 33
S/15/322

MOD

31.5 - 31.8

31.5 - 31.8 (NOC)

31.5 - 31.8 (NOC)

RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH
Fixed
Mobile
S/15/323

MOD

31.8 - 32-;3 32.8

RADIONAVIGATION
INTER-SATELLITE
Space Research
3807/412B

S/15/324

MOD

-3~-3

32.8 - 33

RADIONAVIGATION

Reason : To provide for the inter-satellite service and the radio-astronomy
service.
GHz
33 - 33.4
S/15/325

MOD

33 - 33.4

33 - 33.4 (NOC)

RADIONAVIGATION
Reason : No need for the radio-astronomy service in this band.

·15-E
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GHz
41 - 50
Region 1
S/15/326

MOD

41 - 43

J

Region 2

1

Region 3

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3814A

S/15/327

MOD

43 - 48

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
.AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3814A

S/15/328

MOD

48- 50

(Not allocated)
3814B

S/15/329

ADD

3814A
Radio-astronomy observations of important spectral lines
due to silicon monoxide (rest frequencies 42.82, 43.122 and 42.424 GHz) are
being carried out in a number of countries under national arrangements. The
bands being observed are 42.77- 42.87, 43.07- 43.17 and 43.37- 43.47 GHz.
Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect these radioastronomy observations from harmful interference.

S/15/330

ADD

3814B
Radio-astronomy observations of important spectral lines
due to carbon monosulphide (rest frequencies 48.991, 97.981 and 146.969 GHz) are
being carried out in a number of countries under national arrangements. The
bands being observed are 48.94- 49.04, 97.88- 98.08 and 146.82- 147.12 GHz.
Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect these
radio-astronomy observations from harmful interference.
Reason : To satisfY radio astronomy needs.

f.
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GHz
71 - 130

S/15/331

MOD

-' (Not

71 - 84

I

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

allocated)

3746/382A
S/15/332

MOD

92 - 95

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

S/15/333

MOD

95 - 101

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

S/15/334

MOD

105 -

~39

116
RADIO ASTRONOMY

S/15/335

MOD

S/15/336

ADD

~95

116 - 130

INTER-SATELLITES

3815A
Radio-astronomy observations of important spectral lines
due to diazenylium (HNN+, rest frequencies 93.172, 93.174 and 93.176 GHz) are
being carried out in a number of countries under national arrangements. The
band being observed is 93.12- 93.22 GHz •. Administrations are urged to take all
practicable steps to protect these radio-astronomy observations from harmful
interference.
Reason : To satisfy radio astronomy needs.

S/15/337

SUP

3816/412K
Reason : Consequential to proposed changes in the Table.
GHz
140 - 142

S/15/338

MOD

140 - 142

FIXED-SATELLITE
3746/382A

(Earth-to-space)
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GHz
142 - 170
Region 1
S/15/339

MOD

142 - 150

r

I

Region 2

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3746/382A 3814B

S/15/340

MOD

150 - 152

FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

3746/382A
NOC

152 - 170

(Not allocated)

GHz
200 - 229
S/15/341

MOD

200 - 226 217

(Not allocated)

S/15/342

MOD

217 - 221

RADI 0 ASTRONOMY

S/15/343

MOD

226 - 236 221 - 229

FIXElrSATELLITE

Reason

To provide for the radio-astronomy service.
GHz
229 - 275

S/15/344

MOD

239 229 - 240

RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
3815/412J

S/15/345

NOC

240 - 250

(Not allocated)

MOD

250 - 265 261

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLLTE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

S/15/346

MOD

265 261 - 275

RADIO ASTRONOMY
F:E*EB-S:A.'l'Bfln:E'l'B

Reason

To provide for the radio-astronomy service.
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2.1.2 ARTICLE

NB

Special Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies
S/15/347

ADD

3926 § 8.

Reason:

The JSe of ionospheric scatter is prohibited. Any JSe
of tropospheri~ scatter shall be sJbject to agreement
between interested and affected adninistrations.
These forms of emission can caJse harmfJl interference
to other services at very long distances from the transmitter.
2.1.3 ARTICLE ~2~

S/15/348

MOD

6218/425 ( 2) 'Ihe JSe by the broadcasting service of the bands
listed below is restricted to the Tropical Zone:
2300-2498 kHz (Region 1)
2300-2495 kHz (Regions 2 and 3)
~Q 3185-3254 kHZ (All Regions)
3264-3400 kFz (All Regions)
4750-4995 kHz (All Regions)
5005-5060 kHz (All Regions)
Reason:

ConseqJential to proposed changes in the Table of
freqJencyallocations (Article N7)

S/15/349

ADD

6221A

S/15/350

ADD

6221B §2A (1) Administrations are urged to take necessary steps for the

conversion or broadcasting transmitters in . ba!ld 7 t"o .A3J class
emission as far as possible.

Reason:

S/15/351

ADD

C. Broadcasting iP Band .7

·or-

Broadcast receivers capRble of receiving A3J emissions are
presently available. EW introdJcing A3J also in the broadcasting service a more efficient JSe of the broadcasting
bands will be achieved. 'Ihis proposal does, however, not
imply that single sideband techniqJes shall be mandatory,
even in the long run.

6221C (2)TI1e use by the broadcasting service of the bands listed
below is restricted to single sideband transmissions vdth
sJppressed carrier (A3J):
3850-3900 kHz
6400-6525 kHz
9900-9995 kHz
11400-11500 kHz
15500-15600 kHz
17600-17650 kHz
19500-19700 kHz
21850-21924 kHz
Reason:

By reserving a separate po~tion.of each of the broadcasting bands for single 'sideband techniqJes an ~ediate
improvement in the-broadcast effectiveness will be
acheived for those Administrations desiring to•use a
single sideband system.
·

15-E
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S/15/352

ADD

6221D (3 )'The ..me of rrore than one freq..1ency per freq.Jency band in
band 7 to provide the same rrod..llated signa.l to any zone or
contig.Jo.JS zones is prohibited.

Reason:

Parallell transmissions on t\'10 or roore freq.Jencies 1n a
band have been observed. Duplication of this type only
increases the congestion in the broadcasting bands.
2.2 PROPOSALS REFERRING TO AGENDA ITEM 2.2
2.2.1

ARTIC~ Nl~

Co-ordination of Frequency Assignments to Stations in a Space
Radiocommunication Service except Stations in the
Broadcasting~Satellite Service and to Appropriate
Terrestrial Stations

S/15/353

MOD

4115/639AK

(2) No co-ordination under No. 4114/639AJ is

r_eq~ired:

a). uhen an adrU.nistrat_~~n proposes to notify or bring into ..1se an

earth station that is to be added to an existing satellite
net1·1ork provided that the previoJS co-ordination. of that network
perMits addition of the proposed earth station withoJt conflicting with No 4115/639AK (b) or the criteria eMployed in eval.Iating interference. levels agreed bet\'teen the administrations
concemed in the previoJS co-ordination; or
(Renumber paragraphs ~) and b) to b) and c) respectively - NOG)

Reason:

'lb eliminate the need for redJndant coordination when a

new earth station is to be added to an ~xisting satellite
net~rork and when the new station has been fJlly covered by
previo.Js coordination for that network ~cter No 4114/
/639AJ.
2.3 PROPOSALS REFERRING TO AGENDA ITEM 2.3

2.3.1 ~~IC~ N~
Technical Characteristics

S/15/354

NOD

3244/669
§2.
Transmitting and receiving eq.Ji:rr.tent intended to be
Jsed in a given part of the freq.Jency spectr~ sho..lld be designed to take into acco~t the technical characteristics of
eq..1ipment likely to be employed in neighbo.Jring and other parts
of the spectr'-'11.

Reason:

Tb protect from interference d.Je to sp.Jrio.Js emissions
frOM transmitters, e.r,. harmonics, and spJrioJS
response characteristics of receivers.
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2.3.2 ARTICLE Nl6
Interference

S/15/355

MOD Title

Preceding No. 5002
Section II. ~dttstriai-iftterferenee Interference from
Electrical Awaratus and Installations

Reason:

Clarification of the intent of the provision No. 5002/698.

Identification of Stations

S/15/356

NOD 5333/737

§2.
A station shall be identified by a call sign,
maritime mobile service identity, or other rec~~zed
means of i(jentifi<?ation ..... ·. -(rest w:l thout -change) •

S/15/357

ADD 5340A

(2) All ship stations with respect to which the provisions
of Article N51/22 apply and all coast stations capable of
commJnicating with SJCh Ships shall have assigned to them
maritime mobile service identities in accordance with ·
Appendix AA.

S/15/358

MOD 5341/744

(3) {.~ However, it is not compJlsory to assign call
signs from tl1e international series to stations identified
b marittme mobile service identities or which are easily
identified by other means see No. 5333/737) and whose
s~ls of identification or characteristics of emission
are published in international doc~ents.

S/15/359

ADD 5344A §llA 'Ihe Secretary-General shall, for the maritime nobile service identification system, be responsible for allocating
Nationality Identification Digits series to countries not
inclJded 1n the table of ~ationality Identification
Digits. (See Appendix AA.)

S/15/360

ADD 5345A

(2) Marit~e mobile service identities shall be notified
to the Secretary-General for inclJsion in the relevant
lists, as provided for in Article N24/20.

S/15/361

MOD 5346/751

(3) {.~ 'Ihe Secretary-General shall ensJre that the same
call sign, the same maritime mobile service identity, the
same selective call ~ber or the same identification
number is not assigned rrore than once and that call signs
which might b.e conf JSed with distress signals, or w1 th
other signals of the same natJre, are not assigned.
Reason:

To provide for the introdJction of rurnerical
maritime mobile service identities.
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2.3.4 ARTICLE; N30
Amateur Service and Amateur-Satellite Service
.

-·

.....

S/15/36'2 ·MOD 6357 1563

_.._

§ 3. (1) Pny person operating the apparatu.s of an amateJ.r
station shall have proved that he is able to send correctly by hand and to receive correctly by ear, texts in ~·brse
code signals. Administrations concerned may, however,
waive this reqJ.irement in the case of stations making J.Se
exclJ.Sively of freqJ.encies above ±~ 28 mrz.

It is considered acceptable to waive this reqJ.irement at
frequ.encies above 28 MHZ.

Peason:

2.3.5.APPENDICES TO THE RADIO
S/15/363

ADD

REG~ATIONS

APPENDIX AA
MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE IDENTITIES

1.

General

1.1

f,1aritirne ITDbile service identities are formed of a series! of nine
digits ·which are transmitted over the radio p:~.th in order' to
uniquely identify ship stations, coast stations and group calls.

1.2

Ship station identities shall be in accordance with relevant CCIR
and CCI'IT Reconmendations.

1.3

These identities. are formed in such a way that the identity or part
thereof can be used by telephone and telex subscribers connected to
the General Network of ~lecomrnunication Channels to call ships
automatically in the shore-to-ship direction.

1.4

There are three kinds of naritime IIDbile service identities:

(i)
( ii)
(iii)

ship station identities,
group call identities , and
coast station identities.

1.5

The nationality or flag of a station is given by a three-digit
group, the Nationality Identification Digits (NID).

2.

Nationality Identification Digits (NID)
'Th.ble 1 gives the Nationality Identification Digits (NID) allocated
to each cmmtry. In accordance w1 th Radio Regulation No. ADD
5344A
the Secretary-General is authorised to allocate
Nationality Identification Digits to countries not included in the
'Th.ble.

3.

Ship station Identities

The 9 digit code constituting a ship station identity is formed as
follows:
NIDXXXXXX
1 2 3 456789
wherein N I D represent the Nationality Identification Digits.
1 2 3
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4.

Group Call Identities
Group call identities for calling simultaneously
are formed as follows:

ITDre than

-one ship

ONIDXXXXX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8$
where 0 has the figure zero
X has any figure from 0 to 9.
The particular ~riD reflects only the country allocating the group
call identity and so does not prevent group calls to fleets
containing more than one ship nationality.

5.

Coast Station Identities
Coast station identities are formed as follows:
OONIDXXXX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
where 0 has the figure zero
X has any figure from 0 to g•.
The NID reflects the country in which the coast station is located.

TABLE 1

NATIONALITY
Country

ID~~IFICATION

DIGITS
Digits

(to be completed by the Conference)
Reason:

Tb provide for the introduction of numerical maritime mobile service identities.
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2.3.6 RESOLUTIONS
S/15/364

RESOLUTION No.A.

ADD

INTRODUCTION OF 'lHE NEW SYSTEJV1 FDR IDENTIFYING srATIONS ll{ 'IRE
r.'IARITD1E I'vDBILE AND MARITIME. r·DBILE-SATELLITE SERVICES
(I'v1ARITIME ~DBILE SERVICE ~ENTITIES)

'Ihe World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering a)

the need for a unique ship identity for safety and telecommunication pu-rposes;

b)

the need for this identity to be usable in automatic systems;

c)

that, in the interest of having a common address format for
automatic systems, identities assigned to ship stations, coast
stations and used for establishing group calls should be of a
similar nature vmen transmitted over the radio path;

considering further
a)

that it is highly desirable that the code Which fonms the ship
identity or part thereof can be used by subscribers to the
public switched networks for calling ships automatically;

b)

that the public switched networks in some countries have restrictions, with respect to the maximum number of digits that
may be dialled or keyed to indicate ship station identity;

c)

that CCITT draft Recommendation ••• *) describes a ship station
identification method which provides for this contingency;

d)

that whatever restrictions may be required should, in the
interests of the development of automatic shore-to-ship
operations, be as few as possible;

noting
that the CCIR has studied the question of a new system of
identities for stations in the ~1arit1me Mobile and Maritime
:t-iobile Satellite Service and has proposed texts for the
relevant provisions to be included in the Radio Regulations;
resolves
that the assignment of maritime mob-ile service identities shall be

mandatory as from ••• (time) U.T.C. on •••• (date 4); (l)
instructs the

Secretary-C~neral

to circulate this Resolution-to all Administrations not
represented at the present Conference \~ich have jurisdiction
over Ship stations and/or which operate coast stations;

*)

CCITI' draft Reconrnendation (Annex to Doe. OOM I-No. 99,
CCl·l II-No. 107, GM/Sl\1M-52)

(1)

It will be necessary to have a timetable so as to ensure that
the new system is introduced in an orderly fashion. 'Ihe number
after the word "date" indicates the required sequence.
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invites
Administrations to assign ship station identities to all ship
stations, and coast station identities to all coast stations
required to have such identities in accordance with the Radio
Regulations starting •••• (date 3); (l)
invites further
Administrations to provide the Secretary-General, not later
than ••••• (date 1), (1) with the detailed information
required in order to ensure that ship station identities are
assigned in conformity with the provisions of the relevant
CCIR and CCITT Recommendations;
instructs the Secretary-General further
to publish, not later than •••••••

(n~te 2)(1) the information so collected together with
such guidance as may be required to ensure that ship
identities are assigned in a systematic way by all Administrations.

Reason:

~ provide for the introduction of numerical maritime
mobile service identities.

2o4 PROPOSALS REFERRING TO AGENDA ITEM 2o6
2o4.1 ARTICLE _N34
General Provisions

S/15/365

ADD

6603

§9A The provisions of this Chapter are obligatory where
radiocommunications is used by Parties to a conflict for
announcing the movements of the means of medical Transport
protected under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and
any additional instruments of these Conventions.
Reason:

~ provide for radiocommunications in connection
with medical Transports protected under the 1949
Geneva Conventions.

2 o4 o2 ARTICLE___N37
S/15/366

r-10D Title

Urgency and Safety ~ansmissions and Transmissions Announcing
the Novements of Protected Medical Transport

S/15/367

ADD

Section IIA. Protected

S/15/368

ADD 6895

§lOA (1) In radiotelegraphy, the protected medical transport
signal consists of three repetitions of the group [Mflrr.'i], sent
with the letters of each group and the successive groups
clearly separated from each other. It shall be transmitted
before the call.

~1edical

Transport Signal and l'vlessage
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S/15/369

ADD 6896

(2) In radiotelephony; the protected medical transport
signal consists of three repeti tion·s of the HIDilANITE .
pronounced clearly as in French and tranSMitted before the
call.

S/15/370

ADD 6897

§lOB (1) The protected medical transport signal indicates
that-the calling station has a very urgent message to transmit concerning the movements of a ship, aircraft or other
vehicle designated as a medical transport protected under the
Geneva Conventions.

S/15/371

ADD 6898

( 2) 'Ihe protected redical transport signal and the
message following it shall be sent on one or more of the frequencies available for Distress and Safety communications
listed in Section I of ARTICLE N35.

S/15/372

ADD 6899

(3) The protected medical transport signal shall be used
only in areas affected by armed conflict and under such circumstances shall have priority over all other carrJunications,
except distress. All stations which hear it shall take care
not to interfere with the transmission of the message which
follows the signal.

S/15/373

ADD 6900

§13 (1) The radiotelegraphic or-radiotelephonic message
preceded by the protected medical transport signal shall be
transmitted in English at appropriate intervals on a frequency or frequencies provided for in pg.ragraph 12.(2).

S/15/374

ADD

6901

(2) The protected medical transport message shall convey
the following data:

-

call sign of the medical transport;

-

position of the medical transport;

-

number and type of medical transports;

-

intended route;

-estimated time en route and of departure and

~rriva1

as

appropriate;
-

any other :infol:"r.l8.tion such as flight altitude, radio frequencies guarded, languages and secondary surveillance
radar modes and codes.

Reason:

Tb provide for radiocommunications in connection
with medical Transports protected under the 1949
Geneva Conventions.
2.4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

S/15/375

SUP

RECOfllrlJENDATION lb. Mar2 - 17
Relating to the Use of Radiocomnunications for Harking, Identifying, Locating and Corrmunicating with the Means of Transport protected under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, concerning
the Protection of War Victims and any Additional Instruments of
those Conventions, as well as for ensuring the Safety of Ships and
Aircraft of States not Parties to an Armed Conflict.
Reason:

Replaced by proposed new Recommendation No .A.
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S/15/376

ADD

RECOl'·'lMENDATION .t-b .A

Relating to the Use of Radiocomnunications for Harking, Identifying, IDeating and Cornnunicating with the Means of Transport protected under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, concerning
the Protection of War Victims and any Additional Instruments of
those Conventions, as wells as for ensuring the Safety of Ships and
Aircraft of States not Parties to an Armed Conflict.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1979,
considering
a)
that it is desirable for the safety of human life to be able
to identify and determine the position of the means of transport
protected under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 arid any
additional instrument of those Conventions;
that several international Conferences have adopted resolb)
utions on this question, notably the 1949 Geneva Diplomatic Conference for the elaborating of international Conventions for the protection of war victims (Resolution 6) and the International Red
Cross Conferences of 1930 (Resolution XVII), 1934 (Resolution t
XXXII), 1965 (Resolution XXX), 1969 (Resolution XXVII) and 1973
(Resolution XIII);
c)
that it is desirable to be able to identify and determine the
position of neutral ships and aircraft in times of armed conflict;
d)
that the Plenipotentiary Conference of the International
Telecorrmunica tion Union, Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973, adopted Recomr.lendation No.2 relating to the use of radiocorrrnunications for
announcing and identifying hospital ships and medical aircraft
protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949, referring technical
questions to the competent Administrative Conferences;
that the present Conference has included provisions for such
e)
radiocommunications in Chapter NIX;
recorrrnends
that the requirements for marking, identifying and locating
of and communicating with the means of transport protected
under the 1949 Geneva Conventions and any additional instruments of those Conventions and for ensuring the safety of the
ships and aircraft of States not parties to an armed conflict,
should be borne in mind when international radiocommunication
systems, including aeronautical secondary surveillance radar
and rmri time radar transponders, are designed.
Reason:

'Ib provide for radiocorrmunications with rredical transports
protected under the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
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2. 5 PROPOSALS REFERRING TO AGENDA ITEM 2. 9

2.5.1
S/15/377

RESOL~IONS

RESOLUTION :t-b. B

ADD

Relating to the Use of Radiotelegraph and Radiotelephone Links by
Red Cross Organizations
'Ihe \rlorld Administrative Radio Conference_, Geneva 1979_,
considering
a)
that the world-wide relief work of the Red Cross Organizations is of increasing ~portance particularly in the event of
disasters_, catastrophes, etc.;
b)
that in such circumstances normal communication facilities
are frequently overloaded, damaged or even completely interrupted;
c)
that it is necessary to facilitate by all possible measures
the rapid intervention of the Red Cross, national and international;
d)
that rapid and independent contact is essential to the intervention of the national Red Cross Societies {Red Crescent, Red Lion
and Sun);
e)
that for international relief work it is necessary that the
national Red Cross Societies involved be able to communicate with
each other as well as with the International Committee of the Red
Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies;
decides to urge administrations
1.
to take account of the possible need of the Red Cross for
rapid communication by radio when normal communication facilities
are disrupted;

2.
to assign frequencies in the b~~ds 3800-3820 kHz, 6980-7000
kHz, 13970-14000 kHz, 20970-21000 kHz and 27970-28000 kHz for radiocommunication between Red Cross Organizations;
3.
to permit the use of frequencies in the bands 3500-3510 kHz,
7000-7010 kHz, 14000-14010 kHz and 21000-21020 kHz for use by stations covering the scene of a natural disaster;

4.
to take all practicable steps to protect such links from
harmful interference.
Reason:

To provide for Red Cross communication requirements.
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S/15/3(8

ADD

No~

RESOLUTION No.C
Relating to the establishment ofaninternational general mobile
service.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1979,
considering
a)
that it is desirable to designate a frequency band for international integrated use in the aeronautical, maritime and land
mobile services;
b)
that it is necessary in an early stage to indicate a specific
frequency band that can be reserved internationally;
c)
that the efficiency in the use of frequencies is improved by
increased reuse of the frequencies, and that this may be achieved
in frequency bands where the propagation characteristics are such
that the service range from a land station is comparatively short;
d)
that an important part of the requirement for a frequency
band for integrated use in the aeronautical, maritime and 1and
mobile services is to be characterized as public correspondence;

resolves
1.
that a band in the frequency r.ange 862-960 MHz be-designated
for international integrated use in the aeronautical, maritime and
land mobile services;
2.
that in the integrated mobile service also satellites for the
land mobile service could be included;

3.
that the integrated mobile service shall be open for public
correspondence;
and urges the CCIR and the CCITr
to study the technical and operational characteristics of such a
service.
Reason: To provide for international mobile radiocommunication
networks.
2.5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
S/15/319

SUP

RECOr:ll'-lliNDATION Jib • 9
Relating to the Use of the Rationalized l':l.K.S.System of Units
Reason:

S/15/380

ADD

Replaced by proposed new Recorrmendation No .B
RECO!•'lMF1JDATION f'b .B

Relating to the use of the rationalized "Systerne International
d'Unites" (SI)

15-E
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The \Vorld Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering
-

that many difficulties associated with older systems of units
are remedied by the SI systems,

-

that the International Standardization Organization has approved
the SI system and recommends it for general adoption;

recognizing
-

that the SI system has already been adopted by many international organizations, and is in wide use in the CCIR and other
penmanent organs of the Union,

-

that the SI system is national standard in many countries,

-

that the SI system is widely used by radio engineers, scientists
and authors of radio publications also in countries where the SI
system has not yet been adopted as national standard,

-

that the use of the SI system 1s continuosly spreading in·all
parts of the world;

recornnends
that administrations shall use the SI system in their relations
With the Union and its organs.
Reason:

S/15/381

ADD

To adjust Recorrmendation No.9 in conformity with the
present situation and to expediate general adoption of the
SI system.

RECONMENDATION No.F
to the CCIR relating to a Handbook for Computer-aided Techniques
in Spectrum Management

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering

a)

that due to the growing demands on the radio frequency
spectrum, there is a need to achieve efficient spectrum
utilization;

b)

that spectrum utilization problems require data storage, data
retrieval, and analysis capabilities, and consequently are
amenable to the application of computer methods;

c)

that administrations are facing increasingly voluminous and
complex tasks in spectrum management;

·d)
e)

that technological developments have made powerful computers,
particularly mini-computers, available at reasonable cost;
that there is a demand for increasing knowledge about
computer-aided techniques in spectrum management;
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f)

that compatibility between national data bases is desirable to
ease coordination between administrations and the exchange of
data with the IFRB;

g)

that many Administrations are interested in, and some are
actively developing, computer systems for spectrum management,
and

h)

that international frequency coordination would be enhanced by
the transfer of computer generated data;
recommends

1.

that a handbook should be produced by the CCIR which describes
the various aspects involved in applying computer-aided techniques to spectrum management, discusses the approaches \\hich have been made, provides guidelines for various levels of
practical application, and makes recommendations for those
aspects involving international cooperation;
-

2.

that this handbook should be coordinated with the IFRB,
approved by the CCIR and published no later than 1986.
Reason:

S/15/382

TI1e use of computer-aided techniques in spectrum
management will contribute greatly to the optimum use
of the frequency spectrum.

RECC1'-F>IDJDATION No. 34

SUP

Relaing to the use of Radiotelegraph and Radiotelephone Links
by Red Cross Organizations
Reason:

Replaced by proposed new Resolution No. B

2. 6 PROPOSALS REFERRING TO AGENDA ITEM 2 .10
2.6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS

S/15/383

ADD

RECOMMENDATION C
Relating to the convening of a World Administrative Radio
Conference for the mobile service
The ITorld Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1979,
having noted
that the Administrative Council in its Resolution No. 814
has recommended that the WARC-1979 may consider this matter;
considering

a)

that there is a need to review and revise a number of regulations concerning the mobile service as a consequence of
the decisions made by the conference;
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b)

that the Conference does not have the mandate to revise
regulations relating to individual services, ·such as the
aeronautical, maritime and land mobile services;

c)

that it would be desirable to harmonize some Regulations
for the aeronautical, maritime and land mobile services;

d)

that there is a need to review and coordinate Regulations
concerning the use of the international distress and safety
:frequencies for the aeronautical, maritime and land mobile
services;

e)

that, as a consequence of the decisions made by the conference, the frequency allotment plans for the aeronautical
rrJ.Obile (n) and maritime mobile services will have to be
revised;

recor:rmends
that the Administrative Council takes the necessary steps
to convene an administrative radio conference in 1981,
competent to review and harmonize the Radio Regulations for
the aeronautical, maritime and land mobile services and to
revise the frequency allotment plans for-the aeronautical
mobile (R) and maritime mobile services.
Reason:

S/15/384

ADD

Evident from 11 considerings" b) and c) and also consequential to proposed amendments to the Table of frequency
allocations (Article N7).

RECCJv1MENDATION D

Relating to the preparation of a revised assignment plan for
the maritime mobile service in the band 445-526.5 kHz
The WOrld Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1979,
considering
a)

that the limits of the frequency allocation to the maritime
mobile service around 500 kHz have been modified by the Conference;

b)

that the technical standards that served as a base for the
plan, contained in the Final Acts of the European Maritime
Conference (Copenhagen 1948), have become out-of-date;

recorrmends
that as the Administrative Council deems it appropriate and
timely, a competent Administrative Radio Conference be convened under the provisions of Article 54 of the International Telecommunication Convention to prepare a revised
frequency assignment plan for the maritime mobile service
in the band 445-526.5 kHz
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requests the CCIR
to recommend, after consultation with appropriate international organizations, including the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, the technical parameters to
be ITEt by radio equipnent to be used in accordance with a
revised assignment plan
Reason:

S/15/385

ADD

Consequential to proposals for amendments in the Table of
frequency allocations (Article N7). A tighter channel
spacing can be introduced with up-to-date technical

RECOMMENDATION E
Relating to the preparation of a frequency assignment plan for
the maritime mobile service in frequency bands between 1606.5 and
3500 kHz
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva 1979,
considering
a)

that the conference has allocated separate frequency bands
between 1606.5 and 3500 kHz exclusively to the maritime
· mobile service;

b)

that it is desirable to achieve a most efficient use of these
frequency bands;

c)

that the establishment of a frequency assignment plan would
be a means of coordinating the frequencies for the coast
stations in a way that results in an efficient use of the
frequencies;

rP-com:nends
that as the Administrative Council deems it appropriate and
timely, a competent Administrative Radio Conference be convened under the provisions of Article 54 of the International Telecommunication Convention to prepare a frequency
assignment plan for the maritime mobile service·in frequency
bands between 1606.5 and 3500 kHz
requests the CCIR
to recommend, after consultation with appropriate international organizations, including the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, the technical parameters to
be IIEt by radio equipnent to be used in accordance with a
plan for the maritime mobile service in frequency bands between 1606.5 and 3500 kHZ
Reason:

Consequential to the proposed introduction of exclusive
allocations to the maritime mobile service between 1606.5
and 3500 kHz in Article N7. An assignment plan as proposed has been desired by this Administration since a
long time ago.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Addendum No. 1 to
Document No. 16-E
1 November 1979
Original : English

COMMITTEE 5

Federal Republic of Germany
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
D/16/206A
Add.l

ADD

3670A
In the mobile service the band 928 - 930 MHz should only
be used by low-power stations for short. distance communication.
Reasons : To achieve some world-wide harmonization in the future for short
distance communication.by indicating in a footnote a suitable part of the
UHF band. This is also necessary becau9e of the great demand for such
stations in many countries, of which a very large number is already existing.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 2 to
Document No. 16

30 July 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
Federal Republic of Germany

1.
Page 46, at the bottom of the page, replace frequency box 2 400 - 2 450 .MHz (R~gion 1)
by the following :
Region 1

D 16/240
(Corr.2)

MOD

~

- 2 450

.AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
Radiolocation

3709/357 3710/358
3T-3:3:f359
2.

Page 69, frequency box 102 .,. . 105 GHz, replace (Earth-to-space)

E.z

(Space .....to-Earth).

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional coptes can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. l to
Document No. 16-E
26 April 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
Federal Republic of Germany

El

3~g5f~92

1.

Page 13, frequency box l 800- 2 000 kHz (Region 1), replace 3485/192

2.

Page 24, frequency box 41- 47 MHz (Region 1), replace 3539f2~~ ~ 3539/241

3.
Page 31, in all the frequency boxes (except 138- 143.6 MHz- Region 2), against MOBILE
except aeronautical mobile, insert (R) (nine times in all)
4.

Page 33, frequency box 150.05- 153 (Region 2), replace 3495/20lA 3530/233A 3595/287

3~95f28XA

3538f233A 3595f2gT

5.

Page 39, at the bottom of the page, frequency box 790 - 960 MHz, read

/~D/16/197

- (Corr.l)-

7

790 - 960

FIXED
MOBILE
3654/329

3659/331

3662/333

6.

Page 52, frequency box 5 670 - 5 725 MHz, replace 3752/389A

7.

Page 57, after frequency box 10.5- 10.6, add

~

3669/339A 3670/340

3758/389A

Reasons : Adaptation of allocations;
standardized band limits
3T9gf~89 ~

8.

Page 59, frequency box 13.5- 14 GHz,-replace

9.

Page 60, replace frequency box 14.4 - 14.5 GHz (NOC) by the following

D/16/310A
(Corr.1)

MOD 14.4 - 14.5

3798/409

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
3796/408B MOD 3797/408C

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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(Geneva, 1979)

Document No. 16-E
19 January 1979
Original : English

;_

PLENARY MEETING

Federal Republic of Germany
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Proposals referring to agenda item 2.1 (Article N7/5)
Summary statement of reasons for the proposals
of amendment concerning Article N7/5

l.

VLF and LF bands ·(up to 300 kHz)

a) As the LF band 50 to 100
frequency and time signals because
important transmitters of standard
European area, the frequency range
extended by the bands 72 to 84 kHz

kHz is especially suited for the transmission of standard
of the favourable wave propagation and as there are already some
frequency and time signals operating above 70kHz in·the
indicated in No. 3453/159 of the Radio Regulations should be
and 86 to 90 kHz.

The frequency bands 70 to 72 kHz and 84 to 86 kHz cannot be used for the standard frequency
and time signal service as numerous transmitters of a navigation system are operating in these bands.
The band 90 to 110 kHz cannot be used either because of another navigation system.
As far as frequency economy is concerned, it is extremely disadvantageous to have
navigation systems with nearly identical performance characteristics in several frequency bands
which are close to each other. In the long run the aim therefore is to have a uniform LF system.
This development is to be started off by introducing additional services in bands which are, at
present, still exclusively allocated to the radionavigation service.
b) In order to be able to adapt the channel. spacing in the LF broadcasting service to
integral multiples of 9 kHz, the lower limit of the band should be set at 148.5 kHz. In accordance
with Recommendation No. 2 of the LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, Geneva 1975, endeavours are made to
make the bands 150 to 160 kHz and 255 to 285 kHz exclusively available to the broadcasting service.
vfuile the maritime mobile service can be deleted, the aeronautical radionavigation service still has
to be retained. A recommendation and a footnote are to point out the necessity of shifting the
Non-Directional Beacons (NDB) on a medium term basis. In this respect one would also have to
examine to what extent this is possible in the VHF band.
2.

HF band (300 to 3 000 kHz)

a) In order to allow for the present situation as regards assignments in the band 415 to
490 kHz on the one hand and to open up possibilities of shifting the above-mentioned Non-Directional
Beacons (255 to 285 kHz) on the other, further allocations to the aeronautical radionavigation
service are envisaged.
b) In the Federal Republic of Germany there is, at present, no necessity to set up a frequency
allotment plan for the medium frequency band in accordance with Recommendation Mar2 - 3. This and
the difficulty of then having to allocate all other services on a "permitted" basis lead to the
proposal that the present allocation in this band be retained.

3.

HF band (3 000 kHz to 30 MHz)

a) The considerations of revision for the high frequency band had to take· into account
requirements for additional allocations to the broadcasting service, the maritime mobile service,
the amateur service and the radio-astronomy service. The pertaining statements of reasons reflected
the conviction that the frequency demand for the fixed service had decreased: Other transmission
media and systems respectively had resulted ~n an ease of the pressure on the high frequency bands.
However, several user groups within the fixed service opposed this opinion. That is why the fixed
service could be reduced to a very limited extent only. The shifting of such radio stations is
subject to an appropriate procedure by which existing rights can be maintained.
For reasons of economy. this document is prin~ed in a limited num_b_er. Partic_ipants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copi s
to the conference smce only a few add1t1onal cop1es can be made available.
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b) The allocations to the high frequency broadcasting service can only be increased by 34 %,
mainly 6n a shared basis with the fixed radio service. This appears to be the only possible solution
which is, however, unsatisfactory from the technical point of view. It should preferably be
regarded as a solution indicating a trend. As in the long run the frequency requirements of the
high frequency broadcasting service can only be met by frequency economy measures such as the
introduction of the single sideband technique, the WARC-79 should ask the CCIR and other competent
bodies by way of a resolution to continue relevant studies to an increased extent. Although the
worl~wide difficulties which stem from the introduction of the single-sideband technique are not
underestimated, it is supported that a change to the single-sideband technique should be ensured in
the long run and provision should be made for relevant transition procedures. It appears to be
important to determine the technical parameters for the receivers soon in order to create the preconditions for the development of appropriate equipment. The broadcasting stations should apply the
single-sideband technique to an increased extent. These proposals also cover the LF/MF broadcasting
service for reasons of a new development of receivers which are more favourable from the cost point
of view.
Other frequency economy measures for high frequency broadcasting stations, too, should be
included in the discussion.
c) As regards the maritime mobile service, the situation is similar to the broadcasting
service. The demand for approximately 50 %of additional frequencies in the maritime mobile service,
which is recognized in principle, cannot be satisfied on an exclusive basis. The shared use with
the fixed service, although it is difficult, is a minimum solution whereby an attempt might be made
in the course of time to rearrange fixed radio stations provided the question of acquired rights can
be solved satisfactorily.
d) The difficulties described also apply to the allocation of further bands to the amateur
service. As a compensation, all measures should be supported aiming at making the existing bands
fully available to this service again as far as they have been allocated exclusively.
e) As regards the radio-astronomy service, it is only possible to propose an additional
secondary allocation at 15 MHz.

4.

VHF band (30 to 300 MHz)

a) In the Federal Republic of Germany there 1s no need for retaining the
for the broadcasting service.

41

to 47 MHz band

The status of the radio services as it is in the Federal Republic of Germany according to
the Table and No. 3540/242 must remain unchanged. It is acceptable to include the mobile service in
the Table on a secondary basis.
b)

As for the VHF sound broadcasting service, the following ideas have been developed :
A uniform stereo planning between 88 and 108 MHz should be made possible. The band of
87.5 to 88 MHz is to serve the purpose of decoupling the broadcasting service from the
land mobile service. This must be guaranteed by an appropriate resolution. In this
connection the expansion of the broadcasting service from 104 to 108 MHz is feasible on a
shared basis only, whereby a secondary status might be given to the mobile service.

5.

UHF band (300 to 3 000 MHz)

a) The Federal Republic of Germany is of the opinion that in the long run transmission
procedures which are more economical frequency-wise have to be introduced for the television
broadcasting service by means of a revision of the 1961 Stockholm Agreement. This requires a
uniform approach in the European Broadcasting Area on the one hand and the allocation of a band as
one block on the other.
b) The intensive use by microwave systems of the 2 GHz band and their importance for the
telecommunication network do not allow to go beyond the possibilities already existing on the basis
of footnotes for the space operation service, the space research service and the meteorologicalsatellite service.
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As regards the increased planned use of passive and active sensors in the earth exploration
serv1ce and the space research service, either more allocations have to be made or appropriate
regulations have to be made in footnotes. The allocation of suitable bands is very difficult as the
frequencies to be used depend on the object, material or phenomenon to be observed and measured
respectively. For this reason, the opening of the radio-astronomy bands for passive sensors can
meet their requirements only to a limited extent.

6.

SHF band (3 000 MHz to 30 GHz)

a) Contrary to the frequency requirements for the fixed-satellite service a lower demand is
considered realistic. On certain conditions (sharing criteria, arrangements on frequency planning
in the fixed-satellite service, etc.) further frequency bands can be envisaged for a use shared by
the fixed service and the fixed-satellite service.
b) With regard to the demand to establish exclusive bands for satellite systems with small
earth stations there are two differing opinions :
On the one hand, the conviction is expressed that such systems can be used in a very
advantageous way in many countries and many cases of application and will be widely
accepted. Many countries consider the disadvantages in respect of frequency economy and
orbit capacity to be of secondary importance. In order to channel this development which
may imply risks for countries with a great density of radio stations, exclusive bands
without large restrictions as regards power flux-density and power to be radiated would
be necessary.
On the.other hand, the view is held that it should be possible to adopt regulations which
ensure the use of certain bands by the fixed service in areas with a great density of
radio stations, whereas the same bands can be used by systems with small earth stations
in other parts of the >vorld.

7.

EHF band (30 to 300 GHz)
The frequency bands above 40 GHz can be allocated in two completely different ways.

One frequency band is allocated to several services on an equal basis which would result
in broader allocation bands. The advantages of the flexibility thus increased frequency-wise are
counteracted by the disadvantages resulting from sharing restrictions which, from the demand point
of view, are not justified for the near future and might considerably delay possible changes to
these high frequency bands. However, taking the opposite approach, it has to be considered that by
the time the demand requires shared use it will be very difficult to impose sharing restrictions
on services already in operation.
The allocation proposal made which puts the emphasis on the introduction of terrestrial
serv1ces above 40 GHz represents a compromise between these two approaches of principle.
As there is hardly any tangible information available on the compatibility of certain
services in certain frequency bands, on the demand situation, on the technology which can be used
or on other system parameters, the frequency bands have been allocated to terrestrial services
approximately in correspondence with their spectrum share in lower frequency bands.
The following marginal conditions were taken into consideration :
The fixed service and the fixed-satellite service can be allocated on a shared basis.
As for nearly all other services, different bands are allocated to the terrestrial
variant and the space variant.
The attenuation behaviour of electromagnetic waves : frequency bands with attenuation
maxima are allocated to the inter-satellite service and the terrestrial services for
small distances; bands with attenuation minima are allocated to the broadcasting service,
the satellite broadcasting service, the amateur service and the amateur-satellite service,
possibly on a shared basis with radiodetermination services. As regards the intersatellite service, zones of high attenuation close to the Earth may also be under
consideration depending upon the position. However, this will probably not be the rule.
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In frequency bands neighbouring passive serv1ces only low-power terrestrial services should
be located.
Further spectral-line frequencies for radio-astronomy observations should be protected by
footnotes, if necessary.

8.

.Miscellaneous

New ISM frequencies are not suggested. In view of the frequency situation, a tolerance
expansion cannot be conceded. The call for a harmonic assignment of the bands can be satisfied only
to a limited extent since the expenditure necessary for the changeover is not justifiable.

9.

Comment on the footnotes

It should be the general aim of the Conference to reduce the variety of footnotes
concerning Article N7/5. Footnotes can only be meaningful if they are the exception. Footnotes
should therefore be used in exceptional cases only, e.g. where a certain flexibility not to be
achieved by an allocation in the Table becomes necessary, in the case of allocations limited in time
or footnotes being the last possibility of compromise. Different allocations in different,
frequently very limited areas, involve difficulties impeding the use and trade, respectively. In
addition, footnotes impair the use of electronic data processing in handling frequency problems.

ARTICLE N7/5
D/16/1

MOD

(heading)

Frequency Allocations
!9

Reasons

2

kHz to

eT5 300 GHz

Result of the changed Table
Section IV

D/16/2

.MOD

(heading)
Table of Frequency Allocations Reasons

D/16/3

MOD

2

!9 kHz to 300

eT5 GHz

Result of the changed Table

3450/156
indicated as follows

In the Table of Frequency Allocations freg,uencies are

Freguencies UE to and including 3 000 kHz 2 1n kilohertz (kHz)i
thereafter 2 UE to and including 3 000 MHz 2 in megahertz (l.I!Hz) i
thereafter 2 UE to and including 3 000 GHz 2 in gigahertz (GHz)i
thereafter 2 UE to and including 3 000 THz 2 in terahertz (THz).
This Table is shown on pages of Radio Regulations Article N7/5-5 to N7/5-83.
Reasons : For historical reasons, the transition to the units of measure kHz,
.MHz and GHz is unsystematic in the Table of Frequency Allocations shown in
Section IV of Article N7/5. In EDP applications a definition for the use of
these units would be advantageous. It is therefore suggested to indicate
frequencies as shown under No. MOD 3183/112.
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· kHz
D/16/4

MOD

:!:8

.2. - 70

Allocation to Services
Region l
D/16/5

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

r

I

Below :1:8 9 not allocated
3451/157

D/16/6

MOD

3:8

.2. -

14

RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

Reasons

D/16/7

MOD

Protection of the radionavigation service.

14 - 19.95

FIXED
MARITIME HOBILE 3452f3:5B
3453/159

D/16/8

NOC

19.95 - 20.05

MOD

20.05 - 70

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE 3452f3:58
3453/159

D/16/9

MOD

3455/161

3451/157
Administrations authorizing the use of frequencies below
.2. kHz for special national purposes shall ensure that no harmful interference
is caused thereby to the services to which the bands above 3:8 9 kHz are allocated
(see also Article N 16/14, No. 5003/699).
-

3:8

Reasons : Result of the changed Table.
D/16/10

SUP

3452/158
Reasons : Footnote (FN)*) no longer required.

D/16/11

MOD

3453/159
The stations of services to which the bands between 14 and
70 kHz, 72 to 84 kHz and 86 to 90 kHz are allocated may transmit standard
frequency and time signals. Stteh-~~~~±en~-~h~3:3:-be-~fforded-pro~eet±on-from
h~rmftt3:-±n~erferenee~--~n-A3:b~n±~,-Btt3:gar±~,-Httngary,-Po3:and,-Hettm~n±~,
8~eehe~3:ev~k±a-and-~he-B8SR-~he-freqttene±e~-25-kH~-and-58-kH~-w±3:3:-be-tt~ed-for
~h±~-pttrpe~e-ttnder-~he-~ame-eend±~±on~~

Reasons : Additional demand.

*)

Abbreviation used throughout this document.
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D/16/12

kHz
70 - 90

MOD

(WW)*)~------------------~--------------------~-------------------1
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

70 - 72

70 - 90

70 - 90

RABf8NAVf6A~f8N 3~56fi62

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

M.ARITIHE MOBILE

HA."RITIME
.
r10BILE

lv:lABITIME RADIONAVIGATION

HARITI!1E RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162

3~52f3:58

3456/162

MARITIME NOBILE

3~52f3:58

HABf8NAV±GA~f8N 3~56fi62
M.fu~ITH1E

RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162

Radiolocation

Radiolocation

Radiolocation

3455/161
72 - 84
FIXED
MARITI~lli

MOBILE

3~52fi58

RABf8NAVf6A~f8N 3~56fi62

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162
Radio1ocation

3455/161 3457/163 3453/159
84 - 86
FIXED
MARITIME HOBILE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162
Radiolocation

3457/163
86 - 90
FIXED
MARITD-1E MOBILE 3452-!3:58
AABf8NAVf6Aii1±8N

3~56fi6€

MARITU.1E RADIONAVIGATION
2~56/162

Radiolocation

3457/163 3453/159

3458/164

3459/165

t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-------·----·--------'------------------1
Resultant proposed allocations :

70 - 90

FIXED
Iv1ARITIME MOBILE
l'-1ARITIME RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162
Radiolocation

3453/159 3455/161

3457/163

3458/164

3459/165

*) This symbol (WW) is used where proposals concerning regional allocations result in worldwide
allocations.
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D/16/13

MOD

3459/165
In the bands 70 - 72 kHz ana, 84 - 86 kHz, 112 - 115 kHz
and 126- 129kHz, the maritime radionavigation service ±8 will be the primary
service and the fixed and maritjme mobile services a~e will be secondary services,
except in Japan and Pakistan, until the exclusive use of new radionavigation
systems in the band 90 - 110 kHz.
Reasons : For the changes in the Table and the footnote - in the long run
radionavigation systems should be operated only in one portion of the longwave
band.

kHz
90 - 110
Region 1
D/16/14

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

90 - 110

90 - 110

90 - 110

FfjfEB

RADIONAVIGATION

Ff*EB

¥±~ea

MA:Rfif'fME-M8BfbE

(WVl)

Miillfif'fME-M8BfbE
RADIONAVIGATION
163

166

~6'T

~58

Mft:t"'i'bime-m.eb±~e

166

i6'T

~58

~58

RADIONAVIGATION
166

~6'T

Reasons : Protection of the radionavigation system planned for worldwide
coverage.
D/16/15

MOD

3460/166

~fie-aeve±e~m.ent-ana-e~e~at~en-e£-±eng-a~~'banee

~aaieHavigatieH-system.s-a:t"'e-atttfie:t"'~~ea-in-th~s-bana,-whieh-wii~-beeom.e-e~e±tt8iveiy
a±±eeatea,-wfie±±y-e:t"'-in-~a:t"''h,-to-the-~aaionav±gft'b±en-8erv±ee-for-~he-tt~e-of-any

eHe-sttefi-system.-as-soon-as-it-is~in'berna'hionftiiy-ftaopeea.--9ther-eon8±d:era'b±on8
~eiHg-e~tta±,-~:t"'efe~enee-sfiett±a-~e-given-'bo-'bhe-~ys'bem.-:t"'eqtt±r±ng-'bhe-m.±n±m.ttm
~anawiatfi-fe~-we:t"'ia-wiae-se:t"'v±ee-ana-eattsing-the-ieast-ha:t"'Mftti-±nte~fe:t"'enee-to
etfie~-ae~vieea.--±£-a-~tt±se-:t"'aaienav±gatien-system.-±s-em.~±oyea,-the-~tt±8e

em.issiens-sfia±±-neve~tfie±ess-be-eenfinea-witfiin-the-bana-98

-

~~9--kH~-and:-~hai~

not-eattse-ha:t"'Mftt±-inte~fe~enee-ottts±ae-the-bftnd-to-~tft~±ons-ope~ating-±n

aeee:t"'aanee-with-the-Hegtt±at±ons. In Regions 1 and 3, during the period prior
to the international adoption of any long distance radionavigation system, the
operation of specific radionavigation stations shall be subject to agreements
between administrations whose services, operating in accordance with the Table,
may be affected. Once established under such agreement, radionavigation stations
shall be protected from harmful interference.
Reasons : Because of the exclusive allocation of the radionavigation service, the
first part of the footnote is superfluous.
D/16/16

MOD

3461/167
Only classes Al or Fl, A4 or F4 emissions are authorized in
in the band 99 - ±68 110 - 148.5 kHz for stations of the fixed and maritime mobile
serv1ces. Exceptionally, class A7J emissions are also authorized in the band
~~8 - ~68 110 - 148.5 kHz for stations of the maritime mobile service.
Reasons

Result of the changed Table.
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kHz

D/16/17

110 - 130

MOD

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

110 - 112

110 - 130

110 - 130

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
162

MBf9NAV:f6A:~f9N

MBf9NA:VfGA:qJf9N

3:62

MARITD1E RADIONAVIGATION
3456i_i62

Radio1ocation

163

167

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456()62
Radio1ocation

Radio1ocation

3:68

112 - 115
RABf9NA:Vf6JlrqJf9N

3:62

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
Radio1ocation
163
115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITH1E RADIONAVIGATION
. 3456/162
Radio1ocation
RA:Bf9NAVf6AI:Pf9N

163

167

3:62"

3:68 169

126 - 129
RABf9NA:Vf6A'Pf9N

3:62

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
Radio1ocation
163
129 - 130
FIXED
MARITD-1E MOBILE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
Radio1ocation
MBf9NA:Vf6A:~f9N

163 167 3::68

3::62
3:64 167

3:68

3:62

167

±68 :rr-e
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kHz
110 - 130 (cont'd)

I

Region 1

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

Resultant proposed allocations :
110 - 130

FIXED
MARITD1E MOBILE
~ffiRITIME

RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162

Radiolocation

D/16/18

SUP

3462/168
Reasons : No longer required.

D/16/19

MOD

3463/169
In the band 115- 117.6 kHz the maritime radionavigation
service is the primary service and the fixed and maritime mobile services are
secondary services. In the same band, in France and the Federal Republic of
Germany the fixed and maritime mobile services are primary services and the
maritime radionavigation service is a secondary service.
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.

D/16/20

SUP

3464/170
Reasons : Because of modified FN 3459/165 no longer required.

kHz
130 - 160
D/16/21

MOD

130 - 3::58 148.5

130 - 150 (HOC)

MARITIME MOBILE -34t--6-5i±:r£

FIXED

/FIXED/

HARITIJ'.1E MOBILE

3457/163
3466/173
D/16/22

MOD

3461/167

±56 148.5 - 160
MMH'PfME-M8BffiE

346±J±et: 34fqJ±t:4
BROADCASTING

3461/167
150 - 160 (NOC)
FIXED
r.ffiRITDJIE MOBILE

3lt68f±15 3457/163
3466/173

3461/167

Reasons : The channel spacing for the broadcasting serv1ce shall be based on
integral multiples of 9 kHz.
D/16/23

SUP

3465/172
Reasons : No longer required.
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D/16/24

SUP

3467/174
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.

D/16/25

SUP

3468/175
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.

kHz
200 - 285
Region 1

Region 2

I

Region 3

200 - 285 (NOC)
D/16/26

MOD

255 - 285
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
MAFH!flfME-M9Bfl!E

34e;zJ;I;;z4

Aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
AER9NA:Blfl'f€An
RftB'f6NJt\ffElft'P'f6N

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3469/176
3471/178

34Tefl:TT

Reasons : Suppression of the maritime mobile service in the sense of
Recommendation No. 2 of the Regional Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
(Regions 1 and 3), Geneva, 1975.
Remarks : Shifting of the frequency band for the aeronautical radionavigation.
service is planned.
D/16/27

SUP

3470/177
Reasons : Bands. 285- 325kHz and 415- 495kHz newly allocated to.the
aeronautical,radionavigation service are in exchange for band '255 . . . 285kHz.
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kHz
285 - 405

Region l
D/16/28

MOD

285 - 315

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIONAVIGATION
MARf~fME-RABf9NA¥f8A~f9N

fradiebeB:een~+
AerenB:ttt±ea~-radienavigB:tien

D/16/29

MOD

315 - 325

315 - 325

RADIONAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION

AER9NAB~f8Af:J

MARf~fME-RABf9NA¥f8A~f9N-frad±ebeaeen~+

(WW)

HAB±GNA¥±GA!fl±GN
Ae~enatte±ea~-rad±enav±gaeien

~89

D/16/30

MOD

325 - 405

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aerenattt±ea~-meb±~e

3474/181
Reasons : Extension of the possibilities to be offered to the radionavigation
service.
D/16/31

SUP

3473/180
Reasons : FN 3473/180 contained in the amended proposal.
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kHz

405 - §lG 505

--------------------------------------------------l

I
D/16/32

MOD

Region l

I

Region 3

Region 2

405 - 415

405 - 415

405 - 415

RADIONAVIGATION (radio
direction-finding)

RADIONAVIGATION (radio
direction-finding)

RADIONAVIGATION (radio
direction-findi~

M8Bff:JE-exeep:e-

MARflflfME-RABf8NA¥f6A:Iflf8N

(WW)

fteren~ti:e-±eft±-meb±ie

+r~d±e-d±ree:e-±en

f±nd±ng+-

A:ER8NABg:J1:81lli
RMH8NA:¥1:6A:Iflf8N

f AERONAUJr:tGAL ·
R:AB ±GN.J\.¥ I£A'F IDNf

MA:RfP£ME-RABf8NA:¥f6A:Iflf8N
frad±e-d±ree:e-±enf±nd±ng+

3475/182
Reasons

D/16/33

MOD

3475/182

Not used by mobile servlces.

415 - lt98 495

MARITll-1E MOBILE
/AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION/

3478/185
D/16/34

MOD

3479/186

MOBILE (distress and calling)

3480/187
Reasons

Adaptation to the present situation of allocation.

The present state of the art allows the protected band for the distress
and calling frequency to be narrowed.

D/16/35

NOD

3475/182
The frequency 410 kHz is designated for t~e m~r±:e-±:me
radionavigation service (radio direction-finding). e~her-~±±eeft:e-ed-8erv±ee~-±n
the-b~nd-lt85---lt±5-kH~-8h~±±-ne:e--e~tl8e-h~rmftli-±n~erferenee-:e-e-r~d±e-d±ree:e-±en
f±nd±ng.--fn-:e-he-b~nd-lte5---4±5-kH~-ne-freqtleney-8h~±±-be-~88±gned-~e-ee~8:e
~~~:e-±en8•

Reasons : Better protection of radio direction-finding.

D/16/36

SUP
Reasons : Because of modified FN 3475/182 no longer required.

D/16/37

MOD
Reasons : To be modified according to the Final Acts of the Regional
Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference (Regions land 3), Geneva, 1975.
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kHz

5:t8 505 - 525
Region 1
D/16/38

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

5:!::8 505 -525

5:1::8 505 - 525

5:1::8 505 - 525

MARITIME MOBILE

M8B±±:JE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

Aeronautical mobile

3479/186
A:eren~tt'bieal:

PadieHav:igatieH

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
i

3481/188

Land mobile

HARITIME MOBILE 3479/186

]481/18_§

) 3478/185
Reasons

3482/189
Adaptation to the demand situation
kHz

1 605 - 2 000
D/16/39

MOD

1 605 - 2-888 1 8oo

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation
3485/192 3487/193
348Bf:!::94 3489fl95
3498f:t95A 3486/420
D/16/40

3491/197
1 800 - 2 000

I-10D
(WYJ)

FIXED

AMATEUR

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

AMATEUR

RAB±8NAV±GA':P±8N
RADIODETERMINATION
RADIODETER~INATION

3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3498f:t95A

3492/198

Reasons : Standardization of allocations
D/16/41

MOD

3488/194

±H-A~g~iay-FiH±aHGy-NetaeP±aHGSy-tae-FTRT-ef-GePmaHy 7

AHeaesiayaHa-Nyasa±a.Fl:Gy-YHitea-KiHgaemy-gwitseP±aHay-Gseeaes±e¥akiay-aHa-tae
gHieB-ef-ge~ta-AfPiea-aB:a-~ePP~tePy-ef-geHta-West-AfPieay-aamiHistPatieHs-may

a±±eeate-H~-te-~GG-kHs-te-taeiP-amate~P-seP¥iee-witaiH-tae-ea.HQ-±-1±§ - ~-GGG-kHsT
Hewev:eP--*aeH-a±±eeatiHg-eaaas-witaiH-this-PaHge-te-theiP-amateHP-aamiHistPatieH&
sha±±y-afteP-~PieP-eeHs~±atieR-with-aamiRistPatieHs-ef-Heigaee~PiRg-eeHHtPiesT
take-sHea-ste~s-as-may-ee-HeeessaPy-te-~Pev:eRt-aaPmfH±-iH~ePfePeBee-fpem-taeiP

amateHP-seP¥iee-te-the-fi*ea-aB:a-meei±e-sePv:iees-ef-etaeP-eeHHtPiesT
power of any amateur station shall not exceed 10 watts.

The mean
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Reasons : FN except last sentence superfluous because of proposed worldwide
allocations to the amateur service.
D/16/42

SUP

3490/195A
Reasons : The allocation proposed 1n the Table sufficiently allows the realization
of the radiolocation service.

kHz
2 000 Region 1
D/16/43

MOD

MOD

2 188

Region 2

2 000 - 2 045

2 000 - 2 065 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

3487/193
D/16/44

2-i9~

l

Region 3

3~98fi95A:

2 045 - 2 065
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

D/16/45

D/16/46

MOD

349Bf±95A:

2 065 - 2-iT8 2 176

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED

MARITI:f'.1E MOBILE

f\10BILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3493/200
2 107 - 2-iT8 2 176

MOD

FIXED
3487/193
D/16/47

MOD

:3~9E>fi.~:A.

2-iT8 . ,. 2-i9l+

HO BILE
MOBILE (distress and calling).

2 176 - 2 188
3494/201
D/16/48

MOD

3495/201A

3494/201
The frequency 2 182 kHz is the international distress and
calling frequency for radiotelephony. The conditions for the use of the band
2-iT8 - 2-i9~ 2 176 - 2 188 kHz are prescribed in Article N35/35.
Reasons : The present state of the art allows the protected bandwidth for the
distress and calling frequency to be narrowed.
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kHz

2-±9* 2 188 - 2 850
Region 1
D/16/49

MOD

2-±94 2 188 - 2 300

2 188 - 2 300
2-:-3::94 -

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3487/193
D/16/50

MOD

Region 2

3498f3:95A:

2 300 - 2 498

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202

BROADCASTING 3496/202
3487/193

3498f3:95A
2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)

NOC

2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)
STANDARD FREQUENCY
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203

D/16/51

MOD

3498/203A

2 502 - 2 625
FIXED

D/16/52

MOD

MOD

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)

MOBILE

3499f3:95k

2 625 - 2 650

2 625 - 2 850 (NOC)

HARITil1E MOBILE

FIXED

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

.MOBILE

3*68f3:15 3498f3:95A
D/16/53

3498/203A

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3487/193

3497/203

2 650 - 2 850
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3498f3:95A 3499/205

'l

Region 3
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000
Region l
D/16/54

MOD

HOD

Region 3

3 500 - 3-898 3 520

3 500 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 500 - 3 900 (NOC)

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

Ff*EB

FIXED

FIXED

M8BfbE-exeep'b

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

aerenatt'b~ea~-meb~~e

D/16/55

Region 2

3 520 - 3 800
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3 800 - 3 900 (NOC)
FIXED
AERONAUT~CAL

D/16/56

MOD

MOBILE (OR)

LAND MOBILE

3501/206

3 900 - 3 950

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3502/207

Reasons : (3 500 - 3 800 Region l) Improvement of the working conditions in the ·
amateur service.
Reasons
service.

(3 900 - 3 950 Region l) Additional demand for short-wave broadcasting
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kHz
4 000 - 4 438
Region 1
D/16/57

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

t

I

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED
MARITIME HOBILE

D/16/58

MOD.

4 063 - 4 438

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208

358ltf289

3505/209A

Reasons
- - - : Additional demand for maritime mobile servlce.
D/16/59

SUP

3504/209
Reasons : Elimination of harmful interference to the maritime mobile servlce.

D/16/60

MOD

For the use of carrier frequency lt-3:36.-9 4 125 kHz fa~-'from.
in the zone of
Regions 1 and 2 south of latitude 15° N, including Mexico, and in the zone of
Region 3 south of latitude 250 N, see No. 6643/1351E.
3505/209A

l-uanttary-i9T8-~o-be-rep3:aeed-by-earrier-freqtteney-lt-3:25-kH~+

kHz
5 730 - 7 000
D/16/61

MOD

5 730 - 5-958 5 850

FIXED
MARITIHE MOBILE

D/16/62

MOD

5 850 - 5 950

FIXED
BROADCASTING

D/1{.,/63

NOC

5 950 - 6 200

BROADCASTING

MOD

6 200 - 6 525

MARITIME HOBILE
358Tf23:3:

D/16/64

3508/211A

NOC

6 525 - 6 685

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

NOC

6 685 - 6 765

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

MOD

6 765 - 7 000

FIXED
MARITIME tv10BILE

Reasons : Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting and maritime servlces.
D/16/65

SUP

3507/211
Tieasons : Elimination of harmful interference to the maritime mobile servlce.

D/16/66

MOD

For the use of carrier frequency 6-2elt 6 215.5 kHz t~8-from.
in the zone of
Region 3 south of latitude 25° N, see No. 6648 /1351F.
3508/211A

l-rranttary-t9T8-~o-be-repi~eed-by-earrier-freqtteney-6-23:5.-5-kH~+
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kHz
7 lOO - 8 815
Region 2

Region 1
D/16/67

MOD

Region 3

7 lOO - 7 300

7 lOO - 7 300

7 lOO - 7 300 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

AM:A'±IEBR

BROADCASTING

(WW)
BROADCASTING
3589fEH~

Reasons
scale.

D/16/68

MOD

7 300 -

Necessity of allocating short-wave broadcasting bands on a worldwide

8-~95

7 500

FIXED
BROADCASTING

D/16/69

MOD

7 500 - 8 195

FIXED
MARITD1E MOBILE

D/16/70

MOD

8 .195 - 8 815

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A

35~8fEl3

kHz
9 500 - 9 995

D/16/71

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

MOD

9 775

9-995 9 900

BROADCASTING
FIXED
BROADCASTING

Reasons

D/16/72

MOD

D/16/73

SUP

1.2.._22Q_ -

Increased demand of shor.t-wave broadcasting and maritime services.

9 995

FIXED

3509/212
Reasons : Standardizatio~ of allocations to the broadcasting service of special
importance.

D/16/74

SUP

3510/213
Reasons : Elimination of harmful interference to the maritime mobile service.
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kHz
11 4oo - 12 330
Region l
D/16/75

MOD

11 4oo - ±3::-188 ll 600

I

,

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED

:353::2123::6
D/16/76

HOD

11 600 - 11 700

FIXED
BROADCASTING

D/16/77

NOC

11 700 - 11 975

BROADCASTING

MOD

11 975 - 12 330

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE

Reasons : Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting and maritime radio
services.
D/16/78

SUP

3512/216
Reasons

Better utilization of the frequency spectr.um left for the fixed serv1ce.
kHz
12 330 - 14 000

D/16/79

MOD

12 330 - 13 200

MARITIME MOBILE

35±6f2±3
NOC
NOC
D/16/80

MOD

13 200 - 13 260

.

13 26o - 13 360
'13 36o - ±4-888 13 750

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
FIXED
3513/217

D/16/81

MOD

13 750 - 13 800

FIXED

•.

BROADCASTING

353::3f2±1
D/16/82

MOD

13 800 - 13·875

F~1EEB

BROADCASTING

353::3f2±1
D/lq/83

MOD

13 875 - 13 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

35±3f2±1
D/16/84

MOD

13 900 - 14 000

FIXED

373:::3f2±1
Reasons

Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting serv1ce.
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kHz
14 250 - 14 990

1

Region l
D/16/85

MOD

14 250 - 14 350

Region 2

Region 3

f

AMATEUR

353:4f23:8
D/16/86

MOD

14 350 - 3:4-998 14 700

FIXED

D/16/87

MOD

14 700 - 14 990

FIXED
Radio astronomy
3513A

Reasons : Demand of the radio-astronomy service conforms to
Recommendation Spa2- 7.
D/16/88

ADD

3513A
Administrations are urged to make every effort in the
assignment of frequencies to stations of other radio services in order to protect
radio-astronomy observations against harmful interference.
Reasons : It was proposed to suppress Footnote 3531/233B. The new footnote
suggested offers the advantage of being applicable to any frequency range.

D/16/89

SUP

3514/218
Reasons : To eliminate harmful interference caused to the

amat~ur

serv1ce.

kHz
15 450 - 17 900
D/16/90

MOD

15 450

-

3:5-r:6e 15 6oo

FIXED

---

D/16/91

HOD

15 600 - 15 700

FIXED
BROADCASTING

D/16/92

D/16/93

MOD

15 700 - 15 762

FIXED

NOG

15 762 - 15 768

FIXED

MOD

'15 768 - 16 460

HARITIME MOBILE

·•

FIXED
D/16/94

MOD

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE

353:8f23:3

- 3::r-:ree 17 600

D/16/95

MOD

17 360

D/16/96

MOD

17 600 - 17 700

FIXED
FIXED
Broadcasting

NOC

17 700 - 17 900
Reasons

BROADCASTING

Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting and maritime services.
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kHz
21 750 - 24 990
Region l

D/16/97

I

Region 2

NOC

21 750 - 21 850

FIXED

J.JQD

21 850 - 21 870

RADIO ASTRONOMY

I

Region 3

353:Tf223:B
f.----

D/16/98

~10D

21 870 - 22-eee 21 924

AER8NAB~f8A~

FIXED

AER8NAB~f8A~-M8Bf~E-fR+

D/16/99

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

AER8NAB~f8A~-Ff*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

D/16/100

NOC

22 000 - 22 720

MARITIME MOBILE

MOD

22 720 - 23 200

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE

D/16/101

MOD

23 200 - 23 350

AER8NAB~f8A~-Ff*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
Reasons : Reduced worldwide demand for aeronautical fixed service;
demand for maritime service.
D/16/102

MOD

23 350 - 24 990

increased

FIXED
LAND MOBILE
3§lSJ~~~

D/16/103

SUP

3519/222A

3517/221B
Reasons : For the protection of the radio-astronomy service.

D/16/104

SUP

3518/222
Reasons : Standardization of allocations.
kHz
26 lOO - 27 500

D/16/105

MOD

26 lOO - 27 500

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3522/225

D/16/106

SUP

3523t226

3523/226
Reasons : The allocation to the amateur service at 28 MHz seems to be sufficient.
Since long-distance traffic is handled in the upper HF range, regional allocations
are rejected.
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MHz
27.5 - 37.75
Region l
D/16/107

MOD

Region 2

27.5- 28

27.5- 28

ME~E8R8n88f8An-AfBS

ME~ER8R8n88f8An-AfBS

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

l

Region 3

(WW)

352lti22T
Reasons : Allocation to the meteorological aids serv1ce no longer required (see
Radio Regulations, Recommendation 33).

NOC

AMATEUR

28 - 29.7

A~TEUR-SATELLITE

D/16/108

MOD

29.7 - 30.005

FIXED 3525f228

35261229

3528123:!:

35291232

MOBILE
D/16/109

MOD

30.005 - 30.01

SPACE OPERATION (Satellite identification)
FIXED 35251228

3526f229

3528123:!:

3526f229

352:rf238

3528123:!:

35261229

352:rf23e

3528123! .

MOBILE
SPACE RESEARCH
· · D/16/110

MOD

30.01- 3T•T5 37.5

FIXED 35251228
MOBILE
3530/233A

D/16/111

MOD

37.5- 37.75

FIXED 35251228
MOBILE
RADIO ASTRONOMY

3_538f233:A:
Reasons

Better protection of radio-astronomy observations.

I

j
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D/16/112

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : According to the new proposal, no longer required.

D/16/113

SUP

3525/228

D/16/114

SUP

3526/229

D/16/115

SUP

3527/230

D/16/116

SUP

3528/231

D/16/117

SUP

3529/232
Reasons : Ionospheric scatter stations should be replaced by transmission systems
utilizing frequencies more economically.

D/lG/118

MOD

3530/233A
In Argentina and Uruguay, the bands 36.65 - 36.85 MHz,
41.15 - 41.35 MHz and 45.65 - 45.85 MHz, and in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay,
the band 170.55 - 170.95 MHz, are allocated to the radio-astronomy service and.
In these countries no assignments shall be made to the fixed and mobile services
in these bands.
Reasons : Unambiguous version of the FN.
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HHz
37.75- 50
Region 1
D/16/119

HOD

Region 2

1

I

Region 3

37.75- 38.25
HOBILE

RADIO ASTRONOMY

353±f233B
Reasons : Improved status of the radio-astronomy service. In favour of the
mobile service, the fixed service should be operated in higher frequency ranges.

D/16/120

HOD

38.25 - 41
MOBILE
3532/235

D/16/121

MOD

41 - 47

41 - 50

BR8AB8A:B'I'iNE1

FIXED

3534/236A
41 - 44

:9§;2§/22g

~§2g/23l

Fixed:

3533/236

:9§3§/2~1

FIXED

3525f228

3§~§/2~'f

3525f228

~§~§/2~1

MOBILE

MOBILE

Mobi±e

3534/236A

LAND MOBILE

44 - 50

3534/236A
3536/238 3537/239
3538/240 3539f2lt±

FIXED

3525f228

~§2g/2~l

~§3§/2~1

MOBILE
3530/233A 3534/236A

BROADCASTING

Reasons : Adaptation to the demand situation.
D/16/122

SUP

i

3531/233B
Reasons : Well replaced by proposed new FN 3513A/217A.

!
i

D/16/123

SUP

3535/237
Reasons : Superfluous because of suppression of the broadcasting service and
the FN 3525/228 to 3529/239.

D/16/124

f~OD

3538/240
band 41

47 MHz

i~

In Spain, France, Monaco and the United Kingdom, the
has been allocated to the broadcasting service until •••

Reasons
In the long run, the broadcasting service should cease to operate in
this band so as to protect the land mobile service.
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MHz

47 - 68
Region 1
D/16/125

MOD

Region 2

J

Region 3

47 - 68
BROADCASTING

50 - 54 (NOC)

Mobile

AMATEUR
3542/244 3543/245 3544/246 3545/247

D/16/126

MOD

54 - 68

54 - 68

FIXED 3525f22g

FIXED :3525f22g

3§3§/231l

3536/238
3539/241
3541/243
D/16/127

SUP

3537/239
:3548f242

3§2gf23l: 3§3§f231l

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
3544/246

3540/242
Reasons : The requirements of the mobile service are met by the proposed
allocations on a secondary basis. In the Federal Republic of Germany the fixed
service does not require this band. ·
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MHz

G8 - 75.4
Region 1
D/16/128

HOD

68 -

~lt..-8

73

Region 3

Region 2
68 - 73 (NOC)

68 - 70 (NOC)

Ff*EB

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

NOBILE

BROADCASTING

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

Fixed
3546/248
3548/250

35ltTf2lt9

3553/254
3555/256

3549f25~

3554/255

3558f252
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - · - - - - - - - - 4 70 - 74.6 (NOC)
D/16/129

MOD

73 - 74.6

73 - 74.6 (NOC)

F:E*EB

RADIO ASTRONOMY

FIXED
MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Fixed
3546/248
3548/250

3541f249
3549f25~

~558f252

3551/253A 3552/253B

3555/256
3557/258

3556/257

Reasons :·For radio-astronomy.observations made with the aid of very long basis
interferometers worldwide allocation is aimed at. Reduced demand of the fixed
service can be met by allocation on a secondary basis.

D/16/130

MOD

74.6 -

~lt..-8

74.95

74.6 - 75.4 (NOG)
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

Pf*EB
HOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed .
3546/248
3548/250

3541f2lt9
35lt9f25~

3558fE52
D/16/131

MOD

T4..-8 - T5..-E
74.95 - 75.05
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3558/259

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - f 3558/259
Reasons : (MOD T~..-8 - T5..-E ~- ~). Owing to improved receiver
characteristics, a restriction of the frequency tolerance seems justifiable and
thus necessary.
D/16/132

SUP

3547/249
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

!
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D/lh/133

~D

3548/250
New version : In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, the bands 68- 73 MHz (sound broadcasting) and 76- 87.5 MHz
(television) are also allocated to the broadcasting service and used in accordance
with the Final Acts of the Special Regional Conference, Geneva, 1960.
Reasons : Up-dating of the FN.

D/16/134

SUP

3549/251
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/135

SUP

3550/252
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.
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MHz
75.05 - 100
Region 1
D/16/136

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

I

15-.e - 81-.5
75.05 - 88
Ff1EEB

75.4 - 88 (NOC)

75.4 - 78 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED

FIXED

~10BILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

3554/255
3556/257

3555/256
3565/266

78 - 80 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

3555/256
3560/261

80 - 87 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE
3546/248

3548/250

3553/254
3555/256
3560/261

355Bfe5e 3559fe6e
3560/261 356±fe6e

3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

3562/263
87 - 100 (NOC)
D/16/137

110D

81-.5 88 - lOO

88 - 100 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3563fe6lt 356ltfE65

3553/254
3567/268

3566/267

Reasons : In the interests of the mobile service, the fixed serv1ce should be
operated in higher frequency bands.
Reasons : Adaptation of the band limits to the exclusive allocation in Region 2.
To reduce mutual interference between the broadcasting service and the land mobile
service, band 87.5- 88 HHz should be allocated only to those land serv1ces that
do not cause harmful interference to the broadcasting service.
Remarks : An increase of the lower band limit to 88 MHz assumes allocations to
be extended to 108 MHz.
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D/16/138

SUP

3559/260
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/139

SUP

3561/262
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/140

SUP

3563/264
Reasons : Invalidated by the allocation proposed in the Table.

D/16/141

SUP

3564/265
Reasons : Primary serv1ces of this kind are incompatible.

MHz

100 - 108
Region 1
D/16/142

IviOD

Region 2

100 - l88 104

100 - 108 (NOC)

M8B±IJE-e}('eept

BROADCASTING

I

Region 3

ae~en~ttt~e~l-meb~le-fRt

BROADCASTING

35681269
35T-812T-l
D/16/143

MOD

356912T-8

104
- - 108
BROADCASTING

M8B±IJE-exeept
fte~enftttt±eftl-meb±le

Mobile ex~-~~aeronautical mobile (R)

D/16/144

SUP

35681269
35T-812T-3:

3569f2T-8

Reasons :
---Darmstadt

Increased demand of the broadcasting service, consideration of the
Agreement,

3554/255

3555/256

3557/258

3566/267

3571/272

3568/269
Reasons : No longer requir.ed because of the proposed change ln the Table.

D/16/145

SUP

3569/270
Reasons : No longer required because of the proposed change ln the Table.

D/16/146

SUP

3570/271
Reasons

No longer required because of the proposed change in the Table.
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MHz
132 - 138
Region 1
D/16/147

MOD

132 - 136

1

Region 2

MOD

3:36 - 3:31

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL t.1QBILE (R)
3573/273A 3514fe14

D/16/148

1

3515f214A 3576/274B 3511f215

SPA8E-RESEAB8R-f~p~ee-~e-E~r~h+

3583:fe83:A 3S8efe83:AA
D/16/149

MOD

3:31 136 - 138

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering and tracking)
(sl2ace-to-Earth)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (space-to-Earth)
3578/275A 3580/279A 3583f283:8 3584/281E

Reasons : Demand requires more flexibility ln the form of additional allocations.
D/16/150

SUP

3574/274
Reasons : For the protection of the aeronautical mobile servlce (R).

D/16/151

SUP

3575/274A
Reasons : Period of validity expired.

D/16/152

SUP

3577/275
Reasons : Period.of validity expired.

D/16/153

SUP

3581/281A
Reasons : If FN 3582/281AA can be suppressed, FN 3581/281A will become void.

D/16/154

SUP

3582/281AA
Reasons : For the protection of the space research service.

D/16/155

SUP

3583/281C
Reasons : Protection of the space radio services.
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MHz

D/16/156

MOD

138 - 144

(WH)
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

138 - 143.6

138 - 143.6

138 - 143.6

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

M8B:t:SE

M8B:thE

Space research
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
NOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Space research
(space-to-Earth)

Space research
(space-to-Earth)

143.6 - 143.65

143.6 - 143.65

AER8NAB~:t8Ah-M8B~hE-f8Rf

F~*EB

8PA8E-RESEAR8H

M8B~bE

M8B~bE

BPA8E-RESEAR8H

8PA8E-RESEAR8H

143.6 - 143.65

f~p~ee-~e-E~~~hf

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

f-spaee-~e-EB:1"~h-}

fRJtiH6h68NP:t8Nf
Space research
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

f~paee-~e-E~~~h-1-

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Space research
(space-to-Earth)

Space research
(space-to-Earth)

143.65 - 144

143.65 - 144

143.65 - 144

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

M6BfbE

M6BfbE

Space research
(space-:-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Space research
(space-to-Earth)

Space research
(space-to-Earth)
3579/278
3580/279A 3589/284
Resultant proposed allocations :
138 - 144

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Space research (space-to-Earth)
3579/278

3580/279A 3589/284
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Reasons : Demand necessitates eY.tension to further radio servlces.
D/16/157

SUP

3585/281G
Reasons : Covered by changed Table.

D/16/158

SUP

3586/282A
Reasons : Covered by changed Table.

D/16/159

SUP

3587/283
Reasons : Partially covered by changed Table;
to suppression of the fixed service.

D/16/160

SUP

adaptation of allocations owing

3588/283A
Reasons : Covered by changed Table.

MHz
146 - 150.05
Region l
D/16/161

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

146 - 148 (NOC)

146 - 149.9
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

I

AMATEUR

fRt
3597/289

F±tEEB

148 - 149.9 (NOC)
Fixed
FIXED
MOBILE
3590/285
D/16/162

MOD

359l/285A

149.9 - 150.05

359l/285A 3598/290
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
35~1285£

3593/285C

Reasons : Demand situation prevailing ln the land mobile servlce necessitates
restriction of other servlces.
D/16/163

MOD

359l/285A
The band 148 - 149.9 MHz may be authorized for space
telecommand until 1990, subject to agreement between the Administrations concerned
and those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected. The bandwidth of an individual transmission shall not exceed
2:_ 3::5 .2_ kHz.
Reasons : 2:_ 15 kHz not sufficient for accurate satellite tracking; after 1990,
shift to higher frequency bands.

D/16/164

SUP

3592/285B
Reasons : Protection of the radionavigation-satellite servlce (see Radio
Regulations, Recommendation No. Spa 8).
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MHz
150.05 - 174

D/16/165

MOD

Region l

Region 2

150.05 - 3::53:: 153

150.05 - 3:r:4 153

150.05 - 170 (NOC)

Ff*EB

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile fR1-

MOBILE

MOBILE

Region 3

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

353±f233B 3590/285
359#f28~A-

D/16/166

MOD

3::53:: - 3::53
Ff*EB
M8BfbE-e~eept

~eren~ttt~ea3:-meb~3:e-fR1-

PJ\:B±8-AS'PR9N8M¥
fME'PE8R8b86f8Ab-AfBSf
353if~33B

D/16/167

MOD

3594f2BeA

3495/201A 3530/233A
3595/287

153 - 3::54 156

153 - 174

Ff*EB

FIXED

3598f2B5

except
aeronautical mobile fR1-

~10BILE

MOBILE

fME'PE8R8b86f8Ab-A±BSf
3590/285
D/16/168

MOD

3::54 - 3::56
Ff*EB
H8BfbE-e~eep'b

~eren~tt'b~e~3:-meb~3:e-fR1-

3495/201A 3595/287
3598/290

3598f2B5
D/16/169

HOD

156 - 174
170 - 174 (NOC)

Ff*EB

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3495/201A 3590/285
3595/287 359ef9.BB

3495/201A
3530/233A 3595/287

Reasons : The demand situation prevailing in the mobile service requires a
restriction of the fixed service which should be shifted to frequency ranges
above l GHz.
D/16/170

SUP

3594/286A
Reasons : Covered by the changed Table.

D/16/171

SUP

3596/288
Reasons : Incompatibility with the mobile service.

j
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MHz
174 - 235
Region l
D/16/172

MOD

Region 2

174 - 216

174 - 216

BROADCASTING

FIXED

Region 3

MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3599/291
3601/293
D/16/173

MOD

3600/292
3682f294

3682f29~

3603/295

3604/296

216 - 223

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - 225 (NOC)

A:ER8NA:t:J!fl±8A:!:J

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

R.A:I~:tGUA¥:tCA';;CIOI\l

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

Radiolocation
RADIOLOCATION

3685f29T
36e:rf299
3609/301

3606/298
3608/300

1-----------------J
D/16/174

MOD

220 - 225 (NOC)

223 - 235
AMATEUR
MOBILE
RADIOLOCATION

3615/306
3617/308

225 - 235 (NOC)

225 - 235 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

A:ER8NA.B'I'±8A.!:J
RA:B±8NA:V±6A'I'±8N

3616/307

Fixed
Meb±±e

3605/297
3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

Reasons : To protect the broadcasting service against harmful interference.
D/16/175

SUP

3602/294
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/176

MOD

3605/297

(First two paragraphs : NOC;

third paragraph SUP.)

~he-adm±n±~tr~t±ens-emp±eying-the-~eren~tttie~±
r~d±enavigatien-serviee-sha±±-net-eperate-airberne-eqttipment-dttring-f±ights-ever

eettntries-in-wh±eh-the-b~nd-2:±6

-

223-MH~-±s-ttsed-e~e:±ttsive:±y-fer-the-bre~de~~ting

~erv:ree.-

Reasons : Result of the changed Table.
D/16/177

MOD

3610/302
In Austria ~nd, Switzerland a.nd the Federal Republic of
Germany, the band 223 - 230 MHz is allocated on a permitted basis to the
broadcasting service; the band 230 - 235 MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile
serv1ces.
Reasons : Increased demand of the broadcasting serv1ce.
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MHz

400.15 - 401
Region l

D/16/178

HOD

400.15 - 401

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
HETEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
fM~±n~en~nee-~exeme~er±ng+

SPACE RESEARCH (Telemetering and tracking)
SPACE OPERATION

3627/313
Reasons

3628/314

Demand requires additional allocation.

MHz

4ol - 4o6
D/16/179

MOD 1401 - 402

!

SPACE OPERATION f~exeme~er±ng1 3b39f3l5A

I
I

Fixed

I

I

I

Meteorological-Satellite (Earth-to-space)

I

Bobile except aeronautical mobile

I

3628/314

I

NOC

:METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

402 - 403

3629/315

363l/315B 3632/315C 3633/316

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Meteorological-Satellite (Earth-to-space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile

3628/314
NOC

403 - 406

3629/315

3632/315C 3633/316

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile

3628/314
Reasons

D/16/180

SUP

Changed demand situation.

3630/315A
Reasons : Covered by changed Table.

3629/315

3633/316
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HHz

406.1 - 420
Region l

D/16/181

HOD

4o6 .1 - lno

I

:Region 2

l

Region 3

FIXED
HOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Ri-\JH8-A:S'PR8H8M¥

D/16/182

MOD

4lo - 1t2e 414

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY

3628/314
D/16/183

MOD

414 - 420
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

3628/314
Reasons·: Better protection of the radio-astronomy service against the
meteorological aids service below 406 HHz; 4 MHz shift of the radio-astronomy
servlce results in a subdivision of the frequency band for the-land mobile
service into an upper and a lower band.
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MHz
420 - 470
Region 1
D/16/184

MOD

Region 2

420 - 430

420 - 450

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Amateur

I

Region 3

Radiolocation

D/16/185

MOD

430 - 448 434
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION

3e36f3lg 364ef3l9
3642f3l9B 3643/320
3644f328A 3645/321
3e46f3ee
D/16/186

IilOD

434 - 440
Alv'f.ATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

RAB3:8b88Aili3:8N
3636f3lg 364ef3l9
3642f3l9B 3643/320
3644f328A 3645/321
3646f322
D/16/187

~10D

440 - 4 50
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

3636f3ig

364ef3i9

3641/319A
Reasons : Restriction of the radiolocation service to protect the
amateur-satellite service.
D/16/188

MOD 1450 - 460

FIXED
MOBILE 3638/318B 3639/318C

3636f3±g
D/16/189

MOD

460 - 470

3641/319A

FIXED
MOBILE 3638/318B 3639/318C
Meteorological-Satellite (space-to-Earth) ~?:t-/~!JA
3650/324B

D/16/190

SUP

3636/318
Reasons : No necessity of accommodating radio altimeters, which cannot be
protected by the way, in this range. Footnote partially out of date.
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D/16/191

SUP

3637/318A
Reasons : According to the Table, secondary status for the meteorologicalsatellite service with the aim of protecting the mobile service.

D/16/192

SUP

3640/319
Reasons : To protect the services indicated 1n the Table.

D/16/193

SUP

3642/319B
Reasons : To protect the amateur-satellite serv1ce.

D/16/194

SUP

3644/320A
Reasons : Considered in the Table.

D/16/195

MOD

3645/321

fn-Att~~~~~,-P~~~ttg~±,-~he-Fede~~±-Repttb±~e-~f-6e~m~ny,

¥ttg~-s±~:''=""'~a-and-Swi~~e~±~nd

In Region 1, the frequency 433.92 MHz is designated
for industrial, scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined
within the limits of~ 0.2 %of that frequency. Radiocommunications services
operating within those limits must accept any harmful interference that may be
experienced from the operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.
Reasons : Standardization of Iill1 allocation.
D/16/196

SUP

3646/322
Reasons : Protection of the amateur service, standardization of allocations.
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MHz

D/16/197

MOD

470 - 960

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

470 - 582

470 - 898 790

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

Region 3

BROADCASTING

582 - 606

335

BROADCASTING

585 - 610

R:ABf8NA¥f6Af!lf8N

RABf8NA¥f6A~f8N

325

327

328

BROADCASTING

329

606 - 790

330B 336

BROADCASTING

610 - 790

337

FfjfHB
H8BfbE

329
331

330
332

BROADCASTING

330A
332A

329A 332

332A

330B 332

332A 338

790 - 890

790 - 890

790 - 890

FIXED

BR8AB6ASfilfN6

FIXED

BR8AD8ASI!?fN6

FIXED

MOBILE

~,jOBILE

MOBILE

BR8AB8A81!?fN6

329

331

333 33lt

329A 332

332A

338B 332

332A 338

890 - 942

890 - 942

890 - 942

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

BR8AB8AS!:flfN6

MOBILE

MOBILE

Radio3:oe~t-~on

R:ABf8n88A~f8N

BR8AB8ASq:I:fN6

MOBILE
329

331

333

339A

942 - 960

1339A 340

339

339A

1942 - 960 .

942 - 960

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

· BOBILE

f,10BILE

BR8AB8A8'P:EN6

I

BR8AB8ASfilfN6

3654/329
3662/333

II

3659/331
.......

rr,....J--.""""~r-..l't.

jOO)I/ YY::JH

!

3667/338 3668/339
13669/l39A

oUn loon'

..JUV;?f ..J..J./"'

Resultant proposed allocations :
470 - 790

BROADCASTING
3651/325 3652/327
3657/330A 3659/331

790 - 960

3653/328
3660/332

3656/330

3662/333

3669/339A

FIXED
MOBILE 3670/340
3645/329

3659/331

339

339
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Reasons : The demand exerted by the broadcasting servlce can be met \·ri thin a
coherent frequency range with an upper limit of 790 MHz. The existing demand
of the fixed service and the increasinG demand of the mobile service require
additional allocations.
D/16/198

MOD

In the United Kingdom, the band 582 - 606 MHz i~ will be
3651/325
allocated, on a primary basis, to the aeronautical radionavigation service and
on a secondary basis to the radiolocation service until the revision of the 1961
Stockholm Agreement.

D/16/199

NOC

3652/327
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the reVlSlOn of the 1961

D/16/200

NOC

3653/328
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the reVlSlOn of the 1961

D/16/201

NOC

3656/330
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the revision of the 1961

D/16/202

NOC

3657/330A
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the revision of the 1961

D/16/203

NOC

3659/331
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the reVlSlOn of the 1961

D/16/204

NOC

3660/332
Stockholm Agreement.

FN should be maintained until the revision of the 1961

Reasons : A reasonable revision of the Agreement lS possible only if the band
470 - 790 MHz is allocated en bloc.
D/16/205

SUP

3661/332A
Reasons : Owing to the possibility of using higher frequency ranges and the
existence of a frequency plan for the· satellite-broadcasting service operating
in the 12 GHz band, this footnote is dispensable.

D/16/206

SUP

3663/334
Reasons

To protect the fixed and mobile services.

Remarks
A temporary regulation may be required until the revlslon of the
Regional Agreement.on the:European Broadcasting Zone, Stockholru 1961.
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MHz
1 215 - 1 350
Region l
D/16/207

!·10D

1 215 - 1 300

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Amateur-Satellite

3e:ref34e
NOC

3673/343

3e:r4f344 3e:r5f34s

1 300 - 1 350
Tv10D 3676/346
Reasons : To enable the amateur service to use satellite techniQues in this
band, too.

D/16/208

SUP
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.
3673/343
In the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium, France,
Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden, band 1 215 - 1 300 MHz is
additionally allocated to the radionavigation service.

D/16/209

Reasons : Existing demand requires extension of the footnote.
D/16/210

SUP
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/211

SUP
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/212

HOD

3676/346
The use of the bands 1 300 - l 350 MHz, 2 700 - 2 900 MHz
and 9 000 - 9 200 r.mz by the aeronautical radionavigation service is restricted
to ground-based radars and,-~n-the-£tttttre, to associated airborne transponders
which transmit only on frequencies in these bands and only when actuated by
radars operating in the same band.
Reasons : Transponders meanwhile introduced.
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MHz

1 350 - 1 429
Region 1
D/16/213

1 350 - 1 400

MOD

Region 2

I

Region 3

1 350 - 1 4oo
-·

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED
MOBILE
RADIOLOCATION

D/16/214

39191349 3680/349A

3919134-9 3680/349A

NOC

1 4oo - 1 427

RADIO ASTRONOMY

MOD

1 427 - 1 429

SPACE OPERATION f9?e:l:eee:mmand+
Ff*EB
M8BfnE-e~ee~t-aerenattt~ea:l:-meb~±e

Reasons : Owing to the suppression of the restriction "telecoillllland" and exclusive
allocation, better adaptation to system conditions ..
D/16/215

SUP

3679/349
Reasons : Validity of the F.N expired.

MHz

l 525 - 1 535
D/16/216

MOD

1 525 - l 53'5

1 525 - 1 535

1 525 - 1 535

(WW)
SPACE OPERATION
-f9?e:l:emeter~ng+

SPACE OPERATION
368:!:f358A · f9?e:l:emeter~ng+ 368if358A
Earth-Ex~:l:erat~en

SPACE OPERATION
f9?e:l:emeter~ng+

368:!:f358A

Ff*EB 3682f358B

Sate±:l:~te

Earth-Exp:l:er-at~efi
Sate:l::l:~te

Earth-Ex~:l:erat~efi

· Mobile except
aeronautical mobile

Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
l 3683f3588

Fixed

l

Mob±:l:e

I

Fixed

368~f358B

Sate:l::l:~te

Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed

Reasons : Suppression of the restrictions allows better adaptation to the system
conditions.
D/16/217

SUP

3681/350A
Reasons : Considered in the Table.
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D/16/218

SUP

3682/350B
Reasons : Considered in the Table .

D/16/219

SUP

3683/350C
Reasons :To protect the space operation servlce (see Resolution No. Spa 3).

MHz
l 558.5 - l 636.5
I

D/16/220

noD

Region l
1 558.5 - l-636-;-5
l 611.5

I

MOD

l 611.5 - l 612.5

I

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3685/352

D/16/221

Region 2

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D 3695f352K

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Radio astronom;y
3685/352

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D

3695f352K 35l3A
D/16/222

HOD

l 612.5 - l 636.5

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3685/352

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D 3695f352K

Reasons : Important for observation on the OH line. Because of the significance
of the OH line for radio astronomy, inclusion of the band concerned (instead of
FN 3695/352K) in the Table.
D/16/223

SUP

3695/352K
Reasons : Because of the inclusion of the radio-astronomy servlce in the mentioned
bands of the Table, FN no longer required.
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MHz
l 660 - 1 710
Region l
D/16/224

MOD

1 660 - l 670

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

ME~E8R8b86f8Ab-AfBB

RADIO ASTRONOMY

Reasons : Frequency band of importance for observation on the OH line and
continuum measurements. The band 402 - 406 HHz is sufficient for the
meteorological aids service.
D/16/225

MOD

l 670 - l 690

I·11ETEOROLOG ICAL AIDS
FIXED
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 3649/324A
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

3e9:rf354
D/16/226

MOD

l 690 - l 700

l 690 - l 700

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)

!
i

I

I

Fixed

!

Mobile except
aeronautical mobiie

D/16/227

MOD

3650/324B 3698f354A

3650/324B 3698f354A 3700/354C

1 700 ""'" 1 710

l 700 - l 710 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

SPA8E-HEBEAR8H

MOBILE

f~pB.ee-~e-EB:r'bht

SPACE RESEARCH (space-to-Earth)
Meteorological-Sat~llite

{s}2ace-to-Earth~

Mobile
370l/354D

370l/354D

Reasons : Suppression of the space research service because of lack of demand.
D/16/228

SUP

3696/353A
Reasons : In the case of exclusive allocation to the radio astronomy service,
FN superfluous.
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l/16/229

SUP

3697/354
Reasons
Because of proposed exclusive allocation, FN superfluous for the band
l 660 - l 670 MHz; protection cannot be ensured for other bands.

)/16/230

SUP

3698/354A
Reasons : To protect the radio-astronomy and meteorological-satellite services.

)/16/231

SUP

3699/354B
Reasons : See SUP 3698/354A.
MHz
l 710 - l 790
Region 1

D/16/232

!10D

Region 2

l 710 - 3:-'T'T8 1 720

l 710 - 1 '770

FIXED

FIXED

Mobile

MOBILE

I

Region 3

3695f352K 3702/356
D/16/233

HOD

l 720 - 1 721
FIXED
Mobile
Radio astronom;y::

3695f352K 3702/356
D/16/234

I·10D

3513A

l 721 - 1 770
FIXED
TJ!obile

3695f352K 3702/356
Reasons

3695f352K 3703/356A

Frequency band of importance for observation on the OH line.
'

D/16/235

MOD

1 770 - 1 790

l 770 - 1 790

FIXED

FIXED

j Metee~e3:e~±ea3:-8a~e±±~~e
?it-e4-f3-56Mr

IIviOBILE
Meteorological-Satellite

Mobile
3702/356

3'T94f356AA
3703/356A

Reasons : Meteorological-Satellite serv1ce suppressed so as to avoid interference
to the fixed serv1ce.
D/16/236

SUP

3704/356AA
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.
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MHz
2 300 - 2 450
Region l
D/16/237

D/16/238

MOD

MOD

2 300

- e-4se

2 31o

Region 2

I

Region 3

2 300 - 2 450 (NOC)

FIXED 3710/358

RADIOLOCATION

Amatettr

Amateur

Mob±3:e

Fixed

Radio3:oeEttion

Mobile

2 310 - 2 320
FIXED
AmEttettr
Mob±3:e

Radiolocation
3710/358
D/16/239

MOD

2 32o - 2 4oo
F·BEEB
Am~tettr

Mobile

MOBILE
Radioiocation
3710/358
D/16/240

MOD

2 400 - 2 450
F:E*EB

Amatettr
Mobi3:e
Radio3:oeation

AMATEUR
I

~

fu~TEUR-SATELLITE

3709/357
3T3:3:f359

3710/358

3709/357

3712/360

Reasons : Chan~ed ~emand situation in the range b~tween 2 300 and 2 400 MHz;
satelllte appllcatlon planned by the amateur servlce.
D/16/241

SUP

3711/359
Reasons : After change of table, no longer required.
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Hliz
2 450 - 2 655
Region l
D/16/242

MOD

2 450 - 2 500

2 450 - 2 500 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MeB±±:JE

MOBILE

Radiolocation

RADIOLOCATION

3709/357
D/16/243

MOD

Region 2

31l3f36~

I

Region 3

3709/357

2 500 - 2 550

2 500 - 2 535

FIXED 372l/364C

FIXED 372l/364C

M8B±±:JE-e~eept;

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)

aeren~tt'b~e~~-meb~le

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B
31~~f36lA

D/16/244

MOD

3723/364E 3724/364F

2 535 - 2 550
FIXED 372l/364c

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B

D/16/245

HOD

3717/363

31l~f36M

31l6f362

3724/364F
FIXED 372l/364C

2 550 - 2 655

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B

31l6f362

3717/363

3718/364

3724/364F

Reasons : To ensure full utilization of the frequency range by the fixed service.
Satellite-broadcasting service not intended to be introduced and protected in the
Federal Republic of Germany.
D/16/246

SUP

3713/361
Reasons : To protect the

D/16/247

SUP

f~xed

servlce.

3714 /36lA
Reasons : To protect the fixed service.

D/16/248

SUP

3716/362
Reasons : To protect the fixed serv1ce.

D/16/249

MOD

3717/363

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the band

2-558 2 500 - 2 690 :MHz is allocated to the fixed service; and the band
2 690 - 2-188 2 695 MHz is also allocated to the fixed service.
Reasons : Adaptation to the CCIR channel arrangement and protection of existing
radio-relay systems.
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MHz
2 655 - 2 700
Region 1
D/16/250

MOD

I

Region 2

2 655 - e-69e 2 670

2 655 - 2 690

FIXED 3721/364C
3:reef364B

FIXED 3721/364C 3t22f364B

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

M8B:E!:JE-exeep'b
aerenatt'b~eai-meb~±e

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B 3726/364H

3717/363 3:ri8f364
Tr24/364F 3725/364G
D/16/251

MOD

2 670 - 2 690
FIXED 3721/364C
3:reef364B

M8B:Ef:JE-exeep'b
aerenatt'b~ea±-meb~±e

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H
Radio astronom;y:

D/16/252

NOD

3717/363 3:riBf364
3724/364F 3725/364G

3723/364E 3724/364F 3725/364G

2 690 - 2 700

RADIO ASTRONOMY

353±fe33B 3717/363

3719/364A 3:reef364B

Reasons : To fulfill the minimum requirements of the radio,...astronomy service.
D/16/253

(Not used.)
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MHz

2 700 - 3 400
Region l
NOC

J

I

Region 2

Region 3

2 700 - 2 900
MOD 3676/346

NOC

2 900 - 3 lOO

RADIONAVIGATION 3728/367

3729/367A 3730/367B

Radiolocation
D/16/254

t.10D

3 lOO - 3 300

RADIOLOCATION
Earth ExEloration-Satellite (active sensors)

369Tf354

3731/368

3 300 - 3 400

3 300 - 3 400

RADIOLOCATION

RADIOLOCATION

3732/369

Amateur
3734A

3'f33f3T6 3T3ltf3'f3::
Reasons
band.
D/16/256

SUP

3739/376

3734A

The planned use of active sensors requires allocations 1n this frequency

3733/370
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/257

SUP

3734/371
Reasons

D/16/258

ADD

Protection cannot be ensured.

3734A
The band 3 325 - 3 360 I~Hz shall be protected for the
radio-astronomy service under agreements concluded between the Administrations
concerned and those having services operating in this band in accordance with the
Table.
Reasons

To protect observation on two spectral lines.
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MHz
4 200 - 4 700
Region l
D/16/259

MOD

4 200 - 4 400

~

Region 2

I

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3686/352A 3743/379A 3744/381

D/16/260

MOD

4 400 - 4 700

Region 3

3145-1382

3148-1383

FIXED
F~*EB-SA~E~~~PE-fE~r~h-~e-~p~ee+

r!OBILE
Reasons : New allocation for the fixed satellite serv1ce between 6 425 and
6 725 MHz
D/16/261

SUP

3735/372
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/262

SUP

3736/373
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/263

SUP

3745/382
Reasons : To protect the aeronautical radionavigation serv1ce.

D/16/264

SUP

3748/383
Reasons : No demand for the fixed service.
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MHz

4 700 - 5 000
Region 2

Region 1
D/lG/265

MOD

4 700 - 4 990

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio astronom;y:

353lf233B 369Tf354
D/16/266

r·.10D

3T46f382A 314Tf382B 3513A

4 990 - 5 000

4 990 - 5000 (NOC)

4 990 - 5 000

FIXED

RADIO ASTRONOMY

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

353lf233B

3r49/383A

353lf233B

Reasons : The significance of observation on the formaldehyde line justifies
inclusion in the Table.
D/16/267

SUP

3746/382A
Reasons : FN superfluous because of the proposed allocation, on a secondary
basis, to the radio-astronomy service.

D/16/268

SUP

3747/382B
Reasons : FN superfluous because,of the proposed allocation, on a secondary
basis, to the radio-astronomy service.
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MHz
5 250 - 5 725
Region 1
D/16/269

MOD

5 250 - 5 255

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
Space research

D/16/270

MOD

5 255 - 5 350

RADIOLOCATION
315~f38~

NOC

5 350 - 5 460

3752/384A

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 3753/385
Radio1ocation

NOC

5 460 -' 5 470

RADIONAVIGATION 3753/385
Radiolocation

D/16/271

MOD

5 470 - 5 650

IviARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
Radio1ocation
315~f386

D/16/272

MOD

5 650 - 5 670

3755/387

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

3156f388
D/16/273

MOD

5 670 - 5 725

3757/389

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Space research (deep space)

3156f388
SUP

3757/389

3752/389A

3751/384
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/275

SUP

3754/386
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/276

MOD

3756/388

In the Federal Republic of Germany

5-659---5-115-MH~-±~-~lloeaeed-~o-~he-ama~ettr-~e~v±ee-and

~he-b~nd

the band

5-115 5 755 - 5 850 MHz is allocated additionally to the fixed service.
Reasons : Allocation to the amateur service, as proposed in the Table, sufficient;
adaptation to the demand of the fixed service.
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MHz
5 725 - 5 850
Region l
D/16/277

MOD

Region 2

5 725 - 5 850

5 725 - 5 850 (NOC)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

RADIOLOCATION

I

Region 3

Amateur
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

3691f354

3756/388
3759/390 3760/391
376l/391A

3757/389

3760/391

376l/391A

MHz
6 425 - 7 300
D/16/278

6 425 - 1-258 6 725

MOD

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
3743/379A 3762/392AA 3163f392B 3767/393

D/16/279

6 725 - 7 250

MOD

FIXED
~10BILE

i

3143f319A 3762/392AA 3763/392B 3767/393

i
D/16/280

MOD

7 250 - 7 300

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)

3r64f392B 3765/392G
Reasons

Increased demand of the fixed satellite servlce.

Remarks
The extension of the band for the fixed satellite service involves
the requirement that in the frequency band 6 425 - 6 725 MHz the maximum
permissible equivalent radiated power and the maximum permissible transmitting
power are fixed to 60 dBW and 17 dBW, respectively. (See proposal concerning
Article N25.)
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MHz
7 300 - 7 750
Region l
D/16/281

MOD

7 300 - 7 450

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

D/16/282

MOD

7 450 - 7 550

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

D/16/283

MOD

7 550 - 7 750

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

Reasons : Restricted compatibility between the meteorological-satellite and
aeronautical servlces.
D/16/284

SUP

3764/392D
Reasons : No demand known.

MHz
8 215 - 8 400
D/16/285

MOD

8 215 - 8 400

8 215 - 8 400 (NOC)

8 215 - 8 4oo

FIXED

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE (spaceto-Earth)

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED
MOBILE

MOBILE
Earth ExplorationSatellite (spaceto-Earth)

D/16/286

SUP

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
MOBILE

3768/394
Reasons : To protect the fixed service.

Earth ExplorationSatellite (space-toEarth)
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.MHz

8 500 - 9 500
Region 1
D/16/287

MOD

8 500 - 8 750

I

Region 2
RADIOLOCATION

3b9Tf354
NOC

8 750 - 8 850

I

Region 3

3TT2f395

RADIOLOCATION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 3773/396
3774/397

D/16/288

t10D

8 850 - 9 000

BADIOLOCATION
3774/397

NOC

3TT5f39B

9 000 - 9 200

MOD 3676/346
D/16/289

MOD

9 200 - 9 300

RADIOLOCATION
3774/397

NOC

9 300 - 9 500

3TT5f398

RADIONAVIGATION 3729/367A 3730/367B
Radio1ocation
3776/399

D/16/290

SUP

3772/395
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/291

SUP

3775/398
Reasons : Protection cannot be ensured.

D/16/292

(Not used.)
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HHz
9 500 - 10 500
Region 1
D/16/293

MOD

9 500 - 9-gee 9 6oo

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION

3115f39g
D/16/294

MOD

9 600 - 9 800

RADIOLOCATION
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (active)

3115f39g
Reasons

NOC

Demand situation requires allocation for active sensors.

9 800 - 10 000

RADIOLOCATION
Fixed
3777/400

D/16/295

MOD

10 000 - 10 500

3778/401

3779/401A

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3779/401A 3780/402

D/16/296

SUP

3781/403
Reasons : No longer required.

31g:tf483
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GHz
10.5 - 10.6
Region 1
D/16/297

MOD

Region 2

10.5 - l8·55 10.6

10.5 - l8·55 10.6

FIXED

FIXED
--

l-10BILE

MOBILE

Radiolocation

RA.B±8b88AC£1±8N

I

Region 3

(w~<l)

Radiolocation

4e4
j____

I re.-55

- re.-6

F±*EB
M8B±bE
R~d:telee~t-:ten

D/16/299

SUP

3782/ho4
Reasons : The radiolocation service must take account of the primary servlces.
No further restrictions required.
GHz
10.6 - 10.7

D/l()/300

r10D

10.6 - 10.68

FIXED
MOBILE

RAB±8-ASC£1R8N8M¥
Radio astronomy
Radiolocation
Earth Exploration-Satellite (passive)

D/16/301

MOD

10.68 - 10.7

RADIO ASTRONOMY
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)
3784/h05B

Reasons : Demand requires allocations for passive sensors.
D/16/302

SUP

3783/404A
Reasons : No longer applicable because of changed Table.
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GHz.
}(l .

Ree;ion
D/16/303

7 - 12 . 5
Per,ion 3

Rer,ion ?
FIXED

l'·10D

FIXED-SATELLITE ( spac:_e-to-E~th_)
ti10BILE
10.05 - 11.2 (NOC)

10.95- 11.2 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED-SATELLITE ( Eart1J-to-space)
MOBILE

MOBILE
D/16/304

MOD

ll. 2 -

ll. 45

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(~pace-to-Earth)

HO BILE
NOC

11.45- 11.7

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)

11.7- 12.5 (NOC)

11.7- 12.2 (NOC)

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3786/405BB 3787/405BC

MOD 3785/405BA

12.2- 12.5 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
1

MOD 3785/405BA

BROJ\.DCASTING

Reasons : Demand requires extension of the allocation for the fixed satellite
service.
Remarks : Feeder links for the satellite-broadcasting service should be provided
for in the 18 GHz band. Instead, the band 10.95 - 11.2 GHz should be reserved
for other purposes.
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D/16/305

MOD

3785/405BA
In the band 11.7- 12.2 GHz in Region 3 and in the
band 11.7- 12.5 GHz in Region l, existing and futured fixed, mobile and
broadcasting services shall not cause harmful interference to broadcastingsatellite stations operating in accordance with the dee±g±eng-e£-the-apprepr±ate
broadea~ting-freqtteney-a~~±gnment-p±ann±ng-eenferenee-f~ee
Re3~lttti~n-N~~-Spfi2---27-find-th±5-reqn±rement-3hal±-be-tfiken-int~-fiee~ttnt-±n
the-deei~±en~-ef-that-eenfe~enee~
Final Acts of the World Administrative
Radio Conference for broadcasting-satellite frequency assignment planning ln the
bands 11.7- 12.2 GHz (in Regions 2 and 3) and 11.7- 12.5 GHz (in Region 1),
Geneva, 1977.

Reasons : Result of the decisions of that Conference.
GHz
12.5- 15.35
Region 2

Region l
12.5- 12.75

NOC

(space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space)

D/16/306

HOD

12.5 - 12.75

12.5- 12.75

I FIXED

I

: ·FIXED-SATELLITE

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

3788/405BD
3789/405BE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

12.75- 13.25

FIXED

!

l FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

i

;
;

1

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
D/16/307

13.25 - 13.4

MOD

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Space research
3791/4o6

D/16/308

HOD

1

13.4 - ±4 13.5

3T92f4eq

3193f~eqA

RADIOLOCATION
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (active)
Space research

I

!

3192f4eq

I

D/16/309

MOD

3T93f~eqA 319~f4e8

3798/409

I
,-

RADIOLOCATION

!

Space research

I

13.5 - 14

I

I
Remarks : The lOO MHz for the earth exploration-satellite service (active)
can also be allocated alternatively between 13.5 and 14 GHz.
Reason for allocation to the earth exploration-satellite servlce
requires allocation for active sensors.

Demand
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GHZ
12.5 - 15.35 (cont'd)
Region 1
D/16/310

MOD

14 - 14.3

1

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
RADIONAVIGATION 3795/408A
Space research

Reason for the inclusion of the space research service in the Table between
13.25 and 14.3 GHz : To enable the use of tracking data relay satellite systems
(TDRSS).

D/16/311

NOC

14.3- 14.4

NOC

14.4 - 14.5

MOD

14.5- i5·35 14.7

FIXED
MOBILE
3796/408B 3797/408C

D/16/312

MOD

14.7- 14.9

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio astronomy
3796/408B 3T9Tf~e8e 3513A

D/16/313

MOD

14.9 - 15.35

FIXED
M0BILE
3796/4o8B 3797/4o8c

Reasons : Demand requires additional allocation.
D/16/314

SUP

3792/407
Reasons

D/16/315

SUP

To protect services according to the Table.

!

3793/407A
Reasons : Considered in the Table.

D/16/316

SUP

3794/408
Reasons : To protect services according to the Table .

D/16/317

MOD

3797/408C
i~.~85

-

i~•5l5

At the end, read: ... harmful interference ln the band
14.4 - 14.6 GHz.

Reasons : Observation on the formaldehyde line requires greater protected
bandwidth.
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GHz
15.35- 17.7
Region 1
D/16/318

MOD

15.35 - 15.4

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

RAB:f6-AS!f1R8N8M¥

I
I

3!:f99flt69€
15.4- 15.7

J

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3686/352A 3687/352B 3!:f92flt9!:f

D/16/320

~JIOD

15.7- 17.7

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (active)
RADIOLOCATION

3192f4e!:f

319ltflte8

Reasons : Demand requires additional allocations.
D/16/321

SUP

3799/409C
Reasons : Considered in the Table.

I

I

MOBILE

MOD

i

I

!

FIXED

D/16/319

!

I
I
I
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GHz
17.7- 23.6
Region 1
D/lh/':1..22

MOD

17.7- 19.7

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space) 3800A
M8BfhE

l

NOC

l
j

19.7

-

21.2

FIXED-SATELLTE (space-to-Earth)

1

I

D/16/323.

MOD

!

!

3800/409E
21.2 - 22

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
FIXED
M8BfhE

D/16/324

MOD

j

22 -

22-:-5

22.21

FIXED
M8BfhE

D/16/325

MOD

22.21 - 22.26

FIXED
M6BfhE
RADIO ASTRONOMY
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)

D/16/326

MOD

22.26- 22.5

FIXED
M8BfhE
Earth Exploration-Satellite (passive)

D/16/327

MOD

22.5 -

23

23.2

22.5 - 23 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MeBfhE

MOBILE
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3802/410B
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GHz
17.7- 23.6 (cont'd)
Region l
D/16/328

MOD

23 23.2 - 23.6

Region 2

Region 3

FBEEB

MOBILE
Reasons : The significance of the spectral line 22.235 GHz calls for better
protection; thus inclusion in the Table.
Demand requires allocations for passive sensors. Additions at
17.7- 19.7 GHz for feeder links to broadcasting satellites. Suppression of
the allocation for the mobile service between 17.7 and 23.2 GHz and the fixed
service between 23.2 and 23.6 GHz, respectively, so as to obtain unambiguous
allocations for the development of these services.
D/16/329

ADD

3800A
The uplink in the fixed satellite service must only be
operated in the band 18.3 - 19.1 GHz and only be used for feeder links for
~the broadcasting satellite service in the 12 GHz band.
Reasons : The plan issued by the World Administrative Radio Conference for the
Planning of the Broadcasting Satellite Service (Geneva, 1977) requires the
allocation of a corresponding fixed link for the broadcasting satellite service.

D/16/330

SUP

380l/410A
Reasons : Footnote superfluous because its contents are included 1n the Table.
GHz
23.6 -24.25

D/16/331

MOD

RADIO ASTRONOMY

23.6 - 24

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)

NOC

24 - 24.05

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3803/410C

D/16/332

MOD

24.05- 24.25

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Earth Exploration-Satellite (active)

Reasons

Demand requires allocations to active and passive sensors.
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GHz
31 - 33.4
Region 1
D/16/333

MOD

31 - 31.3

Region 2

1

I

Region 3

Ft*EB
MOBILE
Fixed
Space research

Reasons : To promote the development of the mobile servlce.
31.5- 31.8 GHz.)

D/16/334

MOD

f
. 31. 3 - 31. 5

(See also

RABt6-AS'PR6N6M¥
RADIONAVIGATION

I

Space research
3806/412A
D/16/335

31.5 - 31.8

MOD

31.5 - 31.8

31.5 - 31.8 (NOC)

SPACE RESEARCH

SPACE RESEARCH

i

I sPJ\GE-RESEAReH
!MOBILE

Fixed

IFixed

Hobile

!

Meb±±e

D/16/336

MOD

S:Qace research

3r:9eflte5e

31.8 - 32.3

RABf6NAVt6A'P:f6N

i

Sp~ee-re~e~reh

388Tflt±2B

RADIO ASTRONOHY
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Eassive)

D/16/337

NOC

32.3 - 33

RADIONAVIGATION

f40D

33 - 33.4

33 - 33.4 (NOC)

R:ABf6-AS'PR6N8MY

RADIONAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION

38ll/412F

(WW)

'

Reasons : The requirements of the radio-astronomy service are met to a higher
degree by the allocation of a coherent worldwide band.
D/16/338

SUP

3814/412I
Reasons : Owing to the creation of a 500 MHz wide band for the radio-astronomy
service, the conditions of this FN are dispensable.
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GHz
33.4 - 36
Region 1
D/16/339

HOD

33.4 - 34.2

~

Region 2

MOD

34.2 - 35.2

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
3r:~ef4er:

D/16/340

I

3r:~4f4e8

3805/412

3812/412G

3805/412

3808/412C

RADIOLOCATION
Space research

3r:92f4e:r 3r:94f4e8
D/16/341

MOD

35.2 - 36

RADIOLOCATION

3't92f4er: 3r:94f4e8 3805/412

3809/412D
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GHz
'-~o

Region 1
D/16/342

MOD

40 - 41

-

58.2

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
Fixed

D/16/343

MOD I 41 - 43
i

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3814A

!
l

BROADCASTING

I
I

D/16/344

MOD

i

43 - 4t8 46

;I

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AER6N.AW:Pf8JH] RADIONAVI GAT ION --SATELLITE
MARfPfME-RABf6NAVf6APf6N-SAPEnnfPE

j

D/16/345

MOD ; 46 - 48

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SAPEbbfPE
~'1ARITIME

MOBILE-SAPE!JnfPE

AER6NABPf8An

l
D/16/346

RADIONAVIGATION-SA~Ennf~E

MARfPfME-RABf6NAVfGAPf6N-BA~Ennf'PE

I

MOD ! 48 - 50
i

RADIOLOCATION

i
i
I

Amateur

I
I

)

D/16/347

MOD

50 - 51

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
Fixed

NOC

51 - 52

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH

Remarks : The reasons for the changes in the frequency bands above 40 GHz can
be gathered from the Summary Statement.
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GHz
4o- 58.2 (cont'd)
Region 1
NOC

52 - 54.25

Region 2

Region 3

SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
3815/412J

D/16/348

MOD

54.25 - 58.2

INTER-SATELLITE
MOBILE

D/16/349

ADD

3814A
In the bands 41 - 43 GHz and 84 - 86 GHz, the broadcasting
service shall not cause harmful interference to broadcasting satellite stations
operating in accordance with the decisions of the appropriate frequency
assignment planning conference for the broadcasting satellite service.
Reasons

D/16/350

ADD

To protect the broadcasting satellite service.

3814B
The bands 48.991 GHz ~50 MHz and 12.490 GHz + T5 MHz are
also allocated to the radio-astronomy service.
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GHz
59 - 92
Region 2

Region 1

D/16/351

MOD

59 - 64

Region

INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED
RADIOLOCATION

NOC

I 64 - 65

SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

i

3815/4l2J
NOC

165 -

66

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH

D/16/352

66 - Ti 69

MOD

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
.AER6NAB~f6A~

D/16/353

MOD

69 - 71

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

AER6NAB~f6~-M6Bf~E-BAPE~nfPE

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (active)
RADIODETERMINATION
D/16/354

MOD

71 - ]4
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE

D/16/355

,--

MOD ! 74 - 84

-

I

FIXED
MOBILE

D/16/356

MOD

i

! 84 - 86

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3814A

I

BROADCASTING
D/16/357

MOD

86 - 92

RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)
3815/412J

~
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GHZ
92 - 142
Region 2

Region 1
D/16/358

MOD

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

92 - 95

FIXED
RADIOLOCATION
D/16/359

MOD

95 - lBl

9~

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AER8NABP~6Ab

D/16/360

MOD

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

98 - 101
MAR~PfME-M8BfhE-SA~Enhf~E

AER8NABPf6Ah-RABf8NA¥f6A~f8N-BA~Enhf~E

RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE

D/16/361

NOC

101 - 102

SPACE RESEARCH (passive) 3815/412J

MOD

102 - 105

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
FIXED

D/16/362

MOD

105 - l38 115.5

INTER-SATELLITE
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

D/16/363

MOD

115.5- 130

INTER-SATELLITE
MOBILE

NOC

130 - 140

RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
3815/412J
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GHz
92- 142 (cont'd)

I

l
D/16i364

MOD

1

Region 1
14o - 142

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
FIXED
RADIOLOCATION

D/16/365

SUP

3816/412K
Reasons : Covered by allocation proposed in the

~able.

Reason for the proposed RADIOLOCATION SERVICE : According to the SPM Report,
the services jointly proposed are compatible with one another.
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GHz
142 - 230
Region 1
D/16/366

MOD

142 - t58 146

Region 2

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

D/16/367

MOD

146 - 150

AER6NAB~I6Ab

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

AERONAUTICAL

MOBILE-SAPEbni~E

MARITIME

MOBILE-SA~Enbit:PE

AER6NA~I6Ab RADIONAVIGATION-SA~Ebbi~E

D/16/368

HOD

150 - 152

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
Fixed

D/16/369

~ilOD

152 - 170
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

D/16/370

MOD

170- t82 174.5

INTER-SATELLITE
MOBILE

D/16/371

MOD

174.5 - 176.5
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

D/16/372

MOD

176.5 - 182

INTER-SATELLITE
~>'lOBI

D/16/373

MOD

182 - 185

LE

SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3815/412J

D/16/374

MOD

185 - 190

INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED

D/16/375

MOD

' 190 - 200

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
.MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AER6NA~I6Ab

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
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GHz
142 - 230 ( cont 'd)
Region 1
D/16/376

MOD

200 - 228 210

Region 2
fNere-a::t:toeated-1-

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
D/16/377

MOD

210 - 214

fNot-a:t:toeated-1-

AM..ATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
D/16/378

MOD

214 - 228 221

fNot-a:t:toeated-1-

RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
D/16/379

MOD

228 221 - 230

FIXED-SATELLITE
FIXED

Region 3
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GHz
240 - 300
Region 1
D/16/380

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

240 - 258 242
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
I

D/16/381

MOD i 242 - 250
RADIOLOCATION

D/16/382

MOD

250 - 265 257

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

D/16/383

MOD

. 257 - 261

AER8NA~f8Ab

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

AERONAUTICAL

MOBILE-SA~Ebbf~E

MARITIME

MOBILE-SAPEbb~~E

AER6NA~f€Ab RADIONAVIGATION-SA~Ehb!~E

D/16/384

MOD

263: - 265

AER6NA~!6Ab-M8BfbE-SA~Ebbf~E

MAR±~fME-M6B!bE-SA~Ebb!~E

MARf~±ME-RABf6NAV~BA~I6N-SA~E~b!~E

D/16/385

MOD

!~- 265 ~

RADIO ASTRONOMY

D/16/386

MOD

. 265- 215 272.5 - 300

FIXED-SATELLITE
FIXED

D/16/387

MOD

1-

: Above 215 300
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)
Amateur 3816A

D/16/388

ADD

The band of optical electromagnetic waves lS also
3816A
allocated to other servlces.
Reasons : To protect optical applications of other servlces (laser, etc.).

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Docliment No. 17-E
26 April 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
Federal Republic of Germany

1.

Page 1, replace proposal No. 390 by the following new text :

D/17/390
(Corr.l)

ADD

3076A
Air Traffic [- Contro1_7 Radiocommunication : Safet;y
radiocommunication in the aeronautical mobile service between aeronautical
and aircraft stations or between aircraft stations, restricted to messages
relating to flight information service, alerting service, air traffic advisory
service, air traffic control service, area control service, approach control
service, aerodrome control service.

2.

Page 2, proposal No. 394, reasons, first line, replace ADD 3141 by ADD 3141A.

3.

Page 11, item 8, read :

8.

Nature of irregularity
or infringement6

4.

Page 16, proposal No. 440, penultimate line, read: e~-±5e.g-MH~+ or ... etc.

5.

Page 17, introduction, 3rd and 4th lines, delete: and a recommendation ... in Region 1.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 17-E
19 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Federal Republic of Germany
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Proposals referring_to agenda item 2.1 (except Article N7/5), 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9;
Proposal referring to agenda item 2.1
To this agenda item proposals are made concerning "Terms and Definitions", "Nomenclature
of Frequency Bands", "Designation of Emissions" (introduction of CCIR Recommendations into
Radio Regulations), "General Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies" and the "Table
of Frequency Allocations".
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions
n/17/389

ADD

3023A
ISM applications : operation of equipment or appliances
generating electromagnetic energy for industrial, scientific, medical,
domestic and similar purposes, to the extent urgently needed for the respective
appli~ation, excluding applications 1n the field of telecommunications.
Reasons : In various footnotes, use is made of the term "ISM". Therefore, a
precise definition is required, enabling a clear distinction to be made
between ISM applications and radio services.

D/17/390

ADD

3076A
Air traffic L-control_/ radiocommunication : safety
radiocommunication 1n the aeronautical mobile service between aeronautical
and aircraft stations or between aircraft stations, restricted to messages
relating to flight information service, alerting service, aeronautical
information service, air traffic control service, area control service,
approach control service, aerodrome control service.
Reasons : To avoid harmful interference in frequency ranges used by international
civil aviation for the purposes mentioned above.
Remark : If a definition as worded above is adopted by the WARC-79 the
following footnote should be added to the frequency ranges exclusively
assigned to the aeronautical mobile service :
"Frequencies serving the purposes defined in Radio Regulation 3076A should be
reserved exclusively for the provision of safety radiocommunications."

D/17/391

MOD

3138/89
Assigned frequency band : the frequency band the centre
of which coincides with the frequency assigned to the station and the width of
which equals the necessary bandwidth plus twice the absolute value of the
frequency tolerance. Where space radio stations are concerned, the assigned
frequency band comprises twice the maximum Doppler shift that may occur 1n.
relati~m to any point of the Earth's surface.
Reasons : Revolving space radio stations cause Doppler shifts which must be
allowed for in the applicable tolerances.
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Unwanted emission
3140A
out-of-band emissions.

emission including spurious and

D/17/392

ADD

D/17/393

MOD . 3141/92
Spurious emission : unwanted emission on a frequency or
frequencies which are outside the necessary band, and the level of which may
be reduced without affecting the corresponding. transmission of information.
Spurious emissions i~clude, for example, harmonic emissions, parasitic
emissions ~nd~ inter-modulation products and unwanted frequency conversion
products. ,-bnt-exe~ttde-em±ss±ons-in-the-immed±ate-viein±ty-of-the-neeessary
band,-whieh-~re-a-re~tt~t-of-the-modtt~ation-proee8s-for-the-transm±ss±on-of

information.

D/17/394

ADD

3141A
Out-of-band emission : unwanted emission on a frequency
or frequencies which are outside the necessary band, where the reduction of the
level of this emission affects the quality of transmission.
Reasons : For ADD 3140A, MOD 3141/92, ADD 3141 - for the purpose of clarification
and avoiding misinterpretation, examples of spurious emissions should be included
in the definition of the latter. An enumeration of the components of
spurious emissions without the addition "for example" has the disadvantage
that the impression may be conveyed the enumeration is exhaustive. However,
it is quite possible that new modulation methods result in components of
spurious emissions which are hitherto unknown.
The component "unwanted frequency conversion products" has been included in
accordance with CCIR Recommendation 329-3.
The terms "out-of-band emission" and "unwanted emission" should be additionally
introduced into the Radio Regulations since they are used therein, on the
one hand, and enable a clear distinction to be made between them, on the
other.
ARTICLE N2-

Nomenclature of the Frequency and Wavelength Bands Used in Radiocommunication
D/17/395

MOD

§ 1
The radio spectrum shall be subdivided into nine twelve
3183/112
frequency bands, which shall be designated by progressive whole numbers ln
accordance with the following Table. Frequencies shall be expressed

- ln kilohertz (kHz) up to and including 3 000 kHz
- 1n megahertz (MHz) thereafter up to and including 3 000 MHz
- ln gigahertz (GHz) thereafter up to and including 3 000 GHz
- in terahertz (THz) thereafter

UE to and including 3 000 THz

However, where adherence to these provisions would introduce serious difficulties,
for example in connection with the notification and registration of frequencies,
the list of frequencies and related matters, reasonable departures may be made .

..
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I

Abbreviated
Designation

Band
number

Frequency range (lower
limit exclusive, upper
limit inclusive)

Corresponding metric
subdivision
i

I VLF

4

3 to

30 kHz

Myriametric waves

LF

5

30 to

300 kHz

Kilometric waves

MF

-

6

HF

7

3 to

30 MHz

VHF

8

30 to

300 MHz

UHF

9

SHF

10

3 to

30 GHz

Centimetric waves

EHF

ll

30 to

300 GHz

Millimetric waves

HHF

I

I
I

I

12

300 to 3 000 kHz

300 to 3 000 MHz

3 to

30 THz

14

30 to

300 THz

12

"Band Number N" extends from 0.3 x 10

Note 2

Symbols and prefixes :

I

Metric waves

I

Decimillimetric waves
Centimillimetric waves
Micrometric waves

300 to 3 000 THz

Note 1

Decametric waves

Decimetric waves

300 to 3 000 GHz or-3-i:fH2:

13

Decimicrometric waves

N

to 3 x 10

N

Hz =hertz,
= kilo (10 3 ), M= mega (10 6 ), G
2
T = tera (10 )

f

Ba:rrd-lt-=-VIJF
Ba:rrd-5-=--bF
Ba:rrd-6-=--MF
Ba:rrd-r-=--HF

I

Hectometric waves

Hz.

giga (lo 9 ),

Ba:rrd--8-=-VMF
Ba:rrd--f9"-=-l:flfF
Band-:te-=-SMF
Ba:nd-:t:t-=-EHF

Reasons : The upper limit of the frequency spectrum used for radiocommunication
should be extended since it may be necessary to lay down international
regulations for transmission systems operating ln the optical frequency range.
The abbreviations used for the frequency bands ln the Table are easier to
survey.

ARTICLE N3/2
Designation of Emissions
D/17/396

The Federal Republic of Germany agrees to the proposal
the designation of emissions, adopted by the XIVth CCIR Plenary
Assembly in Kyoto (CCIR Recormnendation 507) and submitted to the ITU
General Secretariat.
concernin~
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ARTICLE N5/3
General Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies
D/17/397

MOD

328l/ll6A
§ 5.
For the purpose of resolving cases of harmful interference,
the radio-astronomy service, earth exploration-satellite service (passive) and
space research servlce (passive) shall be treated as ~radiocommunication
servlces.
However, protection from services in other bands shall
be afforded the radio-astronomy service, earth exploration-satellite service
j_passi ve) and space research service (passive) only to tbe extent that sneh
the services in other bands are afforded protection from each other.
Reasons : Simultaneously with the allocation of frequencies to passive
applications of the earth exploration-satellite or the space research service
the problem of their protection has to be solved.

ARTICLE N25
Terrestrial Services sharing Frequency Bands with Space Services above 1 GHz
Section II.
D/17/398

ADD

Power Limits

6oo4A
§ 3
(l) The limits given in Nos. 6002/470AA, 6005/470B,
6006/470BA and 6007/470C apply in the following frequency bands allocated to
the fixed-satellite service and the meteorological-satellite service for
reception by space stations, where these bands are shared with equal
rights with the fixed or mobile service :
- 2 655 - 2 690 MHz (Regions 2 and 3)
5 800

5 850 MHz (for the countries mentioned ln No. 3759/390)

- 5 850 - 5 925 f\lliz (Regions 1 and 3)
- 5 925 - 6 425 MHz
- 7 900 - 7 975 MHz
- 7 975 - 8 025 MHz (for the countries mentioned ln No. 3766/392H)
- 8 025 - 8 4oo MHz
D/17/399

(MOD)

6005/470B
The maxlmum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP)
of a station in the fixed or mobile service shall not exceed + 55 dBW.

D/17/400

(MOD)

6006/470BA f27 (3) ~~ere compliance with No. 6002/470AA is impracticable
the maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of a station in
the fixed or mobile service shall not exceed
(Rest without change)

D/17/401

(MOD)

D/17 /402·

SUP

6007/470C

f37

(4)

(Text without change)

6oo8/470CA
Reasons : Now No. 60l2/470CA because of the changed order.
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D/17/403

ADD

6oo8A
~ 3A (l) The limits given in Nos. 6002, 6oo8B, 6oo8c and 6oo8D
apply in the following frequency band allocated to the fixed-satellite
service for reception by space stations, where this band is shared with
equal rights with the fixed or mobile service :

6 425 - 6 725 MHz
D/17/404

ADD

6o08B
(2) The maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power
(EIRP) of a station in the fixed or mobile service shall not exceed + 60 dBW.

D/lr/4o5

ADD

6008C
(3) Where compliance with No. 6002/470AA is impracticable the
maximum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of a station in the fixed
or mobile service shall not exceed :
+ 52 dBW in any direction within 0.5° of the geostationary
satellite orbit; or
+52 dBW to+ 60 dBW, on a linear decibel scale (8 dB per degree),
in any direction between 0.5° and 1.5° of the geostationary
satellite orbit, taking into account the effect of atmospheric
refraction.l

D/17/406

ADD

( 4) The power delivered by a transmitter to the antenna of
6008D
a station 1n the fixed or mobile service in frequency bands between l and
10 GHz, shall not exceed + 11 dBW.

D/lr/4o7

SUP

6009/4TOD
Reasons : Now No. 6oo4A because of the changed order.

D/lT/4o8

(MOD)

60l0/4TODA

f6-t

§

3B ( l)
(Text without change)

D/lT/409

(MOD)

D/lT/4lo

ADD

60ll/4TODB

t11

(2)

(Text without change)

. ( 3) The power delivered by a transmitter to the antenna of
6012
a station 1n the fixed or mobile service in frequency bands above 10 GHz
shall not exceed + 10 dBW.
Reasons : For the modifications of Section II - on account of its high
transmission capacity (3,600 telephone channels), the radio-relay system
partially intended for operation in the band 6 425 - 6 725 MHz requires
higher maximum equivalent isotropically radiated powers (EIRP) than systems
operating in adjacent bands.
The additional inclusion of the fixed-satellite service in the band
6 425 - 6 725 MHz is practicable only if the above-mentioned modification 1s
adopted.
Proposal referring to agenda item 2.2

To this agenda item proposals are made concerning coordination, notification and recording
of frequency assignments.
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ARTICLE Nll
Coordination of Frequency Assignments to Stations in a Space Radiocommunication Service
except Stations 1n the Broadcasting-Satellite Service and to Appropriate Terrestrial Stations
D/17/411

ADD

4138A
(lA) In the case of a transmitting or rece1v1ng frequency
assignment to an earth station according to No. 4138/E139AN, any change
relating to frequency should be made very seldom.
Such a change of a frequency assignment shall not be
permitted within a period of one year after the date of its bringing into use.
Reasons : The joint use of a frequency band by the fixed service and the
fixed satellite service is facilitated by a coordination in terms of space
and frequency. However, if frequency changes are made frequently and on a
short-term basis, for example, in the case of an earth station of the
intercontinental service, a coordination in terms of frequency is no longer
practicable. On the contrary, the whole frequency range usable by the earth
station - for example, 500 MHz each in the 4/E) GHz bands - has to be coordinated.
This will result in an uneconomical utilization of the frequency spectrum and,
in the future, in serious coordination problems. On the other hand, frequent
changes in frequency, which are connected with changes of the carriers in
relation to bandwidth, power and capacity, lead to difficulties on the part
of the earth station as well. A solution of these problems is possible by
fixing a minimum period in which certain parts of the frequency band can be
used by the earth station and radio-relay system, respectively. Changes of
frequency in the earth station are possible on the condition that a
sufficiently long planning period exists for radio-relay systems so that any
necessary measures can he taken and the change in frequency can be made at
the desired time.
ARTICLE

Nl2/9

Notification and Recording in the Master Intern~tional Frequency Register
of Frequency Assignments to Terrestrial Radiocommunication Stations
and Nl3/9A
Notification and Recording in the Master International Frequency Register
of Frequency Assignments to Radio-Astronomy and Space Radiocommunication Stations
except_ Stations in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service
D/17/412

For the purpose of .'frequency assignment notices and
for the coordination of frequencies, Articles Nl2/9 and Nl3/9A prescribe the
exchange of relevant data in writing. It seems advisable not to restrict this
data exchange between the IFRB and Administrations or between Administrations
to writing so as to allow advantage to be taken of EDP systems.
Proposal referring to agenda ·item 2.3

To this agenda item proposals are made concerning the regulations for ''Measures against
Interference" and "Identification of Stations".
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ARTICLE N4/12
Technical Characteristics of Equipment and Emissions
D/17/413

MOD

3243/668
(2) Also, as far as is compatible with practical considerations,
the choice of transmitting, receiving and measuring equipment shall be based
on the most recent advances in the technique as indicated, inter alia, in
the CCIR Recommendations.
In so doing, all equipment characteristics being of
~ortance for the economical use of the radio frequency spectrum should be

taken into account.
Reasons : By making reference to the economical use of the spectrum, the
proposed addition elucidates the necessity to employ equipment of the latest
state of the art.
D/17/414

MOD

3244/669
~ 2
Transmitting and receiving equipment intended to be used
in a given part of the frequency spectrum should be designed to take into
account the technical characteristics of equipment likely to be employed
in neig~bouring parts of the spectrum, provided any technically and
economically justifiable measures have been taken to reduce the susceptibility
to interference of this equipment.
Reasons : Optimum utilization of the frequency spectrum and transmission
quality are equally dependent on the transmitting and receiving equipment
characteristics. However, since Article N4/12 deals primarily with the
characteristics of transmitting equipment, special emphasis should be placed
on the favourable influence of the receiving equipment characteristics on
radio compatibility.

D/17/415

MOD

3250/675
§ 6
To ensure compliance with these Regulations, Administrations
shall arrange for frequent checks to be made of the emissions o~ stations
under their jurisdiction. For this purpose, they shall use the means
indicated in Article Nl8/13, if required. The technique of measurements to
be employed shall be in accordance with the most recent Recommendations of
the CCIR.
Reason~ : Owing to the reference to fixed procedures, made ln Article Nl8/13,
this Regulation becomes more informative.

ARTICLE Nl6
Interference
D/17/416

MOD

1

4997.1/693.1
In the present state of the technique, it is recognized
nevertheless that the transmission of identifying signals for certain radio
systems (e.g. radiodetermination, radio relay systems and space systems) ls
not always possible. These exceptions should apply to those cases where the
CCIR has not yet submitted proposals for identification.
Reasons : Signals are frequently emitted without identification although it
is technically feasible to do so (e.g. in accordance with CCIR Report 280,
Recommendation 379). Among other things, this circumstance makes the work of
the radio monitoring services more difficult.
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ARTICLE Nl8/13
International Monitoring
D/17/417

MOD

5058/678
§ 1
Administrations agree to continue the development of
monitoring facilities to-~ss±~t-±n-the-±mptement~t±on-of-these-Regniations and
to cooperate,-to-the-extent-practicabie, in the continued development of an
international monitoring-system radio monitoring system so as to help ensure
that
- the radio frequency spectrum is used economically and ln
particular frequencies for new transmission paths are selected
carefully;
- the provisions of these Radio Regulations are observed by all
stations to which they apply, and that in particular any
misuse of the radio frequency spectrum by stations set up or
operated without their permission is largely prevented;
- harmful interference occurring in the use of the radio
frequency spectrum between stations lS investigated and
eliminated as quickly as possible.
Reasons : Article Nl8/13 lacks a detailed description of the duties of a
monitoring service and station. These data are already contained in CCIR
Report 371 and should therefore be introduced into the Radio Regulations.

D/17/418

SUP

5059/679

D/17/419

ADD

5059A
§ 2
Monitoring stations which are not operated by an
Administration or by a monitoring service established jointly by several
Administrations but by a public or private enterprise or by an international
organization may participate in the international monitoring system only
with the authorization of the government of the country on whose territory
they are located.
Reasons : Each Administration should be free to decide as to which monitoring
services become active in its territory.
ARTICLE N23/19
Identification of Stations
l

D/17/420

MOD

5331.1/735.1
In the present state of the technique, it is recognized
nevertheless that the transmission of identifying signals for certain radio
systems (e.g. radiodetermination, radio r.elay systems and space systems) is
not always possible. These exceptions should apply to those cases where the
CCIR has not yet submitted proposals for identification.

D/17/421

MOD

5335/738
§ 4
In order that stations may be readily identified, each
station shall transmit its identification as frequently as practicable during
the course of transmissions, including those made for tests, adjustments or
experiments. During such transmissions, however, identification shall be
transmitted at least hourly, preferably within the period from ten minutes
before to ten minutes after the hour fa~M~~~7 (U.T.), unless to do so would
cause unreasonable interruption of traffic. To meet these identification
requirements, Administrations are urged to ensure that, wherever practicable,
snperimposed-identification-methods-be-empioyed-in-accordance-with
eerR-Recommendat±on~ identification methods conforming to CCIR Recommendations
or automatic identification methods be employed.
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Reasons : Use is not only being made of systems operating according to the
superimposed identification method but also of systems operating on the basis
of other methods.
D/17/422

SUP

5336/739
Reasons : The increasing us~ of automatic identification methods, especially
in the land mobile services, reduces the holding times and facilitates
monitoring and the location of sources of interference. This circumstance
justifies the additional use of appropriate equipment.
APPENDIX

6

Reports of Monitoring Data
(See Article Nl8/l3)

a)
b)

D/17/423

D/17/424

c)

time of measurement f~~M~~~1 (U.T.);

d)

to l)

Reports of measurements of field strength or power flux-density should
contain as much as necessary of the following information :
a)
b)

D/17/425

D/17/426

D/17/427

D/17/429

time of measurement f~~M~~~1 (U.T.);

d)

to f)

g)

value of measured field or power flux-density;

h)

to k)

Reports of observations of spectrum occupancy should as far as practicable
be made in the form recommended by the International Frequency Registration
Board and contain the following information :
~

D/17/428

c)

Reports of observations concerning emissions of terrestrial and earth
stations

NOC

a)

NOC

b)

MOD

c)

time of measurement f&~M~~~1 (U.T.);

NOC

d)

to g)

MOD

h)

value of measured field or power flux-density or signal strength
according to the QSA scale;
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D/17/430

D/17/431

MOD

i)

NOC

j )

NOC

k)

ADD

NOC

3.2

measured bandwidth oceupied;

Reports of observations concerning emissions of svace radio stations
a)

identification of the moni taring station (administration or
organization, and locatioEl.i

b)

date of measurement;

c)

time of measurement (U.T.);

d)

call sign and/or other type of identification of the station measured;

e)

type of station or service;

f)

class of emission;

g)

measured freguenc,y;

h)

value of measured field or :QOWer flux-dens i t,y 2

i)

measured bandwidth OCCU:Qiedj

k)

measured volarization;

1)

information on orbit;

m)

information as to the locality or area ln which recevtion lS
intended;

n)

remarks.

4.
Reasons : For MOD Appendix 6
Re 2. g) and 3.1 h)
The alternative use of the term "power flux-density" is requ::.red because in the
upper frequency ranges the field strength is predominantly expressed in this
unit of measurement.
Re 1 . c ) , 2 . c ) , 3 .1 c )
Because of the worldwide adoption of the term U.T., the latter should be used
instead of G.M.T.
Re 3.2
The inclusion of a new section "3.2 Reports of observations of space radio
stations" is expedient for the purpose of collecting observation results
concerning space radio stations.
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D/17/432

SUP

D/17/433

ADD

Appendix 7 (old)
APPENDIX 7
Report of an Irregularity or of an Infringement
of the Convention or the Radio Regulationsl
(See Articles N20/15 and Nl9/16)
Particulars concerning the station infringing the Regulations :
1.

1
Name , if known (in BLOCK letters)

2.

Call sign or other identification
(in BLOCK letters)

3.

Type of station and service

4.

Nationality, if known

5.

Fre~uency

6.

Class of emlSSlon

7.

Locatlon

used (kHz, MHz, GHz)
.

.

............................... .

-

.

2

3, 4, 5

Particulars of the irregularity or infringement :

8.

Nature of irregularity or infringement

9.

Time and date 7

8

10.

Name of the station (in BLOCK letters)
in communication with the station
committing the irregularity or
infringement

11.

Call sign or other identification
(in BLOCK letters) of the station ln
communication with the station
committing the irregularity or
infringement

12.

Extracts from log and other documents
supporting the report

Particulars concerning the station, the centralizing office or inspection
service reporting the irregularity or infringement :
13.

Name (in BLOCK letters)

14.

Call sign or other identification
(in BLOCK letters)

15.

Nationality

16.

. 3, 4
Locatlon
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Particulars concerning the transmitting station interfered with
17.

Name of the station (in BLOCK lPtters)

18.

Call sign or other identification
(in BLOCK letters)

19.

Frequency assigned (kHz, MHz, GHz)

20.

Frequency measured at the time of the
interference

21.

Class of emission and bandwidth

22 .

23.

9

:

. .
. 3, 4 ('ln
Recelvlng
locatlon
BLOCK letters) where the interference
was troublesome
Certificate :
I certify that the foregoing report
represents, to the best of my knowledge,.
a complete and accurate account of what
took place.
.
10
Slgnatures

Dates ...••................••. 19 ....
......................... 19 ....
Instructions for filling ln this form

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

8
Each report shall refer only to one station (see note ). It shall be
forwarded in duplicate, and whenever practicable, should be typewritten.
See Article N3/2.
In the case of land, fixed or earth stations; the position shall be
expressed in latitude and longitude (Greenwich).
In the case of ship or aircraft stations, the position shall be expressed
in latitude and longitude (Greenwich) or by a true bearing in degrees
and distance in nautical miles, or in kilometres, from some well-known
place.
Where space stations are concerned, information shall be furnished on
the orbit.
A separate report is required for each irregularity or infringement, unless
they are repeated within a short time.
The time must be expressed in Universal Time (U.T.) by a group of
four figures (0000 to 2400). If the infringement is prolonged or
repeated, the times shall be shown.
If both communicating stations infringe the Regulations, a separate report
shall be made for each of these stations.
This information is to be given only in case of a complaint about
interference.
This report shall be signed by the operator who has reported the
infringement and countersigned by the Master of the ship or aircraft,
or the officer in charge of the station in the case of an infringement
reported by a station of the mobile service. When the report originates
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from a centralizing office or from an inspection service, it shall be
signed by the head of that office or service and countersigned by an
official of the Administration transmitting it.
For use of Administrations only
1.

Company controlling the installation of the station against which
complaint is made

2.

Name of operator of the station held responsible for the irregularity or
infringement of the Regulations

3.

Action taken

Reasons : For SUP Appendix 7 (old), ADD Appendix 7 :
Re 3. (new)
As in other passages of the Radio Regulations, the station or service should
be designated here·unambiguously, if possible.
Re 7. (new)
Especially in the case of a station infringing the Regulations, it
significant to know its location as exactly as possible.

lS

Re 9. (old) , 16. (new)
The location should always be indicated as exactly as possible.
Re 14. (old), 12. (new)
For the purpose of documenting a case of interference thoroughly, extracts
from logs may be too comprehensive. Therefore, a reference should be made
to the effect that it may often be expedient to support the report by an
annex rather than to continue it on the back of the form. This applies the
more so as use lS made at present predominantly of duplicating forms and
documents written on one side are easier to copy.
Re Instructions for filling in this form
Re index 7
Owing to the worldwide adoption of the term "Universal Time", its abbreviation
"U.T." should be used instead of "Greenwich Mean Time" (G.M.T.).
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APPENDIX 8

D/17/434

Report of Harmful Interference
(See Article N20/15)
Particulars concerning the station causing the interference

A.

Name or call sign and category of station

B.

Location/position

c.

Frequency measured ...............

D.

Class of emission

E.

Bandwidth .............................•..................................

Date:

Time ( U. T. ) : .......... .

F7---Natnre-of-interference

F.

Field strength/power flux-density .. Date:

G.

Polarization .......... ·.................................................. .

Time ( U. T.) :

Particulars concerning the transmitting station interfered with :
H.

Name or call sign and category of station ............................... .

I.

Location/position

J.

Frequency assigned

K.

Frequency measured

L.

Class of emission

M.

Bandwidth ................. ~ ............................................. .

N.

Field strength/power flux-density .. Date:

Date:

Time ( U. T.) : .......... .

Time (U. T.) : .......... .

Particulars furnished by the receiving station experiencing the interference :
0.

Name of station ........... ~ ............................................. .

P.

Geographic location of station ............•. ·~ ........................... .

Q.

Dates and times of occurrence of harmful interference ................... .

R.

Bearings or other particulars

s.

Nature of interference

T.

Requested action ........................................................ .

Reasons : For MOD Appendix 8 :
Re B., I.

2

R.

The knowledge of the positions or locations of the stations causing the
interference, interfered with or making observations may contribute
substantially to the correct assessment or clarification of the cause of
interference.
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Re F. ( new) , N.
In the upper frequency ranges, field strength is mostly expressed by power
flux-density.
Re F. (old) , S . (new)
Particulars concerning (old) "F. Nature of interference" should be furnished
by the receiving station (see "S") experiencing the interference.
Re C. , F. , K. , N.
'>Jhere frequency and field strength measurements are concerned, the indication
of date and time may be of utmost importance.
Proposal referring to agenda item 2.5
To this agenda item a proposal is made concerning the clarification of the IFRB's duties.
ARTICLE N9/8
General Provisions
D/17/435

MOD

3953/473
a) the processing of frequency assignment notices received from
Administrations for recording in the Master International
Frequency Register; recording of the orbital positions of
geostationary satellites indicated in frequency assignment
notices;
Reasons : In accordance with Article 10 of the International Telecommunication
Convention, the recording of orbital positions is also the duty of the
International Frequency Registration Board.
Proposal referring to agenda item 2.6
CHAPTER NIX
Distress and Safety Traffic

It is considered necessary to afford better protection to medical transports in areas of
armed conflict, to which the 1949 Geneva Conventions and all supplementary agreements apply.
For the announcement and identification of medical transports by radio the following
procedure should be employed and introduced into the applicable provisions of the Radio Regulations.
ARTICLE N34
General
D/17/436

MOD

6590/1380A

§ 2

Last sentence, read :

Numbers 6767/1394, 6771/1391, 6776/1397, 6777/1398,
6778/1399, 6779/1400, 6877/1481, 6877A_, 6880/1483 and 6888/1490 are also
applicable.
Reasons : Result of the

~roposed

new No. 6877A/1481A.
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ARTICLE N36/36
Distress Traffic
D/17/437

MOD

6829/1447

§

28

Last sentence, read :

In this case, the signals provided for in Nos. 6873/1477,
6874/1478, 6877A, 6886/1488 and 6887/1489 should only be sent once
(e.g. XXX DE ABC QSW ... ).
Reasons : Result of the proposed new No. 6877A/l481A.
ARTICLE N37
Urgency and Safety Messages
D/17/438

ADD

6877A
~
(la) For the purpose of announcing and identifying medical
transports in areas of armed conflict, which are protected under the
1949 Geneva Conventions and all supplementary agreements, the urgency signal
is followed by the addition "MEDTRANS" in radiotelegraphy and by the addition
"MFDICAL TRANSPORT" in radiotelephony.

D/17/439

ADD

6877B
§
(lb) The message about medical transports, following the
announcement specified under No. 6877A/l481A, shall include the following
information
- call sign of medical transport
- position of medical transport
- number and type of medical transports
- intended transport route
- estimated times of departure, arrival and transport
- any other information such as flight altitude, receiving frequency,
language, mode and code of the secondary radar system.
Reasons : Recommendation Mar2 - 17 of the Radio Regulations and Resolution
(Protocol I) by the "Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development
of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts",
Geneva 1974- 1977.
In accordance with No. 6877/1481 of the Radio Regulations, the use of the
urgency signal is recommended. In the opinion of the Administration of the
Federal Republic of Germany, the introduction of a new signal is not
necessary and advisable in consideration of the existing numerous signals
(alarm, distress, urgency and safety signals).

D/17/440

MOD

6878/1482
(2) The urgency signal and the message following it shall
be sent on one of the international distress frequencies f588-kH~,-2-i82-kH~
or-i56~8-kH~7 or on one of the frequencies which may be used in case of
distress.
Reasons : Suppression of the mentioned frequencies because the freauencies
of the aeronautical mobile service have to be included too.
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Proposal referring to agenda item 2.9
Where this agenda item is concerned, it is proposed to include, in the Radio Regulations,
a recommendation about the use of the frequency bands exclusively allocated to the fixed-satellite
service and a recommendation about the convening of regional administrative conferences for the
use of the band 88 - 108 MHz by the broadcasting service in Region 1.
D/17/441

ADD

Draft Recommendation A
Use by satellite systems with small earth stations of the frequency bands
19.7 - 21.2 GHz and 29.5 - 31 GHz exclusively assigned to the fixed-satellite
servlce.
The World Administrative Radio Conference (Geneva 1979),
considering that
(a)

satellite systems with small earth stations, especially in the case of
broad transmission bandwidths, can be used reasonably only if the radiated
powers of the earth and space stations are chosen higher than those
commonly used in the operation of systems with large earth stations;

(b)

these higher powers exclude the simultaneous use by the fixed service of
frequency ranges in regions where systems with small earth stations are
operated;

(c)

in frequency ranges below 19.7 GHz it is very difficult to vacate frequency
ranges for the exclusive use by systems with small earth stations;

(d)

transmission tests with the aim of opening the 20/30 GHz ranges for
use by satellite systems have been performed successfully;

(e)

the frequency bands 19.7 - 21.2 GHz and 29.5 - 31 GHz have already been
assigned exclusively to the fixed-satellite service;

recommends
that Administrations intending to introduce satellite systems with small
earth stations plan to operate the same on a long-term basis in the frequency
bands 19.7 - 21.2 GHz and 29.5 - 31 GHz.
Reasons : In general, satellite systems with small earth stations are not
compatible with radio systems of the fixed service. Therefore, they should
be used only in frequency bands exclusively allocated to the fixed·-satellite
service.
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PLENARY MEETING

(Geneva, 1979)
Thailand
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

1.

Introduction

The proposals of the Thai Administration to the World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC) 1979, of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) mainly consist of two categories
as under
a) Specific proposals to amend the Table of Frequency Allocations appearing 1n Article 5
of the Radio Regulations, along with brief justifications where necessary.
b) Broad proposals on different items for consideration by the Conference, which may
eventually lead to specific proposals for decision and incorporation in the Final Acts of the
Conference.
While preparing these proposals efforts were made to take into account the future
requirements of frequency spectrum for the various services during the next two decades, as well as
the economic and social needs and development of the people in general, through telecommunication.
The delegation of Thailand would be very happy to discuss or amplify any of these and other
proposals before or during the Conference with any of the delegations participating in the
Conference.
2.

Broadcasting service

2.1

Medium wave broadcasting

Broadcasting in the medium wave band (535· to 1 605 kHz) has proved to be one of the
essential and best medium of mass communication, particularly for education, information and
entertainment among the people of different walks of life. Thailand, like a number of other
countries, experiences great difficulty in meeting the ever-growing demands of additional
broadcasting channels and as such proposes that the MW band, which ends at 1 605 kHz, may be
extended up to 1 800 kHz, thereby adding 21 more channels, each channel with a 9 kHz spacing
(vide Proposal No. 1).
2.2

Short wave broadcasting

2.2.1

Expansion of HF broadcasting bands

Proposals are being made by certain Administrations to expand the short wave broadcasting
bands by reducing the spectrum space allotted to fixed services.
The Thai Administration fully
·appreciates the need fdr such expansion but would like it to be considered that in a number
of developing countries the HF circuits, particularly below 10 MHz, still form the backbone
of their communication systems. It is further expected that this state of affairs would not
change in the foreseeable future.
In view of this, it is felt that expansion of HF broadcasting bands may be confined
to frequencies only above 10 Mhz (vide Proposal No. 2).

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additiOnal copies can be made available.
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2.2.2

Use of SSB and reduced bandwidth techniques

In orcler to encourage the use of SSB and other techniques of reduction of bandwidths
for broadcasting, the WARC may allot the required spectrum space in the HF broadcasting bands
in the form of small sub-bands. These sub-bands may be carved at the beginning or at the end of
the present or future HF broadcasting bands (vide Proposal No. 3).
·
2.3

Television

2.3.1
While revising Article N7 of the Radio Regulations it is recommended tbat the word
"Television" may be added in parenthesis below or after the word BROADCASTINQ, wherever such
allocations are for television (vide Proposal No. 4).
2.3.2
Since the frequency spectrum between 44 and 50 MHz and between 170 and ·174 MHz is
presently neither being used for sound broadcasting nor for television, the word BROADCASTING
appearing in Article N7 against these bands in Region 3 may be deleted (vide Proposals Nos. 5 and 6).
2.3.3
In order to cater for the additional requirements of TV channels in the VHF band, the
Thai Administration is proposing the extension of the present TV band of 17~ - 216 MHz to
174- 230 1-1Hz, thereby adding two more TV channels (vide Proposals Hos. 7-9).
2.4

Long wave (L/F) broadcasting

It is extremely difficult for the Thai Administration to subscribe to the v1ew that
the band 150 to 285 kHz should be opened for long wave (1/F) broadcasting in Region 3.
This is
primarily because it would disturb the already established aeronautical radionavigation service
which is very vital for the safety of air navigation. Further, it is felt that in the tropical
region, where the noise level is appreciably high, the broadcasting organizations may be tempted
to install much higher power transmitters to reach their listeners, resulting in serious harmful
interference to the aeronautical radio beacons.

3.

Fixed and mobile services

3.1
The band 1 605 - 1 800 kHz is presently allocated to fixed and mobile services in
Region 3. As indicated in Proposal No. 1, Thailand would like to include broadcasting as a primary
service in this band in addition to the fixed and mobile services and make consequent changes in
the Table of Frequency Allocations.
3.2

HF fixed serv1ces

With the introduction of radio relay systems over the national trunk routes and the
satellite systems for the international telecommunication, the pressure on the HF spectrum
above 10 MHz is considerably reduced. In view of this, the Thai Administration would support the
proposals of surrendering a limited and reasonable portion of the fixed service spectrum· above
10 MHz for broadcasting and other services (vide Proposal No. 2).
3.3

VHF and UHF fixed and mobile services

With the rapid growth of VHF and UHF communication all over the world there is now a
great demand for additional spectrum space for fixed and mobile services in the VHF and lower
UHF bands.
In view of this, the Thai Administration is making the following proposals.
3.3.1

Frequency band 146 - 148 MHz

The existing allocation of 146 to 148 MHz for amateur service in Region 3 may be
replaced by fixed and mobile service and brought in line with the allocations of Region l, since
it is considered that the existing allocation of 144 to 146 l~z serves adequately the purpose
of amateur activities (vide Proposal No. 8).
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3.3.2

Frequency band 170 - 174 MHz

The existing allocation for BROADCASTING in Region 3 in the band 170 to 174 MHz may
be deleted, so that this band is exclusively allocated for fixed and mobile services. This is
considered logical since there are hardly any assignments either to FM broadcasting or to TV
channels in this sub-band (vide Proposal No. 6).
3.3.3

Frequency band 216 - 230 MHz

An additional sub-band between 216 - 230 r~:JHz is being recommended for fixed and
mobile services by eo-sharing with broadcasting (television) on a primary basis. It is further
proposed to make the aeronautical radionavigation a secondary service and to delete the existing
secondary service of radiolocation (vide Proposals Nos. 7-9).

3.3.4

Frequency band 420 - 450 MHz.

In the band 420 - 450 MHz, the existing allocations in Region 3 are for radiolocation
on a primary basis and for amateur on a secondary basis. Since the usages of radio altimeters
in this band were to be phased out by the end of 1974 and since no other important radiolocation
services are in operation in a number of countries in Region 3, it is proposed that this band
may now be allocated for fixed and mobile services on a primary basis, and for radiolocation
and amateurs on a secondary basis in Region 3 (vide Proposals Nos. 12-14).

4.

Other proposals

A second set of proposals based on the outcome of the SPM meeting and other available
data will shortly be forwarded to the ITU.
Proposals referring to Agenda item 2.1
kHz
l 605 - 2 000
Allocation to Services
Region 1
THA/18/1

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

1 605 - 2 000 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

BROADCASTING

Radiolocation

3491/197

1 800 - 2 000 (NOC)
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE ex?ept aeronautical mobile

I

3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420

Radionavigation
3492/198
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Reasons : Broadcasting in the medium wave band (535 - 1 605kHz) has proved
to be one of the essential and best medium of mass communication~ particularly
for education, information and entertainment among the people of different
walks of life. Thailand, like a number of other countries, experiences a great
difficulty in meeting the ever-growing demands of additional broadcasting
channels and as such proposes that the MW band, which ends at 1 605 kHz~ may be
extended up to l 800 kHz, thereby adding 21 more channels, each channel with
9 kHz spacing.
While making this proposal, it is observed that the present usages
of fixed and mobile operations in this new spectrum space~ between l 605 and
l 800 kHz, are comparatively very few in many countries, which can be coordinated
in this band itself or can be transferred to the next higher band of 1 800 to
2 000 kHz without any serious difficulties as and when required.
Further, during the next five years it can be reasonably expected that
a new generation of MW receivers covering this additional broadcasting band or
modification kits to the existing receivers would be available in the market.
THA/18/2

ExEansion of high frequency broadcasting bands
The Thai Administration along with a number of other
Administrations fully appreciates the need for expansion of the existing
short wave broadcasting bands which are extremely crowded.
However, it feels
that since in a number of developing countries the high frequency circuits,
particularly below 10 ~ffiz, still form the backbone of their communication
system, the existing allocations for fixed service in the bands below 10 ~lliz
should not be curtailed and allotted to broadcasting or any other services.
It would however support the expansion of broadcasting
ln the bands above 10 MHz at a reasonable expense of fixed service allocations.

THA/18/3

Use of SSB and reduced bandwidth techniques for HF broadcasting
Taking into consideration the technical feasibility and
better utilization of the HF broadcasting bands by the use of single sideband
and other reduced bandwidth techniques, the Thai Administration would like to
encourage the use of these techniques in the HF broadcasting service, particularly
when the programme contains more spoken words.
For this purpose, it recommends that the WARC may allot the
required spectrum space in the beginning or at the end of the present or the
future HF broadcasting bands.
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iJJHz

41 - 50

THA/lb/4

'41 - 50 (NOC)

41 - 47 (NOC)

MOD

FIXED
3525/228
3535/237

BROADCASTING
Fixed
3525/228

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

3528/231

41 - 44 (NOC)
FIXED
3525/228

3535/237

MOBILE

3535/237
MOBILE

3534/236A

Mobile

44 - 50
FIXED
3525/228 3528/231
3535/237·

3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241

MOBILE
j 3530/233A 3534/236A

BR9AB€:AS'!I~NG

--·

Reasons : Since there are hardly any assignments either to FM broadcasting or
to TV in the band 44 - 50 MHz, the existing allocation for BROADCASTING in
Region 3 in this band may be deleted. Thus, this band would be exclusively
allocated to fixed and mobile services.
MHz
146 - 149.9
THA/18/5

MOD 1146 - 149.9 (NOC)

! FIXED

146 - 148

146 - 148

AMATEUR

A:MA'3?EtfR

FIXED
---

I

: MOBILE except
·aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE
~§97ll2g9

~§9?1J2g9

148 - 149.9 (NOC)
!

FIXED

;

MOBILE
j

THA/18/6

SUP

3590/285
3597/289

3591/285A

3591/285A

3598/290

(Consequential to proposed changes to Table).

Reasons : The existing allocation of 146 to 148.MHz for amateur service in
Region 3 may be replaced by fixed and mobile service and brought in line with
the allocations of Region 1, since it is considered that the existing allocation
of 144 to 146 MHz serves adequately the purpose of amateur activities.
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lvffiz

150.05 - 174
Region l
THA/18/7

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

1150.05 - 174 (NOC)
~----------------------~

156 - 174 (NOC)

'FIXED

FIXED

'MOBILE

170 - 174

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

I

I

FIXED
MOBILE
BR8AB8ASiflfN6

3495/20lA
3595/287

3590/285
3596/288

3495/201A
3595/287

3530/233A

Reasons : Since there are hardly any assignments either to FM.broadcasting
or to TV in the band 170 - 174 MHz, the existing allocatl.on for BROADCASTING
in Region 3 in this band may be deleted. Thus, this band would be exclusively
allocated to fixed and 1aobile services.
MHz
174 - 216
THA/18/8

MOD

174 - 216 (NOC)

174 - 216

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING (Television)

3599/291
3601/293

3600/292
3602/294

3602/294 3603/295 3604/296

Reasons : While revising Article 5 of the Radio Regulations it is recommended
that the word "Television" may be added in parenthesis below or after the
word BROADCASTING, wherever such allocations are for television. This small
addition would help considerably in clarifying the usage of the spectrum space
and in simplifying the understanding of the allocation.
A specimen editorial
modification is given in the above proposal.
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MHz
216 - 235
Region 2
THA/18/9

Region 3

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - ~~§ 230

FIXED

ABHSNA~±e.Afl

RA1HSNAVfSAIF±SN

MOBILE
RADIOLOCATION

-~----~---------------4

BROADCA~TING
~

(Television)

220 - 225 (NOC)
AMATEUR

FIXED

RADIOLOPATION

MOBIIE
Aeronautical
radionavigation

FIXED
~61~~

MOBILE
THA/18/10

~~e/JG1

3(3lq/3G8

225 230 - 235
FIXED
I

36o8/30o
3609/301 3610/302
04
6 I
3612I 3
I 3 ll 303
I· -3613/305
- - -- -- - -

MOBilE

I 3607/'i!J9

i AERONAUTICAL

~· RADIONAVIGATION

---liI

__________ ... ________ _j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

THA/18/ll

SUP

3615/306

(Consequential to proposed changes to boxes of the Table).

THA/18/llA

SUP

3616/307

(Same "Reasons")

fHA/18/llB

SUP

3617/308

(Same "Reasons")

Reasons : l. In order to meet the growing demands of additional TV channels,
the band 216 - 230 MHz may be allocated to broadcasting (TV) service, which
will provide two additional TV channels.
2. The demands for additional VHF frequency spectrum for fixed and
mobile services are also increasing day by day. As such, the frequency
spectrum 216 - 230 MHz may also be allocated to these services. The usages
of these fixed and mobile services may have to be coordinated with TV usages
in the border areas between different Administrations concerned, as necessary.
3. Since the use of DME in this band under aeronautical radionavigation
is now diminishing, this service may be allocated a secondary status and the
radiolocation which presently has a secondary status may be deleted.
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MHz
420 - 450

THA/18/12

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region l

I 42o

420 - 450'

-420 - 430 (NOC)

- 45o

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED
l

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

IAmateur

Radiolocation

II

3636/318

j

3640/319

II

RADIO LOCATION

I

3636/318 ·3640/319
3642/319B:3643/320
3644/320A 3645/321
3646/322
440 - 450 (NOC)
FIXED

FIXED

I

MOBILE

Radiolocation

l

AMATEUR

430 - 440 (NOC)

1

!

Amateur

I

I

ll
l
I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation
3636/318 3640/319
3641/319A

I
3636/318
3642/319B
~'4!f,i~~~

3641/319A
3644/320A
~'4g,L~~4

3636/318
3642/319B
~'4!f,L~2~

THA/18/13

SUP

3647/323

Consequential to proposed changes.

THA/18/14

SUP

3648/324

Consequ~ntial

3641/319A
364~/320A

~'4~V~~4

to proposed changes.

Reasons : In the band 420 - 450 MHz, the existing allocations in Region 3 are ·
for radiolocation on a primary basis and for amateur on a secondary basis.
Since the usages of radio altimeters in this band were to be phased out by the
end of 1974 and since no othet important radiolocation services are in operation
in a number of countries in R~gion 3, it is proposed that this band may now be
allocated for fixed and mobile services on a primary basis, and for radiolocation
and amateur on a secondary basis in Region 3.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WO~lL[D) A[))M~~~~T~AT~VlE
~A[D)~(Q) CCONlFlE~rE~CrE

(Geneva, 1979)

Corrigertdum

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Page 12, proposal TCH/19/61, read :

Region 1
TCH/19/61
(Corr.l)

MOD

403 - 4o6
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

FIXED
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
3628/314
. 3633/316

No~

1 to

19-E
17 September 1979
Original : French
Document·No~

3629/315

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No~ ·r9-E
22 January 1979
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
ARTICLE N7
Table of Frequency Allocations
kHz
10 - 14
Allocation to services
Region 1
TCH/19/1

MOD

10 - 14
RADIONAVIGATION
Radio.3::oeat-ion

Reasons

The band is not used by the radiolocation servlce.
kHz
14 - 19.95

TCH/19/2

MOD

14 - .3::9•95 17
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
RADIONAVIGATION
3453/159

TCH/19/3

MOD

17 - 19.95
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
3453/159
Reasons : Need to widen the band for radionavigation.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
20.05 - 70
Region
TCH/19/4

MOD

20.05 - 1'8 49.9
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
3453/159

TCH/19/5

MOD

49.9 - 50.1
FBffiB

MARf!fl::EME-M8Bf!JE
3lt52f3::58
I

STANDARD FREQUENCY 3454A
3453/159
TCH/19/6

50.1 - 67

MOD

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
3453/159
TCH/19/7

MOD

3455/161

67 - 70
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
RADIONAVIGATION

I 3453/159
I

TCH/19/8

MOD

3455/161

3453/159

The stations of services , . . (no, change) ..• , the
frequency 25 kHz and-58-kH~ will be used for this purpose under the
same conditions.

freqttene~es

Reasons : The proposal to modify footnote 3453/159 presupposes acceptance of
the proposal for standard frequency 50 kHz.
TCH/19/9

ADD

3454A

The standard frequency is 50 kHz.

Reasons : To give the frequency 50kHz, which is very widely used ln Central
Europe, the same status in the table as the frequency 20kHz.
Reasons for the proposal concerning the band 67 - 70 kHz : To widen the band
allocated to radionavigation.
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kHz

72 - 90
Region 1
TCH/19/10

MOD

i

l

72 - 84

I FIXED
1
1I

l

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158

I

! RADIONAVIGATION

I
I

3456/162

! 345 5/161 3lt5T-fi:63

TCH/19/11

MOD

II 84

- 86

! RADIONAVIGATION
i 3456/162
! 3lt5T-fr63
I

TCH/19/12

MOD

i 86

- 90

l

:

: FIXED

; MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
; RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3lt5T-fi:63
TCH/19/13

3457/163

SUP

Reasons : The band is no longer used by the services mentioned in the footnote.
kHz

90 - 110
TCH/19/14

MOD

90 - 110
FBffiB
MAR:E~fME-M8B:InE

3lt5Z:f3:58
Maritime mobile
RADIONAVIGATION
3452/158
Fixed

I

3lt5T-fr63
3461/167

3lt6efr66
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(Not used)

TCH/19/15
TCH/19/16

SUP

3460/166
Reasons : To lower the class of the fixed and maritime mobile services for the
benefit of the radionavigation service.
Footnote 3460/166 is unnecessary at the present juncture.
kHz
110 - 130

Region 1
TCH/l9/17

MOD

110 - 112
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

34-5:rl±63 3461/167
34-621±68
TCH/19/18

MOD

112 - 115
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

345rl±63
TCH/19/19

MOD

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

34-5:rl±63 3461/167
34-621±68 3463/169
TCH/19/20

MOD

126 - 129
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3lt5rl±63
TCH/19/21

MOD

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3lt5rl±63 3461/167
-3lt~ll.eg

Document
Page 5

1.9-E·

(Not used)

TCH/19/22
TCH/19/23

No~

SUP

3462/168
Reasons : Footnote 3462/168 is unnecessary.
kHz
130 - 150
Region 1

TCH/19/24

MOD

130 - 150
MARITIME MOBILE
3465/172
/FIXED/

3*5Tfi63

3461/167

3466/173
(Not used)

TCH/19/25
TCH/19/26

MOD

3466/173
In ••• Czechoslovakia .•. , the band 130-150 kHz is also
allocated on a secondary basis.to the radionavigation service while within-(no further change).
Reasons : This is an additional service, not a substitute.
kHz
405 - 415

TCH/19/27

MOD

405 - 415
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
I (Radio direction' finding)
3475/182

3476/183

3*TTfH~*

TCH/19/28

SUP

3477/184
Reasons : The band is no longer used by the aeronautical mobile service.
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kHz

415 - 490
Region 1
TCH/19/29

MOD

415 - 490
MARITIME MOBILE

3*T8fx85

3479/186

! 3479A

~---

TCH/19/30

SUP
Reasons : Superseded by the results of the Regional Administrative LM/MF
Broadcasting Conference (Regions 1 and 3), Geneva, 1975~

TCH/19/31

In Czechoslovakia the band 415 - 490 kHz is also
3479A
allocated to the aeronautical radionavigation service.

ADD

Reasons : This band has always been used by the aeronautical radionavigation
service in the Czechoslovak S.R. without occasioning any complaint of harmful
interference (see also the reservation entered by the Czechoslovak S.R. and other
countries in the Additional Protocol annexed to the Radio Regulations,
Geneva, 1959).
kHz
510 - 525
TCH/19/32

MOD

510 - 525
MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
'

AeronaH~ieed::

radionaviga~ion

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

Reasons : The need to ra1se the class of the aeronautical radionavigation
serv1ce.
·TCH/19/33

(Not used)
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kHz

1 605 - 2 000
Region 1
TCH/19/34

MOD

1 605 - 2 000
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3~89f~95
3490/195A 3486/420

TCH/19/35

SUP

3489/195
Reasons : This footnote was of a temporary nature.
kHz

21 870 - 22 000
TCH/19/36

MOD

1

21 870 -

22-eee 21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED

TCH/19/37

MOD

21 924 - 22 000
I A:ER8NAtffli:8Ab-Fi:*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : Recommendation No. Aer2 ·- 5 of the World Administrative Radio
Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, Geneva, 1978.
MHz
27.5- 28
TCH/19/38

MOD

27.5- 28
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
I FIXED

MOBILE

Document No. 19-E
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r;rcH/19/39

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : To incorporate in the table proper the services mentioned in
footnote No. 227, thus establishing a worldwide allocation.
MHz
41 - 47
Region 1

TCH/19/40

MOD

41 - 47
BROADCASTING
Fixed

3525/228

3535/237

Mob:i:::te
LAND MOBILE
3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241
Reasons
band.

To make provision for development of the land mobile serv1ce 1n this

MHz
47 - 68
47 - 68 (NOC)
MOD 3540/242
MOD 3541/243
Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

TCH/19/41

MOD

3540/242

TCH/19/42

MOD

3541/243
In ..• , Czechoslovakia and ... , the band bands
47 - 48.5 MHz and 56.5 - 58 MHz ±:~ are also allocated, on-a-~eeond:ary-b~±~,
to the fixed and land mobile services; t-he-band:-56...-5- 58-MH~-i~-a.l:~o
al-l:oca.ted-,-on-a-~econdary-bas±s-,-to-the-fixed:-~er'V':i:-ee.

Reasons· : To make the footnote reflect accurately .the actual use of the
services concerned.
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MHz
68 - 74.8
Region 1
TCH/19/43

MOD

68 -

~lt..-8

73

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
3546/248

3547/249

35lt8fe5e 3549/251
TCH/19/44

MOD

73 - 74.8
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3549/251

TCH/19/45

SUP

3548/250

TCH/19/46

SUP

3550/252

355efe5e

Reasons : To make the table reflect the results of the Special Regional
Conference, Geneva 1960.
MHz
75.2- 87.5
TCH/19/47
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

TCH/19/48

MOD

76- 87.5
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
3546/248
3560/261

35lt8fe5e

Reasons : To make the table reflect the results of the-Special Regional
Conference, Geneva, 1960.
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MHz
100 - 108
Region 1
TCH/19/49

MOD

100 - x68 104
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING
3568/269
3570/271

TCH/19/50

MOD

3569/270

104 - 108
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3568/269
3570/271

TCH/19/51

SUP

TCH/19/52

3569f2Te

(Consequential to the changes in the Table)

3569/270
(Not used)

MHz
136 - 137
TCH/19/53

MOD

136 - 137

I

SPACE RESEARCH
(Space-to-Earth)'

I

f

I

FIXED
MOBILE
3581/281A
TCH/19/54

SUP

3582fe8xAA

3582/281AA
Reasons : Since a great many countries wish this band to continue to be used ·by·
the fixed and mobile services, it is proposed that these serv~ces should be
included in the table proper.
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MHz
216 - 235
Region 1
TCH/19/55

MOD

216 - 223
A:ER6N:AH'PI61d:J
RA:Bf8NAVIS!d'I6N
BROADCASTING
3605/297
3607/299
3609/301

TCH/19/56

MOD

3606/298
3608/300

223 - 235 230
A:ER6N:AH9:1f6M:J
RA:Bf6N:AVfSA:9:1I8N
BROADCASTING
I

Fixed

I

Mobile
3607/299
3609/301
36:t:tf363
TCH/19/57

MOD

I

3608/300
3610/302
3613/305

230 - 235
A:ER8N:AH'ilf6An
R:ABI8N:AVfSA'ili6N
Fi-xed
Mobi-:te
FIXED
MOBILE
3610/302
3613/305

TCH/19/58

SUP

3612/304

3611/303
Reasons : 1) The proposal is in keeping with the Plan drawn up at Stockholm,
1961, for the band up to 230 MHz;
2)

Improved conditions for the fixed and mobile serv1ces.
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MHz
401 - 406
Region 1
TCH/19/59

MOD I 4ol - 4o2

I METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3630/315A
Fi~ed

FIXED
Meteorological-Satellite
(Earth-to-space)
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
3628/314 3629/315
3631/315B 3632/315C
3633/316
TCH/19/60

402 - 403

MOD

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
F±~ed

FIXED
Meteorological Satellite
(Earth-to-space)
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile

l

TCH/19/61,

MOD

3628/314 3629/315
3632/315C 3633/316
403 - 4o6
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
F±xed

FIXED
Mobile ~xcept
aeronautical mobile
3628/314
3633/316

3629/315
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TCH/19/62

MOD

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

3633/316

MHz
430 - 440

I
TCH/19/63

MOD

Region 1
430 - 440
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
3636/318
3642/319B
3644/320A
3645/321

TCH/19/64

ADD

3640/319
3643/320
3644A
3646/322

3644A
In Czechoslovakia, the band 430 - 440 MHz
allocated to the fixed service.

lS

also

Reasons : Fixed service systems requirements.
MHz

606 - 790
TCH/19/65

MOD

606 - 790
BROADCASTING
3654/329 36561339
3657/330A 3659/331
3660/332 3661/332A

TCH/19/66

SUP

3656/330
Reasons : The band 606 - 610 MHz is required for the broadcasting service;
footnote No. 330 should therefore be deleted.
MHz
1 215 - 1 300
1 215 - 1 300 {NOC)
MOD 3672/342 3673/343
3674/344 3675/345

TCH/19/67

MOD

Reasons : The band
TCH/19/68

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

3672/342

(Not used)

lS

no longer used by the fixed service in Czechoslovakia.
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r.mz
1

300 -

1

350

Region 1
1 300 - 1 350 (NOC)
MOD 3678/348
TCH/19/69

MOD

3678/348

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

Reasons : In Czechoslovakia, the services mentioned in the footnote no longer
use the band in question.
MHz
1

TCH/19/70

MOD

535 -

1

543.5

1 535 - 1 542.5
MARITIME MOBILESATELLITE
~~~3~~

3688/352D

3689/352E
TCH/19/71

MOD

1 542.5 - 1 543.5
AERONAUTICAL MOBILESATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILESATELLITE
36g5f3~2

3688/352D

3690/352F
Reasons : In Czechoslovakia, the band is allocated to the fixed service
from 1 550 MHz only.
MHz
1

543.5 -

1

660

1 543.5 - 1 558.5 (NOC)
MOD 3685/352
1 558.5 - 1 636.5 (NOC)
MOD 3685/352
1 636.5 - 1 644 (NOC)
MOD 3685/352
1 644 - 1 645 (NOC)
MOD 3685/352
1 645 - 1 660 (NOC)
MOD 3685/352

...
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TCH/19/72

MOD

3685/352
In ... Czechoslovakia ... , the band x-535 1 550- 1 660 MHz
is also allocated to the fixed service. As-r~g~d~-th~-e~tegory-ef-~he-f±xed
serv±ee-±n-~he-band-±-535 - x-5~8-MH~,-~ee-Resoitt~±on-Ne.-S~a-3•

Reasons : To decrease the width of the band allocated to the fixed service
1n Czechoslovakia.
Resolution No. Spa 3, which concerned only the band 1 525 - 1 540 MHz,
has been abrogated by Resolution No. Spa2 - 8.

MHz
2 300 - 2 500
Region 1
2 300 - 2 450 (NOC)
MOD 3709/357
2 450 - 2 500 (NOC)
MOD 3709/357
TCH/19/73

MOD

3709/357
The frequency 2 450 MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes except in
e~echosrovakia ... (no further
change).
Reasons
To unify the frequencies provided for industrial, scientific and
medical applications.

MHz
2 690 - 2 700
2 690 - 2 700 (NOC)
MOD 3720/364B
TCH/19/74

MOD

3720/364B

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

Reasons : In Czechoslovakia, tropospheric scatter systems do not operate
in the band in question.

MHz
4 200 - 4 400

I4

200 - 4 4oo (Noc)

I MOD 3745/382
TCH/19/75

MOD

3745/382

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

Reasons : In Czechoslovakia, neither the fixed nor the mobile service use this
band any longer.
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~-1Hz

5 670 - 5 850
Region 1
TCH/19/76

MOD

5 670 - 5 725
RADIO LOCATION
Amateur
Space research
(Deep space)

I 3756/388

3758/389A 3758/A

TCH/19/77

MOD

5 725 - 5 850
FIXED SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3697/354
3758A
3760/391

TCH/19/78

MOD

3756/388
3759/390
3761/391A
Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

3759/390

Reasons : This footnote does not cover the entire band, which is used by
the fixed servlce ln Czechoslovakia.
TCH/19/79

ADD

3758A
In Czechoslovakia, the band 5 670 - 5 850 MHz lS also
allocated to the fixed service.
MHz

7 250 - 7 300
TCH/19/80

MOD

7 250 - 7 300
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOBILE

I 3764/392D

3:Y:65f3926
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TCH/19/81

SUP

3765/392G
Reasons : Since a great many countries of different Regions have requested
authorization for the fixed and mobile services under footnote 3765/392G,
it is proposed to delete this footnote and to enter the services concerned
in the table proper, on a primary basis.
MHz
7 975 - 8 025
Region 1

TCH/19/82

MOD

17 975 - 8
t

I

025

FIXED SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
FIXED
MOBILE

! 3'T66f392H
TCH/19/83

SUP

3766/392H
Reasons : In view of the large number of countries of different Regions
mentioned in the footnote, it is proposed to delete the latter and to
incorporate the wish expressed in it in the table proper.
!·1Hz

8 500 - 8 750
8 500 - 8 750 (NOC)
MOD 3772/395
TCH/19/84

MOD

3772/395
In
Czechoslovakia ... , the band 8 500- 8 750 MHz
is also allocated to the radionavigation service and the land mobile service.
Reasons : To make provision for development of the land mobile service in
this band.
MHz
8 850 - 9 000

TCH/19/85

MOD

8 850 - 9 000
RADIOLOCATION
RADI ONAVI GATIOl'J
3774/397

3'T'T5f398
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TCH/19/86

3775/398

SUP

Reasons : In view of the large number of countries mentioned in
footnote 3775/398, it is proposed to delete the latter and to insert the
radionavigation service in the table proper.
MHz
9 200 - 9 300
Region 1
TCH/19/87

MOD

9 200 - 9 300
RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION
!

3774/397

3TT5f398

1
I

(Not used)

TCH/19/88

MHz
9 500 - 9 800
TCH/19/89

MOD

9 500 - 9 Boo
RADIOLOCATION
RADI ON AVI GAT I ON

MHz
9 800 - 10 000
TCH/19/90

MOD

9 800 - 10 000
RADI OLOCATION
Fixed

3777/400 3778/401
3779/401A
TCH/19/91

MOD

3777/400
In ... Czechoslovakia ... , the band 9 800- 10 000 MHz
is also allocated to the fixed-and radionavigation ~erviee~ service.
Reasons : As the fixed service no longer uses this band, it is proposed
that the radionavigation servic.e should be the only additional service.
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GHz
ll. 7 - 12.5
Region l
TCH/19/92

MOD

11.7 - 12.5

I FIXED
I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

TCH/19/93

SUP

3785/405BA
Reasons : The footnote has been superseded by the results of the
World Broadcasting-Satellite Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1977.
GHz
13.25 - 14.3
!

. 13.25Ii MOD

3792/407

i 13. 4
~OD

13.4 (NOC)

- 14 ( NOC)

3792/407

14 - 14.3 (NOC)
1

I MOD
TCH/19/94

MOD

3792/407

3792/407

Delete Czechoslovakia from the footnote.

Reasons : The services mentioned in the footnote are no longer used.
in Czechoslovakia.
GHz
15.4- 17-7
15.4 - 15.7 (NOC)
MOD 3792/407
15.7- 17.7 (NOC)
MOD 3792/407
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GHz
23.6 - 24
Region 1
23.6 - 24 (NOC)
MOD 3792/407
GHz
24.05 - 24.25
I

24.05 - 24.25 (NOC)
MOD 3792/407

1

1

GHz
33.4 - 36
!

33 . 4 - 34. 2 ( NOC)
MOD 3792/407

1

34.2 - 35.2 (NOC)
MOD 3792/407
35.2 - 36 (NOC)
, MOD 3792/407
l

GHz
43 - 48
TCH/19/95

MOD

I 43

I

- 48

i AERONAUTICAL

I
I

MOBILE-

SATELLITE

I

MARITIME ·MOBILESATELLITE

1

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE

I
i

MARITIME MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
i MARITIME
\ RADIONAVIGATION
I

Reasons : To enable the space services to coexist with the corresponding
terrestrial services.
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GHz

66 - 71
Region l

TCH/19/96

MOD

66 - 71
AERONAUTICAL-MOBILE
SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILESATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
Reasons : To enable space systems to coexist with the corresponding
terrestrial systems.

GHz
95 - 101
I

TCH/19/97

MOD

I 95

- 101

I AERONAUTICAL MOBILE! SATELLITE
l
I

I MARITIME MOBILE-

I

SATELLITE

I

I AERONAUTICAL
I

RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION

Reasons : To enable space radiocommunications to coexiet with the
. _, .cor.respondinK .terrestrial ra.cliocommunications.
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GHz
142 - 150
Region 1
TCH/19/98

MOD

142 - 150
AERONAUTICAL MOBILESATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILESATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
I AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

I MARITIME MOBILE
I

I AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

I
I

I MARITIME

RADIONAVIGATION

Reasons : To enable space radiocommunications to coexist with the
corresponding terrestrial radiocommunications.
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADM~I\USTlRAT~VE
RADIO CONfERENCE

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 20-E
12 July 19'79
Original
English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

German Democratic Republic

1.

Page '7, proposal No. 12, Appendix 3, i) 2), read :
in the band 4 000 - 23 000 kHz : 100 Hz for transmitters
installed before 1 January 1978, 50 Hz for transmitters
installed after 1 January 1978.

in-tt~e-or-~o-be

2.

Page '7, proposal No. 12, Appendix 3, p), read:
Appiieabie-£rom-~-Jttne-i9TT~--However, in the Al Morse
working frequency bands a frequency tolerance of 200 ppm may be applicable to
ex±~~±ng transmitters afeer installed before 1 June 1977, provided that the
emissions are contained within the band in question.

3.

Page 8, proposal No. 12, Appendix 3, following 6), add :
7) For ship station transmitters in the band around
27 120kHz, on board small craft, with an output power not exceeding 5 Watts
operating in near coastal waters and utilizing A3 or F3 emissions the frequency
tolerance is 40 ppm

4.
Page 17, proposals Nos. 38 and 39, Reasons, first line, replace Broadcasting by
Administrative Radio.
5.
Pages 22 and 23, proposals Nos. 66, 67 and 68, replace the frequency box
1 660 - 1 670 MHz, the footnotes MOD 3698/354A and ADD 3701A including the reasons by the
following
MHz
1 660 - 1 670
Region 1
DDR/20/66
MOD
(Corr.l)

1 660 - 1 6[0

I

Region 2

l

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3696/353A 369Tf35~

DDR/20/66A
MOD
(Cor:;.l)

MOD 3698/354A 3699/354B

3697/354
In ..• the GDR ..• the bands i-66e 1 670- 1 690 MHz,
3 165 - 3 195 MHz, 4 800 - 4 8io MHz, 5 800 - 5 815 MHz and 8 680- 8 700 MHz
are also used for radio astronomy observations.
Reasons : The band 1 660 - 1 6[0 MHz is already allocated to the
radio astronomy according to the Table.
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DDR/20/67
MOD
(Corr.l)

3698/354A
In ••. the GDR ... the bands 1 660- 1 670 MHz and
1 690 - 1 700 MHz are also allocated to the fixed service and the mobile,
except aeronautical mobile service.
Reasons : For reasons of economy of frequencies and techniques of frequencies
the allocation of the band 1 660 - 1 670 MHz for the fixed and mobile services
except aeronautical mobile services was required in the GDR.
Note : Proposal DDR/20/68 is cancelled.

6.
Page 23, proposal No. 69, in the frequency box 1 670 - 1 690 MHz, delete the footnote
3701A and replace the footnote 3697/354 by MOD 3697/354.
7.
Page 23, proposal No. 70, in the frequency box 3 lOO- 3 300 MHz, delete the footnote
3(01A and replace the footnotes 3731/368 and 3697/354 by MOD 3731/368 and MOD 3697/354.

8.

Page 23, proposal No. 71, Reasons, third line, read
••• allocation of the band 3 100- 3 300 MHz for radionavigation ...
Page 24, add the following frequency box and the reasons for its modification

9.

MHz
4 700 - 4 990
Region 1
DDR/20/73A
MOD
(Corr.l)

4 700 - 4 990

I

Region 2

l

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
3531/233B MOD 3697/354

3746/382A 3747/382B

Reasons : To ensure the radio astronomy observations in the GDR.
10.
Page 25, proposal No. 77A, frequency box 5 725 - 5 850 MHz, replace the footnote
3697/354 by MOD 3697/354.
Following this frequency box add the following reasons :
Reasons : To ensure the actual use of frequency in the GDR.
11.

Page 26, frequency box 8 500 - 8 750 MHz, add the footnote MOD 3697/354.
Following this frequency box add the following reasons :
Reasons : To ensure the radio astronomy observations 1n the GDR.

12.
Page 27, proposal No. 90, first line following the frequency box, replace MOD 3183/412H
by MOD 3813/412H.
13.
Page 28, proposals Nos. 94 and 95, replace the frequency boxes 71 - 84 GHz by the
following
GHz
71 - 84
.DDR/20/94
MOD
(Corr.l)

71 - 8lt 74.5
FIXED

,·
1

_,_
·~~:

FIXED-SATELLITE

.
·;

'

••

\ DpR/20/95
MOD
·•.......;_:'--'-. ( c0~r<l)
- ·--~--

~,.,.,.

74.5 - 84

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 20-E
22 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

German Democratic Republic
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER I
Terminology
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions
Swnmary of view
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the German Democratic Republic expresses
the view that Article Nl/1 "Terminology" should carry all definitions indispensable to evaluate
exactly minimum conditions for individual services to operate satisfactorily and, at the same time,
offering means for sharing possibilities, viz. inter-service sharing and sharing between space and
terrestrial services.
To this end, the following additions, and modifications where considered necessary, are
being made
expression covering spurious em1ss1ons

DDR/20/1

ADD

3140A
Unwanted emission
and out-of-band emissions.

DDR/20/2

MOD

3141/92
Spurious emission
emission en at a frequency, or
frequencies wh±eh are outside the necessary band, and the level of which may be
reduced without affecting the corresponding transmission of information.
Spttr±en~-em±~s±en~-±nexnde-fiarmenie-em±~siens,-para~±~±e-em±ss±ens-and-±n~er
medttxat±en-predtte~s,-bn~-e~exttde-emiss±en~-±n-~fie-±mmed±a~e-v±e±n±~y-ef-~fie
neeessary-band,-wfi±efi-are-~he-res~~-ef-~fie-medtiXa~±en-preeess-fer-~fie

~ransm±~s±en-ef-±nferma~±en.

DDR/20/3

ADD

3141A
Out--of-band emission
frequencies. of the out-of- band spectrum.

emission on a frequency or

DDR/20/4

ADD

3141B
Out-of-band spectrum (of an emission) : the part of the
power density spectrum (or the power spectrum when the spectrum consists of
discrete components) of an emission which is outside the necessary bandwidth,
with the exception of spurious emissions.
Reasons for ADD 3140A 2 MOD 3141/92, ADD 3141A, ADD 3141B
1.
We are in agreement with the wording of the above definitions
as contained in Recommendations 328-4 and 329-3 of the CCIR and referred to in
SPM Doe. P/1005, § 2.2.3.
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2.
Should the WARC decide to include in Article Ni/1 the term
"unwanted emission" which by its definition is earmarked as an expression,
without any conceptional reference to the notion "emission", the definitions
for "spurious emission" and "out-of-band emission" must be added.
3.
Furthermore, the definition for "out-of-band spectrum" should
also be given to clarify adequately the notion for "out-of-band emission".
DDR/20/5

ADD

3141C
Interference : the effect of unwanted energy due to one
or a combination of emissions, radiations, or inductions upon recepti.on in a
radiocommunication system, manifested by any performance degradation,
misinterpretation, or loss of information which could be extracted in the
absence of such unwanted energy.
Reasons : We give preference to the above definition emanating from
Recommendation 506 rather than that contained in the International
Electrotechnical Vocabulary, 60-08-025, reading : "Disturbance experienced
in the reception of a wan:ted signal, caused by an unwanted signal or noise".

DDR/20/6

HOD

3142/93
Harmful interference : any em±88±on,-raa±at±en-o~
±ndttet±on interference which endangers the functioning (rest without change).
Reasons : The proposed modification (see Recommendation 506) is in keeping
wit·h the wording for "interference" (ADD 3141C). We are in favour of explicitly
mentioning the radionavigation service, as a tj:pe of safety service, to
emphasize its importance.

DDR/20/7

ADD

3142A
Permissible interference : observed or predicted
interference which complies with quantitative interference and sharing criteria
contained in the Radio Regulations or in Recommendations of the CCIR or in
regional agreements as provided for in the Radio Regulations.
Note : It is recognized that, under certain circumstances, a higher level of
interference than that defined as permissible may be accepted by agreement between
the Administrations concerned without prejudice to other Administrations, but it
is not considered possible to set down any precise values for this interference
level - each case must be treated on its merits. This interference level may be
called accepted interference.
Reasons : We agree to the definition as quoted in Recommendation 506. Because
;-f the close conceptional relationship between the notions for "permissible
interference" and "accepted interference" we propose the Note to follow
immediately the definition for "permissible interference".

DDR/20/8

ADD

3158
Service area : the area in which the field strength or
power flux-density of a transmitter is equal to or greater than the usable
field strength or power flux-density to permit satisfactory reception under
specified conditions in the presence of noise and interference from other
transmitters, and in which the Administration responsible for the service has
the right to demand that the agreed protection conditions be provided within
the boundaries of its national territory.
Reasons : In accordance with the Report of the SPM, Geneva 1978.

DDR/20/9

ADD

3159
Coverage area : the area on the surface on the Earth
delineated by a contour of a constant given value of power flux-density of
field strength which would permit, under .specified conditions, the wanted
quality of reception in the absence of interference.
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Note : In the case of the broadcasting-satellite service the coverage area
must be the smallest area which encompasses the service area, taking into
account allowed pointing tolerances of satellite antenna.
Reasons : It is considered appropriate to extend the definition for "covera~e: ....
area", as contained in Annex 8 of the Final -Acts WARC-77 to other services,
by formulating the wording-in a more general way.
DDR/20/10

ADD

3160
Beam area : the area delineated by the intersection of
the half-power beam of the satellite transmitting antenna with the surface of
the Earth.
Note : The beam area is simply that area on the Earth's surface corresponding
to the - 3 dB points on the satellite antenna radiation pattern. In many cases
the beam area would almost coincide with the coverage area, the discrepancy
being accounted for by the permanent ~ifference in path lengths from the
satellite throughout the beam area, and also by the permanent variations, if
any, in propagation factors across the area. However, for a service area
where the maximum dimension as seen from the satellite position is less than
0.6° (the agreed minimum practicable satellite antenna half-power beamwi~th),
there could be a significant difference between the beam area ~nd the coverage
area.
Reasons : We are in conformity with the definition as given in the Final Acts
of the WARC-77.

DDR/20/11

ADD

3161
Nominal orbital position : the longitude of a position
in the geostationary satellite orbit associated with a frequency assignment to
a space station in a space radiocommunication service. The position is given
in degrees from the Greenwich meridian.
Reasons : We are 1n conformity with the definition as given in the Final Acts
of the WARC-77.
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DDR/20/12

APPENDIX 3

MOD

Table of Frequency Tolerances*)
(See Article 12)

§ummary of view
The present proposal by the German Democratic
Republic is based on the GDR proposal to the SPM and takes account of the
results of that meeting, as outlined in Doe. P/1022.
The following table contains frequency bands and
categories of stations, being subject of modifications and additions.

Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

j

Tolerances
applicable until
lst January, ~966*) 1990
to transmitters in ~
and to those to be
installed before
lst January, ~964 1985

*)

Tolerances
applicable to new
transmitters installed
after lst January,
~964 1985 and to all
transmitters after
lst January, ~966-*) 1990

~se-&afittary,~~9r8-±fi-ehe-ease-of
a~~-~o~erafiees-markea-w~eh-an-aseer±sk

Band : 10 to 535 kHz

2. Land stations
a) Coast Stations
- power 200 W
or less

500

1l

599

100 1)

- power above
200 w

200

1l

299

100 1)

a) Ship Stations

l 000

tl

~-ee9

200 k)

b) Ship's Emergency
Transmitters

5 000

§-GGG

500

1)

c) Survival Craft Stations

5 000

§-GGG

)00

23)

- power 200 W
or less

100

100

- power above
200 w

50

3. Mobile Stations

Band : 1 605 to

4 000 kHz

l. Fixed Stations
2)3)
50

2)3)

2. Land Stations
- power 200 W
or less

lOO 1)2)

- power above
200 w

50 1)2)

lOO h) 1)~
50

ht

1)~

*) Certain services may need tighter tolerances for technical and operational reasons.

23 )
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Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

Tolerances
applicable until
1st January, 3::966*) 1990
to transmitters in use
and ·to those to be
~nstalled before
1st January, 3::96~ 1985
*)

Tolerances
applicable to new
transmitters installed
after 1st January,
3::96~ 1985 and to all
transmitters after
1st January, 3::966*) 1990

3:~~-~an~ary,-3:9TB-in-~he-ea~e-of
a3:3:-~o3:eranee~-marked-w±~h-an-a~~er±~k

3. Mobile Stations
--

~GG.i:f~t 40 Hz 4l

a) Ship Stations

200 i)k)

b) Survival Craft
Stations

300

399 100

300

399 100

A) Emergency Position
Indicating Radiobeacons
c) Aircraft Stations

e9~

d) Land Mobile Stations

200

e99 50 5)

100

3::99 20 6)

50

58 10 6)

100

lOO*t !:)

4. Radiodetermination Stations
- power 200 W
or less
- power above 200 W

Band : 4 to 29.7 MHz
1. Fixed Stations
- power-599-W

3::99

58

39

3::5

50

20 Hz

15

20 Hz

50

10 Hz
---

15

10 Hz
---

50

-20

15

10

et>-3:e~~

- power-abeve-599-W
a) Single sideband and
independent sideband
emissions
- 12ower 500 W
or less
- 12ower above 500

w

b) Class Fl emissions

- 12ower 500 W
or less
- 12ower above 500

w

c) Other classes of emissions
- 12ower 500 W
or less
- ::eower above 500

w

-
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Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

-

Tolerances
applicable until
lst January, ~966~> 1990
to transmitters in use
~nd to those to be
installed before
lst January, ~96Jt 1985
*)

Tolerances
applicable to new
transmitters installed
after lst January,
~96Jt 1985 and to all
transmitters after
lst January, ~966*) 1990

l~~-~anttary,-±9te-±n-tne-ease-ef
a~~-~o±eranees-marked-w~tn-an-asterisk

2. Land Stations
a) Coast Stations

Jl

- power 500 W
or less

50

- power above 500 W
and less than or
equal to 5 kW

50*)30 l)

38~+ht 20 Hz l) 20_)

- power above 5 kW

58 15 1)

±§-b} 20 Hz 1) 20)

~G-fi}

20 Hz 1) 20)

b) Aeronautical Stations
- power 500 W
or less
- power above 500

w

lOO

100

cl

50

50

cl

100

~88

c) Base Stations
- power 500 W
or less
- power above 500

w

50

20 2)

58 20 2)

3. Mobile Stations
a) Ship Stations
1) Class Al emissions
2) Emissions other than
Class Al
- power-566-W

e88 50p)q)

58ptq7 10 21)

50i)k)

5Gi}J:r)- 50 Hz k)
7) 22)

58-et

58--e-f:i:tk-1

or-~ess

- power-above-58-W

58

58:i:tk7

b) Survival Craft Stations

200

e88 50

c) Aircraft Stations

ee8*) lOO*)

lOO*t

d) Land Mobile Stations

200

E88 4o 8)

....

cl

Band : lOO to 470 MHz

....
2. Land Stations
a) Coast Stations

.3::88 20n)

e8nt 10

I
i
I

II

I
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Frequency Bands
(lower limit exclusive,
upper limit inclusive)
and
Categories of Stations

Tolerances
applicable until
1st January, ±966*-) 1990
to transmitters in use
and .to those to be
installed before
1st January, 3:96lt 1985

*)

.

7

Tolerances
applicable to new
transmitters installed
after 1st January,
%96lt 1985 and to all
transmitters after
1st January, ±966*) 1990

±~~-~aft~ary,-%9T9-ift-~ne-ease-~f
a±±-~o±eranees-marked-w~~n-aft-as~er~sk

3. Mobile Stations
a) Ship Stations and
Survival Craft Stations
- in the band
156 - 174 MHz

3:88 20n)

f:8n+ 10

- outside the band
156 - 174 MHz

±eea:+ 50d)o)

580:1-o)

-

....
c) Land Mobile Stations
- 160 MHz band
- 300 .MHz band

-20
50

- 450 lvlliz band

50

10 12)13)24)

1 12)13)24)

2

12)13)24)

....
Notes referring to Table of Frequency Tolerances
i)

For ship station single sideband radiotelephone transmitters the tolerance is
l)

in the band 1 605 - 4 000 kHz :
100 Hz for transmitters in use or to be installed before 1 January 1982
58 40 Hz for transmitters installed after 1 January 1982

2)

in the band 4 000 - 23 000 kHz :
3:88-H~-£or-eran~m±eeer~-±n-tt~e-or-~o-be-±n~ea±3:ed-eefePe-±-JaB~apy-±9Tg

50 Hz

£er-tran~m±teer~-±n~ea3:3:ed-afeer

l January 1978

(See also Appendix 17A)
k)
For ship station transmitters used for direct printing telegraphy or for data transmissions,
the tolerance is 40Hz. ·This tolerance is applicable to equipment installed after~ January 1976,
but before 1 January 1985 and to all equipment after l January 1985. For equipment installed before
2 January 1976 the tolerance is lOO Hz (with a maximum deviation of 40 Hz for short periods of
~ne order of 15 minutes).
p)
App3:±eab3:e-£rem-3:-~ttne-3:9TT7--However, in the Al Morse working frequency bands a frequency
tolerance of 200 ppm may be applicable to existing transmitters afeer-3:-&ttne-3:9rr, provided that the
emissions are contained within the band in question.
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r)
For single-sideband transmitters operating in the frequency bands_l 605-4 000 kHz and
~- 29.7 MHz which are allocated excl~si~eiy to the aeronautical mobile (R) service, the tolerance
on the carrier (reference) frequency is
for all aeronautical stations

10 Hz

for all aircraft stations operating on international services

20 Hz

for aircraft stations operating exclusively on national services

50 Hz

1)

If the emergency transmitter is used as the reserve t·ransmi tter for the main
transmitter, the tolerance for ship station transmitters applies.

2)

For single-sideband radiotelephone transmitters the tolerance is 20 Hz.

3)

For radiotelegraphy transmitters with frequency shift keying the tolerance is 10 Hz.

4)

For Al emissions the tolerance is 50 ppm.

5)

6)

For transmitters used for sing1e-sideband radiotelephony or for frequency-shift keying
. radiotelegraphy the tolerance is 40Hz.
For radiobeacon transmitters in the band l 605 to l 800 kHz the tolerance 1s 50 ppm.

12)

These tolerances .apply to channel spacings equal to or greater than 20 kHz.

13)

These tolerances may not be achieved for non-vehicular mounted portable equipment
with a mean transmitter pov.er not exceeding 5 watts.

20)

For Al emissions the tolerance is 10 ppm.

21)

Tolerance applicable to new transmitters installed after l January 1985 and to all
transmitters · after l January 1995. Betw·een l- January 1990 and l J aimar·y 1995 the
. tolerance for all transmitters in use is 30 ppm.

22)

For radiotelephone transmitters the tolerance is applicable to new transmitters installed
after l January 1978 and to all transmitters after l January 1995. For radiotelephone
transmitters installed before l January 1978 the tolerance is lOO Hz till l January 1995.

23)

Tolerance applicable to new transmitters installed after 1 January 1985 and to all
transmitters after l January 1995. Betv.een l January 1990 and l January 1995 the
tolerance for all transmitters in use is 2,000 ppm.

24)

Tolerance applicable to new transmitters installed after 1 January 1990 and to all
transmitters after l January 1995.
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DDR/20/13

APPENDIX 4

MOD

Table of Tolerances for the Levels of
Spurious Emissions

Summary of view
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the
German Democratic Republic is in favour of changing the "Table of Tolerances
for the Levels of Spurious Emissions" to read "Table of Maximum Permissible
Levels of Spurious Emissions", with modifications and additions as·contained
in Annex 8.2.2 of the SPM Report, Doe. P/1080, together with a GDR proposal
relating to implementation dates and Note 12.
Table of

~o±eraftee~-for-~he

Maximum Permissible Levels
of Spurious Emissions
The mean power of any spurious emission ~tt~p±~ed-~~-the
antenn~-~r~~m~~~ion-±ine shall not exceed the values
specified as ~o±er~ee~ minimum levels in Columns A
and B below (Notes 1, 10, 11)
B

A

Fundamental
Frequency
Band

~o±eranee~

Limits

applicable

tm~i±

~o±eranee~

±~~-Janttary,-±9T9 to
transmitters now in use
and to those installed
before ±~~-Janttary,-±96~
1st January, 1980

Limits
applicable to new
transmitters
installed after
1st January, ±994 1980 and
to all transmitters after
1st January, ±9T8 1985

40 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding the power of
eee 50 milliwatts
(Notes 3, 4, 5)

40 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding the nower of
50 milliwatts ± ~ ~
(Notes 2 2 3 2 4 2 5, 8)

- greater than 25 watts

60 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 1 milliwatt4

60 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 1 milliwatt4
(Notes 2, 6, 8, 12)

- 25 watts or less

40 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 25 microwatts
and without the necessity
for reducing this value
below 10 microwatts4

40 decibels below the
mean power of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 25 microwatts
(Notes 2, 12) and-wi~h

Below 30 MHz

30 MHz. t.o

~35

MHz

for transmitters having mean
power :

ett~-~he-neeess~~y-£er
redttein~-~his-va±tte

be±ew-±9-m±erowa~~~4
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The mean power of any spurious emission.s"tt!'P±~ed-'bo-t-he
aa~enna-~ran~mi~s~on-±~ne shall not exceed the values
specified as t-o±eranees minimum levels in Columns A
and B below (Notes lz 102 11)
A
Fundamental
Frequency
Band

B

~o±eranees

Limits

applicable

ttn~i±

±s~-~anttary,-±9T9 to
transmitters now in use
and to those installed
before ±st--~an~ary,-±96~
1st Januar;y: 2 1980

~o±eranees

Limits
applicable to new
transmitters
installed after
1st January, ±994 1980 and
to all transmitters after
1st January, ±9T9 1985

235 lvffiz to 960 MHz
for transmitters having mean
Eower :
- greater than 25 watts

60 decibels below the
mean Eower of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 20 milliwatts
(Notes 2 2 72 82 9)

- 25 watts or less

40 decibels below the
mean Eower of the fundamental emission without
exceeding 25 microwatts

Above 960 MHz

:.
j

l

Due to the diverse nature
of technologies emElo;y:ed
b~ services O:J2erating
above 260 MHz further
stud~ b~ the CCIR is
required prior to
~Eecification of levels.
The values to be observed
shall be those shown in
a~~ro~riate CCIR Recommendaticns.
Until
suitable Recommendations
have been adoEted, the
lowest possible values
achievable shall ~e
employed.

Notes
1.
It is recognized that specific serv1ces may need lower levels for technical and operational
reasons. The values a~~lied to these services shall be those agreed u~on by the appropriate service
conference.
Lower levels also can be fixed by specific agreement between the Administrations
concerned.
2.
These limits are not appropriate to life-boats. EPIRB's survival craft and maritime transmitters
used in emergency situations. ·
3.
£or transmitters having an output power greater than 50 kW which can operate on two or more
frequencies, covering a frequency range a:J2proaching an octave or more, it may not always be
~racticable to achieve a SU:J2pression greater than 60 dB.
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4.
For some hand-portable equipment of power less than 5 W, it may not be practicable to
achieve a suppression of 40 dB, in which case a suppression of 30 dB should apply.
5.
A limit of 50 mW may· not be practicable for mobile transmitters, in which case the spurious
emission should be at least 40 dB below the fundamental emission, without exceeding the value of
200 mW.
6.
In some areas, where the interference problem is not serious, a limit of 10 mW may be
sufficient.
7.
Where several transmitters feed a common antenna or closely spaced antennae on adjacent
frequencies, it may not always be possible to achieve this degree of attenuation for spurious
emission, the frequencies of which are close to the occupied band.
8.
For radiodetermination stations, until acceptable methods of measurement exist, the lowest
practicable level of spurious emission should be achieved.
9.
Since the limits mentioned above may not provide adequate protection for receiving stations
1n the radioastronomy and space services, lower limits might be considered in each individual case
in the light of the geographical position of the station concerned.
10. In the case of suppressed or reduced carrier emissions, the power of the fundamental emission
shall be expressed in terms of envelope power.
11. When checking compliance with the provisions of the Table, it shall be verified that the
bandwidth of the measuring equipment is sufficiently wide to accept all significant components of
the spurious emission concerned.
12. For frequency modulated maritime mobile radiotelephone equipment which operates above 30 MHz,
the mean power of any spurious emission falling in any other international maritime mobile channel,
due to products of modulation, shall not exceed a limit of 10 microwatts and the mean power of
any other spurious emission on any discrete frequency within the international maritime mobile band
shall not exceed a limit of 2.5 microwatts.
Where, exceptionally, transmitters of mean power
above 20 watts are employed, these limits may be increased in proportion to the mean power of the
transmitter.
Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 of Appendix 4 of the present Radio Regulations
DDR/20/14

MOD

are to be cancelled.

APPENDIX 17A
Technical Characteristics of Single Sideband Transmitters
used in the Maritime Mobile Service for Radiotelephony
in the Bands between 1 605 and 4 000 kHz
and between 4 000 and 23 000 kHz

4.

The carrier frequencies shall be maintained within the following tolerances
a)

coast stations : ~ 20 Hz;

b)

ship stations
bands between 1 605 and 4 000 kHz
tolerance applicable to transmitters in use or to be installed
before 1 January 1982 : ~ 100 Hz; the short-term limits (of the
order of 15 minutes) shall be ± 40 Hz;
- tolerance applicable to transmitters installed after
1 January 1982 : ! 59 40Hz;
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bands between 4 000 and 23 000 kHz
- tolerance applicable to transmitters in-tt~e-er-~e-be installed
before 1 January 1978 : ! 100 Hz; the short-term limits (of
the order of 15 minutes) shall be ~ 40 Hz;
- tolerance applicable to transmitters installed after
1 January 1978 : ~ 50 Hz.
Reasons : To bring the data contained in Appendix 17A in line with the GDR
proposal relative to Appendix 3 "Table of frequency tolerances".
ARTICLE N7
Section IV.

Table of Frequency Allocations - 10 kHz to 275 GHz

Summary of view :
In working out the proposals for Article N7 of the
Radio Regulation the GDR has taken into consideration that the table of
frequency allocations has been in force for 20 years and all radio means
were developed and produced in accordance with this table.
However, services respectively changes have been taken
into account in such cases where a considerable increase in radio means can
be marked and new technology had to be introduced.
kHz
90 - 110
Region 1
DDR/20/15

l40D

90 - 110
RADIONAVIGATION

Fixed
MAR3:1f'±ME-M8B±bE
~4§~/'J:§g

Maritime mobile
3452/158
3457/163
3461/167
DDR/20/16

SUP

3~68/166

3460/166
Reasons : To ensure a worldwide band for radionavigation service.
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kH2:

110 - 112
Region 1
DDR/20/17

MOD

110 - 112
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

~e~JleS
kHz

115 - 126
DDR/20/18

MOD

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163
3~627±6&

3461/167
3463/169

kHz
129 - 130
DDR/20/19

MOD

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

13457/163 3461/167

l 3~62f±68
DDR/20/20

SUP

3462/168
Reasons
High-speed communications to aircraft have to be forbidden to
improve aeronautical radionavigation and to enhance the safety of air traffic.
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k.Hz
130 - 150
Region 1
DDR/20/21

MOD

130 - 150
MARITIME MOBILE
3465/172
/FIXED/
3457/163
3466/173

DDR/20/22

3461/167
3466A

In the GDR the band 130 - 150 k.Hz is also allocated to
3466A
the radionavigation service on a secondary basis.

ADD

Reasons : In addition to the radio services listed in the Table in the GDR
radionavigation services have been operating for some time.
k.Hz
150 - 160
DDR/20/23

MOD

150 - 160
MARITIME MOBILE
3461/167 3467/174
BROADCASTING

DDR/20/24

SUP

3468/175
Reasons : This footnote is out of date with the Regional LF/MF Broadcasting
Agreement for Regions 1 and 3, Geneva 1975.
k.Hz
415 - 490

I

Region 1

DDR/20/25

MOD

415 - 490

DDR/20/26

SUP

3478/185

i

Region 2

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE

Reasons : This footnote is out of date with the Regional LF/MF Broadcasting
Agreement for Regions 1 and 3, Geneva 1975.
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kHz
510 - 525
Region 1
DDrl/20/27

MOD

510 - 525
MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
Aeronant±ea3:
rad±onav±gat±on
/A.ErlONAUTICAL

I NAVIGATION/
!
I)________________________
3ltT8f±85
t

~

Reasons : Footnote 3478/185 is out of date with the Regional LF/MF Broadcasting
Agreement for Regions 1 and 3, Geneva 1975. To increase the safety of
traffic aer.
(Not used)

DDR/20/28

kHz
5 060 - 5 250
Region l
DDR/20/29

MOD

5 o6o - 5-258

DDR/20/30

MOD

5 130 - 5 250

5 130

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Reasons : To improve the operation of the mobile services, in particular of the
maritime mobile service.
kHz
5 730 - 5 950
DDR/20/31

MOD

5 730 - 5-958 - 5 900

FIXED
LAND MOBILE

DDR/20/32

MOD

5 900 - 5 950

FIXED

Reasons : To improve the operation of the mobile services.
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k.Hz

21 870 - 22 000

I

Region 1
DDR/20/33

MOD

21 870

-

~~-eee

21 924

Region 2

1

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AEH8NAB~±eAb-M8B±hE-fHj

DDR/20/34

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

ABR8NA~±8Ah-F±*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons
the GDR
provide
band 21

: ~21 870 - 21 924) Proceeding from Recommendation Aer2 - 5 (WARC-78)
supports the elimination of the hitherto existing sharing in order to
good conditions for the aeronautical fixed service in the
870 - 21 924 kHz.

Reasons : (21 924 - 22 000) Proceeding from Recommendation Aer2 - 5 (WARC-78)
the GDR supports the establishing of an exclusive band for long-distance
communications in aeronautical mobile services (R).

MHz
27.5- 28
27.5- 28 (NOC)
MOD 3524/227
DDR/20/35

MOD

3524/227
In .... , the GDR, .... the band 27.5- 28 MHz 1s also
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
Reasons : To ensure the real frequency use in the GDR.

MHz
41 - 47
DDR/20/36

MOD

41 - 47
BROADCASTING
Fixed
3525£228

3535/237

Mob:B:e

LAND MOBILE
3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241
Reasons : The rapid growth of the land mobile-radio services requires the
allocation of further frequencies for this service.
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MHz
47 - 68
Region 1
DDR/20/37

MOD

47 - 68
BROADCASTING
LAND MOBILE
3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

3537/239
3540/242

Reasons : The rapid growth of the land mobile-radio services requires the
allocation of further frequency-ranges for this service.

MHz
100 - 108
DDR/20/38

MOD

100 - !98 104
M9BrfiE-exeepe
aeronatte±eai-mob±ie-fR~

BROADCASTING
35e8f~~

J5e9/27e

3570/271
DDR/20/39

MOD

104 - 108
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3568/269
3570/271

356~feTe

Reasons : In accordance with Recommendation 14 of the Broadcasting_
Conference, Geneva 1959.
DDR/20/40

SUP

3569/270
Reasons : Consequential to proposed change.

MHz
117.975- 136
Region 1

1

Region 2

--··-

NOC

I

117.975- 132
MOD 3573/273A

NOC

132 - 136
MOD 3573/273A MOD 3574/274

Region 3
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DDR/20/41

MOD

In the band 117.975- ~3~ 136 MHz and-in-the-band
~36 MH~-where-~he-aerena~~±ea~-meb±~e-fRt-ser~±ee-±s-a~thor±~ed,-the

3573/273A
~3~

-

~se-and-deve~opmen~-for-eh±s-serv±ee-of-s~stems-tts±ng

space communications
techniques may be authorized for the aeronautical mobile (R) service b~e
~im±ted-±n±e±a%~y-ee-sa~e~~±ee-re~a~-s~at±ens-ef-~he-aerona~e±e~-meb±fe-fRt

Such use and development shall be subject to coordination between
Administrations concerned and those having services operating in accordance
with the Table, which may be affected.
serv±ee.

DDR/20/42

MOD

3574/274
In .... the GDR .... existing stations in the aeronautical
mobile (OR) service in the band 132 - 136 MHz, may continue to operate for an
unspecified period on a primary basis.
Reasons : Extension of the transmission possibilities for the aeronautical
mobile (R) service by utilization of all systems using space technique.
For reason of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 132 - 136 MHz for the aeronautical
mobile (OR) service was required in the GDR.
MHz
137 - 138
Region 1

NOC

I

Region 2

Region 3
J

137 - 138
MOD 3583/281C

DDR/20/43

MOD

3583/281C
In
the GDR .... the band 137- 138 MHz 1s also
allocated to the aeronautical mobile (OR) service.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques
of frequencies the allocation of the band 137 - 138 MHz for the aeronautical
mobile (OR) service was required in the GDR.
Ivlliz

216 - 235
DDR/20/44

MOD

216 - 223
:AERBHAtjlflf8Ab
RABf8NA¥f6Aiflf8N
BROADCASTING
3685f~9T

3606/298

36er:f299 3608/300
3609/301

!
I
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MHz
215 - 235 (cont.)
Region 1
DDR/20/45

MOD

223 - Z?35

230

:AEReffl\tfilf€:/ili
RAffi9NAVf6A~.feN

Fixed
Mobile
BROADCASTING

36e:rf299
3609/301
3el:l:t3e3
363:3t385
DDR/20/46

MOD

3608/300
36l:8t38Z?
36l:Z?f38lt

230 - 235

AEH8NAHg?3:9M
BAIH8NA¥3:GAg:Jf8N
F±xed
FIXED
.MG"Bi:-~8

MOBILE

36:t8f38Z?
3613/305

36:t:tf383

Reasons : (216 - 223) Regional Broadcasting Agreement, Stockholm 1961, and
about the improvement of the broadcasting coverage.
DDR/20/47

SUP

3605/297

(Consequential to change in Table.)

DDR/20/48

SUP

3607/299

(Consequential to change in

Table~)

Reasons : (223 - 230) Regional Broadcasting Agreement, Stockholm, l96l,
and about the improvement of the broadcasting coverage.
DDR/20/49

SUP

3610/302

DDR/20/50

SUP

3611/303

DDR/20/51

SUP

3612/304

(Consequential to change in Table.)

Reasons : (230 ~ 235) To improve the operational conditions of the fixed
and mobile services.
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MHz
400.05 - 401
Region 1

I

Region 2

l

Region 3

400.05 - 400.15 (NOC)
MOD 3627/313
400.15 - 401 (NOC)
MOD 3627/313
DDR/20/52

MOD

In .... the GDR .... the band 400.05- 401 MHz
3627/313
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

lS

also

Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques
of frequencies the allocation of the band 400.05 - 401 MHz for the fixed
and mobile services was required in the GDR.
(Not used)

DDR/20/53

MHz
401 - 406

Ii

401 - 402 (NOC)
MOD 3633/316
402 - 403 (NOC)
MOD 3633/316
403 - 406 (NOC)
MOD 3633/316
DDR/20/54

MOD

In .•.. the GDR
the band 401 - 406 MHz is also
3633/316
allocated, on a primary basis, to the fixed service and mobile, except
aeronautical mobile service.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 401 - 406 MHz for the fixed and
mobile except aeronautical mobile services, was required in the GDR.
MHz
406 - 406.1
406 - 406.1 (NOC)
MOD 3635/317B

DDR/20/55

MOD

In .... the GDR .... the band 406- 406.1 MHz is also
3635/317B
allocated to the fixed service and the mobile) except aeronautical mobile, service.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 406 - 406.1 MHz for the fixed and
mobile services, except the aeronautical mobile service, was required in the
GDR.
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MHz
430 - 440
Region 1
DDR/20/56

MOD

430 - 440
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
3636/318
3640/319
3643/320
3645/321

DDR/20/57

ADD

3639A
3642/319B
3644/320A
3646/322

3639A
fixed service.

In the GDR the band 430 - 440 MHz is also allocated to the

Reasons : To ensure the real use of frequency in the GDR.
MHz
606 - 942
606 - 790 (NOC)
MOD 3659/331
790 - 890 (NOC)
MOD 3659/331
890 - 942 (NOC)
MOD 3659/331
DDR/20/58

In ... the GDR •.. the band 645- 960 MHz 1s also allocated
3659/331
to the aeronautical radionavigation service.

MOD

Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 645 - 960 MHz for the aeronautical
radionavigation service was required in the GDR.
MHz
942 - 960
942 - 960 (NOC)

I

I MOD 3659/331

!
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MHz
1 350 - 1 4oo
Region l
DDH/20/59

MOD

Region 2

1 350 - 1 400

1 350 - l 400 (NOC)

FBffiB

RADIOLOCATION

I

Region 3

(WW)*)

RADIOLOCATION
3679/349

3680/349A

3679/349

3680/349A

*) Reasons : Worldwide allocation to radiolocation.
MHz
l 543.5 - 1 660
DDR/20/60

MOD

l 543.5 - 1 558.5

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
3685/352 3688/352D
3691/352G 3695A

DDR/20/61

MOD

1 558.5 - 1 636.5

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3685/352 3686/352A
3687/352B 3688/352D
_3695/352K 3695A

DDR/20/62

MOD

l 636.5 - l 644

MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3685/352 3688/352D
3692/352H 3695A

DDR/20/63

MOD

1 644 - 1 645

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3685/352 3688/352D
3693/3521 3695A

DDR/20/64

MOD

1 645 - l 660

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
3685/352 3688/352D
3694/352J 3695A

DDR/20/65

ADD

In the GDR the band 1 550 - l 660 MHz is also allocated
3695A
to the fixed service.
Reasons : To ensure the real frequency use in the GDR.
MHz
1 660 - l 670

DDR/20/66

MOD

1 660 - l 670

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3696/353A 3697/354
3698/354A 3699/354B
370lA
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DDR/20/67

MOD

In .... the GDR .... the bands 1 660- 1 670 MHz and
3698/354A
1 690 - 1 700 ~lliz are also allocated to the fixed service and the mobile,
except aeronautical mobile service.

DDR/20/68

ADD

3701A
In the GDR the bands 1 660 - 1 690 MHz and 3 165 - 3 195 MHz
are also used for radio-astronomy observations.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 1 660 - 1 670 MHz for the fixed and mobile
services except aeronautical mobile service and the use of the band
l 660 - 1 690 MHz for radio-astronomy observations were required in the GDR.

MHz
1 670 - 1 690
Region l
DDR/20/69

MOD

1 670 - 1 690

l

Region 2

I

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
3649/324A
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3697/354

Reasons

3701A

To ensure the real frequency use in the GDR.

MHz
3 100 - 3 300
DDR/20/70

MOD

j 3 100 - 3 300

RADIOLOCATION
3697/354
3732/369

DDR/20/71

MOD

3731/368
3701A

3731/368
In .... the GDR .... the band 3 100- 3 300 MHz
is also allocated to the radionavigation service.
Reasons

To ensure the radio-astronomy observations in the GDR.

For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques of
frequencies thE: allocation of band l 660 - 1 690 MHz for radionaviga.tion
service was required in the GDR.
MIIz

3 300 - 3 400
3 300 - 3 400 (NOC)
MOD 3733/370

I
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DDR/20/72

MOD

In .... the GDR .... the band 3 300- 3 400 MHz is

3733/370

Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques
of frequencies the allocation of band 3 300 - 3 400 MHz for radionavigation
service was required in the GDR.
MHz
3 4oo - 3 6oo
Region 1
DDR/20/73

3 4oo - 3 6oo

MOD

FIXED
FIXED SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
: M8Bff:JE

:Mobile
; Radiolocation
3735/372
: 3737/374

3736/373
3738/375

Reasons : To improve the operational conditions of the

fixe~satellite

servlce.

MHz
5 250 - 5 725
I

Hegion 1

l

Region 2

I

Region 3

5 250 - 5 255 (NOC)
MOD 3751/384
5 255 - 5 350 (NOC)
MOD 3751/384
DDR/20/74

MOD

In .... the GDR .•.. the band 5 250- 5 350 MHz is also
3751/384
allocated to the radionavigation service.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of band 5 250 - 5 350 MHz for the radionavigation
service was required in the GDR.
5 470 - 5 650 (NOC)
MOD 3754/386

DDR/20/75

MOD

In
the GDR .... the band 5 470- 5 650 MHz 1s also
3754/386
allocated to the aeronautical radionavigation service.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques
of frequencies the allocation of the band 5 470 - 5 670 MHz for the
aeronautical radionavigation service was required in the GDR.
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MHz
5 250- 5 725 (cont.)
Region 1
DDR/20/76

MOD

5 670 - 5 725

Region 2

1

f

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Space Research (Deep Space)
3756/388 3757/389
3758/389A 3758A

DDR/20/77

ADD

In the GDR the band 5 670 - 5 850 .MHz is also allocated
3758A
to the fixed service.
Reasons : To ensure the real use of frequency in the GDR.

MHz
5 725 - 5 850
DDR/20/77A

MOD

5 725 - 5 850
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3697/354
3756A
3760/391

3756/388
3759/390
3761/391A

MHz
7 250 - 7 300
DDR/20/78

MOD

7 250 - 7 300

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOBILE
3764/392D ~~~§f~9~G

DDR/20/79

SUP

3765/392G
Reasons : To improve the operation of the fixed and mobile services.

MHz
7 975 - 8 025
DDR/20/79A

MOD

7 975 - 8 025

FIXED SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
FIXED
MOBILE
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DDR/20/80

SUP

3766/392H

Reasons : To improve the operation of the I'ixed and mobile services.
MHz
8 500 - 9 300
Region 1

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

8 500 - 8 750 (NOC)
MOD 3772/395
DDR/20/81

MOD

In .... the GDR
the band 8 500 - 8 '750 MHz 1s
3'7'72/395
also allocated to the radionavigation serv1ce.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and of the techniques of
frequencies the allocation Qf the band 8 500 - 8 '750 MHz for the radionavigation
service was required in the GDR.

DDR/20/82

MOD

8 850 - 9 000

RADIOLOCA'riON
RADIONAVIGATION
3'7'74/39'7

DDR/20/83

MOD

9 200 - 9 300

3TT5f398

RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION
3'774/39'7

DDR/20/84

SUP

3115/398

3775/398
Reasons : In many countries the radionavigation services and the radiolocation
services operate on the basis of equal rights in the bands mentioned above.
The inclusion of the radionavigation service as the primary service guarantees
the equality of rights with regard to the radiolocation serv1ce. At the same
time the number of footnotes is being reduced.
l..ffiz

9 500 - 10 000
DDR/20/85

MOD

9 5oo - 9

Boo

RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION

3TT5f398
Reasons : In many countries radionavigation services and radiolocation services
operate on the basis of equal rights in the band mentioned above. The inclusion
of the radionavigation service as the primary service guarantees the equality
of rights with regard to the radiolocation service.
DDR/20/86

(Not used.)
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MHz
9 500- 10 000 (cont.)
Region 1
DDR/20/87

9 800 - 10 000

MOD

Region 2

J

1

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
F±}fed

3777A
3778/401
DDR/20/88

3777/400
3779/40lA

In the GDR the band 9 800 - 10 000 MHz is also allocated
3777A
to the radionavigation service.

ADD

Reasons : To ensure the real use of frequency in the GDR.
GHz
10.68- 10.7
NOC

110.68 -

10.7
MOD 3784/405B

DDR/20/89

MOD

In .... the GDR .... the band 10.68- 10.7 GHz is also
3784/405B
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
Reasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and the-techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 10.68- io.1- GHz for the fixed and
mobile services was required in the GDR.
GHz
31 - 32.3

NOC

- 31.3
MOD 3813/412H

DDR/20/90

MOD

In •... the GDR
the space research service
3183/412H
is a primary service in the band 31 - 31.3 GHz.
Reasons : In the GDR the space research service is a primary service.

NOC

131.3 I

31.5
MOD 3806/412A

I

DDR/20/91·

MOD

3806/412A
In .... the GDR .•.. the band 31.3- 31.5 GHz is also
allocated to the fixed and mobile serv1cesReasons : For reasons of the economy of frequencies and the techniques of
frequencies the allocation of the band 31.3 - 31.5 GHz for the fixed and
mobile services was required in the GDR.
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GHz

31.8 - 32.3
Region 1
NOC

l

Region 2

!

Region 3

31.8 - 32.3
MOD 3807/412B

DDR/20/92

MOD

In •..• the GDR .... the space research service 1s a
3807/412B
primary service 1n the band 31.8 - 32.3 MHz.
Reasons : In the GDR the space research serv1ce is a primary service.
GHz
48 - 50

DDR/20/93

MOD

fNoe-a3:3:oe~:t:eed:t

48 - 50

FIXED
Reasons

To improve the operation of the fixed services.
GHz
71 - 84

DDR/20/94

MOD

71 - 8l.t

DDR/20/95

MOD

74.5 - 84

74.5

fNoe-B:3:3:oeaeed:t

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
FIXED-SATELLITE
(S;Eace-to-Earth)

Reasons

To improve the operation of the fixed and fixed-satellite services.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
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Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 21-E
12 June 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING
State of Bahrain, United.Arab Emirates, Republic of Iraq,
State of Kuwait 2 Sultanate of Oman and
State of gatar
Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ

1.

by the following

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/42

Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

4 438 - ~-e5e 4 500
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/42
(rev.)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ

2.

by the following

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/45

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

5 730 - 5 950
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/45
(rev.)
Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ

3.

by the following

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/51

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 900
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/51
(rev.)

BROADCASTING

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 2l~E
Page 2

4.

Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ

by

the following

by

the following

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/58
Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

12 200 - 12 330
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/58
(rev.)

5.

Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/62
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD·

17 360 -

iT-Tee

17 500

FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/62
(rev.)

6.

Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ

by

the following

by

the following

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/65
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

21 750 - 21 850
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/C5
(rev.)
7-

BROADCASTING

Replace proposal BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/66
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

22 720 -

23-eee

FIXED

KWT

:' , .

OMA
Q;AT/21/1')6
.l.C~'ev ·)

MARITIME MOBILE

22 830

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 21-E
22 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

State of Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Republic of Iraq,
State of Kuwait, Sultanate of Oman and
State of Qatar
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER NIII
ARTICLE N7/5
Section IV.

Table of Frequency Allocations below 10 kHz - 275 GHz

The attached table shows the current unified proposals for the above-mentioned
Administrations for changes to Article N7/5 of the Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations,
presented to the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-79).

kHz
10 - 14
Allocation to Services
Region 1

BHR

MOD

10 - 14

I

Region 2

Region 3

RADIONAVIGATION

UAE

Re:dio3:eeae±on

IHQ
KWT
O.MA

Q.AT/21/1 ·

Reasons': Exclusive worldwide allocation for radionavigation system for
maritime and aeronautical aids.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
.
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz

70 - 90
Region 1

MOD

1

70 - 90 (NOC)

70 - 90 (NOC)

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

FIXED

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158

MARITIME MOBilE
3452/158

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

12 - 84

!

l

Region 3

70 - 72 (NOC)

3455/161
BHR
UAE
IRQ

Region 2

FIXED

Radio1ocation

KWT

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158

OMA
QAT/21/2

I
I

I l!Ailf911A¥'£GA'ff911
3456/162

3455/161

I

I
II

3457/163

I

I

B4 - 86 ( NOC ) .

j

I

I

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

I

3457/163
MOD

BHR
UAE
IRQ

86 - .90
FIXED

.

KWT

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158

OMA
QAT/21/3

RAfH8NA¥~SA~~8N

.3lt56f3:6E
j

3457/163

3458/164

I

3459/165

Reasons : Elimination of redundant radionavigation proyisions in shared bands
thereby improving provision for the fixed and mobile services.
NOC

'

~

.

..

3455/161, 3456/162, 3457/163, 3458/164, 3459/165
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kHz
90 - 110
Reg~on 1

BHR
UAE

MOD
90 - 110
(WW)*)

IRQ
KWT
OMA

90 - 110

F3:*EB

RADIONAVIGATION

MAR3:'fl:tME-M9B3:bE

Fixed

3lt5~t3:58

QAT/21/4

Region 3

Region 2
90 - 110

M:AlH9:13:MB-M9BibE

3l+5~t3:58
Ma:r±t-.±me-:meb±±e

RADIONAVIGATION

3lt52t±58

RADIONAVIGATION

345Tt3:63 .346et3:ee
3lt63:t3:6:t
Reasons : To satisfy needs for worldwide exclusive allocation for the
radionavigation service.

BHR
UAE

SUP

IRQ
KWT

3460/166

Reasons : No longer required as a result of exclusive allocation.

OMA
QAT/21/5

*)

This symbol (WW) is used where. proposals concerni-ng. region~l allocations result 1n
worldwide allocations.
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kHz
110 - 130
Region 1

BHR

Region 3

Region 2

110 - 112

110 - 130

110 - 130

IRQ

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

KWT
OMA

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MOD

UAE

QAT/21/6

MARITIME MOBILE
t

RAB3:8H:A¥±6Aifi3:8N

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3lt56f3:6Z:

RADION.AVIGATION
3456/162

3461/167

13457/163
3lt6Z:f3:68

Radio1ocation

112 - 115 (NOC)
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
~

3457/163
BHR

MOD 1115 - 126

UAE

I

IRQ

j FIXED

\

KWT
OMA

! MARITIME

QAT/21/7

'

MOBILE

I

I RADIONAVIGATION
Il 3456/162

13457/163
3lt6Z:f3:68
i

3461/167
3463/169

!126 - 129 (NOC)

I RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163
BHR

MOD

129 - 130

UAE

IRQ

FIXED

KWT
OMA

MARITIME MOBILE

QAT/21/8
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3lt6Z:f3:68
Reasons

3461/167

3458/164
i

3461/167

3lt62f3:68

Redundant radionavigation (110- 112kHz).

3461/167
3464/170

3lt6Z:f3:68
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BHR
UAE
IRQ

SUP

3462/168
Reasons : No aeronautical requirement as suggested by ICAO.

KWT

OMA
Q}..T/21/9
kHz
150 - 160

Region 1
BHR
·UAE
IRQ

MOD

150 - 160.

3J:t63:,t.3:6T

OMA
Q}..T/21/lo·

l

Region 3

150 - 160 (NOC)

Miffi:E;p:fME-M9B±hE

KWT

Region 2

FIXED

3J:t6Tf3:TJ:t
MARITI:ME MOBILE

BROADCASTING

3461/167

3J:t68f3:T5
Reasons

To provide an exclusive broadcasting in LF band in Region 1.
kHz
160 - 285

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

(~OC)

160 - 200 (NOC)

160 - 255

160 - 200

BROADCASTING

FIXED

FIXED

3472/179

Aeronautical
radionavigation

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/11
3469/176

.200 - 285 (NOC)
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

255 - 285
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

KWT

MARITIME MOBILE
3467/174

OMA
QAT/21/12

BROADCASTING

Aeronautical mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3469/176
3471/178

3470/177

Reasons

To maintain existing requirements.

. I

i
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kHz
285 - 405

Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Region 2

I

Region 3

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION (;radiobeacons)

285 - 315

Aeronautical radionavigation

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/13
BHR
UAE
·IRQ

NOC

315 - 325

315 -.325

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION (radiobeacons)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/14

3473/180

BHR
UAE
IRQ

Aeronautical radionavigation
NOC

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

325 - 405

Aeronautical mobile

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/15

3474/181
Reasons

To maintain existing allocations.
kHz
405 - 510

BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/16

MOD

405 - 415

405 - 415 (NOC)

405 - 415 (NOC)

M8BB:,E-exeep-e

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio direction
finding)

RADIONAVIGATION

aeronan-eiea~-mohi~e

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio direction
finding)
3475/182
3477/184

Aeronautical
mobile

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
Aeronautical
mobile

3476/183
3475/182

3475/182
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kHz
405- 510 (cont.)
Region l

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

415 - J.t98 445

Region 2
415 - 445

Region 3
415 - 445

MA:Rfl!lfME-M8Bf:bE

KWT
OMA

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

QAT/21/17

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio direction
finding)
3478/185 .3J.t:r9f±86
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

445 - 490

MARITIME MOBILE

KWT
OMA

I

QAT/21/18
BHR
UAE
IRQ

I!

3478/185 3479/186
·MOD

490 - 53:8 495

!I

MARITIME MOBILE

ii
I

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/19
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3478/185
3J.t8ef±8:r
MOD

495 - 505

3479/186

MOBILE (distress and calling)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/20
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT
OMA

Q,AT/21/21

3480/187
MOD

505 - 510

505 - 510

505 - 510

M8Bf:bE-fa±s~ress

and-ea3:3:±ng-1

MARITilvlE MOBILE
3479/186
Aeronautical
radionavigation

I
Reasons : Reduced guard band of ~ 5 kHz for the mobile allocation centred
on 500 kHz.
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kHz
510 - 2 065

510 - 525 (NOC)

510 - 525 (NOC)

510 - 525 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Aeronautical mobile

Aeronautical
radonavigation

MOD

Land mobile
3482/189

3478/185
BHR
UAE
IRQ

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

525 - 535 526.5

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 (NOC)

BR6AB6A:SI!IfNS

KWT
OMA.

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

QAT/21/22

Ae!'onautical
radionavigation
3483/190
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/23

3483/190
NOC

BHR
UAE
IRQ.

MOD
(WW)

BROADCASTING

535 - 1 605
1 605 -

e-eee

1606.5

1 605 -

±-8ee

1 606.5

1 605 -

±-See

1606.5

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/24

MBB~f1E-e~ee:f?'5

M9BfhE

ae~eHatit4ea±-me~4±e

BROADCASTING

.AER8NABI!If6Ah
RAB:E9NA:V:ESAI!If6N

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT
OMA.

QAT/21/25

MOD
(WW)

~

1 606.5 - l 625

1 606.5 - 1 625

"1606.5-

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except.
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

.AER8NAB'i'f6Ah
RAB:E6NAV:±SA'i'±6N

l'
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kHz
5l0- 2 065 (cont.)
I

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD 11 625 - 1 635
(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/26

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

I

1 625 - 1 635

1 625 - 1 635

I Ff~

F:E*EB

FBffiB

I M6B3:!JE-ex~ept-

M6B3:f:JE

M6B3:f:JE

AER6NAB9:13:S:Ab
RAIH6NAV:3:HA:9:13:6N

RADIOLOCATION

aeronatttj:ea:t
I
•
I moe:t:te
I

t RADIOLOCATION
RADIOLOCATION

I
i

Rad:io:toeat-ion·

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

_1 635 - 1 719

1 635 - 1 719

1 635 - 1 719

F:E*EB

F±*EB

F±*EB

M6B±f:JE-exeep'b
aeronattt-iea:t
moe±:te

M6B±f:JE

M6B±f:JE

AER6NAB9:1±SA!J
.RAB±6NAV:H7A9:13:6N

MARITI.ME MOBILE

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/27

MARITIME MOBILE
Rad:io3:oeat-ion

MARITIME MOBILE
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

1 719 - 1 799

l 719 - 1 799

1 719 - 1 799

F±*EB

F±*BB

F±*EB

M6B±f:JE-exeeptaeronattt-iea3:
moe±3:e

M6B±f:JE

M6B±f:JE

AER6NAB'il±S.A:.b
RAB±8NAV:±6A9:1±8N

MARITIME MOBILE

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/28

MARITIME MOBILE

Land mobile
Radio3:oeat-ion

Land mobile
MARITIME MOBILE
Land mobile
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

1 799 - l 800

1 799 - 1 800

1 799 - 1 800

: F±*EB

FHEEB

F±*EB

i M8B±f:JE-exeef'"t-

M6B3:f:JE

M8B3:f:JE

:AERBNAB"H€:M.
R:Affi:BNAV±BA"HBN

RADIOLOCATION

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/29

aeronattt-±ea3:-moe:t:te

. RADIOLOCATION

Rad::to:toeat-±on

RADIOLOCATION
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kHz
510- 2 065 (cont.)
'

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

I

Region 2

Region l
l 800 - l 809

l 800 - 2-999 l 809

F±*BB

A.MAifiEBR

Mffi.HY,_e:x~

F±*EB

Region 3

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/30

-aeren-ati'6-iee.-i-mebi-i-e

M9BfhE-e}eeet''b

i

ae~en~tl'b~ea~-meb~~e

RADIOLOCATION

I

RAB:t9NA:¥3:6Aifi:E9N

RADIOLOCATION
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

l 809 - l 859

l 809 - l 859

F±*EB

AMATEUR

M9BfEEl-exeel'i7

F±*EB

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/31

ae~enatli7~ea~-meei~e

M9BfhEl-exeep'b

I

ae~enatli7iea±-meb±~e

I AMATEUR
i

I
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

RAlH9NA¥H7Aifi±9N

l 859 - 2 000

l 859 - 2 000

FIXED

AMAifiEBR

MOBILE exeep'b

FIXED

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/32

aerenatt'b~ea~-meb±±e

MOBILE

exeept;

aerenatti7±ea~-meb±±e

RAI:H8NAV:EGA'±lf8N

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

2 000 - 2-9lt5 2 014

2 000 - 2-965 2 014

(WW)
FIXED

1

FIXED

KWT

MOBILE exeep'b

OMA
QAT/21/33
· BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOBILE

aerenatt~±ea~-meb±±e

MOD

-

2 014 - 2 045

2 014 - 2 045

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

(WW)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/34

i
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kHz

510- 2 065 (cont.)
Region

Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

(WW)

2 045 - 2 065

2 045 - 2 065

MB~E9R9n96f8Ab-AfB6

Ff*EB

FBEEB

M9BfnE

M9B:tnE-exeept-

MARITIME MOBILE

2

I

Region 3

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/35

aeronatt~±eal-mob±xe

Land mobile
MARITIME MOBILE
Land mobile
Pro mem.

Consequential changes to footnotes as required.
kHz
2 065 - 2 170

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

2 065 - 2 170

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

F:E*EB

MARITIME MOBILE

M9B:tnE-exeeptaeronattt-±ea3:
mob±xe-fR1

3493/200
2 107 - 2 170 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED

3487/193 . 3490/195A

MOBILE

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/36

Reasons

Exclusive allocations to protect maritime mobile services.
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kHz

2 300 - 2 850

I
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

Region 2

Region 1
2 300

~

2 498

I

' 2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/37

M9BfbE-exee~~

MOBILE

· aeronatteiea3:-mebi-3:e-fR7

BROADCASTING 3496/202
BROADCASTING 3496/202

l-~
__
1-f_~_3-_~
__
f-J:9'_fj/r
_ _- 4 2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)
2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)

STANDARD FREQUENCY

STANDARD FREQUENCY

3497/203
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/38

MOD

3498/203A

t--------------t

2 502 - 2 625

3497/203

3498/203A

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)
ll4G:B±bE-e.*ee~t

aePGRa~t~ea~-ffiGS~~e-{~~

FIXED
MOBILE

MARITIME MOBilE

2 625 - 2 650 (NOC)

2 625 - 2 850 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED .

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE

3468/175

3490/195A

2 650 - 2 850 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3490/195A 3499/205
Reasons

Consequence of providing exclusive allocations.

Region 3
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kHz
3

9oo - 4 ooo·

BHR
UAE
IRQ

3 900 - 3 950

MOD

(WW)

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

3 900 - 3 950

. 3 900 - 4 000

ABR9NA~f8~-M8BrbE-f9Bt

AMA.I£EBR

BROADCASTING

Fr*EB

ABR9NABI£f€~-M9Br±lE

KWT

OMA
· QAT/21/39

·BROADCASTING

M9BrbE-e-'feepe
aeroftati~~eaz-moe~ze-fR+

BROADCASTING
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3 950 - 4 000

MOD

(WW)

3 950 - 4 000

fi!BEEB

· FBEEB

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/40

.BROADCASTING
Reasons

BROADCASTING

To provide an exclusive broadcasting on worldwide basis.
kHz
4 063 - 4 650

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

4 063 -

4 438

MARITIME MOBILE

KWT
OMA

QA.T/21/41
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3503/208
MOD

4 438 -

~-659

3504/209

3505/209A

4 500

(WW)
M9BrbE-exeepe
aeronatit~eaz-mob~ze

KWT

M9BrbE-exeepe

OivlA

MARITIME MOBILE

QAT/21/42

aeronatitie~-mobi~e

MARITIME MOBILE
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

KWT

l

4 500 - 4 650

FixED

4 500 - 4 650

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

OMA

QAT/21/43

Reasons : To provide an extended allocation for increasing maritime
mobile service.
kHz
4 850 - 5 480 kHz

BHR
UAE
IRQ

KWT
OMA
QAT/21/44

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 4 850 - 5 480 kHz.
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kHz
5 730 - 6 200

Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

Region 2

I

.I

Region 3

F:t*EB

5 730 - 5 950

I

BROADCASTING

KWT
m1A
~AT'/21/45

NOC

5 950 - 6 200
Reasons

BROADCASTING

To provide extended broadcasting allocation on a worldwide basis.
kHz
7 100 - 8 815

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

7 100 - 7 300

(NOC)

7 lOO - 7 300

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/46

BROADCASTING
3509/212

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

7 300 -

8-~95

8 110

FIXED
MOBILE

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/47
BHR
UAE
IRQ

7 100 - 7 300 (NOC)

(WW)

f.'IOD I 8 110 - 8 195
MARITIME MOBILE

KWT

OMA
Qjf"';.'/ 21/48
NOC

8 195 - 8 815

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A 3510/213
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kHz

9 o4o - 9 995
Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

9 040 - 9-599 9 400

1

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE

KWT

OMA
QP.T/21/49
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

9 400 - 9 500

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/50

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

BROADCASTING

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 900

FHBB

BROADCASTING

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/51
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

9 900 - 9 995

FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/52

!
I

Reasons : Additional exclusive allocation for broadcasting and maritime
mobile services.
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/53

SUP

3509/212
Reasons : No longer required as a result of exclusive allocation on a
worldwide basis.
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kHz
11 400 - 12 200

I

Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD : 11 4oo !

~~-Tee

11 6oo

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
Mobile

IOlT

OMA
QAT/21/54
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT
OMA
QAT/21/55

3512/216
11 6oo - 11 700

MOD

F:E*EB

BROADCASTING

NOC

11 700 .... 11 975

BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT
OMA
Q,AT/21/56

MOD

11 975 -

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

:l:Z?-33e

BROADCASTING
12··ooo

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING

12 000 - 12 200

FIXED
J.Vlobile

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/57

I

I

Reasons

To satisfy needs for additional broadcasting allocation.
kHz
12 200 - l3 200

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

12 200 - 12 330
MARITIME MOBILE

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/58
NOC

12 330 - 13 200

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213
kHz
14 350 .,.. 14 990

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

14 350 - 14 990

FIXED
Mobile

KWT

OMA
Q,AT/21/59
Reasons: Consequential to the previous allocation.
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kliz

15 100 - 17 900
Region 1

BHR

NOC

15 100 - 15 450

MOD

15 450 -

~5-T62

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

BROADCASTING
15 700

F!BEEB

UAE

IRQ

BROADCASTING

KWT

!.

OMA
Q;AT/21/60

I
I

I

BHR

MOD I 15 700 - 15 762

II

UAE

IRQ

FIXED

I

-·

KWT

I

OMA
QAT/21/61
NOC
NOC
NOC

I
I 15

762 - 15 768

I 15 768 -

16 460

16 460 - 17 360

FIXED
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

BHR

MOD

17 360 -

±T-Tee 17 500

FBtEB

UAE

IRQ

MARITIME MOBILE

KWT

I

OMA
QAT/21/62
BHR

I

I

I
I

MOD

17 500 - 17 700

F!BffiB

UAE

IRQ
KWT
OMA
QXr/21/63

BROADCASTING

!
i
I

i!
;

NOC

17 700 - 17 900

BROADCASTING

Reasons : In order .to satisfy increasing demands for broadcasting and
maritime mobile services.

I
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kHz
20 010 - 21 850

Region 1.
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

20 010 - 21 000

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
Mobile

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/64
NOC

21 000 - 21 450

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

21 450 - 21 750

BROADCASTING

MOD

21 750 - 21 850

FBffiB

BROADCASTING

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/65

..

Reasons

To expand exclusive allocation for the broadcasting services.
kHz
22 000 - 23 200

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

22 000 - 22 720

MOD

22 720 - 23-288 22 830

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/66
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD . 22 830 - 23 200

FIXED

Mobile

KWT

OMA
QflT/21/67

l.
Reasons

To provide for demands on maritime mobile service.
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kHz
25 070 - 25 6oo

Region 1
BHR

25 070 - .25 110

MOD

.I

Region 2

f

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE

UAE

IRQ
KWT
OMA
QAT/2l/67A
BHR
UAE
IRQ

:

~§;;±f~~4

MOD

25 110 - 25-6ee 25 200

M9B3:±3E-e}eeep'b
aeroHatl~~ea~-mob±~e

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/68
BHR
UAE
IRQ

P:E1fEB

MARITI.ME MOBILE
MOD

25 200 - 25 6oo

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/69
Reasons : To take account of the recommendation of Mar2 - 8 for maritime
mobile service in the 25 MHz band.
BHR
UAE
IRQ

SUP

3521/224
Reasons : To remove the restriction on the maritime mobile service.

KWT

OMA
QAT./21/70
MHz
27.5- 28
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

27.5- 28

27,.5 - 28

(WW)
ME~E9H9±3963:€Ab-A3:BS

KWT

OMA
QA.T./21/71

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

Reasons : To unify allocation in all Regions in view of diminishing needs
for meteorological aids service.
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
G.,A.T/21/72

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : Consequence of Table change.
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MHz
47 - 68
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations in frequency boxes 47 - 68 MHz.
Reasons : To maintain existing requirements in Region 1 for exclusive
TV broadcasting in band I.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/73
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MHz
68 - 75.4
NOC

Allocations in frequency boxes 68 - 75.4 MHz.
Reasons

To maintain present requirements.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/74

MHz
87.5- 108
Region 1

Region

2

Region 3
87 - lOO (NOC)

87.5- 100 (NOC)
BROADCASTING

88 - lOO (NOC)
FIXED
BROADCASTING
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3563/264
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
Q,AT/21/75

MOD

3553/254
3567/268

3564/265

lOO - 108

100 - 108

M8B±EEl-exeept-

BROADCASTING

3566/267

(WW)
aeronattt-iea~-moei~e-fR~

BROADCASTING

3568!265' 3569f2re
35ref2r~

3554/255
3566/267

3555/256
3571/272

3557/258

Reasons : To expand the FM broadcasting band to 108 MHz in order to
provide more channels.

I

I
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MHz
108 - 138
Region 1

BHR
UAE
IRQ

I

Region 2

Region 3

NOC

108- 117.975

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

NOC

117.975- 132

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/76
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3495/20lA 3572/273
NOC

132 - 136

3573/273A

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/77
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3573/273A 35'74/274 3575/274A
-3576/274B 3577/275 ...
MOD

136 - 137

SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/78
BHR
UAE
IRQ

Mobile

MOD

137 - 138

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering and tracking)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/79

SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
Mobile
3578/275A 3580/279A 3583/281C 3584/281E
Reasons : To maintain the existing allocation for the aeronautical
mobile (R) services.
(136 - 137 MHz) To make some provisions for fixed and mobile services.
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BHR
UAE
IRQ

SUP

3582/281AA
Reasons : No longer required.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/80
BHR
UAE
IRQ

ADD

In the band (136 - 137 MHz) Administrations are urged
3582A
to protect space research from harmful interference.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/81
MHz
150.05 - 174
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/82

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 150.05 - 150.70 MHz.
Reasons : To preserve existing allocations for fixed and mobile systems
in service.
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MHz
216 - 225
.Region 2

Region l
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/83

Region 3

216 - 223

216 - 220. (NOC)

216.- 225 (NOC)

.AER8N:fttffl3:6.Ml
RA:lH8N:ftlffS:ft'll±9N

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE
Radiolocation

. BROADCASTING
RADIOLOCATION
3605/297. 360,6/298
3607/299 3608/:300
3609/301

3615/306
.3611/308

3616/307

Reasons : To provide for extra TV broadcasting channels in band III as a
result of diminishing aeronautical radionavigation in the band (216- 223 MHz).
MHz
235.- 335.4
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations in frequency boxes 235 - 335.4 MHz.
Reasons : Due to utilization of the above bands on a large scale for the fixed
and mobile services worldwide basis.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/84

MHz
4b6.l - 420.
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

406.1 - 410

FIXED

KWT

MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile

OMA
QAT/21/85

RADIO ASTRONOMY
353l/233B

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

410 - 420

3628/314

FIXED

KWT

MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile

OMA
QAT/21/86

3628/314
Reasons : To preserve allocations for the existing systems ln operation on
a large scale within the above bands.
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MHz
420 - 470

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations as shoWn in frequency boxes 420 - 470 MHz.
Reasons

To maintain the existing allocations.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/87
MHz
470 - 942
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 470 ~ 942 MHz.
Reasons

KWT

To maintain the existing allocations.

OMA
QAT/21/88
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MHz
942 - 960
Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 942 - 960 MHz.

NOC
Reasons

To maintain the existing allocations.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/88A
MHz
1 350 - 1 525
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 1 350 - 1 525 MHz.
Reasons : To maintain the existing allocations for terrestrial microwave
systems.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/89
MHz
1 525 - 1 535
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT
OMA
QAT/21/90

SUP

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

3682/350B
1 and 3).

(Concerns frequency boxes 1 525 - 1 535 MHz,

R~gions

Reasons

Obsolete.

3683/350C
Reasons : Obsolete.

Delete last sentence (As regards ... Resolution Spa3).

.-

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/91
MHz
1 535 - 1 660
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/92

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 1 535 - 1 660 MHz.
Reasons
To take into account ICAO proposals in the band between
1 535 - 1 660 MHz.
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.MHz

l 710 - 2 300
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes l 710 - 2 300 :MHz.
Reasons

To maintain the existing allocations.

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/93
MHz.

2 450 - 2 655

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

2 450 - 2 500 (NOC)

2 450 - 2 500 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

Radiolocation

RADIOLOCATION

3709/357

3709/357

3713/361

2 500 - 2 550

2 500 - 2 535 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

372l/364C

Region 3

Region 2

Region l

372l/364C

KWT

OMA
QA'T/21/94

MGB±IE-e*ee13t
aeP&HaHt~ea±-m@e~±e

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B
3714/361A
3724/364F

3723/364E

2 535 - 2 550 (NOC)
FIXED

372l/364C

MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3714/361A
3716/362
3724/364F
BHR
UAE
IRQ
KWT

OMA
QAT/21/95

MOD

2 550 - 2 655

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B
3714/36iA
FIXED

3724/364F

372l/364C

M8B3:!:Jl3-exee~t

aeronattt±eai-mob±~e

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3716/362
3718/364

3715/361B

3717/363
3724/364F

Reasons : To reduce restrictions on coordination for siting earth station in
the broadcasting satellite service.
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MHz
2 655 - 2 700
Region .1.

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

I

Region 2

2 655 - 2 690

2 655 - 2 690 (NOC)

FIXED 3721/364C 3722/364D

FIXED 3721/364C 3722/364D

M8B3::DE-exee!''b

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

Region 3

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/96

a~ronatt'biear~obixe

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

NOC

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B 3726/364H

3717/363 . 3718/364
3724/364F 3725/364G

3723/364E 3724/364F 3725/364G

2 690 - 2 700

RADIO ASTRONOMY
3531/233B 3717/363

Reasons

37i9/364A 3720/364B

To reduce restrictions on broadcasting-satellite service.
MHz
2 700 - 3 400

BHR

NOC

Allocations as shown in frequency boxes 2 700 - 3 4oo MHz

UAE

IRQ
KWT
OMA
QAT/21/97

Reasons : To take into account ICAO proposals
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MHz
3 4oo - 4 700
Region 1
BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

Region 2

Region 3

3 4oo - 3 6oo

3 400 - 3 500 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

RADIOLOCATION

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/98

.Amateur
MOBILE
3739/376
Radiolocation
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3 500 ..,. 3 700

NOC

FIXED

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/99
BHR
UAE
IRQ

'FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

RADIOLOCATION

3 6oo - 4 200

MOBILE

Fixed

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

Mobile

3735/372
3737/374
MOD

3 500 - 3 700

3736/373
3738/375

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/100
BHR
UAE
IRQ

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
NOC

Mob~3:e

3740/377

3741/378

3 700 - 4 200
FIXED

KWT

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

OMA
QA.T/21/101

MOBILE

BHR
UAE
IRQ

NOC

3737/374

3742/379

4 200 - 4 400

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

KWT

OMA
QA.T/21/102
BHR
UAE
IRQ

3686/352A 3743/379A 3744/381
NOC

4 400 - 4 700

3745/382

3748/383

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE· (Earth-to-space)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/103

MOBILE
Reasons : To maintain the existing allocations and to reduce probability of
harmful interference from mobile service in the band 3 600 - 4 200 MHz.
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MHz
4 700 - 4 990
.Region .1.
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

4 700 - 4 990

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/104

MOBILE
3531/233B 3697/354 3746/382A 3747/382B
··Reasons : To.make provision for fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) for increased
demands.
'
GHz
10.7 - 11.7
NOC

10.7 - 10.95

FIXED
MOBILE.

BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

10.95 - 11.2

10.95 - 11.2 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

KWT

OMA
QAT/21/105

f~arth-to-spaee~

MOBILE

MOBILE
BHR
UAE
IRQ

MOD

11.2 - 11.45

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

KWT

MOBILE

OMA
QAT/21/lq6
NOC

11.45 - 11.7

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

Reasons : Due to the difficulty of utilization of frequencies for bidirectional
use in the fixed-satellite service.
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(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Saudi Arabia

PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Agenda Item 1 : Revision of Table of Frequency Allocation Article N7
The proposals of Saudi Arabia concerning the revision of Article N7 follows hereinafter.
Their aim is to expand the bands for broadcasting and maritime mobile services in the HF bands on
exclusive basis. Also, fixed and mobile services have been added as footnotes in non-exclusive
amateur bands.
Some consequential and editorial modifications have also been proposed.

kHz

10 - 14

I

Region 1
ARS/22/1

MOD

10 - 14

Region 2

l

Region 3

RADIONAVIGATION

RM±oioeat±on
Reasons : Exclusive worldwide allocation for radionavigation system for
maritime and aeronautical aids.
kHz

70 - 90
70 - 72 (NOC)
ARS/22/2

MOD

70 - 90 (NOC)

10 - 90 (NOC)

72 - 84
FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158_
~eH:AVi&.A'fieN

i62

3455/161 3457/163
84 - 86 (NOC)
ARS/22/3

MOD

86 - 90
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158
R:A*eN-AViSA'fieN i62

3457/163
For reasons of economy. th1s document IS prmted 10 a lm11ted number. PartiCipants are therefore kmdly asked to bnng theu cop1es
to the conference smce only a few add1t10nal cop1es can be made ava1lable.
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Reasons : Elimination of redundant radionavigation provisions in shared bands,
thereby improving provision for the fixed and mobile services.
k.Hz

90 - 110

ARS/22/4

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
90 - 110

90 - 110

90 - 110

P~*EB

RADIONAVIGATION

F~*EB

p.ixed

MAR~'P~MB-MeBifE

RADIONAVIGATI ON

Maritme-mebtie :t5B

RADIONAVIGATION

i63 i66 i6't

i66

i66

(ww)*)
MARI'PIMB-MEHHbE

ARS/22/5

· SUP

-!58

i6~

~58

ie:r

3460/166
Reasons : To satisfy needs for worldwide exclusive allocation for the
radionavigation service. Footnote 3460/166 is no longer required as a result
of exclusive allocation.

ARS/22/6

(Not used)

*) In this document WW denotes proposals relative to Regional allocations which, if adopted,
result in worldwide allocations.
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kHz

110 - 130

ARS/22/7

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
110 - 112

110 - 130

110 - 130

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

r4ARITIME f.fOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162

R:ABfSNA:Vf6:A'Pi9M

3457/163
3Jt62fi68

i6e

3461/167
Radiolocation

112 - 115 (NOC)
ARS/22/8

MOD

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163 3461/167
31t6fft68 3463/169
126 - 129 (NOC)

ARS/22/9

MOD

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
.3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

ARS/22/10

SUP

3458/164

3461/167

3461/167
3464/170

9Jt6efi68

~,L~

3462/168
Reasons : Redundant radionavigation.
No aeronautical requirement as suggested
kHz
150 - 160

ARS/22/11

MOD

150 - 160
MARPHME- MOfH·bP,.

3lt6l:fl:6T 31t6Tfl:Tit
BROADCASTING
~lt6Sf:tr5-

150 - 160 (NOC)

by

ICAO.

9~6efi68
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ARS/22/12

SUP

3468/175
Reasons : To provide an exclusive broadcasting band in LF band in Region 1.

ARS/22/13

1'!9£

160 - 285 kHz (Box)

ARS/22/14

NOC

3469/176

ARS/22/15

l!Q£

3470/177

ARS/22/16

NOC

3471/178

ARS/22/17

NOC

3472/179

. ARS/22/18

NOC

285 - 405 kHz (Box)

ARS/22/19

NOC

3473/180

ARS/22/20

.!2£

3474/181

....
To maintain existing allocations.

Reasons

kHz
405 - 505
Region 2

Region 1
ARS/22/21

MOD

405 - Jt2:5 445

405 - 415 (NOC)

Region 3
1&05

~

1&15 (NOC)

MaBI!d3-exeept
aereftalttieal.-meeiie

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
~radie-di-reeti-on-

'i-atU:~~

ARS/22/22

MOD

3475/182
3477/184

ARS/22/23

MOD

Jt3:5 - Jt9e

3476/183
415 - lt99

1!.2.2.

-

MARITIME MOBILE

~-!2i

MARITIME MOBILE
3478/185
ARS/22/24,

MOD

3479/186

3478/185 3479/186

Jt9e - 5ie

!22. - 29.2.

MOBilE (Distress and calling)
3480/187

Reasons

To expand the band for radionavigation services.
Reduced guard band

of~

5 kHz for the distress and calling frequency.
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kHz

505 - 1 606.5
Region 1

ARS/22/25

MOD

5%9 - 525
.2Q.2. - 526. 5
MARITIME MOBILE

Region 3

Region 2

510 -· 525 (NOC)

510 - 525 (NOC)

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 {NOC)

3479/186

Aeronautical
rad.ionavigation

3478/185
ARS/22/26

MOD

525 526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING

3483/190
ARS/22/27

MOD

535 -

~

Reasons

eG5 1 6o6.5

BROADCASTING

To adjust limits of the MF broadcasting band.
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kHz
1 605,5 - 2 0~5
Region 1

ARS/22/28

MOD

(WW}

Region 2
i-695

Region 3

i-695
1 606.5 - 1 625

1 606.5 - 1 625

l:-695
1 606.5 - 1 625

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MeB±flE

MffiH£43

MOBILE exce;Et
aeronautical mobile

t.fOBILE exce;Et
aeronautical mobile

:AEReNAli'PI€:AI,
R:A.DISB:AVIGACHeN

Radieioeation
ARS/22/29

MOD

(WW}

1 625 - 1 635

1 625 - 1 635

1 625 - 1 635

PI*EB

PHEB

PI *BB

MeBff:d3-exe~t

MffiHhB

MeBfilE

:AEReNittJiffeMl

RADIOLOCATION

aerenautieai-mobiie
RADIOLOCATION

lb\BieNAV'ialt.!%9H
Badioioeation
RADIOLOCATION

ARS/22/30

MOD

(WW)

1 635 - 1 719

1 635 - 1 719

1 635 - 1 119

Pi *BB

Pf*BB

PI *BB

MeBffB-exee~

MeB%%JE

MeBfHl

~eN:a\~feltt!

MARITIME MOBILE

aeronautieai-mohiie
MARITIME MOBILE

lb\B%9B:a\Vf91\!~H

fladioioeation
MARITIME MOBILE
ARS/22/31

MOD

(WW)

.L12.2.

.Lll2 - .!...1.22.

!..1!2. - l-122

1 719 -

PIBIB

PfDB

PBEB

M9BfQJ~eept

MeBH:.B

M8B%Y

AERSH:Aijqlfe:JU,

MARITIME MOB! LE

aeronaut~eai-mobiie

MARITIME MOBILE

R:ABieH:A'ffSNPieH

LAND MOBILE
LAND MOBILE

Radioioeation
MARITIME MOBILE
LAND MOBILE
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kHz
1 605,5- 2 065 (Cont.)
i

ftRS/22 1 32

r.mn

Region 1

Region 2

1...1.22 -

1 70') - 1 809

1...1.22 -

PBffiB

Pf*EB

FBfEB

fw(ffiHf:.F.-exeef'~

~efHhE

MeB:thE

-AEReN:AHll'~€1\f,

RADIOLOCATIOtr

(WH)
:

Boo

Region 3

1

1 800

~e~onantiea~-~o~ife

!

RA!)IOLOCA"r!ON

R*Bf8N:AVT8A'PT8N
Radioioeation

!

RADIOLOCATION
PRS/22/33

r~on

!

1800- ~

(HW)
:A?-b\.«i'EHR
Pf*EB

:

i ~eBJ~E-exeept-aeroftantieai-mehile

I

j RAJH6NAV:f6A'i1!9N

I

kP..S/22 /34

M01J
( lo[\-l)

I

i

:

! RADIOLOCATION

; 1 809 - 1 859

: 1 809 - 1....§.22

1-I

A.~TEUR

: Ff*EB
j ~BfH?-exeep~
i

I

a~~ona~tiea~-moei~e

i
;

I

; ~eBftP.-exeept-ae~enatt~±ea~-mobife

i
I

. Pf*EB

:

J'Jfl.ATEU'Q

. RABf8fiAVfSA«i'feN
34'11A

--

ftl>.;"-,'?2 '35
1

1 859 - 2 000

r.!()D

1

1 859 - 2 000

(I·H.f)

FTZF.D

FIXED

~AAft.E-exeept

) ee~enautiea!~oeile
I

. ~B~bE-exeep~-ae~onantieai-mobi%e
''CBII..E

I

: ~OBILE

I

ARS/22 1 36

rv!OD

2 000 - 2 CH4

12 000 - 2 014

FIXED

I FIXED

~65ff:,~-t-xeef't

I!IOBILE

(WW)

a~~onantieai-mobiie
~10BIL~

I
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kHz
1 (C),)- 2 065 (Cont.)

Regi_on 1

ARS/2?./37

~·fO!'

(WW)

Region 2
2 0 14

. ? 014 - 2 n4 5
,

Region 3

2 () 1~ 5

-

~IXF.D

FIXED
except
aeronautical mo1,ilr;.

l.~QBJLE

'·10EIL.~

ARS/22/38

tAOD

ex cent aeronaut, i cal :r::obi le

2 045 - 2 OG5

2 045 - 2 OG5

(WW)

~eBff,E-exeeJ"t

I

!'!ARITP-!E f·10BILE

aerena~tiea~-m~bi±e

Land mobile

?lARTTHP. MOBILF.

Land mohile
Reasons : As a result of sul•-bands allocations to provide for worldwide
exclusive allocations.
Pro mem.
AF.S/22/39

ADD

Consequential changes to existing footnotes as required.

34~1A

In Saudi Arabia, the band 1 809 - 1 859 kHz is also
allocated to the fixed service and to the mohile except aeronautical
mobile service.
kHz
2 065 - 2 170

ARS/22/40

r~on

2 065 - 2 170

2 065 - 2 107 (IlOC)

FIYED

!~A..'UTH:F.:

~eB!~P-exeeJ"~

3493/200

I·10EILE

aeron~tttieai.

mobii:e-HH

MARITIME MOBILE

2 107 - 2 170 (UOC)
FIXED

If~OBILE

3487/193

3490/1?5A

~easons

To improve allocations to the maritime mobile services.
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k.Hz

2 300 - 2 498
Region 2

Region 1
ARS/22/41

MOD

2 300 - 2 49B

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

Ff*EB

FIXED

MeBff.E-exeep~

MOBILE

I

Region 3

aerofta~~iea~-meei~e-fRi-

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

3496/202

3496/202

3~8Tf~~3

3~~ef~~5A

Reasons

Consequence of providing exclusive allocation.
kHz
3 500 - 4 000

JiR.S/22/42

MOD

Boo (NOC)

3 5oo - ~-eee 3 900

3 500 - 3 900 (NOC)

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

~40BILE

3 5oo - 3

3

except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

Boo - 3 900 (NOC)

FIXED
AERONftllTICAL MOBILE (OR)

ARS/22/43

MOD

(WW)

JiR.S/22/44

MOD

-

LAND MOBILE

3501/206

3 900 - 3 950

L2.Q.Q. - 4 000

AF.RBNA~f€Ab-MSBf!B-feR1

BROADCASTING

3502/207

3 900 - 3 950

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000

(WW)
Ff*EB

MeB~~-exeep~

F~KEB

aeronaa~iea~-me~iie-fR1

BROADCASTING
Reasons

BROADCASTING

To provide an exclusive broadcasting band on worldwide basis.
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kHz
4 000 - 5 060
Region 1
ARS/22/45

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

I

Region 2

Region 3

BROADCASTING

FIXED
AAS/22/46

l

MARITIME MOBILE

3503/208

3504/209

3505/209A

ARS/22/47

ARS/22/48

FIXED

FIXED

r·10BIIE excevt aeror.autical motile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

NOC

4 650 - 4 700

NOC

4 700 - 4 750

MOD

4 750 - ~-859 4 815

4 750 -

FIXED

FIXED

AERONAtJI'ICAL MOBILE (OR)

BROADCASTING

3496/202

BROADCASTING

3496/202

AERONAtJI'I CAL MOBILE ( R)
AE~ONAUTICAL
~-8?9

MOBILE (OR)
4 815

LAND MOBilE

BReABeASIPINS
3496/202
ARS/22/49

MOD

NOC

~-859

4 815 - 4 995

4 995 - 5 005

STANDARD FREQUENCY

3498/203A 3506/210
ARS/22/50

MOD

5 005 - 5 060

Reasons

FIXED

(4 000 - 4 815) To provide an extended allocation for increasing
maritime mobile service.
(4 815 - 5 060)

To provide for exclusive allocations for

b~asting and fixed services.
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kHz
5 730 - 6 200
Region 1
ARS/22/51

MOD

5 730 - 5-959

ARS/22/52

MOD

5-956

~

~

- 6 200

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED

BROADCASTING

kHz
1 000 - 1 100

ARS/22/53

MOD

1 000 - 1 100

AMATEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

Reasons : To provide extended broadcasting allocation.
ARS/22/54

ADD

3508A
In Saudi Arabia, the band 1 000 - 7 100 kHz is also
allocated to fixed and mobile except aeronautical mobile services.
kHz
7 100 - 9 995

ARS/22/55

r~oD

(WW)

ARS/22/56

MOD

7 100 - T-g66 l_2QQ

7 lOO - T-366 l_2QQ

7 lOO - T-366 l_2QQ

BROADCASTING

-AMA'fBt:ffi

BROADCASTING

3509/212

BROADCASTING

r-366 -

8-t.~5

L2.2£. - 8

110

FIXED
MOBILE exce12t aeronautical mobile

ARS/22/57

MOD

B-!95 8 110 - 8 815

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A 3510/213

NOC

8 815 - 8 965

NOC

8 965 - 9 o4o

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

ARS/22/58

MOD

9 o4o - 9-566 ~

FIXED

ARS/22/59

MOD

9-566 - 9-TT5
9 400 - .2...2.QQ

BROADCASTING

9-115 9 900 - 9 995

FIXED

ARS/22/60

MOD

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

Reasons : Additional exclusive allocation for broadcasting and maritime
mobile services.
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k.Hz

11 4oo - 14 350
Region 1

ARS/22/61

MOD

11 4oo - ii-Tee 11 525

I

Region 2

l

Region 3

FIXED
3512/216

ARS/22/62

MOD

ii-Tee - ii-9T5
11 525 - 12 025

ARS/22/63

MOD

ii-9T5 - i2-33e
12 025 - 12 200

ARS/22/64

MOD

BROADCASTING

±2-339 12 200 - 13 200

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE

3510/213

ARS/22/65

NOC

13 200 - 13 260

NOC

13 260 - 13 360

AERONATJl'ICAL MOBILE (R)

MOD

13 360 - ilt-eee 13 700

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

3513/217
ARS/22/66

MOD

13 700 - 14 000

Pi!EB

BROADCASTING
NOC

l!J 000 - 14 250

AMATEUR

AMATEUR-SATElLITE
ARS/22/67

MOD

14 250 - 14 350

AMATEUR

3514/218 3514A
Reasons : Additional exclusive allocation for broadcasting service.

ARS/22/68

ADD

3514A
In Saudi Arabia, the band 14 250 - 14 350 kHz is also
allocated to fixed service and to mobile except aeronautical mobile services.
Reasons : To provide expanded allocation for maritime mobile service and to
provide an exclusive allocation for broadcasting.

•··
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kHz

15 100 - 17 900

Region 1
ARS/22/69

MOD

AAS/22/70

MOD

l

15 100 - i5-J.5e 15 100
i5-~5e

MOD

l

Region 3

BROADCASTING

- i6-lt6e

15 700 - 16 200
AR.S/22/71

Region 2

i6-~6e

FIXED

16 200 - 17 36o

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

ARS/22/72

MOD

17 360 - iT-Tee 11 200

FIXED

ARS/22/73

MOD

iT-Tee 11 200 - 17 goo

BROADCASTING

Reasons : To allocate expanded exclusive bands to the maritime mobile service
and to the broadcasting service.

kHz
20 010 - 21 850
ARS/22/74

MOD

20 010 - 21 000

FIXED
Mobile

NOC

21 000 - 21 450

AMATEUR

.AMATEUR-SATELLITE

ARS/22/75

NOC

21 450 - 21 750

MOD

21 750 - 21 850

BROADCASTING
Pi *BB

BROADCASTING
....

Reasons

-----------------------·-· ·-'

To expand exclusive allocation for the broadcasting

servic~.

kHz
22 000 - 23 200
ARS/22/76

r.1on

22 ooo - 22-Tee 22 830

APS/22/77

MOD

22-T29 22 830 - 23 200

MARITIME MOBILE
FIXED
Mobile

Reasons : To provide for demands on maritime mobile service and for
broadcasting service.
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k.Hz

25 070 - 25 600
Region 1
ARS/22/78

MOD

25 070 - e5-ii6 25 200

ARS/22/79

MOD

e5-~~e

25 200 - 25 6oo

I

Region 2
~ARITHtE

I

Region 3

HOBILE

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
ARS/22/80

SUP

3521/224
Reasons

To make possible some rearrangement or the 25 MHz mobile maritime

band.

27.5 - 28
ARS/22/81

MOD

27.5 - 28

27.5- 28

(WW)

Mr.'i'BeR8f:.e(H€:Mr-ltiB6
FIXFD

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

3S24,t2a~

ARS/22/82

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : Worldwide allocation;
aids service.

ARS/22/83

NOC

47 - 68 MHz, Region 1

diminishing needs for meteorological

Existing allocation to BROADCASTING should be maintained.
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MHz
87 - 108
Region 2

Region 1

Region 3
87 - 100 (NOC)

87.5- 100 (NOC)

88 - lOO (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3563/264
ARS/22/84

MOD

3553/254
3567/268

3564/265

100 - 108

lOO - 108 (NOC)

Meftr:IJE" except

BROADCASTING

3566/267

(WVI)
~oaa~~~r~i~-~Rr

BROADCASTING
3-~~

3570/271

3-~f2-~

3554/255 3555/256 3557/258 3566/267 3571/272

~~

: To expand the FM broadcasting band to 108 MHz, to provide more
channels.

ARS/22/85

SUP

3568/269

( Consequential)

ARS/22/86

SUP

3569/270

(Consequential)

Reasons : Worldwide allocation.

MHz
136 - 138
ARS/22/87

l!Q£

I 136

- 137

SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
3581/281A 3582/281AA

ARS/22/88

NOC

137 - 138

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering and tracking)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
3575/275A 3580/279A 3583/281C 3584/281E
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MHz
216 - 225
1

Region 2

Region 1
ARS/22/89

MOD

Region 3

216 - 223

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - 225 (NOC)

AEReN-A~~eA;

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

RAB!eN-A-vJSAC!'~9N

MOBILE
Radiolocation

BROADCASTING
RADIOLOCATION
3605/297
3607/299
3609/30i

3606/298
3608/300
220 - 225 (NOC)
AMATEL'R.
RADIOLOCATION

3615/306
3617/308

3616/307

'
Reasons : To provide for extra TV broadcasting
channels as a result of
diminishing aeronautical radionavigation in the band 216 - 223 MHz.

MHz
1 525 - 1 535

ARS/22/90

MOD

1 525 - 1 535

1 525 - 1 535 (NOC)

1 525 - 1 535 (NOC)

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A

FIXED 9682f359B

Earth ExplorationSatellite

FIXED 3682/350B

Earth Exploration·
Satellite

Fixed

Earth ExplorationSatellite

Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
3683/350C

Mobile

3684/350D

f·1obile

ARS/22/91

SUP

3682/350B

ARS/22/92

MOD

3683/350C
In Albania, Bahrain, Bulgaria, France, Hungary, Iraq,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, .9!!!!!!, Poland, Qatar, Roumania, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, United Arab Republic, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and
the USSR, the band 1 525 - 1 535 MHz is also allocated, on a primary basis,
to the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service. ~-regara~-~ne-eateg~
o£-thi~-~erTiee,-~ee-fle~oltttion-H~-Spa3~

Reasons : To include other countries• last sentence obsolete.

!
~
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MHz
2 500 - 2 655
Region 2

Region 1
ARS/22/93

MOD

Region 3

2 500 - 2 550

2 500 - 2 535 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED 3721/364C

3721/364C

MEHH!JE-exeef'~

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)

aerenatttieai-mobiie

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING SATELLITE
3715/361B

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B
3714/361A 3723/364E 3724/364F
2 535 - 2 550 (NOC)
FIXED 3721/364C
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

ARS/22/94

MOD

3714/361A 3716/362
3724/364F

3714/361A 3724/364F

2 550 - 2 655

FIXED

3715/361B

3721/364c

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 3715/361B
3716/362

3717/363

3718/364

3724/364F

Reasons : To reduce restrictions on coordination for broadcasting satellite
service.
MHz
2 655 - 2 690
ARS/22/95

MOD

2 655 - 2 690

2 655 - 2 690 (NOC)

FIXED 3721/364c
3722/364D

FIXED 3721/364c
FIXED-SATELLITE

3722/364D
(Earth-to-space)

MeBi~-exeef'~

aerenatttieai-mobiie

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING-SATFLLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

3717/363 3718/364
3724/364F 3725/364G

3723/364E 3724/364F 3725/364G

3715/361B

3726/364H

Reasons : To reduce restrictions on broadcasting satellite service.
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r.nfz
3 500 - 4 200
'

l

!

Region 2

Region 1

.

: Region 3

I

3 500 - 3 100 (NOC}

3 500 - 3 100 (NOC)

3 600 - 4 200

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth}

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED-SATELLITE
( Space-to-Earth}

MOBILE

Fixed

Mobii:e

RADIOLOCATION

Mobile

J

f-

A.R.S/22/96

t10D

13740/377

':'

'

3741/378

3 700 - 4 200 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED-SATElLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE

3737/374

3742/379

Reasons : To maintain the existing allocations and to reduce probability
of harmful interference from mobile service in the band 3 600 - 4 200 MHz.
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Document No. 23-E
26 January 1979
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Belgium
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

Revision of Article N7/5 of the Radio Regulations
Proposals relating to the frequency bands allocated to the· aeronautical serv1ces

1.

SUMMARY

a)

Proposals relating to the frequency bands between 285 and 526.5 kHz in Region 1

For some years, requirements for non-directional radiobeacons locators have tended to
increase, particularly in the European region and peripheral areas.
These additional LF/MF navigational aids are necessary, inter alia, on off-shore rigs for
helicopters. Radiobeacons remain essential as complementary aids to ILS and non-directional
radiobeacons are required to replace VOR installations on a temporary basis.
The increase in these requirements has led to a serious shortage of available frequencies,
to such an extent that it has become very difficult to assign a frequency to an LF/MF navigational
aid in a country with a high air traffic density such as Belgium.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that
255 - 285 kHz in Europe is shared on an equal rights basis by a
maritime mobile and aeronautical radionavigation services. The
may reach one megawatt, thus increasing harmful interference to
the European broadcasting area.

in ITU Region 1, the band
broadcasting service and the
power of the broadcasting stations
LF/MF aids situated in the west of

The provisions of No. 3470/177 of the Radio Regulations no longer ensure effective
protection for the aeronautical radionavigation service.
Special note was made of this fact at the 1975 ITU Broadcasting Conference (2nd Session)
and Recommendation No. 2 relating to the sharing of the low frequency band between the
broadcasting service and other radiocommunication services in Region 1 clearly indicates the
tendency to avoid the;allocation of bands shared between such services at the 1979 WARC. CEPT also
expressed the view that the band 255 - 285 kHz should be allocated exclusively to the broadcasting
service within a few years. The aeronautical radionavigation service must therefore be compensated
through the allocation above 405 kHz of a bandwidth equivalent to the loss of the band currently
shared.
b)

Proposal relating to band 582 - 606 MHz in Region 1

The present Radio Regulations in ITU Region 1,
to the broadcasting and radionavigation services.

this band 1s allocated with equal rights

In Belgium, this band is allocated on a primary basis to the radionavigation service and
is used for radar systems (50 cm) on recognized air routes and employed for air traffic control
(Brussels Agreement, 1962).

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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These radars are to be replaced by 23 cm radars so that the frequency band will be
released for broadcasting. However, for economic reasons, 50 cm radars will continue to be used
for some years.
Belgium therefore proposes that No. 3653/328 should be maintained for a limited period of
time.
c) The proposals relating to the bands allocated to aeronautical radionavigation and those
relating to the aeronautical mobile service are given in the Appendix.
kHz
285 - 325
Allocation to Services
Region 1
BEL/23/l

MOD

285 - 315
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
fRad.±obeaeo:rt~+

.fteronatt'b±ea3:
rad±ona"t'"±gat±o:rt

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
BEL/23/2

MOD

315 - 325
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Maritime radionaviBation
(Radiobeacons)

I

3473/180

-'
kHz
325 - 415
BEL/23/3

MOD

325 - 405
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronattt±ea3:-mob±xe

3474/181
BEL/23/4

MOD

405 - 415
MSBH:J!B-e~eept-

aeronattt±eai-mob±xe

RADIONAVIGATION
(Radio direction-finding)
AERSNABlflf8:A!J
RA:Bf9NA¥fS.ftlflf8N
MARilfliME-RABI6NAVIGAlfl±SN
fRad±o-d.±reet±on-f±nd±ng-13l+r5fx82
3ltr6fx83

BEL./23/5

NOC

3475A
3477/184

'3474/181
Reasons : Is still required.
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BEL/23/6

ADD

3475A
In Region l, the frequency 410 kHz is reserved for radio
direction-finding in the maritime radionavigation service.
Reasons : (SUP 3475/182 in Region 1)

BEL/23/7

SUP

Replaced by ADD 3475A

3476/183
Reasons : Is no longer required as a result of a change of allocation.
kHz
415 - 430
Region 1

BEL/23/8

MOD

415 - 430
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MMH!fl±ME-M9B±!:If!l

3478/185 3~r9fx86
8032/43TA
Reasons : Is still required for the maritime mobile service pending revision of
the Copenhagen Agreement, 1948.
Reasons : (SUP 3479/186 in Region 1) Is no longer required as a result of a
change of allocation.
kHz
430 - 535
Region 1
BEL/23/9

MOD

430 -

~99

Region 2

I

495

MARITIME MOBILE 3479/186
!
I

BEL/23/10

MOD

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
49G _:-_~iG ~ - 2,<22

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

BEL/23/11

MOD

505 - 525 526.5
MARITIME MOBILE 3479/186
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
Aeronau-eiea3::re:d±onayi~e:t-±on

3478/185
BEL/23/12

MOD

525 526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING
3483/190

BEL/23/13

NOC

3480/187
Reasons : Essential requirement.

Region 3
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kHz
21 870 - 22 000
Region 1
BEL/23/14

MOD

21 870 - z:z:-eee 21 924

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AHRSNA~feAD-MSBfhB-fRt

BEL/23/15

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
AER6NA~f6Ah-Ff*BB

Reasons : Following ITU Recommendation No. Aer2 - 5 adopted by the WARC in the
aeronautical mobile (R) service, Geneva, 1978. An exclusive band for the benefit
of long-distance radiocommunications is required for the aeronautical mobile
service.
MHz
68- 87.5
BEL/23/16

MOD
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3546/248
3548/250
3550/252

3547/249
3549/251

BEL/2~/17

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3549/251
3558/259
BEL/23/18

MOD

3550/252

T5•2 75.4- 87.5
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3548/250
3558/259
3560/261
3562/263

3550/252
3559/260
3561/262

BEL/23/19

MOD

3547/249
In Austria, Bexgittm, France, Greece, Morocco and the United
Kingdom, the band 68 - 70 MHz is also allocated to tbe aeronautical
radionavigation service for ground-based transmitters only.

BEL/23/20

MOD

3558/259
The frequency 75 MHz is assigned to aero~autical marker
beacons. Administrations shall refrain from assigning frequencies close to the
limits of the guardband to stations of other services which, because of their
power or geographical position, might cause harmful interference to marker
beacons or impose other constraints.
Reasons : There exists a permanent and essential requirement linked with the
ILS, viz 3066/64.

BEL/23/21

MOD

3559/260
In Bexg±ttm~ JViorocco and th.e United Kingdo~, . the band
78 - 80 MHz is also allocated to the aeronautical radionavigation service for
ground-based transmitters only; in France this band is allocated to the
radionavigation service.
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MHz
108 - 117.975
Region l
BEL/23/22

NOC

108- 117.975

I

1

Region 2

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

Reasons : This band is widely used throughout the world.
MHz
117.975- 136
BEL/23/23

MOD

117.975- 132

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/20lA

BEL/23/24

MOD

132 - 136

NOC

3495/201A

BEL/23/26

NOC

3572/273

3573/273A

3572B

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3573/273A

BEL/23/25

3572/273

35r:ltft:Tlt 35T5ft:TltA 3576/274B 3577/275

Reasons
It is necessary to maintain these notes for international distress
signals and for coordination of search and rescue operations.
BEL/23/27

ADD

3572B
Space techniques may be used to receive emissions from
emergency position-indicating radiobeacons on frequencies 121.5 and 243 MHz.
Reasons : To ensure rapid identification of location and hence rapid assistance
to search and rescue operations.

BEL/23/28

SUP

3574/274
Reasons
This band should be reserved exclusively for the aeronautical mobile (R)
service ln view of the high demand for frequencies in this service.

BEL/23/29

SUP

3575/274A
Reasons : Date now past.
MHz
174 - 216

BEL/23/30

MOD

174 - Z:3:6 188

174 - 216 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

FIXED

Land mobile

MOBILE

3599/291
3601/293
BEL/23/31

3600/292
3602/294

BROADCASTING

188 - 216

MOD

BROADCASTING

I

3599/291
3601/293

NOC

3599/291

NOC

3600/292

NOC

3601/293

3600/292
3602A

3602/294

3603/295

3604/296
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BEL/23/32

NOC

3602/294

ADD

3602A
In Belgium, the band 188 - 216 MHz will gradually be
allocated to the land mobile service. The introduction of the land mobile
service in Belgium is subject to special agreements with those administrations
whose services in this band might be affected.
Reasons : The band 156 - 1(4 MHz is supersaturated in Belgium. It is imperative
to provide in the immediate future an adjacent range of 14 MHz (1(4 - 188 MHz)
with the possibility of extension in the long term (above 188 MHz).
MHz
235 - 26(
Region 1

BEL/23/33

MOD

235 - 267

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
3495/201A 35(2B 3613/305
3619/309 ------

BEL/23/34

NOC

3614/305A 3618/308A

3619/309
Reasons : It is necessary to maintain this note for distress signal purposes.
MHz
328.6 - 335.4

NOC

328.6 - 335.4

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
NOC 3624/311

BEL/23/35

NOC

3624/311
Reasons : This band is very widely used throughout the world to provide glide
path guidance signals for the ICAO standard instrument landing system (ILS).
ILS requirements continue to increase.
MHz
582 - 606
582 - 606 (NOC)
MOD 3653/328

BEL/23/36

MOD

3653/328
In Belgium, the band 582 - 606 MHz is allocated on a
primary basis to the radionavigation service and on a secondary basis to the
broadcasting service for a limited period of time.
Reasons : This band is still used by primary radar services for the purposes of
national air traffic control.
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MHz
960 - 1 215
Region 1

BEL/23/37

NOC

960 - 1 215

NOC

3671/341

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

Reasons : This band may be used for ICAO standard DME and SSR systems. A
collision avoidance system (CAS) will also operate in this band. International
civil aviation requirements are increasing in this band.
MHz
1 300 - 1 350
NOC

1 300 - 1 350
MOD 3676/346

BEL/23/38

MOD

3676/346
The use of the bands 1 300 - 1 350 MHz, 2 700 - 2 900 MHz
and 9 000 - 9 200 MHz by the aeronautical radionavigation service is restricted
to ground-based radars and ~n-the-future to associated airborne transponders
which transmit only on frequencies in these bands and only when actuated by
radars operating in the same band.
Reasons : In the band 1 300 - 1 350 MHz, it is necessary in some areas to allow
for more efficient radar coverage for on route and terminal areas. Part of the
additional spectrum is required for air safety purposes since radar is used in
these bands to separate aircraft in order to avoid airspace problems.
Remark : Air traffic control radars are installed when the volume of air traffic
in a given region increases to such an extent that separation of aircraft can no
longer be maintained by conventional methods. The characteristics of this band
are such that it is particularly suitable for certain types of airport
surveillance radars and is in widespread use at present, which justifies its
maintenance.
MHz
2 700 - 2 900

NOC

2 700 - 2 900

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

MOD 3676/346

Radiolocation
NOC 3727/366
BEL/23/39

NOC

3727/366
Reasons : This note allows for the maintenance of the MET radar which is used
with aeronautical radars operative in the same band at some airports.
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MHz
2 900 - 3 100
Region 1
NOC

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

2 900 - 3 100
NOC 3728/367

BEL/23/40

NOC

3728/367
Reasons : This band is required in order to meet future requirements for
extended and more efficient radar coverage at airports.

MHz
5 470 - 5 650
NOC

5 470 - 5 650
NOC 3755/387

BEL/23/41

NOC

3755/387
Reasons
radar.

Required for the continued use of the ground-based meteorological

MHz
9 000 - 9 200
NOC

9 000 - 9 200
MOD 3676/346

2.

Revision of Radio Regulation Articles other than Article N7/5.
Proposals relating to agenda items 2.1 to 2.4

SUMMARY

The problem of harmful interference caused to aeronautical services by electrical apparatus
and installations not intended to radiate energy has assumed particular importance in the past few
years.
Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) equipment, for example, is designed in such a way
that there is often a high proportion of fundamental frequency harmonics with effective radiation.
Note should also be made of harmful interference due to losses and radiation produced by
faulty operation of cable distribution systems using carriers in the bands allocated to the
aeronautical services.
Another type of interference currently under study is due to LF communication and control
carriers used on power supply lines. The carrier frequencies are such that they may cause erroneous
indications in on-board radio direction-finding equipment.
For the foregoing reasons, it is essential for the Radio Regulations to provide a
definition of the term ISM, that number 5002/698 concerning the prevention of harmful interference
should be amended accordingly and that emphasis be placed on the protection of safety services.

~
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ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and definitions
In Section I
BEL/23/42

ADD

3023A
Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM)
applications : operation of equipment or appliances generating radio energy for
industrial, scientific, medical, domestic and similar purposes, solely to the
extent needed for the respective application, excluding applications in the
field of telecommunications.
Reasons : It is desirable to describe in sufficient detail any dev1ces making
use of radio waves listed in the Regulations that cause or may cause considerable
interference to radiocommunications.

BEL/23/43

MOD

3054/52
Aeronautical radionavigation service
A safety
radionavigation service intended for the benefit of aircraft and designed to
meet their safety requirements.
Reasons : To take due account of the potentially dangerous effect of even slight
interference to aeronautical radionavigation systems.

BEL/23/44

ADD

3062A
Aeronautical radar beacon : A receiver-transmitter device
used by the aeronautical radionavigation service; when it is put into operation
by an on-board radar, it automatically returns a distinctive signal.
Reasons : A new definition is required to take account of the scheduled use of
radar beacons by the aeronautical radionavigation service.

BEL/23/45

MOD

3076/33
Aeronautical mobile service : A mobile service between
aeronautical stations and aircraft stations, or between aircraft stations.
in-wh±eh.. Survival craft stations and emergency posi tion-indicatinp; radiobeacon
stations may also participate in this service.
Reasons : To clarify and update the definition in order to align it with other
definitions and to take account of CCIR Recommendation 365-3, sub-paragraph 9.

BEL/23/46

ADD

3076A
Air traffic communication : Safety communication in the
aeronautical mobile service between aeronautical and aircraft stations or
between aircraft stations, restricted to messages relating to flight information
service, alerting service, air traffic advisory service, air traffic control
service, area control service, approach control service, aerodrome control
serv1ce.
Reasons : To ensure protection from harmful interference for the appropriate
frequencies listed in Article N7/5 and used for the above purposes by
international civil aviation.
Note : The frequencies identified for the purposes listed in No. 3076A of the
Radio Regulations are reserved exclusively to provide a safety service.

BEL/23/47

MOD

3077/34
Aeronautical station : A land station in the aeronautical
mobile service. In certain instances, an aeronautical station may be placed for
example on board a ship, an off-shore rig or an earth satellite.
Reasons : To clarify and update the definition in order to align it with other
definitions.

BEL/23/48

ADD

Aircraft earth station : A mobile earth station in the
3116A
aeronautical mobile-satellite service installed on board an aircraft.
Reasons : To add a definition corresponding accurately to the aeronautical mobilesatellite service.
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ARTICLE Nl6
Interference
BEL/23/49

MOD

5002/698
§ 6
Administrations shall take all practicable and necessary
steps to ensure that the operation of electrical apparatus or installations of
any kind, ~neiud±ng such as power networks, cable distribution networks,
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) equipment and similar systems, does not
cause harmful interference to a radio service and, in particular, to a
radionavigation or any other safety service, operating in accordance with the
provisions of these Regulations.
Reasons : Instances have been noted where radionavigation systems were subject
to interference caused by ~~diation from extra-aeronautical sources or even to
interference caused by non-radiating systems. In radionavigation, the errors
attributable to interference may be very insidious and difficult to detect and
may cause accidents to aircraft, particularly in the event of interference to
instrument approach systems.

ARTICLE Nl7
Tests
BEL/23/50

ADD

5030A
(2A) In the aeronautical radionavigation service, it is
undesirable, for safety reasons, to transmit the normal identification during
emissions conducted to check or adjust equipment already in service. Unidentified
emissions should however be restricted to a minimum.
Reasons : Radionavigation equipment that does not send identification signals is
recognized by pilots as not available for operation. Emissions from such
equipment should not give any identification when the equipment is not
available for operational purposes.

ARTICLE N23
Section IV.
BEL/23/51

MOD

5385/779

Identification of stations using radiotelephony
(2)

Aircraft stations

a call sign (see No. 5364/767), which may be preceded by a word designating
the owner or the type of aircraft; or
a-eomb±nat±on-of-eharaeter~-eorrespond~ng-to-the-off±e±ai-reg±strat~on-mark
a~s±gned-to-the-a±reref~;--or

a-word-des±gnat±ng-the-a±ri±ne-foiiowed-by-the-fi±ght-±dent±f±eat~on-nttmber;

the five-character call sign corresponding to the aircraft registration
mark; or
the five-character call sign mentioned above preceded by the telephone code
of the aircraft operating agency; or
the five-character call sign mentioned above preceded by the aircraft type
designator; or
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the telephone code of the aircraft operating agency followed by the flight
identification number; or
-

the characters corresponding to the aircraft registration mark.

Reasons : To align codes with those used in the aeronautical mobile serv1ce.

Section VI.
BEL/23/52

NOC

BEL/23/53

SUP

Special provisions

5402/784
§ 32. (1)
In the aeronautical mobile service, after communication
has been established by means of the complete call sign, the aircraft station
may use, if confusion is unlikely to arise, an abbreviated call sign or
identification consisting of :
5403/785

a)

in-raaiote~egra~hy,-~he-£irs~-eharae~er-ana-~as~-~we

xetters-of-the-eom~xe~e-£ive-~e~~er-ea~~-Sigft;

BEL/23/54

SUP

5404/786

b)

~n-r~d±ote~ephony

:

the-~bbrevi~tion-of-~he-n~e-o£-the-owner-o£-the-a±rer~ft-feompany-or
±nd±v±dttai:-1;--or
the-type-o£-~±rer~~,
fo~±owea-by-the-x~5t-two-±etters-of-the-eompxete-£~ve-±etter-eaf:±-s~gn-or-by-the
±~~t-two-ehar~eters-of-the-reg±8trat±on-mark.

the first letter or first digit and the two last letters of the call sign;

or

the telephone code of the aircraft operating agency followed by the two last
letters of the call sign; or
-

the aircraft type designator followed by the two last letters of the call
sign; or
no abbreviated form;

or

the first and the three last characters of the call sign.
Reasons : To al±gnabbreviated codes with those used in the aeronautical mobile
serv1ce.

ARTICLE N33
Radiodetermination serv1ce and radiodetermination-satellite service
BEL/23/55

MOD

6476/433
§ 15. (1)
The assignment of frequencies to aeronautical radiobeacons
operating in the bands between 160 and *x5 535 kHz shall be baseq on a
protection ratio against interference of at least xe 15 dB for each beacon
throughout its service area.
Reasons : In Region 1, the band 510 - 525 kHz is allocated on a secondary basis
to the aeronautical radionavigation service. In Region 2, the bands 510 - 525 kHz
and 525 - 535 kHz are allocated on a permitted basis to the aeronautical
radionavigation service. The provisions of No. 6476/433 of the Radio Regulations
are also applicable to radiobeacons operating in these bands. A common channel
protection ratio of 10 dB is technically unacceptable and might give rise to
unacceptable bearing errors.
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PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

(The following proposals are based on the studies carried out by the CCITT 1n accordance
w1th Resolutions Nos. Mar2- 22 and 23).
Radio Regulations (Part B)

l.

CHAPTER NX
Aeronautical Mobile Service
ARTICLE N48/37
Order of Priority of Communications 1n the Aeronautical Mobile Service
DNK/24/1

MOD

7408/1496
~he-te~m-~e~mmttn±eat±~n~-a~-u~ed-~n-th±3-A~t±ete-mean~
!'Etdieteleg!'~s-as-wet:i~a~_::r:ad:i::eteteph~ne-eatt~;_ The order of.prior~ty

.

-~ -_7t_h~ ~e-~t ~~h~nged).

Reasons : The first sentence superfluous.
(SUP)

Paragraphs 7 to 10.

(ADD)

6A

Reasons

Public communications taking into account the order of
priority specified in the CCITT Recommendations~

For simplification and clarification.
CHAPTER NXI

Maritime Mobile Service and Marit1me Mobile-Satellite Service
ARTICLE N58/37A
Order of Priority of Communications in the Maritime Mobile
Service and in the Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service
DNK/24/2

MOD

8361/1496A

~he-te~m-~e~mmttn~eat±en~-a3-used-±n-th:i::s-A~t±ete-mean~

~Etdie~eteg~ams,-~adieteteph~ne-eaits-and-~ad:i::etete~-eatls7

pri(;rity ...· (the rest unchanged). --Reasons
(SUP)

For reasons of economy.

The order of

.

The first sentence superfluous.
Paragraphs 7 to 10

th;~ ~~~~r;;~f~~!~~;i~:~~ei~~lylima ifteewd nudmd.bt_er.
a

Plartic_ipants abre therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
1 1ona cop1es can e made ava1lable.
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6A

(ADD)

Reasons

Public communications taking into account the order of
priority specified in the CCITT Recommendations.

For simplification and clarification.
CHAPTER NXI I
Land Mobile Service
ARTICLE N66/37

Order of Priority of Communications in the Land Mobile Service
DNK/24/3

MOD

9009/1496
~he-term-lleemmnnieatienll-a~-u~ed-in-thi~-Artiele-me~n~
radietelegram8-a8-well-a8-radietelephone-eall87 The order of priority ...
(the rest unchanged).
Reasons

The first sentence superfluous.

(SUP)

Paragraphs 7 to 10

(ADD)

6A

Reasons

Public communications taking into account the order of.
priority specified in the CCITT Recommendations.

For simplification and clarification.
CHAPTER NXIII

Radiotelegrams, Radiotelephone Calls and Radiotelex Calls
DNK/24/4

MOD

Heading
Radietelegram8,-Radiotelephone-€all8-and
Radietelex-€all8 Public communications

ARTICLE N69/38
Indication of the Station of Origin of Radiotelegrams
DNK/24/5

SUP

9140/1497

DNK/24/6

SUP

9141/1498

DNK/24/7

SUP

9142/1499
Reasons : Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.
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ARTICLE N70/39
Routing of Radiotelegrams
DKN/24/8

SUP

9168/1500

DNK/24/9

SUP

9169/1501

DNK/24/10

SUP

9170/1502

DNK/24/ll

SUP

9171/1503

DNK/24/12

SUP

9172/1504
Reasons : Covered by the CCITT Recommendations·

DNK/24/13

SUP

ARTICLE N7l/40
Accounting for Radiotelegrams and Radiotelephone
Calls except in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons·

DNK/24/14

SUP

ARTICLE N72/40A
Accounting for Radiotelegrams, Radiotelephone Calls
and Rad1otelex Calls in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons

DNK/24/15

ADD

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations .
ARTICLE N72A
Operation, Charging, Accounting and
Refunds for Public Communications
Section I

DNK/24/16

General

9332
§ 1.
The provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and
the Telephone Regulations and the Protocols annexed thereto, taking
into account CCITT Recommendations, shall apply to radiocommunications
in so far as the provisions of the Radio Regulations do not provide
otherwise.
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Section II
DNK/24/17

Accounting Authority

9333
§ 2.
Charges for radiocommunications from mobile
stations to land stations are in principle, and subject to national
law and practice, to be collected from the mobile station licensee:
by the Administration that has issued the licence, or
by a recognized private operating agency, or
by other entity or entities designated by the
Administration to carry out this accounting.

DNK/24/18

DNK/24/19

9334
§ 3.
The Administration or the recognized private
operating agency or the designated entity (or entities) is referred
to in this Article as the "accounting authority".
9335
§ 4. The name(s) and address(es) of the accounting
authority(ies) shall be notified to the Secretary-General of the ITU
for inclusion in the appropriate list of mobile stations; the number
of such names and addresses shall be limited as far as possible,
taking into account CCITT Recommendations.
Section III

Accounting

DNK/24/20·

9336
§ 5·
Exchange and verification of accounts shall be
carried out in accordance with the Telegraph Regulations and the
Telephone Regulations, taking into account CCITT Recommendations.

DNK/24/21

9337
§ 6.
The accounts shall be sent as promptly as
possible but in any case before the end of the third month following
that to which they relate.

DNK/24/22

9338
§ 7.
In principle, an account shall be considered as
accepted without the need for specific notification of acceptance to
the Administration or recognized private operating agency that se~~ it.

DNK/24/23

9339
§ 8.
However, any accounting authority shall have
the right to question the contents of an account for a period of six
months after despatch of the account.

DNK/24/24

9340
§ 9.
All accounts shall be paid by the accounting
authority without delay and in any case within 6 months after despatch
of the account.
9341
§ 10. If accounts remain unpaid after 6 months, the
Administration that has licensed the mobile station shall on request
take all possible steps, within the limits of applicable national law,
to ensure settlement of the accounts.

DNK/24/25

DNK/24/26

9342
§ 11. In the case referred to in § 8 above, if the
account is seriously delayed in transit, the receiving accounting
authority should at once notify the originating Administration or
recognized private operating agency that queries and payment may be
delayed. The delay shall, however, not exceed 3 months from the date
of receipt of the account.
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9343
§ 12. The debtor accounting authority may refuse
the settlement and adjustment of accounts presented more than
eighteen months after the d~te of handL~g-in of the radiotelegrams
or the date of establishment of the radiotelephone calls or radiotelex calls to which the accounts relate.

DNK/24/27

Section IV

Payment of Balances

§ 13. Payment of balances shall be carried out in
with the Telegraph Regulations and the TelephoRe
Regulations.

9344

DNK/24/28

ac~ordance

Section V Archives
9345
§ 14. The originals of radiotelegrams and documents
relating to radiotelegrams, radiotelephone calls and radiotelex calls
retained by the Administration or recognized private operating agency
shall be held, with all necessary precautions from the point of view
of secrecy, until the settlement of the relative account and, in
any case, for at least six months counting from the month in which
the accounts were sent. Administrations or recognized private
operating agencies may preserve the information by any other means,
e.g. magnetic or electronic records.

DNK/24/29

9346
§ 15. However, should an Administration or recognized
private operating agency deem it desirable to destroy such documents
before the above-mentioned period, and hence is not in a position to
carry out an inquiry in respect of the services for which it is
responsible, such Administration or recognized private operating
agency shall bear all the consequences both as regards refund of
charges and any difference in the accounts in question that might
otherwise have been observed.

DNK/21~/30

Reasons:

See supplementary reasons.

Additional Radio Regulations
DNK/24/31

SUP

ARTICLE 1
Application of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations
to Radiocomrnunications except in the ~1ari time ~·1obile Service
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.

DNK/24/32

SUP

ARTICLE lA
Application of the Telegraph Regulations ~nd the Telephone Regulations
to Radiocorni'nunications in the Marl tlme Mobile Service
Reasons : Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.
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DNK/24/33

ARTICLE 2

SUP

Address of Radiotelegrams
Reasons
DNK/24/34

SUP

Covered or to be covered by the CCITT Recommendations .
ARTICLE 3
Time of Handing-in of Radiotelegrams

Reasons
DNK/24/35

SUP

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations .
ARTICLE 4

Charges for Radiotelegrams except in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.
DKN/24/36

ARTICLE 4A

SUP

Charges for Radiotelegrams in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons : Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.

DKN/24/37

SUP

ARTICLE

5

Charges for Radiotelephone Calls in the Aeronautical Mobile Service
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.
DNK/24/38

SUP

ARTICLE 5A
Charges for Radiotelephone Calls in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons

DNK/24/39

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations:
ARTICLE 5B

SUP

Charges for Radiotelex Calls ln the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations·
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•

DNK/24/40

ARTICLE 6

SUP

Radio Air Letters
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulation·s and supplementary reasons.
DNK/24/41

ARTICLE 6A

SUP

Radiomaritime Letters
Reasons
DNK/24/42

SUP

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.
ARTICLE 7

Special Radiotelegrams. Paid Service Indications
except in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also new Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.
DNK/24/43

ARTICLE 7A

SUP

Special Radiotelegram Services ln the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons
DNK/24/44

Covered by the CCITT Reco1nmendations .
ARTICLE 8

SUP

Period of Retention of Radiotelegrams at Land Stations
Reasons : Covered and to be covered (Nos. 2133-2136) by the CCITT Recommendations.
See supplementary reasons .

DNK/24/45

SUP

ARTICLE 9
Doubtful Reception. Transmission by "Ampliation"·
Long-distance Radiocommunications
Reasons

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations·
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DNK/24/46

ARTICLE 10

SUP

Retransmission by Mobile Stations,
except in the Maritime Mobile Service
Reasons : .To be covered by CCIT'I' Recommendations. See also nev Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.
DNK/24/47

ARTICLE lOA

SUP

Routine Retransmission by Maritime Mobile Stations
Reasons
DNK/24/48

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.
ARTICLE 11

SUP

Advice of
Reasons
DNK/24/49

Non~Delivery

Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.
ARTICLE 12

SUP

Radiotelegrams originating ln or destined for Aircraft
Reasons : To be covered by CCITT Recommendations. See also ne1-1 Article N72A
in the Radio Regulations and supplementary reasons.
DNK/24/50

ARTICLE 13

SUP

Radiocommunications for Multiple Destinations
(not applicable in the Maritime Mobile Service)
Reasons : Covered by the CCITT Recommendations.

Sunnlementary Reasons
1.
The Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations contain a
number of old provisions regarding exchange, charging, accounting and refunds
of public correspondence which were a copy of similar provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephon2 Regulations. The provisions of the Radio
Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations were then revised concurrently
with the revision of the provisions of the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations.

'
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2.
Eowev~r, the Telegraph and Telephone Conference (1973) accepted new
Telegraph Regulations and Telephone Regulations which were revised in such a
way that they only contain basic rules for public correspondenc~, the rest
being included in CCITT Recommendations, which can more expeditiously be
amended to meet rapidly changing requirements. Conflicts may therefore arise
in future between similar provisions of the Radio Regulations on the one hand
and the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations and the CCITT
Recommendations on the other. In fact such conflicts have already been created
and will no doubt increase in the future.

3.
It would seem to be very unfortunate in the long term if provisions
concerning public correspondence, included in the Radio Regulations and the
Additional Radio Regulations, were different from those applied in the services
on land. Pronosals were therefore submitted to the World Maritime Radio Con·
ference (1974) with the aim of avoiding such conflicts either by revising the
appropriate provisions or by transferring the provisions from the Radio
·
Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations to the CCITT Recommendations.

4.

The Radio Conference did not consicer itself competent to redraft
provisions which affect services other than maritime. The consequence of this
decision, taken during the work of the Conference, was that provisions for the
exchange and accounting of public correspondence with mobile stations have now
been split up in provisions. to be used in the aeronautical mobile service (with
no revision at all) and in the maritime mobile service, respectively. As to
the transfer of the provisions from the Radio Regulations and the Additional
Radio Regulations to the CCITT Recommendations the Conference was at that time
not prepared to make such transfer as was necessary to avoid the above problems.

5.

The Danish Administration is convinced that the above-mentioned problems
can only be solved as follows:
a. The provisions for the exchange, charging, accounting and refunds of
public correspondence must be transferred from the Radio Regulations
and the Additional Radio Regulations to the CCITT Recommendations.
b. The Additional Radio Regulations must be abolished.
c. If certain provisions are to be retained they shall be included in
the Radio Regulations.
d. There shall only be one set of provisions for exchange, charging,
accounting and refunds of public correspondance with mobile stations.

2.

Simplification of the Radio Regulations

Introduction

Resolution No. 36 of the Plenipotentiary Conference (Montreux 1965) required
the CCITT to set forth proposals for removal of such provisions in the
Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations as may form the subject
of C~ITT Recommendations. The simplification thus obtained should make it
poss1ble to limit the duration of Conferences and reduce the costs incurred
by the Union.
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The World Administrative Telegraph andTelephone Conference (Geneva 1973)
completed the action required by Resolution No. 36 ~~d adopted the simplified
Telegraph Regulations and Telephone Regulations (Geneva 1973) proposed by the
Plenary Assembly of the CCITT. These Regulations contain basic provisions only,
whereas all provisions concerning details are transferred to CCITT Recommendations, which can be modified more easily and more often than the Regulations, thus allowing for changes in operational and technical conditions.
The old Resolution No. 37 of the Plenipotentiary Conference (Montreux 1965)
also called for a simplification of the Radio Regulations, a study being
required as to what provisions can be transferred to the Telegraph Regulations
and the Telephone Regulations, seeing that they may more suitably belong there,
and what provisions can be transferred from the Additional Radio Regulations
to the Radio Regulations.
The economic considerations with regard to a simplification of the Radio
Regulations and the Telegraph Regulations and the Telephone Regulations are
in principle identical. A very desirable simplification of the text of the
Radio Regulations could be obtained if as many administrative and operational
provisions as possible were transferred to CCIR Recommendations with a view
to preparing an "Instructions for the Mobile Services" such as is the case for
telegram, telex and telephone provisions. It would then be fairly easy to
supplement the Instructions for the Labile Services·with abstracts from the
Instructions for the International Public 'I'elegram Service. the Instructions
for the International Telex Service and the Instructions for the International
Telephone Service.
During the work of re-arranging the Radio Regulations many prov1s1ons among
others those concerning radiotelegraph and radiotelephone procedures have
now been split up in provisions relating to the aeronautical mobile service,
the maritime mobile service and the land mobile service, respectively, to
the extent possible. Problems may, however, arise with regard to the establishment of a complete set of provisions for each of the services mentioned during
the work of conferences. This could be solved - to some extent - by transferring as many as possible of the administrative and operational provisions
from the Radio Regulations to CCIR Recommendations with the intention of
publishing these provisions in the form of Instructions. Such Instructions are
considered to be sufficiently "mandatory" for the work of the. stations in the
mobile services.

Proposals
1.
The Conference should consider what administrative and operational
provisions could be transferred from the Radio Regulations to CCIR Recommendations to form the basis for "I-nstructions for the Mobile Services".

2.
Such Instructions should be published in a suitable form to facilitate
up-dating following any later revision of the provisions.
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1.

Replace proposal HOL/25/7 by the following
Region 1

HOL/25/7
(Corr.l)

MOD

283.5 - 285 kHz
M2\R3:1ffME-M9B3:%3B
3J+6Tf~~

ABH9NAB'¥3:9Ml
AABffiNA:¥3:S.MiffiN

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeacons)
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3469/176
3471/178

~Tef±TT

Proposal HOL/25/17 2nd/3rd line replace maritime mobile service by maritime radio
2.
navigation service.
3.

Delete proposal HOL/25/24.

4.

Proposal HOL/25/31 replace SUP 3489/185 by SUP 3489/195.

5.

Replace proposal HOL/25/53 by the following :

HOL/25/53
(Corr.l)

MOD

3 155 - 3 200 kHz

MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/
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6.

Replace pr0posal HOL/25/59 by the following
Region 1

HOL/25/59
(Corr.l)

NOC

3 800 - 3 900 kHz
FIXED
AERONAUTICAL
MQBILE (OR)
LAND MOBILE

7.

Replace proposal HOL/25/60 by the following

HOL/25/60
(Corr.l)

NOC

3 900 - 3 950 kHz
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

8.

Replace proposal HOL/25/112 by the following

HOL/25/112
(Corr.l)

MOD

21 870 -

~ea

21 890 kHz ABRN6N:/tHIP:r€:A.tr-PBffilB
~HNSNis.HHeMr-:MeBiflE-fR-1

BROADCASTING 3 506A
/AERONAUTICAL FIXED/
Delete proposal HOL/25/214.

9.
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Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 25-E
5 March 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Kingdom of the Netherlands
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

Page 16, replace existing text for b) by the following
b)

prescribing introduction of SSB techniques in parts of the bands newly allocated
to the HF broadcasting service;
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Proposals for the band 130 - 1 606.5 kHz

1.

The annexed proposal for re-allocation in this part of the spectrum
is based on the following:
Low frequency broadcasting
Whilst the LF/MF Broadcasting Conference has shown an increasing interest of countries in the use of LF broadcasting, the problem of
incompatible sharing with the Aeronautical Radionavigation beacons
was noted. It is the opinion of the Netherlands that the only
realistic approach to this problem is to provide the latter service
with additional allocations slightly higher in the spectrum, so as
to avoid the sharing with broadcasting. If at the same time the LFband is extended on the lower end to 130 kHz, a total number of 17
channels with 9 kHz spacing becomes available so that a reasonable
plan for LF broadcasting seems possible. This extension on the lower
end will be at the expense of services which are considered outdated.
Aeronautical Radionavigation
The new basic band of the Aer RN beacons will be 325 - 435 kHz and
furthermore this service could share on a "permitted" basis the bands
which are on a "primary" basis allocated to the Maritime RN and to
the Maritime mobile services. This seems especially feasible in the
areas away from coasts.
Maritime mobile/Distress frequency 500 kHz
Improved equipment standards permit a reduced band for the Maritime
mobile service and consequently a reduction of the guardband to
± 5 kHz for the mobile (distress and calling) frequency 500 kHz. To
give the aeronautical radionavigation stations already operating in
this band a better protection, it is proposed allocating the bands
435 - 495 kHz and 505 - 526.5 kHz on a "permitted" basis to the aeronautical radionavigation service. In doing so the Maritime mobile
service has prior choice of frequencies in preparing a new frequency
plan in the bands concerned.

kHz

130 - 160
Region 1

HOL/25/1

MOD

130 - 150
MAR±'fl±ME-M8B±fJE
/MARITI~ill

MOBILE/

3465/172

BROADCASTING

3457/163
3466/173

;

'

3461/167
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kHz
130-.160 (cont.)
Region 1
HOL/25/2

MOD

150 - 160
MARITIME MOBILE
3461/167 346:rf±:r4
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/3

SUP

3467/174
Reasons :

HOL/25/4

SUP

Conse~uence

of Table change.

3468/175
Reasons : Purpose of footnote unknown.
kHz
160 - 283.5

ij 160 - 255 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
3469/176
HOL/25/5

MOD

255 - E85 283.5
BROADCASTING
MARf!flfME-M8Bff:JE

34e:rf±:r4
:AER8NA:~f6:A:f:J

RABf8NA:lff6A:!flf8N

3469/176
3471/178
HOL/25/6

SUP

34:ref±11

3470/177
Reasons

Conse~uence

of Table change.

Reasons
To provide an exclusive LF broadcasting band in Region 1 in accordance
with the recommendations of the 1975 LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, on the
understanding that the band 405 - 435 kHz will be allocated on an exclusive
basis to the aeronautical radionavigation service.
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kHz
283.5 - 405
Region l
HOL/25/7

MOD

283.5 - 285
MAfH!fl±ME-M6BfflE
3lt6Tf~Tlt

BR6AB€AS!fl±HS
ABR6NAB!fl±€Ab
RAB±6NA¥±SA!fl±6H

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3469/176
3471/178

3ltT6f3:TT

i

HOL/25/8

MOD

! 285 - 315
: MARITH'IE RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeacons)
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
: Aerenattt-iea3:
Rad:±onav±gat-±en

HOL/25/9

MOD

315 - 325
AER6NAB!fl±€Ah
RAB±6HA¥±SA9?±6N

RADIONAVIGATION
: 3ltT3f3:8e

HOL/25/lO

MOD

325 - 405
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronattt-±ea3:-meb±3:e
I 3474/181

HOL/25/ll

SUP

3473/180
Reasons : Consequence of Table change.
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k.Hz

405 - 505
I

Region 1
HOL/25/12

405 - 415

MOD
!

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
j

:

M8B±IJ~-exeep-e

aeronatt~±eal-mob±le
MAB±~±ME-HABf8NA¥fGA~±8N

fpaaie-a~Pee~iea-

fiaa:i:ag.}
MOD
HOL/25/13

3475/182
3477/184

3476/183

415 - lt98 - 435

MOD

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MA:R±tfi±~-M8BBj~

3478/185
HOL/25/14

MOD

3ltr9fi86

435 - 490
MARITD-4E MOBILE
3479/186
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3478/185

HOL/25/15

MOD

490 - 5l8 495
MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
M8B±IJ~- 1 fdi~-ere~;

I
HOL/25/16

MOD

aHd-ea~iirtg1.

. -- -

495 - 505
MOBILE (distress
and calling)
3480/187
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HOL/25/17

The frequency 410 kHz is-aesigna~ed-for-the-m8ritime
may be used on a secondary basis by the maritime
mobile service (for radio direction-finding). e~her-aiioea~ed-serviees ...

MOD

3475/182

and-radionav±ga~ion-~erviee
a~signed-~o-eoase-s~ations.

Reasons : To provide an exclusive allocation at 405 - 435 kHz for the
aeronautical radionavigation service which will have to evacuate the band
255 - 283.5 kHz.
kHz
505 - 1 606.5

Region 1
HOL/25/18

MOD

505 - 510

I

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

I

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
1 M8B±~E-fdistress
1 and-eaiiing.f

HOL/25/19

MOD

510 - 525
MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
Aeronatteiea3:
radionavigatien

HOL/25/20

MOD

525 - 535 526.5
MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
BR9AB9AS'P±N6

3480B 3483/190
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kHz
505- 1 606.5 (cont.)

Region 1
HOL/25/21

MOD

526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING
3483/190
535 - l 605 (NOC)
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/22

MOD

l 605 - l 606.5

FBEEB
M8BffJE-exeeptaeronatt~±ea±-mob±±e

BROADCASTING
HOL/25/23

ADD

3480A
The frequency 518 kHz is the internat;ional frequency for
the transmission by coast stations of distress, urgency and safety messages
using narrowband direct-printing.

HOL/25/24

ADD

3480B
In the United Kingdom, the Netherlands /-and any other
specified country_/ the band 519.5 - 526.5 kHz may also be us-;d on a secondary
basis for a public information service, such as road traffic information.
The EIRP of any of the stations shall not exceed 1 kW.

2.

Proposals for the band 1 606.5 - 3 500kHz
The Fixed, Land Mobile and Maritime Mobile services
The actual allocations do not benefit all users of this part of the
frequency spectrum. The present sharing conditions under which the Fixed-,
Land mobil~and Maritime mobile services-are operating on an equal
basis have resulted in an inefficient use of the bands between
1 606.5 and 3 500 kHz. A study, carried out to see if exclusive
allocations to each of the services would improve the situation has
led to the conclusion that such exclusive allocations would be disadvantageous to all services concerned. Taking into account that the
Maritime mobile service is a world-wide service and that the establishment of a plan for this service is highly desirable, another
solution is now proposed to the conference. To be able to draw up a
plan for a service in a band in which sharing with other services
exists, it is necessary that there are differencesin respect of the
status of the services concerned. It is proposed allocating on a
primary basis a considerable part of these bands to the Maritime
mobile service and to allocate the same bands on a permitted basis
to the Fixe~and Land mobile services.
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Low power ·radiolocation
Recommendation Mar2· 7 1 invites administrations to study the possibility of providing adequate protection for low power radiolocation
stations in coastal areas. The N~therlands dministration came to the
conclusion that the only satisfactory solution is to allocate four
very narrow exclusive frequency bands to the radiolocation service.
The spacing of these bands should be at least Doo] kHz.
ISM
It is proposed that the currently widely used ISM-frequency
3 390 kHz should be included in the frequency table. This frequency
is in harmonic relation with already existing ISM-frequencies. The
aim is to prevent a further proliferation of ISM in this lower part
of the spectrum.
Amateur service
To structurize the actual situation based on footnote 3488/194
a narrow band for the amateur service is proposed. To keep such
a narrow band attractive for experiments, a power limitation is
proposed.
It should be noted that the Netherlands administration has no
firm opinion as to the exact position of the sub~bands for low
power radiolocation and for the amateur service.
kHz

1 6o6 . 5 - 1 84o·
Region 1

HOL/25/25

MOD

1 6o6.5 -

2-eee 1 817

M8B:ffJE-exeep"t
aer~natt~±ea~-mob±~e

MARITIME MOBILE

/LAND MOBILE/
i /FIXED/

I

13485/192

I 3~Bof~9~

3~8'Tf3:93
3~98f3:95A

3486/420

HOL/25/26

1 817 - 1 820

MOD

l FBEEB

I

i M8B:f:bE-exeep-t
aeronatt"t±ea3:-mob±3:e

IlRADIOLOCATION
i

i 3485/192
1

3#8~fi~~

34Sgrl94 349oA
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k.Hz

l 606.5- 1 840 (cont.)
Region l
HOL/25/27

MOD

l 820 - l 840

MeBlflB-exeept~eronatt~±eax-mob~±e

AMATEUR

3488A 3488f±~lt
348Tf±~3
HOL/25/28

SUP

3487/194

HOL/25/29

SUP

3488/193

HOL/25/30

ADD

3488A
The mean power of any amateur station in this band
shall not exceed 10 watts.

HOL/25/31

SUP

3489/185

HOL/25/32

SUP

3490/l95A

HOL/25/33

ADD

3490A
The mean power of any radiolocation station in this
band shall not exceed L-30_/ watts.
k.Hz

1 840 - 2 170
HOL/25/34

MOD

1 840 - 1 997

F:t1EEB
M8B:t±lE-exeef)t~eronatte~ea±-mob~±e

MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/

3lr8Tf±93
348~f±95

HOL/25/35

MOD

3488f±~4
3lt~ef±95A

1 997 - 2 000

F:t*EB
.M6B:t±lE-exeeptaeronattt-±ea±-mobi±e
RADIOLOCATION
348Tf±~3 3488f±~lt
3lt~ef±~5A 3490A
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k.Hz

1 840- 2 170 (cont.)
Region 1
HOL/25/36

MOD

2 000 - 2 045
FBffiB
M9B~f:JE-exeept-

aeronatt~±eal-mob±le

MARITTI-4E MOBILE
/ LAl\fD MOBILE/
/FIXED/
:3lt8:rf:t9:3

HOL/25/37

MOD

3lt98f±95A.

2 045 - 2 065
ME~EeRenes~eAn-A~Bs
F~*EB

M8B~f:JE-e~eel't-

aeronatt~±eal-meei±e

/FIXED/
MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
3lt8:rf:t93

HOL/25/38

MOD

3lt98f3:95A

2 065 - 2 170
FBEEB
M9B~f:JE-e~eef'~

aeronatt~iea±-meb±le-fR~

MARITil-4E MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/
348:rf±93

3498f±95A
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k.Hz

2 170 - 2 498
Region 1
HOL/25/39
M8B~bE-fd±~~re88-and

eaB:±ngt

MARITIME MOBILE
/FIXED/
/LAND MOBILE/
HOL/25/40

MOD

2 176 - 2 188
MOBILE (distress and
calling)
MOD 3494/201

HOL/25/41

MOD

3495/201A

2 188 - 2 194
M9BxbE-fd±s~ress-and

ea3:3:±ng)

Iv1ARITI1YJE MOBILE
/FIXED/
/LAND MOBILE/
HOL/25/42

MOD

2 194 - 2 300

M9BxbE-exeep~

aerefta~~±ea3:-mee±3:e-fRt

IV.IARITilvlE MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/
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k.Hz
2 170- 2 498 (cont.)

Region 1
HOL/25/43

MOD

2 300 - 2 498

M6BihE-exeeptaeron~nt-±ea~-mob±~e-fRt

BROADCASTING

3496/202

MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/
3~8Tf~93

HOL/25/44

MOD

3~96t~95A

3494/201
The frequency 2 182 k.Hz is the international distress and
calling frequency for radiotelephony. The conditions for the use of the band
e-±Te - e-~9~ 2 176 - 2 188 k.Hz are prescribed in Article N35/35.
k.Hz
2 498 - 2 847.
2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203

HOL/25/45

MOD

3498/203A

2 502 - e-625 2 505
FHEB
M8BihE-exeeptaeronattt-±ea~-mob±±e-fRt

RADIOLOCATION
3~8Tf~93

349ef~95A

3490A
HOL/25/46

MOD

2 505 - 2 625

M6BibE-exeeptaeron~nt-±ea~-mob±~e

MARITIME MOBILE

/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXED/
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kHz

2 498- 2 847 (cont.)
Region 1
HOL/25/47

MOD

2 625 - 2 650
MARITIME MOBILE
MAR~~fME-RAB~eNAY±SA~±eN

/FIX:ED/
/LAND MOBILE/

3l:t68fxT5
HOL/25/48

MOD

3l:t9efx95A

2 650 - 2-859 2 847

FHEB
M9B±t:.E-exeep"tr
aerenatt"trie~-mebixe-fR+

MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/
/FIXFJJ/

3l:t9efx95A 3l:t99f295
HOL/25/49

SUP

3499/205
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kHz
2 847 - 3 200

Region 2

Region 1
HOL/25/50

MOD · 2 847 - 2 850

I

Region 3

2 847 - 2 850

(WW)*)
FBffiB

Ff*EB

M8BfbE-exeep~

M8BfbE

ae~onattt±ear-mob±re-fRt

RADIOLOCATION
RADIOLOCATION
3~9efr95A 3~99f285

3490A
NOC

2 850 - 3 025

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A 3500/205A

HOL/25/51

MOD

3 025 - 3-r55 3 100

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

HOL/25/52

MOD

3 100 - 3 155

AER8NA~±8Ab-M8Bf~E-f8Rt

MARITIME MOBILE

/FIXED/
/LAND MOBILE/
HOL/25/53

MOD

3 155 - 3 200

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE
/LAND MOBILE/

/FIXED/

~

Proposal to regional allocations which, if adopted, result in worldwide allocations.
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k.Hz

3 200 - 3 500
l

Region 1

l
H0~25/53A

MOD

3 200 - 3 230

I

Region 2

I

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/54

MOD

3 230 - 3 400

Region 3

fR+

3496/202

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING

3496/202

3500A

HOL/25/55

NOC

3 400 - 3 500

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

ADD

3500A
The frequency 3 390 k.Hz is designated for ISM, see
Resolution L-HOL E_f.*)
Reasons : To reflect the actual use of this frequency for ISM applications.
To simplify the Frequency Table whilst introducing provisions for
ISM applications in the Radio Regulations.

3.

Proposals for the band 3 500 - 26 lOO kHz
In this part of the spectrum a heavy congestion can be note4,
especially in the bands allocated to the Maritime mobile service
andthe bands allocated to the Broadcasting service.
The Maritime Mobile Service
In spite of the introduction of new techniques and improved operational
procedures, as well as re-arrangement of the frequencies in the
HF-ban& allocated exclusively to this service, the growth of the
traffic to be handled has in the past several years exceeded the
maximum capacity of the available channels, causing a deterioration
of the effectiveness of this service.
The Broadcasting Service
The continually growing demand for channels for international
Broadcasting could not be met within the bands allocated to the
Broadcasting service. Unfortunately this has led to the use of
frequencies for Broadcasting emissions in bands not allocated to
this service from which other services, operating in accordance with
the Table, are suffering harmful interference.

*)

Being prepared.
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The Fixed Service
The demand for international long range communications in the HF
bands has decreased over the past decades due to the introduction
of satellite t~chniques and the improved submarine cables.
It seems possible therefore to re-allocate certain parts of bands
currently allocated to the Fixed service, to the Maritime mobile
service and the Broadcasting service.
However, the remaining demands of the Fixed service and also the
interests of other services make it impossible to allocate to the
Broadcasting service and the Maritime mobile service the amount of
frequency space in this part of the spectrum that would satisfy
the requirements of these services.

Considering that, contrary to most other services, the Broadcasting
service has not so far been able to take significant steps to satisfy
its requirements within the smallest amount of spectrum possible
and taking into account that part of the congestion in the frequency
bands allocated to the Broadcasting service is caused by
inefficient use of the available frequencies (such as
simultaneous transmission of the same programmeon several
frequencies in one band to the same target area) it is thought
necessary to ensure that at least part of the solution for satisfying the requirements for channels for international HF Broadcasting is offered by the Broadcasting service itself, notably
by contributions towards a more efficient use of the spectrum.
The Netherlands Administration therefore proposes that several
parts of the bands between 3 500 and 26 100 kHz should be re-allocated and that provisions for a more efficient use of this part
of the spectrum should be made.
The main items proposed are:
a) expanding the bands allocated to the international HF
Broadcasting service, while indicating the necessity for this
service to implement spectrum saving techniques (see Resolution
/HOL A
and to improve the use of the channels available
Tsee Reso~ution LHOL ~7);
.

7)

b). prescrib:ing immediate introduction of SSB techniques in parts
of the ban~ newly allocated to the HF Broadcasting service;
c) expanding the bands allocated to the Maritime mobile service;
d) decreasing the bands allocated to the Fixed service, but
leaving sufficient spectrum for its remaining requirements;
e) retaining the present allocation of bands to the Aeronautical
mobile (R) service, while indicating however that a f~llowing
Conference should reduce these bands (see Resolution L HOL c_] ) ;
f) expanding the bands allocated to the Amateur service while
making provisions in these bands for protection of
communications in the event of natural disasters.
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k.Hz

3 500 - 3 950
Region 1
HOL/25/56

3 500 - 3-8ee 3 520

MOD

AMATEUR
FB£EB
M9B±±:d3-e~eep"ii

ae~enatt"ii±ea~-moe±±e

3500B
HOL/25/57

3 520 - 3 6oo

MOD

AMATEUR

I
I
I

FHEB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
HOL/25/58

. 3-600
- 3 800
MOD :
. AMATEUR
; FIXED
I

; MOBILE except
\ aeronautical mobile
HOL/25/59

MOD

1

3 800 - 3 900
FIXED
ABH9NAY'±'±8Ab
M9B±±!E-f9R}

bANB-M9B±hEl

i

HOL/25/60

MOD

l•lOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

I 3 900 -

3 950

IAEH8NA~f8Ab-M8BfhB-f8R1
I FIXED
I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

I
l
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HOL/25/61

ADD

3500B
The bands 3 500 - 3 510 kHz, 6 900 - 6 910 kHz,
10 100 - 10 110 kHz, 14 000 - 14 010 kHz and 21 000 - 21 010 kHz are allocated
on a world-wide basis for use by stations covering the scene of a naturel
disaster. Such worldwide priority shall only be afforded to communications by
or with stations operating at the scene and during the time of the declared
natural disaster.
Reasons : To provide priority to communications during natural disasters.
kHz
3 950 - 4 650

HOL/25/62

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000

FIXED

AMNflEBR

FIXED

BR8AB€AS'IlfN6

FIXED

BR8AB€AS9:JIN6

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile fR+

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

(WW)

~-8e3 ~

HOL/25/63

MOD

4 000 -

HOL/25/64

MOD

4 028 - 4 063

FIXED
FBillB

MARITIME MOBILE
NOC

4 063 - 4 438

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208

HOL/25/65

MOD

3504/209

3505/209A

4 438_ - ~-658 4 473

(WW)
M8BfhE-exeept-aeronattt±eal-mob±le-fR+

I MARITIME MOBILE

M8BfhE-exeept
aerenattt±ea±-mob±le

MARITIME MOBILE
HOL/25/66

MOD

4 473 - 4 650

4 473 - 4 650

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

(WW)
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kHz

5 480 - 6 200
Region l
NOC

5 480 - 5 680

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A 3500/205A

HOL/25/~7

MOD

5 680 - 5 730

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
/FIXED/
3495/20lA 3500/205A

HOL/25/68

MOD

5 730 - 5-958 5 850

FIXED

HOL/25/69

MOD

5 850 - 5 900

FBffiB

BROADCASTING 3506A
/FIXED/
HOL/25/70

MOD

5 900 - 5 950

FBEEB

BROADCASTING
NOC
HOL/25/71

ADD

5 950 - 6 200
3506A

BROADCASTING
The bands 5 850 - 5 900kHz, 7 450 - 7 500 kHz,

9 850 - 9 900 kHz, ll 450 - ll 500 kHz, 15 550 - 15 600 kHz,

17 500 - 17 550 kHz and 21 850 - 21 890 kHz have been designated for the
development and operation of HF-single sideband broadcasting transmissions.
Double sideband transmissions are not allowed in these bands. (See
Resolution L-HOL !f.)
Reasons : To activate the introduction of SSB techniques in the HF
broadcasting service.
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k.Hz

6 200 - 7 100
Region 1
NOC

6 200 - 6 525

J

Region 2

I

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE
3507/211

3508/211A

NOC

6 525 - 6 685

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

HOL/25/72

MOD

6 685 - 6-:r65 6 745

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

HOL/25/73

MOD

6 745 - 6 765

ABR8NABPf6Ah-M8BfhE-f8R~

FIXED
HOL/25/74

MOD

6 765 -

r:-eee 6 900

FIXED
3508A

HOL/25/75

MOD

6 900 - 7 000

Ff*EB
AMATEUR
~~TEUR-SATELLITE

3500B
NOC

7 000 - 7 100

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

HOL/25/76

ADD

3508A
The frequency 6 780 kHz is designated for ISM,
see Resolution L-HOL E_f.*)
Reasons : To reflect the actual use of this frequency for ISM applications.
To simplify the Frequency Table whilst introducing provisions
for ISM applications in the Radio Regulations.

*)

Being prepared.
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k.Hz

7 100
Region 1
HOL/25/77

MOD

r

~

9 4oo

Region 2

;

!

Region 3

7 lOO - 7 300

7 lOO - 7 300 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

AMAiflEHR

BROADCASTING

3589f2±2

BROADCASTING

7 300 - 8-±95 7 500

FBffiB

7 lOO

~

7 300

(WW)

HOL/25/78

MOD

BROADCASTING
3506A
HOL/25/79

MOD

7 500 - 7 900

FIXED

HOL/25/80

MOD

7 900 - 8 195

Ff*EB

MARITIME MOBILE
NOC

8 195 - 8 815

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/20lA 3510/213

HOL/25/81

NOC

8 815 - 8 965

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

MOD

8 965 - 9 040

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
/FIXED/

HOL/25/82

MOD

9 040 - 9-588 9 400

HOL/25/83

SUP

3509/212

FIXED

kHz

9 400 - 9 995
HOL/25/84

MOD

9 400 - 9 500

FBffiB

BROADCASTING

HOL/25/85

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

BROADCASTING

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 900

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
3506A
HOL/25/86

MOD

.2_2QQ - 9 995

FIXED
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kHz
10 100 - 11 275

I

Region 1
HOL/25/87

MOD

10 100 -

~~-±:r5

10 200

Region 2

I

Region 3

F±*EB
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3500:i3 3511A

HOL/25/88

MOD

10 200 - 11 175

FIXED

HOL/25/89

MOD

11 175 - 11 275

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
/FIXED/

HOL/25/90

ADD

The mean power of any amateur station shall not

3511A
exceed 50 watts.

Reasons : To avoid the risk of causing interference to FM broadcast rece1vers
(Intermediate Frequency 10.7 MHz).
kHz
11 400 - 12 330
HOL/25/91

MOD

11 4oo -

~~-Tee

11 450

FIXED
3512/216

HOL/25/92

MOD

11 450 - 11 700

FBtEB
BROADCASTING
3506A 35±EfZ:±6

HOL/25/93

NOC

11 700 - 11 975

BROADCAST+NG

MOD

11 975 - ±E-33e 12 075

F:E*EB
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/94

MOD

12 075 - 12 150

FIXED

HOL/25/95

MOD

12 150 - 12 330

F:E*EB
MARITIME MOBILE
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k.Hz
12 330 - 14 990

1

Region 1
NOC

12 330 - 13 200

3510/213

13 200 - ±3-268 13 220

MOD

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE

...

HOL/25/96

l

Region 2

ABR8NA~f€Ab-M8BfhE-f8R+

MARITIME MOBILE
HOL/25/97

HOL/25/98

MOD

13 220 - 13 260

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE COR)

NOC

13 260 - 13 360

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

MOD

13 360 -

±~-eee

13 410

F!BffiB

RADIO ASTRONOMY
;9§±;9/2±1
HOL/25/99

13 410 - 14 000

MOD

FIXED
3513/217

HOL/25/100

MOD

I

14 000 _ 14 250

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

I

3500B

I

HOL/25/101

MOD I 14 250 - 14 350
l

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

!

3514/218

l!

I
NOC
HOL/25/102

AMATEUR

.

!

MOD

i

14 350 - 14 990

FIXED

3513/217
The frequency 13 560 k.Hz
see Resolution L-HOL E_/.*)

lS

designated for ISM,

Reasons : To simplify the Frequency Table whilst introducing provisions for
ISM applications in the Radio Regulations.

*)

Being prepared.
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k.Hz

15 100 - 17 900
Region 1

HOL/25/103

I

Region 2

NOC

15 100 - 15 450

BROADCASTING

MOD

15 450 - ±5-T6E 15 6oo

P:E*EB

...

BROADCASTING
3506A
HOL/25/104

MOD

15 600 - ±5-TeE i6 160

FIXED

HOL/25/105

MOD

16 160 - 16 460

F:E*EB

MARITIME MOBILE
NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

HOL/25/106

MOD

17 360 - ±T-ree 17 500

FIXED

HOL/25/107

MOD

17 500 - 17 700

F:E*EB

BROADCASTING
3506A
NOC

17 700 - 17 900

BROADCASTING
k.Hz

l7 970 - l8 030
HOL/25/108

MOD

17 970 - 18 030

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
/FIXED/

Region 3

t
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kHz

21 000 - 21 890

!
HOL/25/109

Region 1
21 000 - 21 450

MOD

I

Region 2

l

Region 3

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3500B

NOC
HOL/25/110

MOD

21 450 - 21 750

I 21

750 - 21 850

BROADCASTING

Ff-*EB
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/111

21 850 - 21 870

MOD

II

BROADCASTING

I
HOL/25/112

3506A 3517/221B
21 870 - 22-eee 21 890

MOD

RAB:Ee-AS~R8N8M¥

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AER8NAB~f9Ab-M8B:EhE-fR+

I

BROADCASTING 3506A
/AERONAUTICAL FIXED/
HOL/25/113

MOD

3517/221B
In Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia
and the USSR the band 21 850 - 21 870 kHz is also allocated to the
aeronautical fixed and the aeronautical mobile (R) services. ~he-Adm±n±~~ra~±ons
eeneerned-wi~~-~ake-ax~-prae~±eab~e-s~eps-~e-pre~ee~-rad±e-aseronomy-ob~er~at±ons
±n-~h±~-band-£rom-harmfttx-±n~erferenee.

Reasons : Consequence of Table change.
kHz
21 890 - 23 200
I

HOL/25/114

MOD . 21 890 - 21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AER8NA~:E9A~-M8BfbE-fR+

HOL/25/115

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

AEH8NA~f9Ab-F:E-*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

HOL/25/116

NOC

22 000 - 22 720

MARITIME MOBILE

MOD

22 720 - 23-2ee 22 920

Ff*EB
MARITIME MOBILE

HOL/25/117

MOD

22 920 - 23 200'

FIXED
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kHz

25 070 - 26 100
Region 1
NOC

25 070 - 25 110

Region 2

1

1

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE
3521/224

HOL/25/118

MOD

25 110 - 25-688 25 260

Ff*EB
M8BfhE-e~eep~-aerenatt~iea±-mebi±e

MARITD-.ffi MOBILE
HOL/25/119

MOD

25 260 - 25 600

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

HOL/25/120

MOD

25 600 - 26-±88 25 700

BR8AB6A8l!lfNG

RADIO ASTRONOMY
HOL/25/121

MOD

25 700 - 26 100

BROADCASTING
Land mobile

HOL/25/122

ADD

Resolution [HOL A]
Relating to a more efficient use of the HF-Broadcasting bands to
be realized by enlarging the parts of these bands reserved for the
exclusive use of single-side band techniques.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering
a) that there is serious congestion in the frequency bands at present
allocated for HF-Broadcasting;
b) that a considerable increase in the demand for channels for
HF-Broadcasting transmissions for international and for national
purposes can he noted;
c) that the impossibility of accomodating these demands within the
existing HF-Broadcasting bands has already led to extensive
out-of-band transmissions;
d) that these out-of-band transmissions are unacceptable and that
every effort has to be made to cease all out-of-band transmissions
as soon as possible;
e) that it is impossible to expand the existing bands to such an
extent that all foreseeable demands can be met, unless bandwidthsaving techniques are introduced in the HF-Broadcasting service
on a larger scale than at present;
f) that other services making use of the HF part of the frequency
spectrum have already introduced single-side-band techniques;
g) that the application of single-side-band techniques also seems
to be the appropriate solution for the HF-Broadcasting service;
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h) that single-side-band techniques with reduced or suppressed
carrier-have .the additional advantage of improved reception
quality under fading conditions;
i) that the application of single-side-band leads to a considerable
reduction of transmitter input-power and the related operating
cost;
noting
1. that the Conference has already reserved small parts of the
HF-Broadcasting bands exclusively for single-side-band ~rans
missions, so that the actual introduction of these known techniques
has become feasible;
2. that a certain compatibility between single-side-band systems is
desirable;
urges
the CCIR to study single-side-band systems with reduced or suppressed carrier and to complete a recommendation before its plenary
assembly in 1986;
resolves
that a HF-Broadcasting conference, to be held not later than 1990,
shall increase the portions of the bands reserved for the exclusive
use of single-side-band transmissions to at least 50% of all the
international HF-Broadcasting bands.
HOL/25/123

~D

Resolution [HOL B]
Relating to a more efficient use of the HF-Broadcasting bands to
be realized by eliminating these bands of unnecessary emissions
which are at present contributing to the congestion in these bands.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
noting
a) that there is a serious congestion in the HF-bands allocated
to the Broadcasting service;
b) that there is a considerable increase in the demand for channels
for HF-Broadcasting transmissions for international and national
purposes;
c) that several programmes are transmitted in channels not allocated to the HF-Broadcasting service;
observing
a) that sometimes a programme is transmitted simultaneously on
more than one channel in the same HF-Broadcasting band to the
same target area;
b) that in the HF-Broadcasting bands emissions take place which
do not carry programme information;
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considering
a) that the observed practices contribute towards the congestion
in the HF-Broadcasting bands;
b) that there is an overall congestion in the HF-bands which imposes
restrictions to other services also operating in these bands;
resolves
1. that no administration shall transmit the same programme
simultaneously on more than one frequency out of one single
HF-Broadcasting band to the same target area;
2. that for administrations introducing SSB, this rule does not
apply in the case that one transmission is in SSB and one
transmission is in DSB;

4.

3.

that administrations shall within their territory not admit
emissions in the HF-Broadcasting bands which do not carry
programme information;

4.

that administrations shall within their territory not admit
emissions pf Broadcasting programmes outside the HF-Broadcasting
bands as allocated by the Conference.

Draft Resolution regarding the Reduction of the Exclusive MF/HF Bands for the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service

In the agenda of the World Administrative Radio Conference on the
Aeronautical mobile (R) service, the Administrative Council gave
the instruction to the Conference "to satisfy within the minimum
of spectrum necessary the needs of that service''·
Owing to the great amount of requirements a revised frequency
plan (Appendix 27) could only be established with extreme difficulties. As a result of this, the Conference was not in a position to leave some frequency space unallotted.
The Netherlands Administration regrets that the WARC '78 did not
follow the instruction of the Administrative Council, but believes however that it is not advisable for the WARC '79 to
reduce the exclusive HF/MF bands allocated to the Aeronautical
mobil~ (R) service.
The Netherlands Administration is of the opinion that the aeronautical mobile (R) bands in Appendix 27 Aer2 can be reduced at
a next competent conference. Therefore, the following resolution
is proposed.
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HOL/25/124

ADD .

RESOLUTION

[HOL

c]

Relating to the reduction of the exclusive MF/HF-bands for the
Aeronautical mobile (R) Service.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
noting
a)

that the WARC on the Aeronautical mobile (R) service,
Geneva, 1978, revised Appendix 27 to the Radio Regulations;

b)

that in the frequency allotment plan contained in Appendix 27
Aer2 all available channels have been allotted;

c)

that the relevant frequency allotment plan will come into
force on 01-02-1983;

d)

Resolution No. Aer2 - 6 urging Administrations to use
frequency bands higher than the HF bands for the Aeronautical
motile (R) service;

recognizing
a)
b)
c)

that Appendix 27 Aer2 is expected to remain applicable until
the early 1990's;
that the Aeronautical mobile (R) satellite will probably be
operational by that time;
that the Aeronautical mobile (R) satellite will reduce the
need for frequencies from the exclusive Aeronautical mobile
(R) MF/HF bands considerably;

resolves
1.

that the agenda of the next competent Conference to revise
Appendix 27 Aer2 shall include the explicit instruction to
leave unallotted approximately 20% of the channels in each
of the following bands:
2 850 - 3 025 kHz, 5 480 - 5 680 kHz, 6 525 - 6 685 kHz,
8 815 - 8 965 kHz and 11 275 - 11 4oo kHz;

2.

that the unallotted channels in each band will be the lower
channels except for the band 11 275 - 11 400 kHz where they
will be the upper channels;

further resolves
that from the date on which this revised frequency allotment plan for the Aeronautical mobile (R) service will come
into force, the frequency bands ~ndicated below are allocated as follows:
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re-allocated to the
following services

Frequency bands-

2 850 -

2 887

kHz

MARITIME MOBILE
/FIXED/
/LAND MOBILE/

5 480 -

5 515

kHz

FIXED
LAND MOBILE

5.

6 525 -

6 559

kHz

MARITIME MOBILE

8 815 -

8 848

kHz

MARITIME MOBILE

11 374 - 11 4oo

kHz

FIXED

Proposal relating to the Broadcasting Service 1n the Band lOO - 108 MHz
The Netherlands Administration noting Recommendation No. 14 of
the 1959 WARC and recognizing the growing demand for channels for
broadcast transmissions in the band 87.5 - 100 MHz proposes
allocating the band 100 - 104 MHz to the broadcasting service
exclusively and allocating the band 104 - 108 MHz on a primary
basis to the broadcasting service and on a secondary basis to the
Mobile except aeronautical mobile (R) service.
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MHz
87.5- 108
Region 1
HOL/25/125

1'40D

87.5- lOO
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/126

MOD

lOO - !88 104
M8BfbE-exeept~erenattt-±e~f-mobife-fR+

BROADC.hSTING
3568/269

356~f2~8

35~8f2~f

HOL/25/127

MOD

104 - 108
M8Bfbb-exeept~e~en~ttt-ieaf-mebife-fR+

BROADCASTING 3570A
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Reasons : Gradual reorganization of this band taking into account
Recommendation l4 of the 1959 Conference.
HOL/25/128

SUP

3563/264

HOL/25/129

SUP

3564/265
Reasons : To remove undue restraints to the planning of this worldwide
broadcasting band.

HOL/25/130

SUP

3569/270

HOL/25/131

SUP

3570/271

HOL/25/132

ADD

Planning of broadcasting stations in this band requires
3570A
special caution to avoid harmful interference to the aeronautical radionavigation
service operating in the adjacent band.
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6.

Proposals for parts.of the VHF/UHF spectrum
The Netherlands Administration is firmly convmced of the necessity
for the WARC '79 to make clear decisions leading to at least some
major steps towards better spectrum usage. This can however not be
achieved at short notice, for example on the date the results of the
WARC '79 will become effective; existing or planned services force
us to envisage a much longer period.
Depending on the use of frequency bands and, for instance, on the
type of infrastructure of the investments, such a period could vary
from 10 to 20 years. The present user of the band should be given
sufficient notice, so that he need not remove his equipment from the
band until a reasonable period has elapsed,to allow for depreciation.
Moreover the manufacturer should be given enough time to design and
produce new equipment.
A possibility of reaching this long term view in the course of the
WARC '79 is to prepare a second frequency allocation table for at
least some parts of the frequency spectrum, which should become
effective, for instance, after 1990.
The Netherlands Administration believes that for some of the problems
we are facing, a lasting solution cannot be found by minor adjustments
to the present allocation table; therefore we prefer to discuss more
basic solutions in the first instance. An example of such a problem
is the rapidly expanding Mobile service of which the land mobile part
is bound to the use of frequencies between about 30 to 1 000 MHz. We
are prepared to take such major steps as removing TV-broadcasting
from certain bands and forbidding the use of fixed services, at least
fixed broadband services, in certain parts of the frequency spectrum.
If tasks of such a type are to be undertaken at all during this
century, it is up to the WARC 1979 to do so.
This document comprises a draft Resolution and proposals for modification of Article N7 advocating a drastic future reorganization of
some bands currently allocated to the Broadcasting service.

H0~/2~/133

Resolution [HOL

n]

Resolution concerning the optimization of the use of frequencies
in parts of the VHF and UHF spectrum, in order to be able to meet,
in particular, the increasing needs of the Mobile services, by
introducing bandwidth-sav.illg systems for the transmission of television signals.
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,

1979.

considering
a) that in many countries the bands in the VHF/UHF spectrum
allocated to Mobile services are already being used very intensively and that in particular the Land mobile service shows a
considerable growth, which growth will lead to a shortage of
available frequencies in these bands in a not too distant future;
b) that moreover many countries are in a phase of rapid development,
which justifies the expectation that in the long term more and
more countries will be facing congestion problems for the Land
mobile service;
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c) that in view of physical limitations the frequency requirements
of, especially, the Land mobile service can only be met in part
of the VHF/UHF spectrum;
d) that a considerable part of this spectrum has been allocated to
the Broadcasting service and is being used for television;
e) that the bandwidth of most current TV systems is larger than is
strictly necessary for the transmission of information, taking
the expected technological developments into account;
f) that the channel spacing applied in the current TV systems has
in some respects led to inadequate use of the frequency spectrum;
g) that optimum planning of TV channels asks for a wide continuous
band without restrictions due to sharing with other services and
that the band 470-822 MHz could be used for this purpose;
recognizing
that already during this conference decisions have to be taken,
which will in the long term lead to VHF and UHF frequency allocations geared to the future needs of the various services;
urges the CCIR
to carry out Study Programme (12B/11), Kyoto, 1978, and other
studies relating to the development of bandwidth-saving TV systems,
in order that a revelant Recommendation may be adopted during the
1984 CCIR Plenary Assembly, taking into account that the systems
to be recommended should be compatible with the existing systems,
thus enabling gradual introduction of the new systems and that
after the transition period the new systems should enable a new
frequency allotment plan to be established based on a narrower
bandwidth per channel;
requests Administrations
1. to submit, as a matter of great urgency, proposals to the CCIR

making it possible for the CCIR to carry out in good time the
task entrusted to them;
2. to promote that, as soon as the relevant CCIR Recommendation
has been accepted, the production of new type TV receivers is
started so that the receivers being used by the public can
gradually be replaced by receivers suitable for reception of
the new system;

3. to take steps to ensure that when TV receivers suitable for
reception of the new system come on ~he market, the TV transmissions take place in such a way that reception by means of both
the existing receivers and those for the new system is possible;
invites the Administrative Council
to make arrangements for convening not later than 1992 a regional
administrative radio conference for the purpose of carrying out
detailed planning for television based on the new television systems;
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requests the Secretary General
1. to bring this resolution separately to the notice of the administrations;
2. to report every two years from 1981 to the Administrative Council
what progress has been made in this field, in particular by
administrations;
resolves
1. that as from two years after the date on which a regional adminis-

trative conference has agreed upon a new television plan based
on bandwidth-saving techniques
- the frequency band 790-822 MHz is allocated exclusively to the
Broadcasting service in the area concerned;
- the frequency band 822-854 MHz is allocated exclusively to the
Mobile except aeronautical mobile service and to the Fixed
service as a secondary service in the area concerned;
- all footnotes to the Frequency Table imposing restraints on
the free planning of the band 470-822 MHz for broadcasting are
deleted in the area concerned;
2. that three years after the conference mentioned under "resolves 1 11

the frequency band 174-223 MHz is allocated exclusively to the
Mobile except aeronautical mobile service in the area concerned.

:r.mz
41 - 68
Region 1
HOL/25/134

MOD

41 - 47

Fi~ed

35e5fees 3535fe3T
Meb±3::e

LAND MOBILE
3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241
HOL/25/135

MOD

47 - 68
BROADC.PJ3TING
/MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile/
3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

3537/239

35ltefelte

HOL/25/136

MOD

3538/240
In Spain, France, Monaco and the United Kingdom the band
41 - 47 MHz is allocated to the broadcasting service for existing stations
until 1 July 1985.

HOL/25/137

SUP

3540/242
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*)Note

This Proposal is made on the assumption that Resolution L-HOL Qf
is accepted by the Conference.
.MHz

174 - 225
Region 1
HOL/25/138

MOD

174 - 216
BROADCASTING
See Note*)

/MOBILE exce:2t
aeronautical mobile/
3599/291
3601/293
3602A
HOL/25/139

MOD

36eef292
3692f29lt

216 - 223

AER9NJH:Jqlf9Afl
RABf9N:A:V:f6A~f9N

BROADCASTING

See Note*)

/MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile/

3695f29:r
36e:rf299
3609/301
HOL/25/140

MOD

3606/298
36e8f3ee
3602A

223 - 235 225
:ABR9NAB~f9Afl
RABf9NA:Vf6A~f9N

I
I
I
I

!

¥±xed

I

l

j·

Mob±xe

!

MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile

i

i
i

I
I
i

3eG:tf~99

3eGgf3GG

3609/301
36xxf393
3613/305

36xef392
3612/304

HOL/25/141

SUP

3600/292

HOL/25/142

SUP

3602/294
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HOL/25/143

ADD

3602A
For future planning of this band, Administrations shall
take into account the needs of the mobile except aeronautical mobile service
for extension of their bands. The allocation of this band to the broadcasting
service will be discontinued at a future date; the mobile except aeronautical
mobile service will then be the sole primary service (see Resolution L-HOL D_f).

HOL/25/144

SUP

3605/297

HOL/25/145

SUP

3607/299

HOL/25/146

SUP

3608/300

HOL/25/147

SUP

3610/302

HOL/25/148

SUP

3611/303

*)Note

This Proposal is made on the assumption that Resolution
is accepted by the Conference.

MHz
470 - 822
Region 1
NOC

470 - 582
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/149

MOD

582 - 606
BROADCASTING
RA:IH9.NAV±6A.Ifi±9.N

3652f32T
3653f328 3654/3?9

13651/325
~

HOL/25/150

MOD

6o6 - 790
BROADCASTING

See Note*)

3654/329 3656f339
3657/330A 3659}33~
3660/332 3661/332A
HOL/25/151

MOD j 790 - 899 822

-

'

I FIXED

BROADCAST IN~
3654/329
3662/333
3661A

36591333:
3663f334

See Note*)

L HOLD_/
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HOL/25/152

MOD

3651/325
In the United Kingdom the band 582 - 606 MHz is
allocated on a primary basis to the aeronautical radionavigation service and
and on a secondary basis to the radiolocation service until 1 July 1985.

HOL/25/153

SUP

3652/327

HOL/25/154

SUP

3653/328

HOL/25/155

SUP

3656/330

HOL/25/156

SUP

3659/331

HOL/25/157

MOD

3660/332
In Region 1, except the African Broadcasting Area,
the band 606 - 614 MHz and, in Region 3, the band 610 - 614 MHz, may be used
by the radio-astronony service. Administrations shall avoid using the band
concerned for the broadcasting service as long as possible, and thereafter, as
far as practicable, shall avoid the use of such effective radiated powers
as will cause harmful interference to radio-astronomy observations.
See however Resolution /-HOL D 7.
In Region 2, the band (NOC) ••.

HOL/25/158

ADD

3661A
The allocation of this band to the fixed service will
be discontinued at a future date (see Resolution L-HOL D_/).

HOL/25/159

SUP

3663/334
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*)Note

This Proposal is made on the assumption that Resolution ~HOLD_/
is accepted by the Conference.
MHz
822 - 910
Region l

HOL/25/160

MOD

822 - 854
FIXED
BROADCASTING

See Note*)

MOBILE exce;Et
aeronautical mobile
3654/329 3e59f33~
3662/333 3663/334
3663A 3663B
HOL/25/161

MOD

8.54 - 890
Ff*EB
BR8:AB6AS'PfN6

MOBILE exce,Et
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
3654/329
3662/333
HOL/25/162

MOD

3659133~

3663/334

890 - 9ltf: 910
Ff*EB

I
1

BR8AB6ASiflfN6

I

Rad±e~eeat:i:en

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
3654/329
3662/333

3659f33±

HOL/25/163

ADD

3663A
In the band 830 - 840 MHz radio-astronomy observations are
carried out in a number of countries. In making assignments in this band,
Administrations shall take all practicable steps to prevent harmful interference
to radio-astronomy observations.

HOL/25/164

ADD

3663B
The allocation of this band. tc. the broadcasting servlce
will be discontinued at a future date (see Resolution [-HOLD_/).
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.MHz

910 - 960
Region 1
HOL/25/165

MOD

910 - 920
FIXED
BH8AB€ASifiHiS

Radio±oea-e-ion

MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile
3654/329
3662/333
3670/340
HOL/25/166

MOD

3b59f33l
3669/339A

920 - 942

FHEB
BR8AB€:ASifi3:NG

Radio±eea-e-±on

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Fixed
3654/329
3662/333
HOL/25/167

MOD

I 942

~~§91~~±

- 960

IFBfEB

I BReABeASifiHte
I

I MOBILE

exc eEt
aeronautical mobile

Fixed
3654/329 3659f33i
3662/333
HOL/25/168

MOD

3670/340
The frequency 915 MHz is designated for ISM,
see Resolution L-HOL E_/.*)
Reasons : To simplify the Frequency Table whilst introducing provisions for
ISM applications in the Radio Regulations.

*)

Being prepared.
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Proposal for the re-allocation of the band 430 - 440 MHz

7·

The developments in radiolocation techniques have led to certain
changes in the use of several frequency bands. While high power
systems have been shifted to higher frequency bands, which are
more suitable for the purposes aimed at, in the lower part of
the UHF spectrum, new types of systems have become operational
such as low..power, high-accuracy radiodetermination systems
having a relatively small coverage area.
Experience has shown that thesetypes of systems are not compatible with other services operating in this part of the spectrum.
It is therefore proposed to allocate a part of the band 430 440 MHz exclusively to the radiolocation service. In the rematrnng
part of the band the amateur service will be the primary service,
making it possible to offer a better provision for the AmateurSatellite by including this service in the Table.
MHz
430 - 440
Region 1
HOL/25/169

MOD

430 - J:tJ:te

433

RADIOLOCATION

3636f33:8 36J:tef33:9
3643/320 36J:t6f322
HOL/25/170

I 433 -

MOD

435

I AMATEUR
I

/ RAlHeneeA!fl:teN

I Radio1ocation
I 3636f3±8

364ef3±9

1 3642/319B 3643/320
1

I

HOL/25/171

3645/321

MOD €
j 435
- 438
-1

! AMATh"'UR
!

i

! H:AI:H9fl9€A~f9N

I
i

I AMATEUR

SATELLITE

iI

j Radio1ocat ion

3636f3±8 s6J:tef3±9
3643/320

3644/320A
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:MHz

430- 440 (cont.)
Region l
HOL/25/172

MOD

438 - 440
AMATEUR

Radiolocation

36367'33:8
3643/320
HOL/25/173

SUP

3636/318

HOL/25/174

SUP

3640/319

HOL/25/175

MOD

3644 I 320A

~n-trt:te-eana-435-- -·· 43g-MHs--,-t-ae-aJ!lat-el::l1'-eat-e±±ite-eef'viee

may-be-att~her~~ea,-en-eena~~~en-trhatr-ne-harmftt±-int-erferenee-sha~±-be-eatteea-tre
etrher-serv~ees-eperatr~~g-~n-aeeeraanee-v~trh-trhe-~ab±e~

Administrations
authorizing sueh-ttse the amateur satellite service shall ensure that any
harmful interference caused by emissions from an amateur-satellite is immediately
eliminated in accordance with the provisions of No. 6362/l567A.
HOL/25/176

MOD

3645/321
In Region l the frequency 433.92 MHz is designated for
ISM; see Resolution L-HOL E_f.*)
Reasons : To reflect the actual use of this frequency for ISM applications.

HOL/25/177

8.

SUP

3646/322

Proposals for Radio Astronomy
As the needs for radio services has grown it has become
increasingly difficult to provide worldwide exclusive bands for
any service. However, the nature of radio astronomical research
requires a strong protection in particular because of the passive
character of radio astronomy which makes it very vulnerable to
interference.
Because of the importance the Netherlands attaches to radio
astronomy, the Netherlands Administration submits this specific
proposal for radio astronomy with a view to obtaining extensions
of existing bands and giving protection to new line frequencies
which can be shared by compatible services.
In the proposals, the Netherlands Administration has avoided to
share with aeronautical mobile services and down-link satellite
services. In a number of cases it was not necessary to allocate
exclusive bands for radio astronomy, because fixed and mobile
except aeronautical mobile services, if carefully planned, do not
cause interference to radio astronomy.

*)

Being prepared.
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l>lliz

1 660 - 1 670
Region 1
HOL/25/178

1 660 - i-6T8 l 664.4

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

ME~E8R~ea~e~-A~BS

RADIO ASTRONOMY
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
FIXED

HOL/25/179

MOD

1 664.4 - 1 668.4

ME~E8Rb86~8Ab-A~BS

RADIO ASTRONOMY
Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile

HOL/25/180

MOD

il
I

6-.
6b. 4 - l 670

I

ME~E8R8~8S±8Ab-A~BS

RADIO ASTRONOMY

I

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

I

FIXED

Reasons : Removing meteorological aids from this band improves it as a
continuum band for radio-astronomy observations and also improves the quality
of observations of the main lines of the hydroxyl radical at l 665.402 and
l 667.359 ~iliz (rest frequencies). The spectral line observations are
particularly important for studying the early evolution of stars.
HOL/25/181

SUP

3696/353A
Reasons : Consequence of Table change.

HOL/25/~82

SUP

3699/354B
Reasons : No longer required.
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.MHz

1 710 - 1 770
l

HOL/25/183

MOD

(WW)

Region 2

Region 1
1 710 - 3:-rre 1 720

1. 710 - 3:-rre 1 720

FIXED

FIXED

Region 3

I

!

lj Moh±3:e

MOBILE

II

I MOBILE
I

l 3695/352K
HOL/25/184

MOD

3702/356

3695/352K

1 720 - 1 721

(WW)
FIXED
I

I'

FIXED

.

Mob~3:e

I MOBILE
exc e:12t
aeronautical mobile
I RADIO
I

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY

ASTRONOMY

I
r

!

!

HOL/25/185

MOD

3695/352K 3702/356

!

! 1 721
li FIXED

- 1 770

3695/352K
1 721 - 1 770

(WW) !
lI

1 Moh±3:e

FIXED
MOBILE

I

MOBILE
3695/352K 3702/356
3703/356A

3695/352K 3703/356A

Reasons : Radio-astronomy observations are carried out on the satellite line
of the hydroxyl radical at rest frequency 1 720.530 MHz; the observations
are important for studying the earlier stages of evolution of stars, and better
protection for the observations is required than is afforded by
footnote 3695/352K.
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MHz
4 700 - 4 990
Region l
HOL/25/186

MOD

4 700 - 4 990

I

Region 2

J

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio astronomy
3531/233B 3697/354

3T~6f382A 3T~Tf382B

Reasons : The important continuum allocation at 4 990 - 5 000 MHz needs to be
broadened to increase the sensitivity of the radio-astronomy observations to
weak cosmic signals. The widened band includes the formaldehyde line at
4 829.646 MHz (rest frequency), observations of which are important for the
study of the interstellar material in our galaxy and in other galaxies.
HOL/25/187

SUP

3746/382A

HOL/25/188

SUP

3747/382B
.MHz

4 990 - 5 000
HOL/25/189

MOD

4 990 - 5 000

I FIXED

I MOBILE except
I aeronautical mobile
! RADIO ASTRONOI'fi
1353l/233B
GHz
10.6- 10.7
HOL/25/190

MOD

10.6 - 10.68

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Radiolocation

NOC

10.68 - 10.7

RADIO ASTRONOMY
MOD 3784/405B

Reasons : To improve the protection for radio-astronomy observations the continuum
band needs to be broadened to increase the sensitivity of radio-astronomy
observations to weak cosmic signals. This is one of the most important bands
for internationally coordinated observations over very long baselines.
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HOL/25/191

SUP

3783/404A

HOL/25/192

MOD

3784/405B
In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cupa, Hungary, Japan, Kuwaft~
Lebanon, Pakistan, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Ro~ania~
Czechoslovakia and the USSR th~ bands 10.68 - 10.7 GHz is also allocated
to the fixed and mobile except aeronautical mobile services.
GHz
14.4 - 15.4
Region 1

HOL/25/193

MOD

14.4 -

~475

14.45

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

I

3T~~f4e8B 3T9Tf~e8e

i
HOL/25/194

MOD

I

14.45 - 14.5

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY

HOL/25/195

MOD

I 14.5

- ±5735 14.65

FIXED

I

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

I

RADIO ASTRONOMY

I

I

3T96f~e8B 3T9Tf~e8e

HOL/25/196

MOD

14.65 - 15.35

FIXED
MOBILE
3796/408B 3T9Tf~e8e.

HOL/25/197

MOD

15.35 - 15.4

RAB±6-ASr:PR9N9M¥
FIXED
MOBILE

_Reasons : Replacing the current allocation to radio astronomy of 15.35 - 15·. 4 GHz
by the one proposed gives a wider band for continuum observations, allowing
greater sensitivity to weak cosmic signals. The proposed band also contains a
formaldehyde line at rest frequency 14.489 GHz, the study of which gives
information on the physical conditions of the interstellar medium. The
modified footnote 3796/408B provides a better band-edge interference protection.
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HOL/25/198

MOD

3796/408B
The band±~.~- ±5•35 14.70- 15.35 GHz may also be used,
on a secondary basis, for Space-to-earth transmissions in the space research
service, subject to agreement between the Administrations concerned and those
having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.

HOL/25/199

SUP

3797/408C

HOL/25/200

SUP

3799/409C
GHz
22 - 24.25
Region 1

HOL/25/201

MOD

22 - 22.5

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY

HOL/25/202

MOD

22.5- 23
FIXED
MOBILE

HOL/25/203

MOD

23 - 23.6

FIXED
MOBILE

NOC

23.6 - 24

RADIO ASTRONOlviY
3792/407

NOC

24 - 24.05

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3803/410C

HOL/25/204

MOD

24.05 - 24.25

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3792/407

i
Reasons : Replacing
astronomy will give
at 22.235 GHz (rest
of the early stages
series of continuum

3802A 3803/410C

footnote 410A by the proposed primary allocation to radio
better protection for observations of the water-vapour line
frequency). These observations are important for the study
of star formation. The proposed band is also one of the
bands at octave intervals throughout the spectrum.
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Consequence of Table change.

HOL/25/205

SUP

3801/410A

HOL/25/206

ADD

3802A
The bands 22.81 - 22.86 GHz, 23.07 - 23.12 GHz and
24.11 - 24.16 GHz are also allocated to the radio-astronomy service for
observations of spectral lines due to ammonia (rest frequencies 22.834,
23.098 and 24.139 GHz).
GHz
31.3 - 31.8
Region 1

NOC

31.3 - 31.5

Region 2

Region 3

RADIO ASTRONOMY
3806/412A

HOL/25/207

MOD

31.5 - 31.8

31.5 - 31.8

31.5 - 31.8

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

RADIO ASTRONOMY

SPACE RESEARCH
(passive)

SPACE RESEARCH
(passive)

SPACE RESEARCH
(passive)
Fixed

Fixed
Mob±3:e

3790/405C

Mobile

GHz
33 - 33.4
HOL/25/208

MOD

33 - 33.4
RABf9-AS'fiR9N9M¥
RADIONAVIGATION
Reasons : No longer required for radio astronomy if the band 31.5 - 31.8 GHz
is allocated to the radio-astronomy service.
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9.

Proposal for a total re-arrangement of parts of the band
between 40 - 51 GHz
Reasons:
- to protect the radio astronomy interests at the spectral line
frequencies 42.77, 43.17 and 43.37 GHz;
- to enlarge the Broadcasting-satellite band, which is rather
narrow for the purpose for which it will problably be used in
the future (high definition TV transmission from satellites);
- to enlarge both Fixed-satellite bands and to open the possibility of reversed band operation;
- to create a Fixed-satellite band which in the Earth-to-space
direction is reserved for transmissions to the Broadcasting
satellites operating in the band 40 - 42.5 GHz.
GHz
40 - 51

I
HOL/25/209

MOD

Region l

I 40 -

1

Region 2

I

Region 3

41
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

HOL/25/210

MOD

41- 42.5

BROADCP3TING-SATELLITE
BROADCASTING

HOL/25/211

MOD

r------------------------------------------------------------- ----------~
42.5 - 43

BR6AB8AS~fNS-SA~Ebbf~E

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
HOL/25/212

MOD

43 -~

AER6NAB~f8Ab-M6BfbE-SA~Ebbf~E

AER6NAB~f8Ab-RABf6NA¥fSA~f6N-SA~Ebbf~E
MAR!~fME-RABi6NA¥±6A~±eN-SA~Ebbf~E

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTROWOMY
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GHz
40- 51 (cont.)
Region 1
HOL/25/213

MOD

I

MOD

Region 3

43.5 - 45

FIXED-SATELLITE
HOL/25/214

I

Region 2

45 - 47

(sp~ce-to-Earth)

(Earth-to-space)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

HOL/25/215

HOD

47 - 48

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) (space-to-Earth)

HOL/25/216

MOD

48 - 49.5
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

HOL/25/217
HOL/25/218

(~pace-to-Earth)

FIXF~-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) (space-to-Earth)
49.5 - 51
'--------------------------------------------------------------------~
ADD
3814A
In the Earth-to-space direction this band is reserved for
transmissions from Earth stations to broadcasting-satellites in the
40- 42.5 GHz band (feeder links).

lVlOD
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10.

Proposal for the allocation of a freguency band to the ~ixed-sate~lite se~vice
designated for the feeder-links to the 12 GHz broadcast1ng-satell1te serv1ce
The Broadcasting-satellite Conference, Geneva, 1977, prepared a
plan for the Broadcasting-satellite service in Regions 1 and 3.
As the Space Conference, Geneva, 1971, did not make provisions
for a specific frequency band for the feeder-links to these
satellites, the question arises where to find adequate frequency
space for this purpose.
The Netherlands Administration has carried out a study on this
subject, based on the following considerations:
a) the aspects of efficiency in frequency usage demand that one
single band be designated for the accommodation of the feederlinks for the 12 GHz Broadcasting-satellite service;
b) furthermore it is desirable that a frequency assignment plan
be established for these up-links to ensure the availability
of up-link frequencies when a gradual implementation of the
Broadcasting-satellite service will take place;
c) if frequencies from bands below 11.7 GHz were to be chosen, it
is most likely that a band wider than the corresponding 12 GHz
Broadcasting-satellite band would be required, whilst this
seems not to be the case if frequencies from higher bands are
selected for this purpose;
·
d) from a technical point of view the feeder-link frequencies
should be chosen in such a way that there is a separation of at
least 400 MHz between the receiving and transmitting channel
frequencies nearest to each other, whilst a ratio between the
highest and lowest usable frequency of not more than 1.6 is
considered to be feasible if common transmitting and receiving
antennae are to be used (CCIR/SPM report), the preferred
separation being between approximately 15% and 30%;
e) inpractice sharing of the same frequency band between up-links
in the Fixed-satellite service and the feeder-links for the
Broadcasting-satellite service is impossible;
f) the use for the feeder-links of frequency bands that are
already allocated to the Fixed-satellite service and also to
terrestrial services or to the Fixed and Mobile services only,
would have disadvantages for all services concerned;
g) due to increasing rain attenuation at higher frequencies,
frequencies above approximately 18 GHz are not the most
suitable ones in many parts of the world.
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As a result of this study the Netherlands Administration came to
the conclusion that none of the frequency bands at present allocated to the Fixed-satellite service is ideal for the accommodation
of the feeder-links for the 12 GHz Broadcasting-satellite service.
Looking for other possibilities in this part of the spectrum, this
Administration found that the Radio~ocation service has extremely
wide allocations. Moreove~ modern techniques for radiolocation,
having been introduced especially in these higher frequency bands,
allow for a much greater amount of in-service sharing than could
be expected when allocations were made in these bands. It is
therefore thought possible that the demands of the Radiolocation
service could also be satisfied within a reduced band.
Based upon the above,the Netherlands Administration proposes to
the Conference that a re-allocation of the band 15.7 - 16.5 GHz
be effected in such a way that a gradual phasing-out of the
existing radiolocation applications can be realized.
GHz
15-7 - 17.7
Region 1
HOL/25/219

MOD

I

Region 2

1

Region 3

15.7- 16.5
FIXED-SATELLITE 3799A
Radiolocation
3792/407

HOL/25/220

MOD

16.5- 17.7

RADIOLOCATION
3792/407

HOL/25/221

ADD

3794/408

3794/408

3799A
This band is designated to transmissions from Earth
stations to broadcasting-satellites in the 12 GHz band (feeder-links)
.
Reasons : To create an up-link band for the 12 GHz broadcasting-satellite
band.
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On page 20, replace SLV/26/79 MOD in box 470 - 890 MHz (Region 2) by the following
SLV/26/79
(Corr.2)

MOD

470 - 512 MHz
BROADCASTING
Fixed
Mobile

SLV/26/79A
(Corr.2)

MOD

512 - 608 MHz
BROADCASTING

SLV/26/79B
(Corr.2)

MOD

608 - 614 MHz
RADIO ASTRONOMY

SLV/26/79C
(Corr.2)

MOD

614 - 806 MHz
BROADCASTING
Fixed
Mobile
3654A

SLV/26/79D
(Corr.2)

MOD

806 - 890 MHz
BROADCASTING
FIXED
MOBILE

SLV/26/79E
(Corr.2)

ADD

3654A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the band 614 - 806 MHz
is allocated on a primary basis to the fixed service.
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Page 8, in box 2 170- 2 173,5 kHz (Region 2), add footnote 3495A.
Page 16, ·in boxes (Region 2)

:

156.025 - 157.425 MHz
160.625 - 160.975 MHz
161.475 - 162.025 MHz
replace 3595/287 by 3595f28T.
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INTRODUCTION
This document contains proposed amendments to the Radio Regulations based on the
Re-arrangement of the Radio Regulations.
In accordance with the agenda of the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference, the
Articles studied by the El Salvador Administration and for which amendments are proposed are :
a)

Under agenda item 2.1, proposed amendments to Articles Nl, N7, N28 and N29;

b)

Under agenda item 2.3, proposed amendments to Articles Nl6, Nl7, N21, N22 and N30.

Special attention has been given to Article N7/5 and amendments have been proposed
to the boxes of the Table of Frequency Allocations to meet certain present and future requirements
of El Salvador, while endeavouring to affect the interests of the Administrations of other countries
as little as possible.
CHAPTER NI
Terminology
ARTICLE IU/1
Terms and definitions
SLV/26/1

(MOD)

3040/28
Broadcasting service : a radiocommunication service in
which the transmissions are intended for direct reception by the general public.
This service may-:i:-n:e3:ttde includes sound ~mis-rfrefia-, television HB:a-Sillis-s-ieftsor other types of transmissions.
Reasons : Editorial.

SLV/26/2

MOD

3044/78
~neereommttn::i:-eae~on,

Radio amateur service : a service of self-training,
radiocommunication and technical investigations carried on by

amateurs;-eha~-:t~,-ey-dttiy-atteher:t~ed-persens-:tn:~ere~eed-±n-r~d:to-~eehn±qtte
so3:e3:y-w±~h-a-persena3:-a:i:-m-an:d-w±~hett~-peettn:±ary-±n~erese.
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SLV/26/3

ADD

3044A
Radio amateur : Any person duly authorized to practise
radio technique solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary interest.
Note : If this proposal is adopted, the term "amateur" will have to be replaced
by "radio amateur" wherever necessary in the Table of Frequency Allocations
(Article N7).

SLV/26/4

MOD

3045/79
Radio amateur station : ~- stat:i-eB-±n-t-h.e-amat-ettr--serv±ee-=
A set of equipment used by persons authorized to practice radio technique.
Reasons : To clarify the definition.

SLV/26/5

MOD

3072/30
mobile and fixed

~and

Mobile service : Any service of radiocommunication between
stations, or between mobile stations.

Reasons : To make the definition more general, so that it includes all existing
mobile services.
SLV/26/6

MOD

3108/84ATA
Radio amateur satellite service : A radiocommunication
service using space stations on Earth satellites for the same purposes as those
of the radio amateur service.
Reasons : In line with No. 3044A of this Article.

SLV/26/7

ADD

3136A
Carrier wave : An electromagnetic wave capable of being
used for modulation purposes which is characterized by its amplitude, its
frequency or its phase.
Reasons

SLV/26/8

ADD

To define a term extensively used in the Radio Regulations.

3136B
Modulation : The process by which some parameters of
a carrier wave are varied in accordance with some parameters of another wave
or signal.
Reasons : To define a term used in the Radio Regulations.

SLV/26/9

ADD

3140A
Emission : Electromagnetic energy from a source in a
radiocommunication system.
Reasons : To define a term used in the Radio Regulations.

SLV/26/10

ADD

3141A
Interference : Any reception of unwanted signals in a
given radiocommunication system, which cause the deterioration or total or
partial loss of the wanted signal.
Reasons : To provide a general concept of interference.

SLV/26/11

MOD

Harmful interference : Any-em±~~ion,-rad±a~±on-or
Any interference which endangers the functioning of a
radionavigation service ... (the rest unchanged).
3142/93

±ndttee±on~

Reasons : In line with ADD 3141A.
SLV/26/12

MOD

3143/94
Power :Whenever the power of a radio transmitter, etc., is
referred to, it shall be expressed in one of the following forms, depending
on the class of emission: ... (the rest unchanged).
Reasons : For greater clarity, because emissions are classified in different ways.
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SLV/26/13

ADD

3148A
Antenna : Component by means of which electrom~gnetic
waves are emitted or intercepted in radiocommunication systems.
Reasons : To define a term extensively used in the Radio Regulations.
CHAPTER NIII
Frequencies
ARTICLE
Section II.

SLV/26/14

(MOD)

Categories of

lf7/5
serv~ce

and allocations

Primary services, permitted serv±ees and secondary sePv!ees.

3427
Reasons : Editorial.

SLV/26/15

MOD

3428/137
Where, in a box of the Table in Section IV of this
Article, a band is indicated as allocated to more than one service, either on
a worldwide or regional basis, such services are listed in the following order
a) Services, the names of which are printed in "sma3:3: capitals"
(example : FIXED); these serv±ees are called "primary" services;
b) Services, the names of which are printed in "gret-ettqtte-3:±ght;''
in capitals between oblique strokes (example : /RADIOLOCATION/);
these tterv±ees are "permitted" services (see No. 3429/138);
Note : If this amendment is adopted, corresponding amendments
must be introduced in the Table of Frequency Allocations.
c) Services, the names of which are printed in "±'b-a3:±ett"
"normal characters" (example : Mobile) ; these tterv±ees are
"secondary" services (see No. 3430/139).
d) Additional remarks shall be printed in normal characters
(example : MOBILE except aeronautical mobile)
Reasons : For better understanding and use of the Table of Frequency Allocations.

SLV/26/16

(MOD)

3435/143
(at the end) •.. stations of the other service or services,
the names of which are printed in "sma3:3: capitals" in the Table.
Reasons : In line with MOD 3428/137.

SLV/26/17

(MOD)

3439/146
(at the end)
printed "sma3:3: capitals" in the Table,
and to which the band is allocated in other areas or countries.
Reasons : In line with MOD 3428/137.
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SLV/26/18

MOD

3445/151
The frequency band referred to in each allocation
is indicated ln be~d type in the left-hand top corner of the part of the
Table concerned.
Reasons : For better understanding of the Table of Frequency Allocations.
Explanatory note : (applies to Spanish text only) In the boxes of the
Table of Frequency Allocations to which we have proposed amendments, we have
replaced the word ''sa~vo" by the word "excepto"; because it is more exclusive
than the word 11 salvo".
Note : See also proposal ADD 3044A (Radio amateur).
Proposed change of frequency bands (Article N7/5) which
coincide with those submitted by other countries
-Bands 3 900- 3 950 kHz, l..22Q. :- 4 000 kH~~
4 750 - 4 850 kHz, 25 600 - 25 690 kHz; 3 500 - 3 900kHz, except for the
addition of footnote 205B; 6 425 - 6 925 MHz, except for the footnotes, which
are the same as those in the proposal submitted by the United States of America.
Bands 20 010 - 20 950 kHz, 75.4 - 76 MHz, 76 - 88 MHz,
except by ADD 259A which is the same as the proposals submitted by the
Argentine Republic.
Band 10 300 - ll 175 kHz, which is the same as the
proposal submitted by Canada.

Section IV.

Table of Frequency Allocations between 10 kHz and 275 kHz
kHz
490 - 510
Allocation to Services
Region 1

SLV/26/19

MOD

490 - 510

_I

Region 2

I

Region 3

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3479A ~ 3480/187

SLV/26/20

ADD

3479A
The frequency 492 kHz can be used for ship and coast
stations, as provided in Nos. 8032/437A, 8088/1123, 8090/1125 and 8094/1129.
Reasons

SLV/26/21

ADD

To provide an additional calling frequency.

3479B
The frequency 508 kHz can be used for ship and coast
stations, as provided in No. 8400/999F.
Reasons : To provide a calling frequency.
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k.Hz

525 - 1 605
I

SLV/26/22

MOD

I

Region 1

i

Region 2

Region 3

525 - 535

525 - 535

525 - 535 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

fBR8AB8AS!fl±NGf

MOBILE

BROADCASTING
3484/191

/BROADCASTING/

..

l
I

M8Bff:JE
,lAERGNAYg]J~:M,

RABf8NAVfeft~I8Nf
3~g±f±8g

3483/190

"\,

NOC

535 - 1 605
Reasons

BROADCASTING

Extension of the MF broadcasting band.
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kHz
1 605 - 2 000
1

Region 2

Region l
SLV/26/23

MOD

±-8ee 1 615

l 605 - 2 000 (NOC)

1 605 -

FIXED

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Region 3
1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE

M8Bf±:JE
AER8NA~f8A±:J

RAfH8NA¥±GA!fl:t8N

SLV/26/24

l 615 - l 800

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

SLV/26/25

MOD

Radio1ocation

3491/197

1 8oo - 2-eee 1 86o

l 800 - 2 000 (NOC)

RADIO AMATEUR

RADIO AMATEUR

FBEEB

FIXED

M8B:EI:!E-e~eept

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

aereftatl"t-iea±-mebi±e

RADIONAVIGATION

SLV/26/26

l 860 - 2 000

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/l95A 3486/420
Reasons

RADIONAVIGATION
3492/198

(1 605 - 1 615 kHz) Extension of the MF broadcasting band.
(l 800 - l 860 kHz) To avoid interference with other services.
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kHz

2 062 - 2 194
Region 2

Region 1
2 065 - 2 170 (NOC)

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3493/200

Region 3

r

2 107- 2 170 (NOC)

FIXED
3487/193
SLV/26/27

MOD

3490/195A

MOBILE

2 170 - 2 194 (NOC)

2 170 - 2 173-5

2 170 - 2 194 (NOC)

MOBILE (distress
and calling)

MARITIME MOBILE

MOBILE (distress
and calling)

M6B!bE-fai~ere~~

and-ea3:3::±ns+

SLV/26/28

MOD

2 173-5 - 2 190.5
MOBILE (distress
and calling)
3494/201

SLV/26/29

MOD

3495/201A

2 190.5 - 2 194
MARITIME MOBILE
M6B!bE-fdi~ere~~

and-ea3::3:ing-1

i 3494/201
Reasons
SLV/26/30

ADD

3495/201A

3494/201

3495/201A

Extension of the band allocated to the maritime mobile serv1ce.

3495A
The condition for the use of this band is laid down
in Sections II of Article N59, III and IV of Article N57.
Reasons : To correspond with the changes indicated in the Radio Regulations.
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000
Region 2

Region l
SLV/26/31

MOD

4-eee

3 500 - 3 800 (NOC)

3_ 500 -

RADIO AMATEUR

RADIO AMATEUR

3 900

Region 3
3 500 - 3 900 (NOC)
RADIO AMATEUR
FIXED

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

M8BfEE-exeepe

MOBILE

aeronatt~±eal-mob±le

·I

i 3 800 - 3 900 (NOC)

l

i

FIXED

j

SLV/26/32

MOD

~ AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
II L.AJ.IID MOBILE
' 3 900- 3 950 (NOC)
I AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
I

I
I

SLV/26/33

(OR)
3501/206

3502/207

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)
(OR)

RADIO AMATEUR

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

FIXED

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

I

FIXED

FIXED

I BROADCASTING

RA1H8-AMAIPEBR

BROADCASTING

I

M8B3::bEI-e-'feept-

MCD
3 950 - 4 000
(WW) *)
FIXED

ae~onattt-±eal-mob±le

I

BROADCASTING

i

Reasons : To extend the band allocated to the broadcasting service and 1n
line with ADD 3044A.
kHz
4 000 - 4 063

i 4 000 I

SLV/26/34

MOD

4 063 (NOC)

4 000 - 4 063

4 000 - 4 063 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

j

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Reasons

*)

To provide for growth in mobile service communications.

This symbol (WW) is used where proposals concerning regional allocations result 1n
worldwide allocations.
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k.Hz

4 750 - 4 850
Region 2

Region 1
SLV/26/35

MOD

Region 3

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

4 750 - 4 850

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

BROADCASTING
3496/202

BROADCASTING
3496/202

LAND MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3496/202
Reasons

MOBILE exce12t
aeronautical mobile (R)

To provide for growth in mobile service communications.
kHz
5 060 - 5 250

SLV/26/36

MOD

5 060 - 5 250 (NOC)

5 o6o - 5 250

5 060 - 5 250 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Reasons

To provide for growth in mobile service communications.
kHz
6 765 - 7 lOO

SLV/26/37

SLV/26/38

MOD

6 765 - 7 000 (NOC)

6 765 - T-eee 6 950

6 765 - T-eee 6 950

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

T-eee

MOD

6950 - 7 lOO

T-eee 6

950 - 7 lOO

7 000 - 7 lOO (NOC)

RADIO
- AMATEUR

RADIO AMATEUR

RADIO
- AMATEUR

RADIO
-

RADIO
- AMATEURSATELLITE

AlvJATEUR-

SATELLITE

RADIO AMATEUR
SATELLITE
Reasons : To extend the radio amateur and radio amateur-satellite band and
in line with ADD 3044A.
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kHz
10 lOO ~ ll 175

SLV/26/39

SLV/26/40

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region l
10 lOO - ll 175 (NOC)

10 lOO -

FIXED

RADIO AMATEUR

~~-~T5

10 300

10 lOO - ll 175 (NOC)
FIXED

10 300 - ll 175

MOD

FIXED
Reasons

To provide for growth in the radio amateur service.
kHz
20 010 - 21 450

SLV/26/41

SLV/26/42

MOD

20 010 - 21 000 (NOC)

20 010 -

FIXED

FIXED

2~-eee

20 950

20 010 - 21 000 (NOC)
FIXED

20 950 - 21 000

MOD

RADIO AMATEUR
Ff*EB

NOC

21 000 - 21 450

RADIO AMATEUR
RADIO AMATEUR SATELLITE

Reasons : Need to extend the band allocated to the radio amateur service and
in line with ADD 3044A.
kHz
25 6oo - 26 100

SLV/26/43

MOD

26-xee

25 6oo - 26 100 (NOC)

25 6oo -

BROADCASTING

BR9AB8ASI!lfN6

25 690

25 600 - 26 lOO (NOC)
BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE exce12t
aeronautical mobile
SLV/26/44

MOD

25 690 - 26 lOO
BROADCASTING
Reasons

To extend the band to the fixed and mobile services.
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MHz
27.5- 28
Region 2

Region 1
SLV/26/45

MOD

27.5 - 28 (NOC)

27.5- 28

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
3524A

3524/227
SLV/26/46

ADD

3524A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the band 27.5 - 28 MHz
is allocated exclusively to the fixed and mobile services.
MHz
37-75- 38.25

SLV/26/47

MOD

37.75- 38.25

FIXED 3525/228

3526/229

3528/231

MOBILE
Radio astronomy
3531/233B
SLV/26/48

ADD

353lA

353lA
In the Republic of El Salvador the band 37.75is allocated exclusively to the fixed and mobile serv1ces.

38.~5

MHz

MHZ

47 - 68

147 - 68

(NOC)

BROADCASTING

50 - 54 (NOC)
RADIO AMATEUR
3542/244

SLV/26/49

MOD

3543/245 3544/246

3545/247

54 - 68

54 - 68 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

FIXED 3525/228
3528/231 3535/237

FIXED 3525/228

I

3535/237
MOBILE

MOBILE
3536/238
3539/241
3541/243
SLV/26/50

ADD

BROADCASTING

3537/239
3540/242
. 3545A

3544/246

3545A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the bands 54 - 68 and
68 - 72 l~z are allocated exclusively to the broadcasting (television) service.
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MHz
68 - 74.8
Region l
SLV/26/51

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

68 - 74.8 (NOC)

68 - :r3 72

68 - 70 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3553/254
3555/256

SLV/26/52

MOD

3554/255

3545A

70 - 74.6 (NOC)

72 - 73

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE
BH8AB6AStflfNEf

SLV/26/53

MOD

73 - 74.6
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3546/248
3548/250
3550/252

SLV/26/54

ADD

3547/249
3549/251

355l/253A 3552/253B
3558A

3555/256
3557/258

3556/257

3558A
In the Republic of El Salvador the band 7 3 - 74.6 1-1Hz
is allocated to the fixed service.
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MHz
75.2 - 100
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

75.2- 87.5 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
SLV/~/55

SLV/26/56

MOD

75.4 - gg 76

75.4 - 78 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

BRB:AB€:ASIP~NB

3554/255
3556/257

3555/256
3565/266

76 - 88

MOD

78 - 80 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
FIXED
¥~*BB

MOBILE
MeB±nE
1

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

3555/256
3560/261

80 - 87 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE
3553/254
3555/256
3560/261

87 - lOO (NOC)

3546/248. 3548/250
3550/252 3559/260
3560/261 3561/262
3562/263

FIXED
MOBILE

87.5- lOO (NOC)
SLV/26/57

MOD

BROADCASTING

3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

BROADCASTING
88 - 100
BROADCASTING

3563/264

3564/265

3567A

3553/254
3567/268

3566/267

Reasons (75.4 - 76) Need to avoid interference caused by broadcasting stations
to stations of the fixed and mobile services.
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MHz
100 - 108
Region 2

Region 1
SLV/26/58

SLV/26/59

MOD

ADD

100 - 108 (NOC)

100 - 108

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

BROADCASTING

3568/269
3570/271

3554/255
3566/267

3569/270

I

Region 3

3555/256 3557/258
3571/272
3567A

3567A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the band 88 - 108 MHz
allocated to the VHF FM sound broadcasting service.

lS

MHz
149.9 - 150.05
SLV/26/60

MOD

149.9 - 150.05

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3592/285B 3593/285C 3598A

SLV/26/61

ADD

3598A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the band 149.9 - 150.05 MHz
is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
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MHz
150.05 - 174
Region 2

SLV/26/62

MOD

150.05 - iT~ 156.025
FIXED
MOBILE
3~~5fee~A
35~5f28:r

SLV/26/63

MOD

353efe33A

156.025-157.425
MARITIME MOBILE
FIXED
MOBILE
3lt~5f263:A

SLV/26/64

MOD

3595/287

157.425 - 160.0
FIXED
MOBILE
3lt~5f263:A

3536fe33A

3595fe8:r
SLV/26/64A

MOD

160 - 160.625
FIXED
MOBILE

SLV/26./65

MOD

160.625 - 160.975
MARITIME MOBILE
FIXED
MOBILE
3lt~5fee±A

3536fe33A

3595/287
SLV/26/66

MOD

160.975 - 161.475
FIXED
MOBILE
34~5fee±A

3536fe33A

3595fe8:r
SLV/26/67

MOD

161.475 - 162.025
MARITIME MOBILE
FIXED
MOBILE
3~~5fee±A 57~fcyyk

3595/287
SLV/26/68

MOD

162.025 - 1711
FIXED
MOBILE
3lt~5f263:A
35~5f28:r

3530/233A
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MHz
174 - 216
Region 2

Region l
SLV/26/69

MOD

174 - 216 (NOC)

174 - 216

174 - 216 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

Ff*EB

FIXED

M8BH:d3

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3601A
3602/294
3603/295 3604/296

3602/294
3601~ /296

3599/291
3601/293
SLV/26/70

ADD

Region 3

3600/292
3602/294

3603/295

3601A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the band 174 - 216 MHz
is allocated to the television broadcasting service (channels 7 to 13).
MHz
216 - 233

ALY/26/71

MOD

216 - 233 (NOC)

216 - 220

216 - 225 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

Radiolocation
RA:Bf8n8€Alflf8N

/RADIOLOCATION/
220 - 225 (NOC)
RADIO AMATEUR
3605/297
3607/299
3609/301

3606/298
3608/300

RADIOLOCATION

3615/306
3617/308

3616/307
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MHz
4ol - 4o6
Region 1
SLV/26/72

MOD

401 - 402

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering) 3630/315A
Fixed FIXED
Mob±re-exee~t-aeronatttieal-mobire

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Meteorological-Satellite (Earth-to-space)
3628/314 3629/315
3632/315C 3633/316
SLV/26/73

MOD

402 - 403

3631/315B
3633A

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed FIXED

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering)
Mob±re MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

Meteorological-Satellite (Earth-to-space)
3628/314
3633/316
SLV /26./'r4

MOD

403 - 406

3629/315

3632/315C

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed FIXED
Mobile MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

3628/314
3633A
SLV/26/75

ADD

3629/315

3633/316

3633A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the bands 401 - 402 MHz
and 403 - 406 MHz are allocated on a primary basis to the fixed and mobile
services except the aeronautical mobile service.
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MHz
420 - 450
Region 1
SLV/26/76

MOD

Region 2

420 - 430 (NOC)

Region 3
420 - 450

FIXED

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Radio amateur

Radiolocation
/RADIOLOCATION/

3636/318
SLV/26/77

SLV/26/78

MOD

MOD

3640/319

3636/318 36~±f3±9A
36~Ef3±9B 36~~f3E6A
36~Tf3E3 36~8f3E~

430 - 440 (NOC)
RADIO AMATEUR

RADIOLOCATION

RADIOLOCATION ·

Radio amateur

3636/318 3640/319
3642/319B 3643/320
3644/320A 3645/321
3646/322

3636/318 3642/319B
3644/320A

440 - 450 (NOC)

440 - 450

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Radiolocation

RAB:feneeA!fl:feN
/RADIOLOCATION/

3686/352A 3640/319
3641/319A

3636/318

364l/319A

3636/318 3641/319A
3644/320A 3647/323
3648/324

Reasons : Need to extend the band allocated to the fixed service; and for
editorial reasons.
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MHz
470 - 890
Region 2

Region l
SLV/26/79

MOD

Region 3

470 - 582 (NOC)

470 - 890

470 - 585 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

582 - 606 (NOC)

FIXED

3664/335

BROADCASTING

MOBILE

585 - 610 (NOC)
RADIO NAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION
3651/325
3653/328

3652/327
3654-/329
3658/330B 3665/336
3666/337

606 - 790 (NOC)
BROADCASTING

610 - 890 (NOC)

3654/329 3656/330
3657/330A 3659/331
3660/332 3661/332A

FIXED
MOBILE

790 - 890 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

FIXED
BROADCASTING
3654/329
3662/333

3659/331
3663/334

3655/329A 3660/332
3661/332A

3658/330B 3660/332
366l/332A 3667/338
3668/339

Reasons : El Salvador's need to allocate frequencies in the 470 - 890 MHz
band to the fixed and mobile services.
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MHz
5 925 - 7 300
Region 1
SLV/26/80

MOD

5 925 - 6 425

Region 2

i

Region 3

. FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
3761A

SLV/26/81

MOD

6 425 - 7 250 (NOC)

6 425 - T-e5e 6 925

6 425 - 7 250 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

MOBILE

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
3761A
SLV/26/82

6 925 - 7 250

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE

SLV/26/83

MOD

3743/379A 3762/392AA
3763/392B 3767/393

3743/379A 3762/392AA
3763/392B 3767/393

7 250 - 7 300

FIXED-SATELLITE

3742/379 3762/392AA
3763/392B 3767/393

MOBILE (space-to-Earth)
3764/392D 3765/392G
SLV/26j84

ADD

3761A
In the Republic of El Salvador, the bands 5 925 - 6 425
and 6 425 - 6 925 MHz are allocated to Earth station links.
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CHAPTER NV
Measures against interference
Tests
ARTICLE Nl6
Section I.
SLV/26/85

MOD

General interference

Second paragraph : radiat±on-±n-and-reeepeion-from
by taking the maximum practical
advantage, where the nature of the service permits, of the properties of
directional antennae; (paragraphs 1, 3 and 4 unchanged).
4999/625

ttr.u'leeessar~-d±reeeions-~ha3::3::-be-m±n±mi~ed,

Reasons : Editorial
SLV/26/86

(MOD)

5000/696
The class of emission to be employed by a station should
be such as to aehie~e produce minimum interference and to ensure efficient
spectrum utilization~ In selecting the class of emission to meet these
objectives, e~ery-effort-sha3::3::-be-made-to-m±n±m±~e the bandwidth occupied shall
be reduced to the minimum possible, taking into account the practical and
technical considerations of the service to be performed.
Reasons : Editorial

SLV/26/87

MOD

5001/697
If, while complying with the provisions of Article N4/12,
a station causes harmful interference through its spurious emissions, the
Administration concerned shall take spee±a3:: the necessary measures to eliminate
such interference.
Reasons : To stress the responsibility of Administrations for eliminating
interference.
Section II.

SLV/26/88

MOD

Industrial interference

5002/698
Administrations shall take all practicable and necessary
steps to ensure that the operation of electrical apparatus for installations
of any kind, including power networks, does not cause harmful interference to
a radio service opera~±ng-±n-aeeordanee-w±th-the-pro~±s±ons-of-ehese-Regtt3::aeions~
Reasons : Editorial and to leave it to be understood that all radio services
operate in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations.
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ARTICLE Nl7
Tests
SLV/26/89

(MOD)

(The amendment does not concern the English text.)

5031/702
Reasons

Editorial
CHAPTER NVI
Administrative provisions for stations
ARTICLE N21/17
Secrecy

SLV/26/90

(MOD)

5193/722

(The amendment affects the Spanish text only).

Reasons : Editorial
ARTICLE N22/18
Licences
SLV/26/91

MOD

5221/725

No-transm±tt±ng-stat±onJmay-be-estabr±shed-or-operated-by
Any private individual or
corporate body wishing to establish or operate a transmitting station shall
obtain a licence issued by the Government or Administration of the country to
which the station in question is subject (however, see Nos. 5222/726 and
5228/732).
a-priva~e-per~on-or-by-any-en~erpr±se-w±thott~

Reasons : The classification into "private individuals" and "corporate bodies"
is more likely to obtain worldwide acceptance; and because in some countries
there are Administrations specifically responsible for operating in the radio
spectrum, whereas in others the Government is directly responsible for doing
so.
SLV/26/92

MOD

5222/726

However,-the-aovernment-o£-a-eonntry-may-eonernde-wi~h-~fie

6overnment-o£-a-ne±ghbonr±ng~eonntry-a-spee±ar-agreement.

The Governments of
two or more neighbouring countries may conclude special agreements concerning
the operation of one or several stations of its broadcasting service or of its
land mobile services, operating on frequencies above 41 MHz, situated in the
territory of-~he-ne±ghbonr±ng-eonntry of orte or other of the signatory countries
and intended to improve nat±ona±-eoverage the coverage of any of the said
countries.
(The amendment to the second paragraph affects the Spanish
text only).
Reasons : Greater clarity.
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SLV/26/93

MOD

5224/728
The holder of a licence is required to preserve the
secrecy of telecommunication, as provided in Article 22 of the Convention.
Moreover, the licence shall provide, specifically or by reference, that if the
station ine~~des-a-reee±ver is able to receive signals, ..... (the rest
unchanged).
Reasons : Clarity.

SLV/26/94

MOD

5230/734

The holder of the certificate shall

eomp~y-with-the

prov±~±ons-of-these-Reg~~at±ons-app~±eab~e-to-~±eenee-ho~ders

satisfy the
same requirements as are prescribed for licence-holders in these Regulations.

Reasons : Greater clarity.
PART B
CHAPTER NVIII
Provisions relating to groups of serv1ces and to specific services and stations
ARTICLE N28
Broadcasting Service and Broadcasting-Satellite Service
Section I.
SLV/26/95

Broadcasting service

(MOD) 6214/422
The establishment and ~~e operation of broadcasting
stations (sound broadcasting and television broadcasting stations) on board
ships, aircraft or any other floating or airborne objects outside national
territories is prohibited.
Reasons : Editorial.

SLV/26/96

MOD

6215/423
fn-pr±ne±pre,-exeept-±n-the-freqtteney-band
3-988 - ~-886-kH~ broadcasting stations using frequencies below 5 060 kHz or
above 41 MHz shall not employ power exceeding that necessary to maintain
eeonom±ea~~y an effective national service of good quality within the frontiers
of the country concerned.
Reasons : Editorial.
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ARTICLE N29
Fixed service
Section I.
SLV/26/97

MOD

General

6323/465
Adm±n±strat±ons-are-nrged-to-d±seont±ntte 1n the fixed
service, the use of double sideband radiotelephone transmissions in the bands
below 30 MHz, ±f-pos~±bie-a~-from-f-~annar~-i9T8 is prohibited.
Reasons : To confer an obligatory character on this paragraph in view of the
fact that, by this time, enough time has been allowed to make the indicated
change.

SLV/26/98

(MOD)

6324/466

(This amendment affects the Spanish text only.)

Reasons : Greater clarity.
ARTICLE N30/41
SLV/26/99

Radio amateur service and
radio amateur-satellite service

MOD

Reasons
SLV/26/100

MOD

SLV/26/101

(MOD)

(Title)

In line with MOD 3044/78.
Section 1.

Radio amateur service

6354/1560
Radiocommunications between radio amateur stations
of different countrles shall be forbidden if the Administration of one of
the countries concerned has notified that it objects to such
radiocommunications.
Reasons : Editorial (applies to Spanish text only).

SLV/26/102

MOD

6355/1561
When transmissions between radio amateur stations
of different countries are permitted, they shall be made in plain language and
shall be limited to messages of a technical nature relating to tests and to
remarks of a personal character for which, by reason of their unimportance,
recourse to the public telecommunications service is not justified. ft-±~
~b~ortttery-forb±dden-for-amatenr-stat±on~-to-be-n~ed-for-transm±tt±ng
±ntern~tion~±-eommttn±e~tions-on-beh~±f-of-th±rd-part±es.

SLV/26/103

~D

6355A
It is absolutely forbidden for radio amateur stations
to be used for transmitting international communications from or for third
parties.
Reasons : To prevent this communication medium from being used to the detriment
of the normal international communication media.

SLV/26/104

MOD

6357/1563
Any person operating the apparatus of a radio amateur
station shall have proved ..... (the rest unchanged).
Reasons : Editorial (applies to Spanish text only).
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SLV/26/105

MOD

6358/1564
Administrations should take such measures as they judge
necessary to verify the technical qualifications of any person operating
wishing to operate the apparatus of a radio amateur station.
Reasons

SLV/26/106

(MOD)

Editorial.

6359/1565
The maximum power of radio amateur stations shall be
fixed by the Administrations concerned, having regard to the technical
qualifications of the operators and to the conditions under which these stations
are to work.
Reasons : In line with ADD 3044A

SLV/26/107

MOD

6360/1566
All the general rules of the Convention and of these
Regulations shall apply to radio amateur stations. (The amendment to the
second sentence affects the Spanish text only).
Reasons : In line with ADD 3044A and for greater clarity.

SLV/26/108

MOD

6361/1567
During the course of their transmissions, radio amateur
stations shall transmit their call sign at short intervals.
Reasons : The amendment to the Spanish version was designed to confer an
obligatory character on this provision.

SLV/26/109

MOD

(Title) Section II.

Radio amateur-satellite service

SLV/26/110

MOD

6362/1567A
Space stations in the radio amateur-satellite service
(the rest unchanged).
Reasons : In line with ADD 3044A.
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PLENARY MEETING

Indonesia
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER NIII
Frequencies
ARTICLE N7
Frequency Allocations - 10 kHz to 275 GHz
Amend the Table of Frequency Allocations as follows
kHz
525 - 535
Region l
INS/27/l

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535

BROADCASTING

MOBILE

MOBILE

/BROADCASTING/ 3484/191

fBR9AB6ASiflfN6f

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

BROADCASTING

3483/190
Reasons

To provide expansion of broadcasting serv1ce in the MF band.
kHz
1 605 - 2 000

INS/27 /2

MOD

1 605 - 2 000 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

BROADCASTING

Radiolocat ion
3491/197
Reasons

To provide expansion of broadcasting service in the MF band.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
7 lOO - 7 300

INS/27/3

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
7 100 - 7 300 (NOC)

7 lOO - 7 300

7 lOO - 7 300 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

A.MAIPEBR

BROADCASTING

(WW)

l

BROADCASTING

I

j

13509/212
Reasons

1.
2.

The band is fully occupied by broadcasting service in Indonesia.
To avoid interference into amateur band in Region 2.
kHz
21 870 - 22 000

INS/27/4

MOD

21 870 -

22-eee

21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED

AER8NABPf6Ab-M8BfbE-fR1
INS/27/5

MOD

21 924 - 22 000

AER8NABIPf€Ab-Ff*BB
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

Reasons
To provide an exclusive allocation to the aeronautical mobile
service (R).
kHz
25 010 - 25 070
INS/27/6

MOD 125 010 - 25 070
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

I
Reasons

To provide for maritime mobile requirement.
MHz
137 - 138

INS/27/7

MOD

137 - 138

SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering and tracking)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
3578/275A

INS/27/8

ADD

3584A
the fixed service.

3580/279A

3?83/281C

3584/281E

3584A

In Indonesia the band 137 - 138 MHz 1s also allocated to
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MHz
144 - 146
I

INS/27/9

MOD

l

Region 2

I

Region 1

Region 3

AMATEUR

144 - 146

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

l

L---------------------------------------------------------------~

INS/27/10

ADD

3589A
In Indonesia the band 144 - 146 MHz is also allocated to
fixed and mobile services.
MHz
146 - 149.9

INS/27/11

MOD

i 146

1146 - 148

146 - 148

FIXED

ii AMATEUR

AMATEUR

MOBILE except

I
I

Fixed

- 149.9 (NOC)

aeronautical mobile (R)

Mobile

l! 359r:fE89
3590/285
INS/27/12

SUP

3591/285A
·±n-ehina,-±ndia-and-~apan-the-band-x~6---x~8-MH~-±~-~~o

3597/289

axxoeat-ed-t-o-t-he-f±xed-and-mob±xe.-~er'V'±ee~ .

MHz
216 - 235
I

INS/27/13

MOD

216 - 223 (NOC)

1216 - 220 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

I

BROADCASTING

I MOBILE
BROADCASTING

I

I

' RADIOLOCATION

3605/297
3607/299
3609/301

AER9N/H:JIP±6An
R.AJH9N:A¥±6:A!f1±9N

FIXED

3606/298
3608/300

I Radiolocation

220 - 225 (NOC)

~-----------------------~AMATEUR

223 - 235 (NOC)

I
RADIOLOCATION
I
'-1-------------! 3615/306
1

i

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

1

225 - 235 (NOC)

j

INS/27/14

~

Fixed

I

FIXED

i

Mobile
3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

i MOBILE

!

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

36x6f3eT

I 3617/308

i EE5

230 - 235
i
!FIXED
i
j MOBILE
I
j

I

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

I
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INS/27/15

MOD

3615/306
the fixed and mobile

In Indonesia the band 216 - 222 MHz is also allocated to
and-broadea~ting.

Reasons : To extend spectrum for broadcasting serv1ces.
INS/27/l5A

SUP

3616/307

I'

(consequential to proposed changes to table)
MHz
400.05 - 401
Region l

NOC

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

400.05 - 400.15
MOD 3627/313

NOC

400.15 - 401
MOD 3627/313

INS/27/16

MOD

3627/313
In Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Poland,
the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the USSR,
the band 400.05 - 401 MHz is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
MHz
401 - 406

INS/27/17

MOD

401 - 402

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering) 3630/315A

FIXED
Fixed

Meteorological-Satellite (Earth-to-Space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314
INS/27/18

MOD

402 - 403

3629/315

3631/315B

3632/315C

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

FIXED
Fixed:

ivleteorological-Satelli te (Earth-to-Space)
Mobile exce:ot aeronautical mobile
3628/314

3629/315

3632/315C

3633/316

3633/316
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MHz
401- 406 (cont.)
Region 1
INSI27Il9

MOD

403 - 406

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
Fixed

Mobile except aeronautical mobile
36281314

36291315

36331316

Reasons : In Indonesia, the band 401 - 406 MHz will be allocated on primary
basis for fixed service.
MHz
420 - 450
INSI27I20

MOD

420 - 430 (NOC)

420 - 450 (NOC)

420 - 450

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

RA:Bf9b9€:A:!ilf9N

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Amateur

FIXED
MOBILE

Radiolocation
Radiolocation
36361318

36401319
Amateur

430 - 440 (NOC)
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
36361318 36401319
3642I319B 36431320
I 36441320A 36451321
36461322
!

l

1440 - 450 (NOC)

i FIXED
I MOBILE
1

except
aeronautical mobile

I

! Radiolocation

I
36361318 364ol319
~ 364li319A
1

I 36361318
I 3642 I 319B

364li319A
3644 I 320A

36361318 364li319A
36441320A 36~Tf323
36~8f32~

Reasons : In Indonesia the band 420 - 450 MHz will be allocated on primary
basis to the fixed and mobile services.
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INS/27/21

SUP

3647/323

INS/27/22

SUP

3648/324

MHz
470 - 890
Region 1
INS/27/23

MOD

I.
Region 3

Region 2

j

470 - 582 (NOC)

470 - 890 (NOC)

470 - 585 500

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

:Fixed
--

!

:

I

!

I

'

!

l

INS/27/24

Mobile
3664/335

I 50o

MOD

~-

582 - 6o6 (NOC)

- 585

I

I BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

I
13661tf335

RADIONAVIGATION
1

1

I

3651/325
3653/328

3652/327
3654/329
3655/329A
3661/332A

3660/332

Reasons : To provide additional spectrum for the fixed and maritime mobile
services.
GHz
11.7 - 12.5
NOC

11.7 - 12.5

; 11.7 - 12.2

I

111.1 - 12.2
i
J

INS/27/25

MOD

lviOD 3785/405BA

12.2 - 12.5 (NOC)

/12.2 - 12.5

FIXED

I FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

! MOBILE except

BROADCASTING

I BROADCASTING

I

I

I aeronautical mobile

I
!

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

i 3785/405BA

INS/27/26

MOD

3785/405BA
In the band 11.7 - ~~7~ 12.5 GHz in Region 3 and in the
band 11.7 - 12. 5 GHz • • . (rest without change)-.Reasons : Expansion of the fixed and broadcasting satellite services.
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CHAPrER NVI
Administrative provision for stations
ARTICLE N23
Identification of Stations
INS/27/27

MOD

AP C/3 747

Table of Allocations of International Callsign series

Call sign series

Allocated to

JZA - JZZ

Netherxands-New-Sttinea Indonesia (ReEublic of)

Reasons :Netherlands New Guinea as per 1963 has been'integrated into the
Republic of Indonesia.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WOfRllL[D) fQ\[D)M~~0$1rlR1£Q\T~VfE
fRlA[D)O(Q) C(Q)~fFrEIRllE~ClE

Corrigendum No. 2 to
DocUment No. 28-E
4 October 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

COMMITTEE 5

Turkey
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
1.
Page 13, at the bottom of the page, replace frequency box 216 - 223 MHz (Region 1) by the
following :

TUR/28/72
(Corr.2)

MOD

216 - 223

AER6NAtJIII:t€Afl
RAB:t9NA:V:ta.A:'P:t9N
BROADCASTING

3665t29T 3606/298
3607/299
3608A
TUR/28/72

ADD

3608/300
3609/301

3608A
In Turkey, the band 216 - 223 MHz is also allocated to the
radiolocation services on a secondary basis.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few add1t10nal cop1es can be made ava1lable.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRA.TIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrie;endu.m'No. 1 to

Document No. 28-E
7 August 1979

(Geneva, 1979)

Turkey
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

.~

•.

(Only concerns the French text.)

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

·"'

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WO~ll.[D) ~[D)MU~~5)TlR1~T~VlE
~A[D)~(Q) CO~f[E~lE~ClE

Document No. ·28-E
29 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Turkey
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
ARTICLE N7/5
Table of Frequency Allocations
kHz
90 - 110
Region 1
TUR/28/1

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

90 - 110

90 - 110

90 - 110

RADIONAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION

FIXED

Fixed

MARITIME MOBILE
3452/158

Maritime mobile
3452/158

3457/163

Maritime mobile
3452/158

RADIONAVIGATION

3~6efz66

3~6zf3:6T

Reasons : To satisfy need for radionavigation service as primary service.
Reason of SUP 3460/166 in Region 1 : to take account of band changes.
TUR/28/2

MOD

3·461/167
Only classes Al or Fl, A4 emissions are authorized in the
band 99 - l:o9-kHz- 110 - 148.5 kHz for stations of the fixed and maritime mobile
services. Exceptionally, class A7J emissions are also authorized in the band
3:3:9 - 3:69-kH~ 110 - 148.5 kHz for stations of the maritime mobile service.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
110 - 130

TUR/28/3

110 - 130 (NOC)

'110- 130 (NOC)

110 - 112

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

I

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
1

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

3lt62fx68
TUR/28/4

MOD

112 - 115
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

TUR/28/5

MOD

3461/167

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3461/167

3lt62fx68 3463/169
TUR/28/6

MOD

126 - 129
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

TUR/28/7

MOD

I

3461/167

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163

3lt62fx68

3461/167
MOD 3461/167

I MOD

3461/167

Document
Page 3

No~

·28-:-E

Reasons : Adaptation to the demand situation.
Reason of SUP 3462/168 in Region 1 : there is no known aeronautical use of the
band 110 - 130 kHz for high speed communications to aircraft.
kHz
130 - 160
Region 1
TUR/28/8

MOD

130 - 3::59 148.5

Region 2

I

Region 3

130 - 150 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE
3465/172
/FIXED/
3457/163
3466/173
TUR/28/9

MOD

3461/167

148.5 - 150

MAIHCflfME-M9BfhE
3lt6±f±6T 3lt65f±T2
fF~*EBf

TUR/28/10

MOD

BROADCASTING

MOD 3461/167

150 - 160

150 - 160 (NOC)

.MAIHCfl~-MeB~hE

3lt63:f±6T 3lt6Tf±Tlt
BROADCASTING

3lt68f±T5

MOD 3461/167

Reasons : To reflect in Region 1 Recommendation No. 2 of the ITU Regional
Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, 1975.
Reason of SUP 3468/175 in Region 1 : result of the changed Table.
TUR/28/11

SUP

3467/174
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.

TUR/28/12

(Not used)
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kHz
200 - 285

Region 1

Region 2

I

Region 3

200 - 285 (NOC)
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
TUR/28/13

MOD

255 - 285 283.5

Aeronautical mobile

MfdHt.P:EME-M6Bf:bE

3lt6Tf3:Tlt
BROADCASTING
.A:ER6NA:Bt.P3:6A:b
RA:Bf6NA:V3:6A:t.P3:6N

3469/176
3471/178

3ltTef3:TT

Reasons : To reflect in Region 1 Recommendation No. 2 of the ITU Regional
Administrative LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, 1975.
TUR/28/14

SUP

3470/177
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.
kHz
283.5 - 405

TUR/28/15

MOD

TUR/28/16

MOD

285 283.5 - 315
MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(Radiobeacons)
A:erol'tattt-±eax
racnol'ta"f~ga'b:i:-ol't

TUR/28/17

MOD

285 - 315
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(Radiobeacons)
A:eronaut-:i:-ea3:-rad±onav:i:-gat-±on

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

/AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION/

315 - 325 (NOC)

315 - 325 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(Radiobeacons)

3473/180

Aeronautical radionavigation

325 - 405

325 - 405

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

Reasons

To satisfy the requirement for aeronautical radionavigation service.
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kHz

405 - 415
Region 2

Region 1
TUR/28/18

MOD

Region 3

405 - 415

405 - 415 (NOC)

405 - 415 (NOC)

M9BH:~B-e~eept

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(Radiodirection
finding)

RADIONAVIGATION

~eron~tl~ie~-mob±re

AER9NAB'P:E€Al]
RltB:t6NA:lf:ESA:lfl:t6N
MAR:Elfi:EME-RA:B±6NA:lf±SA:lfi:E6N

Aeronautical mobile

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

{Ha:a~eab·ee~ion
f~aain~+

Aeronautical mobile

RADIONAVIGATION
3~T5fr8~

3477/184

3476/183
3475A

3475/182

3475/182

Reasons : To provide an exclusive allocation to radionavigation service.
Reason of SUP 3475/182 in Region 1 : replaced by ADD 3475A.
TUR/28/19

ADD

3475A
In Region 1, the frequency 410 kHz is reserved for
radiodirection finding in the maritime radionavigation serv1ce.
kHz
415 - 495

TUR/28/20

MOD

TUR/28/21

MOD

I 415

-

~~e

445 - 495

445

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME MOBILE

3479/186

/AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION/

Reasons

3481/188

To satisfy the need for aeronautical radionavigation service.
kHz
495 - 505

TUR/28/22

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187
Reasons : Because of the technological developments, a guard band of+ 5kHz
will be practicable for the mobile (distress and calling) allocation ;entred on
500kHz.
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kHz

505 - 1 606.5
Region 1
TUR/28/23

MOD

Region 2

Regiori 3

505 - 5e5 526.5

505 - 525

505 - 525

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Aeronautical mobile

lteronatt-e±eai
radionaviga-e±on
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

TUR/28/25

MOD

MOD

3482/189
525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 (NOC)

5e5 526.5 - 535

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

/BROADCASTING/

3483/190

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

535 - i-685 l 606.5

BROADCASTING

3478/185
TUR/28/24

Land mobile

3483/190

3484/191

/BROADCASTING/

Reasons : The frequency changes are due to making the guard bands at each end
of the MF band equal.
To meet the requirement for aeronautical radionavigation services on
permitted basis rather than secondary basis.
kHz

1 606.5 - 2 000
TUR/28/26

MOD

i-695.1 606.5 - e-e88
1 Boo

i-685 l 606.5 - 1 800

i-685 l 606.5 - l 800

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE
Ff*EB
/FIXED/

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

/LAND MOBILE/

Radiolocation

M8B:EDB-e~eep-e

aeronatt-e±eai-mob±ie
3485/192 3487/193
3lt88fi9lt 3lt89fi95
3lt98fi951t 3486/420

3491/197
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kHz
1 606.5-2 000 (cont.)
Region 1
TUR/28/27

MOD

Region 2

I

1 800 - 2 000

1 800 - 2 000 (NOC)

FIXED

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

RADIODETERMINATION

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

RADIONAVIGATION

3lt85fr92 3487/193
3lt88fr9lt 3489/195
3lt98fr95A 3lt86flt2e

Region 3

3492/198

Reasons : More emphasis should be given to maritime mobile services and to
eliminate the harmful interference which may arise from land mobile systems,
the latter should be on permitted basis also to meet the growing need in
amateur and radiodetermination services, a sub-band (1 800 - 2 000 kHz) should
be spared on primary basis for these services for which no specific provisions
exist.
TUR/28/28

SUP

3488/194
Reasons : As a result of an allocation to the amateur service 1n the
band 1 800 - 2 000 kHz.

TUR/28/29

SUP

3490/195A
Reasons : As a result of assigning radiodetermination service as a primary
service in the band 1 800 - 2 000 kHz.
kHz
2 000 - 2 188

TUR/28/30

MOD

2 000 - 2 045

2 000 - 2 065 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

3487/193
TUR/28/31

MOD

3lt98fr95A

2 045 - 2 065
M~EeRenea±eAn-A±Bs

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

3lt9efr95A

Reasons : There is no known requirement for meteorological aids in the
band 2 045 - 2 065 kHz.
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kHz
2 000- 2 188 (cont.)
Region 1
TUR/28/32

TUR/28/33

MOD

2 065

Region 2

- E-rTe 2 166

Region 3

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile fR+

3493/200

MOD

- E-rTe 2 176

2 107
3487/193

I

3lt9efr95A
FIXED

TUR/28/34

MOD

2 166 -

E-rTe 2 176
MOBILE

FB£EB
M9B~!:JE-exeept

~e~on~tttiear-mobile-fR+

RADIODETERMINATION

TUR/28/35

MOD

E-rT9 2 176 -

E-r9~

2· 188

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

Reasons

3495/201A

To provide an exclusive serv1ce to radiodetermination.

Because of technological developments, guard band of+ 6kHz for
mobile (distress and calling) seems to be practicable.
kHz
2 188 - 2 300
TUR/28/36

MOD

E-r9~

2 188 - 2 300

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

Reasons : Because of the changed band for mobile (distress and calling).
kHz
4 000 - 4 063
TUR/28/37

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

MARITIME MOBILE

Fixed
Reasons : To meet the requirement for maritime mobile service as a primary
serv1ce.
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kHz
5 730 - 5 950
Region 1

I

Region 2

TUR/28/38

MOD

5 730 - 5-959 5 850

FIXED

TUR/28/39

MOD

5 850 - 5 950

FIXED

I

Region 3

BROADCASTING
Reasons

Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting service.
kHz
7 300 - 8 195

TUR/28/40

MOD

7 300 -

8-~95

7 500

FIXED

7 300 - 8 195 (NOC)
FIXED

BROADCASTING
TUR/28/41

MOD

7 500 - 8 100
FIXED

TUR/28/42

MOD

8 100 - 8 195

Ff*EB
MARITIME MOBILE
Reasons

Increased demand of the short-wave broadcasting serv1ce.

To widen the exclusive allocation to maritime mobile service because
of increased demand in this service.
kHz
9 040 - 9 995
TUR/28/43

MOD

9 040 - 9-599 9 400

FIXED

TUR/28/44

MOD

9 4oo - 9 500

Ff*EB
BROADCASTING

TUR/28/45

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

BROADCASTING

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

TUR/28/46

MOD

9 900 - 9 995
Reasons

FIXED

To meet the demand for short-wave broadcasting serv1ce.
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kHz
11 4oo - 12 330

Region 1
TUR/28/47

MOD

- r:r-ree

11 400

11 500

Region 2

t

I

Region 3

FIXED
3512/216

TUR/28/48

MOD

11 500 - 11 700

F~*EJB

BROADCASTING

TUR/28/49

NOC

11 700 - 11 975

MOD

11 975 -

l:~-336

BROADCASTING
12 025

P~*EB

BROADCASTING
TUR/28/50

MOD

12 025 - 12 330

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE

Reasons

To meet the demand for broadcasting and maritime mobile services.
kHz
13 360 - 14 000

TUR/28/51

MOD

13 360 -

l:~-666

13 800

FIXED
3513/217

TUR/28/52

MOD

13 800 - 14 000
BROADCASTING

Reasons

To meet the requirement for short-wave broadcasting
kHz
15 450 - 17 700

TUR/28/53

MOD

15 45o -

r5-r6E

15 700

Ff*EB
BROADCASTING

TUR/28/54

MOD

r5-r6e

15 700 -

:r5-r68

16 41o
FIXED

TUR/28/55

MOD

:r5-r68

16 41o - 16 46o

Pf*EB
MARITIME MOBILE

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

serv~ce.
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kHz
15 450- 17 700 (cont.)

I

Region l
TUR/28/56

MOD

17 360 -

xT-Tae

17 410

Region 2

I

Region 3

Ff*EB

MARITIME MOBILE
TUR/28/57

MOD

17 410 - 17 500

FIXED

TUR/28/58

MOD

17 500 - 17 700

F:t*EB

BROADCASTING
Reasons

To meet the requirement for broadcasting and maritime mobile services.
kHz
21 750 - 21 850

TUR/28/59

MOD

750 - 21 850
BROADCASTING
Reasons

To meet the requirement for short-wave broadcasting serv1ce.
kHz
21 870 - 22 000

TUR/28/60

MOD

21 870 -

ee-aee

21 924
AERONAUTICAL FIXED

TUR/28/61

MOD

21 924 - 22 000
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : Pursuant to Recommendation No. Aer2 - 5 of the World Administrative
Conference on the aeronautical mobile (R) service, 1978.
kHz
22 720 - 23 200

TUR/28/62

MOD

22 720 -

23-eee

22 920
MARITIME MOBILE

TUR/28/63

MOD

22 920 - 23 200

FIXED

Reasons : To allocate an exclusive band for maritime mobile serv1ce.
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MHz
27.5- 28
Region 2

Region 1
TUR/28/64

MOD

27.5 - 28

27.5 - 28 (NOC)

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

FIXED
-

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

I

Region 3

(WW)*)

35Z::ltf7:2T
Reasons : To provide for requirements in fixed and mobile serv1ces.
TUR/28/65

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.
MHz
47 - 68

TUR/28/66

MOD

47 - 68
BROADCASTING

50 - 54 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

AMATEUR
3542/244

3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

3537/239
3540/242

3543/245

3544/246

3545/247

54 - 68 (NOC)

54 - 68 (NOC)

FIXED 3525/228
3535/237

FIXED 3525/228
3528/231 3535/237

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
3544/246

Reasons : To allocate primary service for the mobile except aeronautical mobile
services, to meet the growing needs of those services.

*)

This symbol (WW) is used where proposals concerning regional allocations result in
worldwide allocations.
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MHz
100 - 108
Region 1
TUR/28/67

MOD

I

Region 2

100 - 3:68 104

100 - 108 (NOC)

M6B±bEl-exeept
aeronatttiea3:-mobi3:e-fH7

BROADCASTING

Region 3

BROADCASTING
3568f~6~

356~f~r:e

3570/271
TUR/28/68

MOD

104 - 108
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING
3568f~6~

356~f~r:e

3570/271

3554/255

3555/256

3557/258

3566/267

3571/272

Reasons : Increased demand of the broadcasting service.
TUR/28/69

SUP

3568/269
Reasons : Because of the changed allocations.

TUR/28/70

SUP

3569/270
Reasons : Because of the changed allocations.

TUR/28/71

MOD

3570/271
In Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Iceland, Italy,
Norway, the F.R. of Germany, Sweden, ~ttrkey and Yugoslavia •..
(rest without change).

MHz
216 - 225
TUR/28/72

MOD

216 - 223

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - 225 (NOC)

:A:ElH6NAB~±e.MJ

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AAB±8NA:¥±SA:~±6N

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

Radiolocation
RADIOLOCATION

RADIOLOCATION
220 - 225 (NOC)
3685f2~T

3607/299
3609/301

3606/298
3608/300

AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION

Reasons

3615/306
3617/308

To meet the demand for radiolocation service in this band.
This service should be added on primary basis.

TUR/28/73

SUP

3616/307

3605/297
Reasons : As a result of the changed allocation.
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MHz

470 - 890
Region 1

TUR/28/74

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

470 - 582 (NOC)

470 - 890 (NOC)

470 - 585 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

582 - 606

3664/335

BROADCASTING

585 - 610 (NOC)

RidH9NAVfSA'ilf9N

RADIONAVIGATION

Radionavigation
3651/325
3653/328

3652f32T
3654/329

3658/330B 3665/336

3666/337
606 - 790 (NOC)
610 - 890 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
FIXED
3654/329 3656/330
3657/330A 3659/331
3660/332 3661/332A

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

TUR/28/75

MOD

790 - 899 862
Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
3654/329
366t:f333
TUR/28/76

MOD

3659/331
3663/334

862 - 890
FIXED
BROADCASTING
3654/329
3662/333

3659/331
3663f33lt

3655/329A
3661/332A

3660/332

3658/330B 3660/332
3661/332A 3667/338
3668/339

Reasons : Because of the demand in broadcasting service, radionavigation
service in this band should be on secondary basis.
TUR/28/77

SUP

3652/327
Reasons : Result of the changed Table.

TUR/28/78

MOD

3662/333
In Region l, stations of the fixed service using
tropospheric scatter may operate in the band T~e - ~68-MH~ 862 - 960 MHz
subject to agreements between the administrations concerned and affected.
Sneh-operat±on-±n-the-band-T~8---86e-MH~-5hair-be-on-a-5eeondary-ba~is-to

tho5e-of-the-broadea5t±ng-serv±ee.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Addendum No. 1 to
Document No. 29
10 October 1979
Original : English

COMMITTEE 5

Republic of Korea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER NIII
ARTICLE N7
Sect±on IV. Table of Frequency Allocations
KOR/29/14
(Add.l)

MOD

3555/256

KOR/29/15
(Add.l)

MOD

3560/261
The band 79.75 - 80.25 MHz is also allocated in
Regions 1 and 3 (except the Republic of Korea, India and Japan) ....

KOR/29/16
(Add.l)

MOD

3582/28/AA
Spain, .....

KOR/29/17
(Add.l)

MOD

3617/308
band 216-225

KOR/29/18
(Add.l)

MOD

In the Republic of Korea, the band 68 - 72 MHz

lS

In Bulgaria, China, Cyprus, the Republic of Korea,
In China, the Republic of Korea and the Philippines, the
~lliz lS •••••

3665/336
In China, the Republic of Korea, Japan and the
Philippines, the band 585- 610 MHz is .•...
Reasons : The amendments are to make clear the name of the country whose
Administration applies the footnote provisions.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum 1 to
Document No. 29-E
27 March 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
Republic of Korea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

In Document No. 29, page 6, replace proposal No. KOR/29/14 by the following new text

KOR/29/14

RECOMMENDATION

ADD

Uniform Presentation of Figures
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,l979,
having noted that there are different ways of presenting figures 1n
accounts;
aware that the standardization work has been completed in this field
by the ISO which has found expression in the International Standard ISO 31/0;
considering that in accounts of all kinds relating to the
International Telecommunication Service figures should be presented in a
uniform. 'manner;··'· '• ; i
recommends that the Members of the Union adopt the uniform presentation
for entries in accounts as shown in the following example :
1 234 567,89 when there are centimes and 1 234 567 when there are no centimes.
Note
EXCERPT FROM THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD 31/0
First Edition - 1974-04-0l (page 11)
C.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRINTING SYMBOLS AND NUMBERS
C.3.1

Numbers

Numbers should generally be printed in roman (upright) type.
To facilitate the reading of numbers with many digits, these
may be separated into suitable groups, preferably of three, counting from the
decimal sign towards the left and the right; the groups should be separated by
a small space but never by a comma, a point, or by other means.
C.3.2

Decimal sign

The decimal sign is a comma on the line. In documents in
the English language, a comma or a dot on the line may be used. If the
magnitude of the number is less than unity, the decimal sign should be
preceded by a zero.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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PLENARY MEETING

Republic of Korea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

Summary
The following proposals including one draft Recommendation have been prepared by the
Radio RegulatiOn Office of the Republic of Korea, in consultation with domesti<; users of
radiocommunications.
Some of the proposals may not appear to be consistent with current requirements. This
1s because future demand in the Republic of Korea as well as in Region 3 has been considered.
1.

Bands 130 - 150 kHz and 150 - 160 kHz

It 1s proposed to combine 130 - 150 kHz and 150 - 160 kHz for the FIXED and MARI'~H1E
MOBILE services in -Regions 2 and 3 to ':form one band, that is, 130. - 160 kHz and to add the
.BBPADCAS~JNG service since more eff~ctive spectrum use would thus be en~ured.
2.

Bands 525 - 535 kHz- and 535 - 1 605 kHz

In order to ensure smoother operation within the band 525 - 535 kHz for MOBILE and
Broadcasting services in Region 3, it is proposed to change the band limits to 526.5 - 1 606.5 kHz to be used exclusively for the BROADCASTING service - and to delete the MOBILE serv1ce.
It is noted that the bandwidth for one channel is 9 kHz and that the band should cover
4.5 kHz on either side of the carrier frequency in order to prevent any possible interference from
adjacent stations. Hence, the lowest channel (531kHz) becomes 526·5 kHz when 4.5 kHz 1s deducted
whereas the highest channel (1 602 kHz) becomes 1 606.5 kHz when 4.5 kHz is added.

3.

Band 25 6oo - 26 100 kHz

It is proposed that the existing band, 25 600 - 26 100 kHz, which is specified for
BROADCASTING service in the whole Region, should be used exclusively for the BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
service.
This band has not been used for the HF Broadcasting serv1ce because of its quasi-VHF
characteristics.

4.

f

Bands 146 - 148 MHz and 148 - 149.9 MHz

It is proposed that these bands should be combined to form a single band, 146 - 149.9 MHz,
and the AMATEUR service in the band 146 - 148 MHz should be changed into the FIXED and MOBILE
services.
There is no demand for the AMATEUR service in the band 146 - 148 MHz whilst the demand
for the FIXED and MOBILE services 1n these bands has increased considerably.

5.

Band 420 - 450 MHz

Because of the demand for the FIXED as well as the MOBILE serv1ces 1n the band
420- 450 MHz, the Republic.of Korea wishes to be included in footnote 3647/323, that is, we
propose that "and the Republic of Korea" be inserted after "Indonesia" in footnote 3647.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copie
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6.

Bands 470 - 585 MHz and 58? - 610 MHz

It is proposed that the band 470 - 585 MHz for the BROADCASTING service in Region 3 and
the band 585 - 610 MHz for the RADIONAVIGATION service in the same Region should be combined to
form the band 470 - 610 MHz for the use of the BROADCASTING, FIXED and MOBILE services and that
RADIONAVIGATION should be deleted from the present 585 - 610 MHz. The reason given in the
foregoing proposal again applies.

J'

Proposals relating to Agenda item 2.1

kHz
130 - 160
Allocation to Services
Region 2
KOR/29/1

MOD

!

Region 3,

130 - 150
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3461/167

KOR/29/2

MOD

150 - 160
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3461/167

NOC

3461/167
Reasons : To ensure more effective spectrum use.

'

. ' ., !,..1
;
~

~

I

I
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t
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kHz
510 - 1 800
Region 3
KOR/29/3

510 - 525

MOD

526.5

MARITIME MOBILE
Aeronautical mobile
Land mobile
3482/189
KOR/29/4

525

MOD

526.5 - 535

M6Bf:OE
fBR6AB8ASC£lfN6f
BROADCASTING
KOR/29/5

535 - i-6e5

MOD

1 6o6.5

BROADCASTING
KOR/29/6

i-685 1 606.5 - 1 800

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE
3491/197
NOC

3482/189

NOC

3491/197
Reasons : This is to provide effective protection from possible interference
from adjacent stations. It is noted that the bandwidth for one channel is 9kHz
and the band has.to cover 4.5 kHz on either side of the centre of the channel
in order to prevent interference from nearby stations.
The lowest channel (531kHz), therefore, should be 526.5 kHz and the
highest 1 606.5 kHz.
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kHz
25 6oo - 26 100
Region l
KOR/29/7

MOD

Region 2

1

I

25 600 - 26 lOO
BR9AB€ASt.PfN6
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
Reasons

To make optimum use of the frequency spectrum.
MHz
146 - 149.9

KOR/29/8

146 - 148

MOD

AMA~EBR

FIXED
MOBILE

148 - 149.9 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE
359l/285A
KOR/29/9

SUP

3597/289

NOC

359l/285A

NOC

3598/290

3598/290

Reasons : The increased demand for the FIXED and MOBILE serv1ces.

Region 3
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MHz
420 - 450

Region 2

I

Region 3

420 - 450 (NOC)
MOD 3647/323
KOR/29/10

MOD

3647/323
In Indonesia and the Republic of Korea, the band
420 - 450 MHz is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed service
and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
Reasons
The increased demand for the FIXED as well as the MOBILE services 1n
the band.
MHz
470 - 610

KOR/29/11

470 - 585

MOD

BROADCASTING
FIXED
MOBILE
3664/335
KOR/29/12

3666/337

585 - 610

MOD

I RAB±9NAV±6A'Pf9N
BROADCASTING
FIXED
MOBILE
3658/330B

3oo5f336

KOR/29/13

NOC

3664/335

NOC

3658/330B

NOC

3666/337

SUP

3665/336

3666/337

Reasons : The increased demands for the FIXED and MOBILE services.
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Agenda item 2.9
Summary of the Qraft Recommendation
(Uniform presentation of figures)

We have observed that figures are presented in various ways in accounts relating to
international radiocommunication as well as overall telecommunication serv1ces. For example :

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,234,567.89
1.234.567,89
l 234 567.89
l 234 567,89
1234567.89
1234567,89

When the accounting work is voluminous and accountants have to process accounts
mechanically 1n a limited time, this variety is liable to give rise to errors.
In view of the need for
Union adopted a Recommendation (C
Member Administrations not to use
each three figures and to place a

uniform presentation of figures in accounts, the Universal Postal
65) at its Tokyo Congress on 14 November 1969 recommending its
commas for integers but to leave one digital place blank after
comma between integers and fractions. For example :

$ l 234 467,89
The following proposed recommendation is based on UPU Recommendation (C 65)
KOR/29/14

RECOMMENDATION

ADD

Uniform Presentation of Figures

The World Administrative Radio Conference,
having noted that there are different ways of presenting figures 1n
accounts;
considering that in accounts of all kinds relating t::> the
International Telecommunication Service figures should be presented 1n a
uniform manner;
recommends that the Members of the Union adopt the uniform
presentation for entries in accounts as shown in the following example
l 234 567,89 when there are centimes and l 234 567 when there are no centimes.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE

Document No. 30-E

RADIO CONFERENCE

29 January 1979

Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY

MF.~ING

Malawi
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Agenda Item 2.1
The proposals submitted in respect of this Agenda item pertain to the Table of Frequency
Allocations. Proposals in respect of other sections of the Radio Regulations covered by this it~m
and the remaining Agenda items will be submitted at a later date.
Amendments to the Table of Frequency Allocations

kHz
160 - 285
Allocation to Services
Region 1
160 - 255 (NOC)
MOD 3469/176
255 - 285 (NOC)
MOD 3469/176
MWI/30/1

MOD

3469/176
In the-Beigian-eonge-and-Rttanda-ijrttndi;-Bth~epia;
the-Portuguese-9Terseas-Prov~nees-in-Region-~-Sottth-of-the-e~ua~or;-Rhodesia
and-Hyasaiand,-and-the-Hn~on-of-South-Afr~ea;-tne-band-i6e---~ee-kH~-is
aiieea~ed-to-the-fixed-serviee; Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,
Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Burundi and Rvanda
the band 200 - 285 kHz is allocated to aeronatttieai4Mobiie-and aeronautical
radionavigation services.

Reasons : Used for the aeronautical radionavigation services in the countries
specified.

For reasons of economy, th1s document IS punted'" a hn11ted numhm P.uttctpants are therefore klll<lly iiSk~d to hnnq tlwu t:opll•s
to the conference S1nce only a few add111onctl cop1es can be made av<ul.thlt!
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kHz
510 - 535
Region 1
MWI/30/2

MOD

510 - 525 526.5
M..ARITIME MOBILE 3479/186
Aeronautical
radionavigation
3478/185

MWI/30/3

MOD

525 526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING
3483/190

MWI/30/4

MOD

3483/190

In

Rhede~±a-and-Nyaoafand-and-~he-Bn±en-ef-Sett~h-Afr±ea

and-the-Perr±~ory-ef-Setteh-Weot-~r±ea,

Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland 2 Zimbabwe and Zambia the band
525 526.5 - 535 kHz is allocated to the mobile service.
Reasons : Consequence of band change in the LF/MF broadcasting plan.
kHz
535 - 2 000
MWI/30/5

MOD

535 - f-685 1 606.5
BROADCASTING

MWI/30/6

MOD

i-685 1 606.5 - 2 000
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420

MWI/30/7

MOD

3485/192
In the Tropical Zone of Region 1, with the exception
of that part of Libya north of the parallel 300 N, the band i-685
1 606.5 - 1 800kHz is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the
aeronautical radionavigation service (radio beacons only).
Reasons : Consequence of band change in the LF/MF broadcastiQg plan .

. i .~ -
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kHz
2 000 - 2 045
Region 1
MWI/30/8

NOC

2 000 - 2 045
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
kHz
2 045 - 2 065
MWI/30/9

NOC

2 045 - 2 065

i

I

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
kHz
2 065 - 2 170
MWI/30/10

NOC

2 065 - 2 170
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile serv1ces.
kHz
2 194 - 2 300
MWI/30/11

NOC

2 194 - 2 300
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
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kHz
2 300 - 2 498
MWI/30/12

NOC

2 3JO - 2 498
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING 3496/202
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile serv1ces.
kHz
2 502 - 2 625
MWI/30/13

NOC

2 502 - 2 625
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3487/193

3490/195A

Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
kHz

2 650 - 2 850
MWI/30/14

NOC

2 650 - 2 850

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3490/195A 3499/205
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
kHz

3 155 - 3 200
MWI/30/15

NOC

3 155 - 3 200

Pro mem. : WW

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
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kHz
3 500 - 3 Boo
Region 1
MWI/30/16

NOC

3 500 - 3 Boo
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed serv1ces.
kHz
3 900 - 3 950

MWI/30/17

MOD

3 900 - 3 950

BROADCASTING
Reason : To meet additional broadcasting requirements.
kHz
3 950 - 4 000
MWI/30/lB

MOD

3 950 - 4 000
FBEEB

BROADCASTING
Reasons : To meet additional broadcasting requirements.
kHz
4 000 - 4 43B
MWI/30/19

NOC

4 000 - 4 063

Pro mem. : WW

·FIXED
4 063 - 4 43B (NOC)

Pro mem.

ww

MOD 3504/~09
Reasons : NOC 4 000 - 4 063 - Extensively used for fixed and mobile services.
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MWI/30/20

MOD

3504/209
On condition that harmful interference is not cw1sed to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 4 063 and 4 438 kHz may be
used exceptionally by fixed stations communicating only within the boundary of
the country in which they are located, w±th-a-mea.n-power-not-exeeed±ng-58-wa"t-"t-~;
however,-±n-Region-2-and-3,-be"t-ween-~-238-and-~-368-kH~-a-mean-pewer-ne"t
exeeed±ng-588-wa.tt~-may-be-tt~ed-by-~tteh-fixed-gtatien~.

Reasons : Power limitation in the footnote not considered necessary.
kHz

4 438 - 4 650
Region l
MWI/30/21

NOC

4 438

4 650

Pro mem.

Regions l and 2

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile servlces.

kHz
4 850 - 4 995
MWI/30/22

NOC

4 850 - 4 995

Pro mem.

ww

FIXED
LAND MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed services.

kHz
5 005 - 5 060
MWI/30/23

NOC

5 005 - 5 060

Pro mem.

ww

FIXED
BROADCASTING 3496/202
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed servlces.
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kHz
5 250 - 5 430
Region 1
MVTI/30/24

NOC

5 250 - 5 430
FIXED
LAND MOBILE
Reasons : Extensively used for fixed and mobile servlces.
kHz

6 200 - 6 525
Region 1
NOC

I

Region 2

1

Region 3

6 200 - 6 525
MOD 3507/211

MHI/30/25

MOD

3507/211
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 6 200 and 6 525 kHz may
be used exceptionally by fixed stations, communicating only within the
boundary of the country in which they are located, with-a-mean-power-ne~
exeeed±ng-58-watts. At the time of notification of these frequencies, the
attention of the International Frequency Registration Board will be drawn to
the above conditions.
Reasons : Power limitation not considered necessary.
kHz
7 100 - 8 195

MWI/30/26

MOD

7 100 - T-388 7 4oo
BROADCASTING
3509/212

MWI/30/27

MOD

T-3ee 7 4oo - 8 195

Pro mem.

HW

FIXED
Reasons : To expand the broadcasting band.
MWI/30/28

MOD

3509/212
In the-Bn±en-e~-Senth-~r±ea-and-the-~err±tery-of
Sonth-West-A£r±ea, South Africa, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Namibia, the
band 7 100 - 7 150 kHz is allocated to the amateur services.
Reasons : To identify the countries to which the footnote applies.
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~z

41 - 68
Region 1
41 - 47 (NOC)
MOD 3536/238
MOD 3539/241

MOD 3537/239

47 - 68 (NOC)
MOD 3536/238
MOD 3539/241
MWI/30/29

MOD

3536/238
In Rhede~±~-~nd-Nya~~i~nd; Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe
the band 41 - 44 ~z is allocated to the fixed, mobile and aeronautical
radionavigation services; the bands 44 - 50 MHz and 54 - 68 ~z are allocated
to the fixed and mobile services; the band 50 - 54 ~z is allocated to the
amateur service.
Reasons

MWI/30/30

MOD

MOD 3537/239

To identify the countries to which the footnote applies.

3537/239

In

the-Beig±an-€en~e-and-Rn~nda-Brnnd±,-and-the-Bni~n

of-Sonth-~rie~-~nd-the-~err±tery-o£-S~n~h-We~~-Afrie~;

Botswana, Burundi,
Lesotho, Malawi, Namibia, Rwanda, Zaire, South Africa, and Swaziland, the band
41 - 50 ~z is also allocated to the fixed, mobile and aeronautical
radionavigation services; the band 50 - 54 ~ffiz is allocated to the amateur
service; and the band 54 - 68 ~z is allocated to the fixed, and mobile
and-breadea~ting services.
The band 53 - 54 ~z may be used for model control.
Reasons : To delete broadcasting services for which the band is not suitable
and to identify the countries to which the footnote applies.
t~~I/30/31

MOD

3539/241
In the-Pertngnese-ever~ea~-Prev±nee~-in-Regien-l-S~nth
e£-the-eqnater, Angola and Mozambique the band 41 - 68 MHz is also allocated
on a permitted basis to the fixed and mobile servlces.
Reasons : To identify the countries to which the footnote applies.
MHz
.100 - 108
100 - 108 (NOC)
MOD 3568/269

MWI/30/32

MOD

3568/269

In

the-Pertngnese-ever~eas-Previnee~-in-Regien-±-S~nth

of-the-eqnater,-Rhede~±a-and-Nya~aland,-and-the-Bnien-~f-Senth-We~t-A£riea;

Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland,
Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the band 100 - 108 ~z is allocated to the
broadcasting servlce.
Reasons : To identify the countries to which the footnote applies.
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MHz
132 - 136
Region 1
MWI/30/33

MOD

I

132 - 136

MOD

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3573/273A 3574/274

MWI/30/34

1

Region 2

3575/274A 3576/274B 35~~f2~5

3577/275
In Angola, Botswana 2 Burundi, Ethiopia, Gambia, Malawi,
Nigeria, the-Por~ttgttese-ever~e~~-Prov±nee~-±n-Region-±-Sottth-o£-the-eqtta~er,
Namibia, Rhodesia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, ftnd-±n-the-Repttb±±e-o£-Settth-A£rieft,
South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe the band 138 - 144 MHz is
allocated to the fixed and mobile services. ±n-the~e-eettn~r±e~,-e~±~t±ng
~tat±on~-in-the-£i~ed-~nd-meb±±e-~erv±ee3-may-eont±nne-te-operate-in-the-bftnd

±32---±36-MH~-ttn~±±-i-Jantt~y-±9~6.

Reasons : To delete the obsolete section and to identify countries to which
the footnote applies.
MHz
137 - 138
NOC

137 - 138
MOD 3578/275A

MWI/30/35

MOD

3578/275A
Mozambique, Nigeria,

In Angola, Botswana, Burundi 2 Gambia, Malawi, Lesotho,
Phe-Portttgtte~e-Bvergea3-Provinees-in-Reg±on-i-Sottth-ef

the-eqttater,-Rhodes±a,-Nyasaiand-and-Rw~nda

Swaziland 2 Zambia, South Africa and
Zimbabwe, the band 137 - 138 MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile services.

Reasons : To identify the countries to which the footnote applies.
MHz
138 - 144
138 - 143.6 (NOC)
MOD 3577/275
143.6 - 143.65 (NOC)
MOD 3577/275
143.65 - 144 (NOC)
HOD 3577/275
MHz
(146 - 223)
a)

In the boxes (Region 1)

MWI/30/36

MOD

146 - 149.9

Delete Footnote 285.

MHI/30/37

MOD

150.05 - 174

(Five times) Delete Footnote 285.

MWI/30/38

SUP

3590/285

(No longer necessary.)
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M.Hz
(146 - 223) (Cont.)
b)

In the box (Region 1)

MWI/30/39

MOD

174 - 216

Delete Footnote 291.

MWI/30/40

SUP

3599/291

(No longer necessary.)

c)

In the box (Region 1)

MWI/30/41

MOD

216 - 223

Delete Footnotes 297 and 301.

MWI/30/42

SUP

3605/297

(No longer necessary. )

MWI/30/43

SUP

3609/301

(No longer necessary. )

(Not used)

MWI/30/44

MHz
223 - 267
Region 1
MWI/30/45

MOD

223 - 235
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Fixed
Mobile
3607/299
3699f39:!:
3611/303
3613/305

MWI/30/46

MOD

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

235 - 267
FIXED
MOBILE
3495/201A 3612/304
3613/305 3614/305A
3618/308A 3619/309

MWI/30/47

MOD

3612/304

In

the-Bfl±en-of-Sottth-Afr±ea-and-the-~err±tery-of

Sonth-West-Afr±ea; South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland

the band

223---235-MH~-±~-al~o-all~eated-to-the-broadea~t±ng-~erv±ee-and

the-prov±~±on-of-No~-29T-eoneern±ng-the-±ntrodttet±on-of-that-gerv±ee-w~ll

apply-to-th±~-bafld~
223 - 238 MHz and the band 246 - 254 MHz are allocated
to the broadcasting service.

Reasons : Requirement for additional broadcasting spectrum and to identify
the countries to which the footnote applies.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADM~N~STRAT~VIE
RADIO CONfERENCE

Document No. 31-E
29 January 1979
Original : Spanish

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY :MEETING

PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
CHAPTER Nl
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions

E/31/1

ADD

E/31/2

ADD

Section VA.

Frequency terminology.

3133A
Allocated frequency band : A frequency band, delimited
in the Table of Frequency Allocations, which can be used for one or more
radiocommunication services in conformity with the present Regulations.
Reasons : To amplify by means of a definition the concepts appearing in
Resolution No. 6 of the World Administrative Radio Conference of 1959.

E/31/3

ADD

3133B
Allotted frequency : A frequency which may be used by one
or more Administrations in one or more countries or specific geographical
areas, in accordance with a Plan drawn up by a competent Conference.
Reasons

E/31/4

ADD

As for ADD 3133A.

3133C
Assigned frequency : The centre of a frequency band which
can be used by a radio station by virtue of a decision of the Administration
responsible for that station.
Reasons : As for ADD 3133A.
Section VI.

E/31/5

SUP

Technical characteristics

3134/85
Reasons

Defined 1n Section VA.

E/31/6

NOC

3138/89

E/31/7

MOD

3144/95
Peak envelope power of a radio transmitter (amendment
of term affects Spanish text only) : The average power supplied to the antenna
~ransm±ss±on feeder line by a transmitter during one radio-frequency cycle
at the highest crest of the modulation on the lobe, taken under conditions
of normal operation.
Reasons : To avoid any possible confusion between this concept and the concept
of instantaneous maximum power.

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited num_ber. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
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E/31/8

MOD

3145/96
Mean power of a radio transmitter : The power supplied
to the antenna ~ran~m±~~±on feeder line during normal operation, averaged over
an interval of time sufficiently long compared with the period of the lowest
frequency encountered in the modulation. A-~:i::m.e-of-one-~e.n~h-of-a-~eeond-dttr±ng
wh±eh-~he-mean-power-±~-grea~e~~-w±zi-ee-~ezee~ed-nor:m.a~~y.

Reasons : For the sake of greater precision in the Spanish text.
sentence is considered no longer useful.
E/31/9

MOD

The last

3146/97
Mean power of a radio transmitter : The average power
supplied to the antenna transmission line by a transmitter during one frequency
cycle under conditions of no modulation.
The no modulation conditions for
various classes of emission are specified in the pertinent Recommendations of
the CCIR.
~h±~-def±n±~±on-aoeB-no~-appiy-~e-ptti~e-modttia~ed-em±~~±en~.
Reasons

To gear this definition to the Recommendations of the CCIR.

E/31/10

NOC

3147/98

E/31/11

MQD

3148/98A
Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (e.i.r.p.) :
The product of the power ef-an-e:m.±~~±on as supplied to a~ the antenna and
the isotropic or-absolute gafn of the antenna in a given direction re±a~±ve-~e
an-±~e~rep:i:e-e:n~enna.

Reasons : To keep text in line with 3147/98.
E/31/12

MOD

3149/99
Gain of an antenna : The ratio which should exist
of between the power required at the input of a reference antenna ~e and the
power supplied to the input of the given antenna to produce, in a given
direction and sense, the same field strength at the same distance. ~~en not
specified otherwise, the figure expressing the gain of an antenna refers to the
gain in the direction and sense .of maximum radiation of-~he-rad±a~±on-ma±n-±oee.
~n-~erv±ee~-tt~±ng-~ee:~~er±ng-mede~-ef-prepaga~±on-~he-ftt±~-ga±n-ef-an-an~enna
may-ne~-ee-reai±~aeie-±n-prae~±ee-and-~he-apparen~-ga±n-may-vary-w±~h-~±me.

Reasons : Grammatical precision. Occasionally difficult to know which is the
main lobe and to eliminate the effects of propagation from the definition of
an intrinsic antenna characteristic such as its gain.
CHAPTER Nl
ARTICLE N2
Nomenclature of the Frequency and Wavelength
Bands used in Radiocommunication
E/31/13

ADD

3184
In documents addressed to the ITU no symbols or
abbreviations for the frequency bands may be used other than those specified
in 3183/112.
Reasons : To avoid difficulties and confusion in identifying frequency bands .
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PLENARY MEETING

Malaysia
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Introduction

l.

Malaysia's proposals relate only to Agenda item 2.1. Changes to Article N7 on the
allocation of frequency bands are proposed. Minor changes to Section I of Article N28 and
Appendix C have also been submitted.
Malaysia does not have any proposals for Agenda items 2.2 to 2.11.
CHAPTER N.III
Frequencies
ARTICLE N7/5
Frequency Allocations 10 kHz to 275 GHz

kHz
415 - 505
Allocation to Services
Region 1
MLA/32/1

MOD

415 - 499 495

Region 2

I

MARITIME MOBILE
3478/185

MLA/32/2

MOD

499 - 5i9 495 - 505

Region 3

J

3479/186

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

Reasons : Guard band for 500 kHz can be reduced because of improved technical
performance of equipment.
kHz
505 - 525
MLA/32/3

MOD

53.:9 505 - 525

5i9 505 - 525

5i9 505 - 525

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Aeronautical mobile

Aeronautical
radionavigation
3478/185

Land mopile
3482/189

Reasons : Guard band for 500 kHz can be reduced because of improved
technical performance of equipment.
For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
1 605 - 2 000
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

1 605 - 2 000 (NOC)

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)
MOD 3491/197

1 800 - 2 000 (NOC)

MLA/32/4

MOD

3491/197
In Australia, Ner~h-BorHeo, Brunei, Sarawak, Singapore,
China, Indonesia, Ma~aya Malaysia, New Zealand and the Philippines, the band
1 605 - 1 800 kHz is allocated on a permitted basis to the aeronautical
radionavigation service, the stations of which shall use a mean power not
exceeding 2 kWl.
Reasons : Change of country

nam~.

kHz
2 170 - 2 194
MLA/32/5

MOD

2 170-

2-~~~

2 173.5

M8BfnE-fdi~tre~~-and-ea~~±ngt

MA..BITIME MOBILE
3495A
tt!LA/32/6

MOD

- 2-~~~
2 173.5 - 2 190.5

2-~Te

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

MLA/32/7

MOD

2 190.5- 2 194

3495/201A

M8B~n~-fd±~tre~~-and-eaii±ftgt

MARITIME MOBILE
3495A
MLA/32/8

ADD

The conditions for use of this band are prescribed 1n
3495A
Articles N57 and N59.
Reasons : To reflect allocation changes of 1967 and 1974 WARCs on
maritime mobile.

.
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kHz
2 502 - 2 850
Region 1
MLA/32/9

111LA/32/10

MOD

MOD

Region 2

2 502 - 2 625 (NOC)

2 505 - 2-625 2 575

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3487/193

2 575 - 2 650

3490/195A

2 625 - 2 650 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

Pf*EB

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION

M6B:tnE

I

Region 3

Fixed
Land mobile
3468/175
MLA/32/11

MOD

3490/195A

Aeronautical mobile

2 650 - 2 850 (NOC)

2-625 2 650 - 2 850

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3490/195A 3499/205
Reasons : The band 2 575 - 2 650 kHz is needed worldwide to provide common
ship/shore and inter-ship channels in accordance with Recommendation Mar2 - 3.
kHz

4 063 - 4 650
MLA/32/12

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208

MLA/32/13

MLA/32/14

MOD

MOD

~-438

3504/209

3505/209A

4 500 - 4 650

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

3504/209
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 4 063 and ~-~38-kH~
4500kHz may be used exceptionally by fixed stations ... (rest without change).
Reasons : To provide additional exclusive allocation for the maritime
mobile service.
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kHz
11 400 - 11 975

l

Region 1

MLA/32/15

11 4oo -

MOD

~~-Tee

11 6oo

.Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED

.3512/216
MLA/32/16

11 600 - 11 700

MOD

FIXED.
BROADCASTING
35tf?f2~6

NOC

1

.. BROADCASTING

11 100 - 11 975
Reasons

To provide additional spectrum for the broadcasting service.
kHz
13 360 - 14 000

MLA/32/17

MOD

13 36o -

i~-eee

13 6oo

FIXED

3513/217
MLA/32/18

MOD

13 600 - 14 000

FIXED
BROADCASTING

Reasons

To provide additional spectrum for the broadcasting service.
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kHz
15 lOO - 17 900

l

Region 1
MLA/32/19

MOD

MLA/32/20

MOD

15 lOO ]:5-~58

3:5-~58

15 6oo

Region 2

i

r

Region 3

BROADCASTING

- t5-T62

15 600 - 15 700

FIXED
BROADCASTING

MLA/32/21

MOD

15 700 - 15 762

FIXED

NOC

15 762 - 15 768

FIXED

NOC

15 768 - 16 460

FIXED

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

MLA/32/22

MOD

17 36o - tT-Tee 17 500

FIXED

MLA/32/23

MOD

17 500 - 17 700

FIXED
BROADCASTING

NOC

17 700 - 17 900
Reasons

BROADCASTING

To provide additional spectrum for the broadcasting service.
kHz
21 750 - 21 850

MLA/32/24

MOD

21 750 - 21 850
BROADCASTING
Reasons

To provide additional spectrum for the broadcasting service.

I·
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kHz
25 010 - 27 500
Region 1
MLA/32/25

MOD

25 010 - 25 070

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

Ff:KEB
M8BffE-exeept-aeron~tttie~i-mobiie

MARITIME MOBILE
NOC

25 070 - 25 110

MARITIME MOBILE
3521/224

NOC

25 110 - 25 600

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

MLA/32/26

NOC

25 600 - 26 100

BROADCASTING

MOD

26 100 - 21-598 26 175

Ff:KEB
~--

:·-ex-e-ept- -&ei"E>Hau.ti--ea:L- mebil.e

MARI1'IME MOBILE

3522f225 3523f226
MLA/32/27

MOD

26-iee 26 175 - 27 5oo

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3522/225

3523/226

Reasons : To provide for maritime mobile requirement according to
Recommendation No. Mar2 - 8.
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MHz
41 .,. · 50
Region 1

Region 3

41 - 47 (NOC)

41 - 50 (NOC)

41 - 44 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

FIXED 3525/228
3528/231 3535/237

FIXED 3525/228
3535/237

MOBILE

MOBILE

Fixed 3525/228
3535/237
Mobile
MLA/32/28

3534/236A

MOD

44 - 50

3534/236A 3536/238

FIXED 3525/228
3528/231 3535/237

3537/239
3539/241

MOBILE

3538/240
3530/233A 3534/236A

Reasons

To provide exclusive spectrum for fixed,and mobile services.
MHz
47 - 68

47 - 68 (NOC)
MLA/32/29

MOD

BROADCASTING

50 - 54

50 - 54

AMATEUR

AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE

35J.t2feJ.tlt
3544/246
MLA/32/3Q

MOD

3543/245
3545/247

MLA/32/31

SUP

3537/239
3540/242

3543/245
3545/247

54 - 68 (NOC)

54 - 68

FIXED

FIXED 3525/228
3528/231 3535/237

3525/228 3535/237

3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

35J.t2f2ltlt
3544/246

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BR9-AB€A6'PfNG

3544/246

3542/244
Reasons : To provide additional and exclusive spectrum for fixed and
mobile services.
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MHz
68 - 74.8
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

68- 74.8 (NOC)

68 - 73 (NOC)

68 - 70 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3553/254
3555/256

MLA/32/32

MOD

70 - 74.6

3546/248
3548/250
3550/252
MLA/32/33

SUP

3554/255

3547/249
3549/251

73 - 7 4 . 6 ( NOC ).

FIXED

RADIO ASTRONOMY

MOBILE

3551/253A 3552/253B

355Tf258

3555/256

3556/257

3557/258
Reasons : (1) The band 72.8 - 74.6 MHz is no longer used for aeronautical
radionavigation.
(2) To provide exclusive spectrum to the broadcasting serv1ce in
the 100 - 108 MHz band.
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MHz
75.2- 100
Region 1 ··.

Region 2

I

Region 3

.

75.2- 87.5 (NOC)

;

i

75.4 - 78 (NOC) .

FIXED

75.4 - 88 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED

l FIXED

MOBILE

I MOBILE
I

BROADCASTING

''
'

i
!

3555/256

3554/255

!3556/257 3565/266
I 78 - 80 (NOC)
i

I FIXED
I

I MOBILE
! AERONAUTICAL

I

RADIONAVIGATION
3555/256
3560/261

13554/255
3556/257
3565/266

l
MLA/32/34

MOD

i
j

3546/248
3550/252
3560/261
3562/263

II

3548/250
3559/260
3561/262

MOD

j 3553/254

BROADCASTING

I 3560/261
3555/256
88 - 100 (NOC)
BROADCASTING

l 8T 88
I Ffl!Ell
I

I

3563/264

FIXED

l MOBILE

87.5 - 100 (NOC)
MLA/32/35

80 - 8T 88

3564/265

3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

- 100

'
i
i

1

MeB:rn:E

I

BROADCASTING

! 3553f25~

3566/267

! . 3567/268

Reasons : To provide exclusive spectrum for the broadcasting service in
line with Region 2 allocation.

I
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MHz
100 - 108
Region 1
MLA/32/36

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

100 - 108 (NOC)

100 - 108

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

BROADCASTING

3568/269
3570/271

3569/270

Reasons

To provide exclusive spectrum for the broadcasting service.

3554/255

3555/256

35~f25g

3566/267

3571/272

MHz
174 - 235
NOC

174 - 216

174 - 216

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3599/291
3601/293
MLA/32/37

MOD

3600/292
3602/294

. 3602/294

3603/295 .3604/296

216 - 223 (NOC)

216 - 220 (NOC)

216 - 225

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

FIXED

AERON AIJTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
RADIOWCATION

3605/297
3607/299
3609/301

3606/298
3608/300

Radiolocation
220 - 225 (NOC)
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION

3f;l5/30ti
3617/308

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

225 - 235 (NOC)

225 - 235

Fixed

FIXED

FIXED

Mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

223 - 235 (NOC)
MLA/32/38

MOD

3616/3n7
I

I

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

Reasons

To provide additional spectrum for the broadcasting service.

BROADCASTING

..
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MHz
420 - 470
Region 1
MLA/32/39

MOD

I

Region 2

420 - 430 (NOC)

420 - 450

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

Region 3

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
AMATEUR
Radiolocation
3636/318

3640/319
MOBILE

430 - 440 (NOC)
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
3636/318 3640/319
3642/319B 3643/320
3644/320A 3645/321
3646/322
440 - 450 (NOC)
FIXED

I
I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

NOC

3636/318 3640/319
3641/319A

3636/318
3647/323

450 - 460

FIXED
MOBILE

3641/319A 3642/319B 3644/320A
3648/324

3638/318B

3636/318
NOC

460 - 470

3639/318C

3641/319A

FIXED
MOBILE

3638/318B

3639/318C

Meteorological-Satellite (Space-to-Earth)
3637/318A
3650/324B
Reasons : To provide for additional spectrum for amateur, fixed and mobile
use on a shared basis with radiolocation service.
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MHz
470 - 890

Region 1
MLA/32/40

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

470 - 582 (NOC)

470 - 890 (NOC)

470 - 585 500

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

MLA/32/41

MOD

500 - 585
582 - 606 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

585 - 610 (NOC)

RADIONAVIGATION
3651/325
3653/328

RADIONAVIGATION

3652/327
3654/329

3658/330B 3665/336
3666/337

606 - 790 (NOC)

610 - 890 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

FIXED

3654/329 3656/330
3657/330A 3659/331
3660/332 3661/332A

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

790 - 890 (NOC)
FIXED
BROADCASTING
3654/329
3662/333
MLA/32/42

SUP

3659/331
3663/334

3655/329A 3660/332
366l/332A

3658/330B 3660/332
366l/332A 3667/338
3668/339

3664/335
Reasons : To provide additional spectrum for the fixed and mobile services.
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GHz
11.7- 12.5
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

11.7- 12.5 (NOC)

11.7- 12.2 (NOC)

11.7 - 12.2 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

MLA/32/43

MOD

37S6/405BB 3787/405BC

3785/405BA

12.2 - 12.5 (NOC)

12.2 - 12.5

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3785/405BA

MLA/32/44

MOD

3785/405BA
In the band ~~7T - ~272-SH~-~n-Re~~en-3-and-~n-~he-band
11.7- 12.5 GHz in Re~~on Regions 1 and 3, existing and future fixed, mobile
and broadcasting services shall not cause harmful interference to broadcastingsatellite stations operating in accordance with the decisions of ~he-a~~~e~~~a~e
b~eadea~~~n~-freqtteney-a~~~~nmen~-p~ann~n~-eenferenee

f~ee-Re~e~tt~~en-Ne7-Spa2---2+-and-~he-~eqtt±remen~-~ha~~-be-~aken-±n~e-aeeettn~

~n-~he-dee~~±en~-ef-~ha~-eenferenee

WARC-BS (Geneva, 1977) and any other
subsequent broadcasting frequency assignment planning conference (see
Resolution No. Spa2 - 2.
Reasons : Expansion of the broadcasting satellite band required 1n Region 3
and updating of the text .

•
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CHAPTER N.VIII
Provisions Relating to Groups of Services

"

and to Specific Services and Stations
ARTICLE N28/7
Broadcasting Service and
Broadcasting-Satellite Service

MLA/32/45

MOD

6215/423
(2) In principle, except in the frequency band
3 900 - 4 000 kHz and in addition in the frequency band 1 427 - 1 605 kHz
after the expiry date of the existing Regional Agreement on LF/MF Broadcasting
(Geneva, 1975), broadcasting stations using frequencies below 5060kHz
or above 41 MHz shall not employ power exceeding that necessary to maintain
economically an effective.national service of good quality within the frontiers
of the country concerned.
Reasons : The legalization of this segment of the MF broadcasting band for
international broadcasting is necessary in view_ of the already widespread
violation of this regulation by Administrations. This modification will enable
more stringent enforcement of the above regulation to the relevant portion of
the frequency spectrum without ultimately destroying the existing agreement
on LF/MF broadcasting frequency assignments.
NEW APPENDIX C
Table of Allocation of International
Call Sign Series

MLA/32/46

MOD

APC/3 747
Table of Allocation of International Call Sign Series

Call Sign Series
9MA-9HZ

Allocated to
M~i~y~-fFede~~tioft

(1)

of)

I

Malaysia
(2)

l9
Reasons

WA - 9 WZ

Mala;y:sia

(1)

Change of country name.

(2)

Transfer of provisional allocation to table.

•
•
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PLENARY MEETING

Poland (People's Republic of).
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Agenda item 2.1
The Polish Administration proposes to withdraw the name of Poland from the t.,exts,,of the
following footnotes .to the Table of Frequency Allocations :
Freguency boxes (NOC) in which these footnotes appear
.. POL/33/l

MOD

3457/163

72-84kHz, 84- 86.kHz, 86-90kHz, 90 -110kHz, 110- 112kHz,
112 ~ 115 kHz, 115 - 126kHz, 126 ~ 129kHz, 129 -130kHz,
130.- 150kHz

.POL/33/2

MOD

3477/184

405

POL/33/3

MOD

3524/227

27.5 - 28 MHz

POL/33/4.

MOD

3550/252

68 - 74.8 MHz, 75.2 - 87.5 Milz

POL/33/5

MOD

3633/316

401·- 402 MHz, 402 - 403 MHz, 403 - 406 MHz

POL/33/6

MOD

3672/342

1 215 - 1 300 MHz

POL/33/7

MOD

3678/348

1 300 - 1 350 MHz

POL/33/8

MOD

3709/357

2 300 - 2 450 MHz

POL/33/9

MOD

3745/382

4 200 - 4 4oo MHz

POL/33/10

MOD

. 3759/390

5 725 - 5 850 MHz

l

..

'/

.

••

415 kHz

.

Reasons : The footnotes no longer reflect the use in Poland of the bands and/or
frequencies concerned.

Allocation to serv1ces

kHz
130 - 150

Region 1
130 - 150 (NOC)
MOD 3466/163
POL/33/11

MOD

3466/173
In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania,
Czechoslovakia and the USSR, the band 130 - 150 kHz is also allocated on a
secondary basis to the radionavigation service while within and between these
countries this service shall have equal right to operate.
Reasons : The radionavigation service in this band should be considered as an
additional service and not as alternate one.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kinc!ly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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'The Polish Administration proposes to add the name of Poland to the text of the
following footnote
POL/33/12

MOD

3488/194

(frequency box 1 605 -2000kHz)

Reasons : Self-explanatory.
MHz
100 - 108
Region 1
100 - 108 (NOC)
MOD 3569/270
POL/33/13

MOD

3569/270
In Austria, Belgium, Spain, Israel, Italy, Poland,
Yugoslavia, Switzerland, and, if necessary, in Denmark, the Netherlands and the
KR.of Germany the band 100 - 104 MHz is allocated on a permitted basis to the
broadcasting service. The broadcasting service in these countries shall be
established only in accordance with agreement, and associated plans, to be
concluded at the next European VHF Broadcasting Conference. ·~he-±ntrodttet±on
ef-~he-~roadea~~±ng-~erv±ee-±n-~he~e-eottntr±e~-±~-~ttb~ee~-of-~pee±ar-agreemen~~
~e~ween-±ntere~ted-and-affeeted-aam±n±~trat±on~-~o-en~ttre-~ha~-harmfttX
±nterferenee-±~-not-eattsed-~o-the-~erv±ee~-of-o~her-eottn~r±e~-opera~±ng-±n

aeeordanee-w±th-the-Rad±o-RegttXations.

Reasons : The development of broadcasting service in this band in Europe should
be based on a regional agreement and plans established by a special competent
conference that should take into account the interests of all countries in this
area.
MHz
223 - 235
POL/33/14

MOD

. 223 -

E3~

230

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
/BROADCASTING/
Fixed
Mobile
3607/299
3609/301

36l:l:f393

3608/300·
3610/302
3612/304

~~3,L39~

POL/33/15

MOD

230 - 235
~

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Fixed
Mobile

36e:rfE99 3698f399
9699f39l: 3610/302
96l:3::f393 363::Ef39lt
3613/305

I
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POL/33/16

SUP

3611/303
· Reasons : Broadcasting service in Europe in this band is operating in
accordance with the already established agreement and plans. Proposals
self-explanatory.
MHz
430 - 440
Region 1

POL/33/17

MOD

430 - 440
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
3636/318
3642/319B
3644/320A
3646/322

POL/33/18

ADD

3640/319
3643/320
3645/321
3646A

3646A ··•
fixed service.

In Poland the band 430 - 440 MHz is also allocated to the

Reasons : Proposed use of the band in Poland.
MHz
5 670 - 5 725
Region 1
POL/33/19

MOD

5 670 - 5 725

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Space research (Deep space)
3756/388

POL/33/20

ADD

3758A
the fixed servlce.

3757/389

MHz
5 725 - 5 850
MOD

I 5 725

- 5 850

FIXED SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3697/354
3758A
3760/391

3757/388
3759/390
3[61/391A

3758A

In Poland the band 5 670 - 5 850 MHz is also allocated to

Reasons : Proposed use of the band in Poland.

POL/33/21

3758/389A
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Agenda item 2.9
The long history of development of radio services and of their international
coordination shows that from the earliest stages the adoption of the allotment or assignment plans
of frequencies was the condition of the proper development of these services.
As a particular example of such coordination may serve the dispositions of the European
Broadcasting Conference of Stockholm in 1961 - without them the actual development of television
and FM sound broadcasting in Europe would not be possible. Similar importance for Africa had the
Geneva Conference of 1963. For the development of Maritime Mobile Services, Satellite
Broadcasting and Mobile Aeronautical Services the decisions of the Conferences of 1974, 1977 and
1978 were of greatest importance.
Thanks to the planning principles adopted by these and other similar conferences for the
radio spectrum management, it was possible to fulfill in the same degree the needs of all
countries - the developed ones as well as the new and developing. Only the application of
planning principles in spectrum management gives the possibilities of the equitable access to this
exceptional resource for all countries - small and big, having or not at this particular moment
the possibilities of developing their radio networks; without frequency allotment or assignment
plans, the developing countries, having limited economic possibilities, could not develop their
radio services in proper way, in the moment, when they achieve these possibilities.
The adoption of the planning principles, in the greatest possible degree and on the
worldwide scale gives the possibilities of equipment standardization and the reduction of its
prices as well as the access to all countries.
Taking all the above factors into account, the Polish Administration proposes the
adoption of the following draft Recommendation :
POL/33/22

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION ~POL_/

ADD

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
taking into account
a)

the growing needs for frequencies and the limitations of radio

spectrum;
b)
the existing inequalities of development of radio services in
different countries, caused by different levels of economic development;
c)
the necessity of equitable treatment of the needs of all countries small and big, developed and developing;
d)

the practical experience of planning of radio services

~n

the past;

e)
the difficulties of spectrum management in the bands where, until now,
there was no planning on the international scale
recommends that in future the radio spectrum management should be
based in the maximum possible degree on the regional and worldwide planning.
Reasons : As presented above.

~~
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Corrigendum NO 1 au
Document NO 34-F/E/S
14 mai 1919

A

(Geneve, 1979)
Republique de Zambie
Republic of Zambia
Reptiblica de Zambia

Les propositions suivantes sont retirees

l.

The following proposals are withdrawn :
Se retiran las proposiciones siguientes
ZMB/34/1*

·ZMB/34/23*

ZMB/34/60*

3*

26*

63*

4*

27*

63A*

5

28*

64

6

29*

65*

7

30*

66*

8*

31*

66A*

9

32*

67*

10*

33*

68

12*

35*

69

13*

40*

70

14

41A*

71*

15

42*

73*

16*

48*

74*

17*

49*

77*

18*

52*

19

19*

54*

80

20*

55*

81

21*

56*

82

22*

58*

84

59*

86

*) Propositions revisees presentees, VOlr Document NO 96
*) Revised proposals submitted, see Document No. 96
*) Proposiciones revisadas presentadas : vease el Documento N. 0 96

Pour des raisons d'tkonomie, ce document n'a ete tire qu'en nombre restraint. Les participants sont done pries de bien vouloir
apporter a la conference leurs documents avec eux, car il n'y aura que fort peu d'exemplaires supplementaires disponibles.
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2.

Il decoule de ce qui precede que les propositions suivantes sont retenues
It follows from the foregoing that the following proposals are retained :
De lo anterior se deduce que se mantienen las proposiciones siguient_es

ZMB/34/2

ZMB/34/46

9A
11
24

47
50

25
34

53

36

51
57
61

37
38

62

.39
41
43
44

75
76
78
83

45

85

72

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD

ADMINISTRAT~VE

RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 34-E
29 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Republic of Zambia
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Proposals relating to item 2.1 of the Agenda
CHAPTER NIII
ARTICLE N7/5
Table of Frequency Allocations
Introduction
The Zambian Administration in considering Article N7/5 based its ·proposals on the
preparatory consultations that have been undertaken with other Administrations of this sub-region
and major national users and has in its general view, considered that the present bands for the
broadcasting, fixed,and mobile se~vices be modified appropriately. In this context, this
Adm1nistration i~ preparing the proposals relating to Article N7/5 has dealt mainly with these
services especially at lower bands of the frequency spectrum, where it feels there should be
amendments leaving other articles of the Radio Regulations open for further discussions.
The proposal to have broadcasting service bands modified has been prompted by the narrow
bands that presently exist which has _contributed much to the existing congestion. The same view
can be said of the fixed.. and mobile.
The extensions of the fixed and mobile service
.
-services.
. .
.... -,.bands are necessary because of the reliability on these services for national communications' as
utilization of satellite communication has not developed much especially in most African countries.
~

~

This Administration in considering provisions of Article N7/5 has considered that
provisions be included, governing the use of the maritime bands by countries of the Tropical zone
far from the coasts. This is in order to permit most landlocked countries to use the maritime
bands (on non-interference basis) for other services.
The proposed amendments to Article N7/5 follow .

•

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
160 - 285
Allocation to Services
Region 1
160 - 255 (NOC)

MOD 3469/176
ZMB/34/1

MOD

255 - 285

Region 3

Region 2
160 - 200 (NOC)

160 - 200 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

3472/179

Aeronautical
radionaviga tion_

200 - 285 (NOC)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

BROADCASTING

Aeronautical mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3469/176
3471/178

3470/177

Reasons : To safeguard the broadcasting and aeronautical services from
interference by the maritime and fixed services.
ZMB/34/2

MOD

3469/176
In ~he-Belg~~n-€enge-and-Rtt~nda-B~ttnd~, Zaire, Rwanda,
Burundi, Ethiopia, the . . . Pertttgtte8e- 8v-e~8ea8·-Pi'"ev±nee8 -±n -Reg±on-l-8ett~h -ef -the
eqtta~oi'";-·Rhode8~a-and-Nya8almtd.-and.-the-Bn±en-o:f-Settth-A:fi'"~ea-and-the-~e~~±'f7ei'"y

e:f-Settth-We8t-A:fi'"~ea-the-band.-l6e

- 288-kH~-~8-alleeated.-te-t;he-:f~xed.-~e~v~ee :
Angola, Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Namibia, Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland the band 200 - 285 kHz is allocated to the aeP.QBatit~eaJ:
~9e~~e-a.R:Q aeronautical radionavigation seP¥~a9s service.

Reasons : No fixed and aeronautical mobile
updating names of countries.

servic~s

exist 1n these bands.

Also

kHz

285 - 490
ZMB/34/3

MOD

285 - 315

MARITIME RADIO NAVIGATION
(radio beacons)

Reasons : To provide exclusive allocations to serv1ces to eliminate unnecessary
secondary allocations.

,......,.

.\

l ,,

.\

',
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kHz

285- 490 (Cont.)
Region 1
NOC

Region 2

315 - 325

315 - 325

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeacons)

1

Region 3

Aeronautical radionavigation
ZMB/34/4

MOD

325 - 405

325 - 405 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

ZMB/34/5

MOD

405 - 415

405 - 415

405 - 415

M8BfnE-exeept
aerenatttieal mobile

MARf'IIfME-RABf8NAVfGA'IIf8N
fradio-direetion
£inding-1

RABf8NAVfGA'IIf8N

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MA:Rf'IIfME
R:A:Bf8NAVfGA'IIf8N
frad±o-a±reetion
£±nding-1

fAER8NAB'IIf€AD
RABf8NAVfGA'IIf8Nf

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

3~TTfl8~

ZMB/34/6

MOD

415 -

~98

445

415 -

~98

445

MMH'IIfME-M8BfnE

M:A.Rf'IIfME-M8BfhE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile

ZMB/34/7

MOD

445 - 490

MARITIME MOBILE

Pro mem. : Consequential modifications to footnotes at present in the boxes,
as required.
ZMB/34/8

ADD

3472A
Existing aeronautical rad1onavigation. stations will
continue to operate provided that they do not cause harmful interference to
existing stations to which the band is allocated.
Reasons : To protect existing numerous aeronautical radlonavigation.stations.

ZMB/34/9

SUP

3477/184
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kHz
510 - 2 000

Region 1
ZMB/34/9A

MOD

510 - 525

526.5

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186
Aeronautical
radionavigation

ZMB/34/10

MOD

Re.gion 3

Region 2
510 - 525 (NOC)

, 510 - 525 (NOC)

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

Aeronautical mobile
Land mobile

3481/188

3482/189

3478/185

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 ( NOC)

525

MOBILE

MOBILE

/BROADCASTING/ 3484/191

/BROADCASTING/

526.5 - 535

BROADCASTING

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

ZMB/34/11

MOD

535- f-685

ZMB/34/12

MOD

~-695

1.606.5

BROADCASTING

l-695 1 606.5 - 1 800

l-665 1 606.5 - 1 800

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

1 606.5- 2 000

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

3491/197

1 800 - .2 000 (NOC)
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3485/192
3488/194

3~89f~95

3487/193

3~99f~95A

3486/420

RADIONAVIGATION
3492/198

Reasons : Consequence of LF/MF broadcasting plan for Regions 1 and 3
(Geneva 197 5 )•
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ZMB/34/13

SUP

3483/190

Reasons : Prov1s1on w1ll no longer apply.
ZMB/34/14

SUP 3489/195

ZMB/34/15

SUP 3490/l95A
kHz
2 000 - 2 300
Region l

ZMB/34/16

MOD

2 000 - 2 045

2 000 - 2 065 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

3487/193
ZMB/34/17

MOD

Region 2

I

r

3~96f:!:95A

2 045 - 2 065
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

ZMB/34/18

MOD

3~96fi95A

2 065 - 2 170

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE

-

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3493/200
2 107 - 2 170 (NOC)
FIXED

NOC

3487/193 3496f:!:95A

MOBILE

2 170 - 2 194

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

ZMB/34/19

MOD

3495/201A

2 194 - 2 300

2 194 - 2 300 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3487/193

3496fi95A

Reasons

Consistency.

Region 3
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kHz

2 300 - 2 850

ZMB/34/20

MOD

I

Region 2

Region l
2 300 - 2 498

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202

BROADCASTING 3496/202
2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)
3487/193

349Bft95:A
STANDARD FREQUENCY

2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203

349()/203A
3497/203

ZMB/34/21

MOD

3498/203A

2 502 - 2 625
2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3787/193

ZMB/34/22

MOD

MOD

3498ft95:A

2 625 - 2 650

2 625 - 2 850 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE

3468/175
ZMB/34/23

MOBILE

3~-96fi95:A

2 650 - 2 850
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

349Bft95:A 3499/205
Reasons

Consistency.

-

Region 3
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

5oo -

4 000

3 500'- '3 900 (NOC)

(NOC)

3 500 - 3 800 (NOC)

3

AMATEUR

;AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile ( R)

MOBILE

3 800 - 3 900 (NOC)
FIXED
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

'ZMB/34/24

MOD

LAND MOBILE

-350i/206

3 900 - 3 950

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

AER8NA~~8Ab-M8B~hE

ZMB/34/25

MOD

(eR)

3502/207

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3 950 - 4 000

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

FBffiB

FIXED

BROADCASTING-·

BROADCAsTING

Reasons : To provide increased spectrum for the broadcasting service as the
existing band is too narrow for broadcasting requirements.
kHz
4 000 - 4 750

ZMB/34/26

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mooile (R)

ZMB/34/.27

MOD

4" 063 - 4 438

MAR~P.P~ME...;M6B~hE-

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

35B3f2eg
NOC

4 438 - 4 650

35B*tf289

3585f289k

FIXED

4 438 - 4 650

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile ( R)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

000

4 750 (Cont.)

NOC
NOC
SUP

209
SUP

Consequence of Table change.
kHz
5 005 - 5 060
Z~ffi/34/31

MOD

To satisfy fixed_, mobile and broadcasting requirements.
kHz
5 060 - 5 730

ZMB/34/32

NOC

5 060 - 5 250

FIXED

MOD

5 250 - 5 430

5 250 - 5 450 (NOC)

5 250 - 5 430 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

nANB-M8B3:J3E

LAND MOBILE

LAND MOBILE

Land Mobile
ZMB/34/33

MOD

5 430 - 5 480

5 430 - 5 480 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

AER8NA~±€An-M8B±nE

(eR)

nANB-M8BfnE

5 450 - 5 480 (NOC)
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

(OR)

NOC

5 480 - 5 680

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

NOC

5 680

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

5 730

more spectrum for the

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
LAND MOBILE

MOD
be

To remove the

MOD
Time limit
kHz

7 000

9 995
2

l

NOC

7 000 - 7 lOO

3

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

MOD

*)

7 lOO

7 lOO

-T-366

-T-388

4lA

8 195

MOD

'T-366

MOD

8 195

MARITIME MOBILE

NOC

8

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

NOC

8 965 - 9 040

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

MOD

9 040

FIXED

MOD

9-566

BROADCASTING

NOC

9 775

SUP
ADD

'T-386

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

9 995

7 lOO

FIXED

5
MOD

kHz
11 4oo

12 330

Reglon 1

MOD

4oo

2

±±-qee

BROADCASTING
12 330

FIXED

kHz

13 360 - 14 990
MOD

13 360

FBffBB

FIXED

NOC

14 000 - 14 250

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

MOD

14 250

14 350

AMATEUR

218
MOD

14 350 - 14 990

FIXED
Mobile

3

k.Hz

15 lOO

ZMB/34/51

900

MOD

BROADCASTING

MOD

FIXED

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

MOD

17 360

MOD

±1-188

FIXED

17 700

Ff*EB
BROADCASTING

NOC

17 700 - 17 900
To
mobile service

BROADCASTING
allocations and cater for the

increased
kHz
18 030

I

MOD

ZMB/34/55

MOD

i

18 030

18 052

FIXED

18 052 - 18 068

FIXED

21 850

Space research
NOC

18 068

19 990

FIXED

NOC

19 990

20 010

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3495/201A

MOD

20 010

21 000

FIXED

NOC

21 000

21

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

57

NOC

21

21 750

MOD

21 750

21

BROADCASTING

Page 12

k.Hz

24 990

23 350

2

1

58

MOD

FIXED

23 350

bANB-M8BfbE

MOD

24 000

FBffiB

nANB-M8BfbE

34/60

MOD

24 300

24 990

FIXED
I::dlliB-MeBfbE

35~Bf222

Reasons

3519/222A

To provide a new spectrum for the amateur service
MHz
28
27.5

ZMB/34/61

MOD

27.5 - 28

27.5
AIDS

28 (NOC)

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE

352~fee:r

ZMB/34/62

SUP

3524/227
Provision will no longer apply.

3
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MHz
41 - 50
Region 1
MOD

41

3

41 - 50

41

44

MOBILE

MOBILE

BR8AB€AB~fN6

FIXED

~"""""'"""+;,..."'"'""'

3535f231'

3534/236A

Meb:i:3:e

44

MOD

3534/236A
3537/239

3536fe3S

MOBILE

3538/240
BROADCASTING

3530/233A

ZMB/34/65

SUP

3535/237

SUP

3536/238

50

Provisions will no longer apply.
MHz
68

ZMB/34/66

MOD

47 - 68
BR8AB€AB~fN6

50

54 (NOC)

AMATEUR
3542/244

3543/245

54 - 68

MOD

3537/239

3545/247
- 68

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

The bands not suitable for
propagation effects.

due to long range

MOD

model control.
names of countries.

SUP

3539/241

ZMB/34/69

SUP

3540/242

ZMB/34/70

SUP

3541/243
Provisions will no longer apply.
:MHz

87.5 - 108
Region 2

Region l

Region 3

87 - lOO (NOC)
87.5- lOO

MOD

~--------------------~

88 - lOO (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3553/254
3567/268
ZMB/34/72

lOO - 108

MOD

3566/267

lOO - 108 (NOC)

)

BROADCASTING

M8B±I:d:B-exee.Pt
.,

,.,_ . .,

( n \

BROADCASTING

3554/255
3566/267

356fY269
3570/271
To

34/73
ZMB/34/

34/76

SUP

3563/264

SUP

3564/265

SUP

3568/269

SUP

3569/270

3555/256
3571/272

wider spectrum for the

Provisions will no longer be

3557/258

service.
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ConseQuential deletion in freQuency boxes
.6 - 143.65,

SUP

3577/275

138 - 143.6,

SUP

3590/285

146 - i49.9, 150.05 Provisions no longer apply.

MHz
174 - 235
Region 1
MOD

- 216
BROADCASTING
3599f~91

3601/293
ZMB/34/80

MOD

3600/292
3602/294

216 - 223
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
BROADCASTING

3ee5f291
3607/299
3689f383:
ZMB/24/81

MOD

3606/298
3608/300

223 - 235
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Fixed
Mobile
3607/299
3689f381
3611/303
3613/305

SUP

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

3599/291
Provisions no longer apply.

34/83

MOD

3601/293
Sierra Leone
Zanzibar, the
services
names of countries.

84

SUP

3605/297

.65

( 5 boxes).

144.

, Region l).
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ZMB/34/85

SUP

3609/301
Reasons : Provisions no longer applJ.

ZMB/34/86

MOD

3612/304
In the-Bnion-o£-Bottth-A£rie~-and-the~erritory-o£
Sottth-Wegt-A£riea, Sou,th Africa and Namibia, the band 223 - 235 MHz is
also . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (rest without change).
Reasons : Updating names of countries.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 1
to Document No. 35-E
23 July 1979
Original : English

{Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Austria
1.

Page 1

Proposal AUT/35/3, add after third line :
Remarks

:

Possible alternative 517.5- 526.5 khz.

2.

Page 2 : Proposal AUT/35/7, delete remarks line.

3.

Page 13

Delete proposal AUT/35/67.

4.

Page 14

_Replace proposal AUT/35/68 by the following
MHz
460 - 470
Region 1

MOD
AUT/35/68
(Corr.l)

460 - 470

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE

3638/318B

3639/318C

Meteoro~og±ea~-~~te~~±te-f6paee-~o-£artht

363::rf3J:8A
3650/324B
5.

Page 19

Replace proposal AUT/35/84 by the following

MHz
2 4oo - 2 500
AUT/35/84
MOD
(Corr.l)

2 400 - 2 450

Amatenr
Mob±l:e
Ra.d±o~oe~~±on

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
MOD 3709/357

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

Corrigendum No. 1
to Document No. 35-E
Page 2
MHz
2 4oo- 2 500 (cont.)
. Region 1
AUT/35/84A
MOD
(Corr.l)

2 450 - 2 500
FIXED
MOBILE
Radiolocation
MOD 3709/357

3713/361

Replace proposal AUT/35/85 by the following :
MOD
AUT/35/85
(Corr.l)

6.

Page 23

3709/357
The frequency 2 450 MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes . exeep~-ifi-A~b~fti~,-Btt~g~ri~,-Httftgary,-Pe~afia,
Rouman±a,-€~eeho~Iovak±a-and-th~-B6SR,-where-the-£requeney-2-3T5-MH~~±8-u8ed•
Emissions must be confined within + 56 25 MHz of the frequency designated.
Radiocommunication services operating within these limits must accept any
harmful interference that may be experienced from the operation of industrial,
scientific and medical equipment.
Add following new

propos~ls

:
GHz
10.7 - 11.7

Region 1
AUT/35/lOlA MOD
(Corr.l)

10.7- 10.95

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE ·( S£ace-to-Earth)
MOBILE

AUT/35/lOlB MOD
(Corr.l)

10.95 - 11.2

10.95 - 11.2

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)

fEarth-to-8paeet

MOBILE
MOBILE
AUT/35/lOlC MOD
(Corr.l)

11.2 - 11.45

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE {S£ace-to-Earth)
MOBILE

AUT/35/lOlD NOC
(Corr.l)

11.45 - 11.7

FIXED
FIXED-SAJ.ELLITE {Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

Reasons : Demand requires extension of the allocation for the fixed-satellite
service. Resultant world-wide allocation.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
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Original : English
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Austria
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Part A
CHAPTER NIII
Frequencies
ABTICLE N7/5
Table of Frequency Allocations
kHz
415 - 505
Allocation to Services
Region 1
AUT/35/1

MOD

415 - #98 495

I

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

MARITIME MOBILE
/AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION/

3-4!f8f±85
AUT/35/2

MOD

#98 495

~

5±8 505

3479/186

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

Reasons : Owing to the technical development, 20kHz bandwidth for distress
and calling frequency is no longer required.
AUT/35/3

MOD

3478/185
Replace present text by
In the band 515.5 - 524.5 kHz,
Austria may keep broadcasting stations provided that no harmful interference to
the maritime mobile service will be caused.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
505 - 1 606.5
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

AUT/35/4
MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE
NOC 3479/186
-Ae!" er:t-atre :i: e td:
rad:i:en-av:i:ge=e±en

. /AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3478/185
AUT/35/5

MOD

MARITIME MOBILE

Aeronautical mobile

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

Land mooile

3482/189

3481/188

525 526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING

3483/190
AlJT/35/6

MOD

535 -

~-695

BROADCASTING

1 606.5

Reasons : LF/MF Broadcasting Plan, Geneva 1975.
NOC

AUT/35/7

3479/186
Reasons : Since 1948, the use of broadcasting transmitters ln Austria iri the
above-mentioned band has not given rise to complaint.
Remarks : Possible

al~ernative

517.5 - 526.5 kHz.
kHz
1 606.5 - 1 800

MOD

AUT/35/8

~-695

1 6o6.5 -

£-eee

1 8oo

MARITIME MOBILE
FBffiB

/FIXED/
MeB:ELE-except
ee!"enetlt±ee±-me€4±e

/LAND MOBILE/
I
I

/"': ~

·~'

3485/192

~,

·, ''x

3#88f~9#
3#99f~95*

I

i •

3487/193
3489/195
3486/420

Reasons : To provide for the maritime mobile servlce.
AUT/35/9 .

SUP

3488/194

(Consequence of Table change)
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kHz

1

Boo -

Region 2

Region 1

AUT/35/10

3:-695 1
MOD
(WW)* )
AMATEUR

Boo - 2 000

ooo

2

1

I

Region 3

Boo - 2 000

.MA.ATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

RADIODETERMINATION

RABf8N:A.:VfS:A.'IIfeN

3~8513:92
3~8~13:9~
3~99I3:95:A

RADIODETERMINATION

34B7/193
34B9/195

3492/19B
kHz

3 500 - 3
AUT/35/11

MOD

Boo

3 500 - 3-899 3 520
AMATEUR

M8Bfr.1!l-exeept
aeron~tt'bie~3:-mobi3:e

AUT/35/12.

MOD

3 520 - 3 BOO
AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Reasons : To improve conditions for the amateur serv1ce.
kHz

5 730 - 6 200
AUT/35/13

MOD

5 730 - 5-959 2_§QQ

FIXED

AUT/35/14

MOD

5-959 5 BOO - 6 200

BROADCASTING

Reasons : The urgent demand for additional bands for short-wave broadcasting
is generally acknowledged.

·*) (WW)denotes proposals to Regional allocations which, if adopted, result in worldwide allocations.
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kHz

7 lOO - 8 195
Region 2

Region l
AUT/35/15

MOD

Region 3

7 lOO - T-3ee 7 500

7 lOO - T-3ee 7 500

7 lOO - T-3ee 7 500

BROADCASTING

.-AMA!J'E.trn

BROADCASTING

(WW)
BROADCASTING
AUT /3 5/16

MOD

T-3ee 7 500 - 8 195

FIXED
MOBILE exce:2t aeronautical mobile

Reasons : The urgent demand for additional bands for short-wave broadcasting
is generally acknowledged.
kHz

9 o4o - 9 995
AUT/35/17

MOD

9 o4o -.9-5ee 9 4oo

FIXED

AUT/35/18

MOD

9-5ee 9 4oo - 9 775

BROADCASTING

AUT/35/19

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

AUT/35/20

MOD

9 900 - 9 995

FIXED

kHz
ll 400 - 12 330

AUT/35/21

MOD

11 4oo - ±±-Tee 11 5oo

FIXED
3512/216

AUT/35/22
AUT/35/23

MOD
MOD

±±-Tee - ±3:-9T5
ll 500 - 12 025

BROADCASTING

3:3:-9T5 12 025 - 12 330

FIXED

Reasons : The urgent demand for additional band for short-wave broadcasting
is generally acknowledged.
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kHz
13 360 - 14 000
Region 1
AUT/35/24

MOD

13· 36o -

i~-eee

Region 2

1
13

Boo

I

Region 3

FIXED
3513/217

AUT/35/25

MOD

13

Boo -

14 ooo

¥!*EB
BROADCASTING
3§±3,l~±t:

Reasons : The urgent demand for additional bands for short-wave broadcasting
is generally acknowledged.
AUT/35./26

MOD

3513/217
The frequency 13 560 kHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined within the limits
of + e~e5-% 0.5 %of that frequency. Radiocommunication servic~s operating
within those limits must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced
from the operation of industrial, scientific' and medical equipment.
Reasons : To provide a more realistic tolerance for ISM equipment.
kHz
15 100 - 17 900

AUT/35/27

NOC

15 lOO - 15 450

MOD

15 450

- l5-T62 15 650

BROADCASTING

¥!:KEB
BROADCASTING

AUT/35/2B

MOD

l5-T6e 15 650 - 16 46o

FIXED

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

iT-Tee 17 500

AUT/35/29

MOD

17 360 -

AUT/35/30

MOD

lT-Tee 17 50o - 17 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

kHz
21 450 - 21 B50

AUT/35/31

NOC

21 450 - 21 750

BROADCASTING

MOD

21 750 - 21 B50

¥!*EB
BROADCASTING

Reasons : The urgent demand for additional bands for short-wave broadcasting
is generally acknowledged.
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6
MHz
27.5- 28
Region 1

AUT/35/32

MOD

.Region 2

27.5- 28

27.5- 28

ME~E8R8b8S±€Ab-~BS

ME~E8R8b8Sf£Ab-A±B8

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

l

(WW)

352ltf22T
Reasons : Recommendation No. 33-1 of the Radio Regulations.
AUT/35/33

SUP

(Consequence of Table change)

3524/227

MHz
41 - 47
AUT/35/34

MOD

41 - 47
BR8:AB€AS'P±NS

Mebiie
LAND MOBILE

3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241
Reasons : To meet the needs of the land mobile service.
AUT/35/35

SUP

3535/237
MHz
47 - 68

AUT/35/36

MOD

47 - 68 61
BROADCASTING
/MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)/
3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

3537/239

3548f242

Region 3

Document No. 35-E
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MHz
47--68 (cont.)
Region 1
AUT/35/37

MOD

61 - 68
BROADCASTING
3536/238
3539/241

3537/239
35~9f2~2

Reasons : This proposal reflects the actual situation and likely tendencies
in large .parts of Europe.
AUT/35/38

SUP

(Provision no longer required)

3540/242

MHz
68 - 75.05
AUT/35/39
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3546/248
3548/250
3550/252
AUT/35/40

MOD

T~•g

3547/249
3549/251

-· T5•2

74.95 - 75.05
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3558/259

Document No. 35-E
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MHz
75.05 - 108
Region 1

I
AUT/35/41

MOD

·T5~e

75.05 - 87.5

l
I

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3546/248
3550/252
3560/261
3562/263
NOC

3548/250
3559/260
3561/262

87.5- 100
BROADCASTING
3563/264

AUT/35/42

MOD

3564/265

100 - 108
M8B±:OE-e~eep~

aerenatt~±ea~-meb±~e-fR1

BROADCASTING

3568fE69 3569fETe
35TBfET~

Reasons : The exclusive allocation of the band 100 - 108 MHz to the
broadcasting service also in Region 1 fulfils the considerations a), b) and c)
of Recommendation No. 14 of the Radio Regulations. In this case, the
following footnotes are obsolete :
AUT/35/43

SUP

3568/269

AUT/35/44

SUP

3569/270

AUT/35/45

SUP

3570/271
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AUT/35/46

MOD

MHz

(WW)

138 - 144
Region 1

138 - 143.6

1~8

~R9NA~f€AirM9Bf~~-feR~

Pf*BB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MeBfEE

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

Region 3

Region 2

- 143.6

138 - 143.6

M9Bfn~

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

143.6 - 143.65

SPA€E-R~SEAR€H

143.6 - 143.65

MBBfEE

fSpaee--eo-~artn-7
SPA€~-RESEAR€H

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

fSpaee-to-Barth~

SPA€~-RES~:AR€H

fSpaee--eo-E~~h-t

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

143.65 - 144

143.65 - 144

M9BfDE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

143.65 - 144

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)
Resultant worldwide allocations :

138 - 144

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
Space research (Space-to-Earth)

Pro mem.

Consequential changes to footnotes as required;
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MHz
144 - 150.05

I

Region 1
NOC

144 - 146

Region 2

AMATEUR
AM~TEUR-SATELLITE

AUT/35/4'7

MOD

Region 3

'

146 - 149.9
F±*EB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3590/285
AUT/35/48

MOD

fR-1

3591/285A
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

149.9 - 150.05

359ef£85B 3593/285C
Reasons : Demand for the mobile service.
AUT/35/49

SUP

3592/285B

(Recommendation No. Spa 8 of the Radio Regulations)

MHz
150.05 - 156
AUT/35/50

MOD

150.05 - 151
F±*EB

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

fR-1

RADIO ASTRONOMY
3531/233B 3590/285
3594/286A
AUT/35/51

MOD

151 - 153
FBEEB
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
RADI 0 ASTRONOMY

3531/233B 3590/285
3594/286A 3594A

tR-1

Document No. 35-E
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HHz
150.05- 156 (cont.)
Region 1
AUT/35/52

MOD

153 - 154

F:E*EB
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile fRo}
fME~E9R9~96±€Ab-A:EBSf

3590/285
AUT/35/53

MOD

154 - 156

FBffiB
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile fR-1
3590/285
AUT/35/54

ADD

3594A
In Austria, the band 152 - 152.5 MHz is allocated, on
a permitted basis, to the meteorological aids service.
MHz
156 - 174

AUT/35/55

NOC

156 - 174
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3495/201A 3590/285
3595/287 3596/288
Reasons : To provide for the mobile service.
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MHz
216 - 267

AUT/35/56

MOD

I

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

216 - 223
:AER8N:z\~f€:M..

R:AB±9N:z\V:ES:A'±I±9N
BROADCASTING

3685f29T
368Tf299
3609/301
AUT/35/57

MOD

3606/298
3608/300

223 - 235 230
:AER8N:z\~:te:M..

R:AB:E9N:A.V:ES:A.'±I±9N
Fixed
Mob±±e
BROADCASTING

368Tf299 3608/300
3609/301 36±8f382
36±±f383 36±2f38lt
3613/305
AUT/35/58

MOD

235 230 - 267

FIXED
MOBILE
3495/201A 3613/3Q5

3614/305A 3618/308A 3619/309

Reasons : This proposal reflects the actual situation and likely tendencies
in large parts of Europe.
AUT/35/59

SUP

3605/297

AUT/35/60

SUP

3607/299

AUT/35/61

SUP

3610/302

AUT/35/62

SUP

3611/303

AUT/35/63

SUP

3612/304

(Consequence of Table change)
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MHz
430 - 470
Region 1
AUT/35/64

MOD

43o -

~~e

Region 2

r

Region 3

438

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
RAB:teb9€:A.'P:t9N

/RADIOLOCATION/
3636/318 3640/319
3642/319B 3643/320
~~44;32~~ 3645/321
3646/322
AUT/35/65

MOD

438 - 440

t

:A.Mid'EYR

R:AJH9ffi€:A'P:t9N

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation·
AUT/35/66

MOD

440 - 450
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Rad±e3:eea'b±en
3636f33:8 3640/319
3641/319A
AUT/35/67

MOD

450 - 460

F:t*EB

MOBILE

3638/318B

3639/318C

3636f33:8 3641/319A
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MHz
430- 470 (cont.)
Region 1
AUT/35/68

MOD

Region 2

J

460 - 470

Region 3

FBtEB

MOBILE

3638/318B 3639/318C

Meteoro±og~ea±-8~~eii~~e

fsp~ee-te-H~rth1

363Tf3±8:A
3650/324B
Reasons : (430- 438 MHz) To provide for the amateur serv1ce and amateursatellite service.
Reasons : (438 - 470 MHz) Urgent need for the mobile service.

AUT/35/68A

SUP

3637/318A

(Consequence of Table change)

AUT/35/69

SUP

3644/320A

(Consequence of Table change)

AUT/35/70

MOD

3645/321

In

~8tr±~,-Por~ttga±,-the-~TRT-Gf-GePmaay,

¥ttge8±~v±~-~nd-8w±t~er±~na, Region 1 the frequency-433.92 MHz is designated

for industrial, scientific and medical purposes.
within the limits of~ 0.2 %of that frequency.

Emissions must be confined
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AUT/35/71

MHz
470 - 862

MOD

(WW)
Region 1

.Region 2 ..

.Region 3

470 - 582

470 - 899 862

470 - 585

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3651A
582 - 606
585 - 610

BROADCASTING

RAB:EeH-AV:ESA'i'f9H

RAB:E9HAV:ESA'i':E9H

BROADCASTING

3651A
606 - 790

610 - 89e B62

BROADCASTING

Ff*EB

3651A

MeB±:b.Ei

790 - 89e 862

BROADCASTING

F:E*EB
BROADCASTING
3651A
Resultant worldwide allocation
470 - 862

.

BROADCASTING
3651A

AUT/35/72

ADD

3651A
In Austria, the parts of the band 470 - 862 MHz not
occupied according to the television system in use are also allocated to the
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
Reasons : In the band 470 - 862 MHz, sharing between the broadcasting service
and other services should be avoided in Region 1. Moreover, this band should
be used as effectively as possible.
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AUT/35/73

MOD

MHz

(WW)

862 - 920
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

862 - 890

862 - 890

862 - 890

F'BEEB

BR9AB€:A.SiflfN6

Ff*EB

BR6:AB€ASiflfN6

MOBILE

MOBILE

MOBILE

Fixed

BR61\B€:A.SIPHi6

Fixed

'

Fixed

890 - 920

890 - 920

890 - 920

F'f*EB

Ff*EB

F'f*EB

BR6:AB€ASIPfN6

R:AB:ter.ee:AIP:teN

MOBILE

R!td±o:loeat±on

MOBILE

BR6:ABeASIPHi6

MOBILE

Fixed

Rad±e:loettt±en

Fixed

3670/340

Fixed

3670/340

3670/340

Resultant worldwide allocations :

862 - 920

MOBILE
Fixed
-

3669/339A 3670/340
AUT/35/74

MOD

3670/340

fn-Regien-2 The frequency 915 MHz is designated for
industrial, scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined within
the limits of 2 :l3-MH~ 2 MHz of that frequency. Radiocommunication service
operating within these limits must accept any harmful interference that may be
experienced from the operation of industrial, scientific and ~edical equipment.
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AUT/35/75

MOD

MHz

(WW)

920 - 960
Region

Region 2

1

Region 3

920 - 942

920 - 942

920 - 942

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

BR9M€AS'l':EN6

R:AIH9f8€:A.'l'f9N

MOBILE

Ra.dio:l:oefttion

MOBILE

BR9:AB€AS'l':EN6

MOBILE

Rad±oTo-cat·ion

942 - 960

942 - 960

942 - 960

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

BR9A.B€AS'l':EN6

MOBILE

MOBILE

MOBILE

BR9:AB€:A.S'l':EN6

Resultant worldwide allocations :

920 - 960

FIXED
MOBILE

3669/339A
Pro mem.

Consequential changes to footnotes as required.
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MHz
1 558.5 - 1 636.5
Region 1
AUT/35/76

MOD

1

55·8.5 -

:t-636~5

Region 2

f

MOD

~

l

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

1 611.5

3685/352
AUT/35/7'7

l

611.5 - 1 612.5

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D 3695f352It

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Radio astronom;y:
3685/352 }686/352A 3687/352B
3688/352D 3695f352K

AUT/35/78

1 612.5 - 1 636.5

MOD

AER6N~~f£An-R~BN~Vf6~±6N

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3685/3'52

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D 3695/352K

I

Reasons : Important frequency range for the radio-astrononw service.
AUT/35/79

NOC

3688/352D

MHz
1 710 - 1 770

AUT/35/80

MOD

1 710

-

:!-TTe 1 720

FIXED
Mobile
3695/352K 3702/356
AUT/35/81

:t-'TTB 1 720 - 1 721

MOD

:

FIXED
!

Mobile

I

Radio astronomy
3695/352K
AUT/35/82

MOD

1 721 -

1

3702/356
770

FIXED
Mobile

3695f352K 3702/356
Reasons

Important frequency range for the radio-astronomy service.

I
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MHz
2 30o - 2 4oo
Region 1
AUT/35/83

MOD

2 300 - 2-ltse 2·4oo
FIXED
:funa'bettr
Mob± le
Rad±o3:oeaoe±on

MOBILE exceEt
aeronautical mobile
3T99f35T
3711/359

3710/358

MHz
2 4oo - 2 450
AUT/35/84

MOD

2 400 - 2 450
Ff*EB
Am~:bettr

Mob± le
Rad±o3:oeat±on
AMATEUR

3709/357
Reasons : Exclusive allocation to the amateur service.
AUT/35/85

MOD

3709/357
The frequency 2 450 MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes. exeept-±n-~bania~-Btt3:gar±a,-Httngary,-Po3:and,
Rottman±a,-e~eehe~3:6~8k±a-and-the-8SSR,-where-the-freqtteney-2-3T5-MH~-±~-tt~ed.

Emissions must be confined within ~ 50 MHz of the frequency designated.
Radiocommunication services operating within these limits must accept any
harmful interference that may be experienced from the operation of industrial,
scientific and medical equipment.
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MHz

4 700 - 4 990
Region l
AUT/35/86

MOD

4 700 - 4 990

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio astronomy
353l/233B 369Tf35lt 3743A 3746/382A 374 7 /382B

Reasons

Important frequency range for the radio-astronomy service.

AUT/35/87

ADD

3743A
The frequency 4 900 l'-1Hz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined within _:t 50 }.1Hz
of the frequency designated. Radiocommunication services operating within
these limits must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced from
the operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.

AUT/35/88

SUP

3747/382B

(Consequence of Table change)
'[\ffiz

5 725 - 5 750
AUT/35/89

MOD

(WW)
F±*EB-S:APEhhP.PE
fEftrth-to-~paee~

JIHATEUR
AMATEUR-SA~ELLITE

AMATEUR
A~TEUR-SATELLITE

3757/389

Reasons : To provide for the amateur servlce and the amateur-satellite service.
'[\1Hz

5 750 - 5 850
AUT/35/90

MOD

5 750 - 5 850

5 750 - 5 850

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

RADIOLOCATI ON
Amateur

RADIOIDCATION
Amateur
3697/354 3756/388
3759/390 3760/391
376l/391A

3757/389

3760/391

Reasons : Consequence of Table change.

376l/391A
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MHz
7 250 - 7 300
Region 1
AUT/35/91

MOD

7 250 - 7 300

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
3764/392D 3765/392G

Reasons : To provide for additional use of this band.
AUT/35/92

MOD

3765/392G
and mobile servlce.

Towards the end, read : ..• is also allocated to the fixed

MHz
7 975 - 8 025
AUT/35/93

MOD

7 975 - 8 025

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)·
FIXED
MOBILE

Reasons : To provide for additional usage of the band.
AUT/35/94

SUP

3766/392H

(Consequence of Table change)
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MHz

10 000 - 10 500

I

Region 1
AUT/35/95

MOD

10 000 -

3:6-566

10 250

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIOLOCATION
fun~:t-ettr

3779/401A 3780/402
AUT/35/96

MOD

10 250 .;_ 10 4oo

3781/403

RiHH·6n9€Alflf9N

imltttetlor

ftMATF.UR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

-.

AUT/35/97

MOD

10 4oo - 10 500

RfoJHBLOOA.:Pf 6N

FIXED
Amateur
.Amateur-Satellite
Reasons

To provide for the amateur service and the fixed servlce.
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GHz

10.5 - 10.7
__ Region 1.
AUT/35/98

MOD

.. Region 2.-

10.5 - 10.55

lp. 5·- 10.55

FIXED

tb\Bfffite€:A.P~9N

(WW)
MOBILE

"FIXED

Radiolocation

MOBILE

Region 3

I

Radiolocation
3:tS~J4G4

NOC

10.55 - 10.6

FIXED
MOBILE
Radio1ocation

AUT/35/99

MOD

10.6 - 10.68

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Radiolocation
3783/404A

AUT/35/100

MOD

10.68 - 10.7

FIXED
--

.

RADI 0 ASTRONOMY
3784/405B
Reasons

(10.5- 10.6) Worldwide allocation.

Reasons
(10.6- 10.7) To provide for the fixed service operating in
conformity with CCIR Recommendation 387-2.
AUT/35/101

SUP

3782/404
a secondary basis.

Superfluous, if the radiolocation service is on
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GHz
12.5 - 12.75
Region 1
AUT/35/102

MOD

12.5 - 12.75
FIXED SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-space)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

Reasons : To provide for additional use of this band.
AUT/35/103

SUP

3788/405BD ~

AUT/35/104

SUP

3789/405BE

~

(Consequential)

GHz
17.7- 19.7
Region 1
ADT/35/105

MOD

17.7- 19.7

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
FIXED SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth) (Earth-to-space)

MOBILE
Reasons : To provide for feeder links of the 12 GHz broadcasting satellite
service.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document Noo 36-E
29 January 1979
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Switzerland
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
ARTICLE N3
SUI/36/1

MOD

3209/104

SUI/36/2

MOD

3210/105

SUI/36/3

MOD

3211/106

SUI/36/4

MOD

3212/107

SUI/36/5

MOD

3213/108

SUI/36/6

MOD

3214/109

As in Doco P/1004 of the 1978 SPM

Reasons : The Swiss Administration endorses the proposals made by the CCIR and
the 1978 SPM concerning the classification and designation of emissions given
in SPM Does. P/1004o
ARTICLE N7/5
k"Hz

14 - 70
Allocation to Services
Region 1
NOC

~

Region 2

I

Region 3

14 - 19o95
MOD 3453/159

NOC

19o95 - 20o05
MOD 3453/159

NOC

20o05 - 70
MOD 3453/159

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited nu~b.er. Partic_ipants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few add1t1onal cop1es can be made available.
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kHz
72 - 84
Region 1
SUI/36/7

MOD

72 - 84
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE 3452/158
RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162
MOD 3453/159
3457/163

3455/161

kHz
86 - 90
SUI/36/8

MOD

86 - 90
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE 3452/158
RADIONAVIGATION 3456/162
MOD 3453/159

SUI/36/9

MOD

3457/163

3453/159
The stations of services to which the bands between
14 and - 70 kHz, 72 - 84 and 86 - 90 kHz are allocated may transmit standard
frequency and time signalso e~eh-~~~~~ons-~h~~~-be-~fforded-pro~ee~±on-from
harmf~~-~n~erfereneeo--fn-A~~~ni~,-B~~gar±~,-H~ngary,-Po~and,-Ho~~n±~,
e~eeho~~ovakia-~nd-~he-BSSH,-~he-freq~ene±e~-€5-kH~-and-58-kH~-wi~~-be-~~ed

for-~hi~-p~~o~e~Hflder-~he-same-eendi~ien~o

kHz
90 - 110
Region 2

Region 1
SUI/36/10

MOD

(ww)*)

90 - 110

90 - 110

90 - 110

Ff*EB

RADIONAVIGATION

Ff1H3B

MARf~fMB-M8Bf~~ 3#5~f~58

F±.xea

Milliflfl±ME-M8Bf~E

RADIONAVIGATION

Mar±~±me-mebi~e

3#5Tf~63
3#6~fH;T

.Reasons
,

,...._

3#5~f~58

3#5~f~58

RADIONAVIGATION

3l+6ef~66
3#6ef~66

3~6~f~6T

3~6ef~66

3#6~f~6T

Allocation to radionavigation on a worldwide basis.

"·. ·: .......

(~') .~ lAn.t:~sterisk
\~

Region 3

( *) designates proposals relating to regional allocations which, if adopted, will
:-.,lead
t6
worldwide
allocations.
~- ~

,_
...) "

'#

.
'_.,..,...·'
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SUI/36/11

SUP

3460/166
Reasons : The band 90 - 110 kHz (exclusive 1-rorldwide radionavigation) having
been modified, this note becomes s-:.l.perfluous.
kHz
1 605 - 2 000

Region 1
SUI/36/12

MOD

1 605 -

2-eee

1 8oo

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3485/192

3487/193
3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420

3~88ft9~

SUI/36/13

MOD

1 800 - 1 850

M8BfbE-e~eep~-aeron~ttt±e~f

mob±fe
AMATEUR

SUI/36/14

MOD

1 850 - 2 000

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3485/192

3487/193
3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420

3~88ft~~

SUI/36/15

SUP

3488/194
Reasons
Table ..

The note is superfluous since the amateur service will appear in the

Reasons : To provide an exclusive band without special limitations for amateurs.
Sharing with other services, which are very congested in coastal areas, is
scarcely feasible ..
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kHz
3 500 - 4 000

Region 1
SUI/36/16

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

3 500 - 3 800

3 500 - 4 000

3 500 - 3 900

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3500A

3500A 3501/206
3502/207
3500A
SUI/36/17

ADD

3500A
The bands 3 500 - 3 510 kHz, 7 000 - 7 010 kHz,
14 000 - 14 010 kHz and 21 000 - 21 450 kHz are allocated on a worldwide basis
for use by stations covering the scene of a natural disastero Such worldwide
priority shall only be afforded to communications by or with stations operating
at the scene and during the time of the declared natural disastero
Reasons : In order to meet the requirements of rescue teams working on the scene
of a major natural disastero
kHz
7 000 - 7 100

SUI/36/18

MOD

7 000 - 7 100

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

kHz
13 360 - 14 000

13 360 - 14 000 (NOC)
MOD 3513/217
SUI/36/19

MOD

3513/217
The frequency 13 560 kHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposeso Emissions must be confined within the limits
of + 8o85-% Oo6 %of that frequencyo Radiocommunication services operating
within those limits must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced
from the operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipmento
Reasons : To provide more realistic values for ISM equipmentg
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kHz
14 000 ..,.. 14 250

.Region 1
SUI/36/20

MOD

14 000 - 14 250

l

Region 2

l

Region 3

~TEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3500A
kHz
21 000 - 21 450
SUI/36/21

MOD

21 000 - 21 450

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
.J

3500A
kHz
21 870 - 22 000
SUI/36/22

MOD

21 870 - 22 000

ABR9NA~~8Ab-¥~*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : To replace the fixed aeronautical service by the aeronautical
mobile (R) serviceo
kHz
26 100 - 27 500
NOC

126

100 - 27 500
NOC 3522/225

SUI/36/23

NOC

3522/225

SUI/36/24

SUP

3525/228

SUI/36/25

SUP

3526/229

SUI/36/26

SUP

3527/230

SUI/36/27

SUP

3528/231

SUI/36/28

SUP

3529/232

Pro mem

Delete these references in the corresponding boxes.

Reasons : If the operation of stations that make use of ionospheric scatter
propagation is necessary, similar provisions will have to be incorporated in
the main body of the new Regulationsg
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Region 1

J

Region 2

1

Region 3

MOD 3533/236
SUI/36/29

MOD

3533/236
The frequency 40o68 MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposeso Emissions must be confined within the limits
of~ 9o9?-% 0.6 %of that frequency. Radiocommunication services operating
within those limits must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced
from the operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment ..
Reasons : In order to provide more realistic values for ISM equipmento
MHz
41 - 68

SUI/36/30

MOD

41 - 47
BR9AB6AS'll3:N6

Mob±3:e

LAND MOBILE

3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538f249
3539/241
SUI/36/31

MOD

47 - 68
BROADCASTING 3538A
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

SUI/36/32

ADD

3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

3537/239
3540/242

Reasons

Replacement of the broadcasting service by the mobile service.

3538A

(See Resolution A)

Reasons : This Resolution will provide for the long-term transfer of the
broadcasting service to the upper part of band V to make way for the land
mobile service ..

Document
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MHz
75.2 - 108

Region 1
SUI/36/33

MOD

Region.2

No o

·

36-E

Region 3

r

75.2 - 8To5 88
FIXED

75o4 - 88 (NOC)

75.4 - 78 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

3554/255
3556/257

3555/256
3565/266

78 - 80 (NOC)
FIXED

MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVI~ATION

3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

3555/256
3560/261

80 - 87 (NOC)
FIXED

MOBILE
3553/254
3555/256
3560/261
3546/248
3550/252
3560/261
3562/263

3554/255
3556/257
3565/266

87 - 100 (NOC)

3548/250
3559/260
3561/262

FIXED

1--------------------~~------------------~MOBILE

SUI/36/34

88 - 100 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING
3563/264

SUI/36/35

MOD

BROADCASTING
3553/254
3567/268

3564/265

100 - 108

lOO - 108

M6BfnE-e~eep~

BROADCASTING

3566/267.

(WW)
aeronatt~±ea~-mob±~e-fH~

BROADCASTING

3568f269 3569f2Te
35T6f2T3:
SUI/36/35A

SUP

3568/269

SUI/36/36

SUP

3569/270

SUI/36/37

SUP

3570/271

3554/255

3555/256

3557/258

3566/267

3571/272

Reasons : Extension and alignment of the broadcasting band as a matter of urgency.
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MHz
174 - 235
Region 1
SUI/36/38

MOD

174 - 216
BROADCASTING 3538A
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3599/291
3601/293

SUI/36/39

MOD

3600/292
3602/294

216 - 223
A:EH9NAHIII~61m
~9!'iftliffiAIP±9N

BROADCASTING 3538A
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3605/297
3607/299
3609/301
SUI/36/40

MOD

3606/298
3608/300

223 - 235
A:EReNA:Bl!l~eA:b

AAB±9NAY±SA'il±9!'i

F±xed
Mob±3:e

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304
3538A

MHz
430 - 440
430 - 440 (NOC)
NOC 3645/321
SUI/36/41

NOC

3645/321

Document
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MHz
470 .... 862

Region .1
470 - 582 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
SUI/36/42

MOD

582 - 6o6
BROADCASTING
RAB±9NA¥f6A'i'ffiN

606 - 790 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
SUI/36/43

MOD

790 - 898 862
FH~

BROADCASTING
Reasons : In view of the proposals that in the long term the broadcasting service
should cease operating in bands I and III, it is proposed that an exclusive band
should be extended for the broadcasting service up to 862 MHz (see also
Resolution A) o
MHz
862 - 960

SUI/36/44

MOD

862 - 890
FIXED
BR8ABSAB'i'~N6

MOBILE
SUI/36/45

MOD

890 - 942
FIXED
BReABSASiilfNS
Rad-±o3:oeat±on

MOBILE
SUI/36/46

MOD

942 - 960
FIXED
BR8J\:BSAS!il~H6

MOBILE
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MHz
1 660 - 1 670

Region
SUI/36/47

MOD

1 660 - 1 670

Region 2

I

I

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile

SUI/36/48

SUP

3699/354B
Reasons : Introduction of fixed and mobile except aeronautical mobile services
in the Tableo

MHz
2 300 - 2 500
2 300 - 2 450 (NOC)
MOD 3709/357
2 450 - 2 500 (NOC)
MOD 3709/357
SUI/36/49

MOD

3709/357
In the 4th line, read ooo
(the rest unchanged).

within~

59 25 MHz

Reasons : In order to provide more realistic values for ISM equipment.
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MHz
3 400 - 4 990
Region 2

Region.l
SUI/36/50

MOD

3 400 - 3 600 (NOC)

3·400- 3 500

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE

MOBILE

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
RA1H9fl9€A'E~9N

Radiolocation

Amft'bem-

Radiolocation
.3739/376
SUI/36/51

MOD

3735/372 3736/373
3737/374 3738/375

SUI/36/52

MOD

3 6oo -

~-eee

4 210

3 500 - 3 700

3 500 - 3 700

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth).

RAB~9fleeA'EffiN

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

M9!HflE

P±~ed

Mobile

FIXED

AAB~9ffi8A'E~9N

Mobile

Mobile

3740/377
SUI/36/53

MOD

3 700 -

~-eee

3741/378

4 210

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
M9B~flE

Mobile

SUI/36/54

MOD

3737/374

3742/379

~-eee

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

4 210 - 4 4oo

3686/352A 3743/379A 3744/381
SUI/36/55

MOD

4 400 - 4 700

3745/382

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE f~rth-to-space+
(space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

SUI/36/56

MOD

4 700 - 4 990

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOBILE
3531/233B 3697/354

3746/382A 3747/382B

3748/383
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MHz

5 925 - 7 300
Region 1
NOC

5 925 - 6 425

I

Region 2

I

Region.3

FIXED
FIXED....; SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE

SUI/36/57

MOD

6 425 - T-E58 7 125

FIXED
MOBILE
3743/379A 3762/392AA 3763/392B 3767/393

SUI/36/5B

MOD

!f-E58 7 125 - 7 300

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
3764/392D 3765/392G
MHz
9 500 - 9

SUI/36/59

MOD

9 500 - 9 BOO

RADIOLOCATION
3775/39B

SUI/36/60

ADD

Boo

3775A

3775A
The frequency 9 Boo MHz is designated for industrial,
scientific and medical purposeso Emissions must be confined within the limits
of + 100 MHz of that frequencyo Radiocommunication services operating within
tho;e limits must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced from
the ·operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.

FIXED
MOBILE
SUI/36/61

MOD

10.95 - llo2
FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)

fE~rth-to-~p~ee+

MOBILE

MOBILE
NOC

llo2 - 11.45

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE.
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GHz
11 .. 7- 12 .. 5

Region 1

SUI/36/62

MOD

11.7 - 12o5

M9BH:~13-e~eep'b

aeronatt'b-±ea%-mob±~e

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

Mobile except
aeronautical mobile

Reasons : Sharing between the broadcasting-satellite service and the fixed
and mobile except satellite-mobile services is very difficult in Region 1,
which covers small countries ..

36-E
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GHz
12o5 - 15o35

Region 2

Region 1
SUI/36/63

MOD

12o5 - 12o75

12o5 - 12o75 (NOC)

12o5- 12o75 (NOC)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

~Ba~~ft-~~peee~

3788/405BD
NOC

Region 3

3789/405BE

12o75 - 13o25

FIXED
MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3791/406

NOC

13.4 - 14

MOD

14 - 14.3

3793/407A 3794/408

3798/409

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

3792/407
SUI/36/65

3793/407A

RADIOLOCATION
3792/407

SUI/36/64

3792/407

3793/407A

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
3796/408B 3797/408C
FIXED

SUI/36/66

MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
3796/408B 3797/408C
SUI/36/67

SUP

3795/408A

•

Document
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GHz
24.05 - 24o25

Region 1
NOC

Region 2

J

Region 3

24.05 - 24o25
NOC 3803/410C

SUI/36/68

NOC

3803/410C
Reasons : The exact value of 24.125 GHz should be determined on the basis of the
services entered in the Table and if possible in harmony with 2 450 MHz.

DRAFT

RESOLUTION "A"

SUI/36/69

L-relating to Article N7/5_7
concerning the allocation, on the basis of equal rights,
of certain frequency bands to the broadcasting service
and the mobile service under the
Table of Frequency Allocations

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering
a)
that the mobile service depends to a considerable extent on
frequency allocations between 30 and 1 000 MHz;
b)
that a large portion of this part of the spectrum is allocated to
and widely used by the broadcasting service;
c)
that the need has increased for an adequate number of allocations
to meet the growing requirements of users of the mobile service and
broadcasting service;
d)
that it is possible to convey broadcasting programmes partly over
cable distribution networks, but that the mobile service however depends
entirely on an adequate allocation of the available radiofrequency spectrum;
e)
that improvements could be made in the planning of VHF/UHF
broadcasting networks through the coherent arrangement of frequency band
allocations and through the application of optimum standards making due
allowance for spectrum economy considerations;
f)
that provision should be made for establishing the technical and
administrative bases for transfers resulting from the extension of frequency
band allocations to the mobile service between 30 and 1 000 MHz;
g)
that the WARC, Geneva, 1979, considered it necessary to introduce in the Table of Frequency Allocations - some bands shared between the
broadcasting service and other services, particularly the mobile service,
although the nature of the broadcasting service is such that in principle
it requires exclusive allocations and does not lend itself to sharing with
other services,
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invites
a)'
Administrations to intensify their efforts with a view to creating
new broadcasting systems that make a more economic use of the spectrum and
therefore require less extensive allocations in the corresponding frequency
bands;
b)
the CCIR to lay down the bases for new standards to allow for more
efficient subsequent standardization and planning of the broadcasting service,
resolves
lo
that the shared allocations referred to in the present Resolution
shall be regarded as constituting a temporary measure to be suspended as soon
as new technical bases allow for broadcasting service planning on the basis of
less extensive frequency bands for a given number of channels;
2.
service;

that these frequency bands shall in principle be used only by one

3o
that in the long term and by the year 2000 at the latest, these
frequency bands should be made available, either in toto or in part, for the
exclusive use of the mobile service;

4o
that Administrations shall endeavour to use cable distribution as far
as possible for the purposes of broadcasting and to observe wireless
broadcasting standards that meet spectrum economy requirements,
instructs the Secretary-General to bring this Resolution to the notice
of the CCIRo

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO. CONFERENCE

Addendl.ini No~ 1 to
Docwnent No~ 37-E
21 February 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

Republic of South Africa
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

Page 3, add (after proposal AFS/37/7)
~

AFS/37/7A

MOD

3488/194
In Austria, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Netherlandp,
the FR of Germany, Rhode~ia, Zimbabwe and-Nya~aiand, Burundi, United Kingdom,
Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and-the-Bn±on-of South Africa and ~err±~ory-of-South
We~t-Afr±ea Namibia, Administrations may allocate up to 200 kHz to their amateur
service within the band 1 715 - 2 000 kHz. However, when allocating bands
within this range to their amateur service, Administrations shall, after prior
consultation with Administrations of neighbouring countries, take such steps as
may be necessary to prevent harmful interference from their amateur service to
the fixed and mobile services of other countries. ~he-me8n-power-of-any-amatettr
~tat±on-~h~i-not-e~eeed-!6-Watt~.

Reasons : Covered by steps taken by Administrations to prevent interference.
Page 8, add (after proposal AFS/37/31)
MHz
132 - 136
Region 1
AFS/37/31A

MOD

132 - 136

Region 2

I

MOD

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3573/273A 3574/274

AFS/37/31B

J

3575/274A 3576/274B 35TTf2T5

· 3577/275
In Botswana, Burundi, Ethiopia, Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi,
Nigeria, the-Portuguese-ever~ea-Prov±nee~-±n-Reg±on-i-~outh-of-the-Equa~or,
Angola, Mozambique, Hhode~±a, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Swaziland 2 Zambia
and in the-Hepubi±e-of South Africa, the band 138 - 144 MHz is allocated to the
fixed and mobile services. fn-~Bese-eountr±e~,-e~i~t±ng-~tat±on~-±n-the-f±~ed
and-mob±ie-~erv±ee~-may-eont±nue-to-operate-±n-the-band-i32---t36-MH~-unt±~
i-ifanuary-i~T6•

Reasons : No·longer applicable.

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited num_b.er. Partic!pants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few addttJOnal coptes can be made available.
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PLENARY MEETING

Republic of South Africa
Page 10, change proposal AFS/37/43 to read
AFS/37/43
(Corr.l)

MOD

In ~he-Bn±en-e£-Se~~h-Af~iea-and-~he-~errieery-ef
· Botswana, Lesotho 2 Namibia, the Republic of South Africa
and Swaziland the band~ 223 - 235 238 MHz and 246 - 254 MHz ±~-a~~e ~
allocated to the broadcasting service and-pre~i~ien~-ef-Ne•-29T-eeneerning
Sett~h-We~e-Af~iea.

~he-±n~red~ee±en-e£-~hae-~er~±ee-wii~-appiy-~e-eh±~-~and.

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few additional copies can be made available.
-

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document ·No~ 37-E
29 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

·PLENARY MEEriNG

Republic of South Africa
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Section IV.

Table of Frequency Allocations - 10kHz to 275 GHz

This Table with proposed amendments is shown on the following pages. The amendments
were restricted to the minimum considered essential to meet the requirements of services in the
Republic of South Africa.
kHz
160 - 285
Allocation to services
Region 1
160 - 255 (NOC)
MOD 3469/17.6
255 - 285 (NOC)
MOD 3469/176
AFS/37/1

MOD

3469/176

In :6fl.e-Beig±an-eongo-and-Rttanda-Brtmd±-;-Eth±op±a-;-the

Portttgtte~e-e~er~ea-Pro~±nee~-±n-Region-i-sottth-of-the-eqttator-;-Rhode~±a-and
Nya~aiand,-and-the-Bnion-of-Sottth-Afr±ea-and-the-~erri~ory-of-Sottth-We~~-Afriea.

Angola, Botswana, Ethiopia, Lesotho 2 Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Zaire 2 Zambia, Zimbabwe 2 Burundi and Rwanda the band 160 - 200 kHz
i~ allocated to the fixed service.
In Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia,
South Africa, Swaziland 2 Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Burundi and Rwanda the band
200 - 285 kHz is allocated to the aeronautical radionavigation service.
Reasons : The aeronautical mobile service is no longer operated in this
frequency spectrum.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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kHz
510 - 2 000
Region 1
AFS/37/2

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

510 - 525 526.5

510 - 525 (NOC)

510 - 525 (NOC)

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

Aeronautical mobile

Aeronautical
radionavigation

Land mobile
3481/188

3482/189

525 - 535 (NOC)

525 - 535 (NOC)

MOBILE

MOBILE

/BROADCASTING/
3484/191

/BROADCASTING/

3478/185
1----------~

AFS/37/3

MOD

525 526.5 - 535
BROADCASTING

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
3481/188

3483/190
AFS/37/4

MOD

535 -

~-685

1 606.5

535 - 1 605 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

f------------.-;

AFS/37/5

MOD

1 605 - 1 800 (NOC)

l 605 - l 800 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

x-685 1 606.5 - 2 000
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation
1 800

~

3491/197

2 000 (NOC)

AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE
3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420
AFS/37/6

MOD

3483/190

e~cept

aeronautical mobile

RADIONAVIGATION
3492/198
~n-Rhode~±a-end-Nyas~and-and-the-Bn±on-o~-Sottth-Af~±ea

- 535-kH~ In Angola,
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia
and Zimbabwe the band 526.5 - 535 kHz is allocated to the mobile sP-rvice.

and-ehe-~err±tory-of-Sottth-We~t-A~r±ea,-the-eand-525

Reasons : Consequence of band change.
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AFS/37/7

MOD

kHz
2 000 - 2 194
Region 1
NOC

NOC

Region 2

2 000 - 2 045

2 000 - 2 065 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

3487/193
AFS/37/9

1

3490/195A

2 045 - 2 065
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3487/193

AFS/37/10

NOC'

3490/195A

2 065 - 2 170

2 065 - 2 107 (NOC)

FIXED

MARITIME MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3493/200
2 107 - 2 170 (NOC)
FIXED

3487/193
NOC

·37-E

3485/192
In the tropical zone of Region 1, with the exception of
that part of Libya north of the parallel 300N, the band%-695 1 606.5 - 1 800 kHz is also allocated on a secondary basis to the
aeronautical radionavigation services (radio beacons only).
Reasons : Consequence of band change.

AFS/37/8

No~

3490/195A

2 170 - 2 194

MOBILE
MOBILE (distress and calling)
3494/201

3495/201A

Region 3

Document No. 37-E
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kHz

2 194 - 2 850
Region 1
AFS/37/11

NOC

2 194 - 2 300

2 194 - 2 300

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile ( R)

MOBILE

3487/193
AFS/37/12

~qc

Region 2

3490/l95A

,

2 300 - 2 498

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile ( R)

MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202

BROADCASTING 3496/202
3487/193

3490/195A
2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)

2 498 - 2 502 (NOC)
STANDARD FREQUENCY
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203

3498/203A
3497/203

AFS/37/13

NOC

3498/203A

2 502 - 2 625
2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3487/193

AFS/37/14

NOC

AFS/37/15

NOC

MOBILE

3490/195A

2 625 - 2 650

2 625 - 2 850

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE

3468/175

3490/195A

2 650 - 2 850
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3490/195A 3499/205

Region 3

I
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kHz
3 155 - 3 230
Region 1
AFS/37/16

NOC

3 155 - 3 200

I

Region 2

Region 3

I

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

AFS/37/17

NOC

3 200 - 3 230

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING 3496/202
kHz
3 500 - 4 000

AFS/37/18

NOC

3 500 - 3 800

3 500 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 500 - 3 900 (NOC)

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3 800 - 3 900 (NOC)
FIXED
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

AFS/37/19

MOD

LAND MOBILE

3501/206

3 900 - 3 950

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

Reasons

3502/207

3 900 - 3 950 kHz - additional broadcasting requirement.
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kHz
4 000 - 4 650
Region l
AFS/37/20

NOC

·4 000 - 4 063

NOC

4 063 - 4 438

Region 2

I
FIXED

~:1QD

AFS/37/21

AFS/37/22

NOC

MOD

Region 3

i

3504/209

4 438 - 4 650

4 438 - 4 650

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

3504/209
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the freq_uencies between 4 063 and 4 438 kHz may be
used exceptionally by fixed stations communicating only within the boundary of
the country in which they are located, w±~h-a-me~n-power-no~-exeeed±n~-58-Watts;
however-±n-Reg±on8-2-and-3,-beeween-4-23S-and-~-36S-kH~,-~-me~-power-noe
exeeed±ng-588-watts-may-be-tt~ed-by-8tteh-£±xed-~~ae±ofi~.

Reasons : Deletion of power limit.
kHz
4 850 - 5 450
AFS/37/23

NOC

4 850 - 4 995

FIXED
LAND MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202

NOC

4 995

~

5 005

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3498/203A

AFS/37/24

NOC

5 005 - 5 060

3506/210

FIXED
BROADCASTING 3496/202

AFS/37/25

NOC

5 060 - 5 250

FIXED

NOC

5 250 - 5 430

5 250 - 5 450 (NOC)

5 250 - 5 430 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

LAND MOBILE

LAND MOBILE

LAND MOBILE

kHz
6 200 - 6 525
NOC

II

6 200 - 6 525
MOD 3507/211
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AFS/37/26

MOD

3507/211
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 6 200 and 6 525 kHz may be
used exceptionally by fixed stations, communicating only within the ·boundary of
the country in which they are located. w~~h-a-mean-~ower-no~-e~eeed~ns
58-watts~-A~-~he-~±me-of-no~~f~e~~±on-of-~hese-fre~ttene±es,-~he-a~~ent~on-of

~he-~n~erna~~on~-Fre~tteney-Reg~s~r~~~on-Board-w±~~-be-dr~wn-~o-~he-~bo~e
eon~~~ons.

Reasons : Deletion of power limit.
kHz
7 100 - 8 195
Region 1
AFS/37/27

AFS/37/28

MOD

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

7 100 - T-388 7 4oo

7 100 - 7 300 (NOC)

7 100 - 7 300 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

AMATEUR

BROADCASTING

3509/212

7 300 - 8 195 (NOC)

T-386 7 4oo - 8 195

FIXED

FIXED
AFS/37/29

MOD

In the-Bn±on-of-Sott~h-Afr~ea-~d-~he-~err±~ory-of-Sott~h
South Africa, Lesotho 2 Botswana, Swaziland 2 Namibia, the band
7 100 - 7 150 kHz is allocated to the amateur service.
3509/212

Wes~-Afr±ea,

(Note : This footnote may be deleted if the amateur service band is extended
by at least 50kHz.)
Reasons : 7 100 - 7 400 kHz - additional broadcasting requirement.
7 400 - 8 195 kHz - consequence of band change to meet additional
broadcasting requirement.
MHz
41 - 68
41 - 47 (NOC)
MOD 3537/239
47 - 68 (NOC)
MOD 3537/239
AFS/37/30

MOD

3537/239

In

the-Be~g~an-eongo-and-Rttanda-Brttnd~-and-~he-Bn±on-of

Sott~h-Afr±ea-and-~he-~err~~ory-of-Sott~h-Wes~-Afr~ea.

Zaire 2 Rwanda 2 Burundi,
South Africa 2 Namibia, Lesotho 2 Botswana and Swaziland the band 41 - 50 MHz is
also allocated to the fixed, mobile and aeronautical radionavigation services;
the band 50 - 54 MHz is allocated to the amateur service; and the band
54 - 68 MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile ~nd-bro~de~~t~ng services.
Reasons : This band is not suitable for broadcasting due to long-range
propagation effects.
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MHz
100 :... 108
Region 1
100 - 108 (NOC)
MOD 3568/269
AFS/37/31

MOD

3568/269

In

·-ene-Per15-ttgttese-8versett.-Prev:i::nees-:i::n-Reg:i::en-3:-sett~h-of

the-eqttator,-Rhodes±a-~d-Nytt.sa3:tt.nd-tt.nd-the-Bn:i::on-ef-Sett~h-Afr±ea-tt.nd-~err:i::15-ery

Angola, Botswana, Lesotho 2 Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia,
South Africa, Swaziland 2 Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the band 100- 108 MHz is
allocated to the broadcasting service.

of-Sottth-West-Afr±ea

MHz
146 - 149.9
AFS/37/32

MOD

146 - 149.9
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

359efe85 3591/285A
AFS/37/33

SUP

3590/285
Reasons : No longer used by aeronautical mobile service.
MHz
150.05 - 174

AFS/37 /34

MOD

150.05 - 151
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3531/233B 359efe85
3594/286A

AFS/37/35

MOD

151 - 153
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
RADIO ASTRONOMY
/METEOROLOGICAL AIDS/
3531/233B 3598fe85
3594/286A
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MHz
150.05- 174 (cont.)
Region 1
AFS/37/36

MOD

153 - 154
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

3599fE85
AFS/37/37

MOD

154 - 156
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mqbile (R)

3599fE85
AFS/37/38

MOD

156 - 174
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3495/201A 3599fE85
3595/287 3596/288
Reasons

No longer used by aeronautical mobile service.

MHz
174 - 235
AFS/37/39

MOD

174 - 216
BROADCASTING

3599fE9i 3600/292
3601/293
AFS/37/40

MOD

3602/294

216 - 233
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
BROADCASTING

3695fE9T 3606/298
3607/299
3609/301

3608/300

223 - 235 (NOC)
MOD 3612/304

Document No. 37-E .
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'AFS/37/41

SUP

3599/291
Reasons : No longer used by the fixed and mobile services.

AFS/37/42

SUP

·•

3605/297
Reasons : No longer required.

AFS/37 /43

MOD

3612/304
In the-Hnion-of-So"-th-Afriea:-anei--the-Cflerritory-of-Sottth
West-Afriea. Botswana 2 Lesotho 2 Namibia 2 South Africa and Swaziland the
bands 223 - 235 MHz and 246 - 254 MHz ±s-a±so are allocated to the
broadcasting service and-provisions-of-No.-e9T-eoneernin~-the-introdttetion-of
that-serviee-wi~~~app~y-eo-this-band.

MHz
235 - 267
Region 1
NOC

I

Region 2

235 - 267
MOD 3612/304

Region 3

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 38-E
30 January 1979
Original : French

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING
Roumania (Socialist Republic of)
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
PART A
CHAPTER NIII
Frequencies
ARTICLE N7/5
Frequency band allocations between 10 kHz and 275 GHz
kHz
130 - 283.5

Allocation to services
Region l
ROU/38/l

MOD

130 - 3:5-& 148.5
MARITIME MOBILE
3465/172
/FIXED/
3457/163
3466/173

ROU/38/2

MOD

3461/167

i58 148.5 - 160

MARITIME MOBILE
3461/167 3467/174
BROADCASTING
3468/175
160 - 255 (NOC)
BROADCASTING

ROU/38/3

MOD

255 -

~85

283.5

MARITIME MOBILE
3467/174
BROADCASTING
:AER6NAB'Pf8Ab
RAB=f6NAVf6A:t.H8N

3469/176
3471/178

3470/177

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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Reasons : 1. To adjust the limits of the band allocated to the broadcasting
service so as to make possible a rearrangement of channels on multiple
frequencies of 9 kHz.
2. To avoid sharing the band between broadcasting service and the
aeronautical radionavigation service, to which a different band would be
allocated (Recommendation No. 2 of the.Regional LF/MF Broadcasting Conference
(Regions 1 and 3) Geneva, 1975).
kHz
5 730 .:_ 6 200

I

Region 1
ROU/38/4

MOD

5 730 -

ROU/38/5

MOD

5-~58

5-~58

5 850

5 850 - 6 200

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
BROADCASTING
- --

Reasons : To reduce the existing congestion 1n the band allocated to the
broadcasting service.
kHz
9 500 - 9 995
ROU/38/6

MOD

9 500 - ~-'T'T5 9 850

BROADCASTING

ROU/38/7

MOD

~-TT5

FIXED

9 850 - 9 995

Reasons : To reduce the existing congestion in the band allocated to the
broadcasting service.
kHz
11 700 - 12 330
ROU/38/8

MOD

11 700 -

ROU/38/9

MOD

ii-~'T5

ii-~'T5

12 050

12 050 - 12 330

BROADCASTING
FIXED

Reasons : To reduce the existing congestion in the band allocated to the
broadcasting service.

.

..

~

'
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kHz
15 100 - 15 762

I

Region 1

I\

ROU/38/10

MOD

15 100

-

ROU/38/11

MOD

3:5-~5e

15 550 - 15 762

3:5-~5e

15 550

Region 2

I

Region 3

BROADCASTING
FIXED

Reasons : To reduce the existing congestion 1n the band allocated to the
broadcasting service.
kHz
17 360 - 17 900

3:T-Tee 17 600

ROU/38/12

MOD

17 360 -

ROU/38/13

MOD

iT-Tee 17 600 - 17 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

Reasons : To reduce the existing congestion in the band allocated to the
broadcasting service.
kHz
21 870 - 22 000
ROU/38/14

MOD

21 870 -

ee-eee 21 924

AERONAUTICAL FIXED
AEReNAB~r6An-MeBrnE-fRt

ROU/38/15

MOD

21 924 - 22 000
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
Reasons : Recommendation No. Aer2 - 5 of the World Administrative Radio
Conference on the Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service, Geneva, 1978.
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MHz
27.5- 28
Region 1
ROU/38/16

MOD

1,

27.5- 28
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
MOBILE

Reasons : To allocate this band also to the fixed mobile serv1ces in view of
the fact that the requirements of the meteorological aids service in this band
are diminishing (Recommendation No. 33 of the Administrative Radio Conference,
Geneva, 1959).
ROU/38/17

SUP

3524/227
Reasons : Deletion consequent on the proposed amendment to the Table of
Frequency Allocations.
MHz
41 - 68

ROU/38/18

MOD

41 - 47
BROADCASTING
Fixed 3525/228

3535/237

Mobile
3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241 3539A
47 - 68 (NOC)
MOD 3541/243
ROU/38/19

ADD

3539A
In Roumania, the band 41 - 47 MHz is also allocated, on
a primary basis, to the fixed and mobile services except the aeronautical
mobile service.
Reasons : To meet the needs of the fixed and mobile serv1ces.

ROU/38/20

MOD

3541/243

In ... , Ronmania and ... to the fixed service.

In Roumania, the bands 47 - 48.5 MHz and 56.5 - 58 MHz
are also allocated to the fixed and mobile services except the aeronautical
mobile service.
Reasons : To meet the needs of the fixed and mobile serv1ces.
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MHz
68- 87.5
Region 1
ROU/38/21
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING
3546/248
35~8fe5e

3547/249
3549/251

355efe5e
ROU/38/22

MOD

73 - 74.8
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3549/251

3550/252

74.8 - 75.2 (NOC)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3558/259
ROU/38/23
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
3~e5e

ROU/38/24

MOD

3550/252

76- 87.5
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING
3546/248
3550/252
3560/261
3562/263

35~8fE56

3559/260
3561/262

Reasons : Amendments in accordance with the decisions of the Special Regional
Conference, Geneva, 1960.
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ROU/38/25

SUP

3548/250
Reasons : Deletion consequent on the proposed amendment to the Table of
Frequency Allocations.
!

MHz
100 - 108
Region 1
ROU/38/26

MOD

100 - I88 104

M8BfbE-exeept-aeronantiear
mobire-fR-1
BROADCASTING

3568fe69
3570/271
ROU/38/27

MOD

3569f2Te

104 - 108
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile (R)
3568/269
3570/271

3569f2T8

Reasons : To meet the needs of the (sound) broadcasting service
(Recommendation No. 14 of the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1959).
Existing mobile systems in the band 100 - 104 MHz should be protected
during the transitional period.
ROU/38/28

SUP

(Consequential)

3569/270

MHz
223 - 235
ROU/38/2Q

MOD

223 - 235 230
BROADCASTING
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Fixed
Mobile
3607/299
3609/301

36rrf383
36r3f3B5

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

I

J
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MHz
223- 235 (cont.)
Region 1
ROU/38/30

MOD

230 - 235
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Fixed
Mobile
36eTf2~~
36e~f3e3::

363::3::f363

36e8f3ee
3610/302
3612/304

3613/305
Reasons : Amendment in accordance with the decisions of the European VHF/UHF
Broadcasting Conference, Stockholm, 1961.
ROU/38/31

SUP

3611/303
Reasons : Deletion consequent on the proposed amendment to the Table of
Frequency Allocations ..

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
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Addendum No, l to
Document No, 39A-E
l June 1979
Original :· English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Papua New Guinea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Addendum to Proposals for Article Nl/l
Introduction
1.
This document is mainly ·concerned with
Section VI (Technical Terms and Definitions) of Article
N1/1 in Document 39A, and results from this Administration's
review of the CCIR SPM Report.
2.
Most of the proposed changes are for the
implementation of terms defined by the SPM, however in a
few cases this Administration has proposed some new
definitions for terms that are used in the Radio Regulations
that have not been previously defined.

Page 2:

After PNG/39A/15 insert the following:

PNG/39A/l5A ADD. 3028BDA
Nominal Orbital Position (of
an Earth Satellite): Th~ longitude of a
position in the geostationary satellite
orbit associated with a frequency assignment
to a space station in a space radiocommunication
service. The position is given in degrees
from the Greenwich meridian.
Reasons:
To include a definition from
paragraph 1.4 of Annex 8 of the WARC(BS).
Page 7 :.
PNG/39A/6l.A

After PN9/39A/61

in~ert

the f<?ll_owing:

MOD 3138/89
Assigned Frequency Band:
The frequency band ~Ae-eeAePe-e~-wA~eR-ee~Ae~eee
w~~R-~Re-iEe~~eAe1-aee~§Aee-ee-ERe-e~ae~eA

aAe within which the emission of a station
is authorised; the width of wR~eR the band
equals the necessary bandwidth plus twice
the absolute value of the frequency
tolerance.

Reasons:
Proposed implementation of the
definition in Section 2.2.2.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report.

For reasons of economy. this document is prin~ed ·in a limited num_ber. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few add1t1onal copies can be made available.

Addendum No, 1 to
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. - PNG/39A/61B

MOD 3139/90
Occupied Bandwidth: The frequency
bandwidth such that ~ below ~~e the lower
and above ~~e ~ upper frequency limits,
the mean ~ewe~ powers· !=la.~~a~ee emitted are each
equal to gv&~ a specified percentage B/2
of the total mean power ~ae~a~ee-ey of a
given emission~ ~R-eeffie-eaeee.,.-~e!l-eMaFR~~eT
~~±~~eAaRRe±-~~e~~eRey-e~Y~e~eR 7 AyS~effieT-~Ae
~e~eeR~a~e~e~-~v~~-=ay-±eae-~e-ee!l~a~R-e~~~~e~±~~ee
~~~~~~€~4€~~-~~4~~4~-~-~~Q~~~~~
e~-eee~~~ee-aRe-aeeee~a~y-eaRew~e~A.,.-~R-e~eA
e~eee-a-e~~~e~eR~-~e~eeR~a~e-ffi~y-~!leYe-~ee~~±v
Unles~ otherwise specified by the C.C.I.R.
for the appropri-ate class· of emission, the
value of B/2 should be taken as 0.5%.

Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the definition
in Section 2.2.2.2 of the CCIR SPM Report.

PNG/39A/61C

MOD 3140/91
Necessary Bandwidth: For a
given class of emis~ion, the ~~R~ff\~ff\-Ya±~e
e~-~Ae~eee~~~ee-eaRew~e~A width. of the freguency
band which is just sufficient to ensure the
transmission of information at the rate and
with the quality required ~e~-~Ae-eye~e~
e~~±eyee, under specified conditions. ~~~sQ~eRe

~ee~~±-~e~-~Ae-~eee-~~Re~~eR~R~-ef-~Ae-Peee~Y~R~

e~~~~~ea~-ae-~e~-eMaff\~±e.,.-~Ae-e~~ee~eR
ee~pee~eRe~R~-~Q-~Re-ea~~~e~-ef-~ee~eee-ea!l~~eP
e;'e~eff\,:;;.,.-eAa±~-ee-~Re±~eee-~R-~Ae-Reeeeea~y
eaReW~e~Ay

Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the definition
in Section 2.2.2.1 of the CCIR SPM Report.

Paae 7:

After PNG/39A/62 insert the following

PNG/39A/62A MOD 3141/92
Spurious Emission: Emission eR
at a frequency or frequencies which are
outside the Reeeeea~y occupied band, and
the level of which may be reduced without
affecting the corresponding transmission of
information. Spurious emissions include
harmonic emissions, parasitic emissions
and intermodulation products..., 8~~-eMe±~ee
eff\~ee~eRS-~R-~Ae-~ffiffiee~a~e-Y~e~R~~y-e~
~Ae-Reeeeea~y-aaRe,-wA~eA-a~e-a-pee~±~-e~
~Ae-ffiee~±a~~eR-~!Ieeeee-~e~-~Ae-~!laReffi~ee~eR
e~-~R~e~ffia~~eR.

Reasons:
1. The present definition, by
excluding emis~ions within the immediate
vicinity of the necessary band resulting
from the modulation process, has therefore
apparantly defined a spurious emis~ion in
terms of the occupied band rather than the
necessary band as presently stated. It
would therefore appear reasonable to modify
the definition accordingly.

.T.LU

. 2. The proposed modification
of No. 3139/90 as suggested by the CCIR
SPM should lead to further clarification
of this definition. (Section 2.2.3.2 of the
CCIR SPM Report refers.)

Addendum No. 1 to
Document No, 39A-E
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PNG/39A/62B

ADD 3141A
Interference: The effect of
unwanted ~nergy due to one or a combination
of emissions, radiations, or inductions
upon reception in a radiocommunications
system, manifested by any performance
degradation, misrepresentation, or loss of
information which could be extracted in
the absence of such unwanted energy.
Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section 2.2.1.4 of the SPM
Report.

PNG/39A/62C

ADD 31418
Interfering Source: An
emission, radiAtion or induction which is
determined to be a cause of interference
in a radiocommunication system.
Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section 2.2.1.4 of the SPM
Report.

PN9-/39A/62D

MOD 3142/93

HArmful Interference: Any
interference

e~~ag~eRT-P~A~~~~eR-eP-~Re~e~~eR

which ~nda~_ger_s_· _tl:Le. ~uncti?p~ng o~ f:l.. ... . __
radionAvigation ~ervice, of the s~fety Service
or of other ~a~e~~ ~ervir.e~ concerned with
the ~afeguarding of humAn life or property 1
or ~ny interferen~e which seriou~ly degrade~,
ob~tructs or repeatedly interrupt~ a rHdiocommunic~tion ~ervir.e operating in accordance
with the~e Regulation~.
Reason~:
Propoqed implementation of the
CCIR SPM Report Section 2~2.1. but suitahly
modified to take into ar.count the definition
of the SHfety Service in No. 302g/69 And this
Administratio~'s proposed allocation~ for the
S~fety Service in Article N7/5.

PNG/39A/62E

ADD 3142A

Permi~~able

Interference:

Ob~erved or predicted interference which

complieR with nuantitative interference and
.Rharing critetia contained in these Regulation~,
or in Recommendation~ of the C.C.I.R or in
agreements as provided for in these RegulationR.
Reason~:
Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section 2.2.1.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report, but with the deletion of the
word 'regional' so as to include all agreemPntR
made under the Regulations, and by the
replacement of 'the Radio Regulation~' by
'these Regulations'.

Addendum No. 1 to
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PNG/39A/62F

ADD 3142B
Arcepted Interference:
Interference at a higher level than that
defined as permls~able interference and
which ha~ heen accepted by agreement between
two or more ~dministrations ,without prejudice
to other administr'at·ions. The level of such
Rccepted irit~rfeience i~ treated indivi~uallY
in each case ~nd on its own merit~.
Re~~ons:
Proposed adoption of the.
Note in Section 2.2.1~4 of the CCIR SPM
Report but rephrased and written Rs a
definition in its own right to provide a
specific definition.

PNG/39A/62G

MOD 3143/94
Power of a R~dio Transmitter:
'The rate at which electromaqenetic energy is
~upplied to the antenn~ trRnsmi~sion line
by a rarlio trarismitter.
Whenever the powPr of a radio ·
transmitter, etc •• is referred to, it shall
be expres~ed in one of the following form~:
peak envelope powpr (Pp);
mean power (Pm);
-carrier power (Pc).
For different cla~ses of ·
emission, the relationships between peak envelnpe
pnwer, mean power Rnd c~rrier power, under the
conrlitions of normal operation and of no
modulatipn, are contained in Recommendation~
of the C.C.I.R., which may be used a~ a guide.
Reason~:
1. A~ the definition is
generally rest.ricted to power produc.ed by a
r~dio tran~mitter, th~ title of the definition
is propo~ed to be amPnded a~cordingly.

2. The present definitioD only
defines somP of the forms in which the power
of a radio tran~mitter may be expres~ed in the
Regulations, and does not provide ft hasic
definition for the power of ~ radio tran~mitt~r.
A definition ~s therefore proposed in the
first p~r~granh.
·

PNG/39A/62H

MOD 3144/95
Peak Envelope Power of a Radio
Transmitter: The ~Ye~a~e power supplied to the
antenna transmiSSiOn line by R transmittPr
during one. radi~ frequency cycie at the
highest crest of the modulation envelope 1 takeP
under conditions of normal operation.
Reasons:
Power cannot be averaged over
the period of a single radio frequency cycle,
and therefore the deletion of the word •~verage'
~ePm~ appropriate.

Addendum No. 1 to
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· PNG/39A/62I

MOD 3145/96
Me~n Power of a Radio Transmitter:
The power supplied to the antenna trnnsmis~ion
line by a transmitter·durino normal opera~ion,
averaged over a time. sufficiently long
-compnred with the period of the lowest frequency
encouritered in the modulation. A-~iffie-ef-4~4Q
AeeeRe-et:tfiREJ~WRi~"~i't-~i:te-ffieaR-f}eWef-fa-EJfea~e~~

wi~~-se-a~~ee~ee-RePffi~~~~T

Reasons:
1. Proposed implementation of the
definition in Sectiori 2.2.4.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report.
2. In regard to the problem of
concordanre between the French and EngliRh
texts which is raisP.d by the CCIR SPM, this
Administration believes that circular definition
would result if the word 'mean' were pla~ed
before the word 'power' in the first sentenc.e.
In order that the difficulty may be resolved,
·this Administration proposes that n more precise
meaning for the definition of transmitter power
should be given (sPe MOD 3143/94).
PNG/39A/62J

MOD 3146/97
Carrier Power of a Radio Transmitter:
The ayepe~e power supplied to the antennn
transmis~ion line by a transmitter during one
rndio frequency cycle under conditions of no
modulation; for various clas-es of emis~ion the
conditions of no modulation are given in the
Recommendations of the C.C.I.R., which may be
used ns a guide. ~l:t~s-eeffRf~feA-eeeA-Re~
a~a±y-~e-~t:t~ae-ffieet:t~a~ee-e~f~e4eReT

Re~sons:
Proposed implementation of
the defini t_ion in Section 2. 2. 4. 3 of the CCIR
SPM Report, however with the word 'average'
deleted from the second line as power cannot
be averaged over the period of a single cycle.

PNG/39A/62K

ADD 3153A
Benmwidth: The angular arc of
an antenna directivity diagram encompassing
the points on a r.urve corresponding to the
direction of maximum gain of an antenna and the
points· on the curve closest to the direction
of maximum gain of an antenna where the gain
of an antenna is one half of the maximum.
Reasons:
Regulations.

To define a term used in the

Addendum No. l·to
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PNG/39A/62L ADD 3153B
Beam Area (of an Earth Satellite-):
The area delineated by the intersection of the
half-power beam of the satellite transmitting
antenna with the surface of the Earth.
Note:
Th~~eam area is simply that area
on the Earth's- sUrface corresponding to the -3 dB
points on the satellite antenna radiation pattern.
In many cases the beam area would al~6st
coincide with the coverage area, the discrepancy
being accounted for by the permanent dffference
in path lengths from the satellite throughout
the beam area, and also by the permanent
variations, if any, in propagation factors across
the area. However, for a service area where the
mBximum dimension as seen from the satellite
position is less than 0.6° (the aareed minimum
practicable satellite antenna half-power
beamwidth), the~e could he a significant difference
between the beam area and the coverage area.
Rea~ons:
ThiC! definition :=~ppears in
paragraph 1.3 of· Annex 8 to the Final Acts
of the WARC(BS) Geneva, 1977 and it is
c6nsidered that this definition should he
included in Article N1/1. The definition could
be con~iderably shortened by the omi~sinn of
the Note.

PNG/39A/62M

ADD 3153C
Direct Polari~ation (Right-hand
or Clockwi~e Polarizatinn): _·An ellipfically
or circularly-polarized wave, in which the
electric field intensity vector, observed ~n
any fi~ed plane, normal to the direction of
propagation , whilst looking i~ (i.e., not
againC!t) the direction of propagatiqn, rotates
with time ip a right-hand or clo~kwise direction.
Note:

For circularly-polariryed plane
the ends of the electric vectors drawn
from any poiri~~ along~ straight line·normal
to the plane of the wave front, form, at
any instant, a left-hand helix.

w~ves

Reas·ons:
Proposed inclusion of the
definition in· paragraph 3.2.3 of Annex 8
to the Final Acts of ·the WARC(BS) Geneva,
1977.
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PNG/39A/62N

ADD 3153D
Indirect Polarization (Lefthand or Anti-clockwise Polarization):
An elliptically or circularly-polarized
wave, in which the electri~ fieldintensity vector, observed in the. fixed
plane, normal to the direction of
propagation whilst looking in (i.e., not
against) the direction of propagation,
rotates with time in a left-hand or anticlockwise direction.
·
For circularly-polarized
NOTE:
plane waves, the ends of the electric
vectors drawn from any points along a
straight line normal to the plane of th~
wave front, form~ at any instant, a righthand helix.
Reasons:
Proposed inclusion of the
definition in paragraph 3.2.3 of Annex 8
to the Final Acts of the WARC(BS) Geneva,
1977.

PNG/39A/620

ADD 3154A
Field Intensity: The magnitude
of an electromagnetic field expressed in
terms of the field strength, power flux
density, or radio noise power.
To define a term that is in
Reasons:
common use.

PNG/39A/62P

ADD 31548
Protection Ratio: The ratio
of the integrand of wanted field intensities
over a given bandwidth to the integrand
of the unwanted field intensities wfuthin
the same given bandwidth •.
Reasons:
To define a term that is used
in a number of Regulations, but with slightly
different meanings~ Section 2.2.6.3 of the
CCIR SPM Report refers to these problems.

PNG/39A/62Q

ADD 3154C
Service Area: An area of
delineation by agreement between administrations
in which a specified transmitter at a
specified fixed point may produce a
specified minimum protection ratio at all
points.
Reasons:
To define a term that is used
throughout the Regulations, but is undefined.

:i?NG/39A/62R,-

ADD 3154D
Coverage area: The area
where the protection ratio . of the
reception from a specified transmitter is
equal to or greater than the minimum
protection ratio.
Reasons:
To define a term t~at is
used in the Regulations, but is undefined.

Addendum No. 1 to
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PNG/39A/62S,

ADD 315 7C
Guardband: The portion of the
radio frequency spectrum between the edge
of the allocat~d bartd and the edge of
the necessary .bandwidth of the emission
in the nearest channel.
Reasons:
Thi~ definition, except for
the word 'radio' which has been added for
clarity, appears in paragraph 3.9.1 of
the Final Acts of the WARC(BS) Geneva,
1977. It is proposed that this definition
should appear in Article N1/1 as it is a
basic term.

Page 92:
Delete the existing text for
and repla~e with the following:

PNG/39A/357

~o.

ADD 6218.1

1
ADD 6218.1
rn countries other than ·
those in the Tropical Zone these bands
may be used for internal national
broadcasting purposes provided:
(a)
that the maximum radiated
power in any direction a1 ~ngles
of elevation less than I
36
7
of any such station does not exceed L- 50 kW _7 E.I.R.P.
(b)
that any such station does
not ca~se har~ful interference
to stations operating within
the Tropical Zone •.
Reasons:
1. To allow countries
outside the Tropical Zone to use the
above stated bands to provide national
broadcasting services.
2. The proposed maximum
radiation angle is derived from Report
301-3 of the CCIR 14th Plenary Assembly.
3. The proposed maximum
transmitter power is to be found in
Section 4~7:3.4 of the CCIR SPM Report.

Addendum No, 1 to
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Page 94:
following:

Below the Note to Article N47 insert the

CHAPTER NXI
MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE AND MARITIME
MOBILE-SATELLITE SERVICES
Article N57
Special Rules Relating to the Use of'Frequencies
in the Maritime Mobile Service
PNG/39A/369A MOD 8077/1115
(2) However, in order to
reduce interference in regions of heavy
traffic, administrations may consider the
requirements of No. 8076/1114 as satisfied
when the calling frequencies assigned to
coast stations open to public correspondence
are not separated by more than ~ 2 kHz
from the general calling frequency 500 kHz.
Reasons:
Consequential to proposed
changes in Article N7/5 (see PNG/39A/81)
and to adopt the maximum off-set
recommended in the CCIR SPM Report in
Section 4.1.4.2.1.3.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No~ 2 to
Document No. 39A-E
22 August 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Pa:pu.a·New·Guinea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
l.

Page l
Proposal PNG/39A/3, second line, replace "rate" with "state".

2.

Page l
16
13
Proposal PNG/39A/4, third line, replace "lo- " with "lo- ".

3.

Page ·81
Proposal PNG/39A/299, replace the Reasons with the following
"Reasons : Consequential to MOD 1 995 - 2 005 kHz,
MOD 3 995 - 4 005 kHz and MOD 7 995 - 8 005 kHz in Article N7/5
to provide protection for the proposed safety service."

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. l to
Document No. 39A-E
12 June 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

Papua New Guinea

1.

Replace page 80 (printed in French) by the attached new page~

2.

Page 81, proposal PNG/39A/298, third line, replace 4 136.3

.A:rinex

.2z 4

125 •

1

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

Docwnent No. 39A-E
80 ·-( N7)

Page

GHz

15.35 - 15.4
Region 1
PNG/39A/292

MOD

I

Region 2 ·

t

Region 3

15.35 - 15.4

PASSIVE
3799/409C
Rea$ons

Consequential to definition change in Article 1
Gllz

15.4 ·- 17.7
PNG/39A/293 MOP

15.4- 15.7
RABID DETERMINATION
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE .
3686/352A 3687/352B 3792/407

PNG/39A/294

MOD

1.5. 7 . . . l. 7. 7

RADIODETERMINATION
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

3792/407

3794/408

Reasons : To provide for the radionavigation-satellite service.
MOD 14- 14.5 GHz.

to

Consequential

GHz

17.7 .... 21.2
NOC

17.7- 19.7

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE

PNG/39A/295 MOD

. 19.7- 21.2
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE
3800/409E
Reasons : To provide for expansion of the fixed and mobile services.
(Not used.)
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(Geneva, 1979)
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PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Introduction

This document contains the proposals of the Administration of Papua New Guinea to
the 1979 WARC.
Within the limited resources available this Administration has reviewed the relevant
sections of the Radio Regulations and in particular is offering comments in depth on Chapters Nl,
N3 and N4. In drawing up the proposals, the following three principles have been kept in mind :
l)

The Radio Regulations should be simplified and made easy to read.

2)

The resulting Final Acts should reflect the development needs of all countries over
the next twenty years.

3)

All provisions and allotments should be kept as flexible as possible to allow for
the rapidly changing spectrum development policies in the developing countries.

In the past it has been the general trend to make radiocommunications technically
more sophisticated so as to conserve spectrum and to make for more efficient operations. In
doing this, however, there has been an economic penalty which, while being not too severe on
operators in the developed areas of the world, these economic penalties have had a major effect
on the ability of poorer people in the developing countries to purchase suitable e~uipment.
In this Administration's proposals, the setting aside of three fre~uency bands for
an economic safety service to serve people living and.working in isolated areas is proposed to
help alleviate the communications imbalance that exists today.
Other proposals include a restructuring of Article l*) to separate the service and
station definitions from the definitions of radio systems, as well as some new definitions which
are suggested for some of the terms in current use but at present undefined.

fre~uency

In Chapter 4, Articles 11, 12 and 13 have been reviewed and proposals for wide band
coordination are offered.

This review has not been exhaustive however and therefore some changes (in particuiar
those arising from discussions with other Administrations) are expected.

*)

See Document No. 39B.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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CHAPTER Nl
TERMINOLOGY
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions*)
Section I.·

PNG/39A/l

MOD

3002
Telecommunication : Any transmission, emission or
reception of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any
nature by wire, radio, ~±~tta~, optical or other electromagnetic systems.
Reasons

PNG/39A/2

ADD

General terms

To align the definition with the definition in the Convention.

3002A
Public correspondence : Any telecommunication which the
offices and stations must, by reason of their being at the disposal of the
public, accept for transmission.
Reasons : Extract from the Convention to assist the reader.

PNG/39A/3

ADD

3003A
Period of electromagnetic radiation : ~he time interval
taken for the energy rate at any instant of an electromagnetic radiation to
re-occur.

PNG/39A/4

ADD

3003B
Radio frequency spectrum : The range of possible
periods of electromagnetic radiation arbitrarily restricted to the ~ange of
1 second to 3 x lo-16 seconds.
1 Hz to approximately 3 000 GHz._/

L

PNG/39A/5

ADD

3003C
Radio wave : An electromagnetic wave within the radio
frequency spectrum and not guided between transmitter and receiver by an
artificial boundary such as a wire or a waveguide.

PNG/39A/6

SUP

3005
Reasons : Despite frequent reference in ITU documents to the radio frequency
spectrum, this has up to now remained undefined.
As a consequence of this
proposed definition, a clarification of the definition of radio wave appears
possible, hence the consequential proposed deletion of 3005/7. The definition
of Radiocommunication in No. 3004/9 is proposed to be re-located as 3006A to
provide better readability.

PNG/39A/7

ADD

3006D
purposes.

Service

A radiocommunication activity for specified

Reasons : To define a term used extensively 1n the Radio Regulations, but
previously undefined.
_ PNG/39A/8

ADD

3006I

Section lA.

Public correspondence terms

Reasons : To separate the special terms used in regulations concerning public
correspondence.

*)

Numbers 1n brackets refer to proposed re-grouping; see Document No. 39B.
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PNG/39A/9

MOD

Section II : Radio Systems, geP¥iees and gtatiGas Terms.

(Title)

Reasons : To provide separate sections dealing with systems and terms, and
services and stations.
PNG/39A/10

(MOD)

3017 ( 3025C)
lfle3::·emet-er±ng Telemetry : The use of telecommunication for
automatically indicating or recording measurements at a distance from the
measuring instrument.
Reasons : Relocation of No. 3017/15 with an update of the name from
"Telemetering" to "Telemetry" to conform with modern usage, and with a change
from "radiocommunications" to "telecommunications'' to allow other classes of
telemetry other than radiotelemetry.

PNG/39A/ll

(MOD)

3018( 3025D)
Rad:i:o~e3::eme1:7er:i:Itg Radiotelemetry
Telemetry by means of radio waves.

lfle3:eme1:7er:i:ng

Reasons : Relocation of No. 3018/16 and update in the name from
''Radiotelemetering'' to "Radiotelemetry" to conform with modern usage ..
PNG/39A/12

MOD

3024{ 3006C)

Space radi-ocommunication : Any radiocommunication ±nYo3:v:i:ng

't-he-tt5'e-of-one-or-mor-e-8paee-5't-ae±on5'-0l"'-tihe-tt5'e-of-ofie-or-more~:pa85':i:Ve-~ai:7e3:3:±te~

or;_ot-her-objeet-s-±n-8paee other than terrestrial radiocommunication.

PNG/39A/13

MOD

3025/3025.1(3006B)
Terrestrial radiocommunication : Delete present text
and read : Any radiocommunication wholly conducted on or under the surface of
the Earth, or in the major portion of the Earth's atmosphere. In these
Regulations, unless otherwise stated, any radiocommunication service relates
to terrestrial radiocommunication .•
Reasons : It is proposed to re-organize the definitions so as to avoid defining
''space" as this subject is under review by other United Nations agencies.

PNG/39A/14

ADD

3025E
Telecommand : The use of telecommunication for the
.transmission of signals to initiate, modify, or terminate the functions of
equipment at a distance.
Reasons

PNG/39A/15

ADD

3028APA
the Earth .•
Reasons

PNG/39A/16

ADD

To define a term already in use in the Radio .Regulations.
Earth satellite : A satellite which is in orbit around

Term hitherto undefined but which is referred to in other definitions.

3028BF

Section I,IA. Gen_eral services

Reasons
To provide a separate Section for services that may be terrestrial
services, space services or both.
(Not used.)

PNG/39A/17
PNG/39A/18

MOD

3032(3006G)
Space station : A station .3:oeatied-on-an-ob;jeee-wh±eh-±s
beyond,--±5'-:i:neended-t-o-go-beyond,--or-has-been:-beyend,--t-he-maj-or-port±on-of
the-Earefil.s-aemos:phere effecting space radiocommunications.
Reasons : The definition of a space station is proposed to be simplified for
clarity and is consequential to the proposed definition of space
radiocommunication (No. MOD 3024).
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MOD

3033(3006H)
Delete present text and replace_by: Earth station :A
station within a space radiocommunication service located on or under the
surface of the Earth or in the major portion of the Earth's atmosphere.
Reasons
It is proposed that the Earth station definition be clarified as
a station within the space radiocommunication service.

PNG/39A/20

SUP

3035
Reasons : No. 3035/83 is proposed to be deleted as definition for an
experimental research service is proposed in 3035G.

PNG/39A/2l

ADD

3035C
Research service : A space radiocommunication or
terrestrial radiocommunication service for scientific exploration and research
purposes.

PNG/39A/22

ADD

3035D
Passive serv.ice
reception of radiocommunications.

PNG/39A/23

ADD

3035E
Earth research service
A research service for obtaining
information relating to the characteristics of the Earth and its natural
phenomena.

PNG/39A/24

ADD

Passive Earth research
3035F
service within the passive service.

PNG/39A/25

ADD

3035G
Experimental research service : A research service for
the development of science or technique. This definition does not include the
amateur service.

A research service involving only the

serv~ce

An Earth research

Reasons : Within the existing Radio Regulations there are several services
defined for the various activities of scientific exploration and research.
With the rapid development in technology, especially in the satellite field,
some flexibility in terminology appears needed to avoid limitations on research
programmes, especially in developing countries where the future needs for
research are for the most part unknown.
To overcome the problem outlined above it is proposed that a research
be defined that encompasses all the various research services at
present defined in the Radio Regulations. Scientific exploration and research
programmes are either active or passive programmes! It is therefore further
proposed to define a passive service which encompasses all activities of the
research service involving reception only (e.g. radio astronomy). As the
research service involves both active and passive activities it is not proposed
to define a~ active service. Due to_the special requirements of research
it is not proposed to separate terrestrial and space research programmes as
future programmes could involve both activities at once.
serv~ce

PNG/39A/26

MOD

(Title)

Reasons
PNG/39A/27

SUP

Section III. Terrestrial Radio
g_n<;i St~tio!}s.

_Services

Consequential to MOD Section II (Radio systems and terms)

3037
Reasons

gys~e!!i~

Redundant.
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PNG/39A/28

SUP

3038

PNG/39A/29

SUP

3039
Reasons : The entries to the aeronautical fixed service 1n Article N7/5 are
proposed to be changed to the fixed service.

PNG/39A/30

SUP

3041
Reasons

PNG/39A/3l

MOD

Redundant.

3042
MeteorologiGal aids service. An earth research service
involving only terrestrial radiocommunication A-rad±oeo:mm.tm±eat-ion-serv±ee
used for meteorological, including hydrological observations and exploration.
Reasons : A consequential change resulting from the proposal to create an
Earth research service (see ADD 3035E).

PNG/39A/32

MOD

Radiosonde : An automatic radio transmitter in-t-he
3043(3028AA)
met-eoro:l:og±ea:l:-aidf$'-serv±ee usually carried on an aircraft, free balloon, kite
or parachute, and which transmits meteorological data.
Reasons : The definition has been generalized by the deletion of "in the
meteorological aids service".

PNG/39A/33

SUP

3045
Reasons

PNG/39A/3h

MOD

Redundant.

3046
Standard frequency and time service : A radiocommunication
service for scientific, technical and other purposes, providing the transmission
of specified frequencies, time signals, or both, of stated high precision,
intended for general reception.
Reasons : In general, the standard frequency service and time signal service
are provided by the same station. It would seem appropriate to give them a
name applying to both.

PNG/39A/35

SUP

. 3047
Reasons

PNG/39A/36

SUP

3048
Reasons

PNG/39A/37

SUP

Redundant.

Consequential to MOD 3046.

3050
Reasons : Redundant.

PNG/39A/38

MOD

3062(3028AE)
Radar beacon (racon) : fn-t-he-mar±t-±me-radionav±gat±on
serv±ee, a receiver-transmitter device which, when triggered by a surface search
radar, automatically returns a distinctive signal which can appear on the display
of the triggering radar, providing range, bearing and identification information.
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PNG/39A/39

MOD

3066(3028AI)
Marker beacon : ±n-~he-aeronau~±ea~-rad±ona~±ga~±on
a transmitter which radiates vertically a distinctive pattern for
providing position information to aircraft.
~er~±ee

Reasons
PNG/39A/40

ADD

3068A
Radio direction finding service : A service within the
radiodetermination service for the purpose of determining the direction of a
station or object.
Reasons
deleted.

PNG/39A/41

SUP

PNG/39A/42

MOD

Generalization of the definitions.

It is proposed that the serv1ce be.defined and the station definition
(See 3068A)

3069

Section LV. Space gaeie_gystems Services and Stations
JaRa- Raa~e-AstPeaemy.

PNG/39A/43

MOD

PNG/39A/44.

MOD

3095(3028AU)
Space ee~eme~er±ng radiotelemetry : The use of ~e~eme~er±ng
radiotelemetry for the transmission from a space station or results of
measurements made in a spacecraft, including those relating to the functioning
of the spacecraft.
3096(3028AV)

Maintenance space

~e~eme~erins

radiotelemetry : Space

ee~eme'ber±ng telemetryrelating exc~usiveiy to the electrical and mechanical

condition of a spacecraft and its equipment together with the condition of
the environment of the spacecraft.
Reasons : To accord with modern usage of these words.
PNG/39A/.45

MOD

3099
Space research service : A radioeommttn±ea~±on research
service in which space craft or other objects are used for scientific or
technological research purposes.

PNG/39A/46

ADD

Passive space research service
3099A
serv1ce within the passive service.
Reasons

1.

A space research

MOD 3099 is consequential to the definition of a research service.

2. ADD 3099A is proposed to separate the active. from the passive
activities in the space research service.
PNG/39A/47

MOD

3106
Replace present text by : Earth exploration-satellite
service : An Earth research service involving the use o! space
radiocommunications only.
Reasons : To simplify the definition for the Earth research service
(see ADD 3035E) •

.PNG/39A/48

ADD

3106A
Passive Earth exploration-satellite service
exploration-satellite service within the passive service.
Reasons : To provide for such research.

An Earth
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PNG/39A/49

MOD

3109
Standard frequency and time signal-satellite service
A space radiocommunication service tt~±ng-~paee-~~a~ion~ for scientific,
technical and other purposes, providing the transmission of specified
frequencies, time signals, or both of stated, high precision intended for
general reception on-ear~h-~a~eii±~e-for-~he-~ame-pttrpo~e~-a~-the~e-of-the
~~andard-freqttene~-8erv±ee.

Reasons : To allow for the use of common satellites to broadcast standard
frequencies and time signals to areas of the universe where needed. The
original definition did not allow, for example, transmission to research
stations on the moon, ·etc. As for the standard frequency and time service,
amalgamation of these two operations appears appropriate.
(Consequential to the above).

PNG/39A/50

SUP

3110

PNG/39A/51

MOD

3121(3035H)
Radio astronomy service : A passive serv1ce ±nvoiv±ng-the
tt~e for the purposes of radio astronomy.
Reasons : See proposals PNG/39A/21-25.

PNG/ 39A/ 5.2

SUP

PNG/39A/52A

SUP

PNG/39A/52B

SUP

3126

Not required.

PNG/39A/52C

SUP

3121

Not required.

PNG/39A/53

MOD

Period (of a satellite) : The period of a satellite is
3130(3028BA)
the time elapsing between two consecutive passages of a satellite GP-J3±aBet
through a characteristic point on its orbit.

PNG/39A/54

MOD

Section VI. Technical

3122

See Introduction to Document No. 39B, paragraph 2.
Section V. Space, Orbits and Types of Objects in Space.

eharae~er±8~±e8

Terms and Definitions

Reasons : To avoid confusion with Article N4/12.
PNG/39A/55

ADD

3133A
Frequency : The number of occurrences of the periodic
nature of a radio wave in one second.

PNG/39A/56

ADD

3133B
Frequency band : A portion of the radio frequency spectrum
usually specified as lying between two specified frequencies.

PNG/39A/57

ADD

3133C
Bandwidth : The numerical difference between the
highest and lowest frequencies designating a frequency band.

PNG/39A/58

ADD

3133D ·
Frequency channel : A portion of a frequency band
designated by a reference frequency and having a specified bandwidth.

PNG/39A/59

ADD

3133E
Allocation : A frequency band of specified limits that·
has been designated in a table of frequency allocations for use by one or more
named radio services under specific conditions.
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PNG/39A/60

ADD

3133F
Allotment : A frequency channel normally specified from
an agreed channelling plan that has been designated for assignment by one or
more Administrations for use in a defined area or areas.

PNG/39A/6l

ADD

3133G
Assignment : A frequency of specified value and associated
bandwidth that has been designated by an Administration for use by one or more
stations under prescribed conditions.
Reasons : All the above terms are frequently used within the Radio Regulations
but have, as yet, not been defined.

PNG/39A/62

ADD

3140A
Emission : The electromagnetic energy which emanates from
a source involved in radiocommunications.
Reasons : To define a term extensively used 1n the Radio Regulations.
CHAPTER NIII
FREQUENCIES
ARTICLE N5/3
General Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies

PNG/39A/63

MOD

328l/ll6A
~ 5
For the purpose of resolving cases of
harmful interference, the radie-as~ronomy passive service shall be treated
as a radiocommunications service. However, protection from services in other
bands shall be afforded the radio-as~ronomy passive service only to the
extent that such services are afforded protection from each other.
Reasons : Consequential to proposed definition of a passive service (which
would include the radio-astronomy service) in Article Nl/1 (See No. ADD 3035D).
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ARTIClE N7 /5
Frequency Allocations 10 kHz to 275 GHz

Introduction
In its national revie~ of Article N7/5 this administration applied
as much as possible the follo~ing three principlest
(1)

The table and its pr6Visions should b3 simplified rathar
than made more complext

(2)

The table agreed to ot this WARC must reflect the needs of
all countries over the next t~nty yearst

(3)

Service allotmants should ba describad in the simplest terms
to allo~ for the rapidly changing spactrum developm2nt
policies in the devQloping countries.

Thus, ~here possible, it is proposed to amGlgamate bands of like
services to give larger bonds as this should ~ke for easier
spactrum planning over the next t~ decsdes. The follo~ing is
a summary of soma of th3 chooges proposed, service by service.
SAFETY SERVICE.

There is an urgent need for radiomadical services to b3 made
available to poor communities of paople l~ving in isolated areas
of the \'!Orld.
Papua Ne~ Guinea, t1'ith ita 3000 islands and Glttremaly rugged too
pography ~ich ranges from mountsina rising to ~000 m3ters to large
s~mpy plains, is facing ~ith this basic communications problem~
It is not possible to supply and o~rate sophisticated radio
telephones in all the ramote villages, traditional crsft and small
homasteads ~here th3 majority of thG populQtion live and ~rk.
What is needed urgently is a lot1' technology radio system that could
ba mass manufactured like "citizens band" equipment and purchased
at a very 10t1' price by village paople. Such a radio ~uld need
to be battery operated and of modest po~r.
The provision of such a system is not feasible on an national scale
as there is not the scsle of ~rket available for manufacturers
to mass produce such rsdio systems and therefore achieve a lot1'
monetary value.
Only a universal approach by all developing countries to this
problem ~ill ensure a sufficient market to make this proposal
economically feasible.
What is therefore proposed is that three frequency bands ba set
aside, ~rld-~ide, for safety radiocommunications.
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The frequency bands chosen are at 2000, 4000 and 8000 kHz,each
with a bandwidth of 10 kHz. Whether in fact these bands need to
be harmoncally related would depend on the modulatio~ techniques
agreed upon for this service. ·
With such a range of
possible.

frequencies~

24 hour

communicatio~~

should b3

It is anticipated that interference will occur~ however it is
considered better to have some interference and have available o
radiomedical facility, than the alternative of not having any
possibility of radiocommunication in times of human suffering.
Even with the best intentions, obviously it will not be possible
to provide all communities with more sophisticated telecommunications
over the next two decades and therefore this proposal is put to the
conference in order to provide a measure of protection to these
people until such time as more sophisticated systems become
available.
MARITIME MOBILE SERVICE
It has been noted that many administrations have indicated
for more maritime-mobile bandwidth in the HF bands.

th~

need

In some developing countries, however, there is an on-going
requirement for fixed and mobile HF public correspondence networks.
As a large portion of the traffic in the maritime bands is used for
public correspondence, it is proposed that a fa~ily of bands be set
aside for fixed and mobile usage world-wide, and that the usage be
restricted to stations handling public corre'spondence.
This proposal is intended to give extra spectrum to those countries
who require increased maritime services, while allowing developing
countries to use HF fixed services. The bands chosen are in pairs
for duplex operation and are as follows:Pair

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2005
4450
6850
9040
12180
14840
19840
23350

-

2155 k.Hz
4650 kHz
7000 k.Hz
9190 k.Hz
12330 kHz
14990 kHz
19990 k.Hz
23500 'kHz

2505
5250
7500
9845
13360
15550
20850
25110

-

2655 kHz
5450 kHz
7650 kHz
9995 kHz
13510 ltHz
15700 kHz
21000 k.Hz
25260 kHz

It is also proposed that some expansion be given to the exclusive
maritime-mobile bands to cater for expansion in the maritime-mobile
service.
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SERVICE
With the forthcoming introduction of A3J emission in the HF
aeronautical (R) bands, expansion of existing HF bands does not
appear to be warranted.
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Papua New Guinea-proposes to delete the Aeronautical Mobile (OR)
allocation 5430 - 5480 kHz, and to create a new band (5450 - 5480
kHz) for fixed and mobile services.
In the bands 21870 - 22000 kHz and 23200 - 23350 kHz it is
proposed to delete the aeronautical fixed services and an
exclusive aeronautical mobile (R) band created from 21924 22000 kHz as a consequence of Recommenda.tion AER2 .... 5
In the Aeronautical-Satellite service it is proposed to
amalgamate the bands with other mobile-satellite services to
allow for more flexibility in spectrum planning.
In the Aeronautical Radionavigation service it is proposed to
delete the restriction of such services to general radionavigation, thus providing flexibility for future planning.
Deletions of aeronautical radionavigation are shown in the
bands 68 - 74.6 MHz and 78 - 80 MHz to reflect the change in
technology.
In Papua New Guinea DME stations operate in the bands 204 208 MHz and 222 - 226 MHz. This has accordingly been shown
in ADD 3504A.
In the bands 4~0- 450 MHz theuse of radio altimeters in the
bands 420 to 430 MHz and 440 - 450 MHz·are proposed to be
deleted, as these bands are required for fixed and mobile services
RADIODETERMINATION SERVICES
_In analysing the radiodetermination services it has become
evident that a more flexible approach to allocations will be
needed over the next two decades.
In general, it is proposed to delete all reference to particular
classes of stations (i.e aeronautical radionavigation allocations
to be simply radionavigation). This will allow a redeployment of
frequencies as changes take place in the various mobile sectors.
While proposing the retention of most radiodetermination
allocations, it has been noted that a considerable proportion
of the spectrum is allocated to the various classes of radiodetermination, and therefore future expansion of the service
should be accomplished by the use of spectrum conservation
techniques ~ather. than by increased allocations.
PASSIVE SERVICE
It is proposed that all radio astronomy bands be allocated to a
new service, the Passive service. The Passive service will encompass all scientific exploration and research using reception
only e.g., Earth Exploration-Satellite (Passive}. The definitions
of the existing services within the passive service are still
proposed to be retained. Refer to Article N1/1 proposals for
further details~
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BROADCASTING SERVICE
Papua New Guinea is opposed to ~he introduction of LF broadcasting
in Region 3 as there is a continued requirement for non-directional
beacons in the bands below 500 kHz. It is also considered that it
would not be possible to clear sufficient spectrum for all countries
to enjoy the benefits of such a service.
The MF broadcasting band is proposed to have the upper .a~d lower
band edges aligned to give 4.5 kHz between the highest and lowest
carrier frequency assignment. This proposal results from the
Regional LF/MF Broadcasting Conference, Geneva 1975.
As a country in the Tropical Zone Papua New Guinea relies heavily
o-:1 Tropical Zone broadcasting to reach its populatio-:1 which, for
the most part, live in the rural areas. Papua New Guinea is
therefore opposed to any decrease in protection given to Tropical
Zone broadcasting. It is proposed, however, that this service be
deleted from the band 5005 - 5050 kHz to allow for internatio~al
broadcasting expansion, and that the band 2300 - 2495 kHz be
expanded by the inclusion of Tropical Zone Broadcasting in the band
2155 - 2300 kHz to cater for future night-time services.
In the bands 9,400- 9,500 and 11,600 - 11,700 kHz it is proposed
to add Tropical Zone broadcasting to the Fixed and Mobile services
to allow for day-time transmissions.
It is recognized that international broadcasting is at present
suffering from extreme spectrum congestion brought about by the
use of excessive radiated powers and by the lack of internatio~al
co-operation between broadcasting operators. While some expansion
of spectrum for international broadcasting has been proposed,
Papua New Guinea wo~ld strongly oppose any expansion of the
international broadcasting services into the Tropical Zone broadcasting bands. Improvements in the international broadcasting
service should be effected by better international planning, by the
general reduction in power, and by the introduction of spectrum
conservation techniques (e.g the use of A3J emission).
In the VHF broadcasting bands it proposed to delete broadcasting
from the band 44 - 50 MHz and to allocate a new shared band 216 230 MHz to the Broadcasting service. The high level of man-made
(power line) noise and the continued occurrences of Sporadic
E Layer propagated interference make this band inadequate for
broadcasting purposes. It is proposed however that the ba~d
54 - 68 MHz be retained in the meanwhile. It is proposed to
delete broadcasting in the segment 87 - 88 Ml~z to allow for
fixed a~d mobile develop~ent.
In the 88 - 100 MHz band Papua ~ew Guinea proposes that fixed
and mobile services remain on a primary basis. The continuation
of the exclusive allocation to broadcasting in the 100 - 108 MHz
band is supported. It is proposed to delete broadcasting from
the band 170 - 174 MHz to allow for fixed and mobile services
expansion.
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As already stated it is proposed to extend the 174 - 216 MHz
band to 230 MHz to allow for an extra television broadcasting
channel in lieu of the 44 - 50 MHz band, and to provide for
expansion of this service.
In the UHF television bands it is proposed to add Fixed and
Mobile on a primary status to the band 470-582 MHz.
It is also
proposed to re-align the 585 MHz band edge to 582 MHz as presently
allocated in Region 1. In the re-aligned band 582 - 606 MHz it
is proposed to reduce the radionavigation service to secondary
status and introduce Broadcasting on a primary basis.
It is also
proposed to create a new band 606-790 MHz (as in Region 1) for
exclusive broadcasting.
In the band 790 - 890 MHz it is proposed to modify No 3651/332A
to allow for the possible development of sound broadcasting
systems as outlined to the CCIR Special Preparatory Meeting in
D:>C P/221-E.
It is proposed to delete Broadcasting-Satellite from the band
2500 - 2690 MHz as the power flux density restriction on this
service makes it unsuitable for domestic reception. To accommodate the predicted development in this area it is proposed
that Broadcasting-Satellite on a primary basis be added to the
band 12.2 - 12.5 GHz.
In the band 11.7 - 12.2 GHz it is proposed to delete the
mobile service to give greater protection to the BroadcastingS~tellite service.
In the band 14.5 - 15.35 GHz it is proposed to introduce FixedSatellite (Earth-to-Space) to provide up-links to broadcastingsatellite using the 11.7 - 12.5 GHz band. Th~s proposal is
designed to avoid congestion of the 14 - 14.5 GHz Fixed-Satellite
(Earth-to-Space) band tha-t would eventuate if both broadcastingsatellite a:1d the fixed-satellite services were to share this
ba:1d.
AMATEUR SERVICE
Several changes are proposed to the Amateur Service. The most
significant changes proposed are the creation of an LF band (190200 kHz) and of .a new band (230 - 235 MHz) in place of the band
420 - 430 MHz which is needed for fixed a::1d mobile services
expansion. While some overall decrease in spectrum for this
service is proposed, the creation of a number of new small
amateur bands throughout the spectrum should provide for
further experimentation and research within the Amateur Service.
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kHz.

10 - 14 .
Allocation to Services
Region 1
PNG/39A/64

MOD

10 - 14

I·

Region 2

I

Region 3

RADIONAVI.GATION
Ra:d:i:o:l.oeftt:i:on

Reasons : To provide for the expansion of maritime and·aeronautical
radionavigation systems (Omega etc.).
kHz

90 - 110
PNG/39A/65

MOD

90 - 110

90 - 110

90 - 110

RADIONAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION

RADIONAVIGATION

Ff*EB

Fixed

FBEEB

Fixed

Maritime mobile 3452/158

Fixed

(WW)*)

MARflflfME-M9BHj:S 3-452f3:58

MAR:Et.P:EME-M9B:E±:.E 34521-±sg

Maritime mobile 3452/158

Maritime mobile 3452/158

3457/163
3460/166

3461/167

3460/166

3461/167

Reasons·· To provide for expansion of radionavigation

*)

3460/166

3461/167

(Decca and Loran C).

Denotes proposals concerning regional allocations which, if adopted, result ·1n worldwide
allocations.
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kHz
110 - 130

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

-PNG/39A/66

MOD

.110- 112

.___.

FIXED

110 - 130
FIXED

110 - 130
FIXED

)fARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE·

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3457/163
3461/167

3-4&2-fr6e

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

Radiolocatio"!'l

112 - 115 (NOC)
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162
3457/163
PNG/39A/67

MOD

115 - 126
FIXED
MARITIME MOBI.LE
RADIONAVIGATION
3455/162

3457/163 3461/167
34~~1r&& 3463/169
126 - 129

(NOC)

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3457/163
PNG/39A/68

·MOD

129 - 130
fiXED
MARITIME

M~BILE

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

3457/163
3 4-6- ~f J: 6-8:
PrfG/39A/69

SUP

3461/167

3458/164
3461/167

3462/168
Reasons : No longer required.

3461/167
3-4-6~li6&

3+6~ft6&

3464/170
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kHz
160 - 255

Region 1
PNG/39A/70

MOD

160 - 255

(NOC)

BROADCASTING

Region 2

Region 3

160 - 200 (NOC) ·

160 -

FIXED

FIXED

~gg

190

Aeronautical
radionavigation

PNG/39A/71

MOD

190 - 200
PBtE&
~-E>IftNI~

~ata&Ra-~i-ioA.

AMATEUR

3472/179
3469/176

Reasons : To provide an allocation for the. ama·teur service

for experimental purposes.
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kHz
200 - 325

Region 2

Region 1

PNG/39A/72

Region 3

200 - 285

MOD
255 - 285 (NOC)
MARITIME MOBILE
3467/174

AERONAY~~GAL-~IONAV~QA~ION

BROADCASTING

Aeronautical mobile

RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3469/176
3471/178
PNG/39A/73

MOD

285 -

3470/177

315
-MAIH-'H-ME- RA£>1~-GAIHeN
~£-a&i~

RADIONAVIGATION

PGN/39A/74

MOD

31 5 - 3 2 5

( NOC )

315 - 325

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MARI-T±ME RAm:-ONAVl-GAT-IOll-

3473/180

RADIONAVIGATION

-{ Faaie- ~~)-

Reasons : To allow flexibility in planning the use of these
bands for the various radionavigation services.
Note

: See also the succeeding band 325- 406.5 kHz.
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kHz
325 - 413.5
Region 1
PNG/39A/75

MOD

325 - 485 406.5

Region 2

Region 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile
3474/181

PNG/39A/76

MOD

485 - 4±5

485 - 4±5

485 - 4±5

406.5- 413.5

406.5- 413.5

406.5

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio directionfinding)

RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
J:vlARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
(radio directionfinding)

3475/182
3~77 /184

~

413.5

Aeronautical mobile

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/
Aeronautical
mobile

3476/183
3475/182

3475/182

Reasons : 1. To allow flexibility in planning the use of the bands between
200 and 413.5 kHz by the various radionavigation services.
2. To reduce the guardband protecting the 410 kHz maritime radio
finding frequency to a value representative of current technology.
Paragraph 4.1.4.2.2 of the CCIR SPM Report refers.
d~rection

PNG/39A/77

MOD

3475/182
The frequency 410 kHz is designated for the maritime
radionavigation service (radio direction-finding). Other allocated servlces ln
the band 485- 4±5 406.5- 413.5 kHz shall not cause harmful interference to
radio direction-finding. In the band 485 - 4±5 406.5 - 413.5 kHz no frequency
shall be assigned to coast stations.

PNG/39A/78

MOD

3476/183
fhe use of the band ~85 - ~±5 406.5 - 413.5 kHz by the
radionavigation service is limited to radio direction-findin~ (rest
without change).

PNG/39A/79

MOD

3477/184
In Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia
and the U.S.S.R., the band ~85- 4±5 ~0~- ~13.5 kHz is also allocated, on
a secondary basis, to the aeronautical mobile service.
Reasons : Consequential to proposal to reduce the guardband.
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kHz

413.5- 505

Reglon 1
PNG/39A/80

MOD

413 - 49G

Region 2

Region 3

413.5 - 495
MARITIME MOBILE
3478/185

PNG/39A/81

3479/185

MOD

MOBILE (distress and calling)
3480/187

Reasons

1.

Consequential to MOD 407.5 - 413.5 kHz

2. The guardband for the 500 kHz distress
and calling frequency has be~n reduced to reflect
changes in technology. Paragraph 4.1.4.2.1 of the
CCIR SPM Report refers.
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kHz
505 - 1 606.5
Region 1
PNG/39A/82

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

5!8 - 5e5

5!8 - 5e5

53:e - 5e5

505 - 526.5

505 - 526.5

505 - 526.5

MARITIME MOBILE
3479/186

MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

Aeronautical

Aeronautical
radionavigation

radionavigation

3481/188
Aeronautical mobile

3478/185
PNG/39A/83

MOD

3482/189

526.5 - 535

526.5 - 535

526.5 - 535

BROADCASTING

M8BHJE

M8BfnE

fBR8AB€i\S'flfN6f
3484fi9i

fBR8AB€AS'flfN6f

(WW)

BROADCASTING

f:AER8NAB'flf6An
AAB±8NA¥f6A'flf8Nf
3-l+tH:f±BB
BROADCASTING

3483fi98
PNG/39A/84

MOD

535 - ±-685
Reasons

1.

1 606.5

BROADCASTING

Consequential to MOD 495 - 505 kHz.

2. To provide for the expansion of the broadcasting service and
to allow 4.5 kHz between the band-edge and the lowest and highest assignable
carrier frequencies in the Plan of the Regional Administrative LF/MF
Broadcasting Conference, Geneva 1975. ·
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kHz

l 606.5 - 2 005

PNG/39A/85

MOD

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

3:-665 - 2-666
l 606.5 - l 995
FIXED

t-665 1 6o6.5 - 1 8oo

t-665 - t-g6e
l 606.5- l 705
RADIONAVIGATION
(radiobeacons)

MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile

FIXED
MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

PNG/39A/86

MOD

l 705 - l 800

FIXED
MOBILE

PNG/39A/87

MOD

1 8oo - 2-6ee

1 995

AMATEUR
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile

3485/192 3487/193
3488/194 3489/195
3490/195A 3486/420
PNG/39A/88

RADIONAVIGATION

3492/198

MOD

Reasons

-----

1.

Lower hand limit change consequential to MOD 526.5 - l 606.5 kHz.

2. An exclusive radionavigation (ra~iobeacons) band proposed to
meet the requirements of aeronautical and maritime radionavigation.
PNG/39A/89

ADD

3492A
safety.

The frequency 2 000 liliz is designated for distress and
The conditions for its use are prescribed in Article N35/32.

Reasons : To provide for emergency communications for all services, including
the maritime mobile service. In developing countries the need for safety
stations in isolated areas requires a multiplicity of frequencies to be
monitored. Papua New Guinea proposes that 2 000 kHz, 4 000 kHz and 8 000 kHz
(each with a band width of 10kHz) be reserved worldwide for safety services.
This measure will allow an economical solution to this problem within the
reach of all developing countries.
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PNG/39A/90

kHz
2 005 - 2 155

MOD

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

· 2-eee 2 005 - 2 o45

I

Region 3

. 2-eee 2 005 - 2 065

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE exeept

MOBILE

aereft~tit~eax-mebile

2 045 - 2 065

FIXED
MOBILE exeept
aereftatit±eal-meb±le

2 065 - 2-lTB

2 155

2 065 - 2 107

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE exeept

MAR~~~ME-M8B~bE

aereftatit±eal-mebile-fR1

MOBILE

2 107 - 2-lTB

2 155

FIXED
MOBILE

Resulting worldwide allocations :

2 005- 2 155

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A

PGN/39A/91

ADD

3493A
public correspondence·

The use of this band is limited to stations conducting
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39A~E

Reasons : To provide for the expansion of maritime mobile public correspondence
in developed countries and for combined fixed and mobile public correspondence
in developing countries. This measure is taken in preference to significantly
expanding the exclusive mobile service bands at the cost of reducing the fixed
service bands.
Papua New Guinea proposes 8 duplex pairs of bands (each of
approximately 150 kHz band width) at :
2
4
6
9
12
14
19
23

005
450
850
040
180
840
840
350

-

2 155 kHz and 2 505 4 650 kHz and 5 250 7 000 kHz and 7 500 9 190 kHz and 9 845 12 330 kHz and 13 360
14 990 kHz and 15 550
19 990 kHz and 20 850
23 500 kHz and 25 110

2
5
7
9
-

655 kHz
450 kHz
650 kHz
995 kHz
13 510 kHz
15 700 kHz
21 000 kHz
25 260 kHz

kHz
2 155 - 2 300
Region 2

Region 1
PNG/39A/92

MOD

2 155 - 2 170

2 155 - 2 170

FBfEB

FBffiB

M8Bff:JE-e~eept

M8Bff:JB

I

(WW)

aerenfttitieai-mebiie-fR1
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202
BROADCASTING 3496/202

3*t8!ffi93
PNG/39A/93

MOD

3*t9Bfi95A

2 170 - E-i9*t 2 177
MARITIME MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202

PNG/39A/93A

MOD

2 177 - 2-i9*t 2 187

MOBILE .(distress and calling)
3494/201

PNG/39A/94

MOD

3495/201A

2-i9*t 2 187 - 2 300

2-i9*t 2 187 - 2 300

M8Bff:JE-e~eept

M8BfnE

. (WW)

aereHfttttieai-mobiie-fR1
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
BROADCASTING 3496/202
BROADCASTING 3496/202

Region 3
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Reasons : 1.
2 MHz band.

To provide an allocation for the maritime mobile service 1n the

2. Tropical zone broadcasting has been included as it is proposed
to delete No. 3496/202 from the band 5 005 - 5 060 kHz due to night-time
propagation difficulties in favour of an allocation in the 2 - 3 MHz band.
kHz
2 495 - 2 505
Region 1

Region 2

I

Region 3

2 495 - 2 505 (NOC)
PNG/39A/95

MOD

2 498 - 2-582 2 505

STANDARD FREQUENCY

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203

3498/203A

3497/203

3498/203A

Reasons : To align the Region 1 standard frequency band limits with Regions 2
and 3. (See MOD 2 505 - 2 655 kHz).
PNG/39A/96

NOC

3496/202
kHz
2 505 - 2 850

PNG/39A/97

MOD

2-582 2 505 - 2 625

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE exeep'b

MOBILE

(WW)

fterefta~t~ea~-mob~~e-fR7

3lt8q:fJ:93
PNG/39A/98

MOD

3lt9Bfi95A 3493A 3493A

2 625 - 2-658 2 655

2 625 - 2-858 2 655

M:AfH':PfME- M8BBjE

FIXED

MARflflfME
RAB3:6NA¥3:6Aiflf6N

MOBILE

(WW)

FIXED
MOBILE

PNG/39A/99

MOD

2-658 2 655 - 2 850

2 655 - 2 850

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

3490/195A 3499/205
Reasons
To provide for the requirements of public correspondence.
2 505 - 2 655 kHz is companion to the band 2 005 - 2 155.

The band
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kHz

PNG/39A/100

3 500·- 3 900

MOD

(WW)
Region 1
3 500 -

3-8ee 3

Region 3

Region 2
6oo

3 500 -

~-eee

3 6oo

3 500 -

3-9ee

3 6oo

:AMA!FEBR

:AMA!FEBR

:AMA!FEBR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Amateur

Amateur

Amateur

3 6oo - 3 700

3 600 - 3 700

3 6oo - 3 700

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FBEEB

Ff*EB

Ff*EB

M6Bf:bE-exeep'b

M6Bf:bE-exeept-

M6Bf:bE

aereftatt~±ea~-meb±~e

aerenattt±ea~-mob±ie-fR~

356tf2e6

3562f26T

3 700 - 3 800

3 700 - 3 800

3 700 - 3 800

:AMA!FEBR

:AMA!FEBR

:AMA!FEBR

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3 800 - 3 900

3 800 - 3 900

3 800 - 3 900

FIXED

AMA!FEBR

AMA!FEBR

:AER6N:A.BtF±€AJJ
M6B!:bE-feR-t

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

n:A.NB-M9Bf:bE
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

Resulting worldwide allocations :
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
Amateur
AMATEUR
3 700 - 3 900

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

Reasons : To provide a worldwide amateur allocation.
PGN/39A/101

Sup

3501/206

PGN/39A/102

SUP

3502/207
Reasons : Consequential to proposed worldwide amateur allocation.
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PNG/39A/103

MOD

kHz
3 900 - 4 005

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

3 900 - 3 950

~ 900 - ~-eee 3 995

~R8N~~~€~-M8B~hE-feR7

~EBR

FIXED

FIXED

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

FIXED

BROADCASTING

BROJIDCASTING

3 900 - 3 950

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3 950 - ~-eee 3 995

3 950 -

FIXED

FIXED

BROADCASTING

BROADCAST~NG

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3 995 - ~-eee 4 005

~-eee

3 995

3 995 - ~-eee 4 005

3 995 - ~-eee 4 005

BR8~B€:AS'PHi6

Ff*EB

BR8AB€AS'PTN6

SAFETY

M8BfhE-e~eep~

SAFETY

F~*EB

aeronan~iea~-mobi~e-fR7

SAFETY
3502A
Resulting worldwide allocations :
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
BROADCASTING
SAFETY

Reasons : 1. To provide worldwide allocations for the broadcasting service
and for the proposed safety service.
2.
PNG/39A/104

ADD

3502A
safety.

See Reason 1 995 - 2 005 kHz regarding the safety service.

The.frequency 4000kHz is designated for distress and
The conditions for its use are prescribed in Article N35/32.

Reasons : Consequential to proposed provision of a safety service allocation.
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kHz
4005 - 4063

PNG/39A/105

MOD

Regio:1 3

Region 2

Region l

4000 400§. - 4063

FIXED
~!!~

Reasons

To provide for the expansion of the mobile serv1ce.

kHz
4063 - 4 650

PNG/39A/106

MOD

4063 - 443& 4120

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208 3504/209

PNG/39A/107

~§G§/2G9A

MOD

MOBILE {distress and calling)

I

3503/208

PNG/39A/108

MOD

4130 -

44~i

~504,L~Q9

3505/209A

i

!i2Q

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208 3504/209 9§G§/2G9A
PNG/39A/109

MOD

(WW)
FIXED

FIXED

MeBfH3-e.xee~=e-aere!'lal:ttieai

M8B:EnE-exeef'=6
aereHal:ttiea±-meeiie

mob±ie-fR1

MOBILE

MOBILE

Reasons : (4 120 - 4 130kHz) To provide an allocation for distress and
safety as recommenqed in Document XP/1055 Section 4.1.4.4 of the
CCIR Special Preparatory Meeting Report.
Reasons : (4 450 - 4 650 kHz) To provide for the expansion of public
corresponde~ce.
The band 4 450 - 4 650 kHz is companion to the band
5 250 - 5 450kHz. See MOD 2 005 - 2 155 kHz regarding No. ADD 3493A.
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PNG/39A/ll0

MOD

3504/209
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, the frequencies between 4-963-and-4-438
4 063 - 4 120 kHz and 4 130 - 4 450 kHz may be used exceptionally by fixed
stations communicating only within the b~undary of the country in which they
are located, with a mean power not exceeding 50 watts; however, in
Regions 2 and 3, between 4 23S and 4-368 4 500kHz, a mean power not exceeding
500 watts may be used by sue~ fixed stations.
Reasons : Consequential to MOD 4 063 - 4 450kHz.

PNG/39A/lll

MOD

3505/209A
The carrier frequency 4 125 kHz is designated for distress
and calling using radiotelephony. The conditions for the use of the band
4 120 - 4 130 kHz are prescribed in Article N35/35. For the use of carrier
frequency ~-l36~3-kH~-+~~-£rom-l-~~ntt~ry-l9T8-~o-be-replaeed-by-e~rrier-£reqtteney
4 125 kHz7 in the zone of Regions l and 2 south of latitude 15oN, including
Mexico, and in the zone of Region 3 south of latitude 250N, see No. 6643/l351E.
Reasons : Consequential to MOD 4 063 - 4 450 MHz and to delete an obsolete
date and frequency.
kHz
4 750 - 4 995
Region l

PNG/39A/ll2

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

4 750 - 4 850

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

BROADCASTING
3496/202

BROADCASTING
3496/202

LAND MOBILE
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
3496/202
PNG/39A/ll3

MOD

4 850 - 4 995 (NOC)

4 850 - 4 995

FIXED

FIXED

LAND MOBILE

n:ANB-M8B3:t;E

BROADCASTING

3496/202

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING

3496/202

Reasons : To provide allocations for the mobile except aeronaut_i_cal mobile
serv1ces.
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kHz
5005 - 5060

Region 1
PNG/39A/114

MOD

5005

-

Region 2

Region 3

5060
FIXED
BROAOCASTIN3

~49i,t~G~

Reasons : It is proposed that the tropical zone broadcasting service
be relocated to the band 2 155 - 2 300 kHz due to night-time
propagation difficulties in the 5 MHz band.

k.Hz

5060 - 5250
PNG/39A/115

MOD

5050 -

5250
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

Reasons : To provide for the requirements of the land and maritime
mobile services.
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PNG/39A/116

MOD

kHz
5 250 - 5 450

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

-

5 250 - 5 430

5• 250 - 5 450

5 250 - 5 430

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

b:ANB-M9B±nE

n:ANB-M9B±nE

nA.NB-MfflH·nE

MOBILE

MOBILE

MOBILE

3493A

3493A

5 430 -

5-~89

5 450

5 430 - 5-489 5 450

FIXED

FIXED

AER9N~~±€AfrM9B±nE-f9Ri

AER9NA~±€An-M9B±nE-f9Ri

J:d\NB-M9B±nE

n:ANB-M9B±nE

MOBILE

MOBILE

3493A

3493A

3493A

Resulting worldwide allocations :
5 250 - 5 450

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A
kHz
5 450 - 5 480

PNG/39A/117

MOD

5-439 5 450 - 5 480

5 450 - 5 480 (NOC)

~--4~0.

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE ( R)

FIXED

5 450 - 5 480

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

AER9NA~±€An-M9B±nE-f9Ri

LAND

n:ANB-M9B±nE

MOBILE

MOBILE
Reasons : 1. To provide for expansion of public correspondence services.
band 5 250 - 5 450 kHz is companion to the band 4 450 - 4 650 kHz.
2. To provide flexibility in spectrum planning for the
mobile service.

The
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kHz
5730 -

Region 1
PNG/39A/ll8

MOD

5730

5950

Regie~

Regio:-1 3

2

- 5950
FIXED
MOBILE except aero:1autical

mobil~

··-

Reasons : To provide allocations for the mobile, except aeronautical
mobile, servlces.

kHz
6200 - 6525
PNG/39A/ll9

MOD

6200-€!~~~

6210.5
M..~ I

TIME MOBILE

3507/211
PNG/39A/120

MOD

62IO.S - 6220.')

~afH~/2llA

MARP.P±ME-M8BH:.E

MOBILE (distress and calling)
~3Q:;zj2ll

PNG/39A/121

MOD

3508/211A

6220.5 - 6525
MARITIME MOBILE

3507/211

PNG/39A/122

MOD

JSOB/2±±A

3508/211A
The carrler frequency 6 215.5 kHz is designated for
distress and calling for radiotelephony. The conditions for the use
of the band 6 210.5- 6 220.5 are prescribed in Article N35/35.
For the use of carrier frequency 6-2e4-kH~-+~~-frem-l-J~ntiary-l918
te-be-repltteed-by-earr-±er-freqtleney 6 215.5 kHz-1- in the zone of
Region 3 south of latitude 250N, see No. 6648/1351F.
Reasons : l. To provide an allocation for distress and safety as
recommended in Docwnent XP /1055, Section 4 .l. 4. 4 of the
GCIR Special Preparatory Meeting Report.
2.

The date for implementation has passed.
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kHz
6765 - 7000
Region 1
PNG/39A/123

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

6765 - +GGG 6850

FIXED
MOBILE exce}2t aeronautical mobile

PNG/39A/124

MOD

6850 - 7000

FIXED
MOBILE
,1493A

Reasons : To provide for the requirements of the land mobile service
a.nd for public correspondence. The band 6 850 - 7 000 kHz is companion
to 7 500 - 7 650 kHz.
PNG/39A/125

(Not used)
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kHz
7 000 - 8 195
Region 2

Region l

·woe

7 000 - 7 lOO

Region 3

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

PNG/39A/I26

MOD

7 lOO - 7 300 (NOC)

t

7 lOO - 7 300 {NOC)

. ·AMATEUR

BROADCASTING

7 lOO - T-386 7 250
BR8AB€AS!flfN6
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

PNG:/39A/l27

7 250 - 7 300

MOD
3509/212

PNG/39A/12B

MOD

BROADCASTING

7 300 - 8-i95 7 500

"FIXED

7 300 -- 8-i95 7. 500
Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
PNG)3:9 A/.129· . MOD

. 7 500- 7 650

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A

PNG/39A/130 ·MoD:

7 650 - 7 995

FIXED

PNG/39A/l3l. MOD

7 995 ,... 8· 005

Ff*EB
SAFETY

3509A
.PNG/39 A/l3:2

MOD

. 8 005 - 8 195
Reasons : ·1.

FIXED
To provide additional spectrum for international amateur activities.

2. To provide for_the expanding requirements of the international
broadcasting serv1ce.
3. To provide for the requirements of public correspondence.
band 7 500 -· 7 650kHz is companion to 6 850 - 7 000 kHz.

The

4. To provide for the mobile service.
5. To provide an allocation for the safety service 1n the 8MHz band.
See Reason 1 995 - 2 005 kHz.
PNG/39A/l33

ADD

3509A
safety.

The frequency 8 000 kHz is designated for distress and The conditions for its use are prescribed in Article N35/32.

Reasons : Consequential to provision of a safety service allocation.
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kHz
9 040 - 9 995
Region l
:PNG/39A/l34

MOD

9 040 - 9-599 9 190

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A

PNG/39A/l35

MOD

9 190 - 9 400

FIXED
MOBILE

PNG/39A/l36

MOD

9 400 - 9 500

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

PNG/39A/l37

NOC

9 500 - 9 775

BROADCASTING

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 800

Ff*EB

3496/202

BROADC.A.STING
PNG/39A/l38

MOD

9 800 - 9 845

FIXED
MOBILE

PNG/39A/l39

MOD

9 845 - 9 995

FIXED
. MOBILE
3493A

Reasons : To provide for the requirements of public ·correspondence and
international broadcasting,. and also to provide a propagation· capability for the
tropical zone broadcasting· service in the 9 MHz band. The band 9 040- 9190kHz
is companion to the band 9 845 - 9 995 kHz.
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kHz

10 100 - 11 175
Region 1·

PNG/39A/140

MOD

10 100 - :t:3:-:t:T5 10 300

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

Ff*EB

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
PNG/39A/I4I -MOD

10 300 - 11 175

.FIXED
Mobile

Reasons :To provide a propagational capability for the amateur service and
to provide for the expanding requirements of the land and maritime mobile
services.
kHz

11 4oo - 11 975
PNH/39.A/I42

MOD

11 4oo

-

:t:3:-Tee 11 6oo

FIXED
Mobile

3512/216
PNG/39A/143 MOD .

11

6oo - 11 700

FIXED
Mobile

BROADCASTING 3496/202

353:2fE3:6
NOC

11 700 - 11 975

BROADCASTING

Reasons· : ·To provide for ·t:he requirements of the mobile service· and tropical
zone broadcasting service .•
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kHz
11 975 - 12 330
Region 1
PNG/39A/144

MOD

11 975 - ±2-339 12 180

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
Mobile

PNG/39A/145

MOD

12 180 - 12 330

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A

Reasons : To provide for the requirements of the mobile services and for the
expanding requirements of public correspondence. The band 12 180 - 12 330 kHz
is companion to the band 13 360 - 13 510 kHz.
kHz
13 360 - 14 000
PNG/39A/146

MOD

13 36o -

±~-eee

13 510

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A 35±3f23:1

PNG/39A/147

MOD

13 510 - 13 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING
3513/217

PNG/39A/148

MOD

13 900 - 14 000

Ff*EB

PASSIVE

95±3f2±1
Reasons : (13 360 - 13 510 kHz) To provide for the expanding requirements of
public correspondence. The band 13 360 - 13 510 kHz is companion to the band
12 180 - 12 330 kHz.
(13 510 - 13 900 kHz) To provide an additional allocation for the
expanding requirements of international broadcasting.
(13 900 - 14 000 kHz) To provide an allocation for passive services
(radio astronomy, etc.).
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kHz
14350 - 14990
Region 1
PNG/39A/149

Regio'!'"l 2

Regio.:1 3

14350 - ±499G 14840

MOD

FIXED
!'1obile

I

PNG/39A/150

MOD

14840

-

14990

FIXED
MOBILE.

3493A

Reasons : To provide for the requirements of the ruobile service and for
public correspondence. The band 14 840 - 14 990 kHz is companion to the
band 15 550 - 15 TOO kHz.
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kHz
15 100 - 17 360
Region.l

PNG/39A/151

Region 2

I

NOC

15 100 - 15 450

BROADCASTING

MOD

15 450 - x5-162 ~

Fi*EB

-l

Region 3

BROADCASTING
PNG/39A/152

MOD,

FIXED

15 550 - 15 700

MOBILE
3493A
PNG/39A/153

MOD

15 700 - 15 762

FIXED
Mobile

PNG/39A/154

MOD

15 762 - 15 768

FIXED
Mobile

PNG/39A/155

MOD

15 768 -

x6-~6e

16 3oo

FIXED
l

Mobile
PNG/39A/156

MOD

16 300 - 16 460

Fi*EB
MARITIME MOBILE

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE

'

3510/213
Reasons : (15 100 - 15 700 kHz) To provide for the expansion of international
broadcasting and public correspondence. The band 15 550 - 15 700 kHz is
companion to the band 14 840 - 14 990 kHz.
(15 700 - 17 360 kHz) To provide for the
expansion of the maritime mobile service.

~obile

service and for the
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kHz
17 360 ... 17 900
Region 1
PNG/39A/157

17 360

MOD

- :3:!f-T9e 17

Region

1

6oo

2

f

Region 3
:

.FIXED

.Mobile
PNG/39A/158

MOD

i

:l!f~:ree

17 600 - 17 700

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
NOC

17 700
Re~sons

-

17 900

BROADCASTING

: To provide for the mobile servlce and for the expansion of
international broadcasting.

~
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kHz
18 030 - 19 990
-----

Region 1
PNG/39A/159

MOD

18 030 - 18 052

1

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
Mobile
S£ace research

PNG/39A/160

MOD

18 052 - 18 o68

FIXED
Space research
Mobile

PNG/39A/161

MOD

18 068 - 19-998 18 300

FIXED
Mobile
S£ace research

PNG/39A/162

MOD

18 300 - 18 500

F±*EB
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

PNG/39A/163

MOD

18 500 - 19 840

FIXED
Mobile

PNG/39A/164

MOD

19 840 - 19 990

FIXED
MOBILE
3493A

Reasons : 1. To provide an additional allocation for international amateur
radiocommunications.
2. To provide for the mobile service and for the requirements of
public correspondence. The band 19 840 - 19 990 kHz is companion to the
band 20 850 - 21 000 kHz.
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kHz
20 010 - 21 000

Region

Region 1
PNG/39A/165

MOD

20010 -

~±dGG

r,

Region 3

c._

20-SOQ.
FIXED
~<.?.12~lEl

PNG/39A/166

1_0600 - 20850

MOD

~IXE~

!1AR.:[TIME2 -~~f!lLE

PNG/39A/167

20~50

MOD

-

21000
FIXED
~OB!_LE

349 :y~

Reasons :
To provide for the m.-:>l::>ile service a,d for the
:::1eeds of the maritime m":>l::>ile service and p'.lblic correspo.:,dence.
The ba:1d 20850 - 21000 kl-lz is co~pa::tion to the band
19840 - 19990 kHz.

kHz
21450 - 21870
NOC

PNG/39A/168

MOD

L:~:50 __
Ii

-·
a!_5_0__

2175o - 2185o

------l

-·---~---------------,-',---.

I

BROAOCASTING

_BROADCASTING

I

I

PNG/39A/l69

MOD

--~-------------------------·-BROADCASTING
!~-~--------·
21850 - 21870
I

RAIHO-A~~RONGM¥

.

353:rf22±B

·I

I

·- --·-· - - ~ --··--- - - -----·- ---------Reasons :

To provL~-;:; for the expanding requireme::1ts

of inte.J:·national broadcasting.

The radio astronomy
. set-vice allocatio:1 is proposed to be tra:':lsfe.rred
to 25600 - 25760 kHz.
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kHz
21870 - 22000
Region 1
PNG/39A/170

MOD

21870 -

~~QQQ

I

l

Region 2

Region 3

,ll92'!
AEROWAUTIGAL-~lXi~

AERGNAY~~GAk-MOSl~E-~R~

~,IXEQ

Mobile

PNG/39A/171

MOD

21924-22000
AERGNAU~~GA~-~~xg~-

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

Reasons :
To provide an exclusive allocation for the
expanding requirements for lo~g distance co~unications
by the aeronautical mobile (R) service as identified
in REC Aer2 - 5·
Allocatio~ of a~ exclusive band for
the aeronautical fixed service is not considered desirable
as the requirements of this service can be acco~~odated
in the fixed bands.

kHz
22720 PNG/39A/172

MOD

23200

22720 - 23200
F'IXED

Reasons :
To provide for the
:nobile service.

require~ents

of thE

kHz
23200 -

PNG/39A/173

MOD

23200 -

23350

23350

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

Reasons :
To provide a~ exclusive allocation fo~
the aero~a"...ltical m:::>bile (OR) service.
The aeronautical
fixed service 'Can be accom:::>dated in t.he fixed bands.
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·k.Hz
23350 - 24990

PNG/39A/114

23350

MOD

-

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
~499G

2350Q.
F :CXEJJ
_;:..,A~Ii-~G.@I:6E

:.~~2.~IL~

I
PNG/39A/175

.~.4..2.1~

nsoo

MOD

3518/222

J~±9/~~~A

- £1_500_

FIXED

LAWD-MGISII..E

MOBILE
3518/222 J~±9/22~A

I

PNG/39A/176

MOD

l. 4_50Q.

-

24990
li=IXKQ
.bA~-MGIS;ti..E

~M..l;.T~UR

A~~~?UR-SATELLITE

J~-J:g_f-'22~

Reasons : 1. ro provide
correspondence.
2.

fo~

3519/222A

the expansion of public

To provide for the mobile service.

3.
To provide a·n additional allocation for
international ama.teur radiocorrununicati.ons.
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:<:.Hz
2501J - 256"00

PNG/39A/177

MOD

25010 - 25070
:FJ;Xe:::QN~Sibg-exeep~-ae~eRaYtieal-me~ile

MAR_lTf~

NOC

25070 -

MOJiiLE

25110

:vt.AR IT I ME MoJBILE
3521/224

PNG/39A/178

MOD

25110

-

~§i3QQ

25260

FIXED
~Gg±bg-exeept-aereaau~ieal-meeile

MOBILE
---}i~·l'?:

PNG/39A/l79

MOD

25260 - 25600

FIXED
:-103ILE except aeronautical mobile

Reasons
mobile

1.

To provide for the expansion of the maritime
as recommended in Recommendation No. Mar2 - 8.

servict~

2.
To provide fo.:- the requirements of public
corresp-::>ndence.
The band 25110-25260 kHz·is companion
to the band 23350 - 23508 kHz.
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kHz
25600 - 26100

·Region
PNG/39A/180

MOD

I

l

I

Region·2

Reg~on

3

2560C - 29±GG 2576:)
gRQA.QGAg'tiUG

PASSIVE

PNG/39A/181

MOD

25760 - 26100

BROADCASTING

To provide addi tio::1a 1 ba:':"ldwidth for passive
Reasons :
research (radio astronomy etc).
T-ne band 25600 - 25760
kHz is proposed to rE: place the band 2H350-21870 kH:z..

kHz
26100 - 27500

PNG/39A/182

MOD

26100-

~+3GG

26175

FIXED
MGiili~E:-exeept;-aer:eBat~"Eiea1-mabile

l\1ARITII-1E MOBILE
~§~~,.:;;~g~

PNG/39A/183

MOD

~§~~~~~9

26175"- 27500
FIXED
M8BILE except aeronautical

3522/225

rn~bile

3523/226

Reasons
To provide fer the expansion of _the maritime
mobile service as recommended in Recommendation No. Mar2 - 8.

PNG/39A/184

MOD

2 7. 5 -

28

( NOC)

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

27.5 - 28
ME~EGRO~Od~A~-A~~a

FIXED

MOBILE
3524/227

Reasons

No longer required in this band.
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.MHz

37.75- 38.25
Region l
PNG/39A/l85

MOD

37.75- 38.25

I

I

Region 2
FIXED 3525/228

3526/229

Region 3

3528/231

MOBILE

Passive
353l/233B
Reasons
serv1ce.

Radio astronomy has been included as a subdivision of the passive

.MHz

41 - 50
PNG/39A/l86

MOD

41 - 47 (NOC)

41 - 50 (NOC)

41 - 44

BROADCASTING

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED 3525/228
3535/237

MOBILE

3525/228
3528/231
3535/237

MOBILE
3534/236A

Mobile
fNG/39A/lD7

3525/228
3528/231
3535/237

44 - 50

MOD
3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241

FIXED

3525/228
3528/231
3535/237

MOBILE
3530/233A

3534/236A

p..~

Reasons : An extra channel has been created (216 - 223 MHz) for broadcasting
as operation in the 44 - 50 MHz band is subject to sporadic and propagated
interference and high levels of noise from overhead power lines.
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MHz
68 - 74.8
-···--·4

Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

------------ -------------·+------------

PNG/39A/188

MOD

68 - 74. 8 (NOC)

68 - 73 (NOC)

68 - 70

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE

MOBILE

BRO.A..DCAST ING

AER8NA:t:PF±8An
AA:Q±GNA¥±GA~±GN

3553/254
3555/256

3554/255

70 - 74.6 (NOC)
--

3546/248
3547/249
3549/251

3548/2~0

73 - 74.6 (NOC)

FIXED

RADIO ASTRONOMY

MOBILE

3551/253A
3552/253B

3555/256
3557/258

3556/257

3550/252

Reasons : Aeronautical radionavigation in the band 68 - 74.6 MHz 1s
no lo~ger in service in Papua New Guinea.
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~z

75.2 - 100
Region 2

Regioo 1

Region 3

75.2 - 87.5 (NOC)
FIXED

M:::>BILE except
aeronautical
mobile

PNG/39A/l89

7 5 • 4 - 8 8 ( NOC )

7 5 4 - 7 8 ( NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

HOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

3554/255 3555/256
3556/257 3565/256

V

78 - 80

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE

Ai:ROWATJl'IGA:b
RAQJQNAVIGA'l':IQW
3554/255 3555/256
3555/257 3560/261
3565/256

PNG/39A/l90

MOD

3546/248
3548/250
3559/250
3561/262

8 7 • 5 - 10 0
PNG/39A/19l

MOD

3550/252
3560/261
3562/263

FIXED

MOBILE
3553/254 3554/255
3555/256 3556/257
3560/261 3565/256

( NOC )

BROAD:ASTING

88 - 10 0

( NOC )

BROADCASTING

Q+

.§.~

-

100

FIXED

MOBILE
BROAD2ASTING
3563/264

3564/265

3553/254
.. 3566/257 3567/258

Reasons :
To align the Broadcast Band to Region 2
current limits. Aeronautical radionavigation has been
deleted as it is no longer required in this band.
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MHz
117.975- 136
Region l
NOC

Region 2

Region 3

117 . 97 5 -- 13 2
AEHONAUriCAL MOBILE (R)

3495/2J1A

PNG/39A/192

MOD

132 -

3572127~

3573/273A

136
AERQUAY~IGAL-MCQib~-{R~

AERONAUI'ICAL M:)BILE
3573/273A
3576/2748

~§~4/2~4-

3575/274A

3577/275

Reasons : To provide flexibility 1n spectrum planning.
PNG/39A/193

3574 I 274

SUP

Reasons : Consequential to IVlOD 132 - 136 ~1Hz·
MHz
137 - 138
137-138

PNG/39A/194(MOD)

SPACE OPER/l.TION
~~e±eme~eF~R§-aRa-~Eaek~R§f
(Teleme~.ry and tracking)

MEI'EOROLQGICAL--SATELLITE

SPACE RESEARCd (Space-to-Earth}
3578/275A
3584/281E

Reasons

3580/279A

3583/281C

Consequential to changes in Article l.
MHz
150.05 - 174

i

150.05 - 174 (NOC)

150.05 - 170 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

156 - 174 (NOC)

3495/201A
3598/290

3595/287

FIXED
170 - 174
PNG/39A/195

MOD

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3495/201A
3595/287

3590/285
3596/288

FIXED
3495/20l.A
3530/233A

MOBILE
3595/287
BR8AB8AS[_pfNG

Reasons

To align Region 3 with Regions 1 and 2.
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'
MHz
174"- 235

I

PNG/39A/l96

3

Region l
Region 2
Region
t------+------!----,MOD :
174 - 216 (HOC)
174 - 216
BROAD:ASTING

1

I

FIXED
MOBILE
BROADCASTING

3599/291
3601/293
PNG/39A/l97

MOD

3600/292
3602/294

,1

3502/294
3604/296

3603/295
3604A
~~§

21 6 - 2 2 3 ( NOC )

216 - 220 (NOC)

215 -

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

RADIOLOCATION

3ROADC~STING

11Q

i

AERO.WAUl'ICA~

220 - 225 .(NOC)
A.MATEUR
3605/297
3606/298
3608/300

I
PNG/39A/198

RADIOLOCATION
3607/299
3609/301

223 - 235 (NOC)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MOD

RACIONAVI"A!I'IO.W
RaaiQleeat:io~

225 - 235 (NOC)

3604A 3615/306
3616/307 3617/308

FIXED
MOBILE

Fixed

FIXED

Mobile

I
I

MOBILE
AMATEUR

AERO.WAU!I'ICA:&.

I
PNG/39A/l99

ADD

3607/299
3608/300
3610/302
3612/304

~IO.WAVJ;GA~l~.l!\1

3609/301
3611/303
3613/j05

i

l

3604A
In Papua New Guinea the bands 204 - 208 MHz and
222 - 226 MHz are also allocated to the radiolocation service for DME.
Reasons : 1. The footnote 3604A is proposed to allow present DME usage in
Papua New Guinea.
2. The band 216 - 230 MHz has been re~allocated to cater for
increased broadcasting requirements (see also Reason MOD 41 - 50 MHz) and
to cater for the expanding requirements o"f the fixed and mobile services.
3. The amateur service is proposed to be introduced in the band
230 - 235 MHz to reflect the need for an amateur allocation in this band.

I

I

L
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!vllJ z

267 - 273

Regio~--~----_l_ _ _ _R_e_g_i_on_3_ _ _--;

Hegion l

PNG/39A/200 (MOlJ)

26'7 - 272

FIXED

NOBILE
Space Operation
l_~~emetry)

f~e~eme~er±ng1

3620/309A 3621/309B

3618/308A
PNG/39A/201 (MOl)) '2'T2 - 2'73

SPACE OPERA'l'ION {'ileleme-teril'lg-i

(Telemetry) 3620/309A

FIXED

I•10BI.LE
3618/308A
-Reasons

To reflect changes in Article 1.
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lVffiZ

335.4 - 4ol·
Region 1
PNG/39A/202

I

l

Region 2

·'Region 3

MOD
FIXED
MOBILE

3618/308A
PNG/39A/203

MOD

1~-

399.9
FIXE:Q
MQ:gii:.E
MOBILE-SATEL~!_TE ~£~~-=to::. Ea_E th)

J~lBIJGBA

rlOC

3634/317A

399.9 - 400.05
RADIONAVIGATIO~

3593/285C
NOC

- SATELLITE

3625/311A

400.05-400.15
STANDARD FREQUENCY-SATELLITE

3626/3128
PNG/39A/204 (l'viOD)

3627/313

3628/314

400.15 - 401
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLI'rE
~Ma~R~eRaaee-~eleme~eFiA§f
( Ma! 9.teng_Q.ce _ie 1 ~~try)

SPACE RESEARCH

..

~~eleme~eFiA§-aAa-~Faek~A§f

(Telemetry_g_nd tra<2_ls!}Jg)

3627/313

3628/314

Reasons : 1. The mobile satellite serv~ce has been introduced in the
band 39.9. 8 to 399.9 .MHz to provide a companion to the band 406 - 4o6 .1 MHz.
2.
PNG/39A/205

MOD

To reflect changes in Article 1.

3616/308A
(Pro mem : Consequential change following change in bandwidth.)

PNG/39A/206

MOD

3634/317A
The band bands 399.8 - 399.9 MHz and 406 - 406.1 MHz ±~
reserved-solely are for the use and development of low power (not to exceed 5 W)
emergency position-indicating radiobeacon (EPIRB) systems using space techniques.
Reasons : To provide a down-link for EPIRB systems.
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IviHz

401 - 406
Region 2

Region 1

Region 3
- - ····-··-4 _ _ _

PNG/39A/207 (MOD)

401 ·- 402

I

METEROL03ICAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION ..( Te ±~o·n-tt: t;e F -1 REJ ~
(Telernetr~) 3630/315P.
Fixed
Meteorological-Satellite
(Earth-to-SpaceJ

..

Mobile except aeronautical rnobile
3628/314
3631/3153

NOC

402

3629/315
3632/315C

3633,/.316

- 403
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Meteorological-Satellite
(Earth-to-Space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314

3629/315

3632/315~

353~/316

PNG/39A/208

MOD

403

- 406
METEGRGhGG~CAb-AID~

F:i:xea
MeB:i:±e-exee~~-ae£eRaY~:i:ea±-mee:i:±e

FIXED
MODI LE
3628/314

3629/315

3633/316

l

Reasons : To reflect changes in Article l and to provide additional spectrum
for the fixed and mobile services.
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MHz
406 - 420
Region 2

Region 1

fI

-

NOC

406

406.1

NOC

406.1 - 410

'

I

Region 3

MOD 3634/317A
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
353l/233B 3628/314

PNG/39A/209

MOD

4lo - ltee 414

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
3628/314

PNG/39A/210

MOD

lt3:e 414 - 42o

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3628/314

Reasons : The band 406.1 - 414 MHz has been increased to provide more practical
bandwidth for radio-astronomy observations. S~e MOD 399.8 - 399.9 MHz
regarding the proposed provision of a space-to-Earth EPIRB allocation.
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IvlHz

420 - 450

PNG/39A/2ll

MOD

Region 1

Region 2

420 -· 430 (NOC)

4.20

-

4~G

----~

43Q

I

FIXED

I

NOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile

I

Radiolocation
36 36/318

3636/318
PNG/39A/212

MOD

J644/~~QA

3640/319

~a4±/~l9A
3647/~23

~&4-2·;'-:ii 9B

3648/324

4 30 - 4 4 0 ( NOC)
AMATEUR

AHATEUR

RADIOLOCATION

AM!:>SEUR-SATELLITE

Ra:liolocation
3636/318
3640/319
3643/320
3645/321

.

.

'

3642/319BI.
3644/320A
3646/322 1

3636/318

~64±/~±9A

~944/~~QA

3647/323

3642/319B
3648/324

l

1-----------~----··-

PNG/39A/213

MOD

440 - 450 (NOC)

440 - 450

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except

MOBILE

aeronautical
mo'.:>ile

A.mateur

Rad:j..olocat ion

RADIG"bGGA'l'IQN

3636/318
3640/319

~~44/~~GA

3641/319A

3636/318 3641/319A
3647/323

~94~1:-3±9_g

3648/324

Reasons : l. To accommodate the greatly increased requirements of the
fixed and mobile services in this band.
2. Footnote 3636/318 will allow the continued usage of radio
altimeters until they can be accommodated in other bands.
3. In the band 430 - 440 MHz it is proposed to increase the status
of the amateur service to reflect the current usage of this band.
Footnote 3644/320A may be deleted due to the proposed allocation of the
amateur-satellite serv~ce.
PNG/39A/214

SUP

3644/320A

(Consequential).
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IYiliz

470 - 890

I!
PNG/39A/215

MOD

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

4 70 - 582 (NOC}

470 - 890 (NOC)

470 -

§@§ 582

BROAD::ASTING

BROAD::ASTING

BROADCASTING

EIXED
MO~!.J:~
~ee4,LJ~§

PNG/39A/216

MOD

_282-§Q.~

582 - 606 (NOC)

383-e±G

BROADCASTING

RA:QIONAV;J;;GA~IGN

RADIONAVIGATION

~O@~~~!l~Q
Radion~y.hgg,t!on

'

3551/325
3653/328

PNG/39A/217 MOD

~9§8,LJJGB

3652/327
3654/329

~-fr'S-5-I~%-

~~~~-n-

606 - 790 (NOC)

e±G-89G 606-!90

BROADCASTING

FIXED
MOBILE
BROAOCASTING

PNG/39A/218

MOD

3654/329 3656/330
3657/330A 3659/331
3660/332 3651/332A

3658/330B
3660/332
3661/332A 3666/337
3667/338 3668/339 .

790 - 890 (NOC)

790_- 890

riXED

FIXED

BROADCASTING

MOBILE
BROADCASTING
-d~/3-3-&B

3654/329
3662./333

3659/331
3663/334

].

3655/329A
. 3663:f332A
3660/332 3651/332A 36~7/338

.36-60-f-3-3~_ . ___ . __ .

3668/339

Reasons : 1. The band 4(0 - 582 MHz is proposed to be created to allow for
expru1sion of the fixed and mobile services. The upper band limit is proposed
to be aligned with Region 1.
2. The status of the radionavigation·service in the band 582- 606 MHz
is proposed to be reduced to reflect current usage, and the broadcasting service
is proposed to be introduced to allow for expansion of the broadcasting.service.
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PNG/39A/219

MOD

366l/332A
Within the frequency band 620 - 790 MHz, assignments may
be made to ~e~ev~~±on stations other than television stations, using frequency
modulation in the broadcasting-satellite service subject to ••. (remainder
without change).
Reasons : To simplify national spectrum planning and co-ordination requirements
for the fixed and mobile services in the band 606 - 790 MHz.

PNG/39A/220 ·sup

3664/335

PNG/39A/221

3665/336

SUP

Pro mem.

PNG/39A/222

Consequential change to 3666/337 (as required).
MHz
890 - 960
Region 1

PNG/39A/223

MOD

890 - 942
FIXED

Region 2

(NOC)

BROAOCASTIN3

890 - 942 (NOC)
FIXED

FIXED

RADIOLOCATIO~

MOBJLE

Radiolocation
3654/329
3662/333

PNG/39A/224

MOD

gi.(GAht.,A;3'I';i;~;:;

Radiolccation
3659/339A 3670/3401

I

942 - ·960
FIXED

3668/339
3669/339A
942 - 960
FIXED

(NOC)

1 MOBILE

BR:OADCASTING
3654/329
3659/331
3562/333
3659/339A

890 - 942

I

3659/331
3669/339A

94'2 - 960 (NOC)
FIXED

Region 3

·-

g:ROAG:;AS~ING

366;9/339A

3·667 /338 3668/339
3669/339A

Reasons : To reflect the current trends for expansi·on ·of the fixed and
mobile service·s.

I

I

I
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MHz
960~

Region 1

NOC

1 300

Region 3

Region 2

~------------------------------------~~------------------~

960 - 1215

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3671/341

PNG/39A/225

MOD

1215 -

l~QQ-1240

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
RADIOLOCATION
AFRat:e\:lE
3672/342 3673/343 3674/344
PNG/39A/226

~TS~~

MOD

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
3672/342

PNG/39A/227

MOD

3673/343

3674/344 3675/345

ll2.Q - 1300
AMATEUR

AMATEUR-SATELLITE
.RAQIQI..OGA'I'J;O)l
Amat:e\:lE
3672/342

Reasons

3673/343

3674/344 3675/345

1.

To accommodate the NAVSTAR program.

2.

To permit expanded amateur experimentation.
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MHz
l 300 - 1 427
Region 1
PNG/39A/228

MOD

1 300 - 1 350

Region 2

I

Region 3

AER9NAB~f8Ab-RABf9NAVfGA~f9N 36T6f3~6

Radio3:oeae±on

RADIODETERMINATION 3676/346
3677/347
PNG/39A/229

MOD

3678/348

1 350 - 1 400

1 350 - 1 4oo

FBEEB

R:AlH91::!98A~3:9N

M9BfbE

RADIODETERMINATION

(WW)

RAIH9b98A!flf9N
RADIODETERMINATIO~

3679/349
PNG/39A/230

MOD

3680/349A

1 400 - 1 427

3679/349

3680/349A

RABf9-AS~R9N9M¥

PASSIVE
Reasons

To provide more flexibility in spectrum planning.
MHz
1 525 - 1 535

PNG/39A/231 (MOD) 11 525 - 1 535
SPACE OPERATION
flfle3:emeter±ngt
(Telemetry.)
3681/350A
FIXED 3682/350B
Earth explorationsatellite
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
3683/350C

11 525 - 1 535
SPACE OPERATION
flfle3:emeeeringt
(Telemetry)
3681/350A
Earth explorationsatellite

1 525 - 1 535
SPACE OPERATION
flfleiemeeeringt
(Telemetry)
3681/350A
FIXED 3682/350B

Fixed

Earth explorationsatellite

Mobile 3684/350D

Mobile

Reasons : Consequential to changes in Article 1.
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MHz
l 535 - l 660
Region l
PNG/39A/232

MOD

l 535 - l 542.5

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

MAR±~±ME-M9B±~E-SA~E~~±~E

MOBILE SATELLITE
3685/352
PNG/39A/233

l 542.5_~ l 543.5

MOD

3688/352D 3689/352E

AER9NAB~±6Ab-M9B±f:!E-SA:qJEf:l~±qJE-fRt
MAR±~±ME-MSB±~E-SA~Ef:l~±~E

MOBILE SATELLITE
3685/352
PNG/39A/234 MOD

l 543.5 - l 558.5

3688/352D 3690/352F

AER9NAB~±6Af:l-M9B±~E-SA~E~~±~E-fRt

MOBILE SATELLITE

I
PNG/39A/235

MOD

3685/352
l 558.5 - l 636.5

3688/352D 369l/352G

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
RADIONAVIGATION
AER9NA~±6Ah-RAB±9NAV±GA~±6N

3685/352
PNG/39A/236

MOD

l 636.5 - l 644

I

3686/352A 3687/352B 3688/352D 3695/352K

MAR±~±ME-M6B±~E-SA~Ef:l~±~E

MOBILE SATELLITE
3685/352

3688/352D 3692/352H
I

PNG/39A/237

MOD

l 644 - l 645

AER6NAB~±e~-M9B±f:!E-SAqJEf:l~±~E-fRt

I

MAH~±ME-M6B±~E-SA~E~f:l±~E

MOBILE SATELLITE
3685/352
PNG/39A/238

MOD

l 645 - l 660

3688/352D 3693/352I

AER6NAB~±6Ah-M9B±~E-SAqJE~~±~E-fRt

MOBILE SATELLITE
3685/352
Reasons

l.

3688/352D 3694/352J

To allow for more flexibility for mobile satellite services.

2. It is proposed to re-allocate-the band l 558.5- l 636.5 MHz to
radionavigation-satellite to provide for the NAVSTAR program.

II
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MHz
1 660 - 1 670
Region 1
PNG/39A/239

MOD

l

Region 2

I

Region 3

PASSIVE

1 660 - 1 670

ME~E8H8h88f8Ab-AfBS

RA1H8-ASqJH8NHM¥

3696/353A 3697/354
Reasons

3698/354A 3699/354B

Consequential to proposed changes in Article 1. ·
!4Hz

2 300 - 2 450
PNG/39A/240

MOD

2 300 - 2-456 2 310

!

l2

300 - ;2-lt56 2 310

(WW)
i RABf6hB€A~f8N
i

i

Mobile

Fixed

Hadio3:oeat-ion

Mobile

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

AMATEUR-SATELLITE

9T6~f35T

9Tl6f358

3Tllf359
PNG/39A/241

MOD

2-388

2 310 - 2 450

2-388 2

310 - 2 450

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

Amateur

Amateur

Mobile

Fixed

Radiolocation

Mobile

3709/357
3711/359

3710/358
13709/357

3712/360

Reasons : To provide for worldwide amateur satellite experiments in this
frequency range.
Pro mem. : Consequential changes to footnotes as required.
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M.::-lz

2450 - 21555

Region
NOC

2450 - 2500

2450 - 2500

FIXED

FIXED

)10BILE

M03ILE

Radio 1 oc at i o ~-~

RADIOLO:ATION

3709/357

PNG/39A/242

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

1

3713/361

3709/357

2500 - 2550

2500 - 2535

FIXED 3721/364C

FIXED 3721/364C

l\10BILE except
aerona"...ltical
ffi:)'bile

FIXED-SATELLITE(Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except

~RGAC~ASTING

~RGAD:AS~lW~-SATE~blTE

aero~autical

m~~ile

J+l~JJa±s-

aA~Kb.I:.I'"~E

~+±§J~e±~

3714/351A

PNG/39A/243

MOD

3723/364E

3724/364F

2535 - 2550
FIXED 3721/364C
M:JBILE excep': aeronautical

m~oile

QRGAD:A£~lN;5-SA~Eb6l'I'E

J+±~f'Jg~g

3714/'361A
3715/362 3724/364F

3714/351A

3724/354F

1
PNG/39A/244

MOD

2550 - 2555
FIXED

3721/364C

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
;;RGAD;;ASl'I:Wg-aAt'i:I:.I:.I~E--J+ l §/~i!B

3716/352 3717/363
3724/354F

~:

See Rea so~ 2655 - 2700 MHz.

3718/354
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MHz
2655 - 2700

PNG/39A/245

MOD

Regio::1 1

Reqion 2

2555 - 2590

2655 - 2690

FIXED 3721/364C

FIXED

Regio~1

3721/364C

3

3722/3640

3722/364D
MOBILE excep·::
a er o ~1 aut i c a 1
mo:bile

F'IXED~SATELLITE

~~OAIX;AS~ING

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

(Earth~to-Spacc)

aA~Ebt.i~E

~+±§i~e±:Q
~+~a!Je4W

3717/363
3718/364
3724 1 354F
3725/364G

PNG/39A/246

MOD

:Q~OA..QGAS!l';;U1G;...SA!l'Et.l=f'~E

~+li/i~1~--~+~i/3i4W

3723/364E

3724/364F

372~/364G~

2690 - 2700
PASS IV~
RAI;>IO-Aa~RONOM¥

3:.311233B
3719/364A

3717/363
3720/364B

REASON:
The power flux-density restrictio::1s 0::1 the
Broadcasting-Satellite service in the bands 2500 - 2690
MHz is insufficient to allow a domestic service.
Extra
bands have been created at 790 - 890 M~z and 12.2 12.5 G:.-Iz to acco:nmodate the future development.
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MHz
2 700 - 3 400

PNG/39A/247

MOD

2 700 - 2 900

I

Region 2

Region 1

Region 3

'

RADIONAVIGATION 3676/346

Radiolocation

3727/366
NOC

2 900 - 3 100

RADIONAVIGATION

3728/367

3729/367A 3730/367B

Radiolocation

PNG/39A/248

MOD

3 100 - 3 300

RADI OLOC.ATI ON
.Amateur
Amateur-satellite

3697/354
PNG/39A/249

MOD

3731/368

3 300 - 3 400

3 300 - 3 4oo

RADIOLOCATION

RADIOLOCATION

.Amateur

.Amateur

.Amateur-satellite
(Earth-to-space)

Amateur-satellite

3733/370

3739/376

(Earth-to-space)

3732/369

(WW)

3734/371

(Earth-to-space)

Reasons : To allow flexibility in spectrum management and to provide an
amateur-satellite service in this band.
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MHz
3 4oo - 4 700
Region 1

PNG/39A/250

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

3 400 - 3 600 (NOC)

3 4oo - 3 500

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
( Spa·ce-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE
Radiolocation
MOBILE
Radiolocation
3739/376
PNG/39A/251

MOD

3735/372
3737/374

3736/373
3738/375

1------------------;~

3 soo - 3

·roo

3 500 - 3 700

FIXED

3 600 - 4 200 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
( Space-to-E.art h)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE
( Space-to-Earth )

MOBILE

Riffif6f:.6€Mf6N
Fi}eed

Mobile
Radiolocation
MOBILE
Radiolocation
37~0/377

PNG/39A/252

MOD

3 700 - 4 200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE
Radiolocation

PNG/39A/253

MOD

3737/374

3742/379

4 200 - 4 400

AER8NA~I€AfrRAB±9NAV±6APf8N

RADIONAVIGATION
3686/352A 3743/379A 3744/381
3745/382 3748/383
PNG/39A/254

MOD

4 400 - 4 700

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
MOBILE

(Space-to-Earth)

3741/378
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MHz
4 700 - 5 000
Region l
PNG/39A/255

MOD

4 700 - #-998 4 950

I

Region 3

Region 2

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE
353l/233B 3697/354
PNG/39A/256

PNG/39A/257

MOD

MOD

4 950 - 4 990

4 950 - 4 990

3746/382A 3747/382B
4 950 - 4 990

FIXED

FIXED

M6B±f.E

M6B±f:E

PASSIVE

PASSIVE

PASSIVE

353l/233B 3747/382B

3747/382B

353l/233B 3747/382B

4 990 - 5 000

4 990 - 5 000

4 990 - 5 000

FIXED

R:Ml±6-:ASlfiR6N6M¥

FIXED

M6B±nE

PASSIVE

M6B±DE

R:AB±B-ASlfiR6N8M¥

PASSIVE
353l/233B

PASSIVE
3749/383A

353l/233B

Reasons : l. The band 4 4oo - 4 700 MHz has been expanded to 4 400 - 4 950 MHz
to allow for fixed-satellite expansion.
2. The band 4 990 - 5 000 MHz has been expanded to allm.r for a more
realistic bandwidth for passive research. Mobile has also been deleted in
Regions l and 3 to give further protection to the passive services.
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.MHz

5 000 - 5 470
Region 1

PNG/39A/258

MOD

5 000 - 5 250

I

I

Region 2

~R8NABPf€An-RABf6NAVf6A~f6N

RADIODETERMINATION
Space research

3686/352A 3687/352B 3750/383B
PNG/39A/259

MOD

5 250 - 5 255
RADIODETERMINATION
Space research

3751/384
PNG/39A/260

MOD

5 255 - 5 350

RADIODETERMINATION
Space research

3751/384
PNG/39A/261

MOD

5 350 - 5 460

3752/384A

RADIODETERHINATION
Space research

3753/385
PNG/39A/262

MOD

5 460 - 5 470

RADIODETERMINATION
Space research
RABf8NAVf6~!8N

3153f385

3753/385
Reasons

To allow more flexibility for spectrum planning.

Region 3
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:MIIz

5 470 - 5 650
Region 1
PNG/39A/263

MOD

I

I

Region 2

5 470 - 5 650
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation
FIXED-SATELLITE
3754/386
Reasons

(Space-to~Earth)

3755/387

To provide for future fixed-satellite needs.
MHz
5 650 - 5 850

PNG/39A/264

MOD

5 650 - 5 670

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Space research
3756/388

PNG/39A/265

MOD

5 670 - 5-125 5 700

(Deep space)

3757/389

3758/389A

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Space research
3756/388

PNG/39A/266

MOD

(Deep space)

3757/389

5-125 5 700 - 5 850

5-125 5 700 - 5 850

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

RADIOLOCATION

3758/389A

Amateur
RADIOLOCATION
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

Amateur
3698/354 3756/388
3759/390 3760/391
3761/391A
Reasons

3757/389

3760/391

3761/391A

To provide for future fixed-satellite needs.

Region 3
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MHz
5850 - 7250
Region 2

Region 3

5850 - 5925 (NOC)

5850 -

5850 - 5925

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)

Amateur

FIXED SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)

Region 1
PNG/39A/26r

MOD

5925 (NOC)

MOBILE

MOBILE

3760/391

1

3760/391

3760/391

I

i
PNG/39A/268

MOD

I

FIXED
FIXED SATELLITE· (Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE

I

2743L379A
PNG/39A/269

MGD

6-425 6

900 -

7

3762/392AA

3767/393

3762/392AA

3763/3928

250

FIXED
MOBILE
J~4J/~:;l9A
~+e+/~9~

REASON:

To provide more fixed-satel!ite uplink spectrum.

MHz
7250 - 7300
PNG/39A/270

MOD

7250 - 7300
FIXED SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOB!_~E

SAT~LLITE_

3764/392D

REASON:

(Space-to-Earth)

3765/392G

To provide more flexibility to satellite services.
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MHz
7300 - 7750
Region 1
PNG/39A/271

MOD

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

7300 - 7450
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE
MOBILE SATELLITE

(SQace-to-~arth)

3764/392D
PNG/39A/272

MOD

7450 - 7550
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE
MOBILE-SATELLITE
SQace-to-Earth)
3764/392D

PNG/39A/273 MOD

7550 - 7750
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE
MOBILE-SATELLITE
---(Space-to-Earth)
3764/3920

REASON:
To provide for the mobile-satellite service
and to give more flexibility to fixed-satellite· spectrum
planning.
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.MHz

7 750 - 8 025
Region 1
NOC

7 750 - 7 900

I

Region 2

I

FIXED
MOBILE

PNG/39A/274

MOD

7 900 - 7 975

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE
MOBILE SATELLITE
NOC

7 975 - 8 025

FIXED-SJI..TELLITE

(Earth-to-s:eace)
(Earth-to-space)

3766/392H
Reasons

To provide more flexibility 1n spectrum planning.

Region 3
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PNG/39A/275

MOD

MHz

(WW)

8 025 - 8 4oo

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

8 025 - 8 175

8.025- 8 175

8 025 - 8 175

FIXED

E~~H-E*P~eRA~~eN-

FIXED

8-A'PEn~~lflE

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

fSpaee-t-o-Ea.rt-h-1

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED
MOBILE

I

MOBILE

MOBILE SATELLITE

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE

Earth Exploration! Satellite
(Space-to-Earth)
1

I

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)
3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B

8 175 - 8 215

8 175 - 8 215

8 175 - 8 215

FIXED

EAR~H-E*Pn9R~~eN

FIXED

SA~ftb~~E

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

fSpa.ee-'bo-Ea.r'bh-1

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED
ME~E9ReflB6f€fth-S~E~f~E

fEa.rt-h-t-o-8pa.ee-1

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE

MOBILE
ME~E6R9n96f€An-S-A'PEnn~~E

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

fEa.rlh-t-o-~pa.ee-1

Satellite
(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE
Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

E~rtt_Exploration

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B
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MHz
8 025 - 8 400 (cont.)
Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
8 215 - 8 400

8 215 - 8 400

8 215 - 8 400

FIXED

EAR~H-E*Pn6RA~f9N

FIXED

S:A.~Eiln!'f'E

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

fSpaee-oeo-E-arth-1

FIXED
MOBILE

MOBILE
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE
Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Space-to-Earth)

3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B

3768/394

3770/394B

Resulting worldwide allocations :

8 025 - 8 4oo

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

MOBILE
MOBILE-SATELLITE

(Earth-to-space)

Earth Exploration-Satellite
3768/394
Reasons

(Space-to-Earth)

3770/394B

To provide simplification for spectrum planning.
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MHz
8 500 - 9 800

PNG/39A/276 MOD
(WW)

Region 2

Region 1
8 500 - 8 750

1

'

Region 3

RADIODETERMINATION

3697/354

3772/395

8 750 - 8 850
~R6NA~f€An-RABf6NAVfG~f6N

3773/396

RADIODETERMINATION
3774/397
8 850 - 9 000
RADIODETERMINATION
3774/397

3775/398

9 000 - 9 200

RADIODETERMINATION
3774/397
9 200 - 9 300
RADIODETERMINATION
3774/397
9 300 - 9 500

3775/398

RABf6NA¥fSA~f6N

3729/367A 3730/367B

RADIODETERMINATION
Rad:i-o:loeat:i-on

3776/399
9 50o - 9

Boo

RADIODETERMINATION

3775/398
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MHz

B 500Region 1

I

9

Boo

Region 2

(cont.)
Region 3

r

Resulting worldwide allocations

B 500

- 9

Boo

RADIODETERMINATION
3697/354
3773/396

3729/367A 3730/367B 3772/395
3774/397 3775/39B 3776/399

Reasons : To simplify spectrum planning and to provide for future
developments.
MHz
9
PNG/39A/277

MOD

9

Boo -

10

ooo

Boo -

10 500

RADIOLOCATION
Fixed
Mobile
3777/400

PNG/39A/27B

MOD

10 000 - 10 500

377B/401

3779/401A

RADIOLOCATION
.Amateur
3779/401A 37B0/402 37Bl/403

PNG/39A/279

ADD

37BlA

In the band 10 475 - 10 500 MHz, the amateur-satellite
37BlA
service may be authorized, on condition that no harmful interference shall be
caused to other services operating in accordance with the Table. Administrations
authorizing such use shall ensure that any harmful interference caused by
emissions from an amateur-satellite is immediately eliminated in accordance
with the provisions of No. 6362/1567A.
Reasons : To provide for amateur-satellite experiments in this band.
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PNG/39A/280

GHz
10.55 - 10.7

MOD

(WW)
.Region 1
10.55 - 10.6

1

Region·2

FIXED

Region 3

'

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Rad±o:l:oel!t:b±on

PASSIVE
10.6 - 10.68

FIXED
Mf>BiDE

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

Rad±o:toeat±on

PASSIVE
3783/404A
10.68- 10.7

FIXED
·MoBriE·except aeronautical mobile
RMH6-:A.6'!'R6N6M¥

PASSIVE
3784/405B
Resulting worldwide allocations :
10.55 - 10.7

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
PASSIVE
3783/404A 3784/405B

Reasons

To allm·r flexibility in spectrum planning.
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PNG/39A/281

GHz
10.7 - 11.7

MOD

(WW)
Region 1
10.7 - 10.95

Region 2

I

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

10.95 - 11.2

10.95 - 11.2 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED-SATELLITE

fEar~h-eo-~pftee7

( Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE

MOBILE
11.2 - 11.45

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE

NOC

11.45 - 11.7

(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED
. FIXED-SATELLITE

(Space-to-Earth)

MOBILE
Resulting worldwide allocations :
10.7- 11.7

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE

Reasons

(Space-to-Earth)

To provide for future fixed-satellite requirements.

Region 3
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GHz

11.7
Region 1
PNG/39A/282

MOD

- 12.5

Region 2

Region 3

11.7 - 12.5

11.7 - 12.2

11.7- 12.2

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MOB;tL&-exsept;
aeF9Raa5!eal-me9ile

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)·

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

MOBII.E-excapt
aeFeRaat;isal
Rl99ile

BROAOCASTINGSATELLITE

BROAOCASTING

BROAOCASTINGSATELLIT~

BROADCASTINGSATELLITE

M08II.E-exeept
aeEeRaa5~eal

Rleeile
3786/405BB
3787/405BC

PNG/39A/283

MOD

3785/405BA

12.2 - 12.5
FIXED
MOBII.E-exeep~-aeEeRaH~ieal
Rle'B~le

BROADCASTING
BROAOCASTING-SATELLITE
3785/405BA

Reasons :
To provide for expansion in ·BroadcastingSatellite Service.
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GHz

PNG/39A/284

12.5 - 13.25

MOD

(WW)
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

12.5 - 12.75

12.5- 12.75 (NOC)

12.5- 12.75

FIXED

FIXLD

FIXED

FIXED-SATELLITE

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-s_pace)

FIXED-SATELLITE

fSpaee-~e-Ea~th+

fSpaee-te-Earth1

(Earth-to-space)
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

(Earth--to-space)
IViOBIIE except
aeronautical mobile

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

405BD 405BE
12.75 - 13.25

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
M6BH)E
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

Resulting worldwide allocations :
12.5- 13.25

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
3788/405BD 3789/405BE

GHz

13.25 - 14
PNG/39A/285

MOD

13.25 - 13.4

RADIODETERr.UNATION
AER6NA~f€Ah-RABf8NAVf8A~f8N

3T9i~86

PNG/39A/286

MOD

13.4 - 14

3792/407

3793/407A

Rft~IODETERMINATION

RA.Bf6n8€NPf8N
3792/407
Reasons

3793/407A 3794/408

3798/409

1.

To provide for expansion in the fixed-satellite service.

2.

To simplify spectrum planning.
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GHz

14 - 14.5
Region l
PNG/39A/287

MOD

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

14 - 14.3

Radionavigation
~9NAVf~~f9N ~98A

3792/407
PNG/39A/288

MOD

14.3- 14.4

3793/407A

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
Radionavigation
~9NAV±~~f9N-SA~Ennf~E

3-T95f~e8A

PNG/39A/289

MOD

14.4- 14.5

'

FBffiB

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
M9BfnE
'

Radionavigation
3796/408B 3797/408C
Reasons

To provide more protection to the fixed-satellite uplinks.
GHz

14.5
PNG/39A/290

MOD

14.5- 15.35

- 15.35

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)

3797A

3796/408B 3797/408C
PNG/39A/29l

ADD

3797A
The use of this ban~by the fixed-satellite service is
limited to transmissions intended for use by the broadcasting-satellite service.
Reasons : To provide an allocation for broadcasting-satellite uplinks.
Nos. 3102/84AG and 3103/84AP limit transmissions by the broadcasting-satellite
service to the space-to-Earth direction only, and therefore provision needs to
be made for ade~uate fixed-satellite spectrum in the Earth-to-space direction.
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GHz
15,35 - 15,4
Region 2

J
PNG/39A/292

MOD

15,35 - 15,4

1

RMH9AS'fRBN9MH!l

PASS IF
3799/409C
Motif : Consequence de la modification apportee aux definitions dans
l'Article 1.
GHz
15,4- 17,7
PNG/39A/293

MOD

15,4- 15,7
RADIOREPERAGE
RADIONAVIGATION PAR SATELLITE
3686/352A

PNG/39A/294

MOD

15,7- 17,7

3687/352B

3792/407

RADIOREPERAGE
RADIONAVIGATION PAR SATELLITE

3792/407

3794/408

Motif : Repondre aux besoins du service de radionavigation par satellite.
Consequence de MOD 14 - 14,5 GHz.
GHz
17,7 - 21,2
NOC

17,7- 19,7

FIXE
FIXE PAR SATELLITE (espace vers Terre)
MOBILE

PNG/39A/295

FIXE

MOD

FIXE PAR SATELLITE (espace vers Terre)
MOBILE
3800/409E
Motif : Permettre le developpement des services fixe et mobile.
PNG/39A/296

(Pas utilise)
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GHz·
Above 21.2
Note : Papua New Guinea reserves the right at this time to present proposals
to the WARC ·on matters concerning the Table of Frequency Allocations in the
frequency bands above 21.2 GHz.
ARTICLE N8/6
Special Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies

PNG/39A/297

NOC

3917/413 to 3918/414

MOD

3919/415

§

2.

(l) When special ........ Register:

(a) a fixed station in the terrestrial radiocommunication
service or an Earth station in the fixed-satellite service may, on-a-~eeondary
basis under the conditions defined in No. 3430/139, transmit to mobile stations
on its normal frequencies;
(b) a land station may communicate, on-a-seeondar.y-bas±s
under the conditions defined in No. 3430/139, with fixed stations .•...•..
(remainder without change).
Reasons : The definition of a secondary serv1ce 1s applicable only to
Article N7/5.

PNG/39A/298

NOC

3920/416 to 3924/419A

MOD

3925/421
§ 7.
Any emission capable of causing harmful interference to
distress, alarm, urgency or safety communications on the international distress
frequencies 500kHz, or 2182kHz, 4 136.3 kHz, 6 215.5 kHz, or 156.8 MHz is
prohibited (see Nos. 3480/187, 3494/201, 3505/209A, 3508/211A, 3595/287,
6676/1112, 6681/1325, 6687A and 6691/1363. Any-em±~s±on-eansing-harmfni
±nte~fe~enee-to-d±8t~ess,-safety-and-eaii±ng-eommnn±eat±on8-on-the-freqneney

i?6.S-MH~-±s-p~oh±bited-fsee-Nos.-3595f28T,-66~ifi363-and-82?8fi3T6t.

Reasons : Consequential to changes in Article 1/1 and to correct an anomalous
situation between the first and second sentences of this regulation.
PNG/39A/299

ADD

3925A
Any emission capable of causing interference to the
safety service on the frequencies 2 000 kHz, 4 000 kHz and 8 000 kHz are
forbidden (see Nos. 3492A, 3502A and 3509A).
Reasons : Consequential to MOD 1 606.5 - 2 005 kHz, 3 900- 4 005 kHz and
7 000 - 8 195 kHz in Article 1 and to provide protection for the proposed
safety service on these frequencies.
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Introduction to Chapter NIV
This Administration is in complete accord with the findings of the Group of Experts in
their recommendations for deletions from the texts. Thus where a paragraph is labelled NOC and
it has some of the text outlined in a box (i.e. signifying recommended for deletion by the Group
of Experts) it is assumed by this Administration that the deletion will occur. The NOC refers
to the text other than recommended for deletion.
The major thrust of these proposals that follow is to allow for coordination of whole
frequency bands for satellite services as the rapidly changing nature of satellite telecommunications
operations frequently requires the bringing into'operation of new frequencies at Earth Stations
with previously coordinated frequency usage.
It is therefore proposed that provision be made for the coordination of a frequency
band such that frequencies anywhere within the band can be used without requiring further
coordination.
Some editorial and procedural changes are proposed that may streamline the coordination
procedures, in particular the procedures for the 90 day period following notification.
In carrying out the review of Chapter IV,·this Administration is not making any specific
recommendation on Articles N9 and NlO, however this Administration would endorse these articles
being combined as they are short and could well form a single Article.
CHAPTER NIV
ARTICLE Nll

PNG/39A/300

NOC

Coordination of Frequency Assignments to Stations in a Space
Radiocommunication Service except Stations in the BroadcastingSatellite Service and to Appropriate Terrestriai Stations

NOC

Section I. Procedures for the Advance Publication of
Information on Planned Satellite Systems

NOC

4099 to 4109

MOD

4ll0/639AI
An Administration on behalf of which details of planned
satellite networks in its system have been published in accordance with the
provisions of No. 4100/639AA to 4102/639AC, shall, periodieaiiy at the end of
the 90 day period specified in No. 4l04/539AD, inform the Board whether or not
comments have been received, and, during the ensuing period prior to the
commencement of coordination or the sending of notices to the Board, shall,
at intervals not exceeding six months, inform the Board of the progress made
with other Administrations in resolving any difficulties. The Board shall
publish this information in a special section of its weekly circular, and
8haii-aise,-when-~he-weekiy-eireniftr-een~ain~-stteh-infermatien,-se-inferm-ftii
Adminis~~a~iens-by-eireniar-~eiegram.

Reasons : To provide for the IFRB to be informed once, at the end of the 90 day
waiting period, as to whether or not comments have been received on an act of
publication; also, to provide for the IFRB and all Administrations to be
informed at six monthly intervals of the progress made in resolving any
difficulties. Further, to minimize the unnecessary and costly use of circular
telegrams.
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NOC
NOC

PNG/39A/301

4111 to 4112/639AH
Section II. Coordination of Frequency Assignments to a
Space Station on a Geostationary Satellite or an Earth
Station Communicating with.such a Space Station in Relation
to Stations of Other Geostationary Satellite Networks

NOC

4113

MOD

4114/639AJ
Before an Administration notifies to the Board or brings
into use any frequency assignment to a space station on a geostationary
satellite or to an Earth station that is to communicate with a space station
on a geostationary satellite, it shall-, except in the cases described in
4115/639AK effect coordination of the assignmentl with any other Administration
... (remainder without change).
--Reasons : Editorial improvement.

PNG/39A/302

ADD

4114.1
lWhere it may be necessary for an Earth st~tion to
operate on any frequency or frequencies within a band used for transmit or
receive by the relevant space station, coordination may be requested for all
or part of the band concerned.
Reasons : To provide a means by which wideband coordination may be requested
so as to provide operational flexibility and eliminate the necessity for some
repeated coordination.

PNG/39A/303

PNG/39A/304

MOD

4115/639AK

(2) No coordination under No. 4114/639AJ 1s required

NOC

(a)

NOC

(b)

ADD

(c) when an Administration proposes to notify or bring into
use an Earth station that is to be added to an existing satellite network,
provided that the characteristics of the assignment had been taken into account
in any previous coordination for that network under No. 4114/639AJ, and, had
satisfied either the criteria specified in No. 4115/639AK (a) or those employed
in evaluating interference levels agreed between the Administration concerned
in the previous coordination.
Reasons : To eliminate the need for redundant coordination when a new Earth
station is to be added to an existing satellite network and when the new
stations have been fully covered by previous coordination for that network
under No. 4114/639AJ.

PNG/39A/305

NOC

4116

MOD

4117/639AJ
(3) For th±~ the purpose of effecting coordination the
Administration requesting coordination shall send to any other ~tteh
Administration concerned under No. 4114/639AJ the information listed 1n
Appendix lA.
Reasons : Consequential to re-arrangement.
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NOC

4118/639AI - 4127/639AS

NOC

4124.l/639AO.l

NOC

4128 - 4136/639AZ
Section III. Coordination of Frequency Assignments to an
Earth Station in Relation to Terrestrial Stations

PNG/39A/306

NOC

4137

MOD

4138/639AN § 5. (1) Before an Administration notifies to the Board or brings
into use any frequency assignment to an Earth station, whether for transmitting
or receiving, in a particular band allocated with equal rights to space and
terrestriall radiocommunication services in the frequency spectrum above 1 GHz,
it shall, except in the cases described in 4139/639AR, effect coordination of
the assignment3 with any other Administration whose territory lies wholly or
partly with the coordination area2 of the planned Earth station.
Reasons : Consequential to the re-arrangement.

PNG/39A/307

NOC

4138.1/639AN.l

NOC

4138.2/639AN.2

ADD

3
4138.3
Where it may be necessary for an Earth station to have
the flexibility to operate on any frequency or frequencies within a band used
for transmission or reception by the cooperating .space station, coordination
may be requested for all or part of the band concerned.

Reasons : To provide for the case o.f wideband Earth station coordination see ADD 4114.1.

. PNG/39A/308

PNG/39A/309

NOC

4142

NOC

4143/639AP

NOC

4141.2/639AN.Z

NOC

4144

MOD

(b) interference .... , or within the next three year~~
4145/639AP
whichever is the longer.

NOC

4145.1/639AP.l

ADD

4145.2
3Where coordination has been requested under No. 4138.3
for all or part of a frequency band, the period of three years may be extended
by agreement between the Administrations concerned.
Reasons :To ensure, without changing the text of 4145/639AP (a) or (b),
reciprocity of treatment for terrestrial services in the case of wideband
coordination for an Earth station.

NOC

4146/639AR to 4147/639AT
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PNG/39A/3l0 (MOD)

4148

Reque~ to fFRB ~he Board for ....

Reasons : Editorial change for clarity.

PNG/39A/3ll

NOC

4149/639AS to 4158/639AZ

NOC

4159

MOD

4160/492A
§ 8 (l) Before an Administration notifies to the Board or brings
into use any frequency assignment to a terrestrial stationl for transmitting in
a band allocated with equal rights to terrestrial radiocommunication servr~®s
and space radiocommunication services (Space-to-Earth) in the frequency
spectrum above l GHz, it shall, except in the_ cases described in No. 416l/392C
±nit±ate effect coordination of the proposed assignment2 with the Administrati~n
responsible .... (remainder without change).
--Reasons : Consequential to

PNG/39A/312

re-arrangeme~t~

NOC

4160.1/492.1

ADD

2 Where it may be necessary for such a station to operate
4160.2
on a number of frequencies in a band previously coordinated for a receiving
Earth station, coordination may be sought for all or part of that band subject
to the obligations arising from that Earth station coordination.
Reasons : To ensure reciprocity for terrestrial users by matching the wideband
coordination provisions of ADD 4114.1
and ADD 4138.3-

PNG/39A/313

MOD

No coordination under No. 4160/492A 1s required when
416l/492C
an Administration proposes
(a) NOC
(b) NOC
(~) to bring into use a terrestrial station within the
coordination area of an Earth station, provided that the proposed terrestrial
assignment is outside any part of a frequency band coordinated under
No. 4138.3/639AN.3 for reception by that Earth station.

Reasons : To ensure reciprocity for terrestrial users in cases where wideband
coordination has been given for a receiving Earth station.

PNG/39A/314

NOC

4162

MOD

4163/492A
For the purpose of effecting coordination it the
Administration requesting coordination shall send to any other 8tteh
Administration concerned under No. 4160/492A, by the fastest possible means
(remainder without change).
Reasons

NOC

4164 to 4166

Consequential to the re-arrangement.
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PNG/39A/315

MOD

4167/492B
Upon receipt of the coordination data an Administration
shall prompt.iy ex~mine the matter with regard to interferencel \vhlch "\-:Ould be
caused to the serv1ces rendered by its Earth stations operating in accordance
with these Radio Regulations, or to be so operated during the next three years,
Qr 19 b~ so operated during such longer period as may have been agreed under
--~g_.___ 4138.3.,
with the proviso that in this-3:~tter-ettse the last two cases
coordination .... (remainder without change).
Reasons : Consequential to proposal for ·wideband coordination.

NOC
PNG/39A/316 (MOD)

4167.1/492B.l
4168/492E
Either the Administration seeking coordination or the
Administration with which coordination is sought may request additional
information which they it may require to assess the level of interference to
the services concerned.
Reasons

PNG/39A/317 (MOD)
NOC

Consequential to re-arrangement.

4169

Requests to IFRB the Board for Assistance ..... .

4170/492D- 4179/492GA
CHAPTER NIV
ARTICLE Nl2/9

NOC

NOC

Notification and Recording in the Master
International Frequency Register of Frequency
Assignmentsl to Terrestrial Radiocommunication Stations 2
Section I.

Notification of Frequency Assignments

NOC

4280/486 to 4282/488

PNG/39A/318

MOD

4283/489
§ 2 (l) For any notification under No. 4280/486 or 4281/487 an
individual notice for each frequency assignment:_ shall be drawn up . . . . ( rest
without change) .

PNG/39A/319

ADD

4283.1
3In notices relating to frequency assignments for
terrestrial stations where frequency band coordination under No. 4160.l/492A.l
has been effected, the centre of the frequency band so coordinated shall be
given in lieu of assigned frequency, and the width of the coordinated f~equency
band shall be given in lieu of assigned frequency band. See Appendix
1
Sect1ons A and B, Items 1 and 2_/.

L

Reasons : To make express prov1s1on for the notification of data related to
frequency band coordination where existing terms (assigned frequency and
assigned frequency band) do not apply.
Section VI. fv'Jodification, Cancellation and
Review of Entries in th0 Master Register

NOC

NOC

4452/619

NOC

4453/620
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PNG/39A/320

ADD

4453A
For the purposes of an enquiry by t~e Board under
No. 4453/620 concerning·a terrestrial station assignment for which a frequency
band was coordinated under No. 4160.l/492A.l, it shall be sufficient for the
notifying Administration to inform the Board that frequency assignments have
been brought into use in accordance with the notified basic characteristics and
within the limits of the coordinated band.
Reasons : Consequential to the proposal for wideband coord.ination; to provide .
for ru1 appropriate reaction in the event of an enquiry by the Board concerning
a terrestrial assignment made after frequency band coordination.
CHAPTER NIV
ARTICLE Nl3/9A

PNG/39A/321

MOD

(Title)
Notification and recording in the Master International
Frequency Register of Frequency Assignmentsl to R~d±o-A~tronomy Passive and
Space Radiocommunication Stations except Stations in the Broadc;:asting-=satellite
Service.

NOC

Section 1.

PNG/39A/322

MOD

4575/639BA § 1. (1) Any frequency assignment to an Earth or space station£
shall be notified to the Board ........ (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/323

MOD

4576/639BB
(2) Similar notice shall be given for any frequency~ to be
used for the reception ........ (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/324

ADD
ADD

4575.1
4576.1
2where an Administration has submitted a notice concerning
a space station assignment on behalf of a group of Administrations it shall be
the responsibility of that Administration to ensure agreement of all the
Administrations concerned with the original notification when any modification
or deletion of the aforesaid assignment is subsequently notified. In absence
of specific advice to the contrary the Board shall assume such an agreement has
been reached.

Notification of Frequency Assignments

Reasons : To simplify the procedures for the Board when an assignment from a
group of Administrations is being altered.
MOD

4577/639BC
(3) Similar notice may be given for any frequency or
frequency band to be used by a particular r~dio-a~tronomy passive station
(remainder without change).

NOC

4578/639BD

PNG/39A/326

MOD

l~579/639BE
§ 2.
For any notification under Nos. 4575/639BA, 4576/639BB,
MOD 4577/639BC, or 4578/639BD an individual notice for each frequency
assignment] shall be drawn up ........ (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/327

ADD

4579.1
3In notices relating to frequency assignments for Earth
stations where frequency coordination under ADD 4114.1 or ADD 4138.3 has been
effected, the centre frequency of the frequency band shall be given as the
assigned frequency and the bandwidth of the coordinated frequency band shall
be given in lieu of the assigned frequency band.

PNG/39A/325

Reasons : As a consequence of proposals under Article Nll for wj.deband
coordination to facilitate the rapidly changing requirements of satellite
telecommunications.
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NOC

Section II. Procedure for the Examination of Notices and the Recording of
Frequency Assignments in the Master Register.

NOC

4582/639BH to 4616/639CP

PNG/39A/328

MOD

4617 I 639CQ

PNG/39A/329

MOD

4618/639CR
A notice relating to a
(remainder without change).
Reasons

PNG/39A/330

§

16. ( l) Notices relating to

radi~-a:~tr~n~my

pass1 ve stations.

radi~-a3tr~n~my

passive ....... .

Consequential to modifications in Article Nl/1.

NOC

Section VI.

Modification, Cancellation and Review

NOC

4637/639DK to 4641/639DO

ADD

4641A
For the purposes of an enqu1ry by the Board under
No. 4641/639DO concerning an Earth station assignment for 1-1hich a frequency
band was coordinated under ADD 4114.1 or ADD 4138.3 it shall be sufficient
for the notifying Administration to inform the Board that the frequency
assignments have been brought into use in accordance with the notification.
Reasons : To facilitate the handling of wideband coordination by the Board.
CHAPTER NV
Measures against interference
Tests
Note : The following proposals for this Chapter are similar to the Uni+:.ed
Kingdom's proposals (Document No. 53).
ARTICLE Nl6
Interference

NOC

4996/676
Section I.

PNG/39A/331

MOD

4997/693

§

2.

General Interference

All stations are forbidden to carry out
- unnecessary transmissions;
the transmission of superfluous signals and
correspondence;
the transmission of signals without identification
(see Article N23/19)±.
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PNG/39A/332

SUP

4997.1/693.1
Reasons : Consequential to proposed changes 1n Article N23 (Identification of
stations).
ARTICLE Nl7
Tests

NOC
PNG/39A/333 ·MOD

5029/700
5030/701

(2)

A-statien-m~ing-emi~~±on~-£oT-te~t~~-ad~tt~tment8~-or

e~pe~iments,-sh~±±-transmit,-at-siow-speed-and-at-£reqttent-interva±8-±ts

±denti£ieatien-in-aeeord~nee-with-the-previsions-of-Artie±e-N23f±9.
For the
identification of transmissions made during tests, adjustments or experiments
see Section I of Article N23/19.

Reasons : Consequential to proposed changes 1n Article N23/19 (Identification
of stations).
PNG/39A/334

MOD

(Title)

ARTICLE N2o+/15*""
Procedure in a Case of Harmful Interference

PNG/39A/335

SUP

A.N20/15
Reasons : Replaced by ADD 5127A to improve the readability of. this Article.

PNG/39A/336

NOC

5126/704

NOC

5127/705

ADD

5127A
For the purposes of this Article, .the term "Administration"
includes the centralizing officer referred to in Article Nl8, where apP.ropriate.
Reasons : Editorial change consequential to the re-arrangement of the Radio
Regulations.

PNG/39A/337

MOD

When a case of stteh harmful interference
5128/706
3.
a receiving station ....... (remainder without change).

lS

reported by

Reasons : Editorial changes to clarify this Regulation.
PNG/39A/338

MOD

§ 4.
Where practicable, and subject to agreement by
5129/707
Administrations concerned, stteh a case of harmful interference may be dealt
with by direct coordination between their operating organizations or by their
stations of the international monitoring system.

Reasons : Editorial change to clarify the meaning of this Regulation, and to
allow an efficient long-standing practice of resolving cases of harmful
interference.
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PNG/39A/33Y

MOD

5130/708
§ 5.
If a case of harmful interference so justifies, the
Administration having jurisdiction over the receiving station experiencing the
interference shall netify inform the Administration having jurisdiction over
the transmitting station being interfered with, giving all possible information.
Reasons : To make necessary additional amendments and to use the word "inform"
rather than "notify" which is used in other Regulations with a different meaning.

PNG/39A/340

MOD

§ 6.
If further observations ........ and to establish the
5131/709
responsibility for the harmful interference, ........ (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/341

MOD

5132/710
§ 7.
Having determined the source and characteristics of the
harmful interference, the Administration ........ (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/342

MOD

5133/711
§ 8.
When a sa.fety service suffers harmful interference
the receiving station experiencing the harmful interference may ....... .
(remainder without change).

PNG/39A/343

MOD

5134/711A
§ 9.
When the service rendered by an Earth station suffers
harmful interference ........ the receiving station experiencing the harmful
interference ........ (remainder without change).

NOC

5135/711B

PNG/39A/344

MOD

5136/712
§ 11.
without change) .

PNG/39A/345

MOD

5137/713
§ 12.
Full particulars relating to harmful interference shall ..
...... (remainder without change).

PNG/39A/346

MOD

5138/714
change).

PNG/39A/347

MOD

5139/715
§ 14.
If there is a specialized international organization
of infractions relating to harmful interference ........ (remainder without
change).

§

13.

In cases of harmful interference ........ (remainder

If the harmful interference ........ (remainder without

Reasons : A degree o~ inter~erence to radiocommunications must be accepted by
all stations due to the congestion of certain parts of the spectrum and
therefore this Article should be reserved for use by an Administration only in
cases of harmful interference as defined in Article Nl/1.
CHAPTER NVI
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS FOR STATIONS
ARTICLE N23
Identification of Stations
Section 1.

General Provisions

As first provlslon of Article N23, Section I
PNG/39A/348 ·ADD

5330
Reasons

All transmissions shall be capable of being identified.
To put the requirement for identification in the positive sense.
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PNG/39A/349

ADD

5330A
Administrations shall ensure that all transmissions
which do not transmit identification signals shall be capable of being
identified.
Reasons : To clarify the

PNG/39A/350

ADD

rol~

of the Administration in ensuring identification.

5330B
The provisions of 5330A need not apply to survival
craft stations and to emergency position indicating beacons when they are
automatically transmitting distress messages.
Reasons : Clarification of 5332/736.

PNG/39A/35l

MOD

5331/735
All transmissions w~'bhottt-:i:denti£ieat:i:on""""or with false
or misleading identification are prohibited.
Reasons : To separate the provisions of having identification and having false
identification.

PNG/39A/352

SUP

5331.1 735.1
Reasons : This footnote deletion is consequential to MOD. 5331/735.

PNG/39A/353

ADD

Where practicable identification signals should be
5331A
automatically transmitted.
Reasons : With the rise in the number of unskilled operators using radio
apparatus there is. a case for automatic identification provided it can be made
economic, to remove the responsibility of identification· from the operator.

PNG/39A/354

SUP

5332/736
Reasons : Replaced by 5330B
CHAPTER NVIII
PROVISIONS RELATING TO GROUPS OF SERVICES AND TO SPECIFIC SERVI'CES
ARTICLE N26
Space Radiocommunication Services sharing Frequency Bands
with Terrestrial Radiocommunication Services above l GHz

PNG/39A/355

NOC

6037/470E to 6058/470NGA

SUP

6059/470NH to 6062/470NK
Reasons : Consequential to proposal to delete the broadcasting-satellite service
in the band 2 500 - 2 690 MHz in Article N7/5.
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ARTICLE N28
Broadcasting Service and Broadcasting-Satellite Service
PNG/39A/356

MOD

6218/425
(2) The use by the- broadcasting service of the bands listed
below is restricted to the tropical zonel.
2
2
2
2
3
4

155
187
300
300
200
750

-

2
2
2
2
3
4

177 kHz
300kHz
498 kHz
495 kHz
400 kHz
995 kHz

(All Regions)
(All Regions)
(Region 1)
(Regions 2 and 3)
(All Regions)
(All Regions)

5-BB5---5-B6B-kH~-fAll-Regien~1

9 4oo - 9 500 kllz (All Regions)
11 600 - 11 700kHz (All Regions)
Consequential to proposals for Article N7/5.

Reasons
PNG/39A/357

ADD

1 rn countries other than those in the tropical zone
6218.1
these bands may be used for national broadcasting purposes provided~
(a) that the power of any such station does not exceed
{3o kW_/; and
(b) that such stations do not cause harmful interference to
stations operating within the tropical zone.
Reasons : To allow countries outside the tropical zone to use the above stated
bands to provide national broadcasting services.
ARTICLE N29
Fixed Service
Section 1.

General

PNG/39A/357A SUP

6323/465

PNG/39A/358

SUP

6324/466

PNG/39A/359

ADD

6324A
The use of double sideband radiotelephone transmissions
and the use of class F3 emissions are prohibited in the bands allocated to the
fixed service below 30 MHz.
Reasons : To bring the intent of paragraphs 6323/465 and 6324/466 up to date.
ARTICLE N30/41
Amateur Service and Amateur-Satellite Service
Section 1.

NOC

!

i

6354/1560 to 6356/1562

Amateur Service
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PNG/39A/360

MOD

6357/1563
of frequencies above

Last line reads:
30 MHz.

stations making use exclusively

i~~

Reasons : The use of morse code in the bands above 30 MHz is rapidly declining.
This modification would allow amateur radiotelephony operators to use the
allocated amateur bands between 30 MHz and 144 MHz without the requirement of
holding a morse code qualification. Additionally, the modification would
provide uniformity with operator qualifications·for-other services (see, for
example, Nos. 7139/851 and 7696/851).

ARTICLE N3l
PNG/39A/36l

MOD

(Title) StanG.ard Frequency Serv:i:ee and Time

Sfg~ai~.Service

Reasons
See MOD 3046/80 regarding the propose-d amalgamation of the standard
frequency service and the time signal service.
ARTICLE N32/42
PNG/39A/362

MOD

(Title)

Experimental

Resea:r~h Station~

Service

Reasons
Consequential to changes in Article 1/l (see ADD 3035G and SUP 3035/83)
,in which an experimental research service is proposed. The proposed definition
of this service is similar to the definition for an experimental station.
PNG/39A/363

MOD

6420/1568
§ 1.
(l) An experimental research station may .enter into
communication with an experimental research station of another country only
after agreement has been reached between the Administrations concerned after
it-fias-been-atttfie~:i:~ed-te-de-se-by-:i:t~-Adm±n:i:~tr~t:i:on~--E~eh-Adm:i:n:i:~tr~t:i:en
sfia±±-netify-etfier-Adm:i:n:i:str~tiens-eeneerned-when~~tteh-attthor±~at:i:en~-~re
:i:~~tted.

Reasons : Notification of an authorization may be given ·by. an Administration
without the agreement of affected or concerned Administrations ..

PNG/39A/364

NOC

6421/1569

SUP

6422/1570
Reasons : Rendered superfluous by No. 6423/1571.

PNG/39A/365

MOD

6423/1571
(2) Administrations shall take such steps as they think
necessary to verify the qualifications fremrthe-teehn:i:eai-point~ef-view of any
person operating the apparatus of an experimental research station.
Reasons : To enable conformity with other Regulations concerning operator
qualifications.

PNG/39A/366

SUP

6424/1572
Reasons : Superfluous and subject to national legislation.
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PNG/39A/367

MOD

6425/1573
§ 4.
( l) All the general rules of the Co~1vention, and of these
Regulations, shall apply to experimental research stations. In particular,
experimental research stations shall comply ........ (remainder without change).
Reasons : Consequential to ADD 3035G.

PNG/39A/368

MOD

6426/1574
(2) During the course of their transmissions, experimental
research stations shall transmit, at short intervals, their call sign, or in
the-ease-e£-statiens-net-yet-previded-with-a-ea±~-sign,-their-name~ a recognized
means of identification.
Reasons : To enable conformity with No 5333/737.

PNG/39A/369

SUP

6427/1575
Reasons : Redundant by virtue of No. 3279/115.
CHAPTER NX
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SERVICE
ARTICLE N47
Special rules relating to the use of Frequencies ln the
Aeronautical Mobile Service
Note : While no proposals are offered on this Article in the light of
Recommendation No. Aer2 - 6, this Administration considers the English text of
7376/429 to have the correct intent and proposes that the French and Spanish
texts be aligned to the English text.
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DRAFT RESOLUTION NO .[AA)

PNG/39A/370

bands

Relating to the introduction of the safety service in the
Ll 995 - 2 005 kHz 2 3 995 - 4 005 kHz and 7 995 - 8 005 kHz

7

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering
a)
that there is an urgent need for an economic safety service to serve people
living and working in isolated areas and in particular in developing countries;
b)
that this Conference has allocated the bands /-1 995 - 2 005 kHz,
3 995 - 4 005 kHz and 7 995 - 8 005 kHz 7 for this purpose;
noting number 20 of the Convention;
r·ecognizing that the economic advantages of mass manufacture of equipment
for such a safety service will be facilitated by universal adoption of technical
standards for this service;
resolves
1.
that all Administrations currently using frequency assignments in the
bands /-1 995 - 2 005 kHz, 3 995 - 4 005 kHz and 7 995 - 8 005 kHz_/ for .stations
other than stations within the safety service shall take all necessary measures to
ensure the cessation of transmissions of such stations on such assignments on or
before
July 1982_7;

L-l

L-l

2.
that on
July 1982_7 all entries within the Master Register for the
frequency assignments specified in Resolves 1 be deleted;
3.
that all Administrations intending to introduce safety services in the
above-mentioned bands to notify the IFRB of such intentions;

4.
that no other form of notification shall be required from Administrations
using .stations ln the safety service;
invites the IFRB
of this Resolution;

to assist Administrations ln implementing the provisions

invites the CCIR to carry out such studies as are necessary to ensure the
timely provision of Recommendations for use of the above-mentioned bands;
requests the Secretary-General to bring this Resolution to the attention
of the I fixed, mobile and safety services World Administrative Radio Conference,
1982_7.-
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DRAFT RESOLUTION

PNG/39A/371

L-AB_/

Relating to the use of the Frequencies L-4 125 kHz and 6 215 kHz
l::>y the Mobile (Distress and Calling) Service

7

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979.,
,considering
a)
that GCIR Recommendation 525 adopted at Kyoto., 1978 recommends the
consideration of a greater range of eall and distress frequencies than are at present
employed; and
b)

that the SPM Report § 4 .• 1.:4 .. 4 has endorsed the CCIR Recommendation 525; and

L-

c)
~hat this WARC has introduced footnotes L-MOD 3505/290A_7 and
MOD_
3508/211A_/ making provision for the frequencies
4 125 kHz and 6 215.5 kHz_/ to be
used for the mobile (distress and calling) service; and

L

d)
/-that this WARC has recommended a fixed, mobile and safety services World
Administrative Radio Conference to be held ln 1982; and 7
noting that IMCO Doe. COM XIX, 11, § 5 provides for IMCO involvement in
setting up a global safety network based on the utilization of the above frequencies
for the mobile (distress and calling) service;
resolves
l.
that the frequencies L-4 125 kHz and 6 215 .'5 kHz 7 be designated
-exclusively for a worldwide mooile (distress and calling s·~rvice);
that-the
shall be used;

2.

3.

L-A3J_7

class of emission in single frequency simplex operation

that this Resolution shall come into force on £-1 July 1983 7;

4.
that all Administrations ensure that transmissions for purposes other than
distress and calling from stations within their respective· jurisdiction cease on or
before £-1 July 1983_7; and
invites the IFRB to assist Administrations l.n bringing this Resolution
into force; and
requests the Secretary General
l.
to bring this Resolution to the attention of the International Maritime
Consultative Organization.; and
2.
to bring this Resolution to the attention of the / fixed, mobile and
safety services World Administrative Radio Conference, 1982=7·
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DRAFT RESOLUTION NO. L-Ac_7

PNG/39A/372

Relating to the holding of a World Administrative Radio
Conference for the Fixed; Mobile and Safety Services
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
considering
a)
that there are incompatibilities between the aeronautical mobile service
and the maritime mobile service in the channel spacing in the high frequency bands
as agreed at the WMARC 1974 for the maritime service and at the WARC Aero (R) 1978
for the aeronautical mobile (R) service; and
b)
that,in the interests of safety, economy and operations, compatibility
between the aeronautical mobile service and the maritime service is desirable; and
c)
that,the safety service is closely related to the aeronautical mobile and
maritime mobile services; and
d)
that, this WARC has allocated fixed and mobile services shared bands
throughout the range {-1 606.5 kHz to 28 000 kHz_/; and
e)
that, transmissions in the frequency range specified in considering d)
can propagate over considerable distance and cause harmful interference to services
at great distances;
resolves
that a World Administrative Radio Conference to rev1ew the provisions of
the Radio Regulations pertaining to the fixed, mobile and safety services be held
during 1982; and
requests the Secretary General
to bring the contents of this Resolution to the attention of the next
meeting of the Administrative Council.
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DRAFT RECOMMENDATION NO. I AA 7

PNG/39A/373

Relating to the use of the bands by stations in the Fixed and
Mobile Services for conducting public correspondence

,,

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979J
considering
a)
that many Administrations have an on-going need to provide public
correspondence serv1ces using high frequency radiocommunication, and;
b)

that the WARC has allocated the bands

L2
4
6
9
12
14
19
23

005
450
850
040
180
840
840
350

2 155 kHz,
- 4 650 kHz,
- 7 000 kHz,
- 9 190 kHz,
- 12 330 kHz,
- 14 990 kHz,
- 19 990 kHz,
- 23 500 kHz,
-

2
5
7
9
13
15
20
25

505 - 2 655 kHz
250 - 5 450 kHz
500 - 7 650 kHz
845 - 9 995 kHz
360 - 13 510 k.Hz
550 - 15 700 kHz
850 - 21 000 kHz
110 - 25 260 kHz 7

for fixed and mobile services with footnotes L-3493A_7 restricting use of these bands
to stations conducting public correspondence;
noting
a)
that Recommendation No. Aer2 - 9 of the World Administrative Radio
Conference on the aeronautical mobile (R) service (Geneva 1978) addresses the issue
of public correspondence with aircraft to this WARC, and
b)
/-that the WARC has recommended a fixed., mobile and safety serv1ces World
Administrative Radio Conference to be held in 1982_7;
recommends that all Administrations examine their requirements for public
correspondence using the above-mentioned bands;
requests the Secretary-General to bring this Recommendation to the notice
of the I fixed mobiie and safety services World Administrative Radio Conference 7.
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(Geneva, 1979)

Original : English

PLENARY MEETING

Papua New Guinea
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE C_ONFERENCE

Re-grouping of Article N1/1
Point 2.7 of the Agenda

1.
This document is con~equential to Addendum
No. 1 to Document No. 39A in which modifications and
additions were made to proposalR for Article N1/1 as a
result of thi~ Administration's review of the CCIR SPM
Report.
Add the following as the last line to page 3:

2.

Nominal Orbital Position
{of an Earth Satellit.e)
3.

Delete p(iges 7 and 8, and

pa9es 7 and 8 attached '(se~
4.
(NOC)

3028BDA

repl~ce

with_new

pages 3 and 4 of pr~sent corri_gendum).

On page 14, between (NOC) 3028BD(3133) and
insert the following:

3028BE(~120),

PNG/39A/15A

ADD 3028BDA
Nominal Orbital Position
(of an Earth Satellite): The longitude of
a posiiion in the geostationary satellite
orbit associated with a frequency assignment
to a space station in a space radiocommunication
servire. The position i~ given in degrees
from the Greenwich meridian.
Reasons:
To include a rlefinition from
paragraph 1.4 of Annex 8 of the WARC(BS)
Geneva, 1977.

_
Delete page 21 and _replace with new pages 21
to 2 8 _(see pages 5-12 of pr.ef3.~nt corri:gendum).

5.

(page 2 in blank)

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to b-ring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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Frenuency

No.
(Doe. 39A)

-Propo~~l

3133B

56

313~C

57

Freauency Channel

3133D

58

Allor:rttion

3133E

59

Allotment·

3133F

60

A~~igriment

3133G

61

B~nd

. f?o:\ndwidth

NOC

3134/85

Ch;tracteristic Freauen.cy

NOC

3135/R6

Reference Freauency

NOC

3136/87

Freauency TolerAnce

NOC

3137/88

MOD

. 3138/89

MOD

3139/90

MOD

3140/91

A~~igned

A~signed

Freauency

Freauency Band

Occupied BAndwidth
Nece~~nry

BAndwidth

3140A
Spurious Emission

MOD

Interference

3141A

Interfering Source

3141B

H;trmful Interf.erence

MOD

Permi~~able

Interference

3142/93

3142A

Accepted Interference

3142B

Power of a Rndio

MOD

31~3/94

Envelope Po'-'er of ·"
Radio Transmitter

MOD

3·144;qs

Po"''er of a Radio

MOD

"3145/96.

Tran~mitter

Pe~k

Me~n

Tr~nsmitter

CArrier PowP.r of
Transmitter

A

Radio

MOD
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Propo~ed

re-grouping

Re~rrRnqement

(1q77)

Radiated Power

NOC

3147/qa.

I~otropically

NOC

3148/98A

NOC

3149/qq

NOC

3150"1100

NOC

3151/101

GRin Referred to a Short
Verticql Antenna

NOC

3152/102

Antenna Directivity

NOC

31~3/103

Effecti~e
Eouiv~lent

Radiated Power (e.i.r.po)
G~in

~n Antenn~.

of

I~otropic or Ab~olute
G~in of ~n Antenna

· Rel~tive"' GAin of on
Antenna

Diagrr~m

Bertmwidth

3153A

Area

31538

Be~m

Direct Polarization

3153C

Indirect

31530

PolAri~Ation

Eouiv~lent s~tellite

Link

NOC

3154/103A

Noise TemperBture
Field Intens·i ty

3154A

Protection RAtio_

31548

Service

3154C

Are~

CoverAge Area

31540

Co-ordination Distance

NOC

3155/1038

Co-ordinRtion Contour

NOC

3156/103C

Co-ordination AreA

NOC

3157/1030

Individual Reception (in

3157A

3104/84APA

Community Reception (in
Broadcasting-Satellite
Service)

31578

3105/84APB

Guardband

3157C

bro~dcasting-~atellite

service)

Propos"l No.
(Doe. 3qA)
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Document No. 39Br-E

Page 21
Assigned Frequency

NOC 3134/85
NOC 3135/86

Characteristie Frequency

NOC 3136/87

Reference Frequency

NOC 3137/88

Frequency Tolerance

PNG/39A/61A MOD 3138/89
Assigned Frequency Band:
The frequency band ~he-&eA6Ee-e~-wR~&A
ee~Ae,des-wi~h-~he-i~e~weAe~-ass,§R~~
•e-~he-s6a6,eR-aR9 within which-the

emission of a station ·is authorised;
the width of WRieR the band equals th~
necessary bandwidth plus twice the
absolute value of the frequency tolerance.
Reasons:
Proposed implementation of
definition in Section 2.2.2.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report.
PNG/39A/61B MOD 3139/90
Occupied Bandwidth: The
frequency bandwidth such that + below
i6s-~lower and above i6s ~ upper
frequency limits, the mean power Eaeia~ee
emitted are each equal to Qvi~ a specified
perce_ntage B/2 of the total mean power
Eaeia~ee-et 2f a given emission.
~R-se~e
eaeesT-ie~-eMa~~~eT-M~~~iehaAAe*-i~e~weRet
8i¥isieR-s~e~e~eT-~Re-~eEeeR~a!e-ei-Qv~%.
mat-*eae-~e-eeE~aiR-e,§i,ew~~iee-iR-~Re

~Eae~iea~-a~~~iea~'eA-ei-~he-eei,Ai~ieRs
ej-eeew~'ee-aA8-AeeeeeaEy-8aAewie~hT-iR-s~eA
eaeee-a-eiiieEeR~-~eEeeR~a!e-~at-~Ee¥e-wse
*w~.
Unless otherwise specified by the

C.C.I.R. for the appropriate class of
emission,· the value of B/2 should be
taken as 0.5%.
Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section 2.2.2.2 of the
CCIR SPM Report.
PNG/39A/6lC MOD 3140/91
Necessary Bandwidth: For a
given ClaSS· Of emission, the M~A~MWM-¥a.wa
ei-~he-eeswp~ee-9aRaw~e~R width of the
frequency band which is just sufficient
to· ensure the transmission of information
at the rate and with the quality required
6eE-~Re-sysEe~-eMp~e~ee under specified
conditions. SmiseieRs-~sejw~-jeE-ERe-!eee
6~A&~ieAiR~-e~-6he-§eeei~iA§-e~wi~MeA~-as
ieE-e~a~~~eT-~he-eMieeieR-e&E68s~eAe~R~

~8-~he-Qa~E~eE-e~-Eeeweee-eaEEieE-sts~eMs,
sha~~-se-iRe~weee-~A-~Ae-Reeesea~t-aaRew'e~RT

Reasons:
Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section ~.2.2.1 of the CCIR
SPM Report.
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PNG/39A/62

ADD 3140A
Emission: The electromagnetic
energy Which emanates from a source
·
involved in radiocommunicat~ons.
Reasons: To qefine a term extensively
used in the Radio Regulations.

PNG/39A/62A. MOD 3141/9.2
Spurious Emission: Emission
on a frequency or frequencies which
are outside the Aeeeeea6~-occupied
band, and the level of which may be
reduc~d without affecting the corresponding transmission of information.
Spurious emiss~ons include harmonic
emissions, parasitic emissions and
~ntermodulation products~ &~~-e~e~~ae
em~ee~eAe-~ft-~Ae-iggee~a~e-¥~eiA~~~
e6~~he-AeeeeeG~~-seAey-wA~eh-aoe-a
~eew*t-e6-~he-meew~at~eA-p~eeeee-6e6
~Ae-~6&Aegiee~eA-e6-bA6e§~Q~~eAv

Reasons: 1. The present definition,
by ex~luding emissions within the
immediate vicinity of the necessary
band resulting from the modulation
process, has therefore apparently
defined a
spurious emission in
terms of the occupied band rather
than the necessary band as presently
stated. It would therefore appear
reasonable to modify the definition
accordingly.
2. The proposed modification
of No. 3139/90 as suggested by the CCIR
SPM should lead to further clarification
of this definition.
PNG/39A/62B ADD 3141A
Interference: The effect of
unwanted ene~gy due to one or a combination
of emissions, radiations, or inductions
upon reception in a radiocommunications
system, mani~ested by any performance
degr~dation, .misrepresentation, or loss
of informatiqn which could be e~tracted
in the absende of such unwanted energy.
Reasons: Prqposed adoption of the
definition in1 Section 2.2.1.4 of the SPM
Report.
PNG/39A/62C ADD 31418
Int,rfering Source: An emission,
radiation or induction which is determined
to be a cause of interference in a radiocommunication system.
Reasons: Proposed.adoption of the
det1n1t1on in·Sect1on 2.2.1.4 of the SPM
Report.
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PNG/39A/62D MOD 3142/93

23

Harmful Interference: Any

8M~66~8RT-Eaa~a~~8R-9E-~RSY6~~8R

interference which endangers the
functioning of a radionavigation
service , of the Safety .Service or
of other sa*e~~ services concerned
with the safeguarding of human life
or property, or any. interference which
seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a radiocommunication
service operating in accordance with
. these Regulations.
·
Reasons: Proposed implementation of
the CCIR SPM Report Section 2.2.1, but
suitably modified to take into account
the definition of the Safety Service
in No. 3029/69 and this Administration's
proposed allocations for the Safety
Service in Article N7/5.
PNGi39A/62E ADD 3142A
Permissable Interference:
>Observed or predicted interference which
complies with quantitative interference.
and sharing criteria contained in these
Regulations, or in Recommendations of
the C.C.I.R. or in agreements as provided
for in these Regulations.
Reasons: Proposed adoption of the
definition in Section 2.2.1.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report but with the deletion of the
word •regional' so as to include all
agreements made under the Radio Regulations,
and by the replacement of 'the Radio
Regulations' by 'these Regulations•.
PNG/39A/62F ADD 31428
Accepted Interference: Interference at a higher level than that
defined as permissable interference
and ~hich has been accepted by agreement
between two or more administrations
without prejudice to other administrations.
The level ~f such accepted interference
is treated individually in each case and
on its own merits.
Reasons: Proposed adoption of the Note
in Section 2.2.1.4 of the CCIR SPM Report,
but rephrased and written as a definition
in its own right to provide a specific
definition.
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PNG/39A/ 629

MOD 3143194
Power of a Radio Transmitter:
The rate at which electromagnetic energy
·is supplied to the .antenna transmission line
by a radio transmitter.
Whenever the power of a radio
transmitter, etc., is referred to, it shall be
expres~ed in one of the following forms:
peak envelope power (Pp);
mean · power (Pm) ; .
carrier power (Pc).
For different classes of emissions,
the relationships between peak envelope power,
meqn .power and carrier power, under the conditions
of normal operation and of no modulation are
contained in Recommendations of the c.c.r.R.,
which may be used as a guide.
Reasons:
1. As the definition is
generally restricted to power produced by a
radio transmitter, the title of the definition
is proposed to be amended accordingly.
2. Th~ present definition only
defines some of the forms in which the power
· of a radio transmitter may be expres~ed in the
Regulations, and does not provide a basic
definition for the power of a radio transmitter.
A definition iR therefore proposed in the first
paragraph.
MOD 3144/95
. Peak Envelope Power of a Radio
Transmitter: .The eveea§e_power supplied to the
·antenna transmission line by a transmitter
during one ranio frequency cycle at the
highest crest of the modulation envelope, taken
unner condition~ of normal operation.
ReaRons:
Power cannot he avernged over
the period of a ~ingle radio frequency cycle,
a~d therefore the deletion of the WQrd 'average'
seAms nppropr·i~te.
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PNG/39A/62I

MOD .3145/96
Mean Power, of a Radio Trnnsmitter:
The power supplied to the. antenna trnn~mi~sion
l~ne by a._tran~mitter during normal operation,
averaged over a time suffici~ntly long
c~mpared with the period of the lowest frequency
en.rountered in the modulation. A-6~me-e~-~,t4Q
eeeeA8-8W!'~A!-WA~eA-tiAe-MeaA-tJ8W8!'-~8-tj!'eat:eela

w-it~-&e~ee~ee4ie8-AeiP.IR"~~!f•
Reason~:

1. Proposed implementation of
the definition in Sectiorr 2.2.4.4 of the CCIR
SPM Report.
2. In regard to the problem of
concordanr.e. between the French and English
texts which is raised by the CCIR SPM, this
Administration believeR that circular definition
would result if the word 'mean' were plared·
before the word 'power' in the first sentence.
In order that the difficulty may be resolved,
thi~ Administration proposeR thnt a more
precise meaning for the definition of transmitter
power Rhould be given (see MOO 3143/94).
PNG/3qA/62J

MOD 3146/97
CArrier Power of a Rndio Tran~mitter:
The a¥e!'aEge power supplied to the antenna
trnnsmi~sion line by a transmitter during one
radio freauenr.y cycle under condition~ of no
modulAtion; for variou~ ~las~e~ of emi~~ion the
condition~ of no modulation are given in the
_Recommendation~ of ·the c.c.I.R., which may be
used As a guide. ~A~e-ee~~ft~~~eA-eeee-Ae~
o''*y-Ee-,w~ee-tRee~_~at:ee-eiRieA~eftA't7

Proposed implementation of
the definition in Section 2.2.4.3 of the CCIR
SPM Report, however with the word 'average'
deleted fr·om the second line as power cAnnot
be averaged over the period of a single cycle.
Rea~ons:

NOC 3147/98

Effective Radiated Power

NOC 3148/98A

Eauivalent isotropically.ra~iated
power (e.i.r.p.)

NOC 3149/99

Gain of an antenna

Corrigendum No. 1 to
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PNG/39A/62K

NOC 3150/100

Isotropic or Absolute gain of
an antennA

NOC 31'11/101

RelRtive gain of

NOC 31521102

GAin referred to a
Antenna

NOC 3153/103

Antenn~

antennR
short·vertic~l

directivity diAgrAm

ADD 31'13A
BeAmwidth:
The Angular arc of
~n Antenna _directivity diAgrAm enr.ompas~ing
the point~ on ~ curve corresponding to the
direction of m~ximum gAin of an ~ntenna ~nd the
potnts on the curve closest to the direction.
of m~ximum gain of An Antenna where the g~in of
an ~nt~nn~ i~ one h~lf of the mAximum.
Rea~on!=;:

Regulation!=;.
PNG/39A/62L

~n

To define

~

term

u~ed

in the

ADD 31538
Beam Area (of ~n E~rth s~tellite):
The Rre~ rleline~ted by the intersection of the
half-power benm of the sAtellite tran~mitting
Antenna with the surfnre of the Earth.
Note:
The beam areA is simply th~t area
on ·the Enrth's surface corresponding to the
-3 dB points·on the sAtellite antenna rAdiation
pnttern. In many cases the beam area would almost
coincide with the coverage Area, the dicrepancy
being accounted for by th~ permanent difference
in pAth length~ from the satellite throughout
the benm are~, and also by the perm~nent variation~,
if any, in prop~g~~ion fActors across the areA.
However, for A service areA where the maximum
dim~nsion ns sePg from the sAtellite position
is le!=;s thAn 0.6 (the Agreed minimum practicable
s~tellite Antenn~ half-power benmwidth), there
could be ~ significAnt difference between the
benm Are~ ~nd the coverAge AreA.
This definition Appenr~ in
1.3 of Anr.ex 8 to the Final Act~
of the WARC(BS) Genev~, 1(}77 And it is cons·idered
thAt this definition should be included in
Article N1 1 1. The definition could be
con~iderably shortened by the omi~sion of the
Note.
Ren~on~:
pAragr~ph

•·
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PNG/3qA/62M' ADD 3153C
Direct Polari~ntion (Right-h~nd
or Clockwi~e Pdl~ri~ation): An elliptic~lly or
ci~cul~rly-pol~ri"ed wave, in which the electric
field inten~ity vector~ obseryed in ~ny fixed
plane, normAl to the direction of prop~qAtion,
whilst looking in Ci.e~, not Rg~inst) the
direction of prop~oAtion; rotAte~ with time in
a right-hA~d or.clockwi~e direction.
Note:
For circulArly-poari~ed plRne w~ves
the e-d~ of the electri~ vector~ drAwn from any
point~ Along R strAight line normAl to the pl~ne
of the wave front, form, ~t any in~tAnt,
R left-hAnd helixo
ReRsons:
Propo~ed inclu~ion of the definition
in pAragrAph 3.2.3 of Annex 8 to the Final Acts
of the WARC(BS) Geneva, 1q77.
PNG/39A/62N ':

ADD 3153D
Indirect Polari'7.ation (Left-hnnd
or Anti-clockwise Polari~Rtion): An ellipticRlly
or circu1Rrly-po1Ari7.ed wave, in which the
electric field intensity vector, ob~erved in any
fixed plane, normAl to the direction propRgRtion,
rotates with time in a left-hand· or anti-cl·ockwise
. direction.
Note:
For circulArly-poAri'7.ed plAne waves,
the ends of the electric vectors drRwn from ~ny
point~ along a straight line normal ·to the pl~ne
of the wRve front, form, At Any instant,
R riqht-hAnd helixo
.Proposed inclusion of the definition
in paraqrAph 3o2o3 of Annex 8 to the FinAl Acts
of the WARC.{BS) Geneva, 1q77o

~~:

NOC 3154/103A
PNG/39A/620

Equivalent satellite link noise
temperature

ADD 3154A
Field Intensity: The magnitude of
an electromagnetic field expressed in terms of
the field strength, power flux density, or radio
noise power.
!Eia.~:

To define a term that is in common

u~e.

PNG/39A/62P

ADD

Protection RAtio: The ratio of the
of WA~ted field intensities over a
given bandwidth to the integrand of the unwAnted
field intensities within the sAme-given
bandwidth.
31~48
integr~nd

Reasons:
To define A term that is u~ed in A
number of Regulations,, but with slightly
different mennings. Section 2o2o6.3 of the CCIR
SPM Renort refers to these problem~.
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ADD 3154C

Service Are~: An nre~ of
by ~grePment between administr~tions
in which a_specified tr~n~mitter at a
specified fixed point m~y pro9uce n specified
minimum protection ratio at All points.
deline~tion

Re~son~:

throughout the

To define ~-term that is used
Regul~tions, but i~ undefined.

ADD 3154D_
Coverage Are~: The ~re~
where the protection ratio of the reception
from ~ specified tr~nsmitter i~ enu~l to or
gre~ter than the minimum protection ratio.
To define a term that is used
in the RegulAtions, but is undefined.

Re~son~:

NOC 3155/1038
.NOC 3156/103C
NOC 3157/103D

Coordination

dist~nce

Coordination contour
Coordination

~re~

(NOC) 3157A(3104)

Individual reception (in the
bro~dc~~ting-~atellite service)

(NOC) 31578(31A5)

Community reception (in the
bro~dca~ting-s~tellite service)

Reasons:
ADD. 31S7C

Relocation from Section IV.
GuArdbAnd:

The portion of the
the

r~dio freauency spectrum between the edge of
alloc~ted h~nd and the edge of the neces-~ry
bAndwidth of the emis-ion in the ne~re~t

channel.
Reasons:
This definition, except for the
word 'rndio' which ha~ beAn added for cl~rity,
apenr~ in the Fin~l Act~ of the WARC(BS)
Geneva. 1977. It is propo~ed that this· definition
should appe~r in Article N1'1 a~ it is a basic
term.
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RE-GROUPING OF ARTICLE Nl/1*)

Point 2.7 of the Agenda

Introduction
1.

In reviewing Article Nl/1 this administration is proposing s·:>:ne new
definitions for terms in current usage (but as yet undefined)_~ as w~ll
a __re-grouping· 'to sepa~ate the ~e~ice aiid "statior('def4li{ions
.
fro:n the rest.

as

2. Where the station definition is directly derived from the service it
is operating under, the~ it is proposed that the station definitio~
be deleted as it adds nothing new to the text.
3.

While the concept~ of wavelength, frequency and spectrum are very
fa:niliar to the M~ers of the Union, no formal definitio~ of these
funda:nental terms-- exists.

4.

It is therefore proposed under ADD 3003A that the concept of the
period of electromagnetic radiation be defined.

s.

From this definition the radio frequency spectrum is defined under
ADD 30039. Following on from these definitions under MOD Sectio~ VI
(Technical Terms and Definitions), definitions for the terms frequency
band, bandwidth, frequency channel, allocation, allotment and assignment
are proposed.

6.

As the definition of •space• is under review by other United Nations
agencies, definitio~s for terrestrial radiocommunication are proposed
under 3606:8- and '"3606c·. Urider "3oo6if the" tenn 'service'
.
is proposed ·to- be· defined.
· · ·- ----- ·
-- -

7.

Some new services are proposed to overcome some of the existing
deficiencies in definitions.

8.

As can be seen in the following index, a restructuring is proposed
to separate the service definitions from systems definitions to
assist the reader. The proposed structure is as follows:
Section
Section
Section
Section

I General Terms
IA Public Correspondence Terms
II Radio Systems and Terms
IIA General Services
Sectio~ III Terrestrial Radio Services and Stations
Sec·tion IV Space Services and Statipns
Section VI Technical Terms and Definitions.
Section IIA (General Services) is for those services which may be
terrestrial services, space services or both.
9.

The following index gives the details of the proposed re-_grouping.

*}·Note by the General Secretariat: Proposals concerning modifications MOD,
deletions SUP and additions ADD are also retained for Document No. 39A where
they are shown in the order of the "Re-Arrangement of the Radio Regulations".
For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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NOTE:
A summary of the proposed layout.of Article
N1/1 is shown below to provide an index and
<;>vera~l. ":iew __of ~h_e propo~ed r~.:gro~p~g ..

of

def1n1t1o~s 1n ~~1cle

N1/1.

·

Proposed Rearrangement
-; re-groupine;
(1977)
Preamble

Proposal No.
(Doe. 39A)

3001/1

3001/1

Telecomnunication

3002/2

3002/2

Public Correspondence

3002A

General Network of Telecommunication

3003/3

Channels
Period of Electromagnetic Radiation

3003A

3

Radio Frequency Spectrum

3003B

4

Radio Wave

3003C

5

Radio

3006/8

3006/8

Radiocommunication

3005A

3004/9

·rerrestrial Radiocommunication

3006B

3025/21D

Space Radiocommunication

3006C

3024/21C

Service

30060

Station

3006E

3031/21

Terrestrial Station

3006F

3034/21E

Space Station

3006G

3032/21A

Earth Station

3006H

3033/21B

Section IA Public Correspondence Terms

3006I

Telegraphy

3007/10

3007/10

Frequency-Shift Telegraphy

3008/11

3008/11

Four-Frequency Diplex Telegraphy

3009/12

3009/12

Telegram

3010/13

3010/13

Radiotelegram

3011/14

3011/14

Radiotelex Call

3012/14A

3012/14A

Telephony

3013/17

3013/17

3014/18

3014/18

MOD

(Title)

Section ! General Terms

Radiotelep~one

Call

Section II Radio Systems,
~:i:-e:Frs- Terms

~Fviee&

1

2

3003/3

13
12
7

18
19
8

and
9
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·Propose~

re-groupmg

Rearrangement Proposal No.
(1977)
(Doe. 39A)

Television

3025A

3015/19

Facsimile
Telemetry
Radiotelemetry
Telecornmand
Simplex Operation
Duplex Operation

3025B

3016/20

3025C

3017/15

3025D

3018/16

14

3025E
3025F

3019/4

3025G

3020/5

Semi-duplex
Tropospheric Scatter

3025H

3021/6

3025I

3022/26

Ionospheric Scatter
Radiodetermination

3025J

3023/27

3026/45

3025/45

Radionavigation
Radi.olocation
Radioso!lde

3027/48

3027/48

3028/54

3028/54

3028AA

3043/77

Radar
Primary Radar
Secondary Radar
Radar Beaco~ {racon)
Instrument Landi.ng System (ILS)
Ins t.ru.rr:en t Landing System Localizer
Ins t r ur11.e ::d.: I.~anding System Glide Path

3028AB

3059/58

3028AC

3060/59

3028AD

3061/60

3028AE

3062/60A

3028AF

3063/61

3028AG

3064/62

3028AH

3065/63

Marker Beacon
Radio Altimeter
Radio Direction-Finding

3028AI

30:?6/64

3028AJ

3067/65

3028A..T(

3068/66

3028AL

3083/40

3028AH

3090/84AF

Deep 8pace

3028AN

3123/84BA

Spac.:ecra!:t
Satellite

3028AO

3124/84BAA

3028AP
3028AP. I

3125/84BAB
3125.1/84BAB.l

Earth SateLlite

3028LPA

Ships Emergency

Tra~smitter

10
11

32

38

39

15

3028AQ

3091/84AFA

Satellite Ne·Lwork

3028AR

309~/84AFB

:3atel.lite Link

3028AS

3~1 9 3/84AFC

Multi-Satellite Link

.3028AT

J094/84AF'D

Space Radiotelemetry

3028AU

3095/84AW

43

Maintenance Space Radiotelemetry

3028AV

3096/84~-x

44

Space Telecommand

3028AW

3097/84AY

Space Tracking

3028.2'\X

3098/84AZ

Orbit
Inclination of an Orbit (of an earth-satellite)

3028AY

3128/84BB

Period (of a satellite)
Altitude of the Apogee(Perigee)
Geosynchronous Satellite

3028BA
3028BB
3028BC
3028BD

Geostationary Satellite

3028AZ

3129/84BC
3130/84BD
3131/84BE
3132/84BFA
3133/84BG

53
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Proposed
re-grouping

Rearrangement
(1977)

Radio Astronomy

3028BE

3120/74

Section IIA General Services

3028BF

Safety Servic!=

3035A

3029/69

Special Service

3035B

3030/84

Research Service

3035C

Passive Service

3035D

21
22

Earth Research Service

3035E

23

Passive Earth Research Service

3035F

24

Experimental Research Service

3035G

Astronomy Service

3035H

3121/75

25
51

MOD

(Title)

26

Fixed Service

NOC

3036/22

3roadcasting Service

NOC

3040/28

Meteorological Aids Service

MOD

3042/76

Amateur Service

NOC

3044/78

MOD

3046/80

Radiodeterrnination Service

NOC

3049/46

Radionavigation Service

NOC

3051/49

NOC

3052/50

Radionavigation Mobile Station

NOC

3053/51

Aeronautical Radionavigation Service

NOC

3054/52

Maritime Radionavigation Service

NOC

3055/53

Radiolocation Service

NOC

3056/55

Radiolocation Land Station

NOC

3057/56

Radiolocation Mobile Station

NOC

3058/57

Radio Direction Finding Service

3068A
NOC

3070/68

~adio

Section III. Terrestrial Radio
Services and StatioQ~·

Stan~ard

Frequency and

Radio~avigation

Tim~

Svs~ems

Service

Land Station

Radio Beacon Station
Emergency Position Indicating

~diobeacon

Station

Proposal No.
(Doe. 39A)

16

NOC

3071/68A

Mobile Service

NOC

3072/30

Land Station

NOC

3073/31

1'1obile Station

NOC

3074/32

Survival Craft Station

NOC

3075/41

31

34

40

Docunierit
Page

Proposed
re..;grot1ping
Aeronautical Mobile Service

Rearrangement
(1977)

·No~

Proposal No.
(Doe. 39A)

NOC

3076/33

Aeronautical Station

NOC

3077/34

Aircraft Station

NOC

3078/35

Maritime Mobile Service

NOC

3079/36

Coast Station

NOC

3080/38

Ship Station

NOC

3081/39

On-Board Communication Station

NOC

3082/39A

Port Operations Service

NOC

3084/37

Port Station

NOC

3085/38A

Ship Movement Service

NOC

3086/37A

NOC

3087/42

Base Station

NOC

3088/43

Land Mobile Station

NOC

3089/44

MOD

(Title)

42

Space Research Service

MOD

3099/84ATD

45

Passive Space Research Service

3099A

Space Operation Service

NOC

3100/84ATE

Inter-Satellite Service

NOC

3101/84ATF

La~d-Mobile

Service

Section IV. Space
a~d

Raeie-Sys~effis

Service~

Stations aaa-Raa4e-As€FeRemy.

46

Fixed-Satellite Service

NOC

3102/84AG

Broadcasting-Satellite Service

NOC

3103/84AP

Earth Exploration-Satellite Service

3106

3106/84ASA

·Passive Earth Exploration-Satellite Service

31061\
NOC

3107/84AT

Amateur-Satellite

NOC

3108/84ATA

NOC

3103. 1/84AP. 1

Direc.t B.eceptioQ

47
48

Meteorological-Satellite Service
Servic~

39B-E
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Proposed
re-grouping

Rearrangement
(1977)

Proposal No.
(Doe. 39A)
49

Stand~rd Frequency and Time
Signal-Satellite Service

MOD

3109/84ATB

Radiodeterminstion-Satellite
Service

NOC

3111/84APC

Radionavigation-Satellite Service

NOC

3112/84AQ

Aero~autical RadionavigationSatellite Service

NOC

3113/84AQA

Maritime Rcdionavigation-Satellite
Service

NOC

3114/84AQB

Mobile-Satellite Service

NOC

3115/84 AGA

Aer6na-atical Mobile-Satellite
Service

NOC

3116/84AGB

Maritime
Service

NOC

3117/84AGC

NOC

3118/84AGCA

Land Mobile-Satellite Service

NOC

3119/84AGD

Section V. Space, Orbits and Types

SUP

53A

MOD

54

3133A

ss

Shi~

Mo~ile-Satellite

Earth Station

of Objects in Space.

Section VI. Technical CRaFaeeeristies
Terms and Definitions

Frequency
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Proposed
re-grouping

Rearrans;ement

(1977)

Pro}2osal No.
(Doe. 39A)

Frequency Band

3133B

56

Bandwidth

3133C

57

3133D

58

Allocation

3133E

59

Allotment

3133F

60

Assignment

3133G

61

Assigned Frequency

NOC

Characteristic Frequency
Reference Frequency

NOC
NOC

3134/85
3135/86
3136/87

Frequency Tolerance

NOC

3137/88

Assigned Frequency Ba:1d

NOC

3138/89

Occupied Bandwidth

NOC

3139/90

NOC

3140/91

.Frequency Channel

Nece~sary

Ba!'ldwidth

Emission

3140A

Spurious Emission

NOC

3141/92

Harmful Interference

NOC

3142/93

Power

NOC

3143/94

Peck Envelope Power of a
Radio Transmitter

NOC

3144/95

Mean Power of a Radio

NOC

3145/95

Tra~smitter

62

Document No. 39B-E
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Proposed
re-grouping

Rearrangement
(1977)

Proposal No.
(Doe. 39A)

•
Carrier Power of a Radio
Tra:::1smitter

~oc

3146/97

Effective Radiated Power

NOC

3147/98

Equivalent Isotropically Radiated
Power (e.i.r.pJ

NOC

3148/98A

Gain of an Antenna

NOC

3149/99

Isotropic or Absolute Gain
of an Antenna

NOC

3150/100

Relative Gain of an Antenna

~oc

3151/101

Gain Referred to a Short
Vertical Antenna.

NOC

3152/102

Antenna Directivity Diagram

NOC

3153/103

Equivalent Satellite.Link Noise
Temperature

NOC

3154/103A

Co-ordination Distance

NOC

3155/1038'

Co-ordination Contour

NOC

3156/103C

Co-ordination Area

NOC

3157/103D

Individual Reception (in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service)

3157A

3104/84APA

Community Reception (in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service)

3157B

3105/84APB
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PART A
CHAPTER NI
Terminology
ARTICLE Nl/1
Terms and Definitions
Preamble
NOC

3001/1
Section I.

PNG/39A/l *)

(MOD)

General terms

3002/2
Telecommunication : Any transmission emission or reception
of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds or intelligence of any nature by
wire, radio, v~~ttai,optical or other electromagnetic systems.
Reasons : To align the definition with the definition in the Convention.

PNG/39A/2

ADD

3002A
Public correspondence : Any telecommunication which the
offices and stations must, by reason of their being at the disposal of the
public, accept for transmission.
Reasons : Extract from the Convention to assist the reader.

NOC

3003/3

PNG/39A/3

ADD

3003A
Period of electromagnetic radiation : The time interval
taken for the energy state at any instant of an electromagnetic radiation to
reoccur.

PNG/39A/4

ADD

3003B
Radio frequency spectrum : The range of possible periods
of electromagnetic radiation arbitrarily restricted to the range of 1 second to
3 x lo-16 seconds. L-1 Hz to approximately 3 000 GHz_7

PNG/39A/5

ADD

3003C
Radio wave : An electromagnetic wave within the radio
frequency spectrum and not guided between transmitter and receiver by an
artificial boundary such as a wire or a waveguide.
3004/9

PNG/39A/6

SUP

General network of telecommunication channels

(See 3006A)

3005/7
Reasons : Despite frequent reference in ITU documents to the radio frequency
spectrum, this has up to now remained undefined. As a consequence of this
proposed definition, a clarification of the definition of radio wave appears
possible, hence the consequential proposed deletion of 3005/7. The
definition of radiocommunication in No. 3004/9 is proposed to be relocated as
3006A to provide better readability.

*)

Note by the General Secretariat : Proposals are numbered in the order of the "Rearrangement of
the Radio Regulations" - see Document No. 39A.
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NOC

Radio

3006/8

Radiocommunication

(NOC)*)3006A(3004/9)

PNG/39A/13

MOD

PNG/39A/12

MOD

Reasons : See 3004/2.

•

3006B(3025-3025.1)
Terrestrial radiocommunication :(Delete present texts and
read}: Any radiocommunication wholly conducted on or under the surface ·of the
Earth, or in the major portion of the Earth's atmosphere. In these Regulations,
unless otherwise stated, any radiocommunication service relates to terrestrial
radiocommunication.

..

3006C(3024)

Space radiocommunication : Any radiocommunication

±nvoiv±ng-the-use-of-one-or-more-sp~ee-stat±ons-or-the-use-of-one-or-more

paesive-e~texx±tee-or-o~her~oe&ee~e-ift-epaee

other than terrestrial

radiocommunication.
Reasons : 1) It is proposed to reorganize the definitions so as to avoid defining
"space" as this subject is under review by other United Nations agencies.
2) It is further proposed to bring these definitions under Section I
of"this Article for clarity.
PNG/39A/7

ADD

3006D
purposes.

Service

A radiocommunication activity for specified

Reasons : To define a term used extensively
previously undefined.

PNG/39A/18

~n

(NOC)

3006E(3031)

(NOC)

3006F(3034/21E, 3034.1) Terrestrial station

MOD

the Radio Regulations, but

Station

3006G(3032)

Space station : A station

xoe~~ed-on-~n-ob~eet-whieh-±s

beyond,-±~-±ntended-to-go-beyond,-or-h~s-been-beyond,-~he-m~~or-portion-of-the

~~~h~s-~tmosphere

Reasons : 1)

effecting space radiocommunications.

To collect general station definitions into one section.

2) The definition of a space station is proposed to be simplified for
clarity and is consequential to the proposed definition of space
radiocommunication (No. MOD 3006C).
PNG/39A/19

MOD

3006H(3033)
(Delete present text and replace by): Earth station :
A station within a space radiocommunication service located on or under the
surface of the Earth or in the major portion of the Earth's atmosphere.
Reasons
1) It is proposed that the Earth station definition be clarified as
a station within the space radiocommunication service.
2) It is further proposed to relocate this definition from Section 2
to Section 1 as it is a general term.

*) NOC in brackets (NOC) denotes numbers relocated without change.
are shown in brackets.

References to present numbers
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PNG/39A/8

ADD

3006I

Section IA.

No~

·39B-E

Public correspondence terms

Reasons : To separate the special terms used in regulations concerning public
correspondence •

•
NOC

3007/10

Telegraphy

NOC

3008/11

Frequency-shift telegraphy

NOC

3009/12

Four-frequency duplex telegraphy

NOC

3010/13

Telegram

NOC

3011/14

Radiotelegram

NOC

3012/14A

Radiotelex call

NOC

3013/17

Telephony

NOC

3014/18

Radiotelephone call

Note : The following definitions are proposed to be included in MOD Section II
(radio systems) and ADD Section VI (technical terms and definitions)

PNG/39A/9

MOD

3015/19

See 3025A

3016/20

See 3025B

3017/15

See 3025C

3018/16

See 3025D

3019/4

See 3025F

3019.1/4.1

See 3025F.l

3020/5

See 3025G

3020.1/5.1

See 3025G.l

3021/6

See 3025H

3021.1/6.1

See 3025H.l

3022/26

See 3025I

3023/27

See 3025J

(Title)

Section II.

Radio systems,

~erYiee~

and

~ta~ion~

terms

Reasons : To provide separate sections dealing with systems and terms, and
services and stations.
3024/21C

(See 3006C)

3025/21D

(See 3006B)

Document No. 39B-E
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(NOC)

3025A(3015)

Television

(NOC)

3025B(3016)

Facsimile

Reasons : Relocation of Nos. 3015/19 and 3016/20 as these definitions concern
radio systems and terms.
PNG/39A/10

MOD

3025C(3017)
~eiemeter±ng Telemetry : The use of telecommunication for
automatically indicating or recording measurements at a distance from the
measuring instrument.
Reasons : Relocation of No. 3017/15 with an update of the name from
"telemetering" to "telemetry" to conform with modern usage, and with a change
from "radiocommunications" to "telecommunications" to allow other classes of
telemetry other than radiotelemetry.·

PNG/39A/ll

MOD

Rad±oteiemeter±ng Radiotelemetry
3025D(3018)
by means of radio waves.

~eiemeter±ng

Telemetry

Reasons : Relocation of No. 3018/16 and update in the name from
"radiotelemetering" to "radiotelemetry" to conform with modern usage.
PNG/39A/14

ADD

3025E
Telecommand : The use of telecommunication for the
transmission of signals to initiate, modify or terminate the functions of
equipment at a distance.
Reasons : To define a term already in use in the Radio Regulations.

(NOC)

3025F(3019)

Simplex operation

(NOC)

3025G(3020)

Duplex operation

(NOC)

3025H(3021)

Semi-duplex operation

Reasons : Relocation of Nos. 3019/4, 3020/5 and 3021/6.
(NOC)

3025F.l

(NOC)

3025G.l

(NOC)

3025H.l
Reasons : Relocation of Nos. 3019.1/4.1, 3020.1/5.1 and 3021.1/6.1.

(NOC)

30251(3022)

Tropospheric scatter

(NOC)

3025J(3023)

Ionospheric scatter

Reasons : Relocation of Nos. 3022/26 and 3023/27.

PNG/39A/32

NOC

3026/45

Radiodetermination

NOC

3027/48

Radionavigation

NOC

3028/54

Radiolocation

MOD

3028AA(3043)

Radiosonde : An automatic radio transmitter ±n-the
usually carried on an aircraft, free balloon, kite
or parachute, and which transmits meteorological data.

meteoroiog±e~-a±d8-serY±ee

Reasons : Relocation of No. 3043/77. The definition has been generalized by the
deletion of "in the meteorological aids service".

Document No. 39B-E
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PNG/39A/38

(NOC)

3028AB(3059)

Radar

(NOC)

3028AC(3060)

Primary radar

(NOC)

3028AD(3061)

Secondary radar

MOD

3028AE(3062)
Radar beacon (racon) : fn-the-mar±t±me-radionaT±gat±on
receiver-transmitter device which, when triggered by a surface search
radar, automatically returns a distinctive signal which can appear on the
·display of the triggering radar, providing range, bearing and identification
information.
&eP¥~ee.a

PNG/39A/39

(NOC)_

3028AF(3063)

Instrument landing system (ILS)

(NOC)

3028AG(3064)

Instrument landing system localizer

(NOC)

3028AH(3065)

Instrument landing system glide path

MOD

3028AI(3066)
Marker beacon : fn-the-aeronattt±eai-rad±onaT±gat±on
serv±ee a transmitter which radiates vertically a distinctive pattern for
providing position information to aircraft.
Reasons. : Generalization of the definitions.

(NOC)

3028AJ(3067)

Radio altimeter

(NOC)

3028AK(3068)

Radio direction-finding

(NOC)

3028AL(3083)

Ships emergency transmitter

(NOC)

3028AM(3090)

Space system

Reasons : 3028AA to 3028AM are terms and definitions that are proposed to be
relocated from sections defining services and stations into a single section
for clarity. 3028AE and 3028AI have been generalized by the deletion of "In
the maritime radionavigation service" and "in the aeronautical radionavigation
service".

PNG/39A/15

(NOC)

3028AN(3123)

Deep space

(NOC)

3028A0(3124)

Spacecraft

(NOC)

3028AP(3125)

Satellite

(NOC)

3028AP.l(3125.1)

ADD

3028APA
the Earth.

Earth satellite : A satellite which is in orbit around

Reasons : Term hitherto undefined but which is referred to in other definitions.
(NOC)

3028AQ(3091)

Satellite system

(NOC)

3028AR(3092)

Satellite network

(NOC)

3028AS(3093)

Satellite link

(NOC)

3028AT(3094)

Multi-satellite link

PNG/39A/43

MOD

3028AU(3095)
Space teiemeter±ng radiotelemetry : The use of
teiemeter±ng radiotelemetry for the transmission from a space station of
results of measurements made in a spacecraft, including those relating to
the functioning of the spacecraft.

PNG/39A/44

MOD

3028AV(3096)
Maintenance space teiemeter±ng radiotelemetry : Space
teiemeter±ng radiotelemetry relating exclusively to the electrical and
mechanical condition of a spacecraft and its equipment together with the
condition of the environment of the spacecraft.
Reasons : To accord with modern usage of these words.
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PNG/39A/53

(NOC)

3028AW( 3097)

Space telecommand

(NOC)

3028AX(3098)

Space tracking

(NOC)

3028AY(3128)

Orbit

(NOC)

3028AZ(3129)

Inclination of an orbit (of an Earth satellite)

MOD

3028BA(3130)
Period (of a satellite) : The period of a satellite is the
time elapsing between two consecutive passages of a satellite or-pxanee through
a characteristic point on its orbit.

(NOC)

3028BB(3131)

Altitude of the apogee (perigee)

(NOC)

3028BC(3132)

Geosynchronous satellite

(NOC)

3028BD(3133)

Geostationary satellite

(NOC)

3028BE(3120)

Radio astronomy

Reasons : 1) It is proposed to relocate definitions 3028AN to 3028BE from the
other Sections of Article 1 into Section II (radio systems and terms) in order
to provide clarity and readability.
2) Nos. 3028AU and 3028AV have been changed slightly by the deletion
of the word "telemetering" and replacement with "telemetry" to accord with
modern usage of these words.
3) No. 3028APA is proposed to provide a definition for an Earth
satellite which is referred to in other definitions in the Regulations, but up
to the present has remained undefined.
Note : The following definitions are proposed to be relocated to Section IIA
(general services) in order that service and station definitions may be grouped
together for clarity and readability.

PNG/39A/20

SUP

3029/69

See 3035A

3030/84

See 3035B

3031/21

See 3006E

3032/21A

See 3006G

3033/21B

See 3006H

3034/21E

See 3006F

3034.1/21E.l

See 3006H

3035/83
Reasons : No. 3035/83 is proposed to be deleted as definition for an
experimental research serv1ce is proposed in 3035G.

PNG/39A/16

ADD

3028BF

Section IIA.

General services

Reasons : To provide a separate section for services that may be terrestrial
services, space services, or both.
(NOC)

3035A(3029)

Safety service

(NOC)

3035B(3030)

Special service

"'
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PNG/39A/21

ADD

3035C
Research service : A space radiocommunication or
terrestrial radiocommunication service for scientific exploration and research
purposes.

PNG/39A/22

ADD

3035D
Passive service
reception of radiocommunications.

PNG/39A/23

ADD

3035E
Earth research service
A research service for obtaining
information relating to the characteristics of the earth and its natural
phenomena.

PNG/39A/24

ADD

Passive Earth research serv1ce
3035F
within the passive service.

PNG/39A/25

ADD

3035G .
Experimental research service
A research service for the
development of science or technique. This definition does not include the
amateur service.

PNG/39A/51

MOD

3035H(3121)

A research service involving only the

An Earth research service

Radio astronomy service

ttse for the purposes of radio astronomy.

Reasons : Within the existing Radio Regulations there are several services
defined for the various activities of scientific exploration and research. With
the rapid development in technology, especially in the satellite field, some
flexibility in terminology appears needed to avoid limitations on research
programmes, espec~ally in developing countries where the future needs for
research are for the most part unknown.
To overcome the problem outlined above, it is proposed that a research
serv1ce be defined that encompasses all the various research services at present
defined in the Radio Regulations. Scientific exploration and research programmes
are either active or passive programmes. It is therefore further proposed to
define a passive service which encompasses all activities of the research
service involving reception only (e.g. radio astronomy). As the research
service involves both active and passive activities it is not proposed to define
an active service. Due to the special requirements of research it is not
proposed to separate terrestrial and space research programmes as future
programmes could involve both activities at once.
PNG/39A/26

MOD

Reasons

PNG/39A/27

Section III.

(Title)

NOC

3036/22

SUP

3037/23
Reasons

PNG/39A/28

SUP

3038/24

PNG/39A/29

SUP

3039/25

Terrestrial radio
stations

sy~tems

serv1ces and

Consequential to MOD Section II (radio systems and terms)
Fixed service

Redundant.

Reasons : The entries to the aeronautical flxed service in Article N7/5 are
proposed to be changed to the fixed service.
NOC

3040/28

Broadcasting service
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PNG/39A/30

SUP

3041/29
Reasons

PNG/39A/31

MOD

Redundant.

3042/76
Meteorological aids service : An Earth research service
involving only terrestrial radiocommunication A-rad±oeommttn±e~t±on-~ery~ee used
for meteorological, including hydrological observations and exploration.
Reasons : A consequential change resulting from the proposal to create an Earth
research service (see ADD 3035E).

PNG/39A/33

3043/77
under ADD 3028AA.

It is proposed to move this definition to MOD Section II

NOC

3044/78

Amateur service

SUP

3045/79
Reasons

PNG/39A/34

MOD

Redundant.

3046/80
Standard frequency and time service
A radiocommunication
service for scientific, technical and other purposes, providing the
transmission of specified frequencies, time signals 2 or both, of stated high
precision, intended for general reception.
Reasons : In general, the standard frequency service and time signal service
are provided by the same station. It would seem appropriate to give them a name
applying to both.

PNG/39A/35

SUP

3047/81
Reasons

PNG/39A/36

SUP

3048/82
Reasons

PNG/39A/37

Redundant.

NOC

3049/46

SUP

3050/47
Reasons

Consequential to MOD 3046/80.
Radiodetermination service

Redundant.

NOC

3051/49

Radionavigation service

NOC

3052/50

Radionavigation land station

NOC

3053/51

Radionavigation mobile station

NOC

3054/52

Aeronautical radionavigation service

NOC

3055/53

Maritime radionavigation service

NOC

3056/55

Radiolocation service

NOC

3057/56

Radiolocation land station

NOC

3058/57

Radiolocation mobile station

..
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Note : The following numbers are proposed to be relocated ln Section II for
clarity and readability.

•
•

PNG/39A/40

ADD

3059/58

See 3028AB

3060/59

See 3028AC

3061/60

See 3028AD

3062/60A

See 3028AE

3063/61

See 3028AF

3064/62

See 3028AG

3065/63

See 3028AH

3066/64

See 3028AI

3067/65

See 3028AJ

3068/66

See 3028AK

3068A
Radio direction finding service :A service within the
radiodetermination service for the purpose of determining the direction of a
station or object.
Reasons : It is proposed that the service be defined and the station
definition deleted.

PNG/39A/41

•

SUP

3069/67

(See 3068A)

NOC

3070/68

Radiobeacon station

NOC

3071/68A

Emergency position indicating radiobeacon station

NOC

3072/30

Mobile service

NOC

3073/31

Land station

NOC

3074/32

Mobile station

NOC

3075/41

Survival craft station

NOC

3076/33

Aeronautical mobile service

NOC

3077/34

Aeronautical station

NOC

3078/35

Aircraft station

NOC

3079/36

Maritime mobile service

NOC

3080/38

Coast station

NOC

3081/39

Ship station

NOC

3082/39A

On-board communication station

3083/40

(See 3028AL)
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PNG/39A/42

NOC

3084/37

Port operations service

NOC

3085/38A

Port station

NOC

3086/37A

Ship movement service

NOC

3087/42

Land mobile service

NOC

3088/43

Base station

NOC

3089/44

Land mobile station

MOD

Section IV.

•

Space ~aa~9_gysteffis Services and Stations

ana

~a:El3:e-AstP9:aeffiy

~

: The following numbers are proposed to be relocated to Section II.

3090/84AF

See 3028AM

3091/84AFA

See 3028AQ

3092/84AFB

See 3028AR

3093/84AFC

See 3028AS

3094/84AFD

See 3028AT

3Q,95/84AW

See 3028AU

3096/84AX

See 3028AV

3097/84AY

See 3028AW

3098/84AZ

See 3028AX

PNG/39A/45

MOD

3099/84ATD
Space research service : A raaioeommtmieat-ion research
service in which spacecraft or qther objects are used for scientific or
technological research purposes.

PNG/39A/46

ADD

3099A
within the passive
Reasons : 1)

Passive space research service

A space research service

serv~ce.

MOD 3099 is consequential to the definition of a research

serv~ce.

2) ADD 3099A is proposed to separate the active from the passive
activities in the space research service.
NOC

3100/84ATE

Space operation service

NOC

3101/84ATF

Inter-satellite service

NOC

3102/84AG

Fixed-satellite service

NOC

3103/84AP

Broadcasting-satellite service

NOC

3103.1/84AP.l
3104/84APA and 3105/84APB are proposed relocated to the technical definitions
section (see 3157A and 3157B respectively).

•
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PNG/39A/47

MOD

3106/84ASA

Replace present text by :

Earth exploration-satellite service : An Earth research
service involving the use of space radiocommunications only.
Reasons : To simplify the definition for the
(see ADD 3035E) •

•

PNG/39A/48

ADD

.~artp

research service

3106A
Passive Earth exploration-satellite service
exploration-satellite service within the passive service.

An

Earth

Reasons : To provide for such research.

PNq/39A/49

NOC

3107/84AT

Meteorological-satellite service

NOC

3108/84ATA

Amateur-satellite service

·MoD

3109/84ATB
Standard frequency and time signal-satellite service
A space radiocommunication service tt~~ng-~~aee-~t~~ion~ for scientific,
technical and other purposes 2 providing the transmission of specified
frequencies, time signals 2 or both of stated, high precision intended for general
reception on-e~rth-s~teiiite-£or-the-~ame-~~~o~es-~~-those-of-the-~tandard
fre~tteney-serYiee.

Reasons : To allow for the use of common satellites to broadcast standard
frequencies and time signals to areas of the universe where needed. The
original definition did not allow, for example, transmissions to research
stations on the Moon, etc. As for the standard frequency and time service,
amalgamation of these two operations appears appropriate.
PNG/39A/50

•

SUP

3110/84ATC

(Consequential to the above)

NOC

3111/84APC

Radiodetermination-satellite

NOC

3112/84AQ

Radionavigation-satellite service

NOC

3113/84AQA

Aeronautical radionavigation-satellite service

NOC

3114/84AQB

Maritime radionavigation-satellite service

NOC

3115/84AGA

Mobile-satellite service

NOC

3116/84AGB

Aeronautical mobile-satellite service

NOC

3117/84AGC

Maritime mobile-satellite service

NOC

3118/84AGCA

Ship Earth station

NOC

3119/84AGD

Land mobile-satellite service

3120/74

See 3028BE

3121/75

See 3035H

serv~ce
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PNG/39A/52

SUP

See introduction, paragraph 2.

3122/75A

Section V.

PNG/39A/52A SUP

Space, Orbits and Types of Objects in Space

Reasons : It is proposed to relocate 3123/84BA to 3129/84BC to MOD Section II
for completeness
3123/84BA

See ADD 3028AN

3124/84BAA

See ADD 3028AO

3125/84BAB

See ADD 3028AP

3125.1/84BAB.l

See ADD 3028AP.l

'

requ~red

PNG/39A/52B

SUP

3126/84BAC

Not

PNG/39A/52C

SUP

3127/84BAD

Not required

3128/84BB

See ADD 3028AY

3129/84BC

See ADD 3028AZ

3130/84BD

See ADD 3028BA

3131/84BE

See ADD 3028BB

3132/84BFA

See ADD 3028BC

3133/84BG

See ADD 3028BD

Reasons : See reason SUP Section V.
PNG/39A/54

Section VI.

MOD
Reasons

Technical

~~aPaeteP~st~es

Terms and Definitions

To avoid confusion with Article N4/12.

PNG/39A/55

ADD

Frequency : The number of occurrences of the periodic nature
3133A
of a radio wave in one second.

PNG/39A/56

ADD

3133B
Frequency band : A portion of the radio frequency spectrum
usually specified as lying between two specified frequencies.

PNG/39A/57

ADD

Bandwidth : The numerical difference between the highest
3133C
and lowest frequencies designating a frequency band.

PGN/39A/58

ADD

3133D
Frequency channel : A portion of a frequency band
designated by a reference frequency and having a specified bandwidth.

PGN/39A/59

ADD

3133E
Allocation : A frequency band of specified limits that
has been designated in a table of frequency allocations for use by one or more
named radio services under specific conditions.

PNG/39A/60

ADD

3133F
Allotment : A frequency channel normally specified from an
agreed channelling plan, that has been designated for assignment by one or more
Administrations for use in a defined area or areas.

PNG/39A/61

ADD

3133G
Assignment : A frequency of specified value and associated
bandwidth that has been designated by an Administration for use by one or more
stations under prescribed conditions.
Reasons : All the above terms are frequently used within the Radio Regulations
but have, as yet, not been defined.

•
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PNG/39A/62

NOC

3134/85

Assigned frequency

NOC

3135/86

Characteristic frequency

NOC

3136/87

Reference frequency

NOC

3137/88

Frequency tolerance

NOC

3138/89

Assigned frequency band

NOC

3139/90

Occupied bandwidth

NOC

3140/91

Necessary bandwidth

ADD

3140A .
Emission : The electromagnetic energy which emanates from
a source involved in radiocommunications.
Reasons : To define a term extensively used 1n the Radio Regulations.

)

NOC

3141/92

Spurious emission

NOC

3142/93

Harmful interference

NOC

3143/94

Power

NOC

3144/95

Peak envelope power of a radio transmitter

NOC

3145/96

Mean power of a radio transmitter

NOC

3146/97

Carrier power of a radio transmitter

NOC

3147/98

Effective radiated power

NOC

3148/98A

Equivalent isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p.)

NOC

3149/99

Gain of an antenna

NOC

3150/100

Isotropic or absolute gain of an antenna

NOC

3151/101

Relative gain of an antenna

NOC

3152/102

Gain referred to a short vertical antenna

NOC

3153/103

Antenna directivity diagram

NOC

3154/103A

Equivalent satellite link noise temperature

NOC

3155/103B

Coordination distance

NOC

3156/103C

Coordination contour

NOC

3157/103D

Coordination area

(NOC)

3157A(3104)

Individual reception (in the broadcasting-satellite service)

(NOC)

3157B(3105)

Community reception (in the broadcasting-satellite service)

Reasons : Relocation from Section IV.
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Document No. ·4o-E
31 January 1979·
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
STRUCTURE OF US PROPOSALS
The USA Proposals to the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference consist of a series
of eleven documents that are organized according to the anticipated co:mniittee structure. The
documents are as follows
General views

Document No. 4o

Rules for the use of frequencies

Document No. 41

Discussion of the various radio services and the need for
allocation changes

Document No. 42

Proposals for the Allocation Table in the bands below 27.5 MHz

Document No. 43

Proposals for the Allocation Table ln the band 27.5- 1 215 MHz

Document No. 44

Proposals for the Allocation Table ln the band 1 215 - 40 GHz

Document No. 45

Proposals for the Allocation Table in the bands above ~0 GHz

Document No. 46

Technical proposals

Document No. 47

Regulatory proposals

Document No. 48

General and administrative proposals

Document No. 49

Rearrangement of the Radio

Reg~ations

(Agenda item 7)

Document No. 50

GENERAL VIEWS
The United States of America (USA) reaffirms its intent to suppor.t, in cooperation
with other nations, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in achieving the purposes of
the Union. In keeping with the purposes stated in the ITU Convention, the Union has a unique and
vital role in harmonizing the actions of administrations in the utilization of telecommunications
in the interests of man~ind.
The Agenda adopted by the ITU Administrative Council at its 1977 Session provides for
the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference to consider a wide range of radiocommunications
subjects dealing with technical, allocation and regulatory matters. This- will be the first
general review and possible revisien of the Radio Regulations since the 1959 General
Administrative Radio Conference, and, although there have been a number of specialized WARC's
s1nce then, there are large parts of the Regulations that have not been changed in twenty years.
It is this task which will provide the major work of WARC-1979. The Council in its wisdom has

For reasons of economy, this document is prin~ed in a limited number. Partic.ipants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few add1t10nal cop1es can be made available.
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purposely limited the agenda to those prov1s1ons of the Radio Regulations which have not been
reviewed· generally at the'- varioui specialized conferences. The agenda excludes, for exa.mpl~, a
general treatment of the OP.erational provisions for aeronautical and maritime, in recognition Of
the fact that this task can be better handled at a specialized conference. The USA supports this
approach and the agenda, as written, in.the belief that WARC-1979 will have a difficult challenge
just to complete its. important work in the ten-week period prescribed for the Conference.
The objectives of the United States at the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference
are as follows :
(1) To support and maintain the central thrust of the ITU and its Radio Regulations as the
principal international vehicle to ensure a high degree of o~.der in· tl;lis increasingly complex
field, in the belief that the radio spectrum cannot be managed on anything less than a global
basis;
(2) To provide incremental changes to the Radio Regulations based on shifts in the pattern
of radio use, improvements in t~chnology, _th~ effi.ciencies to be gained by change, and the need to
amortize existing communic~ti<;m. eq~.pinent; .
(3) To. increase the flexibility b~ilt into the Radio Regulations so that'all·Adm.inistrations
are better able to _meet the changing demands for t.elecommunications services and to take advantage
of the rapid improvements in technology; and
( 4)

To accommodate. the requirements of all. Administrations

to

the maximum extent practicable.

The USA proposals to accomplish the above objectives are· submitted in a series.of
documents that correspond in general to the orga:rtization of past conferences•' and specifically to
the conference organization anticipated for WARC-1979. Additional proposals may be submitted at a
later date as the United States cont.in:il.es its studyof'the·various conferen6e issues·~-

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Doctiment No~ 41-E
31 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979).
PLENARY MEETING

United States of America
PROPOSALS RELATING TO
RUlES FOR THE USE OF FREQUENCIES

This part of the United States proposals addresses
Regulations relating to the use of radio frequencies, other
Allocation Table. The subjects covered are as follows:

the Radio
than the

(1)

general rules for the assignment and use of frequencies
(Article NS/3);

(2)

special agreements (Article N6/4);

(3)

terminology relati'rig to the Allocation Table (Article N7/5,
sections I-III);

(4)

the

{5)

special rules for the assignment and use of frequencies
_{.f\rticle N8/6).

chart~

of ITU Regions {Appendix 24); and

Very' few changes are proposed in.this section, since the existing
provisions are generally adequate and neGessary.
RULES AND AGREEMENTS FOR THE USE OF FREQUENCIES
The provisions of Articles NS/3, N6/4, N8/6 and Appendix 24 which
concern general and special rules for the assignment and use of frequencies,
special agreements, and the chart of ITU -Regions defined in the Radio
Regulations, are necessary and adequate as stated and' thus no proposals are
made to modify these. The only proposed change in th~s section is to modify
the title so that the Table of Frequency Allocations applies to the range 10
kHz to 300 GHz in accordance with USA proposals for the allocation ·table.
USA PROPOSALS

Specific proposals relating to rules for the use_ of frequencies
contained on the following pages.

are

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ARTICLE N5/3
General Rules for the Assignment and Use of Frequencies

USA/41/1

NOC

3 2 77/113

NOC

3 2 7 8/114

NOC

3279/115

through 3281/116A

Reasons : Necessary and adequate as drafted.
ARTICLE N7/5
Frequency Allocationsi
USA/41/2

MOD

Title
Reasons

10 kHz to

~~5

Consequential to allocation table proposal.
Section I.

USA/41/3

NOC

3415/125

300 GHz

through

Regions and Areas.

3422/132

Reasons : Adequate as stated.
USA/41/4

NOC

3415.1/125.1
Reasons : Adequate as·· stated ..

NOC

3423/133

through

Section II.
NOC
USA/41/5

3427

through

3426/136
Categories of Servic·es and Allocations.

3429/138:

NOC . 34 30/139
Reasons· : Adequate as ·stated.

USA/41/6

NOC

3431/140

NOC

3435/143

through

3434/142

Reasons : Adequate as stated.

·noclinient ·No. ·41-E
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USA/41/7

NOC

3436/144

NOG

3441

NOC

3442/148

through

3440/147

Reasons : Adequate as stated.
NOC

3443/149
ARTICLE N7/5

USA/41/8

MOD

Title
Reasons

NOC

Section .Iv.

Tabl~ of Frequency· Allocations - 10 kHz to

Consequential to allocation table proposal.

3450/156
ARTICLE N8/6
Special Rules for the Assignment and Use_of Frequencies

USA/41/9

NOG

3917/413

through

3924/419A

Reasons : Adequate as stated.
USA/41/10

NOC

3925/421
Reasons : Adequate as stated.

USA/41/11

NOC

APPENDIX

24

Chart of Regions as Defined in
Table of Frequency Allocations

Reasons

Adequate as stated.

21'

300 GHz

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(G~eneva,

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 42-E
26 April 1979

1979)
United States of America

Page

4, top of the page, paragraph marked (2), read :

(2) a provision to discontinue the use of double-sideband emissions by {.Janliary 1, 1995;
date to be decided by the WARC - see also proposed ADD Resolution ~A_l_/.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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Document No. 42-E
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Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

United

States of America

DISCUSSION OF THE VARIOUS RADIO SERVICES
AND THE NEED FOR ALLOCATION CHANGES

The purpose of this
the various radio services,
and new applications that have
proposals submitted by the USA

document is to provide a brief discussion of
with particular emphasis on the changing nature
occurred in ·the past 20 years.
Specific
in separate documents are summarized herein.

It is anticipated that administrations will find this document
useful to obtain a quick understanding of the USA proposals as they relate to
frequency allocations for the several radio services.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited num.b.er. Partic_ipants are therefore ~indly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few add1t10nal coptes can be made avatlable.
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BR<WX:ASTING SERVICES
MEDIUM

FRECUE:OCY BRO\OCASTING

.
Medillll !requency (MF) broadc~sting is used for entertainment,
education, public information, al')d providing public assistance during natural
disasters.
'Ihe major advantages of MF broadcasting inclooe: (1) service by
groundwave, thereby providi~ a relatively clear and constant program to a
large area, (2) _skywave Service at night to distant areas that cannot be
reached by any other means, and (3) prograrmning available to a wide variety
of receivers, such as those in automobiles and snall portables, due to its
extensive coverage and the low cost of receivers.
In the United States, the nlJllber of stations has grown from 2,200
to more than -4,5~0 since 1950. 'Ihe steady growth in the number of stations
indicates that more than 5,800 commercial stations may be in operation by the
year 200f{l. In addition, there is a projected need for approximately 1,000
more stations . to meet the needs of educational and public broadcasting. In
vi~w of the coog·estion in the United States, it has become extremely
difficult to assign new stations.
Complex antenna arrays on lcfrge plots of
land · and so{ilisticated propagation-vs.-time contour sttrlies must be utilized
to engineer assignments that preclude interference to other stations.

Taking the above factors into account, the tEA is proposing new MF
broadcasting allocations for Region 2 in the band 1605-186f{l kHz to satisfy
requirements for broadcasting in this part of the spectn.m.
HF

BROl\OCASTING

High frequency (HF) broadcasting provides listeners in all parts of
the \\Orld with high quality news, entertainment, inspiration, educational and
cultural programs often not
available
by other means.
At present,
approximately 10f{l countries use HF to reach international and domestic
audiences.
'Ihe current allocations for HF broadcasting were decided by the
1947 Radio Conference at Atlantic City.
During the last thirty years,
however, many more countries have entered the shortwave broadcasting service,
which has resulted in frequency corYJestion and produced intolerable levels of
interference. Tb overcome these difficulties, many administrations have used
multiple transmitters to carry the same program and have increasingly
introduced higher transmitter powers. During certain hours, as many as four
broadcasters operate on the same frequency into the same geqeral reception
area. At present, there are approximately 1,5f{l0 HF broadcast transmitters on
the air, carryi~ about 22,000 frequency-hours per day.
'Ihe nllllber of
high-powered transmitters (25f{l kW or greater) now in operation exceeds 300.
In addition,
monitoring
results
show
that
a
nllllber
of
administrations carry out
their
shortwave broadcasting on frequencies
allocated
to
other
radio services.-- 'Ibis sitt.Btion has resulted in
significant interference.
and meet

solution:

Tb overcome present congestion, eliminate out-of-band broadcasting
future growth requirements, the tEA is prop:>sing the following
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(1) an increase
in available frequencies
for international broadcasting in the portion of the spectrum
between 3 and 27. 5 MHz;
(2) a provision to discontinue the use of double-sideband
emissions not later than January 1, 1995;
(3) a provision to limit the maximum output p:>wer of
broadcast transmitters;
(4) a provision to ensure that no administration shall employ
more than one frequency per frequency band simultaneously
for the same progran to any one reception area.
The USA believes that these proposals will ensure the efficient and
effective use of the HF broadcasting service.
FM

BRO\OCASTING

The frequency modulated· (FM) aural broadcasting service came into
being in the United States in the early 1940's.
Since that time, nearly
4,000 stations have been authorized in the band 88-108 MHz. The yearly rate
of new stations authorized has been essentially constant.
These stations
typically serve areas of 15 to 65 miles radius from the station antenna site.
The major advantages of FM ·broadcasting incllile: (1) virtually
interference-free signals not affected by atmospheric conditions; (2) wide
tone range, which enables the retention of full high fidelity at the
receiver; (3) essentially line-of-sight propagation not susceptible to
interference from distant· stations, and (4) FM signals particularly suited
for stereo and quadraphonic broadcasting.
The USA therefore proposes to retain the current allocation (88-108
MHz in Region 2) for broadcasting to provide for current and future needs.
TELEVISION

BRO\OCASTING

Television broadcasting, which offers a
unique medium for
educating, informing and entertaining the general public, came into being in
the late 1940's in the United States.
There are currently 970 television
stations {610 VHF and 360 UHF) and 3,500 low-power television translator
stations in operation.
~e number of new stations authorized each year is
expected to remain constant at the current growth rate.
In view of the overall worldwide acceptance of television and the
expected growth of new stations, the USA prop:>ses to maintain.essent~ally all
current television broadcasting allocations.
The bands 1n Reg1on 2_are
54.0-73.0 MHz, 75.4~8.0 MHz, 174-216 MHz and 470-890 MHz. As an except1on,
it is proposed that the broadcasting service be d~leted in the ~and 608-614
MHz in Region 2 in favor of an excl~ive allocat1on to t~e rad~o astronomy
service.- Sharing betweeen broadcastulg and other serv1ces 1n the UHF
television band is considered feasible and desirable, and is so proposed.
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BR~DCASTING

SATELLITE SERVICE

The broadcasting satellite service (BSS) offers administrations the
ability to provide new and unique telecommunications services. The possible
applications of this developing technology are m.unerous and growing.
Experiences with the experimental ATS-6 and CTS satellite systems have
demonstrated that a BSS can be a powerful tool in the delivery of
educational, health care and other valuable information to the public.
Besides the specialized programming just mentioned, a satellite can be used
to augment an existing
terrestrial
broadcasting
system;
and ·some
administrations, for economic, geographic, or other reasons, could even elect
to have BSS service in lieu of a terrestrial system.
Ensuring a viable
broadcasting satellite service thr9ugh appropriate allocations will provide
almost 1 imitless selection of the types of services and programming that each
administration can bring to its people.
The USA proposals with respect to the
service fall into four general areas. These are:

broadcasting

satellite

(1) the modification of footnote 3661/332A to allow for
both aural and television transmissions (using FM
modulation) in the band 620:790 MHz;
(2) a relaxation of the power flux density restrictions
in a large portion of the 2.5 GHz broadcasting
satellite band;
(3) a re-alignment of the allocations at 12 GHz to
provide for frequency separation between BSS and
the fixed satellite service (FSS) in Region 2;
and
(4) a new allocation above 20 GHz.

The proposed modification of footnote 3661/332A deletes the \\Ord
"television" and the power . flux density limitation, thereby allowing BSS to
provide other types of service, for example an aural service. Interest has
been expressed in the United States and other countries for this type of a
provision.
This modification adequately provides such accommodation.
Concurrent with the proposal to modify No. 3661/332A, the USA proposes to
suppress Recommendation No. Spa2-10 and to introduce a new Recommendation No.
FF to take . into account the need for the CCIR to sttrly and recommend
appropriate power flux density limits for the various types of signals that
may be used. It is intended that any type of BSS service developed in this
band should be able to operate on a non-interference basis to the existing
terrestrial broadcasting servic·es W1ich are extensively used in this band.
At. 2.5 GHz the broadcasting satellite service is currently
allocated in the band 2500-2690 MHz, with a power flux density llinit of -152
dBW/m 2/4 kHz at zero angle of arrival.
It is proposed that the existing
fixed satellite down-link allocation be extended to the band 2500-2655 MHz
and that the power flux density limit be relaxed by 10 dB for both services.
It is envisioned that, in the near future, user-oriented systems may develop
in this band. These systems may include both one-way delivery of specialized
programming and interactive t\\0-way service such as communications to and
from university classrooms. Because of the wide range of possibilities in
such systems, it is necessary to provide allocations for both FSS and BSS.
'Ihe relaxation of the power flux density limits is necessary to permit the
small-antenna earth stations that are expected to operate in these systems.
It is incumbent upon the 1979 WARC to provide allocations that contain the
minimum number of restrictions so these new and innovative services can be
introduced as they are developed.
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At 12 GHz, the USA proposes that the broadcasting satellite and
fixed-satellite services be separated in frequency.
Specifically, it is
proposed that the BSS be moved to the band 12.2-12.7 GHz in Region 2.
Unlike
the 2. 5 GHz band, the two space services at 12 GHz are not expected to be
similar.
Broadcasting satellites will operate at relatively high powers,
whereas fixed satellites will operate at lower power levels and in many cases
employ digital techniques. This disparity in system designs creates a poor
sharing situation between the two services with respect to efficient use of
the geostationary orbit.
Analyses performed during and after the
1977 WARC-BS have
highlighted the problan.
With the ·arc segmentation approach of separating
the t\I.Q sp3ce services which was adopted at WARC-BS, the total foreseen
requiranents of the FSS in Region 2 cannot be met. Even if arc segmentation
were eliminated, the disparity between the-anticipated system designs in this
band makes it very difficult to share the orbit efficiently. The number of
orbital locations for BSS and for FSS in Region 2 may be more than tripled if
there were separate bands .for the two services, and the need for arc
segmentation would be eliminated.
It is proJX>sed that the BSS be moved upward to the band 12. 2-12.7
based primarily uJX>n extensive fixed satellite system design and
development in the band 11.7-12.2 GHz. In addition, there has already been
some developnent of terrestrial services in ~he band 12.2-12.7 GHz. The FSS
cannot share the- ful~ 500 MHz band with these terrestr~a1 systems;-however,
advance planning of the broadcasting satellite service will allow substantial
use of terreptrial se~i~es on the basis of sharing since only a smali number
o! televi~~on broadcasting ·cpannels 'witl pe'used in ~ny giv~n geogr~phical
area. 'Ihe introduct~on o~ broadcasting sat~llites in the b~nd 12~4-17. 7 MHz
will not affect services ~n ~ions 1
3, and
p~elopment of a Region 2
br~adca7ting ~tellite plan would take d~ ·acco~t o! the ~egio~ ~ plpn that
ex1sts 1n the band 12.2-12.5 GHz.

GHz,

or

the

In bands above 20 GHz the lEA is protx>sing a new allocation for
Regions 1 and 2 in the band 22.5-23 GHz, which coincides with the existing
broadcasting satellite allocation in Region 3.
It is also pro£X>sed that
existing BSS allocat;ons be retained at 41~3 GHz ~nq at ~4-86 GHz for the
new and innov~tive serv~ces that tn~y devf!lop~ '

FIXED SERVICE
Since the 1959 Administrative Rac1io (bnferenoe, there have been
substantial t:nanges ln the us~ and overall requirements of the fixed radio
service. For internat. tonal rint-to-{X)int O~fations, there haS b. een a shift
away from ~igfl frequency (Hf band~ to satellites and submarine cables as the
princip:tl mQQe of tranSmission, During this .sam~ ~riod, mo~t domestic fixed
systems ·have been chang~ from flF r~d!Q ~ Qp!n--w~r~ transmi$s1on systems to
net'Mlrks of llne-of-s~ght radio-relay qnQ broadband cables.
'lhe trend in fixed service communications is clear. 1he world is
entering
an
information age ·where t:he volume of both danestic and
international information exchange is growing rap~dly~
Because of these ,
increasing requirements, new demands must be met by systems that are
broadband~ relatively error-free and
highly reliable.
In many cases, this
will require replacement of existing systems with equipment that operates in
higher frequency bands than at present.
·
·
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The fixed service is in a period of transition where increasing
demand for higher information rates and message reliability are being
balanced against the costs of implementing new systems ·and the marginal
acceptability of existing narrow-band systems.
Each administration will
carefully determine the appropriate time to make the transition and upgrade
its systems to satisfy increased needs.
In the long-term, however, it
appears certain that improved line-of-sight radio-relay, domestic satellites,
broadband cables and fiber optics will hold the best promise for domestic
systems.
Improved satellite systems and submarine cables will be the
principal international transmission means.
The transition to higher frequency bands is evident in the various
General Plans for the Development of Regional Net~rks, such as for Africa
and Latin America. Recent revisions of these plans . include an increasing
nrn~ber of existing and planned microwave links to· replace HF links.
'Ihe
shift to higher frequencies is also indicated in many developing countries by
their recent purchases of microwave equipment, and. by current planning
documents that show the direction for future telecommunications development.
All available information indicates that the transition is ~11 underway.
Below
27.5 MHz : International public correspondence in the HF
band has greatly decreased since 1959. Ho~ver, the United States continues
to have substantial requirements in the HF fixed service for official
correspondence traffic where high information rates are not. essential. 'Ihese
important requirements are generally of a w:>rld-wide nature.
The United States is fully aware that some cotintries · m·aintafri ·
important domestic communications circuits in the. HF ·fixed. bands. 'These
circuits · continue to provide good service and more· important, they are cost
effective for the low information rate and reliability required.
'Ihis type
of requirement, which is typically single sideband and relatively low powered
(200 W), may be increasing in some countries where domestic communications
are still evolving.
The requirement
will
continue
until,
in
the
not-to-distant future, HF radio will no longer be able to meet the rapidly
increasing demands for more and better communications •... At that 1. time,
countries will make the transition to systems in higher bands that offer
greater bandwidth and higher rel iab il i ty.
Considering both international and domestic ·use of HF
fixed
allocations, there has been an overall decrease in . the use. o·f, the bands on a
v.orldwide basis.
For example, most of ·the high-po~red long~haul public
correspondence circuits have been eliminated. There are, ·however, many other
·frequency assignnents, but they generally use low· power over shorter circuit
lengths and operate on a lower duty cycle than the in~erl!ational ·circ.ui ts of
. the past·. For these reasons, current domestic assigrments. can ·share the
·spectrum much more efficiently.
In view of the above, the · USA is proposing a· small decrease in .the
frequencies available to the fixed service. This small decrease should have
little impact, if any, on existing and future HF fixed operations.
In
addition, appropriate procedures should be adopted. by the. 1979 WARC to
reaccommodate those HF assignments that may be affected because of allocation
changes.
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In order to satisfy the increased requirements of the broadcasting
and maritime services, the USA proposes to allocate additional frequencies in
the HF band to these other services. In these particular bands, domestic
fixed requirements can still be satisfied under proposed new footnote
provisions and the fixed allocations can be deleted from the Table.
Sharing
is considered feasible in many cases because of the relatively low powers and
short circuit lengths used for domestic fixed operations. '!he proposed
changes resuft in a total reduction in primary
fixed allocations o.f
approximately 20%. As countries continue to make the transition from HF to
higher frequency bands for their fixed operations, the bands will eventuallY
become available on an exclusive basis to the 'new services.
It should .be noted that the fixed
service
already
shares
approx.imately 3 MHz of HF spectrum· with the_mobile services. 'Ihese shared
allocations are heavily used by the fixed service and there has been a
minimun of difficul'ty wi-th the existing arrangement.
'!be USA is therefore
proposing to increase sharing by adding mobile allocations on a coequal
primary basis in about 4 MHz of the fixed bands.
Bands
between 27.5 MHz and 1 GHz: Fixed operations in these bands
are for narrow-band radio-relay systems, such as . might be
used
for
low-capacity multi-channel circuits or for base station-to-rep:!ater links in
the land mobile service. '!his type of service is experiencing a significant
growth in the United States and other parts of the 'f.Orld.
To provide for the expanding requirements, the USA is proposing to
add fixed allocations to the bands .470-608 MHz and 614-890 MHz in Region 2,
on a coequal shared basis with the existing broadcasting service. '!his
p!:"6p:?~~ 'i~ intended to give sufficient. flexibility for
administrations to
satisfy future requirements as they develop.

Bands between 1 and 40 GHz:
Fixed systems in this part of the
spectrum are capable of providing broadband, error-free, highly reliable
transmission netv.urks.
Low- and medium-:-capacity
systems
are
usually
accommodated below 3 GHz.
Long-haul wideband systems, which generally
provide national backbone facilities, are operated in the bands between 3 and
10 GHz.
High capacity digital systems used for local distribution and
short-range trunking services are now developing near 15 GHz and above.
The USA is·proposing that the fixed allocations between 1 and 40
GHz remain essentially unchanged.
One important exception is the band
11.7-:-12.2 GHz, . where the tEA is proposing to delete the fixed service in
Region 2. 'Ihis is necessary because fixed operations are not compatible with
the fixed satellite operations being considered for this band.
Bands above.40 GHz:
As .demands for larger bandwidths increase,
new ·technology will be developed to allow fixed operations in the higher
bands. It is important to ensure that sufficient bands are available for
future growth and to
provide . guidance for research and deveiopnent.
Therefore, the ·tEA is proposing that approximately 166 GHz of spectnnn be
allocated to the fixed service throughout the bands between 40 and 300 GHz.
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FIXED SATELLITE SERVICE
The fixed
satellite
service
(FSS)
provides circuits
for
international and domestic
communications services.
For international
services, submarine cables are also used and will continue to provide a
considerable cap3city in this respect.
However satellite systems have
several advantages: they provide the flexibility of a multipoint distribution
cap3bility, and they provide cap3bilities for wideband transmission of
television or data to a greater extent than existing cables.
'Ihe INTEISAT system, which provides international circuits among
its more than 100 member countries, has maintained records of traffic demand
and growth. Traffic projections based on these data have been used to
identify spectrum requirements that take into account frequency reuse,
multiple beams, and other technological factors, to promote more effective
use of the spectrum.
Considering the traffic projections and associated
technological factors, the USA is proposing that new allocations of about
1000 MHz be added in each direction to satisfy international fixed satellite
requirements.
FSS allocations must also take into account domestic requirements.
Within the United States and many other countries, communication systems now
in operation or foreseen are being satisfied in the fixed satellite service.
National
telecommunications
netw:>rks,
public
service and
medical
organizations, and business operations can
utilize
the communication
cap3bilities made available by domestic satellite systems.
In providing for domestic
satellite requirements, tw:> broad
categories of systems must be recognized. 'Ih.e first of these is primarily
concerned with traffic between major population centers, large business
coqnrations, and other high-data-rate
users.
Traffic demand may be
significant; hence, allocations to satisfy this type of requirement must be
available in that p3rt of the spectrum where sufficient bandwidth is
available.
'Ih.e second category involves widespread general use by public or
private groups and individuals, in which traffic demands and requirements for
high cap3city trunks will be lower. Most of this traffic can therefore be
carried in bands where bandwidth may be somewhat limited.
It is envisaged
that the ground stations to support this category of domestic services w:>uld
consist of inexpensive terminals using small antennas.
'!his requires
relatively high power in the satellite transmitter, which w:>uld produce a
power flux density (PFD) at the earth in excess of that normally utilized by
the fixed satellite service. · 'Ihus, down-link frequency bands must be
available that can accommodate the higher PFD limits without adver~ely
affecting other services. By carefui system design, it has been possible in
the United States to introduce small-antenna earth stations for the 4/6 GHz
domestic satellite systems.
Feeder link requirements for special services, such as maritime and
broadcasting satellite systems are normally satisfied in the fixed satellite
allocations. It is therefore necessary to ensure that adequate allocations
are
available for the overall fixed satellite requirements.
The USA
proposals have taken into account all types of requirements.
By satisfying
these needs within the fixed satellite service certain advantages are
obtained. 'Ihese inclooe: (1) more effective use of the spectrum throt..gh
sharing between international and domestic operations, (2) flexibility in
identifying spectrum for specific applications within the allocated bands,
(3) simplified spacecraft design throt..gh commonly designed equi pnents, and
(4) better utilization of the spectrum in regions where service requirements
for one or more of the applications are low.
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In view ~of· the p:>1nts :discussed abm,r.e;, ~the USA
·the following regarding the :fixed :satellite .al1ocatlons.:

propJsa1,;g

include

Bel(ow <4:0 GHz ::
(1;) Add space-ro"""Eartb allocations -a1t 1:8:50-22:00

~Hz"

U!J .. 7-1:0 .• ~95 GHz,,and 11 .. 2-11 .• 45 GHz :in · Regions l,,
2~ 3 and 2'5:35-2655 MHz in ~Region 2:;
\2) Add ·.Earth-to~.space allocations at -'6425-7115 MHz,:
12.• 75~13 .• 25 GHz,,· and 1'7.1-17 .•6 GH:z in Reg-ions l,
2!, 3.;

·

-{3.} Del.ete. the 12 .• '5-12.7 ·GH-z al.loca·ti<o.n from Region

2 t:o provide fo:c ·Other ·!Ser"Vices;

Abov-e 40 GHz::
.(4) Add Eartih-'to-.~pace allocations at 43-45 GHz,
· · 51-51.·4 GHz, 71-74 GHz., .and :2101,.5-217 GHz 'i:n
Reg io.ns 1,, 2,, 3:;

(5) Add spac~to-Ea:rtb
140~1-42

allocati·ons at·. 81-184 GHz,
:GHz,, and 152.....:.1:6'5 GHz in Regions 1 1, 2., 3. ·

INTERSATELLITE SERVI'CE
The r~equi;rement to provide l:inks bet·ween .satellites -was recognized
by the 1971 Space WARC. 'lhese "inte,rsate'llite·.n links ·will .enable traffic to
be routed bet"Ween satellites .of all space services, e.-g., BSS and "FSS,
without the need
for
a sate11ite-groound-saltell:it:e circuit.
Estimates
suggest, however, ·that, only moderate bandwirlths· are requir~ed .for specific
frequency blocks. Frequencies above 20 GHz ar;e ideal in such ,cases., since
the propagation. ·anomali-es that make terr-estrial use of these frequencies
difficult do not exist in spac,e.
Furthermore,, the very .c:ond.it.io.ns that
affect terrestrial use of the higher frequency bands reduc-e the interfer·ence
(X)tential to earth and ;terrestrial stations ..
above

'Ihe lEA pr·oJ:X>sals fo:r inte.rsatellite links,, all ·of v.hich appear
20 GHz, take the .above {X):ints inta consideration. ~.cifically., the

USA prop::>ses to .add intersate11ite .allocations .at 23,, 25 and 130 GHz, and to
retain most :of the :existing ·provisions.
"'he Intersatellite Service ·has been

deleted in the bands

1'05~116

MCBILE

:MCB ILE

GHz and 174. 5--r7~6 .. S GHz .•
AND MffiH.E

S~TEL'LITE

SERVICES

SERVICES IN 1GENERAL

Mobile
'in HF Bands·:
The mobile servic.es continue to depend
entir,ely on radio .£or the'i:r .oommt.m:icatlons., and in part:ic•lll,ar, ,on the HF ·
spectrum. for mediun to ·lam ,distance -circuits.
Beyond the needs of the
specialized mobile services., such as aeronautical and maritime which have
separate ,exclusive· HF bands; mobil-e allocations are required in which several
types ·Of mobiles .may par tic ip3te in a· single system. In many .cases it may be
necessary., because of o_.per.ational considerations, to cCommlll1icate with both
mobile and fixed stations 'on the same frequencies. An example is the '"flying
doctor" program used in a number ·of countries,
where
the
aircraft
participates fully in the fixed service netv.urk connecting remote outposts . •
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Mobile operations of this type have shared successfully with the
fixed service for many years. The Table currently provides about 3 MHz of
spectn..rn to be shared by the tv.u services, a·nd the bands are used heavily by
the fixed service. Because of increasing need for allocations of this type,
the USA is proposing that mobile service allocations be added to several
fixed bands, on a coequal primary basis, throughout the HF spectrum.
Mobile Satellite Service: While HF mobile allocations meet many
needs, communications are basically limited to low-information-rate traffic
and
by
propagation
conditions.
The United States has an important
requirement for broadband, error-free, highly reliable communications to all
types of mobile users, which can best be satisfied by mobile satellite
systems.
Costs of such systems dictate that the maximun -utilization of the
satellites and ground facilities be obtained. In the present case, the needs
of the fixed satellite service can also be met, particularly for small earth
stations.
This approach makes efficient use of the spectrum and satisfies
needs which would otherwise require more than one system.
The USA is proposing to add mobile satellite allocations in the
bands 7250-7750 MHz and. 7900-8400 MHz to accommodate .planned systems •
.Additional bands for future mobile satellite . use are proposed at 20, 30, 40
GHz and other higher bands.
Since the objective is to provide both fixed and. mobile satellite
services within the same system, it is felt that the· addition of mobile
systems will not overly ·complicate the sharing problem or add significantly·
to the possibility of interference. Olanges are proposed elsewhere to the
coordination and notificatiorP procedures to simplify the· introduction of such·
systems.

AEROOAl!riCAL

SERVICES

General
Remarks:
The · aeronaut~cal ·service has experienced a
significant transition during the 20 years since the 1959 Radio Conference.
During this period there has been an increase of 540 percent in aircraft
passenger miles. This and general aviation activity have contributed to an
increase of 460 percent in instrument operations under the direction of the
Air Route Traffic Control Centers, terminal facilities, and flight service
, stations. furing this same period, general aviation- operations increased
· · 1355 percent and total aviation activity worldwide increased- 868 percent.
The number of private aircraft in the United States has grown from
75,000 to 187,000 in this 20 year time frame. Navigation systems have
changed significantly, and the overall adaptation of aviation to· these
changes has caused· modifications to aeronautical communications and control
· systems.
The dynamic changes that have occurred within. the. United Stateshave been largely paralleled on a world-wide basis.
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Aeronautical (R) Below 27 .• 5 MHz.: The frequency bands allocated to
this service ar.e used primarily for communication between .aircraft flying the
major air routes ... of the ~world .and the v.arious . air ·traffic control :and
operational control stations. '!his servic-e has been growing In its use of
the bands allocated; however, the ·conversion to single sideband {.as a .result
of the 1978 'WARC on the Aeronautical r-bbile (R) ·servic-e) is .expected to
·provide sufficient additional channels to .meet future d.ernands..
'Ihe United
Stat.es .s.upp:>rts the resul·ts o.f the 1978 Ae·nonautica1 WARC:, and prop.J.ses :to
maintain all ·curr.ent :allocations .and to allocate the band :2.1924--22000 :kHz
exclusively to !the aeronautical :mob.i'l.e lRJ serv1i:ce.
Aeco.rnautic.al . :(OR) Be1ow .271.5 ,MFJz.: The :frequency .bands .allocated
·to this service are extensiv.ely used to accommodate a large variety of
aeronautical <CGmmwmic.ations..
;As 'the '.l.lSag .e :increased through 'the years,, the
users converted to single sidebana in t:he 1ate !L950':s. to provide .sufficient
channels to ,accommodate their needs.
Alt:howgh this se.rvice is still growing,
comp=ting needs for HF band frequencies dictate that no additional spectn:Jn
space for ·this service he sotjjht.. ·Prudent use· of this hand should permit the
accommodation ·:of requirements for d:h.e .fore.se.e:able future. 'Ihe USA therefore
prop.:)ses .to :ma:inta.in all curren:t .al·1oc;ations ;to ·,the .aeronaut'.l:c.al mcibii-e :(OR)
service witho\1lt changJ,e...
·
Aeronaut:i:cal {R) Above 27.5 'MHz~: The .available :spectrum .· allocated
·above 27.5 'MHz !has not c·hang·ed si:nc.e '11::95'9..
Some addi:tional channels have
been made av,ailable as a result of decreased char,1nel spacing. However, the
overall growth of .r.eguirernents ~ses a .~tentia1 prdblem.
'Ihe band between
118-136 MHz is ;particularly crov.Oed,, and pno}ec:tecl ·growth o:f requirements in
this JX)rtion cOf the spectrum is of :concern,. 'The iNSA is ·therefor.e prop:>sing
allocation of the band 1.36--137 :MHz ·to ,the .aeror:ratiti.c~al :mobil;e !R) · service.•
This band is ~the ,only cc.o.ntiguous band ~COJllSiden~CJ Strit:cib1<e jfo:r :m:eeting this
g.rowth.
It is pr.o{X):sed that the ,ae.ronaut.i(c,al mdmli1re. [BJ :se.nvic.e be added ·to
the Allocation. Tabl·e il! the hand 159.0_;1624 'MHz to
provide
sui table
frequencies for future growth.
Provl.si·ons ifo.r this service i'n the bands
50.0.0_;5250 MHz :and 1'5.·4-15.7 GHz hav.e be.en ,d,eiLeted due .to the planned
implementation 'o.f ·.o~the:r ,aeromaut:i-cal and raa:io:nav:igation ~ystems in these
bands.

;.2\eron:autic,al ;{R) :sa:te!LH.\te Seniic.e:
Pl<arrs f0.r tile de\rel:e>prien:t .and
operational use :of .am. aeronaut.ic.al mobile satel.lite sy.s.tem in ;the 1600 MHz
portion of the sp=ctn:.nn hav,e been delayed :due to economic consideratior..s and
the need for .a better -definition of specific techn:ic~1 'paramete·rs. 'Ihe need
for · this satellite .sys;tem is still sqpfX)rited ·by the Unit~ States and the
International Civil Aviation Organiza'tion {ICAO).
The time frame
for
-implemenation of this ·system, :while not firm1y established at this tim.e,, is
estimated to he in ~the 'mid 1'9BLPs.
It is ·essential that existing al1oc.ations be retained to supfX)rt
this planned system ·as we11 as others that may be impl.ernented in the future;
however, it has been necessary to. ·shift the down-link band a sma1l amount in
order to provide . for expansion of the maritim.e satellite allocations. 'Ihe
pro~sed bands are 1551-1566 MHz and 1645-1660 MHz, retaining the existing 15
MHz bandwidth in each direction..
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In addition the 1 MHz bands (in each direction} for distress and
safety operations have been continued, but under new allocations for the
mobile satellite service. An additional feature of the USA protx'sals is to
provide for a common frequency separation between the aeronautical, maritime,
and emergency channel sub-bands. This provision has economic, technical and
operational advantages that will simplify future options- i'f, for example; it
is desired to implement aeronautical. and maritime systems on a common
satellite platform or to integrate distress and ·safety systems with the
equipments of either satellite service.
It is protx'sed that the aeronautical mobile (R) satellite be added
to the Allocation Table in the bands 1590-1624 and 5000-5250 MHz as a result
of deleting footnote No. 3687/352B. Provision for· this service in the band
15.4-15.7 GHz has been deleted · due to the planned implementation
of
radionavigation systems in the band.
Aeronautical
Above 40 GHz:
To guide · future development . and
provide for long term growth, the present allo.cations above . 40 GHz have
generally been continued. Some minor changes to the existing satellite bands
have been necessary to provide expansion for other services~ but sufficient
allocations are provided, on a shared basis with the cooip:mion terrestrial
aeronautical service, in six bands above 40 GHz.

MARITTIME

SERVICES

_
·General
Remarks : The ~rld is ·dependent .·upon · the maritime
industry for tfie transtx'rt of raw materials, petroleun products, and finished
goods. A Panel of Experts established by the Inter~governmental Maritime
Consultative Organization (IMCO) has estimated that, in resp)nse to this
dep:mdence, approximately 15,000 ships will be· at sea at any· one time by the
mid-1980's. In anindustry that has experienced an: 80% increase in ships·
between 1947 and 1974, transtx'rtation demands and: economic .pressures have
encouraged the introduction of new high-capacity vessels,: container,ization,
real time ship scheduling and other cost-saving· ·operations.
Changes are
occurring in the maritime industry that affect.the nature and purpose of
maritime telecommunications. '!he availability of effective,· reliable and· new
forms of maritime communications is necessary to support" an industry that is
continuing
to
grow
in
complexity.
Because
of . this
complexity,
telecormmmications requirements that range from traditional capabilities to·
·satellites must be satisfied.
Maritime Below 27.5 MHz: Between 10 kHz"and 4 -MHz, the· maritime
mobile allocations remain essentially unchanged.
For_.· Regions . 1 and 3, the
maritime mobile service in the band 90-110 kHz has been reduced to secondary
status to provide additional protection for Loran-C. Because of improvements
in equipment design, the
guard-bands
about the distress and calling
frequencies at 500 kHz and 2182 kHz have been reduced, .and the resulting
st:ectrum has been reallocated for maritime mobile applications.
Between 4-27.5 MHz additional allocations for the maritime mobile
service are necessary to help relieve shortages of HF .tad iotelephone and
telegraphy channels that have existed for several decadeS·~ As the number of
ships has grown and message traffic has increased, communications have had to
. be maintained in the same frequency bands that were allocated to the maritime
mobile service by the 1947 Radio Conference.
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Appendix 25_ Mar2,.which evolved from the 1974 Maritime WARC,
all.ots up to 42 countries per. channel. The Conference decided to establish
only· 38 additional
radiotelephone
channels
from within the maritime
allocations, even though over l, 200- additional allotments were requested by·
administrations. 'Ihis severe channel shortage has resulted in:.· l) serious.
interference and ·circuit d~:radation ·because of high channel utii ization; 2)
_an inability to meet traffic dananos,·and 3) substantial delays in traffic.
Measures have. been taken by the maritime service to improve the
efficiency of ship communications and to use· the available spectrum more
effectively. These have included: 1) a reduction in bandwidth of the HF
radiotelephone channels to 3.1 kHz; 2) a reduction and standardization of the
Al Morse tel~rapny channel to 0:. S kHz.; 3) rearrangan.ents of the HF
sub-allocations to provide for additional radioteletype . operations; 4) the
introduction o-f digital selective calling,. and S.). upjrad ing of AI Morse
calling procedures to expedite establishment of communications. IMCO ship
projections are such that, even with the measures listed above, i.t has been
estimated that digital selective calling wi.ll need at least 42 channels,
wide-band_ tel~raphy will need . 10 · more channels·, Al Morse teleg.ra{tly
(vx:>rking) and direct-:-printing. will
require
over
370
channels,
and
radiotelephone will need 370 channels..
Adequately satisfying these danands
v.uuld require an increase on the order of 1700 kHz. ·
The USA pro{X)sals provide new maritime bands near 4,. 5, 8, 12, 16,
20, Qnd 22. MHZ. A footnote is pro [X) sed for each of these bands that Y.Duld
allow domestic fixed stations to operate within specified {X)Wer restrictions
on a non-interference basis to the maritime mobile sendee. These pro{X)sals
are made in recognition of the fact that some requirements will be satisfied
by satellite terminals. l~ile not sui table for all maritime needs, satellite
terminals will probably be installed on larg:e, stable ships, where the
benefits gained by satellite communications will be cost effective.
Mar i t.ime Above 27 .. S MHz: The USA prQ[X)Ses to continue footnote
-3595/287 without change, s1nce the prov1s1ons therein must be maintained.
New requirements for short range maritime communications exist that encompass
such. functions as vessel . traffic service, port operations,. loading and
unloading, small boat users, and public corres{X)ndence. The USA is proposing
to satisfy this requirement with a v.orld-wide pr irnary allocation to the
maritime mobile service in the band 216-225 MHz •. A footnote v.uuld be added
to this band to reduce radiolocat:ion to secondary status after 1990., 'Ibis
pro{X)sal v.uuld also reduce the amateur service to secondary status in the
band 220-225 MHz.
It is necessary to provide allocations. to support
wide-band
maritime communication requirements.· 'Ihese · systems will provide for remote
·control
of
ship
functions, collision ·avoidance cap3bilities, tug-tow
telemetry and telecommand, ship-shore communication for handling dangerous
cargo, and ship-to-:-ship interrogations.
'Ib.e USA pro{X)ses to support these
maritime mobile functions in the band 10.55-10.6 GHz. In addition, the USA
proposes to add a new footnote that ·gives priority to maritime safety
ope.rations in the band 10.55-10.57 GHz.
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Maritime Satellite Service:
Communication with. ships at sea via
satellite is rapidly developing, particularly for larger ships. The United
Stat~s MARISAT system, the first commercial maritime satellite
system, now
serves ships of several nations.
Discussions over the past several years
have culminated
in agreements to establish an International Maritime
Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)". The agreements are expected to enter into
force later in 1979.
A preparatory committee of ~AT has examined the
p::>tential market for maritime services that may be providerl, and expected
ship outfitting rates for the.balance of this century.
Results of these
studies have revealerl that existing allocations in the band 1535-l660 MHz
will be insufficient to meet expected needs.
The USA is prop::>sing, therefore, a substantial increase in the
maritime satellite allocations to provide a total of 15 MHz ·exclusively in
the satellite-to-Earth direction. In the same band, a 12.5 MHz increase is
prop::>sed for a total of 20 MHz · exclusively · in·- the Earth-to-satell-ite
direction.
The imbalance of allocations between the t~· directions reflects
the predicted imbalance of traffic volumes in the respective directions.
In addition, the 1 .MHz bands (in each direction,) for distress and
safety operations have been continued, but tmder. new allocations for the .
mobile satellite service.
An additional feature of· the USA prop::>sals
provides for a common frequency separation between the maritime, aeronautical
and emergency channel sub-bands. This provision has economic, technical and
ofX=rational advantages that will simplify future options if, for example,. it
is desired to implement maritime and aeronautical systems on a common
satellite platform or to integrate distress and safety systems with the
equipments of either satellite service.
Maritime Above 40 GHz: To guide future developnent and provide
for 1ong term growth, the present allocations above 40 GHz have generally
been continued.
Some minor adjustments to the existing·· satellite· bands are
·-necessary to provide expansion for other services, but sufficient allocations
in six bands above 40 GHz are provided on a shared .basis with the companion
terrestrial maritime service.
~ND

MOBILE SERVICES

The land mobile service has been one of the fastest growing
services of the past twenty years. Significant expansion has occurred in the
use of land mobile radio for connection to the public telephone net~rk,
small business applications, local government operations, and numerous other
areas. The use of land mobile radio has sustained the economic existence of
a number of small industries and has consequently contributed to the
exp3nsion of the economy. The VHF bands at 30-50 and 150-174 MHz, and the
UHF bands at 406-420 and 450-470 MHz have long been saturated in many
metropolitan areas. The USA believes that the continuation· of .these mobile
bands is essential to the land mobile services.
The enormous growth mentioned above has required the introduction
of land mobile systems into other UHF bands, such as the 470-512 and 806-960
MHz bands. '!he USA is prop::>sing that most of the band 470-960 MHz in Region
2 be also allocated to the mobile service, primarily to satisfy land mobile
requirements.
Other requirements may, in the future, be satisfied under
these mobile allocations through care~ul integration into the land mobile
systems. The land mobile cellular system, which the· United States will
introduce into the 900 MHz region, holds promise for the satisfaction of many
requirements, including possible integration of short~range maritime mobile
communications in domestic waters.
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In the UHF bands \\here the mobile service is shown sharing
coequally with other services, it is envisioned that each administration will
determine which allocations to implement nationally in order to satisfy its
own. special needs. Experience in the United States has shown that, with
careful planning, the broadcasting_ and land mobile services can successfully
_operate in the same band with geographic sharing.
'Ihe lEA is pro{X>sing. the introduction of a new footnote -in the
806-890 MHz band that v.ould also allocate this band to the mobile satellite
service. It is expected that this service v.ould augment terrestrial mobile
operations by providing service to remote or rural areas '~here conventional
systems cannot. Possible users of such systems are the trucking indu5try,
public-·safety agencies and energency medical services, to name just a few.-.
RADIODETERMINATION SERVICES

RADIONAVIGATION

SERVICES

A number of navigation systems have been-developed over the years,
with each new approach providing higher degrees of reliability and accuracy.
As new systems appear, some of the older systems become .obsolete and are
discontinued. However, the costs of replacing ·existing user equipnent and
related systems must.- be weighed against the need for ·improved performance
offered by the newer systems. For· this reason many existing systems must -be
continued in the future. The USA proposes, therefore, to retain allocations
for many - present systems as well as to pro{X>se new allocations for systems
now under developnent.
It is _essential to maintain most of the current provisions for
radionavigation, and even to improve the ·allocation status in some cases.
Present systems provide critically. im{X>rtant "safety of life and property"
services· to large numbers of users \\ho. have no practical alternatives and a
considerable. investment in their present equipnent.
Some of the . im{X>rtant
existing systems for which .the USA is proposing changes are as follows:
(1) OMEGl\ (10-14 kHz) .is now operational on a v.orld-wide basis.
To preclooe incomp3tible operations, it is proposed
that· the allocation be .made exclusive for radionavigation.
(2}

Loran~

(90-110 kHz} is widely implenented in the Northern
Hemisphere.
'Ihe
USA
pro{X>ses
to
provide increased
protection for the system by reducing fixed and .maritime
mobile- serv-ices to- secondary status in Regions 1 and .3.

(3) LF/MF rad:io beacons continue to provide· an economical and
widely .available service to aeronautical_ and mar-itime users
throt;ghout the w::>rld. Present: bands are nearly saturated.,
yet new requirements continue to arise.
Therefore, new
bands are proposed for each service.
(4) Loran-A (1800-2000 kHz}- is being discontinued on a {ilased
basis and . the United .States will cease all operations by
the end of 1980.
Allocation provisions in the
band
1800-2000 kHz for Regions 1 and 2 may be deleted at this
time.
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A large number of radionavigation bands are proposed for retention
without change . to. satisfy continuing requirements.
In the. aeronautical
service, these include marker beacons at 75 MHz, ILS and VOR in the 108-118
and 328.6-335.4 MHz bands, VOR-DME in the 960-1215 MHz band, radio altimeters
in the 4200-4400 MHz band, and the several bands used for air traffic control
and aircraft radar.
The rem~1n1ng aeronautical radionavigation provisions
are required to provide flexibility for future development and use in both
terrestrial and space applications. Maritime radar bands . . at 3, 5, and 9 GHz
are to be continued. However, the USA is proposing the introduction of
aeronautical radar beacons in the band 9300-9320 MHz by modification of
footnote
3776/399.
Requirements for shipboard .transponders are to be.
satisfied at 3090 MHz and in a new band of 9500-9520 MHz.
Existing
allocations for radionavigation satellites at 150 and .400 MHz are proposed
for retention without change.

· The USA is proposing
important new· allocations for the
radionavigation satellite serv1ce 1n the bands 1215-1240 and 1563-1590 MHz . to
provide for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) • This new concept,
which uses 24 polar-orbiting satellites, shows considerable potential for
becoming a multi-user system which. can eventually replace many of the
existing systems. GPS will provide world-wide coverage with· a high degree of
accuracy.
In the bands above 40 GHz, existing allocations for aeronautical
and· maritime radionavigation satellite services have been maintained,
although some of the bands have been changed slightly .to.allow accommodation
of other services.
In each band, the companion terrestrial radionavigation
service has been added. Allocation of these higher bands- is important in
order to guide future development and provide for long-term growth.
RADIOLCX:ATION SERVICES
Radar was developed in the· early 1940's and ·used for detecting and
locating . distant aircraft and ships, · for air and sea navigation and for
guiding aircraft. The use of radar has since expanded to new and more
complex applications.
Tbday, radiolocation radar devices are used for
collision avoidance; surveying; distance measuring and mapping; spacecraft
launch,
docking
and planetary landing . operations;
space object
identification; weather prediction; obstacle detection, .and surveillance, to
mention but a·few of the uses.
In addition, there are several non-radar
systems that provide high-accuracy position fixing in the radiolocation
service.
The USA proposals for the radiolocation service ·are based on the
requirement to satisfy the world-wide growth in air, sea and land operations
as well as operations on spaceborne platforms. · The need for spectrum space
derives ultimately from classical operational requirements· for radar, i.e.,
detection, identification and tracking in clear and cluttered environments.
The diverse radar operations require a multiplicity of operational bands. At
the present time, allocations are barely adequate to meet . existing
requirements and should ~ increased to keep pace with future requirements.
The USA, in recognition of the growing needs of existing and future
radar operations, proposes the continuation of radiolocation allocations at
420, 890, 1215, 2300, 2700, 5250 and 8500 MHz, 13.4, 15.7, 24.05 and 33'.4
GHz. It is proposed that the pr·imary allocation in the band 216-225 MHz be
deleted in 1990 to accommodate future requirements of the maritime mobile
service. Operations may continue after that time on a secondary basis.
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Technical studies have shown that, with the increasing requirements ·
for collision avoidance, the exploitation of the potential offered by
radiolocation devl.ces operating above 40 GHz is a matter .of high priority.
Since . the current .allocation table has no frequency bands for radiolocation
above 40 GHz, the USA· is proposing specific new allocations in six bands
The preferred frequency bands for the radiolocation
between 40 and 300 GHz.
service are in the centers of the atmospheric windows, namely in the vicinity
of 70, 95, 140, and 240 GHz. Possible applications in these new bands will
be low-angle tracking, imaging, ground mapping, space object identification,
weather radar, obstacle detection and _harbor surveillance. Systems· operating
at· .these higher frequencies will be of reduced size, weight and cost and niay
eventually offer- improvement in tracking accuracy and resolution over
existing radars for the samepurposes.
Radars operating in _bands allocated to the radiolocation service
have been used on satellites for more than 10 years.
Generally, these have
been terrestrial radars adapted for. installation on spacecraft. One of the
earliest uses was on moon landing vehicles.
In the past few years, the
requirement for radars on satellites has greatly expanded. 'Ibday, radars are
needed for ·spacecraft docking,
launch· of spacecraft from shuttles,
rendezvous, planetary landings,_planetary and earth resource sensors, and in
the future, interplanetary navigation.
'!he growing need for· spaceborne
radars indicates that there should be provisions for them in the Radio
Regulations.· 'Iherefore, the. USA is proposing two new footnotes_. Footnote
3675A provides for radars located on spaceborne platforms to be operated on a
secondary basis in five bands between 1240 . MHz and 14 GHz. Footnote 38038
provides··for radars located on spacecraft· to be operated on a primary basis
in the bands 17.6-17. 7, 35.5-35.6, and 76-76.1 GHz.
·
Regarding non-radar radiolocation applications, the USA proposes to
·continue the existing ·allocations in the bands 70-90 kHz, 110-130 kHz and
138-144 MHz in view of the continuin_g requirements. 'Ihe existing secondary
allocation in the band 10-14 kHz is proposed for deletion, since there is · a·
need to protect the ·world-wide OMEGA · radionavigation system, which is now
operational.
It is also .. proposed that the radiolocation provisions in the MF
portion of, the spectn.nn be upgraded. by·- establishing · world.;..wide primary
allocations in· the bands 1615-1800 and· 3230-3400 kHz. '!his provision is to
satisfy high-accuracy position fixing requirements, such as for offshore oil
.exploration and surveying purposes. One important system that operates in·
this band performs distance measuring, surveying ·and· mapping, the use of
which will increase significantly in .the future.· A ne•:~ secondary allocation
is proposed in- the band 1900-2000 kHz for similar types of systems and
requirements .• OTHER RADIO-SERVICES

~.ATEUR

3ERVICES

.Communications in the
people in all countries of
personally, and in friendship.
understanding between countries

amateur service provides the opportunity for
the world to talk with one another directly,
These person-to-person links help to improve
and individuals.
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The amateur service, however, as~ists mankind in more direct ways.
One of the most well known is disaster relief communications. Amateurs are
often among the first to arrive at the scene of disasters, such as
earthquakes,
floods,
tornadoes,
or
hurricanes.
By
establishing
communications to replace facilities disrupted by the disaster, they assist
the government, the Red Cross, and other officially recognized agencies in
coordinating emergency medical aid, relief supplies, and personal calls from
victims and survivors to worried relatives. Such amateurs are highly trained
individuals cooperating as a team without cost to the government or to
individuals assisted.
Amateurs have made many technical contributions through the years.
They studied propagation in the early days of radio, and were the first to
discover and demonstrate the usefulness of short wave. Amateurs pioneered
the development of frequencies above 56 MHz.
These efforts uncovered
previously unknown modes of propagation such as sporadic-E, tropospheric
ducting, tropospheric scatter and transequatorial propagation. They adopted
single-sideband suppressed-carrier
radiotelephony as a replacement for
double-sideband operation.
Recent innovations by the amateurs
include
slow-scan television and narrow-band
voice modulation.
All of these
techniques were developed by amateurs to improve communications in general
and reduce spectrum occupancy. Their achievements have benefited all users
of radio.
In addition to their technical contributions, the amateurs form a
well-trained group of established operators, technicians, and electronic
experts. Experience in this technical field often leads to worthwile careers
in communications, electronics, and other engineering or professional fields.
Tb enable the amateurs to satisfy the purposes mentioned above,
adequate bands are required throughout the spectrum. It is noted that, at
the 1927 ITU Conference, a total of 7,485 kHz on a world-wide basis was
allocated for amateur use, with 3,485 kHz available below 30 MHz. Since that
time, total high frequency allocations have decreased in Regions 1 and 3 and
remained about the same in Region 2. Amateur station growth, however, has
continued, and there are over 1,000,000 stations world~ide at the--present
time.
Accordingly, the USA proposals are aimed at essentially retaining the
existing amateur allocations and providing new or improved allocations to
correct some of the serious problems now experienced.
A world~ide exclusive allocation
is proposed for the band
1860-1900 kHz to meet requirements for short-to-medium range communications.
In Region 2 only, the band 3500-3900 kHz is adjusted to provide for an
exclusive amateur allocation.
In the HF bands, an increase of 10% is proposed to meet the needs
of the amateur service.
Restructuring of the allocations at 7 MHz is
necessary to correct the difficult sharing condition that exists between the
amateur and HF broadcasting services.
As a result, the Table is changed to
increase the exclusive world-wide amateur allocation.
Small world~ide
exclusive bands are proposed to be added at 10, 18, and 25 MHz to satisfy the
spectrum gaps between existing bands at 7, 14, 21, and 28 MHz.
These new
bands are required, because of HF propagation characteristics, to provide
amateurs with the capability of communicating on a world~ide basis through
the entire 24-hours of the day. Additionally, an extension of the allocation
at 21 MHz is proposed to meet expanding requirements in this portion of the
spectrum.
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In higher regions of the spectrum, the amateur allocation at
220-225 MHz is reduced to secondary status in order to provide priority to
the maritime mobile service. In the band 902-928 MHz, amateur operations are
added on a secondary basis. Above 40 GHz, the USA is proposing the addition
-of five bands to allow continuing experimentation. Experience has shown that
sharing by the amateur service, on a secondary basis, with the radiolocation
service is satisfactory and should be continued.
Amateur
Satellite: The amateur satellite service performs many of
the same funct1ons as 1ts terrestrial counterpart. Amateurs have made many
technical advances in their operation of the OSCAR (Orbiting Satellite
Carrying Amateur Radio)· satellite program. A total of eight satellites have
been launched, and some of the more recent satellites provide reliable
conununication over distances as great as 7250 km (4500 miles).
'!he following "firsts", which_ may be applicable to other services,
were achieved by amateur systems:
(1)

'!he first spacecraft to utilize digital store-and-forward
message systems to provide non-realtime communications
between two distant points on earth.

(2)

'Ihe first demonstration of random-access, Earth-space-spaceEarth ·intersatellite relay of communications between two
ground stations.

(3)

The first use of unattended, automated teleconunand stations
to control spacecraft.

(4)

The first application
restoration principle in
ing
the practicality
conununications satellite

of the envelope elimination and
satellite transponders, demonstratof this
technique
to improve
efficiency.

(5) . '!he first spacecraft designed to use the sun as a means of
.sustaining its spin.
(6)

The first practical.· demonstration of two-wayconununications
using satellites in conjunction with truly low-cost ground
terminals.

(7)

The first use of space communications
number of developing countries.

techniques

in a

'!he amateur satellite service has grown considerably in the pas~..
·seventeen years and has increasingly become a practical means for reliable
long-distance communication. Future plans call for satellites to be placed
in higher orbits, and ultimately in geostationary orbit. 'Ibis will lengthen
both the distance and time available for communications by the amateur
satellite users. It also presents problems in that amateur satellites are
designed for multiple-access use by ground stations using relatively simple
antennas. 'Ihus, the opportunities for frequency reuse in the lower bands are
severely limited. 'Ib alleviate this situation new satellite allocations are
proposed for the bands at 7, 21, and 25 MHz. In addition, the USA is
proposing new allocations at 435, 1250, 2400, and 5650 MHz and 76, 165, and
240 GHz to provide
for
the expected increase in amateur satellite
corrnnunications over the next twenty years. These allocations will be on a
secondary non-interference basis to the primary allocations in these bands,
and would be accomplished through modification of footnote 3644/320A. These
bands should meet anticipated growth and provide sufficient spectrum for
amateur satellite operators.
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EARTH EXPLORATION SATELLITE SERVICE
The earth exploration satellite (EES}
service supports
the
gathering and dissemination of informat.ion on the Earth's characteristics and
its natural phenomena via instruments on Earth-orbiting satellites, airborne
platforms and Earth-based stations. The use of remote-sensor data aids in
the solution of problems dealing with adequate supplies of food and energy,
environmental
safeguards, and quality-of-life improvements.
Areas that
benefit from these data include farming, forestry, land and water resources
planning, weather prediction, -and marine resources management.
Earth
exploration systems have international significance. For example, more than
100 countries have utilized LANDSAT data and over 50 of these have undertaken
their own internally funded
projects
for utilization of .these data.
Additionally, 14 countries are either operating, developing or planning their
own ground facilities to receive data directly from the -LANDSAT series of
satellites. Several other countries conduct, participate in, or are planning
separate remote sensing systems. The United States. is actively planning the
next generation of systems, such as the SEASAT program.
Sensing devices used in the earth exploration satellite service
consist of active and passive sensors. Passive sensors make measurements and
collect data based on the reception of natural electromagnetic emissions from
the Earth's land masses, oceans and the atmosphere.
Unlike techniques such
as photography, television- or multispectral imaging, passive microwave
sensors can make measurements, both day and night, during virtually any
weather conditions. Active sensors are space radar-like devices that utilize
information contained in the reflection of a radiated signal.
Tb support EES, allocations are required for spaceborne passive and
active sensors and space-to-space data links for transferring sensor data to
relay satellites. The USA has identified a number of -·bands for passive
sensing between 1. 4 and 277 GHz.
Particularly critical for remote sensing
operations are the -proposed bands at 10.6 and 18.6 GHz. Within these. bands
it is proposed that passive sensing be conducted within. both the space
research and the EES service.
Passive sensing research and development
operations are conducted within the space research service, whereas
operational passive sensing activities are conducted within the earth
exploration satellite service.
Satisfaction of these passive sensing
requirements through frequency band sharing optimizes the utilization of the
spectrum by minimizing the number of exclusive ·passive sensing_ bands
throughout the spectrum.
The USA is proposing allocations for active. sensors .. in the EES
service on a secondary basis near 1, 3, 5, 10 and 13 GHz; and on a primary
basis near 17, 35 and 76 GHz. In these portions of the- spectrum, sharing
between spaceborne active sensors and systems in the radiolocation service is
proposed.
This sharing is possible because of the high ·degree o-f~ similarity
between the active sensor system characteristics and · terrestrial·~,- ·r:adars in
the radiolocation service.
·
In order to provide EES data directly to a larger number of
countries, the USA proposes to extend the primary-allocation.near 8 GHz in
Region 2 to include Regions 1 and 3.
This will allow- countries outside
Region 2 to use data directly from the EES system.
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The USA is proposing EES _ppace-to-space . bands near 26 GHz to
support a data-relay satellite · for use by earth exploration satellite
systems.
These proposals will support requirements for global coverage and
the transmission of high data rates necessary to perform EES missions~
Data-relay satellites are particularly suited for the transfer of data from
low orbiting EES satellites to the ground.
METEOROI..OOICAL

SERVICES

Few radio services have a greater impact on man's daily life than
the meteorological service and its weather forecasting structure.
This
complex and intricate system relies to a large extent on radio systems and
involves a number_ of varied· systems throughout the spectrum. All of the
separate systems, such as radiosondes·, platforms, meteorological ground
radars,
aircraft
weather
radars,
geostationary
and .. low-orbiting
meteorological satellites and other
systems,
fit together to provide
up-to-the-minute weather information for world-wide interchange.
The most dynamic of
current
systems are the meteorological
satellites.
'!Wo United States geostationary satellites are now operating in
space. Along with satellites of Japan, the European Space Agency (ESA), and
the lESR, they serve. as part of a v.orld-wide meteorological satellite
network.
The GOES-1 and GOES-2 satellites have provided a significant
improvanent in meteorological data collection throLJ3hout the v.orld.
The polar-orbiting ESSA satellite network has provided coverage of
polar areas not seen by geostationary satellites.
The United States is
replacing this orbiting network with the TIRCE-N system, which uses the
·1atest. developnents in meteorological satellite
technology.
In
this
connection, the greater definition and larger amounts of data require
additional down-link spectrum, which the USA proposes to accommodate in thP
band 1700-1710 MHz.
Recognizing the needs of existing meteorological services, the USA
proposes continuation of meteorological aids allocations at 400 and 1670 MHz,
as well as the down-link provisions in the band 1670-1700 MHz, required to .
maintain existing world-wide METSAT systems.
Further, - the USA proposals
maintain. the existing· METSAT allocations at . 7 and 8 GHz and provide an
additional 200 MHz.·at 17.7-17.9 GHz for future requirements that .are expected
to develop as the state-of-the-art progresses.
The USA proposes to maintain the several footnote provisions for
meteorological radar services at 2700, 5600, 9300, and 9975 MHz and at 34.4
GHz.

RADIO

ASTRONCMY SERVICE

'
Radio astronomy started in 1932 in the United States
with the
discovery
that
some
of
the
background radio noise encountered in
·communication systems came from a source· that was identified with the central
regi9ns of our own Milky Way galaxy: The relatively young science of radio
astronomy deals with the loc<3tion and measurement o.f extremely faint signals
that originate in cosmic objects, such as the sun, other stars, and the
explosive events in the distant galaxies.
The radio astronomy service is an
entirPly passive service.
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'!he developnent and use of radio astronomy is presently world-wide.
Countries in all three ITU Regions-- both large and snall, developing and
developed -- are currently engaged in radio astronomy ·observations. '!he
results of their investigations are of interest to all administrations and
numerous contributions to technology have been made by radio astronomers.
'Ihese contributions incltrle the . developnent of new antenna techniques and
It is interesting to note that distance
low-noise receiver technology.
measuring equipnent (DME) and · Interscan were both dev.eloped by radio
astro~omers at the CSIRO Rad ~ophysics Laboratory in Australia.
Very Long
Baseline Interferometry techniques developed for radio astronomy are now used
in studies of geodesy and geoiflysics, and may even prove useful in earthquake
prediction.
If the world-wide community is to continue to-receive the benefits
of radio astronomy's research, allocation provisions must be included in the
Table to allow this service access to the radio spectrum. These regulations
.should recognize the sensitivity and long duration of the observations
conducted.
The USA proposals for frequency allocations for the radio
astronomy service are based on experience with the present allocation tables,
new astrophysical discoveries, and ~rovements in technical capabilities.
In assessing the needs of the radio astronomy service~ two main
modes of observation must be considered: (1) for observation of radio noise
from continuum (very broad band) emission, ·allocations with adequate
bandwidth are needed at approximately every octave throughout the
electromagnetic spectrum; (2} for observation of the major spectral lines,
allocations are needed that are wide enough to allow study of both galactic
and extra-galactic characteristics. This requires that adequate bandwidth be
provided, primarily on the lower side of the natural frequency of the
spectral line, to permit observations of the red-shifted emission from
molecules that reside in the distant parts of our galaxy or in other
galaxies.
It must be recognized that physical phenomena dictate the location
9f allocations for spectral line observations.
The radio astronomy service can often share with other services as
long as adequate geographic separation between the stations is maintained.
The main difficulties for radio astronomers arise from airborne and
space-borne transmitters.
Following the recommendations of past Radio Conferences, the USA is
proposing an exclusive allocation for radio astronomy near 13 MHz. This
fills a previously unsatisfied need of the service.
Since the current
allocation at 21850 kHz has been found to be too narrow to be useful, the USA
is proposing a wider allocation at 25 MHz.
This part of the spectrum is
particularly useful for observing radio bursts from the planet-Jupiter.
The band near 38 MHz has been widened and portions of it have been
upgraded to primary status. Radio astronomy bands at 74 and 408 MHz have
been maintained. The band 608 to 614 MHz is proposed for addition to the
Table in Region 2 in lieu of footnote 3660/332. The band 1400-1427 MHz for
atomic hydrogen observations is maintained as a band for passive services and
a footnote recognizes the need to observe the red-shifted hydrogen emissions
downward to 1330 MHz. Bands at 1660, 2700, and 5000 MHz are continued, with
a proposed widening of the latter band downward to 4950 MHz.
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Bands at 10.6 and 15.35 GHz are maintained. A proposed allocation
on a primary shared basis in the band 22.21-22.5 GHz will allow for
observations of spectral lines due to water molecules both in the earth's
atmosphere and in other parts of our galaxy. The continuum bands at 23, 86,
and 92 GHz are maintained, while the band at 31 GHz is widened. The-band
105-116 GHz is proposed to observe carbon monoxide lines. Because of this
proposed allocation, the allocation in the band 130-140 GHz is suppressed and
proposed for use by other services.
The band 182-185 GHz is proposed to observe water vapor. The USA
is proposing the addition of radio astronomy to the bands 217-221 GHz and
229-230 GHz, and the retention of the current allocation in the band 230-240
GHz. The final proposal for the radio astronomy service is a shared band at
261 GHz.
These proposals recognize the need for observations of a number of
important spectral lines.
SPACE OPERATION SERVICE
The space operation service was established to provide spacecraft
services such as tracking, telemetry and telecammand for the various
operating services.
The original intent was to perform the space operation
functions solely within mission telecommunications bands.
United States
experience has shown that, in some cases, greater flexibility can be achieved
through the use of separate bands for space operations. This is particularly
true when one earth station can provide space operations for different types
of satellites in several services, such as METSAT, Space Research, etc.
The availability of carefully selected space operation service
allocations will become more important as satellite operations move to
frequency bands above 15 GHz.
At these frequencies, increased use of
high-gain spot-beam antennae for the illumination of limited service areas
can be expected. The ability to provide reliable telecommand, telemetry and
tracking functions utilizing these high-gain spot-beam antennae becomes more
difficult because of their reduced coverage areas.
This is particularly
significant during
the injection and transfer of orbit phases.
The
availability of space operation service allocations at lower frequencies,
where equipment designs and
link margins
can be better matched to
requirements, would provide a solution to these problems.
Studies have shown that, where the space research service is not
used for deep space operations, sharing is feasible between the space
operation service and the space research service in the 1 to 10 GHz band.
One advantage of this sharing is a simplification of the coordination task
for earth stations that support both services.
That is, once the earth
station site has been coordinated in a particular frequency band for either
the space research or the space operations service, it would automatically be
coordinated for the other service. Studies have also indicated that sharing
is feasible between the space operation service and the fixed and mobile
services,
provided specific protection criteria are observed and that
frequency assignments are selected in accordance with Article Nll/9A of the
Radio Regulations.
Based on the above, the USA is proposing allocations for the space
operation service in four bands between 1.7 and 2.3 GHz and in one band near
7 GHz. The overall approach to the space operation service encompasses
separate allocations, bands shared with the space research service, and useof mission-related bands, where appropriate, for space operation functions.
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SPACE RESEARCH SERVICE

.•

The space research service supp:.>rts a wide variety of operations
for scientific and technological research. Areas of activity include, (1)
upper atmosphere measurements to determine how man-made p:>llutants affect the
ozone layer and its ability to prevent dangerous ultraviolet rays from
reaching the Earth's surface; (2) measurements of the Earth's ionosphere to
investigate its effect on radiocommunications; (3) measurements of solar
activity and its effects on the Earth's weather and climate; (4) astronomical
observations of stars, galaxies and other stellar-like objects in areas of
the spectrun that cannot be seen throt.gh the Earth's atmosphere; (5)
exploration of the other planets in the solar system to obtain information on
. their comp:>sition, atmospheres and formation; and (6) the search for extra
terrestrial intelligence within our galaxy, using both ·Earth-based and
spaceborne observation platforms.
Althot.gh many satellites in the space research service are
liDffianned, manned spacecraft also operate in this service ..., The manned Space
Shuttle, being developed by the United States for low-cost.transp:>rtation of
spacecraft to orbit, will carry out the majority of its operations in the
space research service. The use of the Space Shuttle, as well as other
technological advances, will result in increased activities that require
additional space research allocations.
Space research spacecraft can be divided into two classes. The
first are near-Earth satellites which, being relatively close to Earth,
provide reasonably strong signals and require modest earth terminals. The
second are deep-space spacecraft, which operate at planetary distances or
beyond and provide weak signals that require large, extremely sensitive earth
terminals. Studies have shown that these two classes cannot share frequency
bands. Therefore, separate allocations are proposed.
A major technological advance that will improve the efficiency of
communications with near-Earth spacecraft is the Data Relay Satellite (DRS).
'!his system, which uses two geostationary satellites, will have the ability
to simultaneously relay information from nearly forty low-orbiting space
research spacecraft to a single point on Earth.
In light of these facts, the lEA prop:>ses space
research
allocations near 2 GHz and in the band 13-15 GHz to support near-Earth
operations.
These bands will also be used in conjunction with a band near 7
GHz for space-to-Earth and Earth-to-space allocations for space research
spacecraft that fall outside the supp:.>rt range of the DRS.

..

Deep space planetary and inter-planetary exploration is expanding,
and more and more information will have to be communicated from great
distances to meet the scientific requirements of these missions.
For
inter-planetary. probes, tracking accuracies will have to be increased-so that
spacecraft can be placed at precise points on a planet's surface. This will
require wider bandwidths than presently available.
For example, the
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) will require a data rate of 100 Mbits/second •
These wider bandwidths are available only at higher frequencies where weather
can affect transmissions. At the same time, narrow-band frequencies in lower
portions of the spectrun are required so continuous comrmnication can be
maintained with spacecraft during those periods Yklen weather effects are
present.
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To meet the deep-space requirements of the space research service
the following space-to-Earth allocations are proiX'sed by the USA.
'Ihe
present 10 MHz space research allocation at 2290-2300 MHz is changed to space
research (deep space only) to provide the all-weather channel. The present
100 MHz space research allocation at 8400-8500 MHz is changed to space
research (deep space only) . to meet medium-data-rate and medium-accuracy
requirements for tracking.
A new allocation of 500 MHz is proposed near 13
GHz for space research (deep space only) to meet the high-data-rate and
.high-tracking-accuracy requirements.
Companion Earth-to-space allocations
are proiX'sed near 2, 7 and 16 GHz.

The
lEA has
identified
a
requirement
to
search
for
extra-terrestrial intelligence.
To recognize this requirement, the USA has
proposed the inclusion of a footnote urging administrations to bear in mind
that passive space research in support of this activity will be carried out
in various parts of the spectn.Jn between 1 and 100 GHz. Cl>servation from the
Earth 1 s surface will be generally confined between 1 and 25 GHz with
particular attention given to the band 1400 to 1727 MHz.
srANmRD

FREQJEOCY SERVICES

The standard frequency service provides scientific, technical, and
related data and is intended for reception by the general public. Among its
many users are ship and aircraft navigators, radio and television stations,
electric p:Jwer companies, telephone companies, amateurs, and those engaged in
radio communications, particularly HF. The services provided by the standard
frequency stations include standard frequencies, time announcements, standard
time intervals, propagation forecasts, marine storm warnings, coordinated
universal time corrections, and a binary-coded decimal time code that
provides a
standard
timing
base
for
scientific observations made
simultaneously at different locations,
Allocations located throughout the spectrum are necessary for the
standard frequency service to
provide accurate, reliable, and timely
information.
Therefore, the USA is proposing to maintain present allocations
at 20 kHz, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 MHz.
In the future, it may be practical to provide this information via
satellite.
Accordingly,
the
standard
frequency satellite allocation
provisions adopted by the 1971 Space WARe at 400, 4202 and 6427 MHz should be
retained. In addition, the lEA is proposing new allocations at 13.4, 20, 25,
and 30 GHz to provide for future developnent for comr:arison of time standards
by satellites.
INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND MEDICAL (ISM)
ISM is a general term referring to equipments that generate and use
RF energy to perfor.m some function other than communications.
Included in
this category of equipments are microwave ovens, high frequency heating
equipments
including
RF plastic welders, RF-stabilized arc welders,
ultrasonic cleaners, and medical diathermy devices.
Microwave ovens are the most widely used of the ISM equipments.
In
1976 about 1.5 million microwave ovens were sold in the United States alone.
By 1980, it is projected that 4 million will be produced and l million more
will be bnported into the United States each year.
Most microwave ovens
operate at 2450 MHz, and many others use 915 MHz. The higher ISM frequencies
of 5800 MHz and 24.125 GHz are being considered for future use by oven
manufacturers.
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There are many other applications of ISM equipments. One of these
is high frequency heating equipment, which includes induction heating and
dielectric heating.
Estimates indicate that there are some 5,500 dielectric
units and 275,000 induction units in use in the United States, with a total
power in excess of 800,000 kilowatts.
It has been estimated that the total
power ued in industrial high frequency heating exceeds the total power used
for all communication purposes. One special type of dielectric heater is the
RF plastic welder.
These devices heat, mold, cut and for.m plastics and
vinyl, producing a wide variety of low-cost plastic products that would
otherwise not be available.

!

RF-stabilized welders generate and use RF energy to initiate and
stabilize the arc for
welding non-ferrous metals.
Such 'welders are
extensively used in the aerospace industry. Ultrasonic cleaners use sound
energy to vibrate dirt and other ~ded particles from a wide variety of
objects in industrial and medical applications.
other ultrasonic devices
radiate sound energy for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in the field of
medicine. Medical diathermy equipments apply therapeutic heat to selected
areas of the body. Electrosurgical units, which are a specialized class of
diathermy equipment, use RF energy to cut and cauterize blood vessels and
tissue during surgical procedures.
In view of the expanding use and the increasing importance of ISM
equipments, the USA is proposing that all existing footnotes concerning ISM
be retained.
Additionally, the USA is proposing that footnote 3670/340 be
modified to provide a worldwide allocation at 915 MHz. Three new allocations
above 40 GHz are proposed for future development and use.
SOIAR PONER SATELLITE (SPS) SYSTEMS

The consumption of electric power continues to rise throughout the
world.
Fossil fuel resources (coal and oil) are now used extensively at
tremendous rates, and without replacement, to generate needed electricity.
It is obvious that, to satisfy the current level of demands and to provide
for future generations, new prime energy sources are required on an urgent
basis.
One of these sources is the sun. Present day technology enables us
to convert small portions of the sun's radiation into electric power using
photovoltaic cells.
However, cloud cover, darkness, and dust reduce the
amount of sun radiation received to about 20% of that available outside the
Earth's atmosphere, and hence only smafl portions can be converted to satisfy
demands for electricity.

..

Tb overcome these difficulties, the possibility of using a
synchronous satellite has been studied. Such a satellite, orbiting in space
with the Earth's rotation at an altitude of 35,800 kilometers, would be
exposed to full sunlight, except for a 1.2 hour interval every 24 hours for
25 days before and after equinox.
Solar energy could be collected and
converted to direct current (d-e} using either the photovoltaic effect of the
silicon solar cell or a heat engine generating electricity, and then
transformed
into microwave power.
The beam of microwaves could be
transmitted to Earth, unimpeded by atmosphere and clouds, and reconverted
into d-e power by an antenna-rectifier array (rectenna).
Conversion to
alternating current (a-c) would then facilitate distribution on Earth. By
using two or more satellites about 10,000 km from each other,
the
interruption of power production can be avoided. This system of satellites
transferring solar energy for use on Earth may be able to provide mankind
with sufficient electrical energy to meet long-term needs.
In examining this potential ~pplication, three areas of concern
have arisen. They are: 1) technical development: 2} environmental impact:
and 3) economic costs and benefits.
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A study by
underway for 20 years. SPS was initially proposed in 1968.
several experts indicated that the SPS concept is technically feasible. The
solar panels would be on the order of 6 km by 4 km delivering 5000 MW of d-e
power. This d-e power would be fed to a microwave generator whose design is
based on the principle of either a cross-field amplifier or a klystron. The
output of each tube could range from 2 to 5 kW. It has been projected that
about one million or more tubes would be needed for each SPS, resulting in a
total radiation on the order of 5-10 gigawatts. The ground receiving antenna
would
be
about
7 km
in
diameter,
receiving
about 90% of- the
satellite-transmitted energy. The overall system would have an efficiency of
about 60%, with future developments ra1s1ng this to about 77%. WOrk is
continuing, and technological studies are being conducted at substantial
cost.
The second point concerns possible interference or biological
damage. With respect to interference, the generation of random noise outside
the frequency band allocated for power transmission arises as a possibility.
Depending upon the microwave generator used, filtering Y.Uuld be needed to
meet CCIR recommendations.· Another interference potential is the generation
of harmonics at both the transmitter and receiver. Harmonics, however, can
be eliminated by filters that exist today with a decrease in overall system
efficiency and a rise in system cost.
Ongoing research and development
should help to overcome these drawbacks. Also, the generation of spurious
signals could be treated in the same manner. Biological impact might include
a heating up of the earth's ionosphere and troposphere from the microwave
Studies indicate that such heating will be small and have a negligible
beam.
impact. Another concern is the effect of microwave energy radiation on man
and animals. The impact of the beam upon metal-skinned aircraft that fly
through it should be minimal because almost all of the energy Y.Uuld be
reflected. At the receiving site, suitable precautions Y.Uuld be necessary,
such as a fence around the rectenna itself. Special design of the satellite
antenna system will ensure positive control of the transmitted beam and
eliminate the possibility of shifts in the received energy on the Earth's
surface. Certainly by the time an SPS becomes operational, all of these
.-points will have been addressed and the system will ensure minimal impact on
man and his environment.
The third point concerns cost versus potential operational launch
date. It has been estimated that the satellite itself, with associated solar
panels, energy generator, and related equipment will cost less than $200 per
kW. 'nle receiving antenna will cost about $50 per kt.oJ for 10 gigawatt d-e
output. Power from an operational SPS having a lifetime of 30 years is
estimated to cost 2. 7 cents per kW1. A 10-year system Y.Uuld cost three times
as much. other terrestrial solar energy plants run as low as 4.7 cents per
kW1 to 9. 7 cents per khh. t~ile the actual cost will be billions of dollars,
it can be seen that a 30-year operational SPS can be less expensive than
other solar methods. Cost, however, is dependent upon launch date.
At
present, a date of 1990-1995 for the ·first launch of an operational SPS seems
possible.
A latnch beyond that time Y.Uuld likely decrease the cost figures
mentioned.
In conclusion, the use of solar power satellite (SPS) stations to
transmit the sun's energy to earth is feasible. Research is continuing on
technical and functional aspects.
Unwanted by-products such as noise
interference, and biological impact appear manageable and cost appear~
reasonable.
Combining all these factors, an operational SPS during the next
twenty years is likely, indicating that the 1979 WARC should make necessary
provisions for the system.
'nle USA proposes that the frequency 2450 + 10 MHz be designated
wireless-transmission of electrical energy. 'nlis type of electrical
e~ergy_transfer shall be effected only in space-to-Earth and space-to-space
directions and shall not cause harmful interference to other services.
for
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PROPOSAL FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

On the evening of 3 November 1979, the Plenary Session made a. very important decision
when it approved ·a Recommendation to convene a World Administrative Radio Conference for the
planning of the HF bands allocated to the broadcasting service (see Recommendation No. 6,
Document No. 562). This will be the first Conference of its kind in more than thirty years, and
it is the last opportunity during .the remainder of this century to alleviate the chaotic
interference conditions that exist in the present bands allocated to this service.
The US notes
with satisfaction the expanded allocations for broadcasting in the bands above 9 MHz which have
been approved by Working Group 5BB, but is concerned that additional allocations proposed by a
number of Administrations for the bands at 6 and 7 MHz have not as yet bee~ adopted. Since as
much as 40 %of the world's high frequency broadcasting takes place in these two bands, extremely
high levels of congestion exist today. In the future, the usage in these bands will continue to
increase as additional Administrations seek to satisfy requirements for both domestic and
international services.
If additional spectrum is not allocated to the 6 MHz broadcasting band, the Broadcasting
Conference will not be able to materially improve the present chaotic situation which exists in
this band. On the other hand, the continued need of a great many Administrations for fixed service
allocations in this part of the spectrum is recognized. These requirements can be met to the
satisfaction of all in a primary allocation to both services in this band. This is the final
opportunity that the WARC-79 will have to provide the necessary allocations to ensure the success
of the Broadcasting Conference. The US Administration urges that the WARC-79 not let this
opportunity pass and proposes the following allocation as an amendment to the allocation in
Document No. 644 :
kHz

5 730 - 6 200
Region l

Region 3

Region 2

5 730 - 5 850

5 730 - 5 850

5 730 - 5 850

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

3507A

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

5 850 - 5 950

FIXED
BROADCASTING
3507A 3511G

5 950 - 6 200

BROADCASTING
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ADD

3507A

Additional allocation : in the DDR, Bulgaria, Hungary,
Poland, Czechoslovakia and USSR, the band 5 750 - 5 950 kHz is also allocated to
the land mobile service on a primary basis,

ADD

3511G

The use of this band by the broadcasting service will be
subject to the provisions to be established by the WARC for the planning of the
HF bands allocated to the broadcasting service (see Recommendation No. G).

Since sharing criteria between the fixed and broadcasting services have not been established,
the following Addendum to Recommendation No. H is proposed, requesting the CCIR to recommend
principles and technical standards for sharing between the fixed and broadcasting services taking
·into account the requirements of both services.

ADDENDUM TO RECOMMENDATION No. H
The US proposes to amend draft Recommendation No, H contained in Document No. 562 as
follows

1)

Under noting 1n particular, add :

d)

that sharing criteria between the fixed and broadcasting services have not been

established.
2)

Under

5.

to recommend principles and technical standards for sharing between the fixed and

re~uests

the CCIR, add :

broadcasting services taking into account the requirements of both services,
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United

States of America

PROPOSALS FOR THE ALLOCATION _TABLE
IN THE BANDS BELOW 27.5 MHz

Changes to the Table of Frequency Allocations proposed for the bands
10 kHz and 27.5 MHz are generally intended to recognize new patterns
of frequency use and to provide additional allocations for radio services with
frequency requirements that have increased since the 1959 Radio Conference.
Because of the significant increase in frequency requirements for some
services, and the need to retain bands to satisfy existing requirements of
other services, the United States considers it essential that the 1979 WARC
adopt shared allocations wherever practicable in this part of the spectrum.
betw~en

Allocation sharing can be accomplished in several ways. One method
is throt.Jjh frequency assigrroent,, where stations of the various services must
use separate channels or sub-bands within the allocated band. A second method
is time sharing, which involves time-scheduling arrangements between systems
using the same frequency.
A third method is geographical sharing, which
requires adequate separation in distance between stations using the same
frequency. The United States proposes shared allocations for several bands
that would give each administration flexibility in deciding which allocation
to implement nationally, subject to appropriate coordination with neighboring
countries that may be affected.
'Ihe USA is proposing changes to improve the allocation status of the
world-wide Omega (10-14 kHz) and the LORAN-c (90-110 kHz) radio navigation
systems.
New primary allocations are
proposed
for
the
aeronautical
radionqvigation service below 200 kHz and above 510 kHz to accommodate
radiobeacons, both for off-shore use and at small airports, which are rapidly
increasing in nunber.
Also, in agreement with the SFM Rep:>rt, shared
allocations are proposed in Region 2 for aeronautical beacons and low-power
broadcasting stations in the band 525-535 kHz.
Where possible, allocation changes have been pro{:Osed that take
advantage of the improved performance of existing radio equipment, as in the
case of the reduction of the guard band for the 500 kHz and 2182 kHz mobile
distress and calling bands.
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Major new and modified allocations in Region 2 are proposed in the
band 1615-2000 kHz.
Radiolocation and broadcasting are added on a co-equal
primary basis in the lmver part of the band, recognizing the expanded
requirements of the two services. It is left to individual administrations to
decide which provisions will be implemented and to develop special agreeme~ts
with neighboring countries, where necessary. The proposal provides for the
possibility of geographical sharing
at
relatively long distances, but
minilnizes the impact on other services because existing allocations are
retained.
The specialized radiolocation devices that can operate world-wide
both in the 1615-1800 kHz band and in the companion 3230-3400 kHz band have
been accommodated by a new footnote.
High

Frequency (HF) Band

Changes prop:>sed in the HF band are to meet the expanding needs of
the broadcasting, maritime, amateur, mobile and radio astronomy services, with
a minimum of impact on the fixed service consistent with the changing role of
that service in world communications. It is recognized that many countries
will have a continuing need for HF domestic fixed communications for a number
of years. Eventually, fixed satellite
and microwave systems will meet
requirements for dependable long-distance national fixed circuits in nearly
all administrations.
Congestion in the high frequency broadcasting bands has reached the
point where effective use can be made only through the use of excessive
transnitter pD\ver and multiple transmitters broadcasting the same program to a
given area simultaneously on more than one frequency per band.
Elsewhere in
our prop:>sals, the USA is proposin:j technical regulations to prohibit such
wasteful use of the spectrum resource. Hmvever, unless the spectn.m allocated
to high frequency broadcasting is also increased, the present untenable
situation cannot be sufficiently improved for all countries engaged in high
frequency broadcasting to benefit.
The increasing reliance up:m 'international trade as a means of
improving the national economy and general standard of l.iving of all nations
has placed great demands upon maritime communications. The increased traffic
requires an increase in the allocations to the HF maritime mobile service if
communications are to improve shipping efficiency and decrease cost.
While
satellite systems can be expected to accommodate some of the larger ships and
provide new services, their use on most ships will not be economically
feasible in the foreseeable future.
The new allocations for broadcasting and maritime mobile expansion
are proposed in such a manner as to have a minimum of impact on the fixed
serv1ce.
The new bands are proposed to be shared with the fixed service,
which would be continued for domestic operations with new footnotes 3505A and
35068. This recognizes .the fact that the greatest continuing requirement for
fixed operations is domestic rather than international. At the same time,
sharing with the broadcasting and maritime mobile services is more feasible
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with the short-to-medium distance circuits

typically used by domestic fixed
stations.
Unquestionably, some impact on the fixed service will result from
this prop:>sal. Hov.~ever, by using the new footnote provisions for continuing
operations on a shared basis, in conjunction with apropriate procedures for
reaccommodation of displaced HF fi~ed assignments, administrations should be
able to satisfy all of their requirements in the HF band.

It is prop:>sed to add footnote 3496/202 in several bands.
'Ihis has
the effect of allowing new domestic broadcasting operations in these bands.
New allocations for the mobile [except aeronautical mobile (R)]
services
are
proposed
in certain fixed bands to provide for mobile
requirements in general. '!Ypical operations may include communications with
aircraft, ships and larrl mobile at the same time, thereby precltrling the use
of other bands that are exclusive for only one of the services. 'Ibis
allocation will also be useful in many countries where there are extensive
domestic fixed operations in conjunction with mobile operations, such as the
"flying doctors" program.
'Ihe SFM RefX>rt concltrled that sharing is FOSSible
between fixed operations and mobile systems with low channel usage, under
certain system configurations.
Allocation changes are proposed for the amateur service to correct
the serious existing inter-regional interference problem with the broadcasting
service in the 7 MHz band. Also, the USA proposals provide for new amateur
bands at 10, 18 at1d 25 MHz, and expansion of the 21 MHz band. 'Ihe disaster
communications function performed by amateurs is . a vital one. 'Ihe small
additional bands will provide them with greater flexibility in dealing with
propagation variables occasioned by
daily, yearly, and sunsp:>t cycles.
Improvements in amateur equipnent have enabled the placement of these new
amateur bands without regard to harmonic relationships.
New allocations in the 13 MHz and 25 MHz bands are prop:>sed
radio astronomy to provide for observations at those frequencies.
bandwidth prop:>sed is the minimun needed for such observations.
USA

for
'!he

PROPOSALS

Specific proposals relating to the Table
below 27.5 MHz are contained on the following pages.

of Frequency Allocations

US profOsals for changes to Article N7/5, the Table of Frequency
Allocations, show only those allocations prop::>sed for rrodification (r-DD), except
for the footnotes to the Table where the normal process has been used. It
should be noted, however, that in many of the bands where no change is profX)sed
the United States has definite requirements for-the continuation and protection
of ~xisting allocations. During the conference proceedings these requirements
_will be brought forth for discussion as the need arises.
·1
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kHz
.001 - 14
Allocation to Services
Region 1
NOC

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

(Not allocated)

.001 - 10

3451/157
USA/43/914

MOD

10 - 14

RADIONAVIGATION
Rad:i:e~ettt-±en

USA/43/915

NOC

3451/157

NOC

3452/158, 3453/159, 3454/160, 3455/161
Reasons : Footnote 3451/157 is maintained to protect allocated services.
Deletion of radiolocation in the band 10 - 14 kHz is to provide additional
protection for the OMEGA radionavigation servlce.
kHz
70 - 90

USA/43/916

NOC

Allocations appearing in boxes 70 - 90 kHz

NOC

3456/162, 3457/163, 3458/164, 3459/165
Reasons : Continuing requirements exist for these allocations.
kHz
90 - 110

USA/43/917

90 - 110

190 - 110 (NOC)

MOD*' 90 - 110
(IM)

RADIONAVIGATION

FHEB
M:ARPP:tME-M9B:t!::JE

3452f:l:58

Maritime mobile

RADIONAVIGATION
Maritime mobile

3452/158

3452/158
RADIONAVIGATION

1

!

Maritime mobile
3452/158

Fixed
3457/163
3461/167
NOC

3460/166
3460/166

3461/167

3460/166

3461/167

3460/166, 3461/167
Changes in the band 90 - 110 kHz are to provide increased protection
Reasons
for the LOFAN C radionavigation system.

*)

Denotes proposals concerning regional allocations which, if adopted, result in worldwide
allocations.
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kHz

110 - 130
Region 1
USA/43/918

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

110 - 112

110 - 130

110 - 130

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

MA_RITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME
RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION
3456/162

RADIONAVIGATION
3457/163

3456/162

3461/167

3~6ef:t6S

Radiolocation
112 - 115 (NOC)
RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162

3457/163
USA/43/919

115 - 126

MOD

FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
3457/163
3~6ef:t6S

3456/162

3461/167
3463/169

126 - 129 (NOC)
RADIONAVIGATION

3456/162

3457/163
USA/43/920

MOD

129 - 130
FIXED
MARITIME MOBILE
RADIONAVIGATION
' 3457/163

: 3~6ef:t6S

3456/162

3461/167

3458/164
3~6ef:t6S

3461/167

3461/167
3464/170

3~6ef:t6S

I

USA/43/921

SUP

3462/168

NOC

3463/169, 3464/170
Reasons : Footnote 3462/168 is suppressed since requirement for high-speed
communications to aircraft in this band no longer exists.
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kHz
130 - 160
USA/43/922

NOC

Allocations appearing in boxes 130 - 160 kHz.

NOC

3465/172, 3466/173, 3467/174, 3468/175
Reasons : Continuing requirements exist for these allocations.
kHz
160 - 285

USA/43/923

USA/43/924

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
160 - 255 (NOC)

160 - 299 190

160 - 200 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

:':"IXED

FIXED

3472/179

Aeronautical
radionavigation

190 - 200

MOD

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

USA/43/925

MOD

3469/176

200 - 2g5 275

USA/43/926

MOD

255 - 2g5 275

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME MOBILE

3467/174

Aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
3469/176
3471/178
USA/43/927

MOD

3470/177
275_ - 285

275 - 285
MARITIME MOBILE

3467/174

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

BROADCASTING

Aeronautical mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

Maritime

Radionavigation

(Radiobeacons)

Maritime
Radionavigation
(Radiobeacons)
3469/176
3471/178
NOC

3470/177

3469/176, 3470/177, 3471/178, 3472/179
Reasons : Expanding requirements for both aeronautical and maritime
radiobeacons in this part of the spectrum warrant the proposed re-allocation.
Deletion of footnote 3472/179 in the band 190 - 200 kHz is consequential to
the allocation change.
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kHz
285 - 405

.Region 2

Region 1
NOC

285 - 315

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

I

Region 3

(Radiobeacons)

Aeronautical radionavigation

I

315 - 325 (NOC)

315 - 325 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

(Radiobeacons)

Aeronautical radionavigation
3473/180

USA/43/928

MOD

325 - lte5 335

Maritime radionavigation

(Radiobeacons)

I

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

I

Aeronautical mobile
USA/43/929

MOD

335 J1

405

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

I

NOC

'

Aeronautical mobile

I

3474/181

3473/180, 3474/181
Reasons : The increasing requirements for maritime radiobeacons can be met
by the proposed allocation and sharing arrangements.
kHz
405 - 510

405 - 415 (NOC)

405 - 415 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

~ffiRITIME

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

405 - 415 (NOC)

RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION
(Radio direction-finding)
Aeronautical mobile
/AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION/

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
Aeronautical mobile
(Radio direction-finding)
3475/182
3477/184
NOC

415 - 490

3476/183
3475/182

3475/182
MARITIME MOBILE
3478/185

3479/186
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kHz
405- 510 (cont.)

I

Region 1
USA/43/930

MOD

Region 2

I

Region 3

M8B!bE--fB±~~~e~~-ftftd-eft±3:±ftg~

490 - 53::9 495

MARirril\tlE MOBILE
--347.9/186

3479A
USA/43/931

MOD

MOBILE

495 - 505

(Distress and calling)

3480/l87
USA/43/932

MOD

M8BfbE--fB±~~r~~-ftftd-eft±±±ftg~

505 - 510

MARITIME MOBILE
. 3479B

i
NOC

3475/182, 3476/183, 3477/184, 3478/185

USA/43/933

NOC

3479/186

USA/43/934

ADD

3479A
The frequency 492 kHz may be used by ship and coast
stations as prescribed by Nos. 8032/437A, 8088/1123.

NOC

8090/1125 through 8094/1129

USA/43/935

ADD

3479B
The frequency 508 kHz may be used by ship and coast
stations for digital selective calling.

USA/43/936

NOC

3480/187
Reasons : The improved quality of receivers allows the reduction of the
500 kHz distress channel. The resulting excess frequencies are proposed for
use by maritime telegraphy. New footnotes are proposed to designate specific
frequencies for supplementary calling to 500 kHz and for digital selective
calling.
kHz

510 - 1 605
USA/43/937

MOD

510 - 525 (NOC)
MARITIME MOBILE
Aeronautical
radionavigation

3479/186

510 - 525

510 - 525 (NOC)

M8BftE

MARITIME MOBILE

f:AER6N:At:H'f€:An

Aeronautical mobile

RMHffiffi:V!B:A~f8Nf

3lt83:f3:88

Land mobile

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Maritime
radionavigation

3482/189
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kHz
510- 1 605 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/43/938

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

525 - 535 (NOC)

.525 - 535

525 - 535 (NOC)

BROADCASTING

M6B±f:IE

MOBILE

fBR6:A:B€:AS':PHf6f

/BROADCASTING/

34g4f:i:9i
f:AER6N:A.813:1f€Ab
RAB±9N:A.V±~f9Nf
34g:i:f~gg

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
BROADCASTING

3484A

I

I 3484B
I

3483/190
NOC

535 - 1 605

SUP

3481/188

NOC

3482/189, 3483/190

USA/43/940

SUP

3484/191

USA/43/941

ADD

3484A
The use of this service is limited to the distribution
of public serv1ce information from stations having a maximum mean power,of
50 watts.

USA/43/942

ADD

3484B
Special agreement, between administrations concerned
and affected, shall determine the conditions for implementation of aeronautical
radionavigation in the proximity of international boundaries to preclude
harmful interference being caused to the broadcasting service.

USA/43i939

BROADCASTING

Reasons : Allocation changes in Region 2 in the band 510 - 535 kHz are
proposed to meet increasing requirements for aeronautical (primary status)
and maritime (secondary) radiobeacons. Broadcasting is proposed for the
band 525 - 535 kHz to provide for distribution of public service information
from low-power stations. Footnotes 3484A and 3484B are added to limit the
type of broadcasting a~d to promote sharing between the services allocated.
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kHz

1 605 - 2 000
! .

Region 1
USA/43/943

1 605

MOD

- 2..--ooe

1 8oo

1 605 -

r-~ee

Region 3

1 615

1 605 -

FIXED

FBEEB

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

MSBHIE

MOBilE

E-Bee

1 8oo

AER~€Afl

I

H:PctHONAV~GAJilffiN

I

Fterl±e±oe~oH

I
USA/43/944

Region 2

BROADCASTING

MOD

3484A

1 615 - 1 800
FIXED
MOBILE

I

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Httaicleea47~

I 3485/192

3487/193
3488/194 3490/195A
I 3489A 3486/420
3489C

RADIOLOCATION
BROADCASTING

~

USA/43/945

MOD

3491/197
3489C

3·4_89]_
- ..

3489A

I

E-Bee

FIXED

AM:Alf'ffiffi

AMATEUR

I
I

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FHBB

FIXED

I

MeB:HlE--exeeiTb

MOBILE except
. aeronautical mobile

fterOHfttl4'7iee±4M~±e

!1 8oo -

1 86o

I

1

!

RAB±tHM.¥~1H8N

USA/43/946

MOD

I
I
I

!

RADIONAVIGATION

i

I
I

3487/193 3488/194
3490/195A

BROADCASTING

1 860 - 1 900

1 860 - 1 900

FHEB

AMATEUR

I

;
1

I
I

I

1

I

I

1 8oo -

--

1 86o

E-Bee

1 800 - 1 860

(WW)

MOD 3492/198

!
j

I

!
i
j
!

HOBILE

~eiTb

F~*EB

t:t~~3:...-m~

AMATEUR

34B1fl93 34ggfl94
3498fl95:A

MOD 3492/198

I
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kHz
1 605- 2 000 (cont.)

Region.2.

Region 1
USA/43/947

MOD

1 900 - 2 000

1 900 - 2 000

FIXED

AMATEUR

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

FIXED

. . Region 3

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation
3487/193
3489/195

3488/194
3490/195A

I MOD

3492/198

NOC

3485/192, 3486/420, 3487/193, 34BB/194, 34B9/195

USA/43/948

ADD

The bands 1 615 - 1 Boo kHz and 3 230 - 3 4oo kHz are
34B9A
also allocated to the radiolocation service.

USA/43/949

ADD

3489B
Special agreements between administrations concerned
and affected shall determine the conditions for implementation of broadcasting
in the proximity of international boundaries to preclude harmful interference
being caused to stations in other services.

USA/43/950

ADD

The band 1 615 - 1 800 kHz is also allocated to the
3489C
aeronautical radionavigation service.

NOC

3490/195A, 3491/197

USA/43/951

MOD

3492/ 19B

±rt-Reg±on-e-'bhe-neran~~tem-htt:~-1'riori'by.---6ther-~rviees

'bo-whieh-the-band-±s-a~~oeated-may-ttse-arty-~e~tteney-±rt-this-bartd-~rovided
'bhat-they-do-rtot-eattse-harmftt±-in'berferenee-'bo-'bhe-~orart-sy~em.-

In Region 3 the Loran system in any particular area
operates either on 1 B50 or 1 950, the bands occupied being 1 B25 - 1 B75
and 1 925 - 1 975 kHz respectively. Other services to which the band
1 Boo - 2 000 kHz is allocated may use any frequency therein on condition
that no harmful interference is caused to the Loran system operating on
1 B50 or 1 950 kHz.
Reasons : Low-powered broadcasting in Region 2 for the distribution of public
service information is also proposed for the band 1 605 ~ 1 615 kHz. The
radiolocation requirement also includes the band 3 230 - 3 400 kHz
(Footnote 34B9A). To satisfy growing requirements in Region 2 for
MF broadcasting, a shared allocation in the band 1 615 - 1 Boo kHz and an
exclusive allocation in the band 1 615 - 1 Boo kHz and an exclusive
allocation in the band 1 Boo - 1 B6o kHz are proposed. Footnote 34B9B lS
added to ensure compatible sharing between broadcasting and other services
through the use of special agreements between administrations.
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Radiolocation and aeronautical radionavigation are proposed on
a worldwine basis in the band l 615 - l 800 kHz to satisfy a variety of
positioning requirements. Footnote 3492/198 is modified to recognize that
the Loran-A radionavigation system is being discontinued. An exclusive
worldwide amateur allocation is proposed to eliminate existing problems for
the service.
kHz
2 170 - 2 194
Region 1
USA/43/952

MOD

Region 2

MOD

2 173.5 - 2 190.5

MOBILE
3494/201

USA/43/954

MOD

Region 3

2 170 - e-l94 2 173.5
MARITIME MOBILE

USA/43/953

I
3495A

(Distress and calling)
3495/20lA

2 190.5 - 2 194
MARITIME MOBILE

3495A

NOC

3493/200

USA/43/955

NOC

3494/201

USA/43/956

NOC

3495/20lA

USA/43/957

ADD

3495A
The conditions for use of this band are prescribed in
Articles N56, N57 and N59.
Reasons : To provide additional spectrum for the maritime mobile service and
the feasible reduction of the 2 182 kHz guard-band to 17 kHz. Deletion of
footnotes is consequential to this objective. Footnote 3495A is added to
provide instructions for the use of this band.
kHz
2 194 - 2 850

USA/43/958

NOC

2 194 - 2 300

2 194 - 2 300

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE

3487/193

3490/l95A

· ·Document
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No~

kHz

2 194- 2 850 (cont.)
!

I

USA/43/959

MOD

Region 1
2 300 - 2 498

2 300 - 2 495 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING
3487/193
3498A
USA/43/960
USA/43/961

MOD
MOD

I

Region.2

3496/202

3496/202

3490/195A
2 495 - 2 505

2 498 - 2 502
STANDARD FREQUENCY
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3497/203
3498A

3498/203A
3498/203A

USA/43/962

MOD

2 502 - 2 625

3497/203

USA/43/963

NOC

FIXED

2 505 - 2 625 (NOC)

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

FIXED
MOBILE

3487/193
3498A

3490/195A

3498A

Region 3

43-E
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kHz
2 194- 2 850 (cont.)
r

Region 1
USA/43/964

NOC

2 625 - 2 650

2 625 - 2 850

MARITIME MOBILE

FIXED

MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE

3468/175
USA/43/965

Region 2

I

Region 3

3490/195A

2 650 - 2 850

NOC

FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)
3490/195A 3499/205

USA/43/966

USA/43/967

NOC

3496/202

NOC

3497/203

NOC

3498/203A

ADD

3498A
The bands 2 495 - 2 505 kHz, 4 995 - 5 005 kHz,
9 995 - 10 005 kHz, 14 990 - 15 010 kHz, 19 990 - 20 010 kHz, and
24 990 - 25 010 kHz are also used 6n a secondary basis for radio astronomy
and passive remote sensing.

NOC

3499/205
Reasons : Projected spectrum requirements for radio services in these bands
indicate a need to retain the existing allocation structure. Addition of
footnote 3498A is required to support scientific programs involving radio
astronomy and passive remote sensing.
kHz
2 850 - 4 000

USA/43/968

2 850 - 3 025

NOC

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A 3500/205A

USA/43/969

NOC

3 025 - 3 155

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

USA/43/970

NOC

3 155 - 3 200

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/971

3 200 - 3 230

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

l

BROADCASTING

3496/202
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kHz
2 B50- 4 000 (cont.)

Region 1
USA/43/972

MOD

Region 2

I

3 230 - 3 400

Region 3

I

EIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING

USA/43/973

NOC

3 400 - 3 500

USA/43/974

NOC

3500/205A

3496/202

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE ( R)

Reasons : Projected spectrum requirements for radio services in these bands
indicate a need to retain the existing allocation structure. Aeronautical
mobil~ (R) requirements were confirmed by the 197B aeronautical WARC.

USA/43/975

MOD

I

!

3 900

3 500 - 3 900 (NOC)

3 500 -

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

AMATEUR

FIXED

Ff*EB

FIXED

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

M6BfbE-e}feej:lt-

MOBILE

I 3 Boo

I

4-eee

3 500 - 3 BOO (NOC)

aereHa~t~ee±-me~i±e-fR1

- 3 900 (Noc)

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL NOBILE (OR)
3501/206

LAND MOBILE
USA/43/976

MOD

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

3 900 - 4 000

3 900 - 3 950 (NOC)

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

AMATEUR

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

FIXED

BROADCASTING

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

3 950 - 4 000 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED
BROADCASTING
NOC

3502/207

j

BROADCASTING

3501/206, 3502/207
Reasons : To improve the status of the amateur service in Region 2.
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kJlz

4 000 - 4 850
Region 2

Region 1
USA/43/977

MOD

4 000 - 4 063

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/978

MOD

4 063 - 4 438

MARITIME MOBILE
3503/208

USA/43/979

MOD

3504/209

MOD 3505/209A

4 438 - 4-e§G 4 500
FBffiB

FBffiB

M8BRE-e~eept

ae~enatttieal-mebile

MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE

13505A
USA/43/980

MOD

13505A

4 500 - 4 650

4 500 - 4 650

I FIXED

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)
USA/43/981

NOC

4 650 - 4 700

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

ZSA/43/982

NOC

4 700 - 4 750

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

I

~,10BILE except
' aeronautical mobile
1
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kHz
4 000 - 4 850 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/43/983

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

4 750 - 4 850 (NOC)

4 750 - 4 850

FIXED

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

BROADCASTING

LAND MOBILE

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

BROADCASTING

3496/202

3496/202

NOC

3503/208

USA/43/984

NOC

3504/209

USA/43/985

MOD

For the use of carrier frequency 4-~3673-kH~-fa~-f~om
4 125 kBz1 in the zone of
Regions 1 and 2 south of latitude 15 degrees N, including Mexico, and in the
zone of Region 3 south of latitude 25 degrees N, see No. 6643/1351E~
3505/209A

~-Janttary~9T8-~o-be-~ep~aeed-by-e~~±e~-f~eqtteney

USA/43/986

ADD

3505A
On condition that harmful interference is not caused to
the maritime mobile service, frequencies in the band 4 438 - k 500 kHz,
5 200 - 5 275 kHz, 8 050 - 8 195 kHz, 12 180 - 12 330 kHz, 16 360 - 16 460 kHz
20 010 - 20 230 kHz and 22 720 - 22 855 kHz may be used exceptionally by
fixed stations communicating only within the boundary of the country in which
they are located, with a mean power not exceeding 250 watts.
Reasons : Projected spectrum requirements for radio services in these bands
indicate a need to retain the existing allocation structure, except for the
expansion to meet increased mobile and maritime mobile requirements as shown
in the Table. Provisions for the continued fixed domestic use is reflected
in footnote 3505A. MOD 3505/209A is proposed to bring the footnote up to date.
kHz
4 850 - 5 480

USA/43/987

NOC

4 850 - 4 995

FIXED
LAND MOBILE
BROADCASTING

USA/43/988

MOD

4 995 - 5 005

STANDARD

3496/202

FRE0t~NCY

3498/203A 3498A
USA/43/989

NOC

5 005 - 5 b6o

3506/210

FIXED
BROADCASTING

3496/202
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kHz
4 850 - 5 480 (cont.)

Region 1

(
I

USA/43/990

MOD

Region 2

I

5 060 - 5-259 5 200

I

Region 3

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/991

MOD

5 200 - 5 250

I

FBffiB

I

MARITIME MOBILE
3505A
USA/43/992

MOD

I

5 250 - 5-lt39 5 275

5 250 - 5-lt59 5 275

5 250 - 5-439 5 275

Ff*EB

Ff*EB

FHEB

!JANB-M8Bf!JE

nANB-M8B:rnE

n:ANB-M8BfhE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

MARITIME MOBILE

3505A

3505A

3505A

5 275 - 5 430

5 275 - 5 450

5 275 - 5 430

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

LAND MOBILE

LAND.MOBILE

(WW)

USA/43/993

MOD

. LAND MOBILE
5 430 - 5 480 (NOC)

5 430 - 5 480 (NOC)

FIXED
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
LAND MOBILE
USA/43/994

NOC

5 450 - 5 480 (NOC)

IAERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

FIXED
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
LAND MOBILE

I

3506/210
Reasons : Projected spectrum requirements indicate a need to retain the
existing allocation structure except for the deletion of land mobile.
Additional allocations are proposed for both maritime mobile and mobile
to meet their growing requirements.
kHz
5 730 - 7 lOO

USA/43/995

MOD

5 730 - 5-959 5 850

FIXED

USA/43/996

MOD

5 850 - 5 900

FIXED
BROADCASTING

USA/43/997

MOD

5 900 - 5 950

F:r*EB

BROADCASTING
NOC

5 950 - 6 200

3496/202

BROADCASTING

3506A

I
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kHz
5 730- 7 100 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/43/998

MOD

6 200 - 6 525

I

Region 2

R~gion

3

WffiiTIME MOBILE
3507/211

USA/43/999

I

MOD 3508/211A

NOC

6 525 - 6 685

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

NOC

6 685 - 6 765

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

MOD

6 765 - :r-eee 6 950

FIXED
MOBILE exce:et aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1000

6 950 - 7 000

MOD

-

F:t*EB

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
NOC

7 000 - 7 100

AM-ATEUR
AM-ATEUR-SATELLITE

r

USA/43/1001

ADD

3506A
Those administrations who continue to have requirements
for national fixed operations in the bands 5 900 - 5 950 kHz, 7 300 - 7 500 kHz,
9 375 - 9 500 kHz, 9 775 - 9 825 kHz, 11 550 - 11 700 kHz, 11 975 - 12 000 kHz,
13 6oo - 13 850 ~~z, 15 450 - 15 700 kHz, 17 6oo - 17 700 kHz,
19 750 - 19 990 kHz and 21 750 - 21 800 kHz may continue to meet their ·special
fixed service requirements in these bands. Fixed service operations will take
due regard to technical and operat1onal provisions with a view to minimizing
the possibility of harmful interference to the broadcasting service. The
broadcasting service will exercise care in the selection of power, location,
antenna directivity, and broadcasting schedules with a view to minimizing
harmful interference to the fixed operations of those administrations concerned.
Administrations are urged to establish sharing arrangements whe~e the
possibility of harmful interference appears likely. The service of the IFRB
may be utilized in the conduct of such negotiations, if required.

USA/43/1002

NOC

3507/211

USA/43/1003

MOD

3508/211A
For the use of carrier frequency e-2~-kH~-fft~-f~em
l-uanttary-l9:r8-eo-be-replaeea-by-earr±er-freqtteney 6 215.5 kHz1 in the zone of
Region 3 south of latitude 25 degrees N, see No. 6648/1351F.
Reasons : The expansion of broadcasting allocations is proposed to alleviate
congestion that has resulted from the growth of transmitters from 300 in 1950
to 1,500 in 1979. Proposed footnote 3506A will provide for the continuation of
those national fixed requirements still required. Addition of mobile except
aeronautical mobile (R) is proposed to accommodate the expanding use of HF ~o
meet mobile requirements which cannot be satisfied by line of sight
propagation. Amateur and amateur-satellite allocations are explained under
7 100 - 9 995 k~z. MOD 3508/211A is proposed to bring the footnote up to date.
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kHz
7 100 - 9 995

USA/43/1004

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1
7 lOO - T-399 7 250

7 lOO - T-399 7 250

7 100 - T-39e 7 250

BR91d36AS'PfN6

AMATEUR

BR9AB€:A.SIPING

(WW)
AMATEUR

AMATEUR
3599f2~2

USA/43/1005

MOD

7 250 - 7 300

7 250 - 7 300

7 250 - 7 300

BROADCASTING

A_M:AIPEtffi

BROADCASTING

(WW)
I

BROADCASTING
USA/43/1006

MOD

7 300 -

8-~95

7 500

Ff*EB

BROADCASTING
3506A
USA/43/1007

MOD

FIXED

7 500 - 7 550
..

BROADCASTING

3496/202

USA/43/1008

MOD

7 550 - 7 900

FIXED

USA/43/1009

MOD

7 900 - 8 050

FIXED

I

MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

!

USA/43/1010

MOD

8 050 - 8 195

II

FBffiB

I

I

I

MARITIME MOBILE

iI

3505A
NOC

8 195 - 8 815

'

MARITIME MOBILE
3495/201A

USA/43/1011

I

3510/213

NOC

8 815 - 8 965

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

NOC

8 965 - 9 o4o

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

MOD

9 040 - 9-599 9 375

FIXED

I
I

MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)
I

USA/43/1012

MOD

9 375 - 9 500

FBffiB

BROADCASTING
3506A
'----·
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kHz
7 100- 9 995 (cont.)
Region 1

USA/43/1013

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

BROADCASTING

NOC

9 500 -

MOD

9 775 - 9-995 9 825

9 775

PBfBB

BROADCASTING
3506A
USA/43/1014

MOD

9 825 - 9 875

FIXED
BROADCASTING

USA/43/1015

MOD

9 875 - 9 995

USA/43/1016

SUP

3509/212

NOC

3510/213

3496/202

FIXED

Reasons : The need for expanded allocations for broadcasting, maritime mobile,
and mobile have been previously explained. Readjustment of broadcasting and
amateur and amateur-satellite between 6 950 - 7 500 kHz is proposed to correct
an unsatisfactory sharing arrangement between amateur and broadcasting at
7 100 - 7 300 kHz, by providing world-wide exclusive allocations. Suppression
of footnote 3509/212 is consequential to allocation changes.
kHz

9 995 - 12 330
USA/43/1017

MOD

STA}TDARD FREQUENCY

9 995 - 10 005

3495/201A 3498/203A 3498A 3511/214
NOC

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

10 005 - 10 100

3495/201A
USA/43/1018

MOD

10 lOO -

~~-~T5

10 200

PBffiB

AMATEUR
USA/43/1019

MOD

10 200 - 10 700

FIXED

USA/43/1020

MOD

10 700 - 11 175

FIXED·
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1021

NOC

11 175 - 11 275

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

NOC

11 275 - 11 4oo

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

MOD

11 4oo - ~l-Tee 11 500

FIXED
3512/216
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k.Hz

9 995- 12 330 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/43/1022

MOD

11 500 - 11 550

I

Region 2

I

Region 3

FIXED
BROADCASTING

3496/202

35±2f2:t6
USA/43/1023

MOD

11 550 - 11 '700

F':E*BB

BROADCASTING

35fe-te:t6

USA/43/1024

3506A

NOC

11 '700 - 11 975

BROADCASTING

MOD

11 975 - :1:2-338 12 000

F':E*BB

BROADCASTING
3506A
USA/43/1025

MOD

12 000 - 12 180

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1026

MOD

12 180 - 12 330

F':E*BB

MARITIME MOBILE
3505A
USA/43/1027

NOC

3511/214

NOC

3512/216
Reasons : The need for expanded allocations for broadcasting, maritime mobile,
and mobile have been previously explained. The proposed new amateur allocation
at 10.1 MHz is to allow amateurs to communicate under a greater variety of
ionospheric conditions.
kHz
13 360 - 14 990

USA/43/1028

MOD

13 360 - :t4-eee 13 410

F':E*BB

RADIO ASTRONOMY

USA/43/1029

MOD

13 410 - .D_ 600

FIXED
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)
3513/21'7
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k.Hz

13 360- 14 990 (cont.)
Region.l
USA/43/1030

13 6oo - 13 850

MOD

I

.Region.2

FHEB

BROADCASTING

Region 3

'

3506A 35±3fe±T
USA/43/1031

MOD

13 850 - 13 900

FIXED

USA/43/1032

MOD

13 900 - 14 000

FIXED
.BROADCASTING ·3496/202

NOC

14 000 - 14 250

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

NOC

14 250 - 14 350

AMATEUR
3514/218

USA/43/1033

MOD

14 350 - :tlt-999 14 600

.FIXED

USA/43/1034

MOD

14 6oo - 14 990

FIXED

I
USA/43/1035

MOBILE exce12t ·aeronautical mobile (R)

NOC

3513/217

NOC

3514/218
Reasons : The need for expanded allocations for broadcasting and mobile have
been previously explained. The new allocation for radio astronomy at 13.36 MHz
is to meet the need for exclusive spectrum space in the 10 - 15 MHz region of
the spectrum (see Recommendation No. Spa2- 7). A 50kHz allocation in this
portion of the spectrum will provide for observations of galactic and
extragalactic radio sources, particularly studies of quasars and pulsars.
kHz
14 990 - 17 900

USA/43/1036

MOD

14 990 - 15 010

STANDARD FREQUENCY
3495/201A 3498/203A 3498A

NOC

15 010 - 15 100

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

NOG

15 100 - 15 450

BROADCASTING

3515/219
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kHz

14 990 - 17 900 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/43/1037

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

15 450 - i6-46e 15 700
BROADCASTING

USA/43/1038

MOD

15 ·. 700 - 15 950

FIXED

USA/43/1039

MOD

15 950 - 16 360

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1040

MOD

-16 360 - 16 460
MARITIME MOBILE

NOC

16 460 - 17 360

MARITIME MOBILE
3510/213

USA/43/1041

MOD

17 360 - iT-Tee 17 500

FIXED

USA/43/1042

MOD

17 500 - 17 600

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1043

MOD

17 600 - 1"7 700
BROADCASTING

USA/43/1044

NOC

17 700 - 17 900

NOC

3515/219

BROADCASTING

Reasons : The need for expanded allocations for broadcasting, maritime mobile,
and mobile have been previously explained.
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kHz

18 068 - 21 '750
Region 1
USA/43/1045

MOD

18 068 -

±~-99€

1

Region.2.

I

Region 3

18 168
.AMATEUR

....

USA/43/1046

I

18 168 - 19 ooo

FIXED

MOD 119 000 - 19 500

FIXED

MOD

1

I

USA/43/104'7

· :MOBILE:except aeronautical mobile (R)
USA/43/1048

MOD

FIXED

USA/43/1049

MOD 119 750 - 19 990
!

.BROADCASTING

MOD : 19 990 - 20 010

STANDARD FREQUENCY

19 500.-:-.19 750
;

I

USA/43/1050

3495/201A 3498/203A 3498A 3516/220
USA/43/1051

MOD

20 010 -

2±-eee

gQ_gJQ

MARITIME MOBILE

USA/43/1052

MOD

20 230 - 20 400

FIXED

USA/43/1053

MOD

20 400 - 20 700

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1054

MOD ; 20 700 - 20 950

USA/43/1055

MOD i:-.....::;..:;.....;..
20 950 - 21 000

FIXED

.AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
NOC

21 000 - 21 450

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
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kHz
18 o68 - 21 750 (cont.)

I

Region 1

USA/43/1056

NOC

21 450 - 21 750

NOC

3516/220

Region 2

I

Region 3

BROADCASTING

r

Reasons : The proposed new broadcast band at 19.75 MHz helps achieve the
broadcast objective explained previously and facilitates transmission under
a greater variety of ionospheric conditions. The new amateur band at 18.068 MHz
provides needed spectrum space and allows amateurs to communicate under a
greater variety of ionospheric conditions. Amateur expansion at 20 MHz is to
meet the needs of a growing service. Rationale for expansion of maritime mobile
and mobile has been previously explained.
kHz
. 21 750 - 25 010
USA/43/1057

MOD

l
I

I

21 750 -

e~-g5e

21 8oo

Ii
i
I

BROADCASTING
3506A

;

USA/43/1058

21 800 - 21 850

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE

i

USA/43/1059

MOD

I 21

l

.FIXED

i
I

3517/221B

I

MOD

exce~t

I 21

870 -

ee-eee

aeronautical mobile (R)

RABf9-AS'fiH8NeM¥

850 - 21 870

II

USA/43/1060

F:E*EB

~1

924

:A.BR9NitBifl:E€An-¥f*EB
AEHBN~feAn-MeBfnE-fR~

FIXED
USA/43/1061

~1

MOD

924 - 22 000

AEgQNA~±GAt-F:E*EB

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

USA/43/1062

NOC

22 000 - 22 720

MOD

22 720 -

e3-eee

MARITIME MOBILE
·22 855

F:E*EB
IvT.ARITIME MOBILE

I

3505A
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kRz
21 750- 25 010 (cont.)

,

•

USA/43/1063

MOD

I

Region 2

Region 1
22 855 - 23 000

FIXED

MOD i 23 000 - 23 200

FIXED

Region 3

I

USA/43/1064

I

.MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

I!

USA/43/1065

MOD

l 23

200 - 23 350

AER9NA~±€An-F±*EB

II
I

USA/43/1066

MOD

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)
23 350 - 24 990 (NOC)

23 350 - 24 990

FIXED

FIXED

I LAND MOBILE

nANB-MeBHsE
MOBILE exceEt aeronautical mobile (R)

3518/222
USA/43/1067

MOD

3519/222A

24 990 - 25 010

35±gfeee 3519/222A
STANDARD FREQUENCY
3498/203A

USA/43/1068

NOC

3517/221B, 3518/222, 3519/222A

NOC

3520/223

3498A

3520/223

Reasons : The proposed expansion of allocations for maritime mobile, and mobile
has been previously explained. Since the radio astronomy requirement has been
satisfied higher in the spectrum, the band 21 850 - 21 870 kRz has been
proposed as fixed. The results of the 1978 Aeronautical Mobile (R) Conference
were taken into account in the proposed allocation of the frequency band
21 924 - 22 000 kHz.
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kHz
25 110 - 27 500
Region 1
USA/43/1069

MOD

25 110 - 25-6ee 25 210

l

Region 2

I

Region 3

••

FBtEB
M8BTnE-e~ee~~8er~fifttl~iea~-m~±~e

AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
USA/43/1070

MOD

25 210 - 25 6oo

FIXED
MOBILF. .except aeronautical mobile

USA/43/1071

MOD

25 6oo - 26-iee 25 690

BH8A:B€ASIHNB
FIXED
MOBILE exce12t aeronautical mobile (R)

USA/43/1072

MOD

25 690 - 25 850

BH8AB6AStflfNG
RADIO.ASTRONOMY

USA/43/1073

MOD

25 850 - 26 lOO

BROADCASTING

NOC

26 lOO - 27 500

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3522/225

MOD .3523/226

NOC

3521/224

USA/43/1074

NOC

3522/225

USA/43/1075

MOD

3523/226
In Reg±on-2, Australia and New Zealand, the amateur
service may operate between the frequencies 26 960 and 27 230 kHz.

!

Reasons : The new band 25 110 - 25 210 kHz proposed for amateur and
amateur-satellite provides some additional spectrum space for a growing
service. Reallocation of spectrum space from broadcasting to radio astronomy,
fixed, and mobile satisfies the need for expansion for these services. This
reduces broadcasting in a portion of the spectrum least useful for broadcasting.
Modification of footnote 3523/226 is consequential to the new amateur proposal.
:t>
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Corrigendum No. 2 to
Document No. 44-E
12 November 1979
Original : English

COMMITTEE 5

United States of America
PROPOSAL FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
Page 8, replace proposal USA/44/3l(Corr.l) by the following new text :
USA/44/31
(Corr.2)

MOD

3573/273A
Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set
forth in Article Nl3A, the band 117.975 - 137 MHz is also allocated to the
aeronautical mobile satellite (R) service on a secondary:. basis and on the
condition not to cause harmful interference to the terrestrial aeronautical
mobile (R) service.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed i.n a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

CONFERENCE ADMINISTRATIVE
MONDIALE
DES RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 44-E
12 September 1979

(Geneve, 1979)

United States of America

1.

. Page 7 I proposal nunber USA/44/29 I add. to the footnotes smm
in the frequency block
136-137 MHz:

IDD 3573/273A

2 •. · Pa~. 8~ replacep;rop:>sal USA/44/31 by the following new text:

USA/44/31

MOD

3573/27lA

In the band 117.975 - %3~MH~
137 MHz, ~-ehe

eme-~~z;.--~6

ete~tteea%-J~rem%e-fRT-s~ee~s-~.,..eae
~e-eM ee.tJe~~~~s-s~iee-ei-BYf!l~
tt~~ space ccmnunications techniques nay be

authorized for the aeronautical nobile (R) service
~~~~~~~Hr~~H~~~~~~ftB
e£-ehe ee:rert~~~~PeM%e-iRt-se:rvi:ee. Such use
~-,eie~t! .shall be subject to coordination

between Administrations concerned and those having
services operating in acoordance with the Table,
which may be affected.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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PLENARY MEETING

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE ALLOCATION TABLE IN THE BANDS 27.5- 1 215 MHz

The frequency bands between 27.5 and 1215 MHz are heavily,used in
most areas of the. world. The principal radio services in this part of the
spectrum are the mobile and · broadcasting services and there are also
substantial operations by the fixed service.
The requirements for . these
services are expected to continue for an indefinite period of time and to
grow significan~ly in the future.
In general, the USA proposals are aimed at satisfying the rapidly
expanding requirements for short range communications in the aeronautical,
m~ritime,
and land mobile services, and the continued satisfaction of
broadcasting needs. Tb accomplish this goal, the United States has concluded
that extensive sharing of frequency bands will be necessary. This approach
will provide administrations with sufficient flexibility to insure that their
future requirements can be adequately accommodated during the time frame of
the decisions taken at the 1979 WARe.
Only a few allocation changes are proposed in the bands between
27.5 and 108 MHz. There is a need to continue the various services ·operating
here, particularly the fixed, mobile, and broadcasting services. These
services have developed successful sharing patterns over the years, and in
some cases, regional plans have been ~lemented.
Some allocation changes are proposed,
however,
to enhance
provisions for the radio astronomy · service through a change to the Table or
in a footnote.
Since radio astronomy observations are normally made at a
small number of specific locations, this service can conduct its research
without imposing significant restrictions on the other allocated services.
This geographical sharing offers efficient use of the spectrum in meeting the
cormnunications requirements of the active services.
·
A minor change is proposed to the
footnote provi~ion for
aeronautical marker beacons at 75 MHz.
This change requ1res that
administrations, in addition to refraining from assigning frequencies that
might cause harmful interferen~e to marker beacons, not place any constraint
on related aeronautical safety operations.
This change is intended to
further protect the marker beacon frequency from other radio services.
The band · 108 - 137 MHz is required for the existing and expanding
requirements of the aeronautical services.
The USA proposes to continue
aeronautical mobile (R) service in the band 117.975 - 136 MHz. It is·
proposed, however, to modify the footnote provision for use of space
communication techniques in 'the· aeronautical mobile (R)· service to pe~mit
development of satellite operations if required as an extension of the
existing terrestrial service.
It is also proposed to make provision for
emergency position indicating radiobeacon (EPI.RB) systems using satellites on
the emergency frequencies 121.5 MHz and 243 MHz.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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The USA proposes to add the aeronautical mobile (R) service in the
band 136 - 137 MHz to meet the future needs of international civil aviation.
The proposal would permit space research service operations to continue in
the band until January 1, 1990, after which new space research stations would
not be authorized. Stations authorized prior to that date may continue to
operate, but only on .a secondary basis to the aeronautical service. This
proposal gives sufficient notice to administrations to relocate their space
research services to higher bands and provides guidance to the.aeronautical
community for planning the future use of the band.
Footnote
3595/287 designates 156.8 MHz as the international
distress and safety frequency and identifies three sub-bands available for
use in the maritime mobile service.
The footnote also recognizes the
requirement of some administrations for continued access to these sub-bands
The USA proposes that the footnote be retained
by other mobile users.
without change.
There is an important need to provide additional allocations for
existing and future short range maritime mobile requirements. Therefore, the
USA is proposing a world~ide primary allocation for the maritime- mobile
service in the band 216-225 MHz.
A part of the proposal is to reduce the
presently allocated services in the Table to secondary status to permit
international maritime planning of the band.
However, it is necessary to
continue until 1990 the primary allocation in Region 2 for the radiolocation
service to allow time for reaccommodation of existing operations. After
1990, the service would be reduced to secondary status to meet any continuing
requirements.
There has been an explosive growth in land mObile operations in
recent years.
Existing allocations at 150, 406 and 450 MHz had become
extremely congested in the United States and additional bands were needed.
A
very satisfactory solution was found by geographical and frequency sharing in
the band 470-890 MHz between the broadcasting and land mobile services. This
sharing.concept appears to be the ideal solution for administrations in
Region 2 to satisfy the tremendous demand and growth of mobile services.
The USA proposes that the band 470-890 MHz (with one minor
exception) be allocated in Region 2 to the broadcasting, mobile and fixed
services on a primary basis. The intent is to provide sufficient flexibility
for administrations to satisfy requirements of these services as they develop
in the future. It is recognized that other Regions may find a different
solution to this problem.
Included within our overall proposal for the band 470-490 MHz, are
several other changes. Additional allocations for mobile and fixed have been
It is proposed to make an exclusive
added to most of the band 890-960 MHz.
Table allocation for radio astronomy continuum measurements at 608-614 MHz,
in lieu of footnote 3660/332.
Another proposal is for a world-wide ISM
frequency allocation at 915 ~lliz, plus or minus 13 MHz, to provide for
industrial heating of medium-to-large size material.
The USA is proposing that, within the band 620-790 MHz, the
existing footnote be modified to permit flexibility to implement both sound
and television broadcasting by satellite.
Sharing criteria and appropriate
power flux density levels will have to be studied by the CCIR to take into
account the different bandwidths that could be used as a result of this
proposal. New Recommendation No. FF is proposed to request that the CCIR
study this matter further.
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It is proposed that the aeronautical radionavigation satellite
service be allocated on a primary co-equal basis with the terrestrial
aeronautical radionavigationservice in the band .960- 1215 MHz. '!his would
provide
for unique requirements which may not be ~atisfied · by other
aeronautical allocations.
USA

PROPOSALS

Specific proposals relating to the Table of Frequency· Allocations
in the bands between 27.5 and 1215 MHz are contained on the following pages.
US proposals for changes to Article N7/5, the Table of Frequency
Allocations:, show only those allocations proposed for modification (MOD),
except for the footnotes to the Table where the normal process has been used.
It should be noted, however ,that in many of the bands where no change is
proposed the United States has definite requirements for the· continuation and
protection of existing allocations. During the conference .proceedings these
requirement.s will be brought forth for discussion as the need arises.·

MHz
27.5- 28

!

Allocation to Services
Region 1

USA/44/12

MOD

I

Region 2

27.5 - 28

27.5- 28 (NOC)

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

MOBILE

FIXED

3524/227

MOBILE

Region 3

MHz
30.01- 37.75
USA/44/13

MOD

30.01- 3T>T5 37.5

FIXED

3525/228

3526/229 :.3527/230 . 3528/231

MOBILE
3530/233A
USA/44/14

MOD

37.5- 37.75

FIXED

3525/228

3526/229

3527/230

3528/231

MOBILE
Radio astronomy
I

l
NOC

3530/233A MOD 3531/233B

3524/227, 3525/228, 3526/229, 3527/230, 3528/231, 3529/232, 3530/233A

44-E
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USA/44/15

MOD

353l/233B
In making assignments to stations of other services to
which bands 3r•r5 -37.5 - 3~h25 38 MHz, 3:59:.-95 - :t53_;Mtre., lte6• .r - lt3:9_;.MH~,
2-699 - .2-ree-:MH~ and 1t-r99 - 5-966 4 950 - 4 990 MHz are allocated,
Administrations are ·urged ·to ·take all practicable steps to :protect radioastronomy -observations ·from harmful .interference.

.

(

Reasons .: Mobile is -added in Region .l ( 27 .. 5 - 28 .MHz) to _provide 'Y?'Orldwide
compatibility of' equipments. "Radio astronomy is added (37.5- 37.75 MHz) and
·footnote 3531/2;33B was modified to recognize the requirements f'or continuum
emission observations.. ·This footnote also -applies to ~4 950 - 4 990 .MHz for- the
s,ame t-ype of .requirements, however, the other bands ·have 'been ·deleted because
_primary table allocations exist ..
.MHz

31.-.75 - £8
Region l

USA/44/16

MOD

37 .. '75 - 38 .. 25

(NOC)

Region 2
i

Region 3

3!.75 -- 3R.:2'5 (NOC)

.37 .• 75 - 38:oE5 38

3525/228 35:26/229 , FIXED 3525/228 . 352:6}229
3528/231
3528/.231

FIXED

.MO.BIL:E

MOBILE

MOD

3526/229:

: .Radio astronoiilY

Radio astronoll!Y

·Radio astronomy

USA/44/17

3525/228
3528/231

FIXED

35.3l/233B

38- '- '38,.25.

.MOD

j FIXED_
'~

:!

3525/22.8
3528/231

35:26/229 :.

.

I MOBILE

l

.] Raai-o-a~t-:rono..ntr

1
J

RADIO .ASTRONOMY .

'
' MOD 3531/23313
NOC

38.25 - 41.

MOD 3:53l./233B

. 353l:f-2.33B

FIXED

3525/22:8

3526/22.9

3527/230

3528/231

MOBILE

3532/23.5

3533/236

3534/.23611

.-

.
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MHz

37.75- 68 (cont.)
Region 2

Region 1
USA/44/18

MOD

41 - 47 (NOC)

41 - 50

BROADCASTING

FIXED

Region 3
41 - 44

3525/228

3528/231

FIXED

3525/228

3535f~3T

3535f23T
Fixed

3525/228

MOBILE

3535/237
MOBILE

Mobile

3534/236A

3534/236A 3536/238
3537/239 3538/240
3539/241

44 - 50 (NOC)
FIXED 3525/228
3535/237

3528/231

47 - 68 (NOC)
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING
3530/233A 3534/236A

MOBILE

50 - 54 (NOC)
AMATEUR
3542/244

3543/245

54 - 68 (NOC)
FIXED

3525/228

3544/246 -3545/247
54- - 68 (NOC)

3535/237 - FIXED 3525/228
3535/237

3528/231

MOBILE
MOBILE
BROADCASTING
3536/238
3539/241
3541/243

· USA/44/19

3537/239
3540/242

I BROADCASTING
13544/246

NOC

3532/235

NOC

3533/236

NOC

3534/236A, 3535/237, 3536/238, 3537/239, 3538/240, 3539/241, 3540/242, 3541/243,
3542/244, 3543/245, 3544/246, 3545/247
Reasons : Radio astronomy is upgraded to a primary allocation (38 ~ 38.25 MHz)
to provide co-equal status with active services. Footnote 3533/236 is
maintained to satisfy continuing ISM requirements. ·Footnote 3535/237 is deleted
in Regions 2 and 3 where note is not applicable.
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MHz

68 - 75.4
Region 1

I

Region 2

Region 3

!

USA/44/20

MOD

68 - Tlt-;-8 73

' 68 - 73 (NOC)

FIXED
MOBILE except
aerona~tical

68 - 70 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

mobile

3553/254
3555/256
USA/44/21

3554/255

MOD
FIXED·
MOBILE
3546/248
3548/250
3550/252

USA/44/22

MOD

3547/249
3549/251

· 73 - 74 .• 6
FIXED ·

3555/256
3557/258
73 - 74.:6 (NOC)

73 - 74.6

RADIO ASTRONOMY

FIXED

3556/257

MOBILE

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

RADIO ASTRONOMY
· RADIO ASTRONOMY

35lt6f2lt8 3547/249
3548/250
·3550/252
USA/44/23 .

MOD

3549/251
MOD 3551/253A 3552/253B
~

3555/256
3557/258

3556/257

75.4 (NOC)

74.6 - 74.8

74.6

FIXED

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
3546/248
. 3548/250
3550/252

3547/249
3549/251

74r8 - 75.2 (NOG)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
MOD 3558/259

' - - - - - - - - - - - f MOD 3558/259
NOC

3546/248, 3547/249, 3548/250, 3549/251, 3550/252

.-
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USA/44/24

MOD

3551/253A
In Region 2, fixed, mobile and broadcasting service
operations previously authorized in the band 73 - 74.6 MHz may continue to
operate on a non-interference basis to the radio-astronomy service until
31 December 1985.

NOC

3552/253B, 3553/254, 3554/255, 3555/256, 3556/257, 3557/258
Reasons : Radio astronomy is added in Regions 1 and 3 (73 - 74.6 MHz) to provide
worldwide comparison measurements for continuum emission observations.
Footnote 3551/253A is modified to eliminate active services in Region 2 after
31 December 1985. Footnote 3558/259 is modified .to preclude constraints on
marker beacons. Continuing requirement for other allocat·ions in the bands exist •

. USA/44/25

MOD

3558/259
The frequency 75 MHz is assigned·toaeronautical marker
beacons. Administrations shall refrain from assigning frequencies close to the
limits of the guardband to stations of other services which, because of their
power or geographical position, might cause harmful interference or otherwise
place a constraint on eo marker beacons.

NOC

3559/260, 3560/261, 3561/262, 3562/263~ 3563/264, 3564/265, 3565/266, 3566/267,
3567/268
MHz
100 - 108
Region 2

Region 1
USA/44/26

NOC

100 - 108

100 -.108

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile (R)

BROADCASTING

3568/269
3570/271
NOC

t

Region 3

3569/270
3554/255

3555/256

3557/258 . 3566/267

3571/272

3568/269, 3569/270, 3570/271, 3571/27"2
Reasons : Continuing requirements exist for these allocations.
MHz
108 - 138

USA/44/27

NOC

108- 117.975

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION.

MOD

117.975- 132

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
3495/201A

USA/44/28

132 - 136

MOD

3572/273

136 - 137

MOD

I
I
I
l

3573A

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)
MOD 3573/273A
3577/275

USA/44/29

MOD 3573/273A

3574/274 · 35T5fET~A 3576/274B

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R)

SP:A8B-RE6B:AR8H
fsp~ee-eo-Eareh-t

358rfE8r:A 3582/281AA 3582A
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MHz
108 - 138 (cont.·)
Region l
NOC

137 :... 138

I

I

Region 2

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
SPACE OPERATION. (Telemetering and. tracking)
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
35T8/275A 3580/279A 3583/281C 3584/281E

USA/44/30.

NOC

USA/44/31

MOD

3572/273
3573/273A

In the band 117.975-

±3e-MH~-and-in-the-band-±3e-

136 MHz,

where-the-aeronant±ea±-mob±±e-fR7-~erv±ee-is-anthor±~ed,-the-u5e-and-deve±opment
for-th±s-serv±ee-of-systems-ns±ng space communications techniques may be
authorized for the aeronautical mobile (R) service bnt-±±m±ted-±n±t±al:±y-eo
eateiiite-re±ay-etatione-o~-the-aeronaut±eal-mob±ie-fR7-eerviee.
Such use and
deve3::opment shall be subject to coordination between Administrations concerned

and those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which ;may be
affected.
USA/44/32

USA/44/33

USA/44/34

USA/44/35

ADD

3573A
Space system techniques may be used to receive emissions
from emergency position indicating radio beacon stations on the frequencies
121.5 and 243 MHz.
·
·

NOC

3574/274

SUP

35T5/274A

NOC

3576/274B, 3577/275, 3578/275A, 3580/279A

SUP

358l/28lA

NOC

3582/281AA

ADD

3582A
Until l Januar:y 1990, the band 136 - 137 MHz is also
allocated to the space research (space-to-Earth) service. As of l January 1990,
no new stations in that ·service may be authorized. Stations authorized prior to
l January l990 may continue to operate on a secondary basis after l January 1990.

NOC

3583/281C, 3584/281E
Reasons : Footnote 3573/273A is modified to provide for possible future VHF
s~tellite applicatiOns...
Footnote 3573A is added to provide for EPIRBs via
satellite.(also applies to 243 MHz). Footnote 3575/274A is suppressed since
date of applicability has passed. Aeronautical mobile (R) is added
(136 - l-37 MHz) to provide for expanding requirements for operational control
functions. Footnote 3582A is added to accommodate continuing space research
needs.
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MHz

138 - 143.6
'-

Region 1
USA/44/36 ·

NOC

Region 2

Region 3

138 - 143.6

138 - 143.6

138 - 143.6

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (OR)

·FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

MOBILE

/RADIOLOCATION/

Space research
(Space~to- Earth)

Space research
(Space-to-Earth)
3577/275 3585/281G
3586/282A 3587/283
.NOC

3579/278
. 3589/284

3588/283A

3580/279A

3579/278, 3585/28l"G, 3586/282A, 3587/283, 3588/283A,.3589/284
Reasons :· Continuing requirements exist for these allocations •.·
._.MHz

146- 150.05
146--149.9 (NOC)

146 -148 (NOC)

FIXED

AMATEUR

MOBILE except
3597/289
aeronautical mobile (R} 1----------~--------------:----1
148 - 149.9 (NOC)
FIXED
MOBILE
3590/285
NOC

3591/285A

149.9 - 150.05

3591/285A 3598/290
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3592/285B 3593/285C

USA/44/37

USA/44/38

NOC

3590/285

NOC

3591/285A

NOC

3592/285B

NOC

3593/285C

NOC

3597/289, 3598/290
Reasons : Footnotes 3591/285-A. and 3593/285C are maintained to satisfy continuing
requirements of space telecommand and of rec·eiving-earth· stations of the space
research service, respectively.
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MHz
150.05 - 174

U.SA/44/39

150.05 - 174 (NOC)

150.-05 - 170 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED ·

MOBII!E-~xcept

MOBILE·

MOBILE

·.150 .05 - 151

MOD

Region 3

Region 2

Region 1

aeronautical mobile (R)

-·

-MDIO ASTRONOMY
.

-

3533:f233B3590/285
3594/286A
USA/44/40

MOD

151 - 153
FIXED

-

MOBILE .except
aeronautical mobile (R)
RADIO ASTRONOMY
/METEOROLOGICAL AIDS/
353rf233B 3590/285
3594/286A
153 - 154 (NOC)
FIXED.

\

MOBILE .except ·
aeronautical mobile (R)
/METEOROLOGICAL AIDS/
35.90/285·
-

154 - 156 (NOG)

-.

FIXED• -.
--

MOBILE except
aeronautical-mobile (R)

;

3590/285.

-'

156 - 174 (NOC)

3495i20lA 3595/287
3598/290

FIXED

170 - 174 (NO_C)

MOBILE except
, aeronautical mobile

FIXED
·MOBILE

3495/201A 3590/285
3595/287 3596/288

USA/44/41

NOC

3594/286A

NOC

3595/287

3495/201A 3530/233A
3595/287

BROADCASTING

!
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NOC

3596/288
Reasons : Footnote 3595/287 is maintained to satisfy continuing mobile
requirements.
MHz

174 - 235

USA/44/42

MOD

I

Region 2

Region 1
174 - 216

174 ""'216

BROADCASTING

FIXED

Region 3

MOBILE
BROADCASTING

USA/44/43

MOD

3599/291

3600/292

360~/293

366EfE9lt

366EfE9lt 3603/295

3604/296

216 - 223

216 '- 220

216 .- 225

AER6Nittfflf€Ah

Ji!f*EB

MARITIME MOBILE

M9:SH)E

ld3R9NABIPf€fdJ

RA:a~eNAv~eA!fl~aN
BH9AB8ABifi~NS

RA:B±9NAV~6NP~9N

RAB~eEJeeA~~eN

..

MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
Aeronautical
radionavigation

Mobile

Broadcasting

Fixed

3606/298
3608/300

.,

Aeronautical
,z.adionavisat ion
Radiolocation

-

3605A

USA/44/44

MOD

3605/297
3607/299
3609/301

USA/44/45

MOD

223 - E35 225

:AMA:!fiElBR

AER9NAHIPf8Ab

RAB:E9EJ98Aiflf9N

..

220 - 225

..

RAB~9N:AV:ESA!fi:E9N

MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE
Amateur
Aeronautical
radionavisation
Fixed
Mobile
3607/299
3609/301
3611/303
3613/305

3608/300
3610/302
3612/304
3605A

3615/306
3617/308

3616/307
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MHz
rr4 -- 235 (.cont -· )
Region 1

USA/44/46

.MOD

Re.gion 3

Region .2

_225 :- :235

225 - 235 {NOC)

.AERO.NAUTTCAL
-RA!IJIONAVIGA'TION

.FIXED

FIXED
.,·..... -·

:.MOBILE

MOBILE.

:Fixed

·AE:RoiNA!&rrrCA:L
Nobile

...

..RADIONAVIGATION

36ert299 -36e8f3ee
369~f:3Sl:

3610/302

36:11/303 36r:2/3elt
3613!305
. NOC

3599/291.., 3600/292, 3601]293

·usA/44/47

SUP

36'0:2/:294 -

USA/44/48

ADD

360'5A
Unti1 JL January 1990., the band .2.16 ·- 225 'MHz is also
all:ocate<d to th-e radiol-oc.ation service. As of 1. January 1990·, no new stations
in that service may he authorized. Stations .authorized prior to l Janua~y 1990
may continue to operate -on a secondary basis after ·1 .January 1990.
-

NOC

3606/298, 3607/2:99, 3:608/300., 3609/30JL, 3610/302~ 3611./303, 36l2/304, 3613/305,
3615/30:6, 3616/301., 36ril30B
Reasons .: Footnot,e 3602/294 is :su_ppressed sinoce .spa·c·e res.earcfi is no 1onger
requir,ed,. Maritime :mobile is :added (216 - ;225 .MHz) to )p.rovide for expanding
worldwide maritime short-range .re:qui.remen:ts as identified by mco ..
Footnote 3605A is add;ed in Region :2 {216 ...., :2'2'5 MHz) t:a accommodat-e. continuing
r.adioJ.,oeation nee.ds .. Other ehang.es in this band ar·e to provide :Priority to the
maritime .:mobile. se:rvi,ee,.
MH:z

235 - 4Dl
MOD ' 235 -

:261

F.IXED
MO.BILE

-3'49.5/20iA 3-61.3/:305
3513!.!\
.NOC

267 - :21:2

FIXED
MOBILE .

36l8/308A

36l-4/30:5A 36118./308A 3619/309
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.MHz
235- 401 (cont.)
Region 1
NOC

272 - 273

l

Region 2

·I

Region 3

FJXED
MOBILE
SPACE.OPERATION (Telemetering) 3620/309A
3618/308A

NOC

273 - 328.6

FIXED.
MOBILE
3618/308A 3622/310 . 3623/310A.

328.6 - 335.4

· · AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
3624/311

NOC

3614/305A

USA/44/50

NOC

3618/308A

USA/44/51

NOC

3619/309

NOC

3620/309A, 3621/309B, 3622/310,. 3623/310A

NOC

3624/311

USA/44/52

. Reasons : Footnote 3618/308A is maintained to satis.fy -cont·inuing mobile-satellite
requirements. Footnotes 3619/309 and 3624/3ll ai'e,· maintained to continue the
important provisions for the 24 3 .MHz emergency channel -and, for ILS ,- respectively.
MHz
235- 401 (cont.)
NOC

335.4 - 399.9

FIXED
MOBILE
3618/3081\

NOC

399.9 - 400.05

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3593/285C 3625/311A

NOC

400.05 - 400.15

STANDARD FREQUENCY-SATELLITE
3626/312B 3627/313

3628/314

Document No. 44-E
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MHz
235 - 401 (cont ~}
Region 1
USA/44/5-3

MOD

. 400.15 - 401

Re-gion 2

I

Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

SPACE. RESEARCH ( Telemetering and tracking)
362T/3l3

USA/44/54

NOG

362>5/3ll.A

NO:C

3626/3l2B

NOG

3621/313, 3628/314

3628/314

Reasons : Maintenance telemetering is deleted (400.15 - 401 MJ:Iz) to remove this
constraint on fut.ure weather satellites.. Footnote 3626/3l2B is maintained to
protect. t.he designated standard frequency.
MHz
401 - 406
NOG

401 . ;. . 402

METEOROLOGIGAL, AIDS
SPACE OPERATION (Telemetering) 3630/315A·
Fixed
Meteorological.-sat.ellite (Earth:-t.o-space)
Mobile exc.ept aeronautical mobile:
· 3628/314

NOG

: 402 - 403 ·

3629/315

3631/315B 3632/315G 3633/316

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Meteorological-satellite ( Earth-to·;space)
·Mobile except aeronautical mobile
. 3628'/314

NOC

403 - 406

362 9/315

3632/ 315G 3633/316

METEOROLOGICAL· AIDS
Fixed
.Mobile except aeronautical mobile
3628/314

NOG

3629/315, 3630/315A, 3631/315B

3629/315

3633/316

Document No. ·44-E
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USA/44/55

NOC

3632/315C

NOC

3633/316
Reasons : Continuing requirements exist for these: allocations.
:MHz

406 - 420
Region 1
NOC

4o6 - 4o6.1

I

·Region 2

MOBILE~SATELLITE

3628/314
USA/44/56

406.1 - 410

MOD

J

Region 3

(Earth-to-space)

3634/317A 3635/317B

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
353~f233B

410 - 420

NOC.

3628/314

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronauticai.mobile

I

3628/314

I

USA/44/57

NOC

3634/317A

NOC .- 3635/317B
Reasons : ·Footnote 3634/317A is maintained· to provi-de, fo.r· exclusive use of
using satellites.

EPIRBs

~,1:.'!'~

'
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MHz
420 - 470
Region l

Region 3

420 - 430 (NOC)

420 - 450 (NOG)

FIXED

RADIOLOCATION

MOBILE except
aeronautical·. mobile

Amateur·

Radiolocation
3636/318

3640/319

430 - 440 (NOC)
AMATEUR
RADIOLOCATION
3636/318 3640/319
3642/319B 3643/320
MOD 3644/320A
3645/321 3646/322
440 - 450 (NOG)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
Hadiolocation

NOG

3636/318 3640/319
364l/319A

3636/318
3647/323

450 - 460

FIXED

364l/319A 3-642/319B MOD 3644/320A
3648/324

MOBILE 3638/318B 3639/318G
3636/318
NOC

460 - 470

364l/319A

FIXED
MOBILE 3638/318B 3639/318C
Meteorological-satellite (Space-to-earth) 3637 /318A
3650/324B

NOG

3636/318, 3637/318A

USA/44/58

NOC

3638/318B

USA/44/59

NOG

36 39 I 318C

NOG

3640/319, 364l/319A, 3642/319B, 3643/320

Document No. 44-E
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USA/44/60

MOD

3644/320A
In the bands 435 - 438 MHz, 1 250 - 1 260 MHz,
2 390- 2 400 MBz, 5 650- 5 670 MHz 1 76- 81 GHz 1 165 - 170 GHz and
240- 250 GHz, the amateur-satellite service may be authorized, on condition that
no harmful ·interference shall be caused to other services operating in
accordance with the Table. Administrations authorizing such use shall ensure
that any harmful interference caused by emissions.from an amateur satellite 1s
immediately eliminated in accordance with the provisions of No. 6362/1567A.
The service in bands 1 250 - 1 260 MHz and
5 650 - 5 670 MHz shall be only in the Earth-to-space direction.

USA/44/61

NOC

3645/321, 3646/322, 3647/323, 3648/324

NOC

3650/324B
Reasons : Footnote 3644/320A. is modified to provide several .additional amateursatellite allocations above 450 MHz to satisf'y. future· expanding requirements. ·
Footnotes 3638/318B,.3639/318C and3650/324B are maintained to satisfy continuing
requirements.
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MHz
470 - 942
I

Region 2

Region 1
U.SA/44/62

470 - .582 (NOC)

MOD

470 - 896 608

I

Region 3

I

! 470

- 585 (NOC)

!

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

582 - 606 .( NOC)

FIXED
-

3664/335

BROADCASTING

MOBILE

585 _;_ 610 (NOC)

.

RADIONAVTGATION

RADIONAVIGATION
:3651/3"25 . 3652/32T
. 3653/328· 365"4)329

3655/329A 366ef:r3z:·
3663:f332A

6o6 - 790 (NOC}

USA/44/63

MOD
BROADCASTING

-608 - -614

3658/330B 3665/336
3666/33T
610 - 890 (NOC)

BR6AB€AS!flfN6
FIXED
RADIO ASTRONOMY
MOBILE

USA/44/64

MOD

3654/329 3656/330
3657 /330A 3659/331
MOD 3660/332
MOD 366l/332A

614 - 890

790 - 890 (NOC).

BROADCASTING

FIXED

FIXED

· BROADCASTING
3654/329
3662/333

3659/331
3663/334

3b55f329A 3666f332
3663:f332A

BROADCASTING

MOBILE
3655f329A 3655A
3666f33Z: MOD 3661/332A

3658/330B MOD 3660/332
MOD 3661/332A 3667/338
3668/339

!
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MHz
470-942 (cont.)
Region 1
USA/44/65

MOD

Region 2

890 - 942

Region 3
890 - 942

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED

Radiolocation

MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile

BROADCASTING
Radioloc at ion

USA/44/66

. MOD
FIXED
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Mobile
3669/339A MOD 3670/340

USA/44/67

928 - 942

MOD

FIXED
RADIOLOCATION
3654/329 3659/331
3662/333 3669/339A
MOD 3670/340

USA/44/68

USA/44/69

MOBILE except
·aeronautical mobile
3669/339A 36T6f3lt6

3668/339 3669/339A
MOD 3670/340

NOC

3651/325, 3652/327, 3653/328, 3654/329, 3655/329A

ADD

3655A
In Region 2, the band 806 - 890 is also allocated to
the mobile-satellite service for the use and development of systems using space
radiocommunications techniques. Such use and development is subject to
agreement and coordination between the Administrations concerned and those
having service operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.

NOC

3656/330, 3657/330A, 3658/330B, 3659/331

MOD

3660/332

First part : (In Region 1 .•. astronomy observations)- NOC
Second part :

fn-Reg±on-e,-the-band-668 - 6i~-MHz-±s-re~er~ed-exeitt~±Teiy
for-the-rad±o-a-stronomy-~er~±ee-unt±i-the-f±r~t-ltdm±n±strat±~e-Rad±o-eonferenee
after-i-January-x9T~,-wh±eh-±~-eompetent-to-rev±ew~th±e-prev±s±en,-hewever,-th±e
prov±e±en-deee-not-app!y-te-e~ba.
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USA/44/70

MOD

3661/332A
With~!l the frequency band 620 - 790 MHz, assignments may
be made ~o te±evision stations using frequency modulation in the broadcastingsatellite service subject to agreement between the Administratio11s concerned and
those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
af~ected (see Resolutions Nos. Spa2: - 2 and Spa2 ~ 3 and Recommendation FF).
Sneh-stations-shaJ:i-not-prodnce-a-power-fJ:nx-density-in-excess,.....of-the-vcd:ne
-H~9-dBW-per-sqnare-met.re-£or-angl:es~o£-arrival:-l:ess-trhan-:-28-degrees-fsee
Reeommenda'b±on-N(,'...--8pa2-:-:..:l:et-:-w{th±n-the-t-erritor±es-of-other-eotmtri-es-w±thotttthe;eonsent-o£-the-Adm±n~stration-of-those-eountr±es.

U$A/44/71

NOC

3662/333, 3663/334, 3664/335, 3665/336, 3666/337, 3667/338, 3668/339, 3669/339A

MOD

3670/340
:En-Region-e.:; The frequency 915 MHz is designated for
industrial, scientific and medical purposes. Emissions must be confined within
the limits of+ or- 13 HHz of that, frequency. Radiocommunication services
operating within these limits must accept any harmful interference that may be
experienced from the operation of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.
Reasons : Fixed and mobile are added in Region 2 (470 - 608 and 614 - 890 MHz)
to provide flexibility in meeting future requirements. Radio astronomy is added
to the Table in Region 2 (608 - 614 -MHz) to accommodate continuum emission
observations in lieu of footnote 3660/332. Footnote 3655A is added in Region 2
to provideflexibility in me!=ting future mobile satellite requirements.
Footnote 3661/332 is modified to provide for future aural broadcasting-satellite:
requirements. Mobile (except ae~onautical mobile) added in Region 2
(890 - 902 MHz and 928 - 942 MHz) to satisfy existing mobile requirements. Mobile
and amateur are added in Region 2 on a secondary basis (902 - 928 MHz) to satisfy
future requirements which do not require protection. Footnote 3670/340 is
modified to· provide ISM on 915 MHz on a worldwide basis for industrial heating
applications.
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MHz
942 - 960
Region 1
USA/44/72

USA/44/73

MOD

Region 2

Region 3

942 - 960 (NOC)

942 - 947

942 - 960 (NOC)

FIXED

FIXED

MOBILE

BROADCASTING

MOBILE

FIXED

3669/339A

BROADCASTING

MOD

947 --952
FIXED
3669/339A

USA/44/74

MOD

952 - 960
FIXED
MOBILE
3654/329
3662/333

3659/331
3669/339A

3667/338 3668/339
3669/339A

3669/339A

Reasons : Mobile is,, added in. Region 2· (942 - 947 MHz and 952 """·960 MHz) to ...
satisfy existing requirements .•
.MHz

960 - 1 215
USA/44/75

MOD

960 - 1 215

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION'
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MOD 3671/341

USA/44/76

MOD

3671/341
The band 960 - 1 215 MHz is reserved on a worldwide basis
for the use and development of airborne electronic aids to· air navigation and
any directly associated satellite or ground-based facilities.
Reasons : Aeronautical radionavigation-satellite is added to provide for future
unique. aeronautical requirements which may not be satisfied by other systems.
Footnote 3671/341 is modified to provide for future satellite applications.
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United States of America
Page 53 - replace frequency box 31.8 - 32.3 GHz (NOC) by the following

1.

USA/45/283A
(Corr.l)

MOD

31.8 - 32.3

RADIONAVIGATION
Spaee-reBe&"eh

SPACE RESEARCH (Deep space)

(Space-to-Earth)

3807/412B
Page 54 - replace frequency box 34.2 - 35.2 GHz with the following

2.

USA/45/287
(Corr.l)

MOD

34.2 - 34.7

RADIOLOCATION

SPACE RESEARCH (Deep space) (Earth-to-space)
3792/407
USA/45/287A
(Corr.l)

MOD

34.7 - 35.2

3794/408

3805/412

3808/412C 3809/412D

3805/412

3808/412C 3809/412D

RADIOLOCATION
Spaee-reBeareh

3792/407

3794/408

Reasons : To make available a pair of frequency bands for deep space which
allow future development to either provide increased communication performance
over that obtained at the lower frequencies using the same size antennae on
spacecraft or the same communications performance at the lower frequencies
using smaller, lighter weight antennae on the spacecraft.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited nu~b.er. Partic.ipants are therefore ~indly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few add1t1onal cop1es can be made ava1lable.
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PLENARY MEETING

United States of America

PROPOSALS FOR THE ALLOCATION TABLE
IN THE BANDS 1 215 MHz - 40 GHz

The frequency bands above 1215 MHz support a wide variety of
imp:ntant services.
The fixed satellite and terrestrial networks carry
high-density telecommunications traffic for domestic
and
international
routes.
International planning for aeronautical and maritime satellite
systems is underway. ~tailed planning for broadcasting sate11 i tes in this
part of the spectrum has been completed for much of the world. Extensive
radiodetermination systems are in operation to assist in aeronautical and
maritime safety.
In general, this frequency range is characterized by
wideband systems, rapid technological development, and the maximum possible
frequency utilization in accordance with careful, well-defined
sharing
criteria.
An important world-wide
radionavigation satellite system, the
Global Positioning System (GPS}, is under development for operation
in the bands 1215-1240 MHz and 1563-1590 MHz.
The USA is thus proposing
addition of primary Table allocations for the service in these bands. The
amateur service is being deleted to protect GPS in the lower band. A new
footnote for spaceborne radars is being proposed in the band 1240-1300 MHz
and four other bands below 14 GHz; however, the allocation provision is
limited to secondary status that provides protection to the terrestrial
radiolocation systems.
~~VSTAR

The USA proposes to add the amateur satellite service in the band
1250-1260 MHz and in five other banns up to 250 GHz, by modification of
existing
footnote 3644/320A.
In each case, the amateur satellite is
secondary and is added to an existing or proposed radiolocation band.
Experience indicates that this is a satisfactory sharing arrangement for both
services.
As a general principle, it is proposed to add the earth exploration
satellite (passive) and space research (passive) services to the band
1400-1427 MHz and all other bands allocated exclusively to the radio
astronomy service.

Recognition of the current search for extraterrestrial intelligence
(SETI) is proposed by, addition of a footnote in all bands between 1400 and·
1727 MHz, and several higher bands. SETI observations are currently being
carried out in.a number of locations.
Specialized mobile operations, involving flight telemetry
and
airframe testing, are conducted in the bands 1435-1535 MHz and 2310-2390 MHz
in the United States.
In view of the critical nature and safety-of-life
aspect of the operation, the USA is proposing to add a new footnote that
recognizes this application as the primary mobile use in R~ion 2 in the two
bands.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference smce only a few additional copies can be made available.
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'Ihe hand 1535-ln60 MHz currently provides for aeronautical and
maritime mobile satellite and aeronautical radionavigation in the Table, and
for aeronautical mobile (R) and radio astronomy in footnotes. Since the time
of allocation of the band at the 1971 Space WARC, there ha•Je been significant
c-1-'.a:.g::=~
in the requireiTie::ts foresee!"'. f::Jr the b.3r'.d.
'These include
a
substantial increase in bandwidth
for the maritime satellite service,
frequency support for the NAVSTAR GPS radionavigation satellite, and a
decrease in the nunber and types of systems planned for operation in the
aeronautical radionavigation band.
In the development of the USA proposals, it ~as first considered
necessary to maintain the existing band edges of 1535 and 1660 MHz to avoid
impact on services in adjacent bands. Second, there was ·a requirement to
aoopt allocations such that there was a common frequency separation between
the up- and down-bands of the aeronautical, maritime and distress channel
portions qf the band. 'Ih·ird, it was necessary to maintain the existing
bandwidth available for the aeronautical satellite service while increasing
the maritime allocation.
Finally, there was a need ·to accommodate the GPS
system, which was already under development, in a fully compatible manner.
In
'Ihe resulting USA- proposal meets all of these objectives.
addition, several existing footnotes concerning the aeronautical services are
proposed to be deleted and the provisions moved 'into the Table. 'The footnqte
prov1s1on in the band for radio astronomy is expanded ·in the light of
experience gained since the 1971 WARC.
A primary world-wide allocation is proposed for the meteorological
satellite service in the band 1700-1710 MHz •. Existing systems provide
weather information to hundreds of users around the world who receive
satellite transmissions with relatively· low-cost earth'terminals. The next
generation of satellites will have an increased capability for weather
reporting and require larger bandwidths for transmi?sion of data to Earth.
Deletion of other primary services from the band is· necessary to avoid
interference or coordination problems that might occur. ·
'Ihe USA is proposing to allocate the space operations service on a
primary basis in the Table in the bands 1721-1850 MHz and 2200-2290 MHz to
provide common standardized equipment in support of all types of satellite
systems. Operations are compatible with other users of the bands •
. A sizable requirement (on the order of.700 MHz in the up direction
and 500 MHz in the down direction) has been identified for additional fixed
satellite service (FSS) allocations below 10 GHz to satisfy projected
international and_ domestic needs~ The· USA is proposing to meet these needs
in two new bands at 1850-220.0 MHz (downlink) and 6425-7115 MHz (uplink) and
in part of the existing band 3400-3700 MHz (downlink). It is the view of the
United States that these are the only possible bands available below 10 GHz.
In general, the sharing· problems in the· new bands are similar to
those that are currently found at 4/fi GHz, i..e., fixed and mobile versus FSS.
Sharing is amply covered in the Radio Regulations and in CCIR material, and
based on extensive experience, coordination is expected· 'to be a routine
matter.
A more serious problem exists in the bano 3400-3700 MHz, ·however,
because there are severe sharing difficulties between the fixed satellite and
radiolocation services. For this reason, it may only be.·fx>ssible for FSS to
operate in the upper portion of this band.
·
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There is a re~irement for feeder links to broadcasting, maritime
and possible other satellite net~rks, including the uplinks to fixed and
broadcasting satellites operating in the band 2500-2690 MHz. In this regard,
the USA is proposing sufficient spectrum for the fixed satellite service to
satisfy the· total projected requirements of the FSS, which includes the
aforementioned feeder links.
Space research, space o~rations and EES (uplinks, downlinks and
space-to-space) are proposed for various parts of the bands 2025-2120 MHz and
2200-2290 MHz, to satisfy requirements for data transfer. The allocations in
this part of the spectrum would also be used by the data relay satellite
(DRS) system that will be used to collect information from a number of low
orbiting satellites. Sharing between these services and other allocated
users was studied by the· CCIR and found to be· manageable.
The USA is proposing to designate t~ of the existing space
research bands for deep space only, because deep space and near space
operations cannot share the same band. The proposed bands are 2290-2300 MHz
and 8400-R500 MHz. The primary mobile allocation is proposed to be limited
to other than aeronautical mobile, to protect the very sensitive deep space
systems from airborne transmissions.
Solar power satellite (SPS) systems will offer the potential for an
economical energy source within the time-frame of the decisions of WAR€-1979.
Therefore, the frequency 2450 MHz is designated for.the wireless transmission
of energy.
A condition of use is that SPS -shall not cause harmful
interference to stations in other bands.
The band 2500-2690 MHz offers unique opportunities for innovative
satellite systems in Region 2. BSS is already allocated in the entire band,
while FSS is only allocated in the lower and upper 35 MHz. Because BSS is
limited to one-way broadcast, the USA is proposing to add FSS (downlink) in
the band 2535-2655 MHz to allow flexibility in·· planning small-terminal
user-oriented systems, possibly operating both FSS and BSS in a common
system. It is also being proposed to relax the power flux density (PFD)
limit for both FSS and BSS by 10 dB in the band 2500-2655 MHz to enable the
use of earth stations using small antennas (about one meter diameter). The
existing PFD limit is retained in the band 2655-2690 to protect the adjacent
r~dio astronomy observations.
The USA is proposing to introduce frequency provisions for maritime
transponders
in
the bands 2900-3100 MHz and 9500-9520 MHz, and for
ground-based aeronautical radar beacons in the band 9300-9320 MHz.
The· SPM
Report concludes ·that the transponder and radar ·beacon operations are
compatible with current use of radars in these bands.
Earth exploration satellite (passive) and space research (passive)
proposed to be added to the aeronautical radionavigation band at
4200-~400
MHz.
A new footnote provides that no protection will be required
from the airborne radio altimeters operating in this band.

are

An international standard system for precision approach and landing
{MLS--microwave landing system) has been adopted by ICAO in the band
5000-5250 MHz. Therefore, the USA proposes that the MLS be given priority in
the band by addition of a new footnote.
It is also proposed to delete
several footnotes and transfer the provisions into the Table for the
aeronautical mobile
(R)
and
radionavigation
satellite
services.
Compatibility among the allocated services ~uld be ensured because use of
the band will be planned within the aeronautical community.
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The USA is proposing to add a primary Table allocation for the
mobile satellite service in the bands 7250-7750 MHz and 7900-8400 MHz.
The
requirement is for an operating concept in which both fixed and mobile earth
stations communicate in the same satelllte system. The mobile aspects of the
system are not clearly provided for because of decisions taken at the 1971
Space WARC that changed the allocation from communications satellite service
to fixed satellite service as a result of definition amendments. kldition of
the mobile satellite service to the fixed satellite bands will correct the
discrepru1cy.
In the band 7900-7975 MHz,
the USA is proposing to delete
terrestrial fixed ahd mobile services. This is in support of requirements
for land, sea and air mobile earth stations a~ part of a satellite system
concept involving both fixed and mobile earth stations. Specifically, this
proposal will provide for operation under conditions where coordination with
terrestrial users may be impractical.
The maritime service has requirements for future systems involving
safety of ship movement, such as collision avoidance and ship-to-ship
interrogation. The USA proposes to add a primary Table allocation in the
band 10.55-10.60 GHz to satisfy these needs on a coequal basis with the fixed
service. Priority is given in the lower 20 MHz of the new band to maritime
safety operations in the vicinity of ports and waterways. This will allow
international maritime planning of the band.
The USA is proposing to satisfy critical requirements of the EES
(passive) and space research (passive) service in the bands 10.~-10.7 GHz and
18.6-18.R GHz. Power limits for terrestrial stations in the fixed and mobile
services and PFD limits for the fixed satellite service are proposed in new
footnotes which protects the passive services.
In each case, the general
location of the proposed band is dictated by the physical properties of the
Earth's environment.
A substantial increase in fixed satellite allocations is required
above 10 GHz; in addition to the proposals for increases below 10 GHz.
The
requirement is primarily to satisfy international needs. The USA proposes to
allocate an additional 500 MHz in each direction for the fixed satellite
service in the bands 10.7-10.95 and 11.2-11.45 GHz (downlink) and 12.75-13.25
GHz (uplink). The sharing conditions in the new bands are similar to that
found in existing bands, and are not expected to be a problem.
An important issue for Region 2 administrations involves the band
11.7-12.7 GHz. The 1971 Space WARC found it necessary to allocate the band
11.7-1?..2 GHz in Region 2 to both the BSS and FSS services, to meet all
anticipated requirements.
At the 1977 Broadcasting Satellite WARC, Region 2
adopted an arc segmentation scheme that designated separate parts of the
geostationary orbit to BSS and FSS.

The United States has studied the problem, and concludes that the
arc segmentation scheme will not meet the requirements of either the BSS or
the FSS service in Region 2. It is further concluded that the ideal solution
is to provide separate allocations for the two services. This course of
action may triple the capacity of the spectrum and orbit for each of the
services, and greatly facilitate planning of the broadcasting satellite
service in Region 2 at the proposed 1983 conference. The existing plans for
Regions 1 and 3 will not be affected.
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The USA is therefore proposing to move the allocation for the BSS
service upward to the band 12.2-12.7 GHz, and to maintain the FSS allocation
in the existing band 11.7-12.2 GHz.
The decision to move the BSS service is
based on the fact that extensive development of the FSS in the lower band has
already taken place. Pnditionally, the BSS service would be easier to share
with existing and future terrestrial services in the band 12.2-12.7 GHz than
the FSS service.
The separation of the Region 2 allocations at 12 GHz for FSS and
BSS creates a need for an additional 500 MHz allocation . for fixed satellite
feeder links. It is proposed that FSS be added to the band 17.1-17.6 GHz,
primarily for use as an uplink to the BSS service at 12.2 GHz. Sharing of
this band with the radiolocation service will be difficult; therefore,
necessary sharing criteria must be developed for compatibility between these
services.
Requirements exist for the development of satellite systems that
include both fixed earth stations and mobile earth stations on land, air and
sea platforms. The USA is proposing to satisfy this need by addition of t~~
mobile satellite service to the existing fixed satellite allocation in the
bands 20.2-21.2 GHz and 30-31 GHz.
Present intersatellite allocations in the vicinity of 60 GHz cannot
be used in the near future because of economic reasons. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide allocations lower in the spectrum to satisfy near-term
requirements for direct links between satellites. The USA proposes to add
the intersatellite allocation in the bands 22.6-23.6 GHz and 25.25-26.25 GHz
9n a shared coequal basis with existing services. Sharing with terrestrial
services is feasible, as indicated in the SPM Report.
USA

PROPOSAL..S

Specific proposals relating to the Table of Frequency Allocations
between 1215 MHz and 40 GHz are contained on the following pages.
US proposals for changes to Article N7/5, the Table of Frequency
Allocations, show only those allocations proposed for modification (MOD),
except for the footnotes to the Table where the normal process has been used.
It should be noted, however, that in many of the bands where no change is
proposed the United States has definite requirements for the continuation
and protection of existing allocations. During the Conference proceedings
these requirements will be brought forth for discussion as the,need arises.
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MHz

1 215 - 1 350
Allocation to Services
REGION 1

USA/45/77

MOD

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

1215-i388 1240
RADIOLOCATION
Am-aeet1r:

RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE {Space-to-earth)
3672/342
36:;I5f345
USA/45/78

MOD

3673/343

3674/344

1240-1300
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
MOD 3644/320A 3672/342 3673/343
3674/344 3675/345 :3675A ~
···--------------------··-- - - - - -

USA/45/79

MOD

1300-1350
AERQ\IAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION MOD 3676/346 .
Radiolocation
3677/347 3678/348

MOD 3680/349A

NOC 3672/342~ 3673/343, 3674/344, 3675/345

USA/45/82

Radars located on spac".:::~:.<:,,::i·le platf:)t: .• s may be operated c.1
a secondary basis in the bands 1240-1300 MHz,
3100-3200 i'1Hz, 5250-5350 MHz, 9700-9800 MHz, and
13.4-14 GHz.
ADD 36758
In the USA the bands 1240-1300 MHz and 1350-1370
MHz are also allocated to the aeronautical radionavigation service.
MOD 3676;346 The use of the bands 1300-1350 MHz, 2700-2900
MHz, and 9000-9200 MHz by the aeronautical
radionavigation service is restricted to
ground-based radars and, tR-tfie-~eEef'e to
associated transponders which transmit only
on frequencies in these bands and only when
actuated by radars operating in the same
band.

USA/45/83

MOD

USA/45/80

USA/45/81

ADD 3675A

NOC

3677/347, 3678/348
3680/349A Radio astronomy observations on the hydrogen
line displaced towards lower frequencies are
carried out in a number of countries under
national arrangements. Administrations
should bear in mind the needs of the radio
astronomy service in their future planning
of the band !350-1330-1400 MHz.
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Radionavigation-Satellite is added (1215-1240 MHz) to provide for
for a Global Positioning system (GPS). Amateur is removed
(1215-1240 MHz) to protect GPS. Aeronautical radionavigation
operations continue to expand in the 1240-1370, 2700-2900,-and
9000-9200 MHz bands and accommodation can best be satisfied
through better sharing arrangements permitted by new footnote
3675B and MOD 3676/346. Foo.tnote 3675A is added in several bands
to provide for space radar requirements. Radio astronomy observations of req shifted hydrogen lines are recognized by modified
footnote MOD 3680/349A. Other allocations continue to be
required.
MHz
1 350 - 1 525

REGION 1

USA/45/84

MOD

1350-~4ee

1350-3:ltee 1370

I

REGION 2

1370

REGION 3

1

RADIOLOCATION

FIXED
MCBILE
RADIOLOCATION

3679/349 MOD 3680/349A 3675B
1370-1400

USA/45/85
FIXED
MCBILE
RADIOLOCATION

RADIOLOCATION

3679/349
MOD 3680/349A
3679A
USA/45/86

-----------

------!=-____..--~--~~-~~-

MOD

3679/349 MOD 3680/349A 3679A

1400-1427
RADIO ASTRCNOMY
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (PASSIVE)
SPACE RESEARCH (PASSIVE)
3679A

USA/45/87

MOD

1427-1429
SPACE OPERATION (Telecommand) FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3679A

'

I

------~
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MHz
1 350- 1 525 (cont.)
REGION 1

USA/45/88

MOD

1429-1525
FIXED
MCBILE except
aeronautical
mobile

USA/45/89

REGION 3

REGION 2
1429-1435

1429-1525

FIXED
MCBILE

FIXED
MCBILE

3679A
-1435-1525 .

MOD

M03 ILE 3680A
Fixed - 3679A

USA/45/90

ADD

USA/45/91

ADD

3679A
-

3679A

3679A Administrations should bear in mind that passive space
research in the search for ~xtra-terrestrial intelligehce
(SETI) is being conducted in various portions of the spectrum
from 1 to 100 GHz, with the search from the Earth's surface
generally confined to 1 to 25 GHz, with particular emp~asis
on the band from 1400 to 1727 MHz when searching nearby stars •.
3680A
In Region 2 where the mobile service is
·
authorized in the bands 1435-1535 MHz and
2310-2390 MHz the primary use of this
allocation is by the aeronautical mobile
service for te~emetering purposes.
REASON:

The Earth Exploration. Satellite and Space Research services
are added to the Radio Astronomy band to provide for
compatible measurements oL the earth's enviroPmental
properties. Footnote 3679A is added to various bands (1-100 GHz)
to support the search for extra-terrestrial intelligence.
Footnote 3680A is added (1435-1535, 2310-2390 MHz) to point
out the critical nature of specialized mobile operations. Other
allocations are maintained to suprort continuing requi !'ements.
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MHz

1

USA/45/93
USA/45/94

MOD

1525-1535

1

535

REGION 2

REGION 1

USA/45/92

525 -

REGION 3

1525-1535

1525-1535

SP.ll.CE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A
FIXED 368~f350B
Earth ExplorationSatellite
r.bbile except
aeronautical
mobile
3683/350C

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A
Fixed
Earth ExplorationSatellite
Mobile 3684/350D
3680A

SPACE OPERATION
(Telemetering)
3681/350A
FIXED -368~f359B
Earth ExplorationSatellite
Mobile

3679A
-

3679A

3679A

--

NOC 3681 /350A
SUP 3682/3508
NOC 3683/350C, 3684/350D
REASON:

Existing allocations are required.
MHz

1

USA/45/95

MOD

535 -

1

660

153S-1542.5
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3679A 3685/352
3688/352D MOD 3689/352E

USA/45/96

MOD

1542.5-1543.5
AER9NA~~Ab-M9BfbE-SA~Ebtf~E-~Rt

MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3679A 3n85/352 3n88/352D
MOD 3689/352E

3699f35~F

--
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MHz
1 535- 1 660 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/97

MOD

15~3.5-~558.5

1550

I

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

AEReNA~±GAt-MeBftE-SA~Ettf~E-fRt
~ARITIME

MOBILE-SATELLITE

3679A 3685/352 3688/352D
MOD 3689/352E 369xf3526
USA/45/98

MOD

1550 -_ 1551
AEReNA~fGAt-MeBftE-SA~Ett±~E-fRt

MOBILE-SATELLITE 3679A

3685/352 3688/3520
3695A

369!_f35~

USA/45/99

MOD

1551 -1558.5

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3679A 3685/352 3~88/352D
MOD 3691/352G MOD 3750/383B

USA/45/100

MOD

1558.5 - 1:-636.5 1563
AER9NA~feAt-RAB;9NA~~±8N

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3679A

3685/352 368~f35~~
3688/3520 MOD 369l/352G
MOD 3750/3838

3~8~f35~B
3~95f35~~

USA/45/101

MOD

1563 - 15nn
AER8NA~±GAt-RAPfeNAV!GA~feN

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
RADIONA\nGATION-SATELLITE
3679A

3n85/352 3686f35~
3688/352D . MOD 3691/352G

3~~f35~B

3695f35~~
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MHz
1 535 - 1 660 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/102

MOD

15nfi - 1590

I.

I

REGION 2

REGION 3

AERONAliTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATIO~SATELLITE

3679A

3685/352 ~8Gf35~
3688/352D 3695f35~K

36fRf3;~

USA/45/103

MOD

1590-H524
AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL

RADIONAVIGATION
MOBILE (R)
RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)

3679A

3685/352 3686135~
'
3688/352D MOD 3695/352K
MOD 3750/3838
368=7-35~B

USA/45/104

MOD

1n24-ln36.5
-AER8NAB~±9A~-RAB±8NA¥±6A~±6N

MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE

3679A

3685/352 3686f35~
3688/352D MOD 3692/352H

368=7f35~B

3695f35~K

USA/45/105

MOD

1636.5-1644
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
3679A 3685/352
MOD 3692/352H

3688/352D
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MHz
1 535- 1 660 (cont.)
REGION 1

USA/45/106

MOD

REGION 2

1644-1645

I

REGION 3

AER8NAtr:Pf8Ab-MetHbB-SA!ffif:.bf!f'E-~Rt

MAFH!f'fME-Mffiff:.E..,-SA!f'Ef:.tf!f'B- -

MOBILE-SATELLITE
3679A 3685/352 3688/352D
3693-f352f 3695A

. USA/45/107

MOD

1645-1660
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE (R)
AEROOAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3679A 3685/352 3688/352D
3694/352J MOD 3750/3838
I

USA/45/108
USA/45/109
~

USA/45/110

NOC
SUP
SUP
NOC
MOD

3685/352
3686/352A
3687/3528
3688/352D
3689/352E

USA/45/111
. -USA/45/112

SUP 3690 /352F
MOD 369lj352G

USA/45/113

MOD 3692/352H

The use of the band 1535-±542.5 1550 is limited
to transmissions from space to earth stations in . the
rnari time mobile-satellite service for communication
and/or radiodeterrnination purposes. Transmissions
from coast stations directly to ship stations, or
between ship stations, are also authorized when such
transmissions are used to extend or supplement the
satellite-to-ship links.
The use of the band ~543.5-!558.5 1551-1566 MHz is
limited to transmissions from space to earth stations
in the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service for
communications and/or radiodetermination purposes.
Transmissions from terrestrial aeronautical stations
directly to aircraft stations, or between aircraft
stations, are authorized when such transmissions are
used to extend or supplement the satellite-to-aircraft
links.
The use of the band ±63-6.5 1624-1644 MHz is
limited to transmissions from earth to space stations
in the maritime mobile-satellite service for
communication and/or radiodetermination purposes.
Transmissions from ship stations directly to coast
stations, or between ship stations, are also
authorized when such transmissions are used to
extend or supplement the ship-to-satellite
links.
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USA/45/114
USA/45/115

SUP 3n93/352I
NOC 3n94/352J
MOD 3695/352I<

Radio astronomy observations on imp:>rtant spectral lines due
to the hydroxyl fa64e±e radical (OH) at rest
frequencies 1612.231 MHz and 1720.530 MHz are carried out
In a number of countries under national arrangements 7 •
~fie The bands being_observed eei~ are ~6!±.5
-±&;±~.5 lnl0.5=w4 MHz and 1720-1721 MHz
respectively. Aeffi*A±s~fa~4eAs-sfieH!e-eeaf-ifl~m4R9
~fie-Aeees-e£-fa64e-as~feAemy-5efv4ee-iA-~fieif-~aAAi~
e€-~fie-eaA6s-±§5B.5-!636.5-MH2-aAfi-±~±0-±~~0-MH2•

Administrations are urged to take all practicable
steps to protect these Radio astronomy observations
from harmful Interference.
In the frequency bands 1550-1551 and 1644-1645 MHz
distress and safety operations shall be given priority.
The use of the band 1550-1551 MHz is limited to the
space-to-earth direction and the use of the band
1644.-1~45 r..,Hz is limited to the earth-to-space direction.

USA/45/116

ADD 3695A

USA/45/117

MOD 3750/3838 The bands 1551-1563, 1590-1624, 1645-1660, and 5000-5250 MHz
±s are .also allocated to the fixed-satellite service and
theinter-satellite service for connection between one or- more
earth stations at specified fixed points on the Earth and satellites when these services are used ey~~Ae-aefeAaH~iea±-meB4±e
~Rt-sefviee-aA6fef-~fie-fa64eee~efm4Aa~4eA in conjunction with
the aeronautical radionavigation service. Such use and development shall be subJect to agreement and coordination between the
administrations concerned and those having services, operating in
accordance with the Table, which ~ay be affected.
REASON:

The re-arrangement of spectrum space allocated for Aeronautical and Maritime Mobile Satellites is proposed to
expand the Maritime Mobile allocation to meet growing
requirements and provide spectrum space for future
Aeronautical systems. Footnote 3695A is added to provide
priority for distress and safety operations in the
two 1 MHz sub bands in the Mobile Satellite allocations.
Provision has been made for a common translation frequency
in the event a need develops. Footnotes 3686/352A and 3687/3528
(1558.5-1636.5, 4200-4400, 5000-5250 MHz and 15.4-15.7 GHz) are
suppressed, as a consequence of either identifying the requirement and including the service in the table,.or the elimination
of the requirement. This re-allocation provides
for the Global Positioning Satellite System (15661590 MHz) • Other restrictions and provisions for
related Footnote changes are consequential to
allocation-proposals. An effort to standardize and
bring up to date Radio Astronomy footnotes is also
proposed, as an example by MOD 3695/352K. Footnote 3750/3838 is
modified (1551-1563, 1590-1624, 1645-1660, and 5000-5250 MHz) to
provide communications between satellites in conjunction with
the aeronautical radionavigation service.
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MHz
1 660 - 1 710
REGION 2

REGION 1
USA/45/118

MOD

1660-1670
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADI 0 ASTR()\!Q'VlY
3679A MOD 369n/353A 3697/354
3698/354A 3699/3548

USA/45/119

MOD

1670-1690
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
FIXED
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth) 3649/324A
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
3679A 3697/354

USA/45/120

USA/45/121

MOD

MOD

1690-1700

1690-1700

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
METEOROLOGICALSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
Fixed
J'Vbbile except
aeronautical mobile

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

3650/3248 3679A
3698/354A ~~

3650/324B 3679A
3698/354A 3700/354C

1700-1710

1700-1710

F!*EB

F-f*EB

8PA8E-RE8EA:R8H
fBpa:ee-'b-o-EEtrth+
Mob:i::3:e
METEOROLOGICALSATELLI'l'E
(Space-to-Earth)
Fixed

MEB~bE

3679A 3701/354D

SPAEE-RESEAREH
-fSf3aee--t:o-Eaf-t:ht
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

3679A 3701/354D

REGION 3
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USA/45/122
USA/45/123

NOC 364 9 /3 24A
MOD 369ry/353A

In view of the successful detection by astronomers of
two hydroxyl spectral lines in the region of 1665 MHz
and 1667 MHz, administrations are urged to ~4~e-a±±
~ae~ieaa±e-~e~ee~ieR-4R-~fie-eaRe-±660-±6~e-MH~
£6f-£HEMfe-feseafefi-iR-fae4eas~feRemy-paf~teH±af±y
e±im.4Aaei~ eliminate air-to-ground transmissions

ey

in the meteorological
1668.4 MHz as soon as
operations are phased
will, where possible,
astronomers.

aids services in the band 1664.4practicable. Until such
out, radiosonde operations
be notified to the radio

NOC 3697/354, 3698/354A, 3699/354B, 3700/354C
USA/45/124

NOC 3701/354D
REASON:

The Meteorolbgical-Satellite Serviq_~ ·is added (1700-1710 MHz)
to meet expanding world wide requirements • Footnote 3696/353A
is modified to further encourage the elimination of radiosonde
operations. Other allocations have been retained to meet
continuing requirements.
MHz
1 710 - 2 300
REGION 1

USA/45/125

USA/45/126

MOD

MOD

1710-H~0

1721
-

REGION 2
1710-±+~e

1121
--

I

FIXED
Mobile

FIXED
MOBILE

3679A MOD 3695/352K
3702/356

3679A MOD 3695/352K
:91ZG:9,.C:9§eA

1721-1770
--

1721-1770
--

FIXED
Mobile
SPACE OPERATION
(Earth-to-Space)

FIXED
MOBILE
SPACE OPERATION
(Earth-to-Space)

3679A 36~5f352K
3702/356

3679A 3e95f352K
3T83f356:A:
-.--

REGION 3
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MHz
1 710- 2 300 (cont.)

USA/45/127

USA/45/128

MOD

MOD

177(l-1790

1770-1790

FIXED
Meteorolog-icalSatellite
3704/356AA
Mobile
SPACE OPERATION
(Earth-to-Spa.ce)

FIXED
MOBILE
MeteorologicalSatellite
3704/356AA
SPACE OPERATION
(Earth-to-Space)

3702/356

MOD 3703/356A

- 1790-1850

1790-1850
FIXED
Mobile
SPACE OPERATION
(Ea rtn-to-Space)
3702/356

MOD

FIXED
MOBILE
SPACE OPERATION
(Earth-to-Space)

3~05f356AB

3~Q6f356ABA

USA/45/129

I

REGION 2

REGION l

MOD 3703/356A

3T-BT-f356Ae

1850-2025
---

3~05f356AB

3~06f356ABA

1850-2025
---

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
Mobile

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space- to-Earth)
FIXED
MCBILE

3702/356 3re5i356AB
3re6i356ABA 3rerf356Ae

3~06f356ABA

3703/356A

~05f356AB

3706A

REGION 3
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MHz

1 710- 2 300 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/130

MOD

2025-2045

2025-2045

USA/45/131

USA/45/132

MOD

MOD

3T83f356A 3T85f356AB
3T86f356ABA 3706A

~05f356AB

~06f356ABA

31Q1f35MG

2045-2110

REGION 3

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MCBILE
EARTH EXPLORATION~SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth- to-Space)

FIXEirSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
Mobile
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
. (Earth-to-Space)
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth- to-Space)

3702/356

I

REGION 2

--

FIXED-SATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
Mobile
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
(Space- to-Space)
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth-to-Space)
(Space-to-Space)

FIXED-SATELLITE {Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MCBILE
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
{Space-to-Space)
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth-to-Space)
{Space- to-SEace)

3702/356 3~05f356AB
3~06f356ABA·3Y:8Tf3~A;G

3T83f356A 3T85f356AB
3T86f356ABA 3706A

2110 2120

-

2045-2110

2110-2120

--

---

FIXED
Mobile
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth-to-Space)
(Deep Space Only)
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH
(Earth- to-Space)
(Deep Space Only)
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

3702/356 ~65f356AB
~06f356ABA 3T8Tf356Ae

3=793f356A 3T85f356AB
3T86f356ABA·3706A

---

--
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MHz
1 710- 2 300 (cont.)

REGION 2

REGION 1
USA/45/133

MOD

2120-2200

2120-2200
FIXED
Mobile
FIXEb-SA'fELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

FIXED
McBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

3702/356 3T85f356ftB

~03f356A

MOD

2200-2290
-

2200~2290
-

FIXED
Mobile
SPACE RESEARCH
(Space-to-Earth)
(Space- to-Space)
SPACE OPERATION
(Space-to-Earth)
(Space- to-Space)
3702/356

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
(Space- to-Space)
SPACE OPERATION
(Space-to-Earth)
(Space-, to-Space)

3T83f35eA 3185f356AB
3186f35eABA

~05f356AB

.3~~f356ABA ~~~+~~eA~

. USA/45/135

MOD

2290-2300
FIXED
SPACE RESEARCH
(Space-to-Earth)
(Deep Space Oi11 y)
r-bbile except
aeronautical
mobile

2290-2300
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
(Deep Space Only)

370S/35€1C

USA/45/136

NOC 3702 356
MOD 3703 356A

REGION 3

3T85f356AB
3T86f356AR4 3706A

3T86f356ABA_3T8Tf356Ae
USAi45/134

I

In Region 2, in Australia and Japan the band
1770-1850 MHz may also be used for
earth-to-space transmissions, aRe-4R-Re~4eRs

±~§0

~-aRe-~,-~fie-eaAe-~~00-~~90-MH~-may-a±se-ee

in the
space research service, subject to agreement
between the administrations concerned and
_
those having services operating in accordance
. with the table; which may be affected.
NOC 3704 356AA
.
tlSee-fef-s~ee-~e-ea~eh-efaRsm4ss4eAs
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USA/45/137
USA/45/138
USA/45/139
USA/45/140

SUP 3705/356AB
SUP 3706/356ABA
ADD 3706A In Region 2, the use of the frequency band 1850-2200
MHz by the Fixed Satellite Service shall be limited to international
systems.
SUP 3707/356AC
NOC 3708/35f>C
REASON: Space Operation is proposed (1721-1850, 2200-2290 MHz) to
satisfy requirements for telemetry, tracking, and
operational control of satellites using common and
standardized equipnent. Footnote 3703/356A is modified
to reflect current requirements. Footnote provisions for
the Earth Exploration-satellite and Space Research Service
have been moved into the table for better emphasis. All
services with space to space indicators support data relay
satellite requirements. The Space Research Service in the
2290-2300 MHz band is limited to deep space applications to
satisfy current requirements. Restriction of the Mobile
service is required to protect the extremely sensitive space
research receivers from airborne transmissions-. FixedSatellite (1850-2200 MHz) and footnote 3706A are added to,
provide for exp:mding international requirements.
MHz
2 300 - 2 450

USA/45/141

MOD

2300-~458

2390

2300-~458

2310
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Fixed
Mobile

FIXED
Amateur
Mobile
Radio location

~09f351

USA/45/142

r

REGION 2

REGION 1

3712/360

2310-2390

MOD

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Fixed
Mohl~e

MCBILE 3680A
37091357
3711/359

3710/358
3709/357

3712/360

REGION 3
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MHz
2 300- 2 450 (cont.)
REGION 2

REGION 1
USA/45/143

USA/45/144
USA/45/145

MOD

2390-2450
-

2390-2450
-

FIXED
Amateur
Mobile
Radiolocation

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Fixed
Mobile

MOD ·3644/320A 3709/357
31QSlA 3710/358
3711/359

MOD 3644/320A 3709/357
3712/360

NOC 3709/357
ADD 3709A
The frequency 2450 MHz is designated for the wireless
transmission of power. Emissions must be confined
within + or - 10 MHz of the frequencies designated.
This electrical energy transfer shall be effected only
from space-to-earth and space-to-space. Use of this
frequency for wireless transmissions of
power shall not cause harmful interference
to stations in other bands which are
operating in accordance with these
regulations.
NOC 3710/358, 3711/359, 3712/360
REASON:

REGION 3

The mobile allocation between 2310 and 2390 MHz is
changed to primary status to recognize aeronautical
telemetry operations. Footnote 3709A is added to
support the requirement for the wireless transmission
of power. Other allocations have been retained to
meet continuing requirements.

3709~
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MHz
2 450 - 2 700

r
USA/45/146

MOD

2450-2500

REGION 3

REGION 2

REGION 1

2450-2500

FIXED
MCBILE
Rad iolocation

FIXED
MCBILE
RADIO LOCATION

3709/357 3709A
3713/361 - -

3709/357

2500-2550 (NOC)
FIXED 3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE 3715/3618

3709A

2500-2535 ( NOC)
FIXED 3721/364C .
FIXED-5ATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth) ·
MCBILE except
aeronautical· mobile
BROAOCASTING-5ATELLITE
3715/361B

I

3714/361A MOD 3723/364E
3724/364F
USA/45/147

2535-2550

MOD

·FIXED 3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE
3715/361B
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
3714/361A 3716/362
3724/364F

3714/361A ~r4f364P
MOO 3723/364E

2535-2550
FIXED 3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-sATELLITE
3715/3618

3724/364F
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MHz
2 450- 2 100 (cont.)

REGION 1

USA/45/148

MOD

2550-~55

FIXED

2640
3721/364C

MOO ILE except

aeronautical mobile
BR~DCASTING-SATELLITE

3715/361B

REGION 2
. 2550-2!655· 2640
FIXED 3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/3618
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth}

REGION 3
2550....2655 2640
FIXED
3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B

3~!6f3~r 3~±~f363

3716/362
3718/364
USA/45/149

MOD

3717/363"
3724/364F

3qr4f364F
MOO 3723/364E

2640.-2655

2640-2655
FIXED 372l/364C
MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE
3715/361B
Earth ExplorationSatellite (Passi~~}
Space Research
(Passive}

3716/362
3718/364

3~!8f364

3717/363
3724/364F

FIXED 3721/364C
MCBILE except
aeroriautical mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE
3715/361B
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space- to-Earth}
Earth ExplorationSatellite (Passive)
Space Research
(Passive}
3~±6f36r 3~±~f363
3~±81364 3~r4f364F

MOO 3723/364E

3~~~t3e2

3~±~t3~3

3T±8f364

3724/364F

2640-2655
FIXED
3721/364C
MCB ILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE
3715/3618
Earth ExplorationSatellite (Passive)
Space Research
(Passive}

3T±6f362 .3T±Tf363
3~±8t364 3724/364F
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MHz
2 450- 2 700 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/150

MOD

2655-2690
FIXED 3721/364C
3722/364D
MOBILE except
aeronautical mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H
Space Research
(Passive)
Earth ExplorationSatellite
(Passive)
3679A 3717/363 3718/364
3724/364F 3TE5f36*e
3725A

USA/45/151

MOD

REGION 2
2655-2690

I

REGION 3

FIXED 3721/364C 3722/364D
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
3715/361B 3726/364H
Space Research (Passive)
- Earth Exploration-Satellite
(Passive)

3679A MOD 3723/364E 3724/364F
'

3TE5f36*e 3725A

2690-2700
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)

353xfe33B 3679A 3717/363
3719/364A 3720/364B
NOC

3713/361, 3714/361A

USA/45/152

NOC
NOC

3715/361B
3716/362, 3717/363

USA/45/153

NOC
NOC

3718/364
3719/364A, 3720/364B

USA/45/154

NOC

3721/364c

USA/45/155

NOC

3722/364D

USA/45/156

MOD

3723/364E The use of the bands 2500 E535-MH~-~nd-Ee55 2690 MHz by the fixed-satellite service is limited
to domestic and regional systems and such use is
subject to agreement between the administrations
concerned and those having services, operating
in accordance with the Table,. which may be affected.
(see Articles Nll and Nl3/9A). In the direction: Space-to-Earth,
the power flux density at the Earth's surface
shall not exceed the values given in Ne-:-6855f4~8NE~
Nos. 6059/470NH-6062/470NK.

'1
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USA/45/157
USA/45/158

NOC 3724 /364F
SUP 3725/364G
AID 3725A Radio Astronomy observations are carried on in a
number of countries under national arrangements in
the bands 2670-2690 MHz, 4700-4950 MHz, and
15.3-15.35 GHz. Administrations are urged to
take all practicable steps to protect radio
astronomy observations from harmful interference.
NOC 3726/364H
REASON:

Fixed Satellite (2535-2655 MHz) and MOD 3/23/364E (25002690 MHz) are proposed in Region 2 to satisfy the down
link of a two way public service orientated requirement.
Space Research and Earth Exploration Satellite (passive)
are added (2640-2700 MHz) to measure the earth's
environmental properties. Footnote 3725A is added (26702690 MHz, 4700-4950 MHz, and 15.3-15.35 GHz) to recognize
the needs of the Radio Astronomy Service. Footnote 3725/364G
is suppressed consequential to add footnote 3725A. Other
allocations have been retained to meet continuing requirements.MHz
2 700 - 3 400

REGION 1
NOC

2700-2900

l

[

REGION 2

REGION 3

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION MOD 3676/346
Radioiocation
;

3727/366
NOC

2900-3100
RADIONAVIGATION

3728/367 3729/367A
MOD 3730/3678

Radiolocation
USA/45/159

MOD

3100-3388 3200
RADIOLOCATION
367~A

3697/354
3732/369

3731/368
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MHz

2 'TOO- 3 4oo (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/160

MOD

REGION 2

REGION 3

3200-3300
-RADIOLOCATION
~G9~f354 3731/368
3732/369 3732A

USA/45/H)1

MOD

3300-3400
RADIOLOCATION

3732A 3133/3'70
3734/371

3300-3400

3300-3400

RADIO LOCATION
Fixed
Amateur
f'ibbile

RADIOLOCATION
·Amateur

3732A
-

3732A 3139/376

USA/45/162
USA/45/163
USA/45/164
USA/45/165

NOC 3727/366
NOC 3728/367
NOC 3729/367A
MOD
3730 3678 In the bands 2920-3100 MHz and 9320-9500 MHz tft
~e-mafieime-facl4eRav4~aeieft-sefviee the use of fixed frequency radar beacons on land or at sea is not
permitted; however the use of fixed-frequency
shipboard transponders is perm1tted 1n the maritime
radionavigation service at 3090 MHz.
NOC 3731/3n8.

USA/45/166
USA/45/167

NOC 3732/369
ADD
3732A

Radio astronomy observations of important
spectral lines due to carbon hydride (CH)
at rest frequencies 3263.788, 3335.475, and
3349.185 MHz are being carried out in a number
of countries under national arrangements. '!he
bands being observed are 3259-32~9, 33~1-3341,
and 3344-3354 MHz. Administrations are urged
to take all practicable steps to protect these
radio astronomy observations from harmful
interference.

NOC 3733/370
NOC 3734/371
NOC 3739/376
RFASON:

USA/45/168

Fixed and Mobile are added (3300-3400 MHz) to meet
a Region 2 requirem·ent for intercity relay and remote
pickup operations. Footnote MOD 3730/3678 is modified
to accommmodate a shipborne transponder requirement.
Radio Astronomy observations are recognized by the
addition of footnote 3732A.
(Not used)
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MHz
3 400 - 4 400

3400-3600 \NOC J

REGION 3

REGION 2

REGION 1

3400-3500 (NOCJ
FIXED-sATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

FIXED
F IXED-5ATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
MOO ILE
Radiolocation

3739/376
USA/45/169

MOD

3735/372 3736/373
3737/374 3738/375
3600-4200 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space- to-Earth)
Mobile

3500-3 700 \ NOC)

3500-3700
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space -to-Earth)
MffiiLE
RADIOLOCATI ION

(Space-to-Earth)
RADIOLOCATION
Fixed
Mobile

3741A

3740/377 3741/378

--

FIXED~ATELLITE

3700-4200 \NOCJ
FixED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
MffiiLE
3737/374
USA/45/170

MOD

3742/379

4200-4400
AERQ~UTICAL

RADIONAVIGATION

3686f35~A 3743/379A
3743A 3744/381
3745/382 3748/383

NOC 3735/372, 3736/373, 3737/374, 3738/375, 3740/377, 3741/378
USA/45/171
USA/45/172

ADD 3741A

In the USA the band 3500-3700 MHz is also allocated to the Aeronautical Radionavigation Service.
NOC 3742/379
NOC 3743 379A

-
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USA/45/173

ADD

27

3743A

The use of the band 4200-4400.MHz by the
aeronautical radionavigation service is
reserved exclusively for airborne radio
altimeters. However, earth exploration
satellite (passive) and space research
(passive) services are allocated on a
permitted basis provid~ ·that no protection
will be required from the radio altimeter.
NOC 3744/381, 3745/382, 3748/383
REASON:

The addition of footnote 3741A identifies the U.S. requirement
for new short-range radionavigation radars in the 3500-3700 MHz
band. Footnote 3743A is added to permit passive use of the
4200-4400 MHz band by Earth Exploration-Satellite (Passive) and
Space Research (Passive) without interference to radio
altimeters.
MHz

4 700 - 5 250
REGION

USA/45/174

MOD

4700-~998

1

4950

REGION 2

f

REGION 3

I

FIXED
MOBILE
353rfE33B 3697/354 3725A
MOD ~746/382A --~T4Tf382B-

USA/45/175

MOD

4950-4990
FIXED
MCBILE
Radio Astronomy
MOD 3531/2338

369~f3~4
~46f38~A ~~4~f38~B

USA/45/176

MOD

4990-5000
FIXED
MOO ILE
RADIO ASTRONOMY

4990-5000
RADIO ASTROOOMY
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)

4990-5000
FIXED
MffilLE
RADI 0 ASTROOOMY

3679A 3749/383A
USA/45/177

MOD

5000-5250
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL MCBILE-SATELLITE (R)
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATIONSATELLITE
3686f3~~A ~68~f35~B

MOD 3750/3838 3750A
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USA/45/178

MOD 3746/382A Radio astronomy observations eft of -efie
fe~ma!eehyae-liHe-~~ese-£~e~tleHey-48r9~649-MHzt

imp::>rtant spectral lines due to formaldehyde
at rest frequencies of 4829.66 MHz, 14.489,
72.838, 140.839, 145.603, and 150.498 GHz are
being carried out in a number of countries
under national arrangements. 'Ihe bands being
observed are 4825-4835 MHz, 14.473-14.503,
72.7-72.9, 140.6-141, 145.45-145.75 and
150.35-150.65 GHz. Adm1n1strat1ons sfietl±e
eea~-±ft-ffi±Rcl-efie-fieees-e£-ehe-fa64e-asefOftOffiY
sefviee-4-H-efieif-ftletlfe-p±aHHi~-e£-efie-eaRcl

USA/45/179
USA/45/180

4Br5-4835-MH2..- are urged to· take .all
practicable steps to protect these radio
astronomy observations from harmful interference.
SUP 3747/3828
NOC 3749/ 383A
[NOTE: See 1535-1660 MHz for MOD 3750/383B.]
ADD 3750A The band 5000-5250 MHz is to be used for the operation
of the international standard system for precision
approach and landing. The requirements of this system
have priority over other uses of the band.
REASON:

Footnote 3750A is added to provide priority for and
recognition of an international standard system for
precision approach and landing (5000-5250 MHz) adopted
by ICAO. The significance of Radio Astronomy
observations (4950-4990 MHz) warrant upgrading from
footnote 3747/3828 to table status. Footnote
3746/382A is modified to recognize the lines (4829.66
MHz, 14.489, 72.838, 140.839,145.603 and 150.498 GHz)
known to be imp::>rtant. Space Research is added (49905000 MHz) to measure the earth's environmental properties.
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MHz
5 250 - 5 725
---

REGION 1

USA/45/181

MOD

5250-5255

f

REGION 2

J

REGION 3

RADIOLOCATION
Space Research
--

3675A 3751/384
USA/45/182

MOD

5255-5350
RADIOLOCATION

3675A 3751/384
3752/384A
NOC

5350-5460
r

AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 3753/385
Radiolocation
NOC

5460-5470
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

NOC

3753/385

5470-5650
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation
3754/386

USA/45/183

MOD

3755/387

5'550-5670
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
MOD 3644/320A 3756/388

3757/389
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MHz
5 250- 5 725 (cont.)
REGION
NOC

5670-5725:

RADIOLOCATION
. AiTfateur
Spac~ Research (Deep Space)

3756/388 3757/389
3'758/389A
NOC

3751/384, 3752/384A

USA/45/184

NOC
NOC

3753/385
3754/386

USA/45/185

NOC
NOC

3756/388, 3757/389, 3758/389A

3755/387

REASON:

Projected spectrum requirements for radio services in
these bands indicate a need to retain the existing
allocation structure.

MHz
5 725 - 5 850
NOC

5725-5850

5725-5850

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

3697/354
3759/390
3760/391
NOC

3759/390

USA/45/1d6

NOC

3760/391

USA/45/187

NOC

376l/391A

3756/388
3761/391A

REASON : Allocations in this band have been maintained to
support continuing requirements.
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MHz
5 850 - 7 300
REGION 1
NOC

3760/391
5925-6425

MOD

6425-'7~§0

J

5850-5925

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth- to-Space)
MCBILE
Radio location

3760/391

3760/391

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
MCBILE

USA/45/188

REGION

58?0-5925

5850-5925
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE

NOC

REGION 2

(Ear~h-to-Space)

7115
FIXED
MOO ILE
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
3743/379A 3761A
3T6ef39eAA 3193/39~
3767/393

USA/45/189

MOD

7115-7145
FIXED
MOO ILE
3T~3f3T9A

3761A MOD 3762/392AA
3762A 3762B MOD 3763/392B

3T6Tf3~

-
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MHz
5 850 - 7 300 (cont.)

REGION 1
USA/45/190

MOD

7145-7235

I

HEGION 2

I

REGION 3

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Earth-to-Space)
(Deep Space Only)
~43f3=79A

~"3f~9rB

3=76rf39rAA
3=76=7f393

376:2A 3762B ·

7235-7250
--

FIXED
MCBILE

3+431379A · 3+6rf39l!AA
3-=163f39~B 3=767f393
37628
~. USA/45/192

MOD

7250-7300

I
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCB !LE-SATELLITE (Space- to-Earth)
3764/3920

USA/45/193

ADD

USA/45/194

MOD

3765/392G

In the band 6 425-7,125 MHz, passive
microwave sensor measurements are carried
out over the Earth's oceans. Administrations
should bear in mind the needs of the Earth
exploration-satellite (passive) and space
research (fESsive) services in their future
planning of this band.
3762 392AA
In Brazil, Canada and the United States of
America, the band ~6r5 7115-7125 is also
allocated on a secondary basis, to the
fixed-satellite service for space-to-Earth
transmissions. In Region 2., the [X)Wer flux
density produced by space stations in this
band shall be in accordance with the
provisions of No. 6064/470NM. In Regions 1 and
3, it shall be at least 6 dB lower.
Receiving earth stations in this band may
not imp:>se restrictions on the locations
or technical parameters of existing or
future terrestrial stations of other countries.

3761A

I

I
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USA/45/195

USA/45/196
USA/45/197

USA/45/198

ADD 3762A The band 7125-7155 MHz may be used for Earth-to-Space
transmissions in the space operation service, subject
to agreement between the administrations concerned
and those having services, operating in accordance
with the table, which may be affected.
ADD 3762B In Region 2 aircraft are not permitted to transmit
in the bands 7125-7250 MHz, 7300-7900 MHz, and
8025-8400 MHz.
MOD 3763/3928
The band ~~45~235 7125-7145 MHz may be
used for Earth-to-Space transmission in the
space research service, subject to agreement
between the administrations concerned and
those having services, operating in accordance
with the. table, which may be affectefr.
NOC 3764/392D
NOC 3765/392G, 3767/393
REASON:

The addition of Fixed-Satellite (Earth-to-Space)
(6425-7115 MHz) is to provide for expected demands
bqth domestic and international. Footnotes 3761A,
3762A have been added to support specialized
requirements of the Space Operations, Space
Research, and Earth Explorations-Satellite Services.
Footnote 37628 is added to prohibit airborne
transmissions in the (7125-7250, 7300-7900 MHz and
8025-8400 MHz) bands to prevent interference to
terrestrial services. Space Research has been
added (7145-7235 MHz) to accomodate deep space
requirements. Footnotes 3762/392AA and 3763/3928
are modified as a consequence of allocation table
adjustments. Addition of Mobile-Satellite, (72507750 and 7900-8400 MHz) is required to support a
Communications-Satellite system which operates with.
both fixed and mobile earth stations. Since the
1971 Space WARC changed the Communications Satellite
allocation to Fixed-Satellite, the mobile aspects of
this operation have not been clearly provided for in
the Allocation Table. This proposal will correct this
discrepancy.
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MHz
7 300 - 7 750
REGION 1

USA/45/199

MOD 7300-7450

J

REGION 3

REGION 2

I
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE-SATELLITE .(Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE

3762B 3764/392D
USA/45/200

MOD 7450-7550
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
METEOROLcx;ICAL-SATELLITE <srace-to-Ea r th)
MC13ILE

3762B 3764/392D
USA/45/201

MOD 7550-7750
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE~SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MC13ILE

3762B 3764/392D

I

I
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MHz

T 750 - 8 025
REGION 1
USA/45/202

7750 - 19GG

MOD

7~0

l

REGION 2

KM•

JN

1

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
37628

-USA/45/203

MOD

7850-7900
-FIXED
MCBILE
37628
-

USA/45/204

MOD

7900-7975
AXBB
MG:HbE

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
USA/45/205

MOD

i7975-8025
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
3766/392H

l
NOC

3T66/392H
REASON:

.:S

Mobile-Satellite has been added (7250-7750 MHz and
7900-8400 MHz) see previous comments 5850-7300 MHz
band. The expanded needs of the Space Research
Service is proposed in the (7750-7850 MHz) band.
Fixed and l\1obile services are suppressed (79007975 MHz) to satisfy expanded exclusive needs of
the Fixed-Satellite and Mobile-Satellite services.

--
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MHz
8 025 - 8 4oo
REGION 1

USA/45/206

MOD 8025-8175
(WW'f )
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE
EaF~fi-B*~eFa~ieR
Sa~e±!i~e
~S~aee-~BaF~ht

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)

3770/3948

USA/45/207

MOD
(WW)

8175-8215
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE
{Earth-to-Space)
METEOROLOGICALSATELLITE
{Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE
Eaf~h-E*~efa~±eR
Sa-t:e±!i~e

~S~aee--t:e-Eaf~ht

REGION 2

8025-8175
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
{Space-toEarth)
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
{Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE

*)

This symbol (WW)
allocations.

lS

8025-8175
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth- to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE
BaF~fi-E*~eFa~ieR
Sa~e±!-iee
-fS~aee--t:e-Eaf-t:fit

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)

3762B
8175-8215
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
·{Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE-SATELLITE
{Earth-to-Space)
METEOROLOGICALSATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE

8175-8215
FIXED
FIXE_D-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE
{Earth-to-Space)
METEOROLOGICALSATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCEILE
Baf~h-E~pttefaeieR

Sa~e±±iee

~S~aee--t:e-Bafeht

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)

3770/3948

REGION 3

3762B

used where proposals concerning regional allocations result in worlwide

I
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MHz
8 025

MOD

(WW)

8 4oo (cont.)

REGION 2

REGION 1

USA/45/208

~

8215-8400

REGION 3

8215-8400

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE
Eaf~fi-E~~efaeteft-

Saeet±iee
~s~aee-~Eafefit

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth).

8215-8400

fiXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth- to-Space)
MCEILE
EARTH EXPLORATION ....
SATELLITE
{Space-to-Earth)

Eaf~fi-E~~efa~teft

Saeet±iee
~S~aee-~e-Eaftht

EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

37628
-

37fi8/394 3770/3948
NOC
NOC

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space}
MCBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE

3768/394

3768/394
3770/394B
REASON:

Mobile Satellite has been added (7250-7750 MHz and
7900-8400 MHz), see comments 5850-7300 MHz band.
Earth Exploration-Satellite is upgraded in Regions
1 and 3 (8025-8400 MHz) to provide for a primary world wide
allocation.

MHz
8 400 - 8 500
USA/45/209

MOD

8400-8500
FIXED
MCBILE except aeronautical mobile
SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
(Deep space only)
3769/394A

NOC
NOC

3771/394D

3769/394A
3771/394D
REASON:

Space Research (8400-8500 MHz) is modified·to
accomodate deep space activities only. Restriction
of the Mobile services is required to protect the
extremely sensitive space research receivers from
airborne transmissions.
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1·1HZ
8 500 - 10 500

REGION
8500-8750

NOC

l

1

REGION

Kt;GlUN 3

:Z

1
RADIOLOCATION
3697/354

NOC

3772/395

8750-8850
RADIOLOCATION
AERCNAUTICAL RADIONA VIGATION

3773/396

3774/397 .
NOC

8850-9000
RADIOLOCATION
3774/397

3775/398
I

NOC · 9000-9200

AERCNAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION MOD 3676/346
Radio location
3774/397

'
I

..

NOC

9200-9300

I

RADIOLOCATION

i
!

3774/397
NOC
i
I
II

I

RADIONAVIGATION
Rad iolocation
MOD

3776/399

19500-9800

!
!

l
I

·I

i

!

j

9300-9500

I
USA/45/210

3775/398

RADIOLOCATION

3675A 3775/398
3776A

3729/367A

MOD 3730/3678
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MHz

8 500- 10 500 (cont.)
REGION 1
NOC

9800 10000

I

REGION 2

t

REGION 3

RADIOLOCATION
Fixed
3777/400 3778/401
3779/401A
NOC

10000-10500
RADIOLOCATION ·
Amateur
3779/401A 3780/402 3781/403

USA/45/211

NOC
NOC
NOC

3772/395
3773/396
3774/397, 3775/398

USA/45/21"2

MOD

USA/45/213

ADD

USA/45(214

NOC
NOC
NOC

3776/399 The use of the band 9300-9500 MHz by the
aeronautical radionavigation service is
llinited to the airborne weather radars, and groundbased radars. In addition ground-based radar beacons
in the aeronautical radionavigation service are permitted
1n the 9300-9320 MHz band subJect to the cond1t1on that
harmful interference is not caused to the maritime
radionavigation service. In this the 9300-9500 MHz
band, ground-based radars used for meteorological purl:))ses
have priority over other radiolocation devices.
3776A The band 9500-9520 MHz is also allocated to the
maritime radionavigation service and is llinited to
maritime transponders.
3777/400, 3778/401
3799/401A
3780/402·, 3781/403

REASON:

Footnote MOD 3776/399 is modified to permit aeronautical
ground-based beacons in the band (9300-9320 MHz) While
protecting the maritime radionavigation service.
Footnote 3776A is added (9500-9520 MHz) to provide for a
fixed frequency maritime transponder system.
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GHz
10.5 - 10.7
REGION 1
NOG-

10.5-10.55

REGION"2
10 •. 5-10 •.55
RADIOLOCATION

FIXED
MCBILE
Radio1ocation-

USA/45/215

MOD

REGION 3

3782/404

10.55 10.6

FIXED
MeBibS

Mobile exceQt aeronautical mobile
Radio1ocatiori
MARITIME MOO ILE
3782A.
-

USA/45/216

MOD

10 •. 6 10.68

FIXED
MBcBfbE.

MCBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRCNCJ.1Y
Radiolocation
SPACE RESEARCH {Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)

3783/404A 3783A 3783B
USA/45/217

l\10D

_,I

10.68 10.7
RADIO ASTR(J\JOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE {Passive}

3783A 3783B 3784/405B

USA/45/218
USA/45/219

NOC
ADD

USA/45/220
USA/45/221

NOC
ADD
ADD

3782 I 4 04
3782A
In the band 10.55-10.57 GHz operations of the
Maritime l'bbile Service for safety of ship movement by
telemetry, data exchange and telecommand systems shall be protected from harmful interference in areas of inland waterways,
ports and coastal zones.
3783/404A
3783A
All airborne emissions are excluded.
37838
In the bands 10.6-10.7 and 18.6-18.8 GHz the fixed and
mobile services shall be limited to a maximum equivalent
radiated PJWer of +35 dBW and the PJWer delivered to the
antenna shall not exceed -3 dBW. These limits may be
exceeded subject to agreement between the administrations
conce~ed and those having services operating in accordance with
the Table, which may be affected.

r-

!
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NOC 3784 /4058
~:

Maritime Mobile (10.55-10.6 GHz) is added to provide for
future needs including ship-to-ship interrogation,
surveillance, and various voice and record communications.
Priority for safety operations is provided by footnote
3782A. Other mobile-requirements can be met by a secondaary
Mobile Service in this frequency band. "Except aeronautical
mobile" and footnote 3783A are added to protect Radio
Astronomy (10.6-10.7 GHz). Space Research (Passive) and
Earth Exploration Satellite (Passive) (10.6-10.7 GHz) are
added to provide for scientific research and measurement
of the earth's environmental properties. Footnote 37838
is required to protect the passive services. Other
existing allocations (10. 5..:..10. 7 GHz) are maintained to
meet continuing requirements.
GHz
10.7 - 12.5

REGION 1
USA/45/222

MOD

REGION

2

10.7-10.95

l

Rt;GIUN

j

MffiH£

FIXED
-FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
USA/45/223

MOD

10.95-11.2 (NOC)

10.95-11.2

FIXED
MCBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-Space)
USA/45/224

MOD

FIXED
MEB~I:;E

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space- to-Earth)

11.2-11.45
FIXED
Mffi~I:;E

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
USA/45/225

MOD

11.45-11.7
FIXED
MeB~t:;E

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space- to-Earth)

I

--
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GHz
10.7 - 12.5 (cont.)

REGION 1
USA/45/226

MOD

11.7-12.5

~NOC)

REGION 2
11.7 12.2

REGION 3
11.7-12.2 (NOCJ

FBtEB

FIXED
Mffi ILE except
aeronautical mobile
BRmOCASTING
BRmDCASTINGSATELLITE

M6BfflE-exeeptaeronattt-±eal-mob±le

Mobile except
aeronautical mobile
gRGAOOAA~±NG

BR9ABeASqlfN6SAq!Ellf!J!E

FIXED
MCBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE

FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth}
3;t86f40~BB

MOO 3787/405BC
USA/45/227

MOD

12 .. 2-12.5

FIXED
MffiH:;E-e*eept:
eet=eHaHeieelffi054l-e
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTINGSATELLITE
3785/405BA

USA/45/228
USA/45/229

3785/405BA

12.2-12.5 (NOC)
FIXED
MCBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
BROADCASTING

3787A

NOC /3785 405BA
SUP 13786 405BB
MOD/3787 405BC '!he use of the band 11.7-12.2 GHz in Region 2 by.
the 6t=oaeeesei~-saeel-l-iee-afte fixed-satellite services
is limited to domestic systems and is subject to previous
agreement between the administrations concerned and those
having services, operating in accordance with the Table,
which may be affected (see articles Nll and Nl3/9A and-Reseitttien
No-.--s~~-3t.

USA/45/230

ADD 3787A

Terrestrial radiocommunications services in the
band 12.2-12.7 GHz in Region 2 shall be introduced in
such a manner so as to ensure compatibility between the
uses that each administration decides for this band.

~:

Fixed-Satellite (Space-to-Earth) is added {10.7-10.95
and 11.2-11.45 GHz) to provide portions of 1 GHz
continuous down link band for international FixedSatellite communications. Mobile (10.7-11.7 GHz)
is deleted as this allocation is not used. Allocation
changes (11.7-12.5 GHz) in Region 2 are to provide additional
capacity for both the Broadcasting-Satellite and the FixedSatellite Services and to reflect current and future require-.
ments. 'Ihe Modification of footnote 3787 /405BC is consequential
to the allocation changes. Footnote 3787A is added to ensure
compatibility between the terrestrial and BroadcastingSatellite Services in the (12.2-12.7 GHz) band. Other existing
allocations are required.
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GHz

12.5 - 15.35
REGION 1

USA/45/231

MOD

12.5-12.75 (NOC)
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
(Earth-to-Space)

..

REGION 2
12.5-~-.=15-12.70

--

FIXED
R*E9-SA!ffif.t.f~E

iEaf~ft-~e-S~eet
Mffi.fbB-e*ee~
aef'eftatlt:fea~

ftlebf!-e

REGION 3
12.5-12.75 (NOC)
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth}
MCBILE except
aeronaut ic.al
mobile

BROAOCASTINGSATELLITE
BROAOCASTING
3787A
-

USA/45/232

12.70-12.75

MOD

--

3788/405BD
3789/405BE
USA/45/233

MOD

FIXED
FIXED ....SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space}
M03ILE
exceptaeronautical
mobile

12.75-13.25
FIXED ...SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space}
FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (deep space only}
(Space-to-Earth)
i

NOC

3789A
13.25-13.4
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

3791/406

3792/407

MOD 3793/407A

..
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GHz

12.5- 15.35 (cont.)
REGION 1

USA/45/234

MOD

13.4-14

I

REGION 2

Standard Frequency-Sate11 i te (Earth-to-Space)
RADIOLOCATION
Space Research

3675A 3792/407
3798/409

;?;t~t-4GiA

3794/408

Space Research (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOD 3746/382A3796~ 3r96f49gB
~797J4G~

'·
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GHz
12.5- 15.35 (cont.)

REGION 1

REGION 2

REGION 3

I
USA/45/239

MOD

14.5-3:5•35 15.2

'

FIXED
MCBILE
Space Research
MOD 3746/382A 3796A 3T96f~88B
3T9Tf~e8e

USA/45/240

MOD

15.2-15.35
FIXED
MCBILE
Space Research
Earth Exploration..-Satellite (Passive)
3725A 3796A

3T96f~88B

j191)4ggg
NOC

USA/45/241

ADD

USA/45/242
USA/45/243

NOC
NOC
MOD

USA/45/244

NOC
MOD

USA/45/245
USA/45/246

ADD

USA/45/247

SUP

SUP
NOC

3788/405BD, 3789/405BE

~789A
In Region 2, the use of the frequency band 12.7513.25 GHz for the Fixed-Satellite service shall be limited
to international systems.
3791/406
3792/407
3793/407A The band 13.25-}4.~ 13.4 Ghz may also be used, on a
secondary basis, for Earth-to-space transmissions in the space
research service, subject to agreement between the administrations
concerned and those having services, operating in accordance with
the Table, which may be affected.
3794/408
3795/408A The use of the band 14-14.3 GHz aR6-~4.3-±4.4~Hz by the
radionavigation service ane-~aeionav~a~ioR-sa~e~li~e-se~viee
~espee~ively7 shall be such as to provide sufficient
protection to space stations of the fixed satellite service
(see Recommendation Spa 2-15, paragraph 2.14).
3796/4088
3796A Within 200 nautical miles of the U.S. border,
aircraft transmissions in the frequency bands 14.414.7145 GHz and 15.1365-15.35 GHz are on a
secondary basis to the fixed service.
3797 /408C
3798/409
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REASON:

Broadcasting and Broadcasting-Satellite are added
(12.5-12. 7 GHz) to provide additional capacity for
the Broadcasting and the Broadcasting-Satellite
Services. To prevent sharing difficulties, FixedSatellite and Mobile are deleted in this band.
Fixed-Satellite (12.75-13.25 GHz) is added to meet
international requirements for additional up link
spectrum. Space Research (Space-to-Earth) is
required at a limited number of sites around the
world. Space Research is moved to the table (13. 414.2 and 14.4-15.35 GHz) · to support the data relay
satellites, thus removing the need for Footnotes
3793/407A and 3796/408B. Standard frequency satellite is added
(13.4-14 GHz) for comparison of time standards using satellites.
Rad ionavigation Satellite (14. 3-14.4 GHz) is deleted since there
is no longer a requirement in this band. Footnote 3796A is
added to protect the fixed service. Eootnote 3797/408C
is deleted because observation of the formaldehyde line (rest
frequency 14.489 GHz) is included in modified Footnote
3746/382A. Earth Exploration-Satellite (Passive) is
added (15.2-15.35 GHz) to provide for measurement.of the
earthts environmental properties. Other existing
allocations are required.
GHz
15.35- 1{.7

REGION 1
USA/45/248

MOD 15.35 15.4

I

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

EARTH EXPLORATION ...SATELLITE (Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
RADIO ASTRCNOMY
3799/409C
USA/45/249

MOD

15.4 15.7
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-8ATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONA VIGATION
3686f35~~-~68~f35~B

USA/45/250

MOD

15.7

3792/407 3799A

· lT•T 16.6

RADIOLOCATION
I

I

3792/407 3794/408

!

USA/45/251

MOD 16.6

17.1
SPACE RESEARCH (Deep-Space-Qnly) (Earth-to-Space)
RADIOLOCATION
3792/407 3794/408

-
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GHz
15.35- 17.7 (cont.)

RADIOLOCATION
3792/407 3794/408

USA/45/254

NOC
ADD

USA/45/255

ADD

3799B

3799/409C
3799A The band 15.4-15.7 GHz is also allocated to the fixedsatellite service and to the inter-satellite service for connection
between one or more stations at specified fixed {X>ints on the earth
and on satellites when these services are used in conjunction with
the aeronautical radionavigation service and/or the fixed service
where such fixed serv'ice is used for aeronautical fixed purPJses.
Such use and development shall be subject to agreement and
coordination between the administrations concerned and those having
services operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
37998 Radars located on a spacecraft may be operated on a
primary basis in the bands 17.6-17.7 GHz and 35.5-35.6 GHz and
76-76.1 GHz.
REASON:

Space Research and Earth Exploration-Satellite are
added (15.35-15.4 GHz) to provide measurement of the
earth's environmental properties. Aeronautical
Radionavigation Satellite (15.4-15.7 GHz) is moved to
the table from Footnote status. Footnote 3799A is added
to provide flexibility for future planning. Space
Research (Deep-Space-Only) is added (~6.6-17.1 GHz)
paired with 12.75-13.25 GHz to provide high resolution
phase coherent doppler ranging for celestial mechanics
experiments. Fixed-Satellite (Earth-to-Space) is added
(17.1-17.6 GHz) to meet anticipated uplink requirements.
The footnote 37998 is added to provide for radar-like
sensor operations to examine the earth's environmental
parameters and other space radar applications. Other existing
allocations (15.35-17.7 GHz) are required.
1
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GHz
17-7- 23.6

REGION 1
USA/45/256

MOD

17. 7-.3:9-;-'f 17 . 9

I

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
USA/45/257

MOD

17.9-18.6
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE

USA/45/258

MOD

18.6-18.8
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
37838

-USA/45/259

3800A

--

18.8-19.7
-

MOD

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MCBILE
USA/45/260

MOD

I 19.7-~3:.2
,...

20.2
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)

I

3800/409E
USA/45/261

MOD

i

20. 2-21. 2

II

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
Standard Frequency-Satellite {Space-to-Earth)
3800/409E

I
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GHz
17.7 ~ 23.6 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/262

MOD

21.2-22 21.4

I

REGION 2

I

REGION

3

SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
-tS~aee-~e-Baf'efit

FIXED
MCBILE
USA/45/263

MOD

21.4-22

FIXED
MCBILE
BAR~H-B*Pb8RA~f9N-SA~tb!~B--(S~ee-to-Baf'efit

USA/45/264

MOD

22

~.5

22.21 FIXED
MffiiLE

USA/45/265

MOD

22.21-22.5

FIXED
MCBILE ·except aeronautical mobile
EARYrl EXPLORATION.,...SATELLITE {Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH {Passive)
RADIO ASTROOOMY

USA/45/266

MOD 22.5 - 23

22~6

22.5 - 23 22.6
. FIXED
MCBILE
BROAOCASTINGSATELLITE

FIXED
MffiiLE
BR~DCASTING-SATELLITE

3802/4108

USA/45/267

MOD

22.6 23

22.6-23
FIXED

FIXED

MOBilE
INTER -SATELLITE
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE

MOBIIE
INTER-SATELLITE
BROADCASTING SATELLI'IE

3802/410B
3802A
USA/45/268 MOD

23-23.6
INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED

MOBIIE
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USA/45/269

USA/45/270
USA/45/27l

NOC 3800 409E
ADD 3800A
In the band 18.6-18.8 GHz the fixed-satellite service
shall be limited to a power flux density at the Earth's
surface of -101 dBW/m2 in a 200 MHz band for all angles of
arrival. This limit may be exceeded subject to agreement
between the administrations concerned and those having
services operating in accordance with the Table, which
may be affected.
SUP 3801 410A
NOC 3802 4100
ADD 3802A
Radio astronomy observations of important spectral lines
due to ammonia at rest frequency(ies) of 22.834, 23.098, ahd 24.239
GHz are being carried out in a number of countries under national
arrangements. The bands being observed are 22.81-22.86 GHz,
23.07-23.12 GHz, and 24.11-24.16 GHz. Administrations are urged to
take all practicable steps to protect these radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
REASON:

Meteorological Satellite (Space-to-Earth) is added
(17. 7--17.9 GHz) to accommodate wide band data transfer needs.
Space Research (Passive) and Earth Exploration-Satellite
(Passive) are added (18.6-18.8, 21.2-21.4, and
22.21-22.5 GHz) to permit scientific research and measurement of the Earth's environment. Mobile-Satellite (Space
to-Earth) is added (20.2-21.2 GHz) to permit utilization
of land,sea, and air mobile earth stations as part of a
satellite system concept involving both fixed and mobile earth
stations. Standard Frequency-Satellite (Space-to-Earth) is added
(20.2-21.2 GH) to permit comp3rison of time standards through
satellite systems. The Space-to-Earth provision of the Earth
Exploration-Satellite service is deleted because of the
technical difficulty in (21.2-21.4 GHz) transferring data
in the water vapor absorption band. Earth ExplorationSatellite is deleted (21.4-22 GHz) as it is not required.
Radio ~tronomy is added (22.21-22.5 GHz) to permit
observations of the water vapor spectral line. Restriction
of Mobile to (except aeronautical mobi1e) is to provide
protection to radio astronomy observations. Suppression
of Footnote 3801/410A is consequential to the allocation
change. Broadcasting-Satellite is added (22.5-22.6 GHz)
and ,(22. 6-23 GHz) in Regions 1 and 2 to provide for future
needs of the service and to provide consistency with the present
allocation for Region 3. Inter-Satellite is added (22.6-23.6
GH.z) to provide for communications between satellite~. Footnote
3802A is added (22.81-22.86, 23.07-23.12 and 24.11-24.16
GHz) to provide for radio astronomy observations of ammonia
spectral lines. Other existing allocations are required.
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GHz
23.6 - 24.25

REGION 1
USA/45/272

MOD

23.6-24

J

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Pass1 ve)
RADIO ASTRCNOMY
--

3792/407
NOC

3679A
-

24-24.05
AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE
3803/410C

USA/45/273

MOD

24.05-24.25
RADIO LOCATION
Amateur
3792/407

USA/45/274

NOC

3802A 3803/410C

3803/410C

REASON:

Space Research (Passive) and Earth Exploration Satellite
(Passive) are added at (23.6-24 GHz) to permit scientific
research and measurement of the Earth's environment.
Footnote 3803/410C is maintained to continue the provision
for ISM.
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GHz

24.25 - 33

MOD~I~2~4 -.2=:~:~:~:-~:=5~1----------~----R_E_G_I~o-N_2____________

--41

R_E_G_I_o_N__
3 __________

L -_ _

USA/45/275

RADIONAVIGATION

I

USA/45/276

3805/412
I
MOD~-2~5~.~2~5-~~~.5~2~6-.2~5~-----------------------------------------------380414~~

FIXED
MffiiLE
EARTH EXPLORATION-8AT8tLITE (Space-to-Space)
INTERSA TE LLITE
Standard Frequency-Satellite (Earth-to-Space)

USA/45/277

MOD

26.25-27.5
----

i

;

FIXED
MCBILE
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Space-to-Space)
Standard Frequency Satellite (Earth-to-Space)

:
i

i
I

USA/45/278

MOD

27.5-29.5

j
J

FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MffiiLE
3805A
----

USA/45/279

MOD

29. 5-~l: 30
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
3800/409E 3805A

USA/45/280

MOD

30-31

'

-

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
Standard Frequency-Satellite (Space-to-Earth)
3800/409E
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GHz
24.25- 33 (cont.)

r
USA/45/281

REGION 1

REGION 2

I

MOD 31-31.3

REGION 3

FIXED
MCBILE
Space Research
Standard Frequency-Satellite (Space-to-Earth)
3813/412H
USA/45/282

3814/412I

MOD 31.3-31.5
SPACE RESEARCH {Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-sATELLITE {Passive)
RADIO ASTRa.Ja.1Y
3806/412A

USA/45/283

MOD 31.5-31.8

:

SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
Fixed
Mobile except
aeronautical
mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(PaSSlVe)

31.5-31.8
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
RADI 0 ASTRQ\JOMY
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE
(Passive)
---

31.5-31.8
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
RADIO ASTRCNOMY
EARTH EXPLORATIONSATELLITE (Passive)
Fixed
Mobile except
aeronautical mobile

3790/405C
NOC 31.8-32.3
RADIONAVIGATION
Space Research
3807/4128
NOC f32.3-33
RADIONAVIGATION

USA/45/284
USA/45/285

NOC
SUP
NOC
ADD

3790 405C
3804 411
3805 412
3805A Within the frequency band 27.5-30 GHz, a 50 MHz wide band
may be used space-to-Space in the earth exploration-satellite
service for telemetry, tracking, and control purposes.
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USA/45/286

NOC
NOC

3806/412A,
3814/4121
REASON:

3807/4128~

3813/412H

Footnote 3804/411 is suppressed (24.25-25.25 GHz) in order
. to provide greater flexibility in future developnent of
radionavigation aids. Intersatellite is added (25.2526.25 GHz) to provide for communications between
satellites. Earth Exploration-Satellite (Space-to-Space)
is added (25.25-27.5 GHz) to provide for the transfer of data
between satellites. Standard Frequency-Satellite (Earth-to
Space) is added (25.25-27.5 GHz) and (Space-to-Earth) is added
(30.-31. 3 GHz) to perrni t comparison of time standards throLXJh
satellite systems. Footnote 3805A is ?dde9 (27.5-30 GHz) to
provide a band of frequencies for satellite-to-satellite
telemetry, tracking and control purposes for satellites in the
earth exploration-satellite service. Mobile-Satellite (Earth-to
-Space) is added (30-31 GHz) in order to permit utilization of
land, sea, and air mobile earth stations as part of a satellite
system concept involving both fixed and mobile earth stations.
Footnote 3814/4121 is maintained with no change (31-31.3 GHz)
in order to continue the provision for radio astronomy
observations. Space Research (Passive) and Earth ExplorationSatellite (Passive) are added (31.3-31.8 GHz) to permit
scientific research and measurement of the Earth's environment.
Radio astronomy is added (31.5-31.8 GHz) to provide a wider
band for efficient continuum observations. The provision (except
aeronautical mobile) is added to protect radio astronomy. Other
allocations are still required.
GHz
33 - 4o

REGION 1
33-33.4

NOC

REGION 2

REGION 3

33-33.4
RADIONA VIGA TION

RADI 0 ASTROOOMY
RADIONA VIGATION

3811/412F
33.4-34.2

NOC

RADIOLOCATION
3792/407 3794/408 380S/41T 3812/412G

USA/45/287

34.2-35.2

MOD

RADIOLOCATION
S~ee-Reseat=el=l

3792/407 3794/408 3805/412
3808/412C 3809/412D

USA/45/288

MOD

35.2-36

!

II
i

RADIOLOCATION

3792/407

3794/408

3799B

3805/412
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GHz

33 - 40 (cont.)
REGION 1
USA/45/289

MOD

36-~9

I

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

37

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
3761/391A
USA/45/290

MOD

3810/412E

37-40

-

FIXED
MCBILE
3=7t;:J:.f39±A

USA/45/291

NOG
NOG
NOG

3810/412E

3808/412G
3809/412D
38l0/412E, 38ll/412F, 3812/412.G

REASON:

Footnote 3809/4120 is maintained to continue the prov1s1on
for weather radar devices on meteorological satellites.
Space Research is suppressed {34.2-35.2 GHz) because the
allocation is no longer necessary. Space Research {Passive)
and Earth Exploration Satellite (Passive) are added
(36-37 GHz) to permit scientific research and measurement
of the Earth's environment.
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PLENARY MEETING

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE ALLOCATION TABLE IN THE BANDS ABOVE 40 GHz

The current Tabl~ of Frequency Allocations provides for space
services in some bands above 40 GHz and leaves other bands unallocated; the
spectn.m above 275 GHz is not allocated. It is expected that this part of
the spectrum will see considerable experimentation and developnent in the
future as increasing requirements lead to research in the higher frequency
bands.
The USA is proposing that specific allocations be made for ·both
'space and terrestrial services in the bands from 40 GHz to 300 GHz. Specific
allocations are necessary for several reasons. Fi:st, many spectr~l lines
have been identified which are imiX>rtant to the pass1ve radio serv1ces -radio astronomy, space rese.arch and earth exploration satellite. The unique
physical properties of the lines dictate the allocations for these services.
Second, development of equipment for frequencies above 40 GHz is currently in
progress.
Specific allocations will
provide guidance for the orderly
development of new technology and the next generation of telecommunications
Finally, it is not certain when the next radio conference,
systems.
competent to deal with the spectrum above 40 GHz, will be convened.
In view
of the rapid developments of the recent past, it is prudent to prepare for
the future by providing sufficient allocated bands to accommodate the
foreseen requirements.
The spectrum above 40 GHz has unique physical properties that must.
be considered in the allocation process. Propagation characteristics create
wide frequency bands. of high absorption (high attenuation) separ~ted by
narrow "windows" of relatively low- absorption at· ·90 .GHz .and 235 GHz •. These.
features will provide system designers with the opportunity to enhance system
They also affect the
performance or to protect it from interference.
potential for sharing and have a direct bearing on the suitability of each
portion of the spectrum for use by specific space and terrestrial services.
The USA proposals attempt to take maximum advantage of sharing possibilities
in satisfying foreseen requirements, which at the same time provides guidance
and flexibility for future developments.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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In general, the USA is proposing t9 add the companion terrestrial
service to the already existing space service allocation in most bands. For
example, this approach may be seen in the six bands now allocated for
aeronautical and maritime mobile and radionavigation satellite services.
Sufficiently large allocations are proposed to pennit the possibility of
wide-band systems which may provide several capabilities. New technology
developed for one service will likely be applicable to the other.
It is also proposed to allocate a ntmb~r of bands to both the fixed
and mobile satellite services. ·A requirement is foreseen for operations with
land, air and sea platfonns as part of a system concept involving both fixed
and. mobile ea.rth ·stations operating with the same satellite.
Radio astronomy and the other passive services have
unique
requirements in this part of the spectrum.
Exclusive allocations in the
Table are provided to radio astronomy in each of the atmospheric "windows"
and at several other frequencies for continuum emission observations.
In
general, all three - passive services have been accommodated in exclusive
bands.
Special recognition of the important spectral lines above 40 GHz has
been made by allocations in the Table and by a m.mber of footnotes.
In
cert~in bands that are particularly critical for Earth environmental sensing,
exclusive allocations are provided to the space research (passive) and earth
environmental satellite (passive) services with a footnote that prohibits all
emissions in the bancls.
'

. Primary allocations are necessary for radiolocation in each of the
"windows", in order to offset to some extent the very high attenuation
suffered in the two-way signal path required by radars.
Additional primary
and secondary allocations are proposed to meet anticipated requirements in
this part of the spectrum.
Small exclusive allocations are proposed for the amateur and
amateur satellite services to pennit a wide range of experimentation without
restrictions or interference from other radio services. The amateur service
has also been added on a secondary basis to several bands allocated .to the
radiolocation service.
Experience in the lower frequency bands indicates
that this sharing arrangement is satisfactory for both services.
A new allocation is proposed for the intersatellite service and the
fixed and mobile terrestrial services are added to all intersatellite bands
in the high absorption areas of the spectrum. There are no sharing problems
because of the natural protection provided between_ the terrestrial and space
services by the very high atmospheric attenuation present in these bands.
Fixed - and mobile services are added in several --other bands to --provide
flexibility in meeting future requirements.-

USA

PROPOSALS

Specific proposal's relating to the Table of Frequency Allocations
in the bands above 40 GHz are contained on the following pages.

.•
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GHz
40 - 58.2
Allocation to services
Region 1

USA/46/292

MOD

Region 2

I·

Region 3

40-41

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED

MrniLE
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
USA/46/293

MOD

41-43

BROADCASTING-SATELLITE
FIXED

MrniLE
3814A
USA/46/294

MOD

43 48 45
AER8NA~f€Ab-MeB~tB-5A~Et&f~E

MARf~~ME-M9B~tE-6A~Bthf~B
AERSNA~f€At-RABfeNAVfSA~f6N-5APBth~~B

MAR±~fME-RABf9NAVf6A~±6N-5A~Etbf~E

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MffiiLE-SATELLITE (Ear·th-to-Space)
3814A
USA/46/295

MOD

45-48

AERCNAUTICAL MCB ILE
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOO ILE
MARITIME MOOILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

No~

·46-E
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GHz

40- 58.2 (cont.)
REGION 1

USA/46/296

-

MOD

48-58 49.8

REGION 2

I

I

REGION 3

fnoe-a3::3::oeat:ed1
AERCNAliriCAL MCBILE
AERONAUTICAL MCBILE -sATELLITE
AERCNAliriCAL RADI ONA VI GA TION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOOILE
W-\RITH-1E MOOILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
3814 B 3814

--

USA/46/297

MOD

49.8-50
-

c

--

fnoe-ar3::oeat;ed1AMATEUR
AMATEUR-SATELLITE

USA/46/298

MOD

SJ-.;= 50.2

-FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space}
MCBILE

USA/46/299

MOD

50.2-50.4
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE
S P.~C E RES EA.RCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELL"'!:TE (Passive)

USA/46/300

MOD

50.4-51

--

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
FIXED
MC8ILE
MCBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
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REGION 1
USA/46/301

MOD

51- 72

51.~

I

GHz
40- 58.2 (cont.)
REGION 2

I

No~

·46-E

REGION 3

FIXED
-MCBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MCBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
EAR~-8*Pb8RA~f8N-SA~bhf~E

SPA€E-R8SSAR€H
USA/46/302

MOD

51.4-52
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Pc;;l.SSive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
MOD 3815/412J

USA/46/303

MOD

52-54.25
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Pass1 ve)
MOD 3815/412J

USA/46/304

MOD

54.25-58.2
INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)

USA/46/305

ADD

3814A Radio-astronomy observations of important spectral lines due to silicon
monoxide at rest frequencies of 42.424 GHz, 42.82 GHz and 43.122 GHz are
being carried out in a number of countries under national arrangements. The
bands being observed are 42.77- 42.87 GHz, 43.07- 43.17 GHz and
43.37 - 43.47 GHz. Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps
to protect these radio-astronomy observations from harmful interference.

USA/46/306

ADD 38148 The bands 45-49.8 GHz, 66-71 GHz, 95-100 GHz, 142-145 GHz,
190-200 GHz, and 252-265 GHz, are also allocated to the fixedsatellite service and to the inter-satellite service·for connection
between one or more stations at specified fixed-points on the earth
and on satellites when these services are used in conjunction with
the aeronautical/maritime radionavigation service and/or the fixed
service where such fixed service is used for aeronautical/maritime
fixed purposes. Such use and development shall be subject to
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agreement and coordination between the administrations concerned an
those having services operating in accordance with the Table, which
may be affected.
USA/46/307 AOO 3814C
Radio Astronomy observations of imPJrtant spectral
lines due to carbon monosulfhide at rest frequencies of 48. 991GHz
97.981 GHz and 146.969 GHz are being
carried out in a number of countries under national
arrangements. Tne bands being observed are 48.94-49.04 GHz
97~88-98.08 GHz and 146.82-147.12 GHz. Administrations are u:rged to
take all practicable steps to protect these radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
USA/46/308 MOD 3815 412J All emissions in the bands 51.4-52 GHz, 52-54. 25 GHz, 58. 259 GHz, 64-~5 GHz, 86-92 GHz, 101-102 GHz, 105-116 GHz, ~30-·
±40-GH~ 7 182-185 GHz, 230-240 GHz are prohibited. Tne use of
passive sensors by other s~rvices is also authorized.
REASON:

Fixed and Mobile servic-es are pro{X)sed in several bands
to share with other services to meet anticipated future
requirements. Tne allocation proposals containing both
the Fixed Satellite and J>'bbil-= Satellite s~r·_rices ar-= to
permit utilization of land, sea and air mobile earth
stations as part of a satellite system concept involving
both Fixed and t<bbile Earth stations.
Addition of terrestrial services as companions to equi •;alent
Maritime and Aeronautical space services with slight band
edge changes is proposed in response to REC SPA2-4 from the
1971 WARC-ST. Addition of Footnote 38148 is ?roposed for ease
of operational implementation of the Aeronautical and
Maritime services.
Space Research and Earth Exploration Satellite service
allocations are being proposed to support requirements
for remote sensing of environmental parameters.
Amateur and Amateur Satellite service allocation is
proposed to provide for experimental operations.

An

Several new footnotes are proposed to recognize radio
astronomy requirements.
Footnote 3815/412J is modified to continue protection of passive
services.
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USA/46/309

MOD

I

REGION 1

58.2-39

1
:
I

1

58.2 - 92
REGION 2

I

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)

!

REGION 3

(Passive)

I

!.
USA/L~6/310

MOD

riGD 3815/412J
59-::)4

FIXED

MCBILE
INTER-SATELLITE
38l5A
USA/46/311

MOD

64-'15
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive}
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE

(Passive)

MOD- 3ffl5/412J
USA/46/312

MOD

· 65-6')
EARTH EXPLORATION'-SATELLITE·
SPACE" RESEARCH

Ffx.ed.
~e

USA/46/313

MOD

66-71
AERONAUTICAL MffiiLE
AERCN\l.ITICAL M03ILE-SATELLITE'
AERCNAl.ITTCAL. RADIONAVIGATION.
AERCNAilliCAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITliVlE MOO ILE:
MARITIME MCBILE.-SATELLITE

MARITIME RADIONAVIGA.TION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE

3814B

7
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REGION 1

USA/46/314

MOD

71- BAt 74

I

GHz
58 2 - 92 (cont.)
REGION 2
.\-Net-aJ:J:ggateG..).

REGION 3

I

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
FIXED
MCBILE
MCD 3746/382A

USA/46/315

MOD

74-76

--

.\-Net-aJ:J:ggat.€Gf

FIXED
MCBILE

USA/46/316

MOD

76-77

--

.{.~gt-a.J:J:ggateG..).

RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

MOD 3644/320A 3799B
USA/46/317

MOD

77-81
-

.{.Ngt-a.J:J:ggateG..).

RADIOLOCATION
P..mateur
MCO 3644/320A

USA/46/318

MOD

81-84

-

fNot-a::ti:oea:ted7

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOBILE

USA/46/319

MOD

84-86
BR~DCASTING-SATELLITE

FIXED
MCBILE
--
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REGION 1
USA/46/320

MOD

86-92

l

GHz
58.2- 92 (cont.)
REGION 2

-J

REGION 3

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
- RADIO ASTRCNOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
MOD 3815/412J
USA/46/321

ADD 3815A The frequency 61.25 GHz is designated for industrial,
scientific, and medical purposes. Emissions must be contained
within the limits of + or - 250 MHz of that frequency. Radiocommunications services operating within these limits must accept
any harmful interference that may be experienced from the
operation of industrial, scientific, and medical equipment.
REASON:

Fixed and Mobile Services are proposed (59-54 GHz, 65-66 GHz,
71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz) to meet anticipated requirements.
Secondary allocations (65-66 GHz) are to protect the
requirements of the Space Research and Earth Exploration
Satellite services. Addition of terrestrial services
(66-71 GHz) as companions to equivalent maritime and
aeronautical space services is proposed in response to
Recommendation SPA2-4 from the 1971 Space WARC. The
allocation proposals containing both the Fixed Satellite
and Mobile Satellite services (71-74 GHz, 81-84 GHz) are to
permit utilization of land, sea, and air mobile earth
stations as part of a satellite system concept involving
both Fixed and Mobile Earth stations. Space Research and
Earth Exploration Satellite service are proposed (58.2-59 GHz
64-65 GHz and 86-92 GHz) to support requirements for remote
sensing of the earth's environmental parameters. Radiolocation and amateur service are proposed (76-77 GHz) to
meet projected requirements. Existing intersatellite
and Broadcasting Satellite allocations are retained to
meet projected requirements. Footnote 3815A is proposed for
ISM.
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GHz
92 - 142
REGION 2

ReGION 1

USA/46/322

MOD

92-95

1

I

REGION 3

RADTCL2CXJ.'ION
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
FIXED
MCBILE

;

38158
-

USA/46/323

MOD

95-3:63: 100
Radio1ocation
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
AERONAliTICAL MCBILE-SATELLITE
MF-RITIM,E MOOILE
f~ITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERCNAliTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITI~£ RADIONAVI~.TION-SATELLITE

3814B

3814C

-- --

USA/46/324

MOD

-100-101
AER8NA~fEAb-M8BibE-6~~Etbf~E
MARi~iME-M8BibE-SAPEbbf~E

AER8NA~fEAb-RABi8NAVfGA~f8N-

SA:IfiEhllfCflE
MARf~iME-RABi8NAVf6A~!8H-5A~EEE~~E

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE {Passive)
Radio location

USA/46/325

MOD

101-102
EARTH EXPLORATION- SATSLLITE {Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passlve)
MCD 3815/412J

I

I
'

;

~-----------------------------------------------------------------___j
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GHz
·92 - 142 (cont.)

REGION 1
USA/46/326

MOD

102-105

I

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED

MooiLE

l
MOD~~~1=05~-~l~3~0~11~6~---------------------------------------------------------4
I

USA/46/327

EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
fN'fER-SA'PEbbf'fS

I

I

MOD 3815/412J

~S±6f4±~~

I

USA/46/328

MOD

116-126

SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED

Mrn!LE

USA/46/329

MOD

126-130

INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED

Ma3ILE

USA/46/330

MOD l 130-140

Ij
i

INTER-SATELLITE
FIXED
MffiiLE
RABffi-AS'fR8N8M¥
SPAEE-R6SBAREH-~Passiver
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GHz

92 .- 14:2 (cont.)
HffiiON l

USA/46/331

MOD

REGION 2

REGION 3

14 0-1112
F.IXf.[}-:SA'TELLITE

,f:Rarl:~-ffi-:Spaee}

{Space-to-Earth'
.FIXED

!MOBffiE
:MOD 37-46/3'82~

USA/46/332

HSA/46/333

·usA/46/3.34
USA/46/335

ADD 38l5B
Raclio astronomy ·obsen.rations of im,:I::ortant spectral iines
due to -d:iazeny1 i'l.ln {ID.JN+:~ at rest :freq.uenc.tes b f 93 .172 GH.z" 93 .l74 GH:z.,
cand 93.17fi GHz ar'e being carri,ed out in ,a number of countries
under nqtional arr.ang:ements. "Ihe band being observed is 93 .·0793 .. 27 GHz.. Mmin:istr.at..ions a:.r·e urgoo to 'take al1 practicable
steps to protect these r.adio astronomy .observations from
ha:nnf.u1 int·erfer.enoe ..
SUP 3Rl ((-).( 412J<
ADD 3HHiA. ;The :!frequency 12,Ql GHz Is de.signat.;ed for Amateur 'Radio"
service •orn ..a :seco.ndary basis.. ~Emissions ;must he confined within
the. limits ·of+ 20 lMf.l..:z ,of that. frequency .•
ADD .~B1Q3 ji'he fr,eguency l2i0 GHz is ilesignated !for- Industrial,,
scientific .and •mooical pDlrposes.. Emissions Tnust be confined ·within
;the limits •of + 5:09:1 MHz of the fr€quency. Radiocommunication
services operating within these limits 1must accept :any harmful
.int. e:r:ference •that may be '.expe:r.ienced from operation ;of
:in(h!lS'tr ia1., scientific ,c;md moo ical <equipment.
equipnent.•
REASON-:

FixeCI., 'Mohil<e,, .andl Hadiolocat.ion ,are propGsed ·to pn~vide

for future pr,Gject€d 'ber:r,estr ial reguirements.
,Afldit1:on ,of ibec1nest.rial .servicEs as compa:n.i,ons to
equhral·ent :Mar:itime and )Aeronauti,cal Space services with slight
band edg-e .c'hang,es is proposed in r'esponse :to Recommendation SPA 2-4
·f:rom the .l9Tl W.ARG-:ST. P:assive :aJ.. l-ocations are pr·oposed
\(1:0:0-1:02 GHz and .lD'5-:l"2-6 Gliz.} t-o provide fo.r remote :sensing •Of the
· 1earth 1's -environmerrt.. Inter-Sa<tellite a11oc:ations !105-.116 GHz ·
<a.r,e inter.change;d -with Radio Ast-ronoiJlY and Space
Research {Passiv-e) ,allocations at {130·-lili0 •GHz) to
pr.ov ide for Had io AStronomy ribserv.at.ions of the carbon
monoxide 1 ine,. Suppression o.f Footnote 3:8P1/lll2K is
(consequential to this pr:oposa1.. Footrno"tE~ ADD 381SB
is pr.o:posed to recognize the imrortant radio astronomy
observat-ions of the diazenylillTI line .• :Footnote ADD 38l6A
is pro:pJsed to designate a ne\v ,Amateur Allocation.
Footnote ADD 38lf1B is pro;{X>.sed to designate .a new·
Industrial,., Scientific and Medical band .at 120 GHz.
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RffiiCN 1
USA/46/336

HOD

142-150

I

GHz
142 - 230
RffiiON 2

l

REGION 3

Radio1ocation
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION~SATELLITE
MOD 3746L)82A 3814B 3814C 3816C
USA/46/337

MOD

150-

%5~

151
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOOILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
MOD 37 4n/382A

USA/46/338

MOD

151-152

-

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MOBILE
USA/46/339

MOD

152-%1-8 164

*Net-a±±eeat.ea.f

FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED-8ATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
USA/46/340

MOD

ln4-1n5

.{.N~t-ad:d:~ga.t.eQ,~

FIXED
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)
MOBILE
FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)

No~

46-E
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RffilOO 1

USA/46/341

MOD

1:65-168

GHz
142 - 230 {cont.)
RffiiOO 2

fNot-.ail:oeated-:1

1

RffiHN 3

AADIOLOCATIOO
Amateur
.SPJ\CE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATICN-SATELLITE (Passive)
MOD 3644/3.20A

USA/46/342

MOD

168-170
RADI OLOCATION

Amateur
MOD .3644/320A

:USA/46/343

MOD

170~

174 .• 5

FIXED
iiBTIJE except aeronautical mob.ile

INTER-SATELLITE
3816D

.USA/46/344

MOD

174 .. 5-176,.5
·"fJHIBH-B~

EARTH EXPLORATI00-5ATELLITE (Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)

FIXED

.

MOBILE except aeronautical mobile.

USA/46/345

MOD

176 .. 5-18:2

FIXED

_MOOILE except aeronautical mobil~e
HfrER-SATELLITE

38160

Document No. 46-E
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REGION 1

USA/46/346

MOD

182-185

I

GHz
142 - 230 (cont. )
REGICN 2

I

REGION 3

EARTH EXPLORATION-sATELLITE {Passive)
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
RADIO ASTRCNCMY
MOD 3815/412J

USA/46/347

MOD

185-190
FIXED
INTER-SATELLITE
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
38160

-USA/46/348

MOD

190-200
AERONAUTICAL MCBILE
AERCNAUTICAL MOOILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME MCB ILE
MARITIME MOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
38143

-USA/46/349

MOD

200- ~~e 201. 5

+N9t-a±±eeatea.}

FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESE:ARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SA'lt.LLITE (Passive)

USA/46/350

MOD

201.5-217

fNet-aJ.J.9eatea.f

FIXED-SATELLITE {Earth-to-Space)
FIXED
tt103ILE

Document No. 46-E
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GHz
142 - 230 (cont.)
REGION 2

REGION 1

USA/46/351

MOD

1

-217-220

fWet-aJ:J:eeatea.f

I

REGION 3

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRQ\JOMY·

USA/46/352

MOD

220-i89 221

-

H*EB-SA!fEbbPFE

FIXED
MCBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRCNOMY

USA/46/353

221-225
MOD -

FIXED-SATELLITE
FIXED
MCBILE
Radio location

USA/46/354

MOD

(Space-to-Earth}

225-227
-

FIXED-52\ TELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MCBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORA'IIO~-SA . . SLLITE (Passive)
Radio location

USA/46/355

MOD

227-229
-

FIXED-SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
FIXED
MCEILE
Radio location
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GHz

142 - 230
REGION

USA/46/356

MOD

229-230

1.

l

REGION 2

I

REGION 3

f±*EB-SA!FEbb~!f!E

FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTR()\JCi'1Y
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)

USA/46/357

USA/46/358

ADD 3816C

Radio astronomy observations of important spectral
lines due to deuterated cyanide (DCN) at a rest frequency of
144.827 GHz are being carried out in a· number of countries
under national arrangements. The band being-observed
is 144.68-144.98 GHz. Administrations are urged to
take all practicable steps to protect these radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
ADD 38160 Radio astronomy observations of important spectral
lines due to the ethynyl radical (C2H), hydrogen cyanide
(HNC), the formyl ion (HCO+), hydrogen isocyanide (HNC),
and diazenylium (HNN+) at rest frequencies of 174.6 GHz,
174.85 GHz, 177.26 GHz, 178.4 GHz, 181.2 GHz and 186.4 GHz are being
carried out in a number of countries under national
arrangements. The bands being observed are. 174.42-175.02 GHz
177-177.4 GHz, 178.2-178'.6 GHz, .18i-181.46 GHz and 186.2-186.6 GHz
respectively. Administrations are urged to take all
practicable steps to protect these radio astronomy
observations from harmful interference.
~S~SON:

Addition of terrestrial services as companions to
equivalent Maritime and Aetonautical space services is
pror::osed in response to Recomrnendation No. SPA 2-4 ·
from the 1971 SPACE WARC. Fixed and Mobile are proposed to
satisfy terrestrial requirements. The provision (except
aeronautical mobile) is to provide protection for radio
astronomy. Footnote 3816C is proposed to recognize radio
astronomy observations of deuterated cyanid~· 1 ines.
Footnote 38160 is proposed to recognize radio astronomy
observation of 1 ines due to various substances between
(174.42 GHz and 186.6 GHz). Radio.astronomy is proposed
(182-185 GHz) to provide for observations of water
va[X)r lines. The passive nature of the band is emphasized by
retaining and modifying Footnote MOD 3815/412J •. Radio
Astronomy is pro{X)sed (217-221 GHz and 229-230 GHz) to
recognize the need for observations of the carbon
monoxide line. The restriction (except aeronautical
mobile) is added to protect radio astronomy. Space
Research (Passive) and Earth Exploration Satellite
(Passive) are proposed to provide for additional
remote sensing of the earth's environmenc. Fixsd
satellite is pro{X)sed to be added in several bands to
meet anticipated requirements. Directional indicators
are intended to promote sharing. Proposed addition of
Radiolocation and Amateu.r service (165-170 GHz) is
in anticipation of future requirements. Inter
Satellite (174.5-176.5 GHz) is deleted to protect the
passive satellite allocations.
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GHz

·.230 - ·300
REGION 1

U.SA/46/359

MOD

I .230-240

J

REGION 2

REGION 3

;EARTH EXP.LORATION-.SATELLITE (Passive)
RADI•O ASTRO\J0"'1Y
SPACE \RESEARCH .{Passive)

USA/4·6}3·?o

MOD

24.0---250
iRADIOLOCATION
~FIXED

MCBNJE
Amateur

38l6E

.USA/46/361

:MOD

MOD_3644/320A

25l1-7BEi5 .2):2
'EARTH 'EXPISORATION~SATEIJLITE :{Passive·)
SPA.OE. :RESEARCH 1 (P.assiw~} ·
JF:l:~

iMCBillLE

;AEReN!tttf:P~Att-'-Mffi~bE-:SAPEH::ifP.E
·MAR·HPJ:ME~MOO.±:bF.-;SA~Ett~'£.6

.~ER6NA't¥.Pfeht-':R1.1iEffi8N.Ai·VfG.~~f8N-'SA!fEEbr!fE
<MARf!ffM.E-RfltBrBNA\IffiA!ff8N~A!f.SEtf!fE

MOD

AEROOAlJTTCAL :MCBTLE
.AERG!.\lAUTICAL ~MGBTLE-:SJ\TELLIT,E
~~ERCNAUTICA:L

iRADIONAVIGATION

AER(»..JAUTICNL 'RADIONAVIGATION -Sl\TELLTTE
MARTTIIIi1E :MGBTLE
1MARTTIN1E 'MffiTLE·-SATELLITE
;~ITIME 'RADIONAVIGA:TION
iMARrr.IME HAD.ION?~VJGAT.ION ...:sATELLITE
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RffiiON 1
'

USA/46/363

MOD

-261-265

I

GHz
230 - 300 (cont.)
RffiiON 2

I

REGION 3

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE-SATELLITE
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION.
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
MARITIME MOBILE
MARITIME HOBILE-SATELLITE
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE
RADI 0 ASTRONQ\1Y
3814B

-USA/46/364.

MOD

265- 2T7 272.5
FIXED-SATELLITE
FIXED
MOBILE
RADI 0 ASTRONQ\1Y

USA/46/365

MOD

(Earth-to~Space)

272.5-275

--

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-Space)
FIXED
MOBILE

USA/46/366

MOD

275-277

-

.fB~-Bd:~eatee.}

FIXED
MOBILE
SPACE RESEARCH (Passive)
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (Passive)

USA/46/367

MOD

277-300
-

..( R9ti-

ad. ±ee-a-t; eat

FIXED
MOBILE
3816F
-

..

1

No~

46-E
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USA/46/368

USA/4-6/369

ADD 3816E The frequency 248 GHz is desi'jnat2J for industrial, se ienti fie,
and medical plqx:>ses. Emissions must be confined within the limits of
+ 500 MHz of that frequency. Radiocommunication services operating
within these 1 imi ts must accept any harmfu: interference that may be
experienced from the operation of industrial, se ienti fie, and medical
equipnent.
Radio astronomy observations of the important spectral
1 ine due to d ia-;z:enyl i un {HNN) at a rest of frequency of
279.5 GHz are <being carried_ out in a number of countries
under national arrangements.- The band being observed is
278---280 GHz·. Administrations· are urged to take all
pract~cable _steps to protect thes2 rc:d io astronomy
observations fr,om harmful interference.

ADD 3816F

REASON:

.,,.

Space Research (Passive) and Earth Exploration
Satellite (Passive) are pro [X> sed (230-240 Gltz, 250-252 GHz
and 275-277 GHz) to provide for additional remote
sensing of the earth's environment. Proposed Footnote
ADD 3816E is intended to provide for new types of
tndustr ial; Scienti fie and Medical syster:~s (248 ± 0. 5 GEz).
Fixed and Mob~le are proposed ( 240~252 GHz, 265~275 GHz

and 271-300 GHz) to provide for future additional
requirements. Addition of terrestrial ser'/ices as comp:mions to
equivalent Maritime and Aeronautical space services with slight
band edge change is ptop:::>sed in response to Recorrunendatic:-1 SP\2 - 4
from the 1971 WARC-ST. Directional indicators for the Fixed
Satellite service are added (265-275 GHz) t~ promote sharing
with the other allocated radio services. Foe - :t2 ?LD 3816F i.s
proposed to recognize radio astronomy observations of the
diazenylilrn line at approximately 279 GHz. The addition of
Rad iolocation and Amateur Service (240-250 GHz) is proJX)Sed in
anticipation of future requirements.

..
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO .CONFERENCE

Addendum No. 3 to
Document No. 47-E
22 October 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

CO:MMITTEE 4

United States of America
PROPOSAL FOR RESOLUTION No. Spa2 - 6
General
The· United States of America has reviewed Resolution No. Spa2 - 6 and concluded that
simple modifications should be made to this Re?olution to clarify and improve the efficiency of the
present administrative procedures contained in the Resolution.

This proposed revision would make it

clear what specific CCIR Recommendations and Radio Regulations articles are being considered.

It

will also improve and clarify the present administrative adoption process by 1) notifying all
Administrations prior to the CCIR Plenary what particular CCIR Recommendations are to be
considered, and 2) change the present procedure in which no response assumes that the Administration
is against the proposed Recommendations to one in which no response (with adequate notification)
assumes that the Administration is for the proposed Recommendations.
USA/47/1076
(Add.3)

MOD

RESOLUTION No. Spa2 - 6
Relating to the Technical Criteria Recommende~
by the CCIR for Sharing Frequency Bands
between Space Radiocommunication and
Terrestrial Radiocommunication Services
or between Space Radiocommunication Services
The World Administrative Radio Conference

fer-Sp~ee-~eleeemmttnie~tien~

(Geneva, l9Tl 1979),
considering
a)

that, in frequency bands shared with equal rights by space

radiocommunication and terrestrial radiocommunication services, it is necessary
to impose certain technical limitations and coordination procedures on each·
of the sharing services in the interest of controlling mutual interference;
b)

that, in frequency bands shared by space stations located on

geostationary satellites, it is necessary to impose coordination procedures
1n the interest of controlling mutual interference;.
c)

that the technical criteria and coordination procedures referred to

in a) and b) above,

~nd-~s-set-ettt-in-the-R~die-Regttl~tiens,

are

m~inly

based upon Recommendations of the CCIR and are contained in
Articles N25, N26, N27, Appendix 28 and Appendix 29;

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore ~indly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made ava•lable.
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d)

that, in recognition of the successful sharing of the frequency bands

by space radiocommunication and terrestrial radiocommunication services, and the
continuing improvements in space technology, each Plenary Assembly of the
CCIR subsequent to the Xth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1963, has improved upon
some of the technical criteria recommended by the preceding Plenary Assembly;
e)

that Plenary Assemblies of the CCIR are held triennially whereas

Administrative Radio Conferences, which are empowered to modify the
Radio Regulations making substantial use of the Recommendations of the CCIR, are
in practice held less frequently and with much less regularity;

f)

that the International Telecommunication Convention

fMentre~ttx,-~9651

(Malaga, Torromolinos, 1973) recognizes the right of Members and
A88eei~te-Member8

matters;

of the Union to make special agreements on telecommunication

however, such agreements shall not be in conflict with the terms of

the Convention or of the Regulations annexed thereto, so far 13:s concerns the
harmful interference to the radio services of other countries;
is of the opinion
that subsequent Plenary Assemblies of the CCIR are likely to make

a)

further changes in the recommended technical criteria;

and

that Administrations should be-~fferded-the-e~~ertttnity-te take

b)

advantage of current CCIR Recommendations on sharing criteria when planning
systems for use in frequency bands shared with equal rights by space
rad·iocommunication and terrestrial radiocommunication services, or between
radiocommunication services;
therefore resolves that
1.

immediately, upon the completion of the final CCIR study group

meetings,

e~eh-P±en~ry-Assemb±y-ef

the Director of CCIR shett±d shall arrange for

the Secretary-General of the ITU to be informed of those draft revisions and new
Recommendations of the CCIR affecting the technical criteria contained in
"Articles N25, N26, N27, Appendix 28 and Appendix 29 relating to sharing between
space radiocommunication and terrestrial radiocommunication services or between
space radiocommunication services;
2.

the Secretary-General of the ITU should :
a)

distribute draft revisions and draft new Recommendations that
"clearly reference specific sections of the Radio Regulations" and
have been approved by CCIR study groups to all Administrations within

Addendum No. 3 to
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Page 3
/-15

7 day

meetings.

after the completion of the final CCIR study group
This should contain a notice indicating that the enclosed

draft Recommendations are subject to approval at the next CCIR Plenary
and that these Recommendations will then, after agreement between
Administrations, apply to the Radio Regulations;
b)

and

distribute the relevant Recommendations that have been approved by.
the CCIR Plenary to all Administrations within /-15

7 days

after the

approval by the Plenary.
following the distribution to Administrations of the relevan~
approved CCIR texts, the Secretary-General shall write to Administrations
asking them to indicate within one hundred and twenty days, to which' of the
CCIR Recommendations or to which specific technical criteria defined in the
Recommendations referred to ln 2b l above they agree for use in the application
of the pertinent provisions of the Radio Regulations;
the Administrations which to not respond to the
consultation within one hundred and twenty days shall be

Secretary~General's
~eemed-te~wi~h~the

~:peeifie-teehniea..3:-erit-eria.-referred-te-in.,..the-etlrrent-Ra.d±e-Regtila.tien~.,..te-be
~pplied-fer-the-time-be±ng-s-

sent a telegram again asking for their agreement

about the use of these Recommendations within the pertinent provisions of the
Radio Regulations.

If no response is received within 30 days, it shall be

deemed that the Administration wishes that the relevant CCIR Recommendations
oe applied in negotiations with that Administratio!l.in those cases where an Administration, in its reply to
Secretary-General's consultation 1 indicates that a specific CCIR Recommendation
or a specific technical criterion defined in those Recommendations is not
acceptable to it, er-where-a.n-Administra.tien-hag-net-re:plied-te-the
Seeretary-6eneralis-eenstiltatien-as-in-:paragra:ph-3,-abeve, the relevant

technical criteria defined in the Radio Regulations shall continue to apply
with respect to cases involving that Administration;
the Secretary-General shall publish, for the information of all
Administrations, a consolidated list prepared by the IFRB on the basis of the
replies to the enquiry, of the CCIR Recommendations or of the specific relevant
technical criteria defined ln those Recommendations, and to which Administrations
each of those Recommendations or specific relevant technical criteria are
acceptable or are not acceptable.
Administrations mentioned in

This list shall also include those

paragraph~

3 above;
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I· b7

the IFRB be directed to take into account :
a)

the applicability of the CCIR technical

er±~er±a

list referred to

in 6 5 above, when making technical examinations with respect to
cases involving only Administrations to which such criteria are
acceptable;
b)

the applicability of the technical criteria defined in the Radio
Regulations in accordance with the list referred to 1n 5 § above,
when making technical examinations with respect to cases involving
an Administration which does not accept the relevant CCIR technical
criteria;
±~,-a~-a-la~er-aa~e,-~tlee~±eRe-ar±ee-eeReerRiRg-~fie-a~~liea~ieR-ef
~fie-relevaR~-~eefiRieal-eri~eria-er-eri~eria-~e-a-eaee-iRvelviRg
aamiRie~Pa~ieRe-aeeerieea-iR-~aPagpa~fi-3-aeeve,-~fie-!FRB-efiall
en~tl±re-ef-~fie-ftdm±n±~trftt±on~-eeReerRea-wfie~fieP-eP-Re~-~fiey-wetlla

agree-~e-~he-a~~liea~ieR~ef-~fie-~eefiR±eal-eri~er±eR-er-eritePia

ae~iRea-±R-~fie-PelevaR~-88!R-Reeemmenaa~ieRe-referPea-~e-±n
~aragPa~fi-l-aeeve.--~fie-liet-~tlel±efiea-~tlretla~t-~e-~apagra~fi-5-aeeve
shall-ee-tl~aa~ea-eR-~he-eae±e-ef-~he-re~ly~ef.~fie-Adm±R±e~ra~±en-er
ef-~he-aesenee-ef-peply7
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COMMITTEE 4

United States of America
SHARING BETWEEN TRANSHORIZON RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS IN THE
FIXED SERVICE AND SPACE SERVICES
Introduction
This paper provides a summary background and presents a suggested
interferencecriterionto protect transhorizon radio relay systems from emissions of
space stations in shared frequency bands.
The concept of frequency sharing between and among networks in the same or
different services is based on the establishment of interference limits above which
the quality and reliability of performance of the network subjected to interference is
no longer affected in an acceptable way. A number of Recommendations and reports on
this subject have been prepared by the CCIR, However·, on the subject of sharing
criteria to protect transhorizon radio relay systems, both the reports of the CCIR
Study Groups and the SPM Report are mute.
To derive an appropriate sharingcriterionto protect transhorizon radio
relay systems, it is proposed to adopt the me~hod used by the Special Joint Meeting
(SJM, the CCIR preparatory meeting for the 1971 WARC-ST),
Allowable value of interference noise power
The allowable noise power in the hypothetical reference circuit of
transhorizon radio relay for FDM telephony is given in Recommendation 397-3 for two
classes of systems : one which is intended to operate between two points for which
other transmission systems could be used, and, the second one which is intended to
operate between two points for which· other transmission systems could not be used.
For the first class, the allowable noise should conform to Recommendation 393-3. For
the second class, the mean psophometric power during one minute must not exceed
25,000 pWOp for.more than 20% of any month : and 63,000 pWOp for more than 0.5% of
any month. No guidelines as to how this total noise objective should be allocated to
the var1ous sources of noise have been developed by the CCIR.
In the absence of such guidelines we have reviewed the work of the SJM which
derived the present provisions of Radio Regulations 470NGA and 470NK,
Briefly the SJM considered two systems : System A and System B. System A
which was considered appropriate for long haul applications was characterized as
having an antenna diameter of 27 metres and a receiver noise figure of 3 dB. On the
other hand, System B, which was considered appropriate for shorter higher density
applications, was characterized as having an antenna diameter of 9 metres. and a
receiver noise figure of 8 dB. The parameters of the two systems are given in the
attached tables.
.-~-C-HI-V-~·
~..
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.ABNEX 8-4A
(Annexes relating to

~

8.4.2)

Interference from transhorizon system transmitters.
to communication-satellite receivers
Two transhorizon systems are considered as examples. "A" would be appropriate for
longhaul applications, "B" for shorter higher-density applications.

Parameters

System
A

System
B

Frequency

(GHz)

2

2

Transmitter power

(kW)

10

1

Antenna diameter

(m)

27

9

Antenna. gain relative to isotropic

(dB)

53

43

Feeder loss

(dB)

1.5

2.5

e.i.r.p.

(dBW)

91.5

70.5

Antenna discrimination required for +47 dBW in
direction of geostationa.ry satellite orbit

(dB)

44.5

23.5

(degrees)

8.7

3.2

Angular discrimination* in the direction of
the satellite

*

The formula used for antenna radiation diagram. is 32-25 log10 ~. No data were available
to enable a reference radiation diagram for transhorizon system antennae to be derived and
this assumption may require revision when data become available.
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ANNEX 8-4B
(Annex relating to

B 8.4.2)

Interference from communication-satellite transmitters
to transhorizon system receivers
Two examples of transhorizon systems are considered, as in Annex 8-4A.
System
A

System

(dB)

3

8

(pWp)

2000

1000

Thermal noise at receiver input

(dBW/4 kHz)

-165

-160

Allowable interference noise at receiver input
for 1000 pWp in worst telephone channel*

(dBW/4 kHz)

-168

-160

Parameters
Receiver noise figure
Median thermal noise power in worst telephone
channel

Antenna effective area, S (m2)
10 log
S
10
Maximum allowable p~f.d. for direct entry
interrerence, including polarization
discrimination

*

25.5
(dBW/m2 /4 kHz) -189

B

15.5
-170

Here the analysis is based on a median allowable interference noise of 1000 pWp. For lineof-sight systems, Recommendation 357-1 allows 1000 pWp for only 20% of the worst month,
but Recommendation 397-2, (§§ 3 and 4) allows mare total noise in the transhorizon
hypothetical reference circuit than line-of-sight systems, and in the absence of a
Recommendation corresponding to Recommendation 357-1 for transhorizon systems, 1000 pWp
median seems a reasonable compromise figure. Application of Recommendation 357-1 to
sharing with transhorizon systems would reduce the allowable p.f.d. de.ri"'fed in this
Annex by between 3 and 6 dB, depending on the fading allowance median, i.e. 20% (see
Report 244).
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Concern for the protection of System A clearly dominates. For this system,
the median thermal noise power in the worst telephone channel was given as 2000 pWp in
order to establish the relationship between the receiver thermal noise power (excludes
intermodulation noise due to the transmission media and other sources) at the receiver
input and the noise power in the worst telephone channel.
At this point, the SJM ran up against the same problem we face today - the
CCIR had not prepared a Recommendation ori the allowable interference power. Lacking
this guidance, the SJM adopted a value of 1000 pWp for the allowable interference power
in the worst telephone channel, and gave the following explanation :
Here the analysis is based on a median allowable interference noise of
1000 pWp. For line~of-sight systems, Recommendation 357-1 allows 1000 pWp
for only 20 % of the worst month, but Recommendation 297-2 (§§ 3 and 4)
allows more total noise in the transhorizon ·hypothetical reference circuit
than line-of-sight systems, and in the absence of a Recommendation
corresponding to Recommendation 357-1 for transhorizon systems, 1000 pWp
median seems a reasonable compromise figure. Application of
Recommendation 357-1 to sharing with transhorizon systems would reduce the
allowable p.f.d. derived in this Annex by between 3 and 6 dB, depending on
the fading allowance median, i.e., 20% (see Report 244),
Continuing with the analysis, the SJM concluded that an interference power
of -168 dBW/4 kHz at the input to the receiver would produce only 1000 pWp of noise
power in the worst telephone channel for a receiving system noise temperature of about
600°K (correpponding to a thermal noise power density,of -165 dBW/4 kHz at the input
to t~e r~ceiver) . . .
Conclusions
In the absence of detailed study by the relevant CCIR study groups of the
various sharing situa,.tions, coupled with the fact that$ to the extent of our knowledge,
there are no known instances of space systems causing interference to transhorizon
radio relay systems, it is concluded that the present ~revisions of Radio R,egulations
470 NGA and 470 NK provide adequate protection.
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COMMITTEE 4

United States of America
REQUIREMENT FOR AN INCREASED SPECTRAL POWER FLUX-DENSITY
LIMIT IN THE 2 500 -. 2 655 MHz BAND AND AN ASSESSMENT
OF THE INTERFERENCE.TO THE FIXED SERVICE

Th~ proposal USA/47/405-407 derives from an anticipated requirement to
provide television broadcast-satellite·service and other telecommunications services
to community reception type earth stati9ns located in the extreme northern latitudes
of the United State~, viz, Alaska. Because of the hostile environment, it is
desirable to provide services to earth stations employing small diameter· antennae
consistent with the economics of the total system. It is also desirable to use the
limited bandwidth of 155 MHz in the most efficient manner, consistent with the power
flux-density limits in this band by limiting the required peak-to-peak deviation of
the energy dispersal-waveform.

The minimum power-flux density (p) to provide television reception may be
calculated by :

c

p

= NT.-

4KTB,, W/m2
rl1'!'-D 2

.

lS the received carrier power to nolse ratio ratio

where

K is Boltzmann's constant
T the receiving system noise temperature
B the receiver noise bandwidth
n the antenna efficiency
D the antenna diameter.
For :

c = 14

dB

NT
T
B

= 290° K
= 25 MHz
n = .55
D = 2.5 metres
the beam centre power-flux density is readily calculated as -120 .. 3 dBW /m 2 • Adding
3 dB to account for a 1 dB ripple in the transmit antenna pattern (Chebyshev envelope
in the main beam is assumed. See section 5.2.8.1.2.3.4. of the SPM Report), 1 dB for
pointing and polarization errors and 1 dB for space station pointing errors results
in a maximum power flux-.density of -117.3 dBW/m2 • Using 1.2 MHz peak-to-peak
deviation energy dispersal yields a 'Spectral power-flux density of -142 dBW/m~-4 kHz.
For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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Based on the above requirement it lS proposed to modify the present
provisions of Radio Regulation 470 NI to

= -142 , dBW/m 2
2
R - ~142 + 0-5 dBW/m

p.

---~

00 < 0 < 50
50 < 0 ~ 25°

4

p
in any

= -137,

dBW/m 2

25° < 0 ~ 70°

4 kHz bandwidth.

Potential interfer.ence tq the_ fixed, servlce-_,
The potential for increased interference to the fixed service resulting from
the proposed pfd limit~ _is evaluated by_ c?mparing the interference noise power spectral
density at the input to_ the receiver for the two cases. Worst-case geometry will be
· assumed. The interference discrimination provided by the fixed service antenna is a
function of the elevation angle alone : no account is t'a.ken of. the additional
discr-imination realized by the difference -·between the azimuth angle of the fixed
serv1ce antenna and the azimuth angle of·the interference.
The interference'noise power spectral density, n, ls calculated by
n

= p(o )T2 G(o)
4n

where p(o) is the pfd as a function of elevation angle,
-o ls the-elevation angle
T is the wavelength
G(o) is-antenna gain as a function of off-axis angle
which here is assumed equal to the elevation angle.
For line of sight ra~io relay sy,st~ms, the anter;ma gain envelope for
frequency sharing problem~ is given in Report 614-l ·as :
G = 38 - 25 logo dEi
for 1° < o < 33 °
and 0 dEi for o > 33°
The results of the calculations using the present pfd ~imit (470 NI) and
the proposed limit are shown in Figure 1 as curves A and B respectively, for an
operating frequency of 2 600 MHz.
The results of similar calculations of the interference power spectral
the input to the receiver of a transhorizon radio relay system are given in
.F.~g-U¥~.'i'~''for an operating frequency of 2 600 MHz. The antenna gain envelope was
.-,•ll"
ss.umed
tq' be
9V::Ji!t~/
'--G = 32 - 25 logo dEi
for 1°< o < 19.1°
and. ,0, dEi for _o < 19 .1 ° -~de_J1~itY:... at

~
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The values of interference power spectral density are the worst case in that
the relative azimuth angle (the angular difference between the direction of maximum
gain of the transhorizon station antenna and the direction of the interfering spectral
power fl~density) has been assumed to be zero. The additional antenna discrimination
available taking into account the relative azimuth angle is given by :

11G = 25 lo-g
.

10

.[cos ~ 1 ( coso -cos8 )], dB

8

.

where 8 is the relative azimuth angle. For example, at an elevation angle of 5° and a
relative azimuth angle of 10
the additional antenna discrimination reduces the
interference power spectral density by 8.7 dB. For a transhorizon radio relay system,
the interference would be reduced from -157.3 {see Figure 2, curve B) to
-166.0 dBW/4 kHz.

°.,

Conclusions
It has been shown that

a spectral

power flux-density on the order of

-142 dBW/m~ 4 kHz is required for· TV transmission to 2.5 metre community reception
Earth stations located in the extreme northern latitudes. On this basis., the existing
provisions of Radio Regulation 470 NI are proposed to be changed to permit a spectral
power flux-density of -142 dBW/m~ 4 kHz for elevation angles below 5° and escalating
on a linear scale to -137 dBW/m~ 4 kHz at an elevation angle of 25° and remain constant
to 90°.
·
The worst-case interference to line of sight and transhorizon radio relay
systems is increas.ed by 10 dB for elevation angles below 5° and decreases to 0 dB for
elevation angles above 25°. It was further shown that the interference is less when
the relative azimuth angle is taken into account. For the case of 5° elevation angle
and 10° relative azimuth angle, the reduction in interference was 8.7 dB.
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Document No. 47-E
and Corrigendum No. 1
4 September 1979
Original : English

PLENARY MEETING

United States of America

1.
Page 2 of Corrigendum No. 1, add the following new text in USA/47/454A(Corr.l)
ADD Resolution No. L-A_/ :
under "considering"
f)
the date contained in No. 6215A (to be confirmed by the CCIR) for
discontinuing the use of double-sideband emissions;
under "invites the CCIR" :
3.
to complete their studies in time for the results to be considered by
the XVIth Plenary Meeting (approximately 1986), at which time the CCIR is
requested to confirm the technical and economic practicability of implementing
the date contained in No. 6215A, or to recommend an alternative date.
add
resolves
that the operative date in No. 6215A shall be the date confirmed or recommended
by the CCIR (see No. 6215A).
2.
Page 21 (as amended by Corrigendum No. 1) replace proposals USA/47/436(Corr.l) and
USA/47/437(Corr.l) by the following new text
USA/47/436
(Corr.2)

MOD

USA/47/437
(Corr.2)

ADD

3.

6215/423

~n-pr±ne±p±e,-exee~~fi-~he-freqtleney-band

3-999---4-&89-~H~;

Broadcasting stations using frequencies below 5-869-~~
2 300 kHz 2 in the b~ds shown in No. 6218/425 or above 4±-MH~ 26 100 kHz shall
not employ power exceeding that necessary to maintain economically an effective
national service of good quality within the frontiers of the country concerned.
6215A
In the interest of increasing spectrum utilization in the
HF broadcasting bands all broadcasting stations in the bands between
2 300 - 26 100 kHz will discontinue the use of double-sideband emissions by
/-1 January 1995; date to be decided by the Conference and confirmed by the
CCIR- see also ADD Resolution L-A_/_7

Page 22, replace proposals USA/47/441 and DSA/47/442 by the following new text :

USA/47/441
(Corr.2)

ADD

6215E
Broadcasting stations operating in band 7 and serving
an area as defined in No. 6215D shall not operate on a frequency above
14 000 kHz.

USA/47/442
(Corr.2)

ADD

6215F
Notwithstanding the provisions of footnote 1 to Appendix 4
or any other provisions of these Regulations, no new transmitters installed in
the broadcasting service in band 7 after L-1 January 1985_7, shall supply to
the transmission line a mean power of any spurious emission in excess of -13 dBW,
and all transmitters shall comply with this requirement after L-1 January 2010_/.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited numb.er. Partic!pants are therefore ~lin~lly asked to bring their copies
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· Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 47-E
26 April 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
United States of America

1.

Page 7, top of the page, replace paragraph marked 2) by the following new text :
2)

to discontinue double-sideband transmission {-by January 1, 1995; date to be decided
by the WARC- see also proposed ADD Resolution {-A_Z7, and

2.

Page 9, replace the second paragraph on the page (This subject •••••••• present.) by the
following new text :

This subject has been reviewed by the SPM. In Chapter 4 of its report, the SPM noted that, in the
interest.of improving spectrum utilization by the broadcasting service in band 7, the application
of SSB techniques is technically feasible. Currently, experimental band 7 SSB broadcasting
transmissions are being made by Australia, Sweden, and Switzerland. It is proposed that
double-sideband emissions be discontinued by /-January 1, 1995; date to be decided by the WARC - see
also ADD Resolution {-A_Z7. Reception of SEE-broadcasting signals using existing conventional
rece1vers would be possible, provided a sufficient level of carrier is present.
Page 21, replace proposals USA/47/436 and USA/47/437 by the following new texts :

3.
USA/47/436
(Corr.l)

MOD

6215/423

In principle, except in the frequency band 3 900 - 4 000 kHz
Broadcasting stations using frequencies below 5 060 kHz~
in the bands shown in 6218/425 above 5 160 kHz~ or above
26 lOO kHz shall not employ power exceeding that
necessary to maintain economically an effective national
service of good quality within the frontiers of the
country concerned.
Reason:

USA/47/437
(Corr.l)

ADD

6215A

In the interest of increasing spectrum utilization in
the HF Broadcasting Bands all Broadcasting stations in
the bands between 3 200 - 26 100 kHz will discontinue the
use of double sideband emissions by {-January 1, 1995;
date to be decided by the Conference - see also
ADD Resolution {-A_Z7.
Reason:

4.

To state the principle without exception
and to align with allocation proposal.

For increased spectrum utilization.

Page 22, replace proposal USA/47/443 by the following new text :

USA/47/443
(Corr.l)

MOD

6218/425

The use by the broadcasting service of the bands listed
below is restricted to the Tropical Zone:
2 300- 2 498
2 300 - 2 495
3 400
3 200
4 750 - 4 995
5 060
5 005
5. 850 - 5 900
7 500 - 7 550
9 825 - 9 875
11 500 - 11 550
13 900 - 14 000

kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz

(Region 1)
(Regions 2 and 3)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)
(all Regions)

Reason: Consequential to allocation proposals.
5.

'Add the following new draft Resolution
For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
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USA/47/454A
(Corr.l)

RESOLUTION No. /-A

ADD

7

to the CCIR
Relating to the Expeditious Introduction of SingleSideband Systems for Broadcasting in Band 7 (HF)
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
considering
a)
the frequency utilization advantages of a single-sideband
broadcasting system in Band 7;
b)
the technical advantages of such a system in reducing interference
and the effects of fading;
c)

the energy conservation potential for such a system;

d)

the advantages of a world-wide standardized single-sideband broadcast

system;
e)
the need for a substanial world-wide distribution of low cost
recelvers capable of tuning single-sideband broadcasts as an incentive to
introduce such a system in Band 7;
recognizing that the introduction of single-sideband transmission
for broadcasting in Band 7 is desirable at the earliest practical date
following the implementation of these Regulations,
invites the CCIR
1.
to expedite studies in response to Questions 25/10, 36/10 and 41/10 which deal with the
transmission and reception of single-sideband broadcasts in Band 7;
2.
to establish a timetable in wh.ich the necessary conditions might be met for the
compulsory use of single-sideband for broadcasting in Band 7.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Document No. 47-E
31 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY MEETING
,-

United

States of America

PROPOSALS RErATING TO TECHNICAL MA'ITERS

'Ihis part of the United States proposals addresses technical
aspects of the Radio Regulations. To .. improve and broaden the technical bases
for the · regulations, the USA proposals Were governed by the following
principles: (a). radio regulation changes should result in more efficient
spectrllll and orbit utilization, and (b) a flexible approach should be used to
meet the needs of all administrations.· Based on these principles, changes
are proposed in· the following areas:
1) tenms and definitions (Section VI of Article Nl/1);
2) designation of emissions (Article N3/2) , table
of classification of typical emissions (Appendix B) ,
· and examples of necessary· bandwidths and designations
of emissions (Appendix 5);
3) technical characteristics (Article N4/12, frequency
tolerances {Appendix 3) and tolerances for spurious
emissions levels (Appendix 4);
.4) interference (Article Nl6/12 & 14). and tests
(Article Nl7/14);
5.) terrestrial services sharing· frequency bands with
space services above 1 GHz (Article N25/7);
6) space se.rvices sharing frequency bands with
terrestrial services above 1 GHz (Article N26/7);
7) special rules

.. ....
.,;.,

~elating

to space .services (Article N27/7);

8) technical rules relating to the }IF broadcasting
service (Article N28/7);
.
9) aeronautical radio beacons· (Section IV.B of
Article N33/7);
·
10) provision concerning propagation and noise
(Appendix A) ;and
11) new recommendation relating to the broadcasting
satellite service.
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The modifications and additions to these articles and Appendices
fall into several categories. For the space services, some proposals-pertain
to the allocations of Article N7/5; some are necessary to permit the
development· of earth stations using small-diameter antennas within the
satellite services in a manner that does not adversely affect
orbit
utilization; and some are related to the efficiency of the geostationary
orbit.
With respect 'to others, such as necessary bandwidth, frequency
tolerances and spurious emission tolerances, the USA proposals are generally
compatible with the SPM Report.
TECHNICAL TERMS AND DEFINITIONS (Nl/1)
The advent of mobile-satellite
systems and their inevitable
international growth suggests the need to expand the Radio Regulations to
provide for this service. Consequential to the rather recent use of such
systems is the requirement for .definitions. that address these uses. 'lhe USA
position is that changes to definitions in the Radio Regulations should be
minimized unless they are essential. Therefore, changes are proposed only to
Nos. 3155/1038, 3156/103C, and 3157/1030, representing the minimum changes
required to clarify the terms used in coordination procedures for the
mobile-satellite service.
CLASSIFICATION AND DESIGNATION OF
APPENDIX 8, APPENDIX 5)

EMIS~IONS

AND NECESSARY

BANDWIDTH

(N3/2,

~Ti thin the Radio
Regulations, emissions are designated partly by
the necessary bandwidth and classification. Appendix 5 provides examples of
necessary bandwidth calculations for the different classes of emissions
specified in Article N3/2 of ·the Radio Regulations. Present Article N3/2
concerns the Designation of Emissions and specifies how emissions are to be
represented.
·

As presently written, Article N3/2 and Appendix B require the use
· of three symbols to classify and describe the emission, preceded by the
necessary bandwidth in kilohertz. Because these provisions for designating
emissions were adopted at a time when.many of the · present complex emissions
were not yet in use, they do · not provide the means for expressing all of the
information necessary to describe the newer emissions. Furthermore, the
emission designator is important in the evaluation of interference potential
since, in some cases, it is the only information available by which the
purpose and content of a signal can be 9etermined.
The CCIR has considered all emissions and characteristics requiring
classification and has developed a detailed procedure for the designation of
emissions. This procedure, contained in Recommendation 507, was adopted by
the CCIR XIVth Plenary (Kyoto, 1978) _and forwarded directly by that plenary
assembly to the WARC-79. This recommendation was also accepted by the SPM
(see Chapter 3 of the SPM Report).

;·
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In the CCIR-proposed procedure, the necessary bandwidth is not
always expressed in units of kilohertz. The classification of the emission
involves the use of three symbols to describe the basic characteristics of
the emission and another two symbols to describe additional characteristics.
This method is more complex than the present (Article N3/2) method due to the
increased number of symbols, but it is considered necessary to adequately
describe complex emissions.
The revised procedure corrects most of the
deficiencies of the present procedure for designating emissions. Hence, the
United States proposes that Article N3/2 be changed to correspond to the
procedure contained in CCIR Recommendation 507.
Appendix 5 to the Radio Regulations, which contains Examples of
Necessary Bandwidths and Cesignations of .Einissions, is related to Article
N3/2.
If changes are made by the 1979 WARC to Article N3/2,
then
commensurate changes to Appendix 5 would also be appropriate. There is
concern that the Appendix may not reflect current technology. The examples
are incomplete for composite emissions (A9, F9, and P9) whose numbers and
complexity have increased significantly since Appendix 5 was adopted. The
SFf-1 was able to agree that this matter regui res further CCIR study, and noted
that necessary bandwidth (see Chapter 8 of the SPM Report) may be detenmined
by any one of three ways, viz., use of the revised Appendix 5, computation in
accordance with CCIR recommendations, or by measurement. The United States
supports the SPM Report in this regard.
In addition to
necessary bandwidth, the
procedure adopted for
This is an integral part

recommending a revised procedure for calculating
SPM considered that the revised emission designation
Appendix 5 by the last CCIR Plenary is appropriate;
of the United States proposals to the WARC.

In summary, the USA proposes modifications
to
Article N3
(Designation of Emissions) , and Appendix 5 (Examples of Necessary Bandwidths
and the Designations of Emissions), and Appendix B (Table of Classification
of Typical Emissions).
TECPNICAL CHARACTERISTICS (N4/12)
Article N4/12, Technical Characteristics, provides several basic
principles which are applicable to -transmitting - anrr receivfng eguipnehts-.- -Changes are proposed to enhance spectrum efficiency by urging the use of new
technology, as set forth in relevant CCIR Recommendations.
The - SPM results
support these modifications.
Specific improvements have been-proposed in
Appendices 3 and 4, which are discussed below.
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TOLERANCES OF TRANSMITTERS (APPENDIX 3)

FREQUENCY

Frequency tolerances of tr-ansmitters in many instances affect the
with \vhich the radio spectrLm1 is used as well as the design, cost
and operation of the radio systems.
Appendix 3 and Article N4/12 of the
Radio Regulations establish the frequency tolerances for transmitters. The
current tolerances were developed for equipnent that has been in use for many
years.
Advances in technology,
decreases
in cost of equipnent, and
differences in method of operation S1.f:3gest·ed the need for changes to the
criteria on which the current toleranc-es were developed.
Hence., the USA
undertook a comprehensive study of the frequency tolerances for the various
types of equipnent in use today.
During the developnent ,of the proposed
tolerances, the study recognized the influence that a new tolerance ·will have
on spectrLm1 efficiency, considering also the economic and operational costs
associaterl with such changes.
,Also 11 it was considered important that new
restrictive tolerances not be based solely on the state-of-the-art of the
eguipnent. In some instances, the improvement in spectrum efficiency was not
great enoLXJh to offset ·the cos·t of making the transition. In these cases the
prop:>sed toleranc-es were not .chang,ed.
eff~"":i,~ncy

'Ihe results of this s·tudy, and associated justifications for the
prop:>sed changes., were compiled .in the USA submission to the SPM (Document
P/194).
Annex II to Ibcument P/194 contains ·the r.at.ionale for se1ectio~ e:£
appropriate frequency to.le:ranees.. 'Ihe USA proposal for WARC is to revise
Appendix 3 of the 'Radio 'Regulations, using values in Chapter 8 of the SPM
Report.

SPURIOUS

EMISSION ·TOLERANCE LEVELS {APPENDIX 4)

Spurious
<emission
l•evels
of
transmitters
have a definite
relationship ·to the sev-erity of unwant:ed interference signals that affect the
operation of radio ·equipnent
in any e]:ectromagnetic environment.
The
reduction of these spurious emission levels can :contribut.e significantly to
the reduction of harmful interference from both in-band and out-of-band
unwanted signals.
The pr·esent Table of Tolerances
for the Leve.ls of Spurious
Thlissions is contained in .Appendix 4 :of the Raoio Regulations. This table
provides spurious emission levels for transmitters that OJ)€rate in frequency
bands below 235 MHz:; for bands above this frequency, ·the spurious emission
levels should be as low as practicable .•
CCIR Stooy Group 1, at the 1978 Final Me.eting, adopted a study
program entitl.ed Spurious Hnissions.
Tt recorrunends that certain related
stlrlies be undertaken to r'e-evaluate Appendix 4 and its own Recorrunendation
329-2.
CCIR XIVth Pl-enary CoclJilent 1/1'049 suggests five studies of a complex
nature that should be pursued in this ar.ea.. ·'Ihe nature of spurious emissions
is complex and requires careful review, particularly if, as has been
SLXJgested, spurious ;emissions from receivers should also be consider.ed. The
USA undertook .a study of the spurious emission l-evels for radio eguipnent.
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The results of this study were discussed at the Special Prep3ratory Meeting.
'The results of the Plenary Assembly, and the SFM conclusions in
Olapter 8 of the SFM Rep:>rt, have been reviewed. 'The USA supports the SFM
Report as far as it goes, but does not believe that the conclusions of the
rep:>rt are sufficiently comprehensive. For example, the SPM Table of Maximum
Permissible Levels of Spurious Emission ends at 960 MHz. It is important to
extend this table to 17.7 GHz.
Determination of the maximun level for
spurious emissions depends, of course, on consideration of available and
foreseen technology. 'The inclusion of satellite operations in this frequency
range is p3rticularly imp:>rtant because of: {a) the p:>tential impact of
satellites on terrestrial and satellite communications systems, {b) the
·general inability to reduce. or eliminate spurious emissions from satellites
once launched, short of turning off the equipment, and {c) the expense
associated with satellite operations. Based on data taken from satellite and
other transmitter users, and on an assessment of technology now under
development, it is believed that a value of 50 dB below the mean power of the
fundamental emission, without exceeding 100 milliwatts, is appropriate for
all cases except for intermodulation problems associated with earth and space
emissions. For the earth and space emission case, a value 30 dB below the
saturated transmitter output power
without
a 100 milliwatt limit is
appropriate.
The 50 dB and 30 dB values should minimize potential spurious
emission problems While being consistent with foreseen technology.
The USA prop:>sal for the WARC, therefore, is to modify Appendix 4
in accordance with the SPM output report.
In addition, the USA prop:>ses
that, for the frequency range between 960 MHz and 17.7 GHz, a maximum
permissible spurious emission tolerance level of 50 dB below the mean power
of the fundamental emission be applied for all cases except for the case of
earth and space emissions which should be 30 dB down.
INTERFERENCE AND TESTS (Nl6/12

&

14, Nl7/14)

The regulations on interference and tests are sufficient and
adequate.
Therefore, the USA pro~sal is to maintain Articles Nl6 and Nl7
without modification.
RADIO REGULATIONS FCR SHARING BE'IWEEN SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL SERVICES
N26/7)

(N25/7,

sp3ce
services
to satisfy the communications
The need for
requirements of the world is increasing with attendant increases in sharing
between space and terrestrial services. For shared frequency bands up to and
includirg 40 GHz, the following subjects are treated in the prop:>sal for
Article N25: {a) the._9irection of maximum radiation for stations in the fixed
or mobile service, and (b) the maximum equivalent isotropically radiated
power from stations in the fixed or mobile service. For frequency ranges
between 15 and 40 GHz, the SFM, in Olapter 5 of its rep:>rt, retained the same·
sharing criteria as outlined in Article N25/7. 'Ihe USA prop:>sals agree- with.·
the SPM findings and no changes are proposed to Article N25/7 of the exi~ting
Bqdio · Regulations for the 1 to 40 ·GHz frequency range. .For· frequency bands
above 40 GHz, the population density of the terrestrial and space services in
shared bands is not extensive, nor are the characteristics of equipment
sufficiently known to warrant prop:>sals on sharing criteria. Therefore, the
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USA does not propose
above 40 GHz.

to modify existing

regulations

for sharing criteria

In the band 2500-2655 MHz, the broadcasting-satellite and the
fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth), as proposed for Region 2, would
share the frequency band with the fixed and mobile services. The present
regulations_ in Article N26/7 provide a higher power flux density (PFD) limit
for the broadcasting-satellite service than for the fixed-satellite service.
The Dnited States proposes that the PFD limit for these two services be the
same for this frequency band. There is no justification for burdening the
fixed-satellite service with the lower PFD limit if it must operate within
the same environment as the broadcasting-satellite service. In addition, the
United States envisions that the broadcasting-satellite service will develop
using earth stations with small-diameter antennas (about one meter) in this
frequency band, at least for domestic use, as indicated by the ATS-6
experiments.
Hence, the United States further proposes that the existing
broadcasting-satellite service PFD limit be relaxed by 10 dB and be applied
to both the fixed-satellite and broadcasting-satellite services. This will
accommodate the smaller diameter earth terminals. This proposal to relax the
PFD limit is made with the understanding that, for these services to operate
compatibly with the fixed and mobile services in this band, there will be a
need
to develop geographic-separation or frequency-separation criteria.
Domestically, it will be the responsibility of individual administrations to
develop the criteria for sharing between the terrestrial and the satellite
services.
All other proposals in this section are consequential to the
introduction and sharing of satellite services with fixed and mobile services
throughout ~he allocation table.
SPECIAL RULES FOR SPACE SERVICES (N27/7)
One area in which the utilization of the geostationary orbit can be
improved
is
in
the
accuracy of spacecraft station-keeping
and
antenna-pointing accuracy. The subject of station keeping was discussed in
the SPM. In Chapter 5 of its report, the SPM concluded that it is now
technically feasible for new geostationary satellites to be controlled i~
longitude to + 0.1 degree.
The USA is proposing
a
tightening
of
longitudinal station keeping to + 0.1 degree in conformity with the SPM
Report.
A tightening of the permissible spacecraft antenna pointing error
to 0.1 degree would reduce inter-satellite system interference and unwanted
signals in the adjacent territory of another administration. The stability
of the spacecraft platform could determine the satellite antenna pointing
accuracy. In Chapter 5, the SPM Report discusses the stability of a
three-axis stablized spacecraft. The SPM results indicate that a satellite
pointing accuracy of 0.07 degree can be achieved~
For -other types of
spacecraft stabilization, such as spin stabilization,. a satellite antenna
pointing error of 0.1 degree has been achieved in operational and planned
systems.
The USA is proposing to tighten the spacecraft antenna pointing
error to

0.1

degree.

.,
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RULES RElATING 'ID THE HF BROAOCASTING SERVICE (N28/7)

To improve the utilization of band 7, the
following regulations for the broadcasting service:

USA

is

proposing

the

1) to limit the power of transmitters,
2) to discontinue double-sideband transmission by
January 1, 1995, and
3) to allow only one frequency per frequency band to
broadcast simultaneously the same program to any
single or contiguous zone.
These regulations will produce improved efficiency of utilization of band 7.
Transmitter Power Limitations: For many years the nations of the
world
have
been
us1ng
HF
for
broadcasting,
both nationally and
internationally. As a result the spectrum allocated to HF broadcasting is
becoming increasingly crowded. The ability of a broadcaster to provide an
.adequate signal to a listening audience is diminished due to increased levels
of mutual interference.
Tb provide service to their intended audience,
broadcasters in HF began using greater transmitter power, and larger and more
sophisticated antennae to produce a stronger received signal. While some
broadcasters have succeeded in overcoming the effects of interference by
increasing ERP, the overall effect has been to eliminate those broadcasters
with relatively lower powered stations.
Further, it has made the HF
broadcasting bands so noisy that, in many world areas, sections of these
bands are virtually unusable. It is generally agreed that the practical
l~it to this condition has now been
reached, and that regulations should be
provided for the HF bands to accommodate increasing demands for broadcast
frequencies, and to provide better service for existing systems.
The
proposal submitted here strives to effect a minimum received signal strength
for a given transmission. It is well known that man-made noise levels vary
with the area, and that urban areas require greater signal strengths than
rural areas in general; it is also understood that atmospheric noise varies
with the geographical location of a receiver.
In general then, one must
design transmissions in accordance with the location of the intended target.
It is _tX)Ssible, however, to define a practical limit on transmitter fX)wer
-- which, when coupled with the appropriate antenna, will provide the needed
received signal level.
Typically, depending upon the path, three-hop services (over 7,000
km) do not provide over 75% reliability regardless of the radiated power of
the transmitting location. For two-hop services (4,000-7,000 km), assuming a
m1n1mum field strength requirement of 1 mV/m in the target area, it has been
ascertained that (again dependent upon the path) 250 kW of transmitter power
into a high gain antenna (20-23 dB) will provide over 75% reliability.
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Trcc~,:-.:al
and
generalization.

auroral

zone

broadcasting

may

be

exceptions

to

this

In Chapter 4 of the SPM Report, consideration was given to the
~es~rability of lliniting the transmitte~ po~er.appropriat~ to broa~c~sting in
oana 7.
One approach was to cons1cer p1ac1ng a 250 kW uppe~ 11m1t on the
broadcasting transmitter power. In most cases, a considerably lower value of
transmitter power will provide satisfactory service.
If all international
broadcasters were forced to limit transmitter power to 250 kW, the use of
exc~ssive power to co;;tbat mutual interference would end.
Broadcasters could
then use available antenna designs to achieve adequate received-signal
levels.
In general, the higher the gain of an antenna, the more directional
it becomes; conversely, the less gain, the less directionality. This concept
can be used to advantage if the greater radiated p_)wer required for more
distant targets is achieved through higher gain antennas. Naturally, an
omnidirectional antenna designed to provide a national service possesses a
lower gain. By clearly definining areas of service (for example, see CCIR
Recommendation 499) and by using the optimum antennae to achieve the required
service, more precise broadcasting will occur and less harmful interference
will result.
It is also necessary to limit the transmitter power used in the
band 7 domestic broadcasting service.
The frequency of the long-distance
international broadcasting service targeted to an area will be different from
the frequency of the short-distance domestic service in that area.
As a
result, the transmitter power of the domestic service is usually dictated
on.Ly by its coverage area ar:d not by any int.-2rference from distant stations.
Consequently, the transmitter power of the domestic service should be
restricted to the minimt.nn value required. The use of unjustified high p_)wer
for band 7 could interfere with the domestic broadcasting service of
neighboring countries. It is believed that a maximum transmitter power of 50
kW
for domestic services using omni-directional antennas is adequate.
Consequently, it is proposed that the. transmitter power of the domestic
broadcasting service be limited to 50 kW.
The proposal to limit transmitter power without limiting overall
ERP can succeed only when used in conjunction with effective frequency
management techniques.- It is believed t_t)at an expansion of the HF broadcast
bands will permit all broadcasters to operate effectively only if limitations
such as those recommended are adopted.
AM
DSB Elimination:
There is 3.n expandir:g demand for band 7
broadcasting channels, wh1ch 1s difficult to accommodate. k~ double-sideband
is the predominant transmission technique currently used in the band 7
broadcasting service.
To accorrunodate all identified requirements for the HF
Broadcasting Service, the broadcasting service corrnnunity must use
the
frequency spectrum more effectively. ·other services in band 7 are using
single-sideband (SSB) techniques to optirnize the available spectrum. SSB
techniques have been widely used in the fixed and mobile services with the
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following documented results:
1) the SSB syste~ is the only practicable transmission
.technique that will enable a decrease in the total
radiated power of the broadcasting station without a
corresponding reduction in the usable received signal;

2) the protection ratio between adjacent transmissions is
reduced with a SSB system, when the same sideband is
employed,
3) the SSB system will reduce the bandwidth requirements
of each transmitter.
This subject has been reviewed by the SPM.
In Chapter 4 of its report, the
SPM noted that, in the interest of improving spectrum utilization by the
broadcasting service in band 7, the application of SSB techniques is
technically feasible.
Currently, experimental band 7 SSB broadcasting
transmissions are being made by Australia, Sweden, and Switzerland. It is
proposed that double-sideband emissions be discontinued no later than January
l, 1995. Reception of SSB broadcasting signals using existing conventional
receivers would be possible, provided a sufficient level of carrier is
present.
Single
acceptable day and
change operating
conditions.
The
than one frequency
effects but causes

Frequency Operation:
To provide target areas with
n1ght HF broadcasting, it is necessary for a station to
frequencies as dictated by variations in propagation
transmission of a program to a Sfecific target area on more
in the same frequency band does not overcome propagation
unnecesary congestion of the available spectrum.

It is proposed that only one frequency per frequency band be
permitted to broadcast simultaneously the same program to any single or
contiguous zone. The result will be improved quality to the listening
audience and more efficient use of the limited HF spectrum.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO BEACONS (N33/7)
A requirement to increase the protection ratio for aeronautical
radio beacons operating in the LF/MF range has been stated by ICAO. For some
time these beacons have been protected at a 15 dB level, instead of 10 dB as
presently indicated in No. 6476/433.
At the ICAO Communications Divisional
Meeting in the spring of 1978, it was unanimously agreed that the Radio
Regulations should be changed to provide a protection ratio of 15 dB.
This
subject is treated in Chapter 4 of the SPM Report.
The USA proposal to
change the protection level to 15 dB is supported by the SPM.
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PROPAG'..TION AND NOIS2

{.~?PENDIX

P..)

Appendix A concerns the study and prediction.of radio propagation
and radio noise. IJ:his Appendix is adequate as it now exists and our prorosal
would not modify it.
IJ:his subject is treated in Chapter 10 of the SPM
Report. ftle USA proposal is in .accordance with the SPM Report.
NEW

RECOMMENDATION

It is proposed that No. 366l/332A be modified so that the band
620-790 MHz is no longer restricted to television broadcasting in the
broadcasting-satellite service. Further, it is proposed that the power flux
density limits of No. 3·661/33.2A be de.leted.
In consideration of these
modifications, the new Recommendation No. FF is proposed as a replacement
for Recommendation No. Spa2-10.
New Recommendation No. FF would expand the
provisions of Recommendation No. Spa2-l0 to have the CCIR study the effects
of the various broadcasting-satel.lite ·emissions
upon
the
terrestrial
broadcasting service. In Chapter 5 ,of its report, the SPM treated this
subject. fue USA prQposal i:s in accordance with the SPM Report.
USA

PROPOSALS
Specific proposals relating to technical matters are contained

hereinafter.

ART
.' .I'"'L"::"
. ·v' •:<.:;

"'n j· 1'
.i'•.J..·

Te.rms and Iefi11itions

Sectio.n VI.

USA/47/370 MOD

.315.5 / 10.3B

'T€chnical Characteristics

Go~ord.ination Distance:
Distance from an eG.rth
:stati,on or fro.m the :;:e:-imeter of a :nobile e2.rth
station serv:i.ce· c.;re.a in a si ven azirmth -within
1-vhich ·e. ~eFFee~!'~:ei. another station sliaring the
s.ane frequenc.Y band may cause or be sut,;e-::=t tc
more than a permissible lev-el of interference.

Reason.:

Eart.'-l stations in the general MobileS·3.tellite servic·e sh2.r-l!lg freq_uencics with
ea:-th stations of other satellite services
in a mixed up-path
dmvl1-path environment ~..rould be treated in a me.nner similar
to the situation in which the mobile earth
station shares with a terrestrial station.

and

USA/47 /371 MOD

3156/103G

Co-ordination Contour: The line joining the points
which are on all azimuths ar01~nd an earth station.1..
or around a mobile earth station service ar('~a, at a
distance from this station or service area, equal
to the co-ordination distance correspondi:l6 to each
azimuth.
Reason:

Tq incorporate the mobile earth station
service area as the beginning point to
construct the coordination contour.
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USAI471372

MOD

Co-ordination Area: Area around an earth station.L
or around a mobile earth station service area, .
enclosed by the co-ordination c,antour.

31571 103D

Reason:

To incorporate the mobile earth station
service area in the coordination area.
CHAPTER NII

Technical Provisions

USAI471373

MOD

Article N3
~esignation

The
the
the
SPM

of Emissions

U.S. proposes the modification according to and in support of
output of-the CCIR Recommendation 507 (Doe. 1/1039) adopted by
CCIR XIVth Plenary Assembly, Kyoto, Japan, and as endorsed by the
(Doe. P/1004).
ARTICLE N4/12

Technical Characteristics

USAI4 71374

NOC

3242

I 66 7 through

~244

Reason:

USAI471375

MOD

3245

I 6 70

669
Necessary and adequate as stated.

To the maximum extent possible,

am~±i~~ee-mea~±a~ieR

eys~ems-sRe~±e-Bee-eiRg±e-eieeeaRe-emieeieRe-RaviRg

eRaFaeteF~s~~ee-~R-aeeereaRee-w~~R-~Re-re~evaRt-GG~g
Reeemmeft~a~iefts~

transmitting stations should apply
procedures using new technology to achieve the most
efficient use of the frequency spectrum, in accordance
with the relevant C.C.I.R. Recommendations. These
procedures include frequency sharing methods, some
bandwidth-expansion techniques and the use of singlesideband emissions, among others.
Reason: To utilize new technology whenever practical
for spectrum efficiency and in support of SPM Chapter 8.

USAI471376 NOC

3246/ 6 71

and

3247
Reason:

USAI471377 MOD

3248/ 6 73

672
Necessary and adequate as stated.

Moreover, every effort should be made to keep frequency
tolerances ahd levels of e~~F~e~s- unwanted emissions at
the lowest values which the state of the technique and
the nature of the service permit.
Reason: Needed because of redefinition of "Spurious
Emissions" and addition of definition for "Unwanted
Emissions" by the SPM (See SPM Document P/1005).
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USA/47/378

NOC 3249 /674
Reason:

USA/47/379

MOD 3250/ 675

Necessary and adequate as stated.

To ensure compliance with these Regulations, administrations
shall arrange for sufficiently frequent checks to be made
of the 'emissions of station> under their jurisdiction, the
technique and frequency of measurements being in
accordanc·e with the most ·recent Recommendations of the
c.c.r. .. R.
Reason: 'To encourage adequate measurement of frequencies
and in support of SPN :Chapter ·8 .•

USA/47/380

NOC 3251/ 677
Reason::

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Measures aga.:.tnst Interference.

Tests

ARTICLE .Kl.6
Interference
USA/47 /381

NOC 4996I 676
Reason:

USA/47 /382

USA/47 /383

Necessary and adequate as stated.

NOC 4997 j 693 through 5003/ 699
Reason:

.Necessary .and adequate as stated.

Reason:

Necessary and adequa.te as stated.

NOC 4997 .l/693.1

Tests
USA/4 7/384

NOC

5029 I 100 through 5032
Reason:

I 703

Necessary and adequate as stated.

·
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PART B

CHAPTER NVIII
Provisions Relating to Groups of Services
and to Specific Services and Stations
ARTICLE N25
Terrestrial Radiocommunication Services sharing
Frequency Bands with Space Radiocommunication
Seiwices above 1 GHz
Section I.
USAI47 1385 NOC

Choice

USAI47 1387

!2£

6002.1/ 470AA.l

Necessary and adequate as drafted.
6002.2 I 470AA.2

and

Reason: Necessary and adequate as drafted.
6003.1 I 470AB.l and 6003.2/ 470AB.2
Section II.

USAI47 1388 NOC

-

NO~

USAI47I390 MOD

Power Limits

6005 I 470B through 6008 I 470CA
Reason:

USAI471389

Sites and Frequencies

6001 I 470A through 60r:AI 470AC
Reason:

USAI47 1386 NOC

o~

6006.1/ 470BAoi
Reason:

6009 I 470D

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

The limits given in Nos. 6002/470AA, 6005/470B,
6oo6/470BA and 6007/470C apply in the following
frequency bands allocated to the fixed-satellite
service, the rr.obile-satelli te service, and the
meteorological-satellite service for reception
by space stations, where these bands are shared
with equal rights with the fixed or mobile service:
2655-2690 MHz (for Regions 2 and 3)
5800-5850 MHz (for tte countries mentioned
in No. 3759/390)
5850-5925 IvlHz (for Regions 1 and 3)
5925-~42~-MHB 7115 MHz
"T~~.,...+r~

7975-8025 MHz (for the countries mentioned in
No. 3766/392H)
8025-84Do MHz
Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.
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U::?A/47/391

.MOD

6010/ 470DA

The limits siven in Nos. 6003/470llB, 6005/470B
and 6oo3/470CA apply in the followins frequency
bands allocated to the fixed-s.:1.t..:::lli te service
for reception by space stations, wh~re these
bar1d.s are shared with equal rights ui th the
fixed or mobile service:
10.95-11.20 GHz(Region 1)
12.50-12.70 GHz (Region 1)
!2T~~ 12.70-12.75 GHz (Re;ions 1 and 2)
12.75-If.25 GHz
14.175-14.300 GHz (.for the countries· men"cioned
in no. 3792/40'7)

14.4-14.5 GHz
Reason:
USA/47/392

MOD

6011/ 470DB

Consequential to allocati 0!.1

propos:-~1.

T.:."1e limits given in Nos. 6005/470B and
6oo8/4'70CA apply in the follm.ring freq_uency
bands allocated to the fixed-sG.tellite service
and the mobilt:-satellite service for reception
·oy spac.:e stations, \-.There these bands are shared
with eq"C.al rights \vi th the fixed 01~ mobile service:

27.5-29.5 GHz
29.5-31.0 GHz (for the country mentioned
in No. 3800/409E)
Reason:

Cons~quential

to allo·.:!ation proposal.

ARTICLE N26
-Space Radiocommunication Services sharing Frequency
Bands with Terrestrial Radiocommunication Services
above 1 GHz
Section I.
USA/47/393

NQ~

Choice of Sites ani

6o37/ 470E
Reason:

Section II.
USA/4 7/394

NOC

~equencies

Necessary and adequate as drafted.
Power Limits

6038/ 470F through 6o44 / ~70H

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.
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USA/47/395

MOD

6045/ 470J

The limits given in No. 6o39/470G apply in the
following frequency bands allocated to transmission by earth stations in the fixed-satellite
service, mobile-satellite service, aaa earth
exploration-satellite service, and ~R paPt~g~~
the meteorological-satellite service, where
these bands are shared With equal rights with
the fixed or mobile service:

2655-2690 MHZ (Regions 2 and 3)
44o0-4700 MHz
5800-5850 MHz {for the countries mentioned
in No. 3759/390)
5850-59.25 r.mz (Regions 1 and 3)
5925-6425 MHz
6425-7115 M!Iz
1~Q-'t9't5-MHB

7975-8025

f.fiiz

{for the countries rentioned
in No. 3766/392H)

8025-8400 MHz
10.95-11.20 GHz (Region 1)
12.50-12.70 GHz (Re ion 1
~v5Q 12.70-12.75 GHz
Regions
--

g 1 and 3 2
f.lBtl-f'eP-the-eel:lH~~1ea

~eH~~eHea-~H-Wev

3:tggf4Q5B~}

12.75-13.25 GHz
14.175-14.300 GIIz (for the cow~tries mentioned
in No. 3792/4o7)
14.4-14.5 GHz

us A/ 411 39 6 1·IOC

Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposals.

Reason:

Necesss.ry and adeQ.uate as stated.

6o46 1 470J A

Section III.

USA/47/397 NOC

6047/ 470K through 6049/ 470LA
Reason:
Section IV.

USA/47/398 NOC

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Limits of Pover Flux Density from Space Stations

6050/ 470N through 6053/ 470NC
Reason:

USA/4 7/399 i·10D

Minimu:J Angle of Elevation

6054/ 470HD

Necessary and adequn.te as stated.

Power flux density limits between 1670 MI-Iz and
253' 2300 l.mz.
Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.
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USA/47/400 NOC

6055/ 470HE

and

6056/ 470HF

Reason:

us A/ 471 4ol r\mD

60571 470HG

Necessary and adequate

~s

stated.

· 1670-1690 i,mz
1690-1700 !'t.[I!. (for th2 countries ment:i.o::1ed i.n

No. 3693/354A)
1700-1710 I'·1HZ

1770-1790 r,mz (for tbe countries :nent:!.oned in
No. 3704/356A:\)
1350-2200 IvlHz
2200-2290 I4Iz
229()-2300 ~··!HZ

25gg-2535-!w:HB

USA/47/402
USA/47/403

NOC
MOD

Consequential to :.::.llocation

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

6058 /470NGA
6059 /470NH

~ower

flux density limits between 2500 J·.mz

ADD

6059A

and

ae9Q 2655 MHz.
Reason:

USA/47/404

rro~:osa1s.

Re.:J.SOn:

Consequential to allocation proposal.

The power f'lux density at the Earth's surface
produced by emissions from a space station in
the broadcasting-satellite or fixed-satellite
service far all conditions ani for all :rrethods
of modulation shall not exceed the following
values:

-142 d1fvl/m2 in any 4 kHz band for angles. of
arrival between 0 and 5 degrees above the
horizontal plane;

-142

-5) d:BW/rrl- in any 4 kHz bard for angles
4
of arrival d (in degrees) between 5 and 25 degrees
-+ 3(1

above the horizontal plane;
-127 dBW/m2 in any 4 kHz band for angles of arrival
between 25 and 90 degrees above the horizontal
plane.
These limits relate to the power flux density
which would be obtained under assumed free-space
propagation conditions.
Reason:

Relaxation of power flux density limits
needed to provide for small a.."ltenna
earth stations.
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USA/47 /405 ADD

6o59B

The limits in NO. 6059A apply in the
frequency band:

2500-2655 MHz
which is allocated to transmission by space
stations in the following space radiocommuni•
cation services:
- broadcasting-satellite service
- fixed-satellite service {space-to-Earth)

where this band is shared with equal ·rights with
the fixed or mobile service.
Reason:

USA/47/406

ADD

6o59C

The power flux density vaJ.ues given in. No. 6059A
are derived on the basis of protecting the fixed
service using line-of-sight techniques. Where a
fixed service using tropospheric scatter operates
in the band mentioned in No. 6059B and where there
is insufficient frequency separation, there must
be sufficient angular separation between the direction
to the space station and the direction of maximum
radiation of the antenna of the receiving station
of the fixed service using tropospheric scatter to
ensure that the interference po"'irer at the receiver
input of the station of the fixed service does not
exceed -168 dB\v in any 4 kHz band.
Reason:

USA/ 47/407

ADD

6059D

USA/47 /409

HOC
MOD

Relaxation of power flux density limits
needed to provide for small antenna
earth stations.

Pm-re·r flux density lirni ts between· 2655 MHz and

2690
USA/47 /408

Relaxation of power flux dens-ity limits
needed to provide for small antenna
earth stati ons.

NHz

Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

6o6o / 470NI
6061 / 470ID

The limits given in No. 6o6o/470~IT apply in.
the frequency band:

a5QQ 2655-2690

r~z

which is shared by the broadcasting-satellite
service with> the fixed or mobile service.
USA/47 /410
USA/47 /411

NOC
MOD

Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

6062 / 470NK

6063 / 470NL

Power flux density limits between 3400 MHz and

11!''Q 7850 MHz.
Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.
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USA/4 7/4.12

NOC

6o64 I 470NH
Reason:

USA/ 47/413

·HOD

6065 I 470HH

Necessary ,qnd adequate as

stated!~'

The limits .giv~n in No .• 6o64/470NN apply in frequency
band~s l:ist:·d i.n J{o .• 6o66/470NO lThich are allocated

to trrmsmi:ssien by spac-e stations in the following·
sp.ace radiocomnnuJ.icatim serv"ices·:
·
... fi~Gd-,satellite se.rvi,ce (spe..c:=-to-Earth)
... mobi'le ... s.atel.lite ;sc,;;rvi~e .s -a;c-e--to-Earth'
- metcorol-ogica]...... zaieilft€~ servioee space-to- ~~arth) .
.. ~~(L_Ce _ ;c~s~ a~~l~ _~servi:c~e . ( S'?~c-~ ..~?-Earth)
where t"11e,se bands a:re shared 1nt:h -equal rights
wi tb the fiX€d or nlobi le ,serVi.ce;
. :Reason: ·consequ~ntial to ~.location proposal.

US.A/47 /414

HOD

6066 /470 I,fO

3400 ... 4200 !11Hz
coMt~ies mentioned

7250·... 7300 !·lliZ (for the
7300--7~,,9
R~s,s.cm:

USA/47/.415

· USA/47:/416

l'J()~

7.?22

in :No. 3765/3'92G)
Nlfz

Co.n.sequential to ,allocation pro_posal.

6067 /4701W and 6063 /470NQ

MOD ·. 6069 (470NR

·The liroi·ts given .in No, 6o68/470NQ :apply -in the·

· .fr.eq_ueney ·band:S .list<&d in 1~o, · 6070/4701f3 which are
aJ.loqat~d to tr,ansmission by space stati·ons in tbe

follo,fins space

.radio~ommunicatioo .services~

service
( sp4c~ ... to ... zo.rth)
-- spaqe resear.ch servi!!,e (spaee,..·to... Ea:rth)

...

...

~H~.rth .Gxplor.ati.on~satelli te

Jf?e~J~--~?~c~._:Ox~~(l .
f~ix~d ... satellite

.service

(

)

,_~pace ... to ... Earth·

whe::r~ th~se bands

arc :shar-ed with equal .rights with
the fiAed or mobile service~ ·

Heason:

USA/4T/4T7

HOD

USA/4T/!,n8

Ncx;

C;onsequenti.s.l to all-oca.ti,o.n proposal .•

607l/ 470NT throush 60'74 I -4701~'1
,Reasrn;

Necessary and adequate as stated ..
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USAI471419

USAI471420
USAI47 1421

MOD

NOC
NOD

60751470NX

Power flux density limits between 17.7 GHz and
ee-;-e 19.7 GHz
Reason:

Consequential to allocation proposal.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

6076 I 4TONY
6077 I 470NZ

The limits given in No. 6076/470UY apply in the
frequency bands listed in No. 6078/470NZA which are
allocated to transmission by space stations in the
follo'\ving space radiocommunication services:
- fixed-satellite.service (space-to-Earth)

- meteorological-satellite· servic~ (sn~ce-to-Earth)
w·here the se bands are shared with equal rights with
the fixed or mobile service:
Reason:
USAI471422

USAI471423

MOD

NOC

I 6078 470NZ.4

Consequential to

allocatip~

proposal.

17.7-19.7 GHz
a;.,.t!-aa.,.Q-eKB
Reason:

Conaequential to allocation proposal.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

6079 470NZB

ARTICLE N27

Special Rules Relating to Space
Radiocommunication Services
Section I.
USAI471424

!29.

6~05/470V

Reason:
Section

USAI471425

~

Cessation of Emissions

n.

Necessary and adequate as drafted.
Contro~ of Interference between
Geostationary-Satellite Systems
and nonsynchronous inclined
Orbit-Satellite Systems

6106/470VA
Reason:

Necessary aDi adequate as drafted.
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USA/47/426

-

NOC

6lo6.1/470VA.l
Section III.

USA/47 /427

!QQ

6107/470VB
Reason:

USA/47/428 ·MOD

Station Keeping of Space Stations2

Mecessa:ry. and adequate as drafted.

6108/470VC .. shall have the capability of maintaining
their positions vithin -+it Q.l degree of

the. longitude of their nomi--nil positions,
but efforts should be made to achieve a
·capability or maintaining their positions
a.t leas~ Within .:t.Ov, 9!_05 degree or the
longitude
their nominal positions;

or

Eet;i.Son: In the interest

of: more efficient orbitspectrum utilization, it is considered
necessary to maintain a closer stationkeeping tolerance of _!0.1 degree in
longitude.

USA/47/429

MOD

6i09/470VD

- shall-mainta.in their positions Within +~ ·
0.-..1 degree. Of longitude of t~ir nominil
poaitions irrespective of the cause of
variation; but
t{e8.9~I:l;

In the interest of more efficient
orbit-spectrum utiiiza.tion, it is
considered. necessary to maintain ac1oser .ste.tion•kee;ping tolerance ·of

,10 .1 degree in longitude.
USA/47/430

-

NOC

61J.0/470VE
Re'8.$9.r\:

NdC
USA/ 47/4 31 ____.

Section IV.
USA/47/432

MOD

6111/470VF

Pointing Accuracy of Antennae
on Geostationa.:ry Satellites

First and second parts : NOG.

Third part read:

g..,,

Q.l degree relative to tiE ·naninal
pOinting direction. (Rest without change.)
Reason:

These modifications are proposed to minimize
the · spillover outside the intended coverage ·
area and to take maximum advantage of fre-

quency re-use when pencil beams are used.
It is necessary to maintain the highest possible beam-pointing accuracy.
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USA/47/433

l!Q£

6111.1/470VF.l
Reason:
Section V.

USA/4'7 /434

~

Necessary aDl adequate as drafted.
Power Flux Density at the Geostationary
Satellite Orbit

6112/470VG
Reason:

Necessary ani adequate as .drafted.
ARTICLE N28

Broadcasting Service and
Broadcasting-Satellite Service

Section I.

NOC

6213

Broadcasting Service
A.

General

USA/47 /435- ~

6214/ 422

Reason:

USA/4'7/436

6215/ 423

i~pPiaei,ley-eKee~•-is-tke-~Pe~~aey-eaAi

MOD

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

39QQ-~·ldla Broadcasting stations using
frequencies below ;G6Q 3200 kHz or above
4~-MHB 26,100 kHz shall--not employ .power
exceeding that necessary to maintain economically an effective national service of good
quality w1 thin the frontiers of the country
concerned.

Reason:

To state the principle without_
exception and to align with allo-

cation proposal.

USA/4'7/43'7

ADD

6215A

In the interest of increasing spectrum utilization in the HF Broadcasting Bands all Broadcasting stations in the bands between 3200-26,100
kHz will di~ontinue the use of double_- sideband
emissions not later than January 1, 1995.
Reason:

USA/47/438

ADD

6215B

For- increased spectrum utilization.

To enhance sharing possibilities and to improve
receiving conditions, broadcasting stations in
Band 7, while canplying with the provisions of
No. 4998/694 shal.l in no event employ a trans-

mitter output power in excess
Reason:

ar 54

dBW.

To enhance sharing poss ibili ties and
to improve receiving conditions.
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USA/47/439

ADD

6215C

In Band 7, ·no administration shall employ more
than one frequency per frequency band to provide
simultaneously the same modulated signal. to any
zone or to contiguous zones.
Reason:

USA/4r/44o

ADD

6215D

Notwithstanding the provisions of No. 62l5B,
broadcasting stations operating in Band 7 and
noti:f.ied as serving a target area partially or
wholly inside the country containing tr.e station
shall in no event employ a trwsmi tter output
power in exces.s of 4.7 dB'tl.
!leaso!l:

USA/4[/441

6215E

To increase spectrum utilization, to
eM8nce sharing possibilities, and to
improve receiving conditions.

In conjunction ,.,i th NOD 6215/423, to
encourage the placement of do;nestic
and similar services outside of Bani
wherever feasible.

7

Broadcasting stations operatir.g in Band 7 and
.serving an area as defined in i\DD No. 62J-5D
shall not operate o.n a frequency above 7500 kHz.

Reason:

To increase spectru:1n utilization, to
enhance .sharing possibilities, and. to
improve recei vi.ng conditions in conjunction l.Ji th Nos. 6215/423 and ADD

6215D.
USA/4[/4:42

ADD

6215F

Notwithstanding the prov~s1ons of footnote 1 to
Appendix i~ or B.ny other provisions of these Regula.ttons, no transmitter operatil1f~ ·in the broadcasting service in Eand 7 shall supply to the
transmission line a mean power of any s:;nrrtous
emissLon in excess of -30 dBH ..
Reason:

· USA/4[/443

HOD

6218/425.

.To improve .spectrJ.rn utilization ::J..rd. to
assist in the resol.ution of cases of .
harmfilll interference attributable to
such spurious emissions.

The use by the broadcasting service of the bands
listed below i:s restricted to the 'Tropical Zone:

2300-2498 kHz (Region 1)

2300-2495 kHz (Regions 2 and 3)

32€9 3230-3400 kHz (c~ll Re.gions)
4';f~Q 4050-499'5 1\.Hz (t-~11 Regions)
'5005-50tJ0 1\.HZ (All Regions)

Reason:

Consequential to alloc2.tion

rropos2~s.
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ARTICLE N33

Radiodetermination Service and
Radiodetermination-Satellite Service
Section IV.

USA/47/444

NOC

6475

MOD

6476 I 433

B.

NOC

HOD

Consequential to allocation proposal
and to provide additional protection
for aeronautical radiobeacons.

6477/ 434 through 648ol 437
Reason:

USA/47/446

Aeronautical Radiobeacons ·

The assignment of frequencies to aeronautical.
radiobeacons operating in the bands between
160 and 415kHz and between 510 and 535·kHz
shall be based on-a protection-ratio-againSt
interference of at least ~Q 15 dB :ror each
beacon throughout its service-area.
Reason:

USA/47/445

Radiobeacon Stations

Necessary and adequate as drafted.
APPENDIX 3

rrable of Frequency Tolerances

The U.S. proposes the modification to Appendix 3·according to
·and in support of the output of the SPM. (Document P/1022 as amended
by the SPH Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1978).
APPENDIX 4
Table of Tolerances for the Levels of
Spurious Emissions
The U.S. proposes the modification to Appendix 4 according·to and in
support of the output of the SPM (Document P/1080 as amended by the
SPM Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1978) and in addition, proposes both a
value of spurious emission level for the frequency range 960 MHz 17.7 GHz, and a footnote to account for high power broadband amplifiers,
especially those used in satellites.
For the frequency range 960 MHz- 17.7 GHz, it is believed that technology
will support a permissible level for spurious emissions of 50dB below
the mean power of the fundamental emission. The addition of this proposal requires modification to the Table of spurious emissions and the
addition of a note to the Table~) Therefore, the U.S. proposes to
support Chapter 8 of the SPM report with the addition of the following
Table modifications and note.

*)

Page 8.8 of the SPM Report.
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- USA/47/44(

MOD

The mean power of any spurious emission shall not
exceed the values specified as minimum levels in
Columns A and B below (Notes 1, 10, 11)
Fundamental
frequency
band

USA/47/448

MOD

Below 30 MHz
·to 960 MHz

I

A

B

Limits applicable to
transmitters now in use
and to those installed
before 1st January, 1983

Limits applicable to neH
transmitters installed
after 1st January, 1983,
and to all transmitters
after 1st January, 1994

(See page 8.7 of

th~

SPM Report)

1

USA/47/449

ADD

960 MHz to -17.7 GHz

50 decibels below the mean
fundamental emission \vithout exceeding 100 milliHatts (Notes 7, 8, 9,12)

USA/47/450

ADD

Above 17,7 GHz

Due to the diverse nature
of technologies employed
by services operating
above 17.7 GHz, further
study by the CCIR is
required prior to specification of levels. The
values to be observed
shall be those sho\vn in·
appropriate CCIR Reco~
mendations. Until suitable Recommendations have
been adopted, the lowest
possible values achievable
shall be employed.

~----------------~~~~~-------------~~--~~L-----------------~--------~~

USA/47/451

ADD·

Note 12. Intermodulation emissions from earth and space stations ·
·occurring outside the authorized frequency band and referenced to
· a 4kHz bandwidth .shall be at least 30 dB below the saturated trans..:.
mitt·er output ptnver of a single unmodulated carrier.. The
100 millhvatt limit shall rwt apply, as this requires further· st.udy
by the C.G. LR.
Reason:

To include a :spurious emission level for the 960 NHz to
17.7 GHz frequency r-ange.
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APPENDIX 5

USA/47 /452 MOD

Examples of Necessary Bandwidths and
Designations of Emissions

The U.S. proposes the modification according to and in support of
the·outpui of the SPM •. (Doe. P/1040 as amended by the SPM Plenary
Assembly, Geneva, 1978).
USA/47 /453

NOG

APPENDIX A

Studies and Prediction of
Radio Propagati 0::1 and Radio Noise
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted •.

,

.USA/47/454

MOD

NEW APPENDIX B
Table of Classification of Typical Emissions

The
the
the
the
USA/47/455

U.S. proposes the modification according to and in support of
output of the CCIR Recommendation 507 (Doe. 1/1039) ·adopted by
CCIR XIVth Plenary Assembly, Kyoto, Japan, and as _endorsed by
SPM (Doe. P/1004) (see page 8.13 of the SPM Report).~
RECOMMENDATION No. FF

ADD

Relating to the Criteria to be applied for Frequency- Sharing
between the Broadcasting-Satellite Service and the.Terrestrial
Broadcasting Service in the Band 620-790 MHz
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
considering

a)
that within the band 620-790 MHz, assignments ·may be made to
stations in the broadcasting-satellite service;
b)
that it is necessary to have a power flux density· limit which
will provide adequate protection to the terrestrial. broadcasting -service;
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taking into account
a)
that tpe co~clusions of. the Special Joint Meeting of the C.C.I.R.
(Geneva, 1971), . indic'ated that the following power flux density limits are.
necessary to protect the terres~rial broadcasting service:

~12l:dBW/m2

. 0 ~ 200

-

~12i +-o~ 4 ( r
-105 dBW/m

.

dBvdm2

-20)

2

0 ~-

.6o0

6QO< 0 ~

900

20°

<

where· S is the ·angle of: arrival above: the horizontal. plane- (in degrees);

b}'that additional tests carried out _by one administration after·tne·
Special. Joint ~e:ting or· tre c:.-C' •. I.,R. indicated that the followi.ng more
conser-vative power flux density l:Lmits·may be·necessary:
_.,..
8 '::::: 20°

•~30 dBW/m2
-130 ~-

o .v4. ( &

-20)

cmwim2

-114· d.BW[mg

-

20°

< 0

6Q0'

--- -- _900
8

:::::: 6()0

":::::-

'Where- o is· the angle of arrival. above the horizontal p-lane (in degrees);
- c)
that additional.. in:forma::tton is req:uired..on tre protection ratio
'ror interference from various· broadcasting satell:Lte signals into a VSB
televi:sion signal for· b-oth the 625:-- and 525·- li.ne systems.

d)

that ·with terrestrial. te.le:Vfsf.on recef.ving systems using cur--rent technology, the minimum field strength to be protected may in sone
·cases be less· than the: values included i:rr c:.c.I.R. Rec:ommendati.on 417.;.2;·

. e.}

that _account, may have to b-e taken of ground reflections;-

:r)
that energy d:t.sper.·sal.. techniques may redluce· the required
-protection ratiO'- and ·S'hould be used if shown to- he effective;

I.e.
· that> in View of ·the absence of suf'f.icient information on tests·
unde:r operational: c0ndft-ions and in order to provide sharing criteria,
on a provisional basis, tre rnaximtml power flux density produced at the
surface of the Earth with·in the ser:yice. area o£' a terrestrial broad. casting, station (see C.C'. I.R. Recommendation. 417-2~), by a space station
in the broadcasting--satellite serVice in the band 620-790 MHz should
not exceed:

-129

dBW/m

2

( s -20)

-129+ 0.4
-113 · dB\-1 /m

where

o is

0 ~ 20 0

2

·;.2

d.BW·m

200

'

6oo <

0 ~ 6QO
0 ~ 90°

the angle of arrival above tre horizontal plane (in degrees);
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2.
that these limits be not exceeded on the territory of a country
except with the agreement of- its administration;

.

that the transmission of unmodulated carriers should be avoided;

4.

that the c.c.I.R. urgently study the sharing criteria to be
applied to frequency sharing between the broadcasting-satellite service
and the terrestrial. broadcasting service in the band 620-790 MHz ani
prepare a Recommendation on power flux densities to be used in .lieu
·of the above provisional limits;
5.
that in its studies the C.C.I.R. consider in particular the .
following aspects:
5.1 the required protection ratio for both 525- and
625-line systems for interference from various
broadcasting satellite signals into a VSB
television signal;

5.2

the minimu-n field strength to be :protected for
the terrestricl television service takin;; into
account the current state of the art;

5.3

the effect of ground reflections;

5.4

the numbe~ of broadcasting satellites that may be
visible f:rorn a terrestrial broadcasting receiver;

5.5

the effect of polarization discrimination;

5.6

the effect of antenna directivi.ty;

5.7 the effects of bandwidths of both the satellite

and,

terrestri2l s;ystems

6.

that in its studies the C.C.I.R. should consider the advantages
of energy dj_spersul techniques in the broa.dcastin::~-satelli te service.
Reason:

This represents an updating of Recommendation No.
Spa2-10, "';·Thich has been proposed for suppression;
·addresses a proposal to modify No. 3661/332A,
deleting reference to television, now m·a'king -:this
ReGomrnendati on applicable to all broadcasti!lg
satellite service transmissions in the band 620-790
!tlHz.
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 5 to
Document No. 48-E
8 November 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

COMMITTEE 6

United States of America
ARTICLE Nl2
SUP

Sub-Section llD. Procedure to be Followed for
Broadcasting Stations Operating in the Bands Allocated
exclusively to the Broadcasting Service between 5 950 and 26 100 kHz

SUP

4366 568

SUP

4367 569

SUP

4368 570
Section III.

SUP

Recording of Dates and Findings in the Master Register

4433 601
Reasons : To assist in cleaning up the Master Register by eliminating the high frequency
broadcasting assignments. Since high frequency broadcasting assignments are made on a
seasonal basis in accordance with Article Nl5/10, the entries in the Master Register are
meaningless. The present procedures of the Radio Regulations do not provide for the review
and removal of these entries on a scheduled basis, therefore they tend to be retained
indefinitely and lead to the inaccurate reflection of current frequency usage.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Corrigendum No. 4(Rev.l) to
Document No. 48-E
29 October 1979
Original : English

COMMITTEE 6

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
On pages 11 to 34 of Document No. 48, replace the text of proposals USAI481471, 472, 473,
474, 475, 480, 481, 558, 561, 566 and 582 as follows :
USAI481471
(Corr.4)

MOD

4138.21639AN.22
Calculated in relation to the fixed or mobile service, ln
accordance with the procedures described in Appendix 28~ If it is desired to
coordinate a mobile Earth station under 41381639AN, the coordination area lS
calculated in accordance with the method described in Section 6 bis of
Appendix 28.

USAI481472
(Corr.4).

MOD

No coordination under 41381639AN lS required when an
4139/639AR
Administration proposes
a) NOC
b) NOC

MOD

c) to operate a mobile Earth station. However, if the coordination area
associated with the operation of such a mobile Earth station, in a
frequency band referred to in No. 41381639AN, includes any of the territory
of another country, it shall be subject to prior agreement between the
Administrations concerned in order to avoid harmful interference to existin@
terrestrial radiocommunication stations of that country. This agreement
shall apply to the characteristics of the mobile Earth station(s), or to the
characteristics of a typical mobile Earth station, and shall apply to a
specified service area; unless otherwise stipulated in the agreement, it
shall apply to any mobile Earth stations in the specified service area
provided that the probability of harmful interference caused by them shall
not be greater than that caused by the typical Earth station. The
coordination area is calculated in accordance with the method described in
I Section 6 bis I of Appendix 28. ·

USAI481473
(Corr.4)

SUP

4139.1

USA/481474
(Corr.4)

SUP

4139.2

USAI481475
( Corr. 4 )·

SUP

4139.3

USAI481480
(Corr.4)

NOC

4145.li6.39AP.l

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
·
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

Corrigendum No. 4 (Rev.l) to
.Document No. 48-E
Page 2
USA/48/481
( Corr. 4):

NOC

4160."1/492A.l

USA/48/558
( Corr. 4).

NOC

USA/48/561
(Corr.4)

NOC

Item 4c

USA/48/566
(Corr.4)

NOC

Item 4c

USA/48/582
(Corr.4)

NOC

Item 4c

. 4.g.

Note : This Corrigendum is made in conjunction with Corrigendum No, 3 to Document No,
replaces USA/48/609.

48~

which

· INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Corrigendum No. 4 to
Document No. 48-E
26 October 1978
Original
English

COMMITTEE 6

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE
On pages 11 to 34 of Document No. 48, replace the text of proposals USAI481471, 472, 473,
474, 475, 480, 481, 558, 561, 566 and 582 as follows :
USAI481471
(Corr.4)

MOD

4138.21639AN.22
Qalculated in relation to the fixed or mobile service, in
accordance with the procedures described in Appendix 28. If it is desired to
coordinate a mobile Earth station under 4138I639AN, the coordination area is
calculated in accordance with the method described in Section 6 bis of
Appendix 28.

USAI481472
( Corr. 4).

MOD

No coordination under 41381639AN is required when an
4139/639AR
Administration proposes
a) NOC
b) NOC

MOD

c) to operate a mobile Earth station. However, if the coordination area
associated with the operation of such a mobile Earth station, in a
frequency band referred to in No. 41381639AN, includes any of the territory
of another country, it shall be subject to prior agreement between the
Administrations concerned in order to avoid harmful interference to existing
terrestrial radiocommunication stations of that country, This agreement
shall apply to the characteristics of the mobile Earth station(s), or to the
characteristics of a typical mobile Earth station, and shall apply to a
specified service area; unless otherwise stipulated in the agreement, it
shall apply to any mobile Earth stations in the specified service area
provided that the probability of harmful interference caused by them shall
not be greater than that caused by the typical Earth station. The
coordination area is calculated in accordance with the method described in
I Section 6 bis I of Appendix 28.

USA/481473
(Corr.4)

SUP

4139.1

USA/48/474
(Corr.4)

SUP

4139.2

USAI481475
( Corr. 4 )·

SUP

4139.3

USAI481480
(Corr.4)

NOC

4145.116.39AP.1

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Partic.ipants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
·
to the conference since only a few add1t1onal cop1es can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE
(Geneva, 1979)

Corrigendum Noo 3 to
Document No. 48-E
26 October 1979
Original : English

COMMITTEE 4

United States of America
PROPOSALS FOR THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

On pages 38-43 of Document No. 48, replace USA/48/609 with the following text, which is to
be added to Section 6 bis of Appendix 28
PROPOSALS CONCERNING APPENDIX 28
USA/48/609
(Corr.3)

ADD

XX.

Mobile Earth Stations

For the purpose of establishing whether prior agreement
with another Administration. under the provisions of /-4139/639AR 7 is required,
it is necessary to determine the coordination area which would e~compass all
coordination areas determined for each location within the service area within
which operation of the mobile Earth stations is proposed.
The preceding method may be used for this purpose by
determining the appropriate individual coordination contours for a sufficiently
large number of locations on the periphery of the proposed service area and by
determining from those an area which contains all individual coordination areaso
This procedure is particularly simple when triangular or .quadrangular service
areas are chosen.
Reasons : A method for determining coodination area for a mobile Earth station
is required for the implementation of {-4139/639ARc_7. Appendix 28, as indicated
in its title, is the method for determining coordination area for any type of
Earth station. However, the special considerationsin USA/48/609 (Corr.3) are
necessary to clarifY the application of Appendix 28 in determining mobile Earth
station coordination areao
Note : This Corrigendum is made in conjunction with Corrigendum Noo 4 to
Document No; 48, which removes the proposed Article Nll/9A and Nl2/9 references
to the proposed Appendix 28A (consequential to this Corrigendum).

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few add1t1onal cop1es can be made ava1lable.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 2 to
Document No. 48-E
12 September 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
United States of America

Pages 24-29 inclusive (proposals USA/48/533 to USA/48/555 inclusive), replace by the
following new text :
APPENDIX l
(See Article N12/9)
USA/48/533A

MOD

S~ction A. Basic Characteristic~s to be Furnished~ for
Notification under No~ 4280/485 of the Radio Regulations

NOC

Colt.Jnn 1

Assigned frequency.

NOC

Colt.Jnn 2c

Date of putting into use.

SUP

Colt.mn 3

Call sign (Identification).
Reason:

To remove call sign from the list of basic
characteristics.

NOC

Colt.Jnn 4a

NOC

Colt.Jnn 4b Country in which the transmitting station is located.

NOC
MOD

Name of the transmitting station.

·colt.Jnn 4c Longitude and 1atitude of the transmitter site.
Colt.Jnn 5a

beeel~~yf~es*-e~-e~eefe+-witA~wR~QR-~~u~ic~tioc_is
ee~eel~eAe&T

Name of the receiving station.

This is not a basic characteristic for broadcasting,
radionavigation ~land, radiolocation land or
standard frequency stations, or for ground-based
stations in the meteorological aids service.

~land,

MOD

Colt.Jnn 5b

beRg6Jit-ef-e~paet:ti-~-fkm+T Country in which the
recejyjng station is located.

:;R~e-~8-e-Bcrsi"t; clial

ac tm~-ie-~-y-.fet"-~-eAEi-;-i'".a94e

. mrvtgati:mricmct;-radi.Oi'Oe!lt-i~-i'!!M-~~~~
fpe~t:teRey-s~e~~RST

ADD

Colt.Jnn 5c Longitude and latitude of the site of the receiving
station.
This is not a basic characteristic for broadcasting,
land, radionavigation land, radiolocation land or
standard~ frequency stations, or for ground-based
stations in the meteorological aids service.

ADD

Column 5d Locality·or area(s) of the receiving stations.
This i's·a basic characteristic only for broadcasting,
land, radionavigation land, radiolocation land and
standard frequency stations.

ADD

Columns 5e and 5f to be used only if area not adequately defined
in Colt.Jnn 5d.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number~ Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.
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ADD

Column

5e

Longitude and latitude of the center of the circular receiving area.
This is a basic characteristic only for land, radionavigation land, radiolocation land and standard
frequency stations.

ADD

Column

5f

Nominal radius (km) of the circular receiving area.
Thi~ is a,· ·basie characteristic only for land, radionavigation land, radiolocation land and standard
frequency stations.

Reason:

Columns 5a through 5f as written above
provide a better description of the intended
area of reception.

NOC

Column

6

Class of station and nature of service.

NOC

·Column

7

Class .of, emission, necessary bandwidth ·and description
of transmission.
·

NOC

Coll.l1ln

8

Power (in kW) •

MOD

Column

9a

Azimuth -of maximum
Reason:

MOD : · <-:ColliJln· 10,:··

P.eei:e6~AT

Directivity.

Editorial and a better description of the
data to be provided~.

Max imuml·· hours of operation of the c i'rcui t( to ·each
locality or area (G.M. T.). (The use of this c'olumn
for this purpose is to be discontinued on lst June
1986.)
.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in Column
10, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

MOD

Coll.l1ln 11

Consequential change resulting from U. S.
proposal to modify Colll1ln 11 of this
Section.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency.
assignment . Meg!leye±e-~t-eef"-ef-M•e-e~fief'l-ff'le~HeHe~es
norm~i:i:y-ttti:i::i:~ed-fot-·-tMe-~f!me-e-it-ett~~-:-

This is a basic characteristic

eH±y-fep-f~*ee

e6e6~R8~W~6R~A-6Re-PeAge-4QQQ-M~2-~e-~gQQQ
~H!!

as specified in Column 1.1, Sub-Section
EII of this Appendix .

.Reascin:

To make efficient use of this colunn
noting that:
a.

The present use of this column has been
·.of negligible value and is tedious to
mainta1n current.

b: · If de.tails on the regular hours of
. operation of frequency assignments
were included on the International
Frequency List it would assist administrations ~nd the I.F.R.B. in makirig
. ·-mo~e efficient use. of the spectrum.
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c.

Inadequate prov1s1ons currently exist
for indicating details on the regular
operation of frequency assignments
in Column 1 to 12 of this Appendix.
This proposal would make such provisions .

d•

The present use of Column 10 of this
Appendix has been of negiligible value.

e.

This U. S. proposal to modify Colunn 11
would enable the present use of Column
10 to be phased out over a period of time.

...

.

NOC

USA/48/533B

MOD

Supplementary infonnation:
Section B. Basic Characteristics to be Furnished for
NOtification under No. 4281/487 of the Regulations

Assigned frequency.

NOC

Colunn

NOC

Column 2c

MOD

Colt.mn

MOD

Column 4b Country in which the Peeei:¥i:Rg-~Ma transmitting
mobile station is located.

MOD

Colt.mn 4c

l

4a

Date of putting into use.
The letter

u~u,

"M"

Longitude and latitude of the ~ite-e-f-ehe-~eeei¥-i!'i~
center of the circular transmitting area.

~~d-~ts~iefl~

ADD

Column 4d

Nominal radius

ADD

Colunn 4e

Locality or area(s) of the transmitting station(s).
Reason:

NOC

Column 5a

MOD

Column 5b Me*i:Mt::lft

(km)

of the circular transmitting area.

Columns 4a through 4e provide a better
description of the area of transmission.

Name of the receiving land station.
di:s4;eRee-i:A-kfH-8e4;weeR-~~-e-&1;e-t4eH~
'8nd-the-~¥-ifl~--i'fffi6--s-t~4etn
Country in

which the receiving land station is located.
ADD

Column

5c

Longitude and latitude of the site of the receiving
station.
Reason:

6

To provide a more accurate description of the
reception poi11t.

NOC

Column

NOC

Column 7

Class of emission of mobile stations and necessary
bandwidth.

NOC

Column

Highest power used by the mobile stations.

MOD

Column 10

8

Class of mobile stations and nature of service.

Maximum hours of operation of the mobile stations
(G.M.T.). (The use of this column for this purpose
is to be discontinued on 1st June 1986.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in
Column 10, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
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Reason:

ADD

Colunn 11

Consequential change resulting from U. S.
proposal to modify Colunn 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency assignment by the mobile stations.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in
Column 11, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

MOD

Supplementary Information:

MOD

a)

NOC

b)

reference freguency if any. and any co-ordination required by No. 492A;

Reason:
USA/48/533C

MOD

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Colunn 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

To

allow the' specification of reference
frequency .•

Section C. Basic Characteristics to be Furnished for
Notification under No. 4284/490 of the Regulations

NOC

Column

Assigned frequency.

NOC

Colunn 2c

Date of putting into use.

NOC

Coll.ITln

4b

Country in which the transmitting station is located.

ADD

Column

4c

Longitude and latitude of the center of the circular
transmitting area.

ADD

Column

4d

Nominal radius (km) of the circular transmitting area.

ADD

Colunn

4e Locality or area of the transmitting station(s).
Rea~on:

SUP

To prQvide a better description of the area
of transmission ..

Ge-ltm!'t--5-~--bee~l:-H;y€-~~~-ot'"'-areaE-!tr-wntr-wtt±eh con11nmt ±eae±on-±'~
e-s~±t.sftea..

Reason:

Column 5a not considered a basic characteristic
for notification under RR 4284/490.

NOC

Column 6

Class of station and nature of service.

NOC

Column 7

Class of emission, necessary bandwidth and description
of transmission.

NOC

Column 8

Power (in kW).

ADD

Column

Antenna Gain {dB).

9c
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MOD

Column 10

Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to each
locality or area (G.M.T.). (The use of this column
for this purpose is to be discontinued on 1st June
~

r.

This is a basic characteristic as specified in Column
10, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.

\1

'·

Reason:

ADD

Coli.!Tln

11

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Coltrnn 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency assignment.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in
Column 11, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

NOC

Consequential change resulting from proposal to modify Column 11, Section A of
this Appendix.

Supplementary information:
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Note : The changes in the following Section are as a result of the changes
proposed in Section A through C.
USA/48/533E

MOD

Section E.

I.

NOC
II.

General Instructions

General Notes

Notes Concerning Information to be Entered in the
Notice Pertaining to Specific Columns of the Master
Register

NOC

Column

Assigned frequency

MOD

Column 2c

Date of putting into use

NOC

1.

MOD

2.

NOC

3.

MOD

Column 3

NOC

1.

MOD

2.

Whenever' the assignment is changed in any of its
b~sic characteristics, as defined in this Appendix
except in the case of a change in Columns 3, 4a or
~+, 10, for assignments notified after (effective
date of the radio regulations) then the date to be
indicated shall be that of the latest change (actual
or foreseen, as appropriate).

Call sign (Identification)

This information is not a basic characteristic, .

e*ee~-fe~-s~e~feRs-PefePPee-~-tR-Nes~-~99-eRe-135~4eF-wAeR-~fie-fPe~~eRey-ess~~RmeR~-ts-~see-feP-~eee~~te"
~R-~fie-e~pe~s~eRee-eeseP~eea-tR-Ne~-~8~~

MOD

Column 4

Neme-efi6-±eee~feR

of the transmitting
---

When the frequency assignment is used in the circumstance$ described in No. 4280/486, the indication to
be given in Column 4 is as follows:

ADD

li

Particulars
station

NOC

Column 4a

NOC

Column 4b

NOC

Column 4c
However, when the frequency assignment is used for
reception in the circumstances described in No.
4281/487, the indication to be given in Column 4
is as follows:

MOD

The letter

"M".

MOD

Column 4a

MOD

Column 4b The country in which the Peee4¥4Ag-~~RQ-6t~tioR
f~-~oe~ee~
transmitting mobile station is
located. If the station is aboard an a1rcraft
or shi~z indicate the country respons16Ie.

u.~u.T
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The remainder of Column 4 consists of either 4e or
4c and 4d.

ADD
MOD

Column 4c

The geographical co-ordinates (in degrees and
minutes) of the ffi.-te-&f-tfie-~.ee-e4:~t4~-~~~0A.
center of the circular transmitting area.
i'~-i:nf~~~-t-e-.f>e.-~4€4-.feF-~~~-.lLb..
~4e--i.~tt-~e-~4-st-i€,--~.eJ:',-.f.Qr:

SUP

etet~Ae-PefePPea-~

etc.

ADD

Column 4d

The nominal radius (in km.) of the circular transmitting area.

ADD

Column 4c

Indicate a standard defined area using the Preface
or other standard reference, e.g., MWARA
, RDARDA
- etc.
~e-rrr~oe~-~~-~~~~~-~~~1~-~T-~b-arrd-~c-±s-a~as~-e~a~ae~P~5~~~--~we~~r-~~

SUP

seae~"s-~efeppee-~-~R-UB.-U9Q-Q~l¥-tbe-~£oc: __
mat±on-to-be-sappr~~-~"-~~~A-48-~s-a-9as~
character±st±e~

When the frequency assignment is used in the circumstances in No. 4284/490, the indication to be
given in Column 4 is as follows:

ADD

ADD

Column 4b

Indicate the country in which the station is
located. Symobls from the Preface to the International Frequency List should be used.
The remainder of Column 4 consists of either 4e
or 4c and 4d.

ADD
ADD

Column 4c

The geographical co-ordinates (in degrees and
minutes) of the center of the circular transmibting area.

ADD

Column 4d

The nominal radius (in km.) of the circular
transmitting area.

ADD

Column 4e

Indicate a standard defined area using the Preface of other standard reference, e.g., MWARA
, RDARD - etc .

SUP

Column 5a

SUP

Column 5b

ADD

Column 5

Particulars of the receiving station.
When the frequency assignment is used in the
circumstances in No. 4280/486, the indication
to be given in Column 5 is as follows:

ADD

ADD

Column· 5a

ADD

1.

Name of the receiving station. Indicate the
name of the locality by which the receiving
station is known or in which it is situated.
For reception points in the fixed service, it
is necessary to notify only sufficient stations
to define the reception area, provided that that
area is well defined and sufficiently small to
make it easy to forecast the conditions of the
use of the frequency from the propagation point
of view.
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ADD

2.

For broadcasting, land, radionavigation land,
radiolocation land and standard frequency
stations, and ground-based stations in the
meteorological aids service, it is not necessary to indicate any information in this column.

ADD

3.

This information is a basic characteri"stic except
for paragraph 2 above.

ADD

Column 5b Country in which the receiving station is located.

ADD

1.

ADD

Column 5c
1.

ADD

2.

ADD

ADD

Indicate the geographical coordinates (in degrees
and minutes) of the site of the receiving station.
This is a basic characteristic except for broadcasting, land, radiolocation land or standard
frequency stations, or for ground-based stations
in the meteorological aids service.

Column 5d Locality or area(s) of the receiving station(s).
1.

ADD

This information is a basic characteristic except
for broadcasting, land, radionavigation land and
standard frequency stations, and ground-based
stations in the meteorological aids service.

For broadcasting stations, the areas of reception
should be indicated. Each area should be either
· a country or one of the zones indicated on the
map annexed to this Appendix.
For land, radionavigation land, radiolocation
land, standard frequency stations, and groundbased stations in the meteorological aids service,
indicate an area only if it is standardly described. If the area of reception is not standardly defined describe the area in Columns 5e
and 5f.

Column 5e Longitude and latitude of the center of the circular receiving area.
1.

Indicate the geographical coordinates (in degrees
and minutes).

2.

This column is not to be used if the area of
reception is adequately defined in Column 5d. If
this column is used a corresponding entry must be
made in Column 5f.

Column 5f · Nominal r.adius of the circular receiving area.
1.

Indicate the radius (in
receiving area.

2.

This column is not to be used if the area of
reception is adequately defined in Column 5d.
If this column is used a corresponding entry
is required in Column 5e.

km)

of the circular

When the frequency assignment is used in the
circumstances in No. 4281/487, the indication
to be given in Column 5 is as follows:
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ADD

Column 5a

Name of the receiving station. Indicate the
name of the locality by which the receiving
station is known or in which it is situated.

ADD

Colunn 5b Country in which the receiving station is
located ..

ADD

Column 5c

Indicate the geographical coordinates (in
degrees and minutes) of the site of the
receiving station.
When the frequency assignment is used in the
circlll'lstances in No. 4284/490, no entry is
required in Colunn 5.
,

ADD

NOC

Column 6

Class of station and nature of service

NOC

ColLITln 7

Class of emission, necessary bandwidth and
description of transmission.

NOC

Colt..mn 8

Power (in kW)

NOC

1.

SUP

2.

SUP

3.

MOD

~ -4~

MOD

~ -5~

MOD

The power normally used to each locality
or area of reception shown in Column 5a shall
be indicated.
When the frequency assignment is used for
reception in the circumstances described in
No. 487, the power of the mobile stations
should .be indicated. If not all of the stations use the same power, the highest power
should be indic~ted.

4.

&~

This infonnation is a basic characteristic.

NOC

Column 9

Transmitting antenna characteristics

MOD

Coll.ITln 9a

Azimuth of maximum

NOC

1.

NOC

2.

NOC

3.

MOD

PMi:at~A

Directivity.

Column 9b Angular width of radiation main lobe
· The total angle in the horizontal plane, in
degrees, within which the power radiated in any
direction does not fall more than &3 dB below
the power radiated in the direction of maximum
radiation, should be indicated.
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MOD

Colunn 9c Antenna gain (dB)

NOC

1.

MOD

2.

In the frequency bands above 28 000 kHz, the
antenna gain is a basic characteristic. ~R-~Ae
e~ wne1 e-~-~-A&t,~~i:eQ.-~-CQ.~-S.-is-t.be
~Q~~-sapptted-ta-the-antenna~an~±~~~"-r~~.
rt-t~-not-~~e~~-ehaPee~~~st,~-~~-~~'~ti~e

radtated-powe~-±~~~~f~-~-~~~R-S.

MOD

Colunn 10

1.

2.

Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to each
locality or area (G.M.T.). (The use of this
column for this purpose is to be discontinued on
1st June 1986).
When the frequency assignment is used for reception
in the circumstances described in No. 4281/487,
the maximum hours of operation are those relating
to the mobile stations.
As complementary information, indicate by the
lett~r

"I" any part of the period during which
the operation of the circuit is intermittent.

3. This information is a basic characteristic,

e*ee~

only for those assignments
notified before the effective date of the W.A.R.C.
1979 Radio Regulations.

~~~~~~

4.

Ibis information is not a basic characteristic
for paragraph 2 above nor is it for paragraph 3
above in cases where those assignments are modified subsequent to the effective date of the
W.A.R.C. 1979 Radio Regulations.
Reason:

MOD

Column 11

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency assignment. Me~ahert~-~rd~-of-~"e-o~fiep-£~~HeAe~es
n~fy-ntifi~ed-£~-t"e-~eme-e~Pe~~T

1.

The regular hours of operation submitted for this
column shall represent the anticipated amount of
operation that will be made of the frequency
assignment during normal or usual operating condttions,recognizing that some variations from these
hours may be expected occasionally.· -±+-~~~4'4.~-
~~eq~e"e} ~~~~~~fpe~HeAey-~-.feF-~~~e-
trl'!!lr-ei:retri-t--t~-ifltH.eet4etrJJ#i±JJ-~~-*-4~-tee-1:rr-t+ti~~tlftt'h

2.

Should the regular hours of operation notified in
accordance with paragraph 1 change substantially
in the future, such change shall be notified in the
usual manner. -i~~fle-~-ei--&-~~~4~--f>F
~-br-oedeest-~~-554.~-i~~.eev~-.a

-i~~--tfle-~-e-~~~.ft>f"-~.f.P-e-
~~~-~:f'e&-.fof>f'-~-afloSHH.-s&i~~~
~-f-i-e-~--&f-~fl.i..g..-ef'e&-~4-4-REH~.ll~.,l.ll
-i.-n--tm~et>1:tlnt'};-~-~~-eefl&i-t.iefl.&.~~
~-f-1-e-~i'l6t44'-i-e&--ifl-~-t.JOO-.§.a..-satA-&f4-e&-~

~·tior~-im-&-~-ifl-~-egf'-apfr--2~--f'~-at4.-RS
~-th8t--eoi1:1nt'h-
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3.

The regular hours of operation of the frequency
assignment shall be notified in Column 11 as
follows using the symbols contained in Appendix
10/10A for that purpose:
a.

Operation Time Span. The portion of each day
within which 90% of the operation is expected
to occur on most days.

b.

Type of Operation. Whether the operation is
expected to be intermittent or continuous on
most days during the time span.

c.

Amount of Operation. The cumulative amount
of time in hours that the frequency assignment is expected to be operational on most
days.

d.

Period of Qperation. The oortion of the day,
week and year within which the bulk of the
operation is expected to occur. ~"-ea~s
e~AeP-~AeR-~Aeae~eR~~ReS-~R-~aF~Fa~RS-~
eA&-~;-~Ae~egekeP~~-eF&e~-e~-~A@-etA@r

fpe~~Ae~es-Ae~e~~y-~see~f9F-tAe-e~FQ~~t-

e¥eP-~Ae-WR9~e-ef-~Ae-se~a~-eyg~e-sRa~~-be

~AS~8~eST--~~-tR~S-~~F~&eT-~RQ~@~8RQ~t~
eP9eP-SAB~~-ee-ea~e~~a~-eee9FS~R§-t9-tRe-
fe±±ew~Rg-PaRges:

-4QQQ---5999-~~~-

. -eQQQ---:t999-~~~--

--9--

--+--...--

4.

The

';A~e

5.

The information in subparagraph 3c is a basic
characteristic only below 28000 kHz.

6.

The information in subparagraph 3d above is not
·a basic characteristic but should be not1f1ed
whenever practicable for assignments below
28000 kHz.
Reason:

NOC

information in subparagraphs 3a and

~above is a basic characteristic feP-fr*ee
eta~~Ae-ee~weeA-4QQQ-BR&-~~Q~W~.

Consequential change resulting from the U.S.
proposal to modify Appendix 1, Section A,
Co1lumn 11.

Column 12a, 12b; Supplementary Information
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WO~lL[D) ADM~~~STlRAT~VE
~AD~O CONflE~lENCrE

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 48-E
4 September 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)
PLENARY MEETING

United States of America

Replace proposal USA/48/599 of Document No. 48-E by the following new proposal
USA/48/599
( Corr.)

MOD

2.

Permissible values of interference
(on page AP28-4, add at the end of this section, following the
statement-. "Tables I and II list values for the above parameters", the
text below)
In the case of rece1v1ng earth stations dedicated to the reception of
video and/or digital (excluding telephony) transmissions, the permissible
interference power Pr(p) may be determined by means of equation (lb)
below as an alternative to the use of equation (1) provided that the
resulting value is no less than that calculated by means of equation (1)
with the relevant parameters given in Table II :
Cr

lc/I)r(p)

(lb)

where :
Cr

= nominal

total wanted carrier power in dBW at the output of the
receiving antenna;

[c/I]r(p)

= wanted-to-unwanted

carrier power ratio in dB to be exceeded
for all but p percent of the time for one entry of
interference as cal~ulated in compliance with relevant
criteria of interference recommended by the CCIR.*)

Reasons : To provide alternative means by which permissible interfering
power may be determined in the case of earth stations dedicated to the
reception of video or digital (except telephony) transmissions.
Reasons for Corrigendum : To establish equivalence between the reference
conditions of equation (lb) and equation (1). The reference condition is
tacitly associated with interference not exceeded except for 20 % of the
time. A more precise formulation would be to associate T and J in equation
(1), and Cr in equation (lb) explicitly with 20% of the time. To insure
that coordination areas determined by the use of equation (lb) not be
greater than those determined by the use of equation (1) for those
conditions which allow the application of both equations.

*)

The value of [C/I]r(p) shall be specified as supplemental information in the notice of
frequency assignment.
For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made available.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

W(Q)~l[D) fo\[D)M~~~ST~/Q\tr~VlE

~A[D)~(Q) CO~flE~~~ClE

Document No. 48-E
31 January 1979
Original : English

(Geneva, 1979)

PLENARY :MEETING

United States of America

PROPOSALS RELATING TO PROCEDURAL AND REGULATORY MATTERS
This part of the United States proposals addresses those provisions
of the Radio Regulations dealing with procedural and related regulatory
matters. As such, the document treats the following areas:
1) IFRB functions and operations (Article N9/8 and Article Nl0/ll;
.2) notification of terrestrial stations (Article Nl2/9;
Appendix 1) ;
'3) coordination and notification of space services (Articles Nll/9
and 9A and Nl3/9A, Appendix lA);
4) determination of the coordination area around an earth station
(Appendix 28A and 28B);
5) coordination between satellite'netwurks (Appendix 29);

'

6) international monitoring

(/~ticle

Nl8/13, Appendix 6);

7) infringement reports (Article Nl9/16, Appendix 7);
8) procedures in the case of harmful interference (Article N20/15,
Appendix 8);
_9) resolution relating to notification of amateur satellite
service (New Resolution No. AA);
10) resolution relating to· notification of frequency assignments
(New Resolution No. BB);
11) resolution relating to notifying frequency assignments
under Appendix 1 (New Resolution No. CC); and
12) reaccommodation of high frequency fixed service assignments.
PROVISIONS

RELATING TO THE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTRATION BOARD

The functions of the IRFB are described in Article N9/8 while
provisions relating to the Board's internal organization and operations are
contained in Article Nl0/ll. The provisions of these articles are generally
considered to be adequate and thus only a minor clarification is made to
Article N9/8 (MOD 3962/482) relating to preparations for Radio Conferences.

For reasons of economy. this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copie
to the conference smce only a few additional copies can be made available.
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. GENERAL REMARKS ON COORDINATION AND NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES
The provisions of Articles Nll, Nl2 and
relating to the coordination and notification of
terrestrial services are essentially adequate as now
Regulations. The existing procedures have served
·technology and systems.

Nl3 (Articles 9 and 9A)
stations in the space and
contained in the Radio
well in accommodating new

USA proposals for changes to the procedures are aimed primarily at
clarifying the intent of the present provisions.
A useful step toward
simplifying the presentation of the existing regulations has been taken in
regrouping the provisions of Articles 9 and 9A into three new .articles in the
Rearrangement of the Radio Regulations which is proposed for adoption at
WARC-79 and which the United States supports.
The USA is continuing
to ·examine possible ways of further
simplifying . and ·improving the procedures contained in Articles Nll, Nl2 and
Nl3 to meet the needs of all nations. Additional proposals may be submitted
to WAHC-79 at a later time as our studies progress.
NOTIFICATION

OF TERRESTRIAL STATIONS

Article Nl2/9 relates to the notification of frequency assignments
to terrestrial stations. The essential features of Article Nl2/9 have been in
existence since 1959 and are generally adequate.
Therefore, a minimum of
changes have been proposed.
Several
proposed changes are considered
necessary, however, in order to clarify the intent of certain regulatory
prov~sions.

Modifications to Article Nl2/9 have the following objectives:
a. To take into account the final acts of the 1978 World
Administrative Radio Conference for the Aeronautical
Mobile (R) Service (MOD 4335/540);
b. To suppress certain regulatory provisions consequential
to the completion of the steps set forth in Resolution
Mar2-12 (SUP 4336.1/541.1, 4344.1/547.1, 4411.1/577.1,
4415.1/582.1); and
c. Tb clarify the circumstances under which an earth station that
has been recorded with a favorable finding in the Master
International Frequency Register will be taken into account
by the IFRB during its technical examination relating to
harmful interferen~e (MOD 4732/570AD, 4590/639BP and 4591/639BQ).
Modifications to Appendix 1 are proposed to improve the accuracy of
information in the Master Register and the International Frequency List
concerning actual usage of frequency assignments.
Such information is
particularly desirable with respect to
assignments
below 27.5
MHz. ·
Frequently an assignment notice is returned by the IFRB with an unfavorable
finding . because of the probability of harmful ,interference to an assignment
already recorded in the Master Register. Yet administrations often resubmit
such notices because they are able to demonstrate, as provided for in the
Radio Regulations, that such frequencies have in fact been in operation 60
days or more·without causing harmful interference to any previously recorded
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assignment. This experience suggests that the information provided to the
IFRB in connection with notification of assignments should be improved to
provide more accurate information on normal day-to-day usage of individual
assignments. To accomplish this, the USA proposes that Column 10 relating to
maximLDTI hours of circuit operation be phased out and ColLJnn 11 be revised and
used to indicate, as a basic characteristic, the regular hours of operation
of the frequency assignment being notified.
Consequential changes are
necessary to Appendices lA and 9.
A new Appendix 10A is added to provide
appropriate symbols for use in Column 11.
COORDINATION AND NOTIFICATION OF SPACE SERVICE STATIONS
Existing procedures provide a three-step process for bringing into
use space radiocommunication services. The process of advance publication,
coordination, and notification of frequency assignments has proven to be a
flexible as well as an effective mechanism for introducing new space
networks.
In addition to clarification and simplification, some of the USA
proposals in this section have the objective of minimizing the burden of
coordination, such as when adding new earth stations to an existing network.
Modifications to Article Nll/9 and 9A and Nl3/9A, dealing with the
coordination of space service stations have the following objectives:
a. Tb clarify that comments provided by administrations to
the IFRB during the advance publication process concerning
possible unacceptable interference shall be confined to existing
or planned space
radiocommunication services
(MOD 4110/639AI);
b. To preclude any possible requirement to coordinate a new
space station or earth station assignment with an administration
having an assignment for a geostationary space system which is
not in accord with the Convention, the Table of Frequency
Allocations or other provisions of the Radio Regulations
{MOD 4114/639AJ);
c. Tb facilitate satellite inter-system coordination by requiring
administrations to provide information in Appendix lA for
typical earth stations in certain situations (ADD 4117.1);
d. To clarify that coordination agreements are based on
interference levels and not on increases in noise temperature
(MOD t4tll5/639AK) ;

e. To eliminate any requirement to coordinate the addition of new
earth stations to an existing satellite network where the
potential interference from such stations does not exceed
1 imi ts ag·reed to during the initial coordination of the nettNOrk
(MOD 4ll5/639AK) ;

f. Tb recognize proposed procedures relating to the coordination
of mobile earth stations (MOD 4138/639AK, MOD4145.1/639AP.l
and new Appendices 28A and 288);
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g. Tb clarify that existing space or terrestrial station
assignments which have been recorded with a favorable finding
in the Master International Frequency Register will be taken
into account by the IFRB during its technical examination
relating to hannful interference (MOD 4590/639BP and
MOD 4591/639BQ);
h. Tb provide for an extension of time with respect to the
bringing into use of a satellite network due to delays or
circumstances beyond the control of the notifying administration
(~OD 4625/639CY); and
.
i. To provide for periodic review of space radiocommunication
entries in the Master International Frequency Reg ist.er in
order to improve the accuracy of the Register (MOD 4641/63900).
DETERMINATION

OF COORDINATION AREA

The USA is proposing to simplify · the calculations of Appendix 28,
which specifies the procedure for detennining the coordination area around an
earth station. As presently written, Appendix 28 calculations are complex
and are based upon pennissible interference power.
For earth stations .
dedicated
to
reception
of video
or
digital (excluding telephony)
transnissions, reception quality may be · based upon an acceptable received
carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratio.
The use of an alternative procedure
based
upon an acceptable (C/I) ratio would considerably simplify the
calculations. The proposed changes to Appendix 28 thus provide for this
alternative procedure in the case of video or digital (excluding telephony)
receive-only earth stations.
In recognition of the growing use of mobile satellite systems, a
procedure is proposed in new Appendix 28A for detennining the coordination
area associated with the operation
of
a mobile earth station.
The
requirement for determining the coordination areas above 1 GHz for mobile
earth stations is currently governed by No. 4139/639AR.
By building upon
procedures-contained in Appendix 28, provisions contained in new Appendix 28A
permit the calculation of a coordination area around the service area
within which it is desired to operate a mobile earth station.
Whereas the
coordination of an earth station in the fixed satellite service (under
Appendix 28) is for a single site or one_geographic location, coordination of
an earth station in the mobile satellite service will permit the mobile earth
station to operate at any location within the specified service area.
Additionally, a new Appendix 288 is proposed that provides an optional
procedure for determining the protection ·area around a terrestrial station
located within the coordination area of an earth station in the mobile
satellite service.
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COORDINATION BETWEEN SATELLITE

NE~~ORKS

Appendix 29 prescribes procedures for determining when coordination
between satellite networks is necessary. In general the approach provided in
Appendix 29 is considered adequate.
However, experience in applying the
provisions of Appendix 29 indicates that the specified 2% increase in noise
·temperature is too conservative and leads to the initiation of coordination
in an unnecessarily large number of cases.
In order to reduce the number of
instances where coordination is required, the USA proposes that the increa3e
in noise temperature criterion be revised upward to 3%.
This is consistent
with the conclusions of the SPM report on this issue.
There is confusion concerning ~he purpose of Appendix 29 which may
be attributed to its misleading title. Appendix 29 is now entitled "Method
of calculation to Evaluate the Degree of Interference between Geostationary
Satellite Networks Sharing the Same Frequency Bands." Since the purtx>se of
the calculation is only to serve as a "trigger" for determining when the
coordination procedures of Article Nll should be initiated, the USA is
proposing that the title be modified to read "Method for Determining when
Coordination is Required between Geostationary Satellites Sharing the Same
Frequency Bands."
MONITORING,

INFRINGEMENT AND HARMFUL INTERFERENCE PROCEDURES

Article Nl8/13 concerns the international monitoring of radio
frequencies.
Tb improve the quality of
international
monitoring,
a
modification is proposed to delete the provision whereby stations are
permitted to observe lower technical standards than those recommended by the
CCIR (MOD 50~4/684). Appendix 6 to the Radio Regulations concerns reports of
monitoring data and is adequate as it exists.
One change is proposed to Article Nl9/16, Reports of Infringements.
This would permit an administration,
where it has information of an
infringement of the Convention or Radio Regulations, to take action against
any station, authorized or unauthorized, over which it has authority (MOD
5100/721). Appendix 7 to the Radio Regulations concerns infringement reports
and is adequate as stated.
·
Several changes are proposed to
of Harmful Interference, that are intended
harmful interference cases (MOD 5135/7118,
of Harmful Interference, is adequate as it

Article N20/15, Procedure in a case
to facilitate the resolution of
MOD 5142/718). Appendix 8, Report
exists.

NEW RESOLUTIONS
A new Resolution No. AA relating to the amateur satellite service
is proposed to take into account the uniqueness of this service.
Strict
compliance with Article 9A does not appear to be feasible due to the fact
that earth stations in the amateur satellite service are not assigned
specific frequencies and
because· of
the
widely varying
equipment
characteristics that result from the experimental nature of the service.
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To recognize the difficulty involved in the advance publication,
coordination and notification of information for the amateur satellite
service, proposed Resolution No. AA permits administrations to supply as much
information as possible in compliance with Nos. 4100/n39AA, 4117/n39AJ, etc.
Such information supplied for Appendices lA and 18 will be considered
complete and will be published in a special section of the IRFB Weekly
Circular.
New Resolution No. BB relates
assignments and stipulates that, unless
frequency assignments for a station shuuld
on whose territory the station is located.
existing Resolution No. 5.

to notification
of
frequency
special arrangements are made,
be notified by the administration
This resolution basically updates

New Resolution No. CC relating to notifying frequency assignments
under Appendix 1 is also proposed.
This resolution is consequential to
changes · described
above
concerning
frequency
assignment
usage and
modifications to Co1unns 10 and 11 of Appendix 1.
'Ihe resolution provides
interim procedures to assist the IFRB in implementing the proposed changes.
REACCOMMODATION

PROCEDURES

The United States has pro{X)sed a reallocation of ce_rtain existing
high frequency fixed service bands to meet the urgent requirements of other
radio services. Reallocation of the fixed service bands is considered to
reflect a decreased need~ particularly for international circuits. However,
a substantial number of fixed service frequency assignments currently shown
in the International Frequency List in bands proposed for reallocation
repres2nt valid operational requirements.
'Iherefore, the USA proposes that the 1979 WARC adopt procedures
that will ensure reaccommodation of fixed service frequency assignments in
the reallocated bands in an orderly manner, following these principles:
l) Administrations should critically review their fixed
service assignments contained in the Master Register
and remove those that no longer represent continuing
operations;
2) Responsibility for reaccommodating continuing fixed
service assignments not compatible with new
allocations made by the Conference shall primarily
be that of administration concerned; however,
technical assistance will be provided by the International
Frequency Registration P~ard;
3) The transition period over which the reaccom.rnodation
will occur should be.a reasonable period of approximately
4 to 6 years; and
4) At the end of the transition period during which
reaccommodation of fixed service frequency assignments
are made, all fixed assignments
then contained in the Master Register shall receive
the same common date. Thereafter, the provisions of
Article Nl2/9 shall be followed.
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PROPOSALS

specific proposals relating to
are contained on the following pages.

procedural

and

regulatory matters

CHAPTER NIV/III
Co-ordination, Notification and Registration of Frequencies.
International Frequency Registration Board
ARTICLE N9/8
General Provisions
USA/48/456

~

3951/ 471 through 3961/ 481
Reason:

USA/48/457

MOD

3962/ 482 J)

the technical planning for radio conferences
with a viev to reducing their duration without
diminishing their effectiveness; and

Reason:

USA/48/458

~

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Simplification, and to state expl.ici tl.y
the impl.ici t intent of the present
provision.

3963/ 483 through 3965/ 485
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

ARTICLE Nl.O/ll

Internal Regulaticms of the
International Frequency Registration Board
USA/48/459

!Q£

3991 /659

through

Reason:

3998/ 666
llecessary and adequate as stated.
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ARTICLE Nll *)

Co-ordination of Frequency Assignments to Stations
in a Space Radiocommunication Service except
Stations in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service
and to Appropriate Terrestrial Stations

Section I.

USA/48/460

NOC

Procedures for the Advance Publication of
Information on Planned Satellite Systems

4099 through 4109
Reason:

USA/48/461

MOD

4110

I 639AI

Adequate as stated.

An administration on behalf of which details of
planned satellite networks in its system have
been published, in accordance with the provisions
of Nos. 4100/639AA to 4102/639AC, shall periodically
inform the Board whether or not comments, envisioned
by the provisions of No. 4104/639AD, have been
received and of the progress made, with other
administrations, in resolving any difficulties.
(Rest without change.)

Reason:

To remove any abiguity as to what
are to be made known to the
Board. For example, there would appear
to be no useful purpose served by an
administration's informing the Board
that another administration had advised
that it had no comment.
co~ents

USA/48/462

NOC

4111 through 4113
Reason:

*)

Adequate as stated.

The United States is continuing to examine possible ways of simplifying
and improving the procedures contained in this article to meet the needs
of all nations. As'our studies progress, additional proposals in this
regard may be submitted to WARC '79 at a later date.
NOTE:

Presentation of proposals follows numbering of Re-Arrangement
of the Radio Regulations.
Certain editorial modifications,
not shown herein, will be necessary as a result of the
Re-Arrangement.
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USA/48/463 MOD

4114/

639AJ

Before an administration notifies to the Board
or brings into use any frequency assignment to a
space station on a geostationary satellite or to
an earth station that is to communicate with a
space station on a geostationary satellite, it
shall effect coordination of the assignment with
any other administration whose assignment in the
same band for a space station on a geostationary
sateilite or for an earth station that communicates with a space station on a geostationary
satellite is recorded in the Master Register with
a finding favorable with respect to No. 4587/639BM
as a minimum, or has been coordinated or is being
coordinated under the provisions of this paragraph.
Reason:

USA/48/464

MOD

4115/

639AK

To preclude the possibility that any
assignment to a geostationary system
which is proposed to be in accordance
with the Convention, the Table of
Frequency Allocations and the other
provisions of the Radio Regulations
except those relating to the probability
of harmful interference need be coordinated with an administration having an
assignment to a geostationary space
system which is not in accord with the
Convention, the Table of Frequency Allocations and/or the other provisions of
the Radio Regulations.

No co-ordination under No. 4114/639AJ is required:
a)

when the use of a new frequency assignment will
cause, to any service of another administration,
an increase in the noise temperature of any
space station receiver or earth station receiver,
or an increase in the equivalent satellite link
noise temperature, as appropriate, not exceeding
the predetermined increase of noise temperature
calculated in acccordance with the method given
in Appendix 29; er

b)

when an administration proposes to change the
characteristics of an existing assignment in
such a way as will, in respect of any service
of another administration, meet the requirements
of sub-paragraph a) above, or, where this assignment has previously been coordinated, will cause
an increase in no±se-~emper~ture the level of
interference not exceeding the value agreed
during coordination; or
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£)

when an administration proposes to add a new
earth station to an existing satellite network
for which coordination has already been successfully effected pursuant to No. 4114/639AJ and
the assignment will not cause an increase in
the level of interference which exceeds the
value agreed during coordination.

Reason:

(1) As a practical matter, coordination
agreements are not based on increases in
noise temperature, which is a trigger to
determine when coordination is required
between space systems, but on interference
levels or other operating parameters such
as the frequencies used by particular
types of carriers.
(2) As a satellite network grows with the
addition of new earth stations, it should
not be necessary to coordinate each station
under No. 639AJ if the technical parameters
or potential interference levels are within
the limits agreed to during the initial
coordination of the network.

USA/48/465

NOC

4116
Reason:

Adequate as stated.

USA/48/466

MOD

4117 J 639AJ

For this purpose, the administration requesting
coordination shall send to any other such administration the information listed in Appendix lAl.

U8A/48/467

ADD

4117.1

1 Where co-ordination is requested for a space station
assignment, the administration shall supply the
information listed in Sections B and C of Appenqix lA
for typical earth stations if coordination is not
being simultaneously requested for the earth stations
to communicate with the.space station.
Reason: Interference calculations with respect to
inter-satellite interference needed to
effect coordination of a space station
frequency assignment cannot be done without
the earth station parameters·listed in
Sections B and C of Appendix lA.
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USAI481468

NOC

4118

I 639AL through 41381 639AN
Reason:

USAI481469

NOC

4124.1 I 639AO.l
Reason:

USAI481470

NOC

MOD

MOD

Adequate as stated.

4138.2 I639AN.2
2calculated in relation to the fixed or mobile
service, in accordance with the procedures described
in Appendix 28. If it is desired to co-ordinate a
mobile earth station under No. 4138/639AN, the
co ordination area is calculated in accordance with
the procedures described in Appendix 28A.
Reason:

USAI481472

Adequate as stated.

4138.1 1639AN.l
Reason:

USAI481471

Adequate as stated.

41391 639AR

To recognize that there is a procedure
(Appendix 28A) for calculating the coordination area of a mobile earth station.

No co-ordination under No. 4138/639AN is required
when an administration proposes:
a)

NOC

b)

NOC

c)

to operate a mobile earth station. However,
if the co-ordination areal associated with
the operation of such a mobile earth station,
in a frequency band referred to in No. 4138/639AN,
includes any of the territory of another ·
··
country, it shall be subject to prior agreemen~between the administrations concerned
in order to avoid harmful interference to
existing terrestrial radiocommunication
stations of that country. This agreement
shall apply to the characteristics of the
mobile earth station(s), or to the
characteristics of a typical mobile earth
station, and shall apply to a specified
.service area;~ unless otherwise stipulated
in the agreement, it shall apply to any
mobile earth stations in the specified
service area provided that the probability of
harmful interference caused by them shall not
be greater than that caused by the typical
earth station.

Reason:·

To recognize that there are procedures
for co-ordination of Mobile Earth Stations.
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USA/48/473

48-E

ADD

4139.1
lcalculated, in relation to the fixed or mobile
service, in accordance with the procedures described
in Appendix 28A.
Reason:

USA/48/474

ADD

4139.2

2 Administrations may use the protection area
determination procedures in Appendix 28B as a
basis for such agreements.
Reason:

USA/48/475

ADD

4139.::3

To recognize that there are procedures for
co-ordination of Mobile Earth Stations.

To recognize that there are procedures
for co-ordination of Mobile Earth Stations.

3

Appen d'~x 2 BA employs "mobile earth station service
area" as the specific service area within which it
is desired to operate a mobile earth station.

USA/48/476

USA/48/477

NOC

MOD

Reason:

To recognize that there are procedures
for co-ordination of Mobile Earth
Stations.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

4140

4141 1 639AN

For this purpose it shall send to any other such
administration a copy of a diagram drawn to an
appropriate scale indicating the location of the
earth station or of the mobile earth station service
area and showing the co-ordination areas 2 of the
earth station for the cases of transmission and
reception by the earth station and the data on
which they are based, including all pertinent
details of the proposed frequ~ncy assignment, as
listed in Appendix lA, and an indication of the
approximate date on which it is planned to begin·
operations.
Reason:

To recognize that there are procedures
· (Appendices 28A and 28B) by which Mobile
Earth Stations can be co-ordinated.
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USA/48/478

MOD

4141.2

I 639AN2 2
Calculated in relation to the fixed or mobile
service, in accordance with the procedures
described in Appendix 28. If it is desired to
co-ordinate a mobile earth station under No.
4138/639AN, the co-ordination area is calculated
in accordance with the procedures described in
Appendix 28A.
Reason:

USA/48/479

NOC

4142 through 4166
Reason:

USA/ 48 I 480

MOD

To recognize that there is a procedure
for deterrntning the co-ordination area
of a mobile earth station.

4145.1

Adequate as stated.

I 639AP.l
The criteria to be employed in evaluating interference
levels shall be based upon relevant C.C.I.R.
Recommendations or, in the absence of such Recommendations, shall be agreed between the administrations
concerned. Additionally, an administration may use
as an alternative the procedure for determination
of protection areas in Appendix 28B as the basis for
interference protection in the co-ordination of a
mobile earth station.
Reason:

USA/48/481

MOD

4160.1

To recognize that there are procedures
for co-ordinati?n of Mo~ile Earth Stations.

I 492A.l
1

A~~eftdi~

Appendices 28 and 28A eeft~a~ns contain
criteria relating only to co-ordination between
earth stations and stations in the fixed or the
mobile service. (Rest without change.)-

Reason:

To recognize that there is a co-ordination
procedure for Mobile Earth Stations
(Appendix 28A) as well as for Fixed Earth
Stations.
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U.SAI481482

MOD

4167

I 492B

Upon receipt of the co-ordination data an
administration shall promptly examine the matter
with regard to interference! which would be caused
to the services rendered by its earth stations
operating in accordance with the Convention afta-~hese
Re~t1~a~4:ofts, the Table of Frequency Allocations and
the other provisions of the Radio Regulations or to
be so operated within the next three years, with the
proviso that in this latter case co-ordination
specified in No. 4138/639AN has been effected or
that the co-ordination procedure has already been
initiated; and shall, within an overall period of
sixty days from dispatch of the coordination data,
either notify the administration requesting co-ordination
of its agreement to the proposals or, if this is
not possible, indicate the reasons therefor and
make such suggestions as it may be able to offer
with a view to a satisfactory solution of the problem.
Reason:

USAI481483

NOC

4167.1

I 492B.l
Reason:

USAI48/484

NOC

ADD

4177A

NOC

4178 and 4179

Adequate as stated.

The time limits set forth in Nos. 4165/492B,
4167/492B, 4170/492D and 4177/492FC may be
extended only where the concurrence of the
administration seeking co-ordination has been
secured.
Reason:

USAI48/486

Adequate as stated.

4168 1 492E through 4177 / 492FC
Reason:

USAI481485

To align with the provisions of Nos.
4296/501 and 4587/639BM.

To provide for an extension where a
genuine need may exist, and to preclude
an extension if the administration
seeking co-ordination does not agree.

I 492GA
Reason:

Adequate as stated.
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ARTICLE Nl2/9 *)
Notification and Recording in the
Master International Frequency Register
of Frequency Assignments 1 to Terrestrial
Radiocommunication Stations2

USAI481487

NOC

42801 486 through 43341 539

Reason:
USAI481488

NOC

4280.11 486.1 through· 4280.3 1486.3
Reason:

USAI481489

NOC

MOD

43351 540

Reason:

USAI481491

NOC

Adequate as stated.
The provisions of Nos. 4332/537 to 4334/539
do not apply to frequency assignments which
are in conformity with the Allotment Plans
appearing in Appendices 25 Mar2, 26L afta
27 and 27 Rev. to these Regulations; such
frequency assignments shall be entered in
the Master Register on receipt of the notice
by the Board.
To take cognizance of the Final Acts
of the 1978 World Administrative
Radio Conference for the Aeronautical
Mobile (R) Service.

4336 1 541 through 4350 1 551
Reason:

*)

Adequate as stated.

4298.11 503.1
Reason:

USAI481490

Adequate as stated.

Adequate as stated.

The United States is continuing to examine possible ways of
simplifying and improving the procedures contained in this Article
to meet the needs of all nations. As our studies progress,
additional proposals in this regard may be submitted to WARC '79
at a later time.
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USAI481492

SUP

4336.1

I

541.1

Reason:

USAI481493

SUP

4344.11 547.1
Reason:

USAI481494

MOD

With proposal to suppress Resolution Mar2-12,
this Regulation can also be suppressed.

With proposal to suppress Resolution Mar2-12,
this Regulation can also be suppressed.

Sub-Section IIC.
Procedure to be followed for Aeronautical
Stations operating in the Bands allocated
exclusively to the Aeronautical Mobile
Services between 2850 and 23350 !8939 kHz
Reason:

USAI481495

MOD

4351

1 552

Consequential to allocation
proposal.

Examination of Notices concerning Frequency
Assignments to Aeronautical Stations in the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service in the Bands
allocated exclusively to that Service between
2850 and ±~9~9 22000 kHz (see No. 4295/500}.
Reason:

USAI481496

NOC

4352

I

553 through 4358

Reason:
USAI48149(

MOD

4359 I 561

NOC

I

560

Adequate as stated.
Examination of Notices concerning Frequency
Assignments to Aeronautical Stations in the
Aeronautical Mobile (OR) Service in the Bands
allocated exclusively to that Service between
3025 and ±8839 23350 kHz (see No. 4295/500).
Reason:

USAI481498

Consequential to allocation proposal.

Consequential to allocation proposal.

43601 562 through 4371 / 570AC
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

,.
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USA/48/499

MOD

4372/ 570AD

Where appropriate, with respect to the
probability of harmful interference to the
service rendered by an earth receiving station
for which a frequency assignment already
recorded in the Master Register either
i)

bears a favorable finding, or

ii) lacks a favorable finding although it is
in conformity with the provisions of No. 4587/639BM
and i£ the corresponding frequency assignment to
the space transmitting station has not, in fact,
caused harmful interference to any frequency
assignment in conformity with Nos. 4296/501 or
4370/570AB, as appropriate,·previously recorded
in the Master Register.
Reason:

USA/48/500

NOC

4373/ 570AE through 4420 / 588
Reason:

USA/48/501

SUP

4411.1 /577.1

USA/48/502

SUP

4415.1/ 582.1
Reason:

USA/48/503

MOD

4421/ 589

Adequate as stated.

with proposal to suppress Resolution Mar2-12,
these Regulations can also be suppressed.
Frequency Bands allocated exclusively to the
Aeronautical Mobile (R) Service between 2850
and ~~9q9 22000 kHz.
Reason:

USA/48/504

NOC

MOD

4426/ 594

Adequate as stated.
Frequency Bands allocated exclusively to the
Aeronautical Mobile (OR) Service between 3025
and ±8838. 23350 kHz.
Reason:

USA/48/506

NOC

Consequential to allocation proposal.

4422/ 590 through 4425/ 593
Reason:·

USA/48/505

As written, these prov~s1ons would
preclude an existing space (4590/639BP)
or terrestrial (4591/639BQ) operation
which has received a favorable finding
and has been recorded in the MIFR,
from consideration by the Board as a
possible recipient of harmful interference from the station subject of
the notices in hand if the recorded
operation had at any time caused
harmful interference.

Consequential to allocation proposal.

4427/ 595 through 4474/ 639
Reason:

Adequate as stated.
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ARTICLE Nl3/9A.*)

Notification and Recording in the Master
International Frequency Register of Frequency
Assignments 1 to Radio Astornomy and Space
Radiocommunication Stations except Stations in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service

USA/48/507 NOC

4575/ 639BA through 4582/ 639BH
Reason:

USA/48/508

NOC 1

-

4S80.1/ 639BF.l
Reason:

USA/48/509 MOD

Adequate as stated.

4583/ 639BI

Adequate as stated.
Upon receipt of a complete notice, the Board
shall include the full particulars thereof,
with the date of receipt, in the weekly
circular referred to in No. 4292/497, which
shall contain the particulars of all such
notices received since the publication of
the previous circular.
Reason:

TO ensure that all ancillary details
forwarded to the Board as part of a
complete notice are included in the
weekly circular referred to in No.
42~2/497.

USA/48/510

NOC

4584/ 639BJ through 4589/ 639BO
Reason:

*)

Adequate as stated.

The United States is continuing to examine possible ways of
simplifying and improving the procedures contained in this
article to meet the needs of all nations. As our studies
progress, additional proposals in this regard may be submitted
to WARC '79 at a later time.
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USAI481511

MOD

4590

I 639BP

Where appropriate, with respect to the
probability of harmful interference to the
service rendered by a space radiocommunication station for which a frequency
assignment already recorded in the Master
Register either bears a favorable finding
or is in conformity with the provisions of
No. 4587/639BM if this frequency assignment
has not in fact caused harmful interfe~ence
to any frequency assignment in conformity
with No. 4587/639BM previously recorded in
the Master Register;
Reason:

USAI481512

MOD

4591 I 639BQ

Where appropriate, with respect to the
probability of harmful interference to the
service rendered by a terrestrial radiocommunication station for which a frequency
assignment already recorded in the Master
Register either bears a favorable finding or
is in conformity with the provisions of
Nos. 4296/501 or 4370/570AB, as appropriate,
if this frequency assignment has not, in
fact, caused harmful Interference to any
frequency assignment in conformity with
No. 4587/639BM previously recorded in the
Master Register:
Reason:

•

As currently written, these provisions would preclude an existing
space (4590/639BP) or terrestrial
(4591/639BQ) operation which has
received an entirely favorable
finding and has been recorded in
the MIFR from consideration by the
Board as a possible recipient of
harmful interference from the
station or system(s) subject of the
notices in hand if the recorded
operation had at any time caused
harmful interference.

As currently written, these provisions would preclude an existing
space (4590/639BP) or terrestrial
(4591/639BQ) operation which has
received an entirely favorable
finding and has been recorded in
the MIFR from consideration by the
Board as a possible recipient of
harmful interference from the
station or system(s) subject of the
notices in hand if the recorded
operation had at any time caused
harmful interferenceo
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USA/48/513 NOC

4592/ 639BR through 4604/639CD
Reason:

USA/48/514 MOD

4605f 639CE

Adequate as stated.
Where the Board finds that either of the
co-ordination procedures mentioned in
Nos. 4588/639BN and 4589/639BO has not been
applied, and the notifying administration
requests the Board to effect the required
co-ordination, the Board shall take appropriate
action and shall inform the administrations
concerned of the results obtained,
If the
Board's efforts toward securing agreement are
successful, the notice shall be treated in
accordance w~th No. 4604/639CD. If the Board's
efforts toward securing agreement are unsuccessful, the notice shall be examined by the
Board with respect to the provisions of 4590/639BP,
4591/639BQ and 4592/639BR, as appropriate.
Reason:

USA/48/515

NOC

4606 /639CF through 4624 f639CX
Reason:

USA/48/516

MOD

To preclude the possibility that an
administration might interpret the
Board's having received a response,
as opposed to the Board's having
received a favorable response, as the
satisfactory culmination of the
co-ordination process, thereby perhaps
~leading to a protracted situation in
respect to determining the status
of the entry once it reaches the
Master Register.

4625 /639CY

Adequate as stated.
If, within thirty days after the projected
of bringing into use, the Board receives
confirmation from the notifying administration
of the date of putting into use, the special
symbol shall be deleted from the Remarks
column. ~ft-~he-ease-where-~he-Beard, ~!n the
light of a request from the notifying
administration received before the end of
the thirty-day period, the Board shall grant
an extension of this period not to exceed 120
days. In the case where an administration
requests an extension longer than 120 days
and the Board finds that exceptional circumstances warrant such an extension of this
period, the extension shall in no case
exceed a total of 500 days from the original
projected date of bringing into use efte
dat~

hHftdred-aHd-£~£~y-days.

Reason:

Unforeseen circumstances involving
failures, launch windows,
weather conditions, labor strikes,
and the like, may result in delays
of many months before a successful
launch takes place.
boo~ter

•
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USAI481517

USAI481518

NOC

MOD

4626

4641

I 639CZ

and 4640

NOC

1 639DN

Reason:

Adequate as states.

I

Whenever it appears to the Board from the
information available that a recorded assignment has not been brought into regular operation
in accordance with the notified basic
characteristics, er is not being used in
accordance with those basic characteristics,
or has been in use Ior a period of not less
than five years without the Board having
received reconfirmation from the notifying
administration that the assignment is in
regular use with the basic characteristics
unchanged, the Board shall consult the
notifying administration and, subject to its
agreement, shall e~~her cancel, er suitably
modify or confirm the basic characteristics
of the entry.

639DO

Reason:

USAI481519

21

To provide for automatic review of _
space radiocommunication entries in
the Master International Frequency
Register. This will tend to eliminate
entries which might not otherwise
appear to the Board to be inactive
and will tend to keep entries accurate.

46421 639DP through 46501 639DX
Reason:

Adequate as stated.

ARTICLE Nl8
International Monitoring

USAI481520

50581 678 through 5o63 1683
_Reason:

USAI481521

MOD

5o641 68)f.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

The technical standards recommemed by the c.c.I.R.
to be observed by monitaring stations shall be

recognized by the Board as the optimum practicable
technical standards for monitoring stations
participating in the international monitoring
system. Heue¥ePy-te-mee~-sese-Beeis-EeP-~eBiteP
i~-ia~a,-e~e~~eBe-eeeePvi~-leveP-~ee8Rieal
s~aeiePis-say-~ap~~ei~a~e-ia-•ae-ia~PRB-ieR&l
meRi•eP~ftB-sys~m-a•--ae-iieepe•iea-ef-~aeiP
~RiS~Pa~iOABv

Reason:

To improve the overall quality of the
international monitoring system.
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USAI481522

NOC

50651 685
Reason:

USAI481523

NOC

50661 686 ani 5067 1687

SUP

5o681 688
Reason:

USAI481524

Necessary and adequate as stated.

MOD

5069 I 689

This recommendation is conJDon practice
among a.dminist.~--ations and is expected
to c oriti nue • ~~~e provision.is therefore superfluous.

~-eft~-t8a~-~a8lissea-m~~i~-iata-a.e
e~ft~-&Ba-wePia-wiae-ia-Ra~, ~inistrations
aa¥iRg-~RPie&~e~ieft-eveP-mefti•eP~~-eta~eM&
~~e~a-iR-4ee-~s~-ei-ift~ePB&~i~-~~ePi~

e•a~ieBB ~see-AP~iele-2Q1

shall make every erforty
to arrange for monitoring
observations to be metl.e- 8y-sl!e8-s~a~iel!s-Ma
su.bmi tted to the Board as soon as possible
aa-:pPae•~ea\tley

elteP-~fie-ia~e-ef-eeeeF¥a~ie.a.

USAI481525

USAI481526

NOC

5070 I 690

SUP

50711 691

NOC

Reason:

For brevity, and to emphasize the
importance of timely submissions.

Reason:

It appears implicit in the periodic
preparation for publication of summaries that the results be recorded.
Accordingly, this provision appears
to be superfluous.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

50721 692

ARTICLE Nl9/16

Reports of Infringements
USAI481527

NOC

5098 I 719 and 5099 I 120
Reason:

USAI481528

MOD

5100 I 721

Necessary 8Jld adequate as stated.

If an administration has information of an
infringement of the Convention or Radio
Regulations, committed by a station over
which 1 t ks.e all~liePilsea ma..y exercise'Euithori ty,
it shall ascertain the facts, fix the responsibility and take the necessary action.
Reason:

To permit action against possibly
unauthorized stations committing
infringements.
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ARTICLE N20*/15*
Procedure in a Case of Harmful Interference
USAI481529 NOC

5126 I 704 through 5134 I 711A
Reason:

USAI481530 MOD

5135 I 711B

When cases of harmful interference occur as
a result of emissions from space stations,
the administrations concerned shall, upon
request from the administrations having jurisdiction over the station experiencing the
interference, furnish current ephemeral data
necessary to allow ealealat~eH determination
of the positions of the space station when
not otherwise known.
Reason:

USAI48153l NOC

MOD

To generalize and to preclude unneeded
calculations.

5136 I 712 through 5141 I 717
Reason:

USAI481532

Necessary and adequate as stated.

51421 718

Necessary and adequate as stated.

However, the Board shall not be required to
deal with problems of harmful interference
between stations operating in the eeme-a&Bi
ana-ia-eeBfePSity-Vitk-tke-~&Ble-ei-FPe~~eaey
Alleeat~eas~-wkea-at-leaat-e&e-el-taese
otat~eas-is-ia-a-elass-tke-1Pe~~eaey-el-w8iea

~s-aet-P&~~pea-te-ee-aetif~ea-aeeePaisg-~e

Nes~-4ie-eF-4i1-ei-tfiese-Regala~i8R8t-eP
&etweea-sta~ieas-ia-~ae band ~3' 525-leQ'

186o kHz in Region 2. Such cases of interference shall be resolved by appropriate bilateral or multilateral arrangements in which
administrations should particularly observe
the provisions of No. 5126/704.
Reason: To add to the Board's effectiveness
in resolving cases of harmful interference.
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APPENDIX 1
Section A.

USA/48/533

NOC

Basic Characteristics to be Furnished for
Notification under No. 4280/466 of the Regulations

Column 1 trll'ough Colu...rnn 9a
Reason:

USA/48/534

NOD

*)

Column 10

Necessa:rJ ani adeq_uate as stated.

.Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to

each locality or area (G.M.T.). (The use of
th:is coltunn for this nur~;ose is to be discontinued on 1st June-· 19(.30.)
This i:3 a be.sic characteristic as specified
in Column 10, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

USA/48/535

MOD

Consequential change resulting fran
U.S. proposal to mo:iify Column 11 of
this Section.

_Be;u12-~):c~r~~--·~~~.2c:cation ~G.~::.~'---~:r~_quencv

g,ss ·i

...,.:r-~·p-r.t-

~~-~e.ey~~e-e~·cl.e:!"~·i!!l:-=' --ehe-e~rl~¥

f':<:·~;~e·~~~~;~- !'!t:::e't::~~;:,:J···'tioE.~~,± s ~ ~-~ £-t::~·-t1-1e- Se.Hle
e~¥el;.~oi; ...

This is a bo.sic chn.racteristic ealy-:feF-:ffKea
e~R.t!efls-w~~~~~-i;B.e-pe_nge-4Qgg_Ji.Hs-"45e-2gggg

as specified in Column 11, Sub-Section
EII of th:is Appendix.
~Hs

Reason:

To make efficient use of this colwnn
notiP-6 thnt:
a. • The present use of thi. s column has
been of negligible value and is
tedious to maintain current.
b.

If details on the regular hours of operation of frequency assignments were included on the International Freq_uency List
it ,.,ou.ld assist administrations arrl
the I.F.R.B. in rnaki~ more efficient
use of the spectrum.

c.

Inadequate proVlSlons currently exist
for indicating details on the regular
operation of frequency assignments in
Colwnns 1 to 12 of this Appendix. This
proposal would make such provisions.

*) The United States is making som2 proposals, as shown, to modify this

Appendix. We are continuing our studies with regard to Article 9 and
the work of a Group of Experts (IFRB Circular letter No. 411, 27 April
1978); additional proposals may be submitted to WARC 1979 at a later
time.
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Section B.

USA/48/536

~

The present use of Column 10 of
this Appendix has been of negligible value.

e•

This U. S. proposal to modify Column 11
would enable the present use of
Column 10 to be phased out over a
period of time.

Basic Characteristics to be Furnished for
Notification under No. 4281/487 of the Regulations

Column 1 through Column 8
Reason:

USA/48/537 MOD

d.

Column 10

Necessary ani adequate as stated.

Maximum hours of operation of the mobile stations
(G.M.T.). (The use of this column for this
purpose is to be discontinued on 1st June 1986~
This is a basic characteristic as specified in
Column 10, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

USA/48/538 ADD

Column 11

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A
of this Ap~ nd.ix.

Regular hours of o~ration of the frequency assignment by the mobile stations •

.

This is a basic characteristic as specified in
Column 11, Sub-Section Ell of this Appendix.
Reason:

Section

USA/48/539

!2£

c.

Basic Characteristics to be Furnished for
Notification under No. 4284/490 of.tbe·Regulatians

Column 1 through Column 8
Reason:

USA/48/540 MOD

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A
of thi. s Appendix.

Column 10

Necessa.rY am adequate- as stated.

Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to each
lacality or area (G.M.T.). (The use of this column
for this puxpose is to be discontinued on 1st June
1986).
.
.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in Column
10, Sub-Section EII o£ this Appendix. .
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Reason:

USA/ 48/ 541

ADD

Column ll

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modi:fy Column 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency assignment.
This is a basic characteristic as specified in
ColUIIJI?. 11, Sub-Section EII of this Appendix.
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from
proposal to modify Colmnn 11, Section A
of this Appendix.

USA/48/542

MOD
{title)
Section D. Form of Notice
- (The form~t may be modified as the situation requtres)

USA/48/543

-

NOC

Item (a) through Item (e)
Reason:

'USA/48/544

-

NOC

Item l. through Item 4c
Reason:

USA/48/545

]2£

Box

5a

MOD

Necessary and adequate ·as stated.

through Box 9c
Reason:

USA/48/546

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Box 10

Maximum hours of.
operation of the
circuit to each
local.i ty or area

(G.M.T.)
·usA/48/547

ADD

footnote

**

10**

The use of this column for this purpose is to be
discontinued·on lst June 1986.
Reason: Consequential change result:tng from
· proposal to modify Column ll, Section A
of this Appendix.
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USA/48/548

MOD

Box 11
Regular hours of operation
of the frequency assignment
M&gakePts-e.PaeP-ei-~R8
e~seP-IPe~~eRe~es-ReFmal}y

~'ilisea-feP-~ae-same-eiPe~~

11

Reason:

USA/48/549

Consequential change resulting from
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A
of th.i s Appendix.

NOC Box 12a and 12b
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Section. E. General .instructions

USA/48/550

NOC 1 through 4
Reason: .Necessary and adequate as stated.

USA/48/551

N~

I.

General Notes
Reason:

II.

USA/48/552

NOC

Notes Concerning IDronnation to be Entered in the
Notice Pertaining to Specific Columns of the
Master Register

Column 1 through Column 9c
Reason:

USA/48/553

MOD

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Column 10

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Maximum hours of operation of the circuit to
each locality- or area (G.M.T.). (The use of
this column for this pf§Sose is to be discontinued on 1st June 1 6) •
1.

When the frequency asst gnment :ts used
for reception in the circumstances
described in No. 4281/487, the maximum
hours of operation are those relating to
the mobile stations.
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2.

As complementary information, indicate
by the letter "I" any part of the period
during which ·the operation of the circuit
is intermittent.

3. This information is a basic characteristic,
only for those
assignments notified before the effective
date of the W.A.R.C. 19'79 Radio Regulations.
eMee~t-~eF-~aF~Fa~a-a-aee¥e

4.

This information is not a basic characteristic
for paragraph 2 above nor is it for paragraph 3
above in cases where those assignments are
modified subsequent to the effective date of
the H.A.R.C. 1979 Radio Regulations.

Reason:

USA/48/554 MOD

Column 11

Consequential change resulting from
U.S. proposal to modify Column 11,
Section A of this Appendix.

Regular hours of operation of the frequency
assignment. MegaaePts-e¥ae~-e~-~~-e~aep
fPe~~eHeies-RePmally-~~il~sea-~e¥-tHe-same
@~~@li~t'W'

1.

The regular hours of operation submitted
for this column shall represent the anticipated amount of orerati en that vill be
made of the frequency assignment during
normal or usual operating conditions
recogndzing that some variations from
these hours may be expected occasionally.
~i-tae-ae~ifiea-iPe~lieRey-~s-~ae-eal~
iPe~aeaey-asea-ieP-tke-~RP~ie~aP-eiPe~it

~B8-iaaieatieH-~Nil~-sfia!l-ee-iHee~tea-iR
~a~s-eelli!HBv

2.

Should the regular hours of operation notified
in accordance with paragraph 1 change substantially in the future, such change shall
be notified in the usual manner. ia-~ae-ease
ef-a-me~eePelegieal-eP-~Pese-9peaaeas~-tPaas

~~sei~-iRteHiea-~e-eeve~-a-~HP~e-BPea1-t8e

ee~aFa~e -Het~.ae~lftaae.-f' e~-eaeH- he~lie fl~Y
assig~tmeHt-Pe~liiPei-~eP-tPaaBlft~eeieH-"t;e
eaek-s~eei~ie-~aP~-e~-t~e-aPea-skelili

i&i~ea"6e-!!Plil!!-~H-t8is-eel'ti!Mi 1 -sa8rlee"t;-te

~ke-eesaitieH-tkat-tee-e~ee~f~e-a¥ea-Het~fiea

ia-Selua-,a-eati:s.f:ies-·M~e-eeH&!:"6iese-la~a

aewH-iR-SliS-~aPagFa~a-~a~-Pe~atiag-~e-tfiat

eeluRv
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3. The regular hours of gperation of the frequency
assignment shall be notified in Column 11 as
follows using .the symbols contained in An errltx
10 lOA for that urpose;
a.

Ooeration Ti::;e Span. The porticn of' :=ecc!" (1 ~P.·
which
of the operation is exoected to
occ~.1r on most days.

b.

TYpe of Operation. Whether the operation
is expected to be intermittent or continuous
on most days during the time span.

c.

Amount of Qperation. The cumulative amount
of tj~e in hours that the frequency assig~~nt
is exnected to be oPerational on most days.

d.

Period of Operation. The POrtion of the day,
week and year within which the bulk of the
ope ration is expected to occur. iB-eaees-

,.,·

e~aeP-~fiaB-~8eee-meB~ieBe,-iB-~aP~Pa~as-l-aHa-~1
~ke-meg&fte~~a-ePieF-el-~ke-e~keP-~Fe~~eaeiee
ReF.mally-~eea-ieF-~ke-eiFetii~-eve~-~ee-whele
e~-~ke-selaP-eyele-saall-ee-~Baiea~eiv--FeF

•8ie-~~eee 1 -~ae-megafieP~s-ePaeF-skall-8e
eale~a~ea-aeeeFaiag-~e-~ke-Eellewieg-PaRges+

~OO-a.-~999-~ll3
6000---~999-kli~

__ , __

•

4.

~ ll'k~e

information in subparagraphs 3a and
3b above is a basic characteristic &eP-Eixea

s~a~i8RS-8e~W88R-4QQQ-&Ra-aiQQQ-~HB~

5.

The information in subpa.ragraph 3c
. ·
is a basic_ characteristic qnly below 28000 kHz.

6.

The information iD subparagraph 3d above is not a
basic characteristic but should be notified whenever practicable for assignments below 28000 kHz.

Reason:

USA/48/555

Consequential change resulting fran the U.S.
proposal to modify Appendix 1, Section A,
Column 11.

NOC Column 12a, 12b; Supplementary Information
Reason: Necessary and adequate as stated.
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APPENDIX lA

*)

Notices relating to Space Radiocommunic~tion
and Radio Astronomy Stations
Section A•

USA/48/556

NOC

1. through

3.
Reason:

USA/48/557

NOC

NOD

4.g)

Section B.

USA/48/561- MOD

To allow notification of mobile earth
statj_orts in a manner similar to that
for fixed earth stations.

Basic Characteristics to -be furnished in Notices
relating to Frequencies used by Earth Stations for
Transmitting

Item 1 through :Ltem 3
Reason:

USA/48/560 NOC

Necessary and adequate as stated.

any other information which the administration
considers to be relevant, e.g., any factors
taken into account -vThen applying Ar.re~Ei~K
Appendices 28 or 28A for deter.nination of the
co-ordination area ar.d also sny indication that
the assignment concerned would be operating
in accordance with no. 3279/115, information
concerning the t:se of the notified frequency if
such use is restricted, or, in the case of
notices pertaining to space stations, if the transmissions of the station are to be permanently
s1-ri tchcd off after a certain period.

Reason:

USA/48/559 NOC

Necessary and adequate as stated.

4.a) through 4.f)
Reason:

USA/48/558

General Instructions

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Item 4a) and Item 4b)
-Item- 4c)

Indicate the

on the service area boundary.
*)

The United States is making some proposals, as shown, to modify this
Appendix. We are continuing our studies with regard to Article 9A and
the work of a Group of Experts (IFRB Circular letter No. 411,27April 1978);
additional proposals may be submitted to HARC ~'379 at a later time.
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Reason:

USA/48/562

~

Item 5 through Item lOf)
Reason:

USA/48/563

MOD

To allow notification of mobile earth
stations in a manner similar to that
far fixed earth stations.

Item 11

Necessary and adequate as stated.

M&K~MHM-~e~s-el

the

assignn~nt

Regu1ar hours of operation of

far operation.

Indicate in G.M.T. the mexiRn~H~ 8evs regular hours
of operation on the frequency of each carrier.
See A endix
1 Sub-Section EII Item 11 for
explanation of resrular
Reason:

USA/48/564

~

Item 12 through Item 14
Reason:
Section

USA/48/565

NOC

c.

MOD

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Basic Characteristics to be furnished in Notices
relating to Frequencies to be received by Earth
Stations

Item 1 through Item 4b)
Reason:

USA/48/566

Consequential changes resulting from
proposal to modify Column 11 Section A Appendix
·1.

u.s.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Item 4c)

Reason:

USA/48/567

~

To allow notification of mobile earth stations
in a manner similar to that for fixed e~rth
stations •
Item 5 through Item 9

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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USA/48/568

MOD

Item 10

Regular hours of operation
of the frequency assignment for reception.

MSKi~-k~s-el

Indicate in G.M.T. the saMimam-ae~e-el regular
£_ours of operation ei !££ recept~on of the
frequency of each carrier. j§ee Appendix
1,
Item 11 for explanation of regular hours of
operation.
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from
U. S. proposal to modify Column 11
Section A - Appendix
1.

USA/48/569

NOC

Item ll through Item 13
Reason:
Section D.

USA/48/570

NOC

Basic Chs.ra<::teristics to be furnished in Notices
relating to Frequencies used by Space Stations
for Tr~~srnittins

Item 1 through Item llf)
Reason:

USA/48/571

MOD

Necessary ard adequate as stated.

Item 12

Necessary ani adequate as stated.

Me.H~Hili!B-Mh!.IB-19~ ,~'-ll~!· >:'.r:-s of one r::.<. -':.1 on of
tbe freg.uency assignment for operation.

Indicate in -G.M.T. the m8.M~HOOB-Melll'S regular
of operation on the frequency of each
carrier. (See Appendix
1 Sub-Section EII
Item 11 for e lanation of re
ar hours of
o eration.

~

Re~.son:

USA/48/572

NOC

Consequential change resulting from
U. S. proposal to modify .Column 11
Section A - Appendix
1.

Item 13 through Item 15
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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Section E.

USA/48/573

1iQ£

Basic Characteristics to be furnished in Notices
relating to Frequencies to be received by Space
Stations

Item 1 through Item 10
Reason:

USA/48/574

MOD

Item 11

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Regular hours of operation of the
frequency assignment for reception.

MaKiBMM-8e~s-ei

Indicate in G.M.T. the maJd:ml:ilB-H&ll!la regu.lar hours
of operation of reception of the frequency of each
carrier.
See Appendix 1, Sub-Section Ell l tern 11
for e lanation of regular hours of o ration.
Reason:

USA/48/575

~

Item 12 through Item 14
Reason:

Section F.

USA/48/576

!!Q1

MOD

~cessary

and adequate as stated.

Basic Characteristics to be furnished in Notices
relating to Frequencies to be received by Radio
Astronomy Stations

Item 1 through Item 5

Reason:
USA/48/577

Consequential. change resulting from u.s.
proposals to modify Column 11 Section A Appendix 1.

Item 6

Neces~ary

and adequate as stated.

M8Ki~-ae~s-e# Regular hours of operation of the
frequency assignment for reception.

Indicate in G.M.T. the meJd:llrdJJ!-B8l:l:Ps regular hours
of oneration of reception of the frequency &aKa
&kewR-iR-i~em-4,
(See Anpendix 1, Sub-Section
Ell Item 11 for explanation of regular hours of
operation.)
Reason:

USA/48/578

.!!2£

Consequential change resulting from u.s.
proposals to modify Column 11 Section A Appendix I •

Item 1 through Item 9
Reasoo:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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USA/48/579 MOD (title)Section G.

Form of Notice (Earth Station)
(The format may be modified as the situation requires.)

USA/48/580

Item (a} through Item {g)

NOC

Reason:

USA/48/581

NOC

Item 1 through Item 4b)·
Reason:

USA/48/582

MOD

r

Item 4c)

USA/48/584

USA/48/585

NOC

NOC

MOD

l~cessary

and adequate as stated.

Longitude and latitude of earth station site~
or longitude and latitude of 3-6 principal
points on the coordinated mobile earth station
permissible operating area boundary.
Reason:

USA/48/583

Necessary and adequate as stated.

To allow notification of mobile
earth stations in a manner similar
to that for fixed earth stations.

Box 5 through Box lO(E)
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Box 9{R)

Box lO(R)

ll(EJ
Maxi~-~e~s-ef
ep.e~a~~eM Regu1ar
hours of oneration
on each carrier
G.M.T.

lO(R)*
ll(E)*The use of this column for the present purpose is to
be discontinued on 1 June 1986.
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A,
Appendix 1.

USA/48/586

NOC

. Item ll(R) through Item 14(E)
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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USA/48/587 MOD (title) Section H.

Form of Notice (Space Station)

(The format may be modified as the situation requires

USA/48/588

NOC

Item (a)through Item (g)
Reason:

USA/48/589

NOC

Iile cess ary and adequate as stated.

Item 1 through Item 4
Necessary and adequate as stated.

Reason:
USA/48/590

USA/48/591

USA/48/592

NOC

NOC

MOD

Box 5 through Box ll(E)
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Reason:
---

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Box lO(R)

Box

ll(R)

12(E)

Max~~-8e~a-e~

e~e~a~~eft Regular
hours of operation
on each carrier
G.M.T.

*The use of this column for the present
purpose is to be discontinued on 1 June 1986.

ll(R) ~
li!(E)
Reason:

USA/48/593

NOC

Item 12(R) through Item 15 (E)
Reason:

USA/48/594

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11 Section A
Appendix
·1.

NOC

~cessary

and adequate as stated.

APPENDIX lB

Advance Publication Information to be
furnished for a Satellite Network

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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APPENDIX 6

USA/48/595 · NOC

Reports of MOnitoring Data
Reason:

USA/48/596

Necessary and adequate as stated •

. APPENDIX

NOC

t

Report of an Irregul.arity or of an
Infringement of the Convention
or the Radio Regulations
~cessary

. Reason:

USA/48/597

and adequate as stated.

·APPENDIX 8

NOC

Report of Harmful Interference
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
APPENDIX 28

Procedure for Determination of the Co-ordination Area
around an Earth Station in Frequency Bands between
1 and 4o GHz shared between
Space and Terrestrial RadiocODBDUDication Services

USA/48/598

!2£

1.

Objectives
Reason:

USA/48/599

MOD

2.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Permissible values of interference
(on page AP28-4, add at the end of this section,
f'ollowit8 the statement -"Tables I and II list
values far the ·above parameters", the text below)
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~:

[ C/I]

req (p)

carrier-to-interference ratio
for one entry of interference.

In using formula (1b), the reference bandwidth B may be larger
than the corresponding value given in Table II.
Reason:

USA/48/600

!9f.

3.

.Deterrninaticn of co-ordiration distance for near great
circle propagation mechanisms
Reason:

USA/4$/601

~

4.

NOC

.!!£
~

~

NOC

!Q£

~.

Necessary ani adequate as stated.

ANNEX A to APPENDIX 28
Determination of Co-ordination Distance in allocated
Frequency Bands

Reason:
USA/48/608

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Figure 1 through Figure 23
Reason:

USA/48/607

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Table I and Table II
Reason:

USA/48/606

Necessary and adequate as stated.

7. Parameters for calculation
Reason:

USA/48/605

Necessary and adequate as stated.

6. The co-ordination distance
Reason:

USA/48/604

Necessary and adequate as stated.

5. Minimum value of co-ordination distance
Reason:

USA/48/603

.Necessary and. adequate as stated.

Determination of co-ordination diatance far propagation mode
(c) (scattering fran hydraneteors)
Reason:

USA/48/602

To provide for alternative means by which
permissible interference power may be
determined in the case of receiving earth
stations for reception of video or digital
{excluding telephony) transmissions.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

ANNEX B to APPEIIDIX 28
Determination and Use of auxiliary Contours

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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USA/48/609

APPENDIX 28A

ADD

Procedure for Determination of the Coordination Area for
Earth Stations in the Mobile-Satellite Service in Frequency
Bands Between 1 and 40 GHz Shared with Other Services

1

Introduction

1.

Appendix 28 is used to determine the coordination area for earth
stations in frequency bands between 1 and 40 GH: shared between space
and terrestrial

radiccor.~unication

seTvices.

With the addition of the

described in Section 2 below, the procedures in Appendix :s., may
be used to calculate a coordifie:ian area arc~nd :he service area~ of
s~eps

a geostationary satellite at a particular orbit location and in these
same frequency bands.3
It must be emphasized that the presence or installation of a terrestrial
station within the coordination area of a mobile earth station would not
necessarily preclude the successful operation of either the mobile earth
station or the terrestrial station, since application of the procedure is
,

.b a.sed on accepte d conserva t~ ve

,

.'.4

er~ ter~a

-

•

r

as r.eg2ras 2nterrerence.

1The analysis considers an earth station operating on the suri~ce or
the earth sharing frequencies with a terrestrial station, although earth
stations in the gene-:-al ~1obile-Satelli te service sharing frecmencies ;dth
earth stations of other satellite services in a mixed up-path and downpath environment would be treated in a similar manner .
...,

._The "mobile earth station service area" is the area within which it
is desired to operate a mobile earth station. See No. 4578/639BD.
3values of typical parameters used for Fixed-Satellite service coordination calculations contained in Appendix 28 may. be_used fo~Mobile
Satellite service coordination calculations.
4ccrR Report 382-3.
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2.

Determination of coordination areas

2.1

Antenna gain considerations

Values of the mobile earth station antenna gain,

G(~)

(in dB

relative to isotropic), in the direction of the physical horizon around
a mobile earth station are determined according to Section 3.2 of
Appendix 28. For an antenna of D/X < 100, the following equation may
1.
2
be used to determine G(~) for circular aperture antennas
G(~)

= 52 - 10 log 10 (D/X) - 25 log

~'

lOO(X/D)

0

~ ~

<

[302 (D/ ~) -O. 4]

= -10,

4
[302 (D/ X) -O. ]

0

:S ~ 5

0

180°

(la)
(lb)

where:

D =antenna diameter (in meters);
~=wavelength

~=off-beam

2. 2

(in meters);

angle (in degrees).

Coordinc.ti:.Jr. are?. for modes (a) and (b)

Appendix 28 procedures are used to determine coordination areas
around specific sites within the service area for propagation mode (a)
(great circle mechanisms) and, when necessary, mode (b) (tropospheric fonvard
scatter).

The number of sites to be considered will depend on the size of

the service area, the quantity and a·ccuracy of topographical data available,
and the terrain roughness.

The procedures are to be applied to a number

of possible mobile ear:h .station sites on the service area boundr-.ry and·
within the service area such that the following condition is met:

the

resulting coordination area around the service area is equivalent to the
union of coordination areas constructed for all possible mobile earth station
sites within the service area.

(See Figure 1.)

lrhe actual antenna radiation pattern for the specific earth station·
being coordinated should be used if measured data is available.
'cciR Report 614.
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2.3

Coordination area for mode (c)

Appendix 28 is used to determine rain scatter distance, d , and
er
rain-scatter coordination area offset, ~d. To calculate the mode (c) coordination area for a service area, ~d is measured from all possible mobile

~arth station sites in the service area to form an image service area 1
displaced

~d

from the actual service area in the direction of mobile

earth station main beam azimuths.

The rain scatter coordination contour

is determined by measuring, in an appropriate number of directions, the
rain scatter distance, d er , from points on the image service area
as shown in the example in Figure 2.
2.4

bou~~2~j-:

Mobile earth station coordination area

The total coordination area for a

~~·:.:.le

ea:·~h

station service

area, Figure 3, is the union of coordination areas for modes (a), (b), and
(c), which result from considering the three modes for a representative
number of mobile earth station sites such that:

the resulting coordination

area around the service area is equivalent to the union of

coordin~tion

areas constructed for all possible mobile earth s:':":.=ion sites within the
service area. (See Figure 3.)

1The image service area will,in all probability.not be an exact reproduction of
the mobile earth station service area because ~d will vary in both magnitude
and direction as the main beam elevation and azimuth change.
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mba = ~lain Beam Azimuth

- - - - - = Boundary of Coordination Area for

= Boundary

~1odes

(a) and (b)

of Ser1ice Area (Shaded)

---------- Boundaries of ~!odes (a) and (b) Coordination Areas
around a Representative :--:umber of Sites on the Boundary
of the Service Area

FIGURE 1
Coordination .;rea around Nobile Satellite Service Area for .'·!odes (a)

and (b)

Dot!ume.nt 'No.

Page
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\

de--\
... ,
\

\\

,_---

__

_.

_______ ......

mbo

dcr

\

~~

---------mba

=

MAIN BEAM

AZ!:.~UTH

d·er = RAIN SCATTER DISTA~~CE

de

:a

RAIN SCATTER COORDINATIO!\ DISTANCE

------- = MODE

(c) COORDINATION CONTOUR
- - - = BOU~DARY OF SERV:CE :1.REA (Shaded)
------- = BOUNDARY OF !~!AGE SERVICE AREA

FIGURE 2
Rain Scatter [(mode cJ] Coordination Distance Geometry
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= ~fain
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of Service Area
Boundary of Modes (a) and (b) Coordination Areas
= Boundary of Mode (c) Coordination Area

--------- = Boundary

of Total Coordination Area

FIGURE 3
Total Coordina ti.on .21rea around Nobile Satellite

Se~vice .21~ea
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Reason:

The coordination of mobile earth stations is currently
governed by RR No. 4139/639AR. The determination of
mobile earth station coordination areas is also currently
subject to agreement between administrations concerned
when such area includes the territory of another country.
There are no standard provisions in the Radio Regulations
for the calculation of the mobile earth station coordination area. With the growth of the MobileSatellite Service imminent, the development of such a
procedure is necessary. The. added APPENDIX 28A is a
procedure which can be used to determine this coordination
area for earth stations in the ltbbile-Satelli te Service.
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ADD

USA/48/610

APPENDIX 28B
Procedure for the Determination of Protection Areas for
Terrestrial Stations Located Within the Coordination
Area of an Earth Station in the Mobile-Satellite Service

in Frequency Bands Between 1 and·4o GHz Shared with
1.

~~er

Services

Introduction

Terrestrial stations located within the coordination area of an

earth

station in the Mobile-Satellite service are protected by first calculating pro1
tection distances from each terrestrial station, by then drawing the protection
contours
~

areas~

2

to scale on an appropriate map, and finally, by excluding the protection

enclosed by these contours from the permissible operating area of the mobile

earth station.
\Vhereas coordination of an earth station in the Fixed-Satellite service results
in agreement for operation at one geographic location, coordination of an earth
station in the Mobile-Satellite service will result in approval of a permissible
operating area.

The permissible operating area is that portion of the desired

mobile earth station service area not intersected by protection areas (Figure 1).
It must be emphasized that restricting mobile earth station operation to the
resultant permissible operating area will ensure that both the mobile earth station
and all terrestrial stations located within the mobile earth station coordination
area will be protected from receiving more than a negligible amount of interference.

It is necessary to determine
1)

protecti~n

areas for two cases:

for the mobile earth station when it is transmitting (and hence when it may
interfere with terrestrial stations);

2)

for the mobile earth station when it is receiving (and hence when it may be
interfered with by terrestrial stations).

1Any distance, on a given azimuth toward a mobile earth station service area, from a
station, at which the exact minimum required propagation loss occurs, such that the
station will neither be subject to nor will cause more than a permissible level of
interference.
2

The line(s) joining points on all applicable adjacent azimuths from a station at
distances from this station equal to the protection distance(s) along each azimuth.
3The area(s) enclosed by the protection contour(s); earth stations operating outside
this (these) area(s) will neither cause nor be subject to more than a permissible
level of interference.
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A protection contour is determined for each terrestrial station within the
coordination area by determining the locus (loci) of points at distances from the
terrestrial station that provide the minimum permissible level of basic transmission
loss.

Protection areas are those areas within protection contours.

When a mobile

earth station operates outside of protection areas, botn the illobile earth station
and terrestrial station will be protected from experiencing more than a permissible
level of interference.
Maximum permissible levels of interference and the corresponding minimum permissible basic transmission losses are determined as described below.

Detailed

propagation analyses are then performed using methods documented in the CCIR literature~

to obtain interference protection distances, noting considerations discussed

in sections 3.1 and 3.2 below.
2.

2.1

Determination of required transmission loss r7a..lues
Permissible levels of interference

The maximum permissible level of interference (in dBW) not to be exceeded for
more

t~~n

a certain percentage of the time, p, must be determined for p

=

20% and

p ::_ 1% using specific parameter values; when specific values are unavailable, 'typical
or estimated parameter values agreed to by the Administrations concerned may be used.
~laximum

permissible levels of interference (P ) for p = 20% and p < 1% are given by:
r

-

(1)

where:
PrCP 1 ),PrCP 2/n 2) =maximum permissible level of interference (in dBW) due to the
station of cuncern not to be exceeded for

20~e ~~a~

p

1

and

p 2/n 2 with p 1 = 20% and p 2 ~ 1% of the time;
n 1 = effective number of expected simultaneous equal-level interference
contributions associated with 20% of the time;
n2

= effective

number of expected non-simultaneous equal-level and equal-

percentage-of-the-time interference con't-ributions associated -with
p 2 , where p 2
1

~

1% of the time;

CCIR Reports 568, 569-1, 570, 338-2, and 238-2.
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FDR(Df)

47

frequency dependent rej ect.ion (in dB) of the recei v~r of concern 1

.,

.

= defined as M(p) in section 2 of Appendix 28 (with p = p /n 2)""
2
2
k, T , B, J, W =as defined in section 2 of Appendix 28.
M(p2/n2)

r

1FDR (tif) is a frequency offset factor that increases the permissible level o:f inter-

ference power as a function of the spectral shape and nominal frequency of the
interfering signal relative to the nominal frequency of the receiver.

FDR(~f)

can be determined using the methods in the appropriate CCIR Reports (e.g., Report
1/162 and 388).

)

~Int2~=erence-to-noise

power ratios, INR (in dB), may be used as interference

criteria with the following substitutions for J, M(p ;n ), and Win equations
2 2
1 and 2:
INR(p 1)

=J

W,

INR(p 2/n 2)

=J

w+

M (p /n )
2 2

with
INR (p .Jn...,__ )

- INR (p.,)
0

"'

•

where
INR(p 1 ),INR 0 (p 2 ) =maximum permissible interference-to-noise power
ratio (in dB) not to be exceeded for more than
p = 20% of the time and a small percentage of
1
time, p 2 , where p 2 ~ 1%.
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2.2

Minimum permissible basic transmission loss.

The minimum permissible basic transmission loss along an a:imuth from the
terrestrial station, Lb(p), is the minimum level of attenuation (in dB) that must
be met or exceeded for all but a certain percentage of the time, p.
~(p)

corresponding to both p

= 20%

and p

~

Values of

1% of the time are determined using

the- following equation:
(3)

where
Lb(p)

= minimum

permissible basic transmission loss (in dB) that must be met

or exceeded for all but a certain percentage of the time, p;
Pt

= maximum

Gt

= gain

available transmitting power (in dEW) in the reference bandwidth at the inDut to the antenna of the interfering station;
(in dB relative to isotropic) of the transmitting antenna of the

interfering station.

This is the actual gain in the pertinent

1

direction ;
G

r

= gain

(in dB relative to isotropic) of the receiving antenna of the

interfered-with station.

This is the actual gain in the pertinent

1

c:.rec·:1.on ;
1.

Pr (p).

•

= maximum

permissible level of interference (in dBW) due to the station

c£ cor.c!;!rn,

whL::~1

is not

~J

t.e ,=;:(C2ede:i

~-:i·

mo::e -:han a certain percentage

of time, p.

~e mobile earth station main-beam azimuth and elevation are uniquely determined
from the earth station position when using a particular geostationary satellite.
The variation in the mobile earth station main-beam azimuth and elevation angles
should be investigated, since azimuth and elevation angles may vary significantly
within large service areas.
Actual antenna radiation patterns are used to determine Gt or Gr when they
are available.
391-2

2r

The appropriate reference radiation pattern from CCIR Reports

614 may be used if the actual radiation pattern is not available.
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3.

Determination of protection areas and permissible operating area

3.1

Determination of protection distances

The calculations outlined above yield only the values of minimum permissible basic transmission losses along a particular azimuth from the terrestrial
station corresponding to p

= 20%

and p

~

1% of the time.

Detailed propagation

analyses for both great circle and rain scatter mechanisms using
relevant CCIR documents

a~e

then required to determine"the-distances(s) needed to

produce each of the loss values.

Protection distances are those distances

at which the propagation loss equals the calculated minimum permissible basic
transmission loss for one of the time percentages and exceeds or equals the calculated
minimum permissible basic transmission loss for the other percentage.
gation analyses are performed in accordance with the

app~opriate

The propa-

CCIR Recommendations

(e.g., 452-1) using one of the following approaches:

1.

direct solution for protection distances, which are calculated using inverted
propagation models, wherein distances are determined from required minimum
permissible basic transmission loss values previously calculated in Section
2 (This approach is best suited for manually performed calculations.);

2.

indirect solution for protection distances, wherein basic transmission
losses for both 20% of the time and for a small percentage of the time,
p 2 (where p 2 ~ 1%), are determined for a number of points on the various
a:imuths being considered at various distances from the terrestrial station.
Those distances that are protection distances are then identified by comparing the calculated losses for each point with the minimum permissible
basic transmission loss for both time percentages.

(Cqmputer-assisted

calculation methods can make optimum use of this approach.)
Terrain profiles for use in propagation analyses are needed for the great circle
paths along each azimuth considered, and should extend to the farthest boundary of
the service area.

Multiple-distance solutions for a single minimum permissible

basic transmission loss value and its associated time percentage are possible,
because the propagation loss may not always increase monotonically with distance
(Band C, Figure 1).

Such a condition may occur when rough terrain exists under

the signal path or under certain conditions of multiple propagation mechanisms.
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3.2

Construction of protection contours

Protection distances are determined on all required azimuths around the
terrestrial station as follows:

A full 360° of azimuths (in suitable increments)

must be considered for terrestrial stations located within the mobile earth station
service area; for the case of terrestrial stations

which-~re

located outside of the

earth station service area, but inside the coordination contour, only those atimuths
directed towards the service area are of concern. Protection contours are the loci
of points which are located at distances from the terrestrial station equal to the
protection distances along adjacent azimuths.

Note that multiple-distance solutions

for a single minimum permissible basic transmission loss value described above will
cause a single azimuth to intersect more than one protection contour.
3.3

Identification of protection areas

For terrestrial stations located within the mobile earth station service
area, protection areas are composed of all points lying within closed protection contours (A and B, Figure 1). For terrestrial stations located outside the mobile
earth station service area but within its coordination area, protection areas are
composed of points lying within the angle originating on the terrestrial station
and subtended by the protection contours (C and D, Figure 1.)
3.4

Determination of earth station Permissible Operating Area

The permissible operating area is that portion of the desired mobile
earth station service area not intersected by protection areas. (Shaded Area, Figure 1).
3.5

Mobile Earth Station Operating maps

The results of the above procedures will be plotted 1 on an operating map
to be used in the normal operation of the mobile earth station. This map should

1

Alternatively, the administration(s) with whom coordination is sought may elect to

provide a map (maps) of the protection area(s) or a map showing the mobile earth
station permissible operating area(s).
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include all information required in such operation;

1

a.

Reference grid marked in units of latitude and longitude;

b.

Earth station service area;

c.

Protection area(s) to be observed;

d.

Permissible operating area for the mobile earth station, including
landmarks and outstanding terrain features that will assist the earth
station operator in positioning his equipment in order to comply with
limits of the permissible operating area as coordinated among
administrations;

e.

Mobile earth station operating frequency (or frequencies), transmit power,
bandwidth(s) and antenna characteristics for which the map applies;

f.

The identification of the geostationary satellite and orbit position
for which the coordinated operating map applies;

g.

Validation date for the map (or period for which the map is valid).

1

The operating map does not include the coordination area, detailed topographic

information, or complete characteristics of terrestrial stations that may be
needed on a coordination diagram.
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Reason:

The coordination o"£ mobile earth stations is currently
governed by RR No. 4139/639AR. The determination of

protection areas for terrestrial stations located within
the coordination area of mobile earth stations is also
currently subject to agreement between administrations
concerned when such coordination area includes the territory of another country. There are no sta.n:iard provisions in the Radio Regulations for the calculation of
these protection areas for terrestrial stations within
the coordination area of a ~obile earth station. With
the growth of the Mobile-Satellite Service
imminent, the development of such a procedure is neaessary.
The added APPENDIX 28B is a procedure which can be used
to determine this protection area for terrestrial stations
sharing frequency bands with the Mobile-Satellite Service.
APPENDIX 29

USA/48/611 MOD

Method

ef-8alel:llat:i:eH-t€-evalMate-tf.1~-Beg¥ee-ei!

fo:r- Determining \men Coordination is
required between geostationary Satellite Networks
Sharing the same Frequency Banis
:tHte~feFeRee

Reason:

USA/48/612 f.10D

1. through 4.
The SPM concluded that the 2% increase in equivalent
satellite lin};: noise temperature be revised to 3%.
The U.S. proposal is to modify the appropriate provisions
of this Appendix to reflect this conclusion.
Reason:

USA/48/613 MOD

To state the primary pltrpose of Appendix 29,
i.e., determining wherr coordination between geostationary satellite networks
is required.

To conform to the results of the SPM.

ANNEX TO APPENDIX 29 - The SPM conclu:ied that the 2% increase
in equivalent satellite link noise temperature be
revised to 3%. 'rhe U. S. proposal is to modify the
appropriate provisions of this annex to Appendix 29
to reflect this conclusion.
Reaso~:

To conform to the results of the SPM.
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USA/48/614

RESOLUTION No. AA

ADD

Relating to the Bringing into Use of Stations
in the Amateur-Satellite SerVice
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
recOgnizing
that the procedures of Article 9A have been made applicable to the
Amateur-Satellite Service
recognizing further
a) that the purpose of the amateur-satellite service is essentially
the same as for the amateur service;
b) that barxis are allocated to the amateur-satellite service shared
with the amateur service;

c) that frequency allocations to the amateur-satellite service are
normally on a world-wide basis;
d) that the characteristics of radio equipment used in the amateur
satellite service varies widely;
e) that amateur station operators. coordinate operations among themselves, and administrations, therefore, do not normally license these
stations with discrete frequency ·assignments;
noting
a) that the burden of avoiding interference is placed upon the
amateur-satellite service purSU&"lt to No. 6362/l56TA.
b) that formal international protection of individual space station
assignments is not desired by station operators;
finds
a) that the basic characteristics as specified in Appendices lA and
1B may be neither necessary nor feasible when applied to the amateursatellite service;
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b) that an unreasonable burden is imposed upon administrations
requirem~nts of ~~icle 9A far the
amateur-satellite service;
and the I.F.R.B. in meeting the

resolves
1. that an administration (or one acting on behalf of a group of named
administrations) that inten:ls to establish a satellite system in the
amateur-satellite service shall comply with the provisions of No. 4100/
639M by submitting as much AppendiX lB information ""as possible to the
I.F .R.B., with the understanding,. that such information will be considered complete and shall be published by the I.F.R.B. in a special
section of the weekly circular with an expiration date for comments;
2. that an administration intending to bring into use an amateursatellite space station on a geostationary satellite shall, when appropriate, comply with the provisions of No. 4114/639AJ by submitting as
much Appendix lA information as possible to tre other 3dministration(s)
e..'ld. to the I.F .R.B., with the turlerstand.ing, that such information will
be considered complete and shall be published by the I.F.R.B. in a
special section of the weekly circular with an expiration date for
camnents. The administrations with which coordination has been requested
are urged· to undertake their examination in accordance with No. hl22/
639AO without any undue requests for further information;

3. that an administration shall comply with the prov1.sions of No. 4575/
639BA by submitting as much Appendix lA information as possible to the
I.F.RoB., with the understanding, that such information will be considered
complete and shall be entered in the Master Register if the requirements
of No. 4100/639AA and, where apprppriate, No. 4114/639AJ have been
satisfied.
4. that the data recorded in the Master Register for stations in the
amateur-satellite service is for information only and shall not be
const~ed as giving priority of one station over another.
Reason: To recognize that the information required in Appendices lA
and lB for publication and notification cannot always be
provided for stations in the amateur satellite service.
This Resolution requires administrations to submit as much
Appendix lA and lB data as possible for stations in the
amateur satellite service; such data will be considered
complete and will be published in a special section of the
weekly circular.
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USA/48/615

Resolution No. BB

ADD

Relating to

~btification

of Frequency Assignments

The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
referring to
- the Preamble of the Convention,
- Article 31. of the Convention (Special Arrangements),
- Article

N6/4 of the Radio Regulations (Special Agreements),

- Article Nl2/9 of the Radio Regulations (Notification and Recording
in tre ~mster Internatioral Frequency Register of Frequency Assignments
to Terrestrial RadiocorrmnL~icaticn Stations),
- Article Nl3/9A of the Radio Regulations (Notification and Recording
in the Master International Frequency Register of Frequency Assignments
to Radio Astronomy ani Space Radiocommunication Stations except stations
in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service),
- Article Iil5/10 of the Radio Regulations (Procedure for the Bands
Allocated Exclusively to the Broadcasting Service between 5950 and
26100 kHz).

resolves
that, unless specifically stipulated otherw~se by special arrangements communicated to the Union by the Administrations, any notification
of a frequency assignment to a station shall be made by the administration of the country on whose territory the station is located.
Reason:

This represents an updating of Resolution No. 5, which has
been proposed for suppression; adds Articles Nl3/9A and
ID.5/10 and makes editorial corrections conforming to the
Convention (Article 31 vice 43), and Radio Regulations
(Article Nl2 vice 9).
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USA/48/616

ADD

RESOLUTION No. CC
Adoption of Procedures to Implement the Revised Method
of Notifying Frequency Assignment Information
Under Appendix 1
The World Administrative Radio Conference, 1979,

considering
a) that to assist in making more efficient use of the frequency
spectrum, this Conference revised the basic method by which administrations notify frequency assignment usage info~ation under
Appendix
1 of the Radio Regulations;
b) that the above revision produced consequential changes to
Appendices
lA,
9 and
10 and the consequential need for
new Appendix lOA of the Radio Regulations;
c) that beginning ~ffective date of the WARC 1979 Radio Regulatio~
administrations shall no longer notify maximum hours of operation
(Column 10 of Appendix
.1), nor the megahertz order of other frequencies for the fixed service between 4ooo and 28000 kHz (Column 11
of Appendix
1) but shall instead notify the regular hours of operation of each frequency assignment under the revised Column 11 of
Appendix
1 for all new and modified assignments;
that the ~1aster Register presently contzins ir..for"mation in
Columns 10 and 11 which is not in accordance with the above revision
and needs to be taken into account;

d)

e) that the information already recorded for an assignn1ent in Column
10 of the Master Register prior to teffective date of the WARC 1979
Radio Regulation~ should be retained in that Column until the notifying administration has modified or deleted that assignment or until
1st June 1986 whichever occurs first;
f) that the information already recorded for an assignment in Column
11 of the Master Register prior to §ffective date of the WARC 1979
Radio Regulation!? is no longer of significant value and should be
deleted outright from the ·Master Register by that date;
further considering
a) that during the interim period between ~ffective date of the
WARC 1979 Radio Regulation!! and 1st June 1986, the I.F.R.B. will
be faced with examining notifications for new and modified assignments in accordance with Nos. 4296/501-and 4297/502-of the Radio
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Regulations but that some assignments already recorded in the Master
Register will have information in Column 10 while others will have
information in Column 11;
b) that
Register
criteria
4297/502

the information recorded in Columns 10 and 11 of the Master
during the above interim period is based on two different
which '\vould cause a problem in applying Nos. 4296/501 and
of the Radio Regulations;

c) that this Conference· should establish an interim procedure to
assist the I.F.R.B. in this matter;
resolves
1. that beginning ~ffective date of WARC 1979 Radio Regulation~
administrations should be encouraged to submit notifications modifying their assignments which have information recorded in Column 10
of the Master Register so that such information is deleted from that
Column and that the information required as a basic characteristic
in the modified Column 11 is notified;
2. that whenever the I.F.R.B. arrives at an unfavorable finding
on a new or modified assignment during the interim_yeriod between
teffective date of the WARC 1979 Radio Regulation~/ and 1st June
1986, based upon the probability of harmful interference to an
assignment already recorded in the Master Register with Column 10
information, the I.F.R.B. shall issue a conditional unfavorable
fin~ng and immediately request the notifying administration of the
assignment with Column 10 information to modify that assignment so
as to delete that information and notify instead the information
. required as a basic characteris.tic in Column 11;

3.

that upon receipt of the above Column 11 information, the
I.F.R.B. shall re-examine the harmful interference situation and
reach a final finding to replace the above conditional finding;

4. that in cases where an administration does not revise an assignment in accordance with paragraph 3 above within 90 days of
being requested to do so, the I.F.R.B. shall not consider that
assignment in reaching its final finding;
5. that the I.F.R.B. shall extract individual national lists of
those assignments with Column 10 \nformation recorded in the Master
Register as of 1st June 1986. These lists should be forwarded to
the cognizant administrations by air mail as soon as possible;
that each administration upon receivi~ its national list shall
acknowledge receipt thereof to the Board by telegram and then ex·amine its assignments and by annotating such list, convert the
Column 10 information of each assignment into Column 11 information
in accordance with modified Appendix 1;

6.
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7. that after completion, each administration shall return its
annotated list to the I.F.R.B. by air mail no later than lst May 1986;

8.

that in cases where information still remains in Column 10 of
the Master Register on 1st June 1986 as a result of a notifying administration not havir~ yet modified or deleted an assignment, the
information shall be deleted from Column 10 and transferred to Column
13 with an appropriate symbol entered in Column 11 denoting that
the transferred information is of an interim nature pending modification by the notifying administration and represents the maximum
hours of circuit operation instead of the regular hours of operation
of the frequency assignment;
9. that effective 1st June 1986, each assignment in the Master
Register with Column 10 information which has been transferred to
Column 13 as a result of this Resolution shall no longer be taken
into consideration in the application of Nos. N4296/501 and N4297/502;
10. that, however, once an administration has subsequently modified
such an assignment in paragraph 6 above so as to provide the basic
characteristic information required in Column 11, that assignment
will thereafter be taken into consideration for subsequent new or
modified assignments;
requests
the I.F.R.B. to take the necessary steps to implement this Resolution.
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from the U.S. proposal to
modify the information required for notification of frequency assignments as specified in Appendix 1 of the
Radio Regulations. If the information required is modified, the I.F.R.B. will require procedures by which the
revised information can be treated. This resolution
will allow the I.F.R.B. to implement these changes.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

WOR.LD ADMINISTRATIVE
RADIO CONFERENCE

Corrigendum No. 1 to
Document No. 49-E
15 May 1979

(Geneva, 1979)
United States of America

Page 24, proposal number USA/49/751, after "Reason", add : (see also proposal
nwnber USA/49/685).
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PLENARY MEETING

United

States of America

PROPOSALS RELATING TO
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

This part of the United States proposals addresses the Radio
Regulations concerning general, administrative and operational matters of the
radio services, as well as several miscellaneous items not falling under any
distinct category. The matters covered are as follows:
(1) terms and definitions (Article Nl/1) and nomenclature
(Article N2/2);
(2) secrecy of radiocommunications (Article N21/17);
(3) station licences (Article N22/18);
(4) identification of stations (Article N23/19 and Appendix C);
(5) service documents (Articl;N24/20, Appendices 9 and 10);
(n) miscellaneous stations and services (Articles N30/41, N31,
N32/42, N33 and N39)

(7). special rules relating to the fixed service (Article N29)
and the aeronautical mobile service (Article N47);
(8) provisions for medical transports (Agenda Item 6);
(9) accounting provisions (Articles N69/38, N70/39, N71/40,
N72/40A, Appendices 21, 21A, 22 and the APR);
(10) program for future conferences (Agenda Item 10) and
(11) new recommendations.
Generally, the groposed changes to the Radio Regulations are
intended to clarify and strengthen the intent of the provisions, to provide
for the flexibility required by administrations, to eliminate superfluous
regulations, to provide for the safety of medical transports, and to remove
the accounting provisions for
the maritime
se·rvices from the Radio
Regulations.

f.or reasons of economy. this document is printed m a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference sincP 0nly a few additional copies can be made available
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TERMS,

DEFINITIOOS AND NCJJIENCIATURE

The tenns and definitions of Article Nl/1 are generally adequate.
Because of the profound effect that tenns and definitions have on the
interpretation of the Radio Regulations, it is important that changes to this
article be kept to an absolute minimum.
There are a few terms and
definitions which require slight modifications.
In addition, several new
definitions are proposed to be added for maritime radar beacon (RACON)
(3062A), transponder (30628) and maritime transponder (3062C). The purpose
of
these additions is to distinguish clearly between these types of
operational uses.
The provisions of Article N2/2 dea+ing with the Nomenclature of the.
Frequency and \ATavelength Bands used in Radiocommunication are adequate as
stated, and no changes are proposed.
SECRECY
As currently written, Article N21/17 concerning the secrecy of
radiocommunications is adequate and serves its intended purp:>se.
The only
change proposed is a modification to No. 5193/722 to draw attention to the
related Article of the !TU Convention, Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973.
LICENCES AND STATION IDENTIFICATION
The provisions of Article N22/18 which concerns licensing of
stations are generally adequate and require few changes. It is proposed,
however, that changes to this Article be made to allow flexibility for
administrations in licensing and in complying with the secrecy requirements.
In order to improve spectrum utilization, several changes are proposed to
Article N23/19 which urge the early introduction of automatic identification
methods in general
and
the observance
of CCIR recommendations for
identification on frequencies for international use. Several other proposed
changes .relating to identification of stations are for the purp:>se of
aligning the provisions with existing practices and to clarify their intent.
Appendix C is considered adequate and thus no proposed changes are made.
SERVICE DOCUMENTS
Article N24/20 specifies the service documents to be published by
the Secretary General. Proposed changes to these provisions will provide for
computer access to this information and preclude the assumption that only
hard-copy form is available.
With the possibility of computer access,
significant cost reductions could result. Proposals are also made to delete
the requirements for the Secretary General to publish certain, little-used
docunents as an attempt to reduce costs. Some of the changes proposed for
Appendix 9 are contingent on the proposals to delete certain service
docunents.
Proposals made elsewhere by the USA to modify the notification data
requirements of Appendices 1 and lA by phasing out notification of the
maximum hours of operation of an assignment and adding a data element for the
regular hours of operation. Consequential proposals are made here to modify
Appendices 9 and 10 and to add an Appendix 10A so as to align these sections
of the Radio Regulations with the proposed changes to Appendices 1 and lA.
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MISCELLANEOUS

STATIONS AND SERVICES
~

':':\'

In
considering Article N30/41, which
services, it is recognized that administrations may
licensing requirements.
The change proposed to
recommend that the operator of an amateur station
The provisions of Articles N31, N32/42, N33 and N39
they exist. Proposed changes to these articles
strengthen and clarify their purpose.

relates to· the amateur
wish to develop their own
No. 6357/1563 will only
be able to use Morse Cbde.
are generally adequate as
are necessary, however, to

SPECIAL RULES RELATING TO SERVICES
The provisions of Articles N29 and N47 which concern special rules
for the fixed and aeronautical-mobile services are generally adequate as they
exist. A minor modification is proposed to No. 6323/456 of· Article N29 which
urges
administrations
to
discontinue
the
use
of double sideband
radiotelephone in the fixed service.
PROVISIONS

FOR MEDICAL TRANSPORT

Medical transports are afforded protection from hostile actions
under tpe Geneva Convention of 1949 {with additional protocol). WARC-1979
will consider, under Agenda Item 6, changes to the Radio Regulations in order
to provide protection for these transports through the use of communications
for purposes of marking, identifying, and locating them. In this regard,
Protocol I of the 1977 Diplomatic Cbnference on Humanitarian Law specified
their protection requirements. In order to satisfy these requirements and in
accordance with results of the SPM, the USA proposes· modifications and
additions to Articles Nl2/9, N23, N37 and N39. The changes apply generally
to the notification of frequencies, identification of stations, general
provisions for identifying medical transports and the content -of the medical
transport message.

ACCOUNTING

PROVISIONS

CCITT Draft Recommendations D.90/F.lll and E.l90/F.ll0 propose
changes_ that would _restructure the framework of ITU provisions dealing with
account1ng and operating procedures for public correspondence in·the maritime
mobile service.
These changes remove
from the Radio Regulations and
Additional Radio Regulations, and place in the CCITT Recommendations, all
such procedures which do not require continued regulatory status.
The
transfer will permit easier revision of accounting and operating procedures
to respond to future needs and circumstances. Specific changes are also
include~ in the Reco~endations that improve the methods of charging,
accounting and refunding.
Based on the CCITT Draft
Recommendations,
propo~als are made to suppress several Articles of the Radio Regulations and
to
Incorporate
the CCITT Draft Regulatory Provisions into the Radio
Regulations as a new Article N62A.
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FUTURE

CONFERENCES

As a result of WARC-1979, many changes are likely to be made to the
Table of Frequency Allocations and to the technical and administrative
provisions of the Radio Regulations. In order to implement these decisions,
to update the operational regulations as required by these changes, and to
provide for future growth of specific services, specialized Administrative
Radio Conferences will be necessary.
The United States recognizes that
WARC-1979 will propose to the Administrative Council and to the next
Plenipotentiary Conference, a program for convening future Administrative
Radio Conferences to deal with specific services.
NEW

RECCMMENDATIONS

Several new recommendations are proposed. which relate to the space
research and radio astronomy services: New Recommendation No. AA recommends
that administrations recognize that the band 1330-1400 MHz is used for radio
astronomy and that future conferences consider how to afford increased
protection for radio astronomy in this band.
New Recommendation No. BB
essentially accomplishes the same purpose for the use of the band 1400-1727
MHz by space research in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
New Recommendation No. CC
updates Recommendation No. 32 and
recommends that the locations of observatories and operating bands be
communicated
to the Secretary General and the Members of the Union.
Recommendation No. DD proposes that administrations take into account CCIR
actions concerning use of the shielded zone of the moon for radio astronomy
observations.
In addition, it invites the CCIR to continue studying this
matter~
Recommendation No. DD is basically an updating of Recommendation No.
Spa2-8. New Recommendation No. EE, which updates Recommendation No. Spa 11,
emphasizes
that
the
possibility of interference to radio astronomy
observatories due to satellite transmissions requires greater coordination
efforts than previously needed.
USA

PROPOSALS

Specific proposals
relating
to
general,
miscellaneous matters are contained hereinafter :

ARTICLE

Nl/1

Terms and Definitio~s
Preamble

USA/49/617

NOC

3001

I

1

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

administrative

and
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Section I.

USAI491618

MOD

General Terms

3002 I 2
Telecommunication:
Any transmission,
emmission or reception of signs, signals,
writing, images and sounds or intelligence
of any nature by wire, radio, ~isna~
optical or other electromagnetic systems.
Reason:

USAI491619

NOC

To conform to ITU Convention
definition.

3003 I 3
Reason:

USAI491620

NOC

Adequate as stated.

3 004 I 9
Reason:

USAI491621

NOC

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

USAI491622

NOC

3007 I 10

NOC

through 3o12

3013 I 17

NOC

through 3016 I 20

NOC

Adequate as stated.

3017 I 15 and 3018
Reason:

USAI491625

NOC

!Q.f

16

30191 4 through 30211 6

3019~1

Adequate as stated.

through 3021~1
Reason:

USAI491627

I

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

USAI491626

1 14A

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

USAI491624

8

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

USAI491623

I

3005 I 7 and 3006

30221 26 and

Adequate as stated.

3023 I 27

Reason:

Adequate as stated.
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USA/49/628

49-E

ADD

Terminology relating to the Distribution of Frequencies:
The terms relating to the distribution of frequencies
to services, areas or stations shall be expressed in
the appropriate working language of the Union in
accordance with the following table:

3023A

Frequency
distribution to:

~

French

English

Spanish

Services

Attribution
{attribuer)

Allocation
(to allocate)

AtribuciO"n
(atribuir)

.Areas or
countries

Allotissement
(allotir)

Stations

Assignation
(assigner)

,I

Reason:

HOC

USA/49/631

USA/49/632

USA/49/633

USA/49/634

NOC

HOC

NOC

NOC

NOC

Assignrnent
(to assign)

3024 I 2lC and

Radio Systems, Services and
Stations

3025 /21D
Reason:

USA/49/630

Allotment
(to allot)

}\dequate as stated.

3025.1

Reason,:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as ,stated.

Reascn:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as stated,.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

3026/ 45

3027 I

Adjudicacic!n
(adjudicar}
A .

. ,
Slgnaclon
(asignar)

Desirable to incorporate Resolution No. 6
(ARC Geneva 1959) :into Article N1/1 (See proposal to
SUP Res. No. 6)
Section II.

USA/49/629

I

48

3028/ 54

3029/ 69
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USA/49/635

NO~

3030/ 2-4
Reason:

USA/49/636

USA/49/637

USA/49/638
USA/49/639

NOC

HOC

NOC

NOC

3031/ 21 through 3033/ 21B
Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

.4dequate as stated.

3034 I 21E

3034.1

3035 I 83

Section III.

USA/49/640

NOC

1·10C

Terrestrial Radio System~
Services and Stations

3036/ 22 through 3039 / 25
Reason:

USA/49/641

Adequate as stated.

3040

I 28

and

3041 / 29

Reason:

I 76

USA/49/642

no:

3042

USA/49/643

NOC

3049/46

Adequate as stated.

through 3048 I 82
Reason: Adequate as stated.
and

3050 I 47

Reason:

I 49

Adequate as stated.

Adequate as stated.

through 3055 I 53
Reason: Adequate as stated.

USA/49/644

NOC

3051

USA/ 49/645

noc

3056/ 56 through 3061 /Go
Reason: Adequate as stated.

USA/49/646

MOD

3062 / 60A Radar Beacon (racon) : iR-~8e-P.laf'~~3:ffie-Fe.Ei3:eRav!:ga.;5ieR
seF¥~ee;-~ A receiver-transmitter device associated with
a fixed navigational mark which, when triggered by a
saPfctee-saaFeB ra.dar, auto:natical1y returns a distinctive
signal which can appear on the display of the triggering
~P-dar, providing range, bearing and identification
information.
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USA/49/647

ADD

3062A

Maritime Radar Beacon (RACON): A radar beacon in the
maritime radionavigation service.
Reason:

The amended definition MOD 3062/60A and
3062A provide:

ADD

1.

for the expansion of the scope of the
present definition to include radar
beacons in other radionavigation services.

2.

clarify that a radar beacon shall be at a
fixed location.

3.

to conform to the results of the SPM.

USA/49/648

ADD

3062B

Transponder:
A receiver-transmitter
device which transmits automatically
when it receives the proper radio
signal or when necessary a transmission
is initiated by local command.
The
transmission may include a coded
identification signal and/or data.
The response may be in the same
allocated band as a triggering signal
(In-Band Transponder) or in a different
band (Cross-Band Transponder).

USA/49/649

ADD

3062C

Maritime Transponder:
A transponder in·the maritime radionavigation service.

Reason:

USA/49/650

NOC

3063 / 61 through 3071/68A
Reason:

USA/49/651

NOC

NOC

Adequate as stated.

3072 /30 through 3074/32
Reason:

USA/49/652

The a hove definitions (ADD 3062B and
ADD 3062C) are needed to provide for a class
of devices which will in general have a different allocation and operational status than
radar beacons. The proposed definition of
transponder is not restricted to any particular
service.

3o7s

Adequate as stated.

1 41

Reason:

Adequate as stated.
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USA/49/653

NOC

3076 I 33
Adequate as stated.

Reaso~:

USA/49/654

NOD

3077

I 34

Aeronautical Station: A land station in the
aeronautical mobile service. In certain instances,
an aeronautical station m~v be placed for exa~le
on board a ship, or an earth satellite.
Reason:

USA/49/655

noc

3073

J

35

3079 I 36

and

Reason:
USA/49/656
USA/49/657
GSA/49/658
USA/49/659
USA/49/660

NOC
NOC
NOC

NOC

NOC

Reason:

Adequate as stated •.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Reason:

Adequate as stated.

3034/ 37

I 38A

3035
c•r
3o00

! '""...,."

I .)In

30.S7 f 42 through 3039 / 44
Section IV.

USA/49/662

NCC

MOD

Adequate as stated.

3030 / 38 through 3083 / 40

Ree.son:

USA/49/661

Broader definition.

Adequate as stated.

Space Radio Systems, Services and
Stations and Radio Astronomy

3090 / 84AF through 3092 /84 AFB
3093 t 84AFC

Reason: Adequate as stated.
Satellite Link: A radio li~~ between a transmitting
Earth station and a receiving ~arth station through
one satellite.
A satellite link comprises one
one aewa-~a~a down-liru<.

Reason:
USA/49/663

NOD

3094/ 84AFD

-

~~-~a~H up-lir~

-----

To conform to the results of th=

and

SP~I.

i•1ul ti-Satelli te Link:

A radio link be.tween a transstation and a receiving Earth station
through two or more satellites, ,.,ithout any intermediate
Earth station.
mittiP~ Ee~th

A rnulti-satelli te lin.lc comprises one

one or more satellite-to-satellite

up-li:nJ<,
links and one

H~-~e.~'A

~e.;Sas

aeWR-pa~fi down-li~~.

Reason:

To conform to the results of the SP!-1.

USA/49/664

NOC

3095 /84AH through 3098 / 34AZ
Reason: Adequate as stated.

USA/49/665

HOC

3099/84ATD through 310l/34ATF
Reason: Adequate as stated.
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/

USA/49/666

3102 /84AG
Reason:

USA/49/667

NOC

3103f84AP through 3105i84APB
Reason:

USA/49/668
USA/49/669

NOC

NOC

3103.1
Reason:

NOC

NOC

NOC

Adequate as

Adequate as stated.

Adequate as stated.

3120/74 through 31221 75A
Reason:

Adequate as stated.

Section V.

USA/49/673

NOC

NOC

Space, Orbits, and Types of
Objects in Space.

3 123 , 8 4 BA t h r o u g h 3 1 3 3 : 8 4 B G

Reason:

USA/49/674

st~ted~

3115/ 84AGA through 3119/84 AGD
Reason:

USA/49/672

Adequate as stated.

3llli84APC through 3114/84AQB
Reason:

USA/49/671

Adequate as stated.

3106f84ASA through 3110/84ATC
Reason:

USA/49/670

Adequate as stated.

Adequate as stated.

3125.1;84BAB.l
Reason:
Adequate as stated.

CHAPTER NVI

Administrative Provisions for Stations

ARTICLE N21/l7
Secrecy

USA/49/675

MOD

5193 I 722

Noting the proyisions of Article 22 of the
Convention, the administra:t.ions bind themselves to take the necessary measures to
prohibit and prevent:

Reason:

To dra'-r attention to the related
Article of the ITU Convention,
~~aga-Torremolinos, 1973~
That
11

ar·cicle is enti·0led Secrecy of
Telecorre1lUllica.tions" ..
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5194 I 723 and 5195 I 724
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

ARTICLE N22/18

Licences

USAI491677

MOD

5221. i 725

No transmitting station may be established or
operated by a private person or by any enterprise
without a licence issued by~ or a general authorization of, the government of the country to which
the station in question is subject. (However,
see Nos. 5222/7~6 and ~228}732.)
Reason:

USAI491678

!Q£

To pre elude unduly limiting future
action by administrations.

5222 I 726 and 5223 / 727
Necessary and adequate as stated.

Reason:

USAI491679

MOD

5224 I 728

The holder of a licence is required to preserve
the secrecy of telecommunication, as provided
in Article 22 of the Convention: MOreover,
the ~ieeHee licensing authority shall provide,
specifically or by reference, that if the station
includes a receiver, the interception of radiocommunication correspondence, other than that
which the station is authorized to receive, is
forbidden, and that in the case where such
correspondence is involuntarily received, it
shall not be reproduced, nor communicated to
third parties, nor used for a:n:y purpose, and
even its existence shall not be disclosed.
Reason:

USAI491680

1!22

5225 I 129 and 5226 I 730
Reason:

USAI491681

MOD

To afford flexibility to administrations
while complying with the secrecy of
telecommunications provisions of the
Convention and the Radio Regulations.

5227/ 731

Necessary and adequate· as stated.

For land mobile stations~ including stations
comprised of only a receiver or receivers,
a clause shall be included in the licence,
specifically or by reference, under which the
operation of these stations shall be forbidden
in countries other than the country which has
issued the licence, except as may be provided
by special agreement between the governments
of the countries concprned.
Reason:

To ex:plici tly characterize a station

noting No. 3031/21 of these Regulations.
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USAI491682

NOC

5228 I 732 through 5230 I 734
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
ARTICLE N23

Identification of Stations
Section I.

USAI491683

USAI491684

USAI491685

MOD

NO~

5331/735

General Provisions

Transmissions without identification or with
false identification are prohibited. 1
Admil'listrations shall make every effort, at
th~ earliest nossible time, and 1-rhe:::-ever
practicable, to introduce and use ~utornatic
identification. On frequencies assi~ned
for international use, whenever nracticable,
identification methods will be employed in
accordance vith CCIR recom:rr.endations.
Reason:

To provide for another alternative of
identification and thereby to foster
improved spectrQ~ utilization efficiency.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

5331.1/ 735.1

NOC

5332 I 736

MOD

5333*)1737

§ 2.
A station shall be identified by a call
maritime mobile service identity, or other
recognized means of identification ..... (rest
without change ) .

s1gn~

Reason : To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.
, USAI491686

SUP

53341737A
Reason

To provide universal identification.

*) An additional MOD to No. 53331737 is reflected on page24. The final vers1on of
this provision should reflect both proposals.
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USA/_491687

NOC

5335

I 738
Reason:

USAI491688

SUP

5336

I 739

Necessary and adequate as stated.

and 5337 I 740
Reason:

USAI491689

NOC

5338 / 741

and

5339 / 742

Re:~.son:

Section II.
USAI491690

MOD

5340 I 743

Consequential to above proposals.

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Allocation of International Series,
and Assignment of Call Signs
At the end, read: ..... as given in the Table of
Allocation of Call Sign Series in No. 747,
. c. l
Appendlx
Reason:

To conform to the results of the CCIR

SPM.
'JJAI491691

ADD

53h0.1

lAll ship stations with respect to which the
provisions of Article N51/22 apply and all coast
stations capable of communicating with such
ships shall have assigned to them maritime mobile
service identities in accordance with Appendix
(to be developed by WARC '79 according to CCIR
HvP 8/6 conclusions) •
.
Reason:

To conform to the results of the CCIR

SPH.
USAI491692

MOD

5341 1744

Hm·rever,

an adrnini stration shall not
assign call signs from the international series to stations which are easily
identified by other means (see No. 5333/737)
and 'ivhose signals of identification or
characteristics of emission are published in
international documents.
!-~

!oe

ee~~tt±ae~y-~e

USAI491693

NOC

5342

Reason:
---

To minimize the burden on stations
and administrations under the conditions
stipulated.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

I 748
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USA/49/694

MOD

5344 /749A

As an interim 1rocedure, the Secretary-General shall
be responsible for supplyiP~ series of selective call
numbers or signals (see No. 5399/i83H) at the request
of the administrations concerned._
Reason:

USA/49/695

ADD

1

5344.1

To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.

The Secretary-General shall, for the maritime mobile
service identification system, be responsible for
allocating Nationality Identification Digits series
to countries•not included in the table of Nationality
Identification Digits. (See Appendix {to be developed
by ~vARC '79 according to CCIR IHP 8/6 c·:mclusion~7).

Reason:
USA/49/696

MOD

5345 I 750

To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.

Last sentence, read: ..... These notifications do
not inc1ude call signs assigned to amateur and
experimental stations.~
Reason : To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.

USA/49/697

ADD

1

Maritime mobile service identities shall be notified
to the Secretary-General for inclusion in the
relevant lists, as provided for in Article N24/20.

5345.1

Reason:
USA/49/698

MOD

5346

I

751

The Secretary-General shall ensure that the same
call sign, the same maritime mobile service identity,
the same selective call number or the same
identification number is not assigned more than once
and that call signs which might be confused with
distress signals, or with other signals of the same
nature, are not assigned.
Reason:

NOC

5351

I 756

through

Formation of Call Signs
5358

Reason:
USA/49/700

MOD

To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.

5347 /752 through 5350 /755, 5350.1 /755.1

Section III.
USA/49/699

To conform to the results of the CCIR SPM.

5359 /764

I 163

~cessary

and adequate as stated.

Hmrever, it is recommended that, as far as possible,

a) the call signs of coast and aeronautical
stations consist of:
- three letters
or
- three letters followed by eBe-eF-~we not
more than three digits (other than the digits
0 and 1 in cases where they immediately

follow a letter);
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b) NOC
Reason:

USA/49/701

To accord with existing

NOC

536o

NOC

5361/ 765 through 5372 I 710
Reason:

:r.ton

5373 1771

practice~

Necessary and adequate as stated.

However, land mobile stations employing ra.diotelephony may also use a call sign consisting of:
- - two.L 91' three or four letters followed
b~ four digits (other than the digits

0 or 1

in cases where they immediately

follow a letter).
Reason:

USA/49/703

NOC

5374

noc

5375 /772

anct 5376

To accord with existing practice.

I

Reason:
NOG

5377

MOD-

5378/ TI3A

773

.Necessary and. adequate as stated ..

When ca.ll. signs for stations in the space
service are employed, it is recommended that
they consist of
- two letters followed by two or three digits
{other than the digits 0 and 1 in cases
where they immediately follow a letter).

fSee-a±3e-5334f131A7
Reason:
Section IV.

USA/49/705

NOC

5379 1774 through 5389 I 783

Secti an
NOC

5334/737A,

Identification of Stations using Radiotelephony

Reason:

USA/49/706

Consequential to SUP

V..

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Selective Cal.l Numbers in the Maritime Mobile Service

5390 I 783A through 5398
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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USA/49/707

MOD

In cases where selective call numbers for ship
stations and identification numbers for coast
-stations are . required for use in the maritime
mobile service and the selective calling system
is in accordance with Appendix 20C 1 as-aaiatePi~'Peeei~~e, the selective call numbers
and identification numbers shall be supplied
by the Secretary-General on request. Upon noti.fication by.an. administration of the introduction
of selective calling for·use in the maritime
mobile service:

5399f783H

-selective call numbers for ships will be
supplied as required in.blocks of 100
(one hundred) ;
-coast station identification numbers Will be
supplied in blocks of 10 (ten) to meet
actual requirements;
-selective call numbers for selective calling
of predetermined groups of ship.s~ations
in accordance with No. 5397/783G will be
supplied as required as single numbers.
WA@-fiRal-JP&eea~PB-ek&ll-&e-aeteFE!Be&-a~-&
~~~~e-eea,eteR~-Wep~a-AisiMi~Ps~~ve-R&iie

GeB.fePeaee ..

Reason:
USA/49/708

~

54oo /783I

and

5401/ 783J

Reason:
. Section VI.
USA/49/709

NOC

5402

l 784

through

54o5

Reason:
USA/49/710

MOD

5.4o6 /. 788

To establish a satisfactory interim
procedure in ongoing form.

Necessary and adequate as stated •
Special Provisions

I 787
Neces~ary

and adeq_uate as stated.

The distinguishing signals allotted to ships for
visual and aural signalling shallr iR-geBePBlr
agree with the call signs of ship stations.
Reason: ....~For safety 1 s sake, to prevent confusion

in those situations where call signs do
not now align With the vi,sual/ aural
sigi'lals aJ.lotted ·to a ship-.
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CHAPr.ER NVII
Al"<TICLE N24/20

Service

USA/ ~9 I-;, ::__1

Doclli~ents

~e following docUil'ients shall be published by
the Se,~retary General. This i rJ'ormation .shall
be g.ve:·_laol"= for co:r.:puter 8.ccess. and., in
response to individual req·~.1ests, the reauested
i:::'orr.:f~-:.i on shall oe available in '~o:::;:)ute·-~
~.rin"':ed fo:~D as well as in r-:::.cro:;:'icl-:-2 fo:l:'~.

Reason:

For increased '.lSe of tre infor7.l:~.tion,
long-te:::;n cost reduction, and to
p~eclude interpretation that service
dccw::cnts snall be ::.:~oduced. only i:l
h2.:.....d co:;:::~r form.

5~0r] / 790 tl-:rough 5519 / 801
2eason:

I·Jecessa...·'"Y BJ.'1d adequate as stated.

5516.1 I 793.1
Re2.son:

Nece ssa:.:.-y a.t'ld. sufficient as stated.

Reason:

Listn of Broadcasti:-1;; 3tation3 o:perar.in_;;
belO\-T 26100 kHz are of li tt~e use.

SUP

5523 / <305 through 5531 /~312

\JSA/h9/7l5

USA/l+9/7l6

USA/ 1+9/ 717

USA/49/718

3'liP

sur

Reason:

Necessa:r./ and adequate as stated.

Reasan:

Unnecessary, expensive item of limited
usefulness.

Reason:

Ite:rn is of lird ted usefulness, difficult
for at least some a~~inistration3 to
supply the necessary data, .e_nd other data,
such as sales of equipment_, :rre potential1jmore useful for administrat:..ons' purposes.

5532' 313

55331 814

5534 I 815

The Secretary-General shall publish tl:e c.:r.:enjr::e 11ts
to be r::ade in the docu.rnents listed in Nos. 5503/T90
to ~S33f;4!4 5531/312 inclusive ..... (rest without
change)

Reason: Consequential to SUP 5532/813 and 5533/814.
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USA/49/719

NOC!

5535 / 816 through 5540 /821
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Reason:

Consequential to suppression of 5520/802
throw_;;h 5522/304.

USA/49/720

SUP

5541/822

USA/49/721

SUP

5542

'JSA/49/722

NOC

5543 /822~ through 5549 /829A

USA/49/723

USA/49/724

SUP

NOC

5550

I 823

Reason:

I~cessary a~

adequate as stated.

Reason:

Consequential to suppresGicn of 5533/814.

I 830

5551 / 831 through 5557 / 837
Necessary a.""ld adequate as stated.

Reason:

ARTICLE

I~9

Fixed SerVice
Section I.
USA/49/725

MOD

6323 /1+65

General

Administrations are urged to discontinue, in the
fixed service, the use of double sideband radio-

telephone

transmissions~ ia-~fie-sanas-eelew-39-MHsr

if-~assi6~-as-fPem-JaaaaFy-~ 1 -l91G~

USA/49/726

NOC

6324

Reason:

Below 30 MHz, the date is now in the past.
Above 30 MHz, a.dl!linistrations are .merely
urged to discontinue DSB use.

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

I 466
Section II.

USA/49/727

NOC

for the
International Exchange
of Police Information

Frequenci~s

6325 / 467 and 6326 / 468
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

Section III.

Frequencies for the
International Exchange of
Synoptic Meteorological
Information
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USA/49/728

NOC

6327 / 469

and

6328/ 4 70

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

ARTICLE N30/41
Amateur Service and Amateur-Satellite Service
Section I. ·Amateur Service
uSA/49/729

NOC

6354 /156o through 6356 /1562
Reason:

MOD

6357/1563

~cessary

and. adequate as drafted.

It is recommerxled that any person operating
the apparatus of a.n amateur station si!all
should have proved that he is able to send
correctly by hand and to receive correctly
by ear, texts in Morse code signals.
~Bia•Pa~fees-eeaeePRei-may 1 -eewevepy

w&ive-~&!a-P&~~iFemeft~-ia-~ae-ease-e~-stati&Rs
mak~Bg-~se-exelaaively-ef-Gpe~eBe!es-see¥8

144-MHs..

Reason:

USA/ 49/731

!Q£

To permit administrations to develop
their own licensing requirements.

6358/1564 through 6361/1567
Reason:

Section II.

Ifecessary ani adeq_ua.te as drafted.
~teur-Satelli te

Service

USA/49/("32
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as dra.:fted.

AR'l'ICLE N31

Standard Frequency Service and Time Signals Service

USA/49/733

MOD

6389 I 1623

Tb facilitate more efficient use of the radio
frequency spectrum and to assist other tecbnieal a.rrl scientific activities, administrations
should eftflea¥&\U'-~e provide, on a co-ordinated
world-wide basis, a service of standard frequency and time signal transmissions. Attention
shoul.d be given to the extension of this service
to those areas of the world not adequately
served.
Reason:

To strengthen this provision.
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USA/49/734

NOC

6390 I 1624 through 6394/1628
Reason:

Necessary and. adequate as stated.

ARTICLE N32/42
ExperimentaJ. Stations

USA/49/735-

~

6420 /1568 through 6424/1512
Reu.son:

USA/49/736

MOD

6425/1573

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

All the general ruJ.es of the Convention, and of
these Regulations, shall apply to experimental
stations. In particular, experimental stations
shall comply with the technical conditions
imposed upon transmitters operating in the same
frequency bands, eKee~~-whe~·tae-~eeft~*eal
~FiBe~~les-ef-tae-e~ePimeRts-~revest-tfii&y

unless an anpropriate waiver is secured from the
administration authorizing the experimental station.
Reason:

USA/49/737

1!2£

6426/ 1574

and

To clarify that the decision as to when
departure from otherwise applicable
technical conditions rests with the
a.dministratioo concerned as opposed to
the operator(s) of the experimental
station{s).

6427 / 1575

Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

ARTICLE N33

Radiodeterrrdnation Service and
Radiodetermdnation-Satellite Service
Section I.

USA/49/738

USA/49/739

NOC

SUP

General. Provisions

6453/ 1576 tbr~h 646o I 1583
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

Reason:

Superfluous.

6461 I 1584
Ra.di~ommunication by

radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy is
presumed to be subject to the provisions
of these Regulations unless a specific

proviso otherwise stipulates.
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Section II.

USA/49/740

MOD

6462/1584A

Provisions for Maritime
Radiodeterminati on-Satellite Service

6453/1576 t~ ~~f*'g4
6460/1583 also apply to the maritime radi~
determination-satellite service, insofar as

The provisions of Nos.

practicable.
Consequential to SUP

Reason:
Section III.

USA/49/741

.!Q£

Redio Direction-Finding Statioos

6463 /1585 through 6467/1589
Reason:
Section IT.

USA/49/742

1584~

:tecessary and adequate as drafted.
Radiobeacon Stations

NOC

6468

!Q£

6469/1590 through 6474/1595
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as drafted.

ARTICLE N39.

Special Services relating to Safety
Section I.

USA/49/743

.!!Q£

6981 I 1596 through 6999 I 1614
Reason:

USA/49/744

MOD

!eteorological !essages

7000 I 1615

Necessary and adequate as stated.

~ssages originating in mobile stations and

containing information concerning the presence
of cyclones shall be transmitted,. ri<Ja-'9lte-leasQ
pGse~&le-ielayy immediately to other mobile
stations in tm vicinity and to the appropriate
authorities at the first point of the coast with
which contact can be established. Their transmission shall be preceded by the safety signal.
Reason:

USA/49/745

~

Any delay in the transmission of advice
in respect to a possibly nearby cyclone
m~ prove catastrophic.

7001/ 1616 and 7002 I 1617
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
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Section II.

USA/49/746

!!Q£

Notices to Mariners

·7003 I 1618 through TOOT I 1622
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.
A-qTICLE N47

Special Rules Relating to the Use of
Frequencies in the Aeronautical 1~1obile Service

USA/49/747

NOC

7376/ 429 and 7377 / 4 30

Reason:

USA/49/748

MOD

7378/ 431

Frequencies in the bands allocated to the
aeronautical mobile service bet\-reen 2850 and
lgQ3Q 23350 kHz (see Article l'[( /5) shall be
assigned in conformity with the provisions
of Appeniices 26 and 27 Aer2 and the other
relevant provisions of these Regulations.
Reason:

USA/49/749

NOC

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Consequential to allocation proposal.

7379/ 4 32 through 7381 /1207

Reason:

A~cessary

and adequate as stated.

Proposa1s of the United States of America to Change the
Radio Regulations to Meet the Requirements of
the Diplomatic Conference on Humanitarian Law

The United States, along with other ITU administrations, has been
requested by the Secretary General of the Diplomatic Conference on
the Reaffirmation and Development of International and Humanitarian
Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts to make proposals for the international Radio kegulations to provide for the communications requirements of protected medical transports in armed conflicts. These
proposals were ext~nsively discussed at the recent SPM and are to be
developed by the WARC in accordance with Agenda Item 2.6 to satisfy
the requirements for radio identification and cormnunications needs of
medical transports. The U.S. has considered the request and has
. provided the following U. S. proposals to accomplish the task. These
proposals address the regulations contained in:
Article
Article
Article
Article

Nl2/9
N23
N37
N39

The proposed modifications and additions to these articles are as
follows.:
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ARTICLE N12/9
Notification and Recording in the
Master International Frequency Register of Frequency Assignments!
to Terrestrial Radiocommunication Stations2

Section I.

USA/49/750

ADD

4283A

Notification of Frequency Assignments
National frequencies used or expected to be
used (but not necessarily dedicated) by stations of Administrations engaged in armed
conflict for identifying medical transports
or for communications to or from medical
transports should be notified to the International Frequency Registration Board.
Whenever practicable, each notice should·
reach the Board before the date on which
the assignment is brought into use.
Immediately upon receipt, the Board shall
disseminate information with regard to those
national frequencies, including the purpose
of their use, to all Administrations. It
is to be recognized that these frequencies
may be employed by parties to the conflict
or by any other Administration providing
medical transport associated with the conflict. Notifying Administrations should
provide, in addition the frequency(ies),
infonnation on emissions to be used, principal stations guarding those frequencies,
guard schedules and any additional data as
considered pppropriate that would assist in
minimizing the possibility of interference
to the identification of and communications
to or from medical transpo~ts. If it is
intended further that the frequency(ies) be
included in the Master Register, notification
should additionally be drawn up as prescribed
in Sections A or B of Appendix 1.
Rea~:

To provide a procedure in the RR for
administrations to advise the IFRB
and other administrations of the
frequencies to be used for .communications with and identification of
medical transports. This change
would be in accordance with Protocol I
of the Diplomatic Conference and with
Chapter 11 of the SPM report.
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·ARTICLE N23
Identification of Stations
Section I.

USA/49/751

MOD

5333

I

737

General Provisions

......

At the end, read:
or other clearly
distinguishing featurei readily recognized
internationally. 1
Reason:

USA/49/752

ADD

5333.1

To add footnote for medical transports.

1 rn addition medical transport will use a
priority signal that would indicate unmistakably the identity of their mission. This
priority signal would immediately precede
the call sign or other means of identification
used by the medical transport. (See RR No. 6874A).
Reason:

To add a provision in the Radio
Regulations to assure that the missions
of medical transports are identified
and communications recognized.

ARTICLE 1.'437
Urgency and Safety Transmissions
USA/49/753

ADD

6874A

(3) If the urgency signal is being transmitted
for the purpose of identifying a medical transport, the following suffixes to the signal shall
be used:
(a)
(b)

CSA/49/754

ADD

6885A

In radiotelegraphy,
In radiotelephony,

§7. (1) Use of the urgency signal as described
in 6874A,
indicates that the message
which follows concerns the movement of a
medical transport into, or through, the area
of conflict.
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USA/49/755

ADD

6885B

(2)
the

1be medical transport message shall convey
data:

fol~cwing

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

Reason:

the call sign of the medical transport
position of the transport
number and type of medical transports
intended route
estimated time enroute and of departure
and arrival, as appropriate
any other information such as flight
altitude, radio frequencies guarded,
language and secondary surveillance
radar modes and codes.
To include in the Radio Regulations
provisions for identification
of medical transports consistent
with Protocol I of the Diplomatic
Conference and Chapter 11 of the SPM
report. Article N37 is the appropriate
location for such inc 1 us ion in, view of
the similarity of medical transport
information and that of the long-used
urgency signal and messages.
while the Diplomatic Conference would
have preferred a unique signal and a new
set of operational procedures for medical
transports separate from urgency traffic,
the SPM, after extensive discussion,
expressed a preference for treating
medical transports under the urgency
traffic category and our recommendation
is consistent with this finding.
The specific choice for the medical transport suffix described in 6~74A
.has not
been made and thus square brackets ( [
appear in that sect ion. The United States
wishes to seek input from various other
adwinistrations on the choice of a word or
series of ·letters which would be acceptable in all languages and suggests this
can best be accomplished at the 1979 WARC.
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ARTICLE N39
Special Services Relating to Safety

USA/49/756

ADD Title

Section IV.
Reason:

USA/l-t9/757

ADD

7007A

Nedical Transports
To introduce new section concerning
medical transports.

As distinguished from Section III immediately
above which concerns obtaining medical advice,
Administrations should ascertain that distinctive and reliable communications are available for use in identifying and announcing the
movement of'medical transports associated with
an armed conflict. Radiotelegrams and radiotelephone calls concerning the identification
and movement of such medical transports may be
made on frequencies notified under the procedures
of Nos. 42o3A
and in accordance with Nos.
6874A, 6885A, and 6885B.
Reason:

To include in this part of the Radio
Regulations a needed clarification
between communications concern1ng
medical advice and communications
concerning medical transports.

ACCOUNTING PROVISIONS
The United States of America supports the CCITT Draft Recommendations D.90/F.lll and E.l90/F.ll0 except that Article N58/37A, Order of
Priority of Communications in the Maritime Mobile Service and in the Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service, should be retained in the Radio Regulations
as modified by the CCITT Study Group SMM, under Order of Priority Al to Al2
as well ·as becoming a CCITT Recommendation. Safety implications require
that the article be prominently set forth and have regulatory status.
The USA su:pports the adoption of the Draft Regulatory Provisions proposed
by the CCI'lT.

The CCITT proposals would restructure the current framework of
!TU provisions dealing with accounting and operating procedures for maritime mobile communications by removing from the Radio Regulations and
Additional Radio Regulations, and placing in the Recommendations, all such
provisions not requiring continued regulatory status. The USA believes
that removing the provisions that do not require continuing regulatory
status will permit easier revision of accounting and operating procedures
as may be necessary in the· future to respond to changing needs and circumstances, and, where possible, allow the elimination of many differences
concerning accounting and operating procedures that exist between the
Radio Regulations and the Telegraph and Telephone Regulations. It also
will reduce the workload of future WARCs concerning maritime communications.
In addition, the United States believes that the specific changes in accounting and operating procedures proposed by the CCITT in the Draft Recommendations and Regulations will effectuate improved methods of charging, accounting and refunding in the maritime mobile services.
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Based on the CCITT Draft- Recommendations the USA is proposing
suppression of Articles N69/38, N70/39, N72/40A Appendix 21A and Articles
lA, 2, 3, 4A, 5A, 5B, 6A, 7A, 8, 9 lOA and 11 from the Additiona) Radio
Regulations. The USA is also supporting the incorporation of the CCITT
Draft Regulatory Provisions into the ~adio Regulations as a new Article
N62A in the Maritime Mobile Service and Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service
Chapter.
USA/49/758

SUP

Article N69/38

USA/49/759

SUP

Article N70/39

USA/49/760

SUP

Article N72/40A

USA/49/761

SUP

Appendix 21A

USA/49/762

SUP

AR Article lA

USA/49/763

SUP

AR Article 2

USA/49/764

SUP

AR Article 3

USA/49/765

SUP

AR Article 4A

USA/49/766

SUP

AR Article 5A

USA/49/767

SUP

AR Article 5B

USA/49/768

SUP

AR Article 6A

USA/49/769

SUP

AR Article 7A

USA/49/770

SUP

AR Article 8

USA/49/771

SUP

AR Article 9

USA/49/772

SUP

AR

Article lOA

USA/49/773

SUP

AR

Article 11

USA/49/774

ADD

Article N62A
Public Correspondence in the
Maritime Mobile Service

..
.,J

..
~

,...

(text as shown 1n Document No. 7,
pages 45 and 46) .
Reason:

As stated above.
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Appendix 9

USA/49/775

MOD (Title)
Service Documents
(The format of these documents may be modified as the situation requires )

List I.

USA/49/776

NOC

International Frequency List

Box 1 through Box 9C
Reason:

USA/49/777

~10D

Necessary and adequate as stated.

Box 10
~-1aximum

hours of operation of the circuit to each locality

or area

(G.M.T.)~

use of this column for this purpose is to be discontinued
on 1st June 1986.

*The

Reason:

USA/49/778

HOD

Consequential change resulting from
U.S. praposa~ to modify Column 11,
Section A of Appendix 1.

Box 11
~ga~e~~s-~~ae~~~~-~fie-e~~~-f~e~~eH~es-He~ffia±~y-M~~~~sea
~ee-e~-e~FeH~~

Regular hours of operation of the frequency assignment.4
Reason:

USA/49/779

NOC

Box 12a through Box 13c
Reason:

USA/49/780

NOC

SUP

NOC

Necessary and adequate as stated.

List IIIA and List IIIB
Reason:

USA/49/782

Necessary and adequate as stated.

List II
Reason:

USA/49/781

Consequential change resulting from U.S.
proposal to modify Column 11, Section A
of Appendix 1.

Consequential to MOD Article N24/20
proposals.

List IV through List VIIIA
Reason:

Necessary and adequate as stated.

...-, ...
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On

USA/49/783

page AP 9-29

SUP

Radiocommunication Statistics and the associated table.
Reason:

Consequential to MOD
ARTICLE N24/20 proposals.
APPENDIX 10

USA/49/784

MOD

(Title) Service Document Symbols except for Column 11 in List 1
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from U.S. proposal to
modify Column 11, Section A, Appendix 1.

NOC

pages AP 10-1 through AP 10-4

USA/49/785

ADD

(at the end) (The symbols may be modified as the situation
requires.)

USA/49/786

ADD

APPENDIX lOA
Symbols for Use in Column 11 of Service Document List 1
(See Article r~4/20 and Appendix 9)

1.

Columri 11 of Service Document List 1 is for the purpose of
indicating the regular hours of operation of a frequency
assignment. {See r.fOD Column 11, Sub-Section EII, Appendix 1).

2.

The symbols used in this column are of the following type and
e..re entered in the following sequence:
a.

Two digits hyphen two digits to represent the Operation
Time Sp~'1

b.

One letter to represent the TYPe of Operation

c •. Two digits to represent the Amount of Operation
d.

.

3.
l+.

...
--

Three letters to represent the Period of Operation.

The information under subparagraphs 2c and 2d above is not
for frequency assignments above 28000 kHz •

1~quired

The Operation Time Span for subparagraph 2a above is in G.M.T. hours.
The symbol 00-24 denotes regular hours of operations throughout 24
hours a day. Minutes are rounded off to the nearest hour. For
example, 10 denotes 0930-10E9, 11 denotes 1030-1129, etc. In notifying the Operation Time Span, care shall be taken not to notify
inadvertently the time span that the propagation path is open for
the frequency assignment. (The Operation Time Span is that portion
within the propagation time span that the frequency assignment is
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regularly in operation and would be the same as the propagation time
span only if the frequency is regularly in operation throughout the
entire period.) For commonality reasons, the Operation Time Span
shall be based upon predicted propagation conditions for mid winter
season at medium solar index rather than propagation condition
existing at the· time of notification.

5.

The Type of Operation for subparagraph 2b above is indicated as
follovrs:
a.

I if the frequency is in regular operation intermittently
throughout tiE Operation Time Span.

b.

C if the frequency is in regular operation continuously
throughout the Operation Time Span.

6.

The .Amount of Operation for subparagraph 2c above denotes the
cumulative amount of hours that the frequency is in regular
operation each day. Minutes are rounded off to the nearest
hour. For example, 00 denotes cumulative hours of operation
of the frequency each day are from 00 to 29 minutes, 01 denotes
from 30 minutes to 1 hour and 29 minutes, etc. Care shall
be taken not to notify inadvertently the total amount of hours
in the Operation Time Span unless the hours of regular operations
throughout that span are continuous.-

7.

The Period of Operation for subparD.t,r:sraph 2d above denotes the
portion of the day, week and year vithin which bulk of the
operations are expected to occur as follows:

8..

,.

a.

The first letter denotes (in local time): J for predominant
daytime operations, N for nighttime operations and E for no
predominant operations (day and night). ·

b.

The second letter denotes (in local time): R for predominant
operations Monday through Friday, S for.predcminant operations Saturday and Sunday and E for no predominant operations (throughout the \·leek including weekends).

c.

The third letter denotes: \V for predominant winter operations, S for predominant summer operations and E for no
predominant operatiorm (throughout the year).

Examples :
a.

in

!~ ,TRE denotes that the assignment is
operation
intermittently 4 hours a day during 0400-1800 G.M.T. with
most operations during local daytime Monday through Friday
throughout the year.

04-18 I

..

b. '13-05 C 16 EEE denotes that the assignment is in operation
16 hours continuously during 1300-0500 G.M.T. each day
throughout the weel~ and year.
Reason:

Consequential change resulting from U.S. proposal to
Column 11, Section A, Appendix 1.

modif~y

-...:·.,.
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NEW APPENDIX C

Table of Allocation of International Call Sign Series

USA/49/787

!2£

AP C/1 745, AP C/2 746, AP C/3 747
Reason:

USA/49/788

~cessary

and adequate as stated.

RECOMMENDATION No. M

ADD

Relating to the Use of the Band 1330-14oo MHZ
by the Radio Astronomy Service
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva,

1979

considering that

a}

the observations of the radio emissions-from neutral hydrogen atoms
within the band 1330-14oo MHz are of prime importance in the understanding of the structure of distant galaxies, and subsequently of
the evolution of the universe;

b)

recognition has been given to the radio astronomy service in the
band 1330-14oO .MHz within the Table of Frequency Allocations;

c}

the radio astronomy service is devoted to the reception of extremely
low-level electromagnetic radiations of extra-terrestrial origin,
and needs th.:::;·refore to be protected from ra.d.iations of man-made
origin, to the maximum degree practicable;

d)

the ability of the radio astronomy service to share frequency bands
with other radio services is limited;

recommends that
1. administrations, when preparing for the next competent Administrative Radio Conference, should consider the question of making
provisions in the 1330-14oo MHz band that will provide the radio
astronomy service increased protection from services that radiate;
.d"

2. administrations when drawing up frequency assignment plans should
bear in mind radio astronomy observations being carried out in the
band 1330-1400 MHz.

Reason:

To have a future conference draw up provisions for the radio
astronomy service in the 1330-14oo MHz band.
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USA/49/789

RECO~NDATION

ADD

No. BB

Relating to the Use of the Band 14oo-l727 MHZ
by the Space Research Service
The World

Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979

considering that
a)

it is of special importance to humankind to determine the existence
of extraterrestrial civilizations;

b)

the ability to detect a signal transmitted by an extraterrestrial
civilization is at a maximum in the band 14o0-1727 MHz because the
galactic noise background at that frequency range is low;

c)

the band 1400-1727 MHZ is likely to be chosen for transmission of
signals by.an intelligent civilization because it contains the
spectral emission lines of the neutral. hydrogen atom .and the
hydroxyl molecule, which are lines of basic physical interest;

d)

recognition has been given to the search for extraterrestrial
civilizations by the space research service in the band 14oo-1727
MHZ within the Table of Frequency Allocations;

e)

the attempt to recognize signals from extraterrestrial civilizations
requires the reception of extremely low-level radiations and such
reception needs therefore to be protected from radiations o:f
man-made origin, to the maximum degree practicable;

f)

the ability of the space research service to share frequency bands
with other radio services is limited when it is operating a passive
sensing station;

recommends that
administrations when preparing for the next competent Administrative
Radio Conference, should co!lsider the desirability of making provisions
so as to provide a controlled ambient suitable for reception of extraterrestrial radiations in the 14o0-1727 MHZ band.
invites
organizations concerned With the search for extraterrestrial civilizations to the following:
1.

the relevant provisions of the Radio Regulations;

2.

the need to maintain close coordination With their national
administrations on matters of frequency usage;

3.

the need to select, for observations, sites that are as remote
as possible from sources of radio interference.

Reason:

To have a future conference draw up provisions for the space
research service search for extraterrestrial civilizations
in the 1400-1727 MHZ band.
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USA/49/790

RECOMMENDATIOn No. CC

ADD

Relating to the Radio Astronomy Service
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
considering that
a)

recognition has been given to the radio astronomy service in the
Regulations, and that allocations to this-service are included in
the Table of Frequency Allocations;

b)

the radio astronomy service is devoted to the reception of extremely
low-level electromagnetic radiations of extra-terrestrial origin,
and needs therefore to be protected from radiations of man-made
origin, to the maximum degree practicable;

c)

the radio astronomy service must compete .f'or spectrum space with
other existing and expa.11ding radio services;

d)

the ability of tre radio astronomy service to share :frequency bands
With other radio services is limited;

e}

in the case of many radio astroncm.y service installations it would
be very difficult, once they were established, to change the frequency bands being observed or locations to avoid harmful interference;

f)

the radio astronomy service should be assured a reasonable degree
of stability in ·the frequency bands allocated to it, .so as to
permit long-term study programmes;

g)

the desired protection for the radio astronomy service in many of
the bands allocated for its use will be difficult to obtain and
can be achieved only on a long-term basis;

h)

it will assist administrations to protect the radio astronomy
service if information is available showing the locations of the
observatories, and those of the bands allocated in the Table of
Frequency Allocations that are in use at each observatory;

·recommends that
administrations should notify to the Secretary General the locations
of observatories in their countries and those of the bands allocated
in the Table of Frequency Allocations that are in use at each observatory;
and that the Secretary General should communicate this information to
Members of the Union;
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invites
organizations concerned with radio astronomy to the following:
1.

the relevant provisions of the Radio Regulations;

2.

the need to maintain close co-ordination with their national
administrations on matters of frequency usage;
the need to select, for observations, sites that are as remote
as possible from sources of radio i~~e~erence.

Reason:

USA/49/791

To have a future Conference draw up provisions for the radio
astronomy service, and an up-dating of Recommendation No. 32,
which has been proposed for suppression.
RECOMMENDATION No. DD

ADD

Relating to Radio Astronomy Observations
in the Shielded Zone of the MOon
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979,
considering
a)
that terrestrial radio astronomy observations at frequencies
below the ionospheric critical frequencies-and-above 20 GHz are hampered
or prevented by absorption in the Earth's atmosphere;
b)
that terrestrial radio astronpmy observations at frequencies
between the ionospheric critical frequencies and 20 GHz are hampered
by the scale of activity of the active radio services, and that
successful radio astronomy observations require complete freedom
from harmful interference;
c)
that the shielded zone of the Moon offers unique opportunities
for observations which are not affected by such absa~tion;
d)
that the shielded zone of the Moon appears to be the potentially
most useful area accessible to humans which is free from interference
from transmissions generated 011 or near the Earth;
e)
that the shielded zone of the Moon refers to the area of the
Moon's surface and the adjacent volume in which no part can receive a
line-of-sight transmdssion originating within 100,000 km from the
centre of the Earth;
f)
that it may be necessary to establish line-of-sight communication
links for scientific and other purposes between stations on the far
side of the moon and other stations on or visible from the Earth and
between the Earth and spacecraft;
g)
that transmitters located on the MOon, deep-space probes, and
earth satellites with high apogees may each illuminate the shielded
zone;

.-.
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noting
a)
that the CCIR has studied the questions of frequency utilization
on the far side of the moon and of shielding effects due to the moan;
b)
that the CCIR has developed a preliminary set of guidelines
for use of the radio frequency spectrum by services which are located
in the shielded zone of the moon or which illuminate it;
c)
that the CCIR has made a Recommendation regarding the use of the
radio spectrum in the shielded side of the moon;
invites the CCIR
to continue its study of frequency u~ill~ation on the far side of the
moon and of shielding effects due to the moon;

•

recommends
that administrations apply such Recommendations as may be provided
on this matter by the CCIR pending the convening of the next World
Administrative Radio Conference.
Reason: To have the CCIR continue to study, and administrations to
take into account such CCIR actions concerning radio astronomy
observations on the shielded zone of the moon; updating of Recommendation
No. Spa2-8, which has been proposed for suppression.

USA/49/792

REC<l>1MENDATION No. EE

ADD

Relating to the Radio Astronomy Service
The World Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979
considering that
by definitions 3120/74, 3121/75 ~- 3l22/75A in Article 1 of
the Radio Regulations, 1959, Radio Astronomy is a service using reception
only;
·

a)

b)
research in Radio Astronomy is coniucted with the use of
receiving equipment of the highest attainable sensitivity;
c)
at the Administrative Radio Conference, Geneva, 1979, considerable recognition was siven to the needs of the Radio Astronomy service;
d)
in addition to the exclusive allocation of several bands on
a worldWide basis, some administrations have been able to provide frequency allocations for Radio Astronomy in some other bands;
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e)
where previously the location of Radio Astronomy observatories
in relatively uninhabited regions provided a measure of protection from
interference, the advent of satellites incorporating transmitters
requires that yet greater efforts of coordination may need to be undertaken;
f)
the greatest practicable protection from interference is
essential to the advancement of the science of Radio Astronomy;
recommends that
1.
future Administrative Radio Conferences should give further
consideration to the provision of improved frequency allocations for
Radio Astronomy;
2o
in the meantime, administrations should afford all practicable
protection to the frequenc~es now allocated to Radio Astronomy on a
shared basis with other radio services;

3.

administrations review and update the list of Radio Astronomy
observatories in List VIIIA, List of Space Radiocommunication Stations and
Radio Astronomy Stations, to adequately reflect current Radio Astronomy
observations being con:lucted throughout the world.
Reason:

This represents an updating of Recommendation No. Spall, which
has been proposed for suppression; adds a consideration on
Radio Astronomy observatories in uninhabited regions, and a
recommendation to administrations concerning list VIIIA.

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

~[D)M~~~$ir~£Q\ir~VE
~ffi\[Q)~(Q) CC(Q)~flE~lE~CIE

W(Q)lPJl[Q)

(Geneva, 1979)

Document No. 50-E
31 January 1979
Original : English

PLENARY :MEETING

United States of America
PROPOSALS RELATING TO THE RE-ARRANGEMENT
OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS

The United States was an active participant in the Group of Experts
that met to rearrange the Radio Regulations in accordance with Resolution No.
768 of the 30th Session of the Administrative Council.
The USA fully
supports the adoption of the Rearrangement subject to minor refinements and
consequential revisions resulting from the Rearrangement.
'Ihe Rearrangement of the Radio Regulations by the Group of Experts,
and subsequent review of the 1977 Broadcasting satellite WARC, reflects the
best efforts of those knpwledgeable in the Radio Regulations. As in all !TU
deliberations, the final product represents a number of compromises by the
experts to obtain a unanimously agreed report. For this reason, the United
States is opposed to consideration ot major changes to the Rearrangement.
'!here are several minor changes necessary to correct errors in the
Rearrangement.
In separating the administrative regulations from the operational
regulations and the latter by the various services concerned, it was
necessary to leave some of the editorial refinement and the deletion of
redundant information to the 1979 Conference because of the 1 imi ted terms of
reference of the Group of Experts. It was also necessary, due to the press
of time, for the Group of Experts and the 1977 WARC to leave to the 1979
Conference any further refinement of the Rearrangement.
'Ihe USA is proposing the suppression of a nunber of redundant
provisions from the Aeronautical and Land Mobile Cllapters and other· editcfriaT ·
refinements. To avoid making substantive changes, the Group of Experts
triplicated the general mobile service provisions in the Aeronautical,
Maritime and Land Mobile Chapters with the understanding that the provisions
that do not apply to a chapter would be treated by the first competent WARC.
It is with this understanding that the USA subnits its proposals.
In the course of the work by the Group of Experts, a number of
recommendations were made to improve the format of the Radio Regulations.
'Ihe ·USA can agree to the recommendations contained in the Report of the Group
of _Experts.
In particular, it would
be helpful to leave blocks of
unallocated marginal serial n.unbers at the end of each article to accommodate
expansion of the Radio Regulations,
and
to group· resolutions and
recommendations by conferences of the same type. The USA also prefers the· A4
page size for·the Radio Regulations.

For reasons of economy, this document is printed in a limited number. Participants are therefore kindly asked to bring their copies
to the conference since only a few additional copies can be made ava1lable.
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In rearranging the Radio Regulations, a small nunber of provisions
were duplicated exactly for information purposes at other places in the Radio
Regulations. Q1ly the main provision can be modified. '!he informational
listing can be modified or suppressed only as a result of an action taken to
the main listing. It will be· necessary to indicate in the Radio Regulations
which provision is tne main listing and Which is for information purposes.
The USA proposes that a footnote be added to each duplicate
·.provision. · The footnote for the main provision would read: "This provision
is a duplicate of the main provision and can be modified or deleted only as a
consequence of a change to the ·main provision".
'Ihe provisions that have
been duplicated, but slightly modified, can be considered independently of
each other and do not need annotating.
USA

PROPOSALS·

Specific proposals relating to the Rearrangement of
RegUlations are ~ontained on the following pages.

PART II -

PROPO~ALS

the Ra_dio

TO REFINE THE REARRAinEMENr

Section III. Aircraft Communicating With Stations of
the Ma.ri time Mobi+.e Service and the Mari t~ MobileSatellite Service

USA/50/793

Reverse 7960/954 and 7961/952 so 7959, 796o and 7961
appear as follows:
NOC

7959/951

Stations on board aircraft mS¥
con:mn.Url.cate with stations of the maritime
mobile or maritime mobile-satellite services.
They shall conform to those provisions of
these Regulations which relate to these
services.

NOC

7961/952

For this purpose stations on board
aircraft should use the frequencies allocated
to the maritime mobile or maritime mobilesatellite services.·

NOC

7960/954

Staticms on boaXd aircraft wren
ha.rid.l.iDg public correspondence with stations
of the maritime mobile service or or the
maritime mobile-satellite service shall comply
with all the provisions applicable to the
handling or ~ublic correspondence in the
maritime mobile or maritime mobile-satellite
services (see particularly Articles N58/37A,
N69/38, NT0/39 and N72/4oA).
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Reason: Restore the original intent of the Regulations.
"For this purpose" in RR 7961/952 refers back to 7959/951.
If it follows 7960/95~ its meaning is limited to public
correspondence.

USA/50/794

Move 7965/1078 to follO.'t\T 7967/1159 and modify 7965/1078
·to add the word "radiotelegraph" preced i~g "communication"
to restore its original intent to apply to radiotelegraphy
only. In the rearrangement exercise 7965/1078 was moved
to Article N56 from the Radiotelegraph Chapter.
7967/1159 is a more general provision than 7965/1078 and
should precede it.
NOC

VSA/50/795

7967/1159

(MOD) 7965/ 1078

For the exchange of radiotelegraph communications with stations
of the maritime mobile service,.
aircraft stations may utilize the
frequencies of the bands allocated to
that service for radiotelegraphy
between 4 000 and 27' 500 kHz. When
using these frequencies, aircraft
stations shall comply with the provisions
of the Article N57, Section II.
In the case of a·radiotelegraph
communication between a station of the
maritime mobile service and _an aircraft
station, calling may be renewed after
an interval of five minutes.ffSee-NeT
8448).f..

ARTICLES N59 AND N62
USA/50/796

Move 8739/1238B through 8741/1238D from Article N62 to follow
840l/1013AB in Article N59.

ARTICLE N59
US.A/50/797

ADD 8402

87~9/1238B

USA/50/798

ADD 8403

8749/1238C

The frequencies assignable to
ship and coast stations for digital
selective calling as-speei~fee-fa-NeT
@49Q~999F are as follows:
a) Ship stations
4187.6
6281.4
8375.2
12562.3
12562.8
16749.9
16750.4
22248
22248.5

kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz
k...T.Jz
k.Hz
kHz
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USA/50/799

ADD 8404 874~/ 1238D

b) Coast stations
4357

kHz

6506

kHz

8718 .• 5
13100
13100.5
1723.2

kEz
kHz

kHz
kHz
17232.5 kHz
22595
kHz
22595 .• S kHz

(MOD) 840;5

84G~

to

NOT all·ocated . .

:842.2

Reason.:

The fr.equ:encies a:ssignabLe for digital selective
·calling belong in the Selective Calling Procedure
article as part of Section III, Digital Selective
Calling System, rather than in .Articl-e N:62, General
Radiot-elephone Pro-cedure . .

-ARTICLE N60
USA/50/800

ADD

8448Afl-078

· Reas-on:

In ·the case of a -communication
between a stati·on of the maritim. e mobile service
and an aircraft station, -calling may be renewed
after an in-terval of fiv-e minut-es. (Se-e No. 8448).

Applies to stations in the maritime mobile se.rvice
communicating with aircraft stat.ions as well as aircraft
stations communicating with stations in the maritime
mobile service .•
ARTICLE N62

USA/50/801

SOP 8739 - 8741

PART III

~

HARMONIZATION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS
AND DELETION OF SUPERFLUOUS ORREDUNDANT
.PROVISIONS
AH:lTCW l'Ul

USA/50/802

(MOD) 4117/639AJ
Reason:

F:er-~k4:S-J'l!!'peser !_he administration
•••• (rest without change).

Editorial resulting from the division of 639AJ.
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USA/50/d03

'(MOD) 41411639AN

Reason:

USA/:50/804

For Eh!s the purpose !E of effecting
coordination under No. 4138/639AN, the
administration requesting coordination
shall send •••• (rest without chan~e).

Necessary clarification as a result of the division
of 639AN.

(MOD) 4163/,492A

For the purpose of effecting co-ordination,
!E the requesting administration. shall send

to any other s~eh concerned administration
•••• (rest without change).
Reason:

Necessary clarification as a result of the d_ivision
of 492A.

CHAPTER NIX

Distress and Safety Communications

ARTICLE N35

USA/50/805

(MOD) 6640/1326C

Reason:

USA/50/806

Reinstate references added by the Group of Experts
and inadvertently deleted by the 1978 Aeronautical
Conference.

SUP 6641/ 969A
Reason:

USA/50/8,07

(1) The aeronautical carrier
(reference) frequency 3023 kHz may be used
for intercommunication between mobile
stations when engaged in co-ordinated search
and rescue operations, including communication
between these stations and participating land
stations, in accordance with the provisions
of Appendix 27 Aer2. (See also Nos. 3495
and 3500).

Redundant, covered by 6640/1326C and 6646/1353B.

(MOD) 6643 /l351E

Reason:

(1) In the zone of Regions. 1 and 2
south of latitude 15° N, including Mexico,
and in the zone of Region 3 south of
latitude 25° N, the carrier frequency
4136.3 kHz (as from 1 January 1978 to be
replaced by the carrier frequency 4125 kHz)
is designated to supplement the carrier
frequency of 2182 kHz for distress and
safety purposes and for call and reply.
Stations using this frequency may continue
to use class A3H emission until 1 January
1984. [(See also No. 3505)].

6643/1351E and part of 6644/1351! are being combined and
6644/13511 ·becomes redundant and can be supptessed.
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USA/50/808

SUP 6644/1351!
Reason:

USA/50/809

Being combined with 6643/13.5lR ar.d 6648/1351F.

(MOD) 6646/1353B

The aeronautical carrier (reference)
frequency 5680 kHz may be used for intercommunication between mobile stations when
engaged in co-ordi~ated search and rescue
operations, including communication between
these stations and participating land
stations, in accordance with the provisions
of Appendix 27 Aer2. (See also Nos. 3495
and.3500)~

Reason:
USA/50/810

(MOD) 664a/1351F

Reason:

USA/50/811

6654/953 applies to both 156.3 and 156.8 MHz.
being suppressed.

6655 is

Combined with 6653

SUP 6661 /1208
Reason:

USA/50/814

6648/1351F and part of 6644/1351! are being combined
and 6644/1351! becomes redundant and can be suppressed.

SUP 6655
Reason:

USA/50/813

In the zone of Region 3 south of
latitude 25° N, the carrier frequency 6204
kHz (as from 1 January 1978 to be replaced
by the carrier frequency of 2182 kHz for
distress and safety purposes and for call and
reply. Statio~s using this frequency may
continue to use class A3H emission until
1 January 1984. [(See also No. 3508)].

(MOD) 6653
Reason:

USA/50/812

Reinstate references added by the Group of.Experts and
inadvertently deleted by the 1978 Aeronautical Conference.

Combined with 6662/1321

(MOD) 6662/1321

Reason:

Any aircraft in distress shall transmit
the distress call on the frequency on which watch
is kept by the land or mobile stations capable
of helping it. '-;"hen the call is intended for
stations in the maritime mobile service, the
proviiions of Nos. 6630/1107 and 6631/1108 or
6633/1323 and 6635/1324 or 6656/1359 and 6657/
1357AA shall be complied with.

6661/1208 and 6662/1321 are being combined and 6661/1208
is being suppressed.
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USA/50/815

SUP

6685/1466B

Reason:

As a result of the· Rearrangement this prov.ision- is .
redundant and is not consistent with 6674/129SA.
ARTICLE N38

USA/50/816

SUP 6920/1388A

USA/50/817

SUP 6933/1387

USA/50/818

SUP 6936/1388

USA/50/819

SUP 6940/1466A

USA/50/020

SUP 6941/1473A
Reason:

As a result of the Rearrangement these'provisions· are
no longer necessary.
CHAPIER NX

AERONAUTICAL MOBilE SERVICE

ARTICLE N40/22

USA/50/821

(MOD)

USA/50/822

(MOD) 7108/845

The service of a mobile ·Station
is placed under the supreme authority e~.- ~fl.e
meste~ er of the person responsible for·the
aircraft.er ether ¥ehie~e ea~ryift~~he ·
meei±e StHtf8H:O"

USA/50/82.3

(MOD) 7110/847

The master er the person
responsible, •••• (rest without change).-

Reason:

Authority of the Mes~er er Person Responsible:for the Mobile Stations in the
Aeronautical Mobile Service

Not applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.
ARTICLE N41

USA/50/824

(MOD) 7141/853

Reason:

· In the case of complete unavailability of the operator in the course of a
flight er a :te~!':-~ey, and solely as a temporary
measure, tfl.e master er the person -responsible
for the station •••• (rest without change).

Not applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile-Service.
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USA/50/825

(HOD) 7158/869

Reason:

USA/50/826

The administration which issues
a certificate may, before authorizing an
operator to carry out the service on board
an aircraft, require the fulfilment of other
conditions (for example: e*~er4eRee wi~fi
a~~eme~ie eemMHft4ee~4eft eeviees; further
technical and •••• (r.est without change).

Example is not valid. There are no automatic
corrnnunication devices in the Aeronautical Hobile
Service.

(MOD) 7162/872

Reason: -To properly

USA/50/827

To make applicable to .the Aeronautical Mobile Service.
•••• kno'tvledge of the provisions
of the Convention €eP ~fie Sefe~y
ef bife a~ Sea on International
Civil Aviation which relate to
radio, aRe, fft ~fie ease ef aiF
ftttY-ige-E4.e~, k.nmvledge of the
special provisions governing the
aeronautical fixed, mobile,
(rest without change).

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7168/878

Reason:

which mobile service.

•••• and radio directionfinding apparatus during
e veya~e-r flight.

(MOD) 7167/877

Reason:

USA/50/829

design~te

(MOD) 7164/874

Reason:

USA/)0/828

Knowledge both of • • • . and ·
radiotelephone apparatus used
in the aeronautical mobile ·
service •••• (rest without
change).

Not applicable

A sufficient knowledge of world
geography, especially the principal
efi-i~'-ift~ afta·air routes and the
most important telecommunication
routes.
~o

the Aeronautical Mobile Service.
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(MOD) 71721881

Reason:

USA/50/831

USA/50/832

USA/50/833

•••• knowledge of the provisions
of the Convention ~er E~e Se~ee~
e~ h4€e a~ See on International
Civil Aviation which relate to
radio, eH&, 4ft ~fl.e ease e€ a4~
ft&Y4~eE4eft, knowledge of the
special provisions governing the
aeronautical fixed, mobile,
(rest without change).

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7178/887

Reason:

Practical knowledge sufficient
for ••• ~during a yeya~e· flight.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7177 I 886

Reason:

Elementary theoretical and
practical knowledge of ••••
and radiotelephone apparatus
used in the aeronautical mobile
service, including •••• (rest
without change).

To properly designate which mobile service.

(MOD) 7174/883
Reason:

9

A sufficient knowledge of world
geography, especially the
principal e~4.~~4ft~ &ftti air
routes and the most important
telecommunication routes.

Not applicable to the Aeronautical }fobile- Service.

ARTIClE N43/2l
USA/50/834

(MOD) 7256/839

Reason:

The inspectors shall have in their
·possession an identity card or badge, issued
by the competent authority; 't·7hich ·they shall
show on request of the mee-te~ e~ person
responsible for the aircraft et:' e-tfie~yefi4.e±e
ee~~~4ft~ -tfie mefi4±e e~e-t4.eft.

Not applicable to the Aeronautical.Mobile Service.
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USA/50/835

(MOD) 7260/843
report

~he

mee~e~,-e~

aircraft

Before leaving, the inspector shall
result of his inspection to ~fie
the person responsible for the

e~ e~fie~ Yee~e±e ea~Fyi~~ ~fie me~4±e

If any breach of the conditions
imposed by these Regulations is observed,
the inspector shall make this report in
writing.

~~e~4eft.

Reason:

USA/50/836

Not applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7261/844

Rea~:

The Hembers of the Union undertake
not to impose upon foreign aeron?-utical mobile
stations which a~e EemJ'e~a~~±y w~~fiiH ~fiei~
~e~~~~e~~a± wa~e~e e~ make a temporary stay
in their territory, •••• (rest without change).

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

ARTICLE N46

USA/50/837

(MOD) 7349/962

Reason:

To make

The operation of a broadcasting
service (see No. 3040/28) by mob±xe aircraft stations
aE sea aBa over the sea is prohibited.
applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

.hRTICLE N49

USA/50/838

(MOD) 7440/1065

As a general rule, it rests with
the me~~±e aircraft station to establish
communication with the ±aa& aeronautical
station. For .this purpose, the me~~±e aircraft
station may call the ±afte aeronautical station
only when it comes within the service area of
the latter, that is to say, that area within which,
by using an appropriate frequency, the meaf±e
aircraft station can be heard by the ±aP.&
aeronautical station.

USA/50/839

(HOD) 7441/1066

However, a ±aft~~ aeronautical
station having traffic for a meei±e ~
aircraft station may call this station if
it has reason to believe that the mebf±e
aircraft station is keeping watch and is
within the service area of the ±afte ~
nautical station.
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USA/50/840

(MOD) 7442/1076

Reason:

USA/50/841

To provide proper nomenclature for the Aeronautical
Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7446/1081
Reason:

When e ±eRe an aeronautical
station receives calls from several mee4±e
aircraft stations at practically the same
time, it decides the order in which these
stations may transmit their traffic. Its
decision shall be based on the priority
(see No. 7408/1496)of th~ radiotelegrams
that mee4±e aircraft stations have on hand
and on the need for allowing each calling
station to clear the greatest possible
number of communications.

Aeronautical mobile stations shall
not radiate a carrier-wave between calls.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

USA/50/842

(MOD) 7448/1083

USA/50/843

(MOD) 7449/1084

a) position and, whenever possible,
ee~rse heading and speed;

USA/50/844

(MOD) 7450/1085

b)

USA/50/845

(MOD) 7451/1086

Reason:

USA/50/846

· The ±efte aeronautical station
may, by means of the abbreviation TR, ask
the meef±e aircraft station to furnish it
with the following information:

fte~~ pef~ e~ ea±±~

destination.

The information referred to in
Nos. 7448/1083 to 7450/1085, preceded by
the abbreviation TR, should be furnished
by me~f±e aircraft stations, whenever this
seems appropriate, without prior request
from the ±afta aeronautical station. The
provision of this information is authorized
only by the master ef person responsible
for the aircraft er e~fier ¥efife±e earry4ft!
~fie meef±e s~etfeft.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7461/ 1009

a) The meef±e aircraft station
whose emission causes interference to the ee~~espefteeftee
communications of a mee4±e ~
aircraft station with an
aeronautical station, shall
cease sending at the first
request of the aeronautical
station.
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USA/50/847

(MOD) 7462/1010

Reason:

b) The mee~±e aircraft station
whose emission causes interference to communications
already in progress between
mee~±e aircraft stations shall
cease sending at the first
request of one of the other
stations.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

USA/50/848

(MOD) 7471/1018

a) where the calling station is
8 ±8fte an aeronautical station,
that it proposes to use for
traffic its normal working
frequency sho~~ in the appropriate document;

USA/50/849

(MOD) 7472/1019

b) where the calling station is
8 meei±e ~ aircraft station,
that the frequency to be used
for traffic is to be chosen
by the station called from the
frequencies on which the calling
station can transmit.

Reason:

USA/50/850

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7510/1051

Reason

When e meei±e an aircraft station
transmits on a working frequency of 8 ±8fte
an aeronautical station and causes interference with the transmission of such ±8fte
aeronautical station, it shall suspend working
at the first request of the latter.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

USA/50/851

MOD (title)

USA/50/852

(MOD) 7521/1059

Reason:

;

Section VII.

Control of

We~kiftg

Communications

In communication between ±afte
aeronautical stations and ffiu~±±e aircraft
stations the mee~±e aircraft station shall
comply with the instructions given by the
±efte aeronautical station, in all questions
relating to the order and time of transmission,
to the choice of frequency and class of
emission, and to the duration and suspension
of we~k communications.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

..·
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USA/50/853

(MOD) 7522/1060

Reason:

USA/50/854

In communication between mee4±e
aircraft stations the station called shall
control the we~kfft~ communications in the
manner indicated in No. 7521/1059.-. How-ever,
if e ±afte ~ aeronautical station finds it
necessary to intervene, these stations shall
comply with the instructions given by the
±afte aeronautical station.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

(MOD) 7 523 /1061

When it is necessary for e mee4±e
aircraft station to send signals for
testing or adjustment which are liable to
interfere with the we~k4ft~ communications of
He4.~fieetn~·fft~ eeast: e~ aeronautical stations,
the consent of these statiGns shall be
obtained before such signals are sent.

~

Reason:

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

ARTICLE N50

USA/50/855

(MOD) 7551/1298

As a general rule, it rests with
the meei±e aircraft station to establish
communication with the ±afte aeronautical
station. For this purpose the mee4±e aircraft
station may call the ±aHe aeronautical station
only when it comes within the service area
of the latter, that is to say, that area
within whic~by using an appropriate frequency,
the meef±e aircraft can be heard by the ±efte
aeronautical station.

USA/50/856

(MOD) 7552/1299

However, a ±efte an aeronautical
station having traffic for a-meef±e an aircraft
station may call this station if it has reason
to believe that the mee4.±e aircraft station
is keeping watch and is within the service
area of the ±afte aeronautical station.

Reason:

USA/50/85'7

SUP

7553/1307

Reason:

USA/50/858

Covered by Section III of Article N56 and 8700/1307.

(MOD) 7557/1312
Reason:

USA/50/859

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

SUP

Meef±e Aircraft stations shall not
radiate a carrier wave between calls.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

7558/1313

Reason:

No list of aircraft stations exists.
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USA/50/860

(MOD) 7559/1314

USA/50/861

(MOD) 7560/1315

a) position and, whenever possible,
eeHFse headir.g and speed;

USA/50/862

(MOD) 7561/1316

b)

USA/50/863

(MOD) 7562/1317

T~e ±~~J aeror.autical station may,
by means of the abbreviation TR (spoken as
TANGO ROMEO), ask the meei±e aircraft station
to furnish it with the following information:

destination.

The information referred to in
Nos. 7559/1314 to 7561/1316, preceded by the
abbreviation TR, should be furnished by
mee4~e aircraft stations, whenever this seems
appropriate, without prior request from the ±~~~
a_eronau.t ic..al_ station. The provision of this
information is authorized only by the mesEeF
e~ the person responsible for the aircraft
eF

Reason:

aeH~ ~eF~ e~ ee±±~

e~fiep

Yefife±e

eeFPyia~ ~fie

meei±e

SE&~fea.

To make applicable to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.

CHAPTER NXI
MARITIME MOBILE

SERVIC~ ill~D

MARITIME

MOBILE-SNl'BLLITB SERVICE
AR'_l_liCLE N56

USA/50/864

(MOD) 7925/962

Reason:

Not applicable to the Maritime Mobile Service.

USA/50/865

SUP

7962/993

USA/50/B66

SUP

7963/1002

USA/50/867

SUP

7964/1064

USA/50/868

SUP

7966/1106

Reason:

USA/50/369

Redundant, covered by 7959/951.

(MOD) 7968/1210

Reason:

The operation of a broadcasting
setvice (see No. 3040/28) by mobile stations at
sea eae eYeF Eke see is prohibited.

Aircraft stations may enter into
radiotelephone co~nunication with stations
of the maritime mobile service on frequencies
allocated to that service for radiotelephony.
They shall then comply with the provisions
of Article N57, Section IV, the Article N62~
arid this Article.

Combines 7968/1210 and 7971/1320 and corrects error in
7971/1.320 referencing Section II of Article N57.

I

"
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USA/50/870

(MOD) 7969/1232

Reason:

USA/50/871

SUP

Clarification

7970/1297

Reason:

USA/50/872

An aircraft station calling a
coast station or a ship station may use the
carrier frequency 2182kHz. (See No. 8723).

Redundant, covered by 7959/951.

SUP 7971/1320

ARTICLE N57
Reason:

USA/50/873

Combined in 7968/1210.

(MOD) 8069/1107

Reason:

The frequency 500 kHz is the international distress frequency for radiotelegraphy
(see e±se No. 66301- for details of its use for
distress, safety and urgency purposes).

Further explanation as a result of splitting the
regulation.

USA/50/874

(MOD) 8104/1145

Mobile radiotelegraph stations equipped
to operate in the bands specified in Nos. g±;~f±±74
805 5/452 and 8±e±.f±±9e 8057 I 452B. shall employ ••••
(rest without change).

USA/50/875

(MOD) 8110/1160

•••• the bands listed in No.

USA/50/876

(MOD) 8114/1163

g±;~f±±+4

•••• in the List of Coast Stations (see
8060/453 and 8058/452C).

8055/452.
No~.

8128/117~

USA/50/877

SUP

USA/50/878

(MOD) 8117/1164B

USA/50/879

SUP

8128/1173

USA/50/880

SUP

8129/1173A

USA/50/881

SUP

8130/1173B

USA/50/882

SUP

8132/1174

USA/50/883

(MOD) 8133/1176A

8116/1164A
The exclusive digital selective
calling frequencies within the bands indicated
in No. g±±e;±±~4A 8059/452D (see No. 8404
g74±/1238D) may be assigned to •••• (r;;t
without change).

Each calling band between 4000 and
23000 kHz indicated in No. g±;~.f±±74 805~/452
Ma~-t
is divided •••• (rest without change).
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USA/50/884

SUP

USA/50/885

(NOD) 8143/1179B

USA/50/886

(MOD) 8146/1180B •••• are shown in Appendix 15A (see also No.
8±§6f±±9±& 8053/451B). The frequencies assignable
to ship stations which are not paired with those
used by the coast stations are shown in
Appendix 15B (see also No. 8±§9f±±9±F 8054/451C).

USA/50/887

SUP

USA/50/888

(MOD) 8152/1191

USA/50/889

SUP

USA/50/890

(MOD) 8154/1191B

The f:requency bands in No. 8±§~f±±9±A
8052/451A may also be used •.•• (rest without
change).

USA/50/891

(MOD) 8155/1191C

Each administration may assign to each
station under its jurisdiction of a type specified
in Nos. 8±§~f±±9±A 8052/451A and •••• (rest
without change).

USA/50/892

SUP

8156/1191D

USA/50/893

SUP

8159/1191F

USA/50/894

SUP

8161/1196

USA/50/895

8142/1179A

8149/1188
However, wi,thin the limits of the bands
given in No. 8±49f±±88 8051/451 Marr, administrations
may, •••• (rest without change).

8153/1191A

(HOD) 8163/1200A

Reason:

The exclusive digital selective calling
frequencies within the bands indicated in No.
8±4~1±±+9A 8056/452A (see No. 8403 8+4g/1238C)
may be assigned to any ship station for use in
accordance with No. 8400/999F.

•••• one or more working frequencies
in the bands shown in No. 8±6±f±±9~
8057/452B •••• (rest ~ithout change).

As a result of the Rearrangement Article N57 now contains
duplicate provisions setting forth the categories of use
for the bands allocated exclusively to the Haritime
Mobile Service between 4 and 23 MHz. There is no need
for duplicate provisions so the USA is recommending
suppression of one set of provisions and making
consequential changes to references to the provisions
being suppressed .•
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USA/50/896

(MOD) 8192/1323

Reason:

USA/50/897

The frequency 2182 kHz is the
international. distress frequency for radiotelephony (see e±se No. 6633* for details of
use for distress, urgencv, safety and EPIRB
purposes).
( res.t without change)

Further explanation as a result of splitting the
regulation.

(MOD) 8223/1352AA
•••• specified in Nos. 8403
8749/1238C and 8404 874~/1238D respectively.
Reason:

USA/50/898
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Consequential as a result of the USA proposal to move
the provisions setting forth the frequencies assignable
for digital selective calling from Article N62 to the
section on digital selective calling in Article N59.

(MOD) 8232/1359

Reason:

•••• in the authorized bands between 156 and
174 MHz. (see e±ee No. 6656~ for details of use)
•••• (rest without change).

Further explanation as a result of splitting the
regulation.
ARr:ciCLE N59

USA/50/899

SUP

8391/1013AA

Reason:

USA/50/900

SUP

Reference no longer necessary as a result of the
Rearrangement.

8401/1013AB

Reason:

Reference no longer necessary as a result. of the ·
Rearrangement.
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CHAPTER. NXII

LAND f.·lOBIIE SERVICE

ARTICLES N63 AND N64/21
USA /50/901

SUP-

89lB/845 throu,gh 8920/847

USA/50/902

SUP

.8946/838 through 8952/344
ARTICLE N6'5

USA/50/Y03

NOC

8978/955 through 8983/961
ARTICLES N66/37 AND N67

USA/ 50/904

SUP 9009 / 1.4 96

USA/50/905

SUP 9035/1065 through 9052/1094
ARTICLE N68

USA/50/906

NOC

907811298

USA/50/907

·Noc

9079

I

1299

USA/-50/ 908

SUP

.9oso

I

1307

USAI50I909

SUP

9081/1.308

USAI50I910

SUP

9082/ 1310·

USAI50I911

SUP

9083/ 1311

USAI50I912

NOC

9084/1312

USAI50/913

SUP

9085/1313 through 908911317

Reason:

A number of provisions are being proposed for suppression
because they do not meet the requirements and characteristics
of a land mobile service. However, the USA does not feel
that the Land Mobile Service should be left unregulated.
Additionally, it is anticipated that regulations will be
written to govern the Land Mobile-Satellite Service for
which allocations are being proposed at this Conference.
Therefore, the USA is reco~~ending the retention of
9 provisions tvhich it finds useful to the Land Mobile
Service. These provisions are viewed as a basis from
which a Land Hobile Service and Land Hobile-Satellite
Service Chapter can be written by the next competent
WARC.

